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Warrant appointing Commissioners to inquire into the

Queen’s Colleges, Ireland.

Chief Secretary's Office,

Dublin Castle.

By the Lord Lieutenant General and General Governor of Ireland.

SPENCER.

Whereas it appears to Us to be expedient and necessary to cause full inquiry to be

made into certain matters affecting the well-being aud efficiency of the Queen’s Colleges

in Ireland:

Now We, John Poyntz, Earl Spencer, Lord Lieutenant General and General Governor

of Ireland, do hereby nominate and appoint you

Richard P. Carton, Esq., q.c.

The Reverend Gerald Molloy, d.d.

George Johnstone Stoney. Esq., m.a., d.Sc., f.r.s.

Professor William Jack, m. a., ll.d., and

Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffrey Allen Marston, m.d.

to be Out Commissioners for the said purpose, and We do hereby authorize and direct

you, or any two or more of you, to inquire into the following matters :

I. What is the Standard of Education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges, or

any of them.

II. In what mode Honors and Rewards are distributed in the said Colleges,

respectively, among Students, having regard to their numbers and the

various branches of Learning taught in the said Colleges.

III. To what extent, and with what results, the Students avail themselves of the

advantages offered by the Royal University of Ireland.

IV. As to the Fees charged to the Students in the said Colleges.

Aud We do hereby further authorize you, or any two or more of you, to report your

several proceedings to Us, with such opinions, suggestions, and statements, as it may
appear expedient to present to us in the premises.

Given at Her Majesty’s Castle of Dublin, this 6th day of May, 1884.

By His Excellency’s Command,

(Signed) R. G. C. HAMILTON.
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

REPORT.

TO HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN POYNTZ. EARL SPENCER, K.G.,

LORD LIEUTENANT-GENERAL AND GENERAL GOVERNOR OP IRELAND.

May it please Your Excellency,

We, the undersigned Commissioners appointed to inquire into and report upon certain

matters affecting the well-being and efficiency of the Queen’s Colleges in Ireland, have
the honour to submit to your Excellency the following report :

—

The Warrant by which your Excellency was pleased to appoint the Commissioners

bears date 6th May, 18S4; and the matters which they were directed to inquire into

and report upon were :

—

1. What is the standard of education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges, or any
of them ?

2. In what mode honours and rewards are distributed in the said Colleges,

respectively, among students, having regard to their numbers and the various

branches of learning taught in the said Colleges ?

3. To what extent, and with what results, the students avail themselves of the
advantages offered by the Royal University of Ireland ?

4. As to the fees charged to the students in the said Colleges.

The Commissioners held their first meeting on the 15th day of May, 1S84. At this

and several subsequent meetings requisitions were framed for certain returns to be
furnished from each of the Queen’s Colleges and also from the Royal University. These App.III.A.

returns were considered necessary to enable the Commissioners to ascertain the existing Nos. 1, C.

state of each College and its connexion with the Royal University. They felt from the

outset that their duties could not be effectually discharged unless they visited each College

and held an inquiry there. There were persons who had local ana personal interests in

the respective Colleges, to whom it was due that an opportunity should be given, without

inconvenience, of coming before the Commissioners on the spot. But it was considered

that such local inquiries could be most profitably conducted after the Commissioners
were in possession of the information embodied in the returns already referred to.

The requisitions for these returns were received by the President and Registrar of each
College with the utmost courtesy, and the returns were furnished with a promptitude
which greatly facilitated the action of the Commissioners. After communicating with
the Presidents of the respective Colleges, it was ascertained that they would he obliged,

during tbe week ending 31st May, to attend in Dublin meetings ot the Senate and
Standing Committee of the Royal University. The Commissioners were thus unable
to begin their inquiry at any of the Colleges until after that date.

The Commissioners were anxious, on the other hand, to close their own inquiries at

the Colleges by the end of tbe last week of the ordinary College Sessions, and thej

were able, with some difficulty, to do so.

The Commissioners considered it advisable that they should hold their meetings, at

which witnesses would be examined, in public, and tbe sanction of your Excellency to

this course was obtained. They first visited Queen’s College, Belfast, and held
a public inquiry there on the 3rd June and three following days. They afterwards
visited Queen’s College, Cork, and Queen’s College, Galway. They examined the several

Presidents and Registrars, and almost all the Professors ot each College. In each place

they also examined a number of gentlemen not connected with the Colleges, who were
desirous of giving evidence on the subjects of the inquiry. In Cork, deputations from
the Corporation of the city, from graduates of the Queen’s University in Ireland,

educated in Queen’s College, Cork, and from residents (Catholics and Protestants of

the city and county of Cork), and in Galway a deputation from the Town Commis-
sioners waited upon the Commission and presented resolutions and memorials in favour
of the Colleges in those places respectively. Copies 6f these resolutions and memorials
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2 QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

will be found in Appendix III. C. In addition, an inspection was made at each College

of its museums, l&Doratories and libraries, and of the instruments, apparatus and appli-

ances for scientific teaching. The Commissioners afterwards held two public inquiries

in their office in Dublin, which extended over eight days, and they examined numerous

witnesses there. Some of these were professors of the Colleges who had been absent at

the time of their visit. Others were connected with the Colleges, either as former pro-

fessors, or as graduates of the Queen’s University, or as students of one of the Queen’s

Colleges. The greater number were gentlemen unconnected with the Queen’s Colleges.

Two of the Commissioners (Dr. Marsto.v and Professor Jack), either separately or

together, visited the hospitals and medical institutions in Belfast, Cork, and Galway,

connected with the Colleges, and ascertained, as far as could be done by a rapid personal

examination, the extent and nature of the means available to the students of medicine

for clinical teaching and for the acquisition of a knowledge of the practical side of

the medical curriculum. Dr. Marston subsequently visited many of the hospitals and

teaching institutions in Dublin.

The Commissioners held seventeen public and thirty-one private meetings, and

examined in all 119 witnesses. The evidence thus obtained (which was not given on

oath), together with the several documents therein referred to, or connected therewith,

and tables and returns, with the minutes of their private meetings, will be found in the

Appendix I., Appendix II.. and Appendix III. A nud III. B.

The Commissioners considered it to be their duty to confine their inquiry within the

four heads mentioned in your Excellency’s Warrant, and they accordingly endeavoured
to keep the evidence, as far as possible, within the limits there laid down. Many
topics were introduced, and pressed upon them, by some of the witnesses, which
the Commissioners thought outside the scope of their Commission. These they
accordingly declined to investigate. But they gave a liberal interpretation to the War-
rant whenever they had occasion to decide what was comprised in the matters referred to

them, and they received all information and heard every description of evidence which
appeared fairly to bear upon any of those matters, or which they considered would aid

them in making their investigation thorough and their conclusions complete. Under
the circumstances already detailed, however, it was impossible to ask for any prdcis of the

evidence which witnesses proposed to tender, and when questions arose in the course of
the examination of a witness which required the Commissioners to decide on the admissi-
bility of any portion of his evidence, they had to he decided at the moment. If, on a
review of these decisions, the Commissionex-s may be thought to have erred, it will

probably be rather in admitting evidence of general interest, but of doubtful relevancy,
than in excluding it.

The Commissionei*s desire to acknowledge the great courtesy with which they were
received by the President and staff of each of the Colleges, and the readiness and' frank-
ness with which these gentlemen met them.
The results of the inquiry may be classified under the heads laid down in your

Excellency’s Warrant.

I. WHAT IS THE STANDARD OF EDUCATION MAINTAINED IN THE
QUEEN’S COLLEGES, OR ANY OF THEM ?

In each of the Colleges there are classes in the four Faculties of Arts, Law,
Medicine, and Engineering.

The Faculty of Aits is subdivided on the Literary side and on the Science side.

(a) Faculty of Law.

There always has been, in each of the Colleges, a small attendance of students in the
Faculty of Law. We subjoin a table showing the total number of students attending in
this faculty in each of the Colleges during the past five years :

—
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a

The rule for attendance at lectures prescribed for law students by the Benchers of
King’s Inns is, that each student must attend three terms of the lectures of each of the
two Professors at the King’s Inns, and of two of the three Professors at Trinity College
Dublin. Graduates of the Queen’s University may qualify for call to the Bar by Evid 372-’

attending one complete course of two Professors at the King’s Inns, and by attending
for a year the lectures of two of the Professors of Law in one of the Queen’s Collets’
and passing the examinations (if any) held by the Professors at the end of each course!
Graduates of the Royal University may qualify for call to the Bar by attending one
complete course of the two Professors at the King’s Inns, and by attending for one year
the lectures of two Professors in one of the Queen’s Colleges, and passing a like exami-
nation, if such be held. But, to entitle a student to credit for lectures at one of
the Queen’s Colleges, he must, before he attends the lectures, have been admitted a
student at King’s Inns, and have paid the substantial sum required there for entrance >Vul 5-44
fee and stamp duty. It was pointed out to us by Professor Mills that in this wav, F

‘

vil|

'

unless a student going to the Bar happens to be resident in Belfast, Cork, or Galway,
‘ ‘ ‘ '

he has no sufficient inducement to qualify for his call by attending the law lectures 111

any of the Queen’s Colleges.

The ordinary period or apprenticeship for persons seeking to be admitted as Solicitors
is five years, but by the provisions of the Attorneys and Solicitors (Ireland) Act, 1866

,

the period of apprenticeship for a graduate of the Queen’s University was reduced to
three years. The same Act provides that any student of the Queen’s Colleges who has
passed any prescribed examination in the Faculty of Law in his College for a period of
two Collegiate years is required to serve an apprenticeship of four years only. These
privileges have been extended to graduates and under-graduates of the Royal University
by section 15 of the University Education (Ireland) Act, 1879 : but this again is a
privilege which will only operate as an inducement to an apprentice who is residing
in Belfast, Cork, or Galway, and serving his time to a solicitor practising in one of those
places. The privilege, too, is more apparent than real. An apprentice, after having
taken his two years’ course of lectures in Ihe Queen’s College, would still have to

take a three years’ course of lectures in Dublin, from the lecturer appointed by the

Incorporated Law Society. Thus the period of apprenticeship would be little, if at

all, shortened. Apart from a desire to acquire legal knowledge, the only substantial

inducement to a student to attend the law classes in the Queen’s Colleges is in the scholar-

ships allotted to that faculty, or in the prospect of obtaining the degrees of LL.B., or

LL.D., us distinctions in after life.

(b) Faculty of Engineering.

The number of students attending in the Faculty of Engineering also is small. It is

largest in Cork and relatively very small in Belfast. We subjoin a table showing the

total number of students attending in this faculty in each of the Colleges during the

past five years :

—

Queen's Collogo, Belfast Quc n'« College, Cork. Queen's College, Galway.

Yeah.

Total. Total.
Non-Matri-

Total.
luted. eulated. lnted. culated. lated.

1879-80, u 1 13 29 0 29 12 0 12

1880-81, . 12 • 0 12 21 0 21 11 1 12

1881-82, 11 0 11 35 0 35 10 1 11

1882-83, 11 1 12 20 0 20 10 0 10

1883-84, 8 0 8 18 1 19 5 1 5

The small number of engineering students is what one would naturally expect to find,

having regard to the nature of the profession, the difficulty and the variety of the

matters that it deals with, and the limited opportunities it affords to many of those who

adopt it.

The numbers attending in the Faculties of Law and Engineering in each of the Colleges

being small, wo did not consider it necessary to make the same complete inquiries, or

to collect the same exhaustive statistics respecting them as with respect to the two more

numerously attended Faculties of Arts and Medicine. We have, however, every reason

to believe that in each of the Colleges the teaching in the Faculties of Law and

Engineering was, and is, sufficient, ana the results satisfactory.
^ ^
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Standard in-

mEKCED BY
Educational
Condition or
Students at
Kstranik.

Ai.p.nr.A.,
Nos. 2, 3, 4.

Head VII.

University
Matuicu-

Nos- Matri-
culated
Student*.

Printed image

(c) Faculty of Arts.

In considering the standard of education, our attention was naturally directed, in the

first instance, to the material with which the Colleges have to deal and the state of the

education of the students at entrance.

Standard influenced by Educational Condition of Students at Entrance.

The Queen’s Colleges' were originally designed to meet the wants of a large

class who could not afford the only university education then available in Ireland

to Irish students, that in Trinity College, Dublin. From the census returns (1SS1)

it appears that their foundation has not diminished the number of students at

Trinity College; and there is eveiy reason to believe that, in respect of the moderate
cost of the education they provide, the}’ are well adapted to meet the wants of the section

of the population for whom they were primarily designed. Several of the College wit-

nesses familiar with their circumstances state that, while unable to maintain themselves

entirely on the sums paid and by help of the privileges granted them as scholars, those

of the students who hold scholarships, that is, about one-sixth of the students attending,

are within a measurable distance of being able to do so. The difference between the value

of the Queen's College scholarship, which is worth in money and privileges about £28 per

annum, aud the cost of residence and education at Trinity College, Dublin, which appears

to be about XlOO per annum, is wide enough to enable the Queen’s Colleges to meet the

wants of large classes of students with moderate incomes. To these classes time is as

valuable, in an economical sense, as money. Students who belong to them, and they are

probably the bulk of the Queen’s College students, are likely to press into College as

early as they can, and to look to completing their College course so as to be able to earn
money as soon as possible. It should be borne in mind that all who are reckoned as

students of the Queen’s Colleges are actualty studying in them.
The students who enter the Colleges at present

number of actual entrants for 1883-4.

1. [Matriculated Students in Royal University, .

J
„ „ other Universities,

[ „ „ in the late Queen’s University,

2. Matriculated in the Queen’s Colleges,

3. Non-Matricu luted,

i of three classes. We give

Belfast. Cork. Galway. Total.

97 30 18 )

- 2 [

-f
1G0

13 -

16 21 9 46
6 14 4 24

132 67 31 230

Thus five-sixths of the entrants of 1883 in Belfast, half of the entrants in Cork, and
more than half in Galway, have passed a university matriculation examination. Almost
all of these have passed in the Koval University. Of the whole of the 230 entrants in
1S83 in the Queen's Colleges, 160 or seven out of ten have passed a university matricu-
lation, of whom 145 or 63 per cent, have passed in the Itoyal University. Itsmatricu
lation programme has been settled very recently, after careful consideration by a body
in which all educational opinions are represented, and as its fellows are held bound to
teach matriculated students, it may fairly be assumed that the 70 per cent., or at the lowest
the 63 per cent, of the entrants are fit to profit by instruction in a University College.
The second class—those who pass the matriculation examination of the Colleo-es

—

Is fractional ; it is about an eighth of the entrants in Belfast, about a third of all the
•entrants in Cork, and about a fourth of those in Galway. In the three Colleges taken
together it numbers 46 out of 230, or 2 in 10 of all the entrants.

The third
_

class of non-matriculated students is fractional in Belfast and Galway,
and in Cork it amounts to about a fifth. In the whole of the Queen’s Colleges there
are 24 entrant non-matriculated students, or 1 in 10.

The bulk of the non-matriculated entrants—12 out of the 14 in Cork, are medical
students. Of these, 6 have passed the examination in general education of the Royal
College of Surgeons, which is recognised by the General Medical Council as Guaranteeing
a sufficient minimum of preliminary education in Arts. Of the other 8, 6 are medical.
They are not known to have passed any “ preliminary,” and if that is so, they must be
attending classes for their own benefit, their attendance not being counted for their
professional course until after they have passed such a “preliminary.” The whole S,

distributed among the 67 entrants at Cork, who are again distributed over all the first

year’s classes, cannot seriously interfere with the instruction of their fellow-students
any more than the 6 in Belfast or the 4 in Galway, of whom one has passed at the
College of Surgeons. Dr. Curtis, one ol the Assistant Commissioners of Intermediate
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Education, who was formerly a Professor in Galway, gives an interesting instance of
such a non-matriculated student

—

« A gentleman came with his two sous to College, nnd remained there for some time. He attended my
'

lectures on practical mechanics for a term
;
and this instance, I think, illustrates the advantage of allowing

non-matriculated students to attend tho College lectures. Q. He came and he was in the way of getting "ood
teaching. A. But he was not in tho way of any one else."

“ So

Of the body of such students, he says that they did not in the least hamper the Professor
in his teaching. There ore great advantages in a country where many families live
remote from good intermediate schools, where students, as is the case with many of the
students of the Queen’s Colleges, are often poor, and where the desire for College
education, comes frequently after ordinary school life is over, in leaving the doors of
the Colleges open to non-matriculated students. They thus get as much of a hio-h-class

education, at a very moderate price, as they find suitable to their requirements. They are
not bound to follow any particular curriculum, or to take any classes they may not wish

;

but they cannot compete for the prizes or honours of the College, and they cannot
present themselves for degrees. So far as we recollect no witness has proposed to
exclude them from the Colleges.

Evid. Mr.
Perry, 6S4,

Dr. Sha
8383.

The only students whose educational condition at entrance may be further inquired
into are those who matriculate in the Queen’s Colleges themselves. In the year 1SS3
they numbered two out of every ten entrants. One reason, among others, for this

inquiry is, that a great number of the witnesses dwell with emphasis on the subject.

Some of these witnesses appear to be under an impression that the College Matriculation
Examinations arc the ordinary portals of entrance into the Queen’s Colleges. Several,
however, had their attention expressly directed to the fact that the bulk of the new
students of tho Queen’s Colleges now matriculate on the Royal University Programme.
They stated that the bad effect of the lower programme of the Colleges on the schools

and on the students is not, in their judgment, greatly mitigated", and certainly not done
away with by this circumstance. This view is stated in the evidence of Dr. Walsh
especially (7100), and of the Right Rev. Bishop Carr, of Galway.
In Belfast only 12 per cent, of the entrants pass the College Matriculation Examination,

and it is plain from the programme that these students pass an examination extremely
like that of the Royal University. President Porter expresses his view upon this

point

—

L.ITED l>

COLLE.E o»t

Evid. 7100.

End. 6551.

LATION PRO-
GRAMME.
(ci) Belfast.

“1916 but I may state that I have an opportunity of knowing the standard of the matricu-

lation examination in tliis College, and also, as a senator of the Royal University, I have liad an opportunity

of knowing and testing the standard of the matriculation examination there, and I have no hesitation whatever

in stating that the standard in this College is as high as that of the Royal University.”

The correctness of this opinion as to the character of the Belfast matriculation at

present does not appear to be disputed.

In Cork a third, and in Galway a fourth of the entrants matriculate in the College

alone. The programme in both places is less extensive than that in the Royal
University. No doubt an examination as severe as the latter, or much more severe,

could be carried out on a less extended programme; but it is not, we think, likely, or

generally expected, that a modest pass examination in one book in Latin or Greek
should be as difficult to the passman as an examination in two books. Some laxity Evid. 5798-

appears to us to prevail in the interpretation given to the programme at Galway. 5801-5833.

The programmes of both Cork and Galway are accepted as satisfying the General ft>c<

Medical Council, and rather more than half of the students matriculated in the Colleges,

seventeen out of a total of thirty, in the two Colleges—are medical students. The

matriculation examinations ofCork and Galway were spoken of severely by two of the four

visitors ofthe General Medical Council in-.l 8 73. The observations ofthese visitors appear

to have been founded on a consideration' of the programmes then in force, and not on

any inquiry, personally or by correspondence, into the actual conduct of the examina-

tion. A letter addressed to the General Medical Council by the Board of Examiners Evid. 6933.

at Galway, after the report of the visitors came to their knowledge, is printed in the

answer to question 6,933. The examiners offered to conduct their examinations on any

future occasion in the presence of any Commissioners the Council might appoint—they

contradicted as without foundation certain specific averments made by the visitors, and

they emphasised their view of the object of their examinations as “ a test of education

and mental habit, not a competitive examination wherein the various attainments ot

many candidates would have to be differentiated and tabulated.” No answer was sent

to this letter. The General Medical Council may have beon satisfied (a) that these visitors

had expressed themselves in a manner scarcely warranted by the facts or by the exten

of the mvestigation they had made into them, or
(
b

)

that after the stimulus ot t e
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visitors' 1report, the matriculation examination would be made satisfactory, or (c) that the

Colleges were talcing, or would in future take, sufficient care in dealing with the

admission of students under these programmes. At all events, no remonstrance was

made, and no official action taken, then or since, by the General Medical Council. The

Colleo-e entrance examinations at the present time may, therefore, be assumed to be

satisfactory to the body of eminent medical men officially in charge of medical

education. A comparison of the existing matriculation programmes of the Colleges

with those given in the report of the visitors, * pp. 186, 187, shows that both pro-

grammes have been raised. Professor Jack, of Cork, says :

“ Without going into any

invidious comparisons, we took cave, particularly since IS 74, that our matriculation

examination should certainly not fall below the level of that of the licensing bodies.”

It appears then that of the 46 entrants in the Queen’s Colleges, who matriculated on the

College programmes, 16 matriculated in Belfast on a programme equivalent to that of the

Royal University ; 17, being medical students in Cork and Galway, matriculated on a

programme satisfactory to the General Medical Council, and only 13, or 5 per cent., of all

the entrants remain. These 13 students have shown at entrance such an amount of

knowledge as the General Medical Council considers necessary to fit students to profit

by College education in professional subjects.

The College authorities in all the three Colleges point out that their object in holding

these College examinations is to discriminate between those whose failure to pass them
shows that they are not fit to receive University training, and those whose passing is

held to prove that they are reasonably so. As a matter of experience, they declare

unanimously, and without hesitation, that they find no deficiency of fitness for collegiate

instruction in the students who matriculate in the Colleges alone. We see no reason

to question their judgment In corroboration of it, we may refer to the evidence of

Mr. Anderson, who was a Galway student up to three years ago, and who took his

degree at Cambridge, as Sixth Wrangler, in June, 1S84.

Several witnesses point out that the announcement of programmes materially lower

than that of the Royal University tends to create an impression that school may be

left sooner than it ought to be, and it is urged that this is eminently dangerous when
entrance scholarships are thrown open for competition to students who have passed on

such programmes, so that boys, as it has been put, may be tempted or bribed away
from the school. A great deal of evidence was brought forward, and a correspondence

was produced with reference to the cases of three youths—Hanly, Mapother, and
Leonard—who had been in the French College, Blackrock, about ten years ago, and
who afterwards went to Galway. It appears that a private conversation having been
reported in an official document without permission, the circumstances of the three

cases were discussed at great length, and that on investigation the charges that had
been made broke down. The matter has little more than historical interest, and the
reflex action of the Queen’s Colleges on the schools is not one which is directly submitted
for our consideration in Your Excellency’s warrant.

So far as it may be supposed that the Queen’s Colleges may tempt boys at school

to leave it at a lower stage of advancement than is secured by the Royal University
matriculation standard, the following statement will show that they cannot do so to

any great extent.

Very few students who have only matriculated on the College programmes get
entrance scholarships. In the Belfast list of 46 who obtained College scholarships in

1883, we have found only two names of students matriculated in the College programme
—one of them in law and one in engineering. In the Cork list of 14 who obtained
entrance scholarships in 1883 ten are, and four are not matriculated students of the
Royal University. Of the four, one, a law student, is a B. A. of Cambridge ; one is a
law exhibitioner, and, in the subjects in which they competed for their scholarships, the
two science scholars are both placed before a matriculated Royal University student.
In the list of 16 entrance scholarships and exhibitions obtained at Galway in 1883,
there are 15 Royal University students, and one matriculated in Queen’s College,

Galway, who stands second in the list of five science scholars, being before three other
successful competitors who matriculated in the Royal U niversity . From the list given in

Appendix No. 43, it appears that he probably got about two-thirds of full marks in the
subjects of his scholarship. Practically, therefore, after the Royal University has been
two years in operation, it appears that the entrance scholarships hardly fall to any but
matriculated Royal University students. * The scholars who are not so matriculated
appear to have been well qualified in the subjects of their scholarships.

* Report of the Visitors of Examinations, deputed by the General Medical Council, 1873. General Medical
Council Office, 315, Oxford-street, London, W.
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Even in a monetary point of view, the temptation to those likely to win scholarships
is not very great, except perhaps to boys resident in one of the three collegiate towns
Residence and study at the College are conditions of holding a scholarship, and it would
not be easy for a student to maintain himself at the College for eight months on £24 a
year, less the half fees which a scholar has to pay to the College. ° In addition, the'en-
trance scholar at the Queen's Colleges is not secure, as he is at many other places, of a
certain amount of assistance during his whole course. He holds his entrance scholarship Evi] irn
for the year only, and at the end of it he has to compete for another scholarship 1

7

G*

'

2033-
tenablc for two years more. In Belfast, from the number of possible competitors, he can 3 '.- 4786-8.

have no security
;
in Cork and Galway, where the number of possible competitors in the

Colleges is at present about the same as the number of scholarships, he must still come
up to the scholarship standard. In the latter Colleges also all the students who have
passed the 1st Royal University Examination in Arts are entitled to compete with him
and to take and hold the scholarship on the condition of residence and study in the
College.

Such as it is, the objection to the programme would be practically removed if Cork itEomucmi-
and Galway followed the example of Belfast and made their own matriculation pro-

T,oss-

gramme in arts, and perhaps in law, what would he substantially equivalent to the Royal
University programme.
The question of university matriculation is one upon which opinions differ widely, object 10 M

There are witnesses who think that no student is ripe for a university college who is not
up to the abiturient or school-leaving standard of Germany. Others would desire that Ex*u«-

a university student should have passed the senior, or at least the middle grade of the Eri(L7921
Intermediate. Others, again, would be satisfied with any examination giving reason- 7924

able security that the entrants to colleges are likely to profit by collegiate teaching Father

(vide the evidence of the Queen’s College authorities passim ; aud as an illustration, Prof
Armstrong,question 3242). This view of the proper object ofa matriculation examination
is explicitly stated in the Cork Calendar for 1SS1, quoted in 2408, “Persons intending to Naso II«.

become matriculated students of the College in any of the faculties or departments of Evicl. 8271,

faculty are required to pass the matriculation examination whereby they are declared §,-
S8

-
_

competent to pursue the course of study prescribed to students in that faculty.” Pro-

fessor Maguire of the University of Dublin, who was for eleven years a Professor in

Queen’s College, Galway, expresses a similar view in his evidence :

—

“7845. Would you regal'd tlic test of the matriculation examination to have boon adequately applied if it

was proved by long experience that the students did benefit by the education received subsequently in College
1

?

—If you ask mo was the matriculation a test of their capacity to benefit by the lectures, and they did benefit,

I would regard it ns quite sufficient. I have not the slightest doubt my examination would test the amount
of capacity to benefit by the course of lectures on Latin. 7846. Was that the case with the bulk of the

students or with only a few 1—Nearly all that passed. 7847. Then any statement that would represent a

class of students as being able to benefit by the education, and another class as being allowed to pass improperly

who could not benefit by the education, would not be true in any sense or degree ?—It would not
;
anyone who

passed was capable of benefiting. Some gavo up college, or went astray, but it was not forwant of intellectual

capacity.”

The principle stated by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges appears to be the same
as that adopted in the University of Dublin, where the ordinary undergraduate who is

not seeking honours or rewards enters on an examination precisely similar.

“7812. Would a student bo able to enter Trinity College on the same sort of knowledge as would be Professor

required for entering the Queen’s College 1—Certainly ;
substantially the same, and I would undertake to send Maguire,

them off in the train, and that the result would be the same.”

Professor Tyrrell of Dublin, expresses a similar view, and he believes that the Evi<L 7417.

discretion exercised by the Senior Fellow who admits or rejects in Trinity College, Evid. 7429.

Dublin, is based upon that view.

It may be pointed out that a number of Colleges in Cambridge, even now, have no

entrance barrier, and that what exists in others was set up very recently ;
_

that,

of the Scotch Universities, Glasgow alone has an entrance examination, which is

applied only to students under seventeen, and has only been held twice ; that

the new University Colleges such as Owens College, Manchester
;
the Mason College,

Birmingham
;
University College, Liverpool ; the University Colleges of North and

South Wales, of Leeds, Dundee and Bristol, usually have an entrance examination

applicable only to those under sixteen, and that University College, London, havmg1

bad a general entrance examination for years, found after experience that it was better Evid. 42- .

to limit it to those under sixteen.
. „ . , ,

The matriculation programme of the Colleges is, however, in our opinion, a muc ess

important matter than might be inferred from the mass of evidence presented to ps on

the subject. It affects only two out of ten of the students, while the matrioulation ot

the Royal University affects seven out of ten. In future the proportion who pass the

Royal University Matriculation Examination may be expected to increase, as no new
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Queen’s College student can obtain any University honour, prize, or degree, without

having passed it. Belfast has nearly abolished the separate college examination, by

Evil]. 2
,
3 .

making its standard substantially identical with that of the Royal University, and if

our recommendation is carried out, and Cork and Galway likewise adopt the Royal

University programme for their matriculation examination in the faculties of Arts and

Law, a similar result will probably follow.

tiojmk RcVa

l

Cur evidence, which is, however, imperfect on all points affecting the Royal

ulnvEBsi-tT.*
1,

University, does not indicate that the matriculation standard in the Royal University,

or the mode in which it is applied to the candidates, can be considered as at all settled.

Authorities like Dr. Walsh and Father Reffe think it much too easy, while Father

Delany thinks it much too hard in Greek. It appears from the evidence of Dr. Walsh,

who was a member of the Standing Committee on one occasion when it dealt with the

matriculation examination, that the Standing Committee and not the examiners settle

who are to pass—that a principle of compensation among the subjects, which appears to

us a sound principle if it is not carried too far, but which is complained of as not having

been indicated in the University regulations, has been acted on by the Standing Com-
mittee—and that they have on certain occasions condoned complete, or almost complete,

failure in certain subjects (vide evidence, Dr. Walsh and Father Delany, S320-8327,

S33 1-8334, 93G2-93G5, 93S4-938G). We look upon tho matriculation examination of

the Royal University, therefore, as at present in an unsettled condition, and while we
recommend the Colleges to make their arts and law matriculation, which is the condition

sine qua non of students being allowed to compete for arts and law entrance scholar-

ships, practically equivalent to it, we are not prepared to recommend that they should

abolish their own separate examination, and place themselves unreservedly in the hands

of the Royal University Senate.

Tio.v g
I

uc-
LA The subject of matriculation examination was dealt with by the Board of Colleges

—

oestedbv who consisted of the Presidents and Vice Presidents of the three Colleges—about the

colleges. time when the Colleges were started. Their proposals appear to have been considered

impracticable, and to have been departed from. The Queen’s College Commission which

Evid. 2401— reported in 1857, expressed an opinion which has been often quoted in our evidence :

—

2402, Piof. „ i£j
ie mftti'iculation examination is the first point of contact between the College nncl the school, and the

.Lewis.
only point through which the action and reaction, of each on the other, arc being constantly communicated. This

examination must, therefore, he always maintained at a high Standard, as indicating tho termination of school

education, and the starting point of College studies.
“ Nothing could, we conceive, be more injurious to the interests of education than a low standard of matricu-

lation examination
“We therefore recommend that the matriculation examination be maintained at the same standard as

originally fixed by the Board of Colleges.”

Nothing is so difficult as to say what should be the end of school, and the beginning
of college work. In any case, the opinion expressed by the Commission twenty-seven

Evid. SI 96, years ago, does not appear to us to bear on the matriculation examination of an exaniin-

S-U3’ Fr
10

’ *n= Universit7- Our evidence shows that the students of the Royal University and the

Delany.'
students of the London University frequently continue in school after matriculation.

what hatbi- I 11 fact, the matriculation of an examining University only expresses the

nttofiro-
opinion of its authorities, as to the amount of general education which ought to be

(n) i» as ex- required of all candidates for University degrees in every faculty. The very restricted
AMpriso usi- choice between certain alternative subjects, which is left to the candidate at his matricu-

lation, is a limited provision to adapt what is nominally one examination to the

slightly varying wants of the faculties. In the Royal University there are four com-
pulsory subjects, and a fifth may be selected by the candidate, out of nine alternative

languages. In London University there are five compulsory subjects, and two others

may be selected by the candidate out of a group of four languages. Thus, what is

really the matriculation examination of the Royal University is the proof of that general
knowledge, without which no University honours can be obtained. It is broken up at

present into two parts, separated by a year’s interval
;
the first part being the matricula-

tion so called, ana the second, the first University examination in arts, which is in the

same subjects, but on a more advanced programme.

Isa ujm**-
11" matriculation examination of a teaching University is a sieve through which it is

mtt.
'
ER

intended that only those who are fit to benefit by the teaching can pass, while all who
are fit should get through. These are its two essential aims, and a failure to secure

either condemns it. If the meshes of the sieve are too close you may inflict a serious

injury on every young man excluded, by barring bis way to a College career and
educational development. The difficulty is, perhaps, most frequently encountered in the

case of young men with a pronounced aptitude m one direction. If the meshc-s are

too wide, you may discredit the College, retard the progress of the classes, and waste

the time of those who, on passing, are induced to enter on a kind of life for which thoy

are not fitted.
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In an examining University, on the other hand, matriculation is hut the first steu on
the way to degrees ; and it, is a matter of mere convenience and expediency what
fraction of the entire work necessary for degrees shall be taken in the firat which is
generally called the matriculation examination. When the University gives ’numerous
degrees, and when it is of opinion that a certain minimum of common culture should be
required as a condition for all of them, its examination tests tile candidate's possession
of this minimum, ancl no one is allowed to proceed for any degree till he lias passed it
In London, this examination is taken at entrance. In the Royal University, it is
broken into two parts, one at entrance, and one a year later.

Our evidence points to four possible changes in the Royal University matriculation
1 . The student may be permitted to pass the first University in arts at once, without

having to go through matriculation a year beforehand
; or,

2. The first stage may be abolished, and a single sine qua non examination prescribed
on the level, or on something like the level, of the present First University in arts

; or,

3. Separate matriculations may be instituted for the different faculties
;
or,

’ ’

4. If there continue to be an arts condition precedent to all degrees, it may be
moved a step or two forward in the direction of the Second University in arts or of the
arts degree. Whether one examination or several successive examinations are held to
secure that this condition is satisfied, the aits standard laid down as a condition pre-

cedent to all degrees measures the real matriculation of an examining university. Its

level is settled for reasons totally different from the proper time for school teaching to

end and for college teaching to begin. Such a University as London knows nothing
of schools or colleges, or the relations betweeu them. The Royal University requires

its fellows to he ready to lecture to its matriculated students in recognised colleges;

but, as in London, any student may study elsewhere under auy teacher or under uone.
An interesting question, which was not submitted to the consideration of the Commis- snuntr. or

sioners, is that, of the reason why move Irish students do not avail themselves of the
SlCDENT'

advantages offered by the Queen’s Colleges. One reason, viz., the disfavour with
which the Catholic Church has looked upon the Queen’s Colleges, is universally under-

stood, and is not obscurely hinted at by numerous witnesses. The subject obviously lay

outside the scope of the inquiry which your Excellency directed us to make, the evidence

which came before us in relation to it was necessarily fragmentary, and in the imperfect

form in which it has been presented, it cannot be regarded as a basis for trustworthy

inference. As matters stand, however, since the institution of the Queen’s Colleges

the number of students receiving University instruction in Ireland appeals to have been

more than doubled.

Evidence with respect to the condition of Intermediate schools in Ireland—a subject Evid. 8272.

only remotely connected with our inquiry—which was presented in view of statements

made in Cork by Dr. Sullivan and Professor Ridgeway, makes it plain that many young °‘ *

men in Ireland, whose acquirements would make them suitable subjects for education

in a university college, do not avail themselves of the Queen’s Colleges. We have

not inquired whether, or how far, a similar state of things prevails in other parts of

the United Kingdom. No doubt, in every country, a large number of those who leave

school fit to enter college fail to do so.

It is of course impossible to do more than conjecture what the young men who have

passed the Senior Grade of the Intermediate, and who have not appeared at the

Queen’s Colleges or at Trinity College, Dublin, or at the Catholic University College,

might have done under other circumstances. We shall assume the general accuracy of

Father Delany’s tables, which, however, are not official, and which may be subject to

correction. Whether, after deductions due to such considerations as we have indicated, No - 5a

there might remain a balance of students who would have token a different course from

that which they have taken under circumstances different from those which have existed

in Ireland, and whether such a balance would have been small or considerable, are

hypothetical questions on which argument could not easily be exhausted, and on which

our evidence being necessarily imperfect does not allow us to state an opinion.

Of the 1,237 who have passed the senior grade in the five recent years to which the

tables refer, 614 are or have been in these five colleges
;
others of the 623 remaining are

no doubt in other university colleges or universities in Ireland or elsewhere, or in other

institutions which train for special professions.
.

.

It is of course obvious at a glance, that the actual supply of University students m
Ireland could not be maintained from the senior grade of the Intermediate alone, w;tn students.

its average of 247 annually. In 1883, which was for them a year of great depression,

the Queen’s Colleges alone had 230 entrants. A large number of students must Have

entered the Queen’s Colleges and the Royal University and other places o co egia e

education from the middle grade, which is much more numerous, and a certain numDer,

not very large, seem to have entered Cork from the junior grade. Oonsi ermg
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difficulty Irish parents experience from the comparative paucity of commercial open

ings in the country in finding suitable occupation for their sons, the actual supply of

University or College students does not seem excessive. It is maintained to a con-

siderable extent from the senior grade, to a considerable extent also from the middle,

to some extent from the junior, and probably, as in Scotland, to some extent from the

primary or National or other schools supplemented by private study.

Coming back to the matriculation examinations of the Colleges we find that

the Cork matriculation is three-fold, (l.) In Arts and Law, (2) in Medicine, (3) in

Engineering. In Belfast and Galway there are only two types of entrance examination,

that for Arts, Law, and Medicine, and that for Engineering. The inherent difficulties

of the subject are well illustrated by these differences in practice. In engineering, in

particular, no classical or modern language is required at matriculation in the Colleges.

The programmes are not identical in the three Queen’s Colleges. In engineering they

appear to be more extensive in Cork and Galway than in Belfast. From the character of

the profession to which it leads the attendance on the subject of engineering is necessarily

small. It appears to have been thought unwise by the authorities of the Colleges, to

shut out engineering students desirous of College training and distinctions on account

of a deficiency in Greek and Latin, or at first in modern languages. Under the Queen’s

University such students would, however, have studied French as one of the subjects

of their curriculum. They proceeded in considerable numbers to degrees. In 1881,

for example, eight students obtained the degree in engineering. In future, under the

Royal University, such students will have to pass the matriculation of the University

and the first University in Arts, which imply a considerable knowledge of Latin, and
generally, of Greek or Foreign languages, before they can be admitted to any professional

examination or degree.

Conclusions "We are of opinion that

—

1. The matriculation programmes of all the Colleges in Arts and Law should be made
practically equivalent to the present matriculation programme of the Royal University.

2. The Colleges may maintain, if they think fit, a separate matriculation examination

for engineering and a separate examination for medicine, so as to enable students in

these faculties, who come up to the arts staudard generally expected in their professions,

to compete for the limited number of scholarships now allotted to them.
3. As at present, no obstacle should be put in the way of non-matriculated students,

the number of whom is relatively small.

It is not meant, of course, that the Colleges should accept a low standard of matricu-
lation for engineering and medicine. There is no reason why Belfast should not continue
to require from its students of medicine, if it finds such a course practicable, as we
may assume that it does, a matriculation equivalent to that of the Royal University.
At present Cork and Galway have a different programme for medicine and for arts.

Standard inferred from Standard for Scholarship.

The standard of the education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges may be further
inferred from the consideration of the standard for scholarships, including those at
entrance, those at the end cf the first year, and the senior scholarships. The amount
and distribution of the several scholarships is fully detailed under Question II.

The programmes of the examinations for these scholarships are published in the
calendars beforehand, and they appear to us to be reasonable. The scholarships
are given on what is very much the standard of the Royal University honour matri-
culation, for the entrance scholarship

;
and of the firat University in arts honours, for the

scholarships at the end of the first year. But there is a fundamental difference in
the fact, that the subjects of these examinations, on which Royal University exhibitions
would be awarded, are separated for the scholarships into two portions, on the literary
and the scientific side. The science scholarships are given on an examination purely
mathematical; the literary scholarships on one in Latin, Greek, and English, without
French or German, for the entrance, but with them for the scholarship at the end of
the first year.

The standard set up for scholarship may be considered under three heads :

—

1. Direct evidence as to this standard from the professors who are examiners.
2. The light thrown on the standard to which the scholars attain, by a comparison

with results obtained at the Intermediate examination.

3. A similar comparison with results at the Royal University.

1. The examinations for scholarships are conducted by the College professors, who
have described to us their system of marking, the per-centage of marks they require in
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each case, the highest and lowest marks on which scholarships have been oiven for a t
term of years and numerous other minute, but interesting and important academical l

particulars, lhe professors say that the student must obtain a certain proportion of 3

marks on their examination papers, and they supply us with their programmes and
S

their papers. Dr. Allman and Dr. Townsend, of Galway, add a full statement of this :

percentage of marks in Galway for literary and science scholars during the last two years 2

Dr. Allman’s table will be found in the Appendix III. B, No. 40, and Dr. Townsend’s 2

same Appendix, No. 43. For 18S3-84 it appears that the highest on the list l
of the entrance literary scholars got 54 per cent, of full marks, and the lowest 42 per 3
cent. This was exceptionally low, the average of the throe preceding years beino- 80 per 5

cent, for the top man, and 51 '3 per cent, for the lowest successful candidate. The highest 5

successful candidate among the science entrance scholars got 82‘5 per cent, and the
'5

lowest 31-25. The case of the last man was gone into by Dr. Allman in great detail
C

and explained in a satisfactory way. It is obvious from the evidence and from the tables
that the records are very carefully kept

;
that every case is gone into fully. Instances

may- of course have occurred where a scholarship may have been given to a student who
had not done very well in the examinations, but the tables and the evidence iudicate that
such cases must have been rare, and have not been more numerous than they would
probably be in other colleges or universities. A witness who was himself one of
the recent scholars of Galway, Mr. Anderson, who has since taken his degree with high £
honours at Cambridge, states that, in his judgment, those who were scholars in his time
at Galway, were fit to receive scholarships and competent to win them according to a
reasonable standard.

We shall not detail the evidence in the calendars about the actual standard of the
scholarship examinations. It appears to us that there is a reasonable prooramme, and
that the examiners have drawn a reasonable minimum line, below which a successful

candidate is not allowed to fall. On a review of what they have actually done, the EriA CIS

Professors are of opinion that the scholarships have been fairly earned. They regard 7G7 > 77b
the scholarships as rewards for academical acquirements on the one hand, and as aids to

enable competent students generally of moderate means to obtain a high class college 2134, 2144,
education on the other. In both aspects the scholarships are of importance to the pros- 2242-47-

’

perity of the colleges. 3l» 3207.

The competition for the entrance arts scholarships in each college is open to all

students who matriculate either in the colleges themselves or in the Royal University.

In Belfast the number of possible competitors is a considerable additional guarantee for

the adequacy of the standard in which scholarships are awarded. In the last five acade-

mical years, 107 students actually competed for fifty arts entrance scholarships in Belfast, App. IIT.A.

which were all awarded. Even before entrance the students coming up to Belfast have
*J°-

2 -

frequently measured themselves against each other in the schools from which a number HeatI VI*

of them come, and in other examinations. At the beginning of the second yeai’, they

have been working at college for a year together, and have been tested against each other

in numerous class and prize competitions. It is not surprising, therefore, that the number
of competitors for the fifty scholarships at the beginiiing of the second year which

are tenable for two years, should have fallen to seventy-two. The fifty scholarships were

again awarded. The competition for the senior scholarships is limited by the same con-

siderations. In the five years fifty-four candidates competed for the thirty-five senior AppJILA.,

scholarships. During the five years, therefore, 233 students competed for 135 scholar- No- 2 -

ships, and 134 were actually awarded.

The competition in Cork and Galway is not sufficient to determine the standard, which

is therefore fixed independently by the Examiners. In Cork, in the five yearn, only 20 App.LTLA.,

competed for the 25 entrance scholarships in literature, and 14 scholarships were os -

awarded
;
while 53 competed for the 25 entrance scholarships in science, and 27—two

being taken from the surplus on the literary side—were awarded. In classics there were

thus fewer competitors than scholarships available at entrance, and this was notably the

case in 1882 and 1883. In the two years since the foundation of the Royal University

only four competitors appeared for the 10 entrance classical scholarships, and three were

awarded. For the scholarships given after the first year’s course is over, the number of

competitors in the five years (50) was the same as the number of scholarships. The

number awarded was 39. The number of competitors (50) for the 35 senior scholarships

open at the end of the third year ofcollege, of which 29 were awarded, seems tomcheat©

that students who had at first stood low in comparison with others, had considerab y

advanced during their college course. In all, 173 students competed for the 135 ar

scholarships in the five years, and 109 were awarded. The proportion of comp© 1

was somewhat lower in the two years since, and somewhat greater in the three years e-

fore, the foundation of the Royal University. „ 2
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In Galway, in the five years, 105 presented themselves for the arts entrance schol&r-
Nn. 4. ships, and 48 were awarded; 63 presented themselves for the 50 scholarships at the be-

ginning of the second year, and 46 were awarded. For the 35 senior scholarships there

were 56 competitors, and 33 were awarded. In all there were in Galway 224 com-

petitors for the 135 scholarships, and 127 were awarded.

No doubt, a college which has occasionally more scholarships than competitors is

exposed to a certain temptation to let down its minimum standard. Belfast is not really

supposed to have done so. In Galway the number of competitors has generally been

greater than the number of scholarships, and 8 of the 35 were not awarded
; while in

Cork, where the competition has been least, especially since the foundation of the

Royal University, the number of awards has been lcept considerably below the number
of competitors.

Apn. TTT. Tt t
2. The standard attained in the Queen’s College scholarship has been considered

No. 5. very minutely in view of the places taken by some of the Queen’s College scholars in the

Intermediate examinations. The subject was introduced partly in connexion with evi-

dence, led by President Sullivan and Professor Ridgeway at Cork, to the effect that

school education in Munster is very backward, and even that school education in Ireland is

Evi<l. 21 H. below a reasonable standard. In view of this it was argued that the efficiency

of the College in Cork was more strongly brought out. The facts with regard to the

comparative state of school education iu the Provinces of Ireland are difficult to ascertain

precisely. We may take two pieces of evidence. One is that supplied in Dr. Sullivan’s

figures about Intermediate schools.

“2112. I sluill take tlie Intermediate examinations as a test. For shortness sake I will take tlie number of

exhibitions awarded at the Intermediate examinations together, according to provinces, and here is the result

:

the value of the exhibitions awarded in Leinster in 18S1 amounted to £2,200, in Ulster to £1,860, in Munster
to £710, with a population a little over that of Leinster, and not much behind that of Ulster. In 1882, the

amounts were £1,210 in Leinster, £950 in Ulster, and £275 in Munster. In 18S3, Leinster had £1,155,
Ulster £770, Munster £340. I have the returns also given hy order of the House of Commons recently, of

the amounts of “ Results Fees ” paid to teachers. They stood thus, in 1881, Leinster got £5,430, Munster
£3,222 ;

in 1SS2, Leinster got £1,973, because they had cut down the results fees, and Munster £1,138.

Perhaps it would be better to give the totals for each of the three years—Leinster £9,128, Ulster £6,395,
Minister £5,497, and Connaught £1,119.”

So far as these figures go they seem to show that the schools in Munster and
Connaught are considerably behind those of Ulster and Leinster. In the comparison
of result fees, Munster gets about £3, where Leinster gets about £5 (in 1881 and 1S82),

the latter province having a little the advantage in population. Over the three. years

the result fees show Connaught about £l, Munster about £5, Ulster about £6, and
Leinster about £8.

The inference which may be drawn from the number of exhibitioners, who represent
the more highly educated youth of the country, is much more unfavourable to Munster,
and the fact indicates that the number of schools in Munster capable of bringing
students to a relatively high standard, bears a much smaller proportion to the number
of similar schools in Ulster or Leinster than when the provinces are compared, in
respect of ordinary pass school work.

App.III.B., L>r. Sullivan supplies us with another table which may be taken to indicate approxi-
No. IS, mately the proportions in which the four provinces are able to supply students qualified

to enter on training in a University College. It shows that the numbers of those who
matriculated in the Royal University from schools or colleges in the provinces of Ireland
were

—

Connaught, .

1881.

7

1882.

6 7
Munster, 38 50 94
Ulster, . 71 156 158
Leinster, 296 123 178

Totals, . 412 335 432

It is of course obvious that scholars whose home is in one of the provinces may
frequently have been educated in another, and would be credited to it.

Except in reference to such arguments bearing on the distribution of educational
facilities in the areas supplied by the Colleges, it has been no part of our duty to form
any estimate of the state of intermediate schools in Ireland, but abundant evidence has
been given incidentally before us to show that a number of schools in Ireland are capable
of bringing large numbers of their pupils to a high level. The places obtained in the

8217. University of London by the school or college of St. Stanislaus, Tullamore, may be
mentioned as an example.
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After careful consideration, we are unable to attach great importance to the evidence co*a«,o»
drawn from a comparison of the lists of the college scholarships and the Intermediate

Stated '

reports.

In the Intermediate examinations, candidates accumulate marks from a great variety
(over 15) of subjects, some literary, others scientific, amongst which they°make every
kind of selection.

In the scholarship examinations of the Queen’s Colleges, the literary are separated
from the science subjects, and the subjects prescribed for the scholarship examinations
are consequently few—three for the science entrance, and three or four for the literary

T oss‘

entrance scholarships.

As an illustration, the first 12 senior men in the Intermediate of 1882, took an
average of S'9 subjects, and 16 men whose names were taken consecutively and at

haphazard from the middle of the list, took an average of 6*5 subjects. The Queen’s
College student, who is preparing for his entrance scholarship in the college at an
examination four months later than the Intermediate, will certainly concentrate
himself, in the interval, on the limited number of subjects for his scholar-

ship, and may do much better in them than he did in the Intermediate. He
may very probably have been concentrating himself on that small number of
subjects before the Intermediate itself, and there is evidence in some of the
selected cases, that he occasionally gees into the latter examination on the few College
subjects alone. If he does so, he can only obtain a modest total of marks, and he will

take a low place in the final list by aggregate of marks. Generally the College scholar-

ship is his primary object. If he gains it, he proposes to himself and he will he able to

take a College course. Even when the subject is nominally the same in the two
examinations, there is no reason to expect that a boy who is preparing himself carefully

for a scholarship, c.<y., in mathematics, on a course including six books of Euclid, and
fairly advanced reading in algebra, and trigonometry, will take the same sort of place in

that examination, and in another on two hooks of Euclid, more elementary algebra, and
arithmetic. PI is rivals in the latter have usually been steadily preparing these subjects,

in the narrower form, for a year, in a school expressly organized for success in the

Intermediate examinations.

When the place winch a scholar, at the end of his first year, or a senior scholar, has

taken in the Intermediate is scrutinised in the same way, these remarks apply with

greater force. The scholar has certainly been spending the eight months at least, or,

in the case of a senior scholar, the three years immediately preceding his examination, in

a course of reading Avhich has no relation to the Intermediate, for which his com-

petitors have been steadily and exclusively preparing. Every examination, which

has a definite programme needs special preparation for it, the more special the more

elaborate is the programme. A competent examiner, with plenty of time, could easily

discover which of two boys had advanced furthest, e.g., in Latin, if they were sent up to

him to be examined in any way he chose. On the programme of the Intermediate

examination, the question put to him is, not where a boy stands, e.g., in Latin,

but, to how many marks he is entitled in a competition where Latin is broken, up into

five separate portions, in each of which a certain number of marks is attainable. In

the former case, he can estimate fairly the relative thickness of the coatings of Latin

which the two boys have taken on. 1 n the other, he can only say how far a particular

hoy has been diligently painted in a predetermined fashion, and he can make no com-

parison between him and another, whom a different examiner has examined in a different

way on different books, and with different values attached to the subdivisions of his

subject. Professor Maguire, of Trinity College, Dublin, who has been an examiner grid. 7720-

both in one of the Queen’s Colleges and under the Intermediate Board, dwells upon this 23,7772-77.

point.

It is the same in mathematics. Professor Malet allows hardly any weight to the Evid. 2468.

arithmetic questions which are occasionally set in the mathematical papers for the

scholarships at Cork. What is meant by mathematics for the entrance science scholar-

ship is fairly advanced algebra, six hooks of Euclid with deductions, apd trigonometry.

In the junior grade Intermediate the subject of mathematics is subdivided into

Arithmetic, .

Book-keeping,

Euclid, 3 books,

Deductions, .

Algebra to simple equations,

. 500 marks.

. 200 „

. 350 „

. 150 „

. 500 „

It is obvious that two such examinations have no relation to each other, and tha

without considering what is understood by mathematics in the two cases, a comparison

between them would be misleading.
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In illustration of these obvious general remarks, we shall analyse in detail a few of the

more salient cases that have been brought forward in the course of our evidence,

some of which re-appear several times in the evidence of important witnesses,

livid. 3884, The first instance was that of a Cork entrance scholar who was 321st out of 2,484
ct >#fj who passed in the Junior Intermediate Grade in June. 1881. In October, 1881, he ob-

tained a sixth entrance science scholarship, the one after the last, one having been taken

over from the literary scholarships not awarded. II is Intermediate marks in June were

as follows :

—

1200 1200 1200 700 700 500 COO 500 200 Maximum marks.

Greek. Latin. Engl. French. Ger. Italian. Celt. Aiitli. Bk-kng. Subjects.

30C 472 582 224 0 0 0 SCO
J30

500 500 000 GOO 300 150 500 500 Maximum marks.

Euclid. Algb. Nat. P. Cliem. Boty. Pligy. Dwg. Music. Subjects.

400 371 285 0 0 30 0 0

The marks underlined, being 40 per cent, or more of full marks, indicate honours

answering at the Intermediate in arithmetic, Euclid, and algebra, which are the only

subjects common to both examinations. In the three he gets 1,131 out of 1,500, or 75

per cent, of full marks. The entrance scholarship examination is in four subjects—the

three specified and trigonometry. In Euclid there are six books, and deductions in

the six instead of three books, and deductions in the first two, as iu the Intermediate.

Algebra includes quadratics, logarithms, progressions and binomia theorem for the

entrance scholarships
;
and goes only as far as simultaneous equations of the first

degree, and easy quadratics in the Intermediate. Trigonometry, which is the most
advanced subject of the scholarship, and which is not asked in the Intermediate,

has probably a large proportion of the marks. “Hardly any weight is given to

arithmetic, per se, in the first year scholarships. There may be one question in the

Eviil 04G8
algebra paper.” “ 1 consider,” adds Professor Malct, " arithmetic should not be weighted
heavily m an examination fov scholarship, and consequently, per se, I allow it to count
for very little.” The Intermediate requirements in mathematics do not appear to

amount to more than perhaps a third of what are wanted for the scholarship. To do
pretty well in this scholarship in October, a student must have read more in mathematics
iu June than the requirements of the Intermediate. From the honour mark in natural

philosophy (285 out of 500), it is plain that this particular student had a turn for science.

He did creditably also in English, but was low in classics and French. He is obviously
a mathematical student, with a school training in other subjects enabling him to score

fairly. A clever lad in mathematics is ofteu weak in languages, but creditable in Eng-
lish, as this lad was. So far as the detailed examination of the case goes, it proves that
the lowest of the mathematical entrance scholarships in Cork was given, in ISSI, to a
student whose marks in the Intermediate four mouths previously show that he was

EvUl. 3&1'8 .
specially a mathematician, and well trained in the subject. The Very ltev. Canon
G'oghlan, the head of St. Finn Ban’s, Cork, where the boy was trained, .says that
they had several boys much better, but he is properly careful to explain that “ when we

Evi.i :$$04 .

speak of anyone being better in general education, we take in every subject which
belongs to that grade.” His school had, No. 231, a classical boy, who got 4S0 marks on
the three subjects of the science scholarship, No. 1S3, who got 849 marks, No. 72, who
got 784 marks, No. 68, who got 873 marks. In the subjects of the Cork scholarship,
for which he obtained last place, the 321st man in the Intermediate was therefore a
long way before all the “ better men” from his school.

The second case is that of a scholar who obtained the third science entrance scholar-
ship in IS 79. In June, 18S0, he was placed 3I9th in the middle grade ofthe Intermediate.
From a comparison of the marks he is probably the same who went in for the Inter-
mediate juuior grade in 1879. If it be so, he is No. 2,319 on page 70, and the initial

of his middle name is omitted. On this supposition the following is his record :

—

June, 1879

—

Juuior Intermediate

—

1000 1000 1000 • 700 700 ' 500 •600- 500 200 Maximum marks
Grk. Latn. Eng.

309
Fr. Ger. It. Celt. Arth.

400
Bkg. Subject.

500 500 400 400 250 200 500 500 Maximum marks.'

Euc.
350

AJg.

887
NatP. Cb. Phy. Geo. Bot. D\rg. Music Subject.
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October, IS 79—Third Science Scholarship at entrance.

June, 18S0—Middle Intermediate

—

1000

(Irk.

1000

Lafc.

451

1000

Eng.

700

Fr.

700 500

Ger. It.

600

Celt

300

Artli.

0

Bkg.

Maximum marks:

Subject.

000

Euc.

295

GOO

Alg.

2G0

500

Nat P.

500

Cli.

0 400

Phy. Geo. Bot.

500

Dwg.

500

Music

Maximum marks.

Subject.

October, 1S8C—Fifth Science Scholarship at beginning of second year.
What this student did is obvious at a glance. In 1S79 he went in for the

Intermediate in a haphazard way, without special preparation, on four subjects, three
of which he was reading for his scholarship. In all of these he got honours, getting
76 per cent, of full marks on the average of the three, the other subject being ifnglish,

on which he got no honours. Four months after, he went in for the entrance scholarship*

at Cork on the three subjects on which he got honours, on a much more advanced pre
gramme in each of these subjects, and on trigonometry. His Intermediate results point
clearly to his being a good mathematical student. In June, 1880, he went in again for

the middle grade of the Intermediate, after a college session of eight months, in which
his work was not in the least directed to that examination. For this second Inter

mediate he made even less effort than before. He took in no English, though he had
made a moderate number of marks in it a year before, and no arithmetic, in winch subject

he stood high in 1S79. His examination in Euclid and algebra was more advanced
than for the junior in 1 S79, but on a very much lower standard than the lectures he
had had during the session, and which were practically on the subjects of his scholar-

ship in 1 880. In Euclid, the Intermediate boys had gone forward in the year from the first-

three books by adding on the fourth book, and by adding deductions from Books III.

and IV. In algebra, they had added to the junior grade course, involution, evolution,

indices, surds, and problems involving quadratic equations. For his scholarship, the

student would be examined in Euclid, six books, eleventh book, and elementary principles

of solid geometry. In algebra, lie would take in theory and use of logarithms, elements
of determinants, and elements of the theory of equations. In addition to these two
subjects, ho had two others1—trigonometry and analytical geometry. In his scholarship,

in 1880, he was only fifth, whereas he was third at entrance. In his Intermediate, in

1880, he still obtained honours in the two subjects of the scholarship which he took iu,

but they were distinctly lower than those he had iu 1879, doubtless because he had
been reading on a different standard, and with, a different object during the year. None
of the lads who are compared with him, and who, of course, in general, were in training

during the year for this particular examination, thought of taking three subjects (as he
did in 1880), or four subjects (as he did in 1879). Thus, No. 245 (question 3,905) took

Evi(i jggg
in six subjects; No. 78 (questiou 7,91 1 )

eight- subjects; No. 69 (question 3916) eight 3911, 391G,’

subjects
;
No. 51, seven subjects; No. 2S (question 3,925), nine subjects. The evidence 3925.

from the Intermediate examination is entirely consistent with the results of the

scholarship. Both examinations indicate that he was a pretty well trained boy in the

elementary parts of mathematics, but rather fell behind relatively to others, as he

advanced in the subject. It is clear that he simply went in for the intermediate and

secured marlcs on a few subjects about which, especially in 1S80, he had not troubled

himself for that examination, and in which it was easy for him to score.

Another case is that of asenior classicalscholar in'Jctober, 1880. This student presented

himself for the senior intermediate examination in June, 1880, and obtained forty- Evid.4055.

seventh place, of course, immediately after his College session, and while preparing for

the Queen’s University degree in October, which he took with first-class honours.

Professor Jack, of Cork, says with regard to him :

—

“ 4283.—Did you liappon to know Mr. Boyle at the time he went in for this examination?—I did.

He was reading for another examination altogether, and he went in with practically no preparation at

all. He wanted to get a book prize. He was a poor lad. His father was not iu very good circumstances,

and had a large family. So the youth was anxious to get a book prize. He thought he could do that and

without any preparation he wont in for tho examination. 4284. Did he get it ?—l believe he did. 4285.

—You do not think that a person who goes in on hiB general knowledge for an examination of that

kind, and gets a lower place, can be brought into comparison with others who received speoial training lora

year ?—No experienced examiner would contemplate such a thing for a moment. I believe Mr. Boyle got first

classical sizarsbip in Trinity College almost immediately after.

It is pointed out that he was beaten in the Intermediate by other young men from
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Munster. Take, for example, the top man in his own class of the Intermediate—those to

whom first-class prizes of £6 were awarded :

—

1000 1000 1000 700 700 500 GOO 500 700 Maximum marks.

Gr.

No. 21.

No. 47. 560

Lat. Eng.
426

323

Fr.

38S

370

Grmr. Itl. Celt. Euc.

450

245

Alg. ifc Art.

650

370
'

Subjects.

600 400 600 500 200 200 500 500 Maximum marks.

Trig.

No. 21. 485

No. 47. ToO

El. Mec.
180

120

Nat. Pill.

440

Cbm.
158

Bot. Art. Phy.
110

Dwg. Music. Subjects.

The two men stand oil altogether different platforms, No. 21 being a very good

mathematical and natural science man, with no classics
;
No. 47 making his marks mainly

in classics, but showing a fairly good training in mathematics. No. 21 makes two-thirds

of all his marks by the five science subjects in the centre of this table. Nearly half the

marks which No. 47 makes in his eight subjects are secui'ed in the two subjects of

Latin and Greek. That in his Intermediate examination No. 47 was “ taking a shot,”

is clearly enough shown by his mark in English, 323 in 1,000. English is a subject in

which any good classical scholar, who has gone through an English course at College,

might be expected to stand well, if he tried
;
and this student had previously obtained a

first prize in English at College.

A good classical scholar would make a creditable total, even when going in for a

classical paper for which he had not prepared, but he would be almost certain to stand

below one who, for the whole preceding year, had been carefully going over the special

books and the special portion of history, for which 54 per cent, of the whole marks are

Evid. 4279. assigned. In his classics No. 47 gets 1,285 out of 2,000. The others referred to in

Q. 4279, who are from Munster, are No. 32, who is also classical, and who gets 1,286 ;

Evid. 4280. No. 25, also a classical lad, who gets 1,499; No. 14, also classical, who gets 1,587;

No. 7, also classical, who gets 1,513; No. 3, also classical, who gets 1,584. These
young men were all reading specially for this examination in Cork, or at least in

Munster, in what appear to be good schools, specially organized, as our evidence

indicates, for the examinations of the Intermediate Board. It.is the system of the Board
to offer every inducement, to the schools and the pupils, by exhibitions, prizes, and
results fees, to prepare for and pass these examinations

; and the schools are

organized throughout the year mainly with that view. The fact that students so

prepared in such schools stood a little before No. 47 in classics in an examination
for which it is morally certain that he could not have specially prepared, because
be was preparing for other things, and being taught without reference to this

examination, is not a proof that they would have stood higher than he in the examina-
tion for the degree in 1880, or for the Trinity College Dublin, sizarship, which he
obtained shortly afterwards, or that they were better classical scholars. What is

relevant to our inquiry is, that the Intermediate examination indicates that he was
a sound classical scholar, and makes it probable, as far as it can go, that he was
entitled to the honours he obtained in Cork, and at the Queen’s University. All
the young men named show clearly enough, by the marks which they obtained, that
they had been in regular training for the race and doing their best in it. The marks
which No. 47 accumulated outside his classical marks, show of themselves that he was
not in training for it, and, in fact, was a mere outsider who had entered in the hope of
getting a prize. On the other hand, No. 3 presented ten subjects, on the first five of
which he got 3,272 out of 4,400, or 70 per cent., not getting less than 60 per cent, on
any of the five, and getting 50 per cent, also on two others. No. 7 presented ten
subjects and got 3,244 or 70 per cent, on the same five subjects, and also 50 per cent,
in the two other subjects.

We have dwelt specially on these three cases because they are referred to in the
evidence of several witnesses. We take one or two additional instances at hazard. Some
are interesting to the witnesses who bring them forward, on grounds which do not
materially touch our inquiry. Thus a boy who matriculated in London University
from St. Stanislaus, Tullamore, in 1878, and who was still in that school in 18S0
obtained an entrance scholarship in Galway in the latter year. The rule of the
school was to send the second highest class forward for matriculation. This boy was
last in the second highest class, but lie passed the London matriculation which is not
any where complained of as too low, and he obtained an entrance scholarship in
Galway apparently after spending two years subsequent to matriculation in London in
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what the evidence shows to have been an admirably organized school. Father
Delany, who was then head master of St. Stanislaus, says :

—

“ He was a good, hard-working student. I am not in any sense finding fault with him at all. I am sure Evid W?
they did the best they could ;

but it shows the comparison of the London standard, the school standard and
"

the Queen’s College, Galway, standard. In school he was the last of his class, in London University he was
in second division, and in Galway lie was a scholar.”

J

He was the last of the second highest class in the school in 187S, and passed the
London matriculation in that year. Two years afterwards he apparently proceeded
from the school and obtained the Galway entrance scholarship. If a boy is not fit for

the training of a university college after spending two years subsequent to his London
matriculation in an excellent school, it is hard to say what class of students should
be admitted. It is not surprising to learn that “ho bias since distinguished himself in Evid. S227
Galway—lie has had a good career in Galway.” The result proves that he was fit for

" *

entrance, and it does not bear on the matter of our inquiry that seven students in his

own class in this school stood above him two years before he went to Galway.
Similar remarks apply to a case, mentioned in question S244, of a boy who was 102nd Evil 8244.

in the senior grade in June, 1880, and' is found in the list of Cork exhibitioners of App-HIB.,

October of the same year. There seem to have been six boys in this school who were 3s
"
0 ' 50, Ta'

placed before him in the Intermediate. He obtained a medical exhibition, not a
scholarship

;
no scholarship being awarded. He got his Intermediate place in five sub-

jects, which he was presumably preparing for college. In all of them lie obtained
honours. In the three which correspond to his scholarship subjects, he obtained 1,065

out of 1,800 marks, ail average of nearly GO per cent. The first boy from the school

who was placed before him took in ten subjects
;
the second, ten ; the third, nine ; the

fourth, six ; the fifth, nine
;
the sixth, seven ; all of them had, therefore, prepared much

more deliberately than ho had for the Intermediate examination. Only one of the six,

who took the second exhibition in the Intermediate for the year, stands above him in

the subjects in which he got his entrance exhibition in Cork. Two of them arc com-
parable to him, except in trigonometry, a subject to which much weight is probably

attached in Cork. Tlic other two are very low in mathematical subjects, one of them
gaining a largo number of his marks in music.

The last case we take is from the evidence of another witness. The student referred to Evid. 7958.

entered Galway in 1S7S. In 1879 he presented himself at the senior grade of the Inter-

mediate, immediately after the close of his eight months session, during which lie was cer-

tainly not preparing tor it. He obtained 35tli place in order of merit out of about 300 who
passed. He took in six subjects, all college subjects, and got honours in four. Nothing is

said about bis scholarship, but it is pointed out as against the Queen’s University that Evid.79Gl.

he obtained first-class honours at the examination for the first university in arts a year

after, and first honours at B.A. the year after that. (The witness appears to have

made a mistake, for the Queen’s University Calendar says that he got second honours

in modern languages at his B.A.) There seems nothing remarkable in the result.

There is no reason to be surprised that a boy who had fifteen boys before him in French,

and took only low marks in German in his Intermediate year, should have taken second

class honours in modern languages after two years of subsequent training.

We have dwelt, perhaps tediously, on these eases, but it is on the cumulative weight

supposed to be given to the argument founded on them from the number of instances

that some of the witnesses seem to rely. The three first cases have been analyzed

minutely, as they reappear again and again in the evidence of different witnesses. The

three last are merely additional examples selected at hazard. There may be others

from which a more unfavourable inference might fairly be drawn, but we have not found

any. In itself it is not unlikely that here and there a stray scholarship or exhibition

may have been given to a boy whose marks in the Intermediate would indicate imper-

fect knowledge of the subjects in which he was examined for the scholarship four months

later. The result of the minute investigation we have instituted in these six cases

appears to us to be favoutable to the Colleges.

3. The third method by which we may try to test the standard of scholarship attained
TO Stasdabd

by the Queen’s Colleges is by asking ourselves what places the entrance scholars or the

scholars at the end of the first year take in the corresponding examination of the Royal

University. r , , .

It is plain, in the first place, that no account need be taken of the number of stu en

from the colleges passed for matriculation in the Itoyal. The Queens Co eges give

no training for matriculation, their entering students in the mam raatnculate in
.

e

Itoyal after receiving their training for matriculation elsewhere thun in the eges.

The Returns, App*III. A, 7a, and 7b, of the Itoyal University, supply tho information
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which the Royal University authorities can give us as to the numbers presenting them-

selves from each of the Queen’s Colleges, and from outside institutions, at each of the

examinations of the Royal University in 1883 ; and of the exhibitions obtained in 1882

and 1S83. In the former table, for the reason stated in the letter of the Secretaries of

theRo3ral University, App. III. A, 7a, paragraph 2, the University is unable to

supply information for 1882. It is to be regretted that the information should thus

be limited to a single year, but 1S82 was the year of what has been so often called in

our evidence “ the disturbance,” and it is probable that no inference that would have

been satisfactory to any one could have been safely drawn from its statistics. For the

single year 18S3 the numbers are given in the return. We deduce from them the

following per-centage results :

—

Proportion' of Passes to Presentations in

Queen * College,

Belfast.

Per Cent.

Queen's College,

Galway

.

Per Cent

Queen's College,

Cork.

Per Cent

Other Institutions and
Private Study.

Per Cent.

First University in Arts
(which must be passed by

73 60 75 70

all students in every

Faculty.)

Second University in Arts, . 75 65 92 86

B.A. 83 GO 64 None; some slight

inconsistency in

figures.

M.A., . GO 100 None presented. None.

Total in Arts, . 75 63 77 73

Law.

J.L.B., .... 100 None presented. None presented. None presented.

LL.D., .... ICO 100 None presented. None presented.

Engineering.

First Professional, 100 0 0 50

Second Professional, . 100 67 67 None presented.

B.E., .
100 100 67 None.

M.E., .... None presented. None presented. None presented. None.

Medicine.

First Examination, 50 42 48 69

Second Examination, 54 42 52 45

M.B., . Number insignificant—2 presented from Coik, 1 passed; 2 presented from outside,

2 passed.

Queen's College, Queen** College, Queen'* College, Other
Belfast. Galway. Cork. Institutions.

M.D., .... 57 00 85 None; some slight

inconsistency in
figures.

In these examinations, it will be noticed that, as the first Matriculation Examination
of the Royal University was in 1881, the first First University in 1882, and the first

Second University for outside students in 1883, the men from outside institutions could
in 1883 only compete with the Queen’s College men in the First and Second University
Examinations in each faculty. In the First University in Arts the per-centage of pre-
sentations to passes is

—

03 presented, 68 passed ; 73 per cent, from Queen’s Colleges.

290 „ 203 „ 70 „ „ outside institutions.

The 93 do uot include the students who were entitled to count their sessional examina-
. tion in arts at the end of the first year as equivalent to the' First University in Arts

of the Royal University.

For the Second University Examination in Arts

—

SO presented, 60 passed
; 75 per cent. fi*om Queen’s Colleges.

112 „ 96 „ 86 per cent, from other institutions.

In the two smaller faculties, and for B.A. and M. A., the competition is entirely
among Queeu’s College students, and the results are given above. Only in engineering
were there four outside students, of whom two passed, as against 25 Queen’s College
students, of whom 20 passed. In mediciue the results are for the First Examination—

Presented, 126; passed, 60; 48 per cent, in Queen’s Colleges,

i, 29; „ 20; 69 „ outside institutions.
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For the Second Examination

—

Presented, 183; pnaanl, 96; 51 per cent Queen’s Colleges.

»» 22 ; „ 10 ; 45 per cent, outside institutions.

It will be noticed that the outside institutions show only 51 presented, as against 300
from the Queen’s Colleges, so that only one out of every seven medical students at
present presenting himself at the Royal University comes from any outside institution
The total percentage of passes to presentations for the two examinations is 50 per cent
for the Queen’s Colleges and 59 per cent, for the outside institutions.

The students of the Queen’s Colleges who had entered College before the dissolution Royal
of the Queen’s University were allowed to pass “their then next University Examina- University

tion” either in conformity with the regulations of the Queen’s University, or of the Genml

Royal, on the condition that any who proceeded under the Queen’s University re<nila-
Jj

p»ul:

J

tiou8
'

tions should forego honours and rewards. The effect of this rule is pointed out i ifthis itu , ’

k

Report, p. 50.
' 1

So far as can be seen at present, practically the whole supply of law and engineering
students in the Royal University comes from the Queen’s Colleges, and the medical
students also come almost entirely from the Queen’s Colleges. The faculties of law and
engineering will be affected in future by the new regulations, but there are no data in
these returns enabling us to forecast the effect of them on the students in these faculties.

So far, broadly speaking, and remembering that the numbers in medicine from the
outside Colleges are too small to enable us to regard any result with much confidence,
and that the whole statistical basis of such inference as is open to us, consists in the results

of a single year, we should conclude from the return of the Royal University that the
Queen’s College education in arts and medicine is much on a level with that of outside
institutions, so far as these results were tested by the Royal University examinations.
Broadly speaking, also, they show that Belfast stood a little higher than Cork and
Galway. In arts, the number of outside students examined by the Royal University
is largely in excess of the number from the Colleges, but the Queen’s College men who
did not present themselves for the first University of the Royal, and who instead passed
an examination at Colleges under the special regulations above referred to, do not appear
in this comparison. In medicine the proportions are entirely reversed. The faculties of law
and engineering appear at present practically to depend on the Queen’s Colleges alone.

In the papers given in Appendix III. B., No. 50-V., there is a minute analysis of the

examination lists of the Royal University with regard to the first University iu arts iu

the Queen’s Colleges in 1SS2 and 1883 as compared with outside institutions. It does

not show how many presented themselves, but only how many passed, with the honours
which they gained. It is obvious that in 1882 the Queen’s College men, in the main,

would be satisfied with their sessional examination, which was held on that occasion, to

be their next University examination according to the regulations of the Queen’s

Colleges. In it, of
-

course, they could get no honours; accordingly, the return for the

year 1882 is practically useless, from the small number of Queen’s College men who
presented themselves at the Royal University first University examination. According

to this table, which is not official, and may be subject to corrections, eight Queen’s

College students passed, and they got among them 4 honours. From the outside

Colleges and private study, 13
1

passed, and they got among them 58 honours, prac-

tically the same proportion. In 1S83 a number of the Queen’s College men availed

themselves of the same privilege, and in this matter, we refer to the Royal University ^Moiuia,

supplementary tablo commented on in this Report, page 50, and printed at the end of p. 519.

the Appendix. In all, G1 of these students seem, from Father Delany’s table, ^pp.ui.B.,

to Lave passed; and they got among them 17 honours—2S percent. The number No. 50, Y.

of students who passed from outside Colleges and private study was 210, and

they got among them 93 honours—44 per cent. The first University examina-

tion in arts is that in which a large number of students declared “qualified” Evi.L 1922.

for honours on the examination at the Colleges did not go to Dublin which was

necessary to get honours, and the addition of these students from Belfast alone, if each

had only got a single honour, would have brought the per-centage from the Colleges

higher than from the outside. For a discussion of the Royal University rule already

referred to, in connexion with these figures, we must again refer to p. 50 of this Report.

The number of exhibitions obtained by the Queen’s Colleges, and by the outside

students, may also be considered. In doing so it is necessary to make one obvious

remark. The whole system of the Queen’s Colleges points to the predominant cultiva-

tion during the arts course of either mathematical science, or literature including

classics as its main constituent element. The system encouraged by the Roy

sity exhibitions is entirely different. They are gained by aggregate marks on ail toe
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subjects of examination, and it is specially provided that the successful candidates must

obtain honour marks in at least two subjects, one of which must be Latin, Greek, or

Mathematics. The exhibition is therefore likely to fall, in general, to a double honour

man—the sort of student who is called an all-round man ; the scholarship at the College

to a man, who confines himself to a pass in the subjects in which lie is weak, and

who throws his strength on those in which he lias shown special ability.

Another point which ought to be taken into account in making any comparison, is the

number of men who presented themselves, at the examination specified, from the colleges

and from the outside institutions or from private study. We have no particulars as to

the presentations in 1SS2, and we shall use accordingly the number who passed in all

App.III.A., cases, as that number is given for the two examinations in the table No. 7a, App. III. A.

N,J. 7a. At the first university in arts, 1S82, twelve exhibitions were awarded, of

which—Queen's Colleges two, others ten. In the year there passed—Queen’s Colleges

8, others .131 : this lieiug the year in which most of the arts students of the Queen’s

Colleges passed a college examination in lieu of their first university examination in arts,

under the regulation above referred to.
_

.

For the reason ahead)' given the number in the Queen’s Colleges is too small to base

any inference upon it.

At the first university in arts. 18S3, nineteen exhibitions were awarded, of which

—

Queen’s Colleges four, others fifteen.

In the same year there passed—Queens Colleges Gl, others 210, so that there was

one exhibition for fifteen students from the Queen’s Colleges and one for fourteen

from the outside colleges and private study.

For the second university in arts in ISS2, only Queen’s College students could compete

and they gained of course all the six exhibitions awarded.

For tiie second university in arts in 1883, eleven exhibitions were awarded, of which
—Queen’s Colleges four, others seven, 1 n the same year were passed—Queen’s Colleges

sixty, others ninety-six, so that one in fifteen of the students in the Queen’s Colleges ob-

tained exhibitions and one in iourteen ofthose from outside institutions and private study.

In the case of B.A. and M.A. and LL.B., the exhibition could only be competed for

by the Queen’s Colleges. 'Jhe first engineering might, and the second engineering

might possibly, have been competed for by others ; but the exhibitions in them were
gained by Queen’s College men only. The single exhibition at the first in medicine,

in ISS2, was not gained by a Queen’s College man. Out of those who presented

themselves from the Queen’s Colleges, five got exhibitions in 1S82. In 1SS3, the
outsiders who had passed the first in arts and the first ill medicine in 1882, were
the only outsiders who could have presented themselves for the second examina-
tion in medicine. Apparently ten such men passed. From the Queen’s Colleges
ninety-four passed, and four exhibitions were awarded, all of which were obtained by
the Queen’s College men.

There have been six Royal University scholarships awarded in 1882 and six in 18S3,
and six in 18S4. In the first year Queen’s College men would practically not compete.
In 1883, six were gained, one by a Belfast man, and in 1884 3ix, two of which were
gained by Belfast men. Two scholarships have been also awarded in 1883, one to a

Addenda, Belfast man. We refer once more to the supplementary returns from the Royal
l’.

519
- University discussed on p. 50 of this report.

In connexion with the returns from the Royal University, Dr. Walsh, President of
Maynooth, has drawn up for our information a very interesting set of ten tables. We

Evid. 7012- shall assume these tables to be in the main correct, but we did not think it our duty
7014. to ask the Queen’s College authorities to correct them. Dr. Walsh suggested a course«B., which may or may not have beeu followed.

It appears from these tables, that of the six entrance literary exhibitioners (called

Ballast. scholars, Table I.) in Belfast in 1SS2, five were matriculated in the Royal University.
Of the five, four were exhibitioners in the Royal University, one obtained seventh place
in the honours list in one of the subjects of his scholarship, but was not an exhibitioner.
The last of the six was not a Royal University student.

Of the 8 first year science scholars, including 2 in engineering and 1 in medicine
(Table VI.), 1 did not matriculate in the Royal University. Of the 7 others, 2 were
exhibitioners, and 3 others obtained a single honour (3rd, 6th and 8th) in the subject of
the scholarship, which is awarded for excellence in that subject only, and not for an
aggregate of marks like the exhibition in the Royal. The other two obtained no honours.
The three literary entrance scholarhips in Cork were obtained by men who took no

honours in the- Royal University. (Table I.)

Of the 9 science scholars in Cork (7 arts, 1 engineering, 1 medicine), 2 were not
Puoyal University students. Of the 7 others, 2, who also obtained literary scholarships
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(ouly one can be held by a student), took no honours
;

1 took two honours, including a
good honour (9th) in tho subject of his scholarship, 1 took no honours, and 3 others
delayed matriculation till next year. In 1882 these two men were, of course, not
matriculated students of the Royal University at all.

In Galway G literary scholarships were awarded. One of the students was not a Galway.

Royal University student, 1 did not matriculate till next year, 1 had matriculated in

the previous year, 1 took an honour in one of the subjects of his scholarship, the other
took no honours. One of these also took a science scholarship.

Of the 9 science scholars (2 in medicine, and 2 in engineering), 1 had matriculated iu

the previous year, 3 were not matriculated students, 1 took an honour in the subject of

his scholarship. The other four took no honours.

The bulk of the Belfast entrance scholars in 1 8S2 were, therefore, exhibitioners or
honour men at the Royal University examinations in the subjects of their scholarships.

The bulk of the Cork and Galway entrance scholars were declared by the Royal
University fit to enter on a University College course, but either did not obtain or did

not seek honours.

We have already pointed out that, as between two examinations near each other in Evi<l. S65.

time, the temptation to seek for mere honours is not so great as to seek a valuable

money reward, like an entrance scholarship. Students who did not think themselves
likely to obtain an exhibition in the Royal University, (on the aggregate marks of five

subjects, in several of which they might he only pass men) would probably direct their

efforts to tho entrance scholarship examination of the College, and content themselves
with a simple pass in matriculation. It lias been pointed out that the actual subject-

matter of the two examinations differed a good deal, and the relative importance App.in.Bo
of the subjects constituting the matter of examination may have also been No. 31.

different.

In Tables IV. and VIII. a comparison similar to the preceding is instituted for 1SS3.

Of tho five literary entrance scholars in Belfast, four were Royal University students.

All took honours in tho subjects of their entrance scholarship, and two of the four were
exhibitioners. Of eight science entrance scholars in Belfast, six were matriculated

Royal University students. Three took honours in the subject of their scholarship.

None were exhibitioners.

Of the two entrance literary scholars in Cork, one had matriculated in the previous

year, and the other took no honours. Of the eight entrance science scholars in Cork,

two wore not matriculated in Royal University, two had matriculated in the previous

year, one took an honour, but not in the subjects of his scholarship. The other three

took no honours.

Of the seven literary entrance scholars iu Galway, one took honours, but not in the

subject of his scholarship. Of tho six science scholars, one was not a Royal University

student, two matriculated in the preceding year, one of the others took an honour, but

not in tho subject of his scholarship. Tho two others took no honours.

These results for Cork and Galway are much the same as for the previous year.

The results for Belfast show that a number of the Belfast entrance scholars also

distinguished themselves at tho immediately preceding Royal University matriculation

examination.

The tables of second year scholarships in IS 82 (II. and VIT.) are practically super-

fluous, and are probably presented only for the sake of symmetrical completeness. None
of the scholars had matriculated in the Royal, all of them would naturally matriculate

in their own University, which gave them a title to an ad aundem matriculation in the

Royal. All of them, probably, at the end of the year had passed their sessional, which

exempted them from the first University in arts. They might have gone up to the first

University in arts in the Royal if they had preferred to do so, but they would have had

to travel to Dublin. Till the close ofthe previous year they had not known that tlieir own

University might not be preserved for them. They were probably suspicious of the new

institution. They could secure their year’s advance by a moderate examination in then

College at home. The Tables II. and VII. are accordingly mere blank pages.

In Tables IV. and IX., the College men are given who obtained second-year

scholarships {i.e., at tho beginning of the second year), with reference to their

places in the corresponding Royal University examination, the first in arts ;
though

thoy could not obtain Royal University Scholarships. They could obtain exhibitions

at the Royal University, and also honours, without losing the benefit of their scholar-

ship. This fact, however, docs not seem from Dr. Sullivan’s evidence, already referred End. 20 1 . -

to, to have been properly understood by many persons. In order to conjpete toi

honours, &c., they required, however, to be certified as qualified for honours, ana

to proceed thereafter to Dublin to complete their qualification by an oral examina-
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E>id. 865- tion. Dr. Porter and Professor Purser pointed out that a considerable number of

922. as students who took the examination at the local centre, and were returned

qualified for honours, did not care to incur the expense and trouble of the journey to

Dublin. Dr. Porter says :

—

“ 1922 A numbei1 of students who passed the first university examination in Belfast, n local
i

centre, and who answered the full extent of the requirements on the pass pipers, were recommended for

honours, that is to proceed to Dublin to pass a merely ond examination to obtain honours, but out of the I

number selected for honours eleven declined to incur the expense. I afterwards found, when I was examining

the returns of the examiners, that in the written papers some of those young men, who only took tliu written
i

papers, had obtained higher marks than those who got honours, and who answered in both the written papers

and the oral examinations."

Such students would not appear on Dr. Walsh’s list. Besides them it is probable that
|

a number more, foreseeing this result, would, nb initio, content themselves with passing.

Of the five Queen’s College Belfast literai-y scholars, one was not matriculated in the

Royal University till 1SS3, when he was third exhibitioner ; two were exempt, having
(

matriculated in the Queen’s College in 1881, and no doubt having passed the ( ollege
'

sessional in 1SS2 ;
one was a high exhibitioner in the Royal University

;
and the other

took no honours. Of the five science scholars (Table IX.), one was exempt from this exam-

ination, having matriculated in the Queen's College in 1 SSI, and probably taken his I

sessional instead of it. Of the other four, two were exhibitioners, oue of them very high,

first both in mathematics and in experimental physics, and one is returned as qualified

in mathematics, which is the subject ofthe scholarship.

In Cork there are three literary scholars, one who was exempted from the first Royal

University examination in consequence of having passed his sessional in 1882, one who

took no honours, and one who took ninth honours in mathematics, in which subject also
I

he got an entrance scholarship. There are four science scholars, one of whom matricu-

lated in 1883, and therefore could not compete for first university distinctions. In that

year he took honours at matriculation in the subject of his scholarship. Two others took I

jaonours in the subject of the scholarship, one of whom is the same who obtained a

scholarship on the literary side. This student had been for the previous year a student

of St. Stanislaus College, Tullamore, and was declared “ qualified” for honours also in

Evid. G121- Latin and Greek, but does not seem to have taken them. The same rule is adopted in

6123. Cork as iu Galway, viz., that any student who passes the Royal University first univer-

sity in arts is admitted ad cundcm, and allowed to compete for the College second year

scholarship as if he had spent the first year in the College itself. This rule is nut

adopted in Belfast.

In Galway there were five literary scholars, one of whom did not matriculate in the

Royal University till 1S73. The four others did not take honours. There were three

science scholars, one of whom was exempted from this examination. The two others

took no honours.

Di\ Walsh does uot notice the fact, that a scholarship of the College obtained at the

beginning of the second year is continued, without a new examination being held, for

the third year. The lists of third year students cannot be read except in connexion
with this fact, and with another which is more vital. Any student holding such a scholar-

ship would have the amount of it deducted from that of any exhibition he might win at

the Royal University second university examination. It is natural to expect that this

should affect the competition, by these scholarships holders, in the second university arts

examination. One difficulty, the difficulty about honour men having to travel to Dublin
is removed, both pass and honour men being required to travel to Dublin for the second
university examination. Those who did go proceed for the Royal University would
not require to occupy themselves with a simultaneous preparation for the college scholar-

ships, for which, in the previous cases, they may have preferred to reserve their best
efforts.

In Belfast, two of the five literary scholars wore Royal University exhibitioners, and
three tcolc no honours. Of the two, one who took a first class exhibition of £40 would
obtain only £16 from the Royal—the other who got a second class exhibition (the first

of the second class) would get nothing. In science four of the five scholars were Royal
University men, one was au exhibitioner, one took a very good honour place in the
subject of his scholarship—two took no honours. The exhibitioner would get nothing
from tho Royal University. He had only the chance of gaining £16 if he was among
the first six of the eighteen exhibitioners and he was ninth.

At Cork, of the three literary scholars one took an honour in the subject of his

scholarship and two took no honours. The three science scholars took no honours.
At Galway, of the five literary exhibitioners, two were not Royal Univorsity men,

two took no honours, and one being third exhibitioner would gain £16 instead of £40
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from the Royal. Of the five science scholars, two were not Royal University men, one
took no honours, the two others took very good honours (one of them first in mathe-
matics) in the subject of the scholarship.

We have pointed out the reasons which might induce many of the candidates from
the Queen's Colleges not to seek honours in these examinations. We have no means of
judging how many took honours and how many sought honours, except the fact that so

many as got them must have sought them. Dr. Moffett's evidence presents a view of

the case which appears reasonable.

« 4955. I have seen it set down tlmt it is objected that students fail. I do not think that is a fair

way of representing it—that when students do not present themselves it should lie represented os failure.

There is an old fallacy among the school-men known as 1 Comutus’—‘Haven’t you what you did not lose

Yes; you did not lose horns
;
therefore you have them.’ In this case the students are represented as having

lost what they did not seek for."

The following remarks require to be made in reading these lists.

1. The matriculation tables—I., III., VIII.—indicate what sort of men some of the

scholarship entrants were—those who sought honours—but they only indicate it. The
two examinations compared took place within a few weeks of each other. The men
were certainly preparing for the scholarships which they obtained at the colleges. The
scholarship examinations were held in all cases only on a portion of the matriculation

subjects—the exhibitions were gained by accumulation of marks in them all. Many
students might be expected to content themselves with a pass in the matriculation

reserving their whole strength for the scholarships. Even in the same subjects, the

examinations were similar, but not equivalent. Dr. Allman say3 that a first rate man
Evid. 6115-

only could expect to win in both examinations. Such a man, especially a good man 6117.

all round, would naturally go in for both examinations in the hope of getting both

exhibition and scholarship. Such men were actually found in Belfast in considerable

numbers, but not in Galway or in Cork.

2. The students of the Queen’s College who won College scholarships of the second

year in 1882, probably did not go in, to any great extent, for the Royal first University

examination, as they could keep their place in the University by passing the

Sessional Examination at their own College. Three exhibitions—two to Belfast, and
one to Cork—were awarded among such of the students of the Queen’s Colleges as

presented themselves at the first University examination in 18S2. The second-year

scholars in 1883 would throw their strength on reading for the College scholarships,

which would give them an income for two years. As in the previous case, the work
for the scholarships is limited to a group of subjects—literary or science ;

that for the

Royal University exhibitions is not thus limited. To get honours, pri2es, or exhibitions,

a candidate had to go to Dublin, while he could get a pass, and therefore keep his place

in the University, by an examination held at his own College. On the other hand, the

examinations are a month further apart than those at matriculation, and this would give

a student a rather better chance in going in for both examinations. In 1883, at

the first University examination in arts of the Royal University, four exhibitions

were awarded to students of the Queen’s Colleges, which all fell to Belfast, and of

which three were won by candidates who also won scholarships. One student of the

Cork College who held a scholarship, with honours, at this examination, and one of the

Galway candidates who does not appear to have held a scholarship, was recommended for

honours.

3. The third-year scholarship men are only the second-year scholarship men of the

previous year continued. They have, therefore, not two examinations to prepare for. On
the other hand, if they succeed in gaining exhibitions, the amount of their scholarship is

deducted, and to get any money reward they must, therefore, gain one of six first-class

exhibitions of £40, in which case they will receive £16. Among those who held scholar-

ships at Belfast, there were three who obtained exhibitions at the second University

examination in arts iD 1883. In Cork there were none
;
in Galway one. Besides the

exhibitioners, four men in Belfast, and two in Cork, and three in Galway must have

sought, because they took, honours.

On a review of the evidence so far we sec reason to conclude

—

1. That the great bulk of the students now matriculate in the Royal University, STATED

aQd, in that way, show what is considered to bo a reasonable state of preparation for e

teaching of a University College.
.

, ,

2. That, of the small remainder, the greater number are medical students who nave

satisfied the autbo.ities who preside over medical education that they are fit to en er on

the study of their profession.
3. That, the few non-medical students, who matriculate m the Colleges alone, Iia\e
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shown that they have as much education as would be considered enough to enable

them to begin the study of the medical profession.

4. That the few non-matriculated students who enter the Colleges do not hamper the

instruction in the Colleges ; and,
_

5. That the side-lights thrown upon the standard of education by the collation of

evidence from the intermediate examination lists, and the Royal University lists for the

period—one year in some cases and two in others—for which the latter are alone

available, are of little real help.

BVIDENCE A3
to Standard
trom Dis-
tinctions in
AFTER LIFE.

TiiicDisnsn
Students.

App.III.B.,

No. 29.

App.III. B.,

Nos. 1,2,16,

17, 33.

Evidence as to Standard from Distinctions in after life.

Another help towai'ds ascertaining the standard of education maintained in the Queen’s

Colleges is found in the list of distinctions in after life, attained by persons educated

thereV The Colleges have been thirty-five years in existence, and as the actual students

cannot, and those just out of College cannot be expected, to have attained distinction

that can be quoted, we uiay fairly consider the crop of honours and distinctions iu com-

parison with the thirty years crop of students turned out from the Queen’s Colleges

who have had time to make some mark or take some place iu the world. The Colleges

naturally attach importance to these long lists, particularly in connexion with the

numerous examinations that have been for many years open to public competition.

Other Colleges do the same, though we know of none that have preserved with such

care the record of the careers of their former students.

The work of a College, as of every teaching institution, is spent, or ought to be spent,

co a great extent, on the average student of whom it hopes to make a useful and well

educated citizen or professional man. Many of these men fill positions in after life which

do not admit of being put in evidence, and the College must rely to a large extent on

the personal sense of the benefits which they have obtained from itiu a sound education.

If they believe in it, their children go there ; and they create an impression in its favour

in the general community from which it profits in the increased number of its students.

Hardly any evidence of this general favourable opinion can be appealed to, except a

continuous rise in the number of its students, and as that has been maintained in the face

of a considerable full, such as there has been in Ireland for the last thirty years in the

number of the population, the value of the evidence is considerable. The number of

students iu the Queen’s Colleges has risen steadily—see table No. 29, Appendix III. B.,

and diagram—from 375 in 1849-50 to 810 in 1863-4, and to 1,154 in 18S1-2. The
number in the last two years has been greatly diminished by the dissolution of the

Queen’s University, and the establishment of the Puoyal. In the two preceding years,

and especially in the year immediately preceding that event, it was probably abnormally
increased in anticipation of it. The fall in the two years since is almost exactly equal to

the rise in thefour years preceding ir.

The lists of distinctions attained by former Queen’s College students are given in our

Appendix, and, according to our request, dates have been added as far as the Colleges

had the means of doing so. Our request, and the difficulties which it was foreseen that

the Colleges might encounter in meeting it, are stated in full in the following questions

and answers :

—

1105. Wliat we ore anxious to get in addition to that in each case is the date at which the student left the

college and the date of passing the examination 1—The date at which lie graduated is given, and that marks, as

a rule, when he left the college. 11GG. Have you no means of giving us the date—you know he might be
another year here!—The Registrar says it would he almost impossible to furnish it 1167. Then tins will be
our requisition :

—

“

That Dr. Porter, having offered to hand in a list of students of the College who have-

passed with distinction the examination of other universities or examining boards, the Commission would
desire that he should in each case state the date at which the student left the College, and the date, so far as

may be known, at which he passed such examination 1 ”—In so far as we are able to do it I shall be most happy
to have it done, hut I cannot promise it in all cases.

The same request was repeated in Cork and Galway. Considering the difficulties

foreseen by Dr. Porter, wc have no reason to doubt that the returns contain the whole
of the information at the disposal of the colleges which could be laid before us in a com-
plete form. Dr. Porter further states :

—

App.III.B., “ With regard to the List of Graduates who have gained places at the Civil Service and other Examinations,

Ifo. 2. I have found it impossible to give dates. I may, however, observe :—1. That the limitation of age in the
Indian Civil Service made it necessary for the Candidates to go direct from the College. I have personal know-
ledge of some who did go direct, and took highest places. 2.

rIhe Queen’s University instituted a Special
Degree Examination in June to enable Graduates in Medicine to enter for the Government Examination in the
month following. And I have reason to know that most of those who entered the Army and Navy Medical
Service passed at that examination.”

App.III.B., The Belfast list shows former students who have taken their degrees .in the Queen’?
Nos. 1, 2. University before 1S81, and who have obtained distinctions elsewhere, chiefly iq' public

couj petitions, the character of which is generally recognised. It is certainly a very
nirriHCTiow. creditable list. Not to speak of eminent men, whore reputation is as widely known as
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the Master of the Rolls in Ireland, Sir William M'Connac, and Sir Robert Hart
; it

shows 2 senior wranglers, 21 who have obtained appointments by competition in the
Indian Civil Service (which is thought to have been practically closed to Irish students
for several years by recent regulations), 12 others who have obtained appointments in
India and Ceylon, 4 of them in engineering, and IS who have obtained, generally by
competition, appointments in other services abroad. Besides these, 214 have succeeded
in the army medical competitions, and 15 in the navy medical. At home 15 have be-
come inspectors of schools, largely by competition, 27 have become professors in colleges
or universities at home or abroad, 8 are bead masters, including the head master of the
Manchester Grammar School, one of the largest and most successful grammar schools in

England. In addition to the 4 engineering appointments already referred to, 4 other
engineering appointments have been obtained by former students, and 6 have obtained
law studentships at the T.nns of Court, London. During the 30 years which produced
it, Belfast had an average attendance of 320, about 100 entrants per annum, or, in all,

about 3,000 individual students.

Many of the gentlemen who attained these distinctions are doubtless men of remark- inreMxw

able ability, but not a few of them would have had no opportunity of showing it but
scc"

for the Queen’ Colleges in which they spent the most critical years of their education.

If these years had been spent unprofitably, the State would probably have lost much of

the talent which the Colleges have nursed and made available. Positive testimony is

the best help to such inferences as may be legitimately drawn from these successes.

Mr. Harrington, for instance, says, speaking of Cork—

“

I attribute my success entirely Eviil. 4347 .

to the education I got here/' and Mr. Farrington says—I derived all the benefits that I Evicj 4 J50_

got from education from what I received here. I value it very highly, and I have 52.

observed the same with a great many other students.” The Hon. Taylor Allen, who
holds the highest legal appointment under the government of Lower Bengal, being

asked to what he attributes his success, says—“ Industry and the education I got at the Evil $724 .

Queen’s College, Cork, undoubtedly did it.” He is quite sure that the other distin- Evict 872b.

guished Indian civil servants he mentions in his evidence would not have gone to India

if it had not been for the Queen’s Colleges. With regard to the. general character of the

education in the Queen’s Colleges, he says—“ The Queen’s College men were educated Evict 8721.

in the proper sense of the word. Their intellectual faculties were developed, and if

they wanted to go deep into a strange matter they knew where to look for information.

I do not know whether other things entered in, but as a fact, my acquaintances edu-

cated in the Queen’s College are the most successful men in India now.” The sub-

stance of his evidence is given in the questions and answers following :

—

“ 67 02. What do you wish to tell us 7—I wish to tell you that I have a very high opinion, and feel very grateful

to the Queen’s College, Cork ; aud I have met very many men from various universities in India, and it is not

now, but yoars ago, I was particularly struck by the apjmently superior intellectual capacity of the men who
carue from the Queen’s Colleges. They have a better grasp of strange subjects. You see, in India one has to

deal with a vast variety of subjects ; to report on all sorts of things
;
and I have decidedly formed an opinion

that as a preparation for that sort of general knowledge the Queen’s College curriculum was admirably

suited. 8703. Have you had opportunities in India of meeting with men who had becu educated in the Queen’s

Colleges?—Yes
;
I have several friends there who hold the highest positions in India at present. 8704. These

are the opportunities that give you the means of forming the opinion that you have just told us ?—I have met

men from all universities. Up to the time I went to India none entered the Civil service except from a

uuiversity, and consequently the men I have been drawn into contact with have been educated at the various

English or Irish universities.

Mr. Harrison was a distinguished student of Galway. He took second place in the Evid. G152.

Indian Civil Service in 1872. Professor Allman says that he believes he attained the

highest marks got for answering in mathematics in the Indian Civil Service competi-

tion. His case has been already mentioned in Parliament and elsewhere in connexion

with an allegation that the credit of his success was due to Mr. Wreun, tiie well-known

Civil Service tutor. Mr. Harrison gives an account of the circumstances

—

“ 6204. After I got my B.A. degree in 1870 I came back here for a Senior Scholarship at

Christmas, and after that, in January, I went to Mr. Wrenn’s, and was with Mr. Wrenn for three months. I

went up, and did not pass in 1871. I came back here, aud read by myself, with assistance from some of the

Professors, and I went up again in 1872, and passed”

On the dispute which arose in consequence of the allegation referred to, Mr. Wrenn

W'rote the letter, portions of which are quoted in Mr. Harrison’s evidence, in which he

says ;

—

Let credit be given where credit is due, the greater part to Urn candidate—say five per cent, to him Evid. 6222.

(Mr. Wrenn)—and tire vest to the Queen’B College, Galway."

An estimate in which Mr. Harrison agrees with him.
. , , . 1L

’ ,,

Professor Larmor gives testimony of the same kind. He is asked whether, as! there u ' '

*

was an interval between his leaving Belfast and his Cambridge degree, he shqmd con-
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aider that his success at that University, where he was Senior Wrangler and First

Smith’s Prizeman, was but slenderly due to the training he received in the Queen’s

College. He answers

—

“ In the first place, but for the Queen's College, Belfast, I should have never adopted a scholastic career at

all. In the second place, when I left Belfast to go to Cambridge, I do not like to say exactly, but I consider

that my scientific capacities were developed quite in the same kind of way as they were finally. It was merely

a matter of polishing up. I consider I had been taught in Belfast to such an extent that the rest of the work

was rather a filling up lacuna than adding to general principles. In fact I could not overestimate the

character of the mathematical and physical instruction in Belfast at the time I was there. I have always

entertained that opinion very strongly, and that opinion is corroborated by others."

App.IILB., President Porter forwards a supplementary list of distinctions obtained by students of
No. 2. Queen’s College, Belfast, since 1881, in universities other than the Royal. These include

five wranglers, a ninth, an eleventh, a fourteenth, a nineteenth, and a twenty-first

wrangler—five high distinctions (scholarships, &c.), at the University of Dublin, fivo

scholarships or sivarships, equivalent to scholarships at Cambridge, three at Oxford, and

one at Durham.
.App.TIl.I3., With regard to his first list, it is to be noted, that its limitation to graduates necessarily
Nu- L

_ excludes cases like that of two former students of Cork—the Hon. Taylor Allen, and
hvid. S/ 14. ^ "Walker (Chief Engineer on the railways north of the Ganges). It is a fair inference

that the success of the education given in the colleges occasionally enabled men to pass

out into life before they were ready to take their degrees. The Belfast list duos not

show such men.
App.III.B., The lists presented by Cork are remarkably full aud interesting. The first shows
Noa.lG&lT. separately the number of Cork students who have successfully competed for the Army
come list nr medical and the Navy medical service, in which competitions Cork has been very
distinctions.

Buccessfu | The number shown in the Cork list is 202 or nearly seven per annum.
The value of these successes is greater at the present time from the greater competition,

but even in earlier days when the services were not so much appreciated as they are

at present, it cannot he disregarded. In 1878, a Royal warrant was issued for the

Army Medical Service by which the position and emoluments of medical officers were
much improved. That warrant induced a larger competition from the Universities and
schools of England, Scotland, and Ireland

;
and the results obtained before that date

are to be taken subject to this reservation. It is to be remembered however,
that these were the principal competitions open to medical men trained at the

Queen’s Colleges and elsewhere in Great Britain and Ireland, and it is therefore

principally to these results that the colleges can appeal. The Indian Medical Service
was considered more popular, and the colleges have done well in that competition also.

moponTio.v This list throws a curious incidental light on a question on which we have not re-

*ode“s'
l ceived much direct evidence. We have been informed that, while under the Queen's

DEflOKMisi
University a certain number of medical students always sought the licenses of the

y^Ex-*. medical corporations, the new regulations of the Royal University have greatly in-

creased that number. This list enables us to judge of the number of medical students
who went elsewhere for license under the system of the Queen’s University. It shows
that forty-three (21 per cent.) of the 202 successful candidates for the public medical
service had not, and that 157 (79 per cent.) had the Queen's University aegree of M.D.
The distribution of the list shows that, of the forty-three, twenty went to Scotland,
nine to England, and six to Ireland; and, in the case of eight, the place of license is

not stated. We have no precise statistics, but there seems every reason to believe
from our evidence that a larger proportion of the medical men trained wholly or
partially in the Queen’s Colleges now seek the license of corporations instead of the
degree of the Royal University, and that that proportion will be further increased
when the supply of students who are enabled to fake their then next university
examination in the Royal, according to the regulations of the Queen’s, has disappeared.
The second list for Cork shows all the students who have obtained scholarships

there, and the subsequent distinctions obtained by them so far as known. It includes
707 individuals, of whom 39 have not completed their College course

; of the rest only
428 held scholarships for more than one year, and 240 held scholarships for one year.
Of the 668 who have left College, 425, or 63 per cent., have, and 224, or 37 per

cent., have not, obtained some distinction which can be recorded in a table. That is to
say, 5 out of 8 scholars have obtained some kind of distinction. These distinctions
are of every description and variety—otherwise such a list would be unparalleled.
A moderate number of them consist in the fact that the scholars named took their

degrees, which is not a matter of course in Universities. There are 49, or about, 7 per
cent., whose only record is that they took a single degree without honours.
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Of the others we find that 7 became professors, 12 teachers in. University Colleges
and schools, 8 inspectors of National schools by competition, 14 have obtained places
in the Indian Civil Service, 5 by competition in the British Consular Service, chiefly in
China; 7 in the Indian Public Works and Engineering; 1 obtained a studentship in

the Inns of Court, London
;
29 obtained places in the Army Medical Service, 29 in the

Indian Medical Service, 20 in the Naval Medical Service. There are also in the
list a Governor of the Mauritius, a Chief Judge at Madras, an Administrator General
of the Presidency of Madras, a Chief Justice of the Gold Coast, the Assay Master of
the Mint in Calcutta. The remaining distinctions are too numerous and too various for

any attempt at classification. Speaking generally, they are of the same character as

those in Belfast, but they include numerous cases which do not appear in the Belfast

list. In the Cork list no student appears who has not held a scholarship, and the
names of non-scholars who have obtained distinctions are not found in it.

The average number of students during the first thirty years of the existence of Cork
is 210, about two-thirds of that in Belfast, and thus represents an influx of perhaps
65 fresh students per annum, or about 2,000 individual students in the thirty years.

In Cork, however, the Medical School has always been of greater importance relatively

to other departments than in the other Colleges, and the fact is to be taken into

account in considering the great number of distinctions obtained by Cork in counexion
with medicine.

In Galway the list is in a 'form which enables us to record the results move Ap^llLB.,

satisfactorily than by enumerations and classifications of our own, subject, no doubt, to 33-

slight errors of summation and to mistakes in the appreciation of single cases. Galway oM»nsi“
,ir

gives a list of the distinctions and appointments obtained by students at competitive

examinations. The Cork list shows scholars only, except in the case of the medical

lists where students are given. The Belfast list shows graduates only. In the Galway
list there arc 11 professors, 9 of whom were scholars; 12 teachers in University Colleges

and schools, 4 of whom were scholars; 12 Indian Civil Servants, all of whom wore
scholars, including a Judge of the High Court of Bombay, a Judge of the High Court

of Judicature, Fort William, Bengal; a financial secretary to the Government, and

member of the Legislative Council of Bengal, and the officiating secretary to the

Government of Bengal, in the Revenue and General Department. There are 11 in

the Civil Service in Ceylon, who were all scholars
; 8 Inspectors ol National schools in

Ireland (all scholars); 17 in the Engineering Department, India, and 13 who obtained

other engineering appointments. Of these 30 engineers, 21 were scholars. Three who
had been scholars obtained law studentships in the Inus of Court, London. For the

army medical service, Galway obtained 7 L appointments, 29 of which were won by

ex-scholars ; for the navy medical 24 appointments, 9 falling to scholars. In addition

to these, a list is given of .19 miscellaneous appointments, &c., and sundry distinctions,

which it is difficult to classify, obtained by 24 gentlemen, of whom 15 were scholars.

In the list of 194 distinctions—obtained by a College with an average of 12S students

in the first thirty years of its existence, representing ail annual influx of 40 new
students per annum, or 1 ,200 individual students in the thirty years—we find a number

of gentlemen who have spont only a portion of their time in Galway, and whose success,

therefore, may be credited also to other Colleges. Thus, of the 95 successful medical

candidates for the public services, twenty-two have boen in Galway only one session,

and ten only two sessions. There remain sixty-three, or two-thirds of the whole

number who have obtained medical appointments in the 2)ublic service on a medical

education mainly in Galway. Of the ninety-nine other persons on the list of dis-

tinctions, twelve have been in Galway for only one session, and seven for only two.

Setting these aside, it appears that eighty persons obtained these noil-medical dis-

tinctions who had spent most of their educational time in Galway. It is interesting to

note that the twelve successful candidates for the Civil Service of India, the tour oi

the Civil Service in Ceylon, and the eight for Inspectorships of schools, had all spent

four sessions or more in the. College, so that they are all, in the fullest sense ot e

word, Galway men. _ , , ^ . .

We regard the lists of distinctions presented by Belfast, Cork, and Galway, as K
*
ira>

eminently creditable, and as records to which any College would be entitled to point

with legitimate gratification.

Opinions on Standard expressed by W itnesses.

One other method of arriving at some approximate answer to the question °-

standard of education in the Queen’s Colleges is left to us. We shall gather together

•here some of the opinions expressed by responsible and competent men who nave Had

good means of judging of the real state of the facts.
^ 9
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App III.B.,

No. 39.

Evid. G0G0-
0076.

App. III.B.,

No. 44.

Eviil. 347-
477.

Evid. 41G—

Evid. 4G1.

Eviil. 2328.

Evid. 2319.

Evid. 3234.

Evid. 3232-
35.

Evid. 3579.

Evid. 4168,

el seq.

App.ULB.,
No. 30.

Printed image

The results of the education, both with regard to pass men and honour men, are

estimated carefully by numerous witnesses not directly connected with the Colleges.

For obvious reasons we quote from those who are connected only so far as they describe

the actual education given, or as they have had any special opportunities enabling

them to compare the standard in the Colleges with that elsewhere. Thus we refer to

Dr. Allman’s table of those whom he considers pass men and those whom he considers

honour men in his subject which is given in our Appendix. It shows—

32 pass men and 24 bonoui men in 78-79.

35 „ „ 20 „ „ 79-80.

35 ,, „ 27 „ „ 80-81.

25 „ „ 10 „ „ SI -82.

21 „ „ 25 „ 82-83.

20 „ ,, 12 „ S3-84.

168 124

In the six years the percentage ol pass men appears to be 56 per cent., and of honour

men to be 44 percent.—a very satisfactory proportion. We refer further to the very

full and detailed evidence given by Dr. Allman on the amount of reading which
his honour men go through—an amount which would be creditable to any univer-

sity, and to the separate paper handed in by Professor Larmor and to his evidence.

It will be read in connexion with the fact that he was himself a Belfast student,

and that, before he came to Galway as professor, he had passed through the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, where he was senior wrangler. Professor Dougau was a student at

Owens College, Manchester
;
he took his degree in the University of London, and he was

third in the first class of the classical tripos at Cambridge. His evidence with regard

to the comparison between Owens College, the oldest and the most famous, as well as

the most successful of the newer University Colleges in England, is as follows :

—

412. Would yom- experience enable you to state how the students of this locality compare with the students

there as to circumstances ?—I think that in a great many respects there is a very strong parallel between the

two places. The circum stances of the students arc somewhat similar. The students of Owens College have
perhaps on the average rather more money at their command ; the general prevalence of a strong desire to learn

is noticeable in both Colleges about equally.

He says that the Belfast average top man in classics would not be equal to a first-class

classical man in Cambridge, because he starts at a lower level, and the Cambridge man
specialises for his whole time, while the Belfast man does so for two years only. On
the other hand the pass man in Belfast knows, and must all along know, more than the

average pass man in Cambridge. With reference to London, his opinion is that the
average pass man in London knows more than the average pass man in Belfast, but that

many of the Belfast students are equal to the London honour students, and he is not

sure that Belfast has not rather more of them.
Professor Ridgeway, of Cork, graduated in Trinity College, Dublin, and in Cam-

bridge, where he was fifth in the first class. He says that his good men in Cork, at the

end of the third year, would compare with respectable second-class men in the Cambridge
classical tripos—a place which implies sound scholarship, and which few men are believed

to get beyond, unless they are accomplished in Latin and Greek prose and verse compo-
sition. He describes the state in which, coming fresh from Cambridge and Dublin, he
found the Cork men in classics, and says it was higher than he expected, and he was
favourably impressed with them. He considers the proportion of those whom he
counts as honour to those whom he counts as pass men in his class unusually
high. Professor Armstrong, who graduated in Trinity College, Dublin, is of
opinion that the proportion of those whom he would class as honour men to those
whom he would class as pass men, in his class in Cork, is certainly higher than the
usual proportion in other universities. Professor Malet, F.R.S., who has had large
experience of Trinity College, Dublin, thinks that many of his students would be
qualified to take second-class honours in Trinity College, Dublin, and some of them
would take first-class honours, while the Dublin course extends over four years,
and that in Cork over three years. Professor Hartog is a doctor of science in London,
and an M.A. in Cambridge. He is familiar with University College, London, where
he was trained, and with Owens College, Manchester, where he acted as demon-
strator. Until the recent foundation of the Victoria University, those two English
Colleges could send students for degrees only to the University of London. London
University, therefore, stood to them as the Royal now stands to'the Queen’s Colleges.

It appears, from a table which Dr. Hartog has made out, and which is printed in our
appendix, but which is not official and may be subject to correction, that the percentage
of students going forward for degrees in Cork is much larger than it >is of those
proceeding similarly in University College, London, and in Owens College. These
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results show that on an average of the last five years, 12 1 per cent, of the University
College students passed London University examination, and 15 per cent, of the Owens
College students on the average of the three years immediately preceding the recent
foundation of the Victoria University did so. The percentage of Code men who
passed in the Royal is about 33. Evid. 4249.

The rose of the evidence to the standard of education, from witnesses unconnected
with the Colleges, who gave opinions based on direct personal knowledge, may be
briefly summarised.

Professor Brougham Leech, of the University of Dublin, acted as Secretary to the Evi«L 72 .j<»

Treasury Commission which sat in 187G. He states generally that he went to the «««/-

"

Colleges with an unfavourable impression. He describes his opportunities for forming Evid. 7247.

a judgment and gives his own opinion, and what he believes to have been that of his
Commissioners, in the following evidence ;

—

“7248. Where were you educated?—First at Dungannon School, and then at Trinity College, Dublin. I
was a University student there, and from tliat I went to Cains College, Cambridge, where I became a Fellow.
1 am now Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law, and Deputy to the. Professor of Feudal and English
Law in the University of Dublin. 7249. So that you have had opportunities of forming an estimate of
academical work 7—Yes, and very long experience. What I merely wish to say was, that having seen all

these places, I was greatly impressed by what happened, by the evidence that was given, and by the know-
ledge I acquired. I may add that this was frequently the topic of conversation amongst the Commissioner's,

and was also referred to in the report of the Commissioners, who were grc-atly impressed with the result, and
witli the great value of the work that was being done."

The Commissioners were Mr. Herbert Murray, of the Treasury, who was also a senior

student of Christ Church, Oxford
;
the R«?v\ Osborne Morgan, senior tutor of Christ

Church, Oxford, and Sir George Allman, who was lately President of the British Asso-
ciation. The Commissioners are said by Professor Leech to have estimated the standard

of education in the Colleges, after examining all the presidents and professors of the

Colleges and inspecting the departments, laboratories, and museums during a three

weeks’ inspection, one week to each college.

Prolessor Tyrrell, of Dublin, examined in the Queen’s University for some six or Evitl^
seven years before its dissolution. He found the answering of some of the candidates «l wj.

very good. The best, he says, “ were quite of the very first rank. Their Latin prose
Evi.l. 7.1H0

“was as good as one could get anywhere from the very best students. The general
*"

“ style of the answering too struck me as extremely good. The reading seemed to me
“extensive; grammatical answers good, and in the style generally what I may call,

‘'robustness, sound, strong, vigorous, graceful scholarship.” At the Queen’s University Evid. 7401-

“ Little go,” which corresponded to the present Royal u uiversity second University in 2.

Arts, and was taken after two years’ work in tho College, he had an opportunity of

judging of the entire class of pass men. He thought them quite as good as could be

expected. Ido found that the average preparation of the pass man was certainly satis-

factory as compared with what could be expected. The proficiency of the honour men Eval. 7402.

was very great, and he thought that the pass men as a rule answered very adequately '* * 1

and well. His impression is that, iu settling the results at the Queen’s University

Examining- Boards, there was by no means any undue leniency shown. The line was, as

a rule, rigidly drawn. His impression is that he generally voted in favour of a little

less rigid line. He would say that the answering of the men to whom lie gave marks Evid. 7408.

sufficient to pass them, was very much the same as the answering of the men to whom
he gave pass marks in Trinity College. The Queen’s men were weak, as in Oxford, and Evid. 7409-

indeed almost every where, except in Trinity College, Dublin, and Cambridge, in classical '
’i1-

verse
; but if that element were eliminated, and the men compared on their classical

merits,independent of it, he would say that the Queen’s University inen would have

quite an even chance with the Trinity men, judging from his own experience. In saying

so, he is comparing the best Queen’s University men with the best Trinity College, Evid. 7412.

Dublin, men, and the slightly less good with the slightly less good. He would infer

for his own part that the teaching of the Colleges was certainly good, and that was the
^

' u

'

impression lie wished to convey strongly to the Commissioners.

Professor Maguire, of Trinity College, Dublin, was for eleven years (1S69-S0) a

Professor in Queen’s College, Galway. He was asked where he would place the average

man in his senior class (a small honour class) when about to leave Galway, in comparison,

e-g., with men in Trinity College, Dublin. He says :

—

“ 7752 I should say exactly what Professor Tyrroll said, that minus verae he could take first

rank. Some of my men used occasionally to do verse, but from beginning late they could not compete

with the regularly trained versifiers. In other respecta-i-both I should say in prose and the faculty ana

power of translation, they could certainly compete with the best."

He says that the Students of the Queen’s Colleges are excellent and hard working
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students. “ I never saw a harder working set of men as a body. Of course there was

an idle man here and there, but he generally went away.” Like Professor Tyrrell he

has Had the opportunity of judgiug of the progress made by the whole body of pass

men in the whole of the three Colleges in Latin, at the “ Little-go ’ examinations, and

being asked to compare them with the students ot other Universities, he thinks that

they “studied to good purpose,” and “ remarkably well." After passing the matricu-

lation examination, he thinks that the men nearly all made good use of their

opportunities—he had hardly any cases where they did not. ProfessorMaguire is cross-

questioned as to an opinion expressed by President Berwick, and another by Dr. Moftett

in 1857. He says that President Berwick’s opinion of 1857 did not at all describe the

state of things he found when he came to Galway in 1SG9 fresh from Trinity College,

where he had been acting as a private tutor.

Dr. Curtis, Assistant Commissioner to the Intermediate Board, was during twentv-two

years (1857-79) Professor of Natural Philosophy in Galway. In his time, the aim of

the College matriculation was to ensure the fitness of the entrants to profit by the

instruction of a University College ; and in his opinion it certainly attained that object,

not merely with respect to the ablest lads, but with respect to the bulk of the students.

Having had an intimate acquaintance, before going to Galway, with the education

system of the University of Dublin—J)r. Curtis says that the education given in

Queen’s College, Galway, compared most favourably with that given to pass students

in any other University. “ With regard to the passes," he says again :

—

“ 71 G5 Witli regard to the passes iu the Queen’s University, T considerthey were fully on n par, ifnot

superior, to those in Trinity College, Dublin ;
but with regard to the honour courses for thu degree of 11.A.,

ns its was only a three years’ course, and that of Trinity College is a four years’ course, I do not think

that the men in mathematics, and so on, were up to the honour B.A. of Trinity College. But the M.A.

examination as examined iu the Queen’s University in mathematics, was fully up to the modoratorsliip in Trinity

College.”

The scholarships were regarded both as rewards for acquirement and as aids for further

learning, and ill his opinion they have fulfilled both functions, having been most valuable,

as rewards and as inducements to work, to meritorious men who could not have gone

through the universities or the colleges without them. These scholarships were so small

as compared with those in many other colleges that they would not, he snould say, have

paid the student’s expenses, and the students could not fairly be represented as having been

bribed by them to come to the colleges. He is confident that the pass students wore not

neglected iu favour of the honour students. He never found that he was in danger of

neglecting them. He had as much to do as any of his brother professors, and in

having to attend to both pass men and honour men he felt no strain. With regard to

the fitness of the students who matriculated in Queen’s College, Galway, he says that,

speaking for his own subject, and iu other related subjects,they certainly were fit to pursue
university studies, and lie knows that the examiners in the other subjects thought so too.

As to President Berwick’s opinion (expressed in ’57) it was not applicable to the time of

which lie himself speaks. The teaching was at that time not “the teaching of a high

school” but of a “university college;’’ and if President Berwick were now alivo and
aware of the enormous improvement in the mathematical answering, lie would give

very different evidence. With respect to the Intermediate examination, he says

—

“7218 There is one point on which there seems to be a mistake, and that is in assuming that thejunior
grade Intermediate course represents an amount of knowledge inferior to that on which a boy can enter college

Now, I know, as a matter of fact, that in my time it was common, and I believe it is so still, for young men
to enter College too early in life. I have known boys to enter irom the second or third class in a school. On
the other band, there nre some notable examples where men have obtained the highest distinctions, and obtained

the highest place at entrance, scholarship, and so on, although they entered College at fourteen. There is

another reason why boys may pass from the junior grade to Trinity College or the Royal University, and

do well there. Auy boy under sixteen years of age may present in the junior grade, and a large number enter

college at about this age.”

Though Professor Maguire and Dr. Curtis may be supposed to take a great interest

in the College in which they taught for so many years, it is scarcely necessary to add
that their intimate acquaintance with its whole working gives unusual weight to their

testimony.

The Very Rev. Dr. Webster states, from his experience of 27 years in Cork, that,

“nothing can possibly exceed the superior secular instruction given in this College.”

He has just proved his interest in the institution by the completion of a handsome
hall of residence in connexion with it, to be open to students daring the Session 1884-5.

His opinion of the students is founded on personal intercourse with them, especially with

those of them belonging to the Church of Ireland, who appear to have been, on an

average of years, nearly two-fifths of the entire number
(
vide President’s reports), and

on his knowledge of their history in after-life.
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We may quote some further testimonies from former students. Mr. Harrington, a
manufacturing chemist, who was a Cork student, went for a year to the University of
Bonn, the chemical laboratory of which lie believes to be perharps the second largest in

the world, fully as large as all the buildings in Cork put together. After spending a
year in Bonn, he says :

—

“4335 . . . . The teaching I received here was excellent, quite as good ns that given in. Bonn, perhaps

not quite so extensive, but equally good
,
and perhaps, in some respects, better. In Bonn the student is left a

good deal to himself, whereas hero the Professor and assistant arc always in attendance, going about constantly

from one student to another, giving instructions. 433G. Then, so far as tlm chemical education is given, your
evidence would he in favour of the chemical education here ns contrasted with that of Bonn?—T would not say

that. I say it is excellent here
;
it is also very good there, but in some respects it is better here. The Pro-

fessor here devotes more time to the students than there.’’

Mr. Anderson, who was a student in Galway, read there for a year afterwards, not in Eviil 7
-290 .

class, but with Professor Larmor, while preparing for his Queen’s University M.A.,

and for the Foundation Scholarship he obtaiued at Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge. He took his B.A. in the Queen’s University, with first honours in experimental

science and second honours in mathematics, and his M.A. in 1881 with first honours in

mathematics and second honours in experimental science. In June, 1884, he was
placed sixth Wrangler at Cambridge. When he went to Cambridge he thinks that lie

hail sufficient knowledge to have placed him as a low Wrangler, or, at all events, near

the top of the Senior Optimes. He is asked

—

“7297. Do you attribute the success which you attained mainly to your Galway education, or mainly to

your Cambridge education
;
or would you draw any distinction —would you say to what you attribute it

chiefly 1— I certainly attribute it principally to the training I got at Galway. 7298. That is to say. when yon
went to Cambridge, you were in a state to take a good position at once, in consequence of the training you got

at Galway—for instance, you obtaiued a foundation scholarship at your own College ?—Yes. I think at that

time I could very probably havo bad a place among the Wranglers, or at least very high in the Senior Optime
list”

lie is asked to state his opinion of the standard of education in Galway, having Evi<L 7300.

seen Cambridge, and lie says lie thinks it would compare very favourably with Cam-
bridge. Ho says further that the pass men in Galway were quite equal, if not superior Evid. 7310-

t~> the pass men in Cambridge, with as much knowledge, and he thinks more carefully

looked after. Kefurring to Cambridge men, Professor Larmor says that he himself,

though he was first at Cambridge at every examination in which he competed, was not

always first in the scientific examination in the Queen’s College; lie was not first in

mathematics in the Second University examination. He adds—“ I only state this to show Evid. 6464-

that it is not the case that there may have been merely one, or two, or three excep- 0105.

tionally good men. It is my decided impression that in my subsequent experience in

England and elsewhere I have not met with a more distinguished body of University

students, for their numbers, than the students of the Queen’s College of the time of

wliich I speak (1871-76).” Being familiar with the men who took scholarships

in Galway in his own time, Mr. Anderson thinks they were quite fitted to

receive scholarships according to a reasonable standard. He has no reoollection Evid. 7330

of anybody at whose getting a scholarship in Galway he felt surprised, and has

been surprised at Cambridge. The last four questions put to him, with the answers

given, summarise his evidence :

—

“ 7363. Was the matriculation examination at tlie College in your time sufficiently high for the men
to be quite in a position to avail themselves of the teaching they received in the College 1—I think it was.

7364. You have no doubt on that head—that the men, after going to College, were sufficiently educated

to avail themselves of the opportunities offered at the College?—I have no doubt upon that. 7365..

Yon have formed, I suppose, a very definite opinion—indeed you have almost expressed it—with regard

to the standard of education at the Colleges as compared with other places. Are yon satisfied with the

standard of education at the Colleges, speaking as a matter of experience and your own observation?—Yes, 1

am satisfied. 7366. Yon wish ns to understand that you are quite satisfied ?—Yes."

Dr. Parker, who is head master of the Methodist College in Belfast, and a Doctor in

Laws, and scholar and moderator in the University of Dublin, speaks from familiarity

with the scholarship standard in Belfast, for which he prepares many successful students,

and from his knowledge of Trinity College, Dublin.

“556. Comparing the education here with the education in your own student days in Trinity College, Dublin,

you have a very high opinion of the standard of education here?— Yes. I form it from familiarity wi

it. I think it is very thorough.”

His opinion is expressed in the following evidence :

—

.

“ 543. Knowing what your students have done are yon able to form an opinion as to the standard of edi-
tion here ?

—

Yes. I havo a very high opinion of it from comparing it with what I know of my own Btuaenc
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clays, and what I know of the teaching in Trinity College, Dublin. 344. You are able, you -say, of your own
knowledge to tell us what the standard is here ?—Yes, I think it is very fair. 545. Does that apply equally

to all the branches of learning here, or to one or more?—I coniine it to the two blanches particularly with
which I am most familiar, namely, classics aud mathematics."

Mr. Perry, a Belfast student, is County Surveyor for the West Riding of Galway.
He took his degree (B.E.) in the Queen’s University, and he passed the Civil Service

examination for his Surveyorship. He is of opinion that the latter examination was
not so severe as the former. He took his County Surveyoiship direct from the College

without the intervention of a “ grinder.” He says that an engineering course in the

Queen’s Colleges is exactly what is required for a County Surveyorship examination.

With regard to the requirement by the Royal University of a first University in

Arts as a condition precedent for all degrees, he says that this requirement is quite

unsuitable for his profession, aud he gives instances.

G846. “ When I was a student of Queen’s College, Belfast, I knew as fellow-students, at least five going on

for an engineering degree, of whom three became first honour men in degree examinations, and two of

them became second honour nieu. T say that to show how it is possible for a workman student to be

a fairly high-class student. Now, the present arrangement of tho Royal University would put every one

of these men out of the prize list. The limit of age would put them out, but they would also be kept out la-

the iusistance on a knowledge of Latin and Greek."

He gives reasons for his objection in the answer to q. G877.

The last witness not officially connected with the Colleges, whose testimony we shall

adduce, is Dr. bhaw, a former student of Queen’s College, Belfast, who graduated in

1865, acted as Professor in Magee College, 1S69-1877, and was Professor in the

University of Dublin, 1377-18S2. Dr. Shaw says :

—

“S309. . . . It is liurd for me to speak with confidence of the standard of education in the Colleges ns

I knew it when a. student, because, of course, I have changed my point of view. But I think I may sny this,

without going beyond the evidence, that while in classics, perhaps, the standard of education was not so high,

and could not be expected to be so high, in the Queen’s Colleges as it is in the older universities, who get men
who have been trained from their earliest years in the niceties of classical scholarship

; yet, I believe, that in

subjects which ore not usually taught at schools, and which men come to fresh in College life, such as meta-

physics, logics, and ethics, political economy, aud English literature, and others of that sort, in which school

training does not give a man a great advantage, the students of the Queen’s Colleges, had a standard of educa-

tion at least as high as that of any university in the kingdom. I have had very considerable experience as an

examiner in the Queen's University since. I examined in political economy and jurisprudence in tho Queen's

University of Ireland for three years in place of Professor Leslie, of Belfast. I also examined in political

economy during the live years I was professor in the University of Dublin. I therefore had very considerable

experience of the kind of men there. Now, I say, from my experience as an examiner in the Queen’s Univer-
sity, and from my experience of Trinity College, Dublin, the men, as a general rule, take a higher standard in

the subjects I have mentioned in the Queen’s Colleges than they do in Trinity College, and for this reason,

among others, that the highest prizes, in the University of Dublin, are given to mathematics and classics, and
therefore the best men. give more exclusive attention to those subjects whereas, iu the Queen's Colleges, the
very best men throw themselves into logics, metaphysics, ethics, and subjects of that sort.”

Having been an examiner in the Intermediate, be expresses his opinion that tho
average pass man at matriculation in Magee College or Queen’s College, Belfast, is a
distinctly higher man than the average pass man in the junior grade of the Intermediate

;

with more knowledge, more maturity, aud more intelligence in every way—in English,
and in general intelligence and maturity of mind, giving evidence that he is likely to

profit by a University course

—

“ There is no comparison between the two men as fit candidates for a University course. I have not the
slightest hesitation, speaking from my own exjterience, in saying so."

With regard to the standard of education generally in the Queen’s College, Dr. Shaw
concludes his evidence, by saying

—

“ 8447 . . . But I think that taking the bulk of the Queen’s College graduates, man for man, as you
find them in life, as I have met them, they are as well educated men, aud as fit to hold their own as graduates
of any other university."

(d) Faculty of Medicixe.

In discussing the standard of
.
education, we have, in the main, kept the faculty of

arts separate, as our evidence has kept it practically sepaiate, from the other faculties

of medicine, law, and engineering. On the two latter we had but little evidence, but it

pointed clearly to the conclusion we have already expressed on page 3 of this Report.

Some of the evidence already given bears on the faculty of medicine, where it was
difficult to disentangle it from that presented in connexion with arts. We shall here

state the additional evidence bearing on the faculty of medicine.
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No complaint is made of the standard of medical education as exhibited in the
programme of the colleges for the medical scholarships. As their number is small—in
Cork we are of opinion that it is too small—the competition must always be keen. The
Intermediate examination cannot be used to throw any side light on the subject.

We are thrown back on three main branches of evidence :

—

1. The opinions and statements of witnesses whose position and opportunities enable
them to speak with authorit}'-

—

a. With regard to the medical education given in the Colleges.
b. With regard to the clinical facilities in connexion with them or open to their

students.

2. The medical distinctions obtained by students of the Colleges in after life.

3. The consideration of the lists of the Royal University for 18 S3, with regard to

the whole of the students presenting themselves and passing, and of those for 1882
and 1SS3 with regard to the number of exhibitions obtained by the medical students
of the Colleges.

Opinions op Witnesses on Standard of Medical Education. ormossor
Wrrstssrs os

As in the case of the faculty of arts, and for the same reasons, we shall refer only
op

briefly to the evidence of the medical professors which will be found detailed in our
Educat,on

minutes. As before, we select a few passages for quotation here from the evidence
of the witnesses, on the ground of their general acquaintance with the condition of

medical schools outside the collegiate towns.

Professor Redfern, whose eminence as a teacher of anatomy is universally recognised, Prof. Red-

gives the following evidence :— ° feiu -

"301. What is youv opinion of the courso of medical education in the College and the good it is doing? I

had fifteen years’ experience in Aberdeen. I have for two different periods examined in London, on one oc-

casion quite recently, and on the other beginning in 18G1. I have had an opportunity of comparing the
Aberdeen students and those of the University of Loudon, and the students of this College with both. As
the result, I have no hesitation in saying that the studeuts of this College before the last two years went
out better prepared as medical practitioners than, any other students in the United Kingdom, excepting, perhaps,

those of the University of London.”

Professor Cuming, who was President of the British Medical Association at the Prof. Cum-

meeting in Belfast, has had opportunities of comparing the students here with those of in
S-

other colleges and schools. His evidence with regard to the standard of education is

found in substance in the following passages :

—

“ G88 We liave had many opportunities of noticing with regard to the Army and Navy examinations,

and the examinations for the Indian Civil Sorvico, and, on the whole, we have done very well, indeed. As a
consulting physician, too, I have had opportunities of mooting them this way, and my impression is—and
possibly a little natural predilection for this institution may have some part—that they are, on the whole,

distinctly above the average ordinary medical man. 717. Can you tell me the impression left on your mind
by a comparison of this with other schools and hospitals ? For instance, if any of your friends were about to

study, would you recommend them to come here to be brought up to the medical profession ?—Yes, I think it

is an excellent school.”

Professor Charles, of Cork, gives his opinion in the following evidence Professor

"2870. Would you say that the ordinary run of men turned out from the College is quite equal to the
Carles,

average of what we call general practitioners in England?—I would say it is a great deal better. The
difference, if I were to make a difference, would be that the English Medical practitioner has likely seen more
hospital practice, because in London there is a large number of hospitals which students can attend

; but

the practitioner who has been educated here would have a great deal better theoretical knowledge."

Professor Letts, says—Letts* **01

“ 1640 The standard is excessively high. I have had experience of students in Germany and
Scotland. I was three years in Edinburgh. I was in London and in Bristol, where I was professor of chem-

istry, and I have never seen such good workers and brilliant students as what I may call the Ulster Scotch.”

•The Visitors of the General Medical College, Professor Humphrey and Mr. Power,

visited the medical examination of the Queen’s University in June, 1873, and Dr. Risdon

Bennett and Dr. Bristowe in September and October, 1873. We have had before us

their report, which is repeatedly referred to in the evidence. The general tone of the

conclusions stated by the first two gentlemen is expressed in the last paragraph but one

{page 162) :

“ It is with much pleasure that we are able to report so satisfactorily of the medical examinations in the

Queen’s University. Though there are somo points which in our opinion might be altered for the better, there

are others which seem to us well worthy of imitation.”

* Reports of the Visitors of Examinations deputed by General Medical Council, 1878. Published by General

Medical Council, 315, Oxford-Btreet, London, W.
F
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The substance of the report of the visitors on the second occasion is contained in the

three following sentences

—

“ We were very much impressed with the general excellence of thoroughness of the examinations we

witnessed as far as they went (p. 201). “ We feel bound to repeat that the examinations which we witnessed

were within their scope, admirably well-conducted and complete and thoroughly honest” (p. 214). ‘‘As re-

gards the candidates themselves, then' average quality appeared to us decidedly low. Our means of forming an

independent opinion were not perhaps unexceptionable. The large proportion of failures to pass in both ex-

aminations however, and the general lowness of the marks obtained by even the successful candidates strongly

confirms this opinion.”

Both sets of reporters agree in praising the examinations, saying that they were within

their scope “ admirably well-conducted and complete and thoroughly honest.” In other

respects, the tone of the first report is more favourable than that of the second. Tlic

matters objected to by the visitors seem to have been altered since.

End. 9509- Professor Banks, of the University of Dublin, states his opinion as> medical teacher

11. of long standing in Ireland. He has had opportunities of judging of the standard,

and he

—

“Relieves the professional staff to be admirable, the standard of education very high, the education in every

respect in arts and medicine to be of a very high order.”

Eviil 931G. He has seen a great many of the men educated in the Colleges. He thinks the

theoretical teaching in the Queen’s Colleges admirable.

Dr. Cruise. Dr. Cruise, who has been practising twenty-seven years in Dublin, and is a member
of the Senate of the Royal University, and Physician to the Mater Misericordice

Hospital in connexion with the Catholic University College, does not express himself so

favourably. His evidence is important, especially with regard to the clinical facilities

available to students from Cork and Galway as they appear in Dublin much more
frequently than the Belfast men. The substance of what he states as to the medical

standard is given in the following :

—

“ 9790. Have you bad much knowledge of students of the medical faculty in the Queen’s College?—Yes
-

A good many Queen’s College students come to us at the Mater Misericordife Hospital. 9791. What opinion

have you formed of their acquirements ?—Their acquirements were like those of other students—some good
and some not so good. 9792. What knowledge do they exhibit of clinical medicine and clinical surgery?

—

I would say average. 9793. You do not consider them at all behind other students in that respect?—I do not.

9794. Wliat would you consider the strong points in medical students educated at the Queen's Colleges

and what the weak ones, if they have any ?—I think that the students educated at the Queen’s Colleges who
came under my notice were what I would call ou a par with the average students for the College of Surgeons
or for the College of Physicians. I do not think they excelled them.”

Dr.M'Ardlo Dr. M'Ardle has had experience, for a short period, of Queen’s College students.

He became qualified to practise in 1S79, and is a Fellow of the Royal College

of Surgeons. He is now teaching in the Cecilia-street School in connexion with

the Catholic University College. His present class of medical students numbers
Evid. 9050. about 100—twenty of whom come from Cork and Galway. His opinion is that as far

as anatomy goes, they have their “ work made up as well as any one,” but few of them
seemed to know the relation of anatomy to surgery. As to the diaguosis of cases they

Evid. 9059 .
seemed to be quite deficient. He never found a Queen’s College student who could

Evid. 9GGS- diagnose a case nearly as well as a Dublin man. They know the history and symptoms
9GG5. of cases very well—that is what they would read out of books—but at the bedside they

would be quite at sea about a case. They can say how splints should be applied, but
they are unable to put them on. He finds the Cork and Galway men

—

Evid. 9GG5. “ Extremely industrious, and if they had the opportunity they would make very good practitioners. They
make more of their time than any men I know.”

Evid. 9GGG. The men, themselves, have always complained of the deficiency of cases, especially in

Galway.
Dr. Jones. Dr. Henry Macnaghten Jones is in the same position, as an ex-Professor of Queen’s

College, Cork, as Professor Maguire and Dr. Curtis. He was connected with the

Evid. 9387- College for twent}' years as teacher and professor, and he held various public appoint-
S8. ments in Cork. His evidence is this

—

“9394. As you know the college teaching and the hospitals in Cork, will you give us information with

respect to these generally as regards the medical education of a student ?—My experience and my know-
ledge of the undergraduate course, and of the men whom I have met in afterlife, enables me to say that

the average practitioner or the graduate who has studied entirely in. Cork, and who has not even gene

to a metropolitan school after his course, is above the average that I have met with from other licensing

bodies.”
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In brief, he says, in q. 9422—
“ And I have given a strong opinion, which I conceive embraces more or less everything connected with

the school, and that is, that the general tone of medical education in Cork is quite as good os that which ou«ht
to be expected from any provincial town, and that the students have, if they choose to avail of them aranle
opportunities of becoming good medical practitioners."

’ 1

Dr. Jones thinks that it would be a great advantage if the students could avail End. 0403
themselves of the large Union Hospital at Cork. Their opportunities in obstetrics are End 0300
most perfect—they are slightly deficient in the practice of diseases of women, though
in that respect Cork has improved very much within the last few years. The weak End. 0410.

point in Cork is in respect to the opportunities for the study of pathology and morbid
anatomy.

On tlic vexed question as to the proper difference to be made in the education of a
man who seeks a medical degree and another who aims only at a license to practice
Dr. Jones expresses a decided opinion :

—

“ 9445 Yes. I should place a higher standard on the man who lmd a university degree cortaiuly than the

one who bud a simple license of a licensing body, and therefore I should also place, perhaps, a higher test on
that man. That test may be, of course, applied in two ways, cither in point of a higher standard of purely
medical education and tlic physical sciences associated generally with the medical course, or it may be applied

by a more extended and higher form of preliminary examination, or some such examination as yon referred to,,

and that would be my opinion.”

His evidence proceeds

—

“ 9449 I do not think it has proved in the case of graduates of medicine in Trinity College that it has

increased the value of the degree for the graduates in medicine, nor has it, that I am aware of, given the

degree additional importance. Individually I do not think that it has. What I mean is that the graduates

of the Queen's University, in my opinion, would contrast favourably, though they had no arts degree.

Although a great number of graduates of the Queen’s University have degrees in arts, I do not think the fret

that Trinity College having imposed that regulation has improved the degree or given the degree in medicine

any superior character to tlic degree, for example, of the Queen’s University."

Ho is asked whether, if the Royal University ceased to require candidates for medical

degrees to pass the first university in arts, its graduates would be able to maintain

themselves on the same level in general practice as the graduates of the University of

Dublin, and he says

—

“ 9451 Broadly I should say they would. It will depend, in my opinion, to a great extent upon the
standard of tlic medical examinations of the University apart from any other consideration, if the standard of

the Royal is such as to secure a man of sufficient excellence entering our profession. I consider that that is

the main test, and I believe that that is what will ultimately tend to prove the standard of the value of the

University degree rather tluui the imposition of any arts degreo in addition to the degree in medicine."

Dr. Knight, who is Physician at Mercer’s Hospital, Dublin, and Professor of Medicine Dr. Knight,

and Pathology there, studied at the Queen’s Colleges. He states his opinion as to the

opportunities of medical education in Cork and Dublin.

“ 8893. . . . The opportunities olfoved in Queen’s College, Cork, arc remarkably good—in fact, far

better than in Dublin in many subjects
;
in some subjects they are not so good. In my time the clinical

surgery in Cork was not at all good compared with what it is in Dublin
;
the clinical medicine was much better.

8894. Wliat time was that9—Between 1872 and 1875. The materia medico in my time was very bad,

but the next year it was exceptionally good, and has been good ever since. Anatomy was very good
;

physiology was very good, but histology was not good. That has also been improved. We had then no

histological museum, but the year before last I paid & visit to Cork, I found that was altogether

improved, and they have now a splendid museum—in fact, far better opportunities for studying histology

in Cork than in Dublin. 8895. What would you say about the physiological laboratory in Cork 9 It is

excellent ; it could not be better.”

He has annually about 200 students passing through his class room. Until recently Evul. 8904.

from 80 to 100 of them were Queen’s College men, so that a considerable number of

Queen’s College men would seem to have been always in the habit of taking some

hospital work in Dublin. They now go largely to Edinburgh. The reason of their Evid.8959.

doing so is that the educational requirements are less—the expense is only about halt Evid. 8 .

of the cost in the Royal, and the man who passes an Edinburgh licensing board is vu

.

certainly. fit to undertake the ordinary duties of a medical practitioner.
r _ _

Dr. Thomson is an M.A. of the Queen’s University—a fellow of the Royal College ot Bn Thorn-

Surgeons of Ireland, and one of the surgeons to the Richmond Hospital, Dublin. He

has had about eight years experience as examiner in the Royal College of Surgeons, an

two as examiner in Surgery in the Queen’s University. Having had ample opportuni les

• of comparing the Queen’s College students with other students, he states the resul

“ 8535. . .. I am now leaving out the subject of clinical instruction, and I talrethe Queen '* e

student as he comes from the College direct I think he is an extremely well educated medical man, y c y
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educated, knowing liis subject thoroughly. I think that ono great reason for that is tliat,^ so far as I know,

the system of grinding and cramming which exists in other places does not exist largely in the three towns

where the Colleges are. I know in Galway in my time it did not exist. The only two factors were the student

and the professor. The student had to attend upon his lectures, and he liad to use his own brains. The subject

was not crammed into him by a grinder—an intermediate person. 853G. The teaching was thorough?—Most

thorough.”

His evidence in reference to detailed subjects is

—

“8544. In all such subjects as botany, materia medica, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, and histology, the

teaching at the Queen's Colleges you assert is very good 1—Very good. So far as the examination was con-

cerned in the Queen’s University it was certainly the best in this country, and, I think, was only second to the

London University. It was always high class. Whatever improvements were to be made were usually

initiated in the Queen’s University. 1 think I am right in saying that so far as the teaching of practical

histology is concerned, it began in one of the Queen’s Colleges (Belfast), and was afterwards introduced into

Dublin. In the same way the examination in practical anatomy. These were all reforms that camo from the

Queen’s University, and were afterwards adopted here.”

These remarks apply to all the Queen’s Colleges, but he speaks also specially of

Galway where he was a student both in Arts and Medicine, and of the period 1863-7.

8529. Hud the students sufficient advantages in clinical teaching, in surgery, diseases of women and

children, and midwifery ?—No, because, certainly in surgery, the eases were rather limited, and not very

varied. The same, I think, might be said of medicine. In the diseases of women and children there was

practically no clinical at all, nor in the diseases of the eye and ear. Of course, occasionally cases turned up,

and those wore spoken of ;
but the weak point of education, there was the clinical material. 8530. Is it so

now?—I should think it is. I happened to be in Galway several times within the last eighteen months on

professional business, and I came to know something of the material. The material has not increased. I dare

say they make the most of it, but I do not think the material is at all such as would he sufficient for a man
gettiug the high degree of M.D.”

With regard to the Galway matriculation, he thinks that in his time it was sufficient

to test the fitness of a student to profit by University teaching. He is quite aware
that a great number of students are deterred from going to the Itoval by the first

University in Arts, though personally he does not sympathise with them. He would
like to see some such examination required of medical students, but he thinks it can

only be done effectively by the General Medical Council, who are medical men of the

highest eminence, anxious to get as many well educated men into the profession as

possible, and best able to judge of medical men, being medical men themselves.

Personally he would like to see an examination something like that of London
University matriculation imposed everywhex-e on medical students. But he says

—

“8518. . . . The General Medical Council has recognised a certain standard of entrance examination, and until

it takes it into its hnnds, and insists upon a uniform examination, I don’t believe you will find, nor would it bo

fair, that a body like the Queen’s University as it was, or the Royal University, should enter into competition

with other mere licensing bodies. For instance, if the Royal University places a very high standard upon its

university examination or its first examination at the university it is immediately met by the competition of

the mere licensing bodies and Corporations which admit their students at a very much lower standard. The
result will be clearly that the students will go to the licensing corporations and not to the university. Students
after all are human beings, and they look to what will be the easiest mode of attaining their object. The public

practically do not know what value attaches to the qualification of a licensing body. They treat all doctors on
pretty much the same level. An apothecary is supposed by the public to be upon the same level as the hospital

physician or the professor, so far as the title goes.”

Professor Cuuniugham is Professor of Anatomy in the University of Dublin. He
was previously Professor in the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland. His experience

in Dublin has extended over two and a half years altogether. Befoi'e coming to Dublin
he was Senior Demonstrator in Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh. He is also

an examiner in the University of London. He has experience of some half-dozen

Queen’s College students from Cork and Galway. Of those that he has met he has
formed a very high opinion, in fact he placed them practically much higher than any
he met in the Royal College of Surgeons. He says that the Queen’s College students

he has met compare favourably with the Trinity College, Dublin, students, and the
students of whom he has had experience of in Edinburgh and London. He has no
reason to suppose that the Queen’s College students he refers to were in any way
exceptional.

Dr. Thornley Stoker is a Queen’s University graduate and Professor of Anatomy in

the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland. He has had wide experience of students

and describes his opportunities. He says that he thinks the matriculation examination
at the Queen's Colleges must have been at least as difficult to pass as the Trinity College,

Dublin matriculation or the corresponding examination in the Royal College of Surgeons
or other licensing bodies. He forms this opinion from knowing a great many of the

students who went in for it, and from comparing them with the students who passed the
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others. The concurrent study of arts and medicine to which the Royal University regu-
lations tempt men is too heavy for the ordinary student. He says that the medical decree Evid 7468-
of the Queen’s was undoubtedly considered the best degree in the Kingdom except G9.

that of the Universities of London and Edinburgh, and was so considered by the medical
profession and by teachers

—

“7469. . . • For instance, when I was engaged in private teaching I always thought the Queen's Uni-
versity man who came to mo was sure to get into the Army or Navy, I estimated them so highly."

He believes the regulations of the Royal University to be the reason why a great Evid 7471-

many medical students do not resort to it, as is the case, but go to Scotland or elsewhere 74 -

for license. Comparing the Queen’s Colleges with Dublin and elsewhere in respect of
hospital practice, he says

—

“7476. . . . Speaking from my observation of students who come to Dublin in considerable numbers
from the colleges, I find them prepared in the very Lest way in all the subjects they were taught within the
walls of the colleges ; in physiology, in anatomy, in chemistry, and such branches

;
but I find that they are

not well prepared in clinical subjects. They arc however in such a state of training when they come to

Dublin that they avail themselves of the clinical opportunities afforded with great rapidity."

He is compelled to say “that bethinks the opportunity for studying disease practically Evid. 7477.

in the hospitals connected with the Queen’s Colleges deficient.” Nevertheless he
“classes the Queen’s College men he has come in contact with the very best we have Evid. 7480.

in Dublin.” He considers the standard of anatomy in the Queen’s Colleges to be Evid. 7481-

relatively high. It is better tested by practical examination in Ireland than anywhere 2.

else—the reason tor which he explains. The examinations of the Queen’s University Evid. 7483-

in that respect were as near as possible perfect. The Queen’s College men stood 84.

among the highest in this respect, though the cost of medical education was lower than

it is anywhere else. It has been urged that the profession being overstocked it might
be well to check the supply of medical students by stricter University regulations.

Dr. Thornley Stoker thinks that the law of supply and demand must always decide in Evid. 74SS.

such a question whatever regulations may be made. The view having been put forward End. 7530.

that the first University in arts may be taken before beginning the course in medicine,

he says that the poverty of the Irish University student will compel him to take a

lour years course as long as that will qualify him for his profession. The same view is

repeated in the following answers :

—

“ 7570. . . . My observation of the Queen's College students is that they are a very superior class of

men intellectually, but liavo very little money, and an additional year’s study would be more than they could
afford, so that, if you require five years from them, you would oblige them to seek other qualifications than
thoso of the Royal University."

Like Dr. Thomson, lie thinks that the Queen’s College medical student goes to Evid. 7540-

Scotland for license instead of to Dublin in consequence of the expense in Scotland 1 -

being not much more than half. Meantime, as long as a man can get a license to Evid. 7587-

practice which will servo his purpose, he will not submit to a regulation of a new 9 -

licensing body requiring practically five years from him, while licensing bodies and
Universities of excellent reputation will give him license or degree in four years. Dr.

Stoker thinks that whatever arts qualification admits a man into the “ circle ” of the

medical profession at all, ought to be enough as an arts condition.

“ 7585. And your impression is that when once a man becomes a member of a sort of club like the medical

profession he should ho ontitlcd to all the privileges of that club 1—I think so. I might give my reason for

that? 7586. Yes?—There is no object in preventing a man proceeding to the highest qualification, because

once a man has passed the lowest matriculation examination, and obtained the lowest medical qualification,

he is empowered to deal with the public, to practise and obtain fees, and anything that would prevent

him from proceeding to the highest qualification would be throwing a bar in the way of his improving

himself."

Dr. Browne, who has been forty-two years practising in Belfast, expresses bis Dr. Browne,

opinion of the Queen’s College Belfast practitioner, and the grounds of it, in the Evid. 930.

following evidence :

—

"984 You will permit me to say that my knowledge ofthe working of this College has been quite suffi-

cient to tell mo that it has been as well worked as any other medical school I am aware of. I believe from the tune

it was opened in 1849 until the present there have been as able men connected with the College as anywhere else.

985. When you speak of the working of the College you speak of the young men as they turn out after-

wards in their profession ?—I know them intimately. Some of my own relatives have turned out remarkably

well.”

Dr. Calwell is a graduate of the Queen’s University, he studied at Belfast, and he is

now completing his studies iu St. Thomas’s Hospital, London. His evidence is—

.

“ 1081. ... I should ear the teaching here is confined chiefly to the intern patients, while the teaching

la 8t. Thomas’s is confined chiefly to the extern patients. If you take the full benefit of the our y
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education here, attend tlie classes, and especially read, the advantages are not superior, but they are fully

equal to those students who have taken their full course at St. Thomas’s. At St. Thomas's the lectures

are not attended in the way they arc here. The roll is not called in a regular manner, and there are very

few more than the regular clinical clerks or dresser's in attendance going round with the visiting surgeons

and physicians. 1082. With regard to the opportunities of instruction, the class of cases and the variety of

disease that yon get in the two hospitals, what is your opinion!—I would say they would be superior in St.

Thomas’s in proportion to the number of beds and no more. 1083. What do you regard this hospital capable

of doing with regard to training a future practitioner?—If he takes full advantage he will qualify himself. It

depends on himself. 10S4. There is no lack of material ?—There is no lack of material.”

MCreHoa An inquiry into the opportunities actually afforded for practical clinical instruction

facilwik!' by institutions, most ot which are only locally connected with the Colleges, did not,

strictly speaking, fall within the limits indicated by Your Excellency’s warrant for the

o-ui (lance of the Commission. Without such opportunities, however, no theoretical

teachino-, even of the highest order of excellence, would fit a student of medicine for

discharging the functions of a medical man, for it is obvious that a knowledge of

diseases and injuries cannot be acquired without patients and without personal observa-

tion and labour in hospitals. It was consequently deemed right to inquire into the

facilities afforded in this respect by the hospitals at Belfast, Cork, and Galway
respectively.

In Belfast two of the members of the Commission visited the Royal Hospital on

two occasions, one of the visits being for the purpose of witnessing the clinical instruc-

tion. Dr. Marston also visited the Children’s and Ophthalmic Hospitals. In addition

he inspected the dissecting-room, and along with the other members of the Commission,

the laboratories, the teaching apparatus, and the museums of the College. In Cork he

visited the North and South Infirmaries and the Fever Hospital, besides inspecting the

museums, laboratories, dissecting-room, and apparatus at the College. In Galway he

visited the County Infirmary, the Fever Hospital, and the Union Hospital twice,

Professor Jack accompanying him on one visitation. Here, as in Cork and Belfast, he

inspected the museum, laboratories, dissecting-room, and apparatus at the College.

In Dublin he went over the principal hospitals for the purposes of comparison, namely,

the Meath Hospital and County of Dublin Infirmary, the City of Dublin Hospital, the

Mater Misericordite Hospital, the Richmond Hospital and the Hardwicke, Jervis-street

Hospital, St. Vincent's Hospital. He also inspected the College of Surgeons and
attended one morning at a medical examination of the Royal University.

It would have been impossible in the time at the disposal of the Commissioners to

have examined exhaustively into all the details of clinical instruction, or to have fully

investigated the opportunities afforded for hospital practice at the various institutions

in connexion with the three colleges.

The courtesy of the hospital authorities gave every opportunity to the Commissioners
for making their inquiry into the clinical facilities open to the students, sufficient for

our purposes. Before stating our conclusions we shall summarise their evidence in

detail.

The evidence with regard to clinical facilities available in Belfast is given in detail

in the Appendix III. B., Nos. 13, 14, and 15. Dr. Whitla, a physician to the Royal
Hospital, summarises it in the statement that

—

App.III.B., “ Iu connexion with the Belfast Medical School there are at present, on constant duty, twenty teachers
No. 15-end. engaged in clinical instruction on 8u7 beds, and a total of what may practically be regarded as ovei*

70,01)0 cases.”
°

App.nLB., The Royal Hospital, which is the mainstay of the Belfast Medical School, is large
Nos. 13, 14. and well conducted. It has ISO beds, with an average occupation of 150—2,000

internal and 10,564 external patients in the year. Improvements might doubtless be
made in it, but it is actively and energetically managed. A constant stream of cases
of all kinds passes through it. We summarise the opinions expressed by the staff.

Evid. 1420- Dr. Whitla describes the method of clinical instruction, which two of our members
23. witnessed and thought satisfactory. He' thinks- the number of cases ample for the

wants of the students, and of a sufficient variety and better selected than mio-ht be
anticipated from the size of the hospital. He compares the teaching with that else-

where

—

“ 1438-
•

:

• 1 bave seen the clinical teaching of all the large hospitals in the kingdom, and I would
say that mu's is not second to any. I must say that 1 believe, from the number of our staff and the nature of
the eases admitted into hospital in this large manufacturing town, that the Btudents get equal benefit with any
London hospital I have seen, and I have been in all of them."

livid. 1453-
_

The fee is extremely moderate—as far as he knows the most moderate for any hospital
in the three kingdoms—ten guineas for a perpetual pupil. As elsewhere, -

as almost
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everywhere indeed where there is a medical school, there are several special hospitals Evid 1462
more or less availed of—and there may be some, but Dr. Whitla thinks there is not Evid U63*
much, disadvantage in this arrangement.

Dr. Smith is also physician in the Eoyal. He thinks the opportunities very fair v^'!
5

!

0'

very good compared with other hospitals that he has seen. As regards o-enera’l
“31‘

medicine and surgery the advantages afforded are quite sufficient to turn out competent
and good practitioners if students avail themselves of them. He says

“ 1032. ... I liavo seen hospitals in London and Dublin. 0£ course this is a provincial hospital, and
is not as large as a metropolitan hospital would be

;
but I think there are abundant opportunities here for a

man learning his profession, and, I may also add, learning it well. I have no connexion with the College
whatever, but I have a good deal of coustilfcing practise, and I have therefore opportunities of meeting in the
country and hereabouts practitioners who have been educated hero and elsewhere, and I feel bound to sav that

the men educated in Belfast I have found at least quite equal to men educated in other places in’ their

intelligence and capacity as medical practitioners. I emphatically assert that.”

Some of the cases sent in by subscribers may not be particularly suitable for Evid. 1560-
instruction, but be would say that four-fifths of the cases are such as he himself would G2.

select as suitable for teaching purposes.

Dr. Fagan is a surgeon of the hospital. With regard to the opportunities it gives Dr. Fagan,

for surgical training, he says

—

“ 1G31. . . . There is one feature to which I wish to draw attention, and that is the opportunities

students have of seeing surgical operations. I have had experience in the large capitals of Europe, and have
rarely seen a greater number of operations done before the student than in Belfast Royal Hospital. I have
performed three or four operations on one morning before a class. Excision of the tongue, by scissors, was per-

formed in the Belfast Royal Hospital for tho first time in Ireland. There are others of the most serious

diameter, such as radical cure for hernia and gastrostomy', which have been performed by myself ami colleagues.

They have been rarely done in tliis country. Then for ordinary operations the students have opportunities in

the extern department of seeing what they meet witli in genera! practise. They have a large field, ono of tho

largest in connexion with any hospital in this country. As many as 30,000 patients pass through the extern

department yearly. There is a large class of junior students who commence their hospital training in the

extern department, and they gain a round of practical experience there they could not get in any place outside

Belfast."

Dr. O’Neill is one of tho surgeons. ITe lias had wide experience. He is asked as to Evid. 1578.

the quality of the material, and he says it is of the right kind, only a great deal too Evid. 1579.

much—less would be more useful to the students and to himself. With regard to the

minor operations of surgery, dressing and so on, he thinks the students are sent out well

fitted for the practice of their profession. Evid 1590.

The "Royal Hospital has an ophthalmic department under the charge of Dr. Nelson,

recently organised. It has twenty or thirty ophthalmic patients daily. Dr. Nelson’s

evidence is that they illustrate admirably the ordinary forms of eye disease—that the Evil 1C1S-

students see not many operations, only the necessary ones ; that they have some 1C2!)-

facilities for using the ophthalmoscope, but that the department is new, in its infancy,

and is rapidly advancing.

Dr. M‘ICeown is surgeon to the Eye, Throat, and Ear Hospital in Belfast, and has au

ophthalmic hospital where students attend. His evidence is that the Royal Hospital

is insufficient.

“ 1485. . . . There is not ft sufficient number and variety of cases to illustrate the various types of disease. I

sny it is going back now a considerable time, but during the time I was a student there I found it totally

impossible to obtain information in some departments ;
of course an attempt has been made to remedy it to

some extent. There was no possibility of obtaining any instruction in diseases of women.
^

I was obliged to

go to the Rotunda Hospital, Dublin, to study there. As regards infantile diseases,- there is no possibility of

receiving instruction at present, and no possibility of receiving instruction in the ordinary infectious diseases of

children. So you see the defects that existed in my time in clinical instruction, and I do not know that any

material advance has been made.”

He does not think the hospital inconveniently far from the College. He is strongly Evid. 1493.

of opinion that the Union Hospital with its 1,600 beds (v. the evidence of the physician, Evid. 1508,

Professor Seaton Reid) ought to be utilised for the students. 1925-43.

Dr. M'Mordie, who speaks of the imperfect hospital accommodation in Belfast, attri-

butes to it the fact that the students are not now coming there m such numbers as

formerly. We have no evidence, however, of any specific deterioration of the Royal

Hospital in recent years. Dr. M'Mordie thinks there are too many physicians and Evid. 575.

surgeons.

Professor Cuming, who is a physician to the Royal Hospital, thinks the cases illustrative Evid. G79.

of the diseases which medical men generally encounter in practice, but he says that,
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as in all general hospitals to the average type of which the "Royal Hospital corresponds

very closely, there are more chronic than acute cases. He would be very glad to see a

large new hospital built near the College. He agrees with Dr. M'Keown that it would

be a great advantage if the Union Hospital could be utilised for the students. He
states °some of the difficulties which appear to exist at present. Other difficulties

arc also stated by Professor Seaton Reid, the physician to the Union Hospital,

some of which appear to be personal to himself. We are not in a position to state

whether these difficulties are insuperable, nor can wo pronounce an opinion whether the

cases met with in such institutions are of such a character, or in such variety, as to

afford good material for clinical instruction. It seems doubtful, however, whether in

union hospitals generally there would be a sufficient number of properly selected cases, and

whether the desire or capacity for clinical teaching on the part of tire medical staff could

always be depended upon. Professor Reid believes the Royal Hospital sufficient.

Professor Cuming sees the disadvantages of the present arrangements by which

the hospitals are so much scattered, but he is bound to say that they secure a very

fair amount of patients for teaching—he thinks the amount of care and attention they

are able to give to individual students makes up for a great deal and turns the students

out—on that point he is quite convinced—really good practitioners. As to the

suggestion, that the Belfast student might wisely spend the last year of professional

stutFy before license out of Belfast, he says that it would be premature his gomg
elsewhere before taking his degree.

Taking everything into account we are inclined to agree with Dr. Cuming. The

Belfast hospital facilities have not, however, been so developed and utilised as we should

have expected in connexion with a medical school so vigorous and so numerously

attended, situated in so large a centre of population. It concerns the future of the

school that these clinical facilities should be brought up to the highest possible level

;

and with such a clinical field as that available at Belfast, there ought to be no difficulty

in accomplishing this.

In respect of the practical teaching in the preliminary subjects of a medical student’s

course, chemistry, zoology, and botany, Belfast is not nearly so well off as Cork. The
chemical laboratory is, we believe, accurately described by Professor Letts in these

words

—

Evid. 1G39. “ Such limited accommodation is without parallel in any institution like our College in the three

kingdoms.”

Evid. 704.

Evid.705-6.

TEACHING IN
Scientific
Subjects.

Evid. 1700, The sums assigned for the zoology museum and the botanical garden from the public
1702, 1703. grant are described by Professor Cunningham as quite insufficient, and no local

benefactions like Mr. Crawford’s in Cork seem to come to his or to Professor Letts’

assistance. The actual accommodation given in the chemical laboratory at Belfast

Evid. 165S- is not creditable.

9- It is not perhaps invidious to remark—as the medical staff in Belfast includes men of

eminence who have been a long time teachers there—that the medical professors in

Belfast have been, on the average, engaged in teaching for a much longer period than
those in Cork and Galway, and that the Treasury rule, which refuses retiring allowances
to medical professors who have engaged in private practice, appears to press severely on
this College.

As we have pointed out elsewhere, the Queen’s College Cork is, in the main, a medical
school, with an exceptionally successful faculty of engineering, a law school, and a small
arts faculty attached. In many respects, as a medical school, it rivals Belfast. In the
year 1884 it had 241 medical students as against 264 in Belfast, while the number of
all other students was 68 as against 235 in Belfast.

It is of much importance, therefore, to ascertain the clinical facilities actually
available in Cork, as well as the clinical potentialities of the city and district. Cork is

the third city in Ireland, with no other near it in population. There seems no reason why
the clinical facilities necessary for a high class medical school should not be available with
a population, in the city of 80,124, and in the county—populous parts of which are near
and convenient to the city—of 415,473. In fact, there are numerous hospitals in-Cork,
situated at some distance from each other. Within the last seven years a great deal has
been done in Cork for the College by voluntary subscriptions, and through the energy of
the President. His memorandum (Appendix III. B., No. 21) shows that an admirable
botanic garden and plant house have been provided, and an excellent zoological labora-
tory in connexion with it. The zoological museum and the collection of dry plants
has been greatly extended. The chemical laboratory has been slightly improved, and
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it would be completely renewed if there were a prospect of stability in the circumstances
of the College. The greatest improvements of all have been made in connexion with
the medical school.

“. . . The medical .school of Cork College was not therefore worse off in this respect tlnm the
other medical schools of the country. In this state of things the school could not perform its functions

properly, and required to Ijc remodelled, enlarged, provided with laboratory, museum, and other teaching
appliances, suitable to the present condition of medical science. This hits been done so Jar ns very limited

funds would allow." Appendix III. B., No. 21.

We refer to Dr. Sullivan’s paper for details. It shows a remarkable improvement in

the buildings and internal appliances of the College, and especially of those directly

or indirectly connected with medical teaching.

The physiological laboratory particularly is excellent. It is provided with some of App.m.B.,

the latest apparatus, both for demonstration and research in experimental physiology. No - 32.

We have already spoken of Dr. Webster’s newly erected hall of residence, aud an
additional building might be set about immediate^, the land and the plans having been
secured, and the money promised.

“About seven and a half acres of the land to the east of the College grounds have been purchased,

enclosed, anil roughly laid out, with a view of being made part of the College grounds. Upou this land

it is proposed to build six houses for married professors, and a hall, to be called Crawford Hall, containing

chambers for unmarried professors, assistants, senior students engaged in teaching, <fec., and a large dining-

hall for such students as wish to dine in College. The plans for these buildings have been prepared, put

out for tender, and tenders received. The Treasury have consented to allow the Board of Public "Works

in Ireland, who, under the Colleges Act, are the trustees of the lands and buildings of the College, to

act also as trustees for the Crawford Trust. The chief condition of this trust is, that the land and
buildings shall revert to Mr. Crawford or his hears, should, at any time, the College be made denomi-
national—a condition which equally applies to Mr. Crawford’s previous gifts. The only thing then that

prevents this noble project from being at once carried out, and Queen’s College, Cork, from being made one of

the most complete educational institutions in the United Kingdom is the recent legislation, and the present

uncertainty regarding the Irish University question." App. III. B., No. 21.

Turning from these actual ancl prospective contributions to the success of the College

and to the medical school connected with it, we proceed to detail the evidence with

regard to the clinical facilities. A considerable amount of general evidence has been

given by outside witnesses in connexion with the general standard of medical education.

An explicit statement of the clinical facilities in Cork is given in our Appendix III. B., ctmcAL

Nos. 2.1 to 27. The number of beds in each of the two principal hospitals is 100 and cons,

about seventy are occupied daily. The first eight of the hospitals in Cork are available,

and are, to a considerable extent, used for clinical instruction. The main reliance of App.III.B.,

the clinique is on the two general hospitals—the North and the South Infirmary. No - 23 -

Professor O’Sullivan, who is surgeon to the North Infirmary, thinks that, taking Cork Evid. 2(504.

as a whole, there is an ample amount of material for clinical purposes. He does not End. 2G24—

think much inconvenience is caused by the distance between the different hospitals and -°-

the College.

Dr. Cromen is physician to the North Infirmary. He thinks the two hospitals are

fairly well supplied with cases. Knowing the London hospitals well he compares them
with those of Cork.

“ 3065 . . . . Ours are much smallor and the number of cases smaller, but nt the same time we get in Cork a

comparatively largo number of interesting cases. Of course in London they have greater facilities—in the

King’s College or the University College—for teaching
;
but, at the same time, for the size of the Cork hospi-

tals they do wonderfully well. 3066. You think that the greater care and attention given to men here make

up for a larger number of cases 1—In a great measure I am sure it would. I have soon men who remained

in Cork for their entire course go up for their degree in. the Royal University along with those who had

gone and studied in Dublin last year, and ours were in every way equal to them. I would say the Cork

men did rather better."

Dr. Charles Pearson, assistant-surgeon in the North Infirmary, knows the Dublin Evid. 3064,

hospitals well, and he says that the teaching of the North Infirmary compares 3085.

favorably with the teaching anywhere.
Dr. Townsend is physician to the South Infirmary Having had opportunities of

comparison, he says—
“2986. . . . I think our hospitals in Cork compare very favourably with those in any other provincial city, and

probably with many of the metropolitan hospitals, because the field which supplies us with cases is far arger.

There is not the number of hospitals to divide the cases amongst as in Dublin. For instance the whole

county of Cork sends us medical and surgical cases, and therefore, beside the city cases, we have the county

casea There is a very large number of accidents, and a very large number of medical cases also. I know the

Dublin hospitals pretty well, and I certainly think there are a better class of cases in the infirmary hpre than

in the Dublin hospitals."

For the reasons given, he does not attach much importance to the distance of the Evid. 2999,

hospitals from each other and from the College.
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As Professor Charles is connected with neither of the hospitals, his evidence is

valuable.

“ 2856. But Laving been in other places you have had an opportunity of judging, and as you are not

attached to any of the hospitals we might expect to get an impartial opinion ? Hie students have ample

material. They have a large number of hospitals. In fact they have hospitals for every kind of disease.

They have special as well as general hospitals. 2857. They are not spread out too much to be available?—

There might be an improvement made in this respect 2858. Have you compared this with other places, say

with the average provincial medical schools in England. Would you say that a medical student has quite os

good opportunities here as there ?—He has certainly better here."

Though he thinks that it would be an advantage for a medical student to have the

opportunities of practical work increased in Ireland, he is of opinion that the

best course for the student is to spend his whole four sessions in Cork and then, if he

can, to take another in London or some other capital.

Dr. Cotter speaks of the opportunities for the clinical study of fever, a subject now-

required by the Royal University and the Royal College of Physicians, Ireland. The

details are given in the answer to question 3129.

Frofessor Corby, the professor of midwifery, is one of the physicians of the Cork

Maternity. Eh thinks that the students have splendid opportunities of learning there

his branch of the profession. With reference to strictures made by the visitors m 1S73

he calls special attention to the results in midwifery examinations recently obtained by

the studeuts in Cork. It appears that in the examination for the diploma of obstetrics

in the Royal University in June, 1883, seven of the ten successful were Cork men—only

one of whom gave in his name as belonging also to another (Dublin) school. In the

autumn of the same year eighteen students obtained the diploma, of whom fourteen

were from Cork. The diploma was practically open only to students of the Queen’s

Colleges, but the fact that twenty-one out of twenty-eight places were obtained by

Cork students is certainly significant of the value of the midwifery instruction in

the College. The Ophthalmic Hospital appears also to be satisfactorily worked and

organised.

Taking these statements in connexion with the tabular returns and the testimony of

outside witnesses quoted elsewhere, we are of opinion that the clinical facilities offered

in Cork may be described as fair, but not more than fair. There is no reason why
they should not be considerably improved, but we doubt whether it would not be for

the advantage of the Cork student, at present, to take a portion of his course elsewhere

for a clinical year. As, however, we see no reason to disagree with Dr. Macnaughton
. Jones’ opinion, that a tolerably complete medical education can be obtained by students

who take their whole medical course in Cork, and one which will be unusually good
in the scientific, as distinguished from the practical subjects of the course, we are not

prepared to recommend that he should be required to do so.

The evidence with respect to clinical facilities in Galway is practically that of the

professors, and these facilities are generally recognised as not satisfactory. Pro-
fessor Pye put in a document signed by Professor Browne, Professor Kinkoad, and
himself, in 1878, which is given in our Appendix. In that document the professors
offered among them to conduct the clinical work of' the County Infirmary, so as to

dispense with the salary of the county surgeon. Since the date of that document
one gentleman has been appointed professor who holds a hospital appointment
(in the Union Hospital), and to that extent the position, as described in the document,
has been improved. The definite proposal is contained in the paragraph

—

“ We would respectfully suggest, for the consideration of Govemment, that on the death, resignation, or
retirement of the present surgeon, no county surgeon should be appointed, but that the medical Professors of

the College should be ex-officio surgeons and physicians, and bound to attend the county infirmary as part of

their professional duties.” (Appendix III. B., No. 34.)

Wo may add that, if we may gather his opinion from his evidence, Professor Browne,
the present county surgeon, would willingly retire hut for the Treasury decision, which
prevents his getting any retiring allowance.

Professor Lynhain expresses a moderate opinion with regard to the clinical facilities

when he was a student, some ten years ago. He thought them on the whole very fair,

and he saw many interesting cases and important operations. Professor Kinkead
thinks that, as far as the theoretic teaching is concerned, the students could not have
better opportunities anywhere, but he does not consider that at present there are sufficient
materials for clinical teaching, taking into account the advances surgery has recently
made. In counexion with Professor Iiinkead’s subject, however, there is an admirabfe
museum which is probably unique, and which is described in the Appendix III. B., No. 38.
Professor Kinkeaa says that the students are deficient in having no specialties in Galway,
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e.g., of diseases of the eye or ear—no particular institution for diseases of women and
children, no large midwifery ward. Professor Colahan, who is one of the physicians of

the Union Hospital, has the privilege of using his ward for clinical teaching. On the day
of our visit there were 74 medical and surgical cases, 8 of fever, 6 of eye disease, 4 of
midwifery, in the whole Union Hospital. The number of midwifery cases during the
session had been 15, the number of accidents treated 31, the number of eye cases 26.

Professor Colahan speaks more favourably of the clinical facilities in Galway, especially

in connexion with the Union Hospital, than any of the other witnesses. Fur midwifery
and operative surgery, however, the students go to Dublin. The county infirmary, which
is practically the mainstay of the clinical teaching of Galway, had 6 surgical and
14 medical cases on the day of the visit of the Commissioners. In the course of seven
months, 24 accidents and 14 eye cases were admitted, and 30 operations performed.
The total number of internal patients in the twelve months was 251, and there were in

addition 434 out-patients.

Professor Anderson states that the hospital, i.e., the county infirmary, is in

transition form.

“ 6391 .... There is an attempt being made to improve it, and bring it up to the proper require-

ments, and of course there is great difficulty in the way, as no person knows betterthan you. The county infir-

mary is officered by several medical men, and I have no doubt that Galway, with the suggested improvements,
can undertake the whole course of medical education, complete and perfect, from beginning to end, without any
difficulty whatever. I do not say, of course, that students may not reap some benefit by going to other schools,

but I say that a man should stick to his college to the end of his course, and then go elsewhere if he can
afford it.”

This evidence may be taken in connexion with the state of matters spoken of in

qq. C790 -G798 in Professor Pye’s evidence. An attempt is being made to improve
the county hospital. It is said to be badly in want of funds. The union hospital

does not furnish the requisite clinical facilities. Like all such institutions, it has so

large a supply of chronic cases that if it were entirely available to the students it

would not be nearly equivalent to a well-managed general hospital with the same
number of beds. It is in these two hospitals that the whole clinical instruction of

a Galway student is at present obtained, unless he leaves Galway and goes elsewhere for

a part of his clinical course. Several of his professors advise him to do so. If the App.llLB.,

changes indicated in tlio professors’ paper of 1878 were made so that the whole of the 1 °‘ '

existing accommodation could bo utilised (instead of one-third of it, as at that time) for

clinical teaching, if funds for the reorganized hospital could be found in the way the

paper indicates, or in any other way, if the union hospital could be fully utilized for

clinical teaching, Galway might, perhaps, be considered to provide for medical students

what would then be, according to modern requirements, a minimum of clinical facilities.

But the conditions under which it must always struggle to do so are very different

from those of Cork, and far more unfavourable.

The city of Galway contains about 19,000 inhabitants, and the county about 222,000, Oeusns,

as against 80,000 and 41 5,000 in the city and county of Cork. The county population 1SS1 -

is widely scattered over a highland district, from many parts of which it would require

some enterprise to transport sick persons to Galway, even if the extreme poverty, which
is chronic in the west, did not create additional difficulties. If the best conceivable use

could he made of the clinical possibilities of Galway, we question whether it could be

expected to provide the clinical opportunities now considered necessary to the thorough

training of a medical man. At present the best conceivable use is not made of them,

and, as it stands, the Galway student would be wise to spend two of his medical years

elsewhere.

From this evidence and from our own observations on the clinical facilities afforded

in connexion with the Colleges, we consider

—

1. That anatomy on the one hand, and physiology and histology on the other, should

be taught from two professorial chairs instead of from one, if it be found practicable to

do so. Physiology is so extensive and progressive a subject, that it must engross much
labour and time for its efficient teaching, and it is undesirable that both anatomy and it

should be taught by one professor.
We make this recommendation, however, subject to its being found possible to give

effect to it by the provision of a large temporary and a considerable permanent increase

of expenditure. The occupants of the present chairs, being paid by fees on what are

two of the principal subjects of a medical student’s course, have such an income as to

make them independent of private practice. In order that the two subjects may be

properly taught, the Professors of Anatomy and Physiology in the three Colleges must
he so remunerated as to make it possible to continue this arrangement. The present
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professors ought to be compensated for the loss of the students in physiology, and the

permanent remuneration of the professors should be arranged so as to make it possible

to induce men of eminence to accept the chairs, without being hampered by private

practice. The two subjects are purely scientific, and it would be a misfortune if the

occupants of these chairs could not devote their whole time to teaching and research.

2. Preventive medicine, or hygiene, now forms an important branch of medical

education, especially in the case ot candidates for appointments in the public medical

services, and in civil life in connexion with the working of the Public Health Acts. In

the event of its being impracticable to create a separate chair for the teaching of this

subject, it might probably be conjoined with that of medical jurisprudence, in the way

indicated by the President of Queen’s College, Cork.

3. Pathology also forms a very necessary branch of medical education, and a chair

might be founded for human and comparative pathology. Opportunities for the study

of morbid anatomy are deficient at all the Queen’s Colleges. This is owing, no doubt,

to difficulties which are more or less general in Ireland. At Cork these opportunities

are very restricted, and at Galway they may be said not to exist. We consequently

submit a suggestion in favour of the erection of a chair of pathology in Belfast and

Cork, with greater reserve.

4. We have received some evidence, that in all cases the medical professor should be

prohibited from engaging in private practice. To adopt this suggestion would involve

a large expenditure. At present the occupant of a professor’s chair is believed often to

obtain a considerable increase in his emoluments from private practice in virtue of the

prestige conferred by his appointment, and he is content to accept remuneration for his

professorial work, which by itself would be otherwise inadequate. To prohibit private

practice, it would be necessary to raise the emoluments of medical chairs by a considerable

amount, and as regards some of these chairs, the prohibition of private practice would
be in the circumstances of many colleges a serious misfortune. With it or without it,

a hospital cliuique should form part of the regular duty of a professor of medicine,

surgery, or midwifery.

5. The practical chairs of medicine, surgery and midwifery in the Queen’s Colleges, will

probably be held by members of some local hospital staff, and it is important that they

should be so held, if the clinical field is to be sufficiently worked and applied for teaching

purposes. It is suggested whether it might not be practicable to limit the tenure of

such chairs for a term of years, the occupants, of course, being permitted to engage in

private practice. In a large centre of population like Belfast, such appointments
would probably be eagerly competed for. But as we have received no positive evidence

on the point we can do no more than submit the suggestion to your Excellency’s

consideration. Unless this suggestion can be carried out, the Treasury should, as in

Scotland, allow a medical professor to retire, like his non-medical colleagues, at a certain

age, on pension.

II. IN WHAT MANNER HONOURS AND REWARDS ARE DISTRIBUTED
IN THE SAID COLLEGES RESPECTIVELY, AMONGST STUDENTS,
HAVING REGARD TO THEIR NUMBERS AND THE VARIOUS
BRANCHES OF LEARNING TAUGHT IN THE SAID COLLEGES.

There are at present attached to each college and endowed from the Consolidated
Fund scholarships of the annual value of £1,400, divided as below stated ;

—

Thirty junior scholarships, tenable by students in the faculty of arts, at £24.
Ejght „ „ in the faculty of medicine, at £25.

^|
ve » „ in the faculty of engineering, at £20.

T*,ree
»> „ in the faculty of hrw, at £20.

Seven senior scholarships, tenable by graduates in arts, at £40.
One senior scholarship, tenable by a student in the faculty of law, who has completed the course for

LL.B., at £40.
1

These amounts are supplemented in Belfast by the following scholarships, supported
by private endowments :— . .

Two Pakeuluun scholarships, tenable for two years, at .£25
Three Sullivan scholarships, tenable for three years, at .... i £40
Olio Porter scholarship, tenable for two years, at ..... £50
Two Danville scholarships, tenable for two yeurs, at .... £45 '

for tlio first year, and for the second, £100, and
One Andrews’ scholarship, tenable for one year, at £50*
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The thirty junior scholarships in the faculty of arts would bo more correctly described

as -ten entrance exhibitions, tenable for the first year, followed by an equal number
tenable for the two other years of the College course. The first ten are awarded
at entrance, and the other ten are awarded to students at the beginning of the second
year, and are continued to them through the third year in the event of their passing
their ordinary sessional examination at the end of the second year.

Five of the ten scholarships in each case are appropriated to the literary division of
the faculty of arts, including Greek, Latin, and English, for the entrance exhibition,

and the same subjects with the addition of French or German for the second year; and
five to the science division of the faculty of arts, the scholars iu which are ’examined
in mathematics. In the event of q, scholarship in the division of literature or of science Evi«l. 427 .

lapsing by reason of want of competition, or failure to reach the required standard, Evi.l. 2001-
it is sometimes transferred to the other division. 3, 0049-51.

Of the seven senior scholarships in arts, one is awarded for proficiency in each of the
following departments :— I. Greek and Latin LanguagesAnd .Ancient History. II. The
Modern Languages and Modern History. III. Mathematics. IV. Natural Philo-

sophy. V. Metaphysical and Economic Science. VI. Chemistry. VII. Natural
History.

Under these arrangements the 'State subscribes .£24 a year towards the support of ten
students in arts iu each Quqen’s College who approve themselves by competition among
those entering at the same time. These ten students are Called first year’s scholars.

They would be described elsewhere as entrance exhibition ers".

At the beginning of the second year, ten other scholarships of the same amount are

open to competition among all students in arts who have gone through the prescribed EviJ. 310.

first year’s course of the College, or of any other Queen’s College, or, in the case of Evia. 1012
,

Cork and Galway, who have passed the first University examination in arts in the el

Royal University. The ten successful students are entitled to receive from the State Evict 2299.

£24 a year towards their support in the College for two years more. el *'«?•

On the expiration of the three years, all the arts students who have passed the pre-

scribed course satisfactorily ore eligible for two years afterwards to compete for the
seven senior scholarships of £40, to be beld for one year, under the condition of assist-

ing the professor and of attending lectures, unless such conditions are dispensed with by
the Council. These conditions are seldom insisted on.

Of the eight junior scholarships in the faculty of medicine, two are awarded to

students of the first year on the same examination as the literary and science arts

scholarships, two are given to students of the second year, two to students of the third

year, and two to students of the fourth year. Thu3 six of the eight may be regarded

as appropriated for medical studies.

Of the five junior scholarships in the faculty of engineering, two are awarded to

students of the first year, on the same examination as the five science scholarships, two
to students of the second year, and one to students of the third year.

Of the three junior scholarships in the faculty of law, one is awarded to students ot

the first year on a law examination, one to students of the second year, and one to

students of the third year.

No candidate is eligible to compete for any scholarship who has not matriculated in

one of tlie Queen’s Colleges, or the Royal University, or in some University whose
^

matriculation examination is recognised as adequate. On each occasion a student of any
of the Queen s Colleges may present himself at any other of them, and is not restricted

2201, ets#j.

to the College at which he has been attending lectures.

In Cork and Galway the second year’s scholarships are also open to students who
have not attended the Colleges, but who have passed the first University examination

in arts of the Royal.
The following additional privileges are enjoyed by scholars in the several Colleges :

In Belfast, all scholars are.exempted from the payment of one moiety of the class fees,

but this exemption does not extend to the fees for honour lectures. In Cork, half the Cnl. 1883-4,

class fees are returned to all scholars, but this rule does not extend to honour lectures i>.
81.

attended by them, out of the order of studies laid down in the curriculum, nor to

exhibitioners. In Galway, junior scholars are exempted from the payment of half the Cal. 1883-4,

class fees for the course prescribed to students of their faculty
.

and standing, but p. 39.

this exemption does not extend to the honour lectures of the third year, or to any

course attended by them out of the ordinary studies laid down in the curriculum, or to

the course of medical jurisprudence.
In addition to the scholarships, there is a sum of £10’0 granted to each College from Cal 1883-4,

the Consolidated Fund, for the purpose of providing prizes. This sum may be p- 1 •

augmented by any surplus accruing from- the endowment.
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We subjoin tables showing the total number of matriculated students in each of the

Colleges, classified according to faculties, in each of the five years ending 1883-84 :

—

Queen's College, Belfast.

Year. Arts. Medicine. Law. Engineering.

1879-80, 136 301 12 12

1880-81, 144 318 19 12

1881-82, 175 349 15 11

1SS2-83, 188 285 20 11

1888-84, 201 251 14 8

Queen's College Cork.

Year. Arts. Medicine. law. Engineering.

1879-80, 69 176 5 29

1880-81, G9 230 4 21

1681-82, 74 279 G 35

1882-83, 48 261 12 20

1883-84, 39 225 7 18

Queen’s College, Galway.

Year. Arts. Medicine. law. Engineering.

1879-80, . . 55 99 • 10 12

1880-81, 71 114 8 11

1881-82, 56 115 8 10

1882-83, 50 68 8 10

1S83-84, 47 3S 9 5

These tables show the number of students in each College qualified by their standing

to hold scholarships in their respective faculties during the years named : but, for

the reasons already mentioned, the number of students eligible to compete in any

one year, would not necessarily be restricted to the number set down in the tables

for that year.

We subjoin a further set of tables, showing, for the same years, the number of

students who competed in each College for the junior scholarships and senior

scholarships in Arts, together with the number of scholarships actually awarded.

Queen’s College, Belfast.

1. Entrance Scholarships (10)—.£24 each for one year.

.

Candidates. No. awarded. Candidates. No. awarded.
1879—80, . . . 6 5 7 5
1880-81, 15 5 9 5
1S81-82, 14 5 8 5
1882-83, 1G 5 11 5
1SS3-84, 13 5 8 5

2. Scholarships of the 2nd year (10)—£24 each for two years.

Year.
Literature, s. Science. 5.

1879-80,
Candidates. No. awarded. Candidates. No. awarded.

9 5 6 5
1880-81, 5 4 6 6
1881-82, 10 5 7 5
1882-83, 8 5 6 5
1883-84, 8 5 7 5

3. Senior Scholarships in Arts (7)—£40 each for one year.

Year. Candidates. No. awarded. Year. Candidates. No. awarded.
1879-80, . 10 7 1882-83, . . 11 7
1880-81, . 10 7 1883-84, . . 9 7
1881-82, . 14 6

Queen’s College, Cork.

1. Entrance Scholarships (10)—£24 each for one year-.

Year.
Literature, 5. Science, 5.

Candidates. No. awarded. Candidates. No. awarded. Exhibitions.

1879, 5 3 7 5

1880, 5 4 15 6 1

1881, 6 4 14 6

1882, 2 2 10 5

1883, 2 1 7 5 —
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Queen’s College, Cork

—

continued.

2. Scholarships of the 2nd year (10)—£24 each for two years.

1879,

1880,

1881,

1S82,

1883,

Year.

1879,

1880,

1881,

1882,
1883,

No. of
CundidnUa.

10

10

10
12
9

Scholarships

7
* '

7

3. Senior Scholarships in Arts (7)—£40 each for one year.

Year.

1879-

80,

1880-

81,

1881-82,

18S2-83,
1883-84,

Year.

1879-

80,

1880-

81,

1881-82,

1882-

83,

1883-

84,

1879-

80,

1880-

81,

1881-82,

Queen's College, Galway.

1. Entrance Scholarships (10)—£24 cadi for one year.

l iterature,
5. Science, 8.

Cuiididntca. No. awarded.

. 4 10 6
15 5 21 5
9 5 10 5

12 5 8 5
8 5 8 5

Scholarships of the 2nd year (10)—£24 each for two years.

Literature, S. Science, S.

Candidate!. No. awarded.

. . . G 5 8 5
. . . 5 3 7 5

7 5 7 5... 8 5 5 5

. . . G 5 4 3

3. Senior Scholarships in Arts (7)—£40 each for ono year.

Candidates. No. awarded. Year.

9 (i 1882-83, . . 12 G

. 10 7 1883-84, . 9 7

. 10

A glance at the first set of theso tables will show the great preponderance of medical
over arts students in each of the Colleges during the years they refer to. This

preponderance seems always to have existed, so far as students were concerned, and is at

first sight, surprising, in view of the fact that while the Queen’s University, during the

time of its existence, conferred the degree of B.A. on 1,150 students of the Queen’s
Colleges, it conferred the degree of M.D. on 1,060. It must be remembered that at all

times a number of the medical students educated in the Queen’s Colleges did not
take their degree in the Queen’s University, but sought, as they still seek, an entrance
to their profession through one of the licensing bodies in England, Ireland, or Scotland.

It is impossible to estimate the proportion of students who did so, but some assistance

may be found in the list of medical men educated at Queen’s College, Cork, who obtained
places by competition in the Army, Navy, and Indian Medical Service. It appears that

43 out of 202, say one in five, had no Queen’s University degree, and that 159, say four

in every five, had.
Evidence was laid before us to show that, having regard to their numbers, a larger Eviil. 210.

number ot scholarships ought to be allotted to students in the Medical Faculty, and a 2242,2562

lesser number to students in the Faculty of Arts ;
and also to show that the utility of the 455G<

senior scholarships would be increased if they were reduced in number and increased in

amount. With reference to the junior scholarships, it was also ur^ed that it would be
better if the amounts paid were smaller for those at the bottom, and larger for those at the
top of the list, the total number of scholars and the amount expended remaining the same.
The present distributionof the scholarships is regulated byRoyal Statutes. These statutes

were framed in accordance with the provisions of the Act of Parliament under which the

* No record for tbii year.
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Queen’s Colleges were founded (S and 9 Vic., c. 6'6). The Act provided that the statutes,

rules, and ordinances concerning the government and discipline ot each College should

be made or approved by Her Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, and should he laid

from time to time before Parliament. It will thus be seen that no change in the present

mode of distributing the fund allotted by the State for scholarships in the Queen’s

Colleges can be made without an alteration of the College statutes, which can only be

effected with the sanction of the Crown. We are of opinion, however, that if the

o.Nci.ws!ox authorities of the Colleges should make any representation to the Government, either for
,TXT,m

' the allocation of unappropriated arts scholarships to students in medicine, or for the cou-

solidation of senior scholarships, or for the varying of the amounts payable, so as to make

them different according to the place of the scholar in the competitive list, such repre-

sentation would deserve the most favourable attention.

III. TO WHAT EXTENT AND WITH WHAT RESULTS THE STUDENTS
AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY THE
ROYAL UNIVERSITY.

So far as the word “ advantages ” may be understood of the honours, prizes, and

rewards of the Royal University, the information we have received has already been

given in connexion with the first question on the standard of education, and the infer-

ences which have been or may be drawn from the facts there adduced. It Is impossible,

however, to deal with this question without stating explicitly numerous matters con-

nected with the Royal University which were brought before us in evidence, and which

confirm us in the opinion that the foundation of the Royal University is too recent—the

so-called “disturbance” and “panic” caused by its foundation and by the regulations

which it has adopted too great, and the confusion in passing from the old system, under

which somewhere between half and a third, perhaps, of the present students entered

college, and that under which the}' will be able to leave it, too considerable—to enable

anjr satisfactory judgment on most of these matters to be laid before youv Excellency.

The Legislature dissolved the Queen’s University and established the Royal, leaving to

the Queen’s Colleges a considerable place in and connexion with it. We have no right

to discuss the comparative advantages of a teaching university and an examining univer-

sity, or to express any opinion as to the policy that has been adopted. But the

question which your Excellenc}r submits to us compels us to consider numerous
points with, reference to the relations between the Royal University and the Queen’s

Colleges. As the only reference to the Royal University in your Excellency’s Warrant
is in question III. above, the information we are able to liiy before your Excellency

may be, in numerous particulars, incomplete.

vn-ivhmitt-
The Royal University is like the University of London—its examinations are open

coxsTm-TioK to all comers. At one time the University of London admitted only students

from affiliated colleges, but the change to the present system was made about a

quarter of a century ago. The adjective affiliated, applied to a college in connexion
with the University of London, still hangs about several institutions as a survival of a

forgotten past, but we believe that they differ in no material respect, in their relation

to the University, from other institutions which are not affiliated. The examiners
of the University of London are chosen by the Senate, and, as a matter of fact, many of

these examiners are professors in the large university colleges, which have long sent

their students regularly for London degrees. But there is no rule on the subject. The
colleges enjoy no preference as colleges, and the examiners have no teaching duties

imposed on them or recognised by the University.

For the present, the arrangements of the Royal establish a closer relation between
it and the five Colleges with which it is now connected. It is governed by a numerous
Senate, in which the three Presidents of the Queen’s Colleges, and two others who may be

regarded as representing them, a professor, and an ex-president have a seat. The
Senate Jays down the regulations of the University and elects the Fellows and

. Examiners. At present the fellows are 14 professors of Queen’s Colleges, 16 professors

of the Catholic University College, 1 in the Magee College, 1 graduate of the Queen’s
University, 1 professor and 1 ex-professor of Trinity College,-Dublin. The “examiners',”

who are really additional examiners to the fellows, come in much the same proportions

from these institutions; nine examiners, however, altogether, coming from outside.- The
duty of the fellows is to examine and to be ready to teach a sufficient number of Royal
University matriculated students iji the approved Colleges. Thus, the examinations of
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the University are in the hands ofa body, in which the Catholic University College and the
three Queen’s Colleges, considered as a unit,, are represented in almost equal proportions.

Provisions are made in the statutes for filling up vacancies in the fellowships, which
provisions may ultimately result in an entirely different constitution of the Board of

Fellows and Examiners. These are matters for the future. The provisions of the
statutes must be taken into account, in view of a complaint urged by several witnesses,

that the Colleges whose professors are fellows and examiners have a great advantage over
other institutions. The matter would be relevant to our inquiry if there were any evidence,

and we have seen none, that the Colleges who have no fellows or examiners on the

board, or that their students, were discouraged by that circumstance and declined to

appear for examination, so that the numbers they pass or present might be supposed to

give too low a measure of their capabilities in any comparison between them and the
Colleges which have fellows. It would be relevant also if the slightest suspicion were
cast, and we have heard of none, on the fairness of the action of the examiners. Other-
wise it is a question entirely for the authorities of the Royal University.

We have said that we have heard no complaints made of the action of the fellows or CoMPLAIXT.
examiners, as examiners, but complaints have undoubtedly been made, in connexion astoEx'a.'

with the examinations. We have had no warrant to investigate these, and their import-
“C,AT,0-VS'

ance, in reference to the relations between the new institutions and the old, lies chiefly

in the fact that they are made by responsible persons.

President Porter, who is a senator of the university, says that the papers are pre- Evict 145-

pared nearly two months before the time of the examination, and he has heard and 7.

thinks it is the case, that a large number of those examiners who are resident in Dublin
continue teaching up to the time of the examination. He thinks the propriety ofhaving
examinations under such circumstances may be questioned. Father Deiany, who is the
head of the Catholic University College from which most of the fellows and examiners
resident in Dublin come, volunteered a statement on the subject—to the effect that no Evid. 0002,

fellow or examiner has taught in the Catholic University College since the close of the etM7-

session on 18th June, 1884, or will teach until the new session begins on the first

Tuesday of October, 1884. He adds that a letter is issued by the Royal University to

a fellow on his appointment prohibiting him from teaching private pupils, and he
gives the interpretation placed upon that letter by a lawyer of eminence, a leading

member of the Senate. Dr. M'Mordie speaks of some examinations in which he says Evid. 578-

that irregularities occurred—the evidence of which he offered to lay before us, 9.

but we declined to receive it. He asserts that papers are accessible to certain Evid. (119-

schools and colleges and that this fact vitiates the results of the examinations held. 21 .

Such statements, on the matter of which we declined to take evidence, will no

doubt be investigated ; but the fact that they are repeated by several witnesses

shows that rumours of this character have been widely circulated, and their circula-

tion must have added to the condition of “ disturbance ” and “ bewilderment ” of

students “waiting to see how it will work,” which Dr. Sullivan describes. Other Evid. 2154

statements have been made with regard to the actual lists issued by the Univer- 59.

sity. In some cases the examiners do not appear to be responsible for the results as

published. Their duty is to report their marks to the Senate, which deals with the

matter by its Standing Committee. Dr. Walsh was a member of this Standing Com- Evid. 93S1-

mittee when it dealt with one matriculation examination and he confines his evidence to 8G.

that examination. The Standing Committee appear to have acted on some principle of

compensation with regard to the various subjects, such as is usual and reasonable in ex-

aminations when it is not pressed too far ; but Dr. Walsh adds that they in some
instances condoned marked ignorance of one subject. The Standing Committee, who
are not the examiners, do not seem bound to consult the examiners after receiving their

report of marks.
Professor Pye, who is a fellow and examiner in the University, says

—

“ 6786. ... I wish to add to what I said that, for certain reasons connected with the system of the

medical examinations, I and other medical teachers that I know consider we cannot recommend students to go

to the Royal University with the same confidence that wo could recommend them to go to the Queen’s

University. 6787. We must ask you to be good enough to state what are the reasons you
.

refer

to 1—1 do not call them defects. 6788. Well reasons1—The masons are that in my opinion the responsibility

connected with the passing of men is removed too much from the examining board and reserved by the Senate

to too great an extent. That is to say, that in the case of a medical degree there should be a very large and

immediate responsibility resting with the medical examining board, and that any taking away of that or

lessening of it lessens the public confidence in the degree and creates distrust in the student’s mind.’

From the question and answer in q. 171 and q. 2895, we gather that there is a similar

view entertained in Belfast and Cork. The action of the Standing Committee has pro-

bably been in the direction ot leniency, for it is stated that, whereas only 1 1 per cent, of
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those who presented themselves for matriculation failed in 1882, and 16 per cent, in 1883,

the usual per-centage of failure in London University, which has a somewhat similar pro-

gramme, and which allows compensation only to a very limited extent, is between 40

and 50, and sometimes over 50.

The difficulty caused by such a practice as that described by Dr. Walsh, or by the

belief in its existence, is that it introduces an element of uncertainty, and perhaps

distrust, in connexion with all the examinations. Many things require to be learned by

experience by a new University or examining body, but the examinations will not be

felt to be satisfactory unless those who actually examine, and mark the papers, are, and

practically consent to be, content with the awards which are ultimately issued. We
agree with the opinion expressed by Professor Pye

—

“ 6789. Do you mean the medical board should decide whether a student should pass or not, and that no

power should be reserved to the Senate?—No ; the Somite lias formally the entire power, but to set aside the

judgment of an examining board either as to the fitness or unfitness of a candidate should be a very exceptional

thing indeed.”

We have no means of knowing what reasons induced the Senate to leave such

decisions in the hands of the Standing Committee.

The action taken by the Royal University since its institution has, of course, had

an influence on the extent to which the students of the Queen’s Colleges have availed

themselves of its advantages. A course such as Dr. Sullivan describes in the

following quotation from his evidence would have made our work much easier.

“2164. ... In most other instances I know of when there has lieen a change in the existing

regulations of a university, the existing students ore not subjected to tliem. They are allowed to come in and

pass examinations under the rules before the change. What the Royal University should have done and what

I urged for these Colleges, was that they should have excepted us from the rule and allowed our students to

come in under the old rule, but they did not do it. They did as much as possible to disorganize us.”

Actios taken

Unitensm\

Kcmber or
Students
rnocsEdNu
cndeb old
INSTEAD or
new Keuu-

Addenda,

p. 519.

Had the regulations actually in force under the Queen’s University been continued in

all respects in the Royal University, for the various examinations, until stratum after

stratum of the students, who entered the Queen’s Colleges under the old regulations,

had had time to complete their courses, and take their degrees under them, the new
regulations replacing the old Queen’s regulations, in order and as soon as each

successive stratum of students had time to complete their courses, there would have
been no ground for complaint on the part of the students or authorities of the Queen’s
Colleges. Outside students would have been examined for a year or two according to

standards that had been adopted in a University which had acquired a good reputation,

and the results could have beeu compared, under circumstances which would have made
the comparison reasonable. The only change to which the Queen’s College men would
have been necessarily subject, would have been that an equal number of examiners from
the outside would have been associated with the examiners from their own Colleges.

The action actually taken is stated in the letter in our Appendix TTT A., No. 7a.

The Royal University started with a complete new programme of examinations.

It allowed the Queen’s College men, “
for their then next examination only,” after

the dissolution of their own University, to be examined under the regulations of

the Queen’s. In the event of their exercising an option to this effect, they were debarred
from all honours, prizes, and rewards of the Royal University. It appears that the
authorities of the Royal University have no records enabling them to state how
many of the candidates from the Queen’s Colleges, who presented themselves in 1882,
according to table in Appendix III. A., Nos. 7a and 7b, availed themselves of the Queen’s
University Regulations, and by so doing, relinquished the chance of honours, prizes,

and exhibitions in the Royal University, except for the three medical examinations.
For the ten other examinations in the faculties of Arts, Law, and Engineering, which
are recorded in the supplementary table for 1883, Appendix III., addenda p. 519, it is

reasonably to be presumed that a large number presented themselves under the Queen’s
University Regulations in 1882. From the fact that only 8 Queen’s College
students are recorded as passing the First University in Arts, in 1882, as against 61

in 1883, we may reasonably infer that, in all probability, almost all the students of

the Queen’s Colleges, who presented themselves in the non-medical faculties in 1882,

did so under the Queen’s University Regulations, and were not eligible for prizes and ex-

hibitions. This inference is corroborated by the fact, that the number of Queen’s College
students in 1S82, in the three medical examinations for which statistics have been kept,

was 535 presenting themselves under the Queen's University Regulations, as against

24 presenting themselves under the Regulations of the Royal University.
°
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A summary view of the broad general result of this supplemental table may be "iven
as follows.—

J °

Total No. examined.

1882.
Queen's University Royal University

Regulations. Regulations.

First Medical Examination, 251 6
Second Medical Examination, 165 17
M.B. Examination, 119 1

Total, 535 24

1883.
First Medical Examination, 99 34
Second Medical Examination, 89 106
M.B. Examination, 95 39

Total, 283 179

It appears remarkable that, even in 1883, the great majority of the Queen’s College
medical students should still elect, and be still entitled, to avail themselves of the Queen’s
University Regulations.

In all the other ten examinations in Arts, Law, and Engineering, there presented
themselves, under the Queen’s University regulations in 1883, only 10 for the B.A.
Examination, as against 66 under the Royal University regulations, and in the Second
Engineering Examination, 1 under the Queen’s University, as against 12 under the Royal
University regulations. For the eight other examinations, in these three faculties, in 1883,
the whole oi the 568 candidates presented themselves under the Royal Univer-
sity regulations, having presumably already exhausted the one option left to them in
February, 1882, with respect to their “then next examination.”

It is obvious that tables, such as those given by Dr. Walsh in our Appendix, must be App. HI. B.

read subject to the two observations—(1) that the authorities of the Royal University can 40-

give us no information as to the number of Queen’s College candidates who, in 1882,
exercised the option reserved for them, except in the single faculty of medicine; and (2)

that only 8 Queen’s College candidates presented themselves for the First Examination
in Arts in 1 882, under the Royal University regulations, and that 535 students in medicine

presented themselves in 1882 under the Queen’s University regulations, and were ex-

cluded by this exercise of their option for competing for prizes, &c., while only 24 who
presented themselves under the Royal University regulations were free to compete for

prizes and honours, shows that no reliance can be placed on any comparison of the results

of the Royal University competitions in 1882.

The supplementary table further shows that, for the faculty of medicine, for which

alone we have returns for both years, no students presented themselves for the First

University Examination in Medicine from Belfast, and none for the M.B. Examinations

under the Royal University regulations in 1882 ;
while 161 presented themselves under

the Queen’s University regulations. In Cork, 127 presented themselves for these two
examinations under the Queen’s University regulations, and one presented himself under

those of the Royal University. In Galway, 74 presented themselves for these two. exami-

nations under the Queen’s University regulations, and 2 under the Royal University

regulations.

The results for the Second University Examination in Medicine are only less remark-

able. They are as follow-:

—

Queen's University Royal University

Regulations. Regulations.

1882.

Belfast, .... 74
Cork, .... 68
Galway, .... 39

6

5

6

181 17

It follows from these returns that any inference which can be drawn from statistics

can only rest on the results of the single year 1883 ; and that, even for that year, the

facts in the foregoing summary—especially with reference to the medical faculty—-requie

to be carefully noted. Any inference based on the year 1882, or on a combination of

the statistics of 1882 and 1883, is necessarily fallacious.

By the new regulations of the Royal University, numerous additional attendances QUiaZMXHTS

and subjects were imposed upon medical students. Many of these seem to have been

improvements. But it is not surprising that the imposition of new subjects during

the remaining portion of the course of a Queen’s College student, who had entered under
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8714.

the Queen’s University regulations, should have induced him often to present himself

for license to some board where they are not required.

The chief innovation made by the Royal University, however, consists in the institu-

tion of the examination known as the first university examination in arts. In the

Queen’s University the examination of arts students at the end of the first year was of a

domestic character. It was the sessional examination, without passing which a Queen’s

College student in arts was not allowed to reckon the year’s attendance in the class he

had taken. The Queen’s University did not examine him in arts till the end of the second

college year. The Royal instituted a general entrance matriculation examination, while

the Queen’s University having only the Queen’s Colleges as constituents accepted the

matriculations of the colleges. In addition, the Royal interposed a first university

examination in arts a year after matriculation, and it decided that all candidates for

degrees in whatever faculty must pass that examination, which is therefore practically a

postponed or second part of the matriculation examination. To arts students the

effect of the change is not great or very disturbing It merely interposes another

university examination during the arts Course, but it imposes no new subjects, and the

arts students may be expected to accommodate themselves to it. In the other faculties

it interposes an additional year of arts as a barrier before professional study. Our atten-

tion has been called to its effect most urgently in the case of the faculty of medicine,

which is the most numerously attended of all, but it may produce results not less re-

volutionary in the case of engineering. For engineering, the Queen’s University

required no classics at matriculation
;

and the student who matriculated for

engineering alone under conditions which in all the colleges were specially limited,

proceeded in a course of arts and engineering studies directly pointing to his profession.

Under the new regulations the engineering student who means to qualify in the Royal
University must learn Latin and Greek, or a foreign language, before matriculating,

mid be must carry the study of them farther, by a year’s additional work for the first

university examination before he is free to proceed with his professional studies. Mr.

Perry, the Hon. Taylor Allen, and other witnesses have pointed out how the old system

opened the door of professional distinction to students originally workmen. Such stu-

dents will probably be shut out from university degrees in future. It remains to be

seen whether the colleges will continue to be frequented by students who have no means
of fulfilling conditions of university distinction, which, for example, would ill many
instances exclude the winner of a Whitworth scholarship. Whether the students appear

in the colleges or not, it will be surprising if they appear in any considerable numbers
in the lists of the Royal University.

It would be altogether out of place for us to offer any opinion as to the wisdom or

expediency of the step taken by the Royal University in making the first university
in arts a condition precedent for all degrees. The arguments, which prevailed in favour
of it, are stated by Professor Banks, of Trinity College, Dublin, and by Dr. Cruise, who
are Senators of the Royal University. Both of these witnesses think that it would
have been better to have required at least another year of arts work—possibly an arts

degree—as a condition before entering on any professional study. Both regard the latter

of these arrangements, which is that of Trinity College, Dublin, as that which should be
ultimately aimed at, though more than is now required may be at present unattainable.
From question 9643 we gather that this opinion is supported in the Senate of the Royal
University. Mr. Perry’s answer, in question 6853, shows how the attitude of the Royal
University is interpreted by some outsiders :

—

G853. . . . . My impression is that the Royal University is being shoved in the wrong direction from
two sides. First there are a number of Dublin University men who do not want compctitoi's with the Dublin
school, which has a high scientific reputation, and they do not want a scientific competitor

;
and then, I

believe, on the ecclesiastical side they altogether go in for languages—Latin and Greek—and combine with the
Dublin University men to spoil our scientific university.* ...

royal
3'01’ at -^r

- 9ru *se narrat-es the whole course of the discussion in the Royal Senate, which
UNivansuv. issued in the present regulations. The case of the engineering faculty may have been

dealt with on the principle adopted for medicine without very special consideration.
At all events a Committee of Senate was appointed to draft a medical curriculum, and
in that Committee the question was keenly debated.

9867. That sub-committee consisted of ten men, all of them more or less familiar with the snbject. I can
speak confidently of what they did, because I was a member of that committee myBelf. At the end of a good
deal of discussion it came to this point that we were five against five. Five held that the matriculation examina-
tion alone should suffice, and five held that we should have more arts than that

;
and we fixed upon asking a year

of arts, confident that we would get it, while we did not ask more, because we thought we would not get it. This

• This answer has reference to the present composition Of the Royal University.—J. P.
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topic then came before the Senate of the Royal University and was fully discussed. It was a very lon« and
veiy earnest discussion, and finally ended in a vote. To the best of my recollection, twenty-four voted for the
year in arts against six who voted for the matriculation examination being sufficient.*

It appears further that the minority in both cases were all Queen’s College men. Evi(L 98 G9-
A sort of compromise, which was discussed and negatived, has been frequently 9873.

referred to in the course of our evidence. It would have allowed the medical student Evid. 9868.

to pass the first university at once without requiring matriculation previously. Dr. Su0CESrrr>

Banks says— ccupaomsE.

9573. The advantage of the Royal University over the Queen’s is this—that it obliges a man to keep up
his arts education for one year. A man may bo crammed for an examination, but he must keep up his know-
ledge of Greek and Latin and modern languages for the examination at the termination of the first year.
Therefore, I hold that the year is an advantage.

9583. What I say is, if a you call a man a Bachelor of Medicine, or a "Doctor of Medicine of a University,
he ought to have some University training, and I think one year is very small.

He is asked

—

9607. I understand you to say that you eonsidor the First University examination in arts, now required
by the Royal University, to he the least qualification in general culture that should be required from candi-
dates for a Univei-sity degree in medicine.

And his answer is

—

“ I do ;
I stated, so far as my own opinion and my own wishes, it should he four years instead of one. I

hopesome day or other it will be raised—perhaps to two, at all events.”

And he adds

—

9634. Do not for one moment suppose that I do not recognise the fact that some men who never had been at a
public school, or a University, are quite equal to University men

j
but still I am of opinion that a man going to

the medical professionwho wishes to take a high rank in it, should be a graduate in aits of a University.

Dr. Cruise puts his opinion strongly

—

“ 9773. . . I have so strong an opinion upon that subject that I think a University degree without
some qualification in arts—the more the better—is a false pretence.”

He says that those who supported the present regulation were content with it
Evi(J

simply because they could get no more.

With regard to the concurrent education in arts and medicine, which is made possible

by the regulation which allows the first Professional examination in any laeulty to be exjjunatiox.

taken in the same year (and within a very brief interval) of the first University in

Arts, Dr. Cruise says that the two courses might very well, in the ease of medicine, Evid. 9786.

he carried on concurrently. Dr. Redfern entertains an opposite opinion, which appears

to be all but universal among the medical witnesses we have examined. In his evidence

he says

—

“ 260. Then do I understand that your objection is, not that the medical student before commencing his

medical studies has a year in ai-ts, but against combining the year in arts with the first year of medical

studies 1—I have that great objection. It is not my sole objection, and I saw that objection in Aberdeen,

where it was the custom of 'the Univei-sity—at King’s College, when I was there at first—to allow students to

mix tlieir medical and arts studies. They found it was disadvantageous, and afterwards prohibited it with

advantage. 261. Rev.Dr. Molloy—Then you are of opinion that if the Royal University continue to require this

year in arts they ought to oblige the medical students to allow an interval of one year after passing the first

University examination in arts before attempting the studies of their first examination in medicine 1

!

—

Decidedly.”

Dr. Sullivan's evidence is equally distinct

—

“2208. Do licensing boards impose such a course?—No. Allow me to remark with regard to the fifth

year that this system imposes, attempts have been made, and will be made, to pass the first University arts

examination, and the first University examination in medicine concurrently, and that was used as an argu-

ment in favour of imposing it, but after long experience in teaching in medical schools, I say deliberately that

any system of that kind would be injurious to tlieir professional education. They will not succeed in the arts,

and they will not get the proper education in the first portion of the medical course—the scientific element of

it in fact, and I should do all I could to separate the work of these two in the interests of education and of

the students themselves. Therefore, in any answer I have given, that explanation must be taken for the

purpose of qualifying any answer to this effect, that really the effect wonld be five years on the medical

student.”

.

Dr. Cruise does not favour the idea that a University might distinguish itself from

a licensing body by insisting on higher professional acquirements.

The suggestion is put before him that botany and zoology, the main subjects of what
is at present called the first year in medicine, might be thrown back into the first year

When the report of tbe nbove-inentioned Special Committee came before the General Committee of Organization, they adopted the

new of those who thoughtithat one year’s study of arts should be required after matriculation, and accordingly the draft scheme laid

before the Senate was prepared on that basis. At the meeting of Senate in February, 1881, when the scheme so prepared was under

consideration, a motion was made that it should be amended by substituting for the ordinary First University examination in the case ot

aedical students an examination in a modom language and experimental physics only, but the opinion of the great majority of the

Senate being that the medical students should be required to pass the ordinary. First University examination, the proposed amendment
vas negatived by 24 to 6.—F. R. C.

Evid. 9829-
46-64.
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in arts, which, might be lightened to a corresponding extent. He does not approve of

such a course. Hr. Banks is in favour of it. On these subjects, Dr. Sullivan says, they

had twenty divisions.
.

"We have given these details because it will presently appear that this policy has had

a serious eflect on the attendance of medical students at the Queen’s College and the

Royal University, and that it has been the chief source of that “ disorganization ”

and “ confusion,” which make it in our judgment impossible to base well-founded in-

POUCT Of TUB
Kotal Uni-
versities
COMPARED
WITH THAT OF
the Scotch
Universities

London.

App.IH.B.
No. 33.

ferences on the answers we are able to make to the third question before us.

Without offering any opinion on the policy of the Royal University we may

compare it with that adopted by Edinburgh and the other two Scotch Universities

which have great medical schools, and with that of London. Every medical witness

places the London degree first in the United Kingdom, and they all place that of

Edinburgh very high. The other Universities which, in Dr. Cruise’s opinion, occupy

an intermediate place in medical education, lower than London and higher than

Edinburgh, are for the present Dublin, Oxford, and Cambridge. Whether the medical

degrees of these three ancient Universities do or do not stand higher at present in

the estimation of the general profession than that of Edinburgh and the two other

Scotch Universities, it is needless to inquire. The number of medical degrees con-

ferred by Oxford and Cambridge is very small. In Dublin, the number of medical

students (Census, 18S1) is about 300, which contrasts with about 1,S00 in Edinburgh

alone. The medical degrees of the Scotch Universities are certainly well esteemed

in the profession, and they are widely sought. These Universities require medical

students to pass an examination in general education, fulfilling the conditions, but not

greatly in excess of the conditions laid down by the General Medical Council. They

rely on the high character of the professional education they give, and on what they

consider the advantages of the College training of young men, as distinguished from

direct preparation for examinations, to differentiate sufficiently between the degrees

and the licenses of corporations. Tbeir degrees are practically obtainable in four

years, though it frequently happens that students take five years, or longer, to

complete their course. This state of things also prevails in Ireland. The Galway
list of appointments gained in the Army and Navy Medical Services shows, that,

for instance, 25 out of 95 spent five yeai*s or longer in College. The Scotch medical

degrees, like those of the late Queen’s University, are thus open to a class of men who
may find it difficult to continue arts studies at school or College till 18 or 19. Our
evidence, with regard to the Royal University matriculation, shows, that it is

often passed by students from the senior Intermediate (under 18), and from the

middle (under 17). The requirement of a first University in arts, points therefore

to an age of 18 or 19 as that at which medical education, including in that term the

related scientific training in zoology and botany, should be begun. It is an excellent

age, but there are some objections to making it practically compulsory. The public

medical services and the Indian medical services offer inducements to candidates to

enter them as early as possible. The students who compete for these appointments
and a large class of other students probably cannot always afford to wait so long. The
expense of the extra education in arts, behind which comes generally that of four—and
in the Royal University generally of five—years of medical study imposes a heavy
pecuniary burden. Dr. Banks puts this clearly in his evidence in which he quotes
Billroth’s opinion apparently with approval. Billroth wants a medical student to have
£1,000 of capital to start with. Dr. Banks says

—

“ 9492. . . . . I am strongly of opinion that it is a calamity -when persons of very low degree enter

the profession. I think that men. should have such an education as costs money. ' I do not mean to say it is

always necessary that they should be the sons of rich people, but that they should have an education which
costs money.”

Professor Redfern’s statement about the medical students of the Queen’s Colleges is

as follows :

—

“ 255 [Hie Colleges were instituted by Lord Derby chiefly for the sake of giving students in Ireland an
education, professionallyand otherwise, which they were not able to obtain previously fromTrinity College, because
of the great expense of maintenance, and classes and fees of one kind or another. The fees in the Queen’s
Colleges were fixed very low, and the Professors were endowed so that they could live. The Colleges at-

tracted large bodies of students who, but for those three Queen’s Colleges, would not have been educated
at all. The Queen’s Colleges have educated, and educated remarkably well, a very large body of
students who would not, but for the existence of these Colleges, have received an education at alL At the
same time they have not injured Trinity College in the case of one single student. They have done unmiti-
gated good, l>eyond the reach of Trinity College, in districts which Trinity College hoven. could have reached.
The Royal University has imposed upon those persons who have availed themselves of thesystem of the Queen’s
Colleges for the study ot medicine an additional year’s study beyond that required by any Scotch University,
or any licensing body of Physicians or Surgeons in the United Kingdom, or any medinal Board granting
degrees—an additional year of study, additional expense of livelihood, additional fees of classes.”
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He adds

—

" 293 The reason is that this is a poor country, and the Queen’s Colleges -were instituted because it is a
poor country. If education ho made as expensive here as elsewhere, an Irish student cannot study for the pro-
fessions. He must go abroad and upply his labour to the soil or work in some other way. The Queen’s Colleges
were established solely for the purpose of giving an education to students of ability beyond the point that
could be reached by the institutions at the time.’’

He is asked
“ 2G6. The course laid down by the Royal University, in your opinion, is detrimental to the interests of

the medical faculty in this College 1 ”

And his answer is

—

“ In the highest degree
; not merely detrimental, but almost absolutely destructive. I could show you from

this report of the General Medical Council what it has done. We have in the report of the General Medical
Council the number of students who entered the profession during the past year, and we find that the
number who have entered in England has diminished to the extent of 150. In Ireland, where we
find the total number is much less, it 1ms diminished to the extent of 110. All this while they have in-
creased instead of diminishing largely in Scotland. Why? Because of the destruction of this medical
school.”

The theory acted on in London is substantially the same as in Scotland, except that
the entrance condition is much higher, though we consider it to be really less onerous
to the student than in the Royal, with what is practically its matriculation broken into
two parts, separated by the interval of a year. The London requirements in the
sciences related to professional studies, appear also to be higher. After matriculation r»r Delauy
the London student has no farther need to concern himself with Latin, Greek, modern Evid. 8317-
languages or mathematics. His next examination is for the preliminary scientific in 18

>
£839-

experimental physics, chemistry especially inorganic chemistry, and including practical
43‘

chemistry, botany and zoology. Students are recommended, and probably need to
spend a full year in preparing for this preliminary scientific. They must pass it before
commencing their regular medical studies. After it, at an interval of at least a year,
they must pass the intermediate examination in medicine. After that, at an interval of
at least two and a quarter years, they pass their M.B., but they must have spent at
least four years from the time of passing the preliminary scientific. After the M.B.,
two years having been spent in an hospital, or one year in an hospital and three more
in practice, they proceed for the degree of M.D. The M.B. measures the minimum
licence to practise medicine conferred by the University of London. The licensing cor-

porations require at least forty-five months of medical study after matriculation, and
they seem seldom to ask for any scientific subject related to medicine, except chemistry.

The Royal University requires forty-five months of medical study after registration,

which takes place on matriculation. Candidates must pass the first University in Arts
and the first University in Medicine—which may be done either concurrently in one year

or in two, successively—the second examination in medicine and the degree examination.

The requisite hospital attendances and certificates must of course be secured, but, so far

as the regulations of the University are concerned, it appears that two years of medical

study proper, after passing in botany, zoology, and a modern language (called the first

examination in medicine) would fulfil them. No doubt, as is the case in all universities,

these studies may be extended over as long a. period as the student chooses. Professor

Redfem’s opinion on this subject is explained in the answer to question 254

—

The present arrangement of the Royal University is, that four years shall bo employed

in the study of medicine, and that at the end of the first year the medical students must be examined in five

arts subjects, which absolutely precludes their studying any branch of medicine, except botany, so that the first

year- out of the four which the Medical Council accepts is really not a year of medical study at all. If I

suggest that the last can be treated exactly in the same way, you will see that the medical course has been

degraded beyond measure. There is no such degradation of the medical curriculum in any of the Colleges of

Surgeons or Physicians, or Apothecaries’ Companies, throughout the whole United Kingdom. There is nothing

at all equal to it, as far as regards the imposition on medical subjects, such as absolutely to prevent Btudents

attaining an efficient knowledge of their profession.”

It will thus appear that there are two views in the minds of the witnesses from whom coxtxas™>

we have quoted, on the difference in the training which a candidate for a license to DTJTtlUNC.K

practice, and a candidate for a medical degree, ought to undergo. According to one of
J

these views the latter should possess a considerable amount ofgeneral culture on subjects

outside his profession, and, in particular, a considerable amount of classical knowledge.

According to the other view, his general culture is sufficiently assured without his dkjBoabd.

spending any great time in classical training. Its advocates would trust to the educative
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value of the methods of observation and experiment in those sciences, such as botany,

zoology, chemistry, and physics, which are closely related to the more professional studies,

in which every medical practitioner must be adequately trained. In addition, they

would desire the acquisition of one or more of the modern languages of special use

to medical and scientific students. Without attempting to pronounce between these rival

views, we may point out that the objects of the advocates of both cannot be fully

attained if the period of the medical student’s course is limited to four, or, perhaps, even

to five years, without serious loss to essential professional acquirements. The policy

of the Royal University appears to us to point clearly to a preference for the former,

and that to the late Queen’s University, for the latter of these two views.

It now only remains to show what has been the result of that policy on the attendance

of the medical students at the Colleges, and on the extent to which they avail them-

selves of the advantages of the Royal University.

It was to be anticipated that, under any circumstances short of a general regulation

of the Medical Council imposing a five years’ instead of a four years’ course, the great

bulk of the medical students of the country, who are not rich, would enter the

profession by the four years’ portal. There is no practical prospect that any

policy adopted singly or conjointly by any universities or corporations in Ireland

or elsewhere will alter this state of things. As a matter of fact such four years’

portals are found in all the licensing corporations of Ireland, England, and Scotland.

If a medical student wishes a university degree he can have one which is held

everywhere in esteem through the four years’ portals of the Scotch universities.

What is said of the Royal University regulations is that they practically involve five

years, one of which has to be mainly devoted to arts, and that an attempt to fulfil them
in four years is generally likely to result in injury to the medical part of the training

of the student. Ifa Queen’s College student goes to a Scotch university, where residence

to a certain extent is required of all graduates, he must spend two years there. If

he seeks the licence of the corporations he may take all his education at the colleges

or partly there and partly elsewhere.

Many students who would have entered the Queen’s Colleges will thus probably

appear there for a short time or not at all. Over those who come, except when they are

preparing for a university degree, the colleges have little hold, and they have little

influence in directing the course of the student’s education, except through the few
medical scholarships which are at their disposal.

In a passage already quoted, Ur. Redfern points out that’the number of entrants to the

medical profession in Ireland has diminished far more than in England and in face of an
increase in Scotland in consequence of the destruction of the Queen’s University Medical
School. In detail he points out that the number of entrants in his class, which all medical
students in Belfast take in their first year, has fallen from eighty-one, eighty-six,

eighty-seven in the years immediately before “the disturbance” to twenty-eight and fifty-

two in the two years following. The fall in 1882 is not less remarkable than the rebound
in 1SS3, but no reliance can be placed on a single fluctuation. The figures indicate

the great effect of the change. They do not enable us to guess whether it is likely

to pass away or to diminish. Dr. Charles at Cork and Dr. Pye at Galway, do
not give us the number of their entrants but the total number of students in their

classes, where the large influx of students who entered under the Queen’s in 18S0 and
1881 may still appear. Dr. Charles’ whole class in anatomy shows a falling off from
258 in 1880-81 to over 200 in 1S83-4, and his physiology class from 148 in 1880-81 to

96. His explanation of the reason is the same as Dr. Redfern’s. Dr. Pye’s
class of anatomy has fallen from 86, 108, 109 in the three years preceding the
disturbance to 51 and 22 in the two years following. We conjecture that the great
difference in the total result in Galway, as compared with Belfast and Cork, may be due to

the fact that Galway medical students do not remain in the College for their third

and fourth years as frequently as in Belfast and Cork. If that be so, the number
in Dr. Pye’s present class, compared with that preceding the disturbance, would be the

first indication, at present accessible to us of the full ultimate effect of the change. A
similar effect on the total number of students attending the medical schools generally
would only be visible in Cork and Belfast two years after this date.

We have to ask the further question, how far the medical students who still attend
the Queen’s Colleges have elected to continue their connexion with the Royal
University, and how far they are going elsewhere. The supplementary table already

referred to from the Secretaries of the Royal University shows that a great number
of them in 1882 and 1883 continued their connexion, so far as to present themselves
for the medical examinations under the old Queen’s College regulations. But every
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man who does so once, exhausts his option
; and the supply of students to whom any

option of passing what was in February, 1882, their “ then next examination,” and of
foregoing in doing so all chance of Royal University honours, prizes, and rewards, must
speedily fail.

The Colleges have no record or official knowledge of the course their students
propose to take, or of the licensing examinations they are preparing for. Our attention App.IILA.,

was directed, however, especially by the information in the admirably arranged returns No - 2 -

prepared for us by Professor Purser, in Belfast—to the circumstances of students attend-

ing medical classes there at the end of Session 1883-4, who had matriculated in the
Queen’s University in 1881 or previously, and whose last academical mark indicated

that they had not since taken any step in advance in connexion with the Royal Univer-
sity, either under its regulations or under those of the Queen’s.

Of the 235 medical students there in 1 8S3-4, there were 45 whose last academical mark students

was that of matriculation at the Queen’s University, which must have taken place before

the close of the year 18S1 ; there was one whose last University mark (first Queen’s
University examination) showed that he must have matriculated in or before 1 880

;

there were twelve whose last University mark (Queen’s first examination in medicine) (*) Belfast,

showed that they must have matriculated in or before 1 S80 ; and twenty-nine whose
last University mark (second medical examination) showed that they must have matricu-
lated in or before 1879. These eighty-seven men, rather more than a third of all the
medical students, are clearly not continuing to prepare for the Royal University. The
inference is inevitable that they have deserted it, aud are seeking their qualifications

from the medical corporations. At the end of Session 1SS3-4 they were still students

of the College, students who were either just beginning their College work at the end of

1881, or who had spent one, two, or more years in previous study. "They have passed no
Royal University examination since. Professor Redfern, when his attention was
specially directed to the forty-five whose last academical mark was matriculation in the App. fll.B.,

Queen’s, avos good enough, at great personal trouble, to trace them out for us, and the No - 12-

conclusion avc have stated seems obvious from their history.

The tables for Cork and Galway Avere prepared more directly in the form in which
(j) Cork,

the Commissioners had asked for them. They showed, however, that the same thing is

happening in Cork and Galway, perhaps to an even greater extent than in Belfast. A Evict 3427.

very significant return for Cork is given by Professor Jack in Appendix III. B., No. 2G.

It shows 298 students on the books of the College. Of these twenty-eight are not yet

qualified by standing to have passed the First University in Arts. Of the remaining 270,

190 are entitled to proceed to their degrees without having passed it, Avhich means that

they had gone as far, at least, as the end of their first session at the end of 1881- 82.

Of the remaining eighty, fifteen only have passed the First University, and sixty-five

are engaged in a course of study not depending on it. The fifteen represeut the

students Avho matriculated in the Royal University in 1SS2-83, and in these fifteen are

included all the students of one year’s crop of entrants who will be entitled to proceed

to any degree in the Royal University in any faculty. The neAV entrants in 1882 were

seventy-one in number. In the course of two years the bulk of the 190 will have

completed their course at College, or obtained their licence or degree. After that there

will be no similar class. The crop of Cork students matriculated in the Royal University

in 18S3 amounted to thirty out of sixty-seven entrants. In these two years, therefore,

there are, at the utmost, forty-five out of 138 students who are contemplating a con-

nexion of any kind with the Royal University. This conclusion is corroborated by

the details given in the returns from Cork, Appendix III. A., No. 3, headings II. (1) and
II. (5). These tables show forty-one, with fifty-four, or ninety-five students out of the

235 medical students of Cork who almost certainly do not mean to go forward for

their medical examinations in connexion with the University.

In Galway details are given in Appendix III. B., No. 45, Avith regard to every ^
medical student. In the first year of medicine there are fourteen medical students,

seven of whom have matriculated in the Royal University and four in the late Queens
University, of whom two have passed Royal University examinations. In all there

are. at least nine who appear at present to contemplate connexion with the Royal

University, and five who do not. Taking all the years together, we find that of the

forty-one medical students in Galway there are

—

Year.

1st,

2nd,

3rd,

4th,

Royal University.

9

Not Royal University.

5
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We cannot be confident that the table may not exaggerate the ultimate connexion

between these forty-one medical students and the Royal, as some of those in the first

column may fall away.
Conclusions It appears from the evidence we have presented in detail

—

1. That there has been a large falling off in the number of medical students

entering the Colleges, and that this is attributed to dissatisfaction with the

new regulations, and especially with the first year in arts.

2. That the number of students returned as presented and passing in page 57,

Appendix (the Royal University Return) represents inadequately the amount

of medical teaching at present done by the Queen’s Colleges.

3. That, in the immediate future, the medical attendance at the Colleges will be

less than at present, in consequence of the exhaustion of the class to whom
any option has been reserved.

4. That there is every reason to believe, that the imposition of the first year of

arts will diminish, and, under the present regulations of the General

Medical Council, may permanently diminish the number of medical (and

engineering) students in attendance on the Colleges.

5. That, during the two years since the foundation of the Royal University, with

which our evidence enables us to deal, the relations of the Royal University

and the Queen’s Colleges have been in a state of tension, which makes it

impossible to arrive at an opinion as to what they may hereafter become.

App. III.B., A comparison of importance is instituted by Professor Redfern, as to the expense
Nos.io&ii. connected with medical education under the Royal University, under the late Queen’s

or University, and under the different licensing boards.

andnew” With respect to the former, the comparison between the Royal and the Queen’s, Dr.

regulations. Redfern’s information is complete. It shows that the additional cost involved in

medical education, through increased university charges and additional hospital and

other certificates, is £18 6s. on a sum of £60 9s. Gd., or an increase of 30 per cent. It

is made up of three equal portions—10 per cent, of arts fees (at the Queen’s College

rates), 10 per cent, of additional fees for University examinations, and 10 per cent due

to extra certificates of hospital attendance.

App.III.B. Dr. Redfern’s second table is made up from medical advertisements only, and may
No. 11. be subject to correction, but it seems to show that the ordinary Queen’s College student

saves £20 of his medical charges by seeking the license of a Scotch medical board.

Evid 1920 In addition, Dr. Porter estimates, and Dr. Sullivan agrees with him, that in

Evid. 2709- practice a student of the Queen’s College, Belfast, and Queen’s College, Cork, is

2712. obliged to pay more than £25 for travelling and hotel expenses for his degree in

Dublin. This sum appears to be considerably in excess of what he would have

been required to pay under the Queen’s Unversity.

conclusions Farther and lastly, the evidence is

—

fiTATED
- 6. That the majority of the students who seek degrees in medicine at the Royal

University, practically, spend a year morei nldoing so than was required under

the system of the Queen’s, aud that that additional year is not spent in the

special study of their profession, but in preparing for the first University in

Arts. It may probably he thought a reasonable estimate, that a medical

student cannot well spend less than about £70 (£18 from the first source, say

£15 from the second, and £37 from the third) in obtaining the degree of the

Royal in excess of the amount he had to spend in obtaining the degree of the

Queen’s, or than he now has to spend in seeking a qualification to practise.

App .III. A.,

Nos. 2, 3, 4,

Head XIII.

Calendars,

3 colleges.

IV.—AS TO THE FEES CHARGED TO THE STUDENTS IN THE
SAID COLLEGE.

The fees charged to the students are of two kinds—college fees and class fees. The

college fee in Belfast is 10s. annually; the college fee in Cork is 1 0s., except in the

case of matriculated students who entered before the 17th October, 1882, for whom the

fee is 5s.

;

the college fee in Galway is 10s. for the first year, and 5s. for each subsequent

year*. The class fees are substantially the same in all the colleges. The ordinary fee

for a course of lectures is £2. For practical anatomy, practical chemistry, and the first

course of anatomy and physiology, the fee is £3. The fees are regulated by the

Statutes which have been framed in the manner already stated, and which can only be

altered by the Crown. The following are the provisions of the Statutes on the subject :

—

“ The fees payable for matriculated students to the Bursar, on behalf of the College, shall not exceed
At the commencement of the first year, including entrance fee, £3 ;

At the commencement of the second year „ „ £2 ;

At the commencement of the third year
,, „ £2 ;

1

At the commencement of the fourth year „ „ £2.
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“Tlic fees payable by students, whether matriculated or uon-matriculatcd, to the several professors for
attending on the several puss courses of lectures or instruction which are now or may ho hereafter prescribed bv
the College Council, for any degree or other University distinction, shall he £1 for each course extending over
one term only, and £2 for each course extending over more tlian one term of a session, when attending for the
first time, and .£1 for each l-oattcn.lunce on the same, except that the fee payable for the course of anatomy and
physiology shall be £3 when attended for the first time, and £3 for every subsequent attendance, except also

that tire fee payable for practical anatomy or practical chemistry shall be £3 for each attendance. In the case

of students receiving special instruction not prescribed :is a
<
nullification for a degree or other University dis-

tinction, or attending honour courses of lectures, the Council shall have power to fix the amount of the fee to
1* paid by each student, provided that the fee to be paid for any honour course of lectures which students are
entitled to substitute for a prescribed pass course, shall in no caso be less than £2. No professor shall be
entitled to claim the fees of any class of students, except so long ns tlmt class slmll be required by' the Council
to attend his instruction ; and it shall bo the duty of the Council to revise aud amend the regulations in-e-

scribing corn-sen of study from time, whenever they deem it conducive to the interests of education and of the
students so to do, irrespective of considerations affecting the incomes of professoi-s."

In framing the scale of fees in each of the Colleges, we find that the foregoing provisions

of the statutes have been observed. We think it unnecessary to set out iu detail the fees

charged in each of the Colleges—they will be found in the calendars. We have carefully

considered the whole question of the fees charged in the Colleges, and we are of opinion
that for all the classes they are exceedingly moderate, and that no just ground of com-
plaint exists on tho part of the students with respect to them.

In consequence of some questions which were asked in the House ofCommons shortly
before our appointment, of which copies were sent to us by your Excellency’s directions,

we considered it our duty to make special inquiries as to the fees charged in anatomy
and physiology. The professor who fills the chair in this department is the only medical Professor

professor whose remuneration is such as to enable the College to claim his whole time. Charles,
_

He is paid partly by salary, but principally by fees. The fees to which he is entitled 27
.

59_

under the College statutes are, as already stated, .£3 from each student attending his
J

course of lectures on anatomy and physiology for the first time, 'and £2 for each subse-

quent attendance, along with £3 from each student attending practical anatomy for

each attendance. Some witnesses have contended that a student using the dissecting- jfr.Magner,
room is not thereby attending practical anatomy, and that he ought to be admitted to 4683-4729.

dissect without paying any fee to the professor, except a payment just sufficient to meet Professor'

the expenses of tho dissectiug-room. This suggested departure from the general Charles,

practice of the medical schools does not appear to us to have been in- 4735-46.

tended by the statute. It is worded so as to include instruction other Dr. Stoker,

than by courses of lectures and, by connecting practical anatomy and practical chemistry, 971C »

it seems to associate tho instruction which the College gives, when it enables its students
1

to make dissections, with that which ic gives when it enables its students to perform

chemical experiments or analyses. The term “ practical anatomy ” is in common use,

to signify dissection by a student. No provision has been made in the Queen’s Colleges

for paying demonstrators in the dissecting rooms, nor for procuring subjects. The

demonstrators aro paid by the Professor of Anatomy and Physiology out of his own
income, and subjects are paid for out of a charge imposed on each student dissecting.

This is the method of meeting the expense of procuring subjects in all the medical

schools of Ireland and Scotland. The charge in Belfast is 15s. per annum to each

student. In Cork and Galway it is £1. These sums are paid to the Professor of

Anatomy and do not pass through the College books. Speaking of the fee of £1,

charged in Cork, Dr. Sullivan said

—

“It is not a fee properly so-called. It is a private arrangement, or private contract, which the Professor of Evid. 4680.

Anatomy mokeB in order to supply subjects to the students. It is not looked upon as a matter at all pertaining

to the College, because the Anatomy Act licenses not the College but the Professor of Anatomy, and, as such,

it is entirely in his domain."

The sums charged are moderate in amount, and do not exceed those charged in the

other Irish and Scotch schools. In Galway the proceeds of this charge do not Evid. 5293.

cover the expenses. In Cork and Belfast they seem to cover the expenses, and some Evid. 4707

witnesses expressed the opinion that in Cork there is a considerable surplus, and they -4725

;

claimed that an account of the expenditure should be laid before the students and the

balance, if any, returned to them. Having regard to the difficulties which everywhere

surround the supply of subjects for dissection, we cannot recommend that an account

should be rendered; and the followmg facts and considerations have satisfied us that

the students have no substantial grievance —In Dublin the charge to each student for Eyid. 9736,

subjects is £1 Is. per annum. There are several medical schools in Dublin which have 9i 14-9 < 4i.

voluntarily formed a Committee, called the Anatomical Committee, consisting of a

representative from each school. Thin Committee is charged with the general super-

intendence of the supply of subjects to the various schools, and the fund collected from

the students, after paying the cost of its collection, is placed at its disposal. The
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members of the Committee in rotation occupy the post of Secretary, and the Secretary

during his year of office receives .£50 from the fund. This Committee employs one

principal permanent, officer, who receives <£l 00 a year from the fund, and is called “ the
!

contractor.” He is charged with the management of all details connected with the

procuring and disposing of the subjects, and he provides for the fulfilment of all require-

ments ofthe Anatomy Act. Under him some servants are employed with a horse and

van. He also makes all the minor disbursements, consisting of a large number of small

items subject to fluctuation, which in the aggregate amount to a large part of the whole

expenditure. All these various expenses are paid out of the fund. It there is a surplus

at the end of the year, the secretary divides it proportionally among the Professors of

Anatomy of the several schools, and it becomes part of their emolument. In Cork

two of the three demonstrators, between them, discharge the functions of these officials

Evid. 47 -U. in Dublin, and they receive a remuneration which may be regarded as in part for their

services in these respects and in part as demonstrators. They receive from the fund

collected from the students whatever surplus remains after payment of the other i

expenses. This is one part of their remuneration, the rest being paid by the professor,
|

and what comes to them from the former source is not, in our opiuion, an undue

amount for the functions entrusted to them. Whatever arrangement is made, the

person appointed to discharge these duties must obviously be selected by the

professor and fully in bis confidence. The particular arrangement made in Cork

docs not seem less economical than any other adequate arrangement, and while

it provides the professor with an agent who is in his confidence and in

constant communication with him, it also helps to increase the efficiency of the school

by supplying it with an additional demonstrator beyond the number that would

otherwise be employed. It should be added that in order to encourage prolonged study,

the professor voluntarily remits the fee of £3 payable to him by statute, whenever a

student wishes to dissect for more than three sessions. The cost of procuring subjects

is a necessary item of expenditure in every medical school. It should, we think, be

provided for by a fee levied from the students, as is the practice in every other medical
J

school, and we think this fee should be a fixed one. We are of opinion that it would

have been better to have dealt with the matter in the statutes by making the sum
charged to meet this cost a college fee and providing for its collection in the same
manner as all other fees, and we recommend that a clause be added to the college

statutes to effect this. The mode at present adopted seems, however, reasonable. It is the

same as in other medical schools, and we are of opinion that the students have no just

grounds of complaint in respect of it.

Your Excellency’s warrant confined our inquiries to the four questions which we have
tried to answer. Many others were brought directly or indirectly under our notice

which bad more or less relation to them. We have felt the importance, on the one

hand, of not shutting out evidence in which we might possibly find help, and on the

other, ofremembering that evidence presented to us outside our inquixy must necessarily

be imperfect, and might often be one-sided. There is hardly any question connected with

the Queen’s Colleges, or their relations to the Irish people, on which some incidental

light is not thrown by the evidence which we are enabled to lay before your Excellency;
but some of the most interesting of these questions are only glanced at, and it would
be improper for us to submit to your Excellency opinions or conclusions, more or less

dependent upon general information, and affecting matters of general public policy, not

based on evidence which we have been entitled to exhaust. We prefer to limit this report

to the statement of our conclusions on the questions addressed to us and to such recom-
mendations as the evidence, collected in seeking to answer these questions, enables us

to make.
For convenience, we present a brief summary of our conclusions and recommendations.

Summary of Conclusions.

1. There is, in our opinion, evidence that the general standard of education main-
tained in the Queen’s Colleges, and in all of them, is, in the main, satisfactory. No
institutions can stand at a unifonn level in all their departments, and we do not

conceive that your Excellency desires from us any statement of opinion with regard to

the efficiency with which particular classes in any of the Colleges may appear to be

conducted. In general we may say that, in our opinion, the professorial staff of the

Queen’s Colleges is of a very high class. A great number of the professors
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have attained generally recognized eminence in their departments, and there is

every indication that the great majority of them teach them classes with success.
(a.) The majority of the students who now enter the Queen’s Colleges have come

up to an entrance standard—that of the Royal University matriculation
which is generally recognised as l'easouable. Those who have not matricu-
lated at all are few in number and cause no inconvenience. The small
remainder of the entrants are mainly medical students who, in passing the
matriculation examinations of the College, have satisfied the Arts require-
ments at present laid down by the General Medical Council.

(b.) We think the programmes, on which the scholarships are awarded, are satis-
factory. No evidence has been adduced to show that any scholarship has
been awarded to a student who did not fairly earn it.

(c.) We are not of opinion that any important inference, with regard to the standard
of education, can be drawn from a consideration of the results of the Inter-
mediate examinations, or of those of the Royal University examinations.

(d.) We consider that the list of distinctions obtained, in after life, by persons
formerly connected with the three Queen’s Colleges corroborates the view we
have stated with respect to the standard of education. The preponderance
of the opinions expressed by witnesses, whose position and opportunities
entitled them to form a weighty judgment on the matter, appears to us to be
in the same direction.

(e.) We think it is clear that the effect of the Treasury rule regarding retiring allow-
ance to professors who are engaged in private practice, a rule which applies
only or mainly to the Faculty of Medicine, and which cannot effect any
considerable saving of public money, presses severely on all the Colleges.
There are several professors in that faculty whose cases would have to be
dealt with under that rule, and the retirement of some of these gentlemen
would bo advantageous to the Colleges as places of medical education.

(/!) The opinion which we entertain as to the clinical facilities available to the
students of medicine may be briefly stated. We do not think that in any
of tho Colleges these clinical facilities are quite satisfactory. In our judg-
ment they are best in Belfast; they may be described as fair in Cork ; they
are certainly inadequate in Galway. In all of them matters might pro-

bably be improved. In Galway, however, even if the suggestions ofimprove-

ment made in the paper in our Appendix III. B., No. 34, were carried

out, wc feel doubtful whether clinical facilities would be obtained sufficient

for the maintenance of a medical school, completely equipped and satisfying

the requirements of medical education at the present day. The opportuni-

ties for the study of morbid anatomy are, generally, not what they should

be
;
but the subject is, we are aware, surrounded by practical difficulties,

especially in Ireland.

2. The honours and rewards of the Colleges are distributed among the students in a

manner which is, on the whole, satisfactory. In all of them we think that it might be
advantageous so to alter the distribution of these rewards as to make the amount payable

to the best scholars somewhat larger than that given to those lower on the list. Having
regard to the number ofstudents of medicine in Cork, and the small number of competitors

for the arts scholarships there,we are ofopinion that a larger number ofscholarships should

he assigned to the former faculty. Some use may, and is occasionally made, of the senior

scholars in assisting the professors, but the amount paid to the senior scholar
.

in

comparison with similar rewards elsewhere is so moderate, and the time during which
he holds the scholarship is so limited, that we do not think there is much advantage

to be gained by continuing a regulation which is frequently dispensed with.

3. There has been too little experience to furnish information, sufficient to found
any conclusions upon, as to the extent to which the students avail themselves of the

advantages offered by the Royal University. The policy adopted by the Senate of the

University, on the academical value of which we do not feel ourselves entitled to express

any opinion, has been so different from that adopted by the Queen’s Lniversity, to which
the Colleges had adapted themselves, that the students of the Colleges have been
ifl a state of “ disturbance ” which has made the evidence, collected from the results of

two years, practically worthless as a basis of serious inference.
.

The principal cause of this “ disturbance ” appears to have been the institution by the

Royal University ofthe First University Examination in Arts as a condition precedent for

degrees in every faculty. To this is generally, and we think correctly, attributed the

marked decrease in the number of medical students at the colleges since the establishment

of the Royal University. The nature and extent of this decrease will be made more
evident by comparing the numbers of medical students at the colleges in their first and
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second years, with those numbers as they stood before the establishment of the Royal

University, than by a similar comparison of the entire numbers of medical students

attending the colleges now and formerly.
.

The rule under which students of the Queen’s Colleges obtaining exhibitions or

scholarships in the Royal University have the amounts to which they would otherwise

have become entitled lessened by the value ot any college scholarship they may at the

time hold, is under the authority of the Act establishing the Royal University. Its

natural effect is to diminish the competition by Queen’s College students for those prizes

and rewards, and so far, to weaken any interences which might be drawn from the

results of the competitions, as between outside students and the students of the

colleges.

At present it is difficult to foresee the future of two sets of institutions closely con-

nected with each other, which have been founded upon different principles. It seems

probable that if the present policy of the Royal University is maintained, or carried

forward further in the same direction, the position of the Colleges as schools of medicine

and engineering may be seriously altered.

4.

The fees appear to us in nil cases to be moderate, and our evidence is that these

fees bring education of a high collegiate class within the reach of many persons in

Ireland whose circumstances would otherwise have shut them out from all prospect

of it.

Wo submit for your Excellency’s consideration the following

Recommendations :

—

1. That, as at present, non-matriculated students be admitted to the Colleges.

2. That the matriculation examination programme in arts and law in Cork and

Galway he made practically equivalent to that of the Royal University.

o. That the Colleges be permitted to enter students entitled to compete for

scholarships in medicine and engineering on a different programme, designed in view of

the requirements of those professions.

4. That the Colleges admit studeuts who have passed the first university examination

in arts in the Royal University to compete with their students for the scholarships

at the beginning of the second year, subject to the usual conditions of residence.

5. That the senior scholars be freed from the duty of teaching, which tends to

diminish the competition for the scholarships, and their practical valuo.

6. That funds be provided for the payment of a limited number of assistants to

professors who require them for the more efficient teaching of their classes.

7. That provision be made for the erection of a suitable laboratory for practical

chemistry, and for the improvement of the chemical buildings in Belfast.

S. That the medical professors who are not prohibited from private practice be entitled

to retiring pensions.

It. That, in Galway, medical scholarships cease to be awarded in the third and
fourth years.

10. That the chairs of anatomy, and physiology and histology in Queen’s College,
Belfast, and in Queen’s College, Cork, he separated.

itvjKii't, IR That, in view of this separation, compensation be given to the present occupants,
.->'prc. 1

1

. and sufficient salaries provided for these chairs.

1 2. That summer classes be instituted in Cork as in Belfast for the benefit of medical
students.

1 3. That the distribution of the scholarships be reconsidered, with a view to make
some difference in the amount payable to the scholars, according to their places in the
list, and with a view to transferring unawarded arts scholarships to medical students,
where the number of probable competitors seems to warrant it.

Throughout their inquiry, the Commissioners received much valuable assistance
from their Secretary, N. D. Murphy, Jun.,Esq., Barrister-at-Law,and we desire to express
our strong sense of the courteous, painstaking, and thoroughly efficient manner in which
he discharged his duties.

Sigr.ed by us this 18th day of February, 1885.

D. MURPHY, tJcN’.,

Secretary.

WILLIAM JACK.
JEFFERY A. MARSTON.
G. JOHNSTONE STONEY.
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REPORT
OF

RICHARD P. CARTON, Esq., Q.C., Chairman of the Commission,

AMD

The Rev. GERALD MOLLOY, D.D.

TO HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN POYNTZ, EARL SPENCER, K.G.,

LORI) LIEUTENANT-GENERAL AND GENERAL GOVERNOR OF IRELAND.

Hay it please your Excellency,

We, the undersigned, two of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into and
report upon certain matters affecting the well-being and efficiency of the Queen’s
Colleges in Ireland, have the honour to submit to Your Excellency our Report on the
several Heads of Inquiry mentioned in Your Excellency’s warrant of the 6th of Hay,
1884. The conclusions at which we have arrived, from the evidence laid before the
Commission, differ so widely, especially on the First and Third Heads of inquiry, from
the views entertained by our Colleagues, that we thought it our duty to set forth these
conclusions in a separate form, which we accordingly proceed to do.

I.—FIRST HEAD OF INQUIRY’.

“WHAT IS THE STANDARD OF EDUCATION MAINTAINED IN THE QUEEN’S COLLEGES,
OR ANV OF THEM."

The standard of education maintained in a College depends chiefly on two things :

First, the proficiency of the students at the time of their admission
;
and Secondly, the

progress they make during their collegiate career. As regards the second point, we
have abundant evidence that, in all three Colleges, the opportunities afforded to the
students are exceptionally good, and that the progress made is satisfactory. Each
College is provided with an able and efficient staff of professors, and is well furnished

with the • material appliances of education. The libraries, the museums, the scientific

apparatus, arc all excellent of their kind, and are kept in thoroughly good working

order. On the whole, wo are satisfied, from the evidence laid before us, that in all the

Colleges the teaching is good, and that the students profit by it.

But it does not follow that the standard of education is high because the teaching is

good. All good teaching must be' suited to the intellectual condition of the pupils

taught; and the standard will be high or low according to their degree of proficiency.

If the students who outer a University College have passed through- the severed,

stages of a good school course, it is possible to maintain a high standard of education

in the College : but if they come up deficient in school training, and scantily equipped
with elementary knowledge, then the standard of teaching in the College must inevit-

ably be lowered to the level of their condition.

In accordance with these views we thought it well to inquire, as far as we could, into

the general educational standing of the Queen’s College students, at the time of their

matriculation : and we have considered the question, not in reference to any theoretical

standard of our own, nor in reference to any standard existing in other countries, but
simply in reference to the standard now actually existing in the Intermediate Schools
of Ireland. The conclusions at which we have arrived may bo very briefly stated.

"We consider that the general educational standing of the students who enter Queen’s
K
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College, Belfast, is, on the -whole, fairly good; but that the general educational stand-

ing of the students who enter the Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway is decidedly

low.

As this question is one of fundamental importance, for the purpose of our inquiry, we

may be allowed to refer with some degree of fulness to the grounds on which our con-

clusions are based. We will, therefore, take each College separately, beginning with

Cork, in regard to which the evidence seems to us practically unanimous.

Evict qq.

6954-71

;

7073-77.

See Report
for 1882,

p. iiL

Evict qq.
7078-83.

Evid. qq.
6957-68.

Evid. qq.
6967,

7073-77.

Queen’s College, Coke :

The Standard of Education of Students at Matriculation.

First, there is tire Programme for the entrance examination, set forth in the College

Calendar. This Programme has been carefully and minutely compared, by a very

competent witness, with the Programme of the examinations conducted by the Inter-

mediate Education Board, and has been shown to be decidedly lower than the lowest

grade of that Programme.
We should explain, perhaps, that the Intermediate Education Board was established

about seven years ago, for the purpose of holding examinations for the pupils of Inter-

mediate schools. From the time of its institution it lias practically controlled the

whole Intermediate education of Ireland. All the leading schools send up their pupils

to its examinations, which are held simultaneously at various local centres throughout

the country, and at which about 5,000 boys are examined each year. The examinations

are divided into three Grades, corresponding to the successive stages of a good school

course, and known as the Junior, the Middle, and the Senior Grade. The Junior Grade
represents the lowest standard of school work recognised by the Board. The Middle
Grade represents at least one year of school work above a good Pass in the Junior

Grade. And the Senior Grade represents, again, at least one year of school work above

a good Pass in the Middle Grade.

Now the subjects prescribed for the entrance examination in Queen’s College, Cork,

are Greek, Latin, English, Arithmetic, Euclid, and Algebra. All these subjects are

found in the Programme of the Intermediate Education Board, for the Junior Grade :

and the evidence goes to show that the standard of education, in these subjects, required

from Junior Grade boys, at the Intermediate examinations, is distinctly higher than the

standard required at entrance into Queen’s College, Cork.

We were told by some of the witnesses who appeared before us, on the part of the

College, that the object of a matriculation examination is not to ascertain the extent of

a student’s knowledge, but rather to test his capacity and fitness for instruction. But,
on the other hand, it has been shown, by a comparison of the two Programmes, that

while they are about equal as regards the extent of work prescribed, the Programme of

the Intermediate Education Board is decidedly more searching on those points which
test the quality of a . student’s training, and the soundness of his knowledge.
We may add, that we do not altogether accept the principle above set forth, as to the

purpose of a matriculation examination. No doubt, capacity and intelligence are of

the first importance, for a student entering on a University course. But knowledge is

also necessary. And we think that more knowledge ought to be required at the entrance
examination of a University College than is required in the lowest Grade of the exam-
inations prescribed for Intermediate schools.

The next line of evidence to which we shall refer is derived from the results of the
examinations held by the Intermediate Education Board. It may be well to observe,

as we intend to quote these results largely in our Report, that they are published in a
very complete and accessible form. The names of all the boys who pass the examina-
tions are distributed according to their several Grades, and arranged in each Grade,
according to the order of aggregate merit. Moreover, the marks obtained by each
pupil, in each subject of the examination, are set down opposite to his name

;
and the

name of the school in which he was prepared is also appended. Thus we get, from
year to year, a fairly complete record of the work done by the Intermediate schools of

the country, and of the success achieved by each individual pupil. This record is

accepted both by the schools and the general public as entirely trustworthy and impar-
tial ; for it is well known that the examinations are conducted by an able body of

examiners, selected for the most part from the various Universities of the United
Kingdom.
Now one of the witnesses has compared the lists of Undergraduates published from
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year to year in the Calendar of Queen’s College, Cork, with the lists of candidates who Evid. qq.
have passed the Intermediate examinations. The result of his investigation is to show 8252-98.

that a very large proportion of the students who came up to Queen’s College, Cork,
See aIso

had passed only in the Junior Grade, while comparatively few had passed in the .win?
111'

Middle or Senior Grade. 1 L

But his evidence goes further than this. A certain proportion of those boys whose
names come highest on the list in each Grade of the Intermediate examinations get
Exhibitions of considerable money value; those who come next in order get Prizes in
books ;

and the remainder are ranked as Pass men. Now it was pointed out, by this
witness, that the students who came up to Queen’s College, Cork, after having passed
the Intermediate examinations in the Junior Grade only, came very largely from the
rank of mere Pass men ; and that a considerable proportion of them had obtained only
low places in that rank.

Thus, for example, in the list of Undergraduates for the Session 1881-2, appear the
names of six students who had only just passed in the Junior Grade, and whose places Evid. qq
in the order of merit were 1512, 1537, 1601, 183S, 2073, and 2254. The witness, who S25g158.

was for many years at the head of a large and successful Intermediate school, told us
that he would require such boys to spend another year preparing to go up again in the Evid. q.

Junior Grade, before he would allow them to pass into a higher class. Yet these boys, 8272.

after having got the above mentioned places in the Junior Grade, in June, all passed
the entrance examination of Queen’s College, Cork, in October of the same year.

Another kind of testimony to which we attach considerable weight, in connexion
with this subject, is that given by the head masters of the schools from which pupils

have come up for matriculation to Queen’s College, Cork. We had before us the
President of a large school in the city of Cork, numbering from 100 to 1 40 boys

; and Evid. qq.

the President of another large school in the county of Cork, with an average of 112 383G-3954

boys. They told us that only a few of their boys, comparatively speaking, went up to
S955-4010 *

the Queen’s College
;
and that those who did go were not generally the more

advanced boys of the school but the more backward. In some cases they were very Evid. qq.

deficient in knowledge, even for schoolboys, and hardly knew the first elements of the 3980-95.

subjects in which they were to be examined. “I have several instances,” said one of

these witnesses, “ of students whom I would not send forward for any examination, in Evid q.

any Grade of the Intermediate examinations, because of their certain failure, . . 3S52.

and they matriculated successfully here.”

We had also before us two schoolmasters, one from the city of Cork, and one from
Skibberecn, a town in the west of the county, who prepared candidates specially for Evid. qq.

matriculation in the Queen’s College. They confirmed the evidence just referred to, 8571-8089
;

and gave several instances in which they successfully passed their pupils, after a scanty 40G5-4097.

and altogether superficial preparation. One of these witnesses described, with some
degree of minuteness, the method he adopted in preparing students for the Queen’s Evid qq.

College matriculation. He entirely disapproved of the method himself, which he SG19-28.

regarded as “ rapid cramming without any learning.” But he frankly said his object q. 8623.

was to secure the success of his pupils
;
and knowing the system of examination that

prevailed, he took “ the easiest, quickest and surest means ” to secure that end. It was q. SG21.

not so, however, with the Examinations of the Intermediate Education Board. These he

regarded as more critical and searching
;
and in preparing his pupils for them, he Evid qq.

adopted a more thorough system of teaching, the details of which he set before us in 8666-78.

his evidence.

The last testimony to which we shall call attention, on this head, is that of

Dr. Sullivan, the President of the College. In his annual Deport to Her Majesty, for

the Session 1830-1, he says :— p. 7.

“Students conic so badly prepared in what may bo callod the ordinary instruments of thought, and in

“ ancient and modern languages, in a word, in every kind of school work, that they follow the University

“ course only in a limping and unsatisfactory manner, and much time is lost before a large number of students

“ loam how to prcqierly work. The professor is consequently obliged either to lecture over the heads of a
“ large part of his class, or to divide it into the instructed and uninstmeted, a method which entails much
“additional Inborn* upon him, and which lowers and impairs the effectiveness and quality of his teaching.

It will be observed that this very clear and emphatic statement, officially put forth

by the President of the College, confirms in a striking way the distinct and independent

testimony given'by the representatives of the schools from which the students came.

We have, therefore, no hesitation in accepting the fact as abundantly proved that the

K 2
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standard of education required for entrance into Queen s College, Cork, is decidedly

low
;
and that a large proportion of the students admitted are very backward in

knowledge and deficient in ordinary school training.

Dr. Sullivan, however, when examined with respect to his statement, offered an

Evid. qq. explanation which we ought not to pass over in silence. He ascribed the great

2027-30. deficiency of the students admitted into the College to the backward condition of the

q. 2030. schools in Munster
;
saying that, in these schools, “ the state of education is extremely

low, and the teaching bad and ineffective.”

The views of Dr. Sullivan, on this subject, were strongly supported by the professor

of Greek, Mr. Ridgeway. First, speaking of the students who come up to Queen’s

Evid. q. College, Cork, he said, “ Our men have no training whatever.” Being asked whether
2332.

j10 gjdd this of the students generally, or only of the students of his own class, he

q. 2361. replied :

—

“ I can only say so dogmatically of my own
;
hut from the general impression

I have received here, I give it as a matter of opinion about the whole place.” In

q. 2363. further explanation he added :
—“ Of course they have got a certain amount of Irish

school training. That is what I mean by no education whatsoever. When they come

here they must know a certain amount. When I say they come_ here with scarcely

any training whatsoever, I mean in comparison with the English University students.”

q. 2368. Ifc Was suggested to the witness that the boys who came up so badly prepared for a

University course ought not to have been received into the College, but ought to have

been sent back to school until they were properly trained. To this he replied :
—"If

they were to spend their time at the schools most of them have come from, and stav

there until they became gray-haired, it would make no difference.” But, it was urged,

would it not be better they should remain at school, if a good school could be found.

Evid. qq. His answer was, “ That is a very doubtful hypothesis as regards Ireland.”

2369-74. This evidence seemed to us to raise a very important question. It would bo im-

possible for a University College to maintain a good standard of matriculation if the

schools of the country were incapable of bringing their pupils up to such a standard.

And tho allegation made practically amounted to this, that the students who come up

to Queen’s College, Cork, are badly prepared, simply because the schools of the country

are incapable of preparing them well.

We thought it our duty to give this question our most careful consideration : and we
have come to the conclusion that while Dr. Sullivan and Professor Ridgeway are per-

fectly right, as might have been expected, in their estimate of the students who come
up to Queen’s College, Cork, they have fallen into a serious error in supposing that

these students fairly represent the standard of education generally attained in the

schools of the country.

On this point we would refer, in the first place to the evidence given by the masters
Evid. qq. of some of the Munster schools. They told us that they had successfully prepared
3872-83; their boys for all the Grades of the Intermediate examinations, Junior, Middle, and

3990—40(5°
®en^or

5
that many of their boys had passed these examinations with Honours

; and some
had gained Exhibitions and Prizes. These were the boys, they said, who represented
the true standard of their schools. But the boys who went up to Queen’s College, Cork,

were at best only Pass boys in the Junior Grade ; and many of them were even below
q. 3832. the standard of the Junior Grade.

Next, we would call attention to the evidence of the Very Rev. Dr. Walsh, who,
Evid. qq. as President of Maynooth College, and Chairman of the Committee elected by the Head
6975-95. Masters of the Catholic Schools of Ireland, has had large opportunities of acquiring

authentic information on this subject. His evidence does not admit of condensation,
and is well worthy of being read in detail. But we may briefly state that the con-
clusion to which it leads is directly at variance with the allegations of Dr. Sullivan and
Professor Ridgeway. According to the facts laid before us by Dr. Walsh it would
appear clearly established that, speaking generally, the schools of Ireland are in a very
efficient condition, that they are improving from year to year, and that they are capable
of bringing up their pupils to a high standard of education.

The independent testimony, on this subject, furnished by the Reports of the Inter-
mediate Education Board, and referred to by Dr. Walsh, in his evidence, seems to us
deserving of especial consideration. We have seen that the Programme for the Junior

Evid. qq. Grade of the Intermediate examinations is higher than the Programme for matriculation
/ 073-83. Queen’s College, Cork : that the Programme for the Middle Grade represents a

year’s school work above a good Pass in the Junior Grade : and that the Programme
for the Senior Grade represents a year’s school work above a good Pass in the°Middle
Grade. With these facts before us it will be interesting to consider the number of boys
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who pass, each year, in. the several subjects that are required for matriculation in Queen’s

College, Cork. We will take for example, the year 18S2.

Table showing for the year 1882, (1) the total number of Boys that passed the
Intermediate Examinations, and (2) the number that passed with Honours, in the

several grades, in Greek, Latin, English, Arithmetic, Euclid, and Algebra.

Subjects.

Total Number that Passed. Passed with Honours.

Junior. Middle. Smior. Total. Junior. Middle. Senior. Total

Greek, 313 22C 122 CGI 118 88 85 291

Latin, CIS 37G 143 1,132 270 207 39 51

G

English, 2,004: 434 214 2,712 58G 120 GO 772

Arithmetic, .... 2,OSD 530 80 3,308 1,093 831 16 2,038

Euclid 2,195 504 205 8,064 1,289 418 1G5 1,807

Algebra, .... 1,068 892 S9 1,549 489 185 15 G89

Report for

1882,

pp.xviii-xx.

Now, in reference to this Table we may say, from a close study of the several Pro-
grammes, that the boys who have passed in the above subjects, in the Middle and Senior
Grades, are fairly equipped with ordinary school learning ; while those who have passed
“ with Honours ” have already reached a good standard of schoolboy education. But
the Table does not give an adequate idea of the high standard of education attained by
some of the leading schools in Ireland. It is interesting to turn from the summary
Reports of the Board to the published Results, which give the actual marks obtained,

by each candidate, in each subject of examination. We cannot here go into details:

but we may state generally that while the standard of school education in Ireland,

as judged by these marks, is fairly good all round, it is remarkably high in the case

of a large number of' boys whose names come highest on the list, in each Grade.

On the whole, we think it is fully established, by the evidence before us, that the
schools of Ireland generally, including the schools of Munster, turn out an ample
supply of students well trained in ordinary school work, and fit to enter with advantage
on a University career. But, on the other hand, it is equally dear to us that, for some
reason or other, these well trained students do not go for their University education to

Queen’s College, Cork.

Our attention was directed by some of the witnesses to another way of testing the

efficiency of the Munster schools. It has happened sometimes that students who had
distinguished themselves in Queen’s College, Cork, at various stages of their University

course, presented themselves afterwards at the examinations of the Intermediate

Education Board. It would seem that having won Scholarships by competition, in a

University College, they naturally thought they could easily win Exhibitions in compe- ^
tition with schoolboys. At all events, they entered into the competition : and the 3S97—3D32 j

witnesses have shown ns, from the published Results, that they were always beaten by G999-7010.

boys from the schools of Munster.
With respect to this line of evidence, it was pointed out, by the representatives of

the Queen’s College, that the order of merit, at the Intermediate examinations, is

determined by the aggregate of marks obtained in all the subjects of the examination ;

whereas the Scholarships in the Queen’s College are awarded for special excellence,

either in the literary subjects grouped together, or in the scientific subjects grouped

together. Hence it was urged that a Science Scholar might be eminently good in

mathematics, and a Literary Scholar might be eminently good in classics
;
and yet both

might be beaten, at the Intermediate examinations, by a number cf boys who were

not eminently good at anything, but who did fairly well in a large number of subjects.

This argument is perfectly good in the abstract. But it was shown to^us, in evidence,

that it does not apply to the facts of the case before us ;
because the Scholars of the Ertd. qq.

Queen’s College were beaten by the boys from the Intermediate schools, not only in
ggggjpQQg’.

the aggregate of subjects, but in the special subjects of their Scholarships. Thus, for 4204-88.

example, a Science Scholar, of one year’s standing, came up to the Intermediate exami-

nations, in the Middle Grade, in 1880, and got 319th place in the order of aggregate

nierit. As to the special subjects of his Scholarship, it was shown to us that in Euclid,

out of 533 who passed, there were 2G5 before him, and in Algebra, out of 350 who
passed, there were 173 before him. In Arithmetic he got no marks : but it does not q. 7003-G.

appear whether he presented himself in that subject or not. Again, a Literary Scholar

of three years’ standing, when just on tire point of taking his Degree, came up iu the

Senior Grade, in the year 1880. He got 47th place in the order of aggregate merit; q. 7007-9.
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and, as regards the special subjects of his Scholarship, he was beaten by 32 boys in

Greek, by 9 in Latin, and by 94 in English. It is worth observing that in both cases

here referred to, a large number of the successful schoolboys came from schools in

Munster.
It was also urged upon us that the Scholars of the Queen’s College were at some

disadvantage in this competition. Having to prepare for their own College examinations,

they probably had not time enough at their disposal to prepare themselves adequately

in the special subjects of the Intermediate examinations. We do not attach much
importance to this argument, as regards the subjects of Euclid, Algebra, and Arithmetic.

But we would allow it some weight in the classical languages, in which part of the

examination is conducted in specific books prescribed beforehand. Nevertheless, taking

every thing into account, we think that the success achieved by pupils of the Inter-

mediate schools, in competition with distinguished University Scholars, coming up to

the same examinations, from Queen’s College, Cork, goes far to confirm the conclusion

at which wo had arrived from independent evidence, namely, that these schools are

doing thoroughly good and efficient work.

Queen’s College, Galwat :

The Standard of Education of Students at Matriculation.

Passing next to Queen’s College, Galway, we find that the evidence, though not so

abundant as in the case of Queen’s College, Cork, points clearly enough to a low

Professor general standard of education among the students admitted into the College. When
Thompson,

_ we 100H at the Programme of examination required for matriculation, we find it, no doubt,

Profesror

17
' than in Cork. Thus, for example, Cork requires ouly one Greek, and one Latin

Davies author; whereas Galway requires two. But, on inquiry, we discovered that this

qq. 5798- difference exists only in the Programme, and is not carried out in practice. We were
5801

; told that, when a student presents two books, as required by the Programme, he is

Professor ag]^ which of the two he would prefer to be examined in ; and he is then examined

qq.77i3.llG. that which he selects.

But the knowledge even of one book is not always exacted. Thus, Professor

Thompson, speaking of a time when Greek was laid down in the Programme, as neces-

Ev. q. 5S24. sary for matriculation, says :

—
“ I can say this, that some of the very best men we have

ever had here began with me the Greek declensions, as pass men, of course, in my
department, and at the end of the second year they were some of the ablest men I had.

q. 5830. And again :
—“ I would not, allow absolute ignorance of Greek to prevent my letting a

man in. A man may be good in Latin and good in mathematics, and exceedingly good

in English, and if exceedingly good in English, I should consider that I was guilty of a

kind of academical assassination in stopping a young man like that. What 1 want to

see is a man hungry and longing for knowledge ; but as to the absolute knowledge, I

care very little about it.” We cannot help thinking that an examination in which
absolute knowledge is not required, but only a desire for it, is likely to become a very

lenient test of previous education.

Further on, Professor Thompson describes his method somewhat in detail :
—“ When

Evict q. I find ignorance, I say to the student—‘Have you studied Greek ;

’ he says, ‘No ‘Do
5833. you wish to be examined

;

’ he says, ‘I would rather not if I can pass in the others I

then put against him, * May pass, if’ which means, if particularly intelligent and good
in other departments.”

So much for Greek. A similar laxity, though not perhaps to the same extent,
appears to have prevailed with regard to Latin. The Programme requires two books

:

but the candidate, if lie choose, may pass in one only. And this book seems to have
sometimes dwindled down to very small dimensions. Professor Macruire, when asked
what book was generally selected by the candidate, said, “A book of Virgil, a book of

EviA q.
Caesar, sometimes two, sometimes a couple of the Odes ofHorace, but 1 was satisfied with

7716.

1

anything provided it was Latin."

This evidence, coming as it does from the professors who have conducted the entrance
examination, in Latin and Greek, during the last fifteen or sixteen years, seems to show
that a very slender acquaintance with the classical languages'was sufficient, during that
time, to secure admission into Queen’s College, Galway.

The evidence, on this point, given by the College Examiners is supported by. the

testimony of the Rev. T. Kenny, the head of a large school in Galway, from which boys
have occasionally come up to the Queen’s College. He told us that the standard of
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education required for matriculation, in the Queen’s College, was lower than that Evid qq.

required, in the same subjects, for the Junior Grade of the Intermediate examinations ;
6640-59.

and that, in fact, boys from his school had gained admission, as University students,

whom he would not have allowed to go up for the Intermediate examinations, even in

the Junior Grade, because he felt they could not pass.

We would refer also to the evidence of the Catholic Bishop of Galway, the Most
Rev. Dr. Carr, who was engaged himself, for a great part of his life, in teaching

;
first

in the cathedral town of Tuam, and afterwards in the College of Maynooth. His End. qq.

Lordship agrees with Father Kenny that the standard required for matriculation, in 6497-6500;

Queen’s College, Galway, is distinctly lower than the standard required for passing in C515-20.

the same subjects, in the Junior Grade of the Intermediate examinations. He further

expressed his opinion that the College has very little influence on the schools of the qq.G509-14.

province with which he is acquainted, that is, the Catholic schools : but so far as its

influence goes, it is decidedly injurious, owing to the low standard of its entrance

examination.

In connexion with these testimonies we may cite also the opinion of the Visitors

appointed, in 1S73, by the General Medical Council, to report on the Medical examina-
tions of the Queen’s University. “ We have shown,” they say, “that the requirements

for the Matriculation Examinations are exceedingly limited, and at two of the Colleges

are, in some respects, little more than a farce. They are scarcely, at any of them,
sufficient to insure that the successful candidates shall have had even a very moderate
school education." *

The publication of this Report elicited, at the time, a reply from the Board of Evid q.

Examiners of Queen’s College, Galway, which was read for us b}r Dr. Moffett, and f,933.

which is printed with his evidence. This reply may be allowed to speak for itself.

We will confine ourselves to a brief statement of the impression it made upon us. The
main point insisted on seems to be that the Visitors of the Medical Council formed then-

opinion of the matriculation examination from an inspection of the Programme, without

holding any inquiry in the College itself, or interrogating the professors as to then-

mode of conducting the examination. This would be a good answer if it were shown
that the standard of the examination, as conducted by the professors, was higher than

the standard which the Programme set forth. But the contrary is proved by the

evidence of the professors themselves. We have just seen that a great laxity has

prevailed in the mode of conducting the examination
;
and that the examiners are

satisfied, at least in the classical languages, with very much less than the Programme
requires.

It is right to say that the Programme for the entrance examination in Galway has

been improved since the time when the Visitors of the Medical Council made their

Report. The Visitors had condemned the Programme in classics as inadequate, because

they found that the subjects of examination were confined within a very limited ran^e.

This censure provoked some comment from the College authorities, who, in their reply,

facetiously call it the “ method of quantitative induction.” Nevertheless they have since

enlarged the Programme, in this respect. At the time when the Report was made,

the Programme required only one Greek author, and one Latin author. It now re-

quires two authors in each language,—a Prose writer, and a Poet. We have seen,

however, that although the additions thus made are real additions to the Programme,

they are not real additions to the examination. When a candidate comes up for exam-

ination, he is asked which of the two books he would prefer to be examined in ; and
is examined in that alone which he selects.

Queen’s College, Belfast :

The Standard of Education of Students at Matriculation.

With respect to Queen’s College, Belfast, we have come to the conclusion that the

general educational standing of the students, at the time of their admission, is fairly

good. It has been shown to us, in evidence, that a large proportion of them, before

entering the College, have passed in the Senior or, at least, in the Middle G’-ade, of

the Intermediate examinations ; that many of them have got high places at these exami-

nations
; and many, too, have gained Exhibitions and Prizes. It appeal’s also that

nearly all the students who have entered the College, for an Arts course, within the

last two years, have passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University ;

and that a reasonable proportion of them have gained Honours and Exhibitions at that

* See Reports of the Visitors of Examinations, deputed by the General Medical Council, IS. 3, pp. 203-4
;

published at the General Medical Council Office, 315 Oxford-street, London, W., 1874.
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examination. These facts we regard as a guarantee that the students of Belfast, taken

generally, have had a fairly good school education, before entering on their University

studies.

Evidence, no doubt, was laid before us that the entrance examination has not been

always very strictly conducted ;
and tbat students have been admitted into the College,

from time to time, on a low standard of qualification. This evidence we accept as

entirely trustworthy, so far as it goes. But it does not seem to us to disturb tile general

c-rounds on which our own conclusion is founded ;
and we are inclined to regard the

cases referred to as more or less exceptional. On the whole, after a careful review of

all the evidence presented to us on the subject, we are satisfied that Queen’s College,

Belfast, meets the wants, and enjoys the sympathy, of the Presbyterian community

around it ; that it receives a considerable proportion of the best students prepared in

the Presbyterian schools of Ulster; and that it fulfils, with respect to these schools, the

functions of an efficient and successful University College.

We feel bound, however, to call attention to the evidence that was offered to us, on

behalf of the Catholic schools of Ulster. This evidence might seem, perhaps, to some

extent, outside the scope of our inquiry
;
but the Commissioners felt they could not

refuse to accept it, having regard to the statement made by some of the witnesses, that

Queen’s College, Belfast, enjoys the confidence and support of the people of Ulster.

Such a statement would certainly convey that the population of Ulster generally is

content with the Queen’s College. But, according to the evidence presented to us, it

appears that the Catholics of Ulster are nearly fifty per cent of the population ; that

they have among them a considerable number of young men who are ready and anxious

for University teaching, and who are availing themselves largely of the opportunities

offered by the Royal University ;
bat who are debarred, by religious considerations,

from the advantages for collegiate education provided in the Queen’s Colleges. The
Catholics of Ulster, we were told, are quite williug that these advantages should con-

tinue to be maintained for all who can accept of them : but they feel it a great grievance

that no corresponding provision is made for the Catholic youth of the province.

Standard of Education required for Scholarships in the Queen’s Colleges.

In connexion with the standard of education in Arts, maintained by the Queen’s

Colleges, it is necessary to say a few words on the standard required for Scholarships.

We are satisfied that, in all the Colleges, great care is taken in awarding the Scholar-

ships, and that they are uniformly given to the best men. But seeing that, in Cork
and Galway, the standard of education reached by the students generally is very low,

and that the number of Undergraduates in Arts only slightly exceeds the number of

Scholarships, offered to competition among them, we think that a high standard of

learning cannot be enforced, iii these Colleges, as a necessary condition for gaining a

Scholarship.

Evid. qq. In the Academical year just elapsed, the number of Undergraduates in Arts, in

2033-43. Queen’s College, Cork, was only 36, including those who had matriculated in the College

only, as well as those who had matriculated in the University. For these 36 students

the number of Scholarships available was 30, and the number actually awarded was 18.

4888-4900. In Galway, the number of Undergraduates in Arts was also 36, the number of Scholar-

ships offered for competition among them was 30, and the number awarded was 2 G.

The nature of the competition for Scholarships, in Galway, is curiously illustrated by
an incidental remark of l)r. Curtis, who was for 22 years a professor in that College.

Evid. q. Be was asked whether, in his time, there were many Arts students in Galway, and he
7150. answered ;—“There were a great many Arts students ; all the Scholarships were filled

up, and generally two or three attended my lectures who were not Scholars either in

classics or mathematics.” He evidently considered that there were a great many Arts
students in the College, when there were as many students as there were Scholarships.

In Belfast the case is different. The general educational standing of the students is

higher, and the number is larger. In the past Academical year, the number of Under-
graduates eligible to compete for the 30 Junior Scholarships in Arts was l/S

;
and we

have no doubt that, from this number, 30 men could be selected fairly entitled to this

distinction.

Important evidence on this subject was laid before us by the President of Maynooth
Evid. qq. College, and by the President of University College. The details of the evidence are

0997-7023. somewhat complex and minute. But the substance of it amounts to this : that in the*

Api>. III.
Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway, the Scholarships are awarded on a very low

jip.487-502, standard of education, whether tested by the standard required for Exhibitions .at the

505-0. Intermediate examinations, or the standard required for Honours at the Royal University.
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It appears that no Honours of any kind at the University examinations are required,
as a condition for gaining a Scholarship in the Queen’s Colleges. It is not even necessary
that the candidate for a Scholarship shall have passed the Matriculation examination of
the University. Several instances are on record in which Scholars of one year’s stand-
ing, in the Colleges of Cork and Galway, have come up for the Matriculation examina-
tion of the Royal University. And it was shown that, with very few exceptions, the
Scholars of these two Colleges are either not University students at all, or hold in the
University the position of mere Pass men. Even as regards Belfast, it will be seen, from \pp m
the Tables handed iu by Dr. Walsh, that a considerable number of candidates o-ained

i*i». 487-9
College Scholarships who were only Pass men of the Royal University.
On the part of the Queen's Colleges it was urged that Collegiate Scholarships are Evid q

intended, not merely as rewards, for learning acquired, but also as “ aids to 1earn i no- ”
;
21,3438;

and it was contended that the Scholarships in Cork and Galway had well fulfilled at least 3206-9
;

*

this latter function. We were assured that, by means of these Scholarships, many 717°-72 -

students of humble circumstances have been able to secure a good education, and to
open for themselves a career in life to which otherwise they never could have attained.

This is a view of the question which we are not at all inclined to dispute. But we
think it is a just complaiut that these “aids to learning,” provided at the public Evid.qq.

expense, should bo exclusively confined to tho Queen's Colleges, from which the great 1 '97-08;

bulk of the population are debarred by their religious convictions. And further, we ooo-"o«i
believe that the scusc of grievance is increased, when it is found that the Scholarships, 3479

” ' ’

in the two Colleges referred to, arc awarded, for the most part to mere Pass men of
the University ; while a long roll of Honour men, who have to seek their education in
other Colleges, are left by the State entirely unprovided with any such assistance.

CONSIDERATION OP THE EVIDENCE OPPOSED TO OUR CONCLUSIONS.

In arriving at the conclusions set forth above, regarding the standard of education
maintained in tho Queen’s Colleges, we havo not been unmindful of the evidence
brought forward on the opposite side of the question : and we now proceed to refer to

the chief heads of that evidence, and to state our views regarding it.

(1.) The students now entering the Colleges of Cork cmd Galway, for an Arts Course,

generally pass the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University.

We have observed, in the first place, that a large majority of the students in Arts

who now enter the Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway, pass the Matriculation

Examination of tho Royal University. It follows, therefore, that these students have

attained at least the minimum standard required for that examination. The College

examination, however, is still maintained for those who prefer it; and a certain

proportion, of the students continue to outer on this lower standard. Thus, for

example, in Queen’s College, Galway, during the past Academical year, there were IS

students reading the First Year’s Course in Arts. Of these 18 students, 13 had passed App. p. 400.

the Matriculation Examination of the University, and 5 had passed only the entrance

•examination of the College. That there was a difference of educational standing

between these two classes was shown clearly enough by the evidence laid before us.
u J ~'u

First, of the 13 who had matriculated in the University, 10 held College Scholarships

and one a College Exhibition : whereas, among the 5 who entered by the College

examination there was hut one Scholar, and no Exhibitioner. Agaiu, Professor Davies,

when his attention was called to the two lists, had no hesitation in saying that the students

that matriculated in the Royal University were “very far superior” to the others.
.

T

But we desire also to state that the minimuon standard hitherto required for Matricu-

lation in the Royal University is, in our opinion, decidedly low. It was stated to us

by a very competent witness, the President of University College, that although he Evid. qq.

considered the Programme good, he thought the candidates were leniently dealt with • 8330-42.

and from what he knew of the students who passed, he had come to the conclusion that

“ they were let down easily.” This opinion was confirmed by the evidence of the Very
Rev. Dr. Walsh, who was on the Senate of the Royal University and a member of the

Standing Committee, at the time of the Matriculation Examination in 1883. He
explained that, in the case of this examination, the candidates were not passed by the

examiners, but by the Standing Committee of the Senate ;
and he added that they

were allowed to pass on an inferior standard of answering. It was not -that the q. 9364.

examiners were unduly lenient, but when the Standing Committee had the marks before <1- >.

them, “ candidates were allowed to pass” who, in his opinion, “should not have been

allowed to pass.”
L
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We uiay refer also to the evidence of Mr. Ardblaster, a graduate of Cambridge, who
lias been for some years Head Master of the Grammar School, Cork. He expressed his

Eviil. qq. astonishment that a pupil of his had passed the Matriculation Examination of the Iloyal

:r> 49-5 1
; University; and added, that this fact had shaken his confidence in the examination.

:r».V»-r>(i. Moreover, he told us that the marks obtained by the candidate, in four out of the five

subjects of the examination, were below the minimum fixed for a Pass.® This confirms

the testimony already quoted, that great leniency is exercised in allowing candidates to

pass the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University.

The opinion expressed by these several witnesses is further supported by the fact

that an unusually large proportion of the candidates are successful at the examination.

Hoe Return In the year IS82, 548 candidates were examined, and 490 passed, that is, about S9 per

lt.U. cent; in 1883, 717 were examined, and (300 passed, or about S5 percent. These
Appemlix

result.s contrast very strongly with the corresponding results in the University of
,,p’ London, where the number of candidates who passed the Matriculation Examination,

in 1382, was only 49 per cent, and, in 1883, 61 per cent, of the number examined.!

From all this evidence we conclude that the minimum standard of education required

for matriculation in the Royal University, is comparatively low
;
and, therefore, the fact

that a good number of students, entering Cork and Galway, come up to that standard,

does not niter our judgment on their general educational status.

It would be unjust, however, to the Royal University to suppose that the minimum
st: indar;/, hitherto required from candidates at Matriculation, gives any true measure

of the standard generally reached by the students who pass the examination. We find

that a very large proportion of the students entering the Royal University have pre-

viously passed the Senior or Middle Grade of the Intermediate examinations; that

many of them have obtained high places in their respective Grades
;
and not a few have

won Exhibitions and Prizes. We are, therefore, satisfied that a good standard of

education is reached by a large number of the students who enter the Royal University

;

while we accept, at the same time, the opinion of Dr. Walsh and Mr. Ardblaster that

the minimum standard on which it is possible to gain admission is unduly low.

The questiou then remains, do the students of the Cork and Galway Colleges, who have

passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University, bcloug to those who
reach a high standard, or rather to those who do not rise much above the minimum
required for passing. From the evidence before us we have come to the conclusion

that they belong very generally to the latter class. But this point will be considered

Infra, pp. more fully under the Third Head of our Report, where it will appear that the students
99-100. who enter the Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway, including those who gain the

College Scholarships, come almost exclusively from the rank of mere Pass men in the

University.

(2.) Favourable testimony of the Professors and Officials of the Colleges.

Eviil. q.q.

2132-93

;

3242-43

;

3472-73

;

4473 ;

5742-44

:

715G-57

;

73G3-G4;
7845-46.

Evid. qq.
G7-8.

The next class of testimony to which we would refer is that of the Professors and
Officials of the Colleges. There is no doubt some of these witnesses gave a rather

favourable view of the educational standard attained by the students, at the time of their

admission into the Colleges of Cork and Galway. In this respect, their evidence would
seem, oil a casual reading, to contrast very strongly with the opinions, above quoted, of

Dr. Sullivan and Professor Ridgeway ; and also with the views expressed, some years

ago by the Visitors of the General Medical Council.

But this conflict of opinion is more apparent than real. When closely examined, the

favourable testimony to which we refer amounts to little more than this, that the
studeuts received into the Colleges were fit io profit by the instruction given theo-e, and
did in fact largely profit by it. We entirely accept this statement. But when we
compare it with the evidence already set forth above, we are led to the conclusion, that

the students were fit to profit by the teaching of the Colleges, not because they had
attained a good standard of education, but because the teaching of the Colleges was
brought down to the level of their wants.

We have seen, for example, from the evidence of the President of Queen’s College,

Cork, that the students come there “badly prepared in every kind of school work;”
Professor Ridgeway said they come “without any training whatever”; and the Masters
of the schools from which the students came corroborate the opinions thus expressedby

• It may be well to notice that these statements appear, in the first instance, (qq. 3549-51) to be made in

reference to Queen’s College, Cork
;
but the witness, immediately afterwards, (qq. 3555-G) explained that

he meant to speak of the Royal University. The marks given by the examiners of tho Royal University are

not published, but each candidate can get his own marks, by applying for them to the Secretaries,

f See London University Calendar, 1884-5, p. 212.
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the authorities of the College. Again, we have on record the specific fact that in LS81,
six students entered the College whose, places, in the lowest Grade of the Intermediate
examinations, in the same year, were respectively, 1512, 1537, 1001

, 1838, 2073, and , p.G7.

2254. When we arc told, on sufficient authority, that such students were fit to profit

by the teaching of the College, wo are quite willing- to believe it. But if they were,
it seems clear to us that the teaching of the College must have been, to a large extent’
on the same level as the teaching of an ordinary Intermediate school.

We would observe, too, that some of the Professors who gave a favoui-able estimate
of the students at entrance, seem to have had before their minds rather a low standard
of comparison. Professor Jack, for example, was asked, in Cork, by one of the Com-
missioners “ Would you have any opinion to express as to the state of preparation in EvmL q.
which the students cornu?” and his answer was:—“As regards their scientific preparation 342o!

the majority are veryfairly well prepared. . . In mathematics particularly I consider thorn
fairly well prepared, and in that they arc very much influenced by the teaching of the

q . 34-21.

Rational schools.” In answer to a subsequent question, he said :
—

“ Students who come q. 3472."

up from the National schools,yrom which tty. have (jot very many excellent candidates, have
done good work in College, and afterwards been most successful.” And again, later on,
“ Some, of our best, students have come here from the National schools." °

q 3511.

Now we have a high opinion of the teaching given in the National schools of Ireland.
But we hold that there is a wide chasm between the standard of education reached in
the National schools and the standard proper to a University College. That chasm,
according to onr view, ought to be filled up by a good course of Intermediate education.
And when we hear that some of the best students in Queen’s College, Cork, are those
who have come direct from National schools, we are confirmed in the opinion that the
standard of education, in that College, must, in some measure, come down to the level

of an Intermediate school.

(3.) Favourable Testimony of independent Examiners.

Favourable evidence was also given by some independent witnesses, who came into

contact with students of the Queen’s Colleges, as Examiners, at various points of their

University career. This evidence, however, was given with a certain degree of quali-

fication, which seems to us to detract very much from its value. Professor Tyrrell, for

example, an eminent Follow of Trinity College, Dublin, examined the Queen’s College

students, for some years, in classics. When he was asked to give his opinion as 10 the Evitl q.

answering of Pass men, at the Little-go examination, he said that “ it was quite as good 7401

as could be expected—as good as one would expect." An answer of this kind appears to

us not at all at variance with the conclusions at which we have oui-selves arrived. When
we consider the very low standard of education on which students have been received

into the Colleges of Galway and Cork, the proficiency they have attained during their

College course seems to us, as it does to Professor Tyrrell, “ quite as good as could be

expected.”

Professor Tyrrell, however, says that “ the proficiency of the Honour men was very
j*vi,L q.

great.” This statement conveys, no doubt, in a general way, a very favourable im- 7403.

pression. But it seems to us rather vague in reference to the question now immediately

before us, that is, the standard of education in the two Colleges of Cork and Galway.

In the first place, Professor T3’rrell does not say what proportion of the students, coming

up to the examinations, were Honour men : and again, he could not tell us what propor-

tion of the Honour men came from the Colleges of Cork and Galway.

We naturally turned, therefore, to the Honour lists of the Royal University, for last

year, to see how far his statement may be applied to the present condition of these

Colleges : and we arrived at the following results. At the hirst University Examina-

tion in October, 18S3, Queen’s College, Cork, had no Honour man in Latin, and no

Honour man in Greek. At the Second University Examination,, it had no Honour

man in Latin, and one Honour man in Greek. At the B.A. Examination, Honours are

not awarded separately in Latin and Greek, but conjointly in Ancient Classics : and

Queen’s College, Cork, had no Honour man in Ancient Classics.

Queen’s College, Galway, stands comparatively speaking higher, at these examina-

tions, than Queen’s College, Cork. It had no Honour student, in either l^atin or

Greek, at tire First University Examination : but, at the Second University Examina-

tion, it had one Honour student in Latin, and one in Greek ; and at the B.A. Examina-

tion, it had three Honour students in Ancient Classics.

These facts, we think, must be taken into account, in weighing the statement of

Professor Tyrrell that the proficiency of the Honour students from the Queen s Colleges,

in the classical languages, was very great. It may be that though thou- proficiency

was' great, their number was small; or it may be that, though the number was
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EviiL qq.
739G-98.

Evid. qc|.

7734-39.

large from Belfast, it was comparatively small from Galway and Cork. On these points

we offer no opinion, because the evidence, as it stands, gives us no information. But

whatever may be saicl about the past, it is clear that, in the Colleges of Galway and Cork,

at the present time, Honour students in the classical languages are very rare indeed.

Nor can it be said that the examinations of 18S3 were specially unfavourable to these

Colleges, in that respect. We have just received from the Secretaries ot the Royal

University the Honour lists for 1SS4. We have carefully gone through these lists,

and we have discovered the surprising fact that the two Colleges of Cork and Galway,

taken together, have not a single Honour student in either Latin or Greek, in the whole

Undergraduate course.*

This fact is the more striking when we consider the number of Honours awarded

in these subjects. At the First University Examination, 20 students were admitted

to Honours in Latin, and 15 in Greek. At the Second University Examination,

1G were admitted to Honours in Latin, and 9 in Greek. At the B.A. Examination,

4 students took their Degree with Honours in Ancient Classics. Altogether 64

Honours were awarded in Latin and Greek, at the three examinations : and not one,

out of the G4, was gained by a student who came up from Queen’s College, Galway,

or from Queen’s College, Cork.

It is not our purpose now to examine further into the success of the Queen’s College

students, at the examinations of the Royal University. That question will be fully

discussed under the Third Head of our Report. But the facts we have briefly cited

seemed t<> us an important element of consideration, in connexion with the evidence

under review, that while the answering of the Pass students from the Queen’s Colleges,

in classics, was “ quite as good as could be expected,” “ the proficiency of the Honour
men was very great.”

There are some individual students mentioned by Professor Tyrrell, one of whom,
Mr. O’Connor, certainly came from Galway, of whose answering lie speaks in terms

of unqualified praise. But while we gladly refer to tliese particular instances of good

scholarship, they seem to us too few in number,—he mentioned four altogether, in a

period of five or six years,—to affect seriously our general judgment.
Other individual cases were referred to, in terms of high commendation, by

Professor Maguire : but we found, on inquiry, that lie spoke of students who, haviug

finished their University course in a Queen’s College, and taken out their Degree, came
up to Trinity College, Dublin, as Freshmen, and there gained distinctions, when
beginning anew their University career. We need hardly say that these distinctions

are won, a9 a rule, by the students who come up to Trinity College from the

Intermediate schools of the country
;
and therefore they only represent a standard

which is usually attained by the Academic youth of Ireland, at the end of their

school course.

(4.) Though the Students enter the Colleges badly educated, they come out well

educated.

It was repeatedly urged, on behalf of the Colleges of Cork and Galway, that, although
the students enter these Colleges badly educated, they come out well educated : and it

was suggested that this fact clearly proved the efficiency of the teaching given by the

Evul. q.
Colleges. Dr. Sullivan, President of Queen’s College, Cork, was asked by Dr. Stoney,

2111 .

“ Would not the efficiency of the College be brought out more strongly if several of its

students, who left the College well educated, had come to it less prepared than they do
to other Universities 1 ” and he answered, “ Certainly.” Again, in the evidence of

Professor Lems, also of Queen’s College, Cork, we find the following :

—

“ 2435. Dr. Stoney.—You have been in the College from the beginning, and have had an opportunity of

watching the effect of the culture upon the whole series of students. Has there been a markedly useful effect

produced by the culture of the College upon the students, as shown by what they are when they leave the
College, as compared with, wliat they were when they entered 1—I should say most marked. The change is

very rapid, and very decisive. . .

“ 243b. And quite as much progress has been made as could reasonably be expected from a good system of

three years instruction 1—I think so. We have every reason to be satisfied.”

Similar evidence was given by Professor Armstrong, in reply to Dr. Stoney :

—

“ 3220. Have you observed that a great advance is made by students during their College course 1—Yes ;
a

most remarkable advance in a very short time.
“ 3221. And do you thiuk that the efficiency of the College is only brought out in stronger relief, where the

scholars are less efficiently prepared, than if the College obtained material of a very high class, as, for instance,

the English Universities do 1—Where the students enter here badly prepared at school, and in a short time
attain a very fair amount of education and culture, I think the credit is altogether to be placed at tho door of

the College. That is a test, and a very excellent test, of the advantages tho College is suited to confer.”

* See also Return presented by Dr. Sullivan, President of Queen’s College, Cork, Addenda, pp. 617-8.
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Dr. Moffett, President of Queen’s College, Galway, accepts the same view when it is

presented to him, in the course of his examination :

—

« 4947. Db. StoNEY.—Is not tlio efficiency of the College brought out ouly the man strongly from the
circumstance that students cornu hero who lnvvo hud but slender opportunities of education, and yet before they
leave the College they acquire a very advanced position 1—Yes

;
true."

It seems to us that this evidence, and a great deal more, to the same effect, that was
laid before us, does not touch the question as to the standard of education maintained in

the Colleges. It shows, no doubt, that, in the opinion of the Presidents and the Pro-
fessors, the teaching of the Colleges is effective

;
that the students make as much pro-

gress “ as could reasonably he expected from a good system ofthree years instruction ”
;

and that they leave the Colleges very much improved in education and culture. But
all this would be true of any well conducted College, whether the standard of education
be high or low. It is one thing to say that the students are well taught, and that they
profit by the teaching they get : it is quite another thing to say that they reach a liio-h

standard of learning.

The view we take upon the subject is very simple, and may be expressed in a few
words. No matter how good the teaching of a College may be, it is impossible to eom-
press into three years of a University course more than three years of academical work ;

and the quality of the education which a student can acquire, during his College career,

must be largely determined by the proficiency he has attained before he enters upon it.

If he has laid the foundation of good scholarship, before he comes up to the University
College, then, with the aid of good teaching, he may hope to reach a high standard, by
the close of his University course. But if he comes up “without any training what-
ever,

1
' and “ badly prepared in every kind of school work,” then a great part of liis

University career must be snout in supplying the deficiencies of his school education.

Such a student may, uo doubt, profit largely by the teaching of the College, and maygo
out “well educated,” as compared to what he was, when he came in

;
but we cannot

believe that ho goes out “well educated,” as compared to what he would have been,

had lie completed a good school course before he entered on his University studies.

(5.) Success of the students in after life and distinctions gained at the Examinations of

other Universities and of Examining Boards. ^
It has been urged upon us, by many of the witnesses, that the highest test of the EviU. qq.

education given in the Colleges is to be found in the subsequent career of the students

they send forth into the world. Accordingly, each of the Colleges has furnished us with
elaborate and comprehensive lists, setting out the success of its students iu after life, *4938-44/

and the distinctions which they have gained at various public examinations. These lists

are all printed, at length, in our Appendix, and will receive, no doubt, the consideration App. III.

to which they are entitled. We will content ourselves with a few brief notes, showing pp. 417-22 .

why they do not, in any degree lead us to alter the judgment we have already ex- PP- ^-Im-
pressed. PI>‘ ,l}~ 1

In the first place, we arc struck with the elastic meaning which seems, in some cases,

to he attached to the words “ distinction ” and “ success.” Thus, for example, Dr.

Sullivan, President of Queen’s College, Cork, stated in his evidence that he regarded Ev-ia. q.

“ the success of the students in after life ” as “ a marked evidence of the success of the 2125 .

education in the College.” He added, "
I have made out a list of most of the men who q. 2140.

distinguished themselves in their career in life, and I find they were all, or nearly all,

Scholars.” Subsequently he furnished the Commission with a complete list of all the App. I1L

students who have held Scholarships in Queen’s College, Cork, from the beginning, with pp. 433-61 .

the “distinctions obtained by them.”
Now on looking down this list, which occupies several pages of our Appendix, we

find that a large number of the “distinctions” are of the following character:

—

Solicitor in Fermoy) Architect in Australia, Incumbent of St. John’s, Sandymonnt,

Medical officer of Kildysart Workhouse, manufacturing Chemist, Merchant, Barrister in

Dublin, successful Brassfounder, Medical officer of MiUtown Dispensary, Justice of the

Peace, Rector of Kilkeady : and so forth.

Again, we find that a great many names on the list have no distinction attached to

them except a simple Pass Degree of the Queen’s University ;
while a still larger

number have no distinction at ail. It seems apparent, on a very cursory glance, that if

those Scholars were excluded to whose names no distinction is attached, and those

whose only distinction is a Pass Degree, and those whose distinction consisted in their

attaining to some profession or calling in life, the list would be reduced to comparatively

small proportions.
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We would venture, in the next place, to express tlie opinion that a successful career

in life is no direct evidence of a high, standard of education. It is a trite observation

that the best scholars are often eminently unsuccessful in life ; while, on the other hand,

every one can recall numerous instances of men who, by sheer force of intelligence,

industry, and perseverance, have, with a very meagre education, worked their way to

the highest positions in commerce, in public affairs, in Parliament, nay even in the

learned professions and in the ranks of literature.

But some of the distinctions set forth in the lists that have been laid before us, are

of a strictly Academical character. In a good number of cases, studeuts who passed

through the Queen’s Colleges, afterwards presented themselves for the examinations

held by other Universities,- or by examining Boards
;
and the success which they

achieved, at these examinations, is appealed to as a proof that they had reached a high

standard of education.

With respect to this class of evidence, the Commissioners desired to have before

Minutes, them, in each case, the date at which the student in question finished his College course,

)*• v. and the date at which he passed the examination referred to. The authorities of the
Kvid. i['j. several Colleges were accordingly requested to furnish these dates, as far as it might be

•
found possible to do so. In the' returns, however, as actually presented, we find that,

m the great majority of cases, we have only got tlie date at which the student finished

his College course, hut not the date at which he subsequently obtained Academical or

other distinctions. It is impossible, therefore, to say how much of the credit attached

to these distinctions was due to the education received in the Queen’s Colleges, and
how much to after study, and teaching received in other institutions.

In a limited number of instances, the dates are given as desired by the Commis-
sioners. This occurs almost exclusively in the case of Academical distinctions : and it

seems to us, after careful consideration, that the examples of success thus put before us

are by no means at variance with our previously expressed opinions. It may be well,

perhaps, once more briefty to state what these opinions are. First, we say that the

teaching, in all tlie three Colleges, is good of its kind, and suited to the wants of tlie

students. Secondly, as regards the standard of education, wc say that in Belfast it is

fairly good, while in Cork and Galway it is decidedly low. Lastly, we say, not only

that the standard in these two Colleges is low, but that it is necessarily low, from the

very fact that it is suited to the wants of the students : for it is proved to us, by over-

whelming evidence, that a large proportion of the students received into these Colleges

are quite unfit for a high standard of education.

Now when we turn to the Academical distinctions detailed in the lists before us,

what we find is this : that some of the best students in the Queen’s Colleges, after they
had taken out their B. A. or M.A. Degree, in the Queen’s University, went up to Oxford,

Cambridge, or Dublin, and entering there as Freshmen, gained various distinctions

during their subsequent University career. This is just what is done every day by the
young men who go up to these Universities from the High Schools of England and
Ireland. It is, no doubt, very creditable to the Queen’s Colleges : hut it does not prove
that the standard of education maintained there is higher than the standard of a good
school.

It should bo noted, too, in connexion with these Academical distinctions, that
they have been gained almost entirely by students from Queen’s College, Belfast.
We find hut few examples of such distinctions on the lists furnished by Queen’s College,
Galway ; and hardly any on the lists of Queen’s College, Cork.

But if examinations conducted by Universities and Examining Boards are to be
regarded as a good test of the standard of education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges,
it seems to us that the most satisfactory means of applying that test is furnished by the
examinations of the Loyal University. Under present arrangements, the students of
tlie Queen’s Colleges present themselves for these examinations, at the several stages of
their College career ; and thus we get direct evidence regarding the standard of educa-
tion they attain, while actually pursuing their studies in the Queen’s Colleges. The
Honours of the Royal University are awarded, without limitation of number, to all

candidates who come up to the required standard. The Exhibitions and Scholarships
arc limited in number

;
and are awarded to those among the Honour students who are

In/m
[»i>.

the most highly distinguished. How far the students of the Queen’s Colleges have
86-9, 101-2. been successful in gaining these Academical distinctions will be fully considered under

the Third Head of our Report.

We have now briefly stated the reasons why the returns presented to us, setting
forth the names of students who have achieved distinction, either in the Academical
arena, or in tlie wider fields of active life, do not lead us to change our 'opinion as' to

the standard of education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges. But before dismissing
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this subject from our view, we feel bound to say that the lists, considered in themselves,
are highly interesting and significant. In thu first place, they are creditable to the
Queen’s Colleges, and to Ireland. They show that the teaching in the Quc-u’s
Colleges, if not of a high standard, is at least sound and effective, as far as it goes : and
they prove, too, that there is no lack of Irish youths who are able to win their wav
to the highest posts of distinction, if only they are afforded the opportunity of a good
education.

*

What seems to us, however, the most important consideration, connected with these
lists, is that such notable results have been attained with such scanty materials. It
will be seen later on in mu* Report that the throe Queen’s Colleges, taken together, /"/<

are educating somewhat loss than one-third of the students in Arts now pursuing their 101 -

Academical career under the lloyal University
; and that the two Colleges of Cork and

Galway, taken together, arc educating loss than one-tenth of these students. Now
when the success recorded in those lists has been attained with so small a fraction of
the Academical youth of this country, what splendid results might not be achieved
if equal opportunities of Collegiate education were provided by the State, in a manner
available to the great bulk of the population.

Standard or Education in the Faculty of Medicine.

Hitherto we have considered the standard of education, in the Queen’s Colleges,
chiefly with respect to the Faculty ot Arts. And we have dwelt on this branch of our
subject at considerable length: partly because we hold, with a great statesman and
scholar, that a University College, considered as a centre of higher cultui’e, must be
judged mainly l»y its success in the Faculty of Arts* ; and partly because, in the case
of the Queen’s Colleges, the greater part of the general endowment, and more than
two-thirds of the fund for Scholarships, are expended on this Faculty. We will now
briefly set forth our views with respect to the standard of education maintained in

the Faculty of Mediciuo.

This subject may bo considered under two Heads : First, the standard of Liberal
education, and Secondly, the standard of Professional education. By liberal education
we mean that kind of education which has for its primary object the cultivation of the

mental faculties; and by professional education, that kind which has for its primary
object the acquisition of some particular branch of knowledge, directly required for the

practice of a profession. Speaking generally, we would say that a liberal education is

obtained in the School of Arts ; and a professional education, in the Schools of Medicine,.

Engineering, and Law.

(1.) Standard of Liberal Education.

Under the late Queen’s University, the. only test of an Arts education, required from

medical students of the Queen’s Colleges, was the Matriculation examination of each

College, together with a subsequent examination in amodem language, and the elements

of Natural Philosophy. Now whatever may be thought as to the sufficiency of such a

test, for candidates who seek only a licence to practise medicine, we have no hesitation

iu saying that, in our opinion, it is altogether inadequate for those who seek the honour

and prestige of a University Degree.
We are glad to be able to support our opinion, in this matter, by the professional

authority of the Visitors, appointed in 1873, to report on the Medical Examinations ot

the Queen’s University :

—

“ The Matriculation Examination,” they sfiy, “together with the subsequent examination in Modern

Languages and Experimental Physics, arc the only tests by which the general education of the candidates for

the Degree of M.D., in this University, is ascertained. We have shown that the requirements for the Matri-

culation Examinations are exceedingly limited, and at two of the Colleges are, in some respects, little more than

a farce. They are scarcely, at any ot them, sufficient to insure that the successful candidates shall have had even

aveiy moderate school education. . . . We need scarcely add that we regard them as no sufficient test ot the

preliminary or general knowledge which a man who writes M.D. after Iris name ought to possess, y

.

* “When we speak of University education as an instrument of the higher culture, we mean University

education in Arts. Schools of law, schools of medicine, schools of engineering, and I know not how many
other schools, are excellent things.; but these are things totally distinct and different from what we understand

by that University training which we look upon as the most powerful instrument for the formation of the

• And, Sir, when T speak of recognizing only students in Arts, Tam not hazarding le

opinion of an individual; I am giving utterance to a judgment which I know every University man wn
-sustain.” Speech of Mr. Gladstone, in the House of Commons, on University Education in Ireland, Ee maiy
13th, 1873

; Hansard, Third Series, Vol. ccxiv., p. 387.
. 0

T Reports of the "Visitors of Examinations, deputed by the General Medical Council, looa, pp. - -
>

•published at the office of the General Medical Council, 315, Oxford-street, London, 1874.
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Since tlie Royal University has come into operation, no student is admitted to any

examination in Mediciue until lie has passed, at least, the First University Examination

in Arts. We are quite satisfied that the standard of education, required to pass this

examination, is not higher than that which is reached very generally by the Senior

Grade boys who come up to the examinations of the Intermediate Education Board. It

seems to us, therefore, quite a moderate standard of general education, to require as a

condition for a University Degree. That it is fairly within the reach of all well

educated boys is quite clear from the evidence of Professor Jack, of Queen’s^ College,
,

Evil, n- Cork, a very competent and experienced witness. “ If you look at the course, he says,
l

3439. “ for the first examination for the Royal, it is a common school course which any well i

educated student would think two months ample to make up.”

Nevertheless, we have received a great deal of evidence, from the authorities of the

Queen’s Colleges, that this condition has acted as a barrio j to a large number of then-

medical students, and has prevented them from coming up to the examinations of the

Royal University. From this evidence we are forced to infer that a very low standard

of general education must prevail among the medical students of the Queen’s Colleges.

How far this regulation of the Ro3
7al University may operate, in the future, to prevent

Queen’s College students from seeking a Degree in Medicine, it would he premature, we

think, to speculate. But, speaking of the country generally7
,
wc are confident there

will be no lack of medical candidates quite ready to pass an examination which, as we

have said, is quite within the reach of boys from the Intermediate schools. And as

regards those students who may be unable or unwilling to comply with the prescribed

condition, it should be remembered that they are not thereby debarred from the

medical profession : they arc only debarred from the honour and prestige of a Univer-

sity Degree. Such students are still perfectly free to pursue their studies in the Queen’s

Colleges, as heretofore; and though they will not be admitted to a Degree of the

Royal University, they can enter the profession through the wider, if less honourable,

portal which is offered by the licensing corporations.

We observe with regret, that our Colleagues, in their Report, have spoken unfavour-

ably of the action of the Royal University, in exacting this preliminary examination

in Arts as a necessary condition for a Medical Degree. In our opinion, the Regulations

of the Royal University were not within the scope of our inquiry : we had no warrant

to examine into the wisdom or unwisdom of these Regulations ; and the evidence laid

before us, on the subject, consisted in great measure of ex-parte statements made on

behalf of the Queen’s Colleges. But even as the evidence stands, we are strongly

convinced that the course taken by the Senate of tbe Royal University was absolutely

necessary, to uphold the status of its Medical Graduates. At all events, we sincerely

trust that, on a question of a purely Academical nature, the Government will not seek to

hamper the free action of that eminent body of men
;
and above all, that in a country

abounding in every kind of talent, as Ireland is, they will not seek to degrade the

character of its University Degrees, in order to bring them within the reach of those

who, in tbe language of tbe President of Queen’s College, Cork, “ are
1

ignorant of

the ordinary instruments of thought, and badly prepared in every kind of school work."

(2.) Standard of Professional Education.

As regards the standard of professional education in the Medical Faculty, our views
do not differ, very substantially, from those of our Colleagues. Speaking generally, we
are satisfied that the theoretical teaching is good, in all the Colleges

; that, in the depart-
ment of Anatomy and Physiology, the teaching, in Belfast and Cork, is singularly
thorough and efficient

; and that the various Museums and Laboratories connected with
the medical department, with the single exception of the Chemical Laboratory in Belfast,

are remarkably well equipped and well arranged. In a word, so far as the work of the
class room is concerned, the students have excellent opportunities of acquiring a satis-

factory knowledge of their profession.

livid. q<i- On the other hand, the resources for clinical instruction and hospital practice, also

-
47gI” •

facilities for acquiring a knowledge of practical surgery and morbid anatomy, are

8529-30 •
insufficient and unsatisfactory. The evidence goes to show that these deficiencies exist

9025-27 • f° some extent in all the Colleges : but they are more conspicuous in Cork than in

9410; Belfast; and far more conspicuous in Galway than in Cork. Galway, too, is eminently
9656-93. weak in tbe opportunities it affords for the study of practical midwifery, aud the diseases

of women and children.

We need not dwell on this part of the subject, as it is sufficiently dealt with in the

Report of our Colleagues. We will only say that, as matters now stand, it would seem
desirable that the medical students of Cork should spend, at least, one year of their

course, and the medical students of Galway, two years of their course, in Dublin, to fit
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themselves properly for the practice of their profession. In this opinion we are glad to
find ourselves entirely in accord with the views of our Colleagues.

The Report made by the Visitors of the General Medical Council, in 1873, on the Evkl qq.
Medical Examinations of the Queen’s University, was laid before us in evidence, and ‘2836-43.

has been cited in the Report of our Colleagues. " But we do not think our Colleagues JfP
01^ PP-

have brought opt quite clearly the distinction which the Visitors make between°the
33_4,

•manner in which the examinations were conducted, and the manner in which the
students acquitted themselves, in their answering.

As to the mode in which the examinations were conducted, the Visitors express
themselves highly satisfied, though, it must be added, with some important reservations.

“We were very much impressed,” they say, “with the general excellence and thorough- Report, j..

ness of the examinations, so far as they went.” In particular, with respect to practical 201.

Anatomy, they state that the examination “ was certainly quite admirable in its thorough- l'P-
201-2.

ness and completeness.” And they conclude their Report with the words, “ We feel

bound to repeat that the examinations which we witnessed were, within their scope, p- 214.

admirably well conducted and complete, and thoroughly honest.”

On the other hand, the Visitors convey very explicitly that the examinations thus
commended, “sofar as they went” did not go far enough ; that they were, in certain
branches, too limited in their scope, and somewhat superficial in their character. Thus,
for example :

—

“The Clinical Surgical Examination struck 11s with its excellence so far as it went; it appeared, however, ^porf, p.
on the whole, to be meagre. The Medical Clinical Examination was a bona fide examination, but struck us 202

*

still more forcibly as being insufficient. The Practical Midwifery Examination was, within its limits, very
good, but we scarcely thought it sufficiently extended or searching to justify the granting of a special Midwifery
diploma in respect of it. The absence of all Practical Examination in Physiology, Chemistry, and Forensic
Medicine, and the absence from the examination of any attempt to test candidates in their capacity to combine
drugs iu a prescription, and to write or even to read prescriptions in Latin, were very noticeable.”

Again, they express themselves rather strongly with respect to the examination in

the Theory and Practice of Medicine :

—

“ As regards the other and more important subjects of examination for the M.D., it is certain that the Report, p.

Theory and Practico of Medicine holds quite a subordinate position among them ; that this, which should 205.
constitute the very essence of an M.D. Examination, . . . has no more influence in determining the success

or rejection of a candidate than has Anatomy, or Physiology, or Forensic Medicine. The examination, indeed,

of the M.D. candidates, in Medicine (inclusive of Hygiene, Therapeutics, and Pathology,) seems to us utterly

inadequate to test the fitness for a title which implies, or should imply, a very high degree of medical knowledge

and skill. But when we consider the fact that candidates are only required to attend the medical practice of

a Hospital containing 60 beds, of which probably 30 only are Medical, for a period of two years, without

necessarily holding the office of Clinical Clerk, or taking any active part in the management and treatment of

the patients, it would almost appear that the Medical Examinations were reduced in stringency, and relative

importance, in; deference to the slender clinical experience of the expected candidates.” a

From these passages it is clear that the Visitors, while they found some things
to commend in the manner of conducting the medical examinations of the Queen’s
University, found also much which they could not approve. But when they pass from
the Examiners to the Candidates, they seem to leave aside altogether the language of

commendation :

—

“ As regards the candidates themselves, their average quality seemed to be decidedly low. Our means of Report, pp..

forming an independent opinion were not perhaps unexceptionable. The large proportion of failures to pass 202-3.

in both Examinations, however, and the general lowuess of the marks obtained by even the successful

candidates, strongly confirm fcliis opinion. The lowness of the marks given, as a rule, in respect of the

examination in Experimental Physics, also seems to indicate a very unsatisfactory acquaintance with subjects,

some of which a mere schoolboy training should have enabled candidates to tackle. The viva voce examina-

tion in this subject, limited to the four questions which have been previously quoted, was exceedingly simple,

yet few of those whose examinations we heard answered them correctly ;
and some of the candidates seemed

to have no glimmering of their meaning. . . . The many failures, and (with one.exception) the invariably

low marks obtained by the successful candidates for the Midwifery diploma, fully established the correctness

of the opinion wo hacl ourselves formed from being present at the examination, of the lamentable want of

knowledge and experience of Midwifery which the great majority of the candidates possessed. With the

practical knowledge displayed in the Clinical, Medical, and Surgical Examinations we were better pleased ; but,

as we have pointed out, these examinations were somewhat superficial, and had they been as searching as those

in Anatomy, might possibly have been attended with similarly disastrous results. It will of course be under-

stood that we are not for a moment contending that the total number of candidates did not contain a certain

number of exceedingly good men, or even that those who were allowed to pass were in any degree undeserving

of their success, or that the examinations were not sufficiently stringent to insure the rejection of all who
merited rejection.”

It may be- thought, perhaps, that these opinions, published by the authority of the

General Medical Council, eleven years ago, are hardly pertinent to the inquiry before us,

which is concerned rather with the condition of the Queen’s Colleges at the present
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Evid. qq.

283G-43.

Report, p
202.

Evid. qq.
3079-3104.

time. But we have felt it our duty to notice them for the following reasons.
_

First,

the Report of the Visitors of the General Medical Council was put forward in evidence,

as containing “ a very high eulogium ” on the medical examinations of the Queen’s

University
;
and the complimentary passages were quoted, while the unfavourable

strictures were, not unnaturally, omitted. It seemed to us, therefore, desirable to

point out in what sense the eulogium was pronounced by the Visitors, and what were

the limitations attached to -it.

Again, it will he observed that some of the defects, commented on by the Visitors, cor-

respond with the defects we have ourselves noticed in the present medical education of

the Queen’s Colleges. Other defects, we are happy to say, especially those connected

with the manner of conducting the examinations, were to some extent corrected in the

time of the late Queen’s University
;
and they have altogether disappeared under the

Regulations of the Royal University.

Lastly, it struck us as remarkable that while .the Visitors commend, with a certain

reserve, the manner in which the examinations were conducted, they pronounce un-

equivocally that the “ average quality ” of the candidates examined was “ decidedly

low and it does not appear, from the evidence before us, that the answering of the

Queen’s College students, speaking generally, has improved since the date of their

Report. In one respect, indeed, that is, in the department of Midwifery, our attention

has been called to a marked improvement in Queen’s College, Cork. But, on the other

hand, we observe that one of the chief grounds assigned by the Visitors for the opinion

they had formed, was the large proportion of students who failed to pass the examina-

tions. Now we find, from a careful study of the returns furnished to us by the Royal

University, that the proportion of failures, in the case of Queen’s College students, to

pass the University examinations in Medicine, was greater iu 1883 than it was in 1873,

when the Visitors held their investigation.*

At the same time, we wish to express our opinion that the low quality of the answer-

ing which the Visitors complained of, and the large proportion of failures to pass, ought

not to he ascribed to any lack of native talent on the part of the students. We feel

confident that these unfavourable results are mainly due to the fact that a large number
of students have hitherto been received into the Queen’s Colleges, especially into Cork
and Galway, on a very low standard of education, and have been launched into their

professional studies, before their mental faculties were duly strengthened and matured
by a sound course of school training.

Tiie Faculties oe Engineering- and Law.

As regards the Faculty of Engineering we have received but little evidence. It is a

very small Faculty in all the Colleges : and perhaps we shall best fulfil the object of

•our inquiry by setting forth briefly the number of students belonging to the Faculty,

in each College, during the past year, and the number from each College who passed a

University examination at the eud of the year.

Ill
^u

.
^ueen s College, Belfast, there were 7 University students, in the Faculty of

iip.'*3CG-7.
Engineering, and one student who was not matriculated in the University. Of the 7

University students, one was reading the First year’s course, 3 the Second year’s course,

IqqV'
Llsts

’ and 3 the Third year’s course : and 5 out of the 7 passed a University examination in
1SS4

* October, 1884.

App. hi. I® Queen’s College, Cork, there were 13 University students, in the Faculty of

p. 381). Engineering, and 6 who were not University students. The 13 University students
were thus distributed : 4 were reading the First year’s course, 4 the Second year’s

It. u. Lists, course, and 5 the Third year’s course. Of the whole 13, only 4 passed an examination
18S4. in Engineering, at the annual University Examinations, in -October, 1884.

At,.,, m. 1° Queen’s College, Galway, there were only 3 University students reading, in the

p. 401. Faculty of Engineering, during the past year, and 2 students who were not University

It V Lists
^udeuts. Cne of the University students was reading the First year’s Course ;

the

1384
.* ’ remaining two were reading the Third year’s- Course. All three passed their respective

University Examinations at the end of the year.

* Compare the figures given by the Visitors, in their Report, pp. 189, 193, -with those given in the Return of

the Royal University for 1883, and corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges
;
Appendix HI., p. 414.

.
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Faculty of Engineering.

— Number of University Students in 1883-8 A. Passed
Examina-
tion in

1881.I. Year. It. Year. IIL Year. Total.

Queen's College, Belfast, 1 3 3 7 6

Queen's College, Cork,.... 4 A 4 13 4

Queen's College, Galway, 1 0 t 3 3

Total. 6 7 10 23 12

Thus it appears that Cork has the largest Engineering School of the three Queen’s
Colleges : but it is remarkable that, of the 13 University students who were returned
to us by the College authorities, as reading in the Faculty last year, only 4 passed a
University examination at the end of the year. Belfast has a much smaller school

:

but it has passed more candidates than Cork
; 5 out of its 7 University students

appealing on the Royal University Lists in October, 1884. Galway has the smallest
school of all; in fact, its Engineering Faculty, with 3 University students, can
hardly be called a school. But, in a certain sense it was the most successful, last year :

all its three students passed their examination.

The Faculty of Law, like that of Engineering, is very small in all the Colleges. In A .
, UI

Belfast, the total number of University students returned to us, as reading any course p. 3G6.

of Law, during the past year, was 10 : and of these 10, it appears, from the official Lists r. u. Lists,

of the Royal University, that 2 passed a University examination at the end of the year. 1884.*

Besides these 10 University students, Belfast had also 8 non-University students, each Ap)) nj
of whom attended two classes in the Faculty of Law during the past year. p. 3C 7.

In Queen’s College, Cork, there were 4 students of the Royal University, and 3 App. IIL
other students, reading the course for the Degree of LL.B., during the past year : but p. 388.

no student from Cork appears on the official Lists of the Royal University, as having U.

passed a Law examination, in 1S84.
18S4‘

In Queen’s College, Galway, there were also 4 students of the Boyal University,
during the past year, and 3 not raatricalated in the Boyal University, reading the

^Lists'
course for the Degree of LL.B.

;
and it appears from the Royal University Lists that jg84

' ’

one of these students passed his examination in October, 1SS4.

Faculty of Law.

— '

Number of University Students in

1883-8A. Passed
Examina-
tion in
188A.Course for Course for Total

Queen's College, Belfast, . » 1 10 2

Queen's College, Cork, . . . * 0 4 0

Queen’s College, Galway, * 0 4 1

Total, . 17 1 18 3

It appears, then, that during the past Academical year, there were, in the three

Queen’s Colleges, taken together, 18 students of the Royal University reading some
course of Law ; but of these 18 students only 3 passed a University examination in

Law, at the end of the year. Judged by these facts the Faculty of Law, in the Queen’s

Colleges can hardly be regarded as flourishing.

M 2
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H.—SECOND HEAD OF INQUIRY.

‘•IN WHAT MODE HONOURS AND REWARDS ARE DISTRIBUTED IN THE SAID COLLEGES

RESPECTIVELY AMONG THE STUDENTS HAVING REGARD TO TIIEIR NUMBERS,

AND THE VARIOUS BRANCHES OF LEARNING TAUGHT IN THE SAID COLLEGES."

Infra, pp.
100-02 .

Infra, ib.

Eviil. q<p
2033-43

;

3502:
4883-4900.

On the Second Head of our Inquiry we have not much to say. The facts are suffi-

ciently set forth in the Report of our Colleagues. We would only express our opinion,

that so long as the public endowments for Collegiate Scholarships and Prizes are

exclusively confined to the Queen’s Colleges, while all other Colleges, whatever their

Academical success may be, are simply left to starve, it is a matter of small importance

how these Scholarships and Prizes are distributed among the students of the Queen’s

Colleges.

Our meaning will he best understood by au illustration. It will be shown, under the

next Head of our Inquiry, that, during the past Academical year, the Queen’s Colleges

of Cork and Galway, taken together, educated less than one-tenth of the Under-
graduates in Arts who passed the examinations of the Royal University : and yet these

two Colleges receive two-thirds of all the endowments, provided by the State, for

Collegiate Scholarships and Prizes in connexion with the Royal University.

Again, looking at the matter from another point of view, we find that University

College and Blackrock College, which receive no share of the Collegiate Scholarships

and Prizes provided by the State, educated, between them, during the past year, 97

Undergraduates in Arts wlio passed the examinations of the Royal University ; while

Queen’s College, Cork, and Queen’s College, Galway, educated, between them, only 56.

Moreover, the '.)7 Undergraduates who came up from University College aud Blackrock

College gained 117 University Honours and 23 University Exhibitions
;
whereas the

30 Queen’s College students gained only 26 University Honours and 3 University Exhi-

bitions.

We find, in fact, that in these two Queen’s Colleges, where the students are scanty in

number, and poor in Academical distinction, the Collegiate Scholarships provided by the

State, in the Faculty of Arts, are almost as numerous as the students ; whereas, in the

other Colleges referred to, where the students are more numerous, aud far more distin-

guished in their University career, the State provides no Scholarships at all. So long as

this inequality continues to exist, in the distribution of Collegiate Rewards between the

several Colleges working under the Royal University, it seems to us a question of com-
paratively trifling importance, how these Rewards are distributed between the students
of the favoured Colleges.

IH.—THIRD HEAD OF INQUIRY.

“TO WHAT EXTENT, AND WITH WHAT RESULTS, THE STUDENTS AVAIL THEMSELVES
OF THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY THE ROYAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND."

The advantages offered by the Royal University are two-fold : First, the opportunity

of proceeding to Degrees, in the several Faculties, by passing the University examina-

tions ; and Secondly, the opportunity of gaining University Honours and Prizes. We
will consider these advantages under separate heads:

To WHAT EXTEXT THE Queen’s COLLEGE STUDENTS PASS THE EXAMINATIONS OF THE

Royal University.

App. III. As regards the first head, we have obtained from the Secretaries of the Royal

pp. 410-14. University a very complete Return, for the year 1883. By a reference to this Return,

it will be seen how many students, from each of the Queen’s Colleges, presented them
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selves at each, of the examinations of the Royal University in 1883, and how many
passed ; also, how many presented themselves for Degrees, in each of the Faculties, and
how many passed.

It is to be remembered, however, that when the Queen’s University was dissolved, in

February, 1S82, all the students of that University became, by Act of Parliament, 42 43 Vic.,

students of the Royal University, and retained the same Academical standing they had cap.65,§.n.

previously enjoyed. These students naturally continued their studies, under the Royal
University, as they would have done under the Queen’s

;
and they constitute a very

large proportion of those who came up for examination in 1883. In these circumstances,

we thought it important, with a view to the subject of our inquiry, to consider apart

the case of those Queen’s College students who commenced their career since the Royal
University came into actual operation

;
and to see what proportion they bear to the

total number of students now proceeding to Degrees.

The Royal University held its first Matriculation Examination in December, 1881

;

and the students who commenced their University career, at that time, could only
have reached the stage of their Second University Examination in Arts, in the autumn
of 1883. Now the total number that passed that examination was 156. Of these, the App.HI.

number that came from Queen’s College, Belfast, was 38, or 24*4 per cent; from P- 414-

Queen’s College, Galway, 11, and from Queen’s College, Cork, 11, or about 7 per cent
each. The remaining 96, or 61-5 per cent of the whole, came up from other Colleges,

or were prepared by private study.

In considering the significance of these figures, we should bear in mind that the
number coming up from tho Queen’s Colleges includes candidates who may have
matriculated in the Queen’s University prior to 1881, and who, for any reason, had lost

a year of their course : whereas the number coming up from other Colleges, and from
private tuition, includes those only who matriculated in 1881, and proceeded to this

examination, without loss of a year.

Next comes the First University Examination in 1S83. And here, for the first time,

we are dealing with students who all entered the Royal University, under the same
conditions. At tho close of the year 1881, the late Queen’s University and the Royal
University were, for a briefperiod, in actual operation side by side. During that period,

it was possible to cuter the Royal University, either by passing the entrance examina-
tion of a Queen’s College, or by passing the Matriculation Examination of the University

itself. As a fact, the great majority of the Queen’s College students elected the former

alternative, and did not present themselves for the Matriculation Examination of the

Royal University. Thus, though they entered on their University career when the
Royal University was in operation, they did not enter by the gate of the Royal Univer-
sity

; they entered by the gate of the College matriculation.

But in October, 18S2, the Queen’s University had ceased to exist: and it was no
longer possible, for any class of students, to enter the Royal University, except by
passing the Matriculation Examination prescribed by the University Senate. Candidates

matriculating in October, 18S2, would naturally come up for their First University

Examination, in the autumn of 1883. And therefore, strictly speaking, this is the

first exact test we have, as regards the extent to which Queen’s College students are

proceeding to Degrees, under the Royal University. It may be observed, too, that

this test is the more complete inasmuch as the First University Examination is

required, as a necessary condition, not only for Degrees in Arts, but also for Degrees in

every other Faculty.
Now the total number of students who passed this examination, in 1883, was 271. App. m.

Of that number, Queen’s College, Belfast sent up 53, or 19’5 per cent; Queen’s p.414.

College, Galway, 9, or 33 per cent; and Queen’s College, Cork, 6, or 2'2 per cent:

while the number sent up by other Colleges, or coming from private tuition, was 203.

or about 75 per cent. It will be seen, then, that, at this examination, which is the

portal through which all. must pass who seek for Degrees in the Royal University,

the three Queen’s Colleges, taken together, furnished only 25 per cent, while Cork and

Galway, taken together, furnished only 5'5 per cent, of the whole number that passed.

So far we have considered separately the First and Second Examination in Arts, held

by the Royal University in 1883. If we now combine these two examinations

together, we shall get the best estimate that could be formed, at the time our Inquiry

was held, as to the share which the Queen’s Colleges have in educating the students

of the Royal University.
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Table showingthe number of Students who passed the First and Second University

Examinations in Arts, in 1883, and where they came from *

1883. College,

Belfast.

Queen's
College.

Galway.

Qucen'f
College,

Otlier

Colleges
and

Private
Tuitions.

Total

I. University Examination, 63 9 6 203 271

II. University Examination, 38 '* 11 9ti 156

Total, . 91 20 ,7 299 427

From this Tabic it appears that the number of students altogether, who passed the

two Examinations, was 427. Of these 427 students, Queen’s College, Belfast, contri-

buted 91, or 21*3 per cent
;
Queen’s College, Galway, contributed 20, or 4-7 per cent

;

Queen’s College, Cork, contributed 17, or 4 per cent. ;
while other Colleges and private

tuition contributed the large proportion of 299, or 70 per cent. With these figures

before us, we could not help asking how it happened that so few of the students of the

Royal University availed themselves of the favourable opportunities for .collegiate

Ex. ./»•. education afforded by the Queen’s Colleges. In reply to this question we were informed

Eviil. <n. that a very large proportion of the Royal University students were prevented from

I 80 .

r
> : K472. <roing to these institutions by conscientious objections. This statement seemed to us

to raise a question of extreme importance, as regards the public endowments for

University education, in Ireland. But the Commission was of opinion that, under the

limited terms of our appointment, it was not competent for us to pursue the inquiry

further.

To what Extent the Queen’s College Students gain tiie Academical

Distinctions op the Royal University.

Passing now to the second branch of our subject, we proceed to consider to what
extent the students of the Queen’s Colleges have gained Academical distinctions under
the Royal University. In this inquiry it is important to distinguish between those

examinations of the Royal University which, from the circumstances of the case, were

practically limited to the students of the Queen’s Colleges, and those which were open
to other students. We will confine ourselves t.o the Faculty of Arts, in which the

great bulk of the Honours and Exhibitions are awarded.
In this Faculty the Undergraduate examinations practically limited to Queen’s

College students, were the Second University Examination in 1882, the B.*\. Exam-
ination in 1882, and the B.A. Examination in 18S3. On the other hand, the examina-
tions open to other students were, the First University Examination in 1882, the First

University Examination in 1883, and the Second University Examination in 1883.

The following Tables, which have been carefully compiled from official information
furnished to us, will show how the Honours and Exhibitions awarded by the Royal
University, at these several examinations, have been distributed.

Table 1—Showing how the Honours and Exhibitions of the Royal University were distributed
at those Examinations in Arts which were confined to the Students of the Queen’s Colleges.!

Number
Number of Honours awarded Number of Exhibitions awarded

Students

Passed
Queen's
College,

Belfast.

Queen's
College,

Galway.

Queen’s
College,
Cork.

Total.

Queen's
College,

Belfast.

Queen's
College,

Galway.
Cullege,

Cork.
Total.

II. University Examination, 53 25 18 4 42
1882.

B.A. Examination, 1882,$ 4G 8 2 G 1C 4 0 1 0

B.A. Examination, 1883,$ 53 18 6 1 25 G 0 0 6

157 51 21 11 14 2 1 17

* This Table is made up from a Return of the Royal University, corrected by the authorities of the Quecn’a
Colleges ; see Appendix III., p. 414.

t This Table is made up from the Calendar of the Royal University for 1883, pp. 164-70 ; and for 1884,
pp. 239-40 .

> rr ,

X It should be observed that, at the B.A. Examination, a candidate cannot gain Honours in each separate
subject of the examination, but only in the group of subjects which he presents for his Degree : therefore the
number of Honours awarded is generally the same as the number of students who gain them. It is not so at

the other examinations. A candidate may present himself for Honours in each separate subject of the examina-
tion : and consequently, the number of Honours gained is usually greater than the number of students to
whom they are awarded.
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Table 2.—Showing how the Honours and Exhibitions of the Royal University
were distributed at those Examinations in Arts which wove open to Students from
other Colleges, and to Students prepared by Private Tuition*

A study of these Tables will suggest some interesting considerations bearing on the
subject of our inquiry.

_

First, from Table 1 it appears that the Queen’s College students
were fairly successful in gaining Academical distinctions at those examinations of the
Royal University in which there was no competition with other Colleges. Taking
Honours and Exhibitions together we find that exactly 100 were awarded to 157
students who passed the examinations. Of these, Belfast gained 65, Galway 23, and
Cork 12.

But, when we turn to those examinations in which students from other Colleges
were admitted to the competition, we find that the success of the Queen’s College
students was very remarkably diminished. It will be seen, from Table 2, that the
total number of Honours and Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University, at the
examinations open to general competition, was 295. Of these 295 Academical
distinctions, the number gained by Queen’s College, Belfast, was 41, or 14 per cent ; by
Queen’s College, Galway, 8, or 2

-7 per cent; and by Queen’s College, Cork, 7, or 2'4 per
cent : while the large number of 239, or about 81 per cent, went to stu (dents from other

Colleges, and students prepared by private tuitioji.

We may notice here a view put forward in the Report of our Colleagues, which might
possibly lead to some misconception on this subject. It is stated that, at the First

1[eillll
.

t {1

University Examination in Arts, in 1883, the Queen’s Colleges gained 4 Exhibitions 20 .

among 61 students who passed the examination, or one Exhibition to every 15 students.

O 11 the other hand, the number of “ outside” students who passed the examination, was
210, and they gained among them 15 Exhibitions, which gives one Exhibition to every

14 students.

This statement is substantially! correct : but it seems to suggest the inference that

the students of the Queen’s Colleges, taken generally, were about as successful in gain-

ing Exhibitions, at this examination, as students irom "outside.” Now this inference

would be right as regards Belfast, but altogether wrong as regards Cork and Galway.

A glance at our Table will show that while students from “ outside ” gained 15 Exhi-

bitions, and Queen’s College, Belfast, gained 4, the Colleges of Galway and Cork did

not gain a single Exhibition between them.
A similar statement is made with regard to the Second University Examination, in

the same year. Eleven Exhibitions were awarded, of which the Queen’s Colleges gained Tb. ib.

4, and students from “ outside ” gained 7. The number of students that passed the

examination, from the Queen’s Colleges was 60, and the number from "outside” was
96 : so that one in every 15 students from the Queen’s Colleges gained an Exhibition,

and one in every 14 from other institutions, and from private study. This is literally

true : but when we look at the matter a little more closely, we find that the facts are

favourable to Galway, and unfavourable to Cork. Queen’s College, Galway, gained one

Exhibition among 1 1 students, and Queen’s College, Cork, gained none.

Perhaps the fairest way of making the estimate is to take the two examinations

together. Queen’s College, Galway, passed 9 students at the First University Examina-

tion and 11 students at the Second : and among these 20 students, there was one who
gained an Exhibition ;—one Exhibition to 20 students. Queen’s College, Cork, passed

* This Table has been prepared from the following sources of information, officially supplied to us: (a.)

Royal University Calendar for 1883, pp. 156-64, and for 1884, pp. 222-7, 234-8. (4 .)
A Return of the Royal

University, corrected by the authorities of the Queen's Colleges
;
see Appendix III., p. 414.

t It is not strictly correct : because the figures given by our Colleagues ore taken from the uncorrectea,

Return of the Royal University ;
whereas the figures given in our Tables^ are taken from the same Return

after it had been corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges. The difference, however, is trifling, and
does not affect the substantial accuracy of the statement made by our Colleagues. See the two Returns in

Appendix in., pp. 411
,
414.
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6 students at the First University Examination, and II at the Second : and amoDg ,

these 1 7 students there -was none who gained an Exhibition;—no Exhibition to 17

students. Taking the two Colleges conjointly, we find that, at the two examinations,

37 students passed, and one gained an Exhibition ;—one Exhibition to 37 students.
I

There is another consideration, connected with this subject, which seems to have

been overlooked by our Colleagues. They compare the students of the Queen’s Colleges,

not with the students of other Colleges,, but with the students of all other educational

institutions, together with those prepared by private tuition. Now it is well known that

students who come up from small establishments, and those who axe prepared by-

private tuition, are comparatively unsuccessful in gaining Academical distinctions.

Such students have not had the benefit of collegiate training, and they come up to the

University Examinations, in many respects, under great disadvantages. If we wanted
|

to estimate the success of Queen’s College students, by means of such a comparison as

our Colleagues have instituted, we should think it fairer to compare them, not with

all other students, but with students who come up to the examinations from other
|

important Colleges.

For this purpose, we would select University College, St. Stephen’s-green, and the

College at Blackrock, in the county of Dublin, known by the name of the French

College. University College has no public endowment, but it has attached to its

teaching staff some of the Fellows and Examiners of the.Royal University. Blackrock
|

College has no endowment, and has no advantage from the teaching of the Fellows or

Examiners of the Royal University. With a view to make the comparison as complete

as possible, we will set down both the Exhibitions and the Honours gained, by these

Colleges, at the two examinations referred to by our Colleagues
; and we will set down

also the Exhibitions aud the Honours gained, at the same examinations, by eafeh of the

three Queen’s Colleges.

Table showing the Honours and Exhibitions gained by University College and Blackrock
College, at the open Examinations in Arts of the Royal University, in ISS3, as compared

I

with thase gained by the Queen’s Colleges.*

ry *

Passed. Honours. Exhlbs. Passed. Honours. Exhlbs, Passed. Honours. Exhibs.

Queen’s College, Belfast, . . * . S3 IS * 33 IS 3 91 31 7

Queen's College, Galway, 9 0 0 11 7 1 20 7 1

Queen’s College, Cork. .... 6 1 0 11 3 0 17 4 0

University College and St. Ignatius
Collcge.t

3d 28 6 8 . 0 46 33 8

Blackrock College, 13 12 3 It 11 1 27 23 *

From this Table it will be seen that the success of the two unendowed Colleges, in

proportion to their numbers, was not only far beyond that of Cork and Galway, but

far beyond that of Belfast. Taking Exhibitions alone, we find that Cork had no
Exhibition among 17 students; Galway had one Exhibition among 20 students;
Belfast had 7 among 91, or one Exhibition to every 13 students; while University
College had 6 among 46, or one to every 8 ; and Blackrock College had 4 among 27, or

one to every 7. Again, if we take Honours alone, Cork has 4 among 17 students, or one

in 4 ; Galway has 7 among 20 students, or one in 3 ;
Belfast has 3 L among 91 students,

which is also one in 3 ; University College has 32 among 46, which is about 2 to every
3 students ; aud Blackrock has 23 among: 27, which is about 4 to every 5 students.

There is yet another test, suggested by this comparison, which may help us to

estimate the success of the Queen’s Colleges, as compared with one another, and also

as compared with the unendowed Colleges. The Scholarships of the Royal University,
which are awarded each year in the mouth of January, are worth £50 a year,' for three

years. They are open to competition among all students of the First Year, who at the

previous Matriculation Examination, gained Honours in the subjects of the Scholarships
respectively. Six are awarded each year ;—two in Classics, two in Mathematics, and two
in Modern Languages. Of the 18 Scholarships awarded up to the closo of 1884,

Queen’s College, Galway, and Queen’s College, Cork, gained none
;

Queen’s College,

Belfast, gained 3 ; University College, 4 ; and Blackrock College, 5. The remaining
* Tliia Table is made up from tbe Calendar of the Royal University for 1884, pp. 214-38. So far as regards

the number of students that passed, from each of the Queen’s Colleges, the figures are taken from a Return of

the Royal University, corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges
;
see Appendix III., p. 414.

t University College and St. Ignatius’ College -were at first distinct and independent institutions : but they

have been united into one College, under tbe name of University College, since October, 1883 ;
see Appendix

III., p. 511, note.
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-six went to students from other institutions, or to students prepared by private
tuition.

In pursuing this investigation we were greatly struck with the long list of hia-h
Academical distinctions attained, under the Royal University, by the students °of
Blackrock College: and we naturally inquired into the cause of so remarkable a success.
The explanation offered to us is brief and simple. The College has been established in
connexion with a large and successful Intermediate school

; and the boys of the school
are not allowed to pass into the University College until they have completed a lull Evid.

course of school education. Thus their faculties are matured, and their minds fairly S0D0-93 .

stored with knowledge, before they enter the University
;
whatever talents they have

are turned to the best account ; and the consequence is that, in the competitions of the
University, they have achieved a very remarkable success.

A striking illustration of this system was brought under our notice. In the published
Tables of tiie Intermediate Education Board, for 1883, the following are the first five End.
names, in the order of merit, in the Senior Grade :— S0G2-79.

1. Henry C. MWeeney, Catholic University High School.
2. Gerald H. Fitzmaurice, French College, Blackrock.
3. Charles Dromgoole, French College, Blackrock.
4. Edward T. Bannan, French College, Blackrock.

5. Edmund Parisot, French College, Blackrock.

As all the leading Intermediate Schools of Ireland send up their pupils to these
examinations, it may be fairly presumed that these five boys were about the five best
scholars that the Irish schools produced in that year. The first on the list entered the
Royal University, in 18S3, gaining Honours and an Exhibition at matriculation, and is

now pursuing his course in University College. The remaining four, it will be observed,

fire all from the Intermediate school connected with Blackrock College. Three of them
entered the Royal University in October, 18S3, and all three, at their matriculation,

gained exhibitions, together with Houours in various subjects. The fourth, Gerald H.
Fitzmaurice, whose name stands highest on the list, was advised by his masters not to Evid. ipp

enter the Royal University at once, but to spend another year in further preparation. S0GS-7L.

Accordingly he came up for matriculation in 1884, and gained a First Class Exhibition, infm, pp.

with high Honours in Greek and Latin.* These facts we were told illustrate the system 96-7.

by which Blackrock College has achieved so great a success at the examinations of the

Royal University.

Explanations offered on beiialf of the Queen’s Colleges.

We should not omit to notice that some considerations Avere brought before us

on behalf of the Queen’s Colleges, with a view to explain how it was that their students

gained so small a proportion of Academical distinctions under the Royal University.

1. The Examination of the Royal University not a (jood test of education.

It was suggested by one or two witnesses that the examinations of the Royal University £x
are not a good test of the education which a student has received. We found, however, Evid. qq.

that the Board of Examiners of the Royal University is largely composed of professors 329-30.

selected from the Queen’s Colleges, Avith a special view to their great eminence and

large experience in conducting examinations. This fact seems to us, in itself, a

guarantee that the examinations are conducted with ability and efficiency. Moreover Ex. gr.

several of the professors themselves, who came before us, appealed to the results of the

Royal University examinations, as a proof of the proficiency Avhich their students had l

14oo_4 •

attained, and bore testimony to the excellent manner in Avhich the examinations are 2S3C
;

’

conducted
; expressing at the same time, their belief that, speaking generally, the best 6253-62.

men get the highest places. 98- 231-4.

We may add, that the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges are all unanimous in Supra pp.

appealing to the examinations conducted by “ other Universities and examining Boards, 77-9.

as a test of the education given in the Colleges ;
and we can see no reason Avhy the Also Evid.

examinations of the Royal University alone are to have no value for such a purpose. T*-*3^
Moreover, it should be remembered that the Queen’s Colleges are largely represented

on the Board of Examiners of the Royal University ;
whereas most of the Colleges

with which they had to compete had no advantage of this kind. Thus, for example,

the students of Blackrock College, and of St. Malachy’s College, Belfast, gained a large

* As our Report is going to Press (February, 1885), we learn that lie lias just been awarded the First

^aesical Scholarship in the Royal University, for the present year.
^
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Evul. qq. number of Honours and Exhibitions ; and yet neither of these Colleges had a single

705G-69 ; representative on the Board of Examiners. This point was pressed strongly upon us

by sonic of the witnesses, who think that such students are placed at a very unfair

disadvantage in the competition for Academical distinctions.

(*2.) The Queen's Colleges have passed through a period of disturbance.

Evict Again, it was urged upon us that the Queen’s Colleges have just passed through a

passim. period of disturbance, owing to the dissolution of the
•
Queen’s University, and the

erection of the Royal University in its stead. This disturbance has caused a certain

amount of disorganization in the Academical work of the Colleges ; changes had to be

made in the courses of study, to meet the requirements of the new University
; and

students could not, all at once, realize the full significance of the new Regulations.

We are not disposed to underrate the practical difficulties that must have arisen from

these disturbing influences. But we are quite sure that difficulties of this kind did not

exist for the Queen’s Colleges alone. Other Colleges that sent up their students to the

R.oyal University examinations, must have had difficulties no less serious to encounter.

If the Queen’s Colleges had to modify, in some respects, their system of University

teaching, in order to fit themselves to the new order of things, other Colleges had, in

many cases, to create a system of University teaching. And when we remember the

long array of eminent professors whom it was our privilege to meet, at each of the

Queen’s Colleges, when we remember their stately buildings, their well stocked

libraries, their admirably equipped, museums and laboratories, all provided at the cost

of the State, we find it difficult to believe that they were placed at any real dis-

advantage, in competition with those Colleges which are left entirely to their own
resources for all the means and appliances of education.

On this point we find ourselves completely at issue with our Colleagues. They say

1 >. Gl. in their Report, that the students of the Queen’s Colleges “ have been in a state of dis-

turbance which lias made the evidence, collected from the results of two years, practi-

cally worthless as a basis of serious inference.” With all respect, we venture

emphatically to express our dissent from this opinion. The “ disturbance,” which has

been so much complained of, consisted in nothing more than the publication of a new
Programme of Examinations, which differed, in some respects, from the Programme of

the late Queen’s University. But if this Programme was, in some respects, new to the

students of the Queen’s Colleges, it was altogether new to all other students: if it

involved a disturbance of existing arrangements, for the Queen’s Colleges, it involved a

revolution of existing arrangements for the Colleges with which they had to compete.
It should be remembered, too, that this “ disturbance ” was made as gentle as possible

for Queen’s College students. All other students had to bear the full brunt of the

change, from the outset : but the students of the Queen’s Colleges, by a special privi-

lege, were allowed a period of grace, during which they might, if they chose, pursue
their studies aud pass their examinations, according to the Regulations of the Queen’s
University, to which they had been accustomed. Moreover, the Queen’s College
students had their own professors, in large numbers, on the Board of Examiners in the

Royal University ; whereas the great majority of the students with whom they had to

compete had no such advantage. We would say, then, that the Queeu’s Colleges were,

on the whole, advantageously circumstanced, as compared with other institutions,

in the competition for Academical distinctions under the Royal University. And,
therefore, in our opinion, there is no ground for the statement that the results of

this competition, for a period of two years, “ are practically worthless as a basis of

serious inference.”

We may add, that the Royal University has now furnished us with its Examination
Lists, for 1884

; and, therefore, we have the results of the competition, not for two years
only, but for three. How far the Queen’s College students have been successful in tbc

Tn/nt, p. .

third year of the competition, will be briefly considered in a Postscript appended to this

100. section of our Report.

(3.) Deduction made in the payment of Exhibitions and other Prizes to Queen's College

Students.

Report Our Colleagues, in their Report, refer to another circumstance which they think has
1>- had the effect of diminishing the number of Queen’s College students who compete for

Exhibitions and other Prizes, under the Royal University :

—

“ The rule under which students of the Queen’s Colleges, obtaining Exhibitions or Scholarships in the Royal
University, have the amounts to which they would otherwise have become entitled lessened by the value of any
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College Fcliolarsliip they may at tlu> time hohl, is tinder the authority of the Act establishing the Royal
University. Its natural efibet is to diminish tlio unni]ietition by Queen’s College students for these prizes and
rewards, and so far, to weaken any inferences which might he drawn from the results of these competitions as
between outside studeuts and the. students of the Colleges."

The clause of the University Education Act of 1879, referred to in the above para-
graph, runs as follows :

—

“Provision shall he made that no student holding any Exhibition, Scholarship, Fellowship, or other similar Act 42 43
Prizes in any other University or in any College attached to a University, or in any College endowed with Viet. cap.05,
public money, shall hold any of the. said Exhibitions, Scholarships, Fellowships, or other Prizes, in the Univev- S. 9 suhscc-'
sity to bo created by the said charter, without taking the value of such previous Exhibition, Scholarship, tiou 4.
Fellowship, or other similar Prize, into account.”

It will be observed that this clause says nothing about University Honours, but is

concerted only about the payment of Exhibitions and other money Prizes. Therefore
the Queen’s College students are not, in any way, impeded by this clause from “-amino-

University Honours, nor even from gaining Exhibitions and Prizes. But in certain
circumstances, defined by the Act, a deduction is to be made in. the payment of such
Prizes and Exhibitions.

When we conic to consider what these circumstances are, we find that, whatever may
have been the intention of those who framed the clause, its practical operation is very-

slight indeed. If a student holds a Scholarship in a Queen’s College, at the time fie gains
an Exhibition in the 1loyal University, then the deduction is to be made ; but if lie first

gains the Exhibition in the Royal University, and a/tcrirards gains the Scholarship in a
Queen’s College, the clause gives no authority for making any deduction.

Let us now see how this system works in practice. The examinations of the Royal
University are held, each year, in the months of September and October; and when
these examinations are over, the Queen’s Colleges hold their examinations for Scholar-

ships. Heuce a student may gain an Exhibition, at matriculation, in the Royal Univer-
sity, and then present himself for an Entrance Scholarship in any one of the Queen’s
Colleges

;
and if lie succeeds, he is entitled to be paid both the Exhibition and the

Scholarship in full. Again, if he gains an Exhibition of the Royal University, at the

First University Examination, and immediately afterwards gains a Scholarship of the

Second Year, in a Queen’s College, he is entitled to be paid both in full. Once more, at

the B.A. Examination of the Royal University, he may gain a First Class Exhibition of

£50, or a Second Class Exhibition of £25, and then go straight back to liis College, and
gain a Senior Scholarship of £40

;
and both Scholarship and Exhibition will be paid in

full. These facts have been fully elucidated in the evidence of the Rev. Dr. Porter, gviil. tpp

IVesident of Queen’s College, Belfast, and of Dr. Sullivan President of Queen’s College, 71—

:

Cork. 2070-91.

As regards Exhibitions, therefore, it would seem that the Queen's College student

has not much cause of complaint against the Act of Parliament. There is, however,

one point of his career where the clause in question becomes operative. The Junior

Scholarships of the Second Year, in the Queen’s Colleges, last for two years. Hence if

a student who has gained one of these Scholarships comes up, in the next year, to an

examination of the Royal University, and- gains an Exhibition, the value of his Scholar-

ship, at the time, will be deducted from the value of his Exhibition. This is the only

case, in the whole Arts Course of a Queen’s College student, in which a deduction is

made, by the Royal University, from the value of an Exhibition, under the clause Evid. q^.

above quoted. 82-3.

As regards the Scholarships of the Royal University, they are, as we have seen, the

most valuable Prizes of the Undergraduate Course ; being worth £50 a year for three

years. They are awarded, each year, in the month of January or February, and there-

fore after the award of the Scholarships in the Queen’s Colleges. Hence in the payment

of a Royal University Scholarship, the value of a Queen’s College Scholarship, held by
the successful candidate, must be taken in account, according to the Act of Parliament.

But even when this has been done, the Scholarship of the Royal University still

remains a very valuable prize,—quite sufficient to stimulate the exertions of any

student who has a chance of winning it. As a matter of fact the best studeuts of Queen s

College, Belfast, have competed for these Scholarships, and have competed success-

fully.

On a full review of the whole question, we see no reason to believe that the clause,

under discussion, of the University Act of 1S79, has had any very sensible effect in

preventing Queen’s College students from competing either for the Honours, or the

Exhibitions, or the Scholarships o the Royal University.
^ ^
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(4.) Other Considerations of minor Detail.

Another point was raised, with respect to the First University Examination, in 1883.

It appears that the written part of the examination was held at local centres throughout

the country
;

hut those candidates who were recommended for Honours, on their

written examination, were required to come up to Dublin, in order to be examined viva

voce. This condition, no doubt, as it involved additional expense, must have prevented

some students from seeking Honours, and may have prevented some from gaining

Exhibitions. It should be observed, however, that the effect of this condition, in

depriving students of Academical distinctions, was not limited to the Queen s Colleges.

In point of fact, it would seem, from the official returns, that the Queen s College

students suffered less than others
;
and that the two Colleges of Galway and Cork

227-28.
hardly suffered at all. We find, from the Royal University Calendar for 1884, that the

total number of students who were recommended tor Honours, on their written

examination, and to whom Honours were afterwards not awarded, was 20. Of these

20 students, S belonged to Queen’s College, Belfast, one to Queen’s College, Galway,

and none to Queen’s College, Cork. The remaining 11 belonged to other institutions,

or were prepared by private study.

Again, as regards the First University Examination in 1SS2, it was brought under

our notice that the Queen’s College Students were exempted from this examination, by

a special privilege
;
the sessional examination of each College being accepted in its

stead. The position, therefore, of Queen’s College students, with respect to this

examination was peculiar : they were under no necessity of passing it ;
but they might

present themselves, if they chose, and compete for Honours and Exhibitions. It will

be seen from our Table that some, in fact, did present themselves, and were successful.

Nevertheless, we can understand that some who might have been successful had they

come up, may not have cared to prepare themselves for an examination which was no
necessary part of their curriculum.

It was also pointed out that there are certain discrepancies, in matters of detail,

between the examination for Honours in the Royal University, and the examination

for Scholarships, at the corresponding stage of the course, in the Queen’s Colleges.

Hence a student, reading for a Scholarship in his College, may not always have the

special preparation required for the Honour Course in the Royal University. This was
pressed upon us more particularly, in the case of Cork, which does not seem to have
brought its Programme so nearly into harmony with that of the Royal University as

the other Colleges have done.

Conclusion arrived at after careful consideration of the above Explanations.

All these considerations should, we think, be fully taken in account, and duly
allowed for, in making any inference from the figures set forth in our Tables. Still

the broad fact remains : that while Queen’s College, Belfast, has been fairly successful
in gaining Honours and Exhibitions, at the examinations of the Royal University,
the Colleges of Cork and Galway have had but a scanty share in these Academical
distinctions ; especially at those examinations that were open to general competition.
Opinions may differ as to the cause of this result. But having carefully considered .the

evidence before us, we have come to the conclusion that it is mainly due to the low
standard of education that prevails among the students of these two Colleges.
Our conclusion seems to us the natural infereuce from the facts already brought

forward in this Report. Under the First Head of Inquiry, we considered the standard
of education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges : and we found that it was good in
Belfast

;
but that, in Cork and Galway, it was decidedly low. We have now seen these

Colleges brought into competition with other institutions, at the examinations of the
Royal University : and we find that the students from Belfast do well, while the
students of Cork and Galway make but a poor appearance. It seems to us reasonable
to ascribe the difference in the success achieved to the difference in the educational
standing of the students. We will now consider the question from a somewhat different

point of view.

When we look at the official lists of the Royal University, we find that the Honours
and Prizes of the University are won by students who, before entering on their
University career, have gone through a complete course of Intermediate education,
with marked success. As a rule, these students have all obtained high places, in the
Senior Grade, at the examinations of the Intermediate Education Board. Many of
thorn have even interposed a year, after passing in the Senior Grade, to prepare for
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matriculation in the University. On the other hand, we have seen that a large
proportion of the students of Galway ancl Cork enter these Colleges with a very
imperfect school training, Even those who gain Scholarships, have in many cases,

passed only in the Junior Grade of the Intermediate Examinations: and those who Supra, pp.

have passed in the Senior or Middle grade have rarely got high places. In a word, we 66-8,70-1.

believe that their educational standing, as a rule, is so far below that of the students 72_:)-

who gain Academical distinctions in the Royal University that they have no chance in

the competition. They must either shrink from the contest, or they must fail in it.

As this question seemed to us of fundamental importance, with regard to the object

of our iuquiry, we thought it desirable to consider it with some degree of minuteness.

For this purpose we have endeavoured to ascertain, as accurately as possible, the stand-

ard of education actually reached by the 30 students who gained Exhibitions of the
Royal University, at matriculation, in October, 1883. The following Table sets out
the roll of these Exhibitioners, together with the whole scholastic record of 26 amono-
them, as published in the official lists of the Intermediate Education Board.

Table showing the Scholastic Recoiid of the Students who gained Exhibitions of the
Royal TJniveusity at Matriculation in October, 1883*

E. means mi Exhibitio

List, in the order of merit.
i ; P. means a Prize in ilonks

; and tile figure prefixed to the name of tlie Grmie means the place obtained 01
lima, 7 ben. 10. means that the Student got seventh place in the Senior Grade, and u-as awarded nu Kxhibitlc

*»* The full addresses are given for the purpose of Identification.

the

Exhibitioners ir the order or Merit.

Metric. R. U„ 1883. Intermediate Examinations.

Honours in 1888. 1882. 1881. 1880. 1879.

I.

1. M'Glode, Charles, .

LASS.

St. Malnchy’s Coll., Belfast, Lat., Gr., Eng., Hath., 7 Sea. E 32 Mid. E 48 Jun. E.

2, M'Wceny, Henry C. Cuth. Univ. High School, . Lat., Fr„ Eng., Math.,
Ex. Physics.

Lnt„ Gr., Eng., .3. Johnson, Wilt. S. ,
Acad. rnsUtnlioii, Belfast, _ 6 Sen. E. 3 Mid E. 11 Jun. E. 46 Jun. E.

4. Kelly, Patrick Jos. French College, liluckrock. Gr., Hath., . - 11 Sen. E 26 Mid. E. 60 Jun. E. _
5. Wheeler, Geo. H. . Methodist College, Belfast, Lot, Gr.. Math,

.

- 20 Sen. P. 68 Mid. P. 03 Jun. E. -
0. Farolly, Thomas J. French College, liluckrock, Lat, Gr , Eng., . - 17 Sen. P. 11 Mid. E. 38 Jun. E.

7. Pariset, Edmond J, French College, Blnckrock, Lnt, Fr„ Eng, . 5 Sen. E. 11 Mid. E. 2 Jim. E. 35 Jun. E -
8. Lennox, Patrick J. Carlow College, Lat, Fr., Eng, .

- - - 7 Sen. E 8 Mid. E.

0. Greer, Arthur C. . Portoru Royal School, Lat, Gr, .
- 8 Sen. E. 113 Mid. V. 181 Jun. P. Pass Jun.

10. Brown, George W. The Academy, Banbridge, Lat, Gr, . 88 Sen. P. 80 Mid. P. 82 Jnn. E. -

II.

li. SI'Auley, Joseph, .

Class.

St. Malachy's Coll., Belfast, Fr, Eug, Math, 32 Sen. P. 57 Mid. P. 13 Jun. E. 107 Jun. P.

12. Dromgoole, Charles, French College, Ulackrock, Gr, Eng, . 3 Sen. E. 32 Sen. P. 39 Mid. E. 25 Jun. E. Pass Jun.

13. Hannan, Edward T. French College, Bluckrock, Gr, Eng, . 4 Sen. E. 4 Mid. E. 0 Jun. E. -
14. Huston, William E. ITivato study, . Fr, Eng, .

- 94 Sen. P. 162 BHd. P. 79 Jan. E.

Ifi. Duggan, John V. . St. Francis Xavier’s College, Eng. - 28 Sen. T. 52 Sen. V. 35 Mid P. 23 Jnn. E.

1«. Cotter, Garrett, French College, Blnckrock, Gr, .... 20 Sen. P. 3 Mid. E. 21 Jun. E. 164 Jun. P. -
17. M'Doanell, Adam P. Kurgan College, Lat, Gr, .

- - - - -
18. Lcdwilh, Jos. M. S. St. Stanislaus' College, Eng, .... 22 Sen. P. 73 Mid. P. 56 Jun. E. - -
13. Wood, Richard H. Diocesan College, Sligo, . Gr, .... *8 Sen. P. 80 Mid. P. 192 Jnn. P. - -
20. Pinkerton, Edm. S. Acad. Institution, Belfast, Lat, Gr, . 17 Sen. P. 44 Mid. P. 175 Jun. P. - -
21. Young, Edmund J. Catli. Univ. High School, . Lat - 34 Sen. P. 41 Slid. E. 39 Mid. P. 66 Jun. E

S2. Cox, Samuel A. . High Soliool, Harcourt-st., Math 50 Sen. P. 85 Mid. E. 237 Jun. P. 103 Jun. E. Pass Jun.

38. O’fJeiU, John, St. IgnatiuB' College, Lat, Gr., .
- - - -

34. Fitzgerald, Patk. J. French College, Blnckrock, Eng, .... - 27 Sen. P. 29 Mid. E. 108 Jnn. P. “
33. Gillespie, Charles E. Informed. Sell., Banbridge, Lat, Gr, .

148 Sen, . 198 Mid, . 203 Jnn. P.

36. M‘Ki8aok,AudleyJ. Upper School, Holywood,

.

German, - - - - “

3L Irwin, William, . Acad. Institution, Belfast, Eng, .... 08 Son, . 160 Mid. P. 44 Jun. E. 139 Jun. P. 126 Jnn P.

28. Kennedy, Patk. J. A. French College, Blackrock, Gr, .... 41 Sen. P. 85 Mid. P. 127 Jun. E. - -
28. M'Nemey, John A. Carmelite Coll., Tcrenuro, Fr., .... 38 Sen. P. 79 Mid. P. 15 Jun. E. 72 Jun. E. Pass Jun.

30. O'Malley, John, Mungret College, Limorlck, Lot, Gr., .
- - —

* TWs Table lias been prepared from the Calendar of the Royal University for 1884, pp. 207-13
;
and from

~e Results of the Examinations held in 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1883, by the Intermediate Education
Board

;
published for the Board by Ponsonby and Weldrick, Dublin.
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This Table seems to us deserving of close consideration. We content ourselves with

the following notes upon it. ' First, it will be observed that we have here before us a

complete scholastic record of all the students, with four exceptions, who gained exhibi-

tions of the Royal University, at matriculation, in 18S3. Secondly, we find that they

have all passed through a full course of Intermediate education, and have gained high

places, at each successive stage of their course. Thirdly, it appears that eight out of

the ten students who got First Class Exhibitions had not only completed their Inter-

mediate course, and passed with credit in the Senior Grade, but had taken an additional

year, or more, to prepare for matriculation in the University. Lastly, it will be seen

that, with hardly an exception, every one of these students gained either an Exhibition

or a Prize at each one of his Intermediate examinations, for three years before lie

entered the University.

With these facts before us, we next examined the scholastic record, as far as wo

could trace it out, of the students who have gained Entrance Scholarships, iu the Queen’s

Colleges, within the last four years. This examination was of necessity long and tedious.

Rut at the conclusion at which we have arrived may be stated in a few words. Wo
believe that the educational record of the Entrance Scholars iu Belfast is fairly com-

parable with the educational record of the Entrance Exhibitioners in the Royal Uni-

versity
;
but that the educational record of the Entrance Scholars in Cork and Galway,

as a rule, is so decidedly below that of the Entrance Exhibitioners in the Royal Uni-

versity, that all idea of competition between them is out of the question.

There are exceptions to this rule, no doubt. We would notice, for example in Cork,

the esise of Mr. D. P. R. Smith, who matriculated in 1SS0, after having obtained fifth

place in the Senior Grade at the Intermediate Examinations ; also the case of Mr. W.

P. Welply, who matriculated iu 1833, after having obtained twenty-seventh place in the

Senior Grade. In Galway, too we may instance Mr. A. J. Benson, who gut ninety-

second place in the Senior Grade, in 1882, and matriculated in the same year; also

Mr. W. C. Dugan, who got ninety-third place in the Senior Grade, in 1S83, and matricu-

lated in the same year. But these are exceptional cases : and we are fully satisfied,

from the evidence before us, that speaking generally, the Entrance Scholars of Cork

and Galway stand on a far lower level of ordinary school education than the Entrance

Exhibitioners of the Royal University.

We should have wished to make this part of our inquiry as complete and authentic

as possible. With that end in view we proposed to obtain from every student who held

a Queen’s College Scholarship in the Academical year 1883-4, a statement of the

examinations he had passed under the Intermediate Education Board, and the place he

had attained at each examination. If we had succeeded in obtaining this information

we should have been able to make a complete comparison between the educational

standing of the best students entering the Queen’s Colleges and the educational standing

of the best students entering the Royal University. Such a comparison would, at once,

have disproved our conclusions, if we are wrong, or established them, if we are right.

It will be seen, however, from our Minutes, that our proposal to seek for these returns

was not acceded to by a majority of the Commission
;
and thus we have been obliged to

glean our information, as best we could, from the public records placed at our disposal.

In the absence of the complete returns which we have failed to obtain, we may be

allowed to illustrate our opinion by the example of a very distinguished Scholar of

Queen’s College, Cork. Mr. W. E. Wood matriculated in October, IS 80. He was

evidently a promising student. In 1879 he had passed in the Junior Grade of the

Intermediate Examinations, and got 113th place. The following year, he came up

again in the Junior Grade, and got 37th place, and an Exhibition. In the same year,

he matriculated in Queen’s College, Cork, and began his University career, getting

second place iu the list of Science Scholars. In 1881, he gained a Science Scholarship

of the second year, and his name again appears second on the list. This Scholarship

he held for two years, until October, 18S3, when he took his 13.A. Degree, and gained

a Senior Scholarship.* With these facts before us, we think we are entitled to regard

Mr. W. E. Wood as a fair type of a high class Entrance Scholar of Queen’s College,

Cork.
Let us now compare his educational standing, at the time he gained his Entrance

Scholarship, with the educational standing of the students who hav'e gained Exhibi-

tions, at matriculation in the Royal University. Mr. Wood commenced his University
career, as a Scholar, in October, 1880, having just passed in the Junior Grade of the

‘ Calendar, Queen’s College, Cork, 1884-5, pp. 163-6.
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Intermediate Examinations. In the same year, the following boys appear amono- tin
Exhibitioners in the Junior Grade.*

i’liicc on tlic List

111 tlio

Order of Merit.

Xinucsof Student.'. Addresses.

No. 25, Dromgoolo, Charles, St. Colmaa's College, Newry.

.. 27, M'Wceucy, Henry C.,

.

Catholic University School.

,, 35, Puri set, Edmund J., . French College, Blackroek.

37, Wooi», William E., . Dr. Knight’s School, Cork.

„ 3R, Farroily, Thomas J., . St. Patrick's Day School, Cavan.

46, M'Qlnde, Charles, St. Mnlachy’s College, Belfast.

60, Kelly, Patrick J., Cree, County Clare.

,. 63, Wheeler, George H., . Methodist College, Belfast.

i, M'Nerney, John A., Carmelite College, Terenure.

„ 70, Huston, William J., . , Foyle College, Londonderry.

,, 82, Brown, George \V., . . . Tho Academy, Banbridge.

,, 103, Cox, Samuel Alfred, . Brunswick-street School, Dublin

Here we have a list of 12 boys who gained Exhibitions, in the Junior Grade, at the
Intermediate Examinations of 1S80. Mr. Wood passed at once to Queen’s College,

Cork, and got an Entrance Scholarship. Since then he has read a highly distinguished
course in the College, holding second place on the Scholarship list throughout his
Undergraduate course, and in 1883 he took his Degree, and got a Senior Scholarship.

The other 11 boys continued at school for three years longer, coming up to the Inter-

mediate Examinations, from year to year, and always gaining high Honours. Thus,
having completed a full uud solid course of school education, they entered the Royal
University, in October, 1SS3, gaining Honours and Exhibitions, at matriculation, just
at the time Mr. Wood was taking his Degree. Their names will be found in our
former Table, with their whole scholastic history, set out in a summary form.

Now it seems to us that these eleven students furnish a definite measure, by which
we may compare the standard of education required for an Entrance Scholarship in

Queen’s College, Cork, with the standard required for an Entrance Exhibition in the

Royal University. In the year 1880, they stood on the same educational level as a high
Entrance Scholar of the Queen’s College ;

and it took three years more of good school

work to raise them to the educational level of the Entrance Exhibitioners in the

University.

When we turn from the Entrance Exhibitioners of 1883 to the Entrance Exhibitioners

of 1884, we find the conclusion at which we have arrived again confirmed. Out of

28 young men who gained Exhibitions, at entrance into the Royal University, in

October, 1884, we have been able to trace the scholastic record of 24 ; and this record

shows that these 24 young men had previously completed a full school course, with
eminent success. They had all passed through the several Grades of the Intermediate

Examinations, obtaining Exhibitions or Prizes in each Grade successively : many of

them had remained a second year in the same Grade, even after winning an Exhibition

or Prize in it, thus taking time to consolidate their knowledge : and fully one halt of

them interposed a year between passing in the Senior Grade and coining up to matricu*

late in the University. These facts, which are set forth more in detail, in the following

Table, seem to us clearly to show that the students who gain Exhibitions, at entrance,

in the Royal University, represent the flower of the Academic youth of Ireland, perhaps

we should rather say the ripe fruit of a continued and systematic course of school

training.

* This list is taken from the Results of tho Examinations held, in 1880, by the Intermediate Education

Board
;
published for the Board by Ponsonby and Weldrick, Dublin.

[Table.
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Table showing the Scholastic Record of the Students who gained Exhibitions of the
Royal University at Matriculation in October. 1884*

E means an Exhibition ; P. means a Prize In Books; and the figure prefixed to the name of the Grade means the plnco obtained on tho
List. In the order of merit. Thus, 20 Sen. P. means that the Student got twenty-sixth place in the Senior Grade, and was awarded a Prize in Books

•»* The addresses ore given in full for tho purpose of IdcntiUcation.

Exhibitioners 1

Metric. R. 0, 1884. Intermediate Examinations.

Honours in 1884. 1883. 1882. 1881. 1880.

I. Moneyponny, Wm. Royal School, Dungannon, Lot, Gr., Math., 28 Son. P. 18 Mid. E. 20 Jun E.

2. Rowan, William H. Acad. Institution, Belfast,

3. Pedlow, TIios. B. . The College, Lurgnu,
Physics.

Fr., Math 3 Sen. E. 57 Mid. P. 20 Jun. E. _
4. O'Kane. Bernard, . St. Colamb's College, Derry Lat., Gr, . 1 Mid. E. 32 Jun. E. _
B. Everett, Alice, Methodist College, Belfast, Fr.,Math.,Exp.Physics - - - _
6. M‘Neill, Hugh A. . University College, . Lat.. Gr, Exp. Physics 3!) Soil P. 1C Mid. K. 7 Jun. E. 77Juu. E.

I 1 1 Blackrock College. . Lat, Gr, . 2 Sen. E. S Mid. K. 5 Jun. E. 31 Jun. E.

8. Wilson, Wm. M*X. Wesley College, Dublin, . Lat, Gr, . 37 Sen. P. 102 Mid. 1*. 71 Juu E. _
9. Kenny, Francis J.

.

University College, . Fr, Math - 13 Sen. P. 30 Mid. r. 18 Juu. E. 185 Jun. P.

10. Galbraith. John A. Private Study, . Math. - 65 8cu. P. 75 Mid. P. 31 Jun. K. is; Jun. P.

II

11. Quirke, Thomas G.

Class.

Blackrock College, . Lat, Fr, Eng, Math, 10 Sen. E. 65 Sen. P. 34 Mid E. 53 Jun. E.

12. Montgomery, Robt. Acad. Institution, Belfast, Lat, Gr, Eng, .
- 103 Sen. Ill Mid. P. 4C Jun. E. _

15. Pulvcrtaft, Thor. J. Collegiate School, Cork, . Gr, Math, Exp. Iiiys. 10 Sen. P. 15 Mid. E. 40 Mid. P. 148 Jun. E. 340 Jun.F.

14. O'Connor. Mlclil. J. Blackrock College. . Lat 22 Sen. P. 10 Mid. E. 71 Mid. P. 142 Jim. K. 410 Jim. V.

13. ORatiean. I’. V.
N.H.

in. G Wynne, John J.

Private Study, .

St. Ignatius' Coll., Galway

Lat, Fr, .

Fr. 20 Sen. T. 35 Mid. I'. U0 Mid. P. 27 Jun. K. 127 Jump.

17. Luke, Edward U. . Belfast Academy, Gr, . _ _ _ _ _
is. Lewis, Hannah H. Alexandra College, . Lat. Fr

,

_ _ _ _
19. Barrett, Michael. . St. Colman's College. Math, . . 15 Son. E. 14 Mid. E. in Jun. E. _ _
20. Bacon, John W. St. Stanislaos' College, Fr n Sen. r. 22 Mid. E. 87 Mid. It 83 Jim. E. _
21. Bums, John, . Foyle College, Derry, Fr, Math, . _ 25 Son. P. 20 Mid. r. 110 Jun. E. -117 Jun. P.

22. Kearney, John J. . Blackrock College, . Fr, Math _ 31 Sen. P. 14 Mid. E. 4 Juu. E. S Juu. E.

25. G nlfncy, James B. S. St Stanislaus' College, Fr. 29 Sen. P. 33 Mid. 1*. C2 Mid. P. 27 Jun. E. 230 Jun. P.

21. Nolan, William F. University College, . Lat, Gr, . . _ SO Sen. P. 2 Mid. E. t Juu. E. _
25. O’Harc, John J. . Christian School, Belfast, . Fr _ 02 Son. P. 73 Mid. P. 155 Jun. E. _
20. Barry, Redmond J. St. Finn Barr's, Cork, Lat, Gr, . 2S Sen. P. 47 Sen. 1’. 23 Mid. K. 08 Jun. E.

27. Devenlsh, Annie E. Alexandra College, . Lat , Fr, . _ _
28. Wylie, John,

.

Belfast Academy. Math _ ' _
21*. I-'rost, George H. . Blackrock College, . Lat, Fr, . . . 43 Sen. P. 43 Mid. P. 13 Jun. E, 205 Jun. P.

30. Carlcton, A. E. IT. Cookstown Academy, Lat, Gr, . _ _
31. M'Gee, Wm. John, Interned. School. Omagh, Gr, . . . . 4H Sen. P. 30 Mid. P. 22 Jun. E. -

We should wish very much to compare with the above Table tho scholastic record of
tho students who, durmff the last few years, have obtained Entrance Scholarships in the
CoUeges of Cork and Galway. But as wo have failed, in the manner already explained,
to obtain the detailed information necessary for this purpose, we must be content with
such an illustration a.s_we have been able to gather for ourselves from official documents.
In the June of 1881, Mr. William Dunlea passed the examination of the Intermediate
Education Board, m the Jumor Grade. He obtained the 321st place, in the order of

.

aggregate merit, and he was awarded a Prize of books. In the same year, he went up
to Queen s College, Cork, where he matriculated, and gained an Entrance Scholarshipm Science. Since then he has passed through his University course

;
and he took his

Degree of B.A. m October, 1884.
Here again we have am example of a boy passing direct from the lowest Grade of the

Intermediate Examinations into Queen’s College, Cork, and gaining a Scholarship at

** This Table has been prepared from the Official Lists of the
Results of the Examinations held in 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883 and
published for the Board byPonsonby and Weldrick, Dublin.’

Royal University, for 18S4; and from the

1884, by the Intermediate Education Board;
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entrance. And in this case, too, we have an opportunity of comparing the standard of
education required for this Scholarship -with the standard required for an Entrance
Exhibition, in the Royal University.

In the same year in which Mr. Dunlea got 321st place in the Junior Grade, we find
on the list of Exhibitioners, in the same Grade, no less than 28 boys who remained
three years longer at school, giving evidence each year of continued progress in then-
studies, and .who came up, at the end of that period, to matriculate in the Royal
University, just at the time when Mr. Dunlea was getting his Degree. Among these
28 boys was William F. Nolan, who in 1881 got First place in the Junior Grate, and
two Gold Medals

;
John St. J. Kearney, who got Fourth place

;
Gerald Fitzmaurice,

who got Fifth place, and a Gold Medal for special excellence in Latin
;
and Hugh

M ‘Neill, who got Seventh place.

But this is not all. Even at the end of three years additional school work, some of
these students did not succeed in reaching the standard necessary for the Honours of
the Royal University, and they appear on the list of Entrance students simply as Pass
men. We think, therefore, we are justified in concluding that a wide interval exists
between the standard of education required for Scholarships in Queen’s College, Cork,
and that required for Honours and Exhibitions in the Royal University.

List of Students who, having obtained an Exhibition in the Junior Grade of the Intermediate
Examinations, in June, 1881, remained three years longer at School, and came up for

Matriculation in the Royal University in October, 1884*
*•* TIic addresses are given in full for the purpose of identification.

Place on the Intermediate List in order of merit. Names and Addresses.
Dlitlnction obtained in
Royal University at

Matriculation.

1. Nolan, William F. -

4. Kearney, John St. J.

5. Fitzmaurice, Gerald, ...
7. M'Neill, Hugh, ....

10. Kelly, Gerald, ....
18. Kenny, Francis, -

19. Rowan, William Henry,
22. M'Kee, William John, -

26. Monypcnny, William, -

27. GWynne, John, ....
31. Galbraith John A. ...
32. O’Kano, Bernard, -

37. Gaffney, James Bernard,
46. Montgomery, Robert,
65. Steen, James Ross,

68. Barry, Redmond John, - - -

71. Wilsou, William M'Neely,
79. M'Call, William, ....
83. Bacon, John, ....

107. Atcheson, Henry, ....
110. Burns, John, ....
138. Heron, Hugh T. -

141. Pyper, William James Stanton,
142. O’Connor, Michael J.

148. Pulvertaft, Thomas John,
151. Cuthbert, William St. J. G. -

155. O'Hare, John J. - - .

171. Hodgens, Alfred Flood, -

St. Stanislaus' College, ....
Blackrock College, -

Blackrock College,

St. Francis Xavier's College, -

St. Stanislaus’ College, -

St. Vincent’s College, Castleknock, -

Academical Institution, Belfast,

Intermediate School, Omagh, -

Royal School, Dungannon,
St. Ignatius' College, Galway,
King’s Hospital, Dublin,

St Coluiub’s College, Londonderry,

Sacred Heart College, Limerick,

Academical Institution, Belfast,

Academical Institution, Londonderry,

St. Finn Barr’s Seminary, Cork,

Methodist College, Belfast,

St Malachy's College, Belfast,

St. Stanislaus' College, -

St. Mary’s College, Dundalk, -

Foyle College, Londonderry, -

Academical Institution, Belfast,

Erasmus Smith’s School, Dublin,

Blackrock College,

Queen-street School, Cork,

Booterstown, - - *

Christian Schools, Belfast,

Blackrock College,

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

None.
Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Exhibition.

None.
Exhibition.

Exhibition.

None.
Exhibition.

None.
Exhibition.

None.
Nona
Exhibition.

Exhibition.

Honours in French.

Exhibition.

None.

One point yet remains to be considered. At the Intermediate Examinations the order

of merit is determined by the aggregate of marks in all the subjects in which a boy may
present himself for examination. Hence it has been argued that a boy may get a low

place at the Intermediate Examinations, when judged by his general aggregate of marks,

and yet may be well prepared in those subjects which are required for entrance into a

University College. We do not at all accept this view. We believe that the best

preparation for a°University course of studies is a complete and systematic course of

school education
;
and we are satisfied that the Intermediate Examinations furnish the

most impartial and satisfactory test now existing in Ireland, by which we may estimate

the standard of school education.
. . . n ,

Besides it is to be remembered that we are here dealing with boys in the lowest Grade

of the Intermediate course ; and in our opinion the standard of that Grade is a low

standard for entrance into a University College, whatever marks a boy may obtain in

particular subjects. The point of our argument is this : that a boy who got a compara-

nd ^8t ^iaa keen prepared by comparing the Matriculation Roll of the Royal University, for 1884, with

the published Results of the Intermediate Examinations, for 1881.
^

•
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tively low place in the Junior Grade had already reached the standard required for an

Entrance Scholarship in Queen’s College, Cork ;
whereas 28 hoys who got far higher

places at the same examination, had to remain three years longer at school before they

reached the standard required for the Honours and Exhibitions of the Iioyal University.

So long as this striking contrast continues to exist, between the two standards, it seems

to us that the students of the Queen’s College have but a poor chance, as a general rule,

in the competition for University distinctions.

Nevertheless we thought it right to examine, with some degree of care, the marks

obtained, in the separate subjects of examination, by the boys whose names are given

in the above list ;
and we find that they not only stand higher than the Entrance

Scholar of Queen’s College, Cork, in their general aggregate of marks, but also that they

stand higher in that particular group of subjects which are required for entrance into

the Queen’s College.

It would be tedious and unnecessary to go at full length into the details of this inquiry.

We will content ourselves with the first eight names on the list
;
giving from the pub-

lished Results of the Intermediate Examinations, the marks obtained by these boys in

Greek, Latin, English, Arithmetic, Euclid, and Algebra ; and giving also, for the sake

of comparison, the marks obtained in the same subjects, at the same examination by the

Entrance Scholar of the Queen’s College.

Table*

Place on the Intermediate list in

order oi merit.

Greek. Latin. English. Arithmetic. Euclid. Algebra. Total.

1,200 l,20ll 1,200 600 500 500 5,100

1. Rolan, William F., 955 1,085 1,002 190 380 210 3,822

4. Kearney. John St J., . 565 881 875 375 435 425 3,558

S. Fitzmaurice, Gerald, . 916 1,126 893 345 270 233 3,783

7. M'Koill, Hugh,.... 795 1,053 940 435 420 380 4,029

10. Kelly, Gerald, .... 597 870 979 410 350 3.00 3,596

18. Kenny, Francis, 419 863 784 455 450 355 3,337

19. Eowan, William Henry, 687 1,040 912 485 320 373 3,826

22. M‘Kee, William John, . 690 1,022 996 435 400 350 3,893

321. Dunlea, William J. . . 306 472 582 360 400 371 2,491

Before leaving this subject we think it right, once more, to say that it is not in

accordance with our own inclinations that we have selected particular examples to

illustrate the conclusions at which we have arrived. It was our desire to present a

list of all the students holding Scholarships in the Queen’s College during the

Academical year 1883-4, together with their previous scholastic record, in order to

make our comparison of standards full and complete. But as we have already
explained, owing to a difference of opinion among the Commissioners, we failed to

obtain the specific information necessary for this purpose
; and we have been obliged

to study the question as best we- could, from the public documents before us. This
study led us to a very minute investigation of Academical records, involving a

comparison of names, and dates, and figures
; and we have been only able to set forth

above such illustrations of the subject as we thought would give a general idea of the
grounds on which our conclusions are based.

It now remains to state briefly what these conclusions are. We think that the
competition for the Honours and Exhibitions of the .Royal University is main ly

determined by the standard of education maintained in the Colleges that send up their
students to the University Examinations. In Queen’s College, Belfast, the standard of
education is good ; and accordingly the students of Belfast fairly hold their own in the
University competition. But in the Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway a. large
proportion of the students are received, and admitted to the College Scholarships, with
a very imperfect school training ; the general standard of education, in these Colleges,
is thereby unduly lowered ; and their students, as a rule, though they may attain a fair

proficiency in professional subjects, are not in a position to compete with much
prospect of success for the Honours and Prizes of the University, in the Faculty of

Arts. In support of this opinion we may again notice the remarkable fact that at

the University Examinations of 1 S84 not a single student of Cork or Galway obtained
Honours in either of the Classical Languages.

•
* This Table is taken from the published Results of the Intermediate Examinations, for 1881.
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Matriculation Examination of the Royal University, considered with
REFERENCE TO Queen’s COLLEGE STUDENTS.

Hitherto we have dealt only with the University Examinations proper : we will now
devote a short space to the examination for matriculation. The authorities of the
Queen’s Colleges have strongly pressed upon us that they do not, as a rule, prepare
students for matriculation ; and, therefore, that we are not to judge the teaching of the
Colleges by the results of this examination. To this view we entirely assent. But it

seems to us, as we have already explained, that the educational work done in the
Colleges must depend, in a large measure, on the material they get to work upon : and
the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University helps us to ascertain what that
material is.

We find that, at the matriculation of 1S83, 606 candidates passed the examination.

Of these, 97 went to Queen’s College, Belfast, for their University education, 18 to

Galway, and 30 to Cork; while the large number of 461 did not go to any of the
Queen’s Colleges. With regard to Academical distinctions, it appears that 119 Honours
were awarded at this examination, and 30 Exhibitions. Oi the Honours, 21 were
gained by students who went to Belfast, 2 by students who went to Galway, 2 by
students who went to Cork, and 94 by students who did not enter any one of the
Queen’s Colleges. Of the 30 Exhibitioners, none went to Queen’s College, Galway, or

to Queen’s College, Cork ; G went to Queen’s College, Belfast, and 24 went elsewhere
to seek for their education.*

If we go back to the matriculation of IS 82, we find that 490 candidates passed the
examination. Amongst that number were distributed 125 Honours and 31 Exhibi-
tions. Of the 490 students who passed, 83 went to Belfast, 16 to Galway, and 14 to

Cork; while there remained 377 not accounted for in any of the three Queen’s
Colleges. The 83 Belfast students gained among them 31 Honours and 6 Exhibitions

;

the 16 Galway students, 2 Honours and no Exhibition; the 14 Cork students, 2

Honours and no Exhibition
; and the remaining 377 students, 90 Honours and 25

Exhibitions. f These facts, which we have carefully collected from the official infor-

mation furnished to us, during the progress of our inquiry, will be found more con-

veniently set forth in the following Table.

Table showing (1), The number of Students who matriculated in the Royal University, in 1882

and 1S83, together with the number of Academical distinctions awarded to them at Matricula-

tion : (2), The number of these Students who, in each of the above years, went to each of the

Queen’s Colleges, together with the number of their Academical distinctions at Matriculation.

— Matriculation, 1883. Matriculation, 1883.

Students. Honours. Exhibitions Students. Honours. Exhibitions.

Royal University, 490 126 31 606 119 30

Queen's College, Belfast, .... 83 81 G 97 21 6

Queen's College, Galway, .... 1G 2 0 18 2 0

Queen's College, Cork, . .... 14 2 0 30 2 0

Not accounted for in any of the Queen's Colleges, 377 90 26 461 94 “

From this Table we can form a good estimate of the material that is available for

University education in connexion with the Royal University of Ireland ; and we can

* The figures for 1883 have been obtained by a careful collation of the following sources of information,

officially furnished to us :— (as) Return from the Royal University ;
Appendix III. p. 412. (o) Returns from

each Queen’s College, giving the number of entrance students who passed the matriculation examination of the

Royal University, in the Academical year 1883-4
;
Appendix III. pp. 370, 393, 403. (c) Royal University

Calendar, for 1884, pp. 207-13. (d)
Lists of the students of each Queen’s College, for the cession lb&d-4,

furnished to us bv the College authorities; Appendix III. pp. 359-66, 3S7, 400.

t The figures for 1882 have been obtained from the following sources :—(«) Return, of the Royal University,

Appendix III. p. 412. lb) Returns from each Queen’s College, giving the number of entrance students who

passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University, in the Academical year 188_ 3 ;
Appendix ill.,

pp. 370, 393, 403. (c) Royal University Calendar, for 1883, pp. 149-56. (d) Queens College Calendars,

giving the lists of undergraduate students for the Session 1882-3. It is right to notice that a student of St.

Stanislaus’ Collcgo, Tullainorc, who gained two Honours, at matriculation, in 1882, and who came up again,

from the same College, in 18S3, to the First University Examination, is now on the books of Queens 0o* leS£'

Cork. He is, of course, not iucluded among the 14 students above mentioned, as entering Queen s College, Cork,

after matriculation, in 1882. ^ ^
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see, at the same time, to what extent that material is distributed among the Queen’s

Colleges. It will be seen that Belfast holds a fairly good position, in this respect, as it

does in many others. It receives each year a considerable number of the students who
enter the Royal University ;

and among these students there is a good sprinkling of men
who have gained Academical distinctions at matriculation.

But- when we look to the Colleges of Galway and Cork, we find that the supply of

material they receive is scanty in amount, and poor in Academical distinction. As to

numbers, it appears that, out of 1,096 students who matriculated in the Royal Univer-

sity, in the years 1882-3 and 1S83-4, only 44 have gone to Cork, and 30 to Galway.

As to Academical distinction, not a single one, out of the 61 students, who gained

Exhibitions at matriculation, has gone to either College for his education ; but of the

244 Honours awarded altogether, at the two examinations, 4 were gained by students

who went to Cork, and 4 by students who went to Galway.

Now, with respect to these figures, we feel bound to say that they do not imply any

reproach on the teaching that is given within the two Colleges in question. Each of

these Colleges, as we have already stated, is admirably equipped with the material

means and appliances of education ; each is provided with an eminent staffof professors
;

and we are satisfied that the professors fulfil their functions with zeal and efficiency.

But the weighty and significant fact remains, that all the educational resources of these

two Colleges are expended on a small fraction ofthe students who, from year to year are

crowding into the Royal University
;
and further, that this small fraction is composed,

almost entirely, of students who enter the University as mere Pass men. This is a con-

dition of things which seems to us eminently deserving of consideration, in connexion

with the object of our Commission.

Postscript : Results ot the Royal University Examinations in 1884.

Since the greater part of the abo^e Report was written, we have received the Returns

of the Royal University Examinations for 18S4. This was the first occasion on which

students educated outside of the Queen’s Colleges have been in a position to come up

to all the Undergraduate Examinations in Arts : that is to say, the First University,

the Second University, and the B. A. Examinations. Wo have, therefore, taken the

opportunity of ascertaining the success of the Queen’s Colleges, at these examinations,

as compared with the success of other institutions. The question naturally divides

itself into two heads : First, to what extent the Undergraduates in Arts who passed the

Examinations of the Royal University, received their education in the Queen’s Colleges

;

and Secondly, to what extent the Honours and Exhibitions of the University were

awarded to students prepared in the Queen’s Colleges. The results of our inquiry are

set forth in the following Tables.

Table I.

—

Showing the number of Undergraduates who passed the several Examinations in Arts
of the Royal University, in 1884, and the Colleges from which they came*

Coacsozs.
I. University II. University

Examination,
B. A. r.xnml-

Total.

Queen's College, Belfast, 71 49
Queen's College, Galway, 13 10f
Queen's College, Cork, . 11 &
University College, . 37
Blackrock College, . 20 11

St. Malachy’s College 14

Ctonliffe College, 12
Mungiet College, 17
Carlow College, 14

Magee College, 12

Other Educational Institutions and Private 148
Study

389 188t 100 «07

• The figures given, in this Table, for the Queen’s Colleges, are taken from, the Returns furnished to us

by the Royal University, and subsequently corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges;

Addenda, p. 516. The figures for the other institutions have been made up from the official lists of the

Royal University.

f One student gives his address Queen’s College, Galway, and University College. He is therefore counted

twice over in the above list. The total number of Undergraduates who passed the various examinations in

Arts of the Royal University, in 1884, was 656.
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Table II.—Showing the Number of Honours and Exhibitions awarded to Undergraduates r.fc

the several Examinations in Arts of the Royal University, in 1884, and how they weie
distributed between the various Colleges.*

I. University
Examination.

IX. University
Examination. B.A. Examination. Total.

Honours.
Exhibi-
tions.

Honours.
Exhibi-
tions.

Honours.
Exhibi-

Honours. Exhibi-
tions.

Tota'.

Queen'* College, Belfast,

.

M 6 39 » Id 9 79 21 100

Queen's College, Galway, 3 0 2 0 3 0 8 0 8

Queen's College, Cork, . 7 2 a I 5 O 18 3 21

University College, 32 6 28 6 3 2 63 14 77

Blackrock College, 34 7 1C 3 4 I 84 11 65

St. Malachy'a College, 6 2 2 0 O 0 10 2 12

Clonliffe College, a 1 3 0 1 0 9 1 10

Mnngret College, 6 O 1 O 0 0 7 0 7

Carlow College, . 6 l 1 O 0 0 6 I 7

Magee College, . 1 O 0 0 0 0 1 O 1

Other Educational Institutions

Private Study.
and 27 3 36 4 13 2 76 8 84

lbO 27 134 20 47 14 331 61 392

A careful study of these Tables will suggest some important considerations. In the Supra, p.
first place, as regards numbers, it appears that 656 Undergraduates passed the various 100, last

Examinations in Arts, of the Royal University, in 1884. Of these 656 students, foot-note.

Queen’s College, Belfast, supplied 155, or 23'6 per cent
;
Queen’s College, Galway, 29,

or 4'4 per cent ; and Queen’s College, Cork, 27, or 4'1 per cent : while 445 students, or
about 68 per cent, came up from other Colleges or were prepared by private tuition.

In other words, the whole of the endowments provided by the State for collegiate

education in Arts, in connexion with the Royal University, were expended on
one-third of the students, and the remaining two-thirds were left without any
provision.

This fact becomes still more striking when we consider the case of Cork and Galway,
apart from Belfast. These two Colleges, taken together, enjoy two-thirds of all the

endowments, provided by tho State, for collegiate education, in connexion with the
Royal University : and yet, during the past year, they have educated less than 9 per

cent of the Undergraduates in Arts who have passed the University Examinations.
We think, therefore they have failed to fulfil the function, with regard to University

education in Ireland, for which they were designed.

When we turn from the question of numbers to the question of Academical
distinction, the results are not less remarkable. The total number of Honours and
Exhibitions, awarded by the University, at the several Undergraduate Examinations
in Arts, was 392. Of these, Belfast gained 100, or about 25 '5 per cent; Galway, 8,

or about 2 per cent; and Cork, 21, or 5 4 per cent: whilo amongst the unendowed
institutions, we find that University College gained 77, or 19 6 per cent, and Blackrock

College, 65, or 16'
5 per cent.

If we consider, not the absolute number of Academical distinctions won by each

College, but the number of distinctions won, as compared with the number of students

who passed the examinations, the result is still more favourable to the unendowed
Colleges. Thus, for example, in each of the three Queen’s Colleges, the total number
of Academical distinctions gained is considerably less than the number of students who
passed; whereas, in the two unendowed Colleges to which we have referred, it is

considerably greater. In University College, 77 Academical distinctions were

distributed between 58 students; and in Blackrock College, 65 Academical distinctions

were distributed between 39 students.
t

Again, if we confine our view to Exhibitions alone, we find that Queen s College,

Belfast, gained 21 among 155 students, which is at about the rate of 2 exhibitions to

every 15 students; Queen’s College, Galway, gained none; and Queens College,

* The figures in this Table have been made up from the official lists of the Royal University. As regards

Exhibitions gained by the Queen’s Colleges, the Table has been checked with a Return furnished to us by the

Royal University, and subsequently corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges
;
Appendix 111. p. 516.

bee. also Return, for the three Queen’s Colleges, prepared by Dr. Sullivan, President of Queen’s College, Cork,

which, except for an exceedingly small discrepancy, exact ! r coincides, in its results, with the above Table;
Addenda, pp. Cl 7-8.
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Cork, gained 3 among 27, or 2 Exhibitions to every 18 students. But when we come

to the unendowed Colleges, we find University College with 14 Exhibitions among

58 students, or about 2 Exhibitions to every 8 students ;
and Blackrock College with

II Exhibitions among 39 students, or 2 to every 7.

We are quite satisfied that the large proportion of Academical distinctions gained

by these two unendowed Colleges is mainly due to the high standard of school

education attained by their students before they enter the University
:
just as we have

shown that the small proportion of Academical distinctions gained by Cork and Galway

is mainly due to the low standard of school education on which students are received
,

in these Colleges.

There is one point connected with these Tables that seems to call for a fow words of I

explanation. It might be thought, at first sight, that the students who are set down

as passing the examinations of the Ro3'al University, in October 1SS4, from each

Queen’s College, had received their education, during the preceding year, in the College
1

to which they are ascribed. But this is not so. Let us take, for example. Queen’s

College, Cork. During the Academical Year, 1883-4, the total number of University
,

students reading any course of Arts, in Queen’s College, Cork, was 29 ;—12 in the First

Year, 7 in the Second Year, and 10 in the Third Year. Their names, and their standing

in College, are given in the Return furnished by the College authorities.

Now of these 29 names, only 20 appear on the official lists of the Royal University,

as having passed an examination in Arts in October, 1884. Eight passed the First

Examination in Arts, 5 the Second Examination, and 7 the B.A. Examination. Yet

we find, from the Return of the Royal University, that 27 students from Queen’s

College, Cork, passed Undergraduate Examinations in Arts, in 18S4. The question
|

then suggests itself, where did the extra 7 students come from, who thus raised the

number of Passes from 20 to 27. Ou this point we have received no evidence. But

we presume that these 7 students had their names on the books of Queen’s College, Cork,

hut did not go there, during the past year, to prepare for their University examination.

Something of tko same kind seems to have occurred in Galway. The names of 31

University students in Arts were returned to us by the College authorities, as reading,
I

during the past year, in the various stages of the Undergraduate course. Of these 31

names, we find 21 on the official lists of the Royal University, as having passed their

respective University examinations, in October, 1884. So fax everything is clear.

Queen’s College, Galway, had 31 University Undergraduates in Arts, during the past

year; and 21 of these Undergraduates passed their respective University examinations,

at the end of the year. But from the Return furnished to us by the Royal University,

and corrected by the authorities of the Queen’s Colleges, it appears that 29 Under-
graduates from Queen’s College, Galway, passed these examinations. How ai’e the 8

extra students to be accounted for 1 The explanation seems to he, as in the case of

Cork, that these students had their names on the College books, and were thus naturally

entered as coming from the College
; but from the College Return itself it is clear that

they did not read any course of Arts in the College, during the past yeaf.
These facts appear to have escaped the notice of our Colleagues, when they state, in

their Report, that “all who are reckoned as students of the Queen’s Colleges are

actually studying in them.” It is plain, from the figures we have
j ust given, that a

certain proportion, by no means inconsiderable, of the students who “ are reckoned as

students of the Queen’s Colleges,” in the official lists of the Royal University, for 1884,
had not been “ actually studying” in these Colleges, during the preceding year.

IV. FOURTH HEAD OF INQUIRY.
“ AS TO THE FEES CHARGED TO THE STUDENTS IN THE SAID COLLEGES.”

We agree with our Colleagues in the opinion that the Fees charged in the Queen’s

Colleges are moderate and reasonable.

"V. OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

In your Excellency’s warrant we are asked, not only to report upon the facts referred to

us for inquiry, but also to offer such opinions and suggestions as it might appear expedient

to present in the premises. Accordingly we have expressed our opinions, from time to

lime, in the body of our Report, upon the facts that came before us during the progress
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of our inquiry. Nevertheless it may be convenient for your Excellency, if we gather
together here, in a succinct form, those opinions and suggestions which seem to us, on a
full review of the evidence, to call most urgently for the consideration of the
Government.

We wish, at the same time, to say that any opinions and suggestions we may offer ExGr.

must be, of necessity, meagre and imperfect. We feel that the limits of our inquiry. Supra,

as fixed by the terms of your Excellency’s warrant, were such as to exclude from our Pl\ 72-3.

consideration questions of weighty import, which we could not fail to see underlie the
whole subject of University education in Ireland. 1798-9*

1828-9,’

i. In the first place, we pbserve that the Queen’s Colleges enjoy all the endowments 1851-3.

provided by the State for Collegiate education, in connexion with theRoyal University:

and yet a large majority of the students in Arts, of that University, decline to go to

these Colleges for their education. During the past Academical year, as we have
shown, the three Queen’s Colleges, taken together, have given education to less than Supra, pp.

one-third of the Undergraduates in Arts, who have passed the University Examinations, i00-1 -

The remaining two-thirds had to provide education for themselves, as best they could ;

the greater number of them, according to the evidence before us, being unable, on
account of their religious convictions, to avail themselves of the education offered in

the Queen’s Colleges.

II. This consideration receives additional strength, when we take the Queen’s Colleges

in detail. Queen’s College, Belfast, is situated in the midst of the Presbyterian com-
munity of Ulster ;

it meets the wants and enjoys the sympathy of that body ; and it

receives, every year, the best trained boys from the various Presbyterian schools,

scattered over the North of Ireland. It is accordingly a practical success. During the

past year, it gave education to about 24 per cent of the students in Arts who passed

the examinations of the Royal University
;
and its Medical school is in a flourishing

condition. We feel bound, indeed, to call attention to the fact, strongly urged upon Supra,p.7-2.

us in evidence, that it is of no avail to the Catholic people of Ulster, who constitute

47 per cent of the population. But considering it, in reference to the Presbyterian

community, and others who are able to take advantage of the education it offers, we
can say with confidence that it successfully fulfils the functions of a University College,

and makes a good return to the State for the public money expended upon it.
•

We find, however, a very different result, when we turn to the Colleges of Galway
and Cork. These two Colleges receive two-thirds of all the endowments expended by
the State on Collegiate education, in connexion with the Royal University

;
and yet,

taken together, they have educated, during the past year, less than 9 per cent of the Supra, pp
Undergraduates in Arts. This poor return for so large an expenditure is not due to 100-1.

any fault of the College authorities. We are satisfied they do the best they can. But
the students will not go to these Colleges : because the system of education established

there is inconsistent with the religious principles of the people.

hi. It would be some compensation for the small number of students, on whose
education is expended so large a proportion of tho public : endowments for the

advancement of learning, if they were all distinguished students of the University.

But from the Tables given in our Report, it appears that the Undergraduates in Arts
Supi.

a>

of Cork and Galway have received but a scanty share of Academical distinctions. Out pp. 86-8,

of 61 Exhibitions awarded to Undergraduates, in Arts, at the recent examinations in 99-100,

1SS4, Cork received but three, and Galway none : while among the unendowed
Colleges, University College, received 14, and Blackrock College, 11. Again, as regards

Supra,

Honours, Cork and Galway, taken together, gained but 26, while the two unendowed p. 101.

Colleges, just mentioned, gained 117.

rv. There is one result of these facts which seems to us deserving of especial notice.

Owing to the scanty supply of students, the number of valuable Scholarships in Arts,

provided by the State, in the Colleges of Cork and Galway, is almost equal to the

number of students. The consequence is that a large proportion of these Scholarships Supra, pp.
are given to students who have gained no University distinction : while a long roll of 72-8.

students who have gained high Honours in the University, but who are prevented, by
their religious convictions, from going to the Queen’s Colleges, are left without any
Academical reward whatsoever.
We would venture to submit that such a system' as this is inconsistent, at once, with

^be best interests of education, and with the highest considerations of public policy.
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la the interests of education, it seems to us that the Scholarships founded by the State
for the encouragement of learning, ought to be awarded to the best and most
promising students that the country can produce. And, on the other hand, public

policy would seem to demand that the Catholic people of Ireland should be admitted
to a share in the State endowments for collegiate education, without being asked

in return, to make any sacrifice of their religious principles.

v. We have already, in the bod}7 of our Tieport, expressed our opinion of the Medical
Faculty, in each of the three Queen’s Colleges. We will only add now that, if it be
desirable, in connexion with the Royal University, to maintain, with public funds,

~ ra g0
endowed Medical Schools in the provincial towns of Belfast, Cork, and Galway, where^ °’ p'

' the resources for medical education are, in many respects, deficient, it must surely be
desirable to maintain an endowed Medical School in Dublin, where the resources for

medical education are abundant and satisfactory.

vi. In conclusion, we desire to express our strong conviction, founded upon the

evidence laid before us, that the time has arrived when it is necessary, as well in the

interests of learning as in the interests of justice, to reconsider the whole question of

endowments for University education in this country, and to take such measures as

may be found needful to make these endowments available, not to a small minority

only, but to the whole body of the Academic youth of Ireland.

Before closing this Report, we wish to place on record our sense of the great kindness

with which we were received by the Presidents and Professors of the several Queen’s
Colleges ; and to bear testimony to the ready courtesy with which they afforded us the

necessary facilities for carrying out the inquiry which it was our duty to make. We
are also greatly indebted to our Secretary, Mr. N. D. Murphy, Jun., Barrister-at-Law,

for the zeal and efficiency with which he has discharged his arduous duties.

All which we have the honour to submit, as our Report, for your Excellency’s
consideration.

Witness our hands and seals this 23rd day of February, 1885.

R. P. CARTON, Chairman. (Seal).

GERALD MOLLOY. (Seal).

N. D. MURPHY, Jon.,

Secretai'y.
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APPENDICES.

Appendix No. 1.

Secretary’s Minutes of the various Meetings of the Commission.

Thursday, May 15, 1884.

First Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission, held on this day

Present :

—

R P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, and Dr. Marstox.

The Chairman drew attention to certain questions put in the House of Commons, and the answers thereto’
relative to the subject of the Commission.
Moved by Dr. Molloy, and

—

Resolved—That these questions and answers and the documents aocompanying the same he printed
for the use of the Commission.

A letter was read from the Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant as to the holding of the Commission in public.
Discussion thereon, and

—

Resolved—That the proceedings of the Commission be carried on in public.

Certain printed forms of Return Queries were handed in by Dr. Molloy and also by Dr. Stoney.
A discussion ensued on the frame thereof, aud also on the -answers of the Presidents of the Queen’s Colleges

with regard to the Returns moved for in the House of Commons as bearing on the Return Queries handed
in as above.

The Chairman parenthetically stated that he received a letter from tho Cork Corporation offering any
assistance in their power.

* After which'—The discussion on tho frame of the Return Queries was resumed.
Dr. Molloy’s form I. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) was agreed to. Also, II., III., and IV., upon being developed

into sub-heads corresponding to, and following, as near as possible, the order of L
Dr. Stoncy’s III. (a), (b), (c), (d), with modifications, were agreed to.

The Commission adjourned at 5.40 p.m.
(Signed), R. P. Carton, Chairman.

N. D. Murpiiy, Jnn., Secretary.

Friday, May 1G, 1884.

Second Private Meeting.

At a meeting of tlic Commission, held this day at 35, Rutland-square, at 3 p.m.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., Chairman
;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, and Dr. Marstox.

The discussion was resumed on the frame of the Return papers of Queries to be sent to the Queen’s Colleges.

V. (1) Of Dr. Molloy’s paper considered, and proposed by Dr. Molloy.

Amendment moved by Dr. Stoney—To strike out words, “ now reading in the College,
11 and substitute,

u of the College,” and to add, “ distinguishing those who are now reading in the College."

Suggested by Dr. Molloy—“ Adding the names of those who have left."

Dr. Stoney’s amendment carried and agreed to—Dr Molloy’s suggestion rejected.

V. (2) Agreed to—to be modified similarly to, and to be in accordance with, V. (1) as above.

V. (8) Agreed to.

VT. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) Agreed to, subject to the modification proposed by Dr. Stoney of adding, before

the words '‘Academical,” in each of the five sub-heads, the words, “ each of the last five.”

V. (4) Was now token up, having been designedly allowed to stand over.

Resolved—That it be struck out.

VII. (Dr. MoUoy's.)—Proposed by Dr. Stoney

—

That liis Query IL (6) be substituted for this.

Proposed by Professor Jack

—

To modify VII. conformably with VL, adding, before “ Academical," the words “ each of the last

five,” and striking out “ 1882-3 and 1883-4 respectively.”

Proposed by Chairman

—

To keep VII. as originally printed, and then to add a distinct Return to meet Dr. Stoney s views.

And proposed in addition by Dr. Molloy

—

To strike out, after “Royal University,” the word “and,” and to add, after “any University," the

words “ and how many are not matriculated students of the College."

The proposal of the Chairman, as modified by Dr. Molloy’s addition, was agreed to.

* The original forme of these return queries are attached to the Minute Boek of the Commission. The Queries agreed on in above

meeting are those which appear in Appendix III. A, No. 1, under tho headings I., II., III., IV., IX., X., XI.
(1;,

^
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V III. Unanimously agreed to be struck out and following to bo inserted in its place, on proposal of Dr.

3t*»ney :

—

VIII. (1)
“ Number of students who entered tlie College in each of thu live academical years previous

to 1882-3, classified according to faculties, and distinguishing matriculatod from non-matricnlated

students.”

(2).
“ Number of students who attended the College in each of the five academical years previous to

1SS2-3, classified according to faculties ayd distinguishing matriculatod from noil-matriculated students.”

Dr. Stoney’s III. (a.), (b.), (c.), (d.)—This was agreed to, but to be numbered IX., X., XI. (1), (2).

Dr. Stoney’s I. («.) and (6.)—Moved by Dr. Stoney

—

That the return be given for a period of thirty years liaclc.

Moved by Dr. Molloy

—

That other Colleges be requested to give returns as to their Students going up for Royal University

Examinations.

Dr. Molloy also moved amendment to I. (a.)

—

That the dates bo given at which students left the Colleges, and the dates at which tlioy passed such

subsequent Examinations.

A long discussion on these heads followed.

* The following was agreed to instead of I. a.

Each College is requested to import, so far ns it has information, the names of students who have

gained distinctions at other University Examinations or Boards, and the dates, when known, of such

Examinations.

*It was also agreed to and understood by the Commission that Dr. Molloy should be at liberty lo call

evidence to show the snccess of the Queen’s Colleges by the success or failure of other Colleges. But this to

be limited hi—say one College, and to be given ns a return in wilting.

I. b. (Dr. Stoney)— It was moved

—

That I. b. modified, so as to be similar to I. a., be retained in paper of queries.

Moved as amended by Dr. Marston

—

That each College give this return if they like so to do.

Hesoloed—That I. b. (Dr. Stoney), be struck out of return form, but that it be received if tendered as

evidence.

IV. (Dr. Stoney)—Moved by Dr. Stoney, that this be mollified to :

—

f Table of fees payable by the students in the several faculties.

Royal University Returns.

+ Those were agreed to as drafted, and printed by Dr. Molloy.

The Secretary was directed to write for the Royal University Regulations, 1S84. Also Uio Examination
Results, Royal University, 1883.

A short discussion was held as to whether the heads of the inquiry were, to he given to the press l'o>

publication. And it was

—

Hesolved—That the Chairman should first communicate with Sir Robert Hamilton on the matter.

The Commission then proceeded to appoint a shorthand writer.

The Chairman proposed Homy Hunt, Esq., b.l.

Hesolved-—That Mr. Hunt lie appointed shorthand writer to the Commission.

It was decided that the authorities of the Colleges should be consulted as to what time it would ho most
convenient for them, respectively, to receive the Commission, and also that they should be asked to send in
their answers to the return papers as soon as possible in order to allow the inquiry to bo held at once.

The Commission adjourned at G.10 p.m.

N. D. Murphy, Jim., Secretary.
R. P. Carton, Chairman.

Saturday, .1fay 17, 1884.

Third Private Meeting.
At a meeting held this day.

Present :— ft P. Carton, q.c. in the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

The Chairman read draft letter to be sent to tho Presidents of the Queen’s Colleges with tho return paper.

Dr. Stoney suggested that the return which at the previous meeting Dr. Molloy was permitted to brine
in of—say one College, should be presented in writing, and before a certain day.

After some discussion, it was

—

Hesolved,—That the Minute giving Dr. Molloy such permission should he erased
; also the query in

the Return Paper for Queen’s Colleges, which stood originally as Dr. Stoney’s I. a, and which as amended
began, “ Each college is requested to report, ifec.”

* At tlio next subsequent meeting it was decided that both these resolutions should be rescinded and erased, ond they were rescinded

t This appears in Appendix IIL, A. No. I, ns XTir.

j These appear as No. C in Appendix III., A.
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The Chairman read a letter from the Cork Corporation of the 16th May.
Discussion thereon.

Agreed—That such evidence ns Cork Corporation may choose to submit he received, provided it he
within the scope of the Inquiry—the terms of which the Corporation already have.

Proposed by Dr. Maiston, and

—

Agreed—That the evidence on the Inquiry bo at first at all events confined to the four heads of the
warrant.

A discussion took place as to whether the terms of the warrant should not be forwarded to the Presidents
of the College.

Amendment suggested by Dr. Marston, and

—

Agreed to—That before any communication be made to the Colleges or to the Press, the sanction of

Sir B. Hamilton be obtained.

Ami further agreed—That after Sir II. Hamilton’s sanction should be obtained slips should be sent to
Press stating that meetings had been held, indicating the heads of the Inquiry, and stating further that
Return forms had been sent to the Colleges to which answers were expected.

Also resolved—That letters he written to the Presidents of the Queen’s Colleges, stating that ,\

Commission had heeir appointed, and giving the tonus of the warrant.

The question as to what Queries were to lie marked as “ Urgent ” was then discussed.

The following Queries were directed so to be marked—A. Queen’s College Return Paper I II III
IV., V., VII.

° 1

A Query as to “ Associates ” was proposed by Professor Jack and agreed to—to be marked “ Uigent

"

and numbered XII.

VI. to be marked “ Urgent so far only as relates to the years 1882-3 and 1883-4.”

It was further

—

Resolved—That the Colleges should heasked to give returns within a week, if possible, to all the Queries,
if not possible, at least to the Queries marked “ Urgent.”

Also B.—That the Royal University be likewise asked to give returns to their Query Paper within a

week.

The Commission adjourned at 2.30 p.m.

Note.—Between May 17 and May 27 the Return Papers were printed and sent out with letters to each

of tlu* Queen’s College Presidents, and on the latter date all the Colleges had sent in tlieir answers.

A diiiiculty about tlieir being printed having arisen by reason of II. M. Stationery Office having not yet

received authority for the same from the Treasmy, the Chairman suggested that on Tuesday, May 27, a

meeting should las hold of such of the members of the Commission as should then be in Dublin.

R. P. Carton, Chairman.

N. D. Murphy, Juit., Secretary.

Tuesday, May 27, 1884.

Fourth Private Meeting.

Present .-—The Chairman, Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney.

A discussion took place as to liow the Rotm-ns were to lie printed, having regard to the delay in the

arrival of tho Treasury authority.

The Chairman read a copy of a letter he had written to Sir- R. Hamilton, urging that authority should bo

obtained.

It was proposed and

—

Resolved— That the Returns be printed at the private expense of the Commission, on tlieir sole

responsibility, and not as Government work.

Proposed and

—

Agreed to—That Messrs. Thom be employed.

It was agreed—subject to the ooavomouoe of Use Presidents—that the order of holding the inquiry shouldmw
be :

—

. 1. Belfast.—To open Tuesday, June 8, at 11 a.m.

2. Cork.—To open Saturday, June 7.

3. Galway—To open Thursday, June 12.

The Secretary to communicate verbally with the Presidents to ascertain whether above dates ore convenient.

[Note.—The Presidents have agreed to the above dates.] [28. 5. 84.]

The Secretary to prepare and send slips to the Press, stating when the Inquiry was to open
;
and also, that

the Commissioners would be prepared to hear- and take the evidence of any person tendering himself for

examination, whoso testimony is pertinent to tho matter within the scope of the Inquiry.

The Commission adjourned at 5.30 p.m.
.. _ _ _ .

(Signed) R. P. Carton, Chairman.

N. D. Murphy, Jim., Secretary.

P 2
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Tuesday, June 3, 1884.

Fifth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at the Imperial Hotel, Belfast, at 9.45 a.m.

Present The Chairman, Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

The programme of the Belfast Inquiry was discussed.

The Chairman stated shortly the matters which afterwards in opening the Inquiry bo publicly set forth.

Moved oy Dr. Molloy

—

That it is desirable that the President should be invited to give his evidence.

Moved by Professor Jack

—

That the President be given a day to prepare his evidence if he wishes so to do.

Suggested by the Chairman

—

That the Commission go through and visit the different departments of the College, at a convenient

time.

Suggested by Dr. Molloy

—

That the Commission only sit for three horn’s at a time, or divide its sittings into divisions of two hours

each.

Moved by Dr. Marston

—

That the Commission do call on the President before opening the Inquiry—ascertain his views, and

then proceed to business.

Resolved—That the Commission do call on the President, aiul invite him to give his evidence
;
that

they then proceed to open the Inquiry, and at a convenient time that they do inspect tho College.

A discussion was started by Dr. Molloy on a possible inquiry or return to be obtained as arising out of the

11eturns already furnished.

Proposed by Dr. Molloy

—

That a circular be issued to each of the Students who appear on the lists furnished by the Queen’s

Colle"es, as having gained Scholarships, Exhibitions, &c. (such being not private endowments).

The circular to be as follows :

—

I. A statement of the Scholarships you have gained in the Queen’s Colleges, setting forth tho full

title of such Scholarship, the year in which it was awarded, and the subjects of Examination for the

Scholarship, under the headings— Greek, Latin, English, French, German, Arithmetic, Algebra,

Euclid, he.

II. A statement of the Examinations for which you have presented yourself up to the present

time in the Royal University, setting forth the full title of such Examination, the year in which it

was held, and the Honour’s (if any) which you gained at each—distinguishing between first and second

houours.

III. A statement of the several Examinations of the Intermediate Education Board at which you
have been examined since June 1st, 1881, setting forth the date of such Examination, the grade,

whether Junior, Middle, or Senior, and the place obtained in the order of aggregate merit.

Suggested in addition by the Chairman

—

That the circular do contain a statement that the information to be given is not to bo published.

This proposal to be decided on—yes, or no—at the next meeting of the Commission.

The Commission ac\joumed at 10.20 am.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Morphy, Jun.

Tuesday, June 8, 1884.

First Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held in public at tlie Queen’s College, Belfast, on this day, at 11 o’clock am.

Present R. P. Carton, q.c., in. the Chair ; Dr. Molloy Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.
Mr. Hunt the shorthand writer was also in attendance.

The Chairman opened the Inquiry by stating the appointment of the Commission, the object of the
Inquiry—that such Inquiry was limited, and what the limit was, and that the Commission would be happy to
hear any evidence bearing on the subjects of the Inquiry. 1 3

The Commission then proceeded to take evidence.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

1. Rev. J. Leslie Porter, m.a., d.d., President, Queen’s College, Belfast.

•2. Professor Peter Redfern, m.d., F.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, Queen’s College Belfast
3. Professor Thomas Wilson Dougan, m.a., Professor of Latin.

° ’

4. Randal C. J. Nixon, Esq., sla., Mathematical Master, Royal Academical Institution Belfast.
5. Henry R. Parker, ll.d.

}
Head Master, Methodist College.

The Commission adjourned at 5.15 p.m.
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Tuesday, June 3, 188-1 (Evening).

Sixth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held tins evening, at the Imperial Hotel, Belfast.

Present The Chairman, Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Dr. Molloy drew attention to the offer made by the President, Queen’s College, Belfast, during his examina-
tion, to furnish a list of students who gained distinctions in after life.

Moved by Dr. Molloy, and

—

Resolved—That the following resolution of tho Commission be read out at the public meeting
to-morrow.

“ That Dr. Porter having offered to hand in a list of students of the College who have passed with
distinction the examinations of other Universities or Examining Boar-ds, the Commission would desire

thac he should give in each case the date at which the student left the College and the date as far as may
be known at which ho passed such Examination.”

The Commission then proceeded to discuss the circular proposed by Dr. Molloy at the meeting of this

morning with regard to Queen’s College students who have gained Scholarships.

Question put—That this circular be sent out.

The Commission divided.

For.

Dr. Molloy,

Tho Chairman.

Motion rejected.

Against.

Dr. Stoney.

Professor Jack.

Dr. Marston.

Dr. Molloy then proceeded to give typical cases illustrative of what he sought to obtain by the circular last

mentioned and referred to the Intermediate Examinations.
Question again put, as to sending out the circular above referred to, with the addition, on the Chairman’s

suggestion, that the students’ names be not disclosed.

Tne Commission divided.

For.

Chairman.
Dr. Molloy.

Carried, 3 to 2—That circular be not sent out.

Against.

Dr. Stoney.

Professor Jack.

Dr. Marston.

Professor Jack draw attention to certain questions which might be put with regard to Deans of Residences.

Moved by Professor Jack

—

That at the meeting to-morrow such questions may be put.

The Commission divided.

For.

Professor Jack.

Dr. Stoney.

Motion withdrawn.

Against.

Chairman.

Dr. Marston.

Did not vote—Dr. Molloy.

The Commission adjourned.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

R. P. Carton, Chairman.

Wednesday, June 5, 1884.

Second Public Meeting.

At a meeting held this day, in the Library of the Queen’s College, Belfast, at the hour of 11 o’clock.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., Chairman ;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

6. W. K. M'Mordie, Esq., M.D., 17, College-square, east.

Dr. M'Mordie, in tho course of his examination, requested the following to be taken down on the

minutes :

—

“ I propose to tender evidence that the teachers who are also Examiners in the Royal University

—

their income depending on the number of students, and the number of students de-

pending on the success of students, in the Royal University—it is found that under such circumstances

students cannot have confidence in such Examiners.”
The Commission declined to receive such evidence.

7. Professor James Cuming, M.A., M.D., Professor of Medicine.

8. Rev. William Johnson, d.d.

9. Rev. A. Todd Martin, d.LIT.

10.

Thomas Sinclair, Esq., m.a.
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11. Prolessor Jolm Parser, m.a., M.R.I.A., Professor of Mathematics, find Registmr, Queen's College, Belfast

12. David Taylor, Esq. (now Sir David Taylor), Mayor of Belfast.

13. Samuel Browne, Esq., M.D., J.P., former Mayor of Belfast.

14. W. T. Kirkpatrick, Esq., m.a,, Head Master, Lurgan College.

15. J. W. Byers, Esq., M.A., m.d., Member of Staff, Royal Hospital.

10. William Cnlwell, Esq., M.A., M.D., M.cn.

17.

William Ewart, Esq., m.p.

Jolni Purser, Esq., M.A., re-examined.

The Commission adjourned at 5 p.in.

R. P. Carton.
2s. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Thursday, June u, 1SS4.

Seventh Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at the Imperial Hotel, Belfast, ut the hour of 9 a.m.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the fchair; Dr. Mollv, Dr. Stone'.', Professor Jack, Dr. Maiiston.

Dr. Molloy drew the attention of the Commission to the question of printing the evidence taken before the

Commission, and as to bow witnesses’ corrections were to be made, and what corrections were to be allowed to

be made—aud as to whether a letter should not be written, enclosing the proof copy of evidence to each wit-

ness, stilting what corrections would be allowed.

Resolved—That no decision be come to on this question until after the Chairman had ascertained the

practice on the matter.

[Here Dr. Marstonand Professor Jack retired for the purpose of visiting certain of the Belfast hospitals].

The Secretary was directed to write for a complete sot of the Intermediate Examination Results from
1879.

The meeting adjourned at 9.20 a.m.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jim., Secretary.

Thursday, June 5, 1884.

Third Public Meeting.

At ;t meeting of the Commissiou held this day at Queen’s College, Belfast

Present :—R. P. Carton, Q.c., in the Choir; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

Note.—Professor Jack aud Dr. Marstou were engaged this morning in visiting the Belfast hospitals - Dr.
Hurston continuing his visit until the time he joined the rest of the Commission at the Queen’s College.

The Commission proceeded with the. taking of evidence.
The following witnesses were examined :

—

18. Professor A. L. Meissner, ph.d.. Professor ofModern Languages.

Dr. Stoney asked a question “ as to the fairness of an Irish student having to compete with German
students in German, and French students in French.”

The Chairman objected to this question.

The Commission divided.

For alloiciny the question.

Dr. Stoney.

Professor Jack.

The Chairman gave his casting vote against the question, and

The question was disallowed.

19. Professor T. Hastings Crossley, Professor of Greek, examined.
Professor John Purser, m.a-, re-examined.

'

20. Professor C. D. Yonge, Professor of History and English Literature, examined.

Dr. Marston here joined the Commission.

21. Rev. W. D. Killen, President of the Assembly College.

22. Professor Jolm F. Hodges, m.d., f.c.s., Professor of Agriculture.

23. Professor Alexander Gordon, m.d., Professor of Surgery.

24. Professor John Park, m.a., Professor of Logics and Metaphysics.

25. John Whitla, Esq., M.D., Secretary, Royal Hospital.

26. W. A. M‘Keon, Esq., m.d., Surgeon, Eye, Ear and Throat Hospifv* 1
..

27. J. W. Smith, Esq., m.d., Physician, Royal Hospital.

28. Henry O'Neill, Esq., sr.D.

Return of Scholarship Marks handed in

—

29. Joseph Nelson, Esq., sr.D.

30. John Fagan, Esq., f.b.c.s.i.

31. Professor E. A. Letts, Ph.d., F.n.s., Professor of Chemistry.

32. Professor R. O. Cnnningliam, m.d., Professor of Natural History, Geology, and Botany.
33. Professor Joseph D. Everett, m.a., d.c.l., F.B.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy.

The Secretary was directed to communicate with Dr. Porter with reference to informing Professors
Graham and Fuller when to attend in Dublin for Examination.
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”4. Jolm Wylie, Esq., Bursar of tlie College, examined.
3.3. Rev. H. Horny, President, St. Malnchy's College, Belfast.

:?G. Rev. J. O'Laverty, p.p., Holywood.
37. Rev. J. Clonway, Dam of St. Malnchy’s College.

Professor Peter Redfern, re-examined.

3S. Professor R. F. Dill, M.D., Professor of Midwifery.
39. Henry Whitaker, Esq., u.o.

Rev. J. Leslie Porter, re-examined.

The Chairman made a statement in closing the Inquiry, and
The Commission adjourned at 3.30 p.m.

Note.—Two members of the Commission—Professor Jack and Dr. Marston—remained behind in
Belfast after the rest of the members of the Commission bad left, for tho purpose of visiting the
hospitals of Belfast Having inspected the hospitals on Friday, June Gth, and having takent he evidence
of (40) Professor J. Seaton Reid, Professor of Materia Medico, Professor Jack and Dr. Marston re-
joined the remaining members of tlie Commission in Dublin.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Saturday, June 7, 1884.

Eighth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of tbo Commissioners held tliis day, at tho Imperial Hotel, Cork, at the hour of 1 1 o’clock.

Present R. P. Carton, q.c., in tho Chair
; Dr. Moixoy, Dr. SrosEY, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

A discussion arose as to how the minutes should ho kept. The Secretary was directed to keep a record of
all that is done at the Commission or meetings thereof, and all special matters arising at meetings of which
the Secretary may be desired to take a note.

Adjourned at 11.25.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Saturday, June 7, 1884.

Fourth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of tlie Commission hold this day, at the Queen’s College, Cork, at the hour of 12 o’clock.

Present :

—

R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., in the Chair ; Dr. Molloy, Dv. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

William K. Sullivan, Esq., pii.d., President of the Queen’s College, Cork, introduced a deputation of the

Cork Corporation.

Alexander McCarthy, Esq., Town Clerk, attended with a committee of the Town Council, and handed

in a resolution of that body.

William Shaw, Esq., m.i1

., presented a memorial signed by inhabitants of Cork, and also a resolution of

Graduates of tho Queen's College, Cork, with signatures thereto.

Dr. Sullivan, introduced a deputation of Graduates of the college.

The Chairman having replied, both deputations retired.

The Commission then proceeded to take evidence.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

41. Professor William K. Sullivan, pii.d., President, Queen’s College, Cork.

42. William Ridgeway, Esq., m.a., Fellow of Gonville and Cains College, Cambridge, Professor of Greek,

Queen’s College, Cork.
43. Professor Bunnell Lewis, m.a., f.s.a.. Professor of Latin.

44. Professor Jolm C. Malct, m.a., f.ils., Professor of Mathematics.

45. Professor Owen O’Ryan, d.lit., Professor of Modem Languages.

The Commission adjourned at 5.45. , _ „J
R. P. Carton.

XT. D. Murphy, Jim., Secretary.

Monday, June 9, 1884.

Ninth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of tho Commission held this day, at the Imperial Hotel, Cork, at the hour of 9 o’clock.

Present R. P. Carton, q.c., in tho Choir; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

The minutes of previous meetings were read and signed. A discussion took place with regard to certain

point of evidence relating to head No. 4 of the Inquiry.

The Commission adjourned at 9.30 a.m. _ _ _J
R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, J an., Secretary.
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Monday, June 9, 1884.

Fifth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of tlie Commission held this day, at the Queen’s College, Cork, at the hour of 10 a.m.

Present R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.c., in the Chau-, Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Mauston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand -writer, was in attendance.

Thu taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses wore examined :

—

46. Professor Denis C. O’Connor, M.D., ll.d., Professor of Medicine.

47. Professor Stephen O’Sullivan, m.d., m.ch., f.r.c.s.i., Professor of Surgery.

48. Professor J. J. Charles, m.a., d.sc., m.d., f.r.u.1., Professor of Anatomy aud Physiology.

Dr. Stoney asked this witness “ Has the published award of the Royal Univeimty been in every

instance that which was made by the Examiners, i.e., was the award made by the Examiners altered.’’

Question objected to by the Chaii-man, and question was disallowed by Commission.

Dr. Charles, during his Examination referred to the Report for 1874, of the Board of Visitoi-s of the

Medical Council.

"With regai-d to extracts read by the Chairman from this hist mentioned report.

Professor Jack objects to these extracts having been read out by the Chairman as not "bearing on the

subject of the inquiry.

49. E. R. Townsend, Esq., m.d.. Secretary to the South Infirmary and County of Cork General Hospital,

and one of the Physicians thereof.

The Witness handed in a Report of the Infirmary for the past year.

50. P. J. Cremen, Esq., m.d., one of the Physicians of the North Infirmary.

51. Professor Henry Corby, m.d., m.ch., Professor of Midwifery.

52. Jeremiah Cotter, Esq., m.d., Extraordinary Physician, Cork Fever Hospital.

03. C. S’. Pearson, Esq., m.d., Assistant Surgeon, North Infirmary.

54. Professor George F. Anustrong, M.A., d.lit., f.r.u.i., Professor of History and English Literature.

55. Professor Alexander Jack, m.a., Registrar of Queen’s College, Cork, and Professor of Engineering.

The witness handed in a Return of the Scholarship Marks, Queen’s College, Coi-k, 1876-1883.

Also Tabular analysis of position of Students now reading in the College.

56. Edmund Arblaster, Esq., m.a., Cantab., Master, Cork Grammar School.

57. Arthur A. Sandford, Esq., m.d., m.ch., Surgeon, Cork Ophthalmic and Aural Hospital.

The Commission adjourned at 5.45 p.m.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Tuesday, June 10, 1884.

Tenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at Imperial Hotel, Cork, at 9 o.m.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair
;
Dr. Mollot, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack and Dr. Marston.

The heads of evidence proposed to be given by the Rev. Dean Webster were considered.

It was resolved that except so far as the proposed evidence was conversant with the secular education
in the College, the same should not he received.

Dr. Molloy handed in a return of marks at the examination in Political Economy in the Queen’s College,
Belfast, from 186S-9 to 1882-3, evidence which he had received in a private letter from Professor Park.
The Secretary was directed to write to have such returns forwarded officially to the Commissioners through

the Registrar of the College.

A table was received by the Secretary from Professor Redfera comparing fees paid by medical students of
Queen’s College, Belfast, under Queen’s University and Royal University systems.

The Commissioners adjourned at 9.20 a.m.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Tuesday, June 10, 1884.

Sixth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commissioners held this day, at the Queen’s College, Cork.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

Professor John C. Malet was recalled.

58. Professor John England, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy.

59. Professor Richard Horner Mills, m.a., ll.d., Professor of Jurisprudence and Political Economy.
60. Denis M. Keogh, Esq., h.a.

61. Very Rev. J. J. Canon Coghlan, d.d., p.p., President of Saint Finn Barr’s College, Cork.
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Dr. Marston joined the Commission at 12.50, having been engaged during the morning in visiting the Cork
Hospitals.

6

62. Rev. H. Hutch, President of St. Cohnan College, Fermoy.

68.

Rev. J. D. Burke, Superior, Christian Brothers’ School, Cork.’

64. Ednmnd Hogan, Esq., Ex-Head Master, Intermediate School, Skibbereen.
65. Very Rev. Dean Webster, d.d.

66. Thomas Farrington, Esq., M.A., p.c.s.

67. Professor Marcus M. Hartog, m.a., d.so., f.l.s., Professor of Natural History, Zoology, Botany, and
Geology.

Professor Jack was here recalled and examined.

68. Professor Maxwell Simpson, F.R.S., ll.d., d.sc., it.D., p.r.u.i., Professor of Chemistry.
69. William B. Harrington, Esq.

Professor O'Ryan was hero recalled.

70. Patrick Blackall, Student.

The witness handed in statement as part of liis evidence.
71. Michael James M'Mullan, Esq., b.e.

72. James Magner, Student.

Dr. Sullivan, President, was re-examined.
Professor Stephen O’Sullivan was recalled.

Professor Cluules tendered some explanations.

73. Daniel O'Callaghan, Esq., n.A., R.u.r.

74. David Smith, Student, Queen’s College, Cork.

75. William A. Whitelegge, Esq., b.a., r.u.i.

Tlie Chairman made a statement in closing the Public Inquiry and

The Commission then retired into the Council Chamber, for the purpose of taking evidence in private as
to the fees charged in connection with the supply of subjects.

James Magner was further examined.
The witness is to send in statement as to certain evidence.

Professor Charles was then called in and examined and

The Commission adjourned at 8.20.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Note.—This morning Professor Jackand Dr. Marston visited some of the Cork Hospitals, Dr. Marston
continuing his visit until the time he joined the rest of the Commission at Queen’s College, Cork.

Thursday, June 12, 1884.

Eleventh Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission, held this day, at the Railway Hotel, Galway, at the hour of 11 o’clock.

Present:—R. P. Cauton, Esq., Q.C., in' the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr.

Marston.

The minutes of the last two public and lost two private meetings were read and signed.

A discussion took place as to whether the whole Report of the British Medical Council Visitors, referred to

by Professor Charles in his Examination at Cork, should be received as evidence.

Question to stand over for future meeting.

The Chairman read a letter from Rev. Mr. Dougherty, Magee College.

The question os to what reply should bo sent to stand over.

The Commission adjourned at 11.30.
B. P. Carton. .

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Thursday, June 12, 1884.

Seventh Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission, held this .day, at the Queen’s College, Galway, at the hour of 12 o’clock.

Present R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.c. in the Chair ; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stonev, Professor Jack, Dr. Mabston,

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand winter, was in attendance.

The Chairman made a statement in opening the Inquiry.
_

The President of the Queen's College, Galway, proceeded to introduce a deputation of the Galway Town

Commissioners, when

—

Major Lynch requested the Commission to fix a time for receiving the deputation, as all the members thereof

were not then present, and— .

The Chairman intimated that the Commission would receive the deputation on the next (Friday) morning.

The Commission then proceeded to take evidence.

The following witnesses were examined

—

76. Thomas William Moffett, Esq., ll.d., d.lit., President of the Queen’s, College, Galway, and Professor of

History, English Literature, and Mental Science.

The Secretary was directed to give witness copy Resolution passed by Commission at -a private

meeting held on Wednesday, June 4th, referring to after life distinctions of students.

The witness read and handed in a copy of certain correspondence.

Q
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77. Professor Joseph P. Pye, m.d., m.ch., d.sc. Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

The witness handed in a table as part of his evidence
;
also a report signed by himself and Drs.

Browne and Kinkead.

78. Professor James V. Browne, m.d, l.r.c.s.1., Professor of Surgery.

79. Professor John Isaac Lynham, M.D., m.ch., Professor of Practice of Medicine.

80.

'

Profeasor Nicholas W. Cololmn, m.d., m.ch., Profeasor of Materia Medica.

81. Professor Richard John Kinkead, b.a., m.d., Professor ofMidwifery and one of the Lecturers on Medical

Jurisprudence.

The Commission adjourned at 6.20 o'clock.

It. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Thursday
,
June 12, 1884.

Twelfth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this evening, at the Railway Hotel, Galway, at 9 pan.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.c. in the Chair
;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

It was resolved that the Commission do open their Public Sittings in Dublin at the offices of the Com-
missioners, La Touche’s Bank, Cuatle-street, on Saturday the 21st day of June, at the hour of 12 o’clock.

It was also resolved that the report of the British Medical Council Visitors, 1874, referred to in Dr. Charles'

evidence at Cork, be received as part of his evidence, and that Dr. Moffett be at liberty to make any explanation

he may think fit, with inference to this report.

The question of the reply to Rev. Mr. O’Dougherty’s letter, referred to in lost private meeting, was
considered.

A draft letter was prepared by the Chairman, and handed to the Secretary.

The Commission adjourned at 9.30 p.m.

R P. Carton.
N. D. Morphy, Jun., Secretary.

Friday
,
June 13, 1884.

Eighth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at the Queen’s College, Galway, at the hour of 1

1

o’clock.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., in the Chair
; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack.

Note.—Professor Jack and Dr. Marston were engaged this morning in visiting the Galway Hospitals,

Dr. Mnrstou continuing his visit until the time he subsequently joined the rest of the Commission at the
Queen’s College.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

Hie President of the Queen’s College introduced a deputation of the Galway Town Commissioners-
Major "Wilson Lynch read and handed in a resolution of the Town Commissioners.
The Chairman replied to the deputation.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

82.

Professor John Fletcher Davies, ji.a., d.ljt., Professor of Latin.

Dr. Marston joined the Commission at 12.15 having visited the Galway Hospitals.

53. Professor D’Arcy W. Thompson, m.a., d.lit., Professor of Greek.
Professor Joseph P. Pye was here recalled.

54. Professor George Johnston Allman, ll.d., d.sc., f.r.s., Professor of Mathematics and Bursar of the
College.

85. John Henry Harrison, Esq., m.a.

8G. Professor Edward Townsend, Esq., m.a., d.sc., Professor of Engineering and Registrar ofthe College.
87. Professor R. J. Anderson, Professor of Biology, Midwifery, and Geology.
88. Professor Joseph Larmor, m.a., d.sc. Professor of Natural Philosophy.

J

The Commission adjourned at 6. 15.

„ „ „ R.. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Saturday, June 14, 1884.

Ninth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at the Queen’s College, Galway, at the hour of 10 a. m.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair ; Dr. Stoney, Dr. Molloy, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

Tlio taking of evidence by the Commission was proceeded with.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

89. The Most Rev. Thomas J. Carr, d.d., Bishop of Galway and Kilmacduagh.

90. Rev. T. Kenny, 8.J., Rector of the Jesuit College, Galway.

91. Professor Thomas H. Rowney, ph.d., d.sc., Professor of Chemistry.
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Professor Larmor was re-examined, and handed in a statement of the course of his class work.
Professor Allmau was re-examined, and handed in a Table of the Pass and Honor Mathematical Glasses for

the past five year's.

Professor Pye was re-examined.

The Registrar handed into the Secretary two Returns allowing tire number of students of the Queen’s
College, Galway, who passed the Royal Univoreity Examinations iu 1882 and 1883, distinguishing the several
faculties and examinations.

Also a corrected copy of the Queen's College, Galway, Returns.

92. James Pen-y, Esq., B.E., County Surveyor, West Riding of Galway.
93. James A. Campbell, Esq., m.a.

The President was re-examined.

The Chairman made a statement in closing the Inquiiy.

The President replied and

—

Tire Inquiry was concluded at 2 p.m.

N. D. Murphy, Jun.j Secretary.
R. P. Carton.

Saturday, June 21, 1884.

Thirteenth Private Meeting.

Present :—R P. Carton, Esq., Q.c., in the Chair
;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stonby, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at the offices of the Commission, at the hour of 11.15 o’clock.

A discussion took place as to what directions should be given to witnesses in sending them their proof of
evidence for revision.

The Secretary was directed to obtain the Treasury circular sent to Messrs. Thom, and dealing with
correction of witnesses’ evidence.

The Commission adjourned at 11.55.

N. D. Murphy, Jim., Secretary.

R. P. Carton.

Saturday, June 21, 1884.

Tenth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at their offices, at the hour of 12 o’clock.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.c., in the Chair
j
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence l>y the Commission was continued.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

94. Very Rev. William J. Canon Walsh, D.D., President of St. Patrick’s College, Maynootli.

The witness handed in a table of comparative results as part of his evidence.

95. Arthur Hill Curtis, Esq., ll.d., d.bc, Assistant Commissioner of Inter-mediate Education.

96. Professor H. Brougham Leech, m.a., Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law, tc.d., and

Deputy Professor of Feudal and English Law, T.C.D.

The Secretary was directed to obtain copies of tbe report of tbe Queen’s Colleges Commission 1876-7, of

which witness was Secretary.

97. Alexander Anderson, Esq., M.A.

The Commission adjourned at 4 p.m.
R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Monday, June 23, 1884.

Eleventh Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at tko Office of tbo Commission, at 11 o clock, a.m.

Present.—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., in the Chair ;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston

Mi-
. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was proceeded with.

The following witnesses were examined.

98. Professor Robert Yclverton Tyrrell, m.a., F.T.O.D., Regius Professor of Greek, t.c.d.

99. W. Tbomley Stoker, Esq., m.d., f.r.c.s.1. .

100. Professor D. J. Cunningham, m.d.. Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, T.C.D.

101. Professor Thomas Maguire, m.a., y.t.C.T)., Professor of Moral Philosophy, T.C.D.

102. R6v. J. E. Reffe, French College, Blackrock. „ T n „
103. Professor William Graham, m.a., Professor of Jurisprudence and Political Economy, Queens College,

Belfast.

The Commission adjourned at 5 p.m.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary

R. P. Carton.

Q2 .
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Monday, June 23, 1884.

Fourteenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this afternoon, at the offices of the Commission, at the hour of 5 p.m.

Present : R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., in the Chair, and all the rest of the Commissioners.

The Chairman read a letter from Dr. Magner, Cork Workhouse.

An answer was settled and written by the Chairman.

The Chairman read a letter from A. J. C. Allen, Esq., m.a., which had been received by Professor Jack.

It was resolved that the Secretary should reply to it, to the effect that the Commission after careful con-

sideration have come to the conclusion that they can only receive written statements of evidence from such

witnesses as present themselves for examination.
R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Tuesday, June 24, 1884.

Twelfth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at their offices, at the hour of 10 o’clock.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoxey, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt the shorthand writer was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

104. Rev. William Delany, S.J., President, University College, Stephen’s-green.

105. James J. Shaw, Esq., it.A.

106. William Thomson, Esq., st.D.

The Commission adjourned at 2 o’clock.

R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Tuesday, June 24, 1884.

Fifteenth Private Meeting.

Ata meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair ; Dr. Mollot, Dr. Stonby, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Dr.Whitla’s letter and tables relating to the Belfast Hospital, and Dr. M'Kcown's letter with reference
thereto, and his table were considered.

The Secretary was directed to write to Dr. Whitla to the effect that his Table I. would bo accepted as part
of liis evidence, and to Dr. M'Keown, acknowledging his letter.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Wednesday, June 25, 1884.

Thirteenth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at their offices, at the hour of 10.30 a.m.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq.,Q.c., in the Chair
; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was resumed.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

107. Michael Buckley, Esq.

The witness handed in a list of names.

108. Honorable Thomas Taylor Allen, Legal- Remembrancer, and Member of the Legislative Council of
Bengal.

The President, Queen’s College, Cork, was again examined.
Rev. J. E Reffe, re-examined.

109. W. J. M. Starkie, m.a., University College.

110. Charles F. Knight, Esq., m.d.

111. William Edward Ellis, Esq., B.A., ll.b.

112. J. J. Lynch, Student.

113. John Roche, Esq., m.d., Mount Clarence, Kingstown.
Witness handed in copy Medical Times, also a list of names.

114. Mr. Edward F. Hanrahan, Matriculated Student, Queen’s College, Galway.

The Commission adjourned at 2.30 p.m.

After the Public Meeting certain evidence was taken in private.

Jos. J. Lynch, Student, examined.

The Secretary was directed to write for six copies of House of Commons’ Return
printed 1st April, 1884, Anatomy Students, Queen’s College, Cork, 1882-3.

Adjourned at 3.20 p.m.

No. 110, ordered to be

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.
R. P. Carton.
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Thursday, June 26, 1884.

Fourteen™ Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission, held this day, at tlieir offices, at the hour of 11 o’clock.

Present :—R. P. Carton in the Chair
;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence by the Commission was proceeded with.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

M. Buckley, Esq., re-examined.

The witness proved and handed in two telegrams.

115. Alexander Smith, Esq., m.d., Parliament-street, Dublin.
Very Rev. William J. Canon Walsh, re-examined.

116. H. Macnaughton Jones, Esq., m.d. 141, Harley-strect, London.

The Commission adjourned at 1.80 until further notice.

R. P. Carton-

.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Thursday, June 26, 1884.

Fifteenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at their office, at the hour of 1.45 p.m.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c. in the Chair; and the rest of the Commissioners.

The minutes of previous meetings were read and signed. A discussion took place as to the corrections
to he made by the members of the Commission, of their question

,
as appearing in the proofs of evidence.

It was resolved that three distinct sets of proofs would be required.

1. Original proof from shorthand notes.

2. Proofs with questions corrected.

8. Proofs with witnesses’ evidence corrected.

The Secretary was directed to keep a copy of each of these documents. Also of such others as may be deemed
material.

Twelve copies of each set of proofs to be obtained from printer.

A discussion took place as to what corrections were to be allowed to witnesses in revising their proofs of

evidence, and what directions should be given to them when sending out their proofs.

The Secretary was directed to send the original proofs from the shorthand notes to the several members of

the Commission according as they come in from the printer. Then to send the proofs as corrected l>y the

Commissioners to each witness for hi3 correction. The Secretary to peruse witnesses’ revises, and should they

or any of them appear to be materially altered, to bring such revise before the resident members of the Com-
mission. If resident members are unanimous as to the proceedings to be taken thereon—in that case the

absent members of Commission agree to be bound. If resident members be not unanimous, then Secretary

is to lay the matter before each of the absent members, stating tliat resident members are divided in opinion

and asking liis vote and opinion on the matter.

The same rule to apply to any other question.

It was moved by Dr. Molloy, and

—

Resolved—That the following return be obtained from the Royal University, with regard to students

. of the Queen’s Colleges who gained Scholarships and Exhibitions of the Royal University

—

“ A list of cases in which the amount paid to such students was reduced in consideration of the

Scholarships or Exhibitions which they held in the Queen’s Colleges in accordance with the * University

Education (Ireland) Act, 1879,’ sec. 9, sub-seo. 4, and the amount of the reduction in each case."

It was moved by Dr. Molloy, and

—

Resolved—That each of the Queen’s Colleges be asked for a return for each of the five years 1877
to 1881 of the number of students of the Queen’s Colleges, that presented themselvea, and the number
that passed each of the various Examinations ofthe Queen’s University, as follows ;

—

Examination known as First University Examination
in Arts.

B.A. Examination.
M.A. Examination.
First University Examination in Medicine.
Second University Examination in Medicine.
M.D. Examination.

M.Ch. Examination.

Examination for Diploma in Midwifery.

Examination for Diploma of Elementary Law.

LL.B. Examination.

LL.D. Examination.

First University Examination in Engineering.

Degree Examination in Engineering.

The Secretary was directed to write when enclosing the return form saying that the Commission would be
obliged for an answer if it still be in the power of Presidents to give such information, and if not, to kindly in-

dicate where information could be obtained.

It was moved by Professor Jack, and seconded by Dr. Marston, and

—

Resolved—That the suggestion given at the end of Secretary’s Treasury instructions be adopted as and
for directions to witnesses, extending however the time for returning the proofs to ten clays.

Commission adjourned at 8 o’olock.

N. D. MuarHy, Jun., Secretary.
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Thursday, July 10, 1884.

Sixteenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at the offices.

Present :—R P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair ;
Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney.

A discussion took place as to printing certain parts of the documentary evidence handed in during the

course of the Inquiry.

A number of documents and tables were ordered to be printed at once, and copies struck off for the use oi

the Commission. See list A, appended, Nos. 1-5, 8, 11, 12, 12a, 13, 15 (table I. only), 17, 18.

R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

The following is List A, referred to

—

List of Documentary Evidence furnished by Queen’s College, Belfast.

1-5. Returns I. to XIII., to original query sheet sent to College. No. XI. not supplied.

G. Table of Queen’s College, Belfast, students, 1860-84. By Redfem, Professor.

7.

Comparative table of fees. Redfem.

S. Table explaining academic mark, “ Q.” in Return I.

9.

Table of students in different faculties, 1879-84.

10. Professors’ fees for five years ending 1884.

11. Comparison of fees in the Queen’s University and Royal University.

12. Sundry after life distinctions at other Universities.

12a. List of Belfast scholars with their after life distinctions.

13. Supplement to President’s evidence.

14. Scholarship marks, 1882—3, and 1883—4.

15. Report, Belfast Royal Hospital, 1883.

16. Tables of Hospitals used for clinical teaching, “ I.” and “ II.”

17. Class roll, 1S74-84.

18. List of class fees, 1874-84.

19. Address of Dr. M'Keown.

Wednesday, July 16, 1884.

Seventeenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at their offices, 14, Castle-street.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney.

The documentary evidence handed in was farther considered. A selection was made of certain of the
documents handed in at Cork and Galway.
The secretary was directed to expedite, if possible, the printing of the proofs of evidonco.

The secretary was directed to submit to Dr. Maiston and Professor Jack, the question with reference to the
four lists of after life distinctions handed in by the presidents :—1. Whether such returns should be planted at
once. 2. Whether the discussion of this question should stand over for a full meeting of the Commission

.

The secretary was directed to apply for copies of No. 3 list B.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun.

See lists B and C appended.
List B, 6, 7, and 9.

List C, 1, 4, 6, 7, 8.

List “ B.”

List of Documentary Evidence furnished by Queen’s College, Cork.

1. List of Queen's College, Cork, students with their after life distinctions.

2. List of Queen’s College, Cork, scholars with their after life distinctions.

3. Report of Visitors, Queen’s College, from General Medical Council, 1S74.
4. Report of Cork South Infirmary, 1884.
5. Abstract of Cork scholarship marks.
6. Analysis of students now (1884), in books of College.
7. Table and statement ofMr. P. Blackall.

S. Heads of evidence tendered by Dean Webster.

9.

Diagram showing fluctuations of Queen’s University students.
10. Cork Fever Hospital report.

11. Cork Eye anil Ear Hospital report.

12. Cork North Infirmary report.

* List “ C." 1

List of Documentary Evidence furnished by Queen’s College, Galway.

1. last of after life distinctions.

2. Report handed in by Dr. Kinkead.

3. Table of scholarship marks for past four years.

4. Statement of course of work— experimental physics.

5. Table of pass and honors, mathematical class— past four years.

6. Number of students passing Royal University Examinations in 1882 and 1883.
7. Return of number of students passing Sessional Examinations previous to 1883.
8. Copy of Queen’s letter-, December, 1882.

9. Analysis of patients, &c., in county Galway Infirmary.

10.

Statement of Explanatory of Obstetric Museum.
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Monday, July 21, 1884.

Eighteenth Private Meeting.

At si meeting of the Commission held this day, at their offices, 14, Castle-street.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoxey.

Dr. Stoney stated with reference to the report of the Queen’s College Commission, 187G, which the Stationery
Office were unable to supply, that the Under-Secretary had in his possession some copies winch lie would lie

willing to send to the Commission.
The Secretary was directed to write to tho Under-Secretary requestinghim to lend—say, three copies—stating

that Commission considered that such report would bo most useful to them.
On the motion of Chairman, it was resolved that any table or document which any one member of the

Commission considers material to be printed shall be printed.

The Commission then selected certain portions of the documentary evidence handed in in Dublinand ordered
the same to be printed.

„ tv -»r
R- P- Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jnn., Secretary.

See last D. annexed, Nos. 1 and 9.

List “ D. ”

List of Documentary Evidence furnished by Witnesses, who were examined at the Dublin
Sittings of the Commission.

1. Ten tables handed in by Dr. Walsh.
1a. Additional facts referred to in Dr. Walsh’s evidence.

2. Returns of French College, Blackrock, analogous to Queen’s College query. Answers I. 1, 2, 3, 4.

3. Comparative table. Scholarships at Royal University; Blackrock, and Queen’s Colleges.

4. Do., Exhibitions, Honours and Scholarships
;
Blackrock and Queen’s College.

4a. Summary, Exhibitions, Honours and Scholarships, gained by Blackrock College.

5. After life distinctions, Blackrock Students.

6. Letter of Personal Explanation, J. J. Hanly.

7. Extract from Medical Times, March 8, 1884. Handeu in by Dr. Roche.
8. Two telegrams—Handed in by Mr. Buckley.

9. Father Delany’s Tables.

Monday, July 28, 1884.

Nineteenth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., Dr. Molloy.

Letters were read from Professor Jack and Dr. Marston, to the effect that in their opinion the after life

distinction lists should be printed.

A discussion then took place as to the form in which such lists should be printed. And it was resolved that

the lists be printed in the form in which they have been sent in.

R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murpht, Jim., Secretary.

List A, 12 and 12a.

„ B, 1 and 2.

„ 0, 1 .

All to be planted.

Monday, August 4, 1884.

Twentieth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at their offices.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Dr. Marston.

Th e Commissioners commenced the consideration of certain matters as to the form of their Report.

R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Wednesday, August 6, 1884.

Twenty-first Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at their offices.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., Dr. Moleot, Dr. Stoney, Dr. Marston.

The Chairman read a letter from John S. M'Ardle, Esq., f.r.c.s.i.

The Chairman to write to Dr. M'Ardle and also to Dm. Banks and Cruise, and fixing tomorrow (Thursday)

12 o’clock, for their examination before the Commission.
The Commission then proceeded with the consideration of their Report

R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murpht, Jun., Secretary.
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.xvi

Thursday, August 7, 1884.

Twenty-second Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at their offices.

Present : R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

The consideration of the Report was continued.

The Secretary was directed to enclose certain parts of Dr. M'Mordie's evidence and Dr. Porter’s to the

Secretaries of the Royal University, with a view to the authorities of the Royal University taking such steps

in reference thereto as to them should seem fit.

Proposed by Dr. Molloy, that the Secretary in forwarding Drs. M'Mordie and Poitcr’s evidence toRhe

Secretaries, Royal University, in reference to the unfair practices alleged to have beon toloratcd at *the

Examinations of the Royal University, should add

—

That the Commission wished to give the Secretaries of the Royal University an opportunity'of
making any statement in reference to these allegations that they may think fit.

Suggested by Dr. Marston, and

—

Carried—That the evidence be sent with the intimatiou, as stated above, that the authorities of the

Royal University might take such steps as they thought fit.

Proposed by Dr. Molloy and

—

Carried—That Dr. Moffett be asked for a return, showing the number of students from each of the

four Provinces in the Faculty of Arts in the Queen’s College, Galway, during the Academical years,

1882-3 and 1883-4.

The Commission adjourned.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Thursday, August 7, 1884.

Fifteenth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day in their public room—offices 14, Castle-sfcreot.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., and the rest of the Commissioner's.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The Commissioners proceeded to take additional evidence.

117 J. T. Banks, Esq., m.d., f.r.c.s.1. was examined.

R. P. Oa
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Saturday, August 9, 1884.

Twenty-third Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., and all the Commissioners.
The Secretary was directed to have printed a statement handed in hy Professor 3. J. Charles, and to sendhim a copy for his correction.

The consideration of the Report was continued.

Chairman read a letter handed in by Father Delany.
An answer was drafted, which the Secretary was directed to send to Father Delany.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.
It. P. Carton

Monday, August 11, 1884.

Sixteenth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., and the rest of the Commissioners.

Mr. Hunt, the shorthand writer, was in attendance.

The taking of evidence was continued.

The following witnesses were examined :

—

118 J. R. M'Axdle, Esq., m.d., f.r.o.s.i.

W. Thomley Stoker, Esq., m.d., f.r.c.b.i., recalled.

119 F. R. Cruise, Esq., m.d., f.r.o.s.i.

The Commission adjourned.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.
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Monday, August 11, 1881.

Twenty-fourth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—All the Commissioners.

A letter was read from Father Delany, in answer to the Secretary’s letter of Wust 9thThe Secretary directed to write to Father Delany, requesting him to attend on to-morrow (Tuesdavl-to tender his evidence—such evidence however to be limited to the matter stated in his letter
( -

The consideration of the Report was continued.

The C oranrission adjourned.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.
R. P. Carton.

Tuesday, August 12, 1884.

Seventeenth Public Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at 11 o’clock, at their offices, Oastle-street.

Present R. P. Carton, Esq., q.c., and the rest of the Commissioners.

Rev. William Delany, s.j., was shortly re-examined.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Tuesday, August 12, 1884.

Twenty-fifth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day at their offices.

Present :—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.c., in the Chair ; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack and Dr.
Mahston.

The discussion of the Report was continued. Certain of the documents handed in at Belfast and Cork were
considered and ordered to he printed. See List A. annexed to Sixteenth Private Meeting, July 10th, and
List B. annexed to Seventeenth Meeting, July IGth. The number of documents in this list ordered to lie

printed are set out at the foot hereof. B. No. 8, to be printed, having regard to the Minutes of the Tenth
Private Meeting, June 10th, and to statement made to Dr. Webster, when he was giving liis evidence.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

R. P. Carton.

Note.—

B

efore the meeting adjourned Dr. Marston left on private business.

List A. 6, 7, 9, 10, 14 : but first, Secretary to communicate with Professor Purser; 15 and 19

to be considered by Dr. Marston. (Extracts of 1 5, 1 9, subsequently taken.) List B. Numbers 5,

and 8; Numbers 4, 10, 11, 12, printed in extracts by Dr. Muraton’s directions.

Wednesday, August 13, 1884.

Twenty-sixth Private Meeting.

Present

:

—Chairman, and all the rest of the Commissioners.

With reference to cases where a witness in giving his evidence referred to certain students whose names do

not appeal1 upon the Minutes of Evidence, it was proposed by Dr. Stoney and

—

Resolved—That a special copy of the Report and Evidence be kept by the Secretary, in which he is to

write in, marginally, and in their proper respective places, the names of all such students
;
and for that pur-

pose that the Secretary do obtain from all such witnesses a correct reference list oi such names. The aliove

copy of Repox-t and Evidence to be kept for future reference merely, and not for_publication.

The Secretary was directed to write to the Registrars of Belfast and Cork Colleges for detailed information

as to the students referred to in the answers to queries No. VII. under the headings “new students not matri-

culated in any University ” and “ new students not matriculated in the College."

The consideration of the report was continued. Certain of the documents handed in at Galway and Dublin

were considered. See List C. annexed to Seventeenth Private Meeting, and List D. annexed to Eighteenth

Private Meeting. The numbers of the documents as appearing in these lists and ordered to be printed tire

set out at the foot hereof. No. 6, was received in evidence and printed, as being a personal matter, notwith-

standing that Mr. Hanly did not present, himself for examination.
R. P. Carton.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

List C. Nos. 2, 3, 5, 9, 10.

LiBt D. Nos. 2, 4a, 5, 6, 7.

3, 4, to be printed for private use of the Commission.
,

i 7 The extract referred to.

^ ^
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Monday, August IS, 1884.

Twenty-seventh Private Meeting.

At si meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present:—R. P. Carton, q.c., Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stokey, and Dr. Marston.

Tlie Secretary was directed to m ite to the President, Queen’s College, Cork, for tile purpose of ascertaining

from what source official or otherwise ho obtained the data as to Result Fees paid to teachers, <fcc., and given.

V,y him in answer to Q. 2112 of his evidence.

The discussion on the Report was continued.

The Commission adjourned.
R P CARTOff

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Note. Between this last meeting and the next subsequent one, rough draft Reports were prepared

by the Chairman, Professor Jack, and Dr. Marston, six copies were made of each draft and distributed among

the members of the Commission, for the purpose of facilitating the making up of the Report.

Thursday, October 16, 1884.

Twenty-eighth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day. —
Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney.

The Secretary was directed to make application to the Royal University for the official returns of the Results

of the late Royal University Examinations, when confirmed by the Senate.

Moved by Dr. Molloy

—

That certain portions of the evidence given by the President, Queen’s College, Cork, on Juno 25th, and

which has been struck out, be restored.

The Commission were divided in opinion and the Secretary was directed to communicate with the absent

mcndiers of the Commission for the purpose of obtaining their opinion on the matter.

The Commission adjourned.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

R. P. Carton.

Wednesday, October 22, 1884.

Twenty-ninth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day.

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., Dr. Molloy, and Dr. Stoney.

The discussion of the question as to restoring part of Dr. Sullivan’s evidence was resumed.

£>i'- Molloy called attention to the fact that a portion of the evidence given by Dr. Sullivan, President of

Queen’s College, Cork, including the answers given to several questions put by Dr. Molloy had been struck

out of the revised proof, and lie moved the following resolution—

-

That the portion of Dr. Sullivan’s evidence which lias been struck out be restored.

The Chairman stated that Dr. Sullivan had written to him . asking liberty to withdraw the portion of the
evidence referred to by Dr. Molloy, and that he (the Chairman) having regard to the nature of the evidence
and the fact that Dr. Sullivan had withdrawn it at the time bad authorized the Secretary to strike it out. Jj

Letters were read from Professor Jack and Dr. Marston stating that in thoir opinion the evidence should
remain as corrected, .£&, with the portions in question struck out.

The majority of the Commission was against the restoration of these portions and the motion was declared

lost.

A discussion ensued as to what was to be held to constitute the Report, i.e., is the opinion of the majority
to be the Report

The question was adjourned until after Professor Jack’s extended draft Report should come in.

It was moved by Dr. Stoney and agreed to.

That the apjiendices to the Report lie made up in the following order

1.

Secretary’s minutes of the several meetings.

II. The minutes of evidence.

III. The documentary evidence. And this appendix be divided into three parts

—

A. All requisitions from the Commission and Returns in reply thereto.

B. Tables and Retuins handed in by the several witnesses in the order ih which the witnesses

were examined.

C. Miscellaneous documents handed in but not taken as evidence, such as Resolutions of Town.
Councils, <fcc.
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It was moved by Dr. Molloy

—

That an analytical Index of the evideuce should be prepared and appended to the Report.

After a discussion, it was considered by the majority of the Commission that, having regard to the nature
and variety of the subjects on which evidence was given, tho manner in which the evidence on these subjects
was intermixed, and the time at tho disposal of the Commission, the preparation of anything like an adequate
analytical Index was impracticable.

The Secretary was directed to apply to the Royal University for a Return for 1884, of the results of the
various examinations, so far ns regarded the Queen’s Colleges, similar to the returns already given for 1882
and 1883 in answer to requisition of the Commission.

The Chairman drew attention to a Return obtained from the War- Office, on the application of Dr. Marston, of
the number of candidates who presented themselves from the Queen s University and Royal University for past
five years for vacancies in the Army Medical Department.

It was moved by Dr. Malloy, and agreed to

—

That this Return be printed in tire appendix upon being supplemented with the figures showing the
total number of candidates from all sources who preseated themselves at such examination.

The Commission adjourned.

R. P. Carton.
N. D. Murphy, Jun., Secretary.

Saturday, January 31, 1885.

Thirtieth Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day

—

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.c., in the Chair ; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack.

Professor Jack’s extended Report, which had been printed, was taken up and discussed. It was understood
that this Report would, substantially, be also signed by Dr. Stoney and Dr. Marston. And it was

—

Resolved.—That a report signed by the majority of the Commissioners be taken to be the Report
of the Commission.

The question was then taken up as to whether Professor Jack, Dr. Stoney, and Dr. Marston would agree

to Professor Jack’s Report and sign it as the Report of the majority. And it was

—

Resolved—That Professor Jack, Dr. Stoney, and Dr. Marston do consider the matter, and that

they should be ready on Monday, February 2, with draft amended Report, which, subject to correction

of error-s, they would be prepared to sign.

A letter from Dr. Sullivan, of December 30, 1884, and Tables sent with it were read and discussed, and it

was

—

Resolved—That Dr. Sullivan’s letter and tables be printed, and added to the end of tire Appendix
of Documents, with proper1 head note attached as to reason of the tables appearing at the end of the

book.

With regard to certain tables, which were furnished by tire Royal University on request of the Commission,

showing the number of separate individuals who presented themselves for examinations in the Royal

University, 1882, 1883, from the Queen’s College
;
also the number of those who presented themselves for

examination under tire Queen’s University and Royal University Regulations. It was

—

Resolved—That these tables be printed arid published as an addendrrm to the Appendix, and also

that a note be added to a table previously obtained (Appendix III A., No. 9), stating the true character

of the table.

The Commission adjourned at 4.45 r.M.

N. D. Murphy, Jun.

R. P. Carton, Chairman.

Monday, February 2, 1885.

Thirty-first and last Private Meeting.

At a meeting of the Commission held this day, at their Office, Castle-street

—

Present :—R. P. Carton, q.o., in the Chair; Dr. Molloy, Dr. Stoney, Professor Jack, Dr. Marston.

The Chairman read a letter from Sir R. Hamilton with reference to the necessity of expediting the

presentation of the Report.

Dr. Molloy called attention to queries 145, 146, and 147, which were put by one of the Commissioners to

Dr. Porter, President of Queen’s College, Belfast, and which, taken together with the answers of Dr. Porter,

seemed to him to convey that the examinations of the .
Royal University are not “ entitled to complete

confidence.” He observed that this evidence was quoted and relied upon in the Report (p. 49) adopted by a

majority of the Commission. He further pointed out that this evidence had been forwarded by the Commis-

sioners to the Royal University, in order that the authorities of the Royal University might “ take such steps

in reference thereto as to them Rhonld seem fit.” (Secretary’s Minutes, p. xvi.) A communication hud been

received by tho Commissioners from tho Royal University stating that a circular on the subject had been sent

round to the Fellows and Examiners of the Royal University, and enclosing the Replies received from the

» Fellows and Examiners.

Dr. Molloy expressed the opinion that these replies would very substantially modify the impression conveyed

by Dr. Porter’s evidence, and he

—

Moved—That they be printed and published in the Appendix to the Commissioners’ Report.
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XX QUEEN'S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Professor Jack moved as an amendment.

—

That, it not being considered desirable to publish the letters referred to without the consent of the Royal

University and the separate consent of each writer of the letters, and as such consent could not probably he

obtained within the limited time now at the disposal of the Commission, the letters be not published, but the

Secretaries of the Royal University be requested to forward a letter to the Commission summarising the

contents and effect of the correspondence.

Professor Jack’s amendment was carried, Dr. Molloy not opposing.

Professor Jack brought up the amended draft Report, which, subject to correction of errors, he, Dr. Stoney,

autl Dr. Marston are prepared to sign.

This Report was discussed and considered, and it was

—

Resolved—That this Report should, subject to small corrections, be accepted and signed by Dr. Stoney,

Professor Jack, and Dr. Marston.

With reference to an application from Mr. Steele, messenger attached to the Bank Buildings, where the

Commission sat, for remuneration for liis services in attending on the Commission, and taking care of the

various documents and letters of the Commission, it was

—

Resolved—That the Commission consider that .£10 would be fair remuneration for Mr. Steele’s

services, and recommend a payment of that sum to Mr. Steele. That the Secretary do acquaint Sir

Robert Hamilton of this Resolution.

Professor Jack proposed, and Dr. Marston seconded a vote of thanks to the Chairman for the admirable

manner in which he presided.

The Chairman returned thanks to the Commission, and

The Commission separated.

N. D. Murphy, Jun. R. P. Carton, Chairman.

Note.—In pursuance of Professor Jack’s amendment to Dr. Molloy's motion, as appearing in the

minutes of the last meeting of the Commission, a letter was written to the Secretaries of the Royal
University following the teinis indited in Professor Jack’s amendment. And on the 12th Febniary
the following answer was received —

“ Sir,

(Irrelevant passage).

“ The Royal University of Ireland,
“ Dublin, February 10th, 1885.

“Referring to your letter of the 2nd instant asking us to summarize the contents and effect of the
replies received to a circular addressed by the Standing Committee to the Fellows and Examiners of the
University, we beg to inform you that we laid your letter before the Standing Committee of the Senate, and
they adopted the following resolution with reference thereto :

—

“ The Committee have furnished the Commissioners with the entire correspondence, and they do not
feel at liberty to abbreviate it.

“ Yours faithfully,

“ J. C. Meredith,
“D. B. Dunne,

On Wednesday, the 18th day of February, 1885, the Report of the majority, signed by Professor Jack, Dr.
Marston, and Dr. Stoney, was brought up, and on the 23rd February, the Chairman and Dr. Molloy signed
and brought up their Report.

N. D. Murphy, Jun.
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APPENDIX II.

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE.

FIRST PUBLIC SITTING—TUESDAY, JUNE 3rd, 18 S4 .

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

Before It. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Holloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.
;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.-

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy-Surgeon-General Jeffery Marston, M.D.

; with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

The Chairman, in opening the inquiry, said :—Dr.

Porter and gentlemen, his Excellency the Lord Lieu-

tenant, by a warrant dated the Gth May, has been
pleased to appoint my colleagues and myself to be

Commissioners to inquire into and report upon certain

matters affecting the well-being and efficiency of the

Queen’s Colleges in Ireland. The matters which wo
were directed to inquire into and report upon are :

—

1. What is the standard of education maintained in

the Queen’s Colleges or any of them ?

2. Inwhat mode honours and rewardsure distributed

in the said Colleges respectively among students, having

regard to tlieir numbers ami the various branches of

learning taught in the said Colleges ?

3. To what extent and with wliat results the students

avail themselves of the advantages offered by the Royal
University of Ireland?

4. As to the fees charged to the students in the said

Colleges.

It will be seen that our inquiry is not a general one
into the past history and present condition of the

Queen's Colleges in Ireland, but that its scope is

limited to the matters mentioned in the Lord Lieute-

nant’s warrant appointing us. While it will be our

duty to keep within our powers and to confine our in-

vestigation to the matters which have been so referred

to us, we will be not only happy hut anxious to receive

every information and to hear any evidence bearing

not alone directly on such matters, but also such in-

formation and evidence as arc in our opinion so far

connected with these matters as to be a help and a

guide to us in forming a fair and full opinion andjudg-
ment upon them. Although this is our first public

sitting, I may say we have not been idle since our ap-

pointment. We met almost immediately after its date

and had several meetings at which we framed requisi-

tions for certain returns to be furnished to us from

each of the Queen’s Colleges. These returns we con-

sidered necessary, to enable us to see the present state

of each College, and to guide us as to the mode in
which our inquiry was to be conducted. I wish to

take this opportunity ofpublicly thankingthe President

and Registrar of each of the Colleges for the courtesy

with which oiu- request was received, and for the

promptitude and care with which the returns were
made out and forwarded. We felt from the outset

that our duties could not be effectually discharged un-
less we visited each College and held an inquiry there.

We felt, too, that there might be persons who would
have local or personal interests in the respective

Colleges, and that it was due to them that we should
give them an opportunity, without inconvenience or

expense to themselves, to come before us on the spot

aud give us such information orinake such suggestions

to us as their local knowledge put them in a position

to offer. But we thought such local inquiries could

be most profitably aud efficaciously conducted, when
we had in our possession the information asked for by

the returns already referred to, and which, so far as I

am concerned at all events, was absolutely necessary

to enable me to begin the performance of the duties I

had undertaken. We propose to examine in the first

instance some of the officials of the College, whose at-

tendance we will request. We will then be happy to

hear the evideuce of any person, whether connected

with the College or not, who is good enough to come
before us, and who is in a position to give us infor-

mation bearing on the matter-

,
within the scope of our

inquiry. I wish to add that our public sittings would

have begun a week earlierwere it not tlmtthe President

and many of the Professors in each Collegewere obliged

to be in Dublin during the past week at meetings of the

Senate and Standing Committee of the Royal Univer-

sity of Ireland, and therefore it was inconvenient, if

not impossible, for us to open our inquiry earlier.

The Rev. Josias Leslie Porter, m.a., d.d., ll.d., President of the Queen’s College, Belfast, examined.

1.
#Chairman.—Doctor Porter, in addition to the

information which you have been good enough to give
us, by the returns which you have caused to be pre-
pared, there are one or two matters which, for my
own part, I would like to ask you a few questions
about. How long have you been President of the
College 1—I have been Presuloni of the College since
the month of October, 1S79.

2. Is the matriculation examination for the College
substantially the same as the matriculation examina-
tion of the Royal University ?—The matriculation
examination of the Royal University has been largely
though not altogether moulded, in my opinion, after
the matriculation examination of the College.

3. We will take the pass examination of the Royal

University—is that substantially the same as the

matriculation examination here?—It is.

4. And have you any corresponding matriculation

examination for honours here?—We have no matricu-

lation examination for honours, but we Lave a scho-

larship examination, which takes place after the

matriculation examination.

5. Then the scholarship examinations take the place

of honouv examinations V—\They take the place to some

extent, but not altogether, of the honour examinations

in the Royal University.

6. In the succeeding year, in the arts course, is the

course pursued in the College the same as in the

Rev. Josias

Leslie Porter,

* See Appendix HI. A.—No. 2. s
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Royal University!—It is exceedingly difficult to answer

that question, because there are various courses in the

Royal University.

7. Is the course in arts in the College substantially

the same as that in the Royal University !—It is to

a large extent the same.

8. I observe that in your report for the year 1882-

83, you speak of the existence in the College of

optional and compulsory classes. What course exactly

do the optional classes read—do they read the honour

course of the Royal University!—Our classes here are

not arranged for the Royal University, with which we

have uo official connexion. The classes are arranged

for the College, not for the Royal University.

9. If your course in arts is the same as that of the

Royal University, a student reading in arts hero

would be fitting himself for the Royal University !

—

I cannot tell.

10. If the subjects are the same, and the course is

the same, does it not follow that a man reading the

course here would be fitted to go up for examination

at the Royal University 1—He might be fitted, but it

might not be bis intention to do so. I do not know

the intention of the students. They simply follow a

certain comae laid dowu as recommended in the

calendar.

11. Is it the meauiug of what you have told us

that yon could not tell us what the students were

reading for by what they were reading!—Exactly so.

12. Do the students read in the compulsory classes 1

—I do not think any of the classes should be regarded

as absolutely compulsory, except in the case of those

who hold scholarships in the College. Then, they must

read a prescribed course
;
but in all the other cases the

classes are, to a certain extent, optional. May I ask

do I use those words 1 I have not my report before

me. Would you kindly read the passage. I do not

remember it. Of course my reports that were given

in Itefore the dissolution of the Queen's University

would be different in some respects from those given

in afterwards.

1 3. But, as a matter of fact, are there two classes

of courses in the College
;

is there a compulsory

course, and is there an optional course!—As I have

already stated, there is no absolutelycompulsory course

in the College, except tliat students wlio hold scholar-

ships are required to take a certain course.

14. You give at tiro end of each session what you
call sessional certificates ?—Yes.

15. Of course a sessional certificate is only granted

to a student who has passed the prescribed course !

—

Yes.

16. And, therefore, in order to obtain tbe full ad-

vantage of the College—that i>
,
to get a sessional cer-

tificate, and pass the examination, he must follow the

prescribed course 1—He must if he wants a sessional

certificate.

17. In addition to the prescribed course is there
also an optional course 1—All the courses are optional

A very large number of the students follow the course

that is recommended—I would not say prescribed—be-

cause there are certain changes that are allowed by
the council. But a very large proportion of the

students follow tbe courses that are recommended,
and there are a number of students who, on the other

hand, only take certain classes.

IS. I observe also in your report that you hove
established here a diploma in arts !—Yes.

19. That was only established in 1882-83 ?—Yes;
it is mentioned in the calendar.

20. Am I light in gathering that the diploma of

associate in arts corresponds to what a degree would
mean before the breaking up of the Queen’s Univer-

sity!—Yes.

21. Do you recommend your students to take both 1

—Yes.
22. What are the conditions for obtaining the di-

ploma 1—The conditions are stated in the calendar.

A Btudent in arts must receive the sessional certifi-

cate for three sessions.

23. And he is only entitled to obtain the diploma
when he has got the sessional certificate !—Certainly.

24. How many have been taken 1—The registrar

will answer that better than I can.

25. Has the diploma of associate in arts any practi-

cal value !— -I should think it has.

26. Could you mention what the practical advan-
tages are to the holder of a diploma 1—I should take

the practical advantage with regard to those who sue

candidates for the ministry in the Presbyterian Church.

Candidates for the ministry iu the Presbyterian Church
are not accepted simply because they hold the degree of

the Royal University, they must follow the courso

prescribed in some college or university which is re-

cognised by tlie General Assembly.
27. Is it a college or university recognised by the

General Assembly !—A college or university.

28. Can you mention what other colleges or uni-

versities the General Assembly recognise ?—The Magee
College, Deny.

29. These are the only two !—The only two col-

leges, but they recognise the universities of Scotland,

and also Trinity College, Dublin.

30. Then do I understand that a gentleman prepar-

ing for the Presbyterian ministry, who has been edu-

cated at this College and got a degree from the Royal
University would not be accepted for the ministry

unless lie bail got tbe diploma'!—Certainly not, unless

he had got three sessional certificates. Of courso it

will be understood that I cannot apeak authoritatively

for the General Assembly; I can only speak as a

member of that Assembly, and ns one who long held

an official position in it.

31. Can you tell us that the Geueml Assembly will

accept the diploma of associate of arts from the Col-

lege!—The General Assembly will accept evidence

that the student lias passed through the full course of

academic fcrainiug recommended by this College, whether
he is au associate in arts or not, but to have the di-

ploma of associate would, I believe, Ixj proof.

32. What examination in arts must a medical stu-

dent here puss !—The matriculation examination.
33. He must in order to get the advantages of the

medical school pass tho matriculation examination?—
He must pass tlie matricnlntion examination, or lie

registered as a medical student ; that is to say, not in

the college, but as a medical student in accordance
with tlie regulations of the General Medical Council.

34. But a medical student can get the advantage of

the lectures and courses here withoutbeing a matricu-

lated student 1—Any student can get tlie advantage of

entering tlie Queen’s College, Belfast, for any course

of lectures in the college.

35. Entering as a nun-matriculated student?—Yes.
36. Does the siune observation apply to the faculty

of law ?—Yes.

37. And to the faculty of engineering ?—Yes.
38. I observe that you state, in answer to au in-

quiry from our secretary, that, os regards the system
of marking, it was different in different subjects, and

that it was so complex that it could not be made in-

telligible in a simple return ?—Yes.
39. Are you in a position to explain to the Commis-

sion what exactly is the system of marking to which
you refer in that communication 1—I think it would
be better for the Commission to ask those who are

examiners upon tills subject. Iam not au examiner.
I think it would be much more satisfactory that those

who conduct tlie examinations should be asked.
40. When are the examinations for the scholarships

held ?—At the times stated in the calendar. You will

see that the examinations are held after the matricn-

lation examination.

41. When are the matriculation, examinations held ?

—At tlie commencement of the session, about the close

of October or the beginning of November. Perhaps I

might refer you to tho calendar, where the dates arc

given.

42. The matriculation examinations are in October.

When do tlie scholarship examinations take place !—
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After that, as soon as the arrangements can lie made
to hold them. The dates for these are all mentioned

in the calendar.

43. When would a first year’s student he examined

for a scholarship of the first year ? Would lie he

examined the following November 1—I do not under-

stand you.

44. A first year's student has matriculated in, say

October, 1881 1—Yes.

45. Then he is a first year’s student until October,

188^?—Yes.

46. When does he compete for the scholarship for

which he is eligible as a first year’s student ?—He
would compete as a second year's student, because the

scholarships are awarded at the commencement of the

second year.

47. But the light to compete is acquired by going

through the first year's course ?—Certainly.

48. The examination is in November ?—Yes.

49. What are the conditions that the student must
fulfil 1—He must first of all matriculate, and he must
have passed through the course recommended by the

College for the first year.

50. Must he have got a sessional certificate as to

the fact ofpassing through the course 1—That question

I am not prepared definitely to answer, but my belief

is that he must get a sessional certificate
;
than is, that

lie must give evidence that he has passed through the

entire course.

81. Therefore all the students who have been
returned as students in arts diming a given year would

not he eligible to compete for scholarshijis at the end
of the year 1—Certainly not.

52. The number of students in arts who could com-

pete for scholarships would be reduced to the number
of those who have actually passed through the pre-

scribed course and passed the sessional examination ?

—Yes. Allow me to read this passage from the

calendar :
—“ No student shall be admitted to

examination for scholarships of the second year unless

he shall have attended all tho lectures and examinations

in the curriculum recommended by the Council for

the preceding year in the faculty of arts.”

53. Excuse my asking questions ns to information

which may be found in the calendar, as we come fresh

to the work ?—Yea, hut as it is so difficult to re-

member minute points on the spur of the moment,
you will therefore excuse my referring to the

calendar.

64. Certainly. If you make the calendar part of

your evidence it will satisfy me. Must candidates

have got honours, or is it sufficient to be pass-men at

these examinations to make them eligible for scholar-

ships?—It is sufficient that they have passed through
the curriculum fixed by the Council for the past

year.

55. Simply passed ?—Simply passed.

66. In your calendar for the present year I find a

list of scholars for the year 1882-83 ;
would you tell

me when those scholars would have been examined ?

—

I can state to yon the exact date of the examinations.

The examinations commenced on Friday the 27th

October, 1883, and terminated on Saturday, the 4th

November, in that year.

57. I find on referring to the calendar, page 184,

the statement that

—

“ At the general examinations at the dose of the Session,

1882-83. the following students in arts having attended the
leotures in the curriculum recommended by the Council,
and having passed the corresponding examinations, have
obtained the sessional certificate."

Am I right in saying that those students only whose
names are in the list there given would have been
entitled to compete for scholarships the following
November?—I should think bo, but perhaps I might
refer to the registrar.

58. Very well. I will ask the same question of the
registrar. It would appear to follow from, your last

answer ?—These are points that it is the duty of the

registrar to treat of. The minute points as to sjiecific Belfast.

examinations do not always come so prominently before 3. imm.
the president.

* —

;

59. You are aware of the rule of the Royal Uni- J^/porta
versify which prescribes that students holding the sla., n.n,

’

scholarships of that University should give credit for Lt-D -

the scholarships of any other college endowed with
public money?—I know that there is such a rule,

being myself a senator of the Royal University.
60. And it is one of the matters prescribed by Act

of Parliament?—Yes.
61. Is it not possible for a student of this college to

obtain either an exhibition or a scholarship in the
Royal University, and subsequently to obtain one in
this college and to hold botli together ?—No, lie cannot
hold both together if it is a scholarship. There is a •

difference between an exhibition and a scholarship.

A scholarship is held for one or two years
; an ex-

hibition is a temporary thing, and ranks as a prize.

That is my view of it.

62. But, suppose a scholarship is obtained, we will

say, at the October examinations of the Royal Uni-
versity, is it not competent for a student having won
a scholarship there to come here and win a scholarship
at the examinations in November and hold both
together ?—No scholarship is competed for in October
in the Royal University.

63. When, as a mutter of fact?—In January.
64. And when are your exhibitions competed for ?

—The exhibitions are competed for at the matricula-

tion examinations of the Royal University, and also

at the first and second University examinations.

65. A ssuming for argil ment’s sake that they are held

in October, when are your examinations for scholar-

ships held?—Our examinations for scholarships are

held in November.
66. Is it not possiblo for a student to win a sub-

stantial exhibition at the Royal University, and having
won it there to come back here n mouth afterwards

and win a scholarship?—Certainly.

67. And has it not, as a matter of fact, been done

in several instances?—I cannot tell, as a matter of

fact. I have not xhe official list of the students, but

I dare say. Perhaps you have a return showing it.

You asked some questions to that effect which will

show it. I have not the official list of those who got

exhibitions at the Royal University.

68. You have given us the materials for making it

out, and I find that in 1883, subject to bo corrected

by the registrar, there are twelve such cases!—It

is possible.

69. The registrar will he able to give us the par-

ticulars ?—I am not sure whether he can give you the

particulars officially ns to the Royal University, hut

he will give them as to this College.

70. May wc take it as to the annual accounts in

your report, that the sums distributed for scholarships

and exhibitions are correct ?—I should think so. Our

bursar is a most accurate man.

71. Rev. Dr. Molloy—

T

here is little that remains

for me to ask you, hut taking up the subject that has

just been before us, I would like to go a little more

into detail. I take it that if a student has matricu-

lated in the Royal University in October and won an

exhibition, there is no law or statute of any kind to

prevent him from coming to the Queen's College and

winning a scholarship and being paid both in full ?—

I do not know about payment iu the Royal Univer-

sity. I have nothing to do with it
;
but I do know

in reference to this College that a student who has

taken on exhibition in tho Royal University mav

come to this College and win a scholarship, aud he is

entitled to receive it.

72. That is myview also, but I ask you as a member

of the Senate of the Royal University is it not a fact

that there is no statute of the Royal University to

prevent hiB being paid his exhibition in full also ?—

J

do not know of any such Btatute.

73. Next, suppose that a student has won an entrance

S 2
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scholarship in the Queen’s C'ollcgo ; the following year

he comes to the Royal University in October anil wins

an exhibition, and then goes back to the Queen’s

College and wins another scholarship. There is no

law of the Queen’s College that would prevent this

scholarship being also paid in lull'?—We would not

lie legally entitled to refuse him a scholarship.

74. And there is no statute of the Royal University

that would prevent the exhibition being paid in full 1

—I cannot answer for the RoyalUuiversity.

75. As a member of the Senate do yon know ofany

such statute
1

?—Am I examined here as a member of

tlio Senate of the Royal University or as the President

of this College ?

76. I ask the question for information. My ques-

tion is, do you know of any statute of the Royal

University to prevent such a student lieing paid his

exhibition in full ’—1 know of no such statute.

77. A scholarship of the second year is tenable for

two years 1—Yes.

78. Therefore it is held continuously, and ho has it

for a period of two years from the time he gets it 1

—

It is held for two sessions.

79. Suppose he comes to the Royal University after

havin g hehl such a scholarship for one session, and wins

on exhibition,can you saywhether that exhibition of the

Royal University is to be paid in full without allow-

ing* for the scholarship he holds iu the Queen’s College 1

—I suppose, according to the law of the Royal Uni-

versitv, that the amount he gets from the Queen’s

College would be deducted.

80. That is the first case in which a deduction would

be mallei—No, not the first caso. Supposing a student

gains a scholarship in the Royal University

81. I am speaking of the exhibitions of the Royal

University. Supposing that a student comes up at

the end of Ills third year to the Royal University, and

iu October gains an exhibition with the B.A. degree,

he can come back to the Queen’s College and gain a

senior scholarship of £401—Yes.

82. Therefore, throughout his whole course, from tlie

beginning up to the time he gets his B.A. degree, he

can gain au exhibition each year in the Royal University

anil a scholarship each year in the Queen’s College,

and be paid both iu full, except in one year 1—That is

a question which is very wide, auil except there are

individual cases brought before me I cannot answer it

as a whole, because so far as this College is concerned

we have no right to withhold any scholarship that is

won, and with regard to the Royal University, the

Secretaries of the Royal Uniyersity will probably

answer the question.

83. So far as you know there is no regulation of the

Royal University, iu the case I have made, to pre-

vent exhibitions being paid in full except in. one yearl

—So far as I know.
S4. Would you have any objection that the Registrar

should furnish uswith a list of the students of the College

who, in point of fact, have gained scholarships in the

College and exhibitions at the Royal University in the

same year, and have been paid both in full 1—Not the

least. The Registrar states that we know nothing
officially about the payments of the Royal University,

so that us I said before, I cannot answer for the Royal
University.

85. Then you think we should ask for this infor-

mation from the Secretaries of the Royal University 1

—I cannot ailvise the Commissioners where to look for

it. I simply decline to give information which I

cannot give with certainty.

8G. What are the conditions for holding senior

scholarships in the College 1—Tho conditions are laid

down in the calendar.

87. Is it a condition that the scholar gaining a

scholarship should be a graduate 1—It was a condition

under the former statutes when the Queen’s Univer-

sity was still existing. A change necessarily was
obtained in 'our statutes to meet the difficulty that

arose upon the dissolution of the Queen’s University,

anil that change is given in the calendar :— ’

“ Eight senior scholarships of the value of £40 each are

tenable by matriculated students who shall have duringthn«
College sessions, of which two nt least shall have been at-

tended in Queen's College Belfast, attended such courses of
lectures and passed such examinations ns shall be prescribed

by the Council, and who shall have passed the necessary ex-

aminations within five years from the date of matriculation,

and who shall have complied with such further conditions

ns the Council shall impose : and such senior scholarships

shall be conferred and retained under such regulations as

the Council shall prescribe."

These are the conditions given to us by statute.

88. Chairman.—It is stated in the calendar that

the senior scholarships “ shall bo conferred and re-

tained under such regulations as the Council shall

prescribe.” Where will we get those regulations 1—
Look at the next page.

89. Are we to take the next page as containing

what the Council has prescribed, mid that the Conned
has not prescribed anything elso 1—The Council lias

not prescribed anything else.

90. Rev. Dr. Mocloy .—When was the change

made iu the statute 1—After the dissolution of the

Queen’s University.

91. On what authority 1—On the authority of her

Majesty.

92. Is a senior scholar of your college bound to re-

side in it 1—Not necessarily. Tho Council have power
to give him liberty to go to some other place.

93. I have before me tlie Queen’s College Calendar,

published in 1881, anil under tho head of Senior

Scholarships, p. 357, I read :

—

“ Senior scholars arc required to assist the professors m
the matriculation ami class examinations, umi in conducting

the business of the special Departments of Literature and

Science to which their scholarships severally belong, under
such regulations as the Council shall prescribe; they must
attend a class at college, and pursue, under the superin-

tendence of a professor, up advanced course of study in one

or more of the branches in which they have been examined
for scholarship.”

Is that law enforced ?—That law is not absolutely

enforced. In some cases, when they are able to show
cause or a reason for it, they are. permitted to attend

at other universities. Some of our senior scholars

who have taken scholarships in Cambridge have been

permitted to absent themselves t6 attend the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. '

94. Has this regulation, which I find by the cal-

endar, been authoritatively set aside or has it fallen

into disuse 1—That question I cannot answer. J
Be-

sides it is with reference to tho Queen’s University.

95. This is in reference to Queen’s College, Belfast 1

—It is in reference to the former regulations.
97. I find in Belfast Queen’s College Calendai for

18S3-84, pages xxix. and xxx., that

—

“ Senior scholars ore required to assist the professors in

the matriculation and class examinations, and in con-

ducting the business of the special Departments of

Literature aud Science to which their scholarships
severally belong, under such regulations as the Council
shall prescribe. 'I hey must attend a class at college,

and pursue, under the superintendence of a professor, .m

advanced course of study in one or more of the branches in

which they have been examined for a scholarship."

That regulation has not been set aside 1—That regula-

tion has not been set aside, but the Council have
power to exempt a scholar, if they soo sufficient cause,

from the strict fulfilment to the letter of that regula-

tion. I think the Registrar would be able to give

full information on tlie point.

98. The question is whether this rule which is set

down in the calendar is enforced or notl—-That is a

question that the Registrar will bo better able to

answer than I am. I believe it is not strictly enforced.

As I stated already, the Council have power, and

exercise that power sometimes, to allow a senior

scholar to go to another university or college.
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99. Are you aware that students from your College

sometimes go to one of the other Queen's Colleges,

where the number of competitors is smaller, and win
senior scholarships there?— That I do not wish to

answer.

100. I think you said you would prefer that the

examiners should be asked about the question of the

marks on which scholarships are awarded ?—Yes, they

are more competent to give information on that point

than I aui.

101. But allow me to ask you, as President of the

College, one or two general questions ou the subject.

Is there a fixed minimum of murks on which scholar-

ships are awarded 1—I would ask you to ask the

examiners and the registrar in reference to that.

102. Do you know whether there is or not?—

I

know, as a fact, that except a man comes up to what
they consider a proper standard of education, he will

not be admitted to a scholarship.

103. But there is not a fixed minimum of marks,

I mean fixed by authority of the College Council 1—No.
104. Would you have any objection that the regis-

trar should furnish to the Commission the marks on
which the scholarships are awarded?—I have no
objection whatever that the registrar should furnish

information on any of these points that he is able

to do.

105. I ttnderetaunl, from your answer to the Chair-

man—I have seen it from your programme—that tlio

programme of your matriculation examination is about
' up to the level of the programme of tlio matricula-

tion examination in the Royal University?—I hare
' said so.

100. And the result is, that students matriculating
• in your College are quite competent to matriculate in

the Royal University?—There are very few who
matriculate in this College.

107. Aud consequently the great bulk of the

students in this College are matriculated university

students?—Certainly, ns far as wo can wo encourage

matriculation in tlio University.

108. In that way, notwithstanding the changes

brought about by the establishment of the Royal

University, yon have been able to maintain the status
' of Queen’s College, Belfast, as a university college ?

—

Wo have always maintained that status, Loth in years

past aud present.

109. And I infer from your answer tluit the

Queen’s College, Belfast, is quite up to the level

which it held in former days, as regards tho number
of students aud the standard of education 1—Certainly.

110. And, as regards tho standard of education, it

has suffered nothing by the substitution of tho Royal

University for the Queen’s University ?—We have not

permitted it to suiler, so far as wo have been able,

although the action of the lloyal University might
have been calculated to make it suffer.

111. I think T am light in assuming that Queen’s

College, Belfast, enjoys the sympathy and meets the

wants of a very large section of the population of this

province?—The number of students who attend the

College, and the positions they take at their exami-

nations, both here and elsewhere, prove that.

112. And your success in obtaining such a large

number of students, and maintaining education of a
high standard, is greatly due to the sympathy and
support of the people of the North of Ireland ?—It is

due to the fact that we give an education which is

equal to the education given in any collego or uni-

versity iu Ireland, if not superior.

113. Tho College is in complete sympathy with a
very large section of the population around you?

—

Certainly.

114. But there is a section—a considerable one

—

with which it is not in sympathy, and which is not
so largely represented in your books ?—1 am not aware
of that.

115. In the report which you have furnished to
tiS I find that for the ten years -from 1808-69 to_

1878-79, the proportion of Oathblie students attending

this College is about one-twentieth, and the proportion Beipast.

of Protestant Episcopalians and of Presbyterians nine- Jan* 3. mas.

teen-twentieths. It would therefore appear to me RgV THu.
that you seem to be in complete sympathy with the i^iin port<r,
latter section, but not so largely in sympathy with the »••'., d.d.,

other section ?—That may arise from several causes. LUD-

If you wish me to enter into it, 1 shall be happy to
give you information

;
but my reply might be misun-

derstood

116. Chairman.—It is not one of the questions
within the scope of the Commission, and we do not
wish to pursue the matter.—Very well.

117. Dr. Stoney.—

I

would wish to nak Dr. Porter
whether tlio connexion of this College with the Royal
University is a close one or a feeble one?—Well, it

may bo regarded as in some respects both
;
because it

is close in this respect, that a very large muuber of

the students do go to tho Royal University, but I

believe that if they had their own wish in the matter,
perhaps not so large a number would go.

118. Is there any rule of the Royal University to

prevent exhibitionera or scholars of any other colleges

than the Queen’s Colleges from holding simultaneously
such exhibitions or scholarships and any prizes of the
Royal University ?—The rulo of the Royal University,
as far as I can l-emember, is this, that no person gain-
ing a scholarship or exhibition in the Royal University
shall hold, at the same time, any scholarship or exhibi-
tion in any other college or university endowed with
public money.

119. A scholar or exhibitioner of the University of
Dublin for instance, or from any other institution iu

Ireland, would be able to hold simultaneously that
scholarship or exhibition, and whatever prizes he won
in the Royal University ?—If a student, for example,
of Trinity College, Dublin, who held, or had comjieted

for, an exhibition of the Royal University would go in

for the examination in Trinity College, which lie could

do afterwards, and obtain a scholarship or sizarship

there, the amount would not be deducted from him
;

he could hold it.

120. He could hold both?—Yes. An exhibition in

the Royal University is not like a scholarship
; it is

a prize. It is won at a certain time when the exami-

nation. has l«en passed and the Senate of the Royal
University lias stated that such a prize has been won.

It is then paid, or ought to be then paid, aud anything

tho student may gain afterwards, I believe the Senate

would not be legally entitled to take from him.

121. A person holding a scholarship in the Univer-

sity of Dublin could hold simultaneously a scholarship

in. the Royal University 1—I think not : nor could a

person holding a scholarship hero hold simultaneously

a scholarship iu the Royal University. The registrar

has, however, reminded me that it is not a question of

holding the two, but it is a question of receiving the

amount of the two
;
for example, a man holding a

scholarship here is enrolled os one of our scholars and

should he win a scholarship of the Royal University,

the amount he gets here is deducted from the amount

ho ought to receive from the Royal University.

122. Would that be done in the case of Trinity

College, Dublin?—I presume the Royal University

Senate would do it ;
but I do not know ns a matter cf

fact.

123. If he holds a prize in the University College,

Stephen’s-green, would the amount of that be deducted?

—I think it would not, though it ought to be.

124. But it would not?—I think not.

125. Then the students of some institutions are

placed at a disadvantage as compared with others iu

this respect?—Certainly.

126. If a student, holding a prize or scholarship in

Oxford or Cambridge, or any of the English Universi-

ties, wiiw a studentship in the London University, is

any deduction made?—None whatever and I know on

a matter of fact that a very large proportion, I should

say four-fifths, of the highest prizes awarded in .the

London University are gained by Oxford and Cam-

bridge men- who hold scholarships there.
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127. Then, in that case, tliere is a regulation which

places students of the Queen's Colleges at a disadvan-

tage 1—I think bo
;
and I may state a very striking

instance of that One of the highest honours won in

the Royal University during the past year, in fact

du ring its whole existence, was a studentship that was

gained by one of our men last year. He was
.

also

holder of the Dunville Studentship, which is a private

endowment in Queen’s College, Belfast, and that was

deducted from him cfat of the amount he ought to have

received from the Royal University.

12S. If such deductions nve made under any law,

is it not absolutely necessary in justice that that law

should be construed with absolute strictuess, auil that

the deductions should not be extended to any case

to which they do not in the strictest form apply ?

—

I think so.

120. After the dissolution of the Queen’s Univer-

sity were there any cases in which students left the

Queen’s College, Belfast, in consequence of the dis-

solution of the Queen’s University ?—It is difficult to

answer that positively, but my own opinion is that a

considerable number of medical students left this

College in consequence of the dissolution of the Queen’s

University.

130. Then the dissolution of the Queen’s University

was in that respect and in other respects, a severe

blow to the College !—It was, most assuredly, and

one from which we have not yet altogether recovered,

but I hope we may recover in time.

131. But there law not yet been sufficient time for

recovery ?—Certainly not

132. Has there yet been time for the Royal Uni-

versity to fully and efficiently discharge its functions

as an examining Board?—I think not, and I may
state that there is a considerable amount of dissatis-

faction with regard to some of the examinations there.

133. Would any estimate of the efficiency ox educa-

tion in Queen’s College, Belfast, which was made to

depend exclusively on how the students of the College

had acquitted themselves in the Royal University be

a satisfactory one in your view ?—It would not in my
view either be a full, or a fair, or a satisfactory one.

131. Is there any other evidence that you could

adduce of the efficiency' of the education given by
Queen's Ool lege, Belfast ?—Theefficiencyot theeducation

givenatthe Queen's College, Belfast, is proved in various

ways, by the position some of our leading students

have taken in the English Universities, going from
this to pass the examinations there, and to compete
for the higher scholarships, and also by the distin-

guished positions they have attained to after their

course was finished here.

135. That is in after life?—In after life. I main-
tain also another thing, that the system which we
pursue in this College is batter fitted for testing satis-

factorily the progress and attainments of the students

than any simply periodical examinations in the Royal
or other universities.

13C. *CouM you furnish the Commission with in-

stances of the success of students?—I can furnish a
very full list which will be handed in to the Commis-
sion, a list of our graduates, and as far as we have
been hitherto able to ascertain of their after career. I

think the Commission will see that our graduates are

fit to take their place with the graduates of any' uni-

versity or college in the United Kingdom.
137. Have those graduates educated in this College

who have distinguished themselves in after life been

for the most part graduates who also distinguished

themselves in their College career ?—They are nearly

all scholars of this College. The registrar just states

to me now that a list of graduates which has been pub-

lished will be furnished to you showing what they have
attained to as far as we have been able to ascertain in

afterlife, and the scholars will be marked with the dates

when the degrees were given. I have made a summary
of this whioh is pretty nearly accurate. This will give

a pretty accurate view throughout. In the Queen’s

University 720 of our students took the degree of

• See Appendix

Bachelor of Arts; 71 of Bachelor of Engineering-

431 of Doctor of Medicine
;
44 of Doctor of La^’.

that is a total in the Queen’s University of 1,2G6 or

at the rate ofabout 42 a year. In the Royal University

in which only two degree examinations have been
held, it boiug only two years in existence, G3 of our

students liavo taken the degree of Bachelor of Arts-

3 of Bachelor of Engineering
;
G5 of Doctor of Medi-

cine; 5ofLL.D.
; 7 of LL.B.

;
5ofM.A.

; altogether

148, or 74 for each year.

138. Do you consider the fact that the men who
have distinguished themselves in life have nearly nil

beau scholars, is evidence of tho fact that the scholar-

ships are given to deserving students ?—Certainly.

13d. In supplement to the distinctions and degrees

and examinations passed in the Royal University,

would it not be necessary to odd the degrees and dia-

tiucti.ms and examinations passed in the Queen's

University, in order to give an accurate view of how
the College has acquitted itself in respect to Univer-

sity examinations ?—Certainly.

140. Well, then, can you furnish the Commission
with information on that subject I—I btiliove we can

furnish full information with regui-d to the distinctions

that have been gained. It is one of tho returns asked

for, and will he furnished.

141. Do you think theRoyal University has yet had
time to acquire os much confidenco in regard to its

awai-ds as the Queen’s University possessed ?—I do not

know as to the time, but I know as to the fact that it

has not acquired as yet as much confidence as the

Queen’s University possessed.

142. The instruction giveu in this Oollogc closes

in the middle of Juno ?— Yes, in arts.

143. The principal examinations in the Royal Uni-

versity are held iu September !—And October.

144. No teaching is given in this Collogo during

that interval of time by any of tho professors who are

also examiners in the Royal University ?—None,
except the summer classes, which closo about the

12th July, and only include two or three medical

classes. The arts classes closo in the second week of

June, and after that no arts professor teaches in the

College.

145. Are the papers for the Royal University pre-

pared close np to the time ofexamination or some con-

siderable time before ?—I understand the papers are

prepared nearly two months before tho date of the

examinations.

146. Are there any examiners who continue teach-

ing between that and the time of examination 1—I have

heard, and I think it is the case, tliat a large number
of those who are resident in Dublin continue teaching

up to the very period of the examinations.
147. Do yon think that examinations conducted

under such conditions are entitled to complete confi-

dence ?—My own opinion on that is very decided. I

thmk the propriety of having examinations under such

circumstances may be questioned.

148. In any comparison that was made between the

number of candidates from the Queen’s Colleges who
passed the examinations of the Royal University and

the number of candidates from other quarters, could

you give any information as to whether the candidates

from the Queen’s Colleges represented only the produce

of the particular year—only those who would normally
come forward within the year ?—Certainly.

149. While those who went forward at first from

other institutions, probably exceeded the number that

would normally present themselves within a year,

because there had l>een no opportunity to clear off

arrears ?—That, of course, I have heard, but from my
own personal knowledge I cannot state so. I have

heard that such was the case.

150. You can speak from expex-ience of the Queen’B

College when it was first opened ? Was there not a

larger number of students pressing into the College

than was maintained for some years afterwards in

consequence of there not having been any provision for

such t—There was a large number of students who

III. B.—No. L
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were kept in readiness, and went in at the commence-

ment and took, of course, a higher place than the

average afterwards, because they had been prepared for

it, and had a long time to prepare.

]51. Have the scholar-ships had any effect on school

education in Ulster ?—They have to my own know-
ledge produced an important effect in raising the

standard of education in schools, and in eucouraging

young men of talent, but of limited means, to compete.

152. Would their efficiency in respect of that con-

tinue if those scholarships were not awarded in

Ulster 1—If those scholarships were not awarded in

Ulster it would be a calamity to the cause of education

in Belfast and throughout the province.

153. Is there any college in the United Kingdom
winch does not give prises analogous to the scholar-

ships and exhibitions given in this college 1—I am not
aware of any.

151. Can you give any idea of the amount that is

expended in undergraduate prizes in the colleges and
the University of Oxford, for instance ?—In the Uni-
versity of Oxford T believe the sum of £80,000
annually is distributed in prizes, scholarships, and
exhibitions to undergraduates.

155. Can yon give any authority for that state-

ment 1—There has been a book published, which I

suppose you know-*—Rogers—and I have seen also

tire handbook for the University of Oxford, which
gives similar information.

156. In Cambridge there are large endowments

—

large sums distributed amongst them idol-graduates 1—
According to the calculation T made I believe some-
thing about £60,000 annually.

157. And in Dublin University?—In Dublin the

sum was calculated by Professor Macalister, at the re-

quest of the seuate of the Royal University, and it

makes £11,000 annually.

158. And at Aberdeen !—The exact sum I cannot
tell

; but there is a bursary tenable for four years for

every two students in aits who outer the college, and the
Royal Commissionera who were appointed recently to

examine into the universities of Scotland, stated that
that was oue of the causes why the state of education
in the north of Scotland in the schools and university
was higher than that in other parts of Scotland.

159. Would it not largely extend education in this

part of Ireland if those scholarships could be made
more numerous and of larger amount 1—Unquestion-
ably it would, and that the people know that is shown
by the fact that scholarships from private donations
have been founded in this College amounting to about
£500 annually.

1 60. Are scholarships held here under the conditions

on which they are usually held
;

is it usual for scholar-

ships to be held at first for only one year, then chal-

lenged, then to be held for two years, and then again
challenged before they can be enjoyed for the fourth

year 1—In no other college or university, so far as I
know, is that the rule.

161. These regulations are not in any other univer-

sity, but they are here 1—They are here.

162. Do you not think that these scholarships
being held subject to challenge is an additional pre-

caution again8tthe money beingmisapplied 1—Certainly
it is; but when the number of scholarships is estimated
by people who do not know how they are given here,
it is greatly increased.

163. That is, there is an appearance of an increase!

—Yes
; we have only ten scholarships open for com-

petition here each year. If you regard a scholarship
as it would be regarded in any other university or col-

lege in the kingdom—namely, tenable for three years.

164. There are some for four years, and some for

three 1—Yes.

165. Are you aware that of late years a great num-
ber of local scholarships have been established in
England ?—I am.

166. Would it not be a great misfortune if the
number of those local scholarships was diminished i

—

I can speak with some degree of authority and know-
ledge, so far as regards Belfast and Ulster, and I
would say it would l>e a calamity to the people of the
province, and to education in the province, if our
College were to any degree crippled in this respect

167. I would wish to revert now to another sub-
ject. You have stated that the examination papers of
the Royal University are seut in by the examiners
two months before the examination

; and, if so, do
you not think that that greatly increases the risk of
the papers getting into hands which they should not
reach 1—1 not only think so, but I have endeavoured,
as a senator of the Royal University, and as a member
of tlie Standing Committee from the first, to reduce
the time, and to try to get the examination papers
sent in only about a fortnight, or at most three weeks
before the time the examination is held.

168. Were they not, in the Queen's University,
always sent in as close up to the time as made the
printing of them practicable !—Certainly.

169. Are you of opinion that the examination
papers are always sufficiently guarded in the Royal
University 1—I aim sorry to say that I am obliged to

form the opinion that they are not always sufficiently

guarded.

170. Have yon ever known of cases—
Chairman.—If this line ofevidence be pursued I will

take the opinion of the Commissionera as to whether it

is evidence or not You are charging certain matters
against the Royal University, the consideration of

which does not come within the scope of our Commis-
sion. If you think the evidence is within tlie limits

of onr inquiry I will take the opinion of the Com-
missioners upon it

;
but I put it to you not to persist.

171. Dr. Stoney.—There is only one other question

I wish to put, and I think itan important one. Have
the awards that liave been made in the Royal Univer-
sityand published been always those that the examiners

themselves sent in 1

Chairman.—How can Dr. Porter tall us that ?

Surely that is a question to put to the Royal Univer-

sity people.

Dr. Forter.—Do you wish me to answer that 1

Dr. Stoney.—I do.

Chairman.—For the present 1 do not. Dr. Porter

manifestly cannot answer us that question with any

degree of satisfaction. It is a question that is to be

answered by the Royal University people, and you

will have ample opportunity in Dublin of getting it

answered. I do not say that it is not material.

171. Dr. Stoney.—Are you of opinion that any

mere examination system is the best suited to test the

education in this College 1—I believe that a mere

examination is not the best suited to test the attain-

ments of students.

172. Is that the universal opinion of the persons

best acquainted with education 1—It is the opinion

of persons acquainted with education whom I know.

Experience proves, and the history of the universities

also proves, that teaching universities are the most suc-

cessful in training students.

173. Are they also the best for procuring the

students success at examinations 1—Not in all cases,

because successful “ cram ” may sometimes gaiu a

victory over systematic education.

174. Then the more a college fulfils its functions in

advancing real education, it must, in order to do so,

forego its measure of success in competing under a

mere examination system 1—Unfortunately that is the

case ;
but, even with all that we have to compete

against, I think we may compare with some degree of

satisfaction the results of the Royal University in so

far as regards ourselves with the results as regards

other colleges and places in Ireland.

175. But if the College had abandoned its course of

riving a thorough academic training, and had devoted

itself to preparing candidates for examinations as its

leading object, would its success probably have been

even greater 1—My impression is that supposing our
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professors -were capable of stooping to be mere grinders,

they could in that way prepare the students more

effectually for the examinations.

176. Professor Jack.—"With regard to the arts

scholarships, I should like to know it this is the

system : that there are ten open to students com-

mencing their first year, and tenable for one year only ?

—Yes.
177. And then again, there are ten open to students

commencing their second year, and tenable for two

years 1—Yes.

178. But where it is said that there are ten open to

students commencing their third year, these are prac-

tically the same scholarships already won and held by

the ten who are holding the second year's scholarships

for the second time 1—They are really the same.

179. Then, in addition to that, tkeie are senior

scholarships ?—Yes.

180. I presume that the only condition required for

students to become candidates for the scholarships open

to students commencing the first year is that they are

matriculated students 1—That they are matriculated

students.

181. Either of the Royal University or of the

Queen’s College ?—We admit them ad eundem when
they matriculate in the Royal University, and in case

they choose to matriculate in our College—a very rare

case indeed—we can matriculate them here, but the

examination is the same.

182. It is substantially the same?—Substantially

the same.

183. I do not know whether your experience is that

the same students could practically pass the oue exami-

nation as well as the other ?—What examination ?

181. The matriculation examination of the Royal
University and the matriculation examination here 1

—

We admit them as matriculated students.

1 85. Are the conditions substantially and practically

the same in the two examinations 1—Yes.

18G. With regal’d to the second year’s candidates

for arts scholarships, I understand that, for example,
only those who appear in the list, page 1 S4, of the

calendar, as having attended all the lectures and ex-

aminations of the curriculum recommended by the

Council for the preceding year- in the faculty of arts,

are entitled to compete 1—I think so, but the
Registrar can answer that more fully than I can.

Those alone of the students who attended last year are

permitted to compete, but sometimes students lie out
a year or two years, and then they come in for their old
standing and are entitled to compete, so that yon will

not find the exact names on page 181 to correspond
with the list of scholars given.

187. For example, page 184 should besupplemented
by a similar page in the calendar of the preceding
year?—Yes, or two years previously.

188. With regard to the associateship, I presume
that the institution of the associateship in arts has
been in operation for so short a time that you would,
perhaps, find it difficult to say how far it has been
successful or not successful ?—It is difficult to say how
far it bus been successful. Our object at the Council
in establishing this associateship wa.\ to preserve, so
far us it was possible to preserve, thorough and regular
academic instruction in the College, and instead of
students going to the University who would pass ex-
aminations, we encourage them by giving them this

additional associateship to go through the regular
systematic course of tlio College.

18!). A student, for instance, would not be entitled

to tills associateship in the Queen’s College if he took
the degree in the Royal University ?—No, except he
had at the same time fulfilled the conditions that are
laid down in our calendar.

1

90.

And if he had taken a degree in the Royal
University after having fulfilled these conditions,

would his name he removed from the list of associates

or would yon still show him as an associate?—We
would show him as an associate.

191. So that tho list of associates shows all the

associates whether they have or have not afterwards

taken a degree in the lloyal University?—Certainly.

192. With regard to what has been asked by one of

the Commissioners about the amount of deductions that

are made by the Royal University, I presume that

such deductions are only made by the authority of the

Royal University ?—Certainly.

193. That is, that we have no information here ?

You cannot have except what information I might he

able to give as a senator of the lloyal University, and

it is not my duty, I think, to give, it here.

194. Dr. Marston—

N

early all the questions I in-

tended to ask have been already exhausted, hut I

understand that all the students here in the faculty of

medicine pass the matriculation examination iu order

to be registered as medical students to meet the re-

quirements of the General Medical Council?—Yes.

195. You were tho President of the College in

October, 1879 1—I was appointed President in October,

1879.

196. Had you resided here before that?—Not in

this College. I had been an official of the College as

Dean of Residences for the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church over ten years previously, bnt

I resided in Belfast I was professor in the General

Assembly’s College for about sixteen years.

197. What is the population of Belfast?—About
220,000.

198. You are acquainted by long residence with the

requirements of the locality and with the feeling of

the people with regard to the College, and so on ?

—

Certainly.

199. Would you say that it is answering its require-

ments and that the population here is availing itself of

the College to tho extent that would ho anticipated ?

—

I think so.

200. Do yon think that it Is doing great good here

or not ?—It is doing, and has done, very great good in

Belfast, and throughout the province, and the proof of

that is that in some of our departments, the chemical

for example, we are so over-crowded with students

that wo have not room for them.
201. I nm putting these very direct questions so as

to save time. Would you Buy that this College is

advancing a good deal, and is developing, as shown by

the number of students increasing annually?—Cer-

tainly. Of course there is one thing, as I have already

stated—the action of the Royal University—that

revolted a number of medical students from coming

ere ; but I should hope that perhaps a cliange will

be mode in the lloyal University that will take away

the conditions that have interfered to keep away
students.

202. Then you do not think that the establishment

of the Royal University aa a substitute for the

Queen’s University is likely to have any permanently
injurious effect on tho College ?—It is very difficult to

say what it may do. A good deal will depend on the

action of the Royal University, and a good deal on

the connexion of this College with it So far as I can

judge I would say that while the Queen’s University

was far better adapted for that instruction and

education which the people of Ulster required, yet I

think, in the absence of any better, they will take

advantage of the Royal University to get degrees.

203. The Royal University, as I understand it, is

simply an examining body?—Simply.
204. This College has been successful as a medical

school?—Very successful.

205. Do a number of the students i« the faculty of

medicine go to the Royal University now for their

degrees ?—A considerable number have gone, hut not

neai’ly so many as went formerly to the Queen’s

University.

206. Do many of your students—I am speaking of

your students generally

—

go to the Universities,

Oxford, Cambridge, Glasgow, or any other ?—Of
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our students in medicine very few go to Glasgow or

the Universities of Scotland, but a considerable num-

ber of those wlio are our scholars here, aud have

obtained distinctions here, go to the Universities of

Oxford, Cambridge, and London.

207. You say a considerable number ?—During the

past academic year eight from this College, have taken

very high places in Oxford and Cambridge.

208. "Can you say whether the men that have been

trained in Belfast have been successful in other ex-

aminations, for instance the Indian Civil Service,

mid the public medical services. Will you express

yourself generally ?—So far as I have been able to

liscertain, looking over this list, which will be

presented to you, you will find that upwards of fifty

of our students have entered the Civil Service in

India, the Colouies, and the Consular service, and some
of them have gone to China and Japan, such as Sir

Robert Hart, of China. Then fifty-nine of our

students, so far as I have ascertained, have entered by
competition the Army and Navy Medical Service.

209. *Wlint places have they token with regard to

the others ?—I cannot tell ofall, but I know with regaitl

to the Indian Civil Service tlmt some ofthemhave taken

very high places. I can tell of one who took first,

another fifth, and another eighth place in the Indian
Civil Service by competition.

210. Do you think the number of scholarships

aud exhibitions ore fairly distributed in the throe

faculties according to tlio number of students in the

different faculties!—The number of scholarships in

aids is, of course, larger than that in the medical

faculty, but I think that that, of course, will be con-

sidered useful, because it is well to encourage young
men to study the arts courses. But I believe we have

not a sufficient number of scholarships to encourage
medical students to attain to high distinction.

21 1. If you have a small number of competitors in

proportion to tlie number of awards or of rewards, is

it to bo taken that the men competing have established

a character in the College for being so good that

others do not care to compote with them ?—That is

the case in reference to the scholarships that arc com-

peted for the second year, because, during the first year

of their residence here they are able to judge the

talents of those that are to be their competitors, and

some young men consider that ns they have very little

chance of success they will not go in for competition.

212. Do yon consider the fees dunged to the

students suitable to their means and station in life ?

—

Ido.
213. And such ns to make the College practically

useful and to extend its sphere of usefulness so far

as it can be extended?—This countiy is not a rich

country, and I think every encouragement should be
given by low fees such as we have in this College and

by scholarships such as we have too. Every encourage-

ment should be given to induce young men of talent

and limited means to come forward and get education,

and a very large number on our list so situated with
regard to finances, have come forward and entered,

this Oollege. Upwards of 4,000 young men have

received their education in this College to a greater or

less extent.

214. Looking at the requirements of the population,

do you think that anything could be done towards
enlarging this College, as a school for physical science,

applied science, and technical knowledge?- Unques-
tionably it would bo of the greatest possible advantage,
not merely to the. College but to the community, if

wo had a largo chemical laboratory, which we have
not, and if we had a largo physical laboratory, whichwo
have not. Perhaps you would allow me to state further
that applications have been made to the Professor of

Chemistry by young men in town to come to the
College so as to attend practical chemistry, but he has
been obliged in some cases to decline because he has
no room. The chemical laboratory is very small,

* Sou Appendix
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sometimes not holding even the one-sixth of the men
who ore studying practical chemistry.

215.

Is that owing to the large number of medical
students?—It is owing in part to the latge number
of medical students, and in part to others who come si

for the study of chemistry. i.r.

21 C. Are there a lot of manufactories in the neigh-
bourhood which would lead to the extension in the
direction I have pointed out, of physical science
and applied technical knowledge

; that would lead to
its being very desirable

;
would it pay would von

have u number of students coming?—I think’ so,

decidedly
;

if you take for example the dyeing and
bleaching and nil the processes in the manufacture of
linen which is conducted to such a largo extent in
Belfast, I believe that the scientific knowledge which
is given in tliis College, if extended properly, would
have a most desirable effect in advancing the pros-
perity of the town and province.

217. You think it could be done?—Certainly
218. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—One or two questions

with reference to the points that have arisen. Dr.
Stoney asked you whethera student in Trinity College,

Dublin, who has gained n scholarship there, could also
gain an exhibition in the Royal University and would
be paid his exhibition in full ?—That I cannot answer.

219. Dr. Stoney.—My question was whether a
jierson who holds a scholarship or exhibition in
Trinity College, Dublin, could hold along with it the
emolument of a scholarship in the Royal University,

exhibitions in the Royal University as' well as

scholarships being tenable for a period of years ?—He
could not hold the emolument, because the Royal
University would deduct the emolument, but he could
hold the two scholarships together.

220. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—That is, he would not lie

paid the money?—The Royal University would de-

duct it.

221. And that affects your College just in the same
way ns Trinity College ?—Just the same.

222. You said that there are only ten scholarships

in aits, but I find in the calendar it is distinctly

stated that there are thirty ?—Yes.

223. What the calendar states is that there are

thirty junior scholarships in the faculty of arts of the

annual value of £24 each, and seven senior scholar-

ships of the value of £40 each ?—Yes there are ten

junior scholarships open each year for competition in

the faculty of ai ts. Supposing you considered these,

scholarships, as they would be considered in any
other university, to be tenable for three years, there

are only ten open for competition in each year.

224. I underetood you to say that you considered it

desirable to maintain tbe College scholarships on this

ground, among Others, that they are calculated to ad-

vance and encourage collegiate education ?—Yes.

225. Chairman—

F

rom the returns I find that in

some years the number of scholarships you can award

are not awarded ?—That occasionally takes place.

226. What becomes of the money at the disposal of

the College which has been saved by the fact that the

fullest number of scholarships isnotawarded ?—It may
be <uven in prizes at the end of the session in part,

but if it is once lodged in tbe bank we cannot dispose

of it without the authority of the Lord Lieutenant

22-7. That becomes as it were re-absorbed by the

Treasury ?—No, the Treasury does not re absorb it, the

sum is very small with us.

228. I find now, for instance, that in some years

there are three or four scholarships not awarded. Of
course it is still a small sum, but when added together

it makes something?—The Bursar will be able to give

you all information with regard to the finances.

229. We will sit here to-day, to-morrow, and Thurs-

day, if necessary, and examine all the officials of the

College and other gentlemen in the neighbourhood of

Belfast who are anxious to be examined l—There are

several anxious to give evidence, and prepored to give

important evidence, hut they cannot possibly be hero
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• Belfast. before Thursday ; those are members of the General

Junes, 1884. Assembly.— 230. Our arrangements arc set so that we am sit

Leslie portei, here till lute on Thursday if necessary 1—Might I state

x.a., n.n.,
* with regard to a number of the subjects on which I

LL.TV have been examined that I should like to have an

opportunity of giving in a short statement to make the

answers I gave on the spur of the moment more clear 1

231. If you prefer to be examined on Thursday we
will examine you ?—I inay nsk to be re-examined or

give in a short statement.

232. We can furnish to you a copy of the short-
1

hand writer’s notes, and if you wish to make any
alterations or corrections we shall give you an oppor-

1

tunity of doing so ?—-Thank you.

Peter Redfrrn.

esq., m,d.,

Professor Redfern, jj.i

233. Dr. Marstox—

I

have not yet hail an oppor-

tunity of seeing the hospitals or of going round the

College, or thinking of this subject particularly, aud

therefore I am not quite sure that I shall bo able to

elicit all that I want. However, if there is anything

that occurs to you, any statement of fact having a

direct bearing on this inquiry, I shall be delighted

to hear it, and I have no doubt also that the Commis-

sioners would lie very glad to have anything from you

in writing which would make the case, as it appears to

you, clear. You are the Professor of Anatomy and

Physiology in Queen’s College, Belfast 1—I am.

231. How long have you been Professor here ?

—

Twenty-four years.

235. I think you were in Aberdeen University be-

fore coming here 1— J was, for fifteen years.

236. Are there several hospitals in this neighbour-

hood and near the College?—There is the Royal

Hospital which the medical students attend. It

furnishes all means for instruction and hospital teach-

ing required for eveiy Board.

237. How many hospitals arc there?—There are

several special hospitals. There are two hospitals for

diseases of children. There is an hospital for diseases

of women, and one for diseases of the eye. The
students attend these as additional hospitals. They
are not recognised for the purposes of hospital attend-

ance. For their regular hospital attendance the

students must attend the Royal Hospital.

238. Is there a fever hospital?—There are fever

cases in the Royal Hospital, and a large body of fever

cases are brought to the workhouse hospital where
they are treated by one of our professors and another
medical man. The Board of Guardians, who have
the management of the hospital, permit the medical
officer to take in forty students and teach them there.

239. As regards the quantity and the quality of the
material in this neighbourhood for teaching men their

profession, are you satisfied about it both from what
you have heard and from what you personally know ?

—In many particulars I am. If there were sufficient

accommodation the teaching would be quite equal to

that anywhere. I think that is proved bv the success

of the teaching.

240. Do you wish to enlarge what you are say-

ing at ail ?—I am very anxious to show you what is

the condition of the medical faculty.

241. ‘That is what we want It can heput in as an
appendix to your evidence ?—I will do so if yon wish
it. I have the number of medical students at College,

and the number of anatomy students in the different

yearn. I wish the Commission to understand that the

number of medical students at College does not at all

indicate the efficiency of tho medical faculty
;
because

the number of students at College includes students of

all four years and there might be an absolute deficiency

in one year which would not appear, or would appear,

very lightly amongst the large total numbers. There-

fore, the only way in which the efficiency of the College

can be noticed is by taking the number of first year
students entering, and who, for the most part, stay

here four years. Now, if yon look over the numbers
of medical students who have come here and com-
menced their studies as they formerly did, and as they
do in every school, in anatomy and physiology, the
numbers run thus, in my knowledge of the College for

twenty-four years:—50, 48, 30, 48, 46, 43, 48, 52, 49,

31, 52, 55, 44, 55, 63, 65, 77, 76, 79, 81, 86, 87, 28,

>., F.B.C.S., examined.

52. The late fall is synchronous with the abolition of !

the Queen’s University. There is a progressive rise

interrupted by two periods of fall. One of those
|

iieriods was in 1S69-70. Another period was in

18G2-G3. For both of theso I can account. They
I

were both periods in which the hospital fee was
raised or proposed to be raised. The rise so greatly

|

diminished the students as to impair the efficiency of

the medical school. On application to the managers of
|

the hospital, who hail no idea they wore doing what '

was injurious to tho school, they immediately put the
|

matter right, and though the fee is larger than it was

heretofore, it is a suitable fee that has not interfered ,

with tho efficiency of the school. The number ran
'

up until 1882-3, when it cams down to 28, really 26 in .

anatomy and physiology, and 2G in practical anatomy
j

'

the number 28 being made up of students who come
to either class. So much for the gradual prosperity 1

of the medical faculty. I think that shows that the

medical faculty prospered, that the prosperity was not 1

sudden, and was not due to any temporary causes. I

believe it was due to the efficiency of the teaching and
|

the success of our students in public life. You, your-

self, sir, know oftheir success. In the examinations for
|

the Fast India Service anil tho Army and Navy, I think

we can challenge comparison with tho students of any
|

other hotly in that respect. Returns have been made
by the various bodies of the number of candidates who
have presented themselves for examination, and the

number who have been rejected. I think it will ho

seen by those returns that the numbers not deemed
qualified by them are fewer among those presenting

themselves from this College than almost from any
other hoard.

242.

“What is the total number ofmedical students,

and lias it varied much?—It lias varied. It has

gradually and steadily increased. You will observe

that the temporary fall occurred when nn attempt was
made to raise the hospital fee. It did not equally

affect the whole body of students, because the hos-

pital managers, the moment they saw* what was done,

instantly went hack either to the old position alto-

gether or some modified position. The way the first

fall v.as recovered from was by the institution of

summer classes. The efficiency of the teaching was
greatly increased by the institution of summer as well

as winter medical classes, os in England and Scotland.

Though there was an increase of fee, it was more
than counterbalanced by the increased advantages
which the medical students obtained on that occasion

by the institution of summer classes. On the other

occasion when the number of students fell in 1869-70

to 31, recovery was obtained by the hospital

managers retracing their steps. Excepting those

periods, the rise 1ms been quite gradual. Hie total

number of medical students in College during the same
years was the following respectively :—116, 129, 123,

143, 151, 109. 174, 181, 175, 167, 184, 187, 188,

205, 220, 226, 268, 281, 324, 327, 332, 364, 300,

and 204. Now those numbers, I trust, the Commis-
sioners will understand. The number of 300 medical

students in 1 882-88, and the number of 264 in 1883-84,

ns compared with 364 in 1881-82, do not at all show
the injury to the medical faculty in this College,

because the large number of second, third, and
fourth years’ students keeps up the average. The
number will be inevitably fewer next year, and in the

year following the number will bo smaller than it has

* See Appendix III. B—Nos. C, 7, 1, 2.
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ever been. I could show yon in a painful arid

practical way the effect of the diminution of those

students.

243. •Couldyou give the deduction you have yourself

made ?—In a few words, I can show you what lias been

the difference hi the ]iast two years. I could show yon
the state of matters in the last five years. For the pur-

pose of comparison I have excluded the middle of those

five years, because it was a year when there were many
influences prevailing. The Queen's University and
the Royal were both operating that year, because the

period of obtaining the charter of the Uoyal was de-

terred till January or February, so that students came
to this college and entered under the old regulations

prevailing in the Queen’s University. .Sometime after-

wards the Queen's University was put out of ex-

istence. During that year the Royal University ma-
triculated students, ami the Queen’s College matricu-
lated students, and things were greatly disturbed,

because students did not know whether they should

conform for the future to the regulations of tho Royal
University or not. It was in the power of the Lord
Lieutenant to hold his hand. He had permission to

extinguish the Queen’s University or not as ho pleased.

None of the professors knew at the beginning of the

session whether the power would he exercised, or

whether the governing authorities would relent, and
preserve the Queen's University for the north of Ire-

land. I took the average of two years during which
the Royal University was fairly working with the
Colleges, and compared these with the years 1879-SO,
and 1880-81, excluding from the comparison 1881-82.

244. Professor Jack.—I suppose the dales were
October, 1881, when the students entered here, Decem-
ber, 1881, when they matriculated in the Royal Uni-
versity, and February, 1882, when the Queen’s Uni-
versity was dissolved!—They were; and I hope you
understand that I have taken the average of those two
years and compared them

; and I must remind you
that the medical students here are compelled to attend
what arc called medical classes as obey are everywhere.

Before all the Medical Boards they must preseut certi-

ficates of attendance. Arts students need not and can
do as they like. The medical students must attend
the medical classes. There is a serious pressure on
the medical students

; they nre examined in five arts

classes, not before their medical studies, but at the end
of the first year. Therefore, they are virtually com-
pelled to go through tho first arts course in the Uni-
versity in the first of their four year’s of medicine.

245. Is that so in the curriculum 1—It is.

240. Chairman.—

T

hen your evidence is, I under-
stand, confined to students who go through this College

to the Royal University?—There are very few others.

246. Professor Jack.—A medical student in the
first year has to attend five arte classes ?—No, he has
to pass an examination in five arts subjects, and he is

examined by the teachers in these classes.

247. And in addition to passing Iris annus mudicua ?

—He has no annus metlicus, and he con make that
one year out of the fouv by attendance in the class of

botany.

248. Chairman.—Do I understand that it is abso-
lutely necessary for him to attend five arte classes 1—
It is not necessary to attend any one of them., but to
be examined by the five arts professors.

249. Is that necessary 1—It is absolutely.
250. That is, that for the purpose of getting any

degree in the Royal University he must pass the first

Royal University examination in arte?—Yes.
251. Can he get all the advantages a medical ex-

amination offers without matriculating here ?—He can.
252. He can study here and go to the University of

London or Glasgow ?—No, he must go to tire Univer-
sity of Glasgow two years out of the four.

253. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—He is not obliged by any
of tho regulations of the Royal University to combine
in one year the first year of his medical course with
the first year of his arts course ?—He is not allowed

* See Appendix III.
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to present himself for the first examination in medi-
cine until he has passed the first examination in arte,

and that makes his medical study occupy five years.
254. Not five years following the one year in

arte?—From tho very strong expressions that have
been frequently made in the General Medical
Council mid other boards, it has been though' that
four years of medical study is not suflicieut. The
present arrangement of the Royal University is that
four years shall be employed in the study of medicine,
and that at the end of the first year the medical
students must be examined in five arts subjects, which
absolutely precludes their studying any brunch of
medicine, exce.pt botany, so that the first year out of

the four which the Medical Council accepts is really

not a year of medical study at all. If I suggest that the

last can he treated exactly iu the same way, you will see

that the medical course has been degraded beyond mea-
sure. There is no such degradation of the medical curri-

culum in any of the Colleges of Surgeons or Ph ysicians,

or Apothecaries’ Companies, throughout the whole
United Kingdom. There is nothing at all equal to it,

as far as regards the imposition on medical subjects,

such ns absolutely to prevent students attaining an
efficient knowledge of their profession.

255. According to the regulations of the Royal
University is it necessary for a student of medicine to

combine one year of arts studies with oue year of

medical studies. Is it not a fact that it is perfectly

open to him, according to the regulations of the Royal
University, to complete liis year of arte studies before

lie commences his medical course?— It is. The
Colleges were instituted by Lord Derby chiefly for

the sake of giving students in Ireland an education,

professionally and otherwise, which they were not

able to obtain previously from Trinity College, because

of the great excuse of maintenance, and classes and
foes of one kind or another. The fees in the Queen’s

Colleges were fixed very low, and the Professors were

endowed so that they could live. The Colleges at-

tracted large bodies of students who, but for those

three Queeu’s Colleges, would not have been educated

at all. The Queeu’s Colleges have educated, aucl

educated remarkably well, a very large body of

students who would not, but for the existence of these

Colleges, have received an education at all. At the

same time they have uot injured Trinity College in the

case of one single student. They have done unmiti-

gated good, beyond the reach of Trinity Collego, iu dis-

tricts which Trinity College never could have reached.

The Royal University lias imposed upon those person?

who have availed themsclvesof the system of the Queen’s

Colleges for the study of medicine an additional year's

study beyond that required by any Scotch University,

or auy licensing body of Physicians or Surgeons in the

United Kingdom, or any Medical Board granting

degrees—au additional year of study, additional ex-

pense of livelihood, additional fees of classes. The

feos of the arte classes in the first year come to ten

guineas, and the fees in the Royal University have been

also increased. It is necessary that payments l>e made

for examinations beyond those formerly imposed by tho

Queen’s University, an addition which comes to a very

serious amount to some students. The expense of

medical education lias been so greatly increased, the

period of medical study has been so greatly lengthens 1,

and the attempt which has been made, very

honestly, by the Examiners of the Royal University

to keep up the standard, under very adverse oircnui-

cumstanccs, have prevented, and will prevent, students

pursuing such a course from passing their examinations.

I am sure that if the examinations remain as they are

the students cannot pass them.

256. Chairman.—Do I understand that in your

opinion it is not a desirable thing that gentlemen going

to tho medical profession should spend at least oue

year in the stvidy of arts before commencing muhcal

study ?—I think it is most desirable that they s muId

have a fair general knowledge.
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litLFAjT. 257. That is not answering the question, because country schools 1 have no hesitation—I am very
Jaw i s(1 |, y0U mfly gCfc a faj,. general knowledge at a school, sorry indeed to he obliged to say it, because I know

l’eterltetlfcrn. What I ask you is, do you not think it a desirable the opinion which educated men form of the state-

esq., M.n., tiling that gentlemen coniiug to the medical profession ment-—I make it with extreme confidence, its confi-

rm.an. should spend one year at least in the study of arts dently ns 1 c:ui inako any statement whatever—such

liefore commencing their medical studies ?—That is not students come to the. study of medicine and anatomy,

the case in the Royal University. It is taken out of to the study of anything to which they have to apply

the first medical year. their hands, eyes, cars, and senses, with very great

•258. It would be comiietent for the Royal Univer- disadvantage indeed, particularly when they luive

sity afterwards to alter their rules if they thought tit, been trained previously for the purpose of passing

but is it not a desirable thing for gentlemen approach- examinations alone, and they have not been educated,

ing the medical profession to be encouraged—-nay, but they have boon accustomed to work at hooks and

even compelled—to spend one year in the study of to work out examination papers. At present one half

arts liefore commencing their medical studies ?—I will the student's time is taken up in collecting all Ihe old

reply to that, decidedly
;
and state the opinion which I examination piqiers ami answering those questions,

have formed for a great nuiulier of years, and which I They will not learn a subject at all it they can help

have seen every reason to believe stronger and stronger it. The passing of examinations is book work. That

every year. I have no objection to education of any book work is in a totally different position from the

kind. I have sent my own son to the course of nrts study of such subjects as anatomy or natural phi-

iu this Oollege ns a preliminary to liis medical study. losopliy, or anything that they can put their hands

259. You did very wisely ?—I aiu not quite sure, to, and it eutirely incapacitates them, and places them

I have Imil great reason to doubt whether I did wisely, at an enormous disadvantage as compared with

for a reason that I will explain. I have no objection to students from the country schools, who give their

this education provided it lie taken before the com- bodily senses to professional work, and succeed much

lucnccuieut of medical education. I do not object to better.

any amount of knowledge, but the Royal University 2GG. Dr. Mauston.—

T

he course laid down by the

imposes two examinations iu those live subjects by the Royal University, in your opinion, is detrimental to

same examiners at different times, and if students the interests of the medical faculty in this College ?—
were ever so distinguished it would not. take the In the highest degree

;
not merely detrimental, hut

knowledge in the first of those periods which it will almost absolutely destructive. I could show you from

take subsequently. this report of tlic (Journal Medical Council what it has

2G“. Then do I understand that your objection is, done. We have in the report of the General Medical

not that the medical student before commencing his Council the number of students who entered the pin-

medical studies has a year iu arts, but against com- fessiou during the past year, ami we find tlmt. the

bining the year iu arts with the first year of medical number who have entered in England has diminished

studies?—T have that great objection. It is not my to the extent of 150. In Ireland, wliero we
sole objection, and I saw that objection in Aberdeen, find tin: total number is much leas, it has diminished

where it was this custom of the University— at King's to the extent, of 110. All this while they have in-

Coliege, w hen 1 was there at first—to allow students creased instead of diminishing largely in Scotland,

to mix their medical and arts studies. They found it Why '! Uecauso of the destruction of this medical

was disadvantageous, ami afterwards prohibited it school. The students of the North of Ireland mu
with advantage. proud of being of Scottish descent very naturally.

2G1. Rev. Dr. Molloy—

T

hen you are of opinion They were accustomed to study, not medicine alone, but

that if the Royal University continue to require this divinity, in Scotland. You are quite aware that the

year in arts they ought to oblige the medical students bridge from this to Scotland is a very narrow and

to allow an interval of one year after passing the first a very cheap one. Medical students can go with

University examination iu arts before presenting enormous advantage to Glasgow and Edinburgh to

themselves for tlieir first examination in medicine 1— study medicine. We shall sec whether they' do. Die

Decidedly. muulior of medical students iu the first year has dimi-

202. Professor Jack.—What is the position of the nislicd from 8G to 2G last year. All the while, with the

medical preliminary examination in general education general diminution in England of the profession,

in Ireland! Is there an examination generally of all the number in Scotland is greatly increased. In

medical students wliich is required to be passed in Aberdeen last summer tho increase was 50 students

addition to this examination 1—There are certain more than ever it had been before. This year, I

examinations of that sort held in Dublin by the believe, there are 200 students of botany iu Clas-

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and the Apothe- gow.
caries Company, anil these are all recognised by the 2G7. Chaiuman.—

T

hat bridge of tho first nrts

General Medical Council. examination would be very difficult, too, in ono

2G3. But matriculated students are excused those direction, while the bridge to Scotland is very
examinations 1—Certainly ; but I believe the mu- easy?—It absolutely ruins a medical man’s prospects,

triculatiou examination is a very different thing from He does not and cannot acquire a knowledge of his

thoso examinations. profession, which is ot far more serious importance to

2G4. No such examinations as those examinations him, and in tho other case he can acquire an accurate

excuse the medical students from the course of the knowledge ot liis profession.
Royal University ?—-No. Allow me one word move 2G8. Dr. Mauston.—Then yon think that tho

on the subject ot general education. You asked me practical direction to be taken under these circuin-

pointedly ii I did not advise a course in arts prelim i- stances is that already taken by Aberdeen under similar

nary to medical studies. There are students who take circumstances 1—If I understand you, Aberdeen im-

thc course of arts. posed a certain course, and, finding it detrimental,

265. (Ju.uiniAX.—Do you not think this desirable altered it 1—Yes, us regards the combination of arts

in tlie interests of tho medical profession?—There and medicine. They are not obliged to take the arts

are three chief courses in aits, classical, mathematical, at all.

and the courses of history and political economy iu 2G9. You expressed yourself strongly with regard

which students wiko their degree. I find by long ex- to the courso laid down by the Royal University,

pcriencc that ii the student devotes himself eutirely Wliat is the remedy ?—As regards medical students,

to classics or entirely to mathematics, as he does in I would have no objection, and it would do no injury,

the first two courses, and leaves out all study of to conform to the general spirit of the curriculum
physical science, 1m comes to the study of medicine, which is recognised for medical students by the

•not with advantage, but with enormous disadvantages, General Medical Council. But I do object to an

as compared with the students who come from tho exceptional course which ruins medical study.
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270. Rev. Dr. MotXOY.—Would ifc meet your

difficulty if the Royal University were to allow sill

students coining for the first time to the Itoyal Uni-

versity to present themselves for examination either

in. the matriculation course or the first university ex-

amination in arts, and if they passed in the latter,

to allow them to proceed at once to the study of

medicine 1—If that had been done at first it would

not have heeu injurious. I do not believe that

anything can now save it. I do not believe that

a change in the preliminary now will avail. It would

be better than nothing, but still it would lie imposing

what is not imposed by other medical bodies. It is

not an imposition which is at all desirable in the in-

terests of medical education, consequently it is not a

course which "dll be pursued by students. They will

go as they arc going. I have shown you the number
of students ;

that will show you wlmt has been the

effect. There is no way of judging the number of

students better than showing you the fees they pay.

Comparing the two lust years with two preceding

yeais, omitting the one immediately preceding—that

is, with two yeais not disturbed at all—the effect has

been this :—The Professor of Modern Languages was
formerly a teacher of medical students, and the Queen’s

University compelled every student to study modern
languages. I think that very desirable indeed. I

think that a student of medicine should know at least

French or German. Unless he knows French or

German lie has very little inducement to study any

other language. French and German are as useful as

Other languages. The effect on she Professor of

Modem Dmgitagos has been to diminish his students.

The annual number ol' his students was 1171- each

year.

271. What was the actual falling off' in the number
of students ?—The average diminution of fees was
£223 10s. each year. Tim fall was from .£320 and

£354, to £134 and .£99 respectively.

273. Under the Queen’s University had you not

that practice prevailing which is complained of under

the Pioyal University, namely, medical students reading

a course of modem languages?—They could do it at

any tune in the year in which they felt themselves

least burdened and iu any one of several years.

273. Butin point of fact they did combine this study

with one year of their medical course?—Yes, with

one or more.

274. Then the only difference between the condition

of tilings under this Royal University and under the

late Queen’s University is, that under the Queen’s

University system they had two courses which are, of

necessity, iu arts, and under the Royal University

System they have five?—There are now five courses

which would hinder them from medical study, and

they had two which benciitted them.

275. But, under the Royal University, a student

could devote one year exclusively to arts, and then

proceed to his medical studies ?—If lie chose to go to

the Royal University, which lie has told you he will

not.

27G. He may change liis mind?—He will not, I am
quite sure. There is u6 cliauco of changing his mind
when it is contrary to the advice of all Medical
Boards.

277. I thought that in the University of Glasgow
they required some course in arts from the medical
students?;—None whatever.

278. Professor Jack.—There is a preliminary ex-

amination in general education, and the Professors in

the Faculty of Arts are not necessarily examiners.
In the pre.liminaiy examination they are so in fact, but
not necessarily ? —That means that students are not

compelled to go and attend those Professors.

279. Lev. Dr. Mou.oy.—The late Qnecn’s Univer-
sity did compel medical students to attend lectures,

for one year, in Modern Languages and Natural Philo-

sophy?—It did.

280. Do you approve of that ?—I do. Beefast.
281. What you disapprove of is the substitution of Jwic 3. issi.

five for two subjects iu the curriculum of arts for the p
medical students?—I should prefer the Queen’s Uni- esq? ko

601

versity plan. I am not quite sure whether these two rb.c.s.
’’

should not have been passed previously to the com-
mencement of medical study.

282. Dr. Marston.—I hope you will not misunder-
stand me by asking yon again what you desire to
show ?—My object is that the Commission should
arrive at ilio real state of matters. This College has
nothing to conceal. Everything should be known.
We have a very proud position, and are anxious that
everything should be known.

283. *Whatyou are stating is very important, and I
urn interested in it But we wish to limit the inquiry
within the pointsmentioned iu theCommission, namely,
what is the standard of education maintained in the
Queen’s Colleges

;
in what mode honours and exhi-

bitions are awarded
; with what results students avail

themselves of the advantages offered
; and as to the fees

charged. We do not want to inquire into the state ofthe
Itoyal University. Do yon think you could, with advan-
tage to yourself and the College, put it in writing, in the
form of an appendix to j’our evidence, and state now
the inferences yon wish to draw in your replies ’—

I

have already made suggestions to the Senate of the
Royal University which have not been in any case
accepted by them, and I cannot go beyond that. I
can exert no further influence. I found that I was
producing no influence whatever on the Senate of the
Royal University. I protested most strenuously
against these changes

;
no notico was taken

; my pro-

test was not recorded.

284. *And, therefore, you wish to put it on record

now ?—I wish to give you the facts, and I defy anj--

body to draw any conclusion but what I have drawn.
In the case of natural history, the average annual fees

which the Professor received in the two first years
amounted to £221 10s., and iu the second to £111.
He has been subjected now to a diminution of £110
10s. The students have diminished by 65 each year.

The number of students was 1 IS in 1S81, 124 in
1879-SO, and it has fallen to 5S in 1SS2-S3, aud 54
in 1883-81. The Professor of Anatomy and Physi-

ology has lost in each of tkosotwo years £442 11*. 6c?.,

aiul the Professor of Materia Mcdica £55 10s. ; the

Professor of Surgery bus not been influenced except

very indirectly; the effect will come on him and on all

the others next year.

285. Chairman.—Aro the fees constant sums in

each year?—Yes.

286. *The diminution is in no way attributable to

change of fees ?—There is a difference which would

have been misleading iu two classes. The fees in two
classes have been doubled. I have not spoken of them.

These are in the arts faculty. There lias heeu no

change in those that I have spoken of. The Professor of

MateriaMedicahas been influenced. It is a secondyear’s

class. The fees of the Professor of Materia Medica

have fallen from an average of £158 to £102 10*. Tlio

classes in Surgery, Medicine, Midwifery, and Medical

Jurisprudence have fallen. They have only fallen in-

directly. It is not then- turn till next year and the

following year. They will fall inevitably. The total

fees received at the College (though the fees in some

of the aits classes are larger) have fallen from the

average £3,966 to £3,1 SS, that is £827 each year.

Of that amount more than half has been borne by the

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, £442.

287. "Professor Jack.—I dare say you could give us

the amount of fall in the medical fees alone ?—What
has occurred has been this. The medical students

have been driven to the schools iu arts, into the first

Jive classes. These schools have been enlarged, those

fees of course have increased. The amount of increase

will show what you have asked. The Professor of

Latin has received an increase of 26^ students i nch

* See Appendx III. B.—Documents No. 8 ;
also Nos. 9 and 10.
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Belfast. year, that is £50 10s. The Professor of Greek lias

June 3, 1884. got an increase of 114 students, and of fees £26 10s.

Petti~Redferii
®ie ^>r0^es90r History and English Literature has

esq., n.D.,
’ got an increase of two students, and an increase of

' £1 10s. in fees. The Professor of Mathematics an

increase of 424 students, and of £84 10s. in fees.

The Professor of Natural Philosophy lost lGi students,

and £30 in fees. The Professor of Logic and Meta-

physics has an increase of 244 students, and an increase

of fees amounting to £46 5s. In the case of the

Professor of Logic and Metaphysics it is important to

notice that there has been an increase in the number

of students coming to his class liecause of the more

rigorous application of the rules of the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church compelling all

the candidates for the ministry of the Presbyterian

Church to attend that class, so that there are 21

A

additional students in the class of Logic and Meta-

physics.

288. The point I wish to ascertain is the fall in

medical fees alone 1—I can show that in the case of

each medical professor. You will see that there are

certain professors who teach students both for arts

and for medicine. The Professor of Natural History,

for instance, teaches arts students who graduate in

natural history, and the Professor of Chemistry

teaches arts students who graduate in chemistry and
natural philosophy, and unless the students who
attend these professors say that they are going for

arts, or for medicine, one cannot separate them. But
it is important that you should know that the

Professor of Chemistry has suffered to the extent of

£92 5 a. each year.

289. Rev. Dr. MotxOY.—In the case of students

who have a difficulty al>out passing the first exami-

nation in arts of the Royal University, would it not

be open to them to read their course of medicine in

this College and get the license to practise from one of

the Licensiug Bodies in Ireland, and thus get rid of

the difficulty ?—You mean by whom are they to be

•examined ?

290. I mean that they could get a licence to practice

instead of a University Degree 1—Their examiners
would teach them if they went to Glasgow or Edin-

burgh. If they study here and go to be examined by
teachers in Glasgow they would scarcely hope to know
the kind of answers that would be expected by those

-teachers, as they would have done if they had attended

their classes. I hope and trust that the professors of this

College have no inteution of becoming mere grinders,

but will teach the subjects as they think best. If the

teachers teach the subjects as they think best they
will not teach alike. If they teach in cne place in a
particular way, and in another in a particular way,
the student will pass his examination better if his

teachers be his examiners. Therefore the students

here would not go to Glasgow or Dublin, but for the
changes in the curriculum.

291. Do not students attend medical schools in Dub-
lin and go for examination to the Royal College of

Surgeons !—Some do.

292. Dr. Marston.—

W

ith regard to the candidates

for Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons in

England, do those men come from different schools

and different Universities!—They do.

293. Can you tell me whether men from this

College go for those degrees and distinctions in London,
Dublin, Edinburgh, and so on ?—An old student of

this College passed the fellowship examination at the

College of Surgeons, London, the other day. Students
from this College go but in small numbers. The
reason is that this is a poor country, and the Queen’s
Colleges were instituted because it is a poor country.

' If education be made as expensive here as elsewhere,

an Irish student cannot study for the professions.

He must go abroad and apply his labour to the soil

or work in some other way. The Queen's Colleges

were established solely for the purpose of giving an
education to students of ability beyond the point

that could be reached by the institutions at the time.

294. You consider that these Colleges have fulfilled

that purpose ?—I do, thoroughly.

295. Is the number of medical students here dim-
hashing ?—It is dim inishing enormously.

296. Do you think the number will vise again,

or that tlie diminution is permanent?—The number
will certainly diminish next year and the year follow-

ing before any rise can take place.

297. What number of men have you now attending

your lectures ?—This lost year I had 210 instead of
'325.

298. Are you satisfied with the regularity of their

attendance ?—Certainly. As to the arrangements, I

am obliged to be better satisfied now than formerly,

when students, for want of room, were obliged to sit

on the stej>s coming tip to my class-room seats. Now
they can actually get into the seats. But I am not

satisfied with that as you will understand. I had 208
students dissecting lust winter in a room 75 feet

long by 25 feet wide. I have not sufficient means
of teaching those students what is absolutely required

by the College of Surgeons, Loudon, iu Physiology

and Histology. I teach a certain number, but my
means are limited. For this purpose, as well os for

the purpose of the Professor of Chemistry, the accom-

modation is insufficient. Under the Act of Parlia-

ment, the College has an absolute claim on the Board
of Works to furnish buihliugs

;
but the money has not

been forthcoming and wo have not been able to get

rooms. We had hoped that when the Government
saw we had the students, the least they could do would
be to put a roof over them. But we have not been
able to get the Government to ilo that, though we ap-

plied three or four years before Dr. Porter was ap-

pointed. My class-room is capable of accommodating
the students, but my dissecting-room aud practical

laboratory are not.

299. Men go where the teaching is best aud whera
they get the value of their money. Here you say the

teaching is exceedingly good, and tho only clring

cramping your energy is wane of room 1—And want of

means of conferring degrees on a curriealuin, such as

is required in other medical schools.

300. You were a Professor in Aberdeen and there-

fore have hud an opportunity of drawing a parallel

between the teaching in the two schools and the class

ofmen yon get Would you like to say anything on that

subject?—Aberdeen has changed like all other medical

schools. I do not think anything has changed so much
as the teaching of medicine. The teaching of histology

and physiology is totally different now from what it

formerly was, and the requirements of the student are

very numerous in comparison with what they were. He
cannot learn everything. I should be delighted that

every student should have a dc gree in arts, if it did

not incapacitate him iu connexion with his medical

studies.

301. What is your opinion of the course of medical

education in the College and the good it is doing?—

I

had fifteen years’ experience in Aberdeen. I have for

two different periods examined in London, on one oc-

casion quite recently, and on the other beginning in

1861. I have had an opportunity of comparing the

Aberdeen students and those of the University of Lon-
don, and the students of this College with both. As
the result, I have no hesitation in saying that the

students of this College before the last two years went
out better prepared us medical practitioners than any
other students in the United Kingdom, excepting,

perhaps, those of the University of London.

302. You had Visitors here from the General Medical

Council ?—No. We have had at the Queen’s Univer-
sity, and I appeal to the evidence the Visitors gave as

to the mode in which the examinations were conducted
in the Queen’s University.

303. The Visitors were Professor Humphry and
Mr. Power?—Yes, on one occasion, and on a former

occasion there were two others.

304. State shortly what they said ?—Their report is
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accessible. It was highly gratifying. As you are

quite, aware, the most important subjects in medicine

are anatomy and physiology, and the Visitors made

special reference to these two departments. Professor

Humphry copied the method of examining, and that

copy lias been the pattern of examinations at Cam-
bridge since that time.

305. Have I given you a perfectly fair opportunity

of putting forward wliat you would like to sayl—

I

think you have.

306. Dr. Stoney.—The regulations of the College

are, I believe, that the lirst year's scholarships aro

awarded upon the same course ns is required for can-

didates in arts ?—They are.

307. And that has the effect of eliciting as high an
education from the schools as can be given 1—What
liappeus is this. There are scholarships called medical

scholarships, but which are not given for medical

knowledge. They are .really not medical. For in-

stance, the first year's medical scholarship is given, not

for medical but for aits studies.

308. Chairman.—Is not that at the beginning of

the first year?—At the beginning of the first year the

first medical scholarship is given
;
and instead of being

given, as the first arts scholarship is given, to the

student who has just matriculated, it is given on the

same tonus as the student in arts of tho second year

gets that scholarship. So that for a student in medi-

cine to hold a first year’s medical scholarship lie must
have been a student in arts, for the examination is in

tho subjects which a second year’s arts student lias to

pass.

309. Is not that because the medical scholar-

ships of the first year are on the same examina-

tion?—They are on tho subjects of tho lirst year’s

teaching.

310. Dr. MabbtOX.—Do yon think those scholar-

ships are fairly distributed amongst the several

faculties—say what you think on the subject?—

I

think it is absolutely essential for this College to main-

tain its place that tlioro should ho scholarships, and
that they should he increased in number. I make that

statement quite unhesitatingly with regard to the

aits. I know unquestionably that this College loses

large numbers of students each year, ami sonic of the

very best students, because it has no scholarships to

give them, and because those students educated in

Belfast can get scholarships elsewhere. A certain

number of scholarships—ten—are given at the com-
mencement of the arts study, but there are more than

tea, perhaps twice that number of students, prepared
iu Belfast, and they go elsewhere, liecause they can-

not get scholarships here.

311. Kev. Dr. Molloy.—Where do they go to?

—I do not like to say. . I cannot follow individual

cases.

312. Do yon know that they got scholarships

elsewhere ?—I do.

313. Where ?—I do not like to answer that question.

314. Chairman.—

I

will drew my own conclusion
from your refusal to answer.

315. Kev. Dr. Molloy.—You have stated yon
know that a large number of students who would come
here if yon had more scholarships to give, go to other
places and get scholarships. What places ?—I won’t
answer that question, but I will say this, inasmuch as
it may probably servo tho purpose. I know that the
question was asked previously, “ Wliat was the effect

of the scholarships upon education in Ulster ?” It
has, I believe, as Dr. Porter stated, a very highly
beneficial effect. It brings up the teaching of the
schools greatly higher than before. Theyhave 1 ‘ Scholar-
ship Classes," as they call them, and they turn out
large numbers. They must make these young men
successful, or they will not get more of them. They
know exactly who can get scholarships here. They
know precisely the merits of the students. They know
who will be first in either the mathematical or the
classical side, and they know when there are only

five scholarships that six cannot get scholarships. The
students go to other Queen’s Colleges for scholarships.

31 G. Chairman.—That is exactly the inference I
would have drawn from your refusal to answer the
question.

317. Kev. Dr. Molloy.—

A

m I to understand that
the masters who prepare students for this College, send
to the other Queen’s Colleges those students whom
they know from their- experience in teaching are not'
able to win scholarships here?—They send in all proba-
bility five or six men here who are sure to get the
five scholarships.

318. Are those the inferior students?—Certainly
not, tho very highest of them.

319. The inferior students they semi to other-

colleges ?—They send the highest here, and the others
to tile other colleges. As the other colleges have
been mentioned—I had no intention of mentioning
them in any way—I must direct attention to this,

that this is the only Queen’s College in which a great
number of the students are Presbyterian students.
They would not leave this province, except to obtain
and hold scholarships.

320. Dr. Marston.—You have not answered my
question in one particular, namely, about the distri-

bution of those scholarships and rewards amongst tire

several faculties. Do yon consider those fairly and
usefully distributed?—I think they are. 1 am quite
satisfied that they are fairly and usefully distributed.

The prizes and scholar-ships given here are greatly

inferior to those given in other places. They have in
London several large prizes which we have not here.
I have not the slightest doubt that tho influence of
the college would be increased by increasing the
Scholarships, and attracting higher men, and the-

presence of a high class man in any college is of
-

gi-eat advantage to the students about him on the
principle of the leaven leavening the whole lump.

321. Dr. Stoney.—You stated that more than five

scholarships on each side can. be given advantageously
iu this College ?—Yes.

322. And that those men who go elsewhere would
he deserving of scholarships ?—I have no doubt of it.

323. Can the students who come for- the medical

curricnlum here iiflonl to spend five years at that

curriculum subsequent to their school education ?—

I

believe that a very large majority of them cannot.

324. Then any person who wishes to raise medical

education to its highest poiut has to consider what is-

the best that can be done in four years ?—Certainly.

325. Was it your experience that the two arts sulv

jects, modern languages and experimental physics, put
in by the Queen's University, was the limit that could

be borne by the medical curriculum without damaging

it?—I believe it was.

326. Then any additiou to that would be at the

sacrifice of the medical curriculum 1—I believe so.

327. Was it your opinion that those two subjects

wore more closely assimilated to tire wants of medical

students in tlieir professional progress than tho othere

which now form the subjects of medical examination

at the end of the first year ?—Certainly, 1 have said

already that I believe tho students cannot learn every-

thing, there is such an enormous amount of additional

scientific knowledge that they must acquire in order

to study their profession properly. If anything else

were put on them I would prefer, considering the

number of deathbeds they stand beside, tho study

of divinity ;
and as the prevention of disease by

proper sanitary arrangements is as important as its

cure in tho life of tho medical man, a knowledge of

sanitary laws should be included, and therefore they

should he trained as engineers.

32S. Would you he able to furnish the Oomraisskn

with some extracts from those reports of Visitors of

the General Medical Council to which you Lave

referred ?—I will.

329. That would put this evidence iu a much more

satisfactory position. Is it your Opinion tlial t-u

Belfast.

Jim« S, 1884.

Peter Rtdfcrn,

esq., m.d.,
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Belfast.

June 3. 1SS4.

Peter Kedfcrn,

esq., M.D.,

estimate founded on the results of the examinations of

the Royal University would be any true measure of

the teaching in Queen's College, Belfast ?—Certainly

not.

330.

Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Why do you think that

the examinations of the Royal University would not

afford a test of the proficiency of the students ?—I have

no confidence in examinations alone of any kind. If

I had my ehoice, and that is the opinion of men of

great experience, all the students trained in medicine

should be compelled to go through a regular cur-

riculum, taking care that they did each [iortiou of it

properly in each of the four years, and not he ex-

amined at all until the eud. I woidd prefer- the

knowledge acquired by the mass of students under

such a system, than excessive grinding of students

year by year to pass examinations. At no period of a

medical students study, until ho has got his degree,

can he study his profession. His business during his

career as a student is to study what is the diameter

of the examiner, and what is the diameter of the

questions he puts.

330. I understand you to hold that a system of ex-

aminations conducted by an independent examining
I >oard is one thathamperethc teachers and is injurious to

the students of the College 1—It is radically bad
;
highly

injurious. Ou the other hand I think the conducting

of examinations by teacher's is of the highest advantage,

because the teacher can then compel each student to

learn what he teaches, wliat he believes it is necessary

for Iiim to know.
331. Do you think, generally speaking, that the best

students do not get the highest places 1—I could iiot

say that. You see it implies diligence, but the

diligence is employed on wliat is wrong, namely, ou
the study of the character of the examination and not
of the subject itself.

332. But arc you of opinion that it is not the best

students who obtain the highest places'! I ask the

question because in my experience as an examiner the
students of Belfast have obtained high places, and I

was under the impression that those who obtained the
highest places were usually the best students 1—I could

not say that it is not the best students who get the

highest places. I believe they do ; hut between the
students who take the highest places and the great
body of the students, there is a very wide gap indeed,

a large number that pass the examinations by mere
chance.

333. If, on the whole, the best students get the

highest places at the examinations of the Royal
U uiversity, does it not follow that these examinations
are a test of proficiency, so fur as the best students
are concerned 1—They are a test of cleverness, of skill

in divining the character of the questions likely to be
set, and of the kind of answers which will gain the
highest marks, but they are not a test of know-
ledge of the subject which is supposed to have been
studied.

331. But they are a test as showing on the whole
who the_ best students are l—I think there is no
question of that, and if I were to make any sugges-
tion it would be this, that all examinations should
he, as far as possible, mado practical.

33-1. Dr. Marston.—Mere answering, so far as the
Medical University is concerned, affords but a poor
ground for judgment ?—Very poor. The questions to

be put at an examination should on no account be
printed. To improve the existing evil

33(1. Chairman.—Has it any relation to the con-

nexion of this College with the Royal University 1—It

is connected with the question which Dr. Molloy put
as regards the test charucterofthe examinations. Some
questions were put to Dr. Porter which elicited

answers. I do not know wliat the effect of them may
be at ;dl What I would say if those examinations be
made is, that I think all the medical examinations

should, if possible, lie made practical. There is no
possibility of students working up for a practical

examination from books alone. In medicine exami-
nations may be made almost entirely practical, but

some written answers are desirable. The Universityof
Loudon bos seen that as well ns the Royal University.

Where students arc examined by numbers there might

be a mistake, aiul so it is desirable that the University

should have some record of what the student bus

answered. The practical examinations should count

much more largely, and where several examiners are

employed they should act independently. Each
examiner should lie entirely responsible for his part of

the examination and no other, and his papers should lie

sent to him if the press required tube corrected, and
they should never go out of his hands. They at present

circulate amongst a number of examiners
; they go

backward and forward through the post, and there is

an increased chance of tlieir being known. If each

of the examiners acted independently anil the questions

were not published, it would lie better, because the

present system leads to the setting of questions which

should not be set at all. A very large number of tlio

questions are set to be read by others, and not merely

to be answered by the students. That would be all

got rid of by the simple plan of never printing auother

examination paper. Let each examiner be responsible

for his ownpaper but not for his colleagues. Let them

work independently.

337. Dr. Stoney.—Is it your opinion that ex-

aminations can lie so moulded to the education given

as to increase the efficiency of that education ]—Cer-

taiuly.

33S. Is it your opinion that that was done .as far

as practicable, at least attempted to lm done ns far as

practicable, in the Queeu’s University f—I believe it

was, I believe it was a great cause of the rise of die

standard of tlio Queen’s University in medicine.

339. It is a thing that is impracticable if you have

a wholly independent examining lioard?—Quite im-

practicable.

3-10. Professor Jack.—The difference between the

effect of the Queen’s University on medical education

and of the Royal University is two-fold—namely, that

more art subjects have been insisted on, and a

longer time required iu the Royal University 1—
Four additional subjects have been thrust in upon the

same time.

341. I gather from you tliat .practically a medical

student under the present system is likely to require

all the time for his medical course, and accordingly

would be tempted to go to the universities where lie

would not require so long a time, and could get through

his medical course practiadly in less time I—Yes.

342. So your evidence amounts to this, that sub-

stantially the Royal Univorsity regulations require a

longer time for medical study, though in theory they

do not?- -Yes, tliestudentshave not found tliediffevence

yet, for a student here going to the Royal University

would do his best. How 1 believe that the students

of this College would all of them have gone to the

Royal University if they could have gone advantage-

ously for their medical degrees. They might have

gone there with advantage, but they will cease to go

now, because of the requirement of this knowledge

of arts, and the absolute proliibition of tlieir acquiring

a knowledge of their profession in tlio usual time.

343. What is the effect in the way of increasing tlio

expense of medical education caused by those changes.

Would the effect be mainly due to tlio longer time the

Royal University practically requires, or is there

any change effected iu increasing the expense ?—The

course of midwifery has been increased from 3 to 6

months. An additional fee of .£3 Inis been required

for attendance at the lunatic asylum. A larger fee

is charged for matriculation. The fees of the first

examination in arts, first university examination^ in

medicine, second university examination in medicine,

are all entirely additional to those of the Queen’s

University, so tliat the whole education in medicine

lias become more expensive than under the Queen’s
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University system, and Las become greatly less effi-

cient.

344. "Could yon give me in a word an estimate of

the additional amount which medical education costs in

the Royal University independent of what you con-

sider the practical burden of one additional year—

I

mean, wliat sum in money Insides the cost which

may he involved by having one year additional imposed

by the Royal University ?—£18 6s.

315. Dr. Mahston—Are the fees for the classes in

the medical faculty high or low ?—Veiy low. If not

the Colleges would not have prospered.

340. Chairman—-You stated in reply to Dr. Stoney Celt act.
that you were satisfied with the scholarships allotted June s, iss*.

to the medical faculty. Is the proportion between p ~
tho scholarships allotted to the medical faculty and to *

jo jld.
the other faculties the same here as it bears in other r.n.c.s.

'

universities 1—Hie institution of scholarships for
medicine is quite a recent thing. They are really
very small. I have no wish to suggest a change, but
if a change were made I would prefer that the first

medical scholarship were made a scholarship in
botany, zoology, and chemistry.

Professor Thomas Wilson Dougan, m.a., examined.

347. Chairman.—What chair do you hold, Pro-

fessor Dougnn 1—I an Professor of Latin.

348. How long have you been the holder of that

chair !—Since January, 1882.

349. Have you had experience of any other college 1

—I have studied in Owens College, Manchester, and in

the University of Cambridge, and 1 have taken a

degree in the University of London.

350. Do you hold any degree in the University of

Cambridge 1—Yes, Master of Arts.

351. What degree have you taken in the University

of London 1—Master of Arts.

352. You have been one of the Examiners in this

College 1—Yes.

358. How long haveyou been an Examiner !—Since

my appointment as Professor.

354. Are you in a position toinform the Commission
astothe standard ofeducntioninnintuincdhere, themode
in which the examination is conducted, and the mode in

which the marks are given ?—Yes.

355. These being subjectswith which my colleagues

are more familiar than I am, I will leave you in their

hands.

356. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you adopt a system

of marking in conducting the examinations for scholar-

ships !—1 do.

357. Docs eaoli professor examine in his own de-

partment 1—Each examines in liis own particular de-

partment.

358. Do you wish to give evidenco as to your own
individual practice, or as to the practice of the body of

examiners 1—I should wish to speak only for myself.

359. Is it competent for you to declare that in your
own subject you consider a candidate is qualified for

a scholarship or disqualified for a scholarship 1—I have
always considered that it is.

360. You adopt a system of marking!—Yes.
361. Have you settled with yourself a minimum

percentage of marks on which you declare a
student qualified for a scholarship !—I have never

settled a minimum number of marks, but I should

know in any case where a student showed a very

superior knowledge of his subject, and if he did not
do so I should not award a scholarship.

362. In point of fact you mark each candidate as

you examine him 1—I do.

363. Can you state what percentage of marks a
student would get when you consider his answering of

such excellence as to qualify him for a scholarship 1

—

Marking is very relative. In marking one has to

take into account the possible perfection to which any
student is likely to attain. The percentage fairly to

be required would depend altogether on the rigour or

leniency of the marking.
364. You have a maximum 1—Yes.
365. What is your maximum 1—I generally give

240 for a paper, and afterwards reduce the marks to a
scale that obtains in the College.

366. Wliat. is that scale 1—In the College we give
the top man in each classical department, i.e., in Latin
12 and in Greek 12, and accommodate the others to
him, making him tho standard. I should then have
to go through a calculation, and decide what the
second man, <fec., ought to get.

367. Have you examined the candidates for Wilson*
scholarships during the last two years!—I have con- Dougan, cvp,

ducted the last two scholarship examinations. M A -

368. Arc your marks for those scholarships on re-

cord !— Yes, they are in the Registrar's office.

369. Would you have any objection that the marks
obtained should be furnished to us, so as to show the
standard attained by the students in Latin on getting
their scholarships !—No objection whatever : I am not
aware that the Registrar 1ms got any marks except
those I speak of, accommodated to the standard of
twelve. He has not the original marks.

370. Have you got the original marks ?—I have not.

371. Do you find it more convenient to have a
higher maximum than that in the College!—Yes.

372. Because if you take 240 you can express
more minute shades of difference than if you take
twelve !—Yes. That was my reason for taking 240.

373. Then two students who took different marks
with you would be reduced to tho same level !—Two
students of different years would.

374. Because when you take twelve as a maximum
you do not use fractions !—I do.

375. Would the fractions represent the exact

marks!—Yes. I reduce them to two places of
decimals.

376. Then the marks after reduction which are pre-

served in the records of the College, would give a per-

fectly accurate knowledge of the marks which you
gave to the students 1—It would between student and
student: it would not show you wliat relation the

top man boro to my total of 240 on the papers.

377. As far as you are concerned you have no ob-

j ection that those marks shouldbe furnished to the Com-
mission as a means of showing the standard adopted

for the awarding of scholarships ?—I have no objec-

tion whatever.

378. If a student obtains such marks from yon as

would indicate a standard not sufficient for scholar-

ship, can he compensate for deficiency in your

subjoct by excellence in another subject of the scholar-

ship examination !—In some subjects possibly. Greek

and Latin go together. If a man were below a cer-

tain standard I should recommend that he be not

awarded a scholarship.

379. You consider that, as an individual examiner,

you have a veto against his receiving a scholarship 1

—

I could make a recommendation individually.

380. Taking 240 as the maximum, can you state

what marks, as a general rule, would lead you to re-

commend a student for a scholarship, and what marks

would lead you to exclude him from a scholarship 1—
In marking it all depends on the strictness or the

leniency with which one marks, so that it would be

luud to convey a proper idea to you how strict or how

lenient they are.

381. One adopting a lenient standard, and another

a strict standard, the value of their marks would be

different!—It would.

382. Suppose we assume the examiuers all round

to adopt a moderate, reasonable, fair system of

marking, and that we got from each the marks

upon whioh he would admit to a scholarship,

* Soe Appendix III. B.—Documents Noa. 9 end 10.
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Belfast. shall we not have a definite indication, so far as that

Junes. 1864. evidence goes, of the standard on which the scholar-

Th mUT" ships are given ?—You probably would.

Wilson $83. As far as you are concerned you see no objec

Doug-an, esq., tionto our getting it?—I do not.

M -A - 3S4. With such explanation as each examiner might

wish to give in reference to his own marks ?—Yes.'

385. T ask the question, because we have applied to

the secretaries of the Royal University for correspond-

ing returns from them. They have given these returns

•without any difficulty, and we take them with such ex-

planation as may he offered ?—In making my awards

I have never looked so much to the marks as to the

papers. I take the papers separately and look at the

quality of the answers, so that my marking is not of

primary importance in the matter.

386. You follow rather your own judgment on the

paper tlian the marks you set down ? —I set down the

marks to every question separately and count them up

carefully, and I also look over the paper again to see

if the general answering is of a sufficiently high

quality.

3S7. At all events, I understand that the College

Council, or the authority that has this matter in hand,

has considered that a system of marking is a desirable

way in which each examiner should record his judg-

ment on the paper, and that his judgment in this form,

should then come before the common body for the

awarding of the scholarship?—I dare say that that is

the opinion of the President and Council, and that

is my own opinion. I consider that a system of marking

is the best. I should not think of going by impressions

without marking.

3SS. Then, in fact, if we get the actual marks on

which scholarships have been awarded we shall get the

record of your judgment in the most definite way in.

which it can be given to us?—Yes.

389. 1 am perfectly satisfied with what you have
told us, and I agree in all you have said. Students

reading with you have gone np for the examinations

of the Royal University?—Many have.

390. Has the judgmeut of the Royal University

corresponded with yours—in other words, did those

students who were best with you get the highest

places in the Royal University ?—I was somewhat
surprised with the result in a few cases.

391. But taking the results generally, what would
you say?—In a number of cases it confirmed my own
impression. In some cases it did not.

392. When it was at variance with your own judg-

ment, was the difference very wide ?—In some cases it

made a difference of a class.

393. That is between firstand second class ?—First

and second, for instance.

394. On the whole, did the result of the examina-
tions of the Royal University coincide roughly with
your own judgment ?—I did not look very minutely
into the case of each individual student, but chiefly

at the instances of the top students.

395. It is of those I am speaking ?—As I said

before it was often pretty much the same as my own
judgment, and in some cases it was not.

396. Judging from your experience of examinations

gener-ally, could yon have expected more than that
from an independent examining Board. Is not there

always a chance that one student will be fortunate in

an examination and another unfortunate, so that there
will be a little disturbance in the order as compared
with the judgment of a professor who knows them
from day to day and from month to month ?—It is

not unparalleled. In all examinations there are one

or two results that cause surprise.

397. Then am I right in understanding that

in the large majority of cases, especially as re-

gards the best students, the results at the Royal
University confirm your own expectations, but that

in a certain limited number of cases they do not

confirm your expectations?—I should not use the

word “large” in the first case. In more cases the
results coincided to a certain extent with my own
judgment rather than conflicted with it. In some
other cases, perhaps half that number of cases, it went
contrary to my judgment.

398. And was the conflict in those cases very great?

—In two cases it was.

399. "Were these among the best students?—They
were.

400. Dr. Stoney.—You have had experience of

Owens College, Manchester
;
of Cambridge University,

and the London University, as well as the Queen's

Colleges. With reference to Cambridge—and the

same applies to Oxford—the students enter at a later

age than in the Queen’s Colleges ?—I cannot say what
is the average ago of the students here, but we have a

number who come at eighteen, and a good number who
come at seventeen ; whereas nineteen is a far move com-

mon age at Cambridge and Oxford, and twenty is not

uncommon. I think perhaps the average age would

be one and a half or two years later at Cambridge and

Oxford than here.

401. The men that go to Cambridge and Oxford

have two years longer preliminary preparation before

they enter the university ?—I am sure they have.

402. In addition to that, do you think there is a

difference in the opportunities that they have of obtain-

ing a considerable amount of training before going to

the universities?—The difference is immense.

403. Then the problem that a university, like tlio

University of Oxford or the university of Cambridge,

has to apply itself to in order to advance education in

the greatest degree is a different problem from that

which has to be considered in this country?—Very
different. They often come up to Cambridge and

Oxford having read all the work they are going to

read
;
in such cases they only require to keep it fresh

in their memory, whereas here they have it all to do
in tlie great majority of cases.

404. The difference amounts to this, that the

functions of a university in this country must be

efficiently to teach. There are notthe opportunities for

obtaining candidates for admission to the university

in the advanced educated state that they come to

the English universities?—Yes; there is no doubt

about it.

405. Then, having had experience of those four

places of education, do you think the education in the

Queen’s Colleges an efficient one for bringing forward

students from the stage in which students can be

obtained ?—I believe that it is very efficient, as efficient-

as it is possible for it to he.

406. With reference to the subject of mai-ks, is it

your opinion that any fixed standard, fixed and made
applicable to every year, ought to receive a certain

amount of modification after the experience of the

examination ?—I think that a fixed standard would be

very unworkable and unsuitable.

407. You spoke both of your marks and the im-

pression produced upon your mind by reading over for

the second time the papers of some of the can lidates.

Do yon think, in order to form the bestjudgment as to

the position of the candidates, your marks require to

be supplemented by the impression that you receive

from reading over the papers again ?—It is not in order

to alter their relative positions that I read over the

papers again, but in order to judge of the standard

obtained by the lowest of the scholars.

408. It is, -in fact, to ascertain what in that par-

ticular year ought to be the minimum number that

you -would consider as being that which ought to pass

a candidate?—Yes. If I alter any marks in the

course of a second reading I compare the answering
of the person whose marks I alter with the answering
of all the others.

409. You think a minimum fixed in that way is-

better than one fixed by an external authority to-

which you would have to conform ?—I believe it is very

much better.

-410. Professor Jack.—Have you any experience of
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fclie standard of education in Owens College ?—

I

studied there for three years.

411. Did you pass any of the examinations?—Yes,

I passed examinations every year.

412. Would your experience enable you to state

how the students of this locality compare with the

students there as to circumstances ?—I think that in

a great many respects there is a very strong parallel

between the two places. The circumstances of the

students are somewhat similar. The students of

Owens College have perhaps on the average rather more

money at their command ;
the general prevalence of a

.strong desire to learn is noticeable in both Colleges

about equally.

413. Of course you were not an examiner there ?

—

I was not.

414. Are the fees charged in Owens College much
larger than they are here?—They arc somewhat
larger. I do not remember very accurately the total

that would be charged, but I remember that in Latin

it was £2 12s. 6<1. for a class, and in Greek the same.

Here it is £2 2s.

415. That would represent the scale 1—I think that

might represent the scale.

41 6. Could 3’ou say anything with regard to a com-

parison between a first-class classical man at Cambridge
and the very best men yon occasionally turn out here?

—From the nature of the case our average first-class

classical man would not be equal to the first-class

Cambridge man. He has not got nearly so good a

start for one tiling.

417. How long does he spend at classics—I under-

stand his going in for a regular curriculum is pretty

much defined by the College authorities ?—That is

another point of difference between a first class classical

man at Cambridge and a first class classical man here.

The first class man at Cambridge may confine his at-

tention to classics, whereas here students have to

pursue other subjects for at least two years. They do

not specialize till the tim'd year.

418. With regal'd to the system of marking, yon
say that 240 marks would represent your paper ;

that, for instance, the top man might ho placed at

200, or at 150 or at 120, or anything that you thought

fit in viewing the paper and considering the paper,

and how it turned out to suit the meu ?—I allot the

240 marks among the questions, so that he cannot gut

more than 240, and, sis a matter of fact, lie gets a cer-

tain percentage less.

419. Your 12 is not ono-twentieth of 240, lint one-

twentieth of the unknown quantity ?—It bears rela-

tion to the unknown quantity.

420. After you have settled your 12, your other

proportions of 9, 8, 7, and so on would he settled on
the same principle ?—Yes.

421. So that your 12 for one year might differ

entirely from your 12 for another j-ear ?—It would.

422. I should like to know whether you have any
system such as is sometimes adopted in other univer-

sities of joining extra mural examiners with the

professors in the examinations ?—We do nothing that

way in arts in this College.

423. That is done, for instance, in Victoria Univer-
sity ?—Yes, I understand.

424. In fixing the standard with regard to scholar-

ship, have you ever had any difficulty in fixing a
minimum standard—that is to say, have you had any
practical difficultyin saying that acertain student should
not get a scholarship—in other words, have you been
compelled to lower your standai'd at times or have you
not ?—I have never had that difficulty. I have never-

had any difficulty in recommending the scholars who
were recommended.

425. I see, for instance, in looking at the returns
which the College supplied to us, that in the first year’s
entrance scholarships—for the five years you have been
good enough to supply us with returns—there were
during those five years 25 scholarships to be awarded,
and 25 were given. In that case none of the 25

scholars who obtained scholarships were below what
yon consider a distinct scholarship mark ?—No.

420. In tho same way that applies to the second
year—25 were given, and 25 were gained ?—Yes, since
I began to examine.

427. In the same way 24 out of 25 for the second
year in literature. Then I find 2G for science. T sup-
pose these were put clown in 1881-82, and the extra
was an exhibition ?—When a scholarship cannot he
awarded in classics it may be awarded in science.

428. So that when 24 and 20 are awarded, the 24
being for literature, and the 20 for science, that would
make up the 50 ?—Yes.

429. In the third year, out of the thirty-five senior
scholarships capable of being awarded thirty-four
were actually awarded

;
so that altogether only ono

scholar-ship dropped out of the 135 that might have
been awarded during those five years. That is what
I make out of the figures here, if those figures are
right. The 134 men out of the 135 who got scholar-
ships were all competent and fit for scholarships ? I
have no doubt.

430. I think yon said that in dealing with those
scholarships you yourself would scai'cely agree to
exercise an absolute veto, unless the veto belonged to

the whole subject of classics—that is, that if a man
made up for insufficiency of Lathi by Greek, or insuf-

ficiency of Greek by Latin, that would be within tho
purview of the examiners?—What I said was tliut tLe
scholarships were often awarded for answering in both
Greek and Latin ; but I do not say that I might not,

in some conceivable cases, undertake to recommend
that a scholarship should not be given, even though n

candidate might be very good at Greek. The candidate
might know no Latin, for instance.

431. You might exercise a veto for liis deficiency in

Latin alone ?—The recommendation would have the

effect of a veto.

432. You said with regard to the difference in

results in the examinations of the Royal University

and in the examinations of your own students, that

you had been struck a good deal with that difference,

and I gather from you that with perhaps two-thirds of

the results your own judgment more coincided tliau

conflicted, and one-third more conflicted than

coincided ?—I think, roughly, that might be about the

state of the case.

433. And that you were struck a good deal with

the conflict with regard to your best students ?—With
regard to two students, I remember being specially

struck by the difference.

434. Have you any theory, beyond what Dr. IVIolloy

suggested, as to the possibility of explaining that ?

—

The system on which places are given is not quite tho

same, for one tiling. The exhibitions up to tbe .second

university examination are, I understand, given by

the Royal University, by adding the marks in all the

subjects open to the students, whereas our scholar-

ships are given for special subjects—for instance, in the

second year, answering in Greek and Lxtin. A student

might possibly take a scholarship in Greek and Latin,

and might not be able to take an exhibition in the

Royal University, because he might possibly not get

many marks in other subjects.

435. How many subjects are there in the Royal

University examination ?—In the first university exa-

mination there are five subjects. I do not remember
how many there are in the second.

436. Are the Owens College students much of the

same age as those here ?—I think they are about the

same age. Some of the students at Owens College

are even younger than any we have here
;
but, on the

average, their age is perhaps about the same.

437. Dr. Marston.—

C

omparing the state of a young
mnn on entering with that at the time at which he

leaves the College, has the training had, in your

opinion, a very marked effect upon him ?—I think I

see sigus of improvement It is natural to expect

that education should exercise a smartening influence,

and I believe that I see sigus ofthat.
TT 9
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438.

You liave had a good deal of experience in

education at Cambridge, Owens College, Manchester

;

and now at this place. Comparing the education here

with that obtained elsewhere, and taking the difference

of circumstances under which the students are placed,

what is the result of the comparison in your mind 1

—

I think that the desire to learn is at least ns prevalent,

and mv opinion is that it is more prevalent here than

at Oxford and Cambridge. There is more anxiety

among the students to improve themselves.

439. There is more anxiety, you think?—Yes,

but they start at a disadvantage.

440. Is it your opinion that in that respect this

College fulfils a very desirable and useful purpose in

supplying a huge number of men who have an anxiety

to learn, and have not had the means hitherto, with

an opportunity they would not otherwise enjoy?

—

I think it gives a most valuable opportunity to a large

number of students.

441. What would yon characterize the training in

comparison with the other places?— The trainiug is

efficient

442. Cuaikmax.—

I

n reply to Dr. Stoney, you

stated that the Cambridge students cmne iu a year

and a half, or two years later, and therefore with

greater advantages. Do I understand that the

standard at Cambridge is higher tliau here?—More
than half the students come from the English public

schools, and grammar schools. They have a very fine

education within their reach. Their parents have on the
average a great deal more money than the parents of

Irish boys, and therefore they educate them. Alto-

gether the facilities for education are much greater

than our students have.

443. They have enormously greater advantages ?

—

Yes.
444. But is not the result of having enormously

greater advantages this, that the standard of education
is higher i—It is.

445. You also passed an examination in the London
University ?—I did.

440. That was for the M.A. degree?—Yes.
447. Dili you matriculate?—Yes. T passed the

regular examinations of the university in succession,

ending with the M.A.
448. What is your experience of the average ages

at which the students matriculate at the London
University 1—I could not state what the average is.

I never had a very great eye for statistics
;
but I

have known them to join from sixteen to forty-three,

or thereabouts.

449. The average between those ages would make
a very old student. But do they not go in. very
young into the London University 1—Some do.

450. Would you be surprised to hear that the man
who matriculated highest last summer was sixteen,

and that the fourth man was not seventeen ?—That is

because all the marks in the ten subjects were added
together, and the youth who will answer shortly and
not go too deep into it will get most marks all round.
It need not be the best person who will come out first

all round. I think this view has been held by many
of the most competent judges.

451. You say you fixed for your own convenience
an arbitrary standard of 240, and then you reduced
that to twelve, to adjust the relative rights of the
candidates among themselves. Could you give the
Commission any idea, taking your highest standard at

240, what was the lowest mark you gave a scholar-

ship on before you reduced it to twelve ?—I do not
remember.

452. Do you believe you did it on such a number as
120 ?—I am pretty certain I did not.

453. Before reducing it to twelve what do you think
a candidate ought to come up to of the 240 ?—That
depends on the way I mark. I may not mark with
the same sti-ictness from year to year. The top
students would be somewhere about 200.

45 4. What would be the fifth man ?—I cannot un-
dertake to say, but I do not think he could be so low
as you suggest, 120.

455. He would be more than half?—I bclievo he
would.

45G. Would he be 75 per cent. ?—Somewhere about
I

G7 per cent.

457. And you gavehim a scholarship on that ?—Yus.
|

458. Professor Jack.—You said just now tlmt ns a
matter of fact, the standard of education, as the result of

circumstances you explained, is higher iu Cambridge
with students when they enter than it is here. I

presume that in Cambridge there are a large number
of tolerably unprepared students as well as a huge

number of highly prepared students?--There are.
j

About half the students nre pass-men at Cambridge,

and it is somewhere about tho same at Oxford, and
most of them take things very easily. Tho best of

the passmen have not very much to do, as the puss is

not very severe.

459. I do nob know whether you would compares
passman at Cambridge with an average man here?

—

I think a pass man probably knows more when he
|

comes up to Cambridge, because he generally comes I

from a grammar school or a public school, but he is

generally idle.

4G0. Would you be inclined to say that lie knows
more or less when lie comes out of Cambridge, or

when he comes out of Queen's College?—When he is
i

a B.A. Our students know, and all along must
know, a good deal more than an average passman.

461. Would there be any considerable numhrr of

pass-men at the University of Cambridge who would

find it difficult to pass your matriculation examin-

ation?—There would lie some of them certainly, be-

cause we examine them in classics and mathematics,

and there are always some who find very great difficulty

from one corresponding examination in Cambridge
called “ the previous examination.”

462. That is, the previous examination in Cam-
bridge corresponds very much to your entrance

examination ?—There is a considerable similarity.

463. And it is passed at different periods of resi-

dence ?—What is the equivalent to it can be passed

from school or within three months of entrance.

46-4. And it may be postponed to within eighteen

months of entrance ?—A class man may postpone it for

two years. In inauy Colleges lie is sent away if he

does not pass in two years.

465. You mentioned that you passed most of the

examinations in the University of London, matricul-

ation, first B.A., second B.A., and so on. Would you

be able to compare an average pass-man with an

average pass-man B.A. of the Royal University, or

with a man when he ootains a sessional certificate?

—

It is vei-

y hard to compare them. I think an average

pass-man of London is better than an average pass-

man here.

466. Would you be able to compare a man who-

obtains honors in the London University with a man
who obtains honors here ?—I think that many of our

honor students here are quite equal to the London
honor students, and I am not sure that we have not

rather more of them.

467. In proportion to the whole number of

students?—Yes.

468. Rev. Dr. Moij.oy.—The practice is that when
the marks from the examiners are given in, the mark
obtained by the highest student is raised to twelve,

and all the other marks are raised in the same ratio ?

—Yes.
469. For what purpose is that general raisiug of

all the marks adopted 1—I have heard that the idea

was that examiners differed in their standard, and that

it was more fair to make the top competitor the stan-

dard than to have the different examiners vary tho

standard adopted.

470. But would not the relative value of the marks
given by each examiner remainexactly thesame after all

the marks had been raised in the same ratio ?—Between
student and student it would be the same,but in adding

up it would not be the same. Forinstance, one examiner

might give 240, another 190, and another 150.

471. Each top man would get twelvethen ?—Yes.
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472. Anil you vculd raise the marks of those below

in the same ratio us those of the top nmu ?— If it were

one who got 150 taking a different subject he would

get twelve.

47 ;*. Till'll iu fact it is assumed that all the top

students have attained the same standard of proficiency ?

—In adding together it is taken as the basis.

474. If the top student in one subject gets, let us

say, 120, and the top student in another subject gets

220, both are brought, in your system to tlic same
level of 12. Therefore when there is a deficiency in

the standard reached in one subject as compared with

another, that deficiency is educed by your system ?

—

That is making an extreme assumption.

475. I urn putting an extreme case to test the prin-

ciple. The method is calculated to blot out altogether Jti.i.rur

the difference that nmv existbetween the excellence ol»- j»ne r., am
tinned by the top student in one subject and the ....

—
excellence obtained by the top students in other sul>- \vjiX*
jectsl—Iu my subject the highest student would get l><uignn, iw.,
twelve, but there arc other subjects in which ho would n.a

only get nine.

470. An* the marks that are kept on record the
marks as they exist before they have been raised by
this system, or after they have been so raised '!—I do
not know how the others are kept, but the}' are in
the registrar’s office.

477 . Thou lie would be the best person to tell ns 1

—

He would.

Randal C. J. Nixon, eso.. examined.

47S. Cifairman.—You are head master of one of the

educational establishments of Belfast!—I am head
master ia the mathematical department of the Royal
Academical Institution.

471*. How long have you been master there ?

—

Fifteen years.

480. VVliat experience in teaching had you before

you wore appointed to that post 1—I was two sessions

assistant to the professor of mathematics iu Glasgow
University, and previously T was two years master in

Aldenliam Grammar School.

481. Of what University are you a graduate ?—I am
M.A. *>f Cambridge.

482. Have yon in this institution in Belfast trained

a numljcr of students who afterwards came to this

College 1—Yes. I may state as a face that duiingthe

fifteen years, forty-three of those who gained entrance

mathematical scholarships have boon prepared by me.
483. Of course you watcli with interest their career

afterwards 1—Yes ; twenty-eight of them afterwards

came to mo to got further assistance.

484. Are you able to tell whether students from
other departments of that institution come to this

College!—Certainly, a huge number.
4S5. Could you give us an idea of the average num-

ber of students sent hero year after year from your
institution 1—More than thirty generally.

480. Docs it generally happou that students who
have been trained by you and have been distinguished

in College go back to you for assistance!—Not
generally, but twenty-eight of those who gained scholar-

ships have done so, anil gained other scholarships.

4S7. That is, before they go in for their scholarship

examinations they go to you to got a grind l—Yes, a
little help up.

488. And that help up assists in getting them over
the stile!—Generally.

489. Does that twenty-eight apply to the number
that went back to you during fifteen years !—Yes.

490. How many got scholarships?—Forty-three who
went from me got scholarships on entering in fifteen

years. There were about 100 obtained altogether,

and my men got nearly half of them.
491. Is there any evidence pertaining to our inquiry

that yon would wish to offer ?- -I think I have an
opportunity of drawing a comparison between the
standard of excellence here and that in Glasgow Uni-
versity, because I was two years’ assistant professor
and the entire work of the mathematical classes went
through my hands. That is sixteen years ago.

492. What comparison do you draw then ?—I have
not the slightest hesitation in saying that the standard
here is much higher than iu Glasgow. I am speaking
of tho time when I was in Glasgow

;
whether yon take

the senior olasses or average boys—young men as you
may call them.

493. And the standard hero is distinctly higher
than in Ginsgow ?—In mathematics.

494. How do you know wliat standard has been
reached here by the students when they leave your

hands ?—Some of them come back, who are attending
classes here, and we go over the papers together, and 1
sec their work.

495. Have you been able practicidly yourself to
form a personal judgment as to the standard in mathe-
matics maintained here?—Certainly.

496. Does that experience extend to the present
time ?—Yes.

497. And your evidence to the Commission is that
tho standard is higher here than in Glasgow ?—Yes,
than it was when I knew Glasgow

;
distinctly higher.

498. Dr. Stone v.—Have the candidates for first

year’s scholarships who come from the Belfast Institu-

tion pretty well ascertained their relative merits before

they go forward ?—They have had our own examina-
tions, and won prizes.

499. So that not many more than those likely to be
successful would go in for the scholarship examina-
tions?—Not many more.

500. The ascertaining of who ought to go in and
who ought not lias been determined before they go
forward 1 — Almost.

501. Have the scholarships awarded in the Queeu’s

College, Belfast, hail any useful effect on school

education in the North of Ireland ?—In our school it

lias been a useful stimulus to a great number of

boys.

502. Would that stimulus continue ifremoved from

the College and Ulster, or would an equivalent stimulus

be provided, were the same funds administered by
another body ?—It lias been a most valuable stimulus.

503. And Ulster would most seriously lose if these

scholarships were removed ?—In my opinion it

would.

504. Have you ever heard of any university or col-

lege that had not gotconsiderable prizes?—I neverheard

of any colleges, except perhaps those in Germany.

505. But in tliis country?—! have not heard ofany

in this country.

506. Do you think that the removal of the scholar-

ships from the College would induce the best-class

studeuts to abstain from coming forward, and induce

them to look elsewhere ?—Several of them could not

come at all. Usually the best of them are those who

most need the scholarships.

507. Rev. Dr. JIolloy.—

Y

ou spoke about a com-

parison between the students coming up to tliis College

in mathematics as compared with studeuts going up

to Glasgow. You have had a very good opportuuity

ofknowing the comparative capacities of Irish, Scotch,

and English students in learning mathematics. Which

of theso would you put highest 1—Tho Irish, unques-

tionably.

508. The Irish ore better than the Scotch at learn-

ing mathematics!—The Irish are distinctly better,

than either Scotch or English, at mathematics.

509. Though I have not had the pleasure of meeting

you before, I am well acquainted with your work in

preparing students for this College and the Interme-

diate Education Board. I find that you prepare a large

Iinmlal C. J
Nixon, «<i.
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number of students for tlio Intermediate Examina-

tions. Would yon say that students who go up to

the Intermediate Examinations in Ireland, in the

senior grade are far before the students who went up

for matriculation in Glasgow University, as it was

when yon knew it?—Distinctly so.

510. Would you say that the students who go up

iu the middle grade to the examinations of the Inter-

mediate Education Board are at least as high in their

amount of knowledge, if not higher, than those who

went up for matriculation in Glasgow?— There

was no matriculation examination in Glasgow

University. Those who had previously studied mathe-

matics went into the middle or senior classes. Iu the

junior class they commenced at the beginning. I

started the junior with the first book of Euclid.

511. Then those in the junior class know nothing

whatever of mathematics ?—Nothing whatever.

512. Would you not say that the students you pre-

pare to get exhibitions at the Intermediate examina-

tions in the middle grade are more advanced than the

students coming to Glasgow University for the first

time?—I cannot answer that question as to those

who entered in the higher classes.

513. Comparing the middle grade of the Interme-

diate Education Boanl with the matriculation in the

Royal University in mathematics, which is the higher ?

—They are about tlie same, for the pass part of each.

514. From your experience as a teacher of mathe-

matics in Intermediate seh >ols, would you say

that the Irish Intermediate schools stand high as

regards mathematics {—'The standard is good, having

regard to the comparative ages, but the boys leave

younger here than iu England. I did not leave school

till nineteen, and we seldom keep lx»ys till that age.

515. Do not a large number get very high marks

in the middle grade in mathematics, and that is higher

than the matriculation of the Royal University ?

—

Not higher than the matriculation scholars.

51 (i. The programme of the senior grade in the

Intermediate is considerably higher than the pro-

gramme for matriculation in the Royal University ?

—The senior grade jmss is higher than the matricula-

tion puss
;
but for scholarships the reverse holds.

517. Dr. Stoxey.—

Y

ou have a large experience of

marking in different places. Have yon found that

the Baum per ceutage in different subjects represents

the same amount of knowledge. For instance, should

fifty per cent, in classics and fifty per cent in mathe-
matics rank as the same tliiug?—I think not.

51S. Professor Jack. — I understand that you
were assistant professor for two sessions in Glasgow
University?—For two sessions.

519. That was fifteen years ago?— Fifteen years

ago.

520. Kindly describe your work?—Two lectures

a day to the two junior classes, and all the

examinations of all the classes. I marked the exami-

nations for the two senior classes, and looked over

their weekly exercises.

521. Do you mean l>y the two senior classes the

middle class and tire senior ?—Yes.

522. The professor lectured the middle and senior

classes, and you lectured the two junior classes?

—

Yes.

523. Your experience with regard to Glasgow Uni-

versity is confined to two years?—To two sessions.

524. Have yon any knowledge of the present state

of Glasgow University?—Not the slightest. I have

had no connexion with the place since.

525. At that time, I do not know wliat you found

with regard to the junior class. You said, for instance,

that the junior class knew no Euclid, aud that you

began by teaching them the first proposition of Euclid?

—Yes, we started from the beginning.

52G. Had you any means of knowing that their

knowledge was as limited os that, or was it possible

for a student, for instance, who knew a good deal of

Euclid to he iu the junior class?—The professor settled

where they were to go, and the professor placed those

that were fit in the Middle cla-ss, and sent me the

rest.

527. Did ho do that by examination ?—Not that I

know of, except simply by talking to them.
528. If, for instance, the professor left it to the stu-

dent would youknow, or would you not know, whether

he might have left it to the student. Is it possible

that the professor simply said, “ Choose your own
class?”—It is possible, but from the state of their

knowledge 1 would say that there was uot iu any case

very much knowledge, or I should soon have found

it out by the oval examinations. I would soon find out

whether anyone was beginning or not beginning.

529. Then your knowledge of the senior and middle

class was confined to the results of your examination

pipers?—Those, and their weekly exercises.

Henry H.
Parker, esq.

LUO.

Henhy R. Parker, esq., ll.e., examined.

530. Chairman.—You are, I understand, head
master of the Methodist College?—I am.

531. How long have yon held that position?

—

Nearly thirteen yearn—from 1871.

532. What experience have you of University life?—I am a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, Doctor
of Laws, Scholar, and Moderator. I have 253 boys,

including nearly fifty boarders.

533. Does that represent the average number of

students of the college?—Very fairly
;
perhaps a little

over the average.

534. Do your students in any numbers come here
and pass through Queen’s College ?—We aro one of
the principal feeders of the College, and our boys
generally come here. Some go elsewhere—to Trinity
College, aud to Oxford.

535. On looking over the returns it seems thatsome
of the students on the roll here only attend certain

classes, and some very few classes. Does it happen
that students would be attending closes in your Col-

lege and supplement their studies in your College by
attending classes here ?—We supplement the studies

hero by our classes.

536. I do not think Dr. Porter would be satisfied

with that view of it ?—I understand supplement means
something additional. They come oyer to us for

mathematics, and sometimes for classics.

537. Do they come hero or do they go to you ?—
The pupils of tlio Queen’s College come over for sup-

plementary teaching in the Methodist College with

us.

538. Those who go to the Methodist College do not

take their classics or mathematics here, or do they

take botli with you ?— No, they take both hero, hut

come for additional teaching to us in the same sub-

jects.

539. Do you send many pupils who matriculate

here ?—Yes, a good many.
540. Who go through the course ?—Yes.
541. Could you give an idea of the average number

that go from your College and matriculate here ?—Iu

the last ten years we have got nearly forty entrance

scholarships. Our College is a new College. The

first time we had a boy in for scholarship was in 1873.

542. Do your pupils get senior scholarships?—Oh,

yes, we have got about ninety scholarships altogether

in the ten years.

543. Knowing what your students have done are

you able to form an opinion os to the standard of edu-

cation here?—Yes. I have a very high opinion of it

from comparing it with what I know of my own stu-

dent days, and what I know of the teaching in Trinity

College, Dublin.

544. You are able, you say, of your own knowledge
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to tell us wliat the standard is here ?—Yes, I think it

is very fair.

545. Does that apply equally to all the branches of

learning here, or to one or more ?—I confine it to the

two brandies particularly with which I am most

familiar, namely, classics and mathematics.

54G. P«.ev. Dr. Molloy.—Students from your Col-

lege took about forty scholarships in ten years?

—

Yes.

547. That would be an average ofabout four a year.

Them are some ten entrance scholarships every year ?

—

There are engineering aud medical scholarships.

548. You do not confine your statement to the

faculty of arts ?—No.

549. Could you tell us what
]
iroportion of students

who are matriculated students of Quceu’s College, Bel-

fast, go to you for a portion of their lectures?—It has

beeu principally confined to scholars who conic working

for a second year’s scholarship, and for the lloyal Uni-

versity, and I should say wo have had from three to

six every year of those coming for this teaching.

050. Those students who go to you wish to liavo

additional assistance to tlnit of their own professors ?

—Yes.
051. Dr. Stoney.—I would like to ask whether in

your opinion candidates for first year’s scholarships

here have ascertained whether they have a prospect

of success or not before they come forward ?—Yes,

they have, and go forward by my advice frequently.

052. But few come forward except those likely to

obtain success ?— Yes, mid if a boy has failed he studies

for a year.

553. Is it your opinion that the scholarships have
been beneficial to school education iu the North of

Ireland?—They have been immensely beneficial. I

would consider it a very great calamity if we were
deprived of them.

554. 1 would like to ask your opinion as to the

percentage correspondingto equal raeiitin different sub-

jects,whether, for instance, 50 per cent, in classics—that

is,Greek and Latin—aud 40 or30 in mathematics might

be equal ?—I think it is easier for a boy in a certain

space of time to prepare so as to get higher marks in Belfast.

mathematics than in classics. VVe have had cases of June :i, ism.
boys in two years going over the scholarship course in „

~
"..llmmatioa, fe.t,,

55a. Uiat is explanatory of the fact that the standard u-n.
of attainment in Ireland is not to be fixed by the
marks. Boys, you say, do not work at their classics

here as in England, where they are always at them
from ten years up. Do you not think that the stan-
dard of mathematics is high ?—I do.

550. Professor Jack.—Comparing the education
here with the education in your own student days in
Trinity College, Dublin, you have a very high opinion
of the standard of education here ?—Yea I form it

from familiarity with it. I think it is very tho-
rough.

557. From what time is your knowledge of Trinity
College, Dublin ?—J entered Trinity College, Dublin,
as sizar- in 1801, aud I got my A.B. in 1805.

558. Have you any means of judgiug whether the
same comparison would extend to Trinity College,

Dublin, at the present day, or would you confine it

entirely to the time you speak of?—I would say that
the men prepared here can hold their own, from what
I have heard aud seen of Trinity College men ; and I

know that Trinity College professor's who from time
to time examined Queen’s College students, spoke very
highly of them—of my own pupils in fact.

559. How many students would you send here as a
rule ?—1 would say that ten per annum would be
within tire mark. I am not very certain of it, but T

will examine it, and if I am wrong I will correct my
evidence.

560. About the system of deans of residence here,

do you happen to know how it works ?—Our president

is dean of residence.

501. Describe to the Commission the system as it

works ?—I believe he has a class. He used to have a
class of the Methodist students iu connection with the

Queen’s College. They came to him to receive religious

instruction.

The Commission adjourned to next day.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4th, 1884. *«*»«

AT QUEEN'S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I. ;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., D.Sc.

;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.; and Deputy Surgeon-Genei-al Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.
;
with

N. D. Murphy, Junr, Esq., Secretary.

W. K. M/Mordie, esq., M.D., m.ch., Q.u.i., examined.

562. Chairman. — You are a medical doctor
practising here ?—Yes.

563. And I believe you were a student in this
College 1—Yea, I entered the Queen’s College, Belfast,
in 1803.

567. Have you informed yourself of the scope of M.D., M.cn.,

-I have.

564. In what year did you graduate ?—I graduated
in 1868.

565. Did you take your degree in medicine in the
Queen’s University ?—Yes.

566. You have been practising here since?—Yes. 1
am Physician to the Samaritan Hospital for Women,
ana I was some time an Examiner in the Queen’s
University.

our inquiry

668. 1 believe you are anxious to give us some

evidence on the subject?—Under all the heads.

569. I will ask you to state what evidence you are

prepared to lay before the Commission, telling yon

that if you travel outside the scope of the inquiry, it

will be my duty to stop you ?—I will keep within

the scope of the inquiry, as far as possible. The four

heads of the inquiry are very concise. I would rather

take the last first—as regards the fees. Do you wish

to get information on that now ?

570. It is entirely for yourself We have received

very full information on the subject of the fees already.
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Belfast. But if you wish to supplement the evidence -we will

June i. isdi. take what you have to say 1—The fees generally in the

w ^ arts course are very moderate. They are about ono-

M'Mordie, ciq., fourth lower than at Owens College, Manchester, but

M.n., m.cu.,
' taking into consideration the different circumstances

of the students, the fees at Owens College are lower,

£1 here is worth £2 in Manchester. Speaking

particularly of the fees, I would wish to go into the

scale of fees with regard to the practical anatomy class,

and the class for anatomy and physiology. Certificates

for attendance on two courses of lectures for two years

were required by the Queen's University, and I think

thnt was thetime also required by the General Medical

Council. There were not two courses of lectures in

the Queen’s College. There was but one course. So

students entering the anatomy and physiology class

went on very fairly until about the end of the first

term, but after that junior students were quite unable

to follow tbo lectures, except they were unusually

clever, above the average, and gave special attention.

Next year they took the class again, and there was
the same course of lectures. They began to get into

the subject then, and had fulfilled the conditions so

far as the Queen’s University, and the General Medical

Council were concerned ; but in order to learn the

subject, they were obliged to take it up a third time.

This was adding unnecessary expense, whereas if a
junior course of lectures was given in the first year,

the student would be ready for the senior course, and
with fair reading of the books lie would be able to

complete Iris course. Therefore in the anatonrj’ and
physiology class, there was £2 expense unnecessarily

put upon the student for which he received no benefit,

and the public received no benefit. The only person

benefited was the Professor of Anatomy and Physio-

logy. With regard to the practical anatomy class,

there were two courses of lectures required by the

University, and also by tiro General Medical Council.

571. Are you speaking now of the present system

iu the College, or what it was under the Queen’s

University 1—There is no system here now.

572. Are you speaking of what obtains at present

or what ended under the Queen’s University—we have
nothing to do with the past, only with the present 1—
I am. coming to that now. In the practical anatomy
class the two courses of lectures were and are required

;

but there is no man can make up the course of study
to pass the degree examination on. two years' dissec-

tions, and there areno summerdissections. In order to

have the privilege of dissecting the third year, the

student must fee thepracticalanatomy class a thirdtime.

In the fourth session he is allowed, on paying the dis-

secting-room fees, to pursue his studies in anatomy.
It requires four years' dissections now to qualify a
nran fairly for examination, and in order to take four

years’ dissections he must |kiv fees three times, that
is, once more than is necessary to meet the require-

ments of any examining body, and the only person
benefited by that is the professor of anatomy. There-
fore, thnt is £5 unnecessarily added. With regard

to the numlrer of students dissecting, a man cannot
do as much here ns in other places, because of the
insufficient number of demonstrators—only one for

250 students. The practical anatomy class would
number over 200 students, of whom one-fourth would
be paying fees a third time for the privilege of dis-

secting. That would be three fifties, £150. There is

10s. from each student for dissecting-room expenses,

in providing bodies, and paying for one demonstrator,

who only receives £100 a year. With regard to the
hospital teaching, the hospital fee is £5 5s. for the

winter session, and £2 12s. 6d. forthe summer session.

That might not seem an exorbitant fee
;
but, taking

into consideration the small capabilities of the hospital

for teaching purposes, it is ont of all proportion.

There are nominally 1 60 beds in the hospital
; but,

for teaching purposes, they would not amount to

nearly so many, and for this reason that the cases are

not selected by the medical attendants, hut are got

in by the influence of the supporters of the hospital.

The cases are, therefore, nob selected with any view to I

teaching purposes, and include a large number suitable

for a convalescent home or an hospital for incurables.

Then a large number of beds are occupied with minor
accidents from the mills, and these ar e of no service for

teaching purposes
;
so that tbo hospital fees, taking into

|

account the resources of the hospital for teacliiug pur
'

poses, are too largo. I saw it was stated yesterday that i

the Royal University acted injuriously on the Belfast
|

Queen’s College in requiring a year of arts, and so

deterring them from graduating ami inducing them
|

to go elsewhere. That is simply not so. The reasons

why the students have gone elsewhere are, in the first
j

place, largely owing to the imperfect hospital aeconi-
|

modation for students in Belfast
;
and, hi (lie next,

there were certain classes for the Queen’s University

degree, which the students were compelled to attend

iu order to obtain the degree, but the anatomy
.

professors were solely’ the examiners in anatomy.
|

Anatomy was a very important subject, aud counted

two—anatomy and physiology, and the anatomy’ pm- I

per. If a man foiled to pass iu these subjects he !

could not obtain his degree. It was justly found

tli^it the best places to learn anatomy for the Queen’s
|

University was in the Queen’s Colleges, aud it was
generally considered that Professor ltedfern was the i

best teacher of anatomy in this country. The exami-
'

nations were so conducted that it was impossible to
‘ 1 cram ” for thorn. They were exceedingly fair, aud the

|

questions could only be answered by a man who had
given fair attention to the subjects in the class and
dissecting-room. Jt was impossible for a man to pass

except lie dissected in the Queen’s Colleges for four

sessions. That was, therefore, one reason why tiiey weic

compelled to attend the Queen's Colleges to obtain the

University degree. But if the Dublin men had been

examiners iu anatomy’, and liod no student been com-

pelled to attend any classes in the Queen’s College,

the condition of matters at present existing would

have prevailed during the existence of the Queen’s

University. That is absolutely correct, its regards

tho deficiency in the hospital teaching, the College

authorities are, to a very great extout, to blame for it,

and simply’ because those in the College at the head of

affairs know nothing about it There could have been

and at many times might liavo been funds obtained

to establish an hospital largely for hospital teaching.

"YVhen Dr. Andrews resigued his chair there was a

large amount of money raised to establish a scholar-

ship. That might have been raised to establish an

hospital, and would have done a great deal of good to

the medical school. Steps were taken—but the object

has never been accomplished—to open the Union
hospital. Jt would have been done but for quarrel-

ling about the amount of fees. As regards the draw-

backs of the hospital teaching, I should also mention

that the system of appointing the medical men is such

that theyhave no influence or position in the hospital.

They receive the fees, which amount to some £60 a

year, and the subscribers to the hospital, rightly or

wrongly, think that a medical man looking for the

appointment is looking for the salary, and there is

frequently very close canvassing for the appointment.

So that afterwards the medical men have simply no

position to exercise their influence to make even a
small hospital thoroughly available for teaching pur-

poses. I might mention examples.
573. I would rather you would not mention names.

If you have any examples give tho particulars of

them 1—If it be asserted that the stuffhave an indepen-

dent position with regard to the committee I can give

the examples to the contrai-y without mentioning
names. May I do that?

574. It strikes me as not being material. The want
of accommodation is very pertiuent to the inquiry,

but we have nothing to do with this 1—But it does not

at all represent the case. The want of accommodation
is not so much the question as a proper selection of

cases. Where there was a proper extern department

a man oould select for fifty beds an excellent variety of
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teaching cases, but here the cases are simply sent iu

by old ladies and benevolent old gentlemen, who sub-

scribe one or two guineas a year, and might be there

for five or six months, the same cases, until relieved

by death ; and yet we ore annually told that it Ls the

best hospital in the world. The Deputy Surgeon-

General can inspect the hospital Cor himself.

575. Rev. Dr. Moi.lov.—

I

t may be very good as a

hospital, and yet not very good for the purpose of

teaching?—There arc too many physicians and sur-

geons—there are eight for 150 lies Is. Two surgeons

and two physicians would be ample. A man lias only

charge of a case for three months, and then he gives

it up in lolo.

57G. Chairman.—Incidentally you have told ns
something on the first head—that is the standard of

education—as well os on the last. If you have anything

else to offer on the several heads of the inquiry we shall

be happy to hear you ?—In reference to the third head
of the inquiry—to wliat extent and with what results

students avail themselves of the advantages offered by
the Royal University—there is one thing that comes to

my mind at present that some might look on as an
advantage and some as a disadvantage. At the

Octol >er examinations in materia uiotlica there were
twenty students found with books, and they were not
turned out, nor did they lose their examination.

577. I cannot allow evidence of that kind. Wcare
net sitting in judgment on the Royal University?

—

The inquiry under this bond is ns to the advantages of

the Royal University. That is one of the advantages

of the Royal University. If you reject evidence of

the fact, why it is all right; but it Ls certaiidy looked
upon as an advantage by some.

578. I reject the evidence. The inquiry ou this

head is as to the extent to which students avail them-
selves of the Royal University?—I have a clear

conception of tlio moaning of the language here:

—

“ To wliat extent, mid with what results, the students

avail themselves of the advantages offered by the Royal
University of Ireland One of the advantages, never

found before certainly, was that of students being

found with books and not turned out of the
examination. That is a matter of history. I liave got

the documents here.

579. That is a line of i>\ ideuce which I cannot
allow?—It Ls the cream of No. 3. Whoever framed
that head of the inquiry did not foresee the answer.
We are not asleep down here. I will press for the
decision of the court that this evidence be received as

one of the advantages offered by the Royal University.

The decision of the Commissioners will do quite as
well as the reception of tlie evidence.

580. The majority of the Commissioners are of

opinion that the evidence Ls inadmissible 1—I think
they are quite right. It would not suit. I shall now
go to other matters under this head.

581. We will be happy to receive any evidence that

is pertinent, I assure you?—In the first place, die
students of the Queen’s Colleges have no choice but to

go to the Royal University for degrees, because it is

not in their power to go to a university where die
degree represents a certain amount of knowledge plus
academic training. That is a compulsory advantage.
The greatest advantage would be if die students could
get quit of the Royal University altogether and had
somewhere else to go to. I really cannot think of any
advantages.

582. The result of your evidence is that you do not
think it is an advantage ?—To be connected widi the
Royal University ?

583. Yea?—Oli, it is a great calamity. No doubt
of it. What I would ask to take up now would be tlio

general causes affecting the attendance ofstudents at the
Queen’sCollege, accouutingforthe dimininliingnumbers.
The firstgre&tcnuse tliatl would say diminishestheman-
lierof studentfiattending the Queen’s College,andthereby
diminishing the number competing for scholarships is,

and has been, the appointment of clergymen as Presi-

dents, and such appointments not being made even on
academic grounds. In a small community where
sectarian feeliug runs high, uud where there are keen
rivalries, even the semblance of a preference for a
particular denomination created hostility to the Col-
leges among other sects. The emoluments were suffi-

cient to secure men distinguished either iu science,
literature, or philosophy, whose reputation and influ-

ence would have attracted students. Sir David
Brewster, one of the most distinguished scientific men
of the day, was an unsuccessful candidate for the
presidency of Belfast College.

584. Under wliat head do you offer this as evidence ?—This Ls a cause of diminishing the number ofstudeuts.

585. What we have to ascertain is tlio nnmherT

—

This keeps away the students.

580. We must keep within the four heads of our
inquiry. Wliat we have to consider is not the cause
of the diminution, but the actual number. You seem
to have prepared a careful statement and one that
would be valuable to the Commissioners. What J

would usk you to do would be to give us at present
any evidence ns to matters of fact ?—This is a matter
of fact.

5S7. We would then be very happy to receive and
give every attention to a statement of opinions corning
from a gentleman like you who has had opportunities
of forming an opinion. But I want first of all to keep
the inquiry witliiu its proper limits, and I do not want
witnesses to be mixing up (excuse me for saying it)

matters of fact and matters of opinion ?—You went
wider than that yesterday.

588. I do not think so?—Yea This is a very
moderate tiling. Let me finish it

589. Do you wish to read it to the end of the
paragraph?—Just so.

590. Veiy well. It may be shorter to hear you, as

you wish to read to the end of the paragraph t—I
must repeat part of it. One of tlic causes tending to

diminish the number of students attending the Colleg-

ia the appointment of clergymen as presidents and such

appointmentsbeing not even made on academicgrounds.

In a small community where sectarian feeling runs

liigli, and where there are keen rivalries, even the

semblance of u preference for a particular denomina-

tion created hostility to the Colleges among other sects.

Tlio emoluments were sufficient to secure men dis-

tinguished either in science, literature, or philosophy,

whose reputation and influence would have attracted

students. Sir David Brewster, one of the most dis-

tinguished scientific men of the day, was an unsuccess-

ful candidate for the presidency of Belfast College. As
this course did not approve itself to those in whose

hands the appointments lay, the best course would have

been to appoint one of the professors with it small

salary, and a free house, in addition to the emoluments

of his chair. The dudes ofa President are not sufficient

to occupy hLs whole time. The Fresbyterians have

their College in the immediate vicinity of the Queen’s

College, and ns they wished to avail themselves of the

Queen’s College it was understood tbabtheir countenance

could not be obtained unless a minister of their de-

nomination was selected as President. The lute

President was a minister of their church, and tlie pre-

sent President was taken from the ranks of the pro-

fessors of theu- College. In addition to this recognition

of their sect, they required to be satisfied with the

professor elected for the chair of metaphysics, ancl

tins was at the outset done by tlie appointment of the

Rev. Dr. MUosh. Professor Park who succeeded Dr.

M‘Cosh would not have been appointed had it not

been that he was the son of u Presbyterian minister

and was personally known to ancl respected by a very

large number of the ministers of his church. To such

connection, rather tjian to his great talents and

qualifications, Mr. Park’s appointment was due.

Then another one was the appointment of a Presby-

terian minister to have charge of the books. There

were three Presbyterian ministers appointed to offices,
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and it mm quite impossible that Roman Catholics

would look on this otherwise than as a sectarian in-

stitution. Of course we who were attending the

classes knew there was nothing of the kind spoken of ;

but the public could not say that. Not only a large

section of the community, but another section not so

widely different, the Episcopalians.

591. Have yon much more of the same class of

evidence to offer?—No
;

it is all on this page. I will

give you a lot of valuable information. It is perfectly

oorrect.

502. Be good enough to continue. We will see

how far it comes within the scope of the inquiry 1—
A cause which, to a large extent, affected the attend-

ance of students, was the appointment of professors

on political or personal grouuds. The original pro-

fessors were necessarily selected from the graduates of

the English and Scotch universities, and having no

previous experience of the Colleges, no matter how
well disposed there was necessarily a want of sympathy

between them and the students, and as they came

from older and more distinguished universities, they

to some extent looked down on the Colleges they

were connected with, kept aloof from the students,

and discharged merely the functions of lecturer.

598. That is all right. The emoluments attached

to the chairs were not sufficient to induce the best

men of the older universities to accept the appoint-

ments, and so the chairs were filled by second-rate

men. As chairs fell vacant, since 1857 or 1858
there were graduates of Queen’s University well

qualified who would gladly have accepted them.

These men being young, would have had more enthu-

siasm, and from having won their honours in con-

nexion with the Colleges and University, would have

excited a healthier and more stimulating sympathy
in the students. All of the nine arts chairs in the

Belfast College have fallen vacant since 1863, and
only one graduate of the Queen's University baa Veen

appointed—Professor Park. Had there been a num-
ber of' fellowships in connection with the Colleges or

University, a class of the more distinguished students

would have been induced to continue their connexion,

and so even better men would have been available for

the professorships iu the Colleges. Professor Park was
the only aits professor in Belfast who seemed fully to

recognize the importance of the union between the

University and the Colleges at the time the change
was under discussion. In the absence of fellowships

the professors should have been selectedfrom a limited
number of names submitted by the graduates. Those
who were qualified had not the personal or political

connexion necessary to have their claims lecogmzed.
Another cause diminishing the number of students

in the faculty of law is, that the law lectures in

Trinity College count for a student for the degree of

B.L., whether he obtain the degree or not. The
law lectures in the Queen’s Colleges only count if the
student obtains a degree in arts. This diminishes the
number of students in law, and thereby diminishes the
competition.

594. Certainly?—The clerical Presidents were at

all times anxious to encourage sectarian schools in

opposition to non-sectarian schools, by their personal

connexion and influence.

595. That is a matter we cannot go into at all,

Dr. M'Mordie. Part of what yon have read seems
to be very pertinent to the inquiry, and part

does not ;
but the two things are so mixed up it

would be jierfeetly impossible to exclude one and
include the other. Therefore the view of the Com-
mission is, that so far as you have gone we will

receive the evidence; but once -you enter on the
question of sectarian or non-sectarian education, we
raunot receive it, as being utterly outside the scope of

our inquiry ?—I am not saying whether sectarian or

non-sectarian education is the best, but this is a non-

sectarian place.

596. I must ask you not to make statements which

are not pertinent to the inquiry in iiny way ?—As to

the number of students attending, or whether a gentle-

man sent his son to a sectarian uuiversity—would not
that be an example for others to follow suitl

597. The difficulty we are in is this—we have not

had an opportunity of considering the evidence you
are going to give. When you tendered yourself for

examination I took care to have you informed as to

tlm scope of the inquiry?—Yes.

598. And I did that for the purpose of preventing

any misunderstanding or altercation when you did

come forward. If we had an opportunity of knowing
what you are going to say we could decido as to its

admissibility ?—I studied the heads of the inquiry with

great care.

599. With great respect, I do not think that what
you are going into now is within the scope of the in-

quiry ?—Allow me to explain. Those who preside in

the College here, when they have an opportunity, show
their preference for sectarian institutions outside.

So that they cannot he an example to pupils outside

to have respect for non-sectarian schools. I think that

is pertinent to the inquiry. In cases where it is found

a particular class is not required the chair should he

abolished, and the emolument utilized for the benefit

of the College. Other chairs should he established to

inert the requirements of the time, and scholarships

transferred to the new department if the numbers arc

found to be excessive in other departments. That is

all right?

GOO. You can go on reading now, and take it that

our not interrupting you is a sign that we are receiving

what you are reading?—Then there was the depart-

ment here of agriculture.

001. When was that established ?—At tlio founda-

tion of the College.

G02. When did it cease?—It has not ceased yet, hut

it is iu aheyauce—it is asleep, as it wore, and I wont

to bring it to life again. There was a department in-

tended at the foundation of the College for agriculture,

and there wasa teacher appointed called a “professor”;

it was not difficult to suppose that farmers would not

send their sons to College to hear lectures from a “ pro-

fessor "
;
but if lie had been a practical teacher with a

form at his disposal, I have no doubt farmers would
have sent their sons to learn agriculture. •

003. Is there any such department of tin: College ?

— Certainly there is. You heard nothing about it

yesterday. There is a professor of agriculture and a

department of it.

604. Go on now, please ?—There was a department

of agriculture, and there were scholarships. I have

endeavoured to explain why it was that fanners would
not send their sons to hern- lectures from a professor,

but they would send them to leam from a teacher

who had an agricultural farm at his disposal. The
schnltti-sbips were transferred to another department,

and yet the professor draws his salary to this day for

the last thirty-five years.

605. Rev. Dr. Molioy.- -I find in the present calen-

dar, p. 61, “ Theory and practice of agriculture : there

are no lectures in this department ?
”—There are no

lectures, because it appears there are no students, and
the professor draws his salary yet.

606. Chairman.—Before you pass on, do you hap-

pen to know when the lectures on agriculture ceased?

—I do.

607. Give us the date ?—We can fix it by the scho-

larships. In the session of 1852—53 there was only

one engineering scholarship, and the present Sir Wil-

liam MacCormac, then an engineering student, obtained

it. That was the first year in which an agricultural

scholarship was given. The last scholarships in agri-

culture were given in the session 1862-63. They were

transferred in 1863-64 to the engineering depart-

ment.

60S. Proceed, please ?—That there is a necessity for

an agricultural department, if on a proper basis, and

properly taught, and brought before the community,
is shown by the recommendation of the Technical

Education Commissioners, before whom the present
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professor of agriculture here gave evidence. They
recommended that grants in aid be sanctioned by the

Treasury for agricultural schools and schools for

instruction in local industries.

609. Under what head does it strike you that tills

evidence you ore giving now is applicable 1— The
scholarships, the principal thing of the whole.

610. Proceed, please'1—I will stop any time you
like. We look ou this as a very serious matter

here. You find there is a department of this College

the Commissioners know nothing about. That is a

very serious state of matters.

611. Proceed, please ?—I will not proceed unless you

say 1 have ample time. My time is as valuable us

yours.

612. Go on now, please; wo are listening to you?

—Certainly. The scholarship in the agricultural

department were abolished, and I wish them restored.

The necessity of that is proved by the recommendation

of the Technical Education Commissioners, which I

want to read out, that grants in aid he sanctioned.

613. Give us tire page of this report?—I do not

know what the page is. I cut it out of a newspaper,

aud the recommendation is, that grants in aid be

sanctioned by the Treasury to agricultural schools and
schools for instruction in local industries. Now, there

was a number of agricultural scholarships here, and
there was a salary attached to tlio professor's chair for

the teaching of agriculture
;
hut to teach agriculture

it would be necessary to have a practical teacher, with
a form under his charge, and there would he no better

place tliau the Queen's College for tho teacher and
the farm centre. The second head of the iuejuiry

—

in what mode honours aud rewards are distributed in

the Colleges respectively among students, having

regaid to their numbers and the various branches

of learning taught in the Col leges—embraces the dis-

tribution of scholarships in the different departments.

Very well. There were scholarships in the agricul-

tural department, two for the first and two for the

second year—four altogether, that are now transferred

to the engineering department, and which, I think,

should be made available for the objects for wliich

they were founded. With regard to the number oi

scholarships for the medical department us compared
with die arts, if you take the number of students into

consideration, there should he more scholarships

awarded to medical students. There are two scholar-

ships for the lime year, two for the second, and two
for the fourth. Originally, the fourth year scholarship

was called a senior scholarship, and was £40. It was
afterwards reduced, and all the scholarships were
made equal. I think that is a matter for considera-

tion, and that it is better to give a student in his

fourth year £40, and let the previous scholarships lie

smaller. The object the scholarships were founded for

I would like to deal with now.

614.

Kindly go on?—I wish to take the scholarships

generally.

616. We are prepared to hear anything you say ?

—

Dealing with the scholarships generally, the object ot

the scholarships founded in the Queen’s Colleges was
not simply to promote rewards for a certain amount
of book knowledge, as is the case with the prizes in

the Royal University. They were intendod as

encouragement and a means to enable tho recipients

to procure an academical training. This is proved by
the regulations which impose certain specified duties,

including attendance ou the lectures, assisting the

professors when called on, and passing all tho pre-

scribed class examinations. A greater minimum
attendance on lectures is by the regulation required
from scholars than from ordinary students. The
scholarships are not attained once for nil as the definite

property of the scholars, but are liable to suspension
or forfeiture if the scholar fails to fulfil his duties. It

is not simply an examination, but there are a variety

of other conditions much more important than the

mere printing of an examination paper and getting

the students’ answers on it. I would now take up the

competition. The number actually competing for the
scholarship is no true test of the competition. It
becomes well known, es}»ecially at the close of the
first year, who are the best men, and the others do
not take part in the examination. Even at the
beginning of the first year this cause limits the uumber
of competitors, because a similar knowledge of the
qualifications of intending candidates is obtained in
the large public schools, which serve as the leadin"
feeders of' the Colleges, and lads who have been read-
ing diligently often find themselves outstripped, and
simply pass the matriculation examination. The
greater part of the real competition for first year
scholarsliips is practically over two or three months
before the examination, aud for second year scholar-

sliips at the class examinations at end of first session.

So that if there were ten competitors for five scholar-

ships, that does not show exactly the amount of com-
petition for the scholarships. Say there are twenty
in the class, and there maybe five more very near the
ten competitors, but they come to know at their other
examinations that there is no use in going in for the
scholarship examination to fail. Were they coming
from different parts of the country they would show
a numerically greater competition. To give so many
scholarships merely as representing so much knowledge
obtained by cramming from books would he of no
service whatever. The evils of cramming are well
known. But the Queen’s Colleges secure the important
advantage of class-work. The most obvious are regu-

larity of attendance, regularity of work, which tend to

form habits of general regularity and lay the basis of
a solid and stable character. It is also important for

a youth to come in contact with others of his age.

When in a class with others he gets his due reward
aud encouragement according to merit and not at mere
haphazard

;
and if he finds it takes more time and

trouble on his part to attain a certain amount of suc-

cess thiui on the part of others, he is not likely to form
too high an opinion of himself, as he might if he met
his competitors only at a single examination. Iftwo
boys coining from different parts of the country have

attained a certain standard, one by ten hours aud the

other by three hours study, aud the boy with ten hours

study succeeds by a small margin, it is no proof that

he is the best boy or has had the best training. The
Qneen’s College determines both. The Royal Univer-

sity determines only how much sledge-hammer work
has been done. The system of conducting examinations

by printed papers is utterly objectionable. Under it

it is impossible to secure absolute secrecy. It Is com-

paratively easy for those in the inner circle to get the

papers beforehand. Compositors, clerks, men aud hoys

in the machinery departments of printing offices, and

messengers, have all opportunities of obtaining copies

of papers surreptitiously, and conveying them to

favoured individuals. Questions should either be

read out in the examination hall, or tho papers

executed in duplicate by the examiners. It is per-

fectly simple and easy for any organization to obtain

examination papers printed in any office
;
and I can

give my proofs.

616. We will take that as your opinion?—It is not

an opinion. It is a fact, and I will offer evidence of

it.
,

617. We decided yesterday we could not receive

such evidence ?—You'had not facts offered yesterday.

618. We decided we would not go into evidence of

that kind ?—I think it is very judicious on your port.

619. Be kind enough to confine yourself to your

evidence?—I think that is evidence. Papers are

scattered broadcast among certain schools anil colleges,

aud then to say that those schools and colleges give a

better training because of the success at the examina-

tions is simply ridiculous. I wish to state I am pre-

pared to offer evidence of the facts, and I wish to put

that to the Court that examination papers are obtained

and circulated.
.

620. We will take your opinion?—It is not an

opinion. I wish to offer evidence of it.

^
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621.

Dr. M'Mordie, we will take your evidence as

a matter of opinion that an examination conducted in

this way is liable to those risks, but we decline to go

into evidence on what you call matters of fact ?—I am
prepared with evidence that examination papers arc got

and circulated among schools from the printing office.

622. We decline to receive that, and for this simple

reason, that we are here conducting an inquiry of a

very limited nature into the Queen’s Colleges ?—I am
not complaining at all. I have no complaint.

623. What vou propose to give evidence on is a

matter not wituin the scope of our inquiry, but would

be a proper matter to submit to the proper authority

—

namely, the Senate of the Royal University ’—Then

take down in writing my proposition, that I propose

to tender evidence that examination papers from the

printing office me got by certain organisations and

certain schools, and circulated among certain favoured

pupils; that is, because a stupid pupil might not be

able to do it if he had the papers, certain favourite

pupils are made up on them for the Royal University.

I have gone to considerable trouble and expense to

procure that evidence, and you reject it.

624. I certainly do?—I do not give my opinion.

It is facts I give. My opinion is not worth anything

more than any other man's on the subject. In con-

sidering No. 3 query, in order to have material to

arrive at conclusions oven approximately correct, it

would he necessary to inquire into the mode of con-

ducting examinations in the Royal University. In
some of the Scotch examining 1wards it has boon

recently shown that the examinations have not l>eeu

fairly conducted as regards some individual students.

It is very difficult to get good examiners. In the

Scotch examining boards at present they ore requiring

into certain charges of unfairness on tho part of

examiners, and they have come to certain conclusions,

and found that if an examiner is personally involved

in the success of liis students .

625. I must intei'|iose. We are giving you great

latitude, Dr. M'Mordie ?—I ask no privilege at all.

626. We cannot go into questions connected with

the Scotch colleges?—You can go into the question

whether an examiner, who is personally interested in

the success of liis students, whose means of livelihood

depends on die number of students he gets, and the

number of students he gets depends ou their success at

the examinations, is competent to lie an examinev or

not.

627. That comes within the objection I have men-
tioned already. It is a matter for the Senate of the

Royal University 1—It comes under the third head of

the inquiry—namely, as to the extent and with .what

results the students avail themselves of theadvantages
offered by the Royal UDiversity. One of the advantages

is that men who teach—whose means of livelihood de-

pend on the number of their students, and the number
of students depending directly on the success of those

students—are examiners, and if their students do not
get high places and do well, their means of livelihood

are withdrawn. A man's bread and butter is sweet

to him . It is found so in Scotland.

628. We have nothing to do with the Scotch

colleges ?—Human nature is the same here as in Scot-

land. Then it is not one of the advantages of tho

Royal University to have a teacher who is depending
on his fees for support to examine.

629. Rev. Dr. Moixoy.—The question is, not what
the advantages of the Royal University are, but to

what extent the students of the College avail them-

selves of those advantages I—That is one of the advan-

tages, that the examiners are the teachers.

630. Chairman.—Go on, Dr. M'Mordie ?—That is

one of the advantages.

C31. I have already told you we will not allow you
to go into tLe question of the Scotch universities ?

—

Well, one of the advantages of the Royal University

is that the teachers are the examiners, and the

teachers depend for their livelihood on the number of

pupils.

632. I must interrupt yon again. We are not here
to inquire what is the system of the Royal Univemityl
—That is not a system.

633. We are not here to inquire whether tlmt sys-

tem is agood one or a bad one, or whether there are any
advantages in the Royal University, but simply to

what extent the students go up to the Royal Univer-
sity ?—Some think that is an advantage.

634. We are very patient with you, and most anxious

to hear you ?—I do not want you to be patient.

635. Really there must be some end to tins ?~I
press this.

636. I decide against you ?—I will have it in writing

that I tender evidence that the exaruLucre being

teachers, and the teachers depending for their food

and clothing ou the success of their students, it is not

in human nature for them to hold the balance fairly,

and it is so found. I am prepared to offer evidence of

that.

637. We decide not to receive it?—I want to hear

the evidence read. 1 have tendered a certain state-

ment I am prepared to offer evidence on, and I want
it read.

638. The decision has been already' giveul—I want
to hear what evidence is wrong.

639. Now, I put it to your own good feeling not to

go on in such a way. There are a number of gentle-

men whose time is as valuable as yours waiting to be

examined ?—I want to hear it read. I am waiting to

hear wlmt part of my evidence is objectionable.

640. You offer hero certain evidence, and acting on

the best of my judgment I have decided to reject that

evidence ?—I want to hear it read.

641. We decline to be dictated to l*y you, Dr.

M'Mordie. We consider you have no right to make
your request?—I tender evidence and you decline to

have it read.

G42. I wall take it down as Chairman of tho Com-
mission. Give me now a memorandum of the evidence

you tender, and do not appeal to the shorthand writer ?

—I tender evidence that the teachers who are also ex-

aminers in the Royal University, their income de]lend-

ing on the number of students, and the number of stu-

dents depending ou their success in the Royal Univer-

sity, it is found that under such circumstances stu-

dents cannot liave confidence in the examiners.
643. Then we decline to receive that evidence, and

that will appeal- on our notes ?—That is very simple.

644. Now proceed, please?—The want ofa good in-

termediate system of schools was a considerable draw-
back to the number of students attending the Queen’s

Colleges.

645. I said I would allow you to read so far as I

think it pertinent to the inquiry. You have given ns

very considerable information, I admit ?—I will give

you more if you let me finish this. The best part is

to come yet. I know the country Colleges for twenty
years. That is what the Commissioners do not know.

646. Any evidence you can give ns within the

scope of our inquiry we will take?—If you let me
finish I will give you information.

647. And intermediate schools?—Nor intermediate
schools either. There were certain changes effected

in the Colleges by the dissolution of the Queen’s Uni-
versity, and I simply mention the Queen’s University.

648. If you tell me you are coming to certain

changes in consequence of the dissolution of the Queen’s
University I will hear you ?—A considerable number
of the Senate of the Queen’s University became hos-

tile to it and to the Colleges, and some were totally

ignorant of University matters. These gentlemen did

not attend, and strange as it may appear, they did not

resign their appointments. Had they resigned others

friendly would have been selected. A number of the

professors should have given regular courses of free

evening lectures for the benefit of artisans and others

who could not pay fees. This would have been of

great service to the community, and would have indi-

rectly benefited the College. They should also have

given a course of evening lectures for others who oould
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jjay fees, and this would have attracted many to colle-

giate study, and would have increased the number of

regular students. It would further have secured addi-

tional endowments from private sources. Belfast is a

wealthy town, and had there boou more intelligence,

and a higher sense of duty shown by the president aud

professors of the College, there would have been a

ready response from the wealthier geutlomen in the

town and district. Tn connexion with tho influence the

Queen’s University exercised on the Colleges for good,

the University was never abie to exercise that influ-

ence to its complete extent on account of the number

of seats on tho Senate held by those adverse to the

very University and the Colleges. The University

graduates had never their full representation on the

lenate. At the time of the dissolution of the Univer-

sity they had only live.

649. Is not this the Senate of the Queen’s Uni-

versity you are dealing with ?—Yes.

650. We have nothing to do with the Senate of the

Queen’s University. I asked whether you were not

going to read a paragraph winch had reference to

certain changes in consequence of the dissolution of

the Queen’s University, and you told me you were.

But instead of that yon proceed to consider views in

reference to a defunct University with which we have
nothing to do?—It is no more defuuct than the

Colleges are. When you took away the University

you took away the head, and the Colleges as University

Colleges do not exist. The Queen’s Colleges and the

Queen’s University are looked upon us things of the

past.

651. Confiue yourself to the Queen’s Colleges?—

I

cannot coniine myself to the Queen's Colleges without

taking the Queen’s University. The Colleges were
crippled by those members of tho Semite of the

Queen’s Uuivereity keeping their seats and so pre-

venting the friends of the University from representing

the graduates. Therefore the Colleges were crippled

aud linally the Queen’s University was destroyed and

the Colleges with it. You would not consider it one

of the advantages of the Royal University for twelve

of the Senators to bo hostile to the Royal University.

G52. We are waiting to hear you on what is

pertinent to our inquiry ?—You will not receive any
evidence connected with the Queen’s University and
the Queen’s Colleges combined ?

653. I told you several times that wo would receive

any evidence from you that was at all pertinent to the

scope of the inquiry. We will give you every latitude

within its four heads, and we have done so 1—This

inquiry 1 conceive to be on account of certain

representations made that the Queen's Colleges were
crippled.

654. You must excuse us, Dr. M'Mordie. We
have got our warrant here. The scope of our inquiry

and our powers are limited, and you must leave us to

consider what our powers are ?—-Where do you draw
the limit ?

655. We may be wrong
;
we may be shutting out

evidence that ought to be admitted, but we must judge
for ourselves, and you will have an opportunity of

setting yourself right. Either you can give evidence
•or not, and you already know the scope of our inquiry ?

—I waut to inform yon that the professors of the

Queen’s Colleges were, when the Queen’s University
was in existence, university professors. They were

not professors for the College but for tlie University.
That is a fact you do not seeiu to be aware of,
and I want to inform you of it. Take the Calendar
aud you will see, aud how you can shut out their
existence as such I do not understand.

656.

We are most anxious to hear you on every-
thing which we consider pertinent to the inquiry.
You have, as I have already told you, given us valu-
able information, for which wo arc very much obliged
to you ?—Notwithstanding the interruptions.

.657. You liave also gone outside the inquiry. We
will take now from yon any evidence within what we
consider to be the scope of the inquiry, not what you
cousider to be the scope of the inquiry. If you do
not confiuo yourself to that I shall be obliged to take
a course I would be reluctant to take, aud that is, to
decline to hear yon at all 1—I have not any wish to
give you evidence at all, not the least. You decided
to hear evidence with regaixl to the finding of books
witli the students of the Royal University iu Sep-
tember lost.

658. On the contrary, we decided the very reverse.

If we did not, I decide it now ?—It is an unfortnnate
thing tliat. You would have got more valuable
information if you allowed me to go into that. There
wore certain charges made against the Queen’s Colleges
as to unfairness in the Royal University exami-
nations

—

659. We unhesitatingly say we will not receive
any evidence on that subject ?—There have been
charges mode against the Queen’s Colleges by those

who obtaiued this inquiry.

6G0. For the third time I tell yon we will not
receive evidence that is not within the scope of the
inquiry 1—I think you are very wise. I have no
further evidence to offer, except you liave questions to

ask me.

661. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— You say the Queen’s
Colleges as university colleges no longer exist?

—

Certainly.

662. Do you mean that literally ?—Certainly. They
were university colleges. They are not now. They have
the same relation to the Royal University that tho

Academic Institution, Belfast, lias to the Royal
University or to the London University.

6G3. But if the great bulk of the students of this

College are matriculated students of the Royal Uni-

versity. following a university course, would you not

then say it is a university college 1—No. They can

attend if they like.

664. You Bay the professors of the Queen's Colleges

were uuiversity professors, hut are not at present. I
think they are university professors at present 1—
Certainly not.

665. Are you aware that in the Royal University

Act of 1879, there is a special clause which pro-

vides tliat all the professors, at that time in the

Queen’s Colleges, should retain the title and character

of University professors ? How could they have the

title ?

666. That is provided for in the Act of Parliament ?

You say so?

667. Yea?—I was not aware of that. It is a very

empty title. What about the title for their successors ?

668. It is not provided for?—They will not Lave

the title. Then several professors have been appointed

since
;
so that my statement is quite correct.

Professor James CuiuKG,

669. Dr. Mahston.—Yon are Professor of Medicine
in Queen's College, Belfast, I understand ?—Yes.

670. How long have you been professor here ?—

I

was appointed in 1866. »

671. Are you physician to the hospital hero?

—

Yes.

672. How many physicians attend at the hospital
here?—Four.

M.D., ir.A., q.u.i., examined.

673. What is the extent of accommodation which

the hospital affords?—I believe there are 160 beds.

674. What is the extent to which it is occupied as

diBtinct from the accommodation it possesses ?—I think

there is an average of a little more than 100 patients

constantly.

675. What do you consider a fair average of the

number of students attending your class here in College?
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—There has l>een a fall in the number of students,

but the fall has not quite reached me as yet, because

the students do not come to my class until the third

year. Formerly they would give an average pretty

close on ninety, and I should think since the fall they

would probably come down to fifty or perhaps under

•that.

G7G. You have clinical lecturesin the hospital !—Yes.

G77. About what number of the students here

would you have attending those lectures'?—Perhaps

100, perhaps something larger, but in round numbers

probably about 100.

678. What amount of material have you for clinical

purposes, that is to say, what class of cases have

you in hospital, and what amount of acute and

chronic disease ?—On the whole them are more chronic

cases than acute, which I fancy is the case in all

general hospitals, but I thinlc the average class of

cases corresponds very closely to the class of cases in

most of the general hospitals.

679. Do you consider those cases illustrative of the

diseases that a medical man generally meets with in

practice ?—I think so.

680. I wish to ascertain something about your

arrangements with regard to the appointment of clinical

clerks and dressers?—We have in the first place four

resident pupils who are allowed to remain only six

months in hospital, and their removal accordingly

makes a change, so that there are eight appointments

every year. In addition to this the physicians and
snrgeons generally appoint clinical clerks and dressers,

and as there are eight members of the old stall and
two new who now attend, and two assistants, we have

twelve, which gives a large amount of opportunity for

the acquirement of instruction by the cliuical clerks

and dressei-s, and so on.

681. As I have been this morning through the

hospitals I would like to ask you about what was home
in upon my mind. Do you think that the number of

the hospitals and their distances from one another,

and from the College—in other words the want of

concentration wastes a great amount of power and
time and material in a big city like this, considering

this as a medical school ?—It is rather a misfortune

that the schools, and hospitals, and colleges arc so far

apart that some loss of time is caused. But it is con-

venient in other ways. If an operation has to be

performed students have a difficulty in getting from
the College to the hospital, and so on. It would uo
doubt be better if they were closer together.

682. Yon recognise that as a defect?—Yes.
683. You would like to see that altered so as to

have some greater concentration than at present ?

—

I should be very glad to see a large new hospital built

in the immediate vicinity of the College.

6S4. Can you briefly inform me as to the course you
adopt in teachiug the students. Do you call on the
students to examine cases for themselves, and how
do they do that ?—I should speak, perhaps, a
little more of my own custom than of that of others,

but it is substantially the same with all of us. What
we do is: we select on a particular morning a particular

case that we think suitable for clinical instruction,

both as regards the nature of the case, and as regards

the capacity of the patient to allow himself to be a
little bit disturbed. I generally select one student,

and ask him to go over the case, aud say what he
thinks of the nature of the disease, encouraging him
as I'egards making an examination in a systematic
way, and then, when he has gone over the different

points, I very often ask the other students to.mention
if there is anything that he has omitted or not, or any
error that he has fallen into

;
if there are any

elements, in fact, that he has misinterpreted, and so

on. Then I generally ask him to prescribe for the

case, and if he has made any mistake as regards

diagnosis or ti’eatmeufc I show liinx and the class in

what respect he has gone astray.

685. Are they taught the actual use of drugs ?—In
so fax as prescribing they are.

686. I have often noticed that men have not the
facility that one might expect in that respect. As to

the attendance of students at lectures and hospital

are you quire satisfied with the frequency and the
amount of their attendances. Do they get all the

practical good that can bo obtained?—I cannot say

that they get all the practical good that is possible

but I am bound to say that I think they attend better

than in any school I have a knowledge of.

6S7. Have you had an opportunity of comparing

the students here with those of other collegia and
schools ?—Yes.

G8S. If so, can you tell us what has been the result

of such comparison 1 Have your students been put

into competition with other students, and with what
x'esults?—Wo have had many opportunities of noticing

with regard to the Army and Navy examinations, and

the examinations for the Indian Civil Service, and, on

the whole, svo have done very well, indeed. As a

consulting physician, too, I have lmd opportunities of

meeting them this way, and my impression is—and

possibly a little natural predilection for this institution

may have some pax-t—that they are, on the whole,,

distinctly above the average ordinary medical xuau.

689. Tell me briefly, as regards tlm medical faculty,

how the prizes, exhibitions, and scholarships are

awarded
; and are they eagerly competed for in this

College ?—The competition is not generally large. The

reason of that is certainly what has been already sug-

gested by previous witnesses, that men know each

other’s weight pretty well, being fellow-students toge-

ther. But the prizes in tin; medical department are

very few. There are only two scholar-ships in each

year. For a scholai-ship Imre a very large and very

good and very high standard of merit is attained.

690. Ax-e the scholarships, taking the total number,

fairly distributed amongst the several faculties?—

They are not distributed fairly, according to the mun-
bers, but having regard to the wants of the College,

and the desire to encourage particular branches, they

are, on the whole, fairly distributed.

691. Do you hold class examinations?—No medical

student is obliged to pass any class examination. I

myself am not in the habit of holding examinations
during the session, because my time is very limited. I

can never get over the entire course of medicine, medi-

cine being a large subject, but we hold examinations

for the prizes, to which all the stiulouts may come.

692. Have you any difficulty in illustrating nil the

different forms of disease treated of in your lectures

in the course of the entire session 1—Very great

difficulty in this part of the country, and throughout

Ireland geneiully, in consequence of the very strong

feeling there is against post-mortem, examinations on

the part of hospital patients.

693. Have you any professorship of hygiene,

sanitaiy science, or preventive medicine ?—No.
691. Is it taught at all'?—We propose to teach it

by dividing tbe work amongst several professors.

695. It is not done at present ?—No,' but we have

arranged a course. The students have not come

forward.
696. How are men taught the diagnosis, symptoms,

and treatment of infectious diseases?—We have a

separate building, wliicb, perhaps, you may have

seen, which contains twenty beds, and in it fever cases

are i-eceived.

697. As I understand, there are some special

hospitals to which the students used to go, but go no

longer. All tbe hospitals are not equally available,

are they?—No, there is a very large Union hospital,

which is not available at present, but which those

connected with the College are extremely anxious

should be available.

698. Is that close to the College ?—It is very near

the College.

699. Is it not very desirable that it should be avail-

able ?—In the highest degree. I am most anxious

that it should be.

700. Would it not be practicable ?—There is a good
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• Jeal of difficulty about it. In the first place, accord-

ing to the poor-law system, the appointments are made

in a particular way, so that, I understand, you cannot

have a distinction between physicians and surgeons,

and examining boards object to taking certificates

from anyone who acts as a physician and a surgeon in

an hospital. It would require an alteration as regards

the poor law, and, being a union hospital, would re-

quire a great deal of modification and a good deal of

expenditure of money to make it available.

701. How do the students learn infantile diseases

.and diseases of women and children ?—There are two
institutions—one in Fisherwicke-place, a children’s

hospital, and there is also an excellent hospital in

Queen-street.

702. Do you think it desirable that the students

going to our profession should pass an examination in

arts ?—I do. I think it is highly desirable.

703. They have all to pass a preliminary examina-

tion in general education to satisfy the General Medical

Council ?- Yes.

704. T clearly understand you that it would be

a great benefit to a large city like this, with a

coliege like this, to have a larger number and vaiiety

of diseases brought more closely together, and made
more available for clinical instruction than at present ?

I think it is very desirable, but at the same time I

am bound to say that the pr esent arrangement secures

a very fair nnrouut of patients for teaching. It is not

the size of an hospital, it is the way in which it is

worked. The great union hospitals irr London are not

at all rrsed for teaching, and there is immense material.

705. Do you think the amount of care and attention

you are able to give to individual students iu the hos-

pital makes up for a great deal 1—I do.

706. Do yon think it turns them out really good
practitioners ?—I am quite convinced on that point.

707. Then altogether you are fairly satisfied with

the condition of medical education hern,. speaking wi^h

as little affection as a man would naturally speak of

his own particular brood 1—Yes, I am very well satis-

fied, with the exception of the fact that we are a little

short-handed at college. I think it would be very

important that we should have a physiological labora-

tory. It would he very important that we should

have some means of teaching pathology. I could show
several other changes.

708. You might suggest the move pressing needs of

the school here 1—You have yourself indicated one of

them. I think there ought to bo a means of teaching

hygiene. There ought to he a special professor for

that. There certainly ought to be a special teacher of

pathological anatomy. It would be probably better’

also, although the chan- is at present managed in a
most admirable way, if the anatomy surd physiology

were sepai-ated j aud I think we should have, to meet
the progressive wants of medical examinations, a good

physiological laboratory, and a good deal more
accommodation as regards practical chemistry. We are

very limited and cramped in that way.

709. What is your view with respect to histology ?

—I would include that in the physiological laboratory,

so tlrat, in fact, I think an additional thousand a year

or so would be extremely well spent on the medical •

school.

710. It has been represented to us that the substi-

tution of the Royal University for the Queen’s Uni-
versity has not had a very beneficial effect here. Do
you think that is likely to pass away 1 Do you think
thatthe school will rise again to its former level, or even
'to a higher one ?—It is hard to pronounce an opinion
upon that. I am inclined to be sanguine.

.711. Have you any suggestions to make as regards
increasing usefulness of this as a medical centre ?—

I

-am not awareJbf any further than T have alluded to.

712. Have you a large amount of accidents in this

manufacturing population ?—Yes, a very considerable
number.

713. Have yoxi a great amount of surgical disease

admitted into your hospital 1—A great deal.

714. What number of operations have yon in the
course of a year ?—T could not tell.

715. Will you be good enough to furnish me with a
report upon the hospital, giving me all the information
available about it 1— I will take care that you get
that.

7 1 C. You have had an opportunity ofgoing through
other schools aud hospitals?—Yes.

717. Can you tell me the impression left on your
mind by a comparison of this with other schools'and
hospitals? For instance, ifany ofyour friends were
about to study, would you recommend them to come
here to l>e brought up to the medical profession 1

Yes, I think it is an excellent school.

718. Assuming that there is every requisite for
theoretical teaching here, would the last year of study
be more advantageously spent elsewhere, where there
may be greater variety of disease and greater vaiiety
of treatment?—It would be better done after they
had got their medical degree. It is only in the third
or fourth year that men have any practical work, and
until they have really learned they are not makingany
practical comparison, and theadvantage of a change to
another place, which I advise all the students to ob-
tain, comes better when they have got over their hard
reading and the necessary grinding work of passing
their examinations. They would take advantage much
better then, aud it would be very premature before
getting their degree.

7 1 9. Do the College and hospitals here fulfil the
requirements of the district 1—It could undoubtedly
he, in several respects, improved, but it is an extremely
efficient medical school.

720. Could it be enlarged in respect to technical and
applied sciences 1—No doubt.

721. Could it be usefully and remuneratively en-

larged?—Yes. I always felt that we ought to have
evening classes in a large manufacturing place like

this. It is a matter that I'have brought forward re-

peatedly at the Council. It is a thing that would
have been done but that the professors are over-

worked.

722. IIow would you estimate the standard of the

Colleges here and of the Royal University, one being

a standard of educational training and the other a

testing examination ?—It is rather soon to give any
information as to what the valueof a Royal University

degree may be. It takes some years to enable one to

see their way with regard to that, but I am sure the

circumstances will be adapted to meet any reasonable

requirements from any examining body.

723. Do some of your students go to other ex-

amining boilies?—Yes, a considerable number go

to Edinburgh for the double qualification, as it is

called.

724. Have you anything to add to what I have

already asked you that you think may be useful ?—

I

do not think so, with this exception, that I think 1

would be called upon to ask to be allowed to say, as a

matter of justice to the Committee of the Royal Hos-

pital, that they have had a good deal of difficulty to

encounter, but, considering that they have spent a

large amount of money, both as regards meeting the

requirements of the staff of the hospital, and paying

every attention, to their requirements, I really think

that they deserve the greatest credit. I could not say

that they have notnow and again refused something,hut

on the whole I think the staff have every reason, to be

satisfied with them as acting in every reasonable way

to further the interests of the school.

725. Have the professors in the medical faculty

here a retiring allowance ?—They have no retiring

allowance, except the professor of anatomy and

physiology.

726. Is it desirable that they should ?—I think it

very desirable that they should be put on the ordinary

footing of civil servants.

727. Do you consider the fees charged here fair and

reasonable ?—Extremely cheap ;
very much cheaper

than anywhere else.

Belfast.

Jute. 4, 1884*

James
Cuming, esq.,

M.D., M.A.,

Q.U.I.
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Cuming, esq.,

728. Do you suggest any alteration witli respect to

the fees?—No. 1 have always been in favour of

keeping the fees moderate. I have always been of

opinion that a deserving young man whose means were

small should be allowed to enter the profession if he

was able to do it.

729. Professor Jack.—I think you said that no

medical student is obliged to pass any of the class exa-

minations ?—No, not during his comae.

780. Docs that answer refer not only to your own

class hut also to all the medical classes ?—There are

class examinations—that is, students are picked out

and asked a few questions ou the course of the lectures

and so on. There is a variety of practice in that way
in some of the classes. The examination is voluntary.

There is a special day set apart for it. A student may
or may not attend, as lie likes.

731.

But are there not written examinations in the

nature of class examinations?—Not in the medical
department.

732. To the examinations at the end of the session

the student may come for a prize ?—Yes.

733. Do many students actually come in? There
is a great variation in different years, but, on the
whole, I would say that not a large amount comes in.

734. It is probabl y the same in the other clnsses?—
Pvulmbly the same in the others.

735. Do 1 understand the Calendar rightly, that

each of those medical scholarships is for onlv one year?

—Yes.

736 So that practically, when it is stated tlmt there

are eight scholarships in connexion with medicine

it is meant that there arc two of .£25 for one year to

students at the beginning of the first year, two of
£‘25 for one year to students of the second year, and
so on ?—Quite so.

Rev. Wm.
Johnson, d.u.

Rev. William Johnson, d.d., examined.

737. Chairman.—You are Moderator of tlie General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church?—T am not

Moderator of the General Assembly this year, but I

have had the honour of being twice Moderator.

738. Have you had, yourself, any practical ex-

jierieuce in school work I—I have been visiting schools

and working in schools, but I have not been teaching

school myself.

739. Have yon had any opportunities of judging of

the standard ot education kept np by this College t—

I

have.

740. Would you state to the Commission what those

opportunities have been?— I was brought up in Bel-

fast. I have been a minister for forty-two years in

Belfast I was myself educated in Belfast. I know
what the standard of education was before the Colleges

were formed. We had two or three capital schools,

first-class classical and English schools, giving a first-

class education, hut we had no collegiate standard at

all except what was provided by a temporary arrange-

ment in connexion with the Royal Academic Insti-

tution. At tlmt Academic Institute there was a stall'

of very well qualified professors, but there was no power
to give degrees, and in fact there was no provision for

collegiate culture for the great mass of the people of
the north of Ireland. The Episcopalians went to

Trinity College and the Roman Catholics to Maynooth,
but for the whole mass of the north of Ireland there
was no collegiate culture at all exceptwhat was got by
ministers going to Glasgow and taking A.M. there.

The Academic Institution could not grant degrees,

and had no scholarships, and there was great impulse
given to collegiate culture—quite a new era—when
the Queen’s Colleges were formed.

741. Does your Church require that a minister shall
have a col'egiate education ?—It does, and not only a
collegiate education, hut residence

;
not merely that

they simply go in for examination but that they shall

have attended lectures.

742. Then, except in a general way, you cannot
give ns any evidence as to the standard of education

here. You have never practically examined any of

the students who come to this College?—I have met
the graduates in our ministry that have been here,

and helped to examine them before the Presbytery,

the Committees of the Assembly. The young men
that have come here and graduated have taken the
very highest position throughout the whole length

and breadth of the Church and the land, they show
all thorough intellectual culture

j
and the positions

they have taken not only in social life but in the

Indian examinations and in our Church, accords with

the fact that they have received a very high intel-

lectual culture in this College.

743.

It is only in a general way that you are able

to arrive at the standard of education ?—That is all

;

and by special peisonal correspondence with those

that have passed through the College.

744. Dr. Stoney.—I would wish to ask whether

any huge number of the ministers of the Presbyterian

Church have been educated at this College?—The large

majority have been educated here—almost all. Now
those who used to go to Glasgow for their collegiate

degree as master of aits go to the Queen’s College,

except a few who go to Trinity College, hut the large

majority ol' the Presbyterian 'ministers pass through

the Queen’s College and are educated here.

745. A large preportion of the present body of

Presbyterian ministers in Ireland liuvc lieen educated

in the Queen’s University ?—Almost the whole body

of the working men got their education here. The
last generation Inis passed away and most of the

ministers throughout our Church are graduates of the

Queen’s University.

74G. You believe that the education of Queen's

College, Belfast, lias had a very important effect on

the ministry of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland ?

—A very important effect both in stimulating and ex-

tending intellectual culture.

747. Professor Jack.—I think you said that alarge

proportion of your ministers were graduates of the

Queen’s College. Do yon require graduation ?—We
do. We require a degree hi arts on the part of our

ministers, and that they shall also attend lectures

besides getting the degree.

74S. And that, I presume, was the case during the

continuance of the Queen’s University. Since the dis-

continuance of the Queen's University do you require

graduation still ?—We do, and we are likely to getinto

a great practical difficulty under tlmt head. Our code

of discipline requires actual attendance at college

lectures, believing, as we do, that that has a most im-

portant effect ou the intollectiuil culture of the

students
; and there are cases arising of young men in

humble circumstances trying to keep then positions-

of employment, and qualify by reading, and then to

go up for examination and for degrees. Two or three

cases have come before the Assembly as to the pro-

priety of requiring simple graduation without a college

culture, and this is purely exceptional to our code.

There was an application made to do away with

college residence and culture, but that was refused.

749. Chairman.—You need not go into particulars

?

—Our code requires not only a degree but also a

college residence.

750. Professor Jack.—For example, I see l>y the-

calendar that there is a system by which there are

associates of the College ?—The title of associate would

not be received by the Presbyterian Church as equi1

valent to graduation. Our General Assembly laya

down, as a general law, that there shall be a degree.

There may be exceptional cases, but if there are

they are made on the individual merit or demerit.

751. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I understand from you
that Queen’s College. Belfast, has conferred a very

great boon on the Presbyterian body of the North

of Ireland ?—Certainly.
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752. And that it meets their wants to a great

•extent as regards education, anil lias their sympathy

and support ?—It has our sympathy and support and

thorough confidence.

753. And provides very largely for the education,

not only of the lay Presbyterians of the North of

Ireland, but also to a great extent for the ministers of

that religion ?—Yes. Largely for the ministry, and nstrxvr.
also for medical men and for law. Alight I put in June-. l s»t.
our code of discipline, as it would give the Com- —
mission practical evidence as to the college course ?£•
required by all our students 1

754. Chairman.— Thant you
;
your statement is

quite enough.

Rev. William Todd Martin, d.lit., q.u.i., examined.

755. Chairman.—

I

believe you are a gradiuite of

this College ?—Yes.

756. What is your position ?—I am a minister of the

GeneralAssembly ofthe Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

757. When was it you graduated 1—I took the B.A.
degree in 1859 and the ftI.A. in I860.

758. Have you had any practical experience your-

self in cither school or university teaching?—I have

never been a teacher.

759. Do you hold any educational position in con-

nexion with your Church at present ?—I am Convener

of the General Assembly’s Committee on Intermediate

Education.

760. Tlmt does not give you any practical insight

into the amount of education of youths that come up
for examination. You simply convene, and somebody

else examines?—It is not the convening of the pupils

but of the board in connexion with the Church that

looks after our interests in that matter.

761. Have you hod any practical experience of the

amount and standard of education amongst the candi-

dates for the ministry in your Church from time to

time coming out of this College ?—-All candidates for

the ministry have to pass through our presbyteries,

and I have been in charge of the examination of can-

didates passing through in tlmt way, but not gene-

rally.

762. Do I understand that a candidate for the mi-

nistry would not undergo any academical examination

at your hands and tlmt you would ho satisfied with tlio

degree lie gets here?—With the degree he gets here.

763. Therefore it would not bo in your province to

ascertain what standard he had reached in passing his

degree examinations? —No.
764. But the mere fact of obtaining his degree

would be sufficient?—Yes.

765. Therefore, any evidence as to the standard of

education that you can give us would he of the

character of tlmt given by the last witness ?—Quito so.

766. Have you anything further to say ?—On the

question of scholarships I wish to state that I think

the scholarships are a most important inducement

to study here. The distinction, I think, lias not been

enough drawn between the scholarships of the Royal

University which are given os the result of an examin-

ation, and which are a reward for knowledge already

attained, and the scholarehips of the Queen’s Colleges,

which ore an important means of keeping the student

at his work during the session, at the beginning of

which lie gets a scholarship. To retain his scholar-

ship ho is required to attend during the session, and
to take pai’t in the duties of the class.

767. Then you look on the scholarships as an
important educational means ?—Yes, I look on them
as a very important educational means.

768. Do you wish to say anything further on the

subject?—It does not occur to mo to add anything
further that would come within the scope of your
inquiry.

7 69. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

should wish to ask one

question about the scholarships. Do you think there
is a strong public feeling in Belfast and the North of
Ireland in favour of retaining the scholarships in
Queen’s College, Belfast?—I think there is.

770. Public opinion would be strongly opposed
to any diminution of their numbers ?— I believe it
would.

771. And there would be no objection to have them
increased in number ?—There would not.

772. The importance attached to the scholarships
as distinguished from the exhibitions of the Royal-
University is that they are calculated to encourage
collegiate education as distinguished from die mere
passing of examinations?—Yes.

773. Do you consider that the encouragement of
collegiate education is of very great importance 1—

I

consider it is of very great importance.
774. And that the tendency' of scholarships con-

nected with a College is to encourage such collegiate
education ?—They tend very much to encourage
collegiate education.

775. Dr. Stoney.—Asyouhave been connected with
Intermediate schools in the north of Ireland, have
yon had an opportunity of studying the effect of the
College on school education in the north of Ireland ?

— The result of my observation—and 1 think I have
had sufficient opportunity of forming an opiniou

—

would be that die Queen’s College has been decidedlv
of advantage to education. The scholarshijis have
had a very important influence in promoting study in

the schools, sending up candidates.

776. Professor J ack.—

I

understand that a convener
such as yourself would practically take charge to

a large extent of the whole work of the committee 1

—

That is his duty.

777. He would he cognizant of all that was done

in connexion with the committee?—Yes.

778. It is not merely an official function, but a
function of very great importance?—He is expected
to master the facts brought before the committee, and
take charge of the business generally.

779. Tlmt is what I understand by the word con-

vener. You mentioned something about those scholar-

ships requiring attendance at College. Do youhappen
to know whether those scholarsilips would be voided

by the students not passing the sessional examination,

or obtaining the sessional certificate at the end of the

session?—Yes, be would forfeit the portion of his

scholarship which he had not received.

780. The unexpired portion ?—Yes.

781. For instance, ft scholarship tenable for two

year’s would be held, subject to the condition of doing

the College work during the fust year?—I understand

so. I should say, however, that that arrangement is

one made since my attendance ut the College. The
two years’ scholarshijis did not then exist. We hail

to comjiete each year in my time.

782. You do uot know of yom- personal knowledge

whether that is the case or not?—No. It can be

easily ascertained.

Rev.Win. TmM
Martin,

Q.U.I.

Thomas Sinclair, esq., a.m., q.u.i., examined.

783. Chairman.—You are a distinguished graduate
of the University ?—I am a graduate.

784. Allow me to add distinguished?—Thank you.
785. When did you take your degree?—I took the

B.A. in 1856, and M.A. in 1859.
786. Have you had any opportunity since then of

ascertaining the standard of education maintained ^ai., q.'i\

here ? I have taken great interest in the College and

University matters ever since that time, and I have

had an opportunity of observing the influence of the

College on the secondary schools in the neighbourhood.

787.

What opjiortunity had you of observing that?
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Hkmmst. —.For instance I was several years one of tlie Board for honours have not wished to incur the expense of
June. :i, lssi. 0f Management of the lloyal Academical Institution, going to Dublin.

Tliinnas and had an opportunity of comparing the improved 801. Professor Jack.—

D

o you happen to know
Sim-lair, esq., methods in recent years with what they were when I whether there is any ditfcixmce between, tlui expense
a.M., u.r.L was a Ihiv there myself, thirty years ago. of going to Dublin to obtain the Royal University

78S. Your evidence would be directed to the good degree and that previously entailed by going fertile

effect produced downward rather than to the staudard Queen's University degree ?—The cxjiensea here are

of education maintained hero ?—Yes. I have had no cheaper, lining nearer homo, and a mom familiar place,

opportunity of comparing it with other Universities. 80*2. In the Queen’s University did they require to

989. Thou you cannot give us any practical inlbrina- goto Dublin or not?—Yes, the degree examination

tiuii as to the staudard of education maintained here 1 was held in Dublin Castle.

No. 80:5. But the intermediate examinations were pro-

790. Dr. Stox ky.—

Y

ou held a scholarship in College bably held euti rely hero in connexion with the Queen's

during your undergraduate course?—Yes. University 1—Yes.

791. The first scholarship in mathematics?—Yes. 804. And the intermediate examinations in con-

792. And you were also senior scholar I—Yes. nexion with the Royal University arc held to some

793. Had you any duties to discharge in connexion extent in Dublin ?—Yes, for the honour, not the

with your scholarship ?—As senior scholar I had to ordinary pass.

teach a class of pass-men for a considerable portion of 805. So that it makes a difference with regard to

two terms. the expense and convenience?—Yes.

794. Do you consider that flic scholarships were of 80G. But under the Queen’s University regulations

practical advantage?—I recollect, for instance, one you had to go up for the degree examination to Dublin 1

case—a mait who I am sure was greatly indebted to —Yes.

1 icing able to go through his College course by taking 807. And afterwards to tlio conferring of degrees?

a scholarship. —It was done at the same time. "We had to wait a

795. Have they also an effect on the study of few days till the result was declared, and then the

students while at College?—No doubt
;
they stimu- degree was conferred.

late the students to hard work. 808. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Were the examinations

79G. Have they an effect on the secondary schools ? preliminary to the degree of tlio Queen’s University

—Undoubtedly. I have already said so. conducted by professors of the Queen’s Colleges or by

797. Iu stimulating education in them?—Yes. outside examiners appointed l»ythe Senate?—Theywere

798. A great number of those schools are now conducted by the professors, but occasionally by men
taught by graduates of the Queen’s University?—Yes, selected from outside.

a very large number indeed. 809. Was the examination held in connexion with

799. Do you tliiuk the same benefits could be pro- the Queen’s University at tlio cud of the. first year of

duced by exhibitions or scholarships attached to the student’s course simply the sessional examination of

the Royal University ?—I entirely agree with what the College ?—Iu my time there was no “ Little go.”

has been already said here, that the attaching of the S10. Previous to the dissolution of the Queen’s

condition of residence to the lidding of scholarships University was not there a provision of the Queen’s

here is a benefit that cannot be obtained hy the Royal University by which the sessional examination at

University exhibitions. the end of the first year of the student’s career was

800. Could they have tlie same influence on the accepted as the first University examination?—That

schools of the north of Ireland ?—I do not think so. regulation dicl not exist when I was here. When I

There is a great objection, as I understand, on the was here there was no examination by the University

part of a great many persons to incur the expense of prior to the degree examination, and it was very tough

going to Dublin for examinations there. I believe work taking all the subjects for the degree examination

its effect is that many who have been recommended together.

Professor John Purser, m.a., t.c.d., examined.®

811.

Chairman.

—

You are Professor ofMathematics 817. In -addition to being Professor of Mathematics
in this College ?—I am. yon are Registrar of this College ?—I am.

811. How long have 3-011 been professor?—Since SIS. Have you any definite" system of marking the

1SG3. examinations ?—It is not necessary for me as Professor

812. Are you a graduate of the University?—No, of Mathematics to have any special system, except

I am a graduate of the University of Dublin. in one or two instances. Tlie scholarships of the first

812. Had you any experience of college work before and second year being awarded for attainment in

you came here ?—I had. In Trinity College first as mathematics only, I simply take the papers and
an undergraduate, and -after I had taken my degree, attach such weight as I think right to each individual

I had pupils there for one or two years, pupils question, and mark the students according to the

preparing for the honour examinations in Trinity, and answering.
I continued to be more or less connected with S19. Have you any fixed standard at all ?—Do you

. education until I came here in 1SG3. mean a numerical standard ?

813. Have you been examining students while fill- 820. Yes ?—No, I have not
ing the chair of mathematics for the ordinary sessional 821. When you mark off according to merit do you

examinations and also for the scholarships here 1— not adopt a mathematical standard of highest merit ?

Yes. —X classify the students by numbers, according to

S14. .Do you take part in the examinations of other their relative merit. As regards the marks for those

classes except in mathematics 1—No. scholarships where several subjects are included in the

815. Arc you able to give the Commission any in- course tlie question is more complex, and I will, if y°u
formation as to the actual standard reached, except in will allow me, explain, our system. When I came
respect to mathematics ?—T think not. I think it here soitie twenty years ago, the system of marking
would come better from others which then obtained, and which still obtains, was

S1G.- Then you would rather confine your evidence this Where several subjects entered into the same
to your own department?—Yes, except for some points scholarship examination it was the practice to give the

of general statistics. Lest answerer the full marks attached to the sujyect,

* See Appendix III. B.—Documents Nos. 3, 4.
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provided tlio best answerer was an average lx-st Scholarship in 1883 tlio last man but one obtained. d^liast.

answerer. If tlio 1>est unsworn1
fell considerably below first honours in (Jivek and second-class lioiumrs in June 3. isjm.

wliat. the examiner thought the heat answerer should Latin. In tlio First year's Science .Scholarships the —
attain to, lie was not given full marks, lint in most tilth man on our list obtained a place close to the

eases the best answerer miim up. to the. standard ex- top of the Second Honours in Mathematics. I think m.a., t.c.ii.’

|iecteil, and he was given full marks in that ]>articuliir that these facts will give the Commissioners much
subject, and nil the others wore marked in proper p»-n- more conclusive evidence than any numerical data as

portion. It seemed a strange system hi me when 1 lirst to marks, that the men vim have taken the lowest

Kune, hut I confess that aftera good deal of experience places at our scholarship examinations were fully

of its practical working I do uot think it is inferior entitled to those scholarships. I have not gone into

to the system very commonly adopted of assigning the success ol' our students in obtaining exhibitions in

numbers to the total maximum of a paper, and marking the Royal Univoisity, because I cousider it not relevant

the students accordingly. Papers dill'or so very much hi the ipiostion in hand, our scholarsnips being on an
in their difficulty from year to year tlint I think they entirely different basis. We give scholarships for

differ more than the best answerers differ. I have knowledge of Classics and Literature, and other

here the records of the answering of the lirst and scholarships for Mathematics, whereas in tire Royal
.second years’ scholars both in 18S2-83 and 1888-81. University tlroy allow answering in six subjects

822. Does tlint paper give us not alone the numbers together to count for exhibitions. On the subject of

allotted to the lirst mail, but tiro marks attained by the scholarships [ have, in common with a great

the men at the bottom of the list !—It gives you the many that luivo been examined here, a very strong

marks obtained by every man. opinion of the importance of their remaining attached

*823. Have you any objection—and do not answer if to the College. lu the case of these scholarships the

you are not prepared to answer it—to lay before us professors draw up the courses and are the sole ex-

ilic marks themselves ?—No objection whatever. I amiuors, the scholars pursue a systematic course of
liave brought clown tlio papers of the lirst and second attendance on lectures, and by their example encourage
years’ scholaisliii>s. regular attendance on the part of others. They occupy
*824. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—These may he regarded to a certain extent a kind of intermediate position

as furnishing a fair specimen to judge liy'f—Yes. between the professors and the students. I think
Tlio scholarships of 1882-83 and 1883-4. Tlreso the dignity and efficiency of the College would be very

are the papers made up by mo as Registrar, collected greatly impaired by removing those scholarships to

from the different examiners. After the expkna- the Royal University, and giving them on a mere
tion I have given they will he intelligible to the examining test. Wo should be reduced to the position

Commission. I should wish if they be printed to of grinders who would make it their primary aim to

add the explanation. prepare students for examination, and have no longer

825. I think we would desire to put in a note or the initiative in education which we now possess,

explanation for those who rend the report to road it 829. tThera are one or two other questions in re-

born your point of view 1—Before wo leave the ques- ference to the returns that I have to ask. You have
tion of scholarships I would like to make one or two given us a return of tbo names of all the students of

observations on the question of tlio marks in our the College who gained an exhibition in the Royal
scholuvsliip examinations. University, with the dates !—Yes.

S26. Is this confined to mathoinntics or generally ! 830. And a return of' the names of all the students

—Generally. It is evidently tlio impression of the who attended Lectures in the College in 1883-84, and

Commission that while our best men answer at the who held during the same time scholarships or exliibi-

scliolarship examinations, still tliat it is possible the tions of the College!—Yes.

lowest men on the list luivo not obtained the standard 831. I find, on comparing the two lists, that there

that ought to be reached l»y men getting scholar- are twelve gentlemen who got scholarships in the Royal

ships. University in 1883. and who also got College scholar-

827. Chairman.—Do uot say the impression of the ships 1—That may he so.

Commission. I assure you the Commissioners have 832. Have you any means of ascertaining upon wliat

formed no impression on the subject at all 1—At any subjects those gentlemen got scholarships in the Col-

rate the impression is in the air that the lowest men lege!—I can give you the list of science and classical

have not attained the standard that a man ought to scholarships.

attain who is awarded a Queen’s College scholarship. 833. I have made out a table myself. I find that

I have before me a list of our first year's scholars Mi-
. M'Neill got, at the first University examination,

in literature and science, both in 1882-3 and 1883-4. au exhibition of X30, and in the following Noyember

I find that the highest men on our scholarship lists got a scholarship of £24, tenable for two years t—That

occupy veiy distinguished places in the honour lists of is a literary scholai ship.

the Royal University. They took leading places in 834. Would it be too much trouble to ask you to

Greek, Latin, Mathematics, and English. But I think take that table and add to it the subjects on which the

the best evidence I can offer of the kind of answering College scholarships were obtained 1—With much plea-

that is given by our scholar's is to take the men at sure. Shall I do it now

!

the bottom of our lists. In 1882 the lowest man on 835. Not now, but before the Commission rises,

our list obtained at matriculation examination second Are those returns made out by you or under your

honours in Greek. He was the eighth man in Greek personal superintendence 1—They were made out

out of some five hundred who passed the examination, under my superintendence, anil some of them actually

Shall I give the names ! l>y me.
.

828. No
;
we think it fairer not to give names in 83G. Are they compiled from books in. the College

any instance, either way, whether the mark is good or or transcribed from books 1—I am glail you asked me
bad !—The same man obtained first honours in English that point. As far as the College is concerned, they

at the matriculation examination. He afterwards are. authentic returns from books kept in the College

;

went in for the first examination in aits at the end as far as tlio Royal University or the Queens lm-
of the year, and ho obtained second-class honours in vorsity are concerned, they are taken irom then

Greek, and was recommended for lionoui's in Latin, calendars and other published papers, and cannot be

It was therefore quite clear that he deserved his directly responsible lor their accuracy,

scholarship. The lajrt man on the science list in the 837. My question was whether those returns were

same year got honours in Experimental Physics at taken direct from books in the College or compiled by

matriculation, and at the end of tlio year went in for you from different books !—They are compiled from

the first University Examination in Engineering, and materials in different books.

was the only man in the year who got first honours 838. You have no objection to let us see one or two

at that examination. In the first year's Literary of those books!—Certainly not.

* See Appendix IIL B.- Documents Nos. S, 4. t Q-Q- 829—846 el. al. See Appendix III. A.—No. 2.
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839. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I understand you to say

tliat these returns are substantially correct, but that

you cannot vouch for their minute accuracy?

—

Yes.
840. Chairman.—So far as they are returns from

the Queen's College books they are correct, but so far

:is they are relative to the Royal University they are

•ie[»endent on the Royal University books?—I would

like to add, however, the ordinary phrase “ Errors

and omissious excepted.” In all we have done our

best to furnish bonajidc returns.

841. Quite so. There is a slight difference here in

one of them. You have in your arts students in

their first year who matriculated in the Royal Uni-

versity, 80?—Yes.

842. In another return you have the number of

your students who passed the matriculation examina-

tion of the Royal University, 83. Ought not the two

numbers correspond, or is it a mistake ?—I should

think it is not a mistake. The discrepancy is accounted

for by students who proceed at ouce to medical classes,

and do not attend arts lectures in college. With
reference to the question how fur our students avail

themselves of tin- Royal University, I would like to

present a single piece of statistics. Of those who
attended arts clauses last session, the only students

who could by any possibility be candidates for the

First University Examination at the end of the year

were 7 2. Many of those did not present themselves,

or had no idea of presenting themselves, till next

year ; but the only possible number who could present

themselves was 72. Of these 47 passed that ex-

amination
;
so that I think it is plain tliat in arts

our students are availing themselves, in a most
direct way, of the examinations of the Royal Uni-
versity. Our returns may differ slightly from the

returns of the lloyal University, because there are

several students marked “ private study,” or other-

wise in the returns of the Royal University, who have
proceeded from ns.

S43. B ow many went up from the College 1—T have
no means of telling how many went up

;
53 of those

that passed are on our College lists, most of these

attended lectures here iu 1882-3, a few came to ns

for the first time in 1S83-4.

844. The returns from the Royal University of the

number who passed the first university examination
is only 46. How do yon account for the fact that

some of the students do not put clown the Queen’s
College hut some place else ?—Some of them passed

the examination, and then came to us.

845. Is it a fact that students attend the classes

here, and also avail themselves of private tuition,

before going up to the Royal University?—Certainly,

in some cases.

846. Is it that they are only attending some of the

classes here, or do they supplement the teaching here

by private study for some examinations ?—In most
cases they are attending the classes fully, and when
the classes are over, in summer especially, students

not sure of passing get private tuition.

S47. Your session ends in June, previous to the
examinations. They go on studying in the meantime ?

—Yes, as in other universities. They read with
private tutors here less than in other places. There
were 72 students attending arts lectures here in

1SS2-S3, who had passed the matriculation examina-

tion of the Royal University, and who did not pass

the first university examination in the Royal Univer-

sity, and 65 per cent, of those students passed. Here
is the fust instance of the students coming under the

regular normal rule of the Royal University, and
the best evidence how far Alto students are availing

themselves of it.

848. Chairman.—We have the information already,

except a slight discrepancy between 46 and 43.

S49. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—From page 11 of the re-

turn we may infer that of all the students in arts in

this College there are really only seven, and, ifwe leave

out one young lady, there are only six who are not

matriculated students of the Royal University ?—Yes.

S50. I may infer then that the great bulk of the
students in arts of your College arc bona fide, pursuing I

a university course of study 1—Almost all.

851. With reference to the examination for scho-

larships, I think you stated that it was the impres-
i

sion of the Commission that the standard of education
|

in this College was a low one
;
now I wish distinctly

to say that, so far as I liave any knowledge, there has

been no opinion yet formed on tlio subject by the

Commission.
Chairman.—And I too disclaim it altogether.

852. Rev. Dr. Molloy. — But is the business
I

entrusted to the Commission by tho Government
|

to inquire md ascertain, as clearly oud distinctly as

we can, what the standard of education is, and tho i

object of our questions is, as far as we can, to ascertain
|

that We have no other object, nor have we ap-

proached the question with any impression whatever 1

—I am sure of that

S53. I understand you purpose to furnish tables

showing the marks obtained by students to whom
scholarships have been awarded in recent years?— |

Yes, of the first and second years’ arts scholarships
'

during tho last and current sessions.

854. Chairman.—That is very satisfactory .is far
|

as it goes, hut would you see any objection to apitend

to that table a list of the scholars of which yon have

a return in this paper. It would convey more infor- ,

matiou and would appear to be more complete. As
j

fur as it occurs to me at the uionieut, it would seem to

me as ifthe Collegehail no objection?—I should be sorry

that the College should appear to withhold information,
|

but the information would rather mislead the public '

than the reverse. I have returns of all the scholarships,

lint I prepose to give the information with regard to
|

those alone.

855. I wish to nmko one remark, it is this—we
have no desire to press the College to give us any

information which they consider, under all the circum-

stances of tlio ease, it is better not to give, but it

strikes me that it would produce an undesirable im-

pression if you were to give us a return of tlio marks

obtained by the scholars in tho two junior courses, and

to hesitate or decline to give us the corresponding

marks in the liiglier scholarships 1— Certainly ; if the

Commission are anxious for them I think they might

be given. With respect to tlio Senior Scholarships, I

would say that in some cases, the only record I have

got where there has been but one candidate is that he

has been recommended for the scliolarsliip by the ex-

aminers.

856. Did he get marks ?—I have no doubt the ex-

aminer read liis papers and decided upon them as to

his eligibility.

857. But in many cases you have tlio marks ?—Yes.

858. We cim only ask you to give the marks when
you have them 1—Very well.

859. Chairman.—I think it would be more satisfac-

tory—it is entirely for yourself—but if you think there

would be anything misleading in merely giving ns the

figures there is no objection to your appending any

note or explanation which maytake away from the effect

which the reading of the figures at tho first glance

would produce ?—I will do so.

860. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I wish to put before you

that we wish simply to ask the question, anil to leave

it entirely to the discretion of the College authorities

what they will do. You offered us tho marks on which
scholareliips have been given in the first two years,

and I think it would make the answer more complete

if we got the marks also for the senior scholarships.

And with the view of putting the thing plainly I will

now ask that, after consulting the authorities of the

College, you will give us the return we have asked fort

—Very good.

861 . I think the evidence you have given and the

success obtained by the scholars at the last examination

of the Royal University very satisfactory, and I

understood you to say that you regarded this success

as evidence of the proficiency of those studeute. With

regard to that there was a question asked yesterday
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•whether the success of the students in passing the

examinations of the Royal University was any
test of their progress, and the answer given at first

was “ Certainly not,” by Dr. Redfern. I under-

stood Dr. Redfern afterwards to explain that it was
not a test of the education received by the student in

the true sense of the word, but was merely a test of

his proficiency in the subjects of the examination. Do
you think the passing of the examinations and the

grilling of honours at the Royal University is a test of

proficiency in the subjects of the examinations ?—

I

certainly should not like to offer any opinion whatever

on the medical examinations.

SG2. 1 speak of arte?—T understood Dr. Redfern

as alluding to medicine. In Arts I can only speak

with certainty of those subjects in which I am myself

versed, but in these I have great confidence in the

Royal University examinations.

863. You mentioned mathematics, Greek, and
Latin?—I mentioned mathematics, Greek, and Latin.

I have told you the ones I know specially but the

English.

804. And in your own particular department you feel

coufideut thatyou are able to find out tlm best mathema-
tical students, as a rule, by means of the examinations

you conduct in the Royal University ? —Yes, I quoted

the success of our students in the Royal University
examinations as satisfactory evidence, and believe it to

be so. In the mathematics I have perfect confidence

in the result. I think the standard adopted in the
honour examinations in mathematics has been ex-

ceedingly high, aud consequently a man who has got
second honours represents a man of very considerable

ability and knowledge of the subject.

8GD. When your own students go into examinations
in the Royal University, do you find tlm success they
attain at the Royal University examinations in mathe-
matics to coincide with your judgment of them from
your own daily knowledge here in Belfast?—As a

general rale, yes. There may 1 io some discrepancies.

There is one thing that prevents some of our students

from going up for honours and that is, that the Belfast

students arc of an exceedingly practical turn ; they
will go up for an exhibition to which there is money
attached, but they will not go lip to socle a mere
honorary reward, and consequently many of our
students who would, undoubtedly, have taken honours
are not represented in the honour list because they did

not present themselves in the viva voco part. I know
one man who, in his paper marks alone, even if lie

had got a zero mark in the viva voce would have been
a First Honour man, and lie did not get honours
because he did not present himself at the viva voce
examination, knowing that his going up to Dublin
would not in his case secure him an exhibition ;

for

to get this he would have needed to show excellence
in literary subjects as well.

866. That is a circumstance which affects the first

University examination, and that alone ?—I believe so.

867. The reason is, that the pass examination is

held iii the local centres, and also the honour exami-
nation so far as the paper work is concerned, but for

the honour viva voce examination they aro compelled
to go up to Dublin?—And naturally affects the students
most who live at a distance from Dublin.

SG8. Professor Jack.—Does it not affect the second
examination ?—No.

868a. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—With regard to the
College scholarships, you are of opinion that the
maintenance of those scholarships, as distinct from the
University prizes, is a valuable aid to collegiate educa-
tion ?—I am.

869.

Would you explain generally why?—I have
already, to a certain extent, done so. I mentioned in
the first place the fact that the scholarships arc given
by the College, and examined for by the professors
of the College who may not be examiners of the Univer-
sity. For instance, our professor of Latin is not an
examiner in the University. It would impair the
influence he might have over the students if he had
nothing to do -with the award of the scholarships at the

end of the year. The possession at these scholarships
adds dignity to the College, and we have a hold on our
own scholars which we would not have on scholars
who obtained their scholarships in the Royal Univer-
sity, aud who would not be under any incumbency to
do any duties in connexion with the. College. I think,
too, that the local connexion between the scholarships
aud the College is a matter of importance.

870. In awarding the College scholarships you
can take, into account the amount of training the
student has received under your own eyes during the
preceding year?

—
'Hint he has received such training

is one of the essential conditions at competition.

871. In other words the College scholarships cun be
used to promote collegiate education as distinguished
from the mere preparation for examination ?—
Certainly.

872. Dr. Stoney.—

I

n reference to the question of
murks, you have had experience both as a professor of
the Queen’s University, and as a private teacher in the
University of Dublin? Arc you of opinion that the
meaning to be attributed to any percentage that is

awarded requires the mode in which the marking of
the. examinations Is made to be fully understood ’?—

-

Most certainly.

873. Are you aware from the way in which this is

done that tli? mathematical examination for honours
of Trinity College is such that a percentage of thirty-

five per cent, is considered to deserve a first honour?

—

I have heard that such is the ease.

874. And that a percentage of fifteen is considered

to deserve a second honour ?—Yes.
875. Whereas under other systems of marking these

numbers might not deserve those honours 1—It is

clear that in a mathematical examination tLe numerical

estimate would entirely depend on the difficulty of the

paper. As an illustration, I have heard that in the

Cambridge Senate, where a senior wrangler has been

known to come out of the ball having answered on a
long hut difficult paper a problem and a-half.

S7G. As a rule, the more advanced the subjects are

the lower the percentage that denotes high education ?

--Yes.

877. Is it usual for competent examiners to reserve

the determination of what shall be the lowest per-

centages forfirst honours,and what tlielowestforsecond,

until after the examination lias been held, and then,

to base their determination on the experience afforded

by that examination and a comparison of its results

with the marks that candidates hi previous years had

been able to score?—I believe it is. It certainly was

so in the Queen’s University.

87 S. And it is so in the University of Dublin ?—Iam
not aware of what the practice in the University of

Dublin is.

879. Professor Jack.—With regard to the scholar-

ships in law and engineering, would the same answers

tliat Dr. Cuming gave apply—that is, there are

three in law and three in engineering. Are those

tenable for one year only. 1 understand that in the

case of medicine the same system applies, that the

scholarships are tenable for one year only ?—Yes.

880. And it is the same with regard to engineering ?

—Yes.
881. In addition to this I would like to understand

what is the amount of the scholarships offered to

students of the College in arts. At the beginning,

tliat is in the first year, there are ten scholarships

tenable for one year only of the amount of £24, and

these are paid from the public funds ?—Yes.
882. In addition to the College scholarships of the

first year there is one Pokenliam scholarship open

each year, £25 tenable for two years. There is besides

one Sullivan scholarship open each year of the sum of

£40 tenable for three years ;
and there is in addition

to those no other scholarship open to students at

entrance 1—No.
883. Unless some small exhibitions in connexion

with the Academical Institute?—None conferred by

the College. •

884. But at the end of the second year, m the same
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way, there ave ten scholarships tenable for two years

of £24 each, in addition to one Porter Scholarship of

£30, teuahle for two years?—Yes.

885. And at the end of the third year there are no

scholarships open except the Duuville studentship.

At the end of the second year there is the Andrews

Scholarship also, I believe ?—You have enumerated

all the scholarships. The Porter Scholarship is

awarded at the beginning of the third year.

S8G. Then the Andrews Scholarship would be at the

end of the third year 1—For the Andrews Scholarship

the student must be of two years standing, but lie

may be more. It is open to senior students generally.

887. And the Duuville in tlie some way t—For

the Duuville Studentship the candidate must lie of

three years’ standing, but it too is open to more

advanced students.

S88. These two scholarships and the eight senior

scholarships would be all the scholarships open to a

man at the eml of the third year 1—These two and

the seven senior scholarships are all that are open to

•students at the beginning of their fourth year. The

eighth senior scholarship is attached to the Law
School. I should intuition that the scholarships are

tit the beginning of session, not at the end.

889. I wanted to ask with regal'd to the return

1883-84. so that we may clearly understand it. The
total number of new students, I find, was 132. Of
these 97 matriculated in the Boynl University

;

II must have matriculated in some other university,

and 5 elsewhere than in Belfast College alone. The
1G who were not matriculated in Queen’s College,

Belfast, make up the 132. The number of students not

matriculated in any university was 21. I presume
these are made up of 1G and 5. What I am anxious

to ascertain is, if there arc 14 students who have
matriculated iu some other university than the Royal

University, could you give me any information as

to what other university they are matriculated in ?

—

Thera are very few matriculated students in our
College who are not now matriculated students of the
Royal University.

S90. The impression which had been created in my
mind is an erroneous one. There are not 14 students

whoare unmatriculated ofanybut theRoyal University.

Probably 97 students was the whole number?—No.
You must distinguish between the number of students
who have passed the matriculation examination of the
Royal University, and those who are enrolled as

matriculated students of the Roj'al in virtue of having
passed the matriculation examination of the late

Queen's University.

891. Were there any students matriculated in other
universities except the Royal University ?—Only one
or two.

893. There are one or two questions with regal’d to

the returns here. I gather from the return Arts

1, that those students must have beeu students who
entered in October, 1883?—The class Ails 1 consists

in the main of those who entered College for the first

lime in October, 1883; but there ure aliout eight or
ten included in it who were in this class before and
who have returned to it again.

893. So that in the maui you would not expect to find
any’ mark opposite their names in any column ?

—

No, except the matriculation column
; and the students

in Arts 2 may have entered in 1882. You could not
find any’ mark opposite their names except under the
heading First University- Examination.

894. As to the students who entered in October,

18S0, and so on, would not all probably be matricu-

lated in the Queen’s University ?—Certainly.

893. And in October, 1881 ?—Certainly.

89(3. I want to ascertain how far these returns

correspond with what might have been reasonably

expected if these B.A.’s are entirely Queen’s University

men. B.A.’s purely of the Royal University, having
matriculated there and proceeding regularly should

only appear in 1885 1—Yes.

897. So that none who are marked with Q acade-

mically' lower than the second Queen’s University hi

arts could graduate in the Royal University before

1SS5 1—Yes.
898. Turning to the number of matriculated arts

students hi the first year, there are eighty made out

here. Of those eighty students in nits in the liret

year, forty-three attend live classes, twelve attend six

classes, and one attends seven classes. How many
hours a week would five classes, roughly speaking,

represent ?— I should say fifteen
;
perhaps mine.

S99. The number, ui that case, of fifty-six students

out of eighty attending five classes or more .strikes nie

as a large number ;
and the students attend a great

number of classes 1—A grant number.

90U. Is the strain on the student’s mind, when
attending so huge a number of classes as that, caused

in any way by any pressure exercised by the College

or by any system of the Uuiveraity ?—There has been

a little additional attendance imposed by- the College

in consequence of tlio examinations of the Royal

University, by reason of the first examination in arts of

the Royal University containing so many subjects. For

instance, a class iu experimental physics 1ms been

opened in the first year, and that is one of the classes

recommended by the Council of the College since the

creation of the Royal University. Also the English

class, which used to be a one term class under the

Queen’s University, has been extended so ns to em-

brace an entire session, and iu that respect some
additional labour lins been imposed on the students iu

connexion with tlio regulations of tlio Royal Uni-

versity.

901. I gather, for instance, that many of the arts’

classes, since the institution of the Royal University,

have slightly increased in attendance 1—Yes.
902. While the medical classes have considerably

diminished?-—The number attending have. Yes.

903. I should be inclined to inter from that, I do

not know whether my inference would correspond

with yours—that the institution of the Royal Uni-

versity has tended to put on the arts students of the

first year a larger amount of arts work than previously

existed 1—Certainly.

904. You have not any means of comparing the

actual arts work of the Queen’s University with the

arts work of the Royal University of the first year ?

—The Queen’s University had no examinations at all

at the end of the first year, while the Royal Uni-

versity has. Ia the old university, Latin, Creek,

Mathematics, one term in English, and a Modern
Language had to be attended. Under the now
system, what we require in the College from scholars

and those who wish to obtain a sessional certificate is

attendance on Latin, Mathematics, English, Greek or

a Modern Language, and Experimental Physics.

905. I would ask whether the opinion of the staff

of the College has been taken as to what strikes me
in the first instance as the large pressure on students

of the first year
;

or whether they consider the

pressure on the students in the first year is excessive?

—I do not think they consider it excessive.

90C. Dr. Marston.—With reference to this return

from Queen’s College, Belfast, I see in arts fourth

year, tlmt they ore mostly graduates, and that they

take, under the heading of the column “ classes at-

tended,” but few classes. Is it that they are pursuing

them at their own selection. In “ Aits third,” some
are attending many classes, and some a small number.
Is it that the men taking a small number aro reading

for honours ?—With respect to the fourth years’ class

those who are attending few classes are I should say

in the main men who have • been candidates successful

or unsuccessful fj>r senior scholarships. No one can

be a candidate for a senior scholarship who does not

enter liis name for an honour class in college, and at-

tendance on that class is what is represented here. It

must be understood that the fact ot our entering stu-

dents in these Returns as having attended a class does

not necessarily mean that the College would give them
a certificate of attendance, because 'ip some cases the

attendance is below the three fourths which is the

standard the College requires! With respect to the
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third year the great majority of students arc attending

three classes
;
that is the regular course of the college.

There are one or two, jicrhaps half-a-dozen, that are

attending less than three classes
;
these arc men who

have attended before and who have returned to college

to avail themselves of instruction iu iiartieulur dejiart-

ineuts.

907 . What is the amount of public money received

annually by this College for general puiqiosos?—The
bursar can give the correct figures, but my impression

is that £7,000 is the grant by «Yot of Parliament,

and we get also ,£l,G00 for our library and museum,

and the general purposes of the college.

90S. Kov. Dr. Mollov.—If you look at page 2, in

column 3, them is a list of il's which means, I

understand, that the students corresponding to these

R's have passed tlio second examination in arts?—

•

Yes, they passed the second university examination

in arts, ami have not yet passed the degree examina-

tion.

909. The fourth column in which they are all Q's,

except the last, means that each student has passed

the first university examination?— Yes, or its equiva-

lent as explained in the return.

910. The sessional examination held in the College

at the end of the first year of the student’s course

was accepted by the Royal University in lieu of the

first examination in nits, for those students who had

matriculated in the Queen's University ?—Yes, ami
accordingly the course l have followed iu these

Returns seemed to he the most complete way to give

the information the Commission requires.

911. Turn now to pago 7, the medical list Jn the

column under “ matriculation,’’ I sou a groat nuinlter

of Q's all the way down. Am I to understand that

these are students who passed tlio matriculation

examination of the Queen’s University, and conse-

quently hy Act of Parliament have been accounted

matriculated students of the Royal University?

—

Yes.

912. Ami that that is tho lust university examin-
ation they passed ?—Yes.

913. That examination must have been passed in

October, 1881?—Yes, or perhaps amonth or two later.

Before tho dissolution of the Queen’s University.

914. The Queen’s University wuh dissolved in Feb-

ruary, 1882 ?—I believe so.

:lf)

915.

They have not advanced one step since in
their University course 1—Not so far as I know.

910. In the examination for scholurshi|>s each pro-
fessor examines tho papers of the subject in which he
is a professor ?—Yes.

917. Do the reports from each examiner come
before the Board?—Tho reports come before the
Council. The arrangement with respect to all tho
scholarship- does not exactly agree. For instance,
in tho ease of the Literary Scholarships, the College
examiners would meet and compare their marks, and
recommend to tlio Council who they considered ought
to he. elected, and the Council generally acted on their

recommendation. In tlio casu of some scholarships
the Council on examination of tho marks have of
their own discretion withheld tho scholarships.

918. The appointment of scholars rests with the
Couucil?—Yes; no scholarship is awarded except hy
tho award of the Council.

919. In the list of scholarships given here there
are a certain number marked “ private endowment.”
We do not wish you to answer any question as to the
standard on which those scholarships have been
awarded, and wo ask only with regard to those
scholarships which have been provided out of the
public funds ?—So I uudevstaud.

920. Chair max.—The majority of the Commission
would prefer to have the particulars with respect to
the private endowments as well?—If tlio College
authorities agree to this, perhaps the Commission
would be satisfied with the returns for last year.

921. For two years?—Very well.

922. Professor Jack.—My feeling is that it is a
matter entirely for tho College authorities with regard

to what they choose to offer, hut that it is within our
pin-view to consider the system under which private

endowment scholarships are taken, as well as tire

others. I do not rvish to put any pressure on the

College authorities of any kind?—The difficulty is the

possibility of their being mistaken hy those who arc

not quite familiar with the working of the system.

923. If you add an explanatory note' it will get rid

of that effect.

924. Jteo. Dr. Porter.—I, for my own part, see

no objection whatever tlmt you should get full infor-

mation with regard to the way in which the private

endowment scholarships arc awarded.

ulin

Sin David Taylor, j.p., Mayor of Belfast, examined.

925.

Chairman.

—

You are Mayor of Belfast?—Yes.

92G. You arc anxious to give us some evidence in
reference to our Commission ?—Yes. I will give you
evidence as to the state of tho public feeling of
Belfast.

927.

"We take that for granted. Can you give us
information as to the working of the College, or as to
the standard of education, or as to the way the scholar-

ships are awarded, or as to the way the fees are

regulated 1—That I cannot 1 have no information

of that kind.

928. All you want to state is the good feeling of

the inhabitants of Belfast towards the College?

—

Quite so.

929. That is a matter rve do not regard as being

within the scope of our inquiry, but we take it for

grunted ?—Then you do not wish to examine me.

Sir D.vvul

Taylor. J.v.

Belfast.

examined.Samuel Browne, esq., m.k.q.c.im., and m.r.c.s.e.,

ha”0 all classes of cases, hut we do not admit any

of the zymotic diseases. There is a separate building

for those cases.
, ,. ,

935. You have resided here for a very long time t

—For forty two years.

93G. Have you had an opi>ortiinity of contrasting

this hospital and its material for clinical instruction

with hospitals elsewhere ?—Yes
;
with hospitalsm Dub-

lin, London, and many other parts of .the world.

937. By “ other parts of the world ” do yon mean

the Continent 7—Yes ;
Spain, Portugal, and Italy.

Q38 Have yon a large amount of surgical practice

in the course of the year 7-1 gave up attending smee

1 875. During my time (twenty-four years) there was

large amount of surgical practioe.

930. Chairman.—Yon are a medical gentleman
practising here ?—Yes, for forty-two years. I was for
twenty-five years one of the surgeons of the Roynl
Hospital, and for many years senior surgeon.

931. Are you at present connected with one of
yie hospitals ?—I am consulting surgeon to three or
four.

932. Will yon he able to give us information re-
specting tho present condition of the medical school
here, the appliances, and the means the students have
for instruction 1—Yes.

933. Dr. Marston.—What is the average ‘occupa-
tion of the hospital 1—It is very frequently overflow-
Mig. We have not sufficient accommodation.

.934. What
"

the character of the cases'?—We
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939. Of what kind ’—Tl was very largely operative.

We Inul a large number of accidents coining from this

extensive manufacturing district.

9 10. You have dressers, house surgeons, and so on?

What was the method of clinical instruction 1—Speak-

ing of my own time, my method was to take a certain

number of selected cases and get the students to point

out what they were. I asked the students questions

ou the cases as I went along. For instance, I would

take a case to-day and go back on the same case two

days hence.

941. Did you make the students examine the cases

for themselves ?—Yes, decidedly.

942. You think they had every opportunity of culti-

vating their powers of observation '!—I think so. I

look upon our hospital as a very small one compared

with many others I have seen.

943. Having regard to the fact that the College is

distant from the hospital, and that operations are

sometimes ofan urgent character, had you a sufficient

number of students attending to see the operations ?

—

If it were a case of accident wo always, when possible,

gave due intimation to the students. I am speaking

of my own period. I do not know anything of the

hospitals at present. I do not attend.

944. You have several hospitals?—Since I came to

Belfast they ha\ e had a number of special hospitals

built.

945. Are those all available ?—I started the

ophthalmic practice in Belfast, and there was an hos-

pital built for my accommodation and the public. The
students are received there.

946. There is an ophthalmic division of the "Royal

Hospital ?—So I understand.

947. I suppose you gave clinical instruction to your
classes separately 1—Yes.

948. Had you any chats examinations, or any means
of testing them progress at the end of the session ?

—

Yes.

949. How do you test their progress ?—By exami-

nation.

950. "Was the examination written or viva vocc 1—
For my own class it was written. I speak specially

of the Malcolm Exhibition connected with the hos-

pital.

951. Had the students to examine cases in the hos-

pital 1—Occasionally.

952. They would know of those cases beforehand ?

—They were always examined on some they must have
known.

953. Did you experience any difficulty in getting

test cases ?—I think not. I do not see how we could
have any difficulty in getting test cases in an hospital

like Belfast

954. On account of the abundance of material ?

—

Wc. had always plenty of material, and very diver-

sified.

955. Yon think the clinical instruction capable of
being afforded was excellent?—I would not say excel-

lent
; I would say fairly good.

956. Do you not think, looking at the distance of
those various hospitals from one another, and from the
College, the size of the town and the capacities of the
place, that you might have something better in the
way of hospitals ?—Decidedly. If you could amalga-
mate them all it would be a matter of great importance.
You cannot compel parties to lay out their money as

we wish, but as they please themselves. A great many
hospitals built would be better let alone.

957. Would it not be a matter of economy in the
way of administration ?—Decidedly. I would be an
advocate for that, clearly.

958. I do not mean by that that all your patients

should be under one roof, but sufficiently near to be
under the same staff?—Yes.

959. With regard to your own students, did you
exercise them in the art of prescribing, in the use of

drugs as well as in the diagnosis of disease
;

for

instance in a practical way. “Take that case ; what
would you give uim ; write a prescription and show
me what you would do"?—My clinical clerks and

dressers were the students to whom those questions
were principally put.

960. Did you over got. infective wound diseases ?

Many times, I am sorry to say.

961. You hail opportunities of showing the students

these and lecturing on their treatment ?—Yes, and
also on the prevention of disease.

962. There is no professorship of hygiene or sanitary

science connected with this College (—I ain sony to

say there is not.

963. Had the students a good opportunity of study-

ing pathology and morbid anatomy ?—-No, nota*reat
deal in that way.

964. You regard that as very essential ?—Yes.

965. Did you exercise your pupils generally in the

practical use of surgical appliances '!— Yes, in bandag-

ing, the application of splints and the like.

966. That was not l’estriofcod to dressers, hut was
for the students generally ?—It was their own fault if

they diil not get a fair knowledge of those matters.

967. How would you rank the hospital instruction

here us compared with the instruction in other hospitals

you have seen ?—I think it is fair. I have seen better

in other places.

968. Do you think, with what you have hero for theo-

retical teaching, that it would be n good thing to retain a
man fortwo out ofthree or live years and then send him
elsewhere for the sake of greater variety of instruction

and experience before lie passed?—Do you imagine we
have the power of sending, or do you mean simply

advice ?

9G9. Advice. Yon have no ]iowe.r, of emu-set—

I

think it is a great matter for young gentlemen to see

the practice at various places. I found the advantage

of it myself.

970. It would boa monetary difficulty liens!—That
lias always been onr difficulty. We have been always

in 1 nickwater.

971. Do you think this college attracts to itself a
large supply of students, considering the area in which

it is situated?—I tliink very fair.

972. You would rank the clinical instruction here

as good 1—I said fairly good.

973. Is there anything you would like to add that

I have omitted to aslc?— As you pointed out, it would

he a great matter if there was a chair of sanitary

science endowed here. As you are aware now, sanitary

science has become one of the essentials of public life.

Any man holding a dispensary appointment in Ireland

is ex-officio an officer of health
;
and if he lie not in-

structed in the principles of sanitary science he will be

lilcoly to fail in his duty.

974. Have yon the means of teaoliing antiseptic

surgery?—Yes. They con see it demonstrated every

day.

975. As a matter of fact are there different mem-
bers of the surgical staff, some pursuing1

it and some

not ?—I do not know. My son largely carries it out.

97G. Was tho attendance at the hospital in your

day quite satisfactory ?—Very much so in my day. I

never had any fault to find with the students.

977. Have you the means of ascertaining how it iB

.
now ?—I have not for years been observing it.

978. Is there anything you would like to add 1

—

Nothing of any importance, except that it would be a

great matter were sanitary science cultivated more

than it is. It is essential both for the public service

and for private life.

979. When did your connexion with the hospital

cease, except as on honorary surgeon 1—I resigned in

1875 after twenty-five years service.

980. Chairuax.—

D

o I understand what you havo

been speaking of as being before 1875 ?—Yes.
981 . And you have had no experience of theworking

of the school since 1875?—Being one of the consulting

surgeons, I see what is going on
;
hut I am not so fami-

liar as I formerly was with the hospitals.

982. But the evidence you give is as to what you

saw yourself?—Yes, from an experience of twenty-

five years.

983. Dr. Stoney.—

I

wish to ask whether the
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education hero meets the wants of the community

in Belfast?—That is the education in the College

generally ?

984.

Yes, in the College ?—You will permit me to

Bay that my knowledge of the working of this College

has been quite sufficient to tell me that it has been as

well worked as any other medical school I am aware

of. I believe from the time it was opened in 1849

until the present there have lieen as able men con-
nected with the College as anywhere else.

985.

When you speak of the working of the
College you speak of the young men as they turn out
afterwards in their profession ?—I know them inti-
mately. Some of my own relatives liuvo turned out
remarkably well.

W. T. Kiiikpatrtck, esq., m.a., q.h.i., examined.

986. Chairman.—You are the head master of

Luvgau College?—Yes.

987. Were you a student of this College?—I was.

9«8. Did you take your degree here !—I did.

9S9. When?—In 1870 I graduated as M.A.

990. Where did you go to after that?—I have

been engaged in teaching ever since. I have been

nine yearn in Lurgan.

991. Were you engaged in teaching iu the pro-

vince of Ulster?—Yes, first in Belfast and then ia

Lurgan.

992. What opportunities have you had of ascer-

taining the standard and class of education that

has been given here since you left ?—I prepared large

numbers of young men every year for Queen's Collegia,

Belfast, both in Belfast and Lurgan, of course not so

many in Lurgan as in Belfast.

993. When did you go to Lurgan?— At the

beginning of 187G.

994. Then you prepared several young men here

down to 1876 ?—J was the principal assistant in the

Belfast Institution up to that time.

995. From 1876 down to the present time have

you had any opportunities of judging of the standard

of education here ?—The best men 1 have prepared I

have sent here.

996. You prepared men, from time to time, for the

matriculation examination ?—Certainly, nud for the

first year's scholarships. The very best men I have

had have gone in tor these.

997. Do I understand that they were preparing for

their scholarships while in Lurgan College'/—Cortainly,

for the first year’s scholarships whilst ia Queen’s

College, Belfast.

998. They matriculate here, and then go back to

you?—Although our place ia named a College it means
simply a collegiate school.

999. What do you mean wlion you Bay che first

year’s scholarships ?—I mean first year's scholarships

in Queen's College, Belfast.

1000. That is the entrance scholarships?—The
entrance scholarships. My desire was to speak of the

value of those endowments throughout Ulster.

1001. That is not within the scope of our inquiry,

but what I would be glad to hear from you is, what is

the standard of education of young men who
matriculated here ?—They were certainly the best men
I had.

1002. What was the absolute standard of education

they reached—I do not speak relatively to the other

boys in the school ?—Many of them were absolutely

good mathematical or classical scholars lor their

age-

1003. Professor Jack.—About what age were they ?

—The age would vary—about seventeen or eighteen.

The average entrance age is about seventeen.

1004. Chairman.—And they were good classical

scholars and good mathematical scholars ?—They were,
as a rule.

1005. Would you say the students who obtained
the entrance scholarships were all good classical

soholars ?—They were the cream of them, of course.

I never knew a case in which a boy from our school

got a scholarship but I considered him a remarkably
good scholar. Certainly, we regard the competition
as severe.

1000 Professor Jack.—Were there any eases in
which boys who were, in your opinion, remarkably
good classical or mathematical scholars did not obtain
scholarships 1—My experience since I went to Lurgan
has not been wide enough to answer that very fully,

because usually when I send up a man lie is pretty
good. In Belfast they have a large number of
candidates, but nearly all I sunt up were successful.

1007. Was your principle that you would not send
up, or recommend a man to go up, unless lie was likely

to get a .scholarship ?—We send up considerable
numbers, including some who do not corupe,te for
scholarships, or entrance exhibitions of any kind, and
I distinguish between them and those who compete
for liononrs.

1008. But with regard to the men competing for
scholarships, you usually sent up as many men as you
thought would get scholarships ?—If so inclined, but
the student decides that, not I. Numbers have stated

their intention of competing for exhibitions, and asked
me to prepare them. Of course wo prepare them for
all places—Trinity College, Dublin, and the Royal
University. Ia fact, schoolmasters are over-pressed

with that kind of work.
1009. Does your experience with regard to entrance

for Triuity College, the Royal University, and entrance

scholnisliips hero throw any light upon the different

standards that these institutions adopt ?—It is some-

what invidious to speak of standards, but I would say

that the sizarahips of Triuity College are a much wider

course. I would not undertake to say that the

scholarship was truer or required a better acquaintance

with classics than iu the case of a scholarship iu Queen's

College, Belfast.

1010. What number ofstudents are there iu Lurgau

College ?—About seveuty.

1011. What was the average number of men
whom yon sent up each year us pass-men and us

honour men ?—It varied, but it represented the neigh-

bourhood.

1012. Chairman.—You said you sent your best

men to get the scholarships in Belfast. Did it ever

happen iu your experience that auy went to Galway

and Cork for scholarships?—Yes j I prepared them for

Galway and Cork.

1018. They were not your best men?—I would not

undertake to say that. The year before last a student

got second scholarship, and we considered him a re-

markably good man.
1014. Have you sent men to Cork and Galway

whom you would not like to send to Belfast?—The

competition is regarded as more severe here than in those

Colleges, and of course it is a liighor arena for au

able man, who flies generally at the highest game he

can.

1015. Did it ever occur to you that auy of your

students went to Cork to get scholarships ?—No.

1016. Did any of your men go to Galway ex-

cept in the instance you mentioned?—I had another

man at the very beginning
;
only two cases, as far a i

I remember.
1017. Professor Jack.—Were those two cases both

cases of men who were good classical and mathematical

scholars ?—They were very good.

1018. You were not surprised at their gaining

scholarships ?—Not at all.

’
Z
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1019. Dr. Mabston.—You ore on the staff of the

Royal Hospital 7—Yes.

1020. You are also on the staff of the Children's

Hospital T— Yes.
1021. You have had an opportunity also of seeing

the practice in other hospitals in London ?—Yes, at

the London Hospital, Whitechapel.

1022. Be good enough to tell me the impressions

made upon your mind from having seen the practice

and the opportunities for clinical observation at the

London Hospital and those presented here 1— I think

that the men graduating here would compare very

favourably with the men getting the M.R.C.S.E., as

far us theoretical work is concerned, and are much

superior, I would say, to the ordinary run of men.

Perhaps in practical work the London men would

compare more favourably.

1U23. To what do you attribute that!—I think that

the close association of the London hospitals with the

collegiate teaching has a very marked effect Hero

the hospital is at one end of the town aud the College

at the other, aud that leads undoubtedly to great dis-

advanhiges. If we hud an hospital near to the College

it would very much facilitate the teaching.

1021. But are tlie eases for the practical study of

disease in the hospital of the right kind in amount and

quality J—I think they are very fair.

1025. You think a man should have no difficulty

hero iu being turned out a good, sound practitioner1—
I think so. Many men do not go anywhere else after

being here.

1026. Where do the men go for their licences—do

they graduate in the Royal University 7—I am a

graduate of the Queen’s University. I>o you mean
the practitioners of Belfast 1

1027. I mean the men studying medicine in this

College 1—Since the Queen’s University was done
away with there have uot been so many men here as

formerly, and I think men are going to examining

boards, especially to Edinburgh.

1028. Why is that
1

?— Undoubtedly the destruction

of the Queen’s University hits been a great blow to

the medical school, because, in the first instance,

students are placed at the distilvantage of being

practically compelled to take another year. Students

from the North of Ireland, not having much money to

spend, wish to make the most of thou1 time. They
find that by going to other places they can complete

their course and get qualified in four years. In the

Royal University it comes practically to this, that

men are obliged to take an additional year. That is

one great disadvantage. Another matter is this,

which has, I know myself, a very depressing effect on
men coming to Belfast, that the Belfast professors are

not represented on the examining boards in Dublin,

as they used to be. I could give you a table from
the last Royal University calendar that would biing

that out very markedly by showing the relative pro-

portion of the examiners.

1029. That is perhaps scarcely relevant, but we
have the fact. Tho London Hospital is a great surgical

hospital!—Yes, immense.

1030. Do yon think the men here have all the
means and appliances in hospital such as they would
see in London 1—It is not fair to compare an hospital

here, with a small number of beds, with a large hospital

in London.
1031. Other things being equal, what do you say ?

—I think the students have a very fair opportunity

of seeing surgical practice here.

1032. As compared with Dublin, is that your
opinion 7—Oh yes

;
but then you know London is so

much ahead of Dublin, iu respect of hospitals.

1033. In what respect?—They have so much more
money in London, surgeons there are enabled to get

almost any appliances.

1034. You mean tho appliances for teaching

purposes?—For treatment and teaching.

jl, M.D., Q.U.I., examined.

1035. Are you satisfied with the standard of medical
education here 1—I think it is very good for a pro-

vincial school.

1036. Would it quite compare with any other

provincial school 7—I think so
;
but it is always at a

disadvantage when compared with a metropolitan

hospital. The opportunities at the Royal Hospital

hero have been very much increased of late. The
staff has been greatly increased since I was a student

hero.

1037. Have the students at the ltoyal Hospital

eveiy opportunity for using those appliances, and for

learning all the details of surgical practice ?—Yes.

1038. And do they as a matter of fact do so !—
Yes.

1039. You know that of your own knowledge T~
Yon see I am a physician, and I cannot speak from

personal knowledge ; but I see what is going on, aud I

think the students do take advantage of the oppor-

tunities afforded them.

1040. With regard to obtaining a knowledge of

the diseases of women and children, what facilities

have they?—In connexion with that I can speak

from personal knowledge. For diseases of women
there is a department at the Royal Hospital which

has been only in existence for a year and a half. I

have charge myself and it has been greatly worked

up. There is another hospital in town where students

have also an opportunity of studying diseases ofwomen;
but of that hospital I cannot apeak personally. I

merely know there is such a place. At the Belfast

Hospital for sick children at which I tun one of the

physicians, there is a clinical class of senior students.

1041. Is there anything you would like to add

now?—No.

1042. Dr. Stojjey.—

Y

on have also taken a great

interest in the education of women in Belfast?—Yes,

from tin; fact that my mother is head of The Ladies’

Collegiate School here.

1043. Is there a want of such education 7—I think

the Queen’s College had a very direct influence in

promoting the growth of the teaching of women. A
number of years ago the teaching of gills was in a

very backward condition. In fact it was usually the

so culled lesthctic subjects that were taught
;

but

latterly owing to one or two causes, and first the

establishment of tho Queen’s College, people who had

ladies’ schools were able to get good teachers, men who
had studied at the College here, who hod graduated

and were settling about Belfast, and taught The

professors also took a marked interest iu promoting

the education of women.
1044. Has the opening of tho College classes for

women supplied a want long felt in Belfast?—Yes.

A number of ladies luxve availed themselves of that

privilege, and it is an indication of tho value of the

College.

1045. What is the quality of the education given

to the ladies ?

1046. Chairman'.—How can you tell that ?—It can

be told from the position they take at the examination

of the Royal University. That is the proper way to

judge of it.

1047. Professor Jack.—You say that a great

number of students go from here to take their medical

qualifications at the University of Edinburgh?—No,

but to take what is called the Rouble qualification.

That has nothing to do with the University.

1048. The Commissioners are not aware ofthe nature

of the system 7—That is a purely examining board.

1049. It is not required of them to attend the

University of Edinburgh ?—No. They go to a purely

examining board.

1050. They tako their qualification to practise 1—
Their license.

1051. I find that in the list of about 235 medical

students returned to us as attending lectures in this

College, there are forty-five who have matriculated in
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the Queen’s University, and whose matriculation in

the Queen's University is the last academical entry

made against their names. With regard to those

forty-five gentlemen who arc now attending lectures

here, they must have matriculated I presume about

October, 1881 1—I suppose so.

1052. The Queen's University was dissolved in

February, 1882. If they matriculated in 1881, they

have been three years in this College. Would you

suppose that the system of going to licensing boards

explains the fact of those gentlemen not having taken

any further academical mark ?—It would explain the

cause of a number not having done so.

1053. Chairman.—Do you know anything about

the class of examination that is held in Edinburgh ?

Only from hearsay.

1054. Are you able to inform the Commission as

to whether the examination is an easier or a more
difficult one than that iu the Royal University 1—It

is generally supposed to be an easier one.

1055. When you say that a medical student must
practically take another year, if he goes through his

course in the Royal University, does not that refer to

the compulsory fii’st examination in arts 1—Yes.

1056. And that makes it another year 1—Men tell

mo they are not able to get to their medical course for

a year after matriculation.

1057. Quite apart from getting at his profession

with the least expense, do you not think that you turn

out a higher class professional man by lus going

through the arts course 1—I am myself a graduate in

arts of the Queen’s University, and I think that an
arts education gives a man a great advantage. But
you have the fact that men uro able to go to other

places for their qualifications and complete their course

in four years, as thoy did formerly
;
whereas if they

come here, and entered the Royal University, it adds

another year to their collegiate training.

1058. Would the Edinburgh College of Physicians

represent a lower professional value than a degree of

the Queen’s University or the Royal University ?

—

Undoubtedly it would, but when a man gets into

practice it docs not make very much matter. The
double qualification is a license enabling n man to

practise.

1059. Do yon consider that by the variety of

diseases that come into the hospital here for treatment
there is a sufficient opportunity of affording adequate
means of professional training to students?—I think
that men get a very fair knowledge. If a man wants
to perfect himself he cau go elsewhere, as Englishmen
do to Vienna.

10G0. Yon have constant experience in the hospital 7

—I am one of the staff.

10G1. It was stated to us to-day that the class of

diseases there were much the Bamc, and limited in
number, and from that fact, students had not the
varied opportunities of seeing different diseases to
educate them properly 1—I think there is a very huge
variety; Loth in the intern and extern departments.

1062. Do you think the variety is sufficient to
enable adequate instruction to be given to the students 1

—I think so, and it is proved by this, that many men
get into practice without going anywhere else, and
by their passing a very high examination.

1063. Dr. Marston.—Do yon consider the fees for
the medical curriculum low 1—Very low

;
but the fees

have been struck low to adapt tlio course to the require-
ments of the people in the province. The ordinary
students I have met in England havo much more,
money to spare.

10G4. Chairman.—But, commensurate with the
poverty of tire country, your opinion is that tlio fees
ai*e reasonable ?—Reasonable and low in comparison
with other places.

1065. Professor Jack.—I would gather it to be your
opinion that the amount of money a medical student
must spend in obtaining his qualification for practice

is a dominating circumstance with regard to any Belfast.

choice he may exercise as to the school to which he June *, ian«.

should go 1—In Ireland. —

-

1066. In the North of Ireland?—There is only the Bye™, <aq.,

one school here. "
a., m!dm’

1067. Supposing the question were put before him, Q 01-

“ Is it better to go to the Royal University and spend a
certain time there, or go where I can and get a license ?”

Is the student in such a position that the amount of
money required compels him to take one course rather
than the other—Tho people of the North of Ireland
would prefer to have their sons educated at Belfast.

Perhaps they themselves having been educated here,

they like their sons to come up in turn as the natural
place.

1068. At the same time the arrangements here are
that the student may liave his whole education in
Queen’s College, Belfast, but may receive his license,

all ho requires for practice, in Ediuburgh, and that that
course is much cheaper, whether he might or might not
consider it better to lmvo on arts course extra, or a prac-

tical year extra. I want to know whether thesum the
one course would involve him in, as compared with the

other, would be a great argument ?—It would weigh
with some.

1069. You mentioned intern and extern patients. I

am not familial- with the arrangements of hospitals

;

but in talking of the number of beds available for the

Royal Hospital, I suppose there are, besides the beds,

patients treated at their homes?—No; not at their

homes. That is met by the Poor Law system but
medical and surgical cases, and cases of diseases of

womon not needing to reside in hospital, go home and
return again in a few days. That is one of the great

features of the hospital.

1070. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—With regard to the forty-

five students who matriculated iu the Queen’s Univer-

sity in or about October, 1881, and who have not

since advanced, so far as we can see, any step in their

university course, do you know whether they are

going to Edinburgh for this license or not, or is it only

a conjecture?—I know, as a matter of fact, that some

have gone.

1071. Do you think there is a large number of-them
who go ?— I would not say a huge number, but a con-

siderable number- have gone.

1072. Have they to go for an examination each

year?—They have to go in for two examinations

before they get a final license.

1073. When they go to Edinburgh are they not

examined in the medical subjects by examiners who
are not their professors here ?— Certainly.

1074. Then, so for as being examined by their

professors is concerned, Edinburgh has no attrac-

tion above Dublin ?—That introduces another point.

There is a feeling among the students that they would

rather go to Edinburgh than to Dublin.

1075. What is the precise attraction tlurt brings

them to Edinburgh, if it is the fiact that they will not

he examined by their own professors?—One is the

close connexion between Edinburgh and Belfast.

1076. How is it closer than between Belfast and

Dublin?—Owing very much to the fact that race has

a good deal to do with it. There is a close connexion

between the north of Ireland and Scotland.

1077. They like to be examined by men of their- own

race 1—It is a very difficult question to answer. There

is undoubtedly one reason, that yon go there to be

examined at once, whereas if you went to the College

of Surgeons in Dublin, there would be details that

would keep a man going on longer.

1 078. Chat uman.—

I

s it more expensive to get from

hero to Dublin and back, than to Edinburgh and

bank? I cannot say which would be tbe dearer.

1079. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you repudiate the

Dublin people as not lielonging to the same race?—

Not at all; but there is a closer connexion between

Belfast and Edinburgh.

Z 2
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William Calwell, esq., m.d. m.ch., q.d.i., examined.

1080. Dr. Marstox.—Where are you practising!

—I am not practising at all. I am staying in Belfast

nnd am just home from London after taking advan-

tage of St. Thomas’s Hospital. T studied here and I

am a graduate of the Queen’s University.

1081. Knowing the advantages that this place

offers in the way of hospital and collegiate instruction,

and also knowing from your recent experience of St.

Thomas's Hospital, what are offered there and the

system of clinical instruction, I should he very glad

if you would give nk the benefit of yonr opinion as to

both places 1—I should say the teaching here is con-

fined chiefly to the intern patients, while the teaching

in St. Thomas’s is confined chiefly to the extern

patients. If you take the full benefit of the four years’

education here, attend the classes, and especially read,

the advantages ave not superior, but llley are fully

equal to those students who have taken their full

course at St. Thomas’s. At St. Thomas’s the lectures

are not attended in the way they are here. The roll

is not called in a regular manner, and there are very

few more than the regular clinical clerks or dressers

in attendance going round with the visiting surgeons

and physicians.

1082. With regard to the opportunities of instruc-

tion, the class of cases and the variety of disease

that you get in the two hospitals, what is your
opinion!— I would say they would be superior in

St. Thomas'3 in proportion to the number of beds and
no more.

1083. What do you regard this hospital capable of

doing with regard to training a future practitioner!

—

If lie takes full advantage he will qualify himself.

It depends on liiinself.

1084. There is no lack of material!—There is no
lack of material.

1085. Do I understand your evidence to be, not
that the appliances for education are not better in St.

Thomas's, but that the students do not avail themselves

of their opjtortunitics ?—They are slightly better, but
not better in proportion for such a rich hospital.

1086. You do not mean to convey to the Com-
missioners that a student who attended to Ms work
would not have better opportunities of learning his

profession than here ?—He meets a greater variety of

cases and obscure nervous diseases.

1087. There is a larger hospital too with more
physicians and more surgeons 1— There are more
assistant physicians and surgeons.

10S8: You do not intend to say that the students

there are so careless and neglectful of their oppor-

tunities that a student here gets on better !—I do not.

I dul not intend to say that, if I did say it. I say if he
takes full udvantoge here he will be very nearly equal,

if not equal, and that he has very nearly the advantages

here that he has there.

1089. Take a student here and a student in St
Thomas’s Hospital, each of whom is equally diligent,

is it your opinion that a student in St Thomas's

would not have greater advantages than a student

here !—Other things equal he would, but not in pro-

portion to what might be expected.

1090. Then your evidence is that relatively he
would not!—Yes.

William Ewart, Esq., m.p., examined.

1091. Ouairman.—

Y

ou ave the senior member for

Belfast’—Yes.

1092. Have you seen the scope of our inquiry and
the subject-matters that we are dixectecl to inquire

into ?—Yes, I have it before me.

1093. Can you, do you think, give us from your
great experience, any information on the first head of

the inquiry—the standard of education maintained

here!—With regard to that I cannot give what I

might call technical evidence, or anything in the way
of statistics about it

;
but speaking more of the result

of the education here I can say the Queen’s College

has been an advantage to the town and to the north
of Ireland—in fact, a source of culture and elevation

to the whole district.

1094. That is, speaking in a general way?—Yes;
we value it very highly and would he glad to see its

benefits more extended.

1095. Further than that, Mr. Ewart, you cannot
give us any assistance !—I would say that looking at

it from a mercantile point of view, this College ought
to be of much more service to us than it is. In manu-
factures, the north of Ireland offers opportunities

equai to any in the world; bnt in the matter of

chemistry we are behind other nations, and I think
that in this College there is a great want of facilities

for pursuing chemical studies.

1096. You aro the head of a great manufacturing
firm yourself 1—Yes.

1097. Would you, in the course of that business,

have an opportunity of employing skilled chemical
knowledge 1—We would. We are very badly off for

it in fact.

1098. Yon find the want of it!—We do. There are

some countries that have a decided advantage on ac-

count of their chemical knowledge, especially the

Belgians and Germans.
1099. What you would wish to see here would be a

good chemical school which would turn out skilled

chemical knowledge?—Further assistance given to the

chemical department here. This matter was very

much talked of in connexion with the technical school

that was got up in Belfast a few months ago. We heard

a vast deal about the insufficiency of the laboratory

here ; that it is quite too small.

1100. Have you considered at all that in an

educational point of view there is a very great

difference between a College and a technical school 1

—

Certainly; hut we think the College would prepare

students for the technical school. Having gained the

information they would then go into the technical

school.

1101. You do not want the College to found within

itself a technical sohool, but a technical schoolfounded

independent of the College and the College to supply

students!—To give us like a constituency of young

men highly educated in chemical knowledge.

1102. You think there is considerable demand in

Belfast and in the north of Ireland for chemical skill

!

—There is a need for it As regards the College in

general, we are anxious.

1103. We cannot go into that. It is not within

the scope of our inquiry 1—I would say we have a line

supply of raw material of genius in Ireland that we
want turned to account, and we think the Queen’s

Colleges a very powerful instrument for that purpose.

We want the Colleges to get certainly not less than

they have and a good deal more. We think it is

miserable the support that is given to education in

this country. Seeing what is given in America, it

makes one speak.

1104. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

do not clearly under-

stand whether you desire to have a technical chemical

school as part of the College, or a separate technical

school established in Belfast 1—A separate technical

school in Bolfast, but this College to educate and ele-

vate them into it.

1105. Do you mean to educate the students of the

technical school or the professors of the technical

school !—To educate generally in chemistry and let the

cream be drawn to the technical sohool.

1106. Would the students of the technical school be

educated in this College 1—That would be my hope.
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1 107. Then tliechemical departmentfor the technical

school would l)e in this College ?—I expect so.

1 108. Do you think it desirable from an educational

point of view to make the chemical school of a
University a technical school as well 1—No. I do not

contemplate that at present. There would be diffi-

culties in the way.

1109. It would be better to have a perfectly inde-

pendent technical school ?—A technical school for

manufacturers and students well up iu chemistry would

be of great assistance.

1110. The students in that school would not be ex-

pected to be University students 1—Probably not.

1111. Dr. Stoney.—It is not proposed that in the

technical school the students should study chemistry 1

—In the technical school in Belfast, for instance.

1112. In Belfast?—No; it is more h practical

school.

1113. They will apply tlieir chemistry?—Yes.

1114. What you want is that there shall be oppor-

tunities in the Queen’s College for learning chemistry

before they go to the technical school to learn how
to apply it to the arts ?— Exactly, and I think that

would be a natural benefit.

1115.

—You would have the theoretical study of

chemistry in the College ?—Yes.

1116. Dr. Marston.—The technical school, as I

understand, is already started?—Yes.

1117. Rev. Dr. Holloy.—

Y

our view is, that a
student having finished his course in the Queen’s

College, and haviug acquired a knowledge of chemistry

in the College, should then go on to the technical

school to get a technical knowledge ?—That some of

them should.

1118. Is it likely that the class of students going to

the technical art3 would begin by a university course
;

that is not the experience in Germany 1—Suppose
you had twenty students in chemistry

;
a certain

proportion of them would go to the technical branches,

and the ablest of thorn would pursrro tiro chemical

studies, and become advanced men, professors and such

like.

1119. Do you suppose they would go to the tech-

nical school as students after passing through the

university college ?—Through tiro college hero, yes.

1120. After finishing then- course in a university

college they would become students in a technical

school 1—Sorno of them would.
1121. Do you tliirrk there is a largo number of

students wlro would follow such a career as that ?—I do.

1122. It is not the experience in Prance and Ger-
many, where technical schools exist. A student,

having finished his primary education, decides whether
he will go to a technical cour se on tiro one hand or
the university on the other. But there is no example
of a country providing a university course to begin
with and a tcclinical school to end with ?- -With
regard to that I do not know; but, as a practical mail,

I let my thoughts run out in a practical way. Here
is the college, which has a first-rate chemical depart-

ment, but needs further development, and I believe a
large proportion of the students in chemistry would
come off to business and help our business.

1123. I sympathize with your object, but should
rather promote it by establishing a technical school for

technical students, and maintaining a uuiveisity college
for university students 1—I have stated my view as it

occurred to me.
1124. Dr. Stoney.—Has it not always been a fea-

ture of the Queen’s Colleges that they have permitted
non-matriculated students to attend cer tain classes ?

—

Yes.

1125. And if there was abundant room in the
laboratory department it would meet the want you
pointed out?—That is exactly what I menu. I did
not mean that they should go up to Dublin and get
their degree, but that they should get chemical
education here.

1126. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—If a technical school
were established you would rrot stop with chemistry,
hut provide for all the technical arts as well ?—Yes.

1127. And, therefore, if the idea of Dr. Stoney
were carried out, you would have to embody the tech-

nical school in the university college?—I do not see
drat at all. They would get their chemical knowledge
here, and cotno down to us to apply it in dye works,
bleach works, and the like.

1128. Professor Jack.—I do not know whether you
are familiar with the circumstances of Leeds at all ?

—

Not much.
1129. If I describe the circumstances of Leeds, as

I understand them, he so good as to say whether they
correspond to your idea with regard to Belfast ; for

instance, there is tire Yorkshire College, which is in

the same position ns the Queen’s College here, except
that it has no connexion with the State ; it is a
general college, which has no power to give degrees.

One of the most important chairs in connexion with
the college is the chair of chemistry. There is an
extensive laboratory and sufficient appliances. In
connexion with the college, and maintained, to a large

extent, by some of the London Companies, there is a

school for dyeing and bleaching
;

and, us far as I am
informed, speaking generally, die practice in Leeds at

die present moment is, that a number of students,

some of whom are actually attending the Leeds
chemical classes, and some who are not attending those

classes, but who have attended them, go to the dyeing

classes. Does that description correspond at all to

what you desire to see established iu Belfast?—That

is what I desire to see here.

1130. I mentioned the facts as appearing to corres-

pond very much with what you suggested?—The
Queen’s College hero would be much tlie same, only of

a higher character than the class you described, -which

has been assisted by the London Companies.

1131. The class with the professor of chemistry in

Leeds is, of courso, in the same sort of position as the

class of the professor of chemistry here. But in ad-

dition to that class there is a class of a professor (I

think lie is called a teacher or lecturer) upon dyeing

and bleaching, and things of that sort, taken by a

considerable- number of students, some of whom are

attending the class of the professor of chemistry, and

some who have attended and finished with him?

—

Exactly
;
we want similar facilities in Belfast..

Professor John Purser, m.j

1132. Chairman.—You wish, I understand, to
make some addition to the evidence you gave already
to-day ?—Yes. Under the first head of your inquiry,
i.«., the standard of education in this College. I have
been very long, indeed for many years, impressed with
the conviction that one of the most efficient ways by
which the standard of education could be raised in
this college, was to add to the present staff two or
three assistants. I speak specially of the department
in arts. I would recommend the appointment of two
or three assistants, such as they have in Glasgow
University—men who would be rather tutors than
assistant professors, and who would enable us to cany

.., Dub. Univ., l-e-examined.

out a more complete system of instruction, who would

assist us in training the students there in working

exercises, and who would enable the professors to give

more of their time to direct teaching. We would thus

be able moreover to subdivide the classes. In some

of our departments subdivision is necessary to a much

larger extent than at present to teach the students

efficiently. To some extent we meet'tliis requirement.

For example, the Senior Scholar, according to the

usage here, assists in the mathematical teaching. But

the Senior Scholar is a distinguished man in his own

department, anxious to press forward in his career, and

we cannot take up too much of his time. Therefore
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it is important to have regularly appointed trained

assistants in the Arts department. We should require

an assistant between Latin and Greek, and also between

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Such assistance

would enable us to raise the standard of education.

1133. In your opinion the standard of education

ought to be raised 1—Certainly
;
everywhere it ought

to be raised. I hope that no word I used leads the

Commissioners to think we are at all approaching

perfection.

1134. Certainly not. But as I understand you

have not a sufficient staff here to give those opportu-

nities to the students for education that you think

they fairly ought to have in a University College 1

—

T

thiuk not.

11 35. That being so, the standard of education is

capable of improvement by making the training and the

teaching power move efficient i—Yes, in the direction

I speak of. I would also wish to be allowed to refer

to another point. Dr. Molloy asked me whether I

considered the examinations of the Royal University

a good test of efficient teaching.

1186. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—No ;
a good test of the

proficiency of the students in the subjects ot examina-

tion?—I want to be distinctly understood in the first

place that anything I said was limited to arts.

1137. Chairman.—So I understood?—But in the

second place 1 want to be distinctly understood also

that I do not consider success in the Royal University

as the principal or the best test we have of the educa-

tion of our ablest students. I think the success

which the students have had in afterlife is a far more
adequate and complete test. I also think that in the

case of some of our students the success they have had
in the higher examinations in the English Univer-

sities and for the higher prizes of the public service

is a test more widely appreciated than any test in the

Royal University. I cannot hut think that the an-

swering of our students at the Royal University ex-

aminations is not a complete test of the standard of

education here.

1138. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—When you came up this

morning you very fully and fairly laid before us

the condition of certain scholars of Queen’s College,

Belfast, who obtained, as you told us, the lowest place

in your list of scholars, aud who came up to the

Royal University, and passed certain examina-
tions. You said very fairly you would not test

them by their exhibitions, because the exhibitions

are given on an aggregate of all the subjects.

But you gave us evidence from the honour lists

of the Royal University, in which honours are
given in the special subjects and you showed that

your students attained high positions in the honour
lists in the several subjects iu which they
obtained scholarships from you

;
and having laid these

facts before us, you said this was conclusive evidence

that the scholars in question had attained a high
degree of knowledge in the subjects of examination.

I do not wish to attach any further significance to your
evidence than the fact, that in your opinion, the success

gained in the Royal University is conclusive evidence

of the proficiency of the students in the subjects of
examination ?—That is what I meant. There is one
point which illustrates the importance of the College

retaining within its own power the distribution and
arrangement of the scholarships. It is this, that in

the Royal University they have thought right to

attach to their exhibitions and scholarships a limit of

ago. In many cases the best men we have had would
lio excluded by that rule. National schoolmasters and
men who have not much money come to us as late as
twenty or even twenty-five years of age. We have
now in College one who took first place in mathematics

at the Royal University. We have had similar cases

in the past, for instance, the present head mathematical

master at the Methodist College. Such men have
come to this College and been greatly farthered in

their education by getting the scholarships, and pro-

bably could not have come at all but for the scholar-

ships. While the scholarships enabled them to attend
the classes here, they would be precluded by the
regulations of the Royal University from holding any
pecuniary reward.

1139. Chairman. — You offer the evidence aa
showing the advantage iu your opinion of the college

retaining the power of distributing tlio scholarships.

That is the only view with which you offer it? Yes •

that is the only view. As regards the Royal Univer-
sity, I have entertained a very strong opinion that

the arrangement of its coiuxes should lie

1140. We have nothing to do with that. The
scope of our inquiry is how far the students here are

availing themselves of the Royid University t—Then
I have finished all I wanted to say.

1141. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I quite appreciate the

want you speak of, namely assistance to the professors,

but I find a provision 1ms been nude in the college

regulations published for 1883-84, that

—

'* Senior scholars are require! io assist the piofessors in

the matriculation and class examinations, anti in conducting

the business of the special departments of literature and
science to which their scholarships severally belong, under
such regulations as the Council shall prc.-cribo.

5 '

Now you have seven senior scholars always in the

college, aud it is competent for the Council to prescribe

the regulations under which they should teach. Can
you explain why the want you speak of has nob been

met by the application of that rule which was originally

a statute of die Queen's Colleges, and still exists as a
regulation in your published calendar ?—In the first

place, it has been to some extent earned out.

1142. It has been sometimes Ciirried out?—In
Mathematics certainly, for twenty or thirty yearn

;
in

Natural Philosophy also it is die practice that the

Senior Scholar assists the professor in teaching that

in classics—to the best of my belief ho lias only done

so iu cases when the professor 1ms been ilL

1143. You said it would be a great matter if you
had one assistant in Latin and Greek. The scholar

would he that assistant, if the rule was carried out 1

—

There is this difficulty about the senior scholarships.

The Senior Scholarships are obtained byiuen who have

taken their degree, die leading men of their year.

In many cases they are reading for valuable appoint-

ments. Appointments in the Civil Service, inspector-

ships in schools, aud such like. It is therefore a

difficult tiling for the college to say that for that prize

of £40 they should take up a seiious part of a student’s

time, or compel him to remain giving the instruction

mentioned in die statute.

1144. You say it would he a serious thing for the

college to say that
;
but it does say that, and has

made a law to that effect. It would occur to anyone

reading the regulation, that either they are not to get

the scholarship, or they aro to fulfil tlio conditions of it?

—Quite so, but the Council of the college have felt

the difficulty I mentioned as long as I have known it.

1145. Is it not a great grievance that the student

who gets a senior scholarship in mathematics is com-

pelled to observe this rule, while the student who gets

a senior scholarship in classics is allowed to evade it ?

—That depends on the discretion of the classical pro-

fessor and what course they think it wise to take.

1146. Is not that a grievance for the student who
gets a scholarship in mathematics ?—I do not think

the mathematical scholar’s regarded it :us a grievance.

They have given their help ungrudgingly.

1147. Perhaps the classical scholar would do so too.

It seems most reasonable to ask for further assis-

tance
; but the first thing is to use the assistance the

statutes provide for youi—You will have the classical

rofessors under examination
;
but even iu my case

do not feel the assistance the senior scholar gives

replaces the assistance that would bo given by a trained

assistant, by a man who would look forward to a pro-

fessorship himself. They secure the services of the very

ablest men in Glasgow for such posts.

1148. Are not your senior scholars tho very ablest

men 1—Some of them are
;
but the very ablest men
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are the most difficult to retain after their degree.

Unfortunately we have not the great inducements

other colleges have to retain their fourth and fifth

year men.

1149. Before pressing for further assistance the

College Council should exact that assistance from the

senior scholars which they lay down in their statutes

as obligatory on the senior scholars to givo 1—If the

Government cannot give us any farther assistance it

would be well the College Council should consider the

matter.

1150. Would it not he heat?—I cannot think so.

The temporary assistance that you could ask from a

senior scholar would not eepud the really efficient

assistance of a trained man, who would give two or

three houre a day in instruction and looking over

exercises. That would involve lull n .small addition to

our endowment, and so far as tuy experience goes no-

thing would tend to improve the teaching more than

such a provision.

1151. Do you think is it a good tlung to publish

year after year a regulation in your statutes, and
not to carry out that regulation—not to enforce the

condition upon which a scholarship provided out of

public funds is held 1—Iu every educational institu-

tion, eveu these so young as onrs, there are a number
of regulations which are not rigorously enforced, and
which have practically fallen into desuetude. There

are ns few in our college as elsewhere.

1152. Dr. Stoney.—Would a succession of annual

assistants fully provide what you require, one coming

on one year Olid another anotheryear 1—Certainly not.

1153. Are not there some departments in which

such assistants would be almost utterly useless 1—I tun

sure that such is the case. Tho assistant it is desirablo

to have is oue. who would lie retained for several ye;mi,

and thus acquire a thorough knowledge of his work.
• 1154. If tho amount of time demanded of a senior

scholar were such as to interfere with his advance-

ment in life, would it bo possible to get distinguished

candidates to bake the senior scholarship 1—Certainly

not the distinguished candidates. Wo should have

to fall back on men of the second nud third rauk. The
Seuior Scholarship would cease to bo a valuable re-

ward.

1155. Is not the teaching of the pass men iu tho

college as difficult a part of the work of a professor

as the teaching of the liunour men 1—I think so, quite.

1156. And the disclmrge of tho duty of teaching

the puss men with thorough efficiency, mid bringing

them forward ns much as they uro capable of being

brought forward, is as difficult a part of tho work as

the teaching of the honour men, and it is one that Belfast.
makes very little show in its results 1—It is. June t, mi

1157. Is it your opinion that that part of the work j0hnlw
is done well in the Queen’s College, Belfast 1—I be- ?«q

,
m.a.

*'

lieve it is done well, and that the teaching of the pass
men will compax-e most favourably with the con-es-
ponding teaching in such other colleges as I am
acquainted with. There is great care taken by the
Professors in the instruction of the pass classes.

1158. Professor Jacic.—With regard to the senior
scholia's, I read the l'egulation tlint they are required
to assist the professors in the matriculation and class
examinations. That is one of their duties. I suppose
tho matriculation examinations in the Queen's Colleges
now arc not a very great burden ?—No; there are
only about half a dozen.

1159. They are required to assist in the class ex-
aminations. Are those duties extensive

;
for instance,

we had evidence this morning that iu some of the
classes there were no class examinations ?—Class
examinations here have been very heavy, but it has
not been the practice to employ the senior scholars in
conducting them. As a general ride, the seuior
scholar lias not been accustomed to conduct examin-
ations, and you would have first to explain to him
the whole system.

1160. I understand that, further, the regulation
says that tho senior scholai-s are required to teach :

—

“ They are required to assist the professor in conduct-
ing the business of the special departments of literature

and science to which thou- scholarships severally
belong, under such regulations as the Council shall

prescribe." Your feeling is that if serious teaching or
examination duties were asked from men who get £40
for oue year you would be getting what was worth
more than £40 for that sum l—Yes.

1161. For instance, in other places a teaching assis-

tant frequently gets sums of £150 and £200 1— Yes;
hut also I do not think it was originally intended the

£40 should ho an equivalent for iustiuction. Cer-
tainly the greater part is a reward for his industry and
ability.

11C2. Is there any particular reason why this break

should occur in the return, p. 9, afterwhich come on 13

extra meat—We print for our own use in the Regis-

trar's office very early in the session lists of sdl the men
that have entered. A few extra men enter afterwards

for summer classes. These are added to our lists in

manuscript. In drawing up our returns for the Com-
mission we used those printed lists. Hence the

break.

Rev. Josias Leslie Porter,

1163. CnAlRJlAN.—There is a slight discrepancy in
the return wo got from tho Royal University of the
students from this College who passed the several

examinations at the Royal University during the year
1883. I think you have prepared a table showing the
exact number of the students from this College who
passed 1—Yes. I corrected tho inaccuracies. I asked
for a copy of that return when I was attending as a
senator. So far as the Queen’s College, Belfast, was
concerned, I compared the return with our own lists,

and, finding inaccuracies, I gave it to the Assistant
Registrar to have it oliecked and mode absolutely
accurate, and I shall be prepared to hand it to you
to-morrow.

* 1 1 64. There is anothermatter we decidedon asking
you for to-day—a list of tho students of the College
who passed with distinction tho examinations of other
universities or examining hoards 1—A printed list of
all tho graduate,? will bo handed in, and notes attached
to the various names allowing what they have done
afterwards.

m.a., d.d., ll.d., re-examined

1165. What we are anxious to get in addition to

that in each case is tho date at which the student left

the college and the date of passing the examination 1

—The date at which he graduated is given, and that

marks, as a rale, when he left the college.

1166. Have you no means of giving us the date

—

you know he might he another year here 1—The

Registrar says it would be almost impossible lo fur-

nish it.

*1167. Then this will be our requisition:—“ That

Dr.- Portei', having offered to hand in a list of students

of the college who have passed with distinction the

examinations of other universities or examining hoards,

tho Commission would desire that he should in each

case state the dato at which tho student left the college,

and the date, so far as may be known, at which he

passed such examination 1—In -so far as we are able to

do it 1 shall be most happy to have it done, hut I can-

not promise it in all cases.

The Commission adjourned to ten o’clock next

morning.

Rev. Josias

Leslie Porter,

M.A
,
D.D.,

U.D.

* Seo Appendix III. B.—No. 2.
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THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 1SS4.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A, F.R.S., D.Sc.
;

Professor William Jack, LL.D. ;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.

; with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

A. L. Meissner, Professor A. L. Meissner, ph.d., examined.

1168. Chairman. —What position do you hold in

the College 1— T am Professor of Modem Languages.

1169. How long have you been professor?—Eighteen

years.

1170. Do you conduct the examinations as well as

lecture the class ?—I examine my class as well.

1171. What system do you adopt in marking your

students 1—I mark the students on a different plan.

For the scholarships 1 follow the plan of giving the

best student the maximum unless he should be totally

unfit, which never happens. There arc always plenty

of good competitors for those scholarships. I mark the

best according to the direction of the Council with the

maximum. I uiay say this looks a very strange plan

,

but after having used the system for a long time it

really meets certain difficulties. Some professors mark
very easily, ancl hy giving high marks to their students

swamp all the rest. My subject receives but a small

number of marks compared with mathematics, and
the temptation would be fur me to mark my students

higher and counterbalance the high number of marks
given, and so counteract the direction of the Council.

I do not do so, but the temptation is great. I chose

myself as an example of a dishonest professor so that

I may not hurt anybody else's feelings.

1172. This maximum mark is an arbitrary mark 1

—It is a mark fixed by the Council.

1173. What is it?—Twelve for the scholarships.

1174. Have you got any record of the marks for

the scholarship examinations during the years 1882—83,

and 1883-84?—I have not, but the Registrar has.

1175. Have you any objection to our seeing the

marks '?—Certainly not.

1176. Tell me, without referring to them, what
would be the lowest mark on which you would award
a scholarship ?—Last year, I must say, the answering
was very bad. I have preserved the answers of the

students, and they are at your disposal. You may
get them examined by an expert You can get an
independent opinion if you like.

1177. What was the lowest mark ou which you
awarded a scholarship ?—The scholarships are not
awai'ded by the individual professor or examiner, hut
by the Council.

1178. What was the lowest mark on which the
scholarship in modern languages was awarded by the

Council ?—I would not be sure, but I think two. I

must say the scholarship was not awarded then
;
but

there are a number of subjects which the students may
take, and should the student answer well on the other

subjects but badly with me he, therefore, gets the

scholarship not on the answering with me, but on the

answering in the other subjects.

1179. On the aggregate marks?—Yes.

1180. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—What you mean is that

two was the lowest mark in your return?—T will not

be sure of it, but I think it was.

1181. Chairman.—Have you any other evidence

that yon would wish to lay before the Commissioners?

—Indeed I have several things.

1182. I must ask you to confine yourself en-

tirely to what is within the scope of our inquiry.

We have no power to inquire into or report upon, or

in any way to redress anything in the nature of a

personal grievance 1—In the first instance, I wish to

say a few words respecting the distribution of the

scholarships in the various faculties. In the main the

various gentlemen examined have said that this dis-

tribution has been a fair one, and yesterday Professor

Purser, iu his supplemental examination, said

1183. I would l ather you would not refer to anything

that was said by anyone else
;
confine yourself to your

own evidence 7——It was said Redistribution is a fair one,

and I do not wonder that amidst the mass of evidence

that had to be supplied to yon a very important

matter should be overlooked

—

i.e., a scheme which

has been at various times before us, of redistributing

those scholarships. It lias been proposed at various

times to consolidate several of those scholarships,

some of the scholarships iu engineering, several of the

senior scholarships, and I believe also some of the

law scholarships, and found out of the proceeds as-

sistantships for the Professors of Mathematics and
Classics, and also Natural Philosophy. Those scho-

larships having been consolidated thus, and handed

over to the professors, there would, properly s|>caking,

no longer bo any inducement for students toread for the

senior scholarships and the other scholarships of which

they had been deprived. Oil this account additional

State endowment would be required to re-endow the

scholarships in classics and mathematics. I hope you

will examine some of tlie members of council again,

and also Professor Purser, because he was the gentle-

man who proposed the scheme, and he will toll you

the amount proposed to bo given to an assistant, and

how long lie would bo nu assistant. Of course during

the time he would be ussistuut to the professor there

would be no funds available for the senior scholia's.

If you allow mo I will go into the question of the

desirability of assisting the professors in their work.

1184. We feel we have very little time at our

disposal, and I must keep within the four corners

of the inquiry t—I am entirely in your hands. One

of the things which I should call attention to is, to

what extent the students of this college avail them-

selves of the advantages offered by tlie ltoyal Univer-

sity as far as this question applies to my chair.

You will see that by Her Majesty’s letters patent

I am appointed Professor of Modem Languages.

This expression “modem languages” is a very

wide one ; but has a conventional traditional

mean ing attached to it, and was defined before my
appointment by the Senate of the Queen’s University.

I was Professor of French chiefly and of German and

Italian. There were no other languages ever expected

of me, although naturally I have occupied myself

with other .languages. But you will see it is utterly

impossible for one to touch all modem languages.

In this country you understand by “modem lan-

guages ” French and German, and in Germany, French

and English, while in France the expression is under-

stood to mean English and German. All the regula-

lations of managing bodies all over the world under-

stand this by “ modern languages." In their regula-

tions the Royal University introduce a large number

of other languages, with which I have nothing in the

world to do—Spanish, Arabic, Sanscrit, Hebrew,

some of which are not even modern languages now.

A programme like this is not calculated to guide

young men, but rather to lead them astray.

1185. You are now travelling outside the scope

of our Commission. We are not here to criticise the
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00111*6 of the Royal University?—But you will see

the system of teaching in my classes was injuriously

disorganized, and that- a student who otherwise would

have prepared himself in French or in German, would

take up a language which ho thought he might

get through by guessing; such as we linvo had, a

few in Spanish and Italian, who did not know the

most elementary things, but thought it was so much
like Latin they knew all about it without learning it.

1186. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Vou do not mean to say

that Hebrew is called a modern language in the

programme of the Royal University ?—No ; hut it

is introduced as an alternative to a modern language.

1187. That is to say, a student who wishes to

be examined in Hebrew will he examined ?—Yes,

instead of a modern language. That is what I wish

to lay stress upon. lie will bo likely a student who
will afterwai'ds have this as n professional subject.

Now, as you wish to exclude whatever I have to say

respecting the position of my chair, I do not know
that really I can give you any evidence, although

I think I have a personal grievance. The grievance

is also rather that of the students and the public.

1 188. We have had already, iu a very careful table

prepared for us by Professor Redfera, a statement

showing a falling off in the fees of certain chairs,

including your own, siuce the establishment of the

Royal University. That is possibly what yon wish

to bring before us, and if it is, we have it already 1—
Yes

;
but I am sorry to say that neither the President

nor tire Registrar should have thought it his duty to

call attention to my case.

1189. Whatever sympathy wo have with you—and
I think I only express the opinion of all the Commis-
sioners as well as myself that we do sympathise with

you in your present position—at the same time it is

outside the scope of our inquiry, and therefore I do
not think we would bo justified in taking up our time
with the matter 1—I will not tako up your time. On
the contrary, when a man is doomed, he liad better

let the waters close over his head, and die with dignity.

1190. I hope it will bo long before the waters close

over you ?—Thank you.

1191. Dr. Stoney.—

A

s yon have had so much
experience in examining for modern languages, I wish

to ask your opinion as to whether you think the com-
petition a judicious one botweeu Irish candidates

in German and Germaus who come over here to com-
pete with them, or between Irish candidates in French
and French candidates who come over hero to compete
with them ?

1192. Chairman.—I do not think that is within
the scope of our inquiry at all. The question has re-

lation to a competition that does not take place here,

hut elsewhere. I am clearly of opinion it is not.

[After consultation]—I decline to allow the question to
he put ?—My answer will not be so formidable.

1193. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

D

id I understand you to
say that the answering last year at the examinations
for scholarship in your particular subject was bad ?

—

Not altogether
; oh, no.

H9L To what extent ?—Those who came up for
what are called the second year’s scholarships, but which
are in reality the scholarships for medical students.

1195. Were they scholarships for students in arts

or for medical students ?—Practically for students in
aits, but nominally for medical students. The candi-
dates were students who must have attended the first

year in arts.

1196. Are you speaking of scholarships which in
the College Calendar are set down ns scholarships in
arts, or which are set down as scholarships in medi-
cine?—Scholarships in medicine

;
and I believe

not one of the students had taken the subject of
chemistry.

1197. Butyou spoke ofstudents who took the subject
of modern languages 1—Yes.

1198. You consider the answering in some re-
spects was bad ?—Very inferior to what it had been.

* Professor Meissner subsequently handed in a r

1 199. How was it in respect of what you would
regard youi-self as a good standard for such scholar-

ships ?—I should say they ought to know more.
1200. The question I asked is, what do you consider

the answering to have been os compared with your
own idea of what would bn a good standard for such
scholarships?—Shall T express it in figures 1

1201. Any way yon please?—I would say the
student who got lowest scholarship should have had
in my department half marks, or very close upon half
marks, and should have made up for his low standing
in other subjects

;
because you must always bear in

mind there ia a variety of subjects entering into an
examination. You must allow for students getting
high marks in another department

1202. I understand your view would be that the
student who would get the lowest position on the
scholarship list should at least get 50 per cent, of the
maximum marks in your subject?—Yes.

1203. And further, when he only got 50 per cent.,

yon would require, oven then, some compensation by
superior excellence in other subjects ?—Yes.

1204. Notwithstanding the fact that that is your
standard for a scholarship, in one particular case you
think a scholarship was awarded to a student who got
two out of twelve ?—I liave my own copy of the report,

and I will turn it up.

1205. Two out of twelve would be about 16 per
cent. ?—Yes.

1206. Dr. Stoxey.—I want to understand what
this minimum means—ia it 50 per cent, out of the
twelve ?—Exactly.

1207. That is of a maximum obtained by one of
the other candidates ?—Yes.

1208. Professor Jack.—Have yon any recollection

ns to what marks the studeut you speak of got iu the

other subjects of examination 1—As a member of

Council, I was present at the time, and I called atten-

tion to the marks. You will see that there were only

thirty-six students who could compete, instead ofabout

eighty-six, which could liave competed under the old

system, the competition was so limited by the new
regulations.

1209. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Are we to understand

that because the number of competitors had been

reduced, the standard required for the scholarship was
also reduced ?—It was also reduced.

1210. Chairman.—What is the new regulation you
refer to as lessening the number of students who could

compete?—The regulation of the lloyal University

with which of course we have nothing to do I aiu

told.

1211. Professor Jack.— I asked you could you

obtain for us information with regard to the particular

student to whom you referred as having got in your

subject two marks out of twelve, whether there was

in his ease evidence of compensating superiority in

other subjects?—The case is before me and I do not

know what are tliose marks.

1212. [Professor Purser.—The record here runs

this way -.—Out of 100 marks in anatomy he obtained

55 ;
in botany 32 out of 50 ;

in. zoology 26 out of 50 ;

in French 2 out of 50. So the record here is practically

zero in that subject Here was a competition for two

scholarships for which there were two candidates.

The professors handed in the marks, taking the maxi-

mum on the paper as full answering—i.e., the 100

marks clearly did not represent the answering .»f the

best man, but the maximum paper. One scholarship

was refused.

1213. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I understood Dr. Meissner

first to say the candidate got 2 out of 12, but the

actual record is that he got 2 out 6f 50 ?—Such ia the

record here].

1214. Professor Meissner.—I could only say posi-

tively by referring to my own papers.

1215. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It is desirable to clear up

that point. Will you hand in the result of your refer-

ence some time in the course of the day ?—I will do bo.

ituro showing that the candidate got 2 out of 12.

Belfast.

JuifiS-lau.

A. L. Meissner,

CSq., P1I.D.
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;

Belfast.

June S, 1884.

T. Hastings

Crossley, esq-,

Professor T. Hastings Crossley, sla., examined.

1216. Chairman.—You are Professor of Greek in

this College 1—Yes.

1217. How long have yon been professor licre?

—

Five years and a half.

1218. Do you also conduct the examinations in

your class 1—Yes.

1219. What system of marking do you adopt for

the scholarship examinations I—I have always retained

my own system of marking, in the first instance by a

percentage, which is afterwards reduced to a maximum.

1220. To get a percentage you must have some

standard. What is your own maximum 1—It entirely

depends on the merits of the candidate, frequently

eighty or ninety per cent, of 100.

1231.

Then 100 is your maximum?—Yes.

1222. Have you preserved the marking papers of

the scholarships of the lust, two years 1—1 am afraid

I have not, preserved my private marking papers.

1223. How are your private marking papers after-

wards changed when the case conies before the Council ?

I give tliom just as they come from my hands to the

.Registrar.

1224. Yon take 100 as the maximum, and mark

your papers by percentages I—Yes.

1225 . What was the lowest percentage on your

marks on which a student obtaiued a scholarship,

either in 18S2-83, or in 1831-83?—lam not in a

position to answer the question. If notice had been

given I might.

1226. Could you conveniently in the course of the

day refer in any way to auy memorandum or private

marking papere you have preserved?—I am afraid not,

blit they may possibly be in tilts Registrar’s office
;
I

will do luv best to ascertain.

1227. [Have you Mr. Crossley’s students’ marks,

Mr. Purser, for the scholarships of 1882-83 and

1883-84?
1228. Professor Purser.—Is it the marks for the

second or first year's scholarships ?

1229. Chairman.—For both?- -I have before me
the marks for the second year’s scholarships in 1883-4.

In Latin the first man got 18 ;
another man got 17 -G

;

another, 17 ;
another, 11 1 ;

another, 1
3

-f*
;
two got

1

1-

1 ;
and the last man got. 9-9, or nearly GO per cent

1280. I want the Greek ?—The highest man scored

eighteen.

1231. What was the lowestmark in Greek of a man
who got a scholarship ?—10-8. s I referred to the

Latin marks, the lowest in Latin who got a scholarship

had IS -5. That is the socond year. Do you wish to

know the first?

1232. Yes, please. Give me the top man and the

bottom man ?-—In Greek the top man got eighteen.

1233. What did the lowest get?—The lowest got

12-

7.

1234. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—Are these the marks
before the change was made or afterwards ?—These

are the marks I always require from the professors.

Do not imagine I alter the marks. I require from the

professors that the inarkiug should be reduced to the

standard eighteen.

1235. So the fact of the top man getting eighteen is

in consequence of the college rule ?—If he is not below

an average pass man he gets eighteen.

1236. The rule is that the highest man is to be

marked eighteen whatever he gets, unless there is low
answering ?—Yes.

1237. These are the marks after the reduction?

—

Yes, not a reduction by the Registrar, but by the pro-

fessor.

1238. Can we 'get the. murks given by the pro-

fessor ?—It is possible such marks may be here.]

1239. Chairman toPrafcssorCrossleii.—Whatwould
be the lowest percentage, according to your marking, on

which a man would be afterwards raised to the arbitrary

standard of eighteen?—That amounts to asking under

what circumstances all scholarships would be refused on

account of the want of merit. Such a case lias never
arisen.

1240. You take 100 for your standard, and mark
by a percentage. What is the lowest percentage you
would mark a student for a .scholarship that would
entitle him to have his marks raised to the arbitrary

standard of eighteen ?—Wo reduce them all first before

we consider their meric. We reduce them in pro-
portion. I mark on a proportion of 100. Those
marks then arc reduced to a proportion of twelve.

We do not disqualify any until their ausweriug on all

subjects is considered.

1241. If ho got twenty-five per cent, in Greek
would you consider him eligible to get a scholarship 1

—No.
1242. Where do you draw the line?—My memory

does nob serve me, but I would certainly reject

on twenty-five.

1243. Would you reject on fifty?—No.
1244. Whore would you draw the line between

twenty-five and fifty ?— It would lie impossible to give

a categorical answer to that.

1245. You have to decide on the merits of the

candidate on the Greek paper?—The scholarship is not
awarded on Greek alone.

124G. But, so far as you ore concerned, the scholar-

ship is awarded on Greek alone. If you are not able

to answer, I will not press you
;
but I may take it

you would reject on twenty-live and puss on fifty per
cent ?—Yes.

1247. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—-Wo luive lieen told that

the college mile is that, before proceeding to award
scholarships, the marks obtained by the highest

student are first raised to the maximum, and then all

the others are raised iu proportion ?— Precisely.

1248. That is the general rule, but that admits of

au exception in u case where the marks obtained by
tlie highest student are not considered sufficiently

high to warrant that process being carried out. What
mark would lie considered so low as to prevent the
highest candidate being raised to the maximum ?—As
the case 1ms never oecnrred in my experience I am
unable to say.

1249. In all cases, as far as ymu- experience goes,

the highest student gets the. full murks, and the others

have been raised iu proportion ?—Because the mark
has been sufficient to j ustify what would pass a man at

fifty per cent.

1250. If the top man got fifty per cent, would he
be raised to the maximum ?—I should consider that a

very bad field.

1251. He would" not lie excluded from being so

raised?—When I said fifty per cent., I meant rather

the minimum than the maximum.
1252. Therefore, in the marks we have before ns,

when I find eighteen for the highest, and the lowest

10 8, it is possible that the top man who is marked
eighteen got in reality only half of that—nine ;

and
consequently the lowest instead of 10-8, would liavo

got only 5'4. Therefore it is consistent with this re-

turn that the lowest got only 5 -4 out of eighteen.

Is tlmt correct ?—I scarcely follow the reasoning.

1253. You say that iu all cases before the marks yon
have given us here have been obtained, the marks got

by the top man were raised to eighteen, and the

marks of all the others were raised in proportion ?

—

Yes.

1254. You have told us also that it is possible

the top man got only fifty per cent. ?—It is possible,

but it has never occurred within my experience.

1255. Therefore it is perfectly possible as far as

this return is concerned that tho lowest man only got

half the marks set down in this return?—Yes, but

those figures are not considered the absolute standard

indicating the attainments of tho candidate.

1256. [Under these circumstances, I would- n»k

Professor Purser- whether tho returns he is to furnish
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give us the marks after the process of reduction has

been carried outor before
1

!—Professor Purser .—I have

already explained that with respect to some of the marks

there will be a great deal of complication. In the

scholarships a great number of subjects come in, and

in some cases the examiners have returned the marks

on different bases. As a general mle, the plan I have

explained has been adopted. The highest answer in the

subject has got the highest marks allotted to the subject,

whether eighteen, twelve or nine, as the case may be.

1257. Professor Jack.—

T

hat is always if the person

giving the highest answer would be a good man ?—

A

good average top man. The case of ilio medical

scholarship just alluded to is a case in which the

examiners have not reduced the marks. They brought

the marks as they stood and said, “ Oh, that is the

percentage on the paper." The examiners sent in

the returns in that shape, and I could not got the

returns in the other shape from them. They said

“There are the marks us they stood on the paper,

there is no use reducing them, as they are the marks

for two candidates.” Therefore, iis I explained, these

marks will not be all exactly on the same principle.

Where there are two scholarships and two candidates,

it was quite obvious which man was eligible for the

scholarship, and which ought not to be elected. There

is a return, and it would not be possible for the

registrar in the excitement of the last day to get it

done in the usual way, because the professors simply

won’t do it.

1258. But in the cases referred to, 100 per cent.,

and 50 per cent, and so on represented wluit the

professors considered to he full marks for the paper 1

—I beliovo so.

1259. Accordingly the judgment which the Board
of Examiners or the Council came to was that a
gentleman getting those marks out of the total per-

centages assigned to the paper was entitled to a
scholarship t—Yes. I should like to add distinctly

as the question has been asked, and my name has

hcon brought into question, that for myself I utterly

decliue to state any absolute percentage on which I

could recommend a man for a scholarship. I entirely

decline to state that. I think the tests that I

mentioned yesterday are more satisfactory. One is

examining the paper. That is a test that my esteemed

colleague Dr. Allman adopted in the Queen’s Uni-
versity, and is an admirable test. After all the. marks
have been sent in the examiners look at what the

lowest man had done question by question on the

paper, and then consider whether ho is entitled to a

scholarship or a prize. That is better than any BKLrj kt.

numerical system whatever, which simply throws dust /unco, ium.
in the eyes of the public. —

1360. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The question I asked CroMkvTn
was simply a question of fact which you can answer m.a.

' ’ ’

in one word. The returns which you propose to fur-
nish do they give us the marks of the students after the
process of reduction has been gone through, by which
all would have been raised in a certain proportion or
the marks obtained by the students before the process
has boon gone through 1—Where the process has been
gone through, it will be the marks after the process
of reduction.

1261. You cannot give us the marks before the
reduction lias taken place 1—No. In certain instances,

I may have private papers of tire professors in my
possession, which may indicate something; but I
could not offer it as authentic evidence.

1262. May I ask you to point out the cases in which
the process has been gone through, because it appears
to me that the marks after- they have been all raised
do not represent the judgment of the professor on the
absolute merits of the papers, though they do on the
relative merits?—I shall endeavour to give such
explanatory notes as to make it clear.]

1263. Dr. Stoney.—What percentage have you
usuallyfound to be the percentage of the best answerer
for scholarship ?—Professor Crossley.—Without con-

sulting the records, niy impression is that it would
range from eighty to ninety.

1 264. And would not be fifty 1—No.
1 265. Chairman.—Ifyon wish to offer any evidence

that we hare not asked you any question about,

we will be only too happy to receive it ?—I would
wish to advocate a scheme with reference to the

standard of education at the College. Although the

standard is already high, it appeals to me that by a

scheme which has many arguments in favour of it, it

might be raised still higher. It has been already

touched upon by Mr. Purser, and I should like to

endorse the observations made on the subject, namely
the appointment of assistants.

1206. Do you agree with the evidence given by
Professor Purser yesterday ?—I have only hail time to

read it cursorily ; but an far as I know the argu-

ments he used I entirely concur with him.

1267. That is as to the appointment of assistants 1

—Yes.
1268. Dr. Marstox.—That would bo a valuable

means of raising the standard of education in the col-

lege 1—Yes.

Professor John Purser,

1 269. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—There is one point ofview
in which I proposed to consider this question yesterday,
and which became unnecessary when I thought you
were giving us the marks the students obtained from
the examiners. But I find that you are going to give
us not those marks, hut the marks to which they
have been raised by a certain process, the amount
by which they have been raised being entirely an un-
known quantity. I understand tlint in awarding
scholarships the real difficulty conics when you have
awarded say four literary scholarships and four science
scholarships in each of the first two years. Tire question
is whether you are to award a fifth or not. I find from
the returns furnished tlint in certain cases there are six
competitors for five scholarships in literature or six for
five science scholarship! Let mo snppoHO you have
awarded four of these. You have then before you
the case of two students who nro competitors for
scholarships, and yon lmvo this alternative—that cither
the scholarship must bo awarded, or tho money must bo
paid buck into the public Treasury ?—The money is not
paid buck into tlie public Treasury.

1270. What becomes of the money 1—It can bo
used during the same session, and generally is used, in
giving book prizes to the students. Tho sum available

M.A., further examined. John ruraer,

for prizes at the end of the session, if no scholarships

lapse, is about £100. Our first prizes are under £1,

somewhere about 15s., and even for these prizes there

are not adequate funds. When a scholarship' lapses,

we are enabled to give the prizes completely at the

end of the session, and not to curtail them.

1271. Is there not a general feeling that the

awarding of those scholarships is a great advantage to

tho neighbourhood of Belfast and the province of

Ulster 1—You have had a great deal of testimony to

that effect.

1272. Would it net bo a very unpopular thing

not to award a scholarship!—I do not think the

question of popularity bus influenced the professors

ono bit. I have known many instances in which the

scholarship bus been withheld. On my own recom-

mendation scholarships have been several times with-

held in mathematics. It has been withheld in classics

also. Last year the second medical scholarship at the

examination you have l>eou criticising wits withheld,

Senior Scholarships have been several times withheld.

1273. I do not mean to imply that the examiners

have not required a high standard for tho scholarships.

But is it not a very difficult position for a board of

examiners to be placed in when they have already

2 A 2
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John Purser,

awarded four scholarships—that they have the papers

before them of two candidates, and they mnsfc eitlier

award the scholarship to one of them, or do an un-

gracious thing. But perhaps it is hardly a fair ques-

tion 1—Examiners are paid to occupy difficult posi-

tions, and they must discharge their functions.

]274. I wish to say I do not in the smallest degree

mean to convey any imputation on the action of the

professors. But it appears to me the system is not a

good one by which a board of examiners is placed in so

difficult a position ?—May I ask in what respect any

board of examiners could escape from such a posi-

tion 1

1275. Whore there is a large number of com-

petitors the first five are sure to be good. Where there

is a small number there will generally be a difficulty in

determining whether the first five are competent for

scholarships 1—Sometimes.

127(5. Professor Jack.—It appears from p. 14, sec-

tion C, that there were 135 scholarships, including the

first year, the second year, and the senior scholarships,

which have been offered for the last five academical

years, and 134 wore actually awarded. May I take

it from yon that in the judgment of the Council the

134 candidates out of the 135 were entitled to those

scholarships on academic grounds 1—Such was the

judgment of the Council

1277. Dr. Stoxev.—In those cases where there

were only five candidates or six, where the number
was small, were those candidates already picked men 1

—Cer tainly
;
they were picked by previous examiua-

tions. Their comrades knew who were most likely to

get the scholarships, and those mm entered for the

scholarships.

1278. Is it usually the case in all universities that

the number of candidates for the highest prizes is not
largely iir excess of the number of prizes l—It is con-

stantly so, as fur ns my experience goes. For the very

highest prizes of all the number of caudidates is not

infrequently identical with the ntimlrer of prizes.

1279. The total number of caudidates is 233 for the

135 scholarships 1— I want to correct a slight misap-

prehension which has arisen in consequence of what
has been here to day said. I do not Ixilieve that any
proposition ever fomrully proceeded from either the

Council or tiro Professors for any alteration of the

Senior Scholarships, or change of the Senior Scholar-

ships into Assistants! lips
;
and personally, I myself,

have never advocated that the Senior Scholarships

in the Collego should bo done away with or should

he changed into ARsistantships. It lias lieen talked

of, lint personally I nevor advocated it, and no pro-

position has emanated from the Council or Corporate

laxly of professors that I. aur aware of to that effect.

It is a misapprehension that I wish to correct

1280. Professor Jack.—I want to know whether

you, as tiro Registrar, or the College authorities, have

any means of informing us about the students in

medicine whose last academical mark is “ Q,” how far

the opiirion of one of the witnesses yesterday, that a

large number of those students were applying to licens-

ing boards iustcad of going on with the examinations

of the Royal University was justified by the fact or

not l—None whatever. It Iras been often discussed

amongst us whether srrcli is the case. The best evi-

dence you can have is that of the Medical Professors

aud the evidence of such other medical gentlemen as

wer e examined before you yesterday. We, in college,

have no official information, nor personally can I form

any opinion on the. subject.

Charles Duke
Tonge, esq.,

M.A.

Professor Charles Duke Yonoe. m.a., e,summed.

1281. Chairman.—Yon are the Professor of English
Literature aud Modern History 1—Yes.

1282. How long have yon filled this chair 1

—

Eighteen years.

1283. Had you any experience in academical teach-

ing before that!—No. I had private prtpils, but that

is a different thing.

1284. Do you conduct the examinations for the
scholarships in the subjects that you teach 1—Yes.

1285. You have conducted them for the last eighteen
years 1—Yes.

1286. What system of marking do you adopt for tire

scholarship examination 1—I am sorry to say that our
principle of raising the marks to twelve is about as bad
and unaccountable as it is possible to conceive, and I
have endeavoured to counteract its effect. The rule I
have made is this. I have divided the students into

classes in my own mind, setting down 100 marks ns

the maximum. English is an easier subject than
history. Taking the history of France, Germany,
Italy and England for a couple of hundred years at
least, I have reckoned in literature they ought to get
seventy-five per- cent, and that in history I might be
content with 70 per cent Then I have made the
minimum of the second clnss 55 pier cent, and I have
never in any instance recommended a student if he has
not got fifty-five unloss lie emue close to it or was very
brilliant in another subject I have one or two
instances in the way of prizes at the sessional examina-
tion. The class has so many prizes varying according
to the number of students, one prize in every ten. It
sometimes happens, and has happened very recently,

that 1 give no first prize at all, but only recommend
one second prize, because I had uo one who came up to

more thau fifty-five or fifty-six per cent. In that way
I have endeavoured to counteract the raising of the
percentages.

1287.

Arc your marks made on that method raised

according to this arbitrary standard ?—I am not quite

certain, but I rather tliink it will he found I have

given to my best student nine or ten where I might

have given twelve.

1 288. Fifty-five per cent, is the minimum, except

the student gives brilliant answering iu some other

subjects 1—Yes.

1289. What would be the lowest mark iu one sub-

ject where a scholarship was obtained by reason of

brilliant answering in any subject 1—I think I should

not have stood in a man’s way supposing he had got

forty per cent, on my papei-s, provided the Greek and

Latin professors said he hail done brilliantly with

them, or the mathematical professor said he had done

brilliantly with him. If the student was a first-rate

mathematician I should not think myself entitled to

expect quite us much from him os if his line was a

literary one.

1299. Are you able to tell us that, as far as your

subjects go, you have not awarded scholarships under

55 per cent?—Yes.

1291. And you have not awarded scholarships under

that, unless where you would not like to stand in a

man’s way ?—Yes, if lie were brilliant, which showed

he had devoted himself principally to other subjects.

1292. Rev. J)r. Molloy.—In such a case are we

to infer it never could happen that a scholarship would

lie awarded to a student who liacl got loss than forty

per cent, from you ?—The Council could overrule me
afterwards.

1293. Have you been, in point of fact, overruled?

—It is a question for the Council afterwards where

they take into consideration so many of the marks.

1294. For your own subject you would expect the

Btndent to get fifty-five per cent., but if he got forty

per cent., or over, you tliink he might compensate by

distinguished answering in other subjects 1—I should

probably object, hut I might waive my objection.

1295. Where a student got below forty ]»er cent,

from you has there been, in point of fact, a case of his

getting a scholarship?—I have no doubt a ease lias

occurred, hut I think it lias not occurred often.
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1296. Professor Jack—Are yon a Member of

Council ?—Yes, and have been for a good many years.

1297. So that yon are probably quite acquainted

with the practice of tho Council t—1 think so.

1298. Is it the practice of the Council, in the case

of a scholarship where there are four or five subjects,

to give to any single professor an absolute veto 1—No,
I should say not.

1299. That is to say, if them were five subjects on

which the examination for the scholarship took place,

and if the candidate obtained practically no marks in

one subject, would his not obtaining marks in that

subject be considered to be an absolute bar to his get-

ting the scholarship 1—That is asking me to speak of

the opinion of the rest of tho Council as well as giving

mv own. I think, as a matter of fact, it is conceiv-

able, hut I doubt if a case 1ms ever occurred that a

candidate who almost got nothing in one subject ob-

tained a scholarship. Suppose he was really first-rate

in Greek and Latin, probably the Council might say

he is entitled to tho scholarship.

1300. So far as your experience goes, it might

hapjien?—It might happen.

1301. When yon mentioned that seventy-five per

cent, was the minimum you yourself fixed with regard

to the first class, I presume you mean seventy-five per

cent of the whole marks which you assigned to the

paper 1—Yes, you know it is only a fancy mark.

1302. Nothing turns on putting them in a first and
second class?—It is merely a guide to myself. I make
that difference in returning tho students in order that

they may all know how they did.

1303. With regard to tho presentation of your

marks along with others, according to the system that

has been indicated, about giving twelve as the total

number of marks, would it Ikj your opinion that a

man who got less than seventy-five per cent of your

100 per cent, ought to be raised to full marks in your

subject ?—It is not my opinion, unless lie got seventy- Bf.i.tast.

one or seveuty-two. 1 think it is a very bad principle. ism.
I cannot understand the principle on which it was ~ ,

—
~ ,

adopted «t all.

1304. I suppose in your report with regard to a m.a.
’

matter of that sort you would put a man who had
got seventy-five per cent, or thereabouts, as a man
getting twelve?—Yea.

1305. A man getting definitely below seventy-five
per cent., say between seventy-five and fifty, would be
put below twelve?—Tlmt would be my* desire; 1
would give him twelve if ho got sixty-five.

1306. You yourself would report that as a matter
of fact, and there would be no revising of your judg-
ment ?—I think not.

1 307. Ciiaikman.—

I

s there anything additional you
would like to say 7—It was mentioned yesterday that
it was desirable to point out that the examiners of the
Royal University knew who they were examining.
In point of fact, as the candidates are not numbered
and not named, we have not the slightest knowledge
whatever of who they are.

1308. Is there anything else yon wish to say?

—

There is the question about the scholarships considered
from the students' and a public point of view. I
think there is a view also in which the professors are
interested. If the scholarships are taken away the
number of studeuts will be greatly diminished and,

therefore, the fees of the professors will be greatly

diminished. I do not anticipate the report of the
Commission, but I mean to say if the scholar-ships

were taken away it is quite plain the professors should
be compensated for the reduction of their incomes that

would follow.

1309. You will have to apply to that impersonal
being, the Treasury, on that subject?—I am perfectly

aware : but I thought it right to mention that it is a

subject there ar-e more wayB of looking at than one.

Rev. W. D. Killed, d.d., examined.

1310. Chairman.—What is your position, Dr.

Killen?— I am President of tho Assembly’s College

where the Presbyterian students are educated, and I

have been requested to attend here, as I might supply

you with some inlormation you desire.

1311. Have yon been informed of tho scope of our
inquiry 1—I know something of it.

1312. We are only concerned to inquire into the
standard of education maintained irr the College, the
extent to which students avail themselves of the
Royal University, the manner in which exhibitions

and scholarships are awarded, and the fees that are
charged to students. With anything else we have no
concern, and no power to receive evidence on. If you
can give us evidence on any of these four heads we
will be happy to receive it?—I can touch on some
points, with regard to others I know nothing. I have
been a professor connected with the General Assembly’s
College for forty-three years. I have been President
of the College for fifteen years, and I have a pretty
general acquaintance with the course of studies. I
have been here before the Queen’s College was estab-
lished and I know tho course of education then, anti
I know the results of the education since tho Queen's
College came into operation.

1313. When you speak of tho Queen’s Collego
you speak of the Queen's College ivb it existed under
the Queen’s University 1—I know little about the
Queen s University. I am not speaking of that at nil.

I am merely speaking of tho utility of the QacAi’s
College.

1314. Tlmt is a matter wo do not go into ?—Have
yon anything to do with the scholarships?

1*3 1 5. Yes
;
the manner in which they are distributed

among the students ?—I came here to testify that 1

e insider tho scholarships have been of immense advan-

tage to the Presbyterian Church.

1316. That is a matter outside the scope of the

inquiry altogether. Wo can understand the advantage

of having scholarships
;
but if yon could give vts any

information as to the standard of education here we
would be glad to hear you 1—The standard is much
higher here than formerly. Tho standard of education

has been greatly elevated by the establishment of the

Queen’s College.

1317. You ore comparing the standard of education

in the country before the establishment of the Queen's

College and since the establishment of the Queen’s

College. What we are concerned to inquire into is

what is the standard of education maintained in the

Queen’s College. Can you speak to that?— I find that

the Queen’s College has greatly improved the literature

of my students.

1318. Are you inthe habit of sending up from your

establishment students who graduate here (—No ;
the

very reverse is the case. The students who graduate

here come to me.

1319. Your college is for the preparation of candi-

dates for the ministry ?—Yes.

1320. Are you a'jle to tell us, from your own

personal experience, of tho standard of education

maintained by those graduates that come from the

College here to your college ?—Immediately after the

Queen's College came into operation I saw an iiupor-

taut improvement in .the literature of my students.

• 1821. That was to be expected ;
but Lave you had

an opportunity ofjudging wliat is the present standard,

or the standard for cho last eight or ten years, that

has been maintained by the graduates coming to your

College ?—Tt 1ms been fully maintained. I have a

number of bright young men very well edu&.ted.
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Education here is very much more extensive than

formerly.

1322. There are a groat many bright young men all

over the country 1—There are, ancl there are a number

of subjects taught here that were never taught before

at all, and these subjects tend to expand the minds of

the students.

1323. The education of the gentlemen who prepare

for the Presbyterian Church is much higher than it

was before, and that is owing to the Queen’s College ?

—The Queen’s College is a great blessing to us, and we

feel indignation at attempts to degrade it We consi-

der we are entitled to consideration at the hands of the

Government of the country. We are the most loyal

part of the population, and the Queen’s Commissioners

have something to do with the peace of the country.

1324. The Commissioners have only got to deal

with the subjects committed to them and nothing

more?—We are a loyal people.

1325. I must ask you really to remember that we

can only receive evidence on the points within the

scope of our Commission ?— I could rnuke a very

important suggestion if you will allow me to make it.

1326. With great respect, no ?—It would be worth

while to hear it. My impression is this, that you
should convert this Quceu’s College into a university,

and that there should lie a university for Ulster.

You have two in Leinster. We think wo are entitled

to one university as well as Leinster is to two. I

wish this College to be converted into a university

and endowed with university privileges.

1327. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

D

o you say that it

would be useful to the Presbyterians of the north of

Ireland ?—To the Protestants generally of the north of

Ireland.

132R. Professor Jack.

—

How many graduates come
annually to your college ?—Tlie number varies very

much—just like the crops, somo years a good crop

:uul some years a bad crop.

1329. For instance, I dare say you could tell us
what was the crop last year ?—One of the professors

returned a hundred students last year.

1330. One of your professors 1—Olio of ours re-

turned a hundred students connected with his depart-

ment, but my class was not nearly so huge.

1331. How many graduates would come to you per
annum, if you have any means of giving me an idea ?

—

I have not. Some come from Trinity College, Dublin,
some from Cork, and some from the Magee College, so

that I cannot tell much about that.

1332. I expected you would he able to give us a

statement with regard to how many graduates of tliis

College passed into your bunds annually ?—The great

bulk of them coiuc from this College.

1333. How many students for instance come to you
annually?—I have told you that it is just like the

crops ;
wo cannot tell.

1334. I want to ascertain wliat the character of the
new crop is ?—I could toll you with regard to my
own experience. I have had twenty-six. I have had
seventy-six. I have a. smaller number sometimes.

1335. If I gather rightly you might have twenty

students of this College passing to you, and you might
have forty I—Forty or fifty.

1336. Then the authorities of your college aiul you
yourself as president of the college must have con-

siderable acquaintance with the actual standard of

education maintained at present in this College?

—

Yes. I think the education is very good and we have

reason to be thankful for it.

1337. Have you auy means of compiling that

standard of education with the education obtained by
gentlemen in similar positions from other colleges, for

instance, with the education in Trinity College,

Dublin ?—I do not know. We have had some very

excellent young men from Trinity College, Dublin,

and from Cork and Galway Colleges too.

1338. And from Magee College?—Not many from

Mageo College, hut we hare, had a few from Mugee

College.

1339. The most important subject of our inquiry is,

wliat is the standard of education maintained in tlie

Queen’s College. Of course I should gather from

what you say that yon must have means of studying

how in your judgment the graduates who pass from

the Queen's Colleges compare with the graduates who
pass to you from other colleges?—I could not speak

on that point, because I have not been looking into it

very carefully. I have not given much attention to

thus question of the Royal University.

1340. It is on that point that your evidence

would bo important, and if you are not aide to speak

about it I shall not ask you further questions?—Very

well.

1341. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—I think I gather from

you that you consider the standard of education

would l>e advanced iu this College if it were con-

stituted a university instead of being only a college?

—Yes, I do. I consider this College to have been

unnecessarily interfered with, and changes made in it

that ore very uncomfortable. If made a university

we would have some peace.

JchnF.Hoilges
esq., M.U., j.p.

Professor John F. Hodges, ji.d., j.p., examined.

1342. Chairman. — You are a professor in this

College ?—I am. I hare been so for a very long
time. I am one of the original professors appointed
iu 1S43. I was three years in the Royal Belfast
College before I was appointed here.

1343. I find you returned in the “ College Calendar”
of this year as Professor of Agriculture?—Yes.

1344. How long is it since your lectures on agri-

culture were given?—No lectures since the new
charter was obtained for the Queen’s College.

1345. What is the date of that?—1863.

1346. Then the chair of agriculture has fallen into

abeyance?—In consequence of the regulations of the
Government at the time the lectures ceased, and there
is a minute from Sir Robert Peel stating that he con-

sidered the teaching of agriculture out of place in a
university. However-, I have not been idle since that
time. I was anxious to correct a statement that was
made yesterday.

1347. Then, so far as agriculture is concerned,

there have been no lectures in it, and nothing has
oecn done in that faculty, if I might cull it a faculty,

since 1863?—None. It was stated that there was a
department of agriculture iu the College. That was

broken up when the minute was obtaiuetl. At present

there is no department of agriculture.

1348. Then why is it that agriculture' is returned

as one of the faculties, with John F. Hodges as

professor ?—That is a matter for tlie compiler of the

Calendar. 1 have nothing to do with it.

1349. Then it is pure imagination?—Not imagina-

tion. There is a chair of agriculture, hut the duty is

discontinued. I hold, os I am entitled to do, my
emoluments.

1350. You are also Professor of Medical Jurispra

dence ?—I inn.

1351. How long?—Since shortly after the opening

of the College. I have been acting as Government

analyst for a number.of years.

1352. Wliat was your salary iu* Professor of Agri-

culture ?—£150. I lost considerably by the abolition

of «ny agricultural department, the fees, and my
salary as examiner—£100 a year.

1353. Have you auy additional salary as Professor

of Medical J urispnideuco ?—By a strange oversight

there was no endowment of the. chair of medical juris-

prudence. I receive no emoluments except the fees ot

the pupils.
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1354. All the emolument you derive is your

salary for the chair of agriculture, and fox
- which you

have to perform the duties of the chair of medical

jurisprudence ?—I am not obliged to perfonn the

duties, but at the desire and by the inquest of the

Council I perforin the duties aud give the lectures

in medical jurisprudence, and that arrangement

received the sanction of the Government of the day.

1355. Yon have no additional emoluments as lec-

turer in medical jurisprudence 1—No additional emo-

luments except the fees of the pupils. For a number
of years they were not large, but the class rose to a

respectable position within the Last live or six years.

However, lately, I am sorry to say, the class has been

falling off like some of the others, and it will fall oil

more next year.

1350. The medical jurisprudence class lias fallen off

in the same ratio as the other medical classes?—Yes.

This class is only attended by students of the third

year. I think it right to refer to a statement made
yesterday respecting the original professors of .the

College. I have the doubtful honour of being senior

member of the professorial body, aud it is due to

those who were my colleagues among the original

professors to state that uo educational institution in

Europe could at the time show more distinguished pro-

fessors than this, Dr. Andrews, one time President of

the British Association, and one of the chief European
chemists; Dr.M'Dowell, a most distinguished classical

scholar, well remembered by students; Wilson, the

mathematician
;
Dickie, who died Professor of Botany

in Aberdeen University, and many others. I think

it due to my colleagues to state this.

1357. It is fully appreciated by the Commissioners ?

—Thank you.

1358. Rev. Dr. Moi.i.oy.—It is quite! right that

yon should have an opportunity of setting this matter

in its propci - light before us. I understood you to

say that (die department of agriculture was abolished

by the act of the Government ?—Yes.
1359. And you retain the dignity and title of

Professor of Agriculture ?—Yes, during life.

13G0. Chairman.—Do you draw any salax’y as
Professor of Agriculture?—Yes, and I give voluntary
lectures as Professor of Medical J urisprudencc at the
request of the Council.

1361. Do you think it contributed to the educational
good of the Colleges to abolish the Professorship of
Agriculture ?—That is a difficult question to answer.
It failed in the other Colleges. Each year I had a
number of students from the higher classes.

1362. Was there a model farm in connexion with
the College ?—There was no model farm. The course
was too extensive for the requirements of the country.
Students were expected to attend lectures on natural
history aud chemistry, in addition to my lectures on
thetheoryof ngricultureand also lectures in engineering.

13G3. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Notwithstanding that
you had a number of students?—Yes, each year.

1364. Professor Jack.—Was there ever any appli-

cation made on the part of the authorities of the
College for a salary for the Professor of Medical
Jurisprudence?—I had an interview with Sir Robert
Peel, when he was Chief Secretary, and he was
astounded to learn that uo salary was given. He said

it was an oversight not to have included the applica-

tion in the schedule prepared by the President.
1365. Has any application of that sort been made

since, or has the omission to make such application
been due to the fact thatyouhave a salary in connexion
with another chair 1—No application was made, and
I do not know that it was taken into consideration at
all.

1366. Is that at all in consequence of your holding
the other chair. Do you suppose it is ?—No, I do not

;

because in the other Colleges they have a sort of joint

lectureship in which two professors give lectures on
medical jurisprudence.

1367. In the other Colleges they have a similar

arrangement ?—They have no professor of agriculture

in any of the other Colleges. You will see from the

Charter of 18G3, that when the chair of agriculture

becomes vacant the salary is to be appropriated to

other purposes.

Professor Alexander G

136S. Dr. Marston.—

Y

ou are the Professor of
Surgery here ?—Yes.

1369. How long have you been Professor of Surgery?
—Thirty-live years.

1370. Are you on tho surgical stall' of the hospital ?

—Not now.
1371. How long have you ceased the active duties

of your profession as a siu'goon ou the stall’ of the
hospital ?—About ten or twelve years.

137 2. As a rule what number of men have you
attending your lectures ?—This 'year I have seventy-

five or seventy-six. Last year I had more. The year
before I had about ninety, ninety-six or xxinety-seven.

1373. Have you anybody to assist yoix In any way
in the discharge of your duties ?—No.

1374. Is there any allowance made for an assistant
professor?—No. I have two classes—the theory and
practice, surgery and operative surgery.

1375. You have no one to aid you in these duties?
—No.

1376. Have you plenty of material here for your
lectures in the way of a museum aud so ou ?—So far
as illustrating the subject of fractures goes, probably
our museum is unrivalled. I do not know any of tho
hospitals in Loudon that I could compare with it, that
is for sound practical teaching.

1377. You are acquainted with the surgical material
m ^e hospital ?—Yes, I was seventeen years surgeon
to the hospital.

1378. Do you consider it offers sufficient oppor-
tunities to a man to gain a good knowledge of his
profession 1—I do, in tho hospital itself.

1379. There is quite a sufficient variety of cases ?

No doubt of it whatever.

foUDON, m.d., examined.

1380. Does the Government make any provision

for tho retirement of professors in the medical faculty?

—I received a communication from the Government

some time ago.

1381. It is a little outside the scope of our inquiry,

but, as a matter of fact, tell lue, generally, has the

Government made any provision 1—1 give you the

fact that 1 received a communication some years ago

to say that because I had other means of gaining

money I was ineligible for a retiring allowance. To
that I replied

1382. Would you, without going into your own
particular case, state whether or not the Government

does give a retiring allowance?—No, not to medical

professors. The ground I go upon is this, that at the

time of my appointment there was no distinction

made between the professors then appointed and the

other professors. It was ten years afterwards when

the present Civil Service Act came into operation.

1383. Have they refused to do so in your case?

—

I have not applied to them, so I cannot tell.

1384. Do you desire to apply?—I will certainly

apply before long.

1385. Do yon think it desirable there should be a

retiring allowance for members of tho medical faculty

us for the others?—There is no doubt whatever of

it. I am four hours engaged daily in the winter

months in the College. I spend an hour each day hi

the dissecting-room teaching, by the permission of the

professor of anatomy, whatever surgery presents

itself . in that room. Afterwords I direct the attention

of the- students to the case in question, ask them what

it is, and to make a diagnosis. Then, I take. the

specimen down to the class and show it so that the
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Belfast. consequence is that the theory and practice of surgery

June 5. 1884. is an excellent course of surgical pathology, and assists— the training in the observation as well as in the

Gorion^oMi diagnosis of disease. I take the specimen to the

m.d.
' ^

’ student, and say, “ What is that? what do you sec

there ?" He probably does not see what is to be seen.

Another comes forward. I do the same with him.

Then I say, “Do you not see that!” “Yes.” He
then sees it. In the same way I train them in the

diagnosis of fractures. A good many cases come in,

and the training is Letter than would be had in

hospital
;
for instance, a large class of students cannot

examine a case.

1384. Is pathology taught in the way you would

like!—No.
1385. Do you think you should have a professor of

pathology?—I think it would bo well to have a pro-

fessor of pathology.

1380. Do you think you have n sufficient number
of demonstrators of aiuitoiny to assist tlm professor?—That is a question for the professor himself.

1387. I ask you as an independent witness long

connected with the school?—Wo look upon the

Professor of Anatomy as a demonstrator, for he

attends regularly, and ho has one assistant.

1388. He would not be the worse for two ?—No,
nor for three either.

1389. CHAIRMAN.—I suppose the students are well

versed in a knowledge of the Gordon splint?—It is

their own fault, not mine, if they are not. That is

one of tlio subjects in winch I train them.

John Park,

esq., M.A.,

D.LIT., Q.C.I.

Professor John Park, m.a., d.lit., q.xj.i., examined.

1390. Chairman.—

I

believe you are Professor of

Logic and Metaphysics?—I am.

1391. How long have you tilled tire chair 1—Since

1868.
1392. Had you any experience in academic teaching

before that?—I was myself educated here; I

matriculated in Queen’s College, Belfast, in 1856
;
I

took my degree of B.A. in the Queen’s University in

1862, and the degree of M.A. in 1863; in 1865 I

was appointed to the chair of Metaphysics and Ethics

in the Magee College ;
from that I was transferred to

Belfast in 1868, and I have filled the chair of Logic

and Metaphysics ever since.

1393. What method do you adopt iu marking your

students who are candidates for scholarships ?—The
scholarship for which I examine is the senior scholar-

ship in Metaphysics and Political Economy. As there

are only two examiners we are allowed to conduct the

examination pretty much in our own way. My custom
has been not to give full marks for the best answering,

but to maintain an ideal standard from year to year.

My standard has been 120. Looking over my book, I

see that in seven cases out of the sixteen examinations I

conducted, there was competition. Usually there is not
much competition, and the prizes are decided very much
by the examinations for degrees that are held about a
fortnight previously in the same line of subjects. Even
in case3 in which there was competition I did not
recommend a candidate for scholarship who had ob-

tained less than seventy out of 120. In that case a
gentleman was not recommended by me, but made
much better answering in the department of political

economy. As a rale the senior scholar has obtained
seventy-five marks in metaphysics.

1394. Seventy-five per cent, of your ideal standard?
—Yes. I quite agree with what has been said, that for

higher examinations especially numerical marks give

a misleading estimate. I attach more importance to

the impression formed by reading over the papers
than to any mechanical system of marking.

1395. Then you would not approve of a mechanical
system of marking which proceeded on an arbitrary

reduction to a fixed standard ?—The more the examina-
tion rises, the more difficult is it for a numerical system
to represent the fair merits of the candidates. In
proportion as the examination is lower as conducted for

first or second year’s students, the difficulty is less. In
proportion as the examination is in the higher matters
or subjects, it ia more difficult to assign a definite

mark to a subject. You may obtain an answer of

superior merit, and if you assign a numerical figure to

a question it may not represent the value of the
answer. It may be possible for a gentleman who has
attempted every question to get a higher numerical
estimate than one who is really a better man.

1396. Do you think it fair to take the man returned

first on the list by the professor, and then arbitrarily

give him the highest number, and proceed to adjudge
the other places according to the standard of the

highest number ?—I have not experience of that mode

of marking, ns I only examine for the senior scholar-

ship and the Porter Scholarship, for which there is

little competition.

1397. Tiieu the examination is not in your own
hands ?—For the senior scholarship it is, in con-

junction with the Professor of Political Economy. In

the case of the Porter Scholarship we go through the

process of a reduction, and make a deduction of 20 per

cent., so as to give due weight to the superior

answering.

1398. Have you in any way preserved the marks of

your scholarship exauiinntious for the hist couple of

years ?—I have.

1399. Could you let the Commission ace them?—With
pleasure. I can easily obtain them. There was

competition tliis year ; none last year. There were

two candidates for the one senior scholarship, aud I

think one got 101 2, and the other 9 -82. Last year

there was no competition, but the gentleman who had

a walk over in the subjectwas an exceedingly good man.

He was the ouly nmu who obtained first class honours’

gold medal at the Royal University B.A. examination

in Mental, Moral, and Social Philosophy of that year.

1400. The Rev. Dr. Mou.ov.—Do you attach

importance to the result of the examinations of the

Royal University as a test of proficiency ?—I think

we should attach considerable value to the result.

1401. You think the Royal University succeeds in

finding the good men aud bringing them to the top t—
I have examined for two years. Our own senior

scholarship examinations are a better test. I am
obliged to lecture on many subjects in regar d to which

I must efface myself in the Royal University. In the

senior scholarship examinations my papers are avow-

edly set on the subjects I consider of first importance.

1402. Do you appeal to the Royal University as

good evidence of the proficiency of your students who

gained honours at the Royal University ?—It is very

good evidence, though not the best It is decidedly

good evidence.

1403. An examination of that kind, conducted by

an independent examining board, is not a real test of

education in its largest sense i—It is a better test of

education on the lower levels. It becomes less and

less a test of education when you reach the higher levels.

1404. But it is a test by which the good students

are found out, and those wlro come to the top of the

list are the best ?—Undoubtedly the first five men
would probably be the best.

1405. Chairman.—Is there anything else you would

like to say?—You will see in the returns furnished

by the Registrar that the gentleman who is senior

scholar in my department is returned as attending my
class, but as not having actually attended

;
allow me to

remove a misapprehension. The conditions of the

senior scholarship are, that the senior scholar puisnes

his studies in the department in which he holds bis

scholarship, and gives assistance if required. Often
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he gives much and valuable assistance, reading and
correcting the exercises ; but when we have reason to

know he is prosecuting the study of politieid economy

we do not impose attendance at lectures. This year

the senior scholar is Barrington lecturer in political

economy. I liavo heard him lecture, so that it is not

necessary he should satisfy the technical condition of

putting in an appearance at my lectures. He was
wiling to assist me, but, as lie is working in the

other department, I would not insist on what is little

more than a technical requirement.

1400. The Rev. Dr. Mollot.—

T

he number of

students in your class may not bo so huge as to re-

quire his assistance ?—His assistance might have been
useful, but I did not require it

1407. Out of sixtoon examinations held by you for

senior scholarships in your department there was com-
petition in seVen?—In seven cases there was competi-

tion, ami in nine there was no competition. I might
perhaps add that I have a very high estimate of the

value of the few scholarships here. As lins been stated by
some of my colleagues we attach considerable impor-

tance to the difference between the conditions on

which scholarships are awarded hero and in the Royal
University. The scholarships are awarded here for a
special department. In the Royal University an oge-

lirait is imposed. It may be prudent in the University

to impose it, but it is desirable that those who have
not entered the University at an early age shall not
lie excluded from all rewards. In my own depart-

ment the gentleman whom i entered first in logic

and metaphysics is a little over age, and, although he
will do us great credit at tlio forthcoming examina- j„n« s. iui
tious in the Royal University, he cannot hold an —

-

exhibition or scholarship. Jolm park*

140S. Professor Jack.—All such students, aud all nLjr'a.c.i.
capable of coming forward ns competitors, must have
measured themselves against each otlicrsover.il times?—Several times. No geutLeiuan has ever been
awarded a senior scholarship who lias not been a gra-
duate either of the Queeu’s University or of the
Royal.

1409. You mentioned tho age-limit, and I notice from
a report of the President for last year that three-fifths

of your students are above the age of twcuty. Could
you mention what age-limit is fixed by the Royal
University?— I have it in the Royal University
calendar, but I forget what has bouu fixed for this
year. At the matriculation examination, twenty
years; at the first Univeisity examination, twenty-
two

;
at the second Univeisity examination, twenty-

three years; and at the B.A. degree, twenty-four years.

The gentleman to whom I referred has just passed
twenty-four, and therefore he will be ineligible for

an exhibition.

1410. These age-limits seem pretty high. Do they
interfere with many students ?—I see, looking through
the students of the second year, the average age is

about twenty, so that it does not, as a rule, interfere.

I do not object to the limit in itself, but an age-limit

being lixed in the Royal Univeisity there is a certain

advantage in elasticity here.

William Whitla, esq., m.d., examined.*

1411. Dr. Marston.-—You are one of the physicians

of tlio Royal Hospital?—I am. I am lion, secretary

to the medical staff.

141*3. How long have you been so?—About two
years aud a half.

1413. Wlnit is tho number of hods in the hospital?

— 1 SO beds.

1414. You have a medical und a surgical division?

—Yes.

1415. What is tlio average number of patients at

the two sides?—The averngn occupation of the hospital

is steadily increasing. I find now that every bed

is occupied. Tlio average for the lust six months

perhaps would be 1 50 beds daily in tlio hospital.

141G. How many out-patients liavo you ?—We have

extern attendances of at loust 100 a day—100 patients

present themselves daily.

1417. What is tlio number of your staff, distinguish-

ing the medical from the surgical 1—We have four

physicians, one physician for diseases of women, one

assistant physician
;
we luive four suigeous, one

ophthalmic surgeon, one assistant Burgeon, and wo
Lave a surgeon-dentist

1418. Is that your teaching machinery ?—Yes.

Ourteaching machinery numbers thirteen.

1419. You have an ophthalmic side?—We have.

1420. Have you sufficient cases for the purpose of

teackingyour students?—You mean speakinggencrally?

1421. An ample number of cases ?—Ample, I bel ieve,

and sufficient variety of cases, and if you allow me to

say, I think the size of tho hospital is not such a

criterion ns the nature of tho cases we have. There
are so many applicants for each lied that we have the

power of selecting our cases, and they are, consequently,

more select than they might be in a much larger

hospital.

1422. Do you mean that by that means you get more
acute forms of disease ?—Yes

;
tho most pressing cases,

and those most favourable for clinical instruction.

1423. Do you got a sufficient variety to teach?

—

Quite sufficient.

1424. Now the Board of Management has almost
shut out all your chronic cases 1—Almost.

1425. State tho average number of students who go
round with you ?—Perhaps thirty.

William

Whitla, esq.,

1426. That is nearly double tho number I saw this U-D*

inorniug?—Wo were late this morning going round,
but generally they range from twenty to fifty.

1427. May yours bo taken us an example of what
is usual in the other classes ?—I think so.

1428. May I take what I saw of teaching this morn-
ing to represent what occurs not only in your ward
but also in the other wards of the hospital ?—We four

physicians do not teach exactly by the same method.
Some members of the staff go round all their beds
in the morning, others do not. The system I adopt
is to take one or two typical coses, or groups of cases,

and speuil the time ou them.

1429. Do you select students to examine the cases

for thomselve,s in the presenco of the other students,

and then question them in the presence of the rest ?

—

Yes.

1430. I may take that as a typo ?—Speaking of

course with a certain amount of modesty, you may
take that as a type of the work done.

1431. How often do the pliysioians and surgeons

attend?—We teach four working days—on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. There are two
physicians always on duty, two surgeons, an extern

surgeon, and an extern physician. There are eight

men always teaching in the hospital at once.

1432. How do tho students learn to prescribe, and

what instruction do they got as to dietetics, which is a

very important but a very much neglected point ; is

not that so ?—It is taught ns fairly well here as it can

be in most places. We have an hospital pharmaco|)ceia,

which gives the diet of each patient. We Live the

patient’s bed-card marked with the diet he receives.

The surgeons and physicians inform the students what

the diet means. As regards the medicines, the students

are taught to prescribe and are asked to write pre-

scriptions.

1433. Do you habitually or commonly ask them to

write ?—I do it pretty constantly. I nsk them to write

prescriptions. Pharmacy is also taught.

1434. In a practical way?—In quite a practical

way. The men are taught to dispense the prescrip-

tions.

1485. Do you think that work- is -general?— In our

school it is.

* See Appendix lit B.—Document* No. K.
^ g
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Bui.rAsr. 1436. Have you sufficient opportunity for the study infectious diseases?—'Wo have a separate building—

a

June », 1584. of morbid anatomy? -I should think that is the separate block.

weakest point of the hospital There is a very strong 1456. You may have the block, but wluit about the

Whittr c»q., feeling, os was mentioned yesterday, in this part of patients?—We havo about an average of lifty patients

M.n.

’
' the country and in Ireland generally against post- annually.

mortem examinations. We make it a point never to 1457. What opportunity have tlioy to study mental

omit one when it can he fairly obtained, with the diseases ?—There is a class, I understand, at the

permission of the friends of the deceased. asylum. The students go to Dr. Merrick.

1437. Have you a sufficient number of appliances 1458. Do you know whether a large number of

for the purposes of clinical instruction I—Ample. students go there I—A very large number.

1438. Have you had an op|>ortunity of comparing 1459. If this clinical material is so ample as you
|

your method of clinical teaching with that which consider it, you would not consider the loss of ‘the

obtains elsewhere and with what results 1—l have seen workhouse hospital as of very material importance?—

the clinical teaching of all the large hospitals in the I should not tlunk so, speaking for myself. I ucver

kingdom, and I would say that ours is not second to can get through the number of cases I have Wforethe

any. I must say that I believe, from the number of students in overy year.

our staff and the nature of tiie cases admitted into 1400. I know you are not a surgeon. Is there the

hospital in this large manufacturing town, that the same abundance of material in the surgieal side?—Of
|

students get equal benefit with any London hospital I course, of necessity, the huge number of eases at tho

have seen, and I have been in all of them. surgical side are acute—the result of accident. There ,

1439. Are they taught clinical chemistry?—They is a great deid of machinery in Belfast, and there are

are taught chemistry in the sohooL unusual facilities to students for seeing accidents,

1 440? In the hospital ore they taught it practically ? fractures, ami so on.

—In the hospital there is no practical chemistry 14G1. Have you anything that yon would like to

taught. add ?#•About the distance of the hospitals from the

1441. I mean are they taught clinical tests?—They college and from one another.

are taught the ordinary tests for the different secretions 1462. Thena are a great many hospitals for special

of the body in the wards. purposes, for children, and so on. Does that interfere

1442. And you see them do it?—Most members of with obtaining a practical knowledge of the profession?

the staff do. —I do not think it does. The hours arc so arranged

1443. What plan have you for teaching the use of that all the cliniod teaching, instead of being as in

the ophthalmoscope, ami how many patients?—The London, is in the morning, and the students thou make

ophthalmic department is entirely a new one. It is their way to the College. 1 have not felt that it is

only fifteen months or a little over ayear in existence, really a loss that should be taken into consideration.

Already it bos treated between twenty and thirty cases 14G3. As a matter of fact ai-o the hospitals well

daily ;
twenty patients at least, five days in the week, attended by the students ?—1 believe there are no other

There are five beds for the more severe eases. hospitals at present where the students so thoroughly

1444. What amount of operations have you in that avail themselves of thou- opportunities. I do not

department ?—I could hardly well tell you that. think the percentage of attendance is higher in any

1445. Is it going to be developed 1—It has been de- hospital, and some of the special hospitals have the

veloped. We have only started with five beds. As same story to tell as the students avail themselves

far as the appliances are concerned, we have every of their advantages.

possible appliance in the way of ophthalmic work, the 1464. Have you all the appliances necessary for

ophthalmoscope, the laryngoscope, and so on. clinical teaching?— Yes.

1446. Who is the professor?—The teacher is Dr. 1465. Have you the means of obtuiuing knowledge

Nelson. of special surgical and antiseptic treatment?—Yes,

1447. Has he had ample opportunities of studying some of the surgeons dress antiseptically. We have

his profession ?—I believe lie Inis studied it at the large four appointments distributed amongst the students

continental hospitals, and there can be but one ex- every six months, and these are taken into live in the

pression of opinion on that, that no one can be more hospital. Sometimes tho number competing is very

competent to teach, and his teaching is largely availed largely in excess of the number wo can accommodate,
of by students to the fullest extent. 1 466. How many resident physicians have you, or

144S. It is a department that is developing?—Very those acting as temporary physicians and clinical

rapidly. clerks ?—Our clinical clerks are not necessarily

*1449. Be good enough to hand in the last report of residents. We have one resident physician and one

the hospital ?—Yes (hands it in). resident surgeon, and four resident pupils who are not

1450. Have you anything to add to what I have qualified but who are selected by competitive exami-
nsked ?—The number1 of students has considerably nation from the great body of the students attending
diminished since the establishment of the Royal Uni- the school
versity. 1467. Professor Jack.—

D

o the students select their

1451. Why is that?—The causes which are operat- own teachers out of the staff, or do the students nttend

ing at the College. For instance this summer we had throughout underany particular teacher ?—The field is

only an attendance of eighty-four students, while we free for them to go where they will. We teach every
had in 1880, just before the Act of Parliament came teaching day. The students avail themselves of the

into operation, or its working affected us, 152. There special hospitals through the town.
is a correspondingdiminution in the winter returns also. 1468. Does the system of pupils make it a matter

1452. Chairman.—Take the years 1881, 1882, and of importance to the teaohers to have a large or small
1883?—In 1880 the winter was 230, summer 152 in number of pupils?—Do you mean pecuniary advantage?
1881, winter 219, summer 147 ; in 1882, winter 229, 1469. Yes?—No.
summer 118 ;

in 1883, winter 224, summer 100; in 1470. You said that the number of students had
1884, winter 168, summer eighty-four. been very large as comjiared with the number in other

1453. Dr. Marston.—What is the fee for attending hospitals? Yes.
hospital L-The fee Is extremely moderate. As far as 1471. Would you consider it an advantage or a dis-

I know it is the most moderate of any hospital in the advantage that the number of students attending each

three kingdoms. teacher should be lower than it is ?—Yes. I think the

1454. What is it?—All students practically enter as students wonld get greater benefits than under the old

perpetual pupils, and that means ten guineas for the system, wheu the number of students was rarely

entire courso any number of sessions for all the larger than now. There would generally be only four

clinical advantages. men teaching at once, and it was found to give rise to

1455. What opportunity have they to study a good deal of inconvenience.
* See Appendix III. B.—Documents, Nos. 13 and 14.
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1472. As compared with other clinical schools—

I

do not know what your experience would be—is the

number here larger or smaller than that in other

clinical schools throughout the country 7—It is larger

than in the London hospitals, not so large as iu Glas-

gow or Edinburgh.

1473. When you say larger than in the louden Belfast.

hospitals, but not so large as in Glasgow and Edinburgh, June s, iss-i.

3'ou speak generally 7—I speak generally.
waikm""

1474. Your number is not too large or too small whitl*,* esq.
for practical teaching 7—No, we can do with a great m.i>,

deal more.

1475. Dr. Marston.

—

Yon are a surgeon to the

Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital here?—Yes.

147C. You are desirous of giving us some informa-

tion with regard to the clinical instruction this place

affords, will you be kiud enough to do so as concisely

as you can with clearness and satisfaction to yourself?

—I have read the evidence given in reference to tire

clinical teaching at the hospital, and I am hound to

say I disagree with it.

1477. OhaibmaN.—

P

lease do not criticise the evi-

dence, hut state your own views ?—If you ask me
the same questions as were put to the bust gentleman

for instance I will answer every one of them.

1478. Dr. Marston.—

T

here is an ophthalmic side

to the Royal Hospital 7—Yes.

1479. And you have an Ophthalmic Hospital 7

—

Yes.

1480. What is the number of beds 7—Twenty-eight
1481. The students used to go to your hospital at

one time 7—Yes.

1482. Have they censed to go 7—Fora number of

yearn the students came in considerable numbers—ten

or twelve during the winter. They attended irregu-

larly during the summer. Afterward I thought that

the fee connected with the teaching was so very small

it would be more desirable to allow the students to

attend free. During the year of free attenilance a

very huge class was present. I had somewhere about
forty or fifty during the greater part of the session.

The next session I thought it was wrong, in principle,

to give instruction without any sort of recognition,

and so I proposed to teach for a limited time evei'y

week on condition that twenty students attended, but
the twenty did not attend and the students have lost

the advantages of the hospital over since. That is, how-
ever, a mere secondary matter to the position in which
I stand to tlio Royal University and this school. It

is not possible that the hospital with which I am con-

nected can ever he amalgamated for teaching purposes
for a fee whilst 1 nan the surgeon. I wish to liavo

that clearly understood.

1483. Do you think that tho material for clinical

teaching, speaking generally, is sufficient in the Royal
Hospital apart from your own special department 7

—

I consider it quite insufficient.

1484. Apart from your deportment 1— I am not
speaking of my department, I am speaking of it

generally.

1485. In what respects is it insufficient 7—There is

not a sufficient number and variety of cases to illus-

trate the various types of disease. I may say it is

going back now a considerable time, hut during tho
time I was a student there I found it totally impossible
to obtain information in some departments

; of course
an attempt has been made to remedy it to some extent.
There was no possibility of obtaining any instruction
in diseases of women. I was obliged to go to the
Rotunda Hospital, Dublin, to study there. As regards
infantile diseases, there is no possibility of receiving
instruction at present, and no possibility of receiving
instruction in the ordinary infectious diseases of child-
ren. So you see the defects that existed in my time
in clinical instruction, and I do not know that any
material advance has been ramie. When a student
here, in my fourth year, I was instrumental in getting
a memorial prepared to the President and Council of
the College. It. was signed by all the students, I
believe, in the College, requesting that the President
andCoimcil should take stops to secure the opening
of the "Union Hospital for the benefit of the students.
Die petition was received.

William A. M'Keown, esq., »r.D., q.u.l, examined.

1480. Chairman. — You are rather travelling out-
side tho qnostiou as to what was done. T would
rather you would- confine yourself to evidence of
what you consider the defects of the present system?
—I would rather speak to tlut point, because it was
stated the union hospital was not available.

1487. Chairman.—We have nothing to do with
the union hospital ; state the defects of the present
system 7—Yes.

1488. Dr. Marston.—State the defects and your
remedy for them?—The question was asked yesterday
by the Surgeon-General. The defects are these

—

The students have not an opportunity of studying
infiintile diseases

;
they have not a sulfieient variety

of cases.

1489. Of what kiud do yon mean 7—A great many
of the ordinary cases that practitioners meet with are
not to be found in the Royal Hospital. The only
place they can be found is in the union hospital.

1490. Is not that the case in all hospitals—that

there is a tendency for the rarer forms to congregate

in hospitals, and that the types of disease one ordinarily

meets with in practice do not go to hospitals 7—I under-

stand the inquiry is as to the sufficient means of educa-

tion, and I wish to point out that, considering the
number of students who attend the hospital, there is

not a sufficient number of cases to instruct them. That

is to the point. I wish also to point out that the

union hospital, which has been referred to. is not

open to the students, although it might have been

opened. That is a point I wish particularly to refer

to—that the union hospital may be opened at any

time, and teaching given in the departments in which

the Royal Hospital is not competent to give sufficient

instruction.

1491. With regard to the ophthalmic part of it

what do you say?—I know nothing about the oph-

thalmic part of it. I have not been in the hospital

for some time. But you asked questions about the

hospitals, and whether there were facilities of com-

munication between them and the College. The

union hospital is at a convenient distance.

1492. Chairman.—Wo would bo happy to have

your views as to the convenience of the different

hosnitals, but we have not entered into the inquiry

as to the propriety of opening the union hospital. If

you disagreo with the last witness, and think the

hospitals are inconveniently situated, we will take

your views!—Most of the hospitals referred to as

being on the line are not recognised by any uni-

versity.

1493. Is the situation of the Royal Hospital incon-

veniently fill' away from the College 7—It is an advan-

tage to the student, after being in the wards of tlxo

hospital in the morning for a couple of horn's, to have

a walk.

1494. Dr. Marston. — They have not sufficient

opportunity of learning the diseases of women and

cliildren in the general hospital
;
but with regal'd

to the remaining cases in the hospital, have they

had a sufficient variety to illustrate the ordinary

forms of disease, and can you speak in reference

to that from any recent observation of your own

within a year or two 1—I do ljot think yon are likely

to have any evidence with respect to that from me as

recently as within a year. I have not been through

the wards for Borne time. With respect to the rela-

tion of the students to the patients and to the hospita i.

I have touched upon that. I do not consider it pos-

sible to give sufficient instruction to twenty or thirty

students round a medical case. If you take an

2B2

William A.
M‘Kcown,es(|.
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external disease, a surgical affection which you can

see, yon can instruct an unlimited number j
hut

in obscuro cases of chest or lung affections, the

student must listen for himself, and listen care-

fully, for a long time. I do notthiuk it is possible for a

physician to give that ample instruction necessary for

thirty or forty students, and I consider it necessary, for

that reason, to have a much larger field for a medical

school like Belfast. If Belfast is to take its place

as a first-rate medical school, you must give the

students facilities for seeing a large number of cases,

and examining the patients for themselves.

1495. The hospital accommodation has to he in-

creased ?—Decidedly, if Belfast is to hold the senior

students.

1496. The hospitals have been built by voluntary

subscription. Do you think the Government would

build au hospital ?—The Government was anxious the

Union hospital should be utilized for students.

1 497. Chairman'.—The Government will answer for

itself 1—I can tell you what I know.

149S. We have nothing to do with the utilization

of the Union hospital?—I have an opinion about it.

1499. We decline to hear any opinion os to the

opening of the Union hospital from you?—Your
commission is to inquire.

1500. Excuse me. We are not to be dictated to os

to what are the terms of our Commission 1—I do not

rneau to say one word in that respect.

1501. We will bo most happy to receive your evi-

dence as to what, in your opinion, are the defects in

the existing appliances, as long as you confine yourself

to that, hut otherwise I must stop you 1—If the same
questions had been put to me as to the other witnesses

I would answer you quite straight
;
but if yon ask me

to give a geueral description of things you must give

me some latitude.

1 502 . Dr. MaHSTO.V.—I will put the questions. Do
you think there is a sufficient variety or material in

tho hospital for good clinical teaching l—I do not, for

such a large number of students.

1503. In what respect is it deficient?—It is defi-

cient in not having a sufficient number of cases to illus-

trate the great variety of disease met with in medical

practice.

1504. Have you had au opportunity of compai-ing

the material here with that elsewhere ?—I have.

1 505. What has been the result of that comparison ?—The result of that, in my mind, is that you would
require to have the material very largely supplemented
to bring it at all up to some of the laigo hospitals I
visited. Take, for instance, the Richmond Hospital,
Dublin. I do not think you cun possibly compare the
Belfast Hospital with that in point of material for in-

structing a large class
;
or suppose you take the Ro-

tunda Hospital in Dublin, with its immense facilities

for instruction in the special branch of midwifery,
you cannot compare an hospital with a few beds to that
great institution with 80 or 100 beds.

1506. Does it compare favourably or unfavourably
with any provincial hospital, if you happen to have
seen any ?—I cannot say much of provincial
schools except this one. I never visited provincial

schools.

] 507. Do you think that the hospital accommoda-
tion is not what it should be for a population of this

extent, and that if this place wishes to hold its own
as a great centre of education its hospital accommoda-
tion and opportunities should be enlarged ?—Certainly.

1508. And then it will come up to teaching pur-
poses ?—And the only way in which it will take any-
thing like a first rate place. You must compete with
Dublin if you wish to hold the senior students, and
the only way you can do that is to have a large hos-

pital with every variety of disease, such os we have
within five minutes’ walk of this College, and which
can be had.

1509. Do you think if a man remained in this

plare for two out of his four years he would be taught
theoretically his profession very well, but that it

would be a very great benefit if one or two of the
four yearn were spent at a larger hospital, where
there was a greater amount and variety of disease?

—As regards the theoretical work, I do not believe

it is possible t.n find any school in which the theo-

retical part of the profession is taught, more per-

fectly than at this College. I. believe it to be most
pci-foct, and there is no doubt that the fame of the

professor of miatomy lias largely contributed to ad-

vance this school. As to the desirability of stmlents

going away at the latter part of tlioir course, I think,

as a rule, it is desirable that students should sec, some
time or other, the practice of different pnictitjoncra,

there is such a great variety of opinion and ability
;

but I certainly would prefer that this place should

afford such facilities as would not only keep our

students here but attract others.

1510. Do you think the. capabilities of Belfast have

not boon developed ?— I think not.

1511. But with regard to tho surgical cases in tlie

Royal Infirmary, you think the material is good 3

—

Certainly.

1512. Do you think that the multiplication of

hospitals into specialties, and tho provision for some

diseases at some ilistauees apart from the others,

militate against a good practical education here?—

I

do not. I think it is highly desirable tlmt students

occupied from nine in the morning to six in the

evening should walk a little, aud the distance between

a number of the hospitals is not farther than from

one department in St. Thomas's Hospital, London, to

another.

1513. How do you think they conld best be utilized

by the students hero?—In my opinion all the hospitals

in Belfast should bo utilized. There is no necessity

for any amalgamation for financial purpose’s, hut they

should be sill utilized with a view of teaching the

students, and the students, particularly iu their fourth

year, should have tho privilege of visiting every

hospital. The students, as far as T have seen, are a

very shrewd lot, and if the hospitals wore open what

they would do would he this : they would go to the

Royal in tho morning, to tho one either wliieli I am
connected, or that with which Dr. Browne is connected,

and then thoy could visit the children’s hospital. That

is a common thing with gentlemen in tho third and

fourth year. When in Dublin I visited three or four

every day, and when in Paris I visited hospitals, one

after tho other, up to three o’clock in the day.

1514. Wliat opportunity have men for learning

midwifery practically here ?—I tliiuk very good oppor-

tunities.

1515. Can yon speak of that of your own personal

knowledge?—No, because I did not leant here, Irat I

hear a great deal that goes on in town in connexion

with medical matters.

1516. And yon hear on all sides tliat it is good?

—

I think so.

1517. You are quite satisfied in that respect?— Ses,

but that department would be very much better taught

in the Union. I wish to add tlmt that department

would be perfectly taught in the Union.
1518. Now they teach it outside?—Yes.
1519. But there is no difficulty in getting a sufficient

number for students ?—I should say not.

1520. Chairman.—

J

s there anything else you

would wish to add?—There is only one other remark

I wish to make, and that is as regards the fees.

1621. Chairman.—That is very important. Proceed

please ?—I think a good deal too much 1ms been said

about the poverty of the North. I really do not

believe it. No doubt a considerable number of the

students are needy, but I think a very large proportion

of them are in very comfortable circumstances. I do

not think the question of fees has been at all dealt with

properly. Students who did nob go to tho Queen’s

University, for instance, had no objection to go to

Edinburgh and Glasgow, and pay, I think, £25 for

diplomas, when they could have got infinitely better

qualifications in Dublin for £5, so tlmt it is not simply
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a question ofmoney. Besides,the students get the credit

of making brilliant examinations from the practical

education received here. I quite admit that students

of the North really do turn out splendidly at examina-

tions. They work very hard, and if there is informa-

tion to he found anywhere they arc sure to find it,

they supplement the information they receive at the

Royal Hospital by assisting doctors in the country, or

going to Dublin on a tour of inspection of the

hospitals.

1522. Chairman.—Do you consider the fees charged

i : i the College too h igli, or reasonable 1—1 think the fees

extremely reasonable.

1523. You would have no fault to timl with them?
—Certainly not.

1524. Professor Jack.—Is there any Government
grant or payment of any kind to the hospitals here 1

—

No.
1 525. Is there in Dublin, in the case of the hospitals

you have compared with it ?—I believe so.

1520. Is that a large grant or a small one 1—I can-
not now say.

1527

.

Chairman.—Is there anytilingelse yon would
wish to mention 1—I think you might hear what I
have got to say nlxjuf, the development of the hospitals
in Belfast, alter the examination yesterday, and espe-
cially why the TJ nion hospital was not opened.

1528. We cannot go into questions outside the scope
of our inquiry 1—Very well.

I)£t.r*ST.

June 6, 183-1.

William A.
AI'Keown.esq.,

J. W. Smith, esq., m

1329. Dr. Marston.—You are physician to the

Royal Hospital '!—Yes, T have been physician to the

Royal Hospital for nineteen yearn.

1530. Give us your opinion as to the amount and
character of the material there, and its variety and fit-

ness for clinical purposes, and for turning out good
practitioners ?—I think the opportunities are very
fair— very good contrasted with other hospitals that I

have seen. As to the opportunities a(Forded to the
students, if I could refer to the drawbacks that affect

us, the greatest is the absence of facility in getting

post-mortem examinations, and that is not confined to

this town alone.

1531. Wc may take it that in tlio nature of the
cases in the hospital, in point of their variety, and S3

oa, the hospital h is all that is required for teaching

purposes 1—Up till comparatively lately there was no
department for diseases of the oyo or diseases of

women. These have been lately established, aud are,

to some extent, yen in their infancy. As regards

general medicine and surgery, the advantages afforded

are quite sufficient, to turn out competent and good
practitioners if students avail themselves of them.

1532. You have had an opportunity of contrasting

hospitals iu this respect elsewhere. Tell us tlio other
places, and with what result. You need not mention
all the different hospitals 1—I have seen hospitals in

London and Dublin. Of course this is a provincial

hospital, and is not as large as a metropolitan hospital

would be
;
but I think there are abundant oppor-

tnnities hero for a man learning his profession, and, 1
may also add, learning it well. I have no connexion
with the College whatever, but I have a good deal of

consulting practice, and I have therefore opportunities

ofmeeting in tlio country and hereabouts practitioners
who have been educated here and elsewhere, and I
feel bound to say that the men educated in Belfast I
have found at least quite equal to men educated in
other places in their intelligenceand capacity as medical
Practitioners. I emphatically assert that.

1533. How do yon teach clinically 1—At the bed-
side.

1534. Take the case of a dozen students, and sup-
pose there is a case of pulmonary or heart disease, how
do you proceed 1—Before I offer any opinion I very
frequently ask two or three of the students to examine
the case for themselves, and to give their opinion on
the nature of the disease.

1535. And at another bed you would take two or
three other students not necessarily the same 1—
Yes.

1530. Iu that way yon would put a largo body of
students to the diagnosis of disease 1—Some students
are not willing to examine a case. They are a little

backward, and it is only a small proportion of them
who care to examine.

1537. But still you encourage them to do so 1—As
mv as possible.

1538. Do you think that a nnmbor of students, say
twelve, twenty, or thirty, would, if the exploration of
such cases were extended over a week or a fortnight, all

d., L.K.c.s. 1., examined. j. w . smith,

have an opportunity of examining the same case ? Is.c.aa’—Certainly.

1539. Therefore in practical teaching here there
would only he a difficulty common to this and other
places ?—Yes.

1540. What means have you of teaching them with
regard to prescribing and the dietary proper in disease 1

—The patient’s class of diet is placed on his' card at

the head of iiis bed.

1541. Is there any special instruction, for iustance,

ns regards typhoid fever. It is not a good thing to

overload a patient with all sorts of food, aud certain

restrictions are necessary 1—Certainly, that is referred

to at the bedside, and in the clinical lectures generally.

1542. Do you ask them to prescribe ?—Yes, I ask

them to prescribe for the cases.

1543. Have they all the usual appliances, the

microscope, test tubes, thermometers and so on, and
do they use them 1—Yes. The miscroscope is perhaps

less frequently used, because it is a subject that men
generally study elsewhere at a special class.

1544. Do you have a large number attending your
class 1—Yos.

1545. Is the regularity of attendance on the part of

the physicians os good os it is on the part of the

students, that is to say, are those physicians who
have a good deal of private practice very regular in

their attendance ?—Not very irregular, liecause I

think ns u matter of fact the physicians and surgeons

arc most unwilling to disappoint the students. Occa-

sionally they cannot preveut doing so. but they are

very unwilling if they can to put off their business to

another morning or later ou, and in that respect they

ore as attentive as the staff of any other hospital.

1540. What means have they of learning diseases

of women aud children in Belfsist, as compared with

other places'!—There are special hospitals, but we
have no wards for diseases of children in connexion

with this hospital. The only late wards established

are for diseases of the eye, and diseases of women.

1547. Ib it not a very common tiling in hospitals

elsewhere to have special wards for diseases of children ?

—They have in very large hospitals.

1548. At some places they have special depart-

ments aud at others not?—Yes. That I know of my
own knowledge.

1549. Well accredited hospitals 1—Yes. 1 should

also make this remark, that I would not consider it a

great advantage to the students to be visiting five or

six places in one day. I think it would rather hinder

liis progress than forward it.

1550. What do you want in order to make the

hospital a first rate teaching place. In a few' words,

if you had the money necessary what would yon do 1

Build another hospital, have it newer, sufficient for

n large number of patients ;
though still I think, os I

have already expressed, there is a sufficient number

of cases available for examination, and to enable the

student to see the great majority of diseases in tbeir

course and how they are treated. There arc many

cases that never flow into an hospital at all.
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1561.

He must learn these in practice -when he

becomes a practitioner ?—Clearly.

1552. And they arc almost invariably so learned

?

—Most so, in my experience.

1553. Is that peculiar to this place?—Certainly

not. It is everywhere. The cases admitted are more

or less urgent.

1554. Would yon think the want of sufficient

opportunity of teaching morbid anatomy a great evil ?

—It is the greatest

1555. Do you know anything with regard to the

fees and expenses of medical education here taken as

a whole and elsewhere 1—Briefly the fees are lower

here than elsewhere. There is not a cheaper hospital

anywhere.

155fl. What do you say with regard to the College

fees ?—I do not know wliat they are in other places

but there are no Colleges with lower fees than this.

155?. Do you think the medical education obtained

here is exceedingly good at the price ?—I do.

1558.

Have you anything to add ?—Nothing.

1559. Professor Jack.—A witness stated yesterday

that cases which were sent to the Royal Hospital
were frequently sent in entirely on private grounds.

I would like to know whether the physicians and
surgeons of the Royal Hospital have the power of

selecting tlieir cases with reference to their advantages

for teaching?—Yes, to a certain extent.

1560. Could you describe how the system works!—The hospital being supported by voluntary contrite-

tions and subscriptions, patrons and life-governors like

to exercise the privilege of getting the patient ad-

mitted, whose case, perhaps, 1 should not admit as a

physician, having regard to the urgency of it But
we arc obliged, occasionally, to yield so far to those

who are supporters cf the hospital.

1561. Would that remark apply to a large per-

centage of your cases?—No.
1562. What percentage would you say weremieh as

you would yourself admit for the purpose of teaching 1

—I should say four-fifths.

Hexey O'Neill, esq

1563. Dr. Marston.—You are surgeon to the Royal
Hospital ?—Yes.

1564. How long lmvo you beeu on the staff of the
hospital ?—Six years and a half.

1565. Tell me what is the daily average number of

patients in the hospital?—1356.

15GC. Wliat time is that from ?—The yeur 1SS3.

1507. How many of those patients were capable of

being utilized for purposes of clinical instruction ?

—

135-0.

1568. Is the hospital divided into two divisions,

medical and surgical ?— It is divided into five divisions.

1569. Name them ?—Medical, surgical, ophthalmic,

gynaecological, infectious and pathological.

1570. How many students had you attending
clinical instruction last week?—224.

1571. They did not all attend at once ?—Well, they
had the opportunity of doing so. I don't know.

1572. How many surgeonshave you on the hospital
staff?—Four.

1573. Do you visit on. different days?—Yes.
1574. Some students go round with some and some

with others ?—Precisely.

1575. Tell us how you give clinical instruction to
the students. Suppose a man comes in with an
accident what do you do about him ?—I visited this

morning, for instance, at nine o’clock. 1 met ten out
of twelve of my students. Twelve is my number for
clinical instruction. I met them in my’ward and we
had a case of fracture of the femur. Two of tlieir

number had charge of this case under me. One noted
down and the other tolil him what to write down. All
the facts of this case they recorded accurately (hands in
the record), and we are able to explain now as you
saw, the nature of the accident, how it occurred

; and
you saw how they treated it yourself.

1576. Do they put fractures up in the presence of the
other students ?—In the presence ofme and the other
students, and any strangers like you who happen to be
there.

1577. Do you make any comments ?—They make it

so plain that they do not need any comments.
1578. You had an opportunity of studying in other

hospitals ?—Yes, in Paris, at the St. Louis, la Charttd,
and Bichat. I was in St. Thomas’, London, during
the past fortnight. Two years ago I was in the
Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh. I was in the Western
and Royal Infirmary, Glasgow. Two years before I
I was in the Richmond Hospital, Dublin, Mater
Misericordite, Mercer’s, and the City of Dublin
hospitals, in Dublin. I also examined the Leicester
Hospital, one of the best in England. To sum
up, most of the hospitals have more money than we
have, some of them have a greater number of patients,

many of them have more students
; but to sum up all,

., M.D., examined.

I consider that the essentials of an hospital, that is, a

limited number of patients, good surgeons anil

physicians, intelligent, painstaking, and quick-witted

students, could not be equalled anywhere with Belfast.

1579.

I am not asking you as to the quality of the

teaching machinery nor as to the quality of the

students’ intellect. I am speaking entirely as to

the material. Is the material you have of that

description and quantity to illustrate what you want

to teach ?—It is of the right description, and I find it

a great deal too much. Less would be more useful for

the students and for me.

1560. In fact you are quite satisfied in that respect

!

—Tu fact, more than satisfied.

15S1. How many men have you attending your

lectures ?—Twelve.

1582. There are many more hospitals in Belfast?

—

Yes.

1583. Are they open to students or arc they not?

—

There arc four other hospitals besides the. Royal open

to students—that is seven altogether— the Royal

Hospital, the Skin Hospital, Dr. MTveown’s Eye, Ear,

and Throat Hospital, Dr. Browne’s Ophthalmic

Hospital, two children’s hospitals, and the Lying-in

Hospital.

1584. Do you know of your own knowledge with

regard to the teaching of midwifery, are there quite

sufficient opportunities ?—Ample, and more than su ffi-

cieut.

1585. Do you belong yourself to more than one

hospital ?—No, only one.

15S0. The other surgeons, too, give clinical instruc-

tion like yonrsolf ?—Yes.

1587. Do you makeyour students put up fractures,

use splints, and so on, and do you see they do so with

their own hands 1—Yes.

1588. Do you call on them to write prescriptions?

—Yes, when a prescription is necessary for a patient

they write it.

1589. Are they taught pharmacy ?—Yes
1590. Do you think they are seut out with regard

to all the minor operations of surgery, dressing, and

so on, well fitted for the practice of their profession?—

In a few words, sir, they are equalled by few, and ex-

celled by none.

1591. Are the fees reasonable 1—Very reasonable.

1592. Have you an opportunity of teaching them

antiseptic surgery ?—They do it every day.

1593. You have all the appliances ?—Yes, and they

use them.

1594. Have you much infectious disease?—Very

little. We try to ifvoiil that
1595. Do you think the* hospital sufficient?—Per-

fectly.

1596. Sufficient for. the wauts of the pupils?

—
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We have sufficient material for the purposes of good

clinical teaching.

1597. Are there any hospitals in Belfast not open

to students 1—Yes, the Union hospital and the Sa-

maritan Hospital for diseases of women, presided over

by that eminent physician, Dr. M'Mordic.

1598. Is there any connexion between the clinical

teachers of the hospitals and the College ?—Professor

Gumming is professor of medicine in the College, and

physician to the hospital.

1599. How many days are set apart for clinical

lectures 1—Six : four for the surgeons and physicians,

and two extra days for the special departments.

1COO. Have you as many students attending in

summer as in winter 1—No
;
in summer wo have only

100.

1601. What opportunities have you for teaching

ophthalmic surgery ?— We have a special surgeon,

who has been trained at Vienna.

IC02. You have developed that department 1—337

were treated from the 1st January to the 31st August

hist year
;
and the patients altogether were 3,700 in a

short time.

1G03. They have not done very many operations?

—They have, a great many.
1604. Can you tell us something about the oppor-

tunities existing for the study of diseases of women
and children?—I can, indeed. From the 1st January

until the 31st August there were 193 extern patients

and 33 intern patients.

1605. Chairman.—Have wo not got nil these ma-
terials in the report ?—Not these. This is the most
recent and accurate report I have. I hoard state-

ments made to-day that were not, to my mind, true.

They were misleading. I read in the papers this

morning statements that were untrue. There are

questions yon have not asked me that I consider areof

vital importance.

1G06. Dr. Mauston.—

D

o you think the appliances

G3

for teaching and the material quite sufficient for teach- Belfast:
ing i—Yon mentioned pathology. I am an humble •'mm mss*.
pathologist, and was grieved over the statement made
that it was not taught. Henry 0 Neill,

1G07. Do not mind the statement?—We are only
csn ‘’

“

,D‘

mortal. From the 10th February to the present we
had five post-mortem examinations publicly in that
place under me as pathologist, assisted by sixteen
gentlemen as my pupils, and in the presence of all
the students, if they liked. The roll is taken. They
receive a recognised certificate, signed by me, and
counteraigued by the secretary of the medical and
surgical staff, Dr. Whitla. The roll was called on
each occasion, and none get a mark except those
who give in a piece of paper to me or my assistant.

1608. You havo a good class attending you?—Only
twelve, three times a year.

1009. Are you particular that you do not give them
certificates unless they fulfil all the requirements 1

—

In fact T would not give it to my brother if lie did
not deserve it. I am afraid you are not getting
all the facts, and you are for recognising facts.

You have not asked me yet about tire extern de-
partment.

1010. Chairman.

—

We have, with great respect.
It is in this report If you eau give any supplemental
evidence we will be happy to take it. But I would
ask you not to give us over again the matters stated
in this report. We shall be very thankful if you add
to the rejiort and bring it down to the present time ?—Will you take it if J write it out to-night ?

1 G 1 1 . With great pleasure ?—I will give you all the
poiuts.

1612. Tin's brings it down to n. particular day ?—

I

only want just to let you know what has bepn done,
of good noble work done in our hospital, that has not
been told yon, in justice to our hospital, our town,
and college.

Joseph Nelson, m.d.,

1013. Dr. Marston.—

Y

ou have charge of the oph-

thalmic department of the hospital 1 —Yes.

1614. Tell us how many beds you have?—There

are two wards, a male and a female. In the male
ward there are only tlireo beds, and in the female ward
only two.

1615. How many ophthalmic patients have you at-

tending the hospital?—Between twenty nnd thirty

daily.

1616. Do they illustrate pretty well the ordinary

forms of disease which are met with ?—Admirably.

1617. Howmanystudents attend?—Between twenty
and thirty daily.

1618. Are you able to demonstrate the different

forms of eye disease to them ?—Yes.

1619. Do you have many operations ?—Not many,
only the necessary operations.

1620. Have you facilities for using the ophtlialmi-

scope, and do you do so?—I do.

1621. The stndents are pretty well taught in that
respect ?—The present men are not. I havo no op-
portunity of demonstrating to them fully. I have
not yet given them any course.

1622. Is this department in its infancy?—Yes.
That is all I wish to bring out. The report is only
for the first eight months. Since August last it has
fully doubled itself.

Q.U.I., r.R.c.s.1., examined.

1623. How many cataract operations have there

lieeu since you began ?—I have not had one. I have
them in abeyance. I have not operated in hospital

yet, purposely.

1G24. You have had a good deal of experience in

eye diseases ?—I have.

1G25. Did you study abroad 9— For two years in

Vienna.

1G26. Do you practically follow their method ?

—Quite so. I practice altogether the Vienna style of

operations and demonstrations.

1627. Do youtliiuk that there is not a satisfactory

amount of ophthalmic material for teaching now, but

that in a short time there will be 1—There is a very

satisfactory amount in the extern department, which

is the most important of all departments in connexion

with the eye. We meet with more extern than in-

tern diseases, and they are more necessary for medical

men to be familiar with. As regards the extern we
have lots of material, but are too limited for room,

and therefore there are not facilities, or cannot be at

any rate, unless means are provided.

1G2S. Have you an opportunity of showing your

students all the ordinary forms of eye disease met

with in ordinary practice ?—Every sort.

1629. Have you anything more to add ?—Nothing

whatever.

Joseph Kelson,
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John Pagan,

John Fagan, Esq., f.h.c.s. 1., examined.

1G30. Dr. Marstox.—You were operating at the

Royal Hospital this morning 1—Yes.

1G31. Perhaps you can throw some light on the

hospital practice here as far ns surgical material is

concerned '!—There is one feature to which I wish

to chaw atteutiou, and that is the opportunities

students have of seeing surgical operations. I have

hod experience in the large capitals of Europe, aud

have rarely ssen a greutcr number of operations

done before the student than in Belfast lloyal Hospital.

1 have performed three or four operations on one

morning before a class. Excision of the tongue, by

scissors, was performed in the Belfast Royal Hospitid

for the liist time in Ireland. There arc others of the

roost serious character, such as radical cure for hernia

and gastrostomy, which have been performed by myself

and colleagues. They have been rarely done in this

country. Then for ordinary operations the students

have opportunities in the extern do|«rtnumt of seeing

what they meet with in general practice. They have
a largo field, one of the largest in connexion with any
hospital in this country. As many as 30,000 patients

pass through the extern department yearly. There
is a huge class of junior studeuts who commence
their hospital training in the extern department, and
(hey gain a round of practical experience there they

could not get ill any place out side Belfast.

1033. That is tlio result of your experience ox

compared with other places 7—Quite so.

1033. What is the number of operations annually 1—Without referring to the nqtort I cannot say. When
on duty I average six or eight in the week.

1634. Do you think the men are well taught in the

ordinary surgical operations ?—Considering the large

class that attend, I believe so.

Edmund A.
Letts, esq.,

pii.d.,f.k.s.

3>.C.S.

Professor Edmund A. Letts, d.sc., ph.d., f.u.s.e., f.c.s., examined.

1635. Dr. Marstox.—

Y

ou are professor of chem-

istry!—Yes.

1G3G. How long have you been professor?—Since

1879.

1G37. Have you till the necessary appliances for the

purpose of teaching?—Yes, so far as apparatus is

concerned.

1638. What is the numlter of your class?—Thirty

students at the present time—it is the summer class

in chemistry. In the winter there are four or five

times that number.

1639. Have you sufficient accommodation for theo-

retical and practical teaching)—It is a great grievance

to me and to the college that the accommodation is

altogether insufficient. Such limited accommodation

is without parallel in any institution like our College

in the throe kingdoms.

The Chairman.—We have nothing to do with that.

1640. Dr. Marstox—What do you think is tlio

standard attained by the students under your care

—matriculated and non-matriculated—hi practical

chemistry 1—The standard is excessively high. I have
had experience of students in Germany and Scotland.

I was three years in Edinburgh. I was in London
and in Bristol, where I was professor of chemistry, and
I have never seen such good workers aud brilliant

students as what I may call the Ulster Scotch.

1641. All you require is sufficient accommodation 7

—We are cramped, so that teaching is almost impos-

sible. The question of accommodation is surely one

which affects the standard attained by my students

—

and for that reason I am often astonished at the
patience and good humour of my students when work-
ing under such great disadvantages.

1642. What do you require?—More room.

1643. Is that all you want?—Yes.

1644. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

We all felt you were
cram]ied for room 1—Yes.

1645. The Chairman.—Chemistry is one of the

subjects of the medical scholarships?—Yes.

1646. You examine in chemistry for the medical

scholarships ?—Yes.

1647. What system of marking do yon adopt ?

—

The college system.

1648. That is taking for your own information an
arbitrary standard, and ns soon ns you have regulated

the places of the different students yon have examined

the head man is raised to this arbitrary number,

twelve ?—Yes ;
unless tbe answering is very bad.

1649. What standaid have you fixed in your own
mind as the standard of perfection 1—I do not think I
have fixed any hard-and-fast rule. I think a scholar

ought to get fifty per cent. It would be rather affected

by circumstances. Abundant evidence has been given

to show that men have been very weak in two or

three subjects, and very good in one.

1050. You thiuk n student would not be entitled to

a scholarship in your subject unless he got fifty per

cent. ?—I think not.

1051. Did you ever give it to a student who had

not fifty per cent. ?—I could not speak from memory,

and have not a record of the marks. I do not thiuk

it likely—tlio students are so good.

1652. Yon never had any difficulty ?—Not in the

slightest.

1053. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Would you allow if a

studeut fell a little below what you would require in

your own department that he might compensate for the

deficiency by unusual excellence in another subject!

—Decidedly, especially in the case of a medical

scholarship.

1654. Do you think ho ought to get fifty per cent, on

the aggregate totid ?—I could not pronounce iui opinion

upon that.

1055. Professor Jack.

—

With regard to the defi-

ciency in accommodation is them any provision made

in the charter of the college ns to the Government

being supposed to he responsible for the accommoda-

tion?—It is not in the charter, I believe, but in the

Act of Parliament.

1656. In the Act of Parliament the legislature

declares the Government to bo responsible for the

accommodation?—Decidedly, there is very little

question of it. They undertook to provide accommo-

dation, and they have not provided it

1657. Has there been any attempt to provide it

through the liberality of tlio public ?—No, but some of

the principal men of the town have done their best, by

attending deputations to the Castle, and mentioning

the matter, whenever they had an opportunity of doing

so, to the Government,- to get us the accommodation.

There was a deputation a year or two ago of some

of the chief men of the town, who went to the Castle

and had an interview with the Chief Secretary, and

the want was acknowledged, aud has been subsequently

acknowledged.

1658. Have you any provision for assistants in the

college ?—None whatsoever. I think that is without

parallel in any institution of the kind.

1659. That is to say the entire expense and burden

of assistants is thrown upon the Professor of

Chemistry ?—If he keeps an assistant. My classes

have fallen off so much that 1 can no longer afford

one, though I used to pay one. My classes have fallen

off from 140 two years ago to 53 now.
1660. Have you had a practical assistant ?—I have

no assistant whatever. I have to do the whole

work myself
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1661. The Chairman.—

I

s there not a senior scholar-

ship for the subject of chemistry alone 1—There is.

1662. Would not that senior scholar be bound to

assist you 1—I cannot conceive how anyone could

imagine that a senior scholar would he of the slightest

assistance to a professor.

1663. Then lie does not assist you ?—I have not

asked him at all. Especially in a subject like

chemistry, a man cannot get sufficient information to

enable him to teach students l»y the time he gets a

scholarship. In my opinion the difficulty Is to teach

the juniors, not the seniors, and that the knowledge

required to teach the former should be of the highest

possible kind.

1664. You think the condition attached to the

holding of a senior scholarship in chemistiy that ho

should assist the professor is a useless condition ?

—

It is.

1665. It is only a nominal condition ?—Quite

nominal.

1666. Have you anything else to add ?—Might I

say a word about the effect of the Royal U uiversity

upon the students—that is to wliat extent they take

advantage of it ? That cornea within the scope of the.

inquiry.

1667. Certainly 1—May Isay anything about the

causes which would affect their attendance—that is

to say, the causes which would induce them to attend

more largely the Royal University ?

1668. Say what you think you ought to say, and I

will stop you when you are going outside the scope of

the inquiry I—I think several medical students have

been deterred from going up to the Royal University

examinations on account of—I must use a strong wal'd

—the unfairness of the papers. I had to point out

to the Secretaries of the Royal University

1669. That is a matter with which we have nothing

to do. Jt is really a matter for the Senate of the

Royal University?—It affects the attendance of

our students when you find an examiner asking Belfast
questions altogether outside the scope of his exami- ......

nation, and I respectfully submit it comes under this —
head of the inquiry : “ With what results " they

f'
1™*'"' A -

attend. I only wish to show generally that the results ph.d.’,
in certain cases have been disastrous from the unfair- f.c.s!’

ness of some of the examinations in chemistry. Grave
complaints were made to me by the students concern-
ing this matter.

1670. What you call unfairness is that the questions
set were outside the subject-matters of die professional
examinations ?—Homething like half in one paper.
I believe the examiner was subsequently admonished.

1671. Dr. Makston.—The questions were outside
the scope of the programme ?—Yes.

1672. The Chairman.—I thiuk it is quite a legiti-

mate observation. Anything else 1—Only I thiuk our
scholarships of great value to the college, and but for
these scholarships a great many of our best men would
not be attending the college, and if they were removed
to Dublin I question whether some of the ablest men
would undertake the expense of going up to Dublin on
the mere chance of getting a scholarship. That is a
point I do not think lias been brought out, whether a
man would risk the expense of a journey to Dublin on
the chance of getting a scholarship.

1673. Professor Jack.—Evidence was given by
another professor that a considerable number of
students at die present moment do not present them-
selves for honours at the Royal University in conse-

quence of the expense of travelling to Dublin. Have
you any evidence or impression to give on that point ?—I liave a very decided impression. I give it as my
opinion dint a certain number of cases have occurred—indeed it is notorious.

1674. I gather that in the case of all examinations,
excepting the matriculation and the first University
examination, a student is required to present himself
in Dublin ?—I believe so.

Professor Robert 0. Cunningham, m.d.. f.l.s., examined.

1675. Dr. Marston.—You are the Professor of

Zoology, Geology, and Botany ?—Yes.
1676. Are you satisfied with your appliances for

teaching these subjects?—By no means. I am very

much cramped for room us regards the museum. I

petitioned for years to got a grant for a gallery. I
suffer very much for the want of a trained assistant.

1677. How many students have you attending

jour lectures ?— The number is now much smaller

than it was two years ago. For some years back I

had an average number of nearly a hundred. This

year I have only about fifty.

1678. Have you sufficient appliances for teaching

—

have you all you require ?—- Not in all respects,

because my museum fund will not go so far as I

could wish. It has to cover everything, and I have
a good deal to do to make a selection.

1679. You have a botanical garden?—A small

botanical garden, and hothouse plants I get from
the neighbourhood.

1680. Does it afford all the requisites for practical

botany ?—Quite.

1681. Are you satisfied with the teaching and
standard of education in all respects over which you
exercise control ?—The question appears to be, am I
satisfied with my own teaching.

1682. Ai-e you satisfied with the standard here

—

the education pursued here, the means at your dis-

posal, the progress mode, and the general fulfilment
by this institution of all the purposes for which it

was established ?—Comparing the course of instruction
which I give here with that given elsewhere—I am
well acquainted with Edinburgh— the course of instruc-
tion is quite as full.

1683. Is the progress made by the -students good
?—Very satisfactory indeed.

1684. You are quite satisfied with it?—I am per-

fectly satisfied.

1685. The Chairman.—There is a senior scholar-

ship established for natural history?—Yes.

16B6. That is to say, one every year?— Yes.

1687. Is there a large competition for it?—No j

not very great, liecausc, generally speaking, men get

to know who is the likely man. One stands a good

deal above the rest usually.

1688. Last year how many candidates were there 1

—One candidate, bnt then he was most distinctly a

good man. The man who takes the scholarship is

generally the B.A. of the year before.

1689. And the men are afraid of him ?—Yes.

1690. You complain of the want of an assistant?

—

Yes.

1691. Your senior scholar is bound by the terms

ofhis scholarship to afford assistance to his professor ?

—

Yes, if the professor calk upon him.

1692. Has the professor ever called upon him to

fulfil the conditions of his scholarship ?—I stated that

a trained assistant is what T want—a man who would

stay with me for several years.

1693. Have you ever endeavoured to get the senior

scholar to give value for his money?—I have, on

several occasions
j
but, generally speaking, I found it

was better to do the work myself.

1694. In the curriculum for the engineering course

geology is included?— I have a certain number of the

engineering students in the class of geology.

1695. There are not very many students in the

engineering school ?—No.

1696. Does it ever reach a higher average than

we find it on looking over the reports for the last

two or three years?— My class of geology is partly

attended by the engineering students and partly by

Robert
0. Cunning-
ham, esq.,

M.D,, F.RS.
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O. Cunning-

tile gentlemen going up for n degree in arts. I clo

not think I have ever had move than six or seven

engineers.

1G97. Ten or eleven seems to be the average of

engineering students 1—Yes; they attend my class

in the second year, and sonic drop off towards the

end.

1G98. So that the ten or eleven dwindle down in

the second year to five nr six ?—Yes.

li;yi). Then the engineering class is not hugely

attended ?— No ; the engineering school has been

always small.

1 700. ProfessorJack.—W itli regard to the museum
fund, is there any definite sum you cun rely on l

—

There is
;
the allowance is about LliO annually. That

sum is not merely for the museum alone, hut I would

require to pay for the preparation of diagrams for

my class and every instrument.

1701 . Is that sum allocated at the discretion of the

Council '!—I think at the discretion of the Council,

hut it lists l>c-eu the same for a great number of years.

1702.

' Is there any sum distinctly assigned with

regard to the botanic garden ?—There is .£.10 for the

botanic garden, including the supply of hothouse

plants.

17U3. And thesesums arequite insufficient?—Quite.

1701. With what sn rn would you he able to manage 1

—It would be difficult to form an estimate. As regards

the museum, I could spend a great deal of money 0n
it with advantage.

1700. Chairman.—A museum is a thing you could
sink aiiy amount of money in ?—Yes.

1 70H. Dr. Stoney.—Theprofession of engineering is

one which affords occupation to amuck smaller number
of persons than such a profession as medicine?— Yes.

1707. On that account you would expect that the

number of men in nu engineering school would be

smaller !—Certainly.

1708. Besides, is it the case that the profession of

engineering is such that no student lias any prospect

of obtaining a livelihood by it unless 1m is more than

a puss man 1-Yes.
1709. On that account also the number of engineer-

ing students should be smaller, and it is a natural

thing that they should ho few and select?—Yes.

1710. Chairman.—I find in the receipts and ex-

penditure for the year ending 81st of March, 1883,

there was nothing expended in tlio engineering school,

or no allusion to it?—That is a question I cannot

answer.
1711. There were sill istantial sums expended on the

chemical laboratory, and tlm physical cabinet, and the

engineering school embraces, of course, the study of

the subjects in relation to these, lmt as regards the

engineering school proper there is no expenditure?

—

I believe not.

.Tosoplt David
Everett, esq.,

Professor Joseph David Evereti

1712. Chairman.—Yon are a Fellow ol' tlm Royal
Society ?—Yes.

1713. And Professor of Natural Philosophy in this

college ’—Yes.
1711. And as such you have relations with the

engineering school in tlm College?—Yes.

1715. All students of the engineering school arc

bound to attend your lectures ?—They attend me each

year of their course.

1 7 1G. The engineering school seems to be very
small?—Yes, so are engineering schools everywhere.
The school here is larger than in Glasgow when I was
in Glasgow.

1717. In the expenditure of the year ending 31st
March, 1883, there seems to have been no money
whatever spent on the engineering school proper?—

I

heard the words “ mechanical laboratory ” read out.

1718. In “chemical laboratory, physical cabinet,
engineering, and medical faculty," I find sums
opposite to these but not opposite to engineering?

—

As regards books there is a particular fund—the
M ‘Clone fund, given by a private person, and intended
chiefly for the purchase of engineering books. That
would partly account for it.

1719. There is an entry for engineering books,
£3 14s. Oil. ?—I do not think there is usually any
outlay in the engineering department. The professor
of engineering distinctly said he did not want any-
thing.

1720. Rev . Dr. Molloy.—The engineering students
attend your lectures on physics, and have the benefit
of the outlay on the physical cabinet ?—Yes.

1721. Chairman.—If there is any assistance you
can give the Commission on any objects within the
scope of the inquiry we shall be happy to receive it

from you 1—There is one point not referred to thus
far, ancl I think it is pertinent, because I think the
Commission was chiefly appointed in consequence of
certain arguments Which appeared in the public
prints.

1722. So far as the reasons given we cannot deal
with them. We can only deal with what we are
directed to inquire into?—I would go into certain
misunderstandings of what those charges contain
which I would like to clear up.

1728. Dr. Marston.—Can you bring it under any
of the heads of our inquiry?—I will bring it under
the head of results.

m.a., d.c.l., P.R.S., examined.

1721. Chairman.— If you can wo will lies happy to

hear you?—Well, first, as regards the M.A. It lias

been published that at tlm Inst examination of the

Royal University wo produced no man who succeeded

in getting honours at tlm M.A. degree. That has

been published against us in the newspapers, and has

been sanctioned by tlm issuing of an ollicial document

from the Royal University list of honours attained,

and under the head of M.A. was put the word “ pass.”

Now that is misleading and it is false, tlm circum-

stances being these :—Under tlm Queen’s University

it was possible to obtain either a pass M.A. degree or

an honour M.A. degree, and at tlm Royal University

tlm conditions of examination for M.A. are quite as

liaixl as they were under tlm Queen’s. I am speaking

especially of mathematical physics. Rut the Senate

of the Royal University chose to ordain that no

honours should be given with the degree of M.A.

The candidates gave exceedingly good papers well

worthy of honours, hut were not allowed to get

honours in consequence of that regulation which liacl

been made.

1725. Therefore the failure to obtain the M.A. with

honours was due to the rule made by the Royal

University ?—It was due to the rule that no honours

could be obtained. There were men deserving of

them.
1726. In what year was that?—Last October

Then again, as regards the number of students that go

up from this college to matriculate and succeed in

getting matriculation—I have seen statistics showing

that other institutions furnish a great many more

successful matriculists than we do. I have seen the-

most powerful attack on us in which, if you look into

the figures, that is the main item, coming from a

gentleman of high authority, and that item is beside

the point. We do not send them for matriculation.

1727. The Commission cannot be made the vehicle

of argumentation between a gentleman of your

eminence and another gentleman of eminence. Confine

yourself to the lines pointed out?—Then I will put it

in this way, that I ask the Commission in judging of

the results to bear in. mind that we do not send up

men for matriculation. We cannot prevent a man

going up for matriculation. There may be some men

that attend a class or two here and go up for matricu-

lation. We Suppose men to matriculate before they

come to us. We do not train them for matriculation.
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1726. The fact of matriculation in the Royal Uni-

versity is a matter for which you ilo not consider

yourself responsible?—-Yes, and it is more important

that the number of those men matriculating is greater

than the number in any other examinations. Of
course a greater number of men go up for matriculation

from other institutions, and when you take the grand

total it weighs most heavily, so that we are left behind.

1729. Is there anything special that yon wish to

sav ?—No. It rather looks against ns in judging of

the results we have achieved. The course of instruc-

tion here has Ijccii, to a large extent, revolutionized

by the chaugo in the University regulations. I, as

one, have had to revolutionize my classes in the conrse

of teaching to meet the clinnge from the regulations of

the Queen’s University to those of the Royal Univer-

sity. In some it is arranged satisfactorily, in

others it is not, and I cannot turn out as good results

now as when I laid time to get into the groove.

1730. Professor Jack.—

I

s there airy fund for an
assistant to you ?—There is no fund for assistants to

any chair in college.

1731. Have you any practical assistant A pro

lessor of natural philosophy soon finds that tlievo is

a good deal of work to do?—I have a man whose mnk
is that of one of the college porters. I luive trained

him a good many years and he has a good deal of skill

in the setting up of mechanical experiments—more
than half the experiments I show. He has to attend

at the lodge nnd look after other duties as well.

1732. That is the only assistance yon receive?

—

Except that of the senior scholar. Them is a senior

scholar in natural philosophy and ho gives me his ser-

vices in teaching two or three hours a week, making
the junior classes work examples in mechanics and
hydrostatics.

1733. The regulations specify that ho is required to

assist the professors in tho matriculation examination?

—I was not concerned in the matriculation examination
at all in this College until tho establishment of the

Royal University and since than we have Lad only

half a dozen men matriculating, and it is not worth
while calling him in.

1734. He is also required to assist in conducting

this examination?—I could not make use of him.

173.'). In conducting tho business of your special

department?—I make no use of him except what I

have said.

173(1. That is teaching tho junior classes and giving

them examples?—Yes, and the same man I have iu

the junior class I have in another class where I dwell

on the theory of the subject and show experiments.

1737. With regard to the physical cabinet have you
anything to remark?—There is a very good physical

cabinet.

1738. Is there any fund ?—There is a very sufficient

fund, .£00 or £80 for the last live or six years; before
that it was £30. The drawback is the difficulty that
when we want to buy expansive appliances, anything
expensive, for instance a gas engine, I cannot do it.

If I do not spend tlio money year by year it lapses.

17311. For instance if you wanted to buy apparatus
costing £ 1 50, you would uotlmvo power to do it (—No.

1740. Is that sum set aside in tho sameway by the
Council?—Yes.

1741. When one department wants £20 or £30
more of the fund it is deducted from some other that
can spare it?—Yes.

1742. I notice that there is an obsoi’vatory ?—Yes.
1743. Is it used 1 Practically no.
1744. Are there any arrangements made by the

college for the use of that observatory, or have they
contemplated that a particular professor should he in

charge of it?— When I came here it was practically in

charge of Dr. Andrews, and since he left it has been
in my charge nud I have done nothing to it, except
about ouce a year I have taken the students in to show
them the instrument.

1745. You are sufficiently occupied with your own
professorial duties?—The instruments have never been
properl}' adjusted and set in order. It would lie a long
operation for niu to set them in order.

174G. Rev. Dr. MOLLOY.—Do they give you an
allowance for the current expenses of your department
in addition to the allowance for the purchase of

apparatus ?—What is the distinction precisely 1

1747. Current expenses, the wear and tear of

apparatus, acids aud other things consumed in actual

uso ?—There is no distinction. That fund covers

apparatus, repairs, and the consumption of materials.

That sum is at my disposal and I can draw on it.

1748. What is the sum 1—£G0 or £80 ; it varies ;

it is usually about £70.
1749. You would not bo sorry to have that larger ?

—No; hut it would he a mistake to enlarge that

without doing something else. What I chiefly want
is an assistant who would be skilful enough in practical

work to undertake the training of students in practical

work. As long as I have no assistant it would not

he judicious to spend more money on apparatus ; hut
if I were allowed to accumulate it, to save one year

and spend another, to enable mo to get a gas engine,

that is the tiling I want now.

1750. Professor Jack.—Is there anything in the

nature of a physical Laboratory?—No; there is an
apparatus-room at the back of tho lecture-room, nnd a

smaller room. I have the means ofdarkeningover that.

1751. It would bo essential if there wxs a physical

laboratory that there should be an assistant?—Yes.

June 5, las).

Joseph Daviil

Everett, esq.,

i£. A., U.C.t,,

FE.S.

John Wylie, Esq., Bursar, Queen’s College, Belfast, examined.
’ ’ &

Joint Wylie,

Deposits, and Class Fees are kept on the same esq.1752. Chairman.—You are the Bursar of the

Queen’s College, Belfast?—I am.
1753. I find on looking over the accounts that

there is a substantial balance remaining after defray-
ing the expenditure of each year ?—Yes.

1754. That is true for the last five years ?—Yes.
1755. What exactly becomes of a balance that is

due at the end of the year after defraying all the
current expenses 1—Tho balance remains in the bank
to the credit of the college, and any sum that remains
in the hank, the Lord Lieutenant’s consent must be
obtained to spend for a special purpose, any other
balance, as library deposits, must remain to the credit
of the general account to pay tho studonte, <fcc.

1756. What is the general account?—That means
the general account in the bank. The endowment
accounts are separate accounts.

1757. And the annual Parliamentary grants are
kept separately ?—The Parliamentary grants ore all
kept upon one account under the name of “ Queen’s
College, Belfast." The College Fees, &ic., Library

account.

1758. Is it out of the annual giant in aid of ex-

penses of maintenance (that is £1,600) that the

scholarships and prizes arc paid ?—No.

1759. Out of what fund are the scholarships and

prizes paid?—The annual grant of £7,000 a-year.

17G0. The grant charged on the Consolidated Fund?

—Yes.

1761. Suppose at the end of the year there is a sum

in hand iu respoot of other scholarships, or prizes not

won, what becomes of that money?—That money

remains in the bank to the credit of the general

account of the colleges.

1762. Cun that fund he dealt with by the college in

any way it pleases?—Within the year it can be given

in prizes— the sum unexpended in the year can

be given in prizes in the same year.

1763. Your academical year ends in June ?—Yes

;

but not the financial year.

1764 When does the linnneial year end? —31st March
2 C 2
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Bkuwst.

John "Wylie,

1765. As a matter of fact, is the money which does

remain over (sometimes large sums) expended in

prizes'!—Not entirely.

1766. Have you power to expend them in any

other way for the College 1—I believe not.

1767. Then the unexpended sums for prizes do not

come within the money to be dealt with except by

direction of the. Lord Lieutenant?—For the expendi-

ture of any sum unexpended in prizes within the

financial year the permission of the Lord Lieutenant

must be obtained.

1768. Has the permission of the Lord Lieutenant

been applied for and obtained to the application of

the grant to any other purposes than for prizes and

exhibitions 1—It has.

1769. May I take it to be the usual course that, if

the money remains unexpended at the end of the

financial year, the authority of the Lord Lieutenant

is obtained to divert it into other channels ?—It is, as a

matter of fact, diverted into other channels. Since I

came to the College the money so remaining has been

expended under that grant.

1770. In each year?—The smu accumulated under

that account since I came here has been spent in that

way.
1771. In exhibitions, prizes, and scholarships 1—No,

but what remained after the prizes and scholarships

has been expended by permission of the Lord Lieu

tenant for other purposes.

1772. For the Queen’s College, Belfiist?—For special

purposes for the Queen’s College, Belfast.

1773. Distiuct altogether from providing prizes for

students?—Yes; for instance, purchasing a plot of
ground in a corner of the College grounds aud building

a new lodge—these were special purposes.

1774. You outer on the receipt side professors' class

fees, and yon take credit on the other side for profes-

sors’ class fees ?—Yes.

1775. Ought not the sums be equal?—Normally

they should, but sometimes there is a small sum at

the end of the year, and, as wo have to obtain the

permission of the Lord Lieutenant for paying the fees

to the professors, it remains to the next year.

1776. The endowment account represents the in-

terest on the Pakenham Scholarship and the Dunville

Scholarship? —It represents the interest on the Sullivan,

Porter, Pakenham, and Blayney Scholarships.

1777. Dr. Stoney.—Do the College statutes not

define the purposes to which the balance can be applied

with the consent of the Lord Lieutenant?—No.

1778. 3VIy impression is that the College statutes

limit them. It must be applied to some purpose

sanctioned by the Act of Parliament ?—I do not

remember any limit.

llcv. IT Henry.
Rev. H. Henry, President of St. Malachy’s College, Belfast, examined.

1779. Chairman.—You aw Pwsident of Saint

Malachy's College?—Yes.

1780. That is a college established in this town?

—

It has been established fora length of time in this town.

1781. How long have you been president ?—I was
appointed in 1S76.

1782. Were you a teacher in the college before being
appointed a president?—I was, for six years.

1783. Then you have an experience of a good many
years 1—I have been fourteen years teaching.

1784. The college is entirely confined to Roman
Catholics ?—Entirely.

1785. Have any of your pupils ever come up for

examination in this College?—Very few.

1786. Have you present before your mind any
students who did’eome up for matriculation ?—I have.

1787. How many ?—Two.
1788. When did they matriculate?—In October,

1881, I think.

1789. That was under the old Queen’s University?
—Yes.

1790. Had you yourself experience of the- educa-
tional attainments of those two men who so came up ?

—I had.

1791. What did they know ?—Their knowledge was
exceedingly limited, and they matriculated notwith-
standing in a very limited knowledge of Latin, scarcely

any Greek at all, and a very poor knowledge of English,

and also a very poor knowledge of mathematics. For
that reason I would say that the standard of education
before the institution of the Royal University was not
high in the Queen’s Colleges.

1792. As a matter of fairness, Dr. Henry, would
you have any objection to give the Commission the
names of those students, of coiu’se not for the purpose
of publication ?—I didn’t ask their permission yet. I
would wish to ask their permission before I would make
any promise.

1793. You are aware of the limited scope of our
inquiry ?—I am.

1794. That it is confined to the four heads I have
mentioned ?—Yes.

1795. Axe you able to give the Commission any in-

formation or evidence within the four heads of the
inquiry, as if so we shall be happy to receive it ?—It
has come out in the evidence in reference to the
scholarships that there is satisfaction expressed on the
part of all the people of Ulster in the allocation of

the scholarships and the, endowment of the institution

called the Queen's College.

1796. It did not conic exactly within tlio scope of

the inquiry, but ovidonce to that effect w.as volunteered

by two clergymen examined yesterday, and afterwards

by Mr. Ewart. If you have any qualification or ex-

planation to offer wo shall hear it?—The principal

reason of my being here is to assort that no witness

examined has any ground or authority for making such

an assertion as that Ulster is satisfied with the condi-

tion of university education in the North.

1797. When you say Ulster what do you mean?

—

I will explain what I mean. I am one of the repre-

sentatives here of fifty per cent, of tlio population of

Ulster, the Catholics, and I have no hesitation in say-

ing that they, though recognising the rights of their

Presbyterian and Protestant neighbour’s to endowments
and scholarships, are thoroughly dissatisfied and object

in the strongest terms to tlio monopoly which the

Queen’s Colleges at the present time enjoy. To make
this statementis principally why I present myselfbefore

the Commission.

1798. In other words you wish to qualify the

evidence given yesterday and which seems to be general

evidence ?—General evidence. The students who
frequent the Queen’s College, 19-20ths of whom,

according to the evidence given, are Presbyterians and

Episcopalians, are said to bo the people of the north of

Ireland. I Bay they are not. They are simply a section.

If that section have a right to obtain scholarships, as

no doubt they have, I think I am right in saying that

fifty per cent, of the population have a right to obtain

scholarships and a share of endowments, that is to say,

at home, aud at as cheap a rate as those gentlemen do.

1799. Do not go further than that. Wo consider it

only right that the general statements having been

made yesterday we should receive evidence of it, being

subject to that qualification you put upon it to-day.

Beyond that, unless you can give ns some information

on the other heads of the inquiry, information, as

distinguished either from, suggestion or opinion, we

cannot go ?—Except, as bearing on that question, I

really must say I cannot give you any important

evidence within, the scope of the inquiry.

1800. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I should like to ask you

one question, namely, whether the standard necessary

for matriculating in theRoyal University, so far as you

have had an opportunity of judging, is as low as the
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standard necessary for matriculating in the Queen’s ?

It is not near so low. The standard of the Royal

University is much higher.

1801. Do you think it is much more difficult to

reach the standard and pass the examination of the

Royal than it was to reach the standard of the Queen's

and to pass it ?—I have no hesitation in saying that it

is much more di ffienlt.

1802. Attention was called yesterday to the circum-

stance that forty-five students appear upon this return

who matriculated in the Queen’s University in October,

1881, but who, according to this return, lmvc not since

advanced any step in their university career, and
some conjectures were offered ns to how that fact

is to be explained. Do you think the fact may
possibly be due to the easy nature of the examination

by which they entered the Queen’s University ?—

I

urn of that opinion, certainly. A student who is not

well prepared for his matriculation examination, and
up to the standard of a moderate programme, is not

at all likely to read any university course satisfactorily

afterwards, unless with great trouble to his professor

and great difficulty to himself.

1803. Dr. Stoney.—

I

understand you to say that, so

far as you can represent their opinions, yon believe that

fifty per cent ofthe populatiouof Ulsteruro not satisfied

with the provision for university education here !—Yes.

1804. That fifty per cent, that you refer to are they

more or less numerous in the lower grades of the

population—I mean in the peasant classes as distin-

guished from the classes more likely to receive a
university education 1—That question is very easily

answered. My knowledge of the people of the North
of Ireland is that it is not the rich and the aristocratic

who go to the Queen’s College at all ; they go to
Trinity College, Dublin, to Cambridge, and elsewhere.

It is the very class of people for whom a centre of
education at home is serviceable that go to the
Queen’s Colleges. I have known farmers’ sons, Pres-

byterians, in my own neighbourhood, getting their

education here at scarcely any cost, because they were
clever men and won scholarships

;
nud I could not

come here to receive in my early youth an education.

I see in the population many Catholics, from whom
we woidd expect candidates for arts and medicine,
of much the same sociail position as those who at

present frequent the Queen’s Colleges, and I think I

could prove that.

1805. Thnt is not answering exactly the question I

put
;
however, I will puss on to the next. Have those

fifty per cent, a right to present themselves for admis-
sion into this College 1—A right by the law of the
land, but not by the law of the Church. By tho law
of the land, yes ; but by tho law of the Church, no.

1806. I wish to ask whether your two students who
presented themselves at this College were your best
students or your worst, or how did they stand in your
own college 1—They did not stand high in their own
college. They had been but a few months at school.
They thought one or two quarteis would prepare them
for the Queen’s College, and they left at the end of
that time and matriculated, to the great injury of
Intermediate schools up to the establishment of the
Royal Univeisity.

1807. When they left your school how did they
stand relatively to the other students—were they

G9

nearly your worst, or your worst 1—It is hard for me
to determine at present.

1

808.

Were there many as bad 1—As they were only
a quarter or two at school it is very hard to answer
thut question. They should bn compared with their own
class-fellows, those who studied for a quarter or two
quarters.

1800. Amongst those were there many as bad as
they 1—I do not know that there were many as bad.
I have not a distinct recollection.

1810. Dr. Mauston.—You have spoken of the
matriculation examination of the Queen’s University
and the Royal University, to the effect that at the
latter it was much more difficult ?—Yes.

181 1. On what number of instances do you found
that opinion!—It is generally understood.

1812. I want to know whether you speak, as a
matter of personal knowledge, as a teacher or not!—

I

have at least had three or four instances of those who
matriculated in the Queen’s Colleges under the Queen’s
Univci-sity, and I have had experience of fifty-one who
matriculated in the Royal University from our own
institution, and I can confidently assert that those

who matriculated under the Queen’s University system
would not have matriculated in the Royal University.

1813. Professor Jack.—Your experience is with

regard to three or four instances of students who
matriculated in the Queen’s ?—That is all

1814. Ouaiiuiax.—

A

re yon familiar with the pre-

sent matriculation course in the Royal University ?

—Yes.
1815. Are you familiar also with what was a

matriculation course of the Queen’s College under the

Queen’s University ?—Yes.

181 G. Comparing the two courses together, are you

able to say that the Royal University course is a

more difficult one than the other course ?—The pro-

gramme is.

1817. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—In point of fact, the

Queen’s University, as such, bad no programme of

matriculation except the programmes of the three

Queen’s Colleges ?—No.
1818. And the value of that matriculation depended

entirely on the examination held in the Colleges 1

—

Yes ; there are one or two points. I do not know
whether it is within the scope of the Commission or

not to deal with them.

1819. Chairman.—You may proceed subject to my
stopping you 1—This is a very important question for

the. Catholics of the North of Ireland.

1820. I assure you we have nothing to do with

that. I allowed you to go into tlie other matter

because I thought it only fair that you Bhould have an
opportunity of qualifying evidonce given yesterday,

lest it might have a misleading effect. But we
have no power to discuss the grievances of the

Catholics of the North of Ireland 1—Well, in the

distribution of tlie scholarships of the Queen’s College,

Belfast, I do say, that for ray part I see nothing

unfair in throwing them into tlie- funds of the Royal

University.

1821. That iB a matter we cannot take evidence

upon ;
it is a matter of opinion, and is not a matter

of evidence!—Then under these circumstances I

havo given all the evidence I have to offer bearing

on the question.

Rev. James O’Laverty, p.p., Holywood, Belfast, examined.

1822. Chairman.—You are acquainted, sir,with the
limited scope of our inquiry here 1—T am.

1823. Where are you parish priest of?—Holywood,m the neighbourhood of Belfast.
1824. Have you any information or evidonce winch

you can lay before us which is pertinent, in your
opinion, to any of tlie points of our inquiry !—One
tiling is, that I wish to contradict a statement made
yesterday by several witnesses, that all Ulster was

most anxious that the present endowment should he

continued on account of the great usefulness of it.

1825.

Do you wish to qualify that!—I wish to

qualify that by asserting that the Catholics of

Ulster are nearly fifty per cent.
;
that tlie Episcopalians

of Ulster, if added to tlie Catholics, would make

nearly seventy per cent. The Episcopalians of Ulster

are well taken care of already in Trinity College,

Dublin.
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Belfast. 182G. We cannot, with great respect, go into that?

Jtiue 8,"iiS84. — It is on account of the evidence given yesterday,

..
“— lest it should go abroad that no person would con-

Itev. .Tamci ° 1

O’l.nverty.r.r.
tvadlcfc it.

1827. And you come forward, as Dr. Henry does,

aud very fairly you state that when it is asserted the

sympathies of Ulster ai*e with the Queen's College,

what is meant must be considered Episcopalian Ulster

and Presbyterian Ulster?—Scoto- Ulster it was called

yesterday. The Scoto-Ulstermen do wish to continue

the grant, but I must except the Highland Scoto-

Ulstenneu iu county Antrim, who are all Catholics.

1828. Beyond that, have you any information you
would lay before us?—There is another matter of the

great advantage of the College ou account of the com-
parative, poverty of the families of the students that

commonly frequent this College. Now the same argu-

ment would hold good.

1829. We cannot go into T.n.-it, with great respect 1

—I was connected with the educational establishment

that Father Henry is now connected with, about

eighteen years ago.

1830. When yon were connected with this insti-

tution did any of your students come up to the
Queen’s College, Belfast, for matriculation? Some
did.

1831. Did they matriculate?—They did.

1832. Were you in a position to judge of them
educational attainments when they came up for
matriculation ?—Yes.

1S33. Was their educational standard high when
they came up and left you and succeeded "here ?__

Some had a very fair education
;
but I have known

several instances where they came up miserably ple.
pared, and yet matriculated. It was commonly as-

sorted then

—

1831. I cannot take that. I cannot take any
rumour of what was said. What you have said is

evidence, and very material evidence, but we must
contiim you to facts ?—You can perhaps find that the

examiners of that date state that the Greek exmni-

nation was confined to the first chapter of John for

several years.

1835. Professor Jack.—That evidence refers to the

Queen's University eighteen years ago?—Yes.

ltev. .Tulin

Conway. Rev. Joiix Cosway, Dean of St. Malachy’s College, examined.

183G. ChatUmax.—

Y

ou are Dean of St. Malachy’s

College ?—I am.
1837. That is the institution Rev. Mr. ITenry and

the Rev. Mr. O’La(forty have spoken of ?—Yes, i have

been Dean for the past eight years.

183S. Had you any connexion with the college

before that?—None, except as a student.

1339. Besides being Dean of the college are you also

engaged outlie teaching staff of the college ?—lam.
i.840. Have any of your students come up to this

College for matriculation ?—Only very few during the

the past eight years.

IS 11. How many would you say ?—I do not sup-

pose half a dozen
;
but immediately before the disso-

lution of the Queen’s University some few students did

present themselves, :\s referred to by I lev. Mr. Henry.
I agree fully with all ho has stilted, in justice to

those students, whose names I am not willing to

mention without their permission, I must that they
were not deficient in talent by any means.

1842. The reference to their matriculation arises

from the fact of the shortness of their study previous

to matriculation, and to the facility which was afforded

of matriculating ?—Reference has been made to the

manner in which examinations of the Royal Univer-
sity have been carried on, and complaints made about
papers being circulated.

1843. Wo have nothing to do with that at all.

The Itoyal University people are the proper persons
to answer that?—Allow me to state my case, and
then decide against me.

1844. No?— It > is the standard of education I
am referring to. If facilities are afforded in ob-

taining matriculation examination in the Queen’s
College, if the students can get examination papers the
day before they are actually examined, and pass in those
papers. That shows that the standard cauuot be very
high, so far as those students are concerned. With
reference to some of those students, it has been asserted

that the papers were easily obtained.

1 845. I must decide that the evidence is not admis-
sible 1—I bow to your decision.

184 G. I would be glad to get information, if you
can give it, not only of the students who came up
from St Muiachy’s, hut the other students ?—As a
rule they had been a very short time pursuing their
studies for matriculation.

1847. In what class ?—They had been studying
English, Latin, Greek and mathematics, and spent a
very short time at tlieui.-

1848. Were they studying in a low class in the
college or a tolerably advanced class?—They were
studying in a class to prepare them for matriculation

in the Royal College of Surgeons. We had no class

to prepare them specially for the Queen’s College, hut

we hud one almost similar lor matriculation in the

Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin.

1649. They matriculated hero on the. matriculation

for the Royal College of Surgeons ?—Yes, but they

passed in a much shorter time. Evidence lias been

given to you that the scholarships have been of great

service to the schools iu Ulster.

1850. Excuse me—there was no such evidence

given. There wax evidence given yesterday which

did not require to be given, that the sohohuships were

of great advantage to the College iu which they were

given?— Ifvideiice was given by two gentlemen con-

nected with the Intermediate Schools in Belfast, that

those scholarships had been a great incentive to the

study of classics and mathematics in their schools.

1851. You are quite right?—I think those gentle-

men had no right to represent the views of all the popu-

lation of Belfast. There are other people in Belfast

as well as those two gentlemen, and other institutions

as well as theirs. The students of several institutions

have not received any incentive iu the wide world

from those scholarships.

1 852. I must confine you in the same way as I did

Father O’Laverty, to your stating that Ulster docs not

mean the entire of Ulster, lmt Ulster excluding the

Roman Catholic population. Is not that what yon

wish ?—Yes.

1853. Boyoncl that you cannot go?—Very well.

Then these are the only points I wish to put forward.

At the same time I wish to say publicly, that I have

no objection in the wide world to the Presbyterians or

any party in Ulster receiving endowments so long

as they are laid open to everybody, and the conditions

are such that everybody can with a safe conscience

take advantage of them. I have no objection to the

Presbyterians of Belfast getting an endowed college,

and 1 do not make any complaint of their anxiety to

preserve this College for themselves. I only want the

same advantage for other people.

1854. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.— You have prepared

students for the matriculation examination of the

Royal University ?—Yes. The examination has been

much more difficult—not that the programme is more

difficult, but from the fact that the Royal University

programme has been more strictly carried out.

1855. Professor Jack.—Your impression is that

the programme of the -two institutions was nearly the

same?—Nearly the same, but some three years ago

the examinations were not so strictly carried • out in

the Queen’s Colleges.

185 G. You axe speaking of this College?—Yes, and’

the others. •
1

•' ’ 1 U •
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1857. Dr. JIaBSTOX.—

Y

ou have not the same ex-

perience of the others 1— Yes, because some of our

students have gone to Cork, and a few to Galway.

There is not much difference in the programmes.

1 S58 ,
Dr. STOXEY.—I wish to itsk whether them is

anv matriculation examination in the Universities of

Edinburgh or Glasgow?—I inn not well up in that.

I think there is not.

1S50. Are you aware there is none in the English

Universities of Oxford ami Cambridge ?—I think that

is so, too.

1SG0. Students arc admitted there without any

matriculation examination 1—Yox.
1801. Then your complaint, is that nn injudicious

desire was shown by the authorities to admit the few

candidates who presented thenisulv.* from your insti-

tution?—I clo not think there was exceptional favour

shown to the few who came from ours. Tt was ex-

tended to all who came, no matter from what institu-

tion they came.

1802. Dr. Mabston.—You have spoken of sntno

men who passed the matriculation. IIow long is that

.,g0 ?_It must have been in 1880 or 1881.

1SG3. According to the best of your Ixdiof ?—About
that time. I have not the figures before me.

18Gb How many men have passed the matriculation

examinationofthis College and of the lloyal University

of whom you have experience ?— For reasons into

which it is not necessary to enter, very few students

from our College passed the matriculation examination

in the Queen's College, lint since the establishment of

the Royal University we have hoen .sending up a very

large luuulior annually for the matriculation and other

examinations.

18G5. Can you toll me how many ?—Wo arc send-

ing up thirty for one to the Royal compared with what
we sent to the Queen’s.

18GG. There is the matriculation of the College and
the lloyal University respectively. I want some
data ?—As I explained to you, I do not want to enter

into matters not within the scope of the inquiry.

1867. Tell mo the number of men who have passed

the matriculation examination of the Queen's Colleges

and of the Royal University, on which you have based

your statement ?—The first examination in the Royal
University was in December, 1881. We have at pre-

sent fifty-one matriculated students in the Royal Uni-
versity pursuing an arts course.

18GS. Dr. Maurtox.—Your estimate is founded on JimrA-T.
your cxjKn-ience of fifty-one students ?—I cannot say j,„„ s. issi.
exactly the number. They have passed on to the
study of medicine in the medical schools of Dublin. CuiuMv

1"

18(10. You have told us on what your estimate of
the standard of the Royal University'is founded. On
how many cases have yon founded your esunmto of the
standard in the Queen’s Colleges?—Them arc fifty-one
who have passed into the Royal University in the past
three years.

1870. Chairman.—How many students actually
came up from your college to the Queen’s ?—None
during that time.

1871. Yon told ns before, I think, six?—During
my eight vtail's I do not think there could be more
than six.

187:1. .1 horofure your experience of the Queen’s
Colleges is founded on six, and your experience of
the lloyal University is founded on fifty-one ?

—

Quito so.

187.1, Professor Jack.—Did those six all pass ?

—

They all passed. In fact I have not heard of any
failing.

1871. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—If a certain standard
existed by which six men passed, is it not a fact that
six hundred may pass if they came up to that stan-
dard?—I do not think there was any exceptional
favour shown the solitary few who came from our
institution,

1875. Dr. Stoxey.—I ask as a matter of opinion
whether the fifty-one represents the number that you
would cxpuct would go for matriculation iu an equal
space of time in future, or whether, when the Royal
University was first opened, there was au accumu-
lation of candidates iu your institution ready to

go into it, and therefore what occurred in the first

year would he different from subsequently ?—My ex-

perience is quite the contrary. In the first year the

number was very small. It is greatly increasing every

year since. The second year we sent in more ;
in the

third year a still greater number ;
and we hope to

continue doing so. Reference was made to the fact

that the scholarships induce students to work hard in

the schools. I do not deny that, but I want to draw
my inferunco.

1876. Chairman.—We cannot take the inferences

drawn by witnesses. We must draw them ourselves.

Professor Peter Redfeun, m.h., f. u.c.s.i., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, recalled.

1877. *Dr. Mahston.—Could you give the Commis-
sion a table of tlio fees for tiro medical education,

including the lees for hospital practice, and if you
could add to that table another, showing the cost, as
compared with other places ; at the same time we have
no right to ask that of you unless you wish to do it ?

—

I will do so with plensui-e.

1878. Seeing the rapid progress of physiology and
histology, it occurs to me to ask how are you assisted

;

do you not want any assistance in your class teaching
and demonstration?—I do very much, indeed. I
want an assistant as professor of anatomy, and an
assistant as professor of physiology, as is afforded
m every one of the Scotch universities by the Govern-
ment.

1879. You receive no assistance at present?—None
whatever.

1880. You receive none in any way?—None.
18.81. Do you wish to say anything about the fees

for anatomy ?—I would wish to say one word. As
regards assistants, I would refer yon to what has been
previously said this morning concerning trained assis-

tants by my colleagues. It would be gross cruelty to
employ a scholar of any kind, if the Council had power,
to do work of that sort. To clo so would lead certainly
tbhix rejection at his subsequent examination, and to
«8 being impossible for him to take honours, or learn

» See Appendix

his profession as well as if he could employ his whole

time in his education. Therefore, the professors have

felt, all the time I have been here, that to employ

scholars, or to inteifei'6, in any sort of way, with the

ordinary pursuits of students, though the Council had

the power by charter or Act of Parliament, would be

highly improper Whore the Professor of Mathema-

tics has availed himself of some assistance it has been

of real service to the scholar. There is no better way

of learning tlinu by teaching, and when the senior

scholar devotes two or three hours each week to it it

is an advantage rather than otherwise. But it would

bo quite otherwise if the scholar performed the duty of

a trained assistant to the professor. In fact, to train

him would involve spending more time on him and his

successors each year than they would he worth. The

professor would do the whole work better himself.

It is absolutely necessary there should bo assistants for

anatomy anti physiology, as is the case in. the Scotch

universities. As to the fees in anutomy ,
a little change

took place when I came here as professor. It wasin-

stitnted by myself. I have a right by tho charter to

claim the same fee in the 4th year as in 2nd. and 3rd. I

believe it greatly to the advantage of students that I

should not olaim that fee, for I had found, by fifteen

years’ previous experience, that the knowledge of ana-

tomy which astudent makesnvailable in practice is the

[L B.—No. It

Peter lWferii,

esq., M.n.,
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B«r.r\8T. last knowledge he gets—tlmt is to say, the knowledge lie

June 6. 18S4. gets whilst he is engaged in the practical departments

. . of liia profession I lay stress upon that, hccanse

there has boon a tendency to isolate the tcoch-

kuLsc.i.’ ing of anatomy and physiology from surgery,

medicine, and midwifery. Nothing coidd 1m? more

injurious. < )nv students do not follow that method,

hut it would ho of the greatest importance that

they should have no temptation. I have thought

that tlio success of the students of this school has

been in great part due to tlieir pursuing the study

of anatomy and physiology through the whole of

their course. In this way it is of great advantage.

The student has a little surplus time. His classes

are arranged to follow in succession through the four

years of his study. If he has his dissecting room he

goes there and learns an amount of anatomy, which in

medical schools is very rare indeed. I look upon that

as being of enormous advantage to the students. I

wish to say one word in regard to dciuoustmtors.

Something was said by some person who had the view

—which is a very prevalent one—that the greater the

number of demonstrators in an anatomical room the

better the teaching. 1 think it is exactly the reverse.

I am sure the greater the number of demonstrators

the worse the teaching. The object of demonstrators

is to become personally acquainted with the students,

so that they may ho called in afterwards in practice.

I have no wish to he subjected to the temptation of

putting other persons into the practical rooms to do

work that I should do myself
;
and I assert that the

increase of the number of demonstrators in anatomy
is likely to impair vatlier than increase the efficiency

of the teaching. My firm conviction is that success in

teaching anatomy is mainly due to the diligence, zeal,

and quietude of the students in the room, ami because

of the presence there of the professor himself. No
demonstrator can make up cither for the presence of

the professor himself, or for his possible presence

when it is known that 1m is in the immediate vicinity

of the rooms, if he is not actually there.

1882. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— You told mo this

morning that from certain questions I asked yesterday

an impression arose with you and other persons, that

I was personally unfavourable to the appointment of

assistants. I wish to say that the contrary is entirely

the cose. I am strongly in favour of the appointment
of assistants; I think it highly desirable the pro-

fessors should get assistants to relieve them from
the drudgery of tutorial work. It is outside the scope

of our Commission, but I mention that as my own
individual opinion ?—I am sure all my colleagues will

be delighted to hear that statement, which I have not
the slightest doubt is thoroughly and completely in

accordance with your views.

1883. Dr. Marston.—What do you say as to the
appointment of a Professor of Pathology 1—I think
it is very important indeed that such a professor

should be appointed. Pathology is assuming very
great importance, and there is only this objection to

the increase of professors—namely the weighting of

students still further with attendance on classes and
additional study. They are now weighted in a very
terrible war, in some instances more than is desirable,

for instance, the compulsory attendance at a lunatic

asylum. Iu this place to attend the asylum costs them
two hours, because of the distance of the asylnm from
the College. That is my objection lo the appoiutmeet
of a professor of pathology.

1884. Should there Ins one or not]—It would
dejiond on other arrangements. If you put it in com.
parison with the enlarge of the anatomical rooms,
and tlio increased facilities for physiological and
chemical pnmiits, I would say certainly nob. I would
take pathology after these.

1885. Professor «1a<ik.—I askcd With regal'd to a
number of students whose last academical mark lias

been tlio Queen’s University. Professor Purser in-

formed me them is no ollieial information with regard

to those students. As medical professor, have you any
impression, or would you care, to state any impression

if you have any, fts to what those students arc dob"
and whether they are attending other medical schools

for the pur|iose. of obtaining a licensing qualification?

—I never was more surprised in my life, nor was any
opinion I ever formed more completely belied by the

result, than liy the action of the students here on the

institution of the ltoyal University. The question

was put ou tlio first day of the sitting, and more
frequently since, because it was a surprising thing

seeing there are. objections to the. Ltoyal University,

and that students liavo the option of going elsewhere,

that they should not do so. I should have stated

confidently throe or four years ago that oil the

institution of any such scheme tlio chief body would

make, no attempt to go to the Royal University,

but would go to qualify at the Uollcges of Physicians

ami Surgeons. They did not. Whether from the

l>ei'sonal influence of the professors who were anxious

to give the ltoyal University a fair trial, or whatever

cause I cannot say, there were but three who did not

coiuc here with the resolution of going to the Ltoyal

University ns far ns they could, and they pursued

such a course. I believe the cause of that is that

they have* been accustomed to university training.

188(5. Chairman.—We are not concerned witli

what operated on tlio minds of the students, but

what was the fact?— I will answer Dr. Jack’s ques-

tion more briefly in this way. Mr. Purser told

me your question was witli regard to the students who

have merely matriculated and not gono further.

1887. ‘Professor Jack.—

T

here arc forty-five out of

235 students who are at present in the College students

of medicine, and these liavo taken their last academical

mark, matriculating iu the Queen's College in October,

1881, or before that. What I want to know is if you

have any means of information or any impression ns to

what they are doing. They are obviously not pur-

suing the course of study of the lloyal University, or

if they are they have not been successful ?—This is

the first time my attention bus been called to the forty-

five students, whom I have no doubt I could trace. If

I am able to find out their names, in all probability I

will be able to tell you whether they have presented

themselves at other institutions.

1888. The names are here?—Then in all proba-

bility I shall bo able to trace them, and if I succeed,

whatever information I find out I will be happy to

supply subsequently.

Hubert Francis
Dill, esq., M.U.,

Professor Robert Francis Dill, m.d., m.r.c.s.e. examined.

1889. Dr. Marston.—You are professor of mid-
wifery 1—I am.

1890. And you are attached to the Ulster hospital

for women and children ?—I am connected with the
Ulster hospital for women and children, and there is

a special department for midwifery at No. 11 Fisher-

wick-place.

1891. What facilities have the students for ac-

quiring a practical knowledge of midwifery
;

ex-

press your opinion as to whether you deem them

ample or satisfactory 1—In general language, I may

say that I have been for some years associated with

one of our local charities, the Ulster hospital for

women and children including a midwifery department.

The diseases of women are attended to in the hospital-

The midwifery, as is the case in almost all the large

cities, London, Dublin, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, is an

extern practice, so that I am associated with this insti-

tution, which is, I may say, the only complete institu-

tion that takes in all the departments—midwifery ana

• See Appendix III. D No. 12.
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the diseases of women and children—and ample op-

liortunities ore afforded to the students for practical

instruction in all these subjects.

1892. With regard to attendance outside, does it

afford them ample opportunities also?—We can easily

<nve all the students that apply to us and enlist them-

selves under our instructions very ample opportunities

ior attending cases of labour. The minimum number

of cases is twenty and they can have as many more os

they wish to attend.

1893. Twenty cases in what time?—Within half a

year.

1894. What is the number of beds you have in the

hospital?—The number of beds in the hospital for

children is twenty-two with ability to increase, and
twelve for women.

1895. How many are occupying these beds as a

nile. Are they generally full ?—Generally full.

1896. How many students avail themselves of the

opportunities?—We are only in the third session since

it was opened to students. Up to that time we felt

we had no institution qualified to give the instruction

necessary for the students going up to the Royal

University. We had no institution capable of meeting
the University requirements, and the superiors of this

institution accommodated it to the public want to that
extent that while, in the first instance, it was started
as a pure charity, through my advice and the advice?

of the President of the Queen's College, it was placed
in a position to qualify students to go up for their

degree in the Royal University. It is in a convenient
locality for students.

18i)7. Is there a good attendance?—It is growing.
1898. You are quite satisfied with the opportunities

you have for instruction in those particulars ?

—

Perfectly.

1899. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I understand you to say
that the establishment of this institution arose out of

the necessity of preparing students for the Royal
University?—That is the plan of the institution, includ-

ing diseases of women and children and midwifery.
The dispensary before was for the diseases of children.

Through my advice and the advice of the President of

the College the three departments were included, which
makes it the only complete institution in the town
for educational purposes.

Henry Whittaker,

1900. Chairman.—You are a graduate in medicine

of the Queen's University?—Yes.

1901. When did you take your degree ?—In 1S59.

1902. Have you practised in your profession ?

—

No.

1903. Have you been informed us to the scope of

our inquiry ?—Yes.

1904. You understand the limits to which it is

confined?—I am sorry that it is so limited, but having

taken a warm and lively interest in the Queen’s Uni-
versity in olden times, I may say a few words which

may not be strictly within tho scope of the inquiry.

1905. I cannot receive anything from you except

what is within the scope cf our inquiry?—Occasionally

there would be some remarks of interest to the cause

of education which might bo heard although not

thoroughly relevant.

1906. State what you wish to say?—I commenced
the study of medicine hero in 1S53. Attendance was
compulsory in all the classes I liavo attended; for

instance die class in French, where the class was
simply composed of some students who did not know
the first rudiments of French, whereas I was able to

translate French fairly well, and here we were all in

the same class.

esq., 3i.o., examined.

1907.

Our time is very short, and I cannot allow
you to go into several matter's wholly outside the
scope of our inquiry ?—Yery well.

1908- Dr. Makston.
—
"Was French one of the sub-

jects of the matriculation examination at that time ?

—

No.
1909. Chairman.—

H

ave you anything to say of

your own knowledge ns to the standard of education

maintained in the College now?—No, I can speak
only with regard to twenty-five years ago.

1910. It may be an interesting matter of histoiy,

but we are not hero to inquire into that. Could you
tell us anything in reference to the scholarships, ex-
hibitions, or other rewards in tho College, having re-

gal'd to tho number of students and the faculties they

attend ?—Not personally.

1911. We are here only to receive evidence from
witnesses who can personally testify. Can yon tell

us anything of the extent to which the students of

the College go to the Royal University, and with

what result ?—No.
1912. Can you tell us anything in regard to the

fees charged in the College ?—Certainly not.

1913. Thon I am afraid you cannot give us any
assistance in the subject matter of our inquiry ?—Yery

well.

Rev. Josias Leslie Porter, ji.a., d.d., ll.d., re-examined.

1914. Chairman.—Yon promised, Dr. Porter, to
check a return so as to correct discrepancies between
it, and one received from the Royal University
books?—Yea. 1 received this return through the
courtesy of the Secretaries of the Royal University.
I compared it myself with the returns referred to in
our own register, and I find that we do not get credit
in this College in the University record for all the
students who have passed the examinations. I have
therefore taken the liberty of correcting the return.
You can see marked in red ink the return of the
Royal University, and you con see marked in black
ink the return as corrected. These have been gone
over by the Registrar, and are found correct. I hand
them in

1915. May we take, as part of your evidence for
tha purpose of this inquiry, your reports for the last
five years?—Certainly, and I may state that I should
like to have the opportunity of handing in a supple-
ment to my examination including simply those sub-
jects on which I was examined here, and had not an

opportunity of stating as fully as I wished to do in

answer to questions that were put.

1916.

*We will be happy to receive any statement

that yon put before us, but we will reserve the right

to have a further examination of you?—Certainly.

Perhaps you would permit me to say a word in

reference to that. There was a remark made with

regard to the matriculation examination in this College,

comparing the matriculation examination here with

that in the Royal University. It did not appear to

me that there was a very large base on which that

charge could be founded, but I may state that I

have an opportunity of knowing the standard of the

matriculation examination in this College, and also as

a senator of the Royal University, I have had an

opportunity of knowing and testing the standard of

the matriculation examination there, and I have no
hesitation whatever in stating that the standard in

this College is as high as that of the Royal University.

I may state still further, and I regret it, that we were

compelled, on account of the institution of the Royal

• See Appendix IIL B.—No. 6.
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Leslie Porter,
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University, to leave out one subject which with us

formerly was an essential, that was the subject of

Greek. Instead of Greek, which was essential in this

College, we were obliged, at least I was obliged, in

order that we might accommodate ourselves to the

Royal University, to substitute one out of five or six

modern languages, most of them known, and some not

very well known, such ns French, German, Spanish,

&c. I contend that that was a lowering of the

standard which had existed in thi3 College, but I mu
happy to state that the Council agree with me that

we should not permit all these languages to be intro-

duced into our examination here, and consequently we

confine them to three—French, German, and Italian,

so that judging fi'om that, and from my experience of

the mode in which examinations were conducted

here, and my knowledge of the manner in which they

are conducted in the Royal University, I have no

hesitation in stating that the examinations hero were

quite equal to the Royal University examinations.

There was something said, and a great number of

questions asked regarding certain medical scholarships

that were gained here. It was the scholarships of the

second year under the head of medical scholarships.

I wish to call attention to the facts. It was stated

that one student had come forward for that scholarship,

and had obtained it on n very small number of marks
iu one subject. I wish to call attention to the

fact that there are four subjects in that department,

and these four subjects are anatomy and physiology,

chemistry, botany and zoology, and a modem language.

It seems that the student was not quite advanced

enough in the modem, language, but I think, and I
remember the circumstances well, that it came before

the Council that his answering in the other subjects

was such as to entitle us to give him tho scholarship.

There were some questions asked with regard to our

senior scholarships, that is, why the scholars are in the

calendar represented ns asked to do certain duties, and
they are not required now by the Council in all cases

to do them. That is a requirement not of tho Council

but of tho statutes, over which the Council have, as

yet, no control
; but the Council from long experience

nave found that if we were to compel the senior

scholai'S in every case to do what was required of

them, wo would take away in a great measure tho
inducement to young men to study for a senior scholar-

ship. The amormt is so small that if we compelled
them absolutely to attend to the duties here laid
down, very few would come forward.

1917. In dispensing with the requirements of the
statutes, are you not practically repealing them!—No.
Of coarse we must have the power of insisting on the
conditions being fulfilled in certain cases, but we do
not consider1 it necessary in every case. There was a
reference made to tho engineering department. I am
sorry the professor is not here, but I hope he will have
an opportunity of giving evidence in Dublin. It was
pointed out that there was no expenditure opposite
the engineering fund.

1918. There is nothing in the return ?

—
"We receive

in Queen's College, Belfast, a considerable number of
private endowments, and we got a considerable sum of
money from Mr. M‘Lean, and it is devoted to that
special subject.

1919. Professor Jack.—There are one or two ques-

tions arising on your report of last year withwhich you
are familiar no doubt. Yon described the arrange-
ment of the Royal University, and pointed out the
disadvantages under wliicli students from this Collere
are placed in connexion with these arrangements. Iu
page 4 yon state that :

—

“With regard to the first university examination, it «
now required that all students who arc candidates for
honours must present themselves in Dublin, but in conse-
quence of the recent change candidates who are pass-men
arc examined hero

;
hut that with regard to tho second and

final examinations, which lust from eight to ten days it is

still required that all candidates present themselves in
Dublin."

Is that still tho state of matters?—Yes.

1920. And thou an additional requirement for

attendance in Dublin when degrees are conferred?

Yes, and, in consequence of this, when the examination
is held for the degree, a period intervenes between the

examination and the publication of tlio list of success-

ful candidates, so that when the degree is conferred

the students have to make a second journey to Dublin,

In this way a student of this College is obliged to pay
more than £25 for travelling and hotel expenses for

his degree in Dublin.

1921. Does that represent the state of facts at the
present moment ?—I believe so.

1922. The candidates for scholarships,exhibitions, and
high honours, may he required to come to one common
centre to secure uniformity in oral examinations and
perfect equality in competition. Does the rule re-

quiring candidates to come to a common centre for the

sake of uniformity operate, to a serious extent, in

preventing students from this Collego presenting them-

selves for honours in tho Royal University examina-
tions ?—I think it docs. A number of students who
vissed the first university examination in Belfast, a

ocal centre, and who answered tins full extent of the

requirements on tlio pass papers, were recommended
for honours, that is to proceed to Dublin to pass a

merely oral examination to obtain honours, but out of

the number selected for honours eleven declined to

incur tho expense. I afterwards found, when I was
examining tlio returns of tho examiners, that in the

written papers some of those young men, who only

took the written papers, had obtained higher marks
than those who got honours, and who answered in both

the written papers and tho oral examinations.
1923. Out of what proportion would the eleven

recommended for oral examination be ?—I do not know
at this present moment, but I could easily ascertain.

1924. CHAIBilAX.—In dosingthis inquiryhere, Iwisk
to express, on behalf of my colleagues and myself, our

thanks to tho President, Professors, and officers of the

College for tlio courtesy with which they have received

us, and for the very full and frank manner in which

they gave information on every subject brought before

them. I wish to express my own thanks, and the

thanks' of the Commissioners, to the gentlemen who
were good enough to come before us and give their

evidence. We had no power to compel their atten-

dance. These gentlemen gave evidence of the most

material and important character, and calculated to

aid us very much in answering the questions entrusted

to us to report upon.

The Commission then adjourned.
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Belfast.

June 6. 1884.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE Gth, 1884.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

Present—Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A Marston, M.D.

Professor J. Seaton Ekid, m.d., Ediu., examined.

1925. Dr. Marstox.—You are Physician to the

Union Hospital ?—I aui, and have been for more than

thirty-seven years.

1920. Is the hospital convenient to the Queen’s

College ?—It is within ten minutes’ walk of it.

1927. What is the accommodation of the hospital?

—Fully 400 beds; increased on emergencies by plac-

ing beds down centre of wards.

1928. What is the average occupation at present ?

—In summer the average is about eighty-live, and in

winter 170 ;
often more in both seasons.

1929. State generally what the arrangements of

the hospital are regarding the different forms of disease

treated there ?—We must take all kinds of infectious

disease, and must have arrangements for treating

separately the different kinds
;
therefore, a ward and

its associated convalescent waul, may havo at times

fewer cases than there are beds. The Union Hospital

is in the fust instance appropriated for contagious

diseases, and subject to this provision, any remaining

accommodation can he utilized for ordinary medical

hut not surgical cases.

1930. Have you always typical cases of the different

kinds of fevers?-- Wo havo not always cases of typhoid
or typhus. Other eruptive fevers, such as scarlatina,

among children and adults, are provided for separately

as they occur, and arc only occasionally there.

1931. What is the character of your cases. Are
they generally chronic or acute?—In tins ordinary

medical we have a mixture of chronic and acute. I

cannot say in what proportion.

1932. Then you cannot at all times supply typical

cases of contagious diseases for touching purposes ?

—

No.

1933. What is the medical staff of the Union Hospi-
tal ?—There is a visiting physician and a resident sur-

geon
;
and in the Infirmary, which is for non-conta-

gious medical, also surgical diseases, the insane and
incurable, &c., there are two visiting medical officers

and two residents.

1934. What is the accommodation in the Infirmary ?

—The Infirmary is a department distinct from the
Hospital, and occupies other portions of the Wovk-
house grounds, and has in its several buildings up-
wards of 1,200 beds.

1935. What is the character of the cases treated
there?—It is available for a large number of cases,

chiefly chronic
; hut many acute.

1 936. Whcro is the Infirmary situate ?—The Work-
house buildings may be said to intervene between it

and the Hospital.

1937. Do you think those Hospitals might be used
for teaching purposes? --There might be difficulties in
the way of utilizing this institution for students on
the score of discipline in tho Workhouse

;
that is in

keeping the students separate from the inmates of the

Workhouse when going to and from tho departments
for the sick.

1938. Is there no way of overcoming that diffi-

culty 7—Walls might be erected isolating the depart-

ments for the sick, and a separate avenue provided for

students
;
then a perfect system of teaching would re-

quire the medical staff in both institutions to be con-

siderably increased. TheWorkhouse is managed under
an Act of Parliament, and everything must be done
according to the regulations of the Local Government
Board of Ireland, which ore carried out by the Board
of Guardians.

1939. Do you think that even the Hospital devoted

to contagious diseases might not be utilized for teaching

purposes ?—Gratuitous instruction was given to a small

class of students for some years. It ceased about i860,

owing chiefly, among other reasons, to increased facili-

ties offered at the Royal Hospital rendering it unne-

cessary. My ago and health preclude my undertaking

additional work.

1940. Have you any connexion with the Royal

Hospital yourself?—I am one of the Consulting

Physicians of the I-toyal Hospital. I have been so for

thirty-seven years. I had been Visiting Physician of

the Royal Hospital for six or eight years previously.

1941. Then you are familiar with the capabilities

of the Royal Hospital for affording adequate instruc-

tion to the students ?—I am so familiar with the capa-

bilities of the Royal Hospital to give instruction, that

I believe the students of the Queen’s College, Belfast,

have sufficient facilities for acquiring medical and sur-

gical knowledge, as well as of contagious diseases, dis-

eases of women and children, and diseases of the eye.

In that opinion Iam corroborated by the results of com-

petitive examinations, and the positions taken there

by the young men educated in Belfast. I refer to the

examinations for the public medical service, and to the

ready employment which those young men obtain from

the general practitioners in England on account of

the practical knowledge they have acquired here.

1942. Have yon the power of selecting cases with

a view to teaching purposes in the Royal Hospital ?

—As no one has a legal right to admission at the

Royal Hospital, such as exists at tire Workhouse, it

follows that the cases most interesting and instructive

to students may be selected by the authorities.

1943. Have the medical professors of Queen’s

College, Belfast, a retiring allowance?—Those who

practice are excluded from retiring pensions, although

pensions are given to the medical professors in the

Scotch universities, who practice. Professors in both

places being appointed by the Crown. Neither is

there any retiring allowance in connexion with the

Union hospital.

The Commission adjourned.

J. Seaton

Reid, m.d .
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. FIFTH BAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 7th, 1834.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I. ;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M. A, D.Sc., E.R.S.

; Professor

William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.I).

; with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Sccretaiy.

“William IL Sullivan, Esq., ph.d., d.sc., m.r.i.a., President of Queen’s College, Cork, examined.

William K.

Sullivan, esq.,

PH.D., D.Sc..

1944. Chairman.—Dr. Sullivan, you are President

of this College ?—Yes.

1945. How long have you been President?—Since

1873.

194G. The matriculation examination in this College

seems very much the same as the matriculation exami-

nation for the Royal University ?—It is to a large

extent.

1947. Do you endeavour’ in any way to make the

matriculation examination here coincide with the

programme of the Royal University 1—Latterly, yes.

1948. Have you any equivalent for the honours

course in the Royal University at the matriculation

examination ?—No.
1949. Is that supplied by the entrance scholarships

that are given ?—Yes. I may add that Greek is in

our matriculation, or was np to a very recent period.

1950. When you say “ was up to a very x’ecent

period,” I find in the calendar for this year, 1884-85,
that Greek is still retained as one of the subjects ?

—

Yes.
1951. How do you mean to qualify your answer

that it was retained up to a very recent period?

—

Because men come to us with the matriculation paper

of the Eoyal University and we accept them, though
Greek is not necessai’ily one of the subjects.

1952. Students come to you with the matriculation

paper of the Royal University. What do you mean
by that?—We accept them as students.

1953. When they matriculate in the Royal Uni-
versity you admit them ad eutideml—Yes.

1954. Are the courses in Queen’s College made to

correspond witli the courses in the Royal University ?

- -To a large extent. In fact the courses in the Royal
University were partly framed upon the lines of the
Queen’s University—indeed to a considerable extent,

except in the mere books.

1955. To put it in another way, a student reading
either your second, third, or fourth year's course ought
to he able at the end of the course to go np for the
corresponding examination of the Royal University ?—Yes, now.

1956. How long ago is it that you apply the word
“ now ’’ to ?—Because within the last, year or two we
have been gradually endeavouring to bring oursystem
into harmony with the other. We could not do
it at once, the curriculum being always arranged at
least one year in advance, and before the very sudden
change was effected we had not an opportunity of
making any change in our programme then published
and circulated.

1957. But you are endeavouring to work the two
systems into harmony?—Yes.

1958. I observe in the calendar that in addition to

the usual or ordinary classes there are what are called

optional classes?—Yes.

1959. Are they largely availed of by the students
in the different years of arts study ?—To some extent.

1960. Could you give the Commission any idea of
the extent bo which the students in the different years
of arts attend the optional classes as distinct from
the ordinary ?—I think you will get that better from
the professors, especially from the Registrar.

1961. What examination in arts must be passed by
a medical student in this College ?—If he intends to

get his qualifications from one of the Licensing Cor-

porations other than the university he passes the matri-

culation examination.

1962.

And tho matriculation only?— And the
matriculation only.

19G3. He most pass the first examination in arts 1

—He must, of the Royal University, if lie wishes to

graduate in tho Royal University.

1964. In the faculty of law what examination in

arts is it compulsory for a student to pass ?—There are

two classes of students in law. Anyone who wishes

to go through a full course in law must be a graduate

in ai ts. That was the ohl rale. Now of course in

tho same way that the senior scholarships in arts

are awarded, the senior scholar in law must spend a

certain time in the College, anil pass tho sessional

examination in the same way that he would have to

do in the Queen’s University.

1965. But to fit himself to go in for the LL.B. or

LL.D., what course in arts must he follow here?—In
that case he must follow the university course laid

dowm I was about to say there was another class of

law students, the solicitors’ apprentices, who are

practically uuii-rantriculutcd students, and come here

for the law lectures simply in order to go to their

profession.

1960. Are the examinations ui law here received

by the Incorporated Society in Dublin ?—Yes, to some

extent.

1967. Passing an examination here in law will

not dispense witli their oxamimition ?—No. It is

only as a preparation, the examinations here are

acknowledged.

1968. Have you many students of that class atten-

ding the lectures of the law professor ?—The number
must necessarily he very small. At the present

moment there ore not more than twenty apprentices

in Cork j hut wo generally havo had a fair number
of them.

1969. Looking at the law school, the numbers are

more attenuated still. Docs tho bulk of tho students

attending the law class consist of gentlemen preparing

for the solicitor’s profession ?—I should say the bulk

do.

1970. And they are not matriculated?—Some of

them are graduates, but the law class of course would

be open to any solicitor’s apprentice without matricu-

lation.

1971. Do non-niatriculated students who are

solicitors’ apprentices avail themselves of the law

school ?—They do.

1972. In the faculty of engineering, what course in

arts is considered compulsory?—If the student is

simply to be an engineer, ho omits all classics, but he

takes a higher course in mathematics.

1973. But he must matriculate ? —Yes.
1974. He has to pass certain examinations in the

Royal University?—Yes.

1975. Cannot he attend the engineering classes

here if a non-matriculated student ?—He can
;
hut in

that division scarcely any non-matriculated students

ever attended. Nearly all the students who attend

the engineering class are matriculated students.

1976. As to the scholarships,what conditions must be

fulfilled by a student before he can present himself for

an entrance scholarship ?—He must have matriculated

• See Appendix IIL B No. 21.
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or produced the matriculation paper of some other

university.

1977. When ia the examination for entrance

scholarship held?—Immediately after the matricula-

tion.

1978. When is the examination for the second

year’s scholarship?—The scholarship examinations are

generally held at the same i*>viod after the matricula-

tion each year.

1979. That is the end of October or beginning of

November ?—The end of October. The calendar of the

year gives the date at which those examinations take

place. They are all fixed previously by the Council.

19S0. At what page ?—Page 4-1 of this year’s

calendar for next session.

1981. Are those about the same <lates that they

always have been ?—Yes, generally speaking.

1982. Are they earlier or later?—About the same

period.

1983. Are not these all subsequent to the examina-

tions in the Royal University?—I should say they are.

1984. The scholarships which are competed for at

the end of the first year are, according to the calendar,

tenable for two years?—At the end of the first year,

i.e., what are called the second and third, they are

tenable for two years.

19S5. What conditions must a student fulfil to en-

title him to compete for one of those sclmlai-shqw?—He
must have attended the courses in tlm College for the

preceding year and passed the sessional examinations.

1986. Do you give the sessional certificate at the

end of the year ?—There is no certificate! issued, but
the fact is recorded on our books. Every mail’s name
appears on the minutes of the Council when ho fulfils

those conditions.

1987. Wc found in Belfast they were, in the habit

of giving the certificate, at the end of the year. He
must, at all events, have attended the course through
and passed the several examinations in that year?—lie

must The Council meet and discuss the returns from
each class. Then they go over the whole to ascertain

who have fulfilled the conditions, and those who have
are promoted to bo second year's students, and tlicy are

then entitled, under those conditions, to go in for the

examinations for the second year’s scholarship.

1988. I find in the appendix to your Report for tho
years 1882—83, page 10, you have a table which shows
the academic standing, according to finalities, of the
matriculated students in tlio College ?—Yes.

1989. In the faculty of arts for tho first year there

were fourteen ?—Yes.
1990. Have you any means of telling tho Commis-

sion how mauy of the fourteen had passed tlm sessional

examinations to bo eligible to compete for schohn-ships

at the end of the year?—In the first year.

1991. Yes. There wore fourteen at tho beginning
of the year and there would be a certain number
entitled to compete for the scholarship ?—The number
eleven in the second year indicates tlm number pro-

moted.

1992. Does it mean that eleven out of tho fourteen
passed through the regular course in the first year and
passed their examinations in that year ?—A man may
have come here ad eundem from another place, and
ethers of the fourteen may not come here at all. They
may have left the College.

1993. I want to get information similar to what
was published in the calendar of Queen’s College, Bel-
fast, namely, a list of the students in each year who
passed their sessional examinations, and were entitled
to get a certificate ?—That is tho list. Those lists

are constructed upon the same plan in the three Col-
leges and published in the same form. You may take
it that the number eleven in the second year repre-
sents the number who would then be entitled to com-
pete at that examination.

1994. There were fourteen students altogether in
the first year?—Yea.

1995. They would furnish the crop for the competi-
tors at the end of the year ?—Certainly.

199G. Have wc any menus of ascei-taining how many Cork.
of the fourteen passed through the necessary ordeal ? /„„e T I8* 4
I should say all the eleven passed through, or they .

-

would not appear in the second year as students.
William K.

1997. In the same way the eleven of the third year? rn.D^o.^
1

—The eleven of the third year would, of course, cone- M.n.i.A.

sjiond with the second because they would be the same

1 998. Not necessarily. A man might drop away ?—Generally speaking, not at that period. Of course
it might happen.

19 99. You say eleven iii the third year. There arc
twelve in the fourth year. How does that happen

—

the number ought to be tho same or less ?—No, because
the fourth year’s students are generally students who
graduated. They are graduates. Tho course of arts
being three years, any man who appears in the fourth
is a graduate, or has passed through a course which
would have entitled him in the Queen’s University to
go up for graduation.

2000. In the return you have furnished us you have
given us the number of students in tho last five

academical years who competed for the different

scholarships and the number of schohn-ships awarded.
If you look ut Table VI. (2), p. C, you will observe
that in 1880 and 1SS1 there wore six scholarships
awarded ?—Ye.s.

2001. On reading the calendar it would appear that

there were only five scholarships for each year. Can
you explain how it was that six came to be awarded
in one year ?—There are ten scholarships.

2002. The table purports to be a return in answer
to this requisition—“ The number of students who
competed in each of the last five academical years for

the five entrance scholarships in science (.£24 each
for one year), and the number of such scholarships

awarded”?—We have the power under our statutes of

awarding a sixth, transferring it from the literary side

if there is sufficient merit. We have, in fact, the

dis] iosal of the funds for such a purpose within certain

limits.

2003. That is if you find on the literary side there

is not sufficient merit to award the full number you
have power to transfer the superfluous scholarship to

the science side ?—Yes ;
there happened to be in that

year a very largo number of good men in mathematics.

2001. Of course the professors will lie able to tell

ns the system of marking, and the manner in which
the examinations are conducted?—Yes. The Council

award all the scholarships.

2005. Of course the Council act on the reports of

the examiners ?—They do.

2000. And the reports of tho examiners are founded

on the mnrks they give the students?—Yes.

2007. Would yon rather we would ask the different

professors their mode of marking than ask you?—The
only tiling I can give information on would be the.

action of the Council upon the reports of the professors,

but I think that would even be better done by the

Registrar.

2008. Arc the marks preserved, as a matter of

fact, or ave they destroyed at the end of each exami-

nation?—I do not know whether the Registrar has

kept them. We generally preserve every document.

[The Registrar (Professor Jack).—They ore oil-pre-

served.]

2009. Rev. Dr. Molloy—With regard to the ma-

triculation examination, can you inform the Commis-

sion whether the standard of the matriculation has

been raised or not since the date of the last Commis-

sion, which sat in 1857 ?—I should think so ; I was

not here at that time, but I assume that it was, and I

know that it was.

2010. It is higher now than it was then?—Cer-

tainly. It has been greatly improved, of course,

according as tho education of the province- has im-

proved, and that is not very much, I am sorry to say.

2011. Then you think that although it has been

raised it has not been much raised ?—I did not say

that ?—You had
_
better get that from the Registrar,
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who has heen here since that time. I can only

answer within the period I have heen President

2012. The Calendar of 1884-85 represents what it

is at present?— Yes.

2013. The recommendation madeby the Commission

of 1858 was, that the standard should be raised in all

the Queen's Colleges to the original standard fixed by

the College Boards. Perhaps you do not know

exactly whether that has been done or not?—I cannot

say; but I attach very little importance to these

standards, as a matter of fact.

2014. The programme of matriculation at present

in this College is not the same as the one in Belfast ?

—

Not necessarily. "We are an independent body.

2015. 1 find that in the Calendar for Belfast, in the

subject of Ijatin, a number of books are given which

correspond substantially with the list of books given

in your Calendar, but that in Belfast a student must

present two of those hooks, while in your College Cal-

endar it is only necessary to present one ?—I believe ns

high an examination can l»e made on one book as on

ten. I attach very little importance no the number of

books.

2010. But suppose one student knows two books,

whilst another knows only one, I suppose the

student who knows two books knows more literature

than the student who knows only one ?—If it is to he

assumed that he does know the two, and the other

knows only one. That is not the assumption. If

one is prescribed it does not follow that the student

examined knows one book only, and does not know
the other too. I know that a great educational

master—Cardinal Newman—would attach very little

importance to knowledge of that kind—to the number
of books.

201 7. In point of fact, a student with yon can pass

the matriculation examination by presenting one

]>ook 1—Certainly.

2018. That is also the case in Greek?—Yes.

2019. I find, in the Calendar of the Queen’s Col-

lege, Belfast, that a student is required to translate

English into Latin. I do not find that requirement

in your Calendar. Is that the case—do you require

a student to translate English into Latin?— Not
necessarily.

2020. I find also, with regard to English, that your
programme requires grammar, composition, and geo-

graphy. In Belfast I find in the College Calendar

that they require a student to present a book—an
English classical author—and they examine him upon
it ?—-I suppose that difference exists.

2021. Then do you not think, as regards the extent

of knowledge required in the students, that the pro-

gramme of your matriculation examination is lower
than the programme of the Belfast College?—I do not
think so. I think it is an entire matter of the mode
of conducting the examination.

2022. But, supposing the mode of examination
equally good in the two colleges, would you not con-

sider that the programme which requires a greater

extent of knowledge is a higher programme than the

one which requires a less extent?—I am not aware
that the programme requires a greater extent of

knowledge I have not looked into them to institute

a comparison between the two; but the statement
yon have made does not imply a greater amount of

knowlege acquired. There may be two books pre-

scribed, but the examiners in Latin may bo more
severe in the one book than in the two. It may be
the same in the English. A man examined in English

may be really taken over a wider course in our exam-
ination than where a particular book is prescribed.

The Belfast system adapts itself better to cramming

;

our system betteranswers to extractwhat aman knows.

2023. I make the supposition that the extent of sub-

jects in which thestudent is examined is greater in one
case than in the other ?—As regards English, I cannot

say. In one case he is supposed to be examined in

English, in the other he only adds a prescribed book.

Li one case ho may ho taken over that book, and
probably others.

2024. Lx one case tbo programme Ls grammar and
composition ; in the other it is grammar, composition

and a classical author. Is not the latter more
extensive than the former ?—No. It may .ho carried

to a much greater extent, because in our case lie

is bound to write iui essay, which is much more
important.

2025. Taking the programme ns it is, do you think
that a student who pusses your matriculation examina-

tion is fairly competent to enter upon a course of

university education ?—Yes, if ho is a collegiate

student. The object ofa matriculation examination in

a college must always bo kept distinct from the matri-

culation of au examining board. In the one case the
examination is to ascertain whether the student is fit

to go in for the work of tlio college
;

in the other

it is a measure, in fact, of his knowledge then and
there.

2026. Yon think if ho remains after passing

your matriculation examination he is fairly com-

petent to follow a course of university study ?

—

Certainly.

2027. I find in your "Report for the academic session

1SS0-81, pago 7, the following passage :

—

“ Students come so badly prepared in what may he colled

the ordinary instruments of thought, and in ancient and
modern languages—in a word, in every part of school-work,

that they follow the University course only in a limping and
unsatisfactory manner, and much time is lost before a large

number ofstudents learn how to properly work. The pro-

fessor is consequently obliged either to lecture over the

heads of a large part of his class, or to divide it into the in-

structed and umnstructid, a method which entails much
additional labour upon him, and which lowers and impairs

the effectiveness ami quality of his teaching."

Do you think tlio students thus described are fairly

competent to read tho University course to which

reference has been made ?—I think the previous state-

ments I have made m o quite consistent with this.

This is a general statement of tho condition of educa-

tion in the province of Munster, and of the mode in

which a student is taught in the schools, and we have

to depend upon them. A man comes here with a

prescribed amount of Greek and Latin, but the quality

of the knowledge ho possesses is veiy different from

what it ought to be. The same with mathematics.

Ho very often has to unlearn a great deal of what he

had previously learned before ho is reallyproperly work

ing into a university course. I think the statements are

both perfectly consistent.

2028. I understand you to say that the condition of

the schools of Munster is vory unsatisfactory 1
—

"Very

unsatisfactory.

2029. And that, therefore, the students who come

here are of that quality which is described in this

paragraph ?—Well, I would not say they are all of that

quality, either the schools or the students. That is a

general description of our difficulties, which difficulties

affect us.

2030. The question I ask is this
: Are the students

you have thus described fairly competent to commence

a university course ?—I think a university course is a

course adapted for each locality. To a large extentthe

same observations might be made, and have been

made, of the University of Edinburgh, tho University

of Glasgow, and the University of Aberdeen, but

nobody thinks of taking the statements which are

made in these reports to the letter. It means simply

that the state of education is extremely low, and that

the teaching is bad and ineffective.

2031. Professor Jack.—The preliminary teaching I

—The preliminary teaching. We have to do as the

Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen

have done. We have to do, with the materials we

get, the best we can, and the manner in which the

students of this College have distinguished themselves

is proof that the material has been well wrought here.

2032. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

Ifthe students are of the
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quality you hero describe, why do you admit them ?

Is it because tliey are the best you can get ?—They are

the only ones we get—the only ones which come here

jg plain enough. It is not to bo assumed that

every man who comes here is that. We occasionally

net good men, too.
°

2033. It appeni-s from tho calendar there are

thirty junior scholarships in arts and sovon senior

scholarships ?—I would like to say, with regard to these

tliii-tv, tliat tliey are really only ten when compared with

scholarships elsewhere. In other places scholarships

last for three years—in tho Itoyid University for three

almost everywhere for three. Unfortunately they

have been called scholarships with us, whereas tliey

are exhibitions. At least those of tho first year nro

only exhibitions, and if tho scholarships were counted

three years’ scholarships they would he only tun.

2031. There are ten given at entrance which last

for one year, and ten given at the beginning of the

second year, which last for two years ?—Exactly.

2035. So, as a matter of fact, them are twenty 1

—

As a matter of fact, ifwe count them on tho standard

of other places, there are only ten.

203G. In the calendar of 1884-85 it is stated of the

jiuiior scholarships that there arc thirty of tho value of

£24 appropriated to the faculty of arts. That is

correct in the sense in which it is put down in the

calendar 1—Yes.

2037. And seven senior scholarships of £40 each

are appropriated to the faculty of arts. That is correct

in the souse in which it is put down in the calendar f

—Certainly.

2038. How many students in arts lmd yon during

the past year ? I find from the return twelve matricu-

lated students of tho ltoynl University nro sot down
as rending tho first year’s course

; seven as reading

the second year's course, ton as reading the third

year’s course, and seven students did not matriculate

in any university ?—The returns, of course, mu correct,

so far as tho ltoynl University is concerned.

2030. I find then that there are twenty-nine under-

graduate students in arts matriculated in the lioyal

University, and seven not matriculated—that is, alto-

gether, twenty-nine university students, and seven not

university students 1—The actual total number of

students iu tho faculty of nits would bo thirty-nine,

according to tlie numliers before mo.

2040. I am speaking of tlioso in tho hist three

years course up to the B.A degree, and I find on tho

return twenty-nino matriculated students and seven

non-matriculated students 1—That is not matriculated

in the Royal University.

2041. Therefore, if wo take only matriculated

sfcadents, you have thirty scholarships for twenty-nino

students ; and if we take all. matriculated and non-

matriculated, yon have thirty scholarships for thirty-

six students!—I moke a great distinction between

the two. For we must recognize three classes of

students—students matriculated in the Royal Univer-

sity, or ad eundem, from the London University or

elsewhere
;
students we matriculate, and who did not

matriculate in the Royal University, and the non-

matriculated student who passes no examination.

2042. Are tliey eligible for scholarships 1—No.
2043. Take the first two classes then and add

them together, and they come to thirty-six. For these

you have, in reality, thirty scholarships ?—Yes ;
if

there be thirty-six students and thirty scholarships,

the numbers are clear.

2044. With regard to the seven senior scholarsliips,

it was stated by the Chief Secretary in the House of

Commons, that they are available for graduates 1

—

For graduates and anyone else who has passed a
course of three years, which was equivalent to graduat-

ing in the Queen’s University.

2045. How many students are there at present en-

joying these seven senior soholorships in aits 1—Four.
2046. In your report for the Session 1880-81,

page 8, 1 find tlie passage :

—

“The standard adopted in a university or college, accord-

ing to which liouours, scholarships, and other prizes are Coas.
awarded, must, of course, be largely influenced—first, by 7 ,gBt
the state of education in the district from which the —
students nre drawn

;
in other words, by the extent and "William K.

quality of the work of the schools
;
and, secondly, by the Sulllv ‘1n

. esq.,

number of competitors. ... If the number of
ma

'
u -601

competitors is not greater than tho number of prizes, or
il R-UA -

even falls short of it, the standard would bo determined by
the knowledge of tho lowest candidate, unless a pre-
determined minimum were fixed. . . . But the College
Council have always token care to fix a minimum."

What Is the minimum at present fixed by the Council
for scholarships?—The fixing of the minimum is done
oil tho spot. We have no fixed minimum from year
to year, because that would bo absurd. It would not
make allowances for the growth of science, for changes
of any kind, and for the improvement of education.
We take the answering given to us, and judgo of the
total merit of the men, and then on that proportion
we fix the minimum, below which wc will not award
a scholarship.

2047. That is, it is fixed after seeing the examina-
tion papers and the reports of tho professors?—Cer-
tainly.

2048. But in your report you say the standard
would bo determined by the knowledge of the lowest
candidate, unless a pre-determined minimum were
fixed. It appears now there is not a pre-determined
minimum, hut a post-determined minimum?—Not
absolutely fixed, but we had it in our own minds.
Wo sit together and discuss tlie matter, and then
and there do it, and tho best proof we do it care-

fully is. that we have not awarded tlie scholarships

when there was not sufficient merit.

2040. Am I right in understanding there is net a
fixed minimum of marks which a student must get in

older to obtain a scholarship?—Marks are things

which do very well for examining boards, but the
notion of fixing standards of merit in a collegiate

system by them is not one I would advocate.

2050. Look at the return you have furnished, at

page 6, under the first heading :—The literary

scholarships at entrance in the year 18S2. There

were five literary scholarships offered to competi-

tion, the number of competitors was two, and tho

number of scholarships awarded was two. How I
would ask you to explain to the Commission how the

principle laid down iu your report was applied in that

case. You say tho standard would he determined by
the knowledge of the lowest candidate, unless a pre-

determined miuimum was fixed?—I believe in that

case tliat tlie number of candidates by no means is tho

measure ot the standard of knowledge, because at least

in the secoud and third year’s scholarships the num-

bor of competitors is greatly diminished as the period

advances.

2051. I am speaking of entrance scholarships ?—In
tliat case wc probably found that tho two men who
came forward were worthy of scholarships.

2052. How about the pre-determined minimum,

then? That pre-determined minimum was tlie mini-

mum with reference to which I speak. We did not

award the scholarships unless the pre-determined

minimum was passed. That is to be assumed, or we

would not have awarded them.

2053. I take it if a student passes tlie matriculation

examination of the Royal University, and presents

himself here, he is admitted as a student of this

College ?—Yes
;
as all university students.

2054. Tlie matriculation examination of the Royal

University is held at local centres?—Yes.

2056. That is true both for the pass examination

and for the honour examination?—I believe it is for the

honour
;

for the pass it certainly is.

2056. The Btudent therefore examined at the

matriculation examination of the Royal University at

a local centre can gain honours and exhibitions in the

Royal University ?—He can.

2067. This College is a local centre?—The College

is not a local centre, but Cork is a local centre, and

we give tho College for the purpose.
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Cop*. 2058. Take the Calendar of Queen’s College, Cork, wrong I should l>e very glad to have it corrected l—I
June 7 . 1884. for 1 884-85, page 1 66. Look at the list of scholars for assume you have made it correctly.—_ the first year’s entrance scholarships in literature and 2009. I am liable to make mistakes ?—But I shonld

Sullivim ™. science. Arc you in a position to inform the Commis- remind you thoro is no very great inducement for a

j>h.t>., n.se.,
' sion whether those students passed the matriculation student of the College to go in for honours at the

M.R.I.A. examination of the Koyal University, and whether Royal University, seeing that if he won, and goes to

they gained honours at that examination ?—I think the expense of doing it, he gets nothing by it. The

that is a matter which concerns the Royal University, amount of his scholarship in Cork, if he win it, fo

I do not inquire into it It is not a matter I have taken from him. Therefore lie prefers taking a

any necessity to inquire into, and I never have in- scholarship here, going in for trigonometry and other

quired into it as a matter of fact, and I do not always things, ami is quite satisfied with a piss in the Royal

have the means of doing it. It is only within the last University.

month I received from the Royal University any 2070. I understand you to say a student has no in-

documents which would enable me to do it. dueement to compete for the honours of the Royal Uni-

2059. But you now have the documents?—Yes ;
versity, first, on account of the expense, and secondly,

hut I did not consider it my business to go into a because if he won an exhibition it would not be paid

qnestion of that kind. I suppose it could be done by if he has a scholarship in Cork?—Yea

a comparison, and I am sure that if that question hod 2071. With regard to the expense, is not the matri-

beeu asked in one of the returns the Registrar would culation examination hold at the local centres?—Yes.

have been glad to furnish an answer. 2072. Therefore os regards the entrance scholars of

2060. I have myself compared the returns. I 1882, there would have been no extra expense?—If a

should not like to givo you any unnecessary trouble student is preparing for the Royal University and for

in comparing them, but if I am to use the result a scholarship hero be will liavo to get some additional

of my comparison I think it right you should have teaching, which he has to pay for. He prefers paying

an opportunity of getting the College authorities to for one. Ho has to attend his lectures, and lie throws

correct any error into which I may have fallen. I up the scholarship in the Royal University.

find that you have one literary scholar and five science 2073. You say if lie got an exhibition in the

scholar's at entrance in 1883 1—Yes. Royal Uuiversity, and afterwards got a scholarship

2061. Then I find that the literary scholar got no in the Queen’s College, the money would not lie paid?

honour of any kind at the matriculation examination Is that correct?—I think it is.

of the Royal University ?—It is quite possible. 2074. We have been informed in Belfast he could

2062. None of the science scholar's got any honours hold both, and students have been paid for both in full,

in mathematics, as far as I have been able to find. But It has been done in some cases ?—It is done without

the one whose name is first on the list got twenty-third the knowledge of the Standing Conrmitteo of the

place in French. Beyond that I have not been able to Royal University, of which I am a member, and I

find his name in the honour list of the first year? am not aware of any caso of it. We have done what
Have you compared the course of the scholarship we could to prevent that hoing carried on, and nl-

witli the course in the Royal ?—Are they concur- though I would not say it lurs not occurred, I am
rent ? pretty sure, ns far as this College is concerned, it has

20G3. I should like to l>e quite frank, but I do not not occurred,

think it would be right, perhaps, for me to answer 2075. Chairman.—Do yon understand Dr. Molloy

questions 1—I merely asked that because it is a matter to refer to au exhibition won first in tiro Royal Um-
of importance. The two courses are not the same, versity, and then a scholar-ship won here ?—The man
The College course includes trigonometry. who intends to conrc hero for a scholarship will not

2064. The question at present is about the fact We take the trouble to go there.

shall be quite ready to hear explanations, but I want 2076. Suppose the exanriiration of the Royal Uni-
first to ascertain whether, as a matter offact,any of your versity is prior in point of time to tire scholarshrp

entrance scholars in science did obtain honour's at the examination here. Assuming your student wins an

matriculation examination of the Royal University?— exhibition in the Royal University examination, and

T acceptyour statement of the facts, because I have not six weeks or two months afterwards wius a scholar-

compared the lists. You have compared them; I have ship here?—It is not two months,
not, «n<l I acoept your statement

2077. wdl „ fol.toigM afterwards, do you say itere

2065. I have read the statement with tire view of fo anything in point of law to prevent a student hold-

giving an opportunity, in case I have made any error, ing both?—If he lrad won it before the payment was
of having it corrected ?—I do not dispute the matter mode he would not get it.

at all. t did not attempt it myself, because I could 2078. Rev. Dr. Molloy. What prevents him from
not conceive it to be part of my duty at all to do so

; getting it ?—The Secretaries would look sharply after it

but I accept your statement as a fact. 2079. Chairman.—Under the law n3 it at present

2066. In the list of entrance scholars of 1882—83, stands they have a perfect right to it We got no

page 165, there are two scholars in literature and seven less than twelve instances in Belfast in which the two

in science. The two scholars in literature also obtained honours and rewards were held in one year?—It

scholarships in science?—They were entitled to them shows how very lax it is.

by their answering. 2080. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

s there anything in the

2067. Bub, according to tlio College regulation, a statutes of the Royal University to prevent it 1—The

student cannot hold two scholarships in one year unless belief exists at all events. I am a member of the

his name appears first on both lists ?—Yes. standing committee, and it was my belief up to this.

2068. Perhaps I may make the same statement It is the belief of the students here, and they have acted

here. I have examined the lists of the Royal Uuiver- upon. it. They are more “ canny ” in the North,

sity, and I find that no scholar in literature obtained 2081. Doyouknow,asamatteroffact,whetherthere
au honour in the subjects of the literary scholarship is any provision in the statutes of the Royal University

or any other subject, and if this is wrong it can to prevent it?—That is a question of law, and I am

be corrected later on. I find of the scholars in scienoe only telling you my impression. I always assumed

that two obtained honours at the matriculation that it was so.
.

examination of the Royal University—both in ma- 2082. Chairman.—Are we to take it that in this

theinatics. Here is the name which appears first. He College such a tiling never occurred ?—I am not aware

got second-class honours—ninth place in mathematics, it occurred. I know this has occurred—that one

The other is the name which appears third
;
he got student who could have attained the thing and got

nineteenth place in mathematics out of twenty to the honours did not take the trouble of doing so,

whom honours were awarded. If my comparison is because he held the opinion I have stated.
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2083. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I will read the provision

0f the Act of Parliament, section 9, subsection 4 :

—

rt provision shall be made that no student holding any

exhibition, scholarship, fellowship, or other similar prize,

in any other university, or in any college attached to a

university, or in any college endowed with public money,

shall hold any of the said exhibitions, scholarships, fellow-

ships, or other prizes in the university, to bu created by the

said charter, without taking the value of such previous ex-

hibition, scholarship, fellowship, or other similar prize iuto

account"

Your scholarships were awarded subsequently to the

exhibitions of the Royal University. If they were

awarded previously, then the exhibitions of the Royal

University could not have been paid in full
;
but by

what I may call a lucky arrangement they are awarded

subsequently, and therefore they are not iv previous

exhibition, scholarship, or prize1—1 am glad the law

has been pointed out. Wo read the Act of Parliament

without looking very closely into it.

2084. Chairman.—Would you be surprised to hear

tliat in 1882 two of your students did that, and in

1S83 two more did it ?—I would not bo surprised at

anything.

2085. The “ cannyness ” therefore is not confined

to the North of Ireland ?—Probably they belong to the

North.

20S6. In 1882 John Kearney got £20 in the Royal

University, and John Kearney got also in the same
year and in the same subject an exhibition in the Col-

lege ?—In the same subject.

2087. In the Royal University he got .£20 on the

second medical examination, and in this college he got

a scholarship on the third 1—That would make a very

great difference. The subjects are not the same.

2088. It is rather beside the question. Tho ques-

tion is whether he got paid tho two prizes 1—Tliat I
could not tell.

2089. In the same way Mr. Goreuch got .£20 in

the Royal University, and also in tho same year an
exliibition in tho College?—Not in tho sumo sub-

ject-

2090. In the medical course 1—Tho medical course

of the third year is different to tho second, and our

plea is this, tliat the students find out tho loopholes

better than I do or than others. Wo have not altered

the period of our examinations nor the system of

them in consequence of the Royal University. Wo
have not changed anything.

2091. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Tho point from which
we started is this, you explained that the scholars

upon your list did not get honours at the Royal Uni-
versity, because the honours would bo of no use to

them, inasmuch as if they gained an exhibition it

would not bo paid. Now it appears if they got an
exliibition it would be paid ?—There is ono man whom
we do know of, whose mind it influenced not to go in

for honours. We could give evidence of that, and it

is quite enough if that belief exists among the stu-

dents.

2092. You stated that those who got it probably
came from the North. Do many come from the North ?

—Not many; but some come here because their

fathers are Presbyterian clergymen, or they come as
army mon and others. We occasionally get men who
are not be.onging to the North in tho strict sense of
the word, but who came from the North. They are
resident here.

2093. I find the first on the list of literary scholars
comes from the Academical Institute, Coleraine, in
the year 1882—831— In the first year R. J.
Duffin.

2094. And the first on the list of science scholars
also comes from the Academical Institute, Coleraine?
—Yes.

2095. And the fourth on the list of science scholars
comes from Dover?—Yes; but all those are resident

k
1:8

•

have g°ne through their course here, and
they either reside here or some member of their family

had been here before, and sent them here. The bro- Co*
ther of John D. Lockhart, ono of the science scholars, June i,

went through the whole course here, and he naturally -

sent liis brother.
J
v

j

l'!am

2090. From Coleraine?—Yes. He was there at rii.nj'n
school

; but these men are as fully residents of tho m.e.i a.

city as I am myself.

2097. During their college course?—Yes.

2098. Look at the third name on the list of science
scholars in October, 1882?—John B. Smith.

2099. Was he a matriculated student of the Royal
University when ho got this scholarship ?—I could not
say.

2100. I find his name ashaving matriculated in the
Royal University in October, 1883. Therefore I may
infer he was not a matriculated student in October,
1882 1—I should say not.

2101. Therefore when he came up for examination
to the lloyal University in October, 1883, he had been
already a studout in this college of one year’s standing,
holding a science scholarship 1—I dare say. You have
the facts before you

;
I have not

2102. I find that lie did take tho honour papers and
presented himself for hononrs and received honours,
his place amongst students matriculating being
nineteenth out of twenty to whom hononrs were
awarded. If tliat statement is not correct I should be
glad if it were corrected ?—I accept it as correct.

2108.

Look at the fifth name. Do yon know was
he matriculated in the Royal University in 1882 ?—

I

have not compared these names.
2104. I find his name (I may be wrong, hut I can

be corrected) on the matriculation list of the Royal
University for October, 1883, and he got a scholarship
here at entrance in October, 1882. I therefore take it

tliat when entering himself for matriculation at the

Royal University he was a science scholar ofone year’s
standing at this college, and I find tliat his name does

nob appenr on the list of honour students nt matricula-

tion. His name is James J. Tracy, the last on the

list ?—Ho is perfectly entitled to do this.

2105. Perfectly entitled
; but the question is about

the standard of knowledge required in these subjects.

Can you say how many students from 'this college

passed tlie first university examination of the Royal
Univoraity in October, 1883?—I think that was one
of tho questions that was asked in the application for

returns.

210C. [IIow many students in this college actually

passed the first university examination in arts, last

October?

—

The Registrar (Alexander Jack, esq., m.a.)

—The list is given in my return.

2107. The list given in your return is a list of the

students of tho Royal University who have passed

the first university examination and are now reading

in the college the course for the second university

examination in aits?—There are others who are-,

reading in medicine
2108. What I want to know is bow many students-,

from this College actually passed the first university

examination in aits last October ?—It would not be

very easy to make that out, because, as our return stands

the list includes men who have not actually passed the

first univoraity examination, but who are in a position

to enable them to go on without having passed it.

2109. Take the return sheet ofthe Royal University

and look out for all the students who came from Queen's

College, Cork 1—I will do it against Monday. A large

proportion of our students have not done that up to

the present time.

2110. They must pass that examination in order

to advance ?—No, a great number arc in a position not

to be required to do it.]

2111. Dr. Sxoney.—Would not the efficiency ot

the College be brought out more strongly if several of

its students who left the College well educated had come

to it less prepared than they do to other Universities t

—Certainly.

2 E
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2112.

Are the opportunities for such preparation

as great in the south of Ireland as they are in the

north 1—No, wo have practically very few schools at

all. I can show you what the facts are. I shall take

the Intermediate examinations as a test For shortness

sake I shall take the number of exhibitions awarded

at tlio Intermediate examinations together, according

to provinces, and here is the result : the value of the

exhibitions awarded in Leinster in 1SS1 amounted to

£2,260, in Ulster to .£1,860, in Munster to .£710, with

a population a little over that of Leinster, and not

much behind that of Ulster. In 1882. the amounts

were .£1,210 in Leinster, £950 in Ulster, and £275

in Munster. In 1883, Leinster had £1,155, Ulster

£770, Munster £340. I have the returns also given

by order of the Hon so of Commons recently, of the

amounts of “ Pwcsults fees ’’ paid to teachers. They

stood thus, in 1881, Leinster got £5,430, Munster

£3,222 ;
in 1882, Leinster got £1,973, because they

had cut down the results fees, and Munster £1,138.

Perhaps it would he better to give the totals for each

of the three yenra—Leinster £9,12S, Ulster £6,395,

Munster £5,497, and Connaught £1,119. This is a

striking example of the educational state of a province

that had heretofore shown very considerable merit as

is proved by the success of Munster students at Trinity

College in former times when wc had better scholars.

It shows the low condition of our schools here, that

they are not able to earn tbe money, nor able to earn

the scholarships, and we arc suffering from exactly

the same state of things.

2113. Are thero not in fact very few endowed

schools south of Dublin as compared with those north

of Dublin ?—Practically there are no endowed schools

in this province at all. There are only a few schools

having small endowments that the Endowed Schools

Commissioners have shown to exist.

2114. Those few schools in the south of Ireland are

much smaller than tlio average endowed schools of the

north of Ireland 1—They are all very small, and some

are inoperative.

2115. South of the Shannon I suppose there arc

scarcely any 1—Scarcely any at all.

2116. And it is the district south of the Shaunon

that is practically the feeder of the College ?—Yes

;

nearly eighty per cent of the College come from the

county and city of Cork. You have the returns in

my reports. I will draw attention to the number.

For instance in 1S82-3, 75-7 of our students came
from the county and city of Cork.

2117. Could you furnish the Commission with any
information showing the success in after life attained

by students who have come to this College, notwith-

standing the few opportunities for previous preparation

that they hadl—Yes.

2118. Chairman.—I was suggesting to Dr. Stoney

that that was rather a vague way of asking for an

opinion, but he is going to ask for a return, suck as

Dr. Porter promised?—I have before me a list to

show that.

2119. *Dr. Stoney.—Can yon also furnish informa-

tion as to the success in competitive examinations, and
of examinations in other universities ?—Certainly.

I may mention one fact that this College, as regards

medical students, is the highest of any school in the

United Kingdom in the number that has passed the

three Boards, Army, Navy, and India. I have the

list hero amounting to 1,178, and that is a test of

our medical education.

2120. *Dr. Molloy.—A list of what?—Of the

names of men who have passed for the Army, Navy,

and Indian services.

2121. Chairman.—Here is what we want—a return

similar to what Dr. Porter was good enough to promise

to give us, Dr. Porter having offered to hand in a list

of studouts of the College who liave passed with dis-

tinction the examinations of every University or

Examination Boards. Tho Commission would desire
that ho should in each caso state tho date at which the
student left the College, and tlio date, so far as nuv be
known, at which ho passed such examination. What
wo would like to get in each case, so far as you know
would be tlio date at which lie left tho College, and the
date at which the examination was passed? There
are some men who liavo not passed an examination,
but who afterwards distinguished, themselves. These
would be included with the others.

2122. In the calendar that is i>ul.lislied by you, the
Queen's University Calendar, the distinctions ncquired

uro all appended to tho names of the graduates? In
very many cases they are not.

2123. *What wo want to got is a list of tlio exami-
nations, for instance, tlio Civil Service of India, or the

University examination, tho Army Medical examina-
tions, and so on, where you have the materials to give

us. We would want the date of leaving tlio College

and the date when tho examination was passed. In
other words, wo want to see what interval of time

elapsed between a man leaving the Collego and going

up for his examinations?—In the caso of tho medical
examinations they passed immediately.

2124. The secretary will give you a form of the

return we want. In so far as wc wont the information

lio will give it?—Yes.

2125. Dr. Stoney.—Do you consider that the suc-

cess of tho students of tlio Collego in after life is a

marked evidence of the success of the education in the

College ?—Most certainly. I have not tlio slightest

doubt of it, and, in fact, I was going to point out that

in many resjiccts such a return as that I have been

asked for would bo very incomplete ns regards the

standard of teaching if I had not been able to bring

out tho success of three or four of tlio principal men
in afterlife. My own brother-in-law obtained his

education in this College. He is now Governor of the

Mauritius. Michael Gould, a former graduate in

honours, is now A dministrator-G eneral of (.lie whole

Presidency of Madras. The president of the Small

Cause Court in Madras, Mr. Uustood, now on the

retired list, and a mini her of other men of similar

distinction. The present Assay Master of the Mint

passed, no doubt, a medical examination in the Indian

Army, but his distinction comes entirely from his

scientific knowledge acquired here, which induced him

to devote himself to tlic assay work instead of to the

medical profession, in which ho hod tho rank of

surgeon-major. That is important as showing the

very great success in after life of public men, as well

ns tho nievo fact of passing ono single examina-

tion.

2126. Is there usually a matriculation examination

in university colleges %—No.
2127. There is none in Scotland, or in the English

universities of Oxford or Cambridge ?—No, nor in any

German university.

2128. What is the object of the matriculation

examination
;

it is, I suppose, to ascertain the capacity

and tho acquirements of the students?— Nothing

more.

2129. Where the opportunities of obtaining a con-

siderable amount of acquirements in a district are

small, the chief object is to ascertain tbe student’s

capacity 1—Notiiing more.
2130. I understand that recently a matriculation

examination has been introduced into Glasgow quali-

fying the otherwise, I believe, universal practice, and

what was previously the universal practice, in Scot-

land ?—I believe that was one of the recommendations

of the Commission. I suspect why it was introduced

into Glasgow is in order to get greater uniformity in

the classes.

2131. Professor Jack.—

I

t applies only to students

of a certain ago, and it has been introduced within the

last year.

•See Appendix III. B.—Documents No. 1C.
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2132. Dr. Stoxev.—

H

as your experience been tliat leisured class that seek im arts education merely as an Con*,

the* capacity of students to benefit by tlio College lias ornament of life?—Very few. June 7, ins4.

been, iu the main, adequately ivscei-tained by tlie matri- 214 S. Then, with the objects that have been
Wffl

.—j.

cubtion exanxiuntioii ;
that it has tliu result shown; enumerated, no student has an inducement to join the Sullivan esq.,

that they were able to profit by the education given by arts classes unless he has a hope of becoming some- nr.i>.,
'

the College?—I think so, and it is also their progress thing more than a mere passman ?—I know this that M B I A-

in the College itself. men who themselves have had a University education,

2133. You think that the matriculation examination sending their sons to medicine, have refused, when
has served its purpose?—I do. asked by 1110, to let them, as they called it, waste time

2131. With reference to lliu question of the in getting an arts education. They considered, in fact,

scholarships, I suppose they may lxi regarded either as tluit they wore not in n jKisition to afford it. One
aids to learning, or as awards for acquirements already was an intimate friend of mine. What I have stated

attained?—Yes. applies net merely to my knowledge of this locality

2135. Under tlio conditions of this College the but to that which sixteen or eighteen yearn in connexion

former of theso is the more important?—Certainly. with tlio teaching of medicine iu Dublin lias given

2136. Are bucIi aids given in other Universities?— me.

Yes, very largely. 2119. You luivo explained already that the award
2137. Are yon aware that it has been estimated of scholarships of the first year lias been abundantly

that £80,000 is distributed in undergraduate rew ards justified by tlio career of those students. May such

and aids to students of the University iu Oxford only ? students not have presented themselves for the matri-

_Yes, I believe so. culation examination in the Iloyal University without

2138. And that very largo similar aids are given in goiug in at nil for honours or weighing themselves

the Scotch universities, in the University of Cam- against others?—Quite so; and I think that can bo

bridge, and in the University of Dublin?—Yes. Tlio very simply explained in this way. I speak generally

faculty of arts in Aberdeen lias marly .£5,000 a year, of tlio medical students and all that I have mentioned

The University of Glasgow lms dona on .£10,000— applies to a largo extent to medical students. Theyhave
between £9,000 and £10,000 a year iu the faculty of made up their miuds what course they will adopt, and
arts. And so important have they found it to have owing to tlio passage from the Queen's University to

these scholarships in Aberdeen College, which is a the Royal University there was a considerable amount
college having some resemblance to tlio Irish colleges, of confusion, and many students who might have gone

that they have instituted a movement to found some to the Queen's University entered the Queen’s College,

scholarships for the medical faculty. giving up tlio idea of entering the Royal University,

2139. Chairman.—

T

here would lie a kiud of educa- aud thou afterwards they changed tlieiv minds, and
tiomd millennium if the State supplied ovory university in order to qualify themselves they had to matri-

scholar with £l(J0 a year, aud it certainly would aid cuiate
;
that was an afterthought.

educatiou?—I do not know. I am not a great ad- 2150. In order to nmkc any nso of their position

vocatc of scholarships. therefore in the matriculation lists of the Royal Uni-

2140. *Dr. Stonry.—

H

ave the studcnLs to whom vorsitv, it would be necessary to ascertain whether these

aid of a scholarship was rendered justified Urn awards students sought honours ?—Certainly.

by making valuable progress in education during their 2151. Allowance would also have to bo made for

career in college?—I have made out a list of most ofthe the fact that in tlio Royal Universitythey would have

men wlui distinguished themselves iu their career in to compete with students coining from other parts

life, and I find they wore all or nearly all scholars. The of Ireland, in which very much greater previous

number who wore not scholars was very small. preparation is within the reach of the schoolboys ?

2141. ‘Chairman.—

W

ould you have any objection —Certainly
;

tliat must be taken into account

to lay that list before us?—Certainly not. 2152. Many students who would not have been at

2142. Havu you got it them ?—I liavo not got it in tlio time able to compete successfully with the

the form iu which I could give it to you
;
but I took students from other parts of Irchuul, where there are

tho names of the different classes out. bettor opportunities for preparation iu early life,

2143. *It would bo a valuable aid to nn if you could might yet show a capacity which would lit them for

band it in ?— [ will as soon as possible. acquiring distinction through tlio training received in
2144. Dr. Stoney.—

H

as the email amount of those this college?—I may instance ono man who has at-

scholarsbips, along with such assistance as they could tainod now the highest position iu tho Presidency of

obtain from friends, frequently enabled students to Boiigid. Ho is a member of the Council of Bengal,
obtain tlio advantages of tlio College which othenviso He never even took a degreo in the Queen’s Univer-
would have been beyond their reach?—I know of sity, and when it was proposed to confer honorary
several cases Loro where tho men would have to go degreus at its dissolutiou, lie could not get it because
away—they told me so themselves—but for the scholar- b0 bad never taken any degvee at all. That is a

ships
; and although tlio amount was inadequate to striking instance of the fact.

support them entirely it was an inducement to their 2153. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

P

lease state what position

friends to come to their aid, which they would not fie has attained 1—Legal Remembrancer aud Member
have done bnt for tho scliolarslnps. of Council to the Lieutenant-Governor in Bengal, one

2145. "Very few students in arts in this collego have of the highest positions in the Civil Service of

in view the clerical profession?—Very few, indeed. India.

We got from the Catholic side none, although there 2151. Dr. Stoney.—

I

s there not another considera-

are ono or two who, after having boon hero, joined the tion to be taken into account, that the Royal Uni-

religious orders
; but there aro a few scattered clergy- versity lms been only two years in operation, that

men of the Church of Ireland and some Presbyterians ;
tlio whole state of tilings hasbeen thrown into disorder,

hut, as a rule, the clerical element, as regards men and that this disorder has not even yet been got over?

preparing for any of the ministries, uiuy be said to bo —Certainly, it has not. The number of students in the

absent altogether. Royal University for the year before lust is different

2146. Then the object with which men take tho from what it is now. They are bewildered, waiting

arts course is chiefly to obtain scholastic employment, to see how tlio thing will work. This Commission

employment upon tho press, success in the higher ought to sit in five years lienee, it would then he

departments of the public service, and such like able to dolormine the real working of the new Uni-

careers ?—Altogether. versity.

2147. There are none, or practically none, of that 2155. Chairman.—

Y

ou do not mean continuously?

* Sio Appendix 1IL B.—No. 17.
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Cork. —Not continuously 1 should, hope, for my own sake date of his matriculation, ho cannot get the prize of

June i, 18S4 . as well as yonrs. £40 which he won. In the Queen’s University that—
- 2156. Dr. Stoney.—

I

n your opinion matters are would not have operated against him. Then all our

Sullivan, cm only beginning to come round, and the normal state of medical students in the Queon’s University who got

fh.d., d.sc., things lio3 not yet been reached?—Certainly not, it first honours were entitled to a medal and a certain

M.B.LA. could not. sum of money. Our last man, for instance, among

2157. And any judgment formed on tiro existing those from last session, I could not induce to go up.

state of things would be fallacious ?—I believe tho- He said be could have got nothing, though he was

roughly fallacious. qualified for honours. Tho Senate of the Queen’s

2158. Has tho change of the system produced any University applied to the Government to provide a

confusion in the minds of the students, and in that sum of money to pay for medals and prizes for the

way obstructed the working?—Yes, it has dis- existing students of tho Queen’s Colleges who might

organised the whole College to a large extent. We obtain honours in the Royal University under the

had overcome the effects of the last change, and regulations of the Queen’s University, as tire Royal

were getting into thorough good working order. The University refused to allow them to get any money

number of our students had rapidly gone up. Tho whatever. The result has been that the student, who

number of graduates had nearly' multiplied by three was probably the best man of liis class, declined to

over the average of previous times, and then came compete for honours. He said, “I will have the ex-

the dissolution of the University. It has been a pense of going up, and I will got nothing. I cannot

complete disorganization of our whole system, dis- get the prize of the Royal University, and there is no

organizing our own minds as well as the minds of the provision to give me a prize in the University to which

students. I belong.” Under those circumstances you will find

2159. Professor Jack.—When was the last change ? it very difficult to induce students to go in for honours

—There have been many changes in every Irish of any kind, and where they are not accurately

institution that I have been connected with lor thirty informed of the position of things, there is a general

years, and I have been connected with most of the new feeling of irresolution and much ignorance of tho

ones. When an institution is four or five years in master, as I mysolf confess I was ignorant on the

existence it is generally pulled up to see how it is question of tho power of holding a scholarship. I

growing. There is a commission of inquiry, or an always read tho clause in the Act of Parliament as

investigation of some kind. The Colleges have a bar to any student holding two money prises

undergone, I think, four or five ordeals. together.

2160. Do you remember when the last operation of 2165. Dr. Stoney.—Has not the inducement to

that sort took place here ?—In 1876 I think it was. students to present themselves for degrees been

2161. Dr. Stoney.—Have the regulations of the greatly decreased by removing the University, which

Royal University been such as in a reasonable degree had, according to their opinion, a high reputation,

to encourage students to go up to the Royal University 1 and substituting one whoso reputation has yet
- -Decidedly not. I think a great deal of the con- to he made 1—1 will give you a striking instanco

fusion lias arisen from the Royal University not having of that. Some few of the men that we have

acted justly ami rightly in the matter, as other univer- produced in this College who have taken up scholastic

sities that I know of would liave done. This is an work—it is not a very favourable or good profession

essential point. in tliis country—but a few of those that have gone to

2162. Chairman. — Wo are not here sitting in England say that the degree of the Royal University

judgment on the Royal University, and I am not is of no value whatever scholastically. Just previous

asking you to give any opinion ?—That is what I con- to the dissolution of tho Queen’s University yon might

sider an essential point as explaining why it is we me see in the scholastic advertisements that the Queen’s

in confusion. University occupied a place after the University of

2163. Certainly j but what I do object to is your Dublin, along with Oxford and Cambridge, and a man
using an expression which you ought not to use ?—I having a degree, with honours, from the Queen’s Uni-

did not intend to do so. versity, was accepted in most schools in England.

2164. We have no objection to your telling us why They have not introduced the Royal University, and,

the students have not availed themselves of the Roy:d as one graduate expressed it to mo, it is just so much
University, is because of certain regulations of the waste-paper, but I hope that wilL change ;

it is the

Royal University, but what I do ask you to do is to cose with all new bodies.

drop the adjectives?—Tom quite willing to drop the 2166. The degree in which the students of this

adjectives. As a matter' of factI am myself a member College have availed themselves of the Royal Univer-

of the governing body of that institution. Leaving out sity is not in your opinion an adequate test of the

the adjectives then, in most other instances I know of efficiency of tho College ?—Certainly not in any sense,

when there has been a change in the existing regula- 2167. And there are very much better tests that

tious of a university, the existing students are not can be offered ?—Yes, certainly,
subjected to them. They arc allowed to come in and 2168. Is, in your opinion, a system of mere exami-

pass examinations under- the rules before the change, nation the best ?

What the Royal University should have done and what 2169. Chairman.—

T

ho majority of the Commission
I urged for these Colleges, was that they should have think you may ask the question, but I would ask

excepted us from the rule and allowed our students to Dr. Sullivan, os it is simply an expression of his

come in under the old rule, hut they did not do it. opinion, to confine himself simply to “yes” or “no.”

They did as much as possible to disorganise us. I will We do not want a disquisition on tire subject,

give you one instance of it, a very striking one indeed, 2170. Dr. Stoney.—

D

o you think that a. system'

it is one ofthe most btriking cases I can give. Personally depending on mere examination is one that is beno-

wliereverlhavebeeulendeavourtoiaducethestudents ficial to real mental progress ? —Certainly not, espe-

to go in for the arts course. I am sorry to say that there cially in Ireland, if you will allow me to add that,

is one of the students of this College who has been fined 2171. Is it adapted to the culture that is given in

forty pounds, under the regulations of the Royal Uni- this OoUege ? No.
versity, for being an arts student—a student named 2172. And it is no proper measure of it 7—It is no

William Harley Moore. He graduated in arts, and proper measure of it.

was preparing for the engineering profession. He 2173. Were ever at any time the degrees obtained

went to the Royal University in due course, and by its students a sufficient measure of the work done

got first honours there, and a prize of £40, hut at this College?—Clearly not. I have given one very

because a regulation had been made in the Royal Uni- • striking instanco of that, and in the case of engineer-

versity dating his entry into the University from the ing, which is an important department of this College,
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some of the better men we had here never took their

degrees in engineering.

2174. Chairman.—Were the better men the men
who afterwards distinguished themselves in the prac-

tical work of life ?—Yes, and especially men who
distinguished themselves in India.

2175. Dr. Stoney —The principle of this College

is to improve all parts of the community. Has it

fairly satisfied ?

2176. Chairman.—Do not answer that.

2177. Dr. Stoney.—Are there extensive appliances

in this College for giving a very full education?—So
much so that I trust the Commissioners will do the

College the favour of going through to see them.

2178. Chairman.—We fully intend it, with your
permission. We did so in Belfast, and with very

great satisfaction indeed.

2179. Dr. Stoney.—Is this the only place in the

South of Ireland where any such opportunity exists ?

—The only place.

2180. Then in fact it is the only opportunity that

exists in the South of Ireland ?—The only opportunity.

2181. Professor Jack.—

I

make out that there are

in the College at present twenty-nine students wlio

matriculated at the Royal University—arts students

—and seven students who have not matriculated in

the Royal University. Supposing those to be the

figures, I suppose the seven who have not matriculated

in the Royal University woxdd probably include some
who have matriculated in the Queen’s University 1—
The seven, I should say, are all matriculated in the

College. That is the reason I draw the distinction

between the term non-matriculated.

2182. So the term non-matriculated would apply to

students who had not matriculated either in the Queen’s

College, Cork or any University at all?—Non-matri-

culated are casual students, many of whom afterwards

matriculate.

2183. At the present moment, as I understand the
figures, twenty-nine students luivo matriculated in tho
Royal University, seven have not matriculated in that

University, but most of them have matriculated in

Queen’s College, Cork?—I should say all.

2184. You, are familiar with tho valuo of both tlioso

examinations ?—Ycs.

2185. What is your opinion .as to tho indications

the two examinations givo as to the ability of tho

students for following University instruction?—

I

would answer that question by saying, that in the case

of my own son I should prefer him to follow tho course

of the College, and to matriculate in it, and not in an
examining Board. Allow mo to add, that that is an
individual opinion which I should not like all students
to adopt as the rale, because I have dono what I could
to encourage them to go to tho Royal University.

2186. There is a question I should like to ask about
the return No. 2. There is a list ofmatriculated students
of the Royal University who are now reading at the
College the course for the first University examination
in medicine. That is followed on page 2 by a state-

ment that the following students who are matriculated
students of the late Queen’s University, and therefore
matriculated students of the Royal University, have
not yet passed the first University examination, and
it is not known whether they purpose to do so or go
to some further examination. I make out the number
of those students to be thirty-nine. I understand that
those students have taken no academic position at all

in the University so far as these returns show, since
October, 1881 1—Yes.

2187. Have you any moans—or perhaps some of
your medical colleagues might have means—of inform-
ing the Commission what those students are doing,
because I assume, a-s a general rule, that medical
students are prosecuting medical studies with the
object of becoming members of the medical profession ?—-Yes,

2188. Would it be possible for you or for your
colleagues to state, as far as they know, whether those

students are doing anything practical in the way of
their profession?—Every one of them is at work at
his profession.

21S9. What is his plan as to how ho is to obtain
the licence to practise?—He will go to some of the
licensing bodies

2190. And I gather from your answer that your
impression is that the bulk of the students are going
for other licensing bodies ?—Yes.

2191. Is there any regulation of the Royal Uni-
versity which lias induced those students to prefer,

since October, 18S1, going on for other licensing

bodies?—The imposition of a year in arts.

2192. Is that in yourjudgment the principal reason?
—The principal reason.

2193. That year in arts was not imposed under the
Queen’s University regulations 1—No, wo considered
that the first year in the Queen’s University course
gave a large arts element, and that that was sufficient

without imposing the expense of an additional year
on them.

2194. Tho imposition of a year in arts. I am not as

familiar with tho regulations of the Royal University
as you are. I am not quite sure whether the first

university examination in medicine is at all equivalent
to the first examination in arts, or is it a separate

thing ?—Separate.

2195. First, matriculation is required 1—Yes.
2196. Then they must pass the first university ex-

amination in arts pure and simple ?—Yes.
2197. Then the first examination in medicine?

—

Yes.

2198. And then the second examination in medicine ?

—Yes.

2199. And then the degree?—And then the degree.

2200. Tho interposition of the first university ex-

amination in arts is entirely due to the Royal Uni-

versity ?—Yes.

2201. And that is one of the principal causes of

tlioso students who obtained a place entitling them
to bo regarded ns university students on the founding

of tho Royal University not going on with their studies

there ?—I assumo that is tho case.

2202. It may be possible that some gentleman con-

nected with the medical stall' can trace that out ?—It

may bo possible.

2203. We were informed elsewhere that the effect

of this regulation upon medical student s was practically

to imposu another year of university education upon

them ?—Certainly.

2204. That is to say ho must pay not only for the

expenses of another year of medical education but he

must actually spend another year of Ids life ?—He must
2205. Is that other year of his life imposed by other

universities besides the Royal or other licensing

boards ?—In the University of Dublin he must bo a

bachelor of arts to get a B.M.

2206. So that the course adopted by the Royal

University is not without precedent ?—It is not with-

out precedent.

2207. Is it consistent with your knowledge that

other universities do not impose such a course 7—Yes.
2208. Do licensing boards impose such a course ?

—

No. Allow me to remark with regard to the fifth

vear that this system imposes, attempts have been

made, and will bo made, to pass the first university

arts examination, and the first university examination

in medicine concurrently, and that was used as an

argument iu favour of imposing it, but after long

experience in teaching in medical schools, I say

deliberately that any system of that kind would be

injurious to their professional education. They willnot

succeed in the arts, and they will not get the proper

education in the first portion of the medical course

—

the scientific element of it in fact, and I should do all

I could to separate the work of these two in the

interests of education and of the students themselves.

Therefore, in any answer I have given, that

explanation must be taken for the purpose of
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qualifying any answer to this effect, that really tho

effect would be five years on the medical student.

2209. I wanted to know with regard to the regula-

tions of the Royal University—we had some evidence

in Belfast as to the expense involved by some regula-

tions of tlio Royal University. It was stated for

instance with regard to all the examinations after the

first university examination that it was requisite for the

student presenting himself at those examinations to

appear in Dublin for puss and for honours 1—Yes, for

pass and honours after the first.

2210. And for honours on the occasion of tlio

first ?—Yes.

2211. For neither pass nor honours in matricula-

tion 1—No.

2212. Nor for pass examinations on the first ?—No.

221 3. Evidence was laid before us stating that these

examinations cost the student practically eight or ten

days in Dublin!—Wo have been trying to diminish

the time as much as possible for that very reason.

The time is very considerable and it is a decided

disadvantage.

2214. Then there is some difficulty in consequence of

the large number of candidates and the time that is

required to get out the lists. There is another attend-

ance required when the degree is conferred?—Yes.

2215. It was sfcited that a student residing in the

north— in Belfast— is maclo to pay in travelling

and lodging and other expenses .£25 move for his degree

than one resident in Dublin. Can you speak roughly

to any similar impression of yours ns a resident in

Cork 1—So far as time is concerned it would be the

same. There would be a heavier charge incurred in

travelling.

221 G. There was a statement made in regard to the

honour examinations particularly that candidates who
might conceive themselves likely from then knowledge
and their academic position to obtain honours were de-

terred from proceeding to Dublin, unless they wore
likely to get an exhibition along with honourst—That
is my impression, and in fact one or two students

made this remark to me as an excuse for not
proceeding to Dublin. One said ho could not afford

the expense unless he was recouped by getting an
exhibition.

2217. He said he would go if lie was pretty con-

fident of getting some money by it ?—Yes.

2218. But the mere honour without the money
would not have tempted him?—No.

2219. I understand the students who present them-
selves for matriculation of the Royal University arc
mostly students who have not been up to that time
connected with the Queen’s College, Cork. Do I
understand that rightly ?—Up to the present the
majority would be.

2220. You have not up to tho present been in the
habit of passing students on, I understand, to tho
matriculation examinations of the Royal University?
—We do not do anything whatever for the matricula-

tion examinations of the Royal University.

2221. The last matriculation examination might
show perhaps, it does show occasionally, I believe, a
student who enters his name as from the Queen’s
College, Cork; hut the great hulk of students who
present themselves from this locality would appear at

the Queen’s College, Cork, after they had presented
themselves for that examination ?—Altogether

; and I
have explained the cases that occurred a while ago as

cases where a medical student has changed his mind
and began to think it would he an advantage to go in

for the Royal University. Then not having gone in

at the proper time he has changed his mind and gone
in now. But as a rule we do nothing whatever for

the matriculation of tho Royal University.

2222. Here was a point I wanted to ascertain.

In the paper showing the academic standing according

to faculties, and the standing of students in the books,

and the actual number of students on the books, there

is a classification under 1, 2, 3, 4 year, and so on, so

that when eleven students nppear on the second year
that is eleven out of the number who would have
appeared in the first year in your previous report ?

Yes.

2223. Those men who appear in the second year
therefore would be those who hsul completed attend-

ance and obtained sessional certificates?—Yes, hein™

promoted, iis we say.

2224. In tho same way when yon have eleven

students appealing in the third year that would bo
eleven students out of the number who appeared in the

second year of your previous report ?—Yes.

2225. Dr. M.vhstox.—

A

groat many questions tlint

I intended asking I have eliminated, because they

have been pretty well threshed out. I understand the

General Medical Council exacts ii matriculation ex-

amination in all cases 1—Yes.

222G. Do your students in tho medical faculty

graduate at, or get their qualifications iu other places

than tlio Royal University?—The majority get their

qualifications in other places. Even in the time of the

Queen’s University a largo number never reached

the Queen's University standard.

2227. Where do they got their qualifications?—At
the College of Surgeons in Dublin; at tho College of

Surgeons in London, ami at the Colleges of Physiciaus

anrl of Surgeons, Edinburgh.

2228. They do not go to London University ?—Yery
few.

2229. I presume your classes arc arranged much
more for the college than for the university ?—Yes.

2230. You havo told us wliat is tho educational

standard required for entrance hero. Do you think

that tho men are sufficiently advanced to benefit by

the teaching hero ?—You mean the medical teaching?

2231. Generally tlio students who come to this

college ?—I think so. I should say tho majority are.

2232. Is education, generally speaking, improv-

ing in this district, and improving vciy much of

late years ?—In Munster.

2233. Yes?—Going backwards.
2234. Is it a very rare case to your knowledge—if

you have any knowledge of it—for hoys coming from

public schools, and going to English universities, to

he unfitted to benefit at once by the teaching ?—It
has come to my knowledge hero that several coming

from English schools are not really up to tlio level

—

that is, a good many of them.
2235. Have the results at tho Royal University

been confirmatory or not of your own judgment where

you have had an opportunity of judging of the exami-

nations there?—I wink, on tho whole, no matter wliat

the system, the best man will always bo in tlio foremost,

rank.

223G. I want to know whether tho results of the

examinations of the Royal University have been

confirmatory or not of your own judgment where yon

have had on opportunity of judging?—I do not like to

answer the question.

2237. Have you had any opportunities of comparing

the standard of education here and elsewhere—I mean

personal opportunities—and, if so, could you briefly

give us some of the particulars ?—Here my duties of

course are confined os President to acts of Council,

and at the Royal University.

2238. I am not speaking of the Royal University.

I am Bpeaking of anywhere. If you think you cannot

answer, or it is too big a question, please say so ?—It

is too big a question.

2239. You cannot answer. Do you think the means

of teaching physical science here are sufficient?—

I

believe the means of teaohing physical science are equal

to what they are in any place in the United Kingdom.

2240. In looking over these returns I have been,

struck with the number of competitors for scholarships.

They seem to be very small. Can you explain that ?

Is there any reason for the numbers not being larger?

—The numbers are small at entrance and neces-

sarily afterwards. They are still further diminished

|
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by the contests which take place individually between

the students. They measure each other. I have a

striking case here where two men started together.

Both ofthem went in for the first scholarship examina-

tion and one beat the other-
. The beaten man did

again compete with his oponent. And yet ho is a

lr,,, n who got honours in the University, and has been

since successful in life. He always followed the other

man one year behind, because he had measured him-

self so completely with him.

2241. The relative merits are pretty soon known !

—Yes.

2242. Do yon think the scholarships and exhibitions

are fairly distributed in the college, having in view

the good of the college and the good of education

generally ?—I favour very much the maintenance of

the proportion to the arts. I think the objects of

scholarships ought to be to encourage general educa-

tion. The professional education requires some stimulus

in order to bring out the best men to give them some-

thing to start for, but 1 would not consider that the

amount in that respect should ho changed. As a

matter of fact I may inform you that sometimes wo
give a good deal of the balance that stands over from

scholarships in exhibitions to medical students, so that

we reduce what is an apparent difference between arts

and medicine.

2243. Professor Jack.—You are entitled to do that

under the statutes!—Yes.

2244. Dr. Marston.—Am I to understand that

after all the highest standard of examination would
perhaps be obtained by examining a man in subjects

selectedby himself, and that this would be the best test,

because then you would expect a thorough knowledge.

Depth is oue thing and extent another. I am referring

to your answer as to a man being examined in ouo
hook, or two books, or many books!—That is my
opinion. I will give one illustration of it. /laving

the power of making the arrangements in an examin-

ation I once held, I took the students into the library

and opened the casas and told them to write their

answers to the examination papers with the aid of all

the documents which wero there. I had drawn the

paper with the express purpose of testing tlio point,

and. I got the same result as from previous examin-

ations, except that the answers were better done mul
more accurately given.

2245. Taking the question of aftcr-succoss in life,

I understand you wish us to infer that while the

influence of an intellectual training ' at a school or

college is permanent, the result of an examination is

simply a gauge and an imperfect gauge !—That is my
opinion,

2246. That is the way you would like to put it!

—

Yes.

2247. Touching these scholarships you said you
regarded them quite as much as aids to learning as

rewards for learning !—I look upon them as aids

altogether here.

2248. This is what T understand you to mean.
That you get men coming here who are very promising
but poor, and that they make use of these scholamhips as

an aid, and their subsequent successful progress shows
that the aid has been toned to very good account !—It
has been very strikingly illustrated in the very tables of
our scholarships both in honours at the universities and
in their after-success in life.

2249. There is another way of looking at the after-

success in life. I suppose the ability of the individual
goes for very much!—No doubt.

2250. In my experience, a man who is successful in
one walk of life has such a character intellectually, or
otherwise, that he would be successful in any walk of
life

; for instance, take yourself and your brother-in-
law, I assume you would have pushed on, and you
want us to infer that the scholarships are aids to
young men of that kind!— Certainly.

2251. Is that exactly what yon want to convey !

—

That is it exactly, and, joined with that, I am to

understand that question with the previous one of
intellectual training.

2252. After all, this is a question we have to deal
with as one of educational standard. We ore not
talking about success in life, which may be due to many
tilings, although this may be the start of it. It is a
matter ofopiuiou: but let us take competition with
other men—have you had any of your students going
up for competition in the Indian Civil Service!—Yes.

2253. And with what result!—Very good. In
engineering, for example, we had five places in one
yoar.^

2254. Was that at Cooper’s Hill!—No, before
Cooper's Hill.

2255. I am speaking of the Indian Civil Service!

—

Yes ; a very considerable number, I need not say that
practically Ireland is thrown out of the Indian Civil

Service lately, because of the reduction of the age-
limit.

225G. Have you had any competition with other
men 1—We have had a large number. I have the
mimes of twenty-three or twenty-four, among them
some of the most distinguished men in the Civil Service
of India.

2257. Do you consider the fees suitable and fail
-—

and by suitable, I mean, are they adapted to the
people from whom your students are generally drawn ?—Why our fees are about the lowest I know of any-
where.

2258. You do not think the utility of the college

is cramped in that respect?—Certainly not. An
objection raised to the college is that its fees are too

low.

2259. OHAIBUAH.—They told us in Belfast then-

fees were the lowest all over the world?—The fees

are practically the same in the three Queen’s
Colleges.

2260. Dr. Marston.—Have you any reason to

think that the utility of tliis college could be in-

creased by enlarging its basis in the way of increasing

its facilities for technical teaching, &c.—if so, can you
indicatetheway 1—In the report I gave to the Technical

Education Commission, I indicated that this college,

while acting as a university centre, would be a capital

centre for technical education likewise!—My report

will come out as an Appendix to the Report in vol.

iii., not yot published. You will see there the whole

scheme for technical education in Ireland, which they

asked me to write.

2201. You have expressed your opinion in regard

to the medical faculty that the pursuit of arts and
medicine concurrently is a disturbing element ?

—

It is.

2262. Is it more than they ciui do ?—I think it is

moro than they ought to do.

2263. Do you think from your varied expei-ience in

teaching that the stndeut undertakes in the medical

curriculum too much to secure real progress !—It is

beginning to be overloaded. Now, a great number of

things are added, and I myself have added one or two

to it. A.

t

least I have advocated the addition.

2264. Chairman.—That in addition to the first

university examination in arts 1—No. I have always

opposed that. I have never voted for an addition to

that. I only speak of the cnrriculuip itself. I advo-

cated the addition of cases of fever, and I added mental

diseases.

2265. Dr. Marston.—Do you think that this col-

lege, as a centre of education, attracts to itself the

number of students that it should attract, taking this

as the centre of an area 1—No ;
and I have given an

example in answer to another question. If we had

gone on uninterruptedly as wo wero doing, we should

have had six hundred students now.

2266. Is that a matter of opinion or a matter

capable of proof1—A3 far as tliis question is concerned,

it is a matter of opinion
;
but my opinion has been so

borne out with regard to the increase before it that I

Cons.
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have always anticipated within one or two the

exact number.
2267. Have you been diminishing in numbers or

increasing of late !—We reached the highest point the

year of the disturbance.

2268. What disturbance ?—The dissolution of the

Queen’s TJniveiuity.

2269. Professor Jack.—That was the last distur-

bance ?—Yes.

2270. Dr. Marston.—You have had a good deal

of experience of Commissions!—Some years. I have

been a member of two myself.

Professor Jack.—Dr. Marston asked about the

preliminary examination in general required by the

General Medical Council. Do they accept the certifi-

cate of a student having passed the Queen’s College,

Cork, matriculation examination—Yes.

2271. Could you tell me at what date did the re-

duction of age you spoke of with regard to tile

Indian Civil Service, which has cut Ireland out of

the competition, take place!—T think as far as the

engineering examination is concerned, it began in

1873 and was completed about 1876.

2272. Your impression would therefore bo that no

figures with regard to Ireland, would be of the same
value after such a date as before that date?—No, you
could not form any judgment whatever from the

recent numbers that entered.

2278.

Dr. Stoney.—I omitted to ask a question in

reference to an answer you gave to Dr. MoUoy, about

the number of scholarships. I understood you to say

that what have been described as thirty scholarships,

are in reality to be regarded as ten scholarships tenable

for three years 1—Yes.

2274. Would not the statement include the senior

scholarships also by putting it in this way, that all the

arts scholarships, junior and senior, are in reality equi-

valent to seven scholarships tenable for four years, and
three others tenable for only three yearn ?—Yes.

2275. That would be the more correct way of

stating your view !—It would.

2276. In reference to the question of a minimum
being determined beforehand in any examination, such
as in Scholarship examination, is not the minimum
the result of the experience of the examiners, of
examiners that have examined for a series of years,

and thus acquired an experience os to what standard
ought to he expected 1—Certainly.

2277. That is in fact predetermining it!—Cer-
tainly.

2278. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—But in your report
you say it was a predetermined minimum, fixed by the
Council !—It is the Council, of course, that do it.

2279. Not each individual examiner but the Council?—It is the Council that really award the scholar-
ships.

2280. Your words are, “ but the College Council
have always taken care to fix a minimum " !—Yes.

2281. You promised to give a list of 178 men who
passed competitive examinations in the Aimy, Navy,
ancl Civil Service as evidence of the success of the
College teaching?—Yes.

2282. Did you not tell me a little before when I
referred to the examinations of the Royul University,
that the Royal University was only an examining
board, and that yon attach no importance to the
examinations of an examining board!—Did I state it

so absolutely as that

!

2283. Certainly !—I am not disposed to make much
modification.

2284. Then you do not attach any importance to
this list of 178 men 1—I do.

2285. Are not the examinations for the Army and
Civil Service conducted by an examining board ?

They are.

2286. And you uttach no importance to such
examinations !—-For myself not muck, but the world
outside does, and the attacks on the Colleges are baaed
on that very thing. Therefore I am entitled to use

them though I may have another opinion myself that
is not in favour of examinations. Different examiners
is another important matter.

2287. You do nothing in tho way of preparing
students for matriculation at the Royul University?

I—Of course a student tuny come here as a non-
matriculated student, and afterwards change his mind
and go in for matriculation at the Royal Uni- I

versity, but wo ns a college do not pretend to prepare
anyone fur matriculation. It is no part of oursvstem.

j

2288. Be good enough to look at tho College Calen-
dar for 1884-85, p. 165. You will see the entrance
scholars of the first year in science. There are five

I

who actually held these scholarships in 1882-83. I
find that three out of these five passed the matricula-

[

tion examination of the Royal University in October
1883?—Yes, hut that is an exceptional case such as

that I have alluded to. Students have changed their
|

mind, and are now going to join the system, though
they did no t intend to do so before. It is a transitional

movement.
2289. Three of the five scholars were in reality,

while holding their scholarships, preparing for their
)

matriculation examination in the Royal University!

—I cannot say that.

2290. They went up at all events!—Yes.

2291. Chairman.—I would like to know exactly

how far this college would recognize the status of
i

students in Belfast and Galway ?—We take them ad '

eundem.

2292 Wouldyou allow a student of Queen’s College,
1

Belfast, at the end of his first year, to compete for his

scholarship in the same way as in Belfast ?—He would
i

before we made a little alteration.

2293. Under your present regulation, we will take

a student who matriculates in tho Royal University or
|

Queen’s College, Belfast. He goes through his first

year in Belfast, passes liis sessional examination and
(

gets his certificate. Would ho bo entitled to come
down hero at the next scholarship examination and

compete with tho students of this college for these

scholarships tenable for two years ?—He would before

tho dissolution of the Queen’s University. We get a

Queen’s letter allowing us to make some modifications

with regard to the senior scholarships, but previously

to that he could have come down hero and competed

on exactly the same term, as if he had been a student

of Queen’s College, Cork.
2294. But would a student, at the end of the first

year-

,
he entitled!—He would.

2295. As a matter of fact, have students in Belfast

in that way come down hero and competed with your

students ?—For die junior scholarships ?

2296. For the junior?—Very rarely.

2297. But it has occurred !—It lias occurred and

the converse has occurred. We sent a few.

2298. Not very many, I think ?—I should say not

The South of Ireland students do not go up north

generally.

2299. Then as to the senior scholarships, are they

in the same way open to students from Belfast?—They

are not so open os they were.

2300. Professor Jack.—I notice with regard to

those first entrance scholarships that at the beginning

of the first year there were seventy-three candidates

for the two sets of scholarships. There were fifty pos-

sible scholarships and forty-one actually awarded in

the last five years. With regard to those forty-one

scholarships that were awarded, could you describe

generally as a member of the Council, what was the

position that the Council took ? This for instance is the

way I would like to put it—when the different exami-

ners in the different subjects brought forward their

reports, would the Council have acted on a veto from

any single examiner, if a student had failed or had

come below a certain minimum of marks in the papers

of that examiner, would that circumstance have in-

duced the Council to refuse absolutely and in all ,

circumstances the scholarship ?—Yes, if there was an
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absolute want of knowledge in any one subject of tlio

scholarship.

2301. An absolute want or an absolute minimum ?

An absolute minimum, yes.

2302. That is to say, that no student would have

•rot such a scholarship under any circumstances if, for

instance, Greek being one of his subjects, and if thirty

•per cent, of full marks upon a Greek paper represented

such a minimum, he had failed to get thirty per co.nt.

in Greek ?—I think I can recollect a man not getting

it who made twenty-nine and. a half.

2303. I am using the number in the most casual

manner ?—Yes ;
that is coming within one-half a mark

of the lowest standard.

2304. I understand your answer to lie this, that in

each subject there is a minimum which tlio professor

or examiner who reports on the subject fixes for
himself, and if a student does not pass that minimum,
in no circumstances will ho get his scholars!]in ?

Yes.
1

2305. But the Council would, of course, consider
the whole of the reports of the examiners together,
and they have some idea with regard to tlio standard
which has been fixed by their own experience '

Quite so.

2306. I do not know how far they will lie able to
convey the results of that experience to the Commission
in any numerical form 1—I dare say Professor Jack,
the Registrar, or Professor Armstrong, or others who
have acted, would bo able to express tlmt in their
joint capacity as members of the Council and pro-
fessors.

Professor Wiixiah Bidoeway, m.a., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge,
Professor of Greek, examined.

2307. Chairman.—You are professor of Greek iu

this College ?— Yes.

2308. How long have you been professoi of Greek 1

—I was appointed on the 1st November.

2309. Had you any experience of teaching in any
other college before you came here ?—I had, in two
universities

;
in Trinity College, Dublin, where I

graduated. I am an M.A. of Dublin University. I

took pupils iu Trinity College whilst I was an under-

graduate, and I “ coached” there regularly before I

went to Cambridge. A fterwards I .went to Cambridge.

I am an M.A. of Cambridge, and until I came here I

was coaching there for the classical tripos.

2310. You were appointed hero in November?

—

Yes, and 1 entered on my duties here in January.

2311. Your experience of tlio College only dates

from last November 1—Only from January.

2312. How many pupils had you reading in your
regular class since last November ?—As regards

regular, I want you to be clear about that.

2313. I observo in the calendar there is a dis-

tinction drawn between wlmt is culled optional classes

and the other classes, which I would understand to

be the regular classes which a student going through
the arts course would bo bound to attond ?—Twclvo
in Cork.

2314. That is iu the regular class?—Yes.
2315. How many in the optional class?—About

the same number came.
2316. That is the same number reading Greek in

the regular class came to the optional os well ?—Yes,
they came to the optional as well.

2317. Would the optional class in Greek enable a
student who went through it to go in for honours at
the Royal University—is the optional class so moulded
that it would fit into the curriculum of the Royal
University for honours 1— Yes, it is.

2318. Have you conducted any examination since

you came here ?— I have not
;
but at the same time,

if you allow me to say so, I am in a better position per-
haps to form an opinion of what they are like by
taking them constantly at lecture work, and looking
through their compositions than from merely having
examined them. That is a better way of knowing
what men are like.

2319. We will take your view as to what you
think those twelve men who have been reading with
you since last November are like ?—They were rather
higher in standard than I expected when coming
here, and I have been favourably impressed with
those twelve men.

2320. Do you mean to Bay you had twelve men
altogether?—Yes.

2321. How many in the first year ?—Six.
2322. How many in the second year ?—Four.
2323. And two in the third ?—Yes.
2324. What kind are the six men in the first year ?

--They are extremely respectable. There are two or
three of them very promising.

2325. What books were they reading 1—“ Iphigenia

in Tauris”
;
the “Prometheus Vinctus” of Aeschylus

and the “ Olynthiae Orations ” of Demosthenes, and
they read before I came Herodotus.

2326. What kind were the men in the second year?—There are two of them very respectable indeed
2327. And the other two ?—The ordinary run. of

men.
2328.. And the two in the third year?—Yes, they

are both very good. In fact, Professor Jack will

understand when I have no hesitation in saying they
are good Cambridge second class for tripos. They are

very respectable scholars, indeed.

2329. You are not able to give ns any evidence as

to the examination for scholarship ?—I cannot.

2330. Or the amount of knowledge required to pass

either the junior or senior scholarships examination?

—I cannot.

2331. Du. Stonky.—

Y

on said that your good men,
as I understood, would compare with a good second-

class man in Cambridge?—Yes, with a respectable

second-class uuvn in Cambridge.

2332. The men in Cambridge have all the advantage

of a much more extended education before they go

there than is the case here?—They have a widely

different training
;
there is no comparison at all. Our

men have no training whatever.

2333. To reach the stage you havo described was
very creditable proficiency ?—Extremely so.

2334. From what yon have seen of the teaching,

that is given in other universities and the

teaching that is given in this College, would

you say that the teaching that is given hove

is of a careful character?—I can only judge

my own department. I have no means of making-

such a statement about the others. That is a question

I can scarcely answer, except by giving a general

opinion, and I am bound to say honestly that I see a

large amount of zeal, and, of course, there is an un-

questionable amount of ability amongst my colleagues.

2335. You were for some time a private tutor in

Trinity College, Dublin?—Yes.

2336. And you were probably acquainted with the

scale of maxks commonly used there at the honour

examinations in classics ?—I am.

2337. Could you tell ns what generally is about

the range of marks that obtain for first class honours

on the classical side, and what is the range of marks

upon, which second class honours are awarded ?—Fifty

per cent. I can only speak of my own time, and that

is some years ago, but the regular rule was fifty per

cent, for a first honour.

2338. What was the first of the first?—I can tell

you for myself. At my Little-go I was firstj- and I

think I got seventy-three per cent.

2339. For second honours it went from fijty per

cent. ?—Down to thirty.

2340. Do you happen to know wha.t is the fact,

that the corresponding limits on the science side are

from thirty to thirty-five per cent, for the limiUjetween
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first ancl second, and from twelve to fifteen between

second-class honours and the men that fail to get

honours ?—I could not say that at all in science.

2341. Professor Jack.—Had your six first years

men passed the matriculation examination?—I could

not really tell you, coming in January, I am not

in a position to tell you.

2342. Probably you could easily ascertain?—

I

could.

2343. Cast your eye over the list and notice No. I.

(1)—List of the matriculated students of the Royal

University now reading in the college, the course for

the first examination in arts beginning with the name

Win. J. Buckley?—Yes, Wm. J. Buckley is one, and

James Jackson another, but whether it is J. B. Smith

or not, I cannot say.

2344. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—There arc two Smiths

in succession, which did you speak of?—My pupil

spelt his name the same as the second Smith ;
I don’t

know his initials. They are both matriculated

students.

2345. Professor Jack.—That is four of the men
are matriculated students of the Royal University ?

—

Yes.
2316. Look at the list I. (5). Are the other two

men found there or not?—Yes, Martin Fitzgerald

that is all.

2347. There would be still another student not

presented ?—Yes, I know lus name—Ambrose.

2348. Do you happen to know whether those two
men who appear there matriculated in the Queen’s

College, Cork, or not ?—Ambrose is a matriculated

student.

2349. Wliat I mean is that those students are

practically matriculated students, and therefore lind

some little knowledge of Greek at all events, when
they came to you ?—Yes.

2350. Then the six students are all matriculated stu-

dents ?—Yes.

2351. And therefore lmd some knowledge of Greek
when they came to you, but the standard in the

Queen’s College matriculation is limited, and practi-

cally it is limited also in the Boyal University, that

is to say, we understand that the whole of the stu-

dents commence at some position like that, hut that

two of the men in the same sort of position have
reached in the course of three years, a place such as

would he got by a tripos man in Cambridge in second-
class honours?—Yes.

• 2352. Dr. Mar.sign.

—

Could you tell me what is

the average age of the. men attending your class ?—

I

could not.

2353. Could you tell how long the men have
been here of whom you have spoken?— My only
grounds for giving you information on that point is

their standing as first, second, and third year’s men.
2354. Dr. Stoney.—

I

think you mentioned that
there are twelve arts men altogether taking Greek 1—Yes.

2355. And of these there are eight out of the
twelve whom you would regard as honour men ?—

I

think seven at all events.

2356. And the five as pass men. Is that a
larger proportion of honour men to pass men than is

usual at the other universities with which you are
acquainted ?—Of course it is

; hut in the other places
I have been concerned with they still maintain the
laudable habit of keeping Greek. In the Boyal
University, by the action of that body to what, from
my point of view, must be a retrograde step, they
banish Greek largely, and you cannot draw the same
inference. In Dublin and Cambridge, all the men
who take arts degrees have to take Greek.

2357. But your students are mainly honour men 1—You get a large proportion of them.
2358. The proportion of honour men is a large

one—seven to five ?•—Yes.

2359. Professor Jack.—What, precisely, lias been
fch? action of the Royal University which has dimi-
nished the Greek ?—Greek is now entirely optional.

2360.
Alternative with several other languages ?—

Yes.

23G1. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You mentioned inciden-

tally that men come hero with scarcely any training

whatever. Do you say that of the students of your
own class or tlic students generally of the College ?

I can only say so, dogmatically, of ray own
; but, from

the general impression I have received here, I give it •

as a matter of opinion about the whole place.

2362. Then you consider the matriculation is not
effective in rejecting those who have been badly

trained ?—I cannot say.

23G3. You know the result Ls, that men have
matriculated who have got almost no training what-
ever?—I was asked with regard to Cambridge when
I said it

;
but of course they have got a certain

amount of Irish school training. That is what I

mean by no education whatsoever. When they come
hero they must know a certain amount. When I

say they come with scarcely any tvaiuiug whatsoever,

I niean in comparison with the English university

students.

2364. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou do not mean to offer

an opinion as to tlio absolute amount they know?

—

No, only relatively.

2365. Or the absolute amount ofknowledge required

for the matriculation iu the Royal University, or for

the matriculation hero ?—No.
23 GO. But in point of fact four of your students

have passed the matriculation of the Royal, and two

here %—-Yes.
2367. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—But as compared with

students of Cambridge University they come here

without any training whatever ?—Yea.

23G8. ChatHitan.—

S

o far us you have been able to

judge it would lie better for the student, instead of

coming here, to spend a. year or two more at a school,

and they would then be fitted to commence their

academical studies?—It all depends upon what the

school is like. If they were to spend their time at

the schools most of them have coino from, and stay

there until they became gmy-lnvired, it would make
no difference.

2369. Let us suppose there is such a thing in

Ireland as a good school—andmy opinion Ls that them
is not alone one, but several good schools in Ireland

—

would it tend more to promote tlioir education if

they had remained a little longer at the good school

before they began their university course ?—No
;
I

think the sooner they couie here the better.

2370. Bev. Dr. Molloy.—Then do I imdmlaiul

you to say the system at Cambridge is inferior to that

here, inasmuch as they come well trained to Cam-

bridge, and hero they come with scarcely any tvaiuing?

—The English schoolboy gets trained from his infancy,

he goes to a good junior school
j
then he is taught by

first-rate men from fourteen or so.

2371. If there happened accidentally to he a good

school in Ireland, would it bo bettor for students who

come here without any training to stay some time

longer in the hypothetically good school l—Most un-

questionably.

2372. Chairman.—My question was grounded on

the hypothesis that there was a good school in Ireland?

—That is a very doubtful hypothesis os regards Ireland.

2373. Take it there is such a thing as a good school

in Ireland, do you think it would he better for the

educational advancement of a young man that he

should remain a year or two longer at school before

he began his academical training ? — I do not

think so.

2374. Then you do think the system of educating

men without any training whatever better than in.

Cambridge ?—I have to deal with facts, not hypotheses.

If they were to stay for ever and a day—until the

Chairman's hypothetically good school is established •

I would say the sooner they came here to get teaching

and grounding the better.

2375. Professor Jack.—Ts your experience confined

to Munster or does it extend over the country ? -*
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vas at school in Leinster myself. I examined in a

good ninny schools in Dublin, niul 1 have had a good

deal of experience in examining schools in Ireland, for

instance at Drogheda.

2376. I do not know whether the schools practically

open to the students who come here arc Munster

schools or not, or that it would ho inconvenient for

them to attend schools elsewhere 1—They aro confined

to Munster.
2377. Dr. Stoxf.v.—In your opinion them are no

schools in Ireland in which men get n training that is

comparable with that obtained in tlic best English
schools preparing for the universities ?—There is no
school that I know of.

2378.

Dr. Marston.— You wish to say that your
statement is a relative one, that the students would
unquestionably lie the better for a better training, but
that the Cork training, as judged by those you have
seen here, would lead yon to infer that they had hotter
come hero, relatively unprepared ns they are, than
remain where they were. Is that what you mean?

—

Exactly
;
that is it.

Professor Bunnell Lewis, m.a., f.s.a., Professor of Latin, examined.

2379. Chairman.—You aro the Professor of Latin

in this College 7— Yes.

2380. How long have you been professor ?—From
the beginning of the College.

2381. You can speak then with a good deni of ex-

perience ?—Yes.

2382. How many students liod yon in your Latin

class during the last year ?—I should say about fifteen.

I do not remember the exact number of the junior

class ; there wove four in the senior class, and I think

about eight iu the jiuiior.

2383. Senior means the second year’s students?

—

Yes, hut we had this arrangement in the College for

many years, that the students in Greek and Latin

were not arranged sti ictly according to years, but if a

student passed a very good examination at entrance,

aud for first year’s scholarship wo put him into the

senior class, because ho would waste his time in the
junior.

2384. What is the average number in your class?

—

The average liutnlier in my class for some years before

the dissolution of the Queen's University was about
thirty

;
sometimes one or two below

;
sometimes

above.

2388.

How would they lie distributed?—Iu pretty

much the same proportion as at present, except when
the third year’s class was first, made compulsory. For
that year I had nine iu it, obligatory only upon one
group of students, but for a long courso of years them
would lie from twotofourstudents. Thera aro generally

two or tlirco in the third year's class. It was a class for

advaucod students, and it was very undesirable that it

should lie a huge one.

238G. Would that describe thomunborsiu the class

before the dissolution of tlio Queen’s University?

—

Thera was a small number iu tho third year’s class,

because it was only those who wanted some particular

courso who attended tliat class. There wore always
advanced students who required a good deal ofattention
from the professor, so that it was a normal and pvo]>er

state of things tliat it should be a small class.

2387. Was it throe or four?—Two or tliroe. The
rods of the College can give exact information on that
point—the class rolls which are kept in the archives of
the College. You can have the most exact information
with respect to every student.

2388. Do your students all pass the examinations
as a rule, or do some of them drop the examinations ?

—The majority go in for tlic examinations. Thera
may be perhaps some two or three who drop, or as the
phrase is at Cambridge, “ degrade.” Sometimes they
drop a year where they are not sufficiently well pre
pared, and go on again, tho majority go into the
class examinations. It is exceptional if they do not
go in. That was the case till the dissolution of the
Queen’s University. It will be found now a larger
proportion will not go in. There is not now the
University system of having years counted. Tliat has
been broken up by the dissolution.

2389. The condition of scholarship is that the
student shall have passed three examinations. In
order to entitle him to go in for a scholarship at the
end of the year, he must have passed tho sessional
examinations ?—I believe so.

2390. Did you find that students for die first year,
for example, would drop ouc or two sessional examina-
tions, and so bo disqualified at the end of tho year for

competing for the scholarship ?—It is rarely that
would happen. I luive no distinct recollection

about it.

2391. Speaking generally, used it to happen?—

I

cannot say. That is my impression.

23!)2. You conducted tho scholarship examinations?
—Yes.

2393. Are you able to tell the Commission what
system you adopt for the purpose of ascertaining, first

of all, the absolute merit of tho first candidate; and then,
‘

the relative merits of the others 1— This is common to

all tho departments of the College. We have a numeri-
cal system of marking, and you would get from the

llegistmr more exact information than I can give from

memory ou the subject. For instance, 100 for full

marks—I go by that standard. The tradition of the

College is that alxmt one-third are required from the
student to gut his scholarship. I think at one time

we worn pretty strict in insisting on 33J out of 100,

hut we do not coimt fractions. The student must get

30 marks or lie will not get his scholarship, but

there might he Home extenuating circumstances. If a

student examined in three branches showed distin-

guished merit in two, the Council woidd bo disposed

to be lenient. If we erred at all it would be on the

side of mercy.

2394. If a mau answered well in two subjects,

you would not, to adopt the phrase of one of the pro-

fessors of Rolfast, “ stand in liis way T’—It he answered

very badly I would
;
lmt if ho was a little below the

one-third, and answered well in the other two, there

would imssildy bo h dilfercnce of opinion, aud the

majority of tho Council would decide it. That was
our general rule.

2398. But all through the difforout departments of

tlio College, that was tho genoral rule, and you took

100 as your standard ?—Yes. A schodulo is sent to

every professor before every examination, which he has

to till up, and full marks are 100. Then if he has any

system in his own mind he has to reduce it to the

decimal system.

2396. Could you give the Commission any informa-

tion ns to what was the lowest mark on which you

ever knew a scholarship has been given ?—I do not

know. I can add nothing to what I have said, and

that is that the minimum is one-third—about thirty
;

and if a mau is very much below tliat he will nob get

hiB scholarship. That is the general understanding,

ami has been the case for thirty years.

2397. Do you happen to have in memory any case

in which there was good answering in two subjects

and considerably below one-third in the third subject,

and yet a scholarship was awarded?—I cannot say I re-

member. Wo have had frequent discussions on those

matters with tho object of doing our best for the stu-

dents. If a student had passed very well in his

Greek and Latin and broken down in his French,

French being bo much easier, we should say that man

will make up his French any day, having a good foun-

dation in his Greek and Latin, and if he is a little

below the standard we let him through. The President

desires me to state that the standard for the senior

2 F 2
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scholarships was forty. I was not aware of that till

I remember this year it was mentioned to me. Iliavc

acted on the supposition that it was thirty, but in

most cases our men have been over the thirty.

239$. The minimum is forty for the senior scholar-

ship 1—Yes, but I think the College records will

show that iu a great many cases the candidates have

been well over the thirty.

231)9. As I uudorstnud, Professor Lewis, the murks

nre preserved t—Yes. They arc iu the archives of

the College. You can see the marks given to every

student, for every examination.

2400. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You were iu the College

at the time of tho last Commission in 181)7 ?—Yes.

I have been here from tho first, so that that covers

both Commissions.

24U1. Can you say whether the recommendation of

the last Commission with regard to the matriculation

examination has been carried out. I had better read

it from the Report t—Yes, please.

“The matriculation examination is the first point of

contact between the college and the school, and the only

point, through which the action and reaction of each on the

othersms being constantly communicated. This examination

must therefore be always maintained at a high standard as

indicating the termination of school education and the

starting point of college studies. Nothing could be, we con-

ceive,more injurious to the interests ofeducation than a low

standard of matriculation examination. We therefore re-

commend that the matriculation examination be maintained

at the same standard as originally fixed by the Board of

Colleges.”

Can you say whether that recommendation was

carried out or not ?—I cannot speak as to details but

I remember distinctly when the Board of Colleges

promised a schcniu for matriculation, it was generally

considered to ho preposterously high, and that if it

was attempted to be carried out, we should have had
no students in Cork College, when it opened. It was
considered to be ijuito wide of the mark and had to bo
reduced, and I think wo never examined upon the

scheme which the Board of Queen’s Colleges promul-

gated. That was considered to he Utopian. I know
the opinion was expressed, “ If you act upon that plan

you will have no students in the College.’’

2402. Whenyou say it was considered preposterously

high, was it considered so by those who lmd the

working of the College in their hands ?—The general

public opinion at the time. I am speaking of things

more than a generation ago, so I cannot speak with

great accuracy.

2403. What was the Board of Colleges?—Tho
Prcsidentsand Vice-Presidents of the Colleges; and that

Board existed for a year or two before the Colleges

were opened, because there was an unwillingness on
the part of the then Premier to open the Colleges at

all. He wanted to shelve tlia scheme.

2404. When the programme was reduced in the
Queen’s College, Cork, was it also reduced in the
Queen’s College, Belfast ?—That I cannot say, because
they are a corporation completely separate from and
independent of us, and I have no knowledge whatever.

2405. I find evidence in this Report that it was
reduced in Cork, but I do not find evidence that it was
reduced in Belfast?— Yes, that evidence concurs with
my r ecollection as to Cork.

240G. It is stated it was first reduced for tire con-
venience of tire medical students and afterwards it was
found convenient also to reduce it for tho other
students ?—I have no doubt it was absolutely necessary,

but we examined on a different programme from that
which tire Board issued.

2407. Then you are quite clear it was not restored

to the original programme ?—No, hut chauges have
been made and us fur as I recollect changes in the
direction of making books optional, giving students a
choice whether to take the “ Catiline ” of Sallust or the
first two Irooks of the “ iEneid,” instead of having it

rigidly fixed. There has been some freedom to the

students, hut the course has not been materially more
or less since the College opened.

2408. I find in the regulations of the College as set
out in a short prospectus given of the Queen’s Coll.-*

Cork, iu the Queen's University Calendar, 1881, under
the head of matriculated students, “Persons intcmliu"

to beoonui matriculated studeuts of the College in

of the faculties or departments ol' faculty are required
to pass the matriculation examination whereby they
arc declared coiujmtcut to puisne the course of study
prescribed to students in that faculty.” l)o you think
the studonts who pass tlic matriculation examination

are coinjietout to follow tho course of tho faculty with
which they are associated ?—I think so generally, and
I think so certainly with respect to my own depart-

ment We think the Latin examination is sufficiently

high for that purpose, that every student in the class

is capable of understanding what 1 say to him. I
cannot say what it is at present in Crock, but hi

Greek it is different, because so much less Greek limn

Latin is taught in the schools. Wo have students

entering the Crock class who probably would uot

understand. I always presuppose a knowledge of the

Latin grammar, and it is only since the opening of

the. Royal University and the dissolution of our uld

University system that I have had to teach Latin gram-
mar. I never had before. I had to do it this

you-.

2409. You think tho Professor of Greek could not

presuppose a knowledge of Greek grammar? — I

think lie could not. J have heard of students who
entered St. John’s, Cambridge, who did not know the

Greek cliavactcr, and of course they did not know the

grammar.
2410. Then tho students entering this College and

passing the matriculation examination are not far be-

low that class of students entering Cambridge?— I am
uot speaking of Cambridge generally. At a groat

university you have a great variety of studonts, some
entering from tho host schools in tho country.

2411. I understood from the previous witness tliat

such a student could not gel into Cambridge?—Ho
could not get into Trinity College, Cambridge. At
Trinity College there is an examination. No man can

enter there without it.

[Professor Ridyeiony.—If I gavo the Commission
the impression that there was any matriculation at

Cambridge I mount no such thing. I took it for

grouted every one know there, was no matriculation

examination thorc at all.

2412. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou said your men coiue

up hero with scarcely any training whatever, and you

told us, in explanation, that they had a certain amount

of Irish school training
;
hut compared with the

students coming up to Cambridge their training

could bo scarcely regarded ns any training whatever ?

—Yes.

2413. Professor Jack.—

W

hat you mean is, that

tho students came up in very different states, and in

making an observation like that, you spoke of the

average result of preparation in both places?—Of

course.

2414. There is no matriculation examination, and

many students come up . to Cambridge in a state of

veiy insufficient preparation ? —Yes, of course.]

2415. Dr. Stoney.—I wish to take advantage of

your having had such a prolonged experience in Queen’s

College, Cork. It seems to me that in order to pro-

duce the effect upon a student’s mind that a university

ought to produce, one very important thing is to bring

them into contact with men of eminence ?—Yes.

241G. There lias been a vory remarkable series of

important publication's of various kinds—those on the

scientific side arc those I am best acquainted with

—

emanating from tho staff of Queen's College, Cork?

—Yes.

2417. There has boon also a very importantbody of

them on the literary side. Could you give any infor-

mation in reference to tliis ?

Ciiaiuman.— It is so well acknowledged that

the professors of this College are men of the

highest eminence both on tho scientific and literary
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side, that I think this is wholly unnecessary. Wo are

not 'sitting in judgment ou the professors of the

College.

Dr. Stoney.

—

lbwould show the exceptionally liigh

class of the professors of this College.

2418 .
Professor Jack.—You have licon examiner

foi'a long time I— I have. I have Leon professor here

from the first. I have examined four years in the

Queen's University, and London.

2419. Have you examined at all in the Royal

University 1—Never.
2420. You are familiar with the whole course of

examinations here ?—Yes.

2421. Yon have examined regularly here ?—Yes.

2422. You are a member of the Council also?—Yes,

at the present time.

2423. Have you Leon frequently a member of the

Council ?—I was a member in the second year after its

opening. Some circumstances occurred that I need

not refer to now, and I served only occasionally during

the first twenty years. About ton yearn I was oil',

and I have lieen on now about a year aud a quarter.

2424. When we asked about the system the Council

adopted, has that system been clutngod materially

during your experience ?—No. I Lave no recollection

of any standard but the one-third, and the President

reminded me of a higher standard for seuior scholar-

ship.

2423. The scale has neither been raised nor lowered 'l

No
;

it has been uniform.

2420. I understand you to say the. scale might have

liccn different with regard to the one-third or any
other fraction in a subject like French ?•—I think we
allowed ourselves some latitude. That is my general

impression from the discussions at. which J was present

;

hut we did not allow ourselves a great latitude. If a
student was very bad ho should not liavo a scholar-

ship.

2427. If he fell markedly below in that department
in spite of getting one third?—Yus. There may bo

some exceptions, but I think very few.

2428. Reference was made to Hie last Commission
in 1858. Had the reconuncndations of that Commis-
sion any further force than recommendations ?—-Not

that I am aware of. In fact I luul forgotten all about

the Commission, and I am not sure I over heard of

those recommendations before.

2429. Dr. Mahston.—Do you thiuk your cur-

viculnm is adapted to the capacity or training of those

coming here t—-Yes, I thiuk so. Wo have modified it

with reference to tho Royal University. ' I think, on
the whole, it is well adapted.

2430. Touching the lioyal University, so far as you
had an opportunity of observing results, liavo they

been confirmatory or not of your own judgment of tho Cobb
students and their capacity—in short, have the results June 7 . ns*,
of the examination of the ltoyal University, so far as ..

~
you have had an opportunity of judging, been in cia.M 4

'

accordance with what you anticipated?—I cannot y.*l.
'

’’

say. 1 do not examine for the Royal University.
2431. T suppose if you had a very high standard of

matriculation you might close the college?—Exactly;
wo should have no students.

2432. Do you know whether there is any great
diiforeiico Ictwecn the programme for honours of
tho Queen's University and that of the Royal ?—I am
not so familiar as my colleagues are with the Royal
University, but I should say there was not a very
great difference. They seem to me to change the
books more frequently in tho Royal University. That
is the principal difference I observe. There would be
some advantage in that

;
it might prevent the thing

working in one groove. I do not object to that my-
self.

2433. Has the competition for honours at the Royal
University boonmuch keener than that at the Queen’s ?—Icaunot judge of that, because I have never cx-
auiiueil in the Royal, and I ceased to examine for
tho Queen's long before its dissolution. When I ex-
amined, the examiner's were appointed biennially, and
when the appointment was made permanent I did not
try for it.

2434. Is tli ere anything else you wish to add?

—

The only remark I should like to make is in reference

to the value of the College as a seat of learning,

and that you think beyond the scope of your in-

quiry.

2435. Dr. Htonev.—You have been in the.College

from the beginning, and have luul an opportunity of

watching the eflect of tho culture upon the whole
series of students. Has there been a markedly usefn]

effect produced by the culture of the College upon
the students as shown by what they are when they

leave the College ns compared with what they were
when they entered ?—I should say most marked. The
change is very rapid and very decisive. I cannot

remember a greater or more efficient change being

preduced in any place, not only by tho intellectual

eidture but by the mixed education. The meeting of

young men of different religious denominations lias a
marked effect. Indeed tlie iullucnco of tho two toge-

ther has been a very great blessing to this province.

2430. And quite as much progress lias been made
as could reasonably be expected from a good system

of three years’ instruction?—I think so. We have

every reason to bo satisfied. We have always had

every year in our classes a very fair proportion of

clover tuid industrious students. Man}' of tliom have

doue us great credit and tliemselves too.

Professor John C. Malbt, m.a., p.ii.s., f.r.c.1., Professor of Mathematics, examined.

2437. Chairman.—You are Professor of Mathe-
matics ?—Yes.

2438. You are a Fellow of tho Royal Society 1—
I am.

2439. Of what university are yon a graduate 1—
Trinity College, Dublin.

2440. How long have you been a professor hero ?

—

For four sessions. I was appointed nearly four years
sgo, but I lectured four sessions.

2441. Had you any experience of teaching before
you came here?—I had considerable experience of
teaching, as a private teachci-, in Trinity College,
Dublin, for several years ; say idamt five.

2442. How many classes of mathematics have yon ?

I have a first year’s class, divided into two divisions,
»u honour division and a pass division, and a second
years class entirely honour, as far as arts studonts are
concerned, and a third year’s class entirely honour.

2443. Tell mo, how many are in yonr clfiss at
present in the first year ? — I have nineteen or

twenty attending iny lectures. That includes both

divisions.

2444. How are they divided?—I give them the

option of attending either division or both divisions.

I advise them not to come to both pass and honour.

I am sorry to say that more, who would get on hotter

in the pass, come to the honour division. Ono came

to both divisions for a long time, but it was against

my wish that lie should waste liis time so much.

2445. Would there be more in the pass or the

honour ?— About half and half this year.

244C. Li the second year; how many had yon this

year ? This year in the second 1 had nine altogether.

2447. Aud in the third year?—Ono. Tho third

year’s class is prepared purely for mathematical

honours for tho Royal University Degree.

2448. Aud the second year iB also an honour doss ?

An honour olass, as far as arts students we con-

cerned. Tlie engineers come to it also.

2449. May 1 take that as the average numltcr

attending your class each year, or wu that lower or
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higher than usual 1—The first year I had 57 and the

next year- 59. The year before this I had 34, and

the number fell this year to 29, in consequence of the

disturbance to which the President alluded.

2450. C'ouhl you give me the number in the class

last year 1—Altogether I had thirty-four students. I

could not separate them exactly. I had two third

year's students, and the year before that I had three.

2451. The third year’s students are always very

few ?—Very few. Three would be a large class.

2452. We have been told by Professor Lewis there

is a uniform system, of marking, and that obtains in

your class 1—I mark for honours or scholarships by

jier-centages, and I return the per-centages to tire

Council.

2453. That is, the basis of 100 is the standard?

—

Yes. For pass I do not mark so. I have given

students who answer twenty-five per cent, less than

ten if I considered they should be rejected. It is not

by per-centages the pass marks arc regulated. The

Registrar said if you consider a student should not

pass, give him less than ten. I might give him three

if he answered twenty per cent.

2454. You examine for the junior and senior

scliolui-ships 1—Yes.

2455. Tell mo the minimum on which you have

known a junior scholarship to be awarded ?—Gene-

rally, I think, about thirty ;
but I should mention

that the first or second year of my examining for

second year’s scholarship I was comparing my papers

with past papers. I thought they had not sufficient

elementary mathematics, aiul 1 recommended a candi-

date with twenty-eight and n half to get a scholarship

and I believe he did.

245G. What is the lowest yon have known a

senior scholarship to be awarded on?—In the first

year there was oue candidate and he got thirty-eight

per cent, and was elected a scholarship on the special

recommendation from me. I recommended hint for

it, judging by his answering.

2457. According to your skill and judgment yon
considered he was entitled to it?—Yes. 1 was inex-

perienced with regard to tlio college, anil I was afraid

I was pressing too hardly on the students.

2458. You would not award it to him now?—

I

would, but I think I would do it by giving him forty

per cent. I am not sure, but I think it was about

thirty-eight I gave him.

2459. It was very nearly tlio minimum standard ?

—

Yes
;
my impression is it was thirty-seven or thirty-

eight.

2460. Dr. Stonbv.—

I

would wish to take the op-

portunity of asking you about this question of marks.
You had a good deal of experience before you came here

as a private tutor in the University of Dublin ?—Yes.
2461. Do you happen to he acquainted with the

system of marks on which first and second honours
are usually awarded in Dublin?—The first honours
are frequently, according to my recollection, given in

mathematics down to thirty per cent., and the first

mathematical honours at degree down to twenty-five

per cent., and I believe they have been awarded as low
as twenty-two and a half, first honours in mathematics.
Look to the year 1856. Gold medal, first-class honours,

were got on twenty-two and a half, but certainly

twenty-five was the standard, and they are awarded on
about thirty, at ordinary term examinations.

2462. With reference to the second class honours,

what was the standard ?—I am under the impression

that they came down to ten per cent, as a rule,

and at the ordinary term examinations.

2463. Is the limit rigidly fixed, or is it determined
according to the experience of the examiners?

—

I believe it is rigidly fixed now at twenty-five for

first-class honours at the degree. At the term

examination I do not think there is any rigid limit

either for first or second class honours.

2464. That scale of marking was based upon the
experience in the University as to theway the different

parts of the examination should be treated; the

ordinary term examination is a two-day examination?— Yes.
2465.

And there are fonr papers to lie marked?—
Three, and sometimes four.

24G(i. Another thingthut usually affects themarking
is the elementary nr advanced diameter of the
subjects?—

Y

ob, the marking might ho as high in the
advanced subjects as in the elementary on occasions.

As a general rule, the firet year's honours are obtained
on high marks, more than they get afterwards in second

and third years.

2467. Willi respect to comparison between the
first year's mathematical scholarship in this College

and the matriculation honours in the Royal University,

it has been mentioned that trigonometry is included

in tlio college course aud not in the university course?—Yes.

2468. Arc there any other points which would tend to

render acomparison between the two illusory?—There

are a great many points. No comparison can lie be-

tween the two examinations at all. In the first place

trigonometry is in the first year's course of tlio scholar-

ship examination for mathematics, and up to the present

it has not been in the ltoyal University honour course

in mathematics, in the second place the scale of

marks adopted for mathematics in the Royal Unirarity
has been,to the bestofmy recollection, this:—Geometry,

that is the ordinary course in Euclid, with easy d«hi-

cible3, 500; arithmetic, 400; algebra only 300; so

that, of the three, algebra counted only omi-fourth of

tlio whole, arithmetic ono-tliini, whereas hardly any
weight is given to arithmetic pur sit in the first year’s

scholarship—there may be one question in theAlgehm
paper—and consequently tlio examinations cannot lie

computed together at all. I consider arithmetic should

not be weighted heavily in an exam illation for scholar-

ship, and consequently jntr sc I allow it to count for

very little.

2469. Professor Jack.—I suppose that the Royal

examination envoi's a larger range of subjects?—A less

extended. The algebra papers may lie a little harder,

arithmetic on the paper hero for scholarship I do not

allow to count for much.
2470. Yon distinguish scliolarHlii]iB into scholarships

for literature aud scholarships for science?—Yes.

2471. In examining for literature, you have pro-

bably a smaller number of subjects than the Royal

University would have in assigning a scholarship ?—
I do not examine fur thu literary scholarship.

2472. Take the case of science—I wish to ascertain

how far your statement goes, that there is no comparison

at all to be made between the conditions of the exami-

nations ?—The courses overlap so little, tlioy overlap

completely in geometry, but the algebra weighs a

great deal more here than in the corresponding exami-

nation in the Royal University, aud we have trigono-

metry
; again, arithmetic which counts one-tliird of the

whole courso iu thu lloyal University counts nothing

here I may say.

2473. Are yon a member of the Council?—Just

for this last session.

2474. So that you are familiar with the present

arrangements with regard to the marking of students

for scholarships ?—I am.
2475. With regal'd to men who obtained less than

thirty per cent., for instance, suppose upon a paper

which was marked 100. Suppose a man obtained only

twenty-four per cent., I understood you to say

that this twenty-four per cent, was still further de-

creased, and would go a very little way in the total

marking for that paper?
2476. I said with regard to scholarship, as far as

my mark was concerned, I marked by per-centages,

and made my returns accordingly, and for prizes I gare

my return to the Council as per-centages.

2477. Would it be a usual thing that unless a man

obtained thirty per cent, on the papers of any professor

he would not get a scholarship ?—Such a case has no

come before the Council while I have been a member

—that is an average of thirty, and less than thirty on
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t>ne paper. I give one return of my percentages of my
examination even if I liave two papers.

2478. 'Would tlie average on the whole subjects of

the examination be considered essential!—I think so.

1 mentioned a case where we gave a scholarship on

special recommendation on a few marks less.

2479. Have you any means of comparing the

standard ot education here with the standard, for

instance, in Dublin and other parts of Ireland?

—

Judgin'1, from my experience in Dublin, the matricu-

lation examination here is harder to pass than that in

the Dublin University ;
it is unusual for acandidate to

he rejected absolutely in Dublin
;
more than half the

candidates at a matriculation examination have been

rejected here.

2480. That is yours is harder than that imposed by
the Dublin University f—Yes, by Trinity College,

Dublin.

2481. And have yon any information at all, because

it is a point upon which wo have hoard a good deal

—

about the shite of the schools in this province as com-

pared with the schools elsewhere ?—My opinion would

be only hearsay. I find the matriculation candidates,

as a ride, pretty fairly prepared in mathematics. I

do not mean to say T find all of them pretty fairly pre-

pared. My experience differs from that on the literary

side.

2482. Did ic ever occur in your four years that you
examined for the scholarships students either from
Belfast or Galway?—I have examined a student from

Galway for second year’s scholarship, and a student ot

the Royal University for second year’s scholarship,

who had not been previously a student, here.

2483. Did the gentleman from Galway get tlio

scholarship 1—He did not.

2484. And did the gentleman from the Eoyal
University get it ?—He did.

95

248"). When was that?—Last scholarship exami- Couk.
nations. 7 IKS! _

248G. In four years ?—He had been for a year in
—

—

the Royal University, and then came to us as an <ul
nmuhm student. He got the rank, and went in for l-.ius., kii.im.

the second year's scholarship and got it.

2487. What scholarship was it?—Mathematics.
2488. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Vou stated the standard

of matriculation here is more difficult titan in Trinity
College, Dublin, ami I understood you to say that you
infer that because a larger number of candidates arc
rejected at the matriculation examination here than in
Trinity College?—A larger proportion of them certainly
have been rejected here during my experience.

2489. Are you quite clear on both of these state-

ments—one is a statement of fact, and the other a
statement of inference. First, as regards the fact, are
you quite clear the standard of matriculation in this

College is higher than in Trinity College, Dublin ?—

[

think it is harder for a student to pass here than in
Trinity College, Dublin. During my experience in
Trinity I have heard one or two cases of rejected

candidates. Here we had every year cases. The last

matriculation examination before the dissolution of
tlio Queen’s University three-fourths of the candidates
were rejected.

2490. Yon know what it is to pass tbe matriculation
in Trinity College, Dublin, and you know what it is

to pass here, aud you state, as a matter of fact of your
own knowledge, it is more difficult to puss the exami-
nation here 1—I consider it to be so.

2491. With regard to the matter of inference, your
argument is that the examination here is somewhat-
more difficult, because more are rejected. Would it

not bo possible that this fact should arise from the
circumstance that the candidates come up less well

prepared i—It might arise from that fact, but T do not
think it does.

Professor Owen 0’Hva.n, d.i.it., examined. Owen O'Ryan,

2492. Chairman.—You are Professor of Modern 2502. You had more than forty ?—I had four or five
C8,

l-»

Languages in this College?—Yes, in German. I hail no Italian.

2493. How long have you beau professor?—Five 2503. In the year previous to the year before last

years—exactly five years. about what was the usual number of your classes in

2494. What experience had you before ? My ox- French!—The junior class was seventy or soventy-

perience was in secondary, or, as you will it here, live, and the senior thirty or forty; then the third

Intermediate teaching, in Franco. I taught in colleges class that I spoke of was about twelve, which consisted

of the Government in France, and also in private col- chiefly of second year’s men in arts.

leges in Paris. 2504. The falling off litis taken place since the

2195. Wo may take it you have considerable cx- dissolution of the Queen’s University ?—Yes ; the

perience 1—Yes. I taught German four or Jivo years immediate explanation being that formerly all medical
in public classes, very large classes, in Paris. students that followed the regular course iu the Queen’s

2490. Howmany classes have you here ?—This year University were obliged to take out amodern language.
I have only three. I think up to the present I had Tlio moment the Royal University began its opera-

four. I am obliged to teach here French, Italian, and tions, or rather themoment students here clearly under-

German. It so happens that this year I have one ohms stood what it meant, the medical students decided, as

of French fewer than the preceding years. In the ifthey had held a meeting, that they would not follow

first three years I had to deal with one hundred and the course of the Royal University, and consequently
twenty-five students each year, and I divided these, would not tike out French or German, because at the
according to their previous knowledge, into three other place to which they resort for tlieir degrees, as
classes. explained to-day, no modem language was required

;

2497. Take French first 1—For tlio first three years therefore they saw their way to eliminating the subject
I divided them into three classes, not according to the altogether. The Eoyal Universityprogramme intended
years or the faculties, but according to their proficiency, to introduce a greater proportion of literary, or what
In the last two years the numbers having fallen off, you would call arts study. The result has been to
for reasons you know already, I found that two classes destroy and eliminate, as far as we are concomed, the
in French were quite enough. little there was before.

2498. Then last year how many ?—In all thirty 2505. In the course it is optional for the student
s.udents, of whom twenty-seven were in French. to take a modern language 1—It is—I speak of the

2499. How are they divided 1—Into two classes, medical faculty.
twenty in one, and five or six in the other, so that 250G. The large numbers before the dissolution
would betwenty-five or twenty-six. of the Queen’s University were composed of medical

2500. Have you any Italian ones?—A class con- students!—The majority was always medical students
sisting of one man, and I have this year a Gorman and engineers, and the falling-off was principally
c one man also, who is continuing the course he in these two departments, but there was also a

joking out previously. falling-off in the faculty of arts—the number of

2501. In the year before had you a larger number 1 students falling immediately from one year to another,

--Much the same last year
;
a little more than this. I from about 120 in the modem languages class to about

naa forty. forty. This will show you the change that was pre-
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Cobk. duoed, these being principally medical students who
Junt 7. 1934. f0p 0fl’,

Owen O’Rynn, 2507. Yon have conducted the examination for

n.ut. scholarships 1—Yes, for the second and senior scholar-

ships in my department.

2508. You have had some experience of them ?

—

Yes, for five years.

2509. You adopt the system of marking that has

been explained already, 100 being the standard, and

you marked accordingly 1—Yes.

2510. Tell me what was tho lowest marking in

French, because Italian and German may practically

beput out of the question, the numbers being too few,

what was the lowest you have given a scholarship on

in French!—I cannot state it at all ; my work ceases

the moment I send in my roll, and as I am not a
member of the Council, I do not know what decision

has been taken, and I forget the marks I gave.

2511. Dr. Stoney.—I would like to ask you the

result of your observation, ns to the effect of the educa-

tion in this College upon students. You are yoiu-self a

graduate of the Queen’s University '?—I am. My im-

pression isvery clear-, and I could not shite it in language

strong enough. The metamorphosis is going on so that a

man could almost see it under his eyes. My feelings

are so fixed it would be impossible to change them os to

the result of the teaching here. The young men are of

good material, but often a little rough
;

by. the advan-

tages here they become totally quite different men,such

as probably their fathers would have become, just as

mine would have done, had they had those advantages.

2512. Professor Jack.—With regard to the re-

markable falling off from 125 to thirty, from the

effect, of the regulations of the Royal University, I

presume that that fall was due to students who used

to be required by the Queen’s University regulations

to take a modern language, ceasing to be required to

take a modern language iu the regulations of the

Royal Univei-sity ?—In the Royal University the

students are required to take out a modem language,

but an additional year being added to the medical

year, the students determined to give up the modern
language.

2513. Is this the rule that the students ore re-

quired to take one ofthe following languages :—Greek,
German, French, Italian, Sanscrit, Hebrew, or Irish 1

—It is in consequence of that.

2514. They may not only choose one of those
languages which is not usually included under the
name modem language but they may go to a place
where they need none l—Yes, the latter is tho fact

with tllem so that they go away altogether from con-
nexion with the Royal University in consequence of

this regulation. They continue to study here the
subjects they think necessaiy, and then go for their
diploma somewhere else.

2515. But they happen to be on the list of
students who are studying here, and some are connected
academically with the Royal University 1—I under-
stand they are not.

25 1G. If they do not pass the first examination in
arts they can go no further, it is a sine qua non to the

second and to tho rest ?—Yes.

2517. Dr. Makotok.—

W

ill you have the.

ness to tell me whether any student of uiadicine*
reading for the first examination in arts, is studying
any modem langnago under you ?—I know there am
some.

2518. What number? —I am not aware of tho pro.
portion. I think most of them, lint I do not know,

2519. We have boon told that the arts and tlio medi-
cal course should not bo pursued concurrently. Could
you give any opinion as to the advisability of substi-

tuting a modern for a classical laugiuigo in the case

of those going in for a medical or scientific career ?

You say substitution, hut there was no ancient language
required in the Queen’s University; what was required
was not an ancient langnago hut a modern language;

that was required always in the Quocn’s University,

but no Latin or Greek was required except in the

matriculation.

2520. I am speaking of the Royal University,

where, as I understand, you must have either an
ancient or modern language.

Rev. Dr. Mui.loy.—

L

atin, and either Greek or a
modem language.

2521. Dr. Maustou.—Quito so. I ask whether you
can give mo an opinion as to tho advisability of substi-

tuting a modern language for Greek in the case of those

pursuing a medical career ?—It is a difficult question,

but my tendency would bo to show that Greek would he

better tor them than a modem language. Greek is

the language from which tho names of mauy points in

their science are derived. It would he more important

to have a knowledge of it, whereas they may not

cany either language, French or German, sufficiently

far to acquire a knowledge of it.

2522. My idea was that students in science, if they

wanted to keep an couravt with tho literature of the

present day should read French and German, and it

would he moil! advantageous to them than to other

students?—Probably it would.
Dr. Sullivan (President of tho Queen’s College).

—

Professor 0’E.yan gave as liis answer very properly

that a modern language having been thrown out

of the curriculum for tho medical students, diminished

the number, hut them is another reason—in the Royal

University the modem language is transferred to

the aits course of the first examination, and by the

terns of the Act of Parliament no lectures need be

attended in the arts cornua Formerly in the Queen's

University each of tho modicnl students who went

up for liiB degree was bound not only to know some

French hut to have attendod a course of lectures.

In tho Royal University system, that being trans-

ferred from the medical to tho arts, lie is not bound

to attend lectures anywhere, ho may get his lectures

anywhere, or work at home. It is not the sub-

stitution of tho first year's examination in arts that

has diminished the classes, that is an additional

reason for it, they are no longer bound to attend

lectures. Students are anxious, even to their own

disadvantage, to avoid all lectures if they can.

The Commission adjourned.
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SIXTH DAY—MONDAY, JUNE 9th, 1884.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.

Present— R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Mollot, D.D., F.R.U.I. ;
George Johnstone Stonet, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

; Professor

William Jack, LL.D. ;
ami Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Mabston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

Professor Denis C. O'Coxnoh, a.r, m.b., t.cd., m.d., q.u.i., Honoris CausA
,
ll.d., Cantab., examined.

2523. Dr. Mabston.- —You are Professor of Medi-

cine in this College 1—Yes.

2524. Yon also hold some post as hospital physician

to one of the hospitals 1—Yes
;
the Morey Hospital.

2525. What is the number of students in the medi-

cal faculty of this College now !—I do not know. I

can only know my own faculty. There are between

fifty and sixty attending my lectures.

2526. What is the number attending your class in

the College 1—About fifty ancl over.

2527. How many would attend you at the hospital

on an average 1—On an average, I looked yesterday,

iind I find about ten students.

2528. First of all, with regard to the College, has it

lieen increasing or diminishing in point of numbers,

and, if so, aro the fluctuations from ordinary causes or

from any cause in particular!—My class lins been

fluctuating. It has been larger this past year than it

ever lias been ;
but with some of the other professors

—I have not entered particularly into tlio numbers

—

the number is reduced.

2529. Are theso ordinary fluctuations or extra-

ordinary!—I have heard from the gentlemen whom
these affected, and who stated the cause of their classes

being diminished, that it is from present causes.

2530. Can you say what they arc, in your opinion,

in a few words!—I have not studied the causes well.

2531. How long liavo you lived in Cork!—About
sixty years—since tlio year 182C.

2532. You have, at airy rate, a long experience ofthis

place, and therefore your experience should be useful to

us. Does the College fulfil the requirements of the
place, and does it attract the number ofyoung men you
would expect it should attract from tlio neighbour-
hood!—It ought to attract moro than it docs. That
is, taking ray opinion of the value of die College, and
the education received there I would expect a larger

number of students. I think dio citizens proper,

the mercantile, and the townspeople, without any spe-

cial motive or reason for it, do not avail as much of
the College as they ought.

2533. How far do the students avail themselves of
the Royal University, and what lias been the effect of
the university in raising the standard of medical
education, if you think it has done so 1—I do not think
it has.

2534. Do the students go there much!—They do.

2536.

I am speaking of the medical faculty!—

I

have no way of ascertaining exactly what the students
intend; but very often the students go on through a
severe course of study for sorao time, and if they find
difficulties they step aside and outer College. The
number going I could not well toll. I saw in tlio last
examination list there was a very largonumber of Cork
Lien there

; but, as some of the names were doubled, I
could not make an exact statement.

2530. Do you approve - of prosecuting medical
studies and an arts course concurrently!—No; I
think they ought to finish their arts course before

beginning medicine.

2537. Wliat is the material you hare for clinical

purposes at your hospital. I want to know what
amount yon have of acute and chronic forms of disease

—in fact what class of cases you have !—I will answer
that if you like now ; but I have some observations

to make about the clinical studies of the Mercy
Hospital, which might precede what I have to say.

2538. Would you like to take your own course and
tell us then 1—I think so. It will take only a few
minutes. Since I became connected with the Mercy
Hospital about twenty-seven years since, my course

of distinction was as follows. The attendance was
voluntary and the lectures gratuitous, open to all the

students of my class, and such other senior students

as uskod permission. We lmd a very largo number
of extern patients attending, because no recommend-
ation was required for admission to obtain advice. I

assigned one of these students to each patient for ex-

amination. I subsequently called them up one by
one and ascertained their opinion of the case, and

approved or disapproved as the case may be. Ulti-

mately I examined a few of the more important cases

Ixiforo tlio whole class. This independent examination

and consultation I found to be very valuable. I then

took tlio students to the hospital wards where, as in

other hospitals, the cases are mostly chronic.

2539. In the class of cases such as illustrate diseases

about which you are lecturiug; have yon sufficient

material for tlio purpose!—Unless there were other

hospitals these would not be sufficient.

2540. Yes, but in the hospitals taken ns a whole?

—In the hospitals of Cork there aro very good material

The otlior hospitals are huger tlio
- ours. Though we

obtained recognition from tho Royal University, we

have nob availed of it, as it was my greatest pleasure

to instruct a few industrious students than to admit

a crowd of juniors.

2541. There are a good many hospitals here. Do

you think they are so distant from the College or

ono another, as to militate against their usefulness !—

I

think not, the distances aro not considerable. They

go very early to their hospitals. Our hospital is not

so much for surgical cases and accidents. It so happens

from one cause or another, that a decenter class of

peoplo aro found there than what come to other hos-

pitals.

2542. I suppose yon teaoh them tlio art of prescrib-

ing!—Generally. I order the Btudent, who is a olinicnl

clerk, to write the proscription. I have certain forms

in which they can be easily initiated, and they get the

habit of writing them down.
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2543. Are they taught practical pharmacy!—Yes ;

hut not in that hospital. They are in the north and

south infirmaries which arc considerable hospitals.

The apothecary or resident medical men have appren-

tices who study pharmacy.

2544. Who did they get to teach them the dietetics

of disease !—I could not say.

2545. Are you quite satisfied with the attendances

of the students at your lectures at the hospital !—

I

am.
2546. Do you think they avail themselves o* their

opportunities as much as they should !—I do think

so. I have never scon better demeanour or conduct

than in the students attending my classes.

2547. Is there any professorship of sanitary science

or hygiene 1—There is no special professor. It comes

in until other matters.

2548. Have the students an opportunity of study ing

infantile diseases and the diseases of women and chil-

dren ‘2—Yes, in the Mercy Hospital. The nuns are

fond of taking in children, and there are a number of

children there.

2549. Is there an opportunity of studying infectious

diseases !—There is in the lever hospital—a very

fine institution.

2550. They have ample opportunity!—They have.

2551. They have opportunities of studying mental

disease ?—They have. Those preparing for the Royal

University attend both hospitals. They were not

necessary to he attended under the Queen’s Univer-

sity.

2552. Is pathology taught here!—Not as a separate

science.

2553. Have you the means of teaching morbid

anatomy ?—Yes.

2554. Are you satisfied with them 1—Yes.

2555. Are the professors of the medical faculty

entitled to any pension after they have served a certain

time !—No.
255G. Do you think that dcsiraldo 1—Well, it might

specially apply to myself.

2557. That would be a rather invidious question to

answer!—Yes.

2558. But you can tell us what you think is the

correct principle!—I do think the time will come
when, a man ought to be expected to retire, and
get some pension.

2559. Have you no aid given to you in your
lectures !—Yes ; there is another physician, my son,

and there are two surgeons.

25G0. Does he lecture nt the College for you !—No,
that is too sacred. There are two surgeons—one, a
very eminent surgeon, died lately. He was a great

loss to this College and the community. I mean
Dr. O’Keeffe.

2561. Is there anything you would like to odd
to what you have told us !—Inquiries have been made
about the scholarships, and the conditions of prepared-

ness of the students in going in for scholarships. I

must say I always found it very high. So far from
looking for a standard of minimum, we find it difficult

to provide for all those who are entitled to a scholarship

for their answering. The result is that the Council,

in addition to the students recommended for scholar-

ships, generally give two or three more prizes for the
best answers less than the scholarship answering—so

we never have to think of a minimum.

25G2. Do you think tliat you want more medical
scholarships 2—-We would.

2563. Is the medical education here cheap, and is

it fairly adjusted to the requirements of the place !

—

It is cheap us compared with Dublin, where I was
educated.

2564. Do you think the education here, as com-

pared with other phices, good 1 Are yon satisfied

with the standard of medical education !—Yes
;
I

think the subjects arc the same na in other institutions

with which I am acquainted ; and what I hear from

my brother professors lends me to think they carry
out their functions in the government of the College

2565.

And you think there is everything hem°to
turn out a man n fairly good practitioner !—I do.

[Dr. Sullivan.—Allow mo to inako one observa-

tion, because J think it will come in better here in
connexion with wliat Dr. O’Ooimor has stated. You
asked the question whether wo had a professor of
sanitary science. We established a lectureship, and I
hope it will lie made a professorship tliis year, which
will take iu medical jurisprudence as part of it— tliat

is to say, medical jurisprudence, joined with sanitary

science, as a single chair in lectures luive bceu given

in that breach.

2500. Dr. Makstov.—

W

ould you propose to con-

join the subjects in one chair?—Wo have no chair of
jurisprudence—only a lectureship.

2567. Still you propose to conjoin them in one
chair!—Yes.

2568. Dr. StoNEY.—Your classes have not yet
diminished in number. Do you anticipate that they

will diminish in number !— I saw calculations made
at a meeting wo hold here, and there is a tendency to

diminish, or as some of thorn expressed it, a kind of
“ wave of depression” talcing place, in which men
will follow. My class belongs entirely to the Queen’s

University, because my students began their course

there prior to the creation of the Royal University.

2569. The “ wave of depression " 1ms not reached

you yet!—No.
2570. With reference to tlio medical curriculum of

the Royal University, it includes one year in arts!

—

Yes.

2571. After that, medical studies !—Yes.

2572. Can the students hero all'onl to spend five

years upon the curriculum ?—That docs not amount
to five yeiirs.

2573. If they take it iu lour yuai’s will that arts

year interfere with their medical studies 1—I think it

will. I think the four years of independent medical

study is the very least that oven an industrious student

requires to get to his profession.

2574. Is it your view that the practical ques-

tion for the improvement of medical education, is

to ascertain what is the best curriculum for four

years !—Yes.

2575. In your opinion the best curriculum for four

years would not involve devoting one yoar to arts!

—

No.
257 6. Have the students of this College yet acquired

the same confidence in the Royal University that they

had in the Queen’s University!
2577. Chairman.—Do not answer that question.

2578. Dr. Stoxey.—

I

s it the practice to call “class

rolls ” at the lectures !—Yes.

2579. And that is the practieo which makes educa-

tion here more efficient than in places where “ class

rolls ” are not called ?—Yes, I think so.

,
2580. And the calling of “ class rolls ” is not a uni-

versal practice in other medical schools!—I know it

was not when I was a student. I did not follow them

since.

2581. Are you of opinion that to provide pensions

for medical professors us well as arts professors would

be of advantage to the College as distinct from bene-

fiting individuals !—I do think so.

2582. Professor Jack.—At what stage in a medical

curriculum is your class usually attended 1 Is it the

third year 1—The fourth year invariably.

2583. You mentioned that all your students at the

present moment were students who belonged originally

to the Queen’s University!—I think so, just as they

must be in their fourth year.

2584. Are they largely reading, or are any number

of them reading for the Royal University 1—1 should

think so. All those who aspire to the M.D. degree

are likely to bo engaged at it. They do not tell us what

they are going to ao.
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25gg. They do not state precisely what they are

readin" for 1—The only test would l>o, all those who

no to the lunatic asylum anil those who go to the fever

hospital. They are looking to the Royal University.

2580. I would ask you one general question with

ie"nrd to the Queen’s University regulations for

medicine as compared with the Royal University re-

gulations for medicine. Has the change from the Conn.
Queen’s University regulations for medicine had Jmc ism.
any effect—advantage or disadvantage—that you —
could point to with regard to the medical education Q-Conm.
hero 1—I could not venture to give an opinion. M.j>

t Q
"
r

'

2587. Tliat is so largo a question ?—It would u»n!
lie so.

• Professor Stepkkx O’Suj.livax, k.d., Q.tr.i.,

2J5SS. Dr. Marstox.—

Y

ou hold the chair of surgery

iu this College?—\os.

2885). “Are you surgeon to one of the hospitals ?

—

Yes ;
I :un surgeon to tlio North Infirmary.

2590. How long have you held these appointments

respectively ?—T have lieen professor for four years.

I havo been connected with the North Infirmary since

1SG1. I went through the several grades of house

surgeon, assistant-surgeon, and surgeon of the In-

firmary.

2591. What is the accommodation and occupa-

tion of tliat hospitd ? How many heils arc them in

it ?—The numlx'r of Iks Is is 100. The avenige number

of beds occupied is alxmt seventy.

2592. fWould you, at the end of this examination,

put iu tabular form the different hospitals in Cork,

tbeiv si/e, and the number of beds, for the information

of the Commission ?—I shall do so.

2590. It will save, perhaps, a great number of ques-

tions.

2591. What is the number of your class hero iu the

college ?—The number of my class during the past

session was seventy-eight.

2505. What would you say was the average number
of men attending you in the hospital wards—tlic

clinical classes?—The unmlmr for the past year was
114 ;

the number in the previous year was 141.

209G. ’Taking your own hospital, with whiob, of

course, you are more particularly acquainted, is it

divided into a medical and surgical siilo?—Yes.

2597. *Are there plenty of cases—a great variety of

disease, and accidents ?—Yes.

2598. Do you think they arc illustrative of all the

ordinary surgical diseases that would occur in tho
course of practice 1—I would say tlioy are.

2599. *Is there a large ont-patiout department?

—

Very large.

2600. Do tlio students regularly attend?—They do
regularly.

2G01. What are your rules with regard to dressers or
house surgeons, anil so on ?—Wo have ono house sur-

geon, and there are two resident pupils. There is a
third resident pupil, who is appointed by tho house
surgeon. As a rule, tho other resident pupils are
appointed by tlio clinical staff

2G02. What clinical course do yon adopt to
teach your students?—Clinical lectures are given
four times a week in the lecture-room of tho hospital,
and, clinical lectures are given each day by the
surgeon and physician on duty, at the bedside of the
patients.

2603. Do you call upon the students severally to
examine the cases for themselves, and write prescrip-
tions, and take notes, and do you comment
upon what they have found ?—Yes, tliat refers par-
ticularly to the medical side. With regard to the ex-
amination of patients, they have a great number to
examine—in the extern department as they first come
into the hospital. They avail themselves of those
opportunities considerably. In the surgical side they
have au opportunity of seeing the treatment of the
cases which are admitted.

2604. ’You think that, taking Cork os a whole, you
have an ample amount of material for clinical pur-
poses ?—I believe so.

2605. “How many operations have you had in your

tr.cil., F.K.C.8.I., Professor of Surgery, examined.

hospital in a year?—The avemgo during the session
would lxi about fifty operations.

200(5. How many of them would lie major opera-
tions l —More than half of tlieso would bo major
oiKJVUtions.

2(507 . Have you all the appliances, and everything
noeessaiy fol* touching purposes anil tho treatment of
yoitv eases, and are these kept up with the gradual ad-
vance and progress in surgery—for instance, with re-

gard to antiseptic surgery?—Wo do the best we can to
keep nn counait with the advance of smgieal and
medical science.

2608. And you practise antiseptic surgeiy j-ourself ?—Yes.

2G09. And bike a keen interest iu it 1—Decidedly.
2610. Are yon satisfied with the regularity and

attention of the students at the hospital 1—Yes, more
particularly at the lectures at this College. I think

they have not quite a sullicicnt amount of time at

their disposal to devote to their hospital work.
2611. There are four years prescribed for medical

study—do you tliiuk tliat is sufficient to enable a stu-

dent to go into all the subjects that are required for a

medical degree ?—It is barely sufficient

20 12. The medical curriculum, tho number of ex-

aminations, anil so on, do they encroach really upon
his practical teaching—his hospital practice i—To a
certain oxtent they do. The number of examinations

and preparing for these examinations, is work that is

being attended to to a great extent, and it interferes

witli tho practical work.

2613. Would you, as a practical man, like to see

move development iu a practical direction ?— I would.

2614. Would yon like them to take move advuntage
of ilrcRxcrsliipM, &c. ?—Yes.

2615. Do you teach them everything connected

with tho application of splints, bandages, and other

appliances in the ordinary operations ?—Yes.

2G1G. How are they taught operative surgevy?

—

There is a chiss in operative surgery in the college

which is necessary at present for tlio degree of M.Ch.

of tho Royal University. There is a three montlis

course given for the last two sessions.

2G17. Are you satisfied that tliat is suflicient, and

that they understand practically that work ?—I think

they thoroughly understand that part. They spend

three montlis at operations.

2618. Have you many fractures in the hospital?

—

We treat a great number of cases of fracture. A
large number of fractures of the upper extremities

are treated in the extern department and do not. appear

in our report of the hospital. Fractures of the lower

extremities are usually treated in the hospital, and of

course compound fractures are always admitted.

2G19. I gather from what you say that all examina-

tions iu arts should be passed by the student before

he enters upon his medical curriculum 1—I am clearly

of that opinion, as is required in the Universities of

London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. In

these several Universities the arts examinations have

to be passed by the student before he enters upon his

medical curriculum.

2620. And you approve of that?—I do, decid-

edly.

2021. Do you find that the students who work

hard for scholarships and University honours, de-

Stautwn
O'Sullivan,

«n, 1-C.t,

>!.Cir.,V.u.C_s.l.

* See Appendix III. B.—No*. 22a and 22n. * See Appendix IIL'B.—Documents, No. 28.
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vote sufficient time to tlieir hospital work, or do

they neglect it for more theoretical tcachiug 1—

I

would not say they neglect it. They devote ns much

time :is they possibly can, but I decidedly wish they

could pay more attention.

2622.

' You are clear that is the direction in which

they want a little more development ?—Yes.

2623. Have you had any opportunity of comparing

the students here with those elsewhere 1—No, l have

had no positive opportunity, except while as a student

myself for a short tune iu Dublin. I could not make

any positive comparison.

2624. As there is the material for surgical work,

do you think the distance of the hospital from College

renders it fatiguing or takes up too much time!—No,

I would not, say so. It takes about a quarter of an hour

to go from the North Infirmary to the College.

2625. They are nil, ns it were, on the same Hue 1

—

There is about a mile distant between the two. The

South Infirmary is perhaps a little more distant. The

Mercy Hospital is much nearer.

2626. Have you class examinations in your system-

atic lectures in the college 1—Occasionally I examine

a class, but very seldom, except at the sessional ex-

aminations at the end of the session*.

2627. How do you test them?—The subject of sur-

gery is so very large, I find it almost impossible to go

through all the subjects that have to be lectured upon

during one session, and, therefore, I have very little

time for class examination.

262S. Do you illustrate your lectures with ap-

pliances—splints and everything you can l—Yes;

instruments, casts, diagrams, and models.

2629. How are the prizes and the scholarships in the

medical faculty awarded, and are they pretty eagerly

competed for by students here ?—They are competed
for during the first two years by a fair number of the

students attending. There are a few picked men who
generally go in for the scholarships—probably the men
who have done best for the first two years, and
continue, aud are looked upon as the best men, and
the others fail to follow them in the succeeding yeara

in looking for scholarships, and the prizes are yielded

to those who have already succeeded.

2630. How do you teach the men the art of pre-

scribing, and the use of drags ? —That is taught in the

hospitals. The student is asked to write a prescrip-

tion on going round with the physician or surgeon.
Under the new regulations of the Royal University,
studeuts are obliged to attend a course iu pharmacy.

2631. Do the men who have been educated here
practise in the neighbourhood 'I—Yes, a good many do.

2632. What sort of practitioners do they make?

—

Very good practitiouers.

2633. Have you had an opportunity of contrasting
them with other men not educated here ?—They are a
fair average class of medical practitioners. I think
they might favourably compare with the practitioners

educated, in any other university or college.

2634. What has been the effect of substituting the
Royal University for the Queen’s on the educational
standard here, speaking of the medical faculty?—

I

do not think it has made any decided alteration one way
or anotLer so fur as the education given in the college

is concerned.

2635. Do many men avail themselves of the
university or go to examining boards 1—A large pro-
portion now avail themselves of other examining boards
than the Royal University.

2636. Assuming that there is every requisite for
theoretical teaching, do yon think the last year of the
medical course might be more advantageously spent
somewhere else where you would get bigger hospitals

and a greater variety of disease and a different

character of teachers?—I would not be prepared to

answer that question. My experience of other places

is not sufficient to warrant me in drawing a conclusion

on the subject.

2637. Putting it on a financial ground, it would be

a very good thing if they could do it after the decree
I think the more knowledge a man obtains the better
it is for him.

2638. Do you happen to know whether they have
opportunities here of studying contagious diseases, the
most common diseases,—typhoid fever, and so forth ’

They have considerable opportunities in the fever
hospital.

2639. What opportunities are there for study in >»

ophthalmic surgery 1—Them is an ophthalmic hospital

where it cau ho studied, and ophthalmic cases are

treated in the general hospitals also.

2640. How many hods have you iu the ophthalmic
department ?—I do not know the number of beds.

2641. Have you hud a large out-patient department iu

the ophthalmic hospital ?—1 have no connexion with the

ophthalmic hospital, so that 1 could not tell you.

2642. Do you know as a matter of repute?—

I

believe so.

2643. Is there any lock hospital here?—There is

the students have no access to it. It is a Government
lock hospital.

2644. Do many of your men go to the Scotch and
English Boards?—A great many goto Edinburgh.

2645. Have any of your men passed for the Indian

medical service or tlio public medical service ?—

A

large number.
2646. Have you 1 >ccm satisfied with the places taken l

—Certainly, first places have been frequently taken

by the Cork students.

2C47. Have yousiifiiciout opportunities hcreforstudy-

ing morbid anatomy in tiro way ofpost-mortem exami-

nations ?—Post-mortem examinations are made as often

as possible in the hospitals. Wc find great difficulty

iu getting the friends of the patients dying in the

hospital to consent to such examinations. It is a diffi-

culty experienced almost universally in Ireland.

2648. Will you ho kind enough to lot me sec your

hospital?—With pleasure.

2649. Have you any students remaining hero now
to whom you are giving clinical instruction?—There

are some, the great majority are rending for their ex-

aminations.

2650. Would you bo giving any practical clinical in-

struction to morrow—I do not want you to do it—

I

merely ask ?—Wo will have some students attending

the hospital to morrow at 10 o’clock.

2651. You are thoroughly satisfied with the amount

of material suid the opportunities men have hero for

medical education ?— Certainly.

2652. Have I omitted anything that you would like

to mention?—I would mention that among the other

examinations there are practical examinations held

every year in surgery, medicine, and midwifery. Thu

examinations in surgery consist ofoperations performed

on the dead body by tlm students, and a clinical ex-

amination in the hospital. Tliore is an examination in

pathology, particularly with reference to the cases seen

in the hospital. An exhibition is given in those different

subjects. The professors examine on other subjects

also in the practical examination. We find it a con-

siderable advantage to have those practical examina-

tions every year, particularly for those going in for

university examinations.

2653. You mentioned that some of your men went

to Edinburgh and elsewhere for their qualifications

—

are they generally successful?—I believe so.

2654. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—In reference to the first

university examination in the Royal University, I

think you said yon thought it would be desirable that

that examination should bo passed by a student before

he commences his medical studies ?—In order that ho

may have four complete years exclusively for medical

study.

2655. Is there anything in the regulations of the

Royal University to prevent a student acting on that

principle ?—I beliove not. I think the first University

examination in medicine must be passed a year after.

2656. All that is required is that he must pass the
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first University examination in arts before he presents

himself for the first University examination in medi-

cine. But there is nothing to prevent him passing

the first University examination in arts a year before

ho presents himself for the first University examina-

tion in medicine 1—I think the first examination in

medicine must be passed two years subsequent to the

arts examination if a man is going in for University

honours.

2G57. That is ouo year for the arts course and a

second year for the Universitycomm?—That is allow-

ing one year for medicine.

2G58. *1 do not think that is correct. Would you
look at page 2 of the return for Cork. I find ic

contains the names of forty-one students who wove

matriculated students of the lato Queen’s University.

They have not yet passed the first University examina-

tion in medicine. As far as this return goes it would

seem they have not advanced any step in their Univer-

sity career since the tune they matriculated !—That
depends on whether those men are going in for the

Royal University.

2G59. They are put down here as students in medi-

cine. Whatever they are doing, they have passed no
examination in the Royal University '(—They may
he going in for examinations in some other Univer-

sity.

2GG0. But as far as the Royal University is con-

cerned they have not yet passed any further examina-

tion?—I presume the statement is correct as it is on
the paper.

2GG1. Those students matriculated in the Qneon's

University. The Queen’s University was brought to

an end in February, 1882. Therefore, they must have
matriculated before that, and therefore the last time

at which they could have inatrieulatcd would lie in

or about October, 1881. l>y Act of Parliament they
were made matriculated students of t.lm Royal Uni-

versity. As far as wo can see from th is return, between
October, 1881, and June, 1884, they have notadvanced
any step in their academical career. Can you tiller any
explanation of that, or can you furnish the Commission
with any information as to what these students may
he doing 1—I could not give you any explanation on
the subject

26G2. Glance over the list of names anil yon may
recognise some of thorn 1—I presume some of them are

not going in for the Royal University ut all. Then-
object is to go in elsewhere.

2GG3. Where do they go!—The probability is that

some of those men may bo gobig in for examinations
in Edinburgh. 1 do not know whether Jeremiah John
Jloynihan is the man who got honours at the Royal
University or not.

2G64. He cannot have got honours at the Royal
University because he never passed an examination
there!—I do not know whether it was required he
should pass an examination in arts under the Royal
University regulations.

2G65. He matriculated in tho Queen’s University.
It was not necessary ho should pass an examination in
arts to qualify for the M.D. 1—Ho went hr for his

examination in the Royal University.
26GG. No. He was exempt!—Some of those men

would have come under that regulation and got their
degree without that examination in arts.

2667. But they have not passed any examination
m medicine in the Royal University!— I presume
if none of those men have already passed any examina-
tion in the Royal University, thoy must have gone
elsewhere.

2GG8. The information I want to elicit from you,
if you have it, is whether you know what has
become of them. Of course if you do not know you
cannot tell 1—I think some of tho men whoso names
-l see here are still students of the College.

2069. They are all students of the College ;
but we

nave no evidence hero as to what they oro doing, or

have been doing, since 1881 1—I do not know, except cohk
that they are preparing for examinations. jum 9 . ism.

2G70. .Dr. SroNBY.—I think you are a graduate of „
—

the Queen’s University, educated in Queen’s College,
o’SulUviui

Cork 1—Yes. M1)
2671. With reference to hospital study, is it M-cii.

f
r.iwa.i

your opinion that tho best course for a student
is to pursue his entire curriculum up to the time of
obtaining his qualification, to take his degree in such a
school as Queen's College, Cork, and then, after lie

has cleared oil' the whole pressure of examinations
from his mind, to devote some time subsequently to
visiting places where unusual cases that would be
instructive to a medical man would be met with ?—
Certainly.

21172. Then, in reference to the year of arts study,
is it your opinion that the students who receive
their education in Cork, should be called on to de-
vote live years to study subsequently to their school
study—cue year for arts and four years for medicine !

—The practical result of that, if they were required
to do so, would he to prevent any large number
going in for the university.

2678.

Then that has the effect of deterring candi-
dates from proceeding to the Royal University 1—Yes.

2674. And the practical question for elevating

medical education in the South of Ireland is to pro-

vide the best four years’ curriculum ?—Yes.
2675. You spoke of the high standard of education

being still maintained in Queen's College, Cork!

—

Yes.

2676. Then what I understand you mean is that,

notwithstanding the change that has taken place, tile

Collego continues to maintain tho same high standard

as before 1—Yes.

2677. But you regard the change as Laving been a
blow from which tho College has not yet recovered?—
Yes.

2678. Then is there any inducement to students of

this College, who intend to take their qualifications

elsewhere tliau in the Royal University, to proceed

to any of the examinations of the Royal University ?

—I should say not. I think if a man went in for

any examinations at tho Royal University, the

chances are that lie might continue to pursue bis

studies with tho object of getting bis degree.

2679. But if they do not menu to take a degreo

they tlo not go co the Royal University t—I do not

think they would be likely to go in for any of tho

examinations, particularly as they have to pass the

first examination hi arts after the expiration of their

first year in medicine.

2680. Yon spoke of the candidates who proceeded

in tho Royal University under the special regulations

which enabled them temporarily to go forward under

the same regulations as they wore subjected to in tho

Queen’s University !—Yes.

2681. Wero such students able to become candidates

for honours in the Royal University!—I believe not

;

but the probability is, that they would have been able

to take out honours in the Queen’s University, if it

liod continued to exist. Tn order to obtain the degree

with honours in the Royal University they were

obliged to take the full curriculum prescribed by the

Royal.

2682. As the Royal University has been only two-

years in existence, tliat would tend to diminish the

number of honour candidates amongst the candidates-

that proceeded to the Royal 1—Certainly.

2683. Are class rolls called in this College?—Yes.

2684. Is it your opinion that the cnlliug of class

rolls adds to tiro efficiency of medical education!

—

Yes j
it secures the attendance of tire students at the

lectures.

2685. And tire attendance is found on the record of

tiro class rolls to bo satisfactory !—Yes.

2686. Is it your opinion that if pensions wero

granted in the medical faculty, as they are in the arts

* Sec (iiiestioue 2704, 2705, next page
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faculty anti engineering, it would "be of benefit to the

college 1—I believe it would.

2087. Tlmt is to the institution as an educational

institution, separate from the question of tlio interests

of individuals I—Quito so.

2688. Professor Jack.—

T

he fees fin- clinical instruc-

tion in your hospital am, I think, mentioned in the

calendar !—-Yes.

2689. Are tbo fees for clinical instruction, in your

opinion, high or lowi—Rather low. There arc other

places where the fees are lower, hut, as compared with

Dublin, they are very much lower, aud very much

lower still tluin in London.
2690. What medical session is your class in !—In

the third year, and the operative surgery is now in-

cluded in the fourth year.

2091. Has tlio effect of the clmugo from the Queen’s

University to the Royal University appeared, there-

fore, on your class rolls to uuy extent, or is there any

likelihood of diminution in the number of students at-

tending 1—The number of students attending my class

during the past year was tho hugest in that particular

class since the College opened; hut I think I have

arrived uc the top of the wave. The number in tho

previous year was seventy-two. Then tlm average

number of the other two year’s was about sixty. There

lias been a gradual increase in tho number.
2'i92. Your attention was called by Dr. Malloy to

tho list at the head of page 2.‘ "Were those matricu-

lated students of the late Queen’s University intended

to he reckoned as having pissed tlic first examination

in arts, which has been so frequently mentioned as

influencing university students. I presume lliey were

only excused the matriculation examination 1—-Tlmt
is all. There is a name here of a student who luis

qmdiiied for tho degree—I am not quite suit; whothev

he took it in the Royal University or not, but I know
lie is qualified—Edward 11. Hackett.

2093. Of the total number of medical students here,

which is about 235, there are ninety-live limn who
were matriculated students of the late Queen’s Univer-
sity, and have not taken any further academical posi-

tion, as recorded in those returns, and fifty-four men
who were not mutriculuted students of tho Royal
University at all. Is it your experience that medical
students come in large numbers to the College medical
school who wish for nothing except a professional

qualification !—That is iny experience.

2G94. No students conic to medical colleges for the

purpose of pure information!—Rather, for the purpose
of getting their qualification entitling them to practice.

2695. Is there any large number of students who
come regardless of the possibility of getting a licence

to practise who are merely studying certain classes,

as would happen of course with regard to arts

students, or are they aiming in the main to have a
licence to practise 1—Aiming in the main to have a
licence to practise. It is unusual except for some
accidental cause for a man to drop out of his course
until he obtains his qualification.

2G96. Almost all the ninety-five students I speak
of are probably pursuing their several courses with a
view of obtaining a licence to practice!—Yes.

2697. Would it be possible for any of tlio medical
professors, from their general knowledge of the stu-

dents, to give us information with regard to the courses
pursued by the forty-one students, at the head of
]). 2, and the fifty-four under II. (5) !—I could not
answer. It would he necessary in order to give you
any possible answer no the question to study more
fully die list of students.

2698. Rev. Dr. Molloy!—

Y

ou possibly did not see

tho list before to day 1—No. I have seen the students
attending. Some are scholars at present, and my im-
pression as to other names was that some of them had
qualified in the Royal University.

2G99. Professor Jack.—

O

f course tho Commis-
sioners would he glad to get any information, even.

* See qua

after they leave Cork, if tlio medical professors were
able to give it from their personal knowledge. It is a
matter to which our attention is very much called, mid
wo should ho gliul to got any infoniiation that it «
within your ]s r.sonal knowledge to give. A statement
1ms In-on l nntlu to tin with regard to the honour exrnn-
ination in arts partieiilurly, that a lu-avy tux is imposed
upon poor students who are candidates for degrees in
arts :m«l who reside in etc localities, lmcmisn they
urn obliged to present themselves at the examination
of tho Royal University, in Dublin. Is ihero any
similar heavy tax with regard to degrees in medicine,

that is to say, is an honour student required to present

himself ii) Dublin, or is tho examination in medicine

for pass students aud for honour sliude.iil-x in tlm liuval

University conducted in the local centres ?—The ex-

aminations in medicine, except the first university

examination in arts, urn all conducted in Dublin, in

the University Hall, both for pass and honours. A
largo nnmlxT go up for tho summer examinations hi

onler to qualify I lieiiiNol vos for tlm Army examination

which imniedintelj' succeeds in August, and those men
do u«t go in for honours, the honour examination bring

in tho antumu.
2700. What w.is tho practice of tho Queen’s Uni-

versity with regard to holding examinations in

mediciuc !—I think it was something the same.

2701. Did all tlio Candidates for examination in

medicine, require to present themselves in Dublin!—
Yes.

2702. Both for puss and honours 1 —Yes, except the

examination in certain subjects which was passed in

Cork, or in tho local (-nitres—that is in zoology,

botany, natural philosophy, aud I'Youeli. 1 think

this coukl ho passed in the College.

2703. Has there Iwon any change iu tho way of

imposing a tax upon students imulu by tho regulations

which the Royal University has substituted for those

of the Queen's University 1—In the professional por-

tion of the exam i initio i is the system is somewhat the

same..

270-1. *Rev. Dr. MOU.OV.—You seem to think that

a student who passed his first examination hi arte

before lie conuncucotl his medical studies would be

precluded by the regulations of the Royal University

from competing for exhibitions at his first examina-

tion in medicine. That is your opinion about the re-

gulations! Yes.

2705. will read tlio regulation from tho Royal

University calendar for 188-1—85 ;

—

“ Provided that an exhibition shall not be awarded to

any candidate at his first examination in medicine if 11 longer

interval than three academical years shall have elapsed iVom

the time ofhis matriculation."

Do you not see that tlm intownl of three academical

years between tin; matriculation and the first examin-

ation in medicine allows abundance of time for one

year’s course in arts 1—That would entail a fifth year of

study.

2706. Certainly, one year being devoted to arts,

and four to medicine!—Yes.
2707. Do you think 11 year of arts is not a good

thing !—I think tho better tho general education every

man has before he enters on his studies the better.

2708. Therefore you think a sufficient number of

medical students would be found capable of passing

that examination, and that it is a good tiling to require

it !—Certainly.

2709. Dr. Stoney.—There were three examinations

in the Queen’s University to be passed by medical

students—the first university examination in medicine,

the second university examination in medicine, and

the degree examination. Of these three was not the

first examination in medicine one which the student

could pass without going to Dublin ?—Yes.

2710. Then there were only two occasions when

he was required in the Queen’s University to go to

Dublin!—Yes.

ition 2G56.
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0711 . In the Royal University there are live exarni-

nationsto be passed in thouiuversity—tlio matriculation

examination, tliCfirst universityexamination in arts,tho

fiistunivemtyin medicine, the second niiivovsityexami-

mtion in medicine, and the degree examination. Of

these there are three in reference to which ho must

go to Dublin, and there are four if ho wishes to seek

honours ?—Yes.

2712. Has not that imposed greater expense on the

candidate than was imposed-
liefore ?—Certainly.

2713. In reference to the numbers, you spoke of

the wave not having yet reached you. Was there

not in the number of medie;d students availing them-

selves of the advantages of this college continuous

progress for many years up to 18«2 ?--Yes.

2714. And it is since tlio dissolution of the Queen’s

University any falling off has taken place?— Yes, not

in the case of my class.

2715. Then again with reference to the examinations

in the Royal University you pointed out that some of

the candidates are precluded from seeking honours

unless they were prepared to forego the advantage of

proceeding under the regulations in accordance with

which they liail studied ?- Yes.

2716. That diminishes tlio number of honour
candidates tliat woidil appear on the lists of the Royal
University?—Yes.

2717. You have also pointed out that the number
of candidates that seek for qualification in the Royid
University is less than those that sought qualifications

in the Queen’s University, and that a large proportion

are seeking their qualifications elsewhere !—Yes.

2718. Both then until rel'croneo to tlio honour
candidates, and with reference to the pass candidates

is it your opimou that the degree in which candidates,

have availed themselves of the advantages of the

ltoyal University is or is not any real measure of tho

work that is being done by tho College?— Certainly

not.

2719. Dr. Marston.—I suppose you consider it

advisable that medical students should have a good
preliminary education ?—Certainly.

2720. In the first arts examination for tho Royal
University I see that in addition to Latin tlio student

can take Greek, or French, German, Italian, Spanish,

Celtic, Arabic, Sanscrit, and so on. I supjiose a good
mauy of these languages would be quite useless to a
doctor ?—Certainly.

2721. But for a man in the medical faculty would
not a knowledge of French aud Gorman be far more
useful than a knowledge of Greek, looking to the
dilliculty of acquiring G reek ami the end he lias in view
namely, medical science 1—Yes.

2722. You are distinctly of that opinion?—I am
distinctly of that opinion

;
but at the same time ovory

candidate should pass an examination in Greek in his

matriculation examination. I would not exclude
Greek. It is a very important subject for a medical
student.

2723. Chairman.—Dr. Stoney asked you whether
there had not been a progressive increase in tho
students in medicine, and you said there was?—Up to

2724. Dr. Stoney.—I understood you to say there
was an advance in. the numbers up to tliat time *

—

Yes.

2725. Chairman.—And in tlie next year there was
scarcely any difference, 1882-83, because I find there
were 216 attended?—Tho students continued their
attendance at the College who commenced in those
years, anil in fact account for the very large number
in my class during the past session by the increase of
the number which took place about the time tho Uni-
versity was founded.

2726. You say you have seventy-oiglit in your class
at present?—Yes.

2727. Is it only in the third year that surgery is
taken?—In the third year.

2728. Therefore all those are third year's students ? Coax.—Yes. I have thirty-two in my class of operative June a. laa-i.

surgery which is in the fourth year.

2729. That is not included in the seventy-eight?— o’SulUvnn
No. m I,.

t

2730. Over and above the seventy-eight you have »i.i'ii..v.iu:.s.i.

thirty two in the fourth year?—Yes.
273 1. ltcv. Dr. Moi.ia»y.—

T

here is one statement I
am not quite clear about. I understood 3-011 to say
in reply to Dr. Stoney that the students of the medical
faculty wore precluded from seeking exhibitions in the
Royal University, unless they wore prepared to forego
the advantages of the course of study they hod been
pursuing?—Not the course of study, but the privileges

that were granted in the Royid University, that is to
say, students who hail entered under the course of tho
Queen’s University.

2732. They wore precluded from seeking exhibitions
in the ltoyal University unless they were prepared to

forego the advantages—of what?—The advantages
which were conceded to them as students of the Queen’s
University.

2733. Under the charter of the Royal University?

—Under the charter of tho Royal University, the
previous students of the Queen’s University were not
obliged to take out another course in the Royal Uni-
versity, in oreler to obtain their degrees in the Royal
University. Unless they did take out the extra
subjects they were not allowed to compete for

honours.

2734. Students of the medical faculty were pre-

cluded from seeking exhibitions in the Royal Univer-
sity unless they were prepared to forego the advantages
which were conceded to them as students of the Queen’s-

University under the charter of the Royal University l

— Yes.

2735. Dr. Stoney.—Tlio numbers you state were

in 1880, 17G
;
in 1881, 230; in 1882, 279; and in

1883 they fell to 261. These were the numbers
attondiug, and the falling off is not due, I presume

2736. Chairman.—Do not lead him. Ask him
what the fall was due to.

2737. Dr. Stoney.—

T

he fall was due to a dimi-

nished number entering?—Certainly, and therefore

it represents a great fall just at tliat time.

2738. Professor Jack.—The present number is

235 ?—1 believe so. I do not know the exact num-
ber.

2739. With regard to the questions put to you about

medical students, and its being important tliat medical

students should have a preliminary education in

general subjects, is it tho case that under the regula-

tions of tho General Medical Council all medical

students must show a preliminary education in general

subjects ?—Quite so.

2740. They would accept as satisfying tliat require-

ment of theirs if the student had passed tlio matricu-

lation examination here ?—Quite so.

2741. Or the matriculation examination of the

Royal University?—Yes.

2742. But if they failed to pass any matriculation

examination they must pass an examination in several

subjects considered by the General Medical Council

sufficient?—Quito so.

2743. Does that include Greek ?—Modem languages

is considered optional. The effect of requiring an

increased education of medical students attending the

Queen’s College is to prevent them going in for tho

particular examinations of fcbe Royal University, and

soncla them to other colloges or places where the same

amount of arts education is not required, and where

they can get their modicld qualification, which entitles

thorn to enter all the
,

different public services, and

practise as medical men.

2744. Is that regulation in your opinion the chief

cause why the medical studente frequently decline to

go to the Royal University?—That is I think the

chief cause.
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Cork. 2745. Do you know of any other cause under

June 9. 1884. any of tlie regulations?—I do not know of any

„ . other that I can bring to my mind at the present
Stephen .

o j

O’Sullivan, moment
.

M.n., q.it.l, 2746. There has been nothing particularly affecting

M.cn.,v.B.o.s.i. the teaching in surgery, for instance, as this year’s

subject 1—I am not aware.

2747. Dr. Maiu>ton.—

A

re you satisfied with the

cost of medical education ?—The cost is very reason-
able.

2748. Docs the course of operative surgery cost the
students much?—The fee is £2 for the course of
operative surgery for throe months.

2749. That Is probably loss than anywhere else?

It Is less than in the majority of places. There may
be others where it is less. I am not sure.

John James
Charles, it. A.,

•Professor John James Charles, :

2750. Chairman.—You are the professor of ana-

tomy and physiology here ?—Yes.

2751. How long have you filled that chair?—Nine

sessions.

2752. Can you tell me according to the rules of the

General Medical Council, what number of yearn ti

student must attend dissections, and what certificates

lie must produco of having attended dissections ?—It

depends greatly on the licensing hoard.

2753. Are there some that require a larger number
of attendances, and the production of certificates of a

greater number of courses ?—Yes.

2754. Mention some that require two or three years ?

—The College of Surgeons, Dublin, up till lately re-

quired three yearn certificates of lectures on anatomy
anil three years certificates for dissections. They have

altered this arrangement within the hist two years, so

that the students must now produce three years'

certificates of dissections, and two of attendance on
lectures.

2735. Dons tho same rule apply to any other licen-

sing body ?—1 do not think any other body requires

so many attendances. In one or two places only one

course of lectures is required.

2750. A medical student here in his third year who
is intending to go up to the College of Surgeons, and
who would be obliged to produce the certificates of

having attended tho three courses of dissections, can

do it in this college ?—Yes.

2757. In addition to that must ho also attend

courses of lectures ?—Yes. As a mile we require him
to attend the course of lectures, but if he wanted
only the certificate for dissection in liis third year1 ho
could get it on making application to the Council.

2758. That is if he wanted to go to the College of

Surgeons he can do so *—Yes.

2759. Has he to pay the fee as if he took tho
lectures ?—There is only one fee in the statutes for

practical anatomy, and if you tarn to the statutes of

the College, page 301, you will see it.

2760. I see this fee at the commencement of the

third year. Does that cover everything?—Yes, there
is only one fee

;
that Is only one class-fee. There is

a difference between tho arrangement in the Queen’s
Colleges, and almost every other school in the United
Kingdom. In the Queen’s Colleges there Is only one
class-fee for both the class and dissections. In
Dublin, Edinburgh, London—in fact in every school

except the Queen’s Colleges, there is a fro for the class

and a fee for dissections.

2761. Then do I understand you to say that there
is no foe charged for dissections in this College?—None
distinct from that for the class of practical anatomy.
The fee that is received here, in addition to the class-

fee, is for expenses.

2762. I am wrong in using the expression “fee,”

but is there an addition to the £2 ?—£3 it is.

2763. “The fee payable for practical anatomy or

practical chemistry shall be £3 ?”—Yes
;
for each

session.

2764. But in addition to that, is there anything

charged to students attending the dissection-class ?

—

Yes, ns in every anatomical school in the world. Pay-
ment, it is more properly called, than fee.

• See Appendix

n.A., U.P., ds.c., F.n.u.i., examined.

2765. What is tho amount of the payment?—£1.
2766. Suppose wo take a student who simply matri-

culates, and who is intending to pass the College of

Surgeons, and is attending tho classes here, must he
in addition to the £3 for tho lectures, which he says

he does not want, pay also £1 1—Yes.
2767. Is that every session ?—Yes

;
£4 altogether.

The £4 exhausts everything, about half what it is in

any Dublin school.

27 68. He is very much in the position of Artemus
Ward’s man outside the show—“you cannot go in

without paying, but you may pay without going in.”

Is not that so (—Quite so.

2769. Yon said a moment ago that there was a
payment exacted for the dissecting school ?—Yes.

2770. Anil Unit it is hero £1. Are there any
expenses in connexion with the subjects that are used

for tlii' puri>ose of dissection?—Yes, it is chiefly to

meet these that tho payment is made.
2771. Might I ask you, without going into details

does that answer of you is apply to subjects which are

sent from this Cork Lunatic Asylum %—It applies to

tlie expense of all subjects wherever Lhcy are procured.

2772. Are there any expenses in connexion with

the subjects sent from the Cork Lunatic Asylum ?

—

Y es
;
wo novel' ge t a subjoctanywliem free from expense.

2773. Is this fee of £1 more than sullicient, to de-

fray the expense of procuring tho subjects?—No; a

subject at present would cost more than tho money
that is paid for it by tho student.

2774. Then do I understand that including the

subjects which are supplied from tho Cork Lunatic

Asylum there would be any surplus at the end of the

session from this payment of £1 by tho students—

I

mean any surplus over and above the expenses in con-

nexion with prewiring the subjects?—You cannot

expect me to go into details.

2775. Certainly not lint tike it any way you like.

I put my question in the. most general form, whether

this pound is more than sullieieiit to defray all tho ex-

penses that are incidental to the procuring of the

subjects t—I cannot easily give you a direct answer.

I will explain easily.

.2776. I am not asking you for details ?—If a student

were to dissect tho whole subject at present he would

be in my debt at the end of the session
;
but, inas-

much ns there are some students who dissect little, and

others who dissect much, there may he a surplus at

the end
;
but tho arrangement we have here and in

Belfast, and, to a certain extent, in Galway, is that

tho student who lias paid the class fees and charges

for expenses for three sessions is regarded as aperpetual

student, and is ever afterwards required to pay only

the sum for expenses each session he may wish to

dissect. The payment, therefore, of £1 for expenses

is, in a sense, part ofa composition fee. About 90 per

cent, of tho Queen’s Collcgo students dissect at least

four sessions, so that the private arrangement I have

referred to which ciuiblcs thorn to get their fourth

year practical anatomy free is a considerable pecuniary

saving to them.
2777. When you say “free” do you mean without

any charge for dissections?—Without any class fee.

2778. I will put tlio question in another way. D

III. B.—No/82.
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any portion of this pound which is paid l«y the

students for dissection applied in any way to increase

the personal emoluments of the professor ?—No, none

of that money remains with me.

2779. And the professor derives no personal emolu-

ment whatever from it ?—No persoual emolument.

2780. You are acquainted with the provisions of

the Anatomy Act?—Yes.

2781. Are the provisions of that Act duly observed

in connexion with the subjects which are used in the

school 1—Yes. The Inspector of Anatomy looks after

all these matters, and he is quite satisfied.

2782. Dr. Stoncy wishes it to appear clearly that

the fee of £3 payable by students is a fee payable to

the professor as part of his emoluments for the use of

his dissecting room 1—The class fee is solely for teach-

ing either by lectures in the class room or by demons-

trations, «!•&, in the dissecting room.

2783. And is not intended to apply to anything

else!—Certaiuly not to expenses.

2784. I understand you to say that there never is a

surplus at the end of the year!—I do not say there is

not a surplus at the end of the year. 1 say none of

it remains with me. It is spent on the school, and, as

far as I am concerned, I put myself in a ljctter posi-

tion than the professors in other schools, because I

have documentary evidence to show that in Dublin if

there be nny surplus it is considered part of the emolu-

ment of the professor.

2785. If there is any surplus at the end of the. year

it is applied by you for the school 1—Yes.

2780. [/Wsiilcnt.-—I should like to iuterveuo in

this matter as the haul of the College, because this

quostiou is agitated with the public. This College has

nothing to do with it, nor 1ms a right, to have anything

to do with it, and I wish to say, formally, this is a

matter between the Professor of Anatomy and the

students, and I must object., in the strongest way, in

public now, to have any inquiries made of the Pro-

fessor ofAnatomy with regard to the cost of subjects.

2787. Chairman.—Dr. Sullivan, of course wo are
hound to receive any statomout of yours with tlio

greatest resjiect, hut you must allow ns to determine
what are our duties under the scope of the inquiry.

2788. PresvIonU—It is not a fee of tlio College ; it

is not collected by the Bursar, and not taken into

account in any way.

2789. Chairman.—

D

r. Charles has fully and
frankly explained wlmt it wus.]

2790. Wiliiess .—If you require full details I Lavo
no objection to give you every item in private.

2791. Chairman.—Would the surplus you speak of

amount to anything like a considerable sum?—Some
years it might amount to something, but I would rather
not enter into details.

2792. But large or small, none of it swells your
emoluments, but all of it is devoted to the purposes of
the school ?—That is my arrangement. I hold that I
have a perfect right to it if I wished.

2793. That is another matter. It is more to your
credit not to insist upon your light

2794. Dr. Marston.—Personally you have no
financial interest in it ?—No, it is a benefit to the Col-
lege, to myself, not so much a benefit

2795. You are the Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology, and your time is, I believe, wholly occupied
with your professorial duties 1—Yes.

2796. You are not attached to any hospital?

—

No.

2797.

How long have you been here?—Nine s

2798. Were you engaged in teaching in anyplace
before you came here?—Yes, I was assistant to Sir
Wyville Thomson in the University of Edinburgh,
and I was Demonstrator of Anatomy in Belfast,

2799. How many students are now in the college in
~e medical faculty, do you remember ?—I cannot say
how many in the medical faculty. I can only speak
•of my own classes.

2800. How many in your own classes ?—There are
over 200 in anatomy this year, and ninety-six in
physiology.

2801. Isupposeyou consider it advisable that medical
students should have a goo<l preliminary education
at the beginning of their medical studies ?—Yes, but
Ido not think the 1loyal University plan is the best
way of attaining that result.

2802. But still you think there should be a good
preliminary general education?—Yes.

2803. (Am yon toll mo if the numbers iu your classes

have varied very much from time to time ? Is there
any falling oil' lately, or is there an increase?—There
was an increase lip to 1881-82. In 1875 the numbers
were, in anatomy ninety-six, in physiology niuety-
eiglit; in 1881-82 the numbers were, in anatomy 258,
in physiology 143, so that there was a gradual rise
from 1876 to 1881-82. Thera lias been a falling ofi‘

since.

2804. To what do you attribute this falling off?

—

To tlio dissolution of the Queen’s University, and tlio

establishment of the lloyal University in its place.

The medical students have now five years to spend at

medicine, instead of four as they had formerly, and
that iu itself is, I think, a sufficient reason for the
students, who as a rule are not very well off

2805. That you think accounts for it ?—Yes, that

is the reason.

2806. The increased length of time and the ad-

ditional expense ?—Yes.
2807. Are yon satisfied with the attendance of the

pupils. Is the attendance good as a rule?—Yes, as

a rule.

2808. Do you have the rail called so as to mark
tlin attendance ?—Yes, most carefully.

2809. Have you all the materials and appliances

necessary for teaching ?—Yes.

2810. And for practical laboratory purposes?—The
physiological laboratory hi Cork is bettor equipped

with instruments than any laboratory in Ireland.

2811. And lias the supply of these appliances been

progressing iu Cork, and keeping pace with the re-

quirements ?—Yes
;
and ns far as rneaus will allow,

the President of the College Inis always helped me in

getting every instrument I wished.

2812. And you are very well satisfied in that re-

spect?—Yes.

2813. Have you regular examinations?—At the

end of the session, and sometimes duriug the ses-

sion.

2814. How do yon really test the progress of the

students?—By asking them questions occasionally

during the session.

2815. Do you put them in competition with one

another 1—There is a competitive examination at the

end of the session, not during the session.

2816. Have you sufficient aid in the way of demon-

strators iu teaching generally ?—Yes ;
but I th ink

that the State should provide assistance.

2817. To what extent?—There should be one as-

sistant at any rate provided by the State in anatomy,

and perhaps another in physiology. None of the

present demonstrators are paid out of the college

funds.

2818. Anatomy has been a strong point with your

medical students ;
have they always done well in it ?—

Yes, we are proud of the results, as the College has

been amongst the first.
_

2819. Have you sufficient accommodation?—Yes,

ns you con see, wo have oue of the best dissecting rooms

in the kingdom.
. . , ,

2820. To what university or examining boards do

your students in the medical faculty go for their

degrees ?—Up till four or five years ago the majoiaty

went to the Queen’s University, and a small number

went to the lloyal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh.

I really could not tell you exactly what the students

are doing at present. Some of them are gomg^to^he

London College of Surgeons, t
i to the Dublin

l H
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College of Surgeons, some to tlie Edinburgh College

of Surgeons, and some to the Royal University.

2821. In what proportion are they going to tho

Royal University os compared with all the rest ;
can

you give it approximately 1—No, because the number

varies, and it is likely to be less this year than it was

last year. 1 am only giving a guess, because the class

is the same for the students no matter where they are

going. I have no means of ascertaining where tlio

students are going unless I inode inquiries amongst

them.
2822. They do not avail themselves of the Royal

University to the same extent they did the Queen's

University ?—Not to the same extent.

2823. Have you any experience of the Royal Uni-

versity ?—Yes, I have been an examiner in the Royal

University since it was established.

2824. You have boon an examiner?—Yes. I am
an examiner at present. Our students do very fairly.

Tii fact as the returns show, the Cork students are

among the first at all the medical examinations.

2825. Then it is a fail' test of your teaching?—Yes,

it is a fair test.

2826. You arc satisfied with it ?—Yes, ns far as the

results go tho Cork students, I think, have no reason

to complain.

2827. Chairman.—Then so far as they get the

exhibitions you are perfectly satisfied?—Yes.

2828. Dr. Mabstox.— Do you think that the

students can usefully pursue an arts course and a

medical course, concurrently or not?—I think not.

The arrangement in most universities, which is pre-

ferable to the arrangement in the Royal University, is

to encourage tho student to take an arts degree

first and Ins medical course afterwards. Then he

is likely to have a good aits degree and a good medical

degree. But the tendency of the Royal University

will be to make the preliminary examination in arts

indifferent, and the medical examination may even-

tually become the some.

2829. With regard to the medical examinations I

suppose you do not consider that Arabic or Sanscrit

are of much use to the medical student?—No.
2830. Assuming that the medical student has had

a certain amount of Greek in liis matriculation exami-
nation, would you consider it better to substitute

French or German for Greek afterwards, looking to

the future career of tho student ?—I think so, at sub-
sequent examinations.

2831. For tho study of the profession of medicine,

would you not say that mathematics and modem
languages were about the best subjects to be practically

useful ?—I think the student might have a small
amount of Greek in liis matriculation examination,

but after that, I think, every medical student ought to
learn French or German.

2832. Do you think your curriculum os it is framed
is the best training for a medical man at the present
day?—Do you mean the curriculum of the College or
of the Royal University ?

2833. Take them both ?—I think the curriculum of

the College is fairly well suited.

2834. Well now take the other ?—I think the curri-

culum of the Royal University would do very well if

tho preliminary examination in arts were omitted, and
the matriculation examination made a little more
difficult

2835. That is tho practical way you would have of
meeting it?—Yes. I think if that were done the
students would go to the Royal University in nearly
as large numbers as they did to the Queen’s University.

2836. You have had an opportunity of contrasting
the teaching here with that elsewhere. Give us the
results of the comparison yon have formed ?—I think
the knowledge of anatomy as shown by the students
of this College is as good as it iB anywhere else, and
the evidence I have of that is the success of the
Students in the Royal University and in the Queen’s
University- They have been amongst the first as you

will see on looking at the calendar of the Queen’s
University. They have also been amongst the firet

in tho Royal University, so that na fur as examinations
go, I think there is sufficient evidence to show that
they really know their work very well. Then again
the visitors of tho General Medical Council pronounced
a very high eulogium on the examinations.

2837. Who were tho visitors?—Professor Humphry,
of Cambridge, and Mr. Power, of Londou. You will

sec in their report.

2838. What is tho date of it ?—1874.

283'J. Chairman.—Ts there anything later than

that ?—Not of the Queen’s University. There has
boon no visitation of tho Royal University.

2S40. Dr. Makston.—

I

remember it was very

complimentary. Perhaps you would read it ?

—

“ It is with much pleasure that we are able to report so

satisfactory of the medical examinations in the Queen’s

University. Though there are some points which, in our

opinion, might be altered for the better, there arc others

which seem to us well worthy of imitation.”

In speaking of the examination in. anatomy it says

—

“ This examination was most complete and admirable."

—

page 50.

At page 55 it says

—

“ This examination, like the former one, was exceedingly

complete and searching, and very fair and satisfactory in its

results.”

Again, at page 61

—

“ Wo were very much impressed with the general excel-

lence and thoroughness of the examinations wc witnessed so

far as they went . . . The practical anatomical exarni-

tion was certainly quite admirable in its thoroughness and
completeness.”

Again, at page 74

—

“ On tho other hand wc feel bound to rc]icat that the

examinations which we witnessed were, within their scope,

admirably well conducted, and complete and thoroughly

honest."

2841. Rev. Dr. Molt.oy.—

R

ead the sentence before

tho ono commencing “ On tho other hand ” ?

—

“ But we know that ninny oftlioso who are engaged in the

work of tlie University entertain with regard to some of

those matters opinions similar to our own, and entertain

them no less strongly thau we do."

That refers to something else.

2842. Dr. Marston.—That was about increasing

the number of examiners ?— Yes, and some other

things.

2843. These quotations lmvc reference only to the

subject you were speaking of, namely, anatomy?—Yes,

and also to other blanches of tlie medical examina-

tion.

2844. Have any of your students graduated at the

London University dr taken tho fellowship examina-

tion at the College of Surgeons ?—Some ofthem have

passed the preliminary examination and first profes-

sional examination of the College of Surgeons for the

fellowship, hut I do not know that any of them have

gone to the London University.
2845. Have any of them successfully competed for

the Indian and other medical services ?—Yes, several

of the first places have been taken by them.
2846. What I want to get at is tlie standard of

education here as contrasted with other places ?—The
students from this College have on several occasions

taken first place in tho examinations for the Indian

Medical Service. It is only two or three years since

the first place was taken by a student from this College.

The only complaint that I have heard from any of our

students in regard to their examination in anatomy

was that it was so easy that thoy had not an oppor-

tunity of showing off their knowledge.
2847. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Where was that?—-At

the examinations for the Army Medical Sorvioe.

2848. Conducted by whom?—Conducted by the

examining board in London.
2849. Dr. Marston.—Can you give ns your opinion

briefly of the examinations as usually conducted, M a
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test of knowledge and ability in n profession like that

of medicine?—I think that to rely on more marks

is very fallacious. I mean with regard to fixing the

minimum. I think that examiners ought to he teachers

so as to know exactly what is essential and wluit is

unimportant in an examination.

2850. Are the scholarships and exhibitions fairly

distributed here with respect to the different faculties ?

—Yes, I think so.

2851. Are they eagerly competed for in the medical

faculty?—Yes, as a rale there are eight or nine can-

didates for two scholarships.

2852. These you wonld consider the best men ?

—

Yes.

2853. It has been said that at the Queen's College,

Belfast, a large number of students, because there are

not sufficient scholarships there, and also because

they can be obtained elsewhere, go to compete outside

that College. Do you know if any of these men come
here?—Very often some of them come here thinking

this school is better than their own. 1 cannot of course

enter into reasons of that sort.

2S54. Do you think it is better ?—I am not say-

ing it is better. I am only saying that some of them
think so.

2855. What opportunities does this place afford as

regards its hospitals for practical medical teaching ?

—

I am not attached to any hospital.

2856. But having been in other places you have
had an opportunity of judging, and as you are not
attached to any of tlio hospitals we might expect to

get an impartial opinion ?—The students have ample
material. They have a large number of hospitals. In
fact they havo hospitals for every kind of disease.

They have special ns well ns general hospitals.

2857. They are not spread out too mnch to be
available ?—There might bo an improvement made in

this respect.

2858. Have you compared this with other places,

say with the averngo provincial medical schools in

England. Would you say that a medical student has
quite as good opportunities here as there?—Ho has

certainly better here.

2859. Do the young men avail themselves of those

opportunities afforded here as a medical school, us they

should do in your opinion ?—Of the hospitals ?

3860. Of the College and tlio training they get in

the College ?—I tliink so.

2801. Do you think this College, regarded as a
medical school, is fulfilling its objoct?—Certainly.

2862. Are you satisfied that the fees paid here are

of such a character as to bo suitable to tlio means of
those that come here?—I think they are exceed-
ingly moderate. They are the samo here practically

as in the other two Queen’s Colleges.

2863. I understood you to say that you are well
provided with all the means of teaching physiology ?—Of course there are still some apparatus that we
ought to get, but we are at present well supplied.

2864. Of course every man has a tendency to think
most of his own subject, but has it ever occurred to yon
that the details of materia medica occupy too much
time in going through the whole of the Pharmaoopmia,
for example?— Yes, I think the work of the student
might be curtailed.

2865. Have you any suggestions to moke with re-

gard to improvements here of a practical kind that
you think necessary or of a pressing character ?

—

None that I can think of at this moment. I am now
speaking of course of my own department, but I
believe that in chemistry there might bo a larger
laboratory. In my own department I think the chief
drawback is the want of paid assistants. I think it

would be advisable tb have some permanent assistants
paid by the State.

2866. Do you know the hospitals here?—Pretty
well.

2867. Are yon satisfied with the amount of mate-

rial they have for teaching purposes?—Yes, I think if
it were well worked it would do the students.

2868. Is it well worked ?—Perhaps it might be
better worked.

2869. Do you think that the theoretical teaching is

too extensive and that it is encroaching too much on
practical teaching to develop the best sort of men ?

—

No. I think the best theoretical students have always
attended properly to the practical work.

2870. Would you say that the ordinary ran of men
turned out from the College is quite equal to the
average of what we call general practitioners in
England ?—I would say it is a great deal better. The
difference, if I were to make a difference, would be that
the English medical practitioner luw likely seen more
hospital practice, because in London there is a large
number of hospitals which students can attend : but
the practitioner who has been educated here wonld
havo a great deal better theoretical knowledge.

2871. Would you like to see his opportunities for

practical knowledge increased here in Ireland ?—Yes.
I tliink it would be an ailvantage.

2872. You think it would be a good direction in
which to improve them ?—I think it would.

2873. Dr. Stohev.—On this subject I would like to

ask whether if a more extensive opportunity for the
study of the rarer cases of disease is to be obtained
than can be obtained in a provincial centre, you con-

sider that that study would be most effectually pursued
by attending metropolitan hospitals, such as those of

London, Paris, or Vienna, after the student had cleared

oft' his mind the whole pressure of his studies for his

qualification or degree ?—I think the best arrangement
would be for the student to spend his four sessions in

Cork and then if he can afford it to spend a year in

London.
2874. In reference to the question of examinations,

is it your opinion that the examinations in the

medical deportment ought to be made as practical as

possible ?—Certainly.

2875. And that was one of the great aims of the

Queen’s University up to this?—Yes.

2876. To make them every year increasingly prac-

tical ?—Yes.

2877. In reference to a year in arts, is it your opi-

nion that the students of this College and generally

students from the South of Ireland, can afford to pur-

sue their studies for five year's?—I think the majority

of them would not like to spend five years.

2878. Then if a year in arts is required it must be
taken oft’ the four years !—Yes.

2879. Do you think that medical education would

suffer in that case ?—Decidedly
;
the students would

not pass their examinations.

2880. Would they obtain a good education then 1—
No j

they would neither obtain a complete or thorough

education, nor would they lie able to pass the exami*.

nations.

2881. You have had much experience of making
recommendations annually to the Senate in the Queen's

University, ofwhich youwere a distinguished graduate,

and also an examiner for a long series of years ?

—

Yes.

2882. Are you aware that there was a great desire

to increase, so far as was consistent with other con-

siderations, the arts education of medical students ?

—

Yes.

2883. And that it was considered that a modern

language and experimental physics were the most that

could be imposed subsequently to matriculation without

injuring the medical education ?—Yes.

2884. And that these two subjects were selected

because it was supposed that amodem language was the

most useful to a medical man on the linguistic side, and

experimental physics the most useful on the scientific

side?—Yes; speaking of experimental physics in the

Queen's University, the students were required to

attend a course of lectures on experimental physics,

and then they were fitted to understand something of

2 H 2
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the modem progress in physiology. Now the student

comes to me having passed the matriculation exami-

nation in natural philosophy, and he does not know

the difference very often between an induced current

and a constant current in electricity.

2S85. Do you think the study of the pints of experi-

mental physics that bear on physiology is a very useful

port of medical education?—Yes, exceedingly useful;

to give you an instance of what I have referred to :

I was showing experiments with Du Bois Raymond's

induction coil, and a student of the Royal University

after lecture wished to know how the current passed

from the primary coil to the secondary coil when there

was no wire joining them.

2886. Is tlie mere passing of examinations an

adequate test tliat the candidate has had an opportunity

of acquiring this knowledge ?—Certainly not.

2887. With reference to tho general education of

candidates under the old system, where there were

four years allowed entirely for medical study, are

you aware that the prize essays in English that were
offered to be competed for by all graduates and under-

graduates were often obtained by medical students ?

—

Yes
;
there was also a prize limited to medical students.

2888. Would you not consider that strong evidence

that they had an opportunity of acquiring very satis-

factory general culture 1—Yes, and many of them took

degrees in arts before they entered on the study of

medicine.

2889. In that case the two courses did not in any
degree clash?—No.

2890. In reference to the examinations and the oppor-

tunities that candidates have of availing themselves of

the advantages of the Royal University, do you concur
in what has been already said as to the expenso on
candidates being now more than it was before ?

—

Yes.

2891. In reference to tliat other subject that all tlie

candidates that have proceeded from the College to the
Royal University have not had it within their power
to present themselves for honours, those that had
studied under the Queen’s University could only do so

by foregoing the almost to them necessary condition of
proceeding under tlie curriculum in which they had
already been instructed?—Yes.

2892. Would you consider that tlie honours and
the qualifications tliat have been obtained at tho other
examinations that have been passed in the Royal
University an adequate measure of the work done in
this College?—No : not altogether.

2893. With reference to the number of candidates
from other institutions going to the Royal University,
there would probably be at first an increased number
beyond that which would be maintained?—Yes.

2894. Whereas those that went forward from the
Queen’s Colleges only represented the natural annual
crop, if I may use tlie phrase ?—Yea.

2895. Have in every case the awards that have been
announced in the Royal University been those that
have been mode by the examiners ?—I can answer the
question as a member of the Board of Examiners.
I can give the information if Dr. Stoney wishes, but
perhaps I should not. If I might suggest, perhaps the
Secretaries would be the proper parties to give thin

information.

2896. Chaibmax.—

T

he majority of the Commis-
sioners think this line of evidence is inadmissible.

_

2897. Dr. Stoxey.—With reference to the desire
bility of medical graduates having a knowledge of
Greek, do you consider that the power of looking out
in a Greek dictionary, and of appreciating the deriva-
tion of Greek terms requires a knowledge of Greek 1

No.
2898. And is not that knowledge important to the

medical student?—I think he might know a little

more than that.

2899. Do you consider a knowledge of Greek, in
the proper sense of the word, as a Greek scholar, is

of more importance to a medical candidate than a great
number of other subjects utterly outside his profes-

sion ?— Yes, I think tliat aknowledge of Greek would
lie useful.

2900. And would any knowledge of the higher
mathematics 1—Yes.

2901. You would not advocate tliat medical students
should be required to study tlie higher mathematics ?—Certainly not

2902. And you would put tlio study of Greek in

tlie proper sense of the word—becoming a Greek
scholar—on the same footing?—Yes.

2903. Rev. Dr. Molmjy.—

I

tliiuk yon adduced the

results of examinations in tlie Royal University as

evidence that the students of this collogo acquired a
good knowledge of the subjects, so far ns you know, in

which they were educated ?—Yes.

2904. And also the examinations of tlie Army
Medical Service Examining Board?—Yes.

2905. You do not then adopt tho opinion that we are

to attach no importance to the examinations of a mere

examining hoard?—No; “no importance” is too

strong an expression to use.

2906. Professor Jack.—Whereabouts is your class

in the curriculum ?—I have physiology and anatomy.

2907. So that there is a class in anatomy for

first year’s students, a class for second year’s students,

and a class for third year’s students ?—Yes.

2908. And in physiology?—For tho second year’s

students there is a junior division, and for third year

students there is a senior division.

2909. Has the chnngo of regulations from the

Queen’s University to the Royal University made any

diminution in the classes of anatomy and physiology,

and what years would tluvt diminution apply to?

—

Yes
;
in the present session it would lio the first and

second years.

2910. Not tho tliinl year?—Not as yet.

2911. It would not affect tho third year’s anatomy

class, or the third year’s physiology class ?—No.

2912. How much is tho diminution at present?

—

In physiology from 143 to 90.

2913. You mentioned that the regulations of the

Royal University diminished in your judgment the

attendance here. I understand tliat students who

come here are perfectly free to obtain qualifications

in medicine elsewhere. Is it within your knowledge

whether they obtain thoir qualification in Ireland?

—

Tho majority go to Scotland.

2914. Is it a disadvantage to students to have to

go so far for their qualification?— Yes.

2915. It is a perfectly competent thing for a

student to get all his medical education here, but he

has to make periodical visits to Scotland ?—Yes.

2916. Have you any information with regard to

the standard of education required by the licensing

bodies ?—The standard of tho lloyal Collogo of Sur-

geons, Edinburgh, has been raised, I believe, during

the last five or six years, and it is a fair one at present.

The examinations are not equal to the RoyalUnivarsity

in point of difficulty.

2917. I presume that the great bulk of medical

students, who do not proceed for the qualification of

the Royal University, proceed for their qualification

under the licensing boards, not under another uni-

versity ?—Yes.
2918. For example, is there any large number of

students who proceed to the University of London ?

—

No.
2919. All the other universities would require

a certain amount of residence?—Yes, that is an

obstacle.

2920. So that the effect of any regulations on the

part of the Royal University is to induce the students

to take their qualifications under licensing boards ?

—

Yes.

2921. And tlie impression is that these licensing

boards are satisfied with a lower qualification ?—As a

rule.

2922. We asked some questions before with regard

to the number of students who have either passed the
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Queen's University matriculation examination, and

not appeared since in the lists of the Royal Uni-

versity! or who have not matriculated at all—that

is ninety-five medical students. Would it ho possible

for you, as medical professor, along with your medical

colleagues, to give us information as to what course

these medical students arc pursuing?—Yes, but it

would be only guess-work with regard to a groat

number of them, because the majority of the students

have now left the college.

2923. You personally know a great deni, os you

have 200 medical students out of 235 in your class.

You know as much of the medical students as any
professor?—Yes.

2924. We should like to know, ns far as we can,

and subject to any observation that the medical

professors wish to make with reference to such a

return—what the students who are not pursuing

their course for the Royal University are meaning to

do?—It is clear if they are not proceeding to the

Royal University they are going to some licensing

board.

2925. You would lie of the opinion Professor

O'Sullivau expressed, that the medical students

who are here are not coming here merely to obtain

education in certain subjects?—Yea lam sorry that

not many are coming solely for educational pur-

poses.

292G. Almost none?—Yos.

2927. So that we may take it without any evi-

dence in detail that those ninety-five men are sub-

stantially pursuing their education with the view of

presenting themselves to medical boards ?—They have
that intention at any rate.

2928. If they ceased to have that intention they

would probably cease to attend the college?—Yes.

2929. Chairman.—Do you wish us to take this

report of the Visitor's ofExaminations ns representing

the present state of tiro medical school ?—Yes
;
with

regard to anatomy.

2930. But only with regard to anatomy ?—It will

apply to other subjects likewise.

2931. I observe, on looking over it, that the

description is not of that roseate character you give
us?—Yes

;
but there are changes which have Insen

made since 1874.

2932. Then when you read out certain passages

selected, you only meant to speak of 1874?—Yes;
and also to speak of the present time with regard to

the subjects I teach. I am not boro representing
other departments.

2933. Now, for instance, you have nothing to do
with the

1

statement I find here with regar d to the
midwifery examinations ?—No ; but tlio examinations
m midwifery', medicine, and {other subjects were
altered in the Queen’s Univorsity subsequently to
that report. There was fault found with the exami-
nations.

2934. And in consequence of this report ?—I be-
lieve in consequence of that.

*2935. Therefore we may take it, that this passage
would not be applicable now ;

—

We were present at the examination of ft good many of the
jsmlidates, rind they seemed to us generally to botray great
ignorance of the subject, and lo liavo had very little practical
experience indeed. There was not one amongst those wo saw who
•pplied the forceps with skill, or even with intelligenoe. We
subsequently formed the opinion that the largo proportion of failures
™ and the low marks generally obtainod by tho successful
candidates gave a very fair notion of the general quality of the
candidates.

Times are altered since that.
2936. Professor Jack.

—

I understand the whole of
dus applies to 1874 ?—Yes

;
for instance, .the Visitors

and fault with the mode of conducting the examina-
Qon in the Queen’s University

; that there should be
two examiners in medicine and other subjects. After
that there were two examiners in each. You might
kfinost ask me tho same question with regard to the
midwifery examination of the Royal University at

Nois.—Dr. Stoney objected to passages marked with i

present. You would find that some of the examiners Cork.

there still fiud fault with the students. June u, mat.
•2937. Chairman.—In page 65 :— . ,

~

—

John James
“ -is regards the other ami more important subjects of examina- Charles, h.a.,

tion for the M.D., it is certain Hint tliu theory and practice of ji.ji.

medicine holds quite a subordinate position amongst them."

Has that been altered?—Yes; thuro are two ex-
aminers in that subject.

*2938. Liston to this :

—

“ We have shown that the ra|uiremonle for tits matriculation
examination nra exceedingly limited, uiid at tivo of the colleges arc,
iu sumo respects, little more than a farce."

—Yes.

2939. You did not mark this passage for ns?—

I

said I only came to represent my own department.
2940. Dr. Maiiston.—I would like to understand

this. You merely applied those passages that you
quoted to the subjects of anatomy ancl physiology
because they are iu your cognizance ?—Yes.

2941. Do yon consider that they represent fairly

what tho state is now, though printed in 1874 ?—Yes.
29-42. Is it the fact that with regard to other points,

in consequenec of these strictures, alterations were
made in the Queen’s University to meet them 1—Yes,
that is the fact.

2943. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you Btate that of
your own knowledge ?—Yea

2944. Chairman.—I find that some of the changes
are mado and some are not made ?—But you see the

Queen's University is no longer iu existence, so that
you cannot say what would be the character of its

examinations if the University existed now.
2945. It is not the condition of the Queen's Univer-

sity. Jf wo find certain remarks made on the mode
of teaching', and that that inode of teaching has not
been altered, we con draw our own conclusion ?—They
were finding fault with the method of examination
ancl the small number of examiners.

2946. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—They say tho matricula-

tion examination was little more than a farce ?—That
is not iu my department.

2947. Professor Jack.—Kindly state what the

document is 1—It is the report ol the Visitors of Exa-
minations on the Medical Examinations in the Queen’s

University, Ireland, 1874.

2948. Dr. Stoney.—Do you know of any other

report of the Visitors of the General Medical Council

in which they passed as high encomiums on any
examination ?— I am not aware.

2949. Chairman.—Or in which they made such

severe strictures on other portions of the examination?

—There are scarcely any Visitors go to a school

without finding fault with something. If yon were to

read what they said about the examinations of the

College of Surgeons, Dublin, yon would also find sharp

criticism.

2950. Dr. Stoney.—You have great experience as

an examiner. Do yon think the defining of a minimum
of marks by the external act of a Board distinct from

the Examiners is one likely to work well 1—I do not

think it would work well.

2951. Or bo of any real significance ?—It may be a

guide—not much more.

2952. Are the results of examinations, as seen by
.

the public, apt to be over-appreciated ?

Chairman.—Do not answer that question.

2953. Dr. Stoney.—Examinations become of real

value when they tend to raise education?—Yes.

2954. And those examinations that tend to raise

education are those that are based on the actual

instruction given, and those that take the most

practical form?—Yes.

2955. But other examinations are less useful and of

a less significant kind ?—Yes.

2956. And a candidate might be very competent

and yet fail to pass an examination which was not

adapted to the studies that he had pursued ?—Yes

;

there is a certain amount of grinding or cramming

necessary.

an asterisk being read by a member of the Commission.
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2957. Dr. Marstox.—Has the Royal University

raised the standard of medical education in your

opinion, and lias it removed any cause for tlie stric-

tures that were read out to you with regal'd to mid-

wifery and the practice of medicine ?—In some things

perhaps it has raised the standard.

2958. Because, if so, it deserves ci-edit for it ?—

I

believe if the Queen’s University had continued that

all the strictures referred to there would have been
removed, and all the improvements made.

2959. Were they made before the Queen's Univer-
sity ceased to be ?—They were being made by de-
grees.

2960. And have they been completed by the Royal
University ?—So far as I know.

Eilwnril

Richard
Townsinvl,

Edward Richard Townsend, esq.,

2901. Dr. Mabston.—What post do you hold in

che South Infirmavy ?—I am physician of the South

Infirmary.

2962. How long have you been so?—Nearly twenty-

fivo years.

2963. Wlmt is the accommodation of the hospital 1

—It contains 110 lieds.

2964. Is there a medical and surgical side?—Yea
2965. What is the number of your stall?— Two

physicians and two surgeons
;
one extern physician

and one extern surgeon.

2966. Is that your teaching machinery?—Yes.

2967. Have yon any ophthalmic beds ?—There are

ophthalmic wards on the surgical side.

2968. How many ophthalmic beds have yon ?

—

Two wards, in which there are about twelve beds

especially ophthalmic.

2969. Have you a huge number of patients of all

classes?—Yes, a very large number.
2970. Can you give any approximate estimate?

—

The report of last year says there were 14,000 extern

patients. That number includes of coarse many of

those who returned again. In other words, there

were 14,000 attendances for the extern patients.

2971. What is the population of Cork and the

immediate neighbourhood that would be likely to be

Lenelited by the hospitals ?—The population of tho

city is about 80,000, but the South Infirmary is tho

county hospital as well, and patients are sent to it from
the whole county of Cork.

2972. And what would be the population of tho

county ?—I cannot say
;
it is a very large one.

2973. Is the hospital chiefly medical or surgical ?

—

There are sixty surgical and forty medical beds, gene-

rally occupied ; but there may be ten more beds
occupied if necessary. The average number of patients

though was diminished last year a little, in conse-

quence of want of funds.

2974. Do you get many accidents and fractures,

mid so on ?—A great number.
2975. You know that as a matter of fact? - -Yes,

and an immense number of accidents are sent from
the whole county of Cork into the hospital, because
it is the county infirmary.

2976. What is the number and character of the
cases that you get on the medical side; are they
sufficient to illustrate all the ordinary diseases?
Every class of disease, with the exception of infectious
eases.

2977. What provision is made for infectious cases?
—They aits sent to the fever hospital.

2978. Do you know, as a matter of fact, what
provision is made for them at the fever hospital ?

—

There is a very large hospital, especially for infectious

oases, in Cork.

2979. Are there ample opportunities for study-
ing infectious diseases?—Yes, and students attend

2980. Are the students bound to attend?—They
are, by the regulations of the Royal University,

bound to have three months’ attendance at a fever
hospital.

2981. How many students have you attending
your class—going round ?—This year there are not as
many as the ordinary number. Our ordinary number
was from sixty to eighty students. This year there

are not quite so many. Last year we had a class of

fifty-eight.

m.d., Dublin University, examined.

2982. Tell me, briefly, how you teach them?—Wo
take them around the wards. One physician goes round

at nine o'clock, and takes them for an hour. The
surgeon goes round at ten o’clock, and takes them

for another hour. The case is diagnosed, and the

students are questioned at the bedside. They tun

made examine the case, with the stethoscope, die.

2983. Do they use tho stethoscope, microscope, and

test tubes in the wards?— Yes.

2984. Havo they plenty of appliances in that way ?

-Plenty.
2985. Have you had an opportunity of comparing

the character of (lie diseases in the hospital with what

obtains elsewhere in other hospitals ?—I have.

29SG. And with wliat results?—I think our hospi-

tals in Cork compare very favourably with those in

any other provincial city, and probably with many of

the metropolitan hospitals, because the field which

supplies us with cases is far larger. There is not the

number of hospitals to divide the cases amongst as in

Dublin. For instanco tho whole county of Cork

sends us medical aud surgical cases, and therefore,

beside the city cases, we have the county cases.

There is a very large number of accidents, and a very

large number of medical cases also. I know the

Dublin hospitals pretty well, and I certainly tliink

there are a better elass of eases in the infirmary here

than in the Dublin hospitals.

2987. Do the men avail themselves of those oppor-

tunities to tho requisite extent ?—They do, and a

great many of our students have been very successful.

2988. Do they go round the hospital wards, and

are they sufficiently frequently present, and do they

give a sufficient amount of time to the practical

course?—They do. Tho only tiling is they are not

hound to attend as long as might be, but they have

the privilege, after taking then- hospital course and

the certificate they require, of attending as long and

as often as they like.

2989. Do they avail themsolves of this privilege?—

The advanced men who havo passed and got certi-

ficates continue to attend long after they have

qualified and fulfil tho necessary attendances, and

they derive a great deal of benefit from it. -As they

have not their tune cut up by lectures and other

things, they can give more time to study the cases.

2990. Have you a proper distribution of house

surgeons and clinical clerks to give them a sufficient

acquaintance with the cases?—We have a house

surgeon and resident apothecary, and two clinical

clerks are appointed by competition each half year.

Then there are dressers besides. Several students can

obtain cases to dress.

2991. Do they learn liow to prescribe?—Certainly.

2992. You see to that ?—1 constantly make them

write prescriptions.

2993. Do they know anything about the dietetics

of disease ?—They learn diagnosis.

2994. Dietetics ?—No, I do not tliink so.

2995. That is not gone into 1—No.
2996. Havo you sufficient opportunities for teaching

morbid anatomy, showing the results of post mortem

examination?—That is the only difficulty. There is

a drawback in this county. It is extremely hard to ge

post mortem examinations, but when we do, tue

students are invariably taken into the lecture room

and shown what has occurred.

2997. You have a course of practical pharmacy
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Yes the house surgeon find apothecaryinstructsstndents

in practical pharmacy.

2998. So that they learn how to compound medi-

c;nrs ? They are taught at pleasure if they like to

take it up. It is not compulsory.

2999. You do not think tho distance of these

hospitals from ono another would militate vory much

against their usefulness?—They are not very far

apart., and it is an advantage to the students not to

1* all in one hospital. It is much hotter that they

should be divided, not to have them crowding round

abed. They see the cases much Letter by having

space. There is an entire good fooling between the

two infirmaries, and if there is any interesting case or

operation, the students of one hospital cm attend the

other.

8000. Are they occasionally taken to other hospitals

to which they would not be entitled ? For instance,

there are some to which the students would not

ordinarily go—ave they taken if there arc any instruc-

tive cases?—At the Ophthalmic Hospital they have a

right to attend. Dr. Saudford allows thorn to attend

and lectures to them free of charge.

3001. What is the fee?—I caunot say. They have

every op|>ortuuity there of acquiring a special know-

ledge of Ophthalmic surgery.

3002. Have they plenty of opportunities of studying

infectious diseases?—At tho Fever Hospital, certainly.

I know that ns a fact.

3003. "With regawl to infantile disease, and tho

diseases of women, what opportunities have they ?

—

We have a largo number of cases in the wards. In
the lust report we laid forty cases of uterine diseases,

and a large number of eluldrcn's diseases. Since No-
vember last wo hail six cast* of croup in tho wanl

3004. Cun you give us in a tabular form those

statements of fact?—I can give you the. nqioi't of the

special cases which have beou in tho wards. There

have lieen a very largo number of cases of diseases Conic,
of children—every case of children's diseases except jKUe o. iwi.
infections diseases. —

—

3005. Is there any lock hospital in connexion with r':!.T“

r
'!

iMp-No.
;

300(5. Do yon take in eases indiscriminately of that esq., m.i>.

hind ?—Well, married women, if diseuw.il, are allowed
in, but uiimumed women are not admitted.

•’007. Have you any provision for diseases of the
skin 1—They arc admitted into a ward.

3008. You get specimens of every variety of dis-
ease?—^ i s, and a very huge amount of skin disease is

taken in. The only cases wo refuse are those of
si-ahics.

3009. Have yon a Union hospital ?—Yes.
3010. Is that available?—No, it is not open to

students.

^

30 1 1 . fs there any provision for teaching pathology

30 12.“Perhaps yon would be good enough to put in
a copy of tlie lust report ? (Witness handed in a copy
of the last hospital rejiort).

3013. Have I omitted anytiring yon would desire
to say?—No. I may remark the students have been
extremely successful, at the competitive examinations

—

the students who had attended no hospitals but the
Fork hospitals.

3014. Are you quite clear that they make such use
of the advantages of the hospital as they am ?—Yes,
they do.

3015. May I be allowed to look over your hospital ?—I will he happy to see you at any time.

301 G. Professor Jack— I would like to know
whether there are any other students besides the
Queen’s College students who go to your hospitids?

—

No. Thom is no other school here hut the Queen’s
College. They do not graduate at the Queen’s, but
they nil pass through our hands.

PATIUCK J. OttEMKN, M,

3017. Di'.Maustox—

Y

ou are physician tothoNovth
Cork Infirmary ?—Yps.

3018. What is the accommodation of your hospital ?

100 beils.

3019. Have yon been long physician there?—Two
ami a half ycai*.

3020. Those beds are medical and surgical ?—Yes.

3021. Are they cli idly medical or cli idly surgical ?

—Chiefly surgical. Seventysurgical and thirty modicnJ.
3022. What is tho diameter of the surgical eases?

—There are a large number of fractures and acute cases

of all kinds.

3023. Have you a good teaching stall' there ?—First
class. Do the students go to this hospital or to tho
South ?—To both. They are separate hospitals.

3024. Is your hospital fee a reasomible one. Can
students get hospital practice at a reasonable rate, as
compared with other places 1—I do not think there is

much difference in the fees. I believe they are some-
thing more than in Belfast, but there is not much
difference. They are less than in London or in Dublin.

3025. As compared with other places they are
small ?—Yes.

3026. Are your cases on the medical side chiefly
chronic ?—No, chiefly acute. The uiunber of beds
being so few, we try to have as many acute cases as we
Possibly can, but we take in a few chronic also.

3027. Have you the power of selecting ?—Yes.
3028. And you do select ?—Yes, I select cases suit-

able for clinical teaching.
3029. Do you get all varieties of disoase—such os

pneumonia and all otherthan infectious diseases ?—Yes
dl other than infectious diseases.

3030. You are well supplied ?—Fairly well.
3031. Do you think the out-patient department is

flnfhcient to afford all the ordinary cases a man meets
*ith m practise ?—Yes, for 1882, wo had 29,135 per-
sons attending tho extern department of tho Infirmary.

.D.,Q.U.I„ examined. Patrick J.

Crcmcn esq.,

3032. Do yon have many students there ?—Yes, a it.n., qx.i.

very largo number. They do all the bandaging.

3033. In the extern department?—Yes, they study

the laryngoscope and ophthalmoscope in tho extern de-

partment, under tho charge of the assistant surgeon,

who gives them practical demonstrations with the

ophthalmoscope.

3034. And you have frequently seen them do it 1

—Yes.
3035. Howmany students are attending yourclasses?

—114,

3030. That is the average number?—We had some-

thing more this year than last.

3037. You do not have 1 14 going round with you 1

—They distribute themselves amongst the different

departments. A large number go to the extern,

some to the physiciaus, and some to the surgeons.

3038. How many go with you ?—Sometimes fifty

sometimes sLxty.

3039. How do you do with a case of pulmonary

disease with fifty or sixty men 1—The way I teach them

is this, I have what we call senior practising pupils

who have some knowledge of disease heretofore, and

when a case comes in, they from their previous ex-

perience ought to be able to make a fair attempt at

diagnosing it I say to one of them, “ This is a new

case, I will expect you on the next day to have a- full

diagnosis of it made out, with proscriptions, other

treatment, diet, and 60 on.” On the next day then I

take the class, and I examine this senior pupil minutely,

as to the symptoms, tho physical signs, the pathology,

and dietetics, and if he is not able to answer, I pass to

the next senior pupil, but as a general rule I find the

first vorysuccessful. I then correct his notesof the case,

and comment on anyinaccuracy or inelegance in tho pre-,

sra'iptionsinthopreBencooftheseniorHndjnniorstuclents.

Then he takes charge of that case from beginning to

* Sec Appendix III. B.—Jfoa. 24a and 24b.
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end, aud follows tip tlio treatment of it. It would not be

possible for a largo number of students to examine that

case in one day, buton successive occasions they could

do so.

3040. Then you take a certain number—a small

number—on one day, and a small number on another,

and in that way in tho coni-se of a session you |mss

them through a large number of cases which they

themselves examine i—Yes, and prescribe for.

3041. Aud in that way you aim at giving them a

practical knowledge 1—Yes.

3042. Do you think you have succeeded in that ?

—

Yes, I think so.

3043. Do yon ask them to proscribe ?—Yes. They

write out prescriptions themselves.

3044. Aud about the diet 1—Certainly.

3045. Do you go into the causes of disease in con-

nexion with sanitation 1—Yes.

304G. You go, besides that, into pathology 1—Yes.

3047. And in fatal cases how do you do ?—There

is a difficulty as regards the morbid anatomy. The
friends ol patients have a great objection tojmst-moHom

examinations, but occasionally we get a lew. When
I get cases of that kind T take them into the operating

theatre and explain the post-mortem, appearances.

3048. J-I avo you plenty of appliances and accommo-

dation 1—Yes, all the modern appliances for physical

.diagnosis.

3049. And with regnrd to morbid anatomy ?—Yes,

ample.

3050. Have you got all the appliances iu your

hospital for the purjascs of clinicid teaching?—Yes.

3051. Do you kuow that the students employ them-

selves, as a matter of fact, in learning the use of the

thermometer, test tubes, aud so on ?—Yes, all the

modern appliances— the sphygmograph, thermometers,

etc. I hnvo made them do it.

3052. They are well up in these details?—Yes, the

senior students are.

3053. Do you think their powers of observation me
really cultivated?—I do, anil there is no difficulty in

teaching the students of Cork College, having as a

foundation a good theoretical knowledge of anatomy,
physiology, aud materia mcilica. 1 have found no
difficulty whatever.

3054. You think all the details of materia mcdica
arc quite necessary?—Yes.

3055. Do you think that is carrying it too far?—

I

do not think a student could have too thorough a know-
ledge of materia median, anatomy, aud physiology, as

the basis of practical medicine.

305G. Do they study mental disease ?—They study
this at the lunatic asylum.

3057. Is it a huge one?—A very largo one. About
one thousand patients are there.

3058. Do you know that students go there ? Yjg a
large number of them.

3050. I supjiose with a thousand patients they
would have a considerable opportunity of studying
mental disease?—Yes, considerable.

8

30G0. Do yon happen to know whether your men
go lip to licensing boards for tlicir qualifications?

Yes. I think the greater mimlxrof our students went
formerly to tho Queen’s University. A large numlier
go to the Royal and some to Edinburgh now.

30G1. Are they generally successful when they go
up ?—I have heard on good authority that, ns far as

the practical work is concerned, they are quite equal
to the students of any of the Dublin schools.

3002. Do you know the Dublin hospitals well your-

selfI—I know the London better. I have studied in

London aud in Paris.

3UG3. In what. Loudon hospitals? —In King’s Collego

and University College.

30G4. Would yon bo able to compare those hospitals

with this ?—Yes.

3065. Give us the results?—Ours arc much smaller

and the number of cases smaller, hut at the same time

we get in Cork a comparatively large number of inter-

esting cases. Of course in London they have greater

facilities—in the King’s College nr the University

College— for teaching
;

hut, at the same time, for

the size of the Cork hospitals they do wonderfully

well.

30GG. You think that tho greater care and nltoution

given to men hero make up for a, larger number ofcases!

—In a great measure I am sure it would. I lmve seen

men who remained in Cork for their entire course go

up for tlieir degree iu tho lloyal University along with

those who had gone and studied in Dublin Lst year,

and ours were in every way equal to them. I would

say the Cork men did rather better.

3067. Then you would advise them to remain here,

and after getting their degree to go abrosul or to

England !—I certainly would. That is what I did.

I am a graduate of this university. I studied my
complete course, hero, and after that! went for twelve

months to the London and Paris hospitals.

30G8. It is entirely a question of expense ?—Yes.

30G9. Have you anything to add?—Nothing.

Henry Corby, Henry Corby, b.a., m.d., m.cu., examined.

3070. Dr. Marston.—You are Professor of Mid-
wifery here 1—Yes.

3071. Will you tell us briefly what opportunities

you have for teaching your branch, and what oppor-

tunities the students have of practically learning it?

—

Do you mean in connexion with the hospitals or the
College?

3072. Wlmt system do you adopt in lecturing

here ?—The system that I adopt is, I lecture on the
regular days set down on tho calendar. Sometimes I
examine the class fortwo purposes—for the purpose of
seeing whether the students have attended to the
previous lectures—it is on the previous lectures I
examine them for the purpose of encouraging them to
attend at the lectures—and also because I find that
examinations are useful to students. The examinations
excite attention, and the students learn by the mistakes
of their fellows. So from time to time I examine them
on the subjects I have already lectured on. Then
there is of course a sessional examination at the end
of the year and the best man gets a prize.

3073. You are connected with a midwifery Hospi-
tal?—Yes.

3074. What number of beds have you available?

—

I am one of the physicians of the Cork Maternity. We
lmve no beds, because it is worked on the same

principle as the extern department of the Coombe in

Dublin.

3075. That is Dr. Kidd’s lioapifcd ?—Dr. Kidd has

latterly been attached to the Rotunda. He was

attached to the Coombe ten years ago. The women

are attended in their own homes. They send to the

Maternity for assistance and two nurses and two

students are on duty—one a resident and the other

an extern. They see the patient, and if it is an

ordinary case of labour attend themselves, but if it

deviates from natural labour they are bound to send

for the other physician or myself.

3076. There is one hospital with beds ?—It is the

Lying-in Hospital.

3077. Do they attend that too ?—Yes.

3078. The fee is throe guineas ?—Yes.

3079. Do you consider they have plenty of oppor-

tunities here for learning that branch of their

profession ?—I think they have splendid opportunities.

3080. Practically you arc quite satisfied?—

Q

ulte

satisfied.

3081. You have heard read outhore from a Report

of 1874, some strictures upon the want of practical

knowledge displayed by some of tho students

3082. And that was the Bubject of adverse remarks
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on the pivrt of the visitor. Have you anything to say

with regard to that !—That cause of complaint has been

removed. At that time I think there were compara-

tively few midwifery instruments in Cork available for

the purpose of teaching students. At present there is

a large number of midwifery and gynecological instru-

ments available for the purpose of teaching.

3083. Do you think tho teaching in that respect

lias very much improved, and that the. students have

now opportunities which did not then exist !—Cer-

tainly.

3084. Do you think there wins a want of practical

knowledge on the subject then 1—1 think it was about

that time that the Maternity in Cork was started,

and in that way there was a greater field for teaching

Students established.

3085. Are you quite satisfied the field is adequate

now 1—Perfectly.

3086. Would it be his own fault if a student did

not know all about the subject!—It would bo his

own fault and nobody else’s.

3087. Do you fiud they go to those hospitals and

avail themselves ofthe opjjortunities there!—They do.

3088. Arc you satisfied from questioning thorn ami

seeing their work that they liavo a knowledge of tho

subject !—I am. I will give you an illustration. It

wasmv duty to hold an examination in practical mid-

wifery. Those students who came iqt for that exami-
nation were tho beat in their year. The examination

is not completed, but as far as it bus gone the answer-

ing has been remarkably good. To the student who
wa3 first I have awarded nearly ninety marks, that is

ninety per cent.

3089. Answering is one. thing, and practical know-
ledge of tho subject is another. It is very diffi-

cult to test practical knowledge in this subject !

—

I will explain tlie method adopted to ascertain the

knowledge they possess. I take ton instruments in

gyuiecology ami ten in midwifery, anil, placing them
before the student, 1 ask him the name of them and
the use to which they are to bo applied. That is ouc

part of the examination. Another part of tho exami-

nation is—I gut a model of the human liguro and
question them upon it. I give them an operation iu

gynaecology and another in midwifery. With regard

to the one in gynaecology, 1 say to them, il I am about,

performing such and such an operation. You will

assume I am called .way to tho country in a hurry,

and say to you, ‘ You arc a fully qualified doctor, and
go on with tho operation as you would perforin tho
steps of it yourself, assuming there is a huge class of

students around you watching carefully tu sec you per-

form tho stops of it properly.’
”

3090. With regard to infantile cases and tlio

diseases of women, what opportunities are there !

—

The opportunities for teaching diseases of women arc

better than they were some time ago. There is a
certain amount of difficulty in getting women to submit
to examination in the presence of students, but that

difficulty has been considerably modified.
3091. Have tho teaching and the advantages in this

respect developed very much of late!—Very much.
3092. Have you had an opportunity of comparing

this with other places!—I am appointed here only
twelve months.

3093. Whore did you come from before !—I studied
in Cork. I took the arts and medical courses iu Cork,
nud graduated in the Queen’s University. With re-

gard to the strictures made, I think the most complete
reply has come from the Royal Uuivorsity Caloudar of

this year. I took a note when I heard the question
asked. At pages 249—258 we find the positions
the Cork men gut in midwifery.

3094. If you gave the reference to the pages it would
ho sufficient f—That is the reference.

3095. Chairman.—It wasmy opinion originally the
matter should not be allowed to be read, lmt some of
tho other Commissioners thought differently. We
cannot go into tho subject any further. Wo have the

Calendar and we have the report!—What I would
respectfully suggest is that as one side of the question
has been given, in fair play to the College, the other-

side ought to be given too.

3090. Certainly. You may rcstassuved no reliance

will bo placed on the report without the most careful

examination of the Calendar!—Iain quite sure of that,

but one view lias gone to the press, and it would not be

fair to me not to be allowed to give an answer.

3097. I intended asking you whether that passage

I have roail applies to the College at present, and your
evidence to Dr. Hurston is that it docs not !—It does
not.

3098. Dr. Marston.—Do tho students avail them-
selves of the examination for the diploma in obstetrics

in the Royal University 1—Some do and some do not
3099. They must get a diploma somewhere !—They

must.

3100. It is a verygood diploma ?—It is good. 1 do

not think it is so well recognised yet as that of the

Queen’s University, because, of course, it is newer.

3101. But still there are men known to you going
in for it from Cork, and you are satisfied that the

strictures that have been passed :u-e not now in accord-

ance with the facts within your knowledge 1—Yes. Iu

connexion with the Maternity I examined some of the

men, and found they answered perfectly.

3102. You are satisfied that there is the requisite

material to make men perfectly acquainted with tho

subject, and that during the last few years it lias

improved, and him now reached a standard eminently

satisfactory!—Very satisfactory indeed. I would wish,

indeed, there was a little more food for gyniucology than

thore is.

3103. Could you satisfy me in some way in regard

to that !—I would show you the instruments and plates

which are. at my disposal.

3104. That I know, hut can I go to this hospital !

—

To ho sure. The Cork Maternity luisno buds, lmt you

can see till' registry of patients, and, of course, I dare

say tho physicians of the lying-ill hospital will not have

the smallest objection to your visiting it.

3105. Dr. Stokky.—

Y

ou spoke of the system on

which you carry on examinations during the session

concurrently with the instruction. 1 presume it is

your opinion that the carrying on of examinations

concurrently with instruction gives tlio very best

education in all the cases to which it can be applied 1

—

Certainly. I have a very strong opinion on the

subject.

3106. Candidates who have gone through such a

system have attained an education very much higher

than that which is ensured by merely passing examin-

ations!—Yes. In connexion with the Maternity I

make tho work there dovetail iu with the College

work. For instance, last session I examined the

students in the Maternity on the subjects I lmd pre-

viously lectured on at tho College.

3107. Chairman.—The work in the practical know-

ledge, with the theoretical, acquired at your lectures 1

—

Yes.

Jeremiah Cotter, Esq., m.d., m.cu., q.c.i., examined.

3108. Dr. Marston.

—

You are a graduate in
honours, I believe, of the Queen’s University!

—

3109. And you are a demonstrator hero ?—I am a
demonstrator of anatomy.

• 3110. Arc you satisfied, first of nil, with regard to
the practical course of anatomy and physiology?

—

“erfcctly satisfied os to the high order of teaching.
,

3111. You have all the appliances necessary!—

Everything.

3112. Do you think you can tcacli the men well!—

Yes.

3113. Now, to go to the Cork Fever Hospital. It

seems to mo to bo a very important tiling that the men

should bo thoroughly taught in contagious diseases.

What opportunities have you in this fever hospital—

how many beds bavo you 1—Wo can increase the niun-
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ber of beds, but the number occupied is, on the

average, thirty. We have sometimes sixty, and some-

times under thirty.

3114. From thirty to sixty is the range?—Yes.

3115. What are the cases you get there I—All forms

of infectious fever.

3116. *Do yon get typhoid?—Typhoid, typhus,

scarlatina, measles, diphtheria. (Report for 1883

handed in).

3117. It is for adults and children?—Yes
;
there is

also attached a small-pox shed, which fortunately has

not been used for many years.

3118. Have you much typhoid?—Not much

typhoid, but typhus is very prevalent amongst the

poorer classes.

3119. Do you get many cases oftyphus there ?—Yes.

3120. Have the students during the course of their

studying an opportunity of seeing every variety of

infectious disease ?—They see every variety.

3121. Do they go to see them ?—Yes, since the re-

gulation was made by the RoyalUniversity that there

Bhould be compulsory attendance at fever hospital.

3122. Every student is compelled, iu order to got n

degree, to take out a three months’ course 1—Yes.

3123. With regard to other examining boards, what

is the rule?—The College of Physicians in Ireland

also requires a three months’ course of fevers, and each

student to get a certificate must take notes of ten

cases of fever.

3124. You think it would be impossible for auy
student to'go through the whole of his course without

having seen a certain number of cases of infectious

disease—scarlatina, measles, and so on ?—We find the

number of cases of scarlatina and measles are not very

many, as, occurring amongst children chiefly, there is

an objection on the part of the parents to send their

young children into an hospital.

3125. But if the students see a very few such cases

it would be sufficient ?—Yes, hut they see a great deal

more. They have plenty of opportunities of studying

every form of contagious disease.

3126. What is your death-rate amongst the popula-

tion ?—I could not tell
;
the death-rate in the hospital

amongst typhus-cases is very low—(5 -71 in 100).

3127. Have you much zymotic disease in this

neighbourhood 1—Yes.

3128. A great deal ?—Not a great deal. Typhus
is the general form ; typhoid and diphtheria rarely ; no
small-pox.

3129. What is the average number of students
attending the hospital?—At present there are twenty.
The Royal University compels a student to take a three
months courso at the Fever Hospital, and three months
at the hospital will be accepted in lieu of attendance
at the general hospital—that is one of the infirmaries

—for the same peiiod. What the students do is this,

they attend the general hospitals during the winter
months and in the summer the fever. During the
winter we had no students, bnt dining the summer
—since the 1st of May—twenty students have entered
who are reading for the Royal University. The stu-

dents who go to Edinburgh and other qualifying

Boards are not required to take out a fever course.

3130. Do they notwithstanding go of their own
accord?—No students have come except those com-
pelled to take out the course.

3131. Are they charged auy fee ?—Yes.

3132. What is the fee ?—Three guineas—the same
as at the general hospital for a like period.

3133. Are the fees formedical educationhere taken as

a whole reasonable ?—I think they are moderately fair.

3134. Have you had opportunities of comparing
other schools and hospitals with those in Cork ?—Yes.

3135. What other places?—From what I have read
of other places. I have not studied in other hospitals.

3136. Dr. Stoney.—I believe you took the highest

distinctions both at your degree examinations and the
previous examination of the Queen’s University ?—

I

got first honors at the degree examination, and a gold
medal, first class, at the second university with special

recommendations in some subjects (anatomy au»l
physiology).

3137. Is it your opinion that you are well wlu-
cated in this College ?—It is.

3138. That the instruction you received was „f s
very high character ?—I consider it was of a very high
character.

3139. Have you reason to believe that the hHi
diameter has been fully maintained since ?—I have.
It has improved in some respects.

3140. You arc continually in contact with the can-

didates instructed from that time down to tliis?—

I

am a private teacher. I prepare men for the examin-
ations of the different Boards—the Royal University

aud tlio College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, and I have
a good deal of acquaintance with the amount of edu-

cation required to pass the different boards. I enter-

tain a very high opinion of the men who get qualified

from this c«d lego lately in the Queen’s University and
at present in the Royal.

3141. You know that the education was goal, and
you have had ample mams of ascertaining that it 1ms

been maintained so?—Yes.

3142. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I think you said the

students of the Royal University are required to

attend three months at the Fever Hospital?—Yes.

3143. Was it necessary to attend the Fever Hos-
pital before the Royal University was established ?

—

There was no compulsory attendance demanded.
3144. That is one benefit at least which that unfor-

tunate institution has conferred upon the country 1

—

It is a benefit decidedly.

3145. Professor Jack.—You have great experience

with regard to other medical examinations ?—Well, I

have been teaching for over four years.

314G. We have hail evidence several times that a
considerable number of students in consequence of

some of the regulations which have been made by tho

Itoynl University decline to go forward to the medical

examinations of tho Royal University, and do go for-

ward to the medical examinations of the licensing

boards. Is it for the advantage of medical education

that they should adopt tho course they do take instead

of that they do not ?— 1 do not think it is for the ad-

vantage of medical education.

3147. Tho medical education given by the college

is of a very high character. Do the regulations for

the Royal University tend to lower that character or

to raise it 1—I think tho Royal University examin-

ations are of a very high order, and tend to raise the

character of medical education.

3148. Is the medical education given at the Queen’s

College, Cork, sufficient or insufficient for the exami-

nations of these licensing hoards, or is it more than

is wanted ?—Tt is amply sufficient.

3149. Is there any tendency on the part of the

students preparing themselves for the examinations of

those licensing boards to fake as little as possible, as

compared with the students who are preparing for the

Royal University?—I have found some men who have

gone for the licensing boards very good students, and

some even better than those who presented themselves

at the Royal University.

3150. The reason why those men chiefly go is, not

because it is easier, but because it is shorter?—Yes.

They have not so many extra subjects to take out, and

the course is not so long, and they expect to get quali-

fied in a shorter time. That explains the reason a

good deal.

3151. On comparison of the two classes of students

you have no preference to make ?—My opinion is that

the men who present themselves for the University

examinations are generally of a higher class than those

who go for the licensing boards, but I know of some

notable exceptions to that.

3152. Chairman.—

Y

ou said your experience is

chiefly in connexion with preparing students for the

different licensing boards?—The different medical

examinations.

3153. Is it not entirely confined to that?—Entirety-

• See Appendix 111. B.—No. 25.
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Charles Y. Pearson, esq., m.d., it.eil., examined.

3154. Dr. Marstok.—You .ire a distinguished gra-

dmite, and nu assistant surgeon of the North Charitable

Infirmary?—Yes.

3155. What is the training of the students in the

diagnosis and treatment of any surgical injuries that

present themselves?—In the first place, as regards ac-

cidents, to a great extent T distribute the accidents that

come to the extern department amongst the students,

superintending them myself tosee that tlmyaro properly

treated. In cases other than accidents that come in, I

give a case to a number of students to examine separ-

ately, and take their opinions on the diagnosis, and
]
mint

out the errors that theymayhavemade, ami the students

almost invariably write the prescriptions fov me, snli-

ject to my dictation, In the extern department. They

have a very large number of patients there. During

the past year there lias been between 5,001) and 0,000

accidents treated iu the extern department of the

North Infirmary. The total number of extern patients

has been already given as over lid,000.

3150. What are the nature of the accidents?—There

are a very large number of fractures of the fore arm,

and very often dislocations of the shoulder joint, and

fractures of the humerus.

3157. Arc they able to see all the common forms of

fracture and accidents ?—Certainly.

3158. More than once?—Repeatedly.

3159. Do you see that they use all the ordinary

appliances with their own hands, bandage, apply

splints, and perform all the minor operations of that

kind ?—Certainly ;
that is a special thing they are

taught They apply splints, and they arc taught

bandaging.

3160. Do you take great pains in that respect ?

—

Yes.

3161. Are they all well trained in that way ?—They
are.

3162. I do not mean your students only ;
but would

your confreres do the same?—I tun aware that the

others teach them also. I think they nro all well

taught in that way.
3163. Then for the accidents of daily life you

would say that this is a very good place for training?

—Certainly.

3104. Have you studied elsewhere yourself ?—

I

was for a time in the Dublin hospitals, and I have
some experience of the London hospitals, not that I
spent any length of time there.

3105. Contrasted with those of Dublin, wbnb do
you say of the North Infirmary ?—It compares favour-
ably with tile teaching anywhere.

3166. What number of operations have you had in
your hospital in your time?—I could not tell you
without seeing the returns.

3167. Aro the students thoroughly acquainted
with antiseptic dressing and all modem appliances?

—

They um
3168. Have you plenty of modern apparatus?

—

Certainly.

3109. And you are not stinted for funds ?—I um
sony to say we are.

3170. Taking it altogether, you are well satisfied ?

—Yes. In connexion with the College, do yon wish
mo to give my opinion as a lecturer on anatomy and
mi assistant to the professor!

3171. Ifyou have anything to say?—T have nothing
to say, unless to confirm the evidence that has been
given.

3172. It is well known that with Irish medical
students anatomy is very good ?—There is one point
on which I would like to give evidence myself. It

sometimes happens in connexion with the medical
scholarships. Thera were only two students coming
forward for two scholarships. If you take an explana-
tion on that I can give it to you.

3173. Chairman.—Certainly?—The reason of that

is, that at the sessional examination at the end of the

year the students measure one another’s capacities so

well iu the different subjects, that they are able to

anticipate who will lie the successful candidates at the

next scholarship examination, and very often the

number of students who might lie able to qualify

for scholarships do not come forward to compete. For
instance, iu the scholarship of the fourth year, as

happened iu my own case, there was no cuudidute

against me for the surgical scholarship. I mean it

does not follow that there arc not plenty of pupils

qualified to get the requisite amount of marks for it.

Cork.

JutUlil, 1884.

Charles Y.
Pearson, Mq.

,

Professor Georok F. Armstrong, esq.,

3174. Chairman.—You arc Professor of English
Literature here ?—Yes.

3175. How long have you held the chair?—Since
1871.

3176. Had you any experience in academic teach-

ing before you came here ?—No.
3177. Yon are a graduate of Trinity College,

Dublin?—Yes.

3178. And are a distinguished one ?—You are good
enough to say so.

3179. About how many have yon in class, Pro-
fessor Armstrong 1—I have four classes.

3180. That is you have to conduct the first, second,
third, and fourth years so far as English literature is

concerned ?—I have to lecture a first, a second, and a
third year's class in English literature, and a third
year's class in history.

3181. How many had you in your Hint year’s class
last year 1—About fourteen—that is in the present
session.

3182. How many had you in tlie second year?

—

About six.

3183. In the third year ?—I have two classes in the
third year—one in history, and the other in English
literature. In English literature I have had, I think,
three, and in the history class four.

3184. In the fourth year hud you any?—No
;
I

never have any. There is no fourth year iu arts.

3185. Does that represent the averagu of the
students?—I had no second year’s class until the
establishment of the Royal University. Since the

M.A., D. lit., F.R.U.I., examined.
Geor ,c p

establishment of the Royal University I have had Arontning,

a socond year’s class ; but I have no idea of whether

tliero has been an increase or a fulling off of students

of that year.

3186. Fourteen you said in the first year?—Yes.

3187. Is that a considerable number ?—No, it re-

presents a considerable falling off T had about thirty

immediately preceding the dissolution of the Queen’s

University.

3188; Do you examine for scholarships?—Yes.

3189. English literature and English history are in

the subjects for literary scholarships?—For the junior

scholarships ?

3190. Do they form any part of the examination

for the first year's scholarships?—Yes, that is what I

moon by junior scholarships. Not English history

but ancient history.

3191. Do English literature and history cuter into

tlio examinations for other scholarships?— English

literature enters into the examination for senior

scholarship, and history also. Hince the dissolution

of the Queen’s University it forms part of the course

for the second year'll scholarships.

3192. You have exnuiiucd for scholarships from

time to time ?—Yes.

8193. You adopt the sumo system of marking which

we were told of yesterday?—Precisely.

3194. What would bo tlio lowest mark on which

yon would consider students in you subjects eligible

for scholarships ?—Thirty for junior scholarsliips.

3195. That is, thirty out of 100?- Yes.

2 12
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319G. Have you ever known a scholarship to he

awarded to a student who did not reach thirty marks ?

—I have a faint recollection of a student who got

twenty-eight and a-lialf on one occasion, hut we adhere

very rigidly to the rulo of Council. I am not quite

certain that there was eveu that oue exception.

3197. For the senior scholarships is it the same

percentage, or do you look for higher?— Higher.

3198. What is the amount Forty.

3139. Have you ever known tluit not to be reached,

and still the senior scholarship given?—I have no re-

collection of any case of the kind.

3200. Are the college calendars for the earlier

years to 1SS4-85 to To had!—I should think so.

They are published. I should think they are to be

hod.

3201. [The Registrar (Professor Alacauder Jack).

—We have them from 1870.

8202. (.' i lairwax.—

I

find on looking over the Calen-

dar* that the papers for- the scholarship examinations in

English literature were not printed. I would wish to

have an opportunity of seeing the nature of the papers

set in English literature. Was there any special reason

why they were not planted 1 -Registrar.—Not the

slightest. When I spoke to the Council wo agreed in

a general way to print the papers, but a distinct under-

standing was arrived at, that it would be hotter to drop

a paper to prevent the students catching up the subject

instead of reading. The exomiuer sends two copies of

tlie papers. Last year Professor A nnstrong forgot to

send iu those papers, and the printer was told when-
ever there is an omission ofa paper if you have a copy
put it in type ugaiu and reprint to save the trouble of

writing to Professor Armstrong. The printer ne-

glected to do that, and when the proof came down to

me the paper was omitted. Various circumstances

contributed to delay the papers, and I did not wish to

delay any further.]

3203. Professor Armstrong.—I may add that ns

a general rule Professor Jack used to go round to the
examiners and take the papers from ns. I was quite
under the impression that all mine had been handed in.

3204. [The Preside>U (Dr. SiMivun).—Formerly
the President’s report contained all the papers until the
Treasury Commission cauie round, and they wished to
diminish the expense of printing them, nlthuugli it was
at our expense they were printed. A plan was sug-
gested that iu future the reports, as you have them
before you now, was adopted, and wo were not
allowed after that to print any of the papers. Indeed,
it was my own suggestion. I thought they ought to
print them. Wo then started tlm calendar, and that
is the reason the calendar succeeded to the annual re-
ports, and tho explanation which Professor Jack hns
given is that I followed when bringing out my own
reports. Sometimes a professor asks me to drop the
paper if the class was small and if the professor was
away. I very often did not bring out his paper and
did not got it, so the same thing follows in 1873.

3203. V henever wo iind a paper* not printed may
we take it for granted that it was not omitted for any
special reason ?

The President.—Yes, exactly, and I go back to
18 <3. I have printed more papers than in my pre-
decessor's time. I brought them very nearly to
a complete collection

The Registrar.—In some cases the professor would
mark a paper* “ not for publication,'’ and then it
would not be published

]
Professor Armstrong.—I should be happy to give

yon any paper* you wish to see. I was not aware that
any of my papers had been omitted from the Calendar
until my attention was drawn to the fact after its
publication. They were all in circulation.

320G. Dr. Stoxey.— You have had experience both
of this College and of other nrriversities ? Yes.

3207. Scholarships may he regarded ns aids to
learning or ns rewards for acquirement?—Precisely.

3208. Are such aids given in other universities ?

—

Certainly.

3209. Are they given on a larger or a smaller
scale?—Iu some perhaps on a smaller scale; in some
certainly on a much larger scale. In the Scotch
universities they are given on a larger scale.

3210. With reference to the curriculum iu arts

of this College, has a student any opportunity of
making it the means of gaining admission of the

Church ? -I think so.

3211. And are there a considerable number of

students who have passed through the arts class with
a view to become clergymen ?—There ure. I could
name several instances.

3312. In reference to the other students iu Arts,

I suppose they are looking forward to either scholastic

employment, appointments on tho press, or positions

in the higher branches of tlm Civil Service, for instance

the Indian Civil Service writersliips 1—Yes.

321 3. Have you a knowledge of many such appoint
incuts having licen obtained by students of the college?

—I do not know that I could mention mauy names,

but I certainly have a knowledge of such appointments

having been frequently obtained.

3214. Would you think that nil estimate of the

work done ill this College, based only on work tlmt

has been shown in the Royal University, would it be

a just estimate 1—A very un just estimate I should say.

3215. There are other means of judging of it

that would take precedence in your view?—I think

the success of men in life afterwards is one of die

best teste of n university education. The aim and end

of university education is to lit a man to take an

active part in the allium of life. That is a supreme

test.

321 G. That is a supremo test?—Tlm mere passing

of examinations is a poor test of real ability. I have

often heard it stated by men of givut eminence, who
have successfully passed severe examinations tliem-

rcIvch, that they regarded it as ouo of tho poorer tests

of ability.

3217. Abundance can bo given of the evidence

you speak of as a supremo test 1—Most certainly.

321 8. Are there tlm sumo opportunities in the south

of Ireland for satisfactory school education, prei»iring

for the colleges, that there are in other parts of Ireland?

—I should say certainly not.

3219. They are very much loss iu the south of Ire-

land?—They are less iu tlm South. In the North

they are better.

3220. Have you observed that a great advance is

made by students during their college course?—Yes;

a most remarkable advance iu a very short time,

3221. And do you think that tbo ciliciency of the

College is only brought out in stronger relief where the

scholars are less efficiently prepared, than if the Col-

lege obtained material of a very high class—ns, for

instance, the English universities do?—Where the

students enter here badly prepared at school, and in a

short time attain a very fair amount of education and

culture, I think the credit is altogether to be placed

at the door of the College. That is a test, and very

excellent test, of the advantages the College is suited to

confer.

3222. With reference to the manner in which

scholarships are given, is it your opinion that a

minimum px*edctennined in the xuinds of the ex-

aminers is the most valuable standard ;
or do yen

tliink that marks are?—I think that tlie minimum

predetermined iG a very good test. X think tlie opinion

of the examiners stated in writing is worth all the

marks that could possibly be given.

3223. Precisely. Better than the numerical test?

—I should much prefer it myself if I had to adj udicate.

8224. In reference to those scholars of the first

year who have also matriculated in tho Itoyal Univer-

sity, is it not possible that in many cases they did not

even seek honours in the Itoyal University?

Yes.

3225. And their not having got honours was of no

g nificance?—Not of the smallest.

3226. You have had experience both of this um-
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versitv and of others. Wlmt is youv opinion in regard

to the carefulness aud fulness of the teaching in the

Queen's College 1—1 think it is extremely careful and

fhll. I think that tho professors devote themselves

very thoroughly to their duties ns a rule, and that the

method of teaching adopted is one that could hardly

he surpassed.

3227. And would compare favourably with that m
other institutions 1—Certainly, with one in |wrtlcular

with which I am most familiar, which is partly a

teaching university.

322S. A ii“ you aware that the Visitors of tho

General Medical Council over visited tho Queen’s

College, Cork 1— I am not aware that they ever did. I

should have known if they had been here; as they

have "iveu an opinion oil tho matriculation examin-

ation, I should have been examined. Such examination

never took place, aud I take it for gnmted that they

never were hero.

3229. Chairman.—When wore you appointed!

—

In 1871.

3230. Dr Stosby.—Then their opportunities wore

imperfect and very limited?—Very limited. Theyhave

taken their information from the mere list of subjects

mentioned in the College Calendar, which is not a fair

test, because the worth of tho examination depends

on the maimer in which it is conducted. Now, an

examination in ono Greek hook, if a thorough one, is

a better test than an examination in two Greek books

if it is a superficial one.

3231. Had the opinion expressed by the Visitors

any bearing on the arts course f
— I have boon looking

over their report and it ap|M>ars to have reference al-

together to tho matriculation examination in relation

to the medical school.

3232. Do you think that in the arts course the

proportion of those whom you would class as honour

men to those whom you would class us pass men
is a satisfactory one ?—You mean within the college

walls?

3233. Within tho college?—! think it is.

3234. Is it a larger or a smaller proportion than

usually prevails in other universities?—I think it is

a larger proportion certainly.

3235. That is, in a great degree the arts curriculum

here is an honour curriculum 1—It is.

823(1. ProfessorJack.

—

Do a largo proportion of the

men whom you consider honour men go forward to

examinations in the Royal University?—It is very
haul to state what the ruin is when there lavs been
only two yeai-s’ experience. Up to the present time
I have no doubt that a fair muulier of them have pre-

sented themselves at tho .Royal University examin-
ations

;
but, once they leave the College, wo do not, as

a rule, follow their career. There does not seem to be
any necessity for doing so.

3237. It is a short time. During tlio time they
are at college is it your oliscrvation that most of the
men whom you consider capable of obtaining honours
go to the Royal University, or is it not the case ?

—

I must explain a little first before I answer. I have
only had to deal with, during two years, students
of my first year's class and second year’s class

who have gone to examinations of the Royal Uni-
versity, os distinguished from those of the Queen’s
University, to compete with Royal University stu-
dents. My experience is limited to two years, and to
two classes in those two years.

3238. Is it likely that students would be deterred
from going forward for honour examinations by the
necessity of presenting themselves in Dublin?—Yes,
I think the matter of expense would often tend to
prevent them.

3239. With regard to the marks, do I understand
you to say that thirty per cent would bo the lowest
per-centage of marks in the case of oho subject, or in
the case of the whole average of subjects in which
scholarships were given ?—In tho case of one sub-
ject

3240. So that, as a rule, and subject to one slight

exception, no studenl would get a scholarsliip who
failed to got thirty per cent, in each of the subjects of

examination ?—That is so, unquestionably.

3241. You probably have a good deal of experience,

as you examine at matriculation exsuninatious here,

of the state in wliicli boys present themselves at the
College. What would bo your impression of the
state of education in this district?—There is a very
great inequality of answering in the matriculation
examinations. Sometimes the examinations have been
extremely good,‘and .sometimes the best answerers have
been medical students, of whom I have lost sight, not
being arts students. Sometimes tlio answering is very
poor

;
but I think it would lie found, by the records

on the college books, that the number of rejections is

quite in proportion to tho inferiority of the an-
swering.

3242. The object of the College iu instituting

matriculation examinations is to secure that tho
students who pass them are likely to profit by the
instruction ?—It has been the uniform rule of the
Council, since I became a member of it—since I was
appointed to my chair almost—the invariable rule to

bear that in mind. The object we have all set before

us is to ascertain whether the students presenting
themselves at matriculation examinations have sufiiccnt

training mid knowledge to make it possible for them,
to their own advantage, to proceed with the curriculum
of the College.

3243. So that it is the view of the Council that

students who have jwissed tho matriculation examina-
tion iu the Queen’s College, Cork, have shown them
solves reasonably lit to take advantage of the lectures f

—htvariably.

3244. In this year, I think, there were sevcu

students who are not matriculated students of the

Royal University, seveu arts students, aud those were

stated to lie matriculated students of the Queen’s

College, Cork 1—Of that I have no official knowledge
3245. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You stated that you

differed in opinion from the Visitors of the General

Medical Council as regards the matriculation examina-

tion l—I did, distinctly.

3246. The President of the College in his Report

for 1880-1, has described the students who were

admitted iu this way

—

“ Students come so badly prepared in what may lie called

tho. ordinary instruments of thought and in ancient and

modern languages, in a word in every part of school work,

that they follow the University course only in a limping and

unsatisfactory manner, and much time is lost before a huge

number of tho students lenrn how to properly work. The
irolcssor is consequently obliged cither to lecture over the

leads of a huge portion of his class, or to divide it into the

instructed ami the uninstnictcd, a method which entails much
additional labour on him, and which lowers and impairs the

cflieiency and quality ol' his leaching.”

Do you differ in opinion from that report of the

President ?—I do not know whether I am bound to

answer.

3247. Certainly not if you do not think it desirable ?

It is an extract which him been quoted frequently

without reference to the context. I think the con-

text should be giveu. If you would be kind euough to

read tlio context, perlmps I might be in a better posi-

tion to answer the question.

3248. You gave us information as regards the view

expressed in the Report quoted this morning of the

Visitors of tho General Medical Council, and you said

you differed in opinion from tho phrase used by them.

I have now read two successive sentences in this Re-

port of tho President of the College, and I ask yon

whether you differ iu opinion from him. The context

really would be tho whole report, but I will read any

part of it you call attention to?—If you would be kind

enough to read what immediately precedes and suc-

ceeds it.

' In time too the office and work of an university will be

better understood
;
and when masters who have received a

real university training shall have more influence m the

schools, tho latter will perform their true functions m the
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educational organism, which though subordinate to those of

the University and its colleges, are equally important. 1 ho

effect of the present chaotic condition of things is twofold.

First, students come so badly prepared in what may be

called the ordinary instruments of thought, and in ancient

and modern languages, in a word in every part of school

work, that they follow the University course only in a limping

and unsatisfactory manner, and much time is lost before a

large number of students learn bow to properly work. The

professor is consequently obliged either tr» lecture over the

heads of a large part of bis class, or to divide it into the

instructed and uninstructed, a method which entails much
additional labour upon him, and which lowers and impairs

the effectiveness and quality of his teaching. Secondly,

even when possessed of adequate knowledge to begin a

university course the examination fever has so penetrated

and enfeebled his mind, and extinguished any germs of

enthusiasm for knowledge for its own sake, that the student

has no thought of anything that does not directly ‘pay’ as

the phrase is.”

The question I ask is whether you agree in the opinion

that the studeuts “ come so badly prepared in every

part of school-work that they follow the University

course only in a limping and unsatisfactory manner,

by which much time is lost before a large number of

students learn how to properly work, and the professor

is obliged to lecture over the heads of a huge part of

his class, or to diviJe it into the instructed and unin-

strnctedl"—I think there are degrees of knowledge and

training amongst those who are admitted here, and it

is to those probably that the President alludes—some
are better than others. But it is hardly fair to ask me.

3249. Chairman*.—To criticise the report l—Yes.

The President explniued it himself.

3250. Rev. Dr. Molloi.—

W

hat is the minimum
of marks required for matriculation ?—There is no
minimum decided.

3251. You told us that the minimum was 30 per

cent, for scholarships 1—Yes.

3252. No student is admitted to a scholarship us a

rule who gets less than 30 per cent. 1—Yes.

3253. There is no minimum for matriculation ?—

I

am not aware that there has ever been any minimum
decided. We judge them on their merits when they
come before us.

3254. Chairman.—You stated in reply to Dr.
Stoney, that you observed the best answerers at nearly
all the matriculation examinations were medical stu-

dents 1—You mistake my answer. I said that fre-

quently some of the best answers have come from
medical students, and it has always been a disappoint-

ment to me when these candidates have gone direct

to the medical school.

3255. Yon do not mean to apply your answer to

any particular year 1—Not at all, but that sometimes
the best answering I have received has been from
medical students.

3256. You have called the supreme test of univer-
sity education success in after life 1—That depends on
what you mean by success. I do not think that those
were exactly the words I used.

3257. It was not the word you used, but what Dr.
Stoney put into your mouth 1—Excuse me. I think
I was speaking of the value of examinations.

3258. Then you do not consider success in after life

as the supreme test 1—Success in after life is an ex-
pression I should use with qualification. A man
might succeed by very meau and very disreputable
means in life, which would not show the results of
university training and culture at all.

3259. But have not you yourself known of in-

stances in which men had most brilliant university

careers who afterwards failed utterly in their profes-

sions?—Allow me to say that what I said was
that the aims and ends of university education were
to fit men to hike an active part in the affairs of life.

3260. With that qualification, in which I thoroughly
agree, I accept yonr evidence 1—Those were the words
T used.

3261. Dr. Marston.—

A

re tho men who como here
sufficiently advanced to benefit by the teaching they
get, or do they soon become so 1—As a general rule

I think they are quite :is far advanced as to make it

possible for them to he taught successfully in the col-

lege.

3262. Do you think that education has been "euev-

ally improving in tho schools in Ireland 1—T think it

lias, but 1 do not think it lias boon improving by leaps

and bounds. It has been slowly improving.
3263. Touching this question of success iu life I

gather that you would wish one to infer that you
vegaixl it in this way while the influence of intellec-

tual training at a school or college is permanent, the

results of examinations arc simply a. gauge and an
imperfect gauge of an educational kind I—Yes, it

comes to ho a test of monioiy more than of genuine

ability very frequci itlv. Mere memory will not secure

greatness in afterlife.

3264. You think you can put a man to a very

severe test if you examine him only in one book
because you can insist on his knowledge of that one
book being very thorough and very complete 1—

I

think so, where tho examination is one in a language.

3265. You think that a mou should bo allowed to

select liis own subjects for honours, and then you would
not spare him 1—Yos.

3260. And that would he a very good test indeed 1

—I tli ink so.

3267. Is the nature of a matriculation examination

in a college or a teaching university radically different

from that of an exmuining university ?— Decidedly so.

An examining university must stop at its examinations.

It can do no move.

32G8. You draw a considerable distinction between

them ?—I do, a very great distinction.

3209. Are the courses in this College arranged for

the College or for the University 1—They arc arranged

for a double purpose
; ami I believe that the necessity

which has been imposed upon us to alter our system

to suit the Royal University tends to lower the

character of the education given in the College, besides

hampering the pmfossors, who are not coaches. They

arc appointed to ilo the work of professors and noL of

grindere.

3270. Do you think there has been an improvement

in the College within recent yearn ?—I think there

has.

3271. I suppose you find that the Irish pick up

things very rapidly and that they developc rapidly

when they conic here 1—I do not draw any distinction

between them and tho English who como here occasion-

ally.

3272. I suppose that they serve to cause a greater

emulation ?—Perhaps they do. I think I may say in

seriousness that it is really remarkable with what

rapidity students polish up after they come here.

There have been students who came hero with the

slightest possible culture who have been most success-

ful afterwords not only at their examinations but in

their intercourse with the world, proving tlioir ability

and proving their attainments.

3273. With reference to tlio Royal University I

should like to ask you do you think that a return of

the results of a single year or two years examinations,

would be likely to give a result that would he in

reality misleading ?—It would be nlmost inevitably a

misleading guide, and further it should be taken into

account that our arrangements in the College have

been rather disorganized by tlii-s change. That makes

the test even less reliable than it might otherwise be.

3274. Is there anything that you would like to add ?

—I have nothing to say more.

3275. Dr. StoneV.—

I

wish to know whether it is

within your knowledge that several persons trained in

this University have become eminent as publicists?

—

Yes.

32 7G. Because I think theirs is a course of life for

which no one would lie fitted without attaining very

great proficiency in your particular department ?—Yes,

unquestionably.

3277. Chairman.—

I

t is only fair to say that on
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looking over the College Calendar for this year I find

that the authorities of the College have, with one ex-

eeption, appeared to have carried out the recommenda-

tion of the General Medical Council with regard to

examinations. I find there are subjects added which

were suggested by the Medical Council. There is one
which does not appear to he added, and that is trans-
lation from English into Latin?—I could not myself
state how the Professor conducts the examinations in

Latin. I have no knowledge of it.

Jane 9, ism.

Crco^u Y.
A rinslrong,

Professor Alexander Jack, m.a., b.e., Registrar, examined.

3278. Chairman

—

You are the Registrar of the

College?—Yes, and Professor of Engineering.

3279. How long have you been Professor of Engin-

eering?—I was appointed in 1855.

3280. You can tell us the entire history of the

school ?—I am getting to lie nearly one of the senior

professors.

3281. What experience had you before you came

here, or had you any 1—I had some. I had been for

a good many years as undergraduate—and afterwards

as graduate, of Trinity College, Dublin, for a year --

working as private tutor in the University of Dublin.

3282. What is the average annual number of

students tlmtyou have in the engineering school ?—Tt

fluctuates very much. What you would naturally

expect in a small profession, the number fluctuates

greatly. It has risen as far as forty iu oue year, and

it. has fallen as low as sixteen or seventeen.

3283. Engineering is a small, limited profession ?

—

It is, and the fluctuations are great, and depending on

temporary circumstances. There was a period of

eleven years or more during which appointments iu the

Public Works, India, were open. That acted consider-

ablyin incrcusingour numbers. Just immediately before

that the end of the Railway period in Ireland was
concurrent with the whole Railway period in India.

That largely tended to increase our numbers iu the

school. That was about the highest period. But since

that twenty to twenty five would bo a fair average.

3284. In other words, unless there is some extra-

ordinary demand for engineers the school of engineer-

ing is a small school?—Necessarily so.

3285. And is so everywhere else?—Quite so.

3286. As a rule do your engineering students

matriculate—They matriculate iu engineering.

3287. But not necessarily in arts ?—'No.

3288. As a rule do many of them matriculate in

arts?—No. Generally a man that matriculates iu

aits would pursue an arts course, and would get
credit for that when lie comes to engineering from
arts.

3289. Taking last year’s report you had twenty in

your school—six of the first year, nine of the second
year, five of the third year, and none of the fourth
year ?—There is no fourth year. I should point out
that the system of the school here was established
very much after the pattern of the system adopted in
the University of Glasgow. I have reason to believe
that our first professor had that a good deal in his
eye, and that was that the instruction given in the
College should be considered as preparatory to a term
of apprenticeship in an office. We had no idea of
turning out engineers complete. We recognize that
as absolutely impossible, and therefore the instruction
given in the College is only, so to say, one half of the
young engineer’s preparation. When I was appointed
I fell in with that view and endeavoured to carry it

out.

3290. Then we may take it that the students in
engineering are not pursuing an arts course at all ?

—

No.

3291. They come in here as matriculated students
111 engineering and they study for an engineer’s office?

-They receive no literary instruction except in a
modem language. They have to learn French or
breiman.

3292. As Registrar of the College you have charge
oi uie papers and marks ?—I have.

3293. Will you be aide to submit those to the
Commission?—I have brought in the returns of the
scholarships examinations since I have been Registrar,
which I have kept in an accessible form.

3294. Since when ?—Since 1876. You may judge
for yourselves of the form of the returns. This will

give you a fair specimen of the returns. (Hands in
a document.) I have made an abstract of the marking.
There has been a good deal of questioning about tire

minimum for scholarships. I have made an abstract
of the highest and lowest marks for the first year’s

mathematical scholarships and for the first year’s

literary scholarships since 187G-79. These are the
mathematical scholarships :

—

In lSTii-77,^ the highest ) 8(1 out of 100 ( and the [01 per cent.

„ 1877-7S.I scholar got | 7«J „ 1 lowest got '(fil „

There being in that year an additional scholarship
;

the Council gave six iustead of five.

1883-84, which is the only year that touches the

minimum, in the first year’s mathematical scholarships

the lowest got thirty, and the highest eighty out of 100.

For the literary scholai-sbips there are three subjects,

Greek, Latin, and English language and literature.

Ill 1870-77, 1 fB7j‘

„ 1S77-78. I I 5*4

.. 1878-79, fi»4

„ 187H-80, }-the highest scholar got-; /injj

H 1889-HSJ [oi-l

The last year there being only one man elected
;
he

got 54?,.

3295. That is the average ?—That is the average

of the three subjects.

3296. I find hove, in the Greek scholarship examin-

ation, the date is not given ?—They are all the one

year.

3297. In the Greek scholarship examination, the

lowest candidate only got seventeen in Greek t—Did
he get a scholarship ?

3298. I do not know whether he did or not?

—

These are the returns from the examiners.

3299. Whether they succeed or not?—Whether they

succeed or nob. With regard to those examinations,

two examiners who arc not present here now, were

both of them known to some of the Commissioners,

Professor Charles Niven, now of Aberdeen, and who

part of that period was examiner for the mathematical

tripos in Cambridge. He was fully competent to ex-

amine, and would not give marks unless fully earned,

and Professor Boulger, an examiner during a long

period, who had long experience both in college and

school work before he came here.

3300. When you take the literary scholarships, the

highest and lowest, are the figures arrived at by totting;

the marks ?—Totting and dividing by three.

3301. That is for three subjects ?—Yes.

3302. Have you any means of telling the Commis-

sion what the students are doing,who have matriculated

under the regulations of the Queen's University, and

according to the form of the present return, have not

advanced one step in their academic course since.

Thcrcare forty-five according tothorelurn?—No, I could

Alexander
duck, esq.,
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not distinguish amongst them, because many of them

may have been men who have been temporarily delayed

during the short period of two years, temporarily de-

layed by accidental causes, illness and what not.

There may be cases amongst them who bona fide never

contemplated going forward.

3303. What is tho time this matriculation examin-

ation was held 1—October, 1881, was the date of our

last matriculation examination.

3304. We are now in June, 1884, and there seems

to be 45 students who matriculated then, but have not

progressed 1—That is two yearn, because you only take

in the matriculation of 1882, and the matriculation of

1883. With regard to tho point about what these

men are doing, I want to point out to the Commission,

that there is a very large body of the medical profes-

sion who are children oftho Royal Colleges of Surgeons

of London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, and of the associ-

ated Colleges of Physicians. There is no question about

it, that there will always be a considerable body of tho

medical profession, who look to those ancient corpor-

ations for their qualifications, and it seems to me
scarcely right to bring it as a sort of charge against

the College, that they arc not proceeding to the Royal

University.

3305. We are not bringing it as a sort of charge

against the College. We are asking the facts, and

lest it might tell against the College, we am anxious

to get the fullest information so as to ascertain what

these 45 are doing to prevent a mistaken view. You
are mistaken if you suppose that questions are put by
me or other members of the Commission, with the

view of bringing a charge against the Queen's College ?

—Very good.

330(3. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—One of the subjects re-

mitted to us for inquiry is, to what extent tho students

of the Queen’s Colleges avail themselves of the advan-

tages afforded by the Royal University. Amongst
these advantages are certainly to be considered the

honours and exhibitions ?—Yes.

3307. I do not intend to ask any question as to

what value you attach to the honours nud exhibi-

tions of the Royal University?—I should be very glad

to be allowed to say that I do not by any means
underrate the value of those honours.

3308. What I want to do is to ascertain the extent

to which they have been, gained by the students of this

College. On Saturday we got a great deal of informa-

tion as to the extent to which students who gained
scholarships here at entrance in October, 1882, aud
October, 1883, obtained honours at the corresponding

matriculation examination in the Royal University. I
will ask you now to what extent these students ob-

tained exhibitions in the Royal University on the
occasion of their matriculation ?—I made a return on
that head.

8309. I have compared the lists and I find that in

October, 1883, there were ten first class exhibitions of

£24 each awarded, and twenty second class exhibitions

of £12 each, and I do not find the name of any entrance

scholar in October, 1 883, of the Queen’s College, Cork,
on that list?—No.

3310. Now, to go back to October, 1882. I

find that there were four first class exhibitions of

£24 each awarded, and twenty-seven second class,

nnil I have not found the name of any of the entrance

scholars in October, 1882, on this list?—I believe

not
3313. I think we might as well clear up at once all

this curious difficulty about the first university ex-

amination of the Royal University. I do not propose

to establish any comparison, but we may as well get

tho facts clearly on record. The til'st university

examination of the Royal University is held at tire

local centres ?—Certainly.

3812. That Is true, both for the pass and the honour
examination ?—Yes.

3313. But if a student takes the honour papers and
gives satisfaction to the examiners, he is recommended
u> go up to Dublin to be examined orally before lie

can be awarded honours 1—That is so
; that was tl,.

'

case in 1883 and in 1882.
Cne

3314. Tire result of that is that he is required to
come up to Dublin for the simple chance of getting
honours or getting an exhibition ?—A condition that

I

does not at first sight seem very onerous, but which
might be quite sufficient, in many arses, to prevent a
student from trying for honours.

3315. Therefore u student may Ire deterred from
taking honour papers ut the first University examine,

i

tioir because lie would not like to go up to Dublin on
'

the mere chance?—Yes.

331G. Therefore the fact of your students not appear- I

ing on the honour list of the first University examina-
tion is no pi-oof that they were not competent to get
honours if the circumstances were favourable?—

|

Certainly.

3317. Therefore I think it better to pass over the
|

fir'st. University examination in arts of 1883, as it does '

not afford a satisfactory means of estimating how the
College stood. Tho second University examination is

^

held in Dublin?—Yes.

3318. Both for honours aud pass?—Yes.
3319. I find that in October, 18S3, there were sit

first class exhibitions of .£40 each awarded, nnd five

second class exhibitions of .£20 each. Can you
|

say whether any student of Queen’s College, Cork,

obtained any one of these exhibitions ?—In 1883 I see

an exhibition got at the first medical examination.

3320. I speak of arts only?—None was got in arts.

3321. I find that in Latin there wore ten students

admitted to honours at tho examinations at tho Royal 1

University, in tho second University exiuniimtion,

October, 1883. I do not find the name of any student
|

from Queen’s College, Cork, amongst the ten?—No.
8322. In Greek. I find there were eleven students

|

admitted to honour's at that examination. In that

list I find tho name of one student from Queen’s

College, Cork, No. 7 1—Yes.

3323. In English, I find tliat there were fourteen

students admitted to honours. I do not find the

name of any student from Queen’s College, Cork,

amongst them ?—No.
3324. In French, seven were admitted to honour's,

and in the seven I do not find the mime of any stu-

dent from Queen’s College, Cork 2—No.
S325. In German, four students were admitted to

honour's. I do not see the name of any from Cork?
—They are all Dublin students.

332B. In Celtic, J find the name of ono student ad-

mitted to honours. Ho is not from Queen’s College,

Cork 1—We do not teach Celtic here at all.

3327. In Logic, I find tlic names of seven students

admitted to honours. I do not see any amongst them
from Queen’s College, Cork 1—Yoa.

3328. In mathematics, there were nine admitted to

honours, but none of them wore from Queen's College,

Cork?—Yes.
3329. In mathematical physics five were admitted

to honour's
; none from Queen’s College, Cork ?—Yes.

3830. In experimental physics, six were admitted

to honours
; none from Queen’s College, Cork ?—Yes.

3331. In chemistry, two were admitted to honours;

none from Queen’s College, Cork 1—I do not fancy

any men took up chemistry tliat year.

3332. In biology, three were admitted to honours,

and one was from Queen’s College, Cork. No. 3 ?—Yes.

3333. Lu geology, one was admitted to honours ;
he

was not from Queen’s College, Cork 1—No.
8334. Eighty honours were awarded at this exam-

ination, and of these three were given to students

from Queen’s College, Cork ?—Quite right.

3335. Look now at the examination for the B.A.

degree in October. 1883. This was an examination

practically confined to the three Queen’s Colleges,

because tbe students from other Colleges had not yet

time to reach the B.A. stage of their course. That

examination was held in Dublin ?—Yes.

3336. Therefore it was equally accessiblo or inac-

cessible to all tire three Colleges?—Yea.
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3337. Therewere four first-class exhibitions awarded, undergraduates whose names wore on the College hooks Co**,

of jC-iO each?—Yes. for the session 1882-83, and among them I find June s, mi
3338. Theywero all gained by students from Belfast? llicliuiil Henry Clash?—Yes.

Yes. 33411. Therefore, llichurd Henry Gush was a stn-

3339. Two exhibitions of the second class, £25 each, dent of the lirst year in 1882-83?—But ho did nob
^

both gained by students from Belfast ?-- Yes. completes that year, and therefore could not beoxcludod
3340. Coming now to tlio honour list, I find that lVoiu tlm scholarship examination. That lias always

the numbers arc, in ancient classics, Belfast three, been a matter quite ofcommon occurrence. A student

Galway three, Cork none? - Yes. who nititriciilaUw one your, with the intention of coin-

3341. In logic, metaphysics, and political economy, poting lor a scholarship the following year, would
Belfast three, Galway none, Cork none. In juris- attend a few leefciiisw, or all, lmt not pass tho sessional

prudence and history, Belfast four, Galway none, exam illations. Under tho statutes of the Gd lego lie

Cork none. In mathematical science, Belfast three, must Is: admitted to the scholarship examination of

Galway none, Cork nono. In experimental science, the following year, only that lie is bound to go over

Belfast three, Galway one, Cork none. In biology, the first year’s course again.

Belfast two, Galway two, Cork one. Total—Belfast 3050. Do you liapjsui to know that in Belfast there

eighteen, Galway six, Cork one. Adding up together is an explicit regulation excluding such students from

all the honours awarded by the Royal University in scholarships of the first yem ?—I would not approve

October, 1883, at the second University examination, of it. You will set! that it tends to raise the standard,

and at the B.A. examination, I find that they amount 3351. You must have had dnriug the last few years
altogether to 104, of which Cork got four. There is a a good many of what may be culled lapsed scholarships?

question I should bo glad you would set us right on. —Certainly.

In a return furnished to the House of Commons about 3352. That Is scholarships not awarded. What
May, 1883, at page 3, under the heading “ Numlxu* was done with tho money provided by Act of Parlia-

of Art Students in attendance who have passed tlio meat for those scholarships?—It was expended on
Matriculation Examination of tho Royal University exhibitions in otlior years or faculties, not those in

in 1881-82,” I find tluit the number who passed the which they lapsed—exhibitions to students who were
matriculation examination from Queen’s College, Cork, beaten for scholar-ships but showed considerable merit,

in 1881 was sixty-two, and in 1882 it was thirteen, and also in the institution of special exhibitions at

I believe it was intended tlmt there should lie a foot- the end of the session for practical work in the medical
note to state that these sixty-two students had really faculty.

passed the cntranco examination of the College before 3353. Perhaps wo ought to reserve that question

the Queen's University was dissolved, and therefore, for the bursar?—I know moro about it than he does,

in February, 1882, they were made matriculated stu- because I Icuow tho terms on which these exhibitions

dents of the Royal University by Aob of Parliament? were given.

—Yes. 3354. I was quite aware that certain portions of it

3342. The next year, iu Octolmr, 1 882, tlio number were employed in exhibitions, but it is evident that the

matriculating was thirteen ?—Yes ; so it appears. whole of it was not absorbed in exhibitions ?—In some
3343. As I understand it, in 1 88 1 a student became years the whole was not exjxmded, in others tho

a matriculated university student by passing the value of the exhibitions exceeded the amount from

matriculation examination of Queen's College, Cork? lapsed scholarships of that year, and tho deficit had
—Yes. to be mode up from the unexpended balance of

3344. In 1882 he could not become a matriculated previous years.

student of tho Royal University except by passing the 3355. Wo will take the lust five years. You have

matriculation examination of that University ? - No. furnished us with a very satisfactory return, and it

3345. Am 1 right, then, in inferring, that the year is quite elcar tluit tho exhibitions would not absorb

in which a student could matriculate, by passing the more than a small fraction of tho amount?—During

College examination, sixty-two matriculated, ami in the first three of those tho scliolurshi]® wore pretty

die next year, when it was necessary to pass tho fairly filled up.

matriculation examination of tho Royal Univci-sity, 3350. Only tho first tlireo years. I find that in

only thirteen matriculated ?—Certainly. I shall lmvo 1882 there were two candidates for five literary

an explanation to give upon that point presently. If scholarships, and two wore awarded. In 1883 there

you would like to liave it now I will give it. The woro two candidates for five scholarships, and one was
point is this. Tliore was suddenly introduced an awarded. In ono case wo luivo three scholarships

additional first university examination in arts. Tho over, and in tho other four?—There is in the current

great bulk of the students who entered in that year year a pretty largo balance over,

had of course been contemplating entrance for n year, 3357. There is a balance over after providing for

or, perhaps, two years previously. Them was sad- the exhibitions?—Yes, sometimes a small balance, and
denly thrown on them tho probability of having two sometimes it has to be drawn on for the current year,

arts examinations to pass instead of merely a nuifcri- 3358. For what?—In some cases to supply exhibi-

cnlation examination. They naturally took fright at tions tluit we felt were merited. Wo have had to

this, and the number which laid themselves out to go draw on tlio accumulated balances of past years,

to the Royal University for tho degree of M.D. was 3359. But you sometimes have a balance over at

thus, at the outset, diminished abnormally. You the end of the year for these lapsed scholarships after

will see that, by comparing tho returns I have made providing for exhibitions?—Yes.

with reference to the years 1882-83 and 1883-84, 33G0. What is’ done with this balance?—It remains
that in 1882-83, nineteen were matriculated

;
that iu bank to the credit of the College, to be available

number rose to thirty in 1883-84. I have no doubt for any purpose we may get the Lord Lieutenant’s

that progress will go on. The suddon cluinge was in- sanction for.

troduced which staggored many in tho beginning, and 3361. The reason I ask is that the scholarships

therefore tamed them into another path temporarily. are providod out of monies charged ou eke Consolidated

3346. There are ten junior scholarships for students Fund?—Yes.
of the first year, five in literature, and five in science. 3302. The purposes for which these moneys are to

Is it a condition of holding ono of these scholarships be appliod is fixed by Act of Parliament. In the

that the student should he in his first year. There is Queen’s University Calendar for 1881, page 309, sec-

a student whose name iB hero as holding an entrance tion 1 2, of tho Act, the two purposes specified are to

scholarship, and he appeal’s to be in his second year ? provide stipends for the professors and officers, and to
’—He is in his second year in the University. provide prizes, exhibitions, and scholarships for the

3347 . Richard Henry Gash got an ontrance scholar- students. Look at page 309 of the Queen’s University
ship in October, 1883 ?—Yes. Calendar?—I am looking at ohapter 7 of the statutes.

3348. In the Calendar for 1883-4, I find a list of 3363. CnAiftKAir.—It is section 12 of the Act of

2 K
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Parliament 1—We are acting under the statutes you

know.
3364. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Wliafc we want to ascer-

tain ia how the money is applied!—I am going to

show you.

33G5. First of all we will take section 12 of the

Act. It provides that

—

“The said Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury

ahull la* empowered by warrant, under the hands of any

tin ee nr more of them, to charge the Consolidated Fund of

the said United Kiugdom (after providing for all preceding

charges, but having preference for all future charges), anil

to direct to be issued or paid thereout by four equal

quarterly payments, on the 5th day of January, the 5th day

of April, the 5th day of July, and the 10th day of October

in every year, such sums of money as shall be needed for

defraying the several stipends which shall be by Her
Majesty appointed to be paid to the President and Vice-

President, and to such Professors in the faculties of arts,

law, and physic ns shall be from time to time established by
Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, and to the bursar,

registrar, librarian, and other office-bearers and servants in

each of the said colleges, and for defraying the expense of

such prizes and exhibitions ns shall be by Her Majesty, Her

heirs and successors, awarded for the encouragement and

reward of students in oath of the said colleges.”

"Wo do not want to enter into any argument as

to the propriety of what has been done, but to see

what die facta arc!—Now, look at chapter 17 of the

Statutes of the three Colleges after the list of names :

—

“ If any part of the aforesaid charge of £7,000 on the

Consolidated Fund remain unexpended in any year it

shall be COtnpcb nt for the Council to apply the sum so

unexpended in the insiitutiun and augmentation of College

scholarships and other prizes; or, provided the assent of

our Lieutenant-General and General Governor of Ireland

shall have been previously obtained, in such other ways
consistent with fue provisions of the said Act of Parlia-

ment, us shall to them seem most conducive to the advance-

ment of learning and knowledge, and to the promotion

of those objects for which the colleges have been
founded ?

"

Well, it has been stretched.

3300. CuAiniiAJJ.—Provided you have the consent

of the Lord Lieutenant and Lieutenant-Governor of

Ireland it is nothing to you whether the Act of Par-

liament has been stretched or not?—Yes.

3307. What becomes of any unappropriated money
—is it applied to purposes other than the advance-
ment of learning under the Lord Lieutenant’s war-
rant ?—Certainly not. It is applied to storing

museums, purchasing books, or such cognate purposes

as may be useful in the advancement of learning.

33G8. But, ns I understand you, the sum is very
small ?—Yes.

3309. What exactly is the total sum that is avail-

able for scholarships and prizes supposing the entire

was awarded 1—£1,500 each year.

3370. £1,400 for scholar-ships and £100 for prizes?

—Quite so.

3371. Take last yeai-, out of the £1,500 all that
was spent was £1,356 1—Probably.

3372. That would leave £144 for a surplus?

—

That would be a large balance.

3373. But has the money ever been applied, for

instance, for building purposes or things of that kind ?

—No, not for building purposes.

3374. Nor for any purposes save purposes directly

connected with education?—No purpose except those

directly connected with education, with one ex-
ception that you might not consider directly, although

I do. There was a small quantity of additional land
purchased for the purpose of a botanic garden and
also for the entrance. After long discussion with
the Treasury we were allowed to advance out of the
unexpended balance half the cost of that additional

land, the Treasury providing the other half. But
then that unexpended balance contains not merely
lapsed scholarships and prizes but lapsed professor-

ships too.

3375.

I do not think we need go into further detail,

but the sum of money expended on the entrance

and the purchase of land, did not entirely consist of

the money arising from lapsed scholarships and exhibi-

tions but also arose from other sources? A grant
from the Treasury.

3376. Dr. Stoney.—The surplus ulso did not entirely
consist of balances from scholarships ?—No.

3377. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—To come back to a more
academical question. Are the senior scholars bound to
attend lectures anil assist the professors in their teach-

ing ?—They are not bound to attend lectures, hut they
are bound to assist the professors when called upon by
the Council.

3378. Are they usually called on?—They are con-
stantly called on, in many cases

; always iu particular
subjects.

3379. In October, 1883, there were four senior

scholars appointed?—Yes.
3380. Are any of those at present assisting the

professor in teaching ?—The senior scholar in chemistry

is assisting and the scholar in mathematics has assisted

3381. The reason I ask tho question is that I do not
find the names of these senior scholars in the list of
scholars now attending the College which has been
furnished to us ?—From me ?

33S2. I find the name of David R. P. Smith on
the list of senior scholars, October, 1883, but he is

not returned among the scholars now attending the
College ?—No, there has been an error there.

3383. It is an accidental omission ?—Why lie was
omitted, I do not know. lie was both attending

lectures and assisting the professor in mathematics.

3384. Look at the next name Mr. Geo. D. Evans

;

I do not find his name upon this return ?—He is a
master of arts. He is not attendin'! lectures.

3385. Mr. Wm. E. Wood ?—He is not attending

lectures either.

3386. Then two are assisting the professors, and the

other two took their £40 and went away ?—Yes. Mi-.

Wood may be staying. I do not know whathe is doing.

3387. [Professor England.—Mr. Evans is my senior

scholar and I allowed him leave of absence.

3388. Dr, Sullivan (President).—And he had to get

my sanction, which ho lias got.

83S9. Professor England.—He could not be absent

without the leave of the College. He came up to

Cork and placed himself at my disposal. I did not

want him and he got tho President's authority to absent

himself.]

3390. Look at Mr. William Fogarty, senior scholar,

1880 ?—Ho got a senior scholarship in natural history.

3391. That would bo in October, 1880 ?—Yes.

3392. Did he remain on assisting tho professor?—
He is now attending in the medical faculty.

3393. Professor Jack.—

H

o is now reading in the

College, but he has gained a scholarship or exhibition,

and therefore he has returned?—Yes. He passed

into another faculty.

3394. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The same is probably

true of ID-. Wm. Whitelcgge, who got a scholarship in

1882?—Precisely the same.

3395. They finished in one faculty and passed into

another?—Yes. I am sorry about the mistake in

reference to Smith's name.
3396. It is wonderful how accurately the lists were

furnished under the difficulties of the case?—It can be

checked.

3397. Chaibmax.—

I

f there are some inaccura-

cies, which it would be impossible to avoid in

preparing a return, we shall be happy to take cor-

rections from you?—I was going to ask leave to

correct it.

3398. Certainly. At your perfect convenience it

will suit us. The returns, as furnished, gave us all

the information we wanted, and take your own time ?

—Thank you.

3390. Professor Jaok.—Have you got any special

fund to provide apparatus for engineering teaching ?—

I get a small share of the annual grant of £1,600 for

the current expenses of tho school, and for the pur*

chase occasionally of an instrument, as, for instance, a

cement testing machine which I got this year, and a

few years ago a Thurston machine for testing iron.
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3400. Any sum like that would vary from year to

year ?—Yes.

3401. And would he assigned on your application

by the Council 1—Yes, anil on thu cluuico of other de-

partments not having a very large demand.

3402. With regard to tho second university exami-

nation in arts, I understand that candidates for that

examination would have to go up, in honours and pass,

to Dublin?—Yes.

3403. That would apply to the second examination

more than to tho first, because till candidates would

have to go up ?— That is perhaps the minor difficulty

our scholars luive.

3404. The sixty-two matriculated students were re-

turned as matriculated students in 1882?—In tho

session of 1881—82.

3405. Of these a certain number had boon matricu-

lated iu the Queen’s University ?—The whole of them.

I will remind you of tho dates, and you will see how
it arose. The Queen’s University held its last ordi-

nary matriculation examination in the month of Oc-

tober, with a supplemental oue iu November, that

being done by tho Colleges on behalf of the University.

340G. But that was a University examination ?

—

Yes. Then all our students matriculated at that

examination passed into the Queen’s, and from thence

into the Royal University. Then the Royal Univer-
sity held a matriculation examination in December.
No student of ours in that year presented himself at

that matriculation, for the simple reason that he did

not need to do so.

3407. Tire Royal University held a matriculation

examination in December, 1881 ?— Yes.

340S. And none presented themselves from you
because they liad acquired an oxamiuation equivalent ?

—Quite so.

3409. So that in that year sixty-two studouts in all

obtained that qualification 1—Yes.

3410. In the next year, October, 1882, what would
be the number of students who presented themselves
for the Royal University examination ?—Tho number
that came to us through tho matriculation examination
of the Royal University was very small. That was
tho year of disturbance and dislocation, und wo only
got nineteen from the Royal University.

3411. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It was thirteen in tho
return made to Parliament?—In the return 1 inodofor
you, in 1882-83 we had fourteen who matriculated in
1882 and five afterwards matriculated. So that there
were nineteen altogether who liccamc matriculated
students of the Royal University.

3412. Professor Jack.—In tho present year what
number have become matriculated students ?—Thirty,
who have come to us from tho Royal.

3413. So that the state of matters is—sixty-two in
the year preceding the cxistenco of tho Royal, nineteen
immediately following, and thirty the year afterwards?—Yes.

3414. I understand your view is that sixty-two was
largely in excess of the ordinary number in the Queen’s
University from the desire of students to presentthem-
selves so as to get tliis qualification ?—The number
entering that year was not largely in excess ; it was a
little for that and the previous year. Both years had
been

,

porhaps, agood deal in excess,but not very largely.
3415. They thought they knew where they were,

but did not know where they were going to 1—They
did not know what was coming. The special point is

this, that on the sudden change in the system there
was a sudden and, as I conceive, temporary dislocation,
and before tho students saw what they wei'e about
they were temporarily diverted

;
bo that we see already,

w 1883, a recurrence to the old path.
3410. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You anticipate a reactionl—Certainly.

3417.—Profossor Jack.—You are familiar with the
educational state in which tho students come to the
College?—Yes.

.
2418. You were not examiner for the matriculation
engineering 1—I did not examine for matriculation.

311!). Your knowledge would ho more general than
special on the point?—From having been a member
of Council lwforo whom f lu* returns canto, and bavin"
born, since 1876, tint Registrar.

3420. Would you have any opinion to express as to
the statit of preparation iu which tho students come?—As regards their scientific preparation the majority
are very fairly well prepared.

3421. For instance, I understand tho subjects of
pre.|tamtion in engineering are geography, grammar,
uud mathematics 'f— In mathematics particularly I
consider them fairly well prepared, and in that they
are very much inlluonccd by the teaching in the
National schools.

3422. There is a go> nl deal of mathematics taught
in the National schools 1—Mathematics, English, and
geography.

3123. And grammar and geography are taken in
connexion with English and mathematics as the
subjects of the matriculation examination in engineer-
ing !—Yes.

3424. So that your opinion is that they are very
fairly prepared?—Yes.

3425. Do most of the students take matriculation
in engineering?—Yes.

3426. Always ?—Always. I was asked on Satin-
day for a return of the number who had passed the
fimt university examination in arts

3427. *Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Yes, the students who
passed the first university examination iu October,
1883?—I analysed the whole number of students in

tlm College tliis year in the following way :—Taking
tho whole number of students as 298, we have, first of
all, all those who, by standing, are not yet qualified to

go for that examination which you have spoken of as

the gate through which every student seeking a
univemty degree must pass, and under that head
including men who, perhaps, failed to pass, or were

prevented by illness from passing, the number is

twenty-eight
;

of men entitled to proceed to tbeir

degrees without passing it—that is to say, those who
jumped tho gate—the number is 190. Of those who
have actually passed the first university examination in

arts—t.c.
,
those who have gone through the gate—the

number is fifteen ; and of these engaged in a course

of study not depending on the first university examin-

ation in arts, the number' is sixty-live. I want

to show you what a number of elements are

included in this sixty-five. You will have among
them men attending courses in tlic arte faculty

with a view to obtaining knowledge for the purpose of

commercial life, ns, for instance, chemistry. You will

have students who are now reading in the College,

and who I, for one, have reason to believe will ulti-

mately become matriculated students in the Royal

University. There we students in the faculty of law

who are reading for tho sake of their professional

knowledge, and also for the advantages they will gain

entering tho profession of solicitor. You will have

students in the school of engineering, who will be

looking simply to the information they gain in helping

them on in their profession, or in entering an en-

gineer’s office, or in the case of one looking for a dip-

loma, not a degree. Therefore, there are a good many

elements that have to be considered. Then, of the

balance, fifty medical students, mostly looking to the

other qualifying bodies. There are several looking to

the College of Surgeons, because they rank with us as

non-iuati'iculated students, although having passed the

preliminary examination of the College of Surgeons,

Dublin, and there are other men going to Edinburgh,

and so on.

3428. Professor Jack.—In speaking of those who

have “jumped the gate,” do you mean those who have

passed the gate ?—They are men who were students of

the Queen’s University at its dissolution, and, there-

fore, they are exempt from the first university exam-

ination. at the Royal University.

3429. They had matriculated at the Queen’s Univer-

* See Appendix III. D.—No. 26.
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sity before the dissolution, and, therefore, were not

called upon to pass the first university examination iu

ai-ts 3—Yes.

3430. Rev. Dr. MolloY.—

T

hey had to pass tho

sessional examination of the College instead 1~

[Dr. Sullivan.—The sessional examination was ac-

cepted inlieu of the first university examination in arts.]

3431. Professor Jack.—

T

hey lmd gone through a

year of the Queen’s College course, besides tho matri-

culation examination 1—Yes.

3432. And of flint number there are 190 in the

College at present 1—Yes. I wanted to point out

that you must distinguish between the wonts “on
the College books,” and “ attending lectures,” because

there are always a few students, perhaps seven or eight,

who are not included iu the returns I have sent in to

you. I will give you an instance of that. A student

fails to pass his sessional examination in one year.

He goes in the following year, hut without attending

lectures. He pays his fee aud reads. That man is

on the college books, but you cannot speak of him ns

attending lectures.

3433. Rev. Dr. Moixoy.—The names iu italics are

those of students who have paid the fee and have

not yet attended ?—

I

am speaking of men who have
attended lectures iu the past, but who are not in tho

present year attending lectures. There are three or

four in the College who do not appear in the return I

sent you.

3434. The question which I asked the other day, and
which has elicited this return, was not precisely the

one you have answered iu the return. It is this,

“ How many students went up from this College

last October, and passed the first university examina-

tion at the Royal University 1” I asked you the

question for this reason. We have a return from the

secretaries of tho Royal Univereity in which tho
number given is six. Bat their information was
derived from the students themselves, who gave the

college from which they cauie. The Secretaries, how-
ever, had reason to believe chat in some cases a student
who came from a Queen’s College may have given
“ private study " or the name of some grinder. There-
fore I was anxious to know from you whether yon
could complete this return for us by giving us the
Btudents, if any, over and above the six, who came up
from Queen's College, Cork 1—Yes.

3435. Cii.virmax.—

I

n Belfast there was a discre-

pancy of three between tho returns from the Royal
University and tho books of the College—that" is,

Belfast did not get credit for three, aud it may be iu
looking over your books the Royal University return
has not given you credit for a sufficient number ?—Yes.

3436. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—There is one point I
have not been able to understand. In October, 1883,
there were thirty students matriculated iu the Royal
University who have been reading since in tliis

College!—Yes.
.

3437. I find a certain number of them accounted
for in your return, I. (1.) This is a list of matricu-
lated students of the Royal University who are now
reading in the College the course for the first univer-
sity examinations in arts. But tliis list contains only
twelve names. I cannot tell where the rest of the
thirty are?—They will be found in II. (1.)

3438. That is what I thought?—A good many of
them are. There may be some of them elsewhere too.

3439. I do not know why they would have gone to
the trouble of passing the matriculation examination
of the Royal University, and not read the course
for the first university examination in arts?—If
you look at the course for the first examination for
the Royal it is a common school course, which any
well educated student would think two months
ample to make up, with the exception of natural
philosophy, which is the only thing not in the school
course, and much stress is not laid on that.

3440. That is not my fault ?—It is a pity you were
not there next morning to enforce your views. At
all events this is the current belief amongst them.
Accordingly I can point to Bevcral students there.

First it is an object with a medical student to com-
plete his course in four years. He is impressed with

the idea that this is enough, and to stretch it over

fivs lie will avoid if lie can. Several of those students

who matriculated last autumn were attending the

medical course during tho winter. This medical course

is all over now, aud they have abundance of time to

read up for the first university examination in aits

;

because the first university in medicine is only zoology

and botany, therefore they have abundance of time to

read up for the first university examination in art3

during the summer, while they have been throwing

their whole strength into the medical ditriug the winter.

3441. Dr. Maicston.—

I

s the nature ofa matriculo.

tiou examination in a college, or teaching university,

lightly different from that of an examining Board ?—

-

I am very strongly of that opinion; and that has been

so with us. Our matriculation examination had two
objects in view. First of nil to keep students out of

the College who arc really not fit to profit by collegiate

education. Secondly, to provide for the necessary

medical registration of oav medical students. From
the latter point of view we were obliged necessarily to-

lot our matriculation examination bear some reference

to that of the licensing bodies
;
and without going

into any invidious comparison wo took care, particu-

larly since 1S74, that our matriculation examination

should certainly not fall below the level of that of the

licensing bodies. You will sec we necessarily had to

keep this in view, aud I may say with reference to

that paragraph in the report of tho Visitors of the

General Medical Council, where they state that the

amount of mathematical knowledge required in this-

College could be gained in an hour by any student

who had acquired a knowledge of vulgar fractions,

that I think that statement could scarcely have

proceeded from any man with even a very small know-

ledge of mathematics. It was entirely contrary to-

the facts of the case.

3442. Professor Jack.—

W

ere not tho visitors-

medical men ?—I cannot imagine how such a phrase

could have slipped iuto the report.

3443. Has there been an improvement in the edu-

cational standard of the College ?—I am quite satisfied

there has and uotably in one point of view and that,

is as regards the failure in a single subject. On the

question of compensation a difference of opinion arose,

It was a principle I always tried to push. When you

refuse to admit it it always leads to difficulty in en-

forcing a fail- standard iu every subject But ns soon

us that opportunity arose to admit that principle of

compensation and enable us to study any case on its

own merits, it largely assisted us in raising the standard

of matriculation. That occurred some years ago.

3444. I understand you to say that the sudden

change in the system of the university exercised an

influence on the matriculation of the College. Do you

think this influence is likely to be a permanent one ?

—No. Occasion arose to point out that there is evi-

dence already that the disturbing action may pass away.

3445. Is there such a considerable difference be-

tween the character of the examination for an exhi-

bition in the Royal University and for a scholarship

in Queen’s College, Cork, as would influence con-

siderably the amount of competition for it ?—Certainly

there is a very remarkable difference. An exhibition

in the Royal, is a sum of money paid down as a result

of a competitive examination pure and simple, a

scholarship in the College here,, is a sum of money

paid at intervals throughout the year and burdened

with a great many conditions—attendance on lectures,

living away from home in a great many cases, the

purchase of books, and finally the passing of a sessional

examination. It is quite clear that there may be a

great many who might be able to go up for a simple

competitive examination with its immediate result,

and who would be by no means placed in. a position

favourable to go through the long course we enforce

on scholars here. This necessarily would restrict the

competition for the scholarships. I have constantly

had applications, as Registrar, from people at a distance
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to know was it imperative on the scholar to remain at

the College-

3446. Do you think this difference would necessarily

lead to a different kind of training which would vitiate

the result of comparison ?—Certainly. Any one with

lou<r experience of college life and teaching, under-

stands thoroughly the difference between ordinary

Aching and “ coaching.” I have acted in both capa-

cities myself and I know tho difference thoroughly

well- You teach the subject in one case
;
you teach

the examiner in the other. The student looks to his

scholarship as an aid in his course and he works for

the scholarship quite as much with a view to his sub-

sequent work in the college as with a view to the

scholarship, and therefore there is not the intense de-

sire to obtain the largest number of marks in a

scholarship examination as in a competitive examin-

ation for a money prize.

3447. With regard to the 1loyal University, do

you think an experience of ouc or two years would

be likely to give a result misleading or noti—Very
misleading, and I can give instances. Reference was

made and a comparison instituted between the success

of students at the entrance examination at the lloyal

University and their success at the scholarship ex-

aminations here. If a comparison between their

doings here and their doings at the Royal University

is to be taken into account, wo may also draw a com-

parison between what they did here and their previous

history. One of the Commissioners alluded to it stu-

dent who presented himself ut tlio Royal University,

and afterwards came here from Dover College. Rome
of the Commissioners arc familiar with that, collego.

The student entered Dover College and stayed four

years there, arriving at tho sixth form in the college.

He competed in his last year for the liirl Umnvillo
exhibition and captaincy of the school, standing third

on the list in that exhibition examination. In 1881

he passed the Junior Cambridge Locals, getting second

class. In 1882 he went in again and got 11rat class,

being distinguished in classics and mathematics, lie

left the school and came here and read five months
with a special tutor. At tho examination he gained
only fourth place. That student's previous history

showed he ought; to be qualified to take a good place

in the scholarship examination from his bamt Jidu

school training.

3448. Rev. Dr. Mou.ov.—In the Junior Cambridge
Locals what place did ho take ?—Ho got first class in
IS82, being distinguished in Latin and mathematics.
His special subject was mathematics, and he stood
third on the list for the captaincy of tho school.

3449. Dr. Marstox.—

H

as the question of the de-
duction of scholarships from university exhibitions
had any effect in deterring the holders from compe-
ting!—I am certain that it had. I know when the
Act of Parliament was passed this whole question
was discussed between ourselves, and we were perfectly
prepared to accept the position, that inasmuch as both
the lloyal University and the College money came
from public funds it was quite proper it should be so.
I have always associated a good deal with the students,
formerly rowing and playing cricket with them, and
latterly, since I have been Registrar, constantly
discussing matters with them, and I think I understand
their views pretty weH, and I am satisfied that they
were fully impressed with the idea in 1882 that no
student could simultaneously hold an exhibition and a
college scholarship—that is to say, he could not receive
the value of both. I put tho question to a student,
was he going to read for honour's at the university
examinations. He said, “ What is the use of d i ling so

;

jey scholarship will be deducted. I should not carew try for honours unless I had a fair cliance of getting
tot class, and for that I should go to Dublin and rend

^ grinder for the whole long vacation, and tho
SPtojk not worth the candle."

^>° many aku,dents look to a career out of
tad, and does this influence the matter of com-

m tho Royal University 1—To a very large

3451. You know that as a fact!—Many ot our Cons,
students engineering. Students in chemistry and June 9, ism.
othere who have either examinations elsewhere in
view, or having friends in Australia, America, and ja

'““d'r

so on, linvo careers out of Ireland in their eyes, to a.*.’
those the honours of tho University have really very
little attraction.

3I-)2. linvo any of your students been in for com-
petitive examinations in the Indian Civil Service?—

A

good many have.
3-15.3. Itavo you had any experience of the standard

of education amongst students at other universities
and colleges, and have you ever instituted in your own
mind a comparison between that standard and the
standard of education aHorded by this Colle"e?
My <wqKjrifinee of others is not very deep, but so far
as I know I certainly consider our standard hero is a
very good one. It is a long time since I knew much
about Trinity College, Dublin.

345 k With regard to murks, do you regard marks
as after all a very imperfect test in consequence of so
much depending on tho difficulty of the subject set?
A most uncertain and variable test. If j-ou simply
write at the head of a return maximum of luO aud
give it to two examiners, you will find that they
will probably make quite different use of it. I have
differed with other examiners upon this very subject.
Our lute Professor Darkness would not give a man
ten, /.<!., tlie passing mark, at a sessional examination
unless he answered seven or eight questions out of ten
on the paper, aud similarly for scholarship he would
not give him whatyon call thirty per cent marks unless
he answered nearly the whole paper. It does not
mean thirty per cent, of tile paper, but thirty per cent,

of the marks placed at the examiner’s disposal. When
you get one doing that aud another who will count a
100 for tho whole of ;ui almost impossible paper, the
thing is quite irregular. Marking in numbers that

way is most illusory.

3455. Have you any reason to think that the utility

of tins College could be increased by enlarging its basis in

any way, by teaching technical aud applied science

or do you think could it be done 1—I believe it could

and that it would be of great use. In connexion with

the College there might lie technical education given,

and tlie centre of that technical education could well

bo iu the College. For instance, I have already

suggested that a course of practical mechanics such as

is given in tho Finsbury Technical College. Several

such courses as that may bo c;isily given in the College

in connexion with tho technical education outside.

3450. Would it he.a popular movement—would you
got a number of students to come here and would they

after wards Ikj able to earn a livelihood?—The first

difficulty would bo to impress upon them the advantage

they would be able to derive from it. The bulk of the

artisans in this country arc not brought face to face

with the severe competition in their own trades that

exists in England and America. There they recognize

tlie value of teaching which helps them to meet that

competition. There is not that severe competition in

this country for tlie simple reason that manufactures

do not exist.

3457. Are the fees suitable and the exhibitions and

scholarships properly distributed according to the

claims of the different faculties ?—For myself I think

it advisable to break up the one single idea we have

had into two. A scholarship may be a higher reward

or stimulus to a liigher.standard or an aid to help a

student in his studies. All our scholarships are on a

dead level and a good deal of benefit might be done by

increasing tlie amount of some, even the very junior

oueB to stimulate increased exertion. Ifwe had what are

called in Scotland bursaries much might be done to aid a

good ordinary student in improving himself. The next

point is even with regard to students in my own de-

partment that the bulk of the scholarships would be

given to wliat you may call not strictly'paying subjects.

There are certain subjects which have a direct money

value. Tlie teaching of professional subjects in general

has a direct money value, and much stimulus is not
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needed except to tlie extent of stimulating the best

students to reach a higher level. Bat the chief value

of scholarships is to induce students to cultivate tlioso

branches of knowledge which have only au indirect

value in improving them.

3158. Have you ever formed an estimate of this

kind : The total annual cost of this College as srn

institution, and then dividing that amount amongst

the students, try to reach what would be the cast per

head. Can you give us an approximate estimate of

that. Do you understand me f—I do ; and I should

decline to go into that question on two grounds.

3459. Chairman.- As you decline to go into it that

is quite sufficient.

3460. Professor Jack.—Are there any other scholar-

ships founded by local subscription besides the scholar-

skips obtained by tbc gvaut of XI,500 !—No.

34G1. You have got large local sulscriptions of

other kinds 1—Yes.

3462. With regard to the possibilities of technical

education, are. you aware of the state of matters at

Leeds at alii—No. I had not tune to go into the

matter at Leeds.

3463. There they have a large college similar to the

Queen's College, Cork, sending up students to the

London University, and they have a large technical

school in connexion with it. Lectures on dyeing and

so on are given. Tlie essential condition under which
that has been earned out is one of large local subscrip-

tion. Are yon able to estimate in connexion with Cork

the probability of any large local subscription if such a

project were started 1— It would have to be a relative

term. What would look very small in Leeds might

he tolerably large in Cork.

3464. Yon could do a great deal with a tolerable

amount of money. W e had the privilege of seeing the

observatory, and we understand that 1ms been muted
at veiy small expense. Money goes ns far in Cork as

elsewhere !—Yes. I gave evidence to that fact before

the Technical Education Commission.
3405. It would be possible for a moderate sum of

money to produce a suitable result in connexion with
the College 1—Certainly.

3466. I want to draw your attention to the return
at paragraph 11 (1)—The list of tlie matriculated

students of the Royal University who are now reading

in the College the course for the first university

examination in medicine. How many wore matricu-

lated in 1882 and how many in 1883 1—I cannot say
now, but I can make it out.

3407. Snpjiose it were about eighteen of those matri-
culating in 1882 and sixteen of those matriculating in

1883. Would those figures, if correct, indicate the
number of students who said to themselves, “ we can
meet those requirements in one year," and tho other
number who said, “ we can doit in two!"—No ; I
do not think it would quite fit in with that.

3468. I should be very glad to hear you explain
how you think it would bear upon that ?—The only
way I could answer the question would be by going
into the case of each individual student, and trying to
find out by what he had done in College, what he was
going on with.

34G9. It is of considerable interest to the Commis-
sion, and in connexion with the Royal University, to
discover what precisely is the effect of the first ex-
amination in arts !—There has been no time to come to

-any conclusion whatever
; simply cliaos was produced,

and we had not time to get things into order. We
cannot tell liow things are going on.

3470. Are the regulations of the Royal University
easy to understand 1—I think so.

3471. For instance, there is one question often re-

ferred to about the conditions under which an examina-
tion in Dublin is really required. I have not been
able to find that condition in the regulations of the
Royal University 1—It was done at short notice last

autumn. I should not be surprised, but it appears to

me it probably arose out of consideration of the ad-

vantages known to exist in holding locally the first

nuiversity examinations in tho case of the laic Queen's
University. A young student who is away from
school or from homo living in Cork with his friends
about him and the professors, is under a certain
amount of control, but send him away 1G4 miles to a

I

town where ho knows nobody, and it is somewhat ob-
jectionablo. Therefore, it seems more reasonable to
examiue him locally instead of his going up to Dublin.

I

When ho gets older and steadier lie may, with greater
safety, go to the central examination. That is what

I

prevailed with many in recommending such a course
to the Queen's University, and the same, I take it,

prevailed in regard to its adoption in the Royal Uni- I

varsity.

3472. Dr. Ktonry.—

H

ave the students to whom
tlie aid of a scholarship lias boon rendered justified the

awards by making valuable progress in education !—
Most remarkable in many cases. Students who come I

up from the National schools, from which we have got

very many excellent candidates, have done good work
in College, and afterwards been most successful.

3473. Do yon consider this abetter test than nny
mere reference to questions of numbers of marks 1

|

Certainly.

3474. Has it also been justified by the way they

have acquitted themselves in after life !—That is what
1

I alluded to.

3475. The first question had reference to the way
|

they improved during their College career!—Yes, and

also their success afterwards.

347G. I understand you to say the College has not 1

yet recovered from the change which it underwent by

the dissolution of the Queen’s University and the ,

creation of the Royal!— Certainly not.

3477. Nor have misapprehensions been entirely

cleared away !—Yes.

3478. So it is premature to estimate in what degree

the Colleges will avail themselves of tho Royal Univer-

sity 1—Certainly.

3479. And it would be a great mistake to judge of

the work of tlie College by the degree in which they

have availed themselves of the Royal University or

acquitted themselves there 1—Certainly.

3480. In fact, you think this Commission has been

appointed too soon ?—At least eight years.

3481. I would wish to ask whether this College

applies itself to preparing candidates for matriculation

in the Royal University 1—No.

3482. So that no part of the matriculation repre-

sents the work of the College!

3483. Do you concur in the view of the President

that, in comparing the amount of prizes awarded in

scholarships in this College with those awarded else-

where, it must bo remembered that what are called

thirty-seven scholarships in arts are in reality only

ten scholarships, of which seven are tenable for four

and three for only three years, held under challenge,

and subject to onerous conditions!—Yes.
8484. What is your opinion ns to the care that u

expended in the teaching of students in this College as

compared with the care expended in teaching and

bringing them forward in other universities !—Gene-

rally very great here. I am satisfied with it. In

reference to tho engineering department, the success

with which a student prosecuted his studies in this

College enabled him to get employment before he had

proceeded the whole length and obtained his degree

or diploma.

3485. Have there been many cases in which the

students have been able to obtain engineering employ-

ment before they had gono through their curriculum

and obtained their engineering diploma 1—Constantly.

All through the history of the College we have had a

large number of students who have not taken their

degree, and gone straight from the College to an en-

gineer’s office.

3486. So that the success of the College has been so

great as to prevent that which has been sometimes

represented as tlie only evidence of it from coming

into existence i—Quite so.
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3487. Are you aware in a good many instances of

wlmt lias laconic of the engineering students educated

1,0* 1—Yes, in a good many instances.

3483 . Has tlie education given tliera Jiore enabled

them in large numbera to earn their livelihood in that

profession 1—Certaiidy. ...
3489. Am I right in supposing it is a profession

which is distinctly one which requires that u person

who succeeds in it shall have been more than u mere

pass-man ?—It is essentially an honour profession.

There is practically very little routine work.

3490. In all colleges, partly from that cause, and

portly from the small numLu- of the profession, the

class in engineering is small 1— Yes.

3491. It has been of a very creditable size here in

Cork in point of numbers ?— Yes.

3492. In reference to the distribution of the

scholarship fund, do I understand you aright that you

wish the Commission to mako a recommendation that

Her Majesty would entertain favourably any suggestion

from the College for altering that part oi' the statutes 1

—Yes.
3493. It only requires a Royal warrant to effect a

change, and you wish the Commissioners to make a
recommendation that if recommendations emanated

from tlio College they should be entertained 1—Yes.

3494. Chairman.—Dr. Stoncy asked you were not

some of the scholarships held subject to challenge. I

cannot find any such provision, and I would like you to

explain that ?—You may strictly consider it a scholar-

ship of two years’ duration, subject to challenge at the

beginning of the second year.

3495. That is that the throe scholarships of ten may
bo looked on as one of thirty 1— Yes.

349G. Whereas, as a matter of fact, there is no
scholarship held subject to challenge 1—No.

3497. And in the second year, when a student gets

a scholarship, lie has au indefeasible right to hold the

scholarship for two years?—Provided lio pnssos the

sessional examination.

3498. And one of those conditions is not to be
subject to challenge at tlio end of the second year?

-Yes.
3499. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

o are right, I suppose,

in taking the description given on page 41 of the
Calendar as representing the true condition of things?

—Certainly ; but recollect tlio meaning of the term
“scholarship'' elsewhere.

3500. Chairman.—Although in point of fact there
were thirty scholarsliips in tlio manner described here,

in another university they would be equivalent to ten
scholarships. That is (die senso in which you wish us to

understand it ?—Yes. That is tlio way ill which I
understand Dr. Stoney’s question.

3501. And they are equivalent to only ten scholar-
ships held for that scries of years, subject to challenge ?

—Yes.

8502. Rev. Dr. Mo’lloy.—

I

n point of fact during
the past academical year you had thirty-six matricu-
lated students in arts, and for the tliirty-six you had
thirty junior scholarships?—Yes, available, but not
filled. Observe, however, the great drop in 1882 in
the number of students for whom those were available.

3503. Chairman.—Is there anything else you wish
to add?—There is one point. Comparing former times
when the honour examinations in the Queen’s Uni-
versity were open to students of the Colleges only, all
students went on pretty much the same footing, except
so far as the larger numbers in Belfast in tho arts

naturally furnished a larger number of candi-
dates for honours, and further, because the greater

towri autl the huger population

—

^08,000 as against 104,000—would lead to greater
faculties for private tuition.

3504. I would adviso you not to go too far into
statistical—I mean to say tlio larger wealth and
population of Belfast must be calculated to secure a

greater amount of teaching, and, therefore, a student Con*,

in Belfast would have greater advantagesthan a student Junto, 1884.

in Cork. Formerly students did not present them- . . —

T

selves at the University until the mid of their second jaSt'esq*''
year, but now you have three competitive exnmi- u.a. '

nations held in the Royal University courses in Dublin.
They are competitive examinations pure and simple;
and any man who has had a knowledge of these knows
how much success ac them is influenced by the
possibility of obtaining coaching, and that it is a
matter ofvital importance. Therefore, there will always
crop up in future tho question ns to whether a student
in this College, no matter how good, will consider it

advisable to sul fleet himself to competitive examination
and incur the expense of the. special coaching required
for it. I do not want in tho slightest to run down
competitive examinations or coaching for certain of
thorn. Agiin you must recollect that there are
a largo number of people who consider that it is not
advantageous to a student to be put in training for

two your old races, that is for these examinations
iu tho early portion of the course. Formerly no stu-
dent began to prepare for tlie competitive examina-
tion till the end of the second year. Now lie is

called on to go in in his first year for "cram,” as
against men who have at head-quarters abundant
facilities of that land. Therefore in tlie future,

though I trust we will recover, I must look forward
to the fact that students from this College will be
handicapped in the examinations of the Royal Uni-
versity.

3505. Professor Jack.—I suppose the close of your
session is generally abontthis time?—Yes.

3506. Ami students from the Queen’s College present

themselves for tho competitive examinations some-
where about the middle of October?—Early in Sep-
tember.

3507. Then there is an interval between the close

of your session and the occurence of those examinations
of something like three months?—Yes.

3508. I suppose it is a practice with students going

in for competitive examinations to coach very hard
before their examinations ?—Certainly.

3509. And immediately before?—Certainly. During
tlio whole session a student is from day to day taking

new work, for instance, in mathematics. Ho has no
time to go through that well known practice of train-

ing to answer questions and gain murks. Therefore,

as a student expressed it to me himself-—“ If I want
to get a fair chance at the honour examinations at the

Royal I must start away up to Dublin, and put myself

into the Lauds of a “ coach."

3510. lie would consider it necessary to "coach”
from tho close of his sessional work bore ?—Yes, and

to be able to do himself justice. That is a matter

thoroughly understood by every university mau.

3511. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Did you say that

students came here from the National schools '(—Yes.

Some of our best students have come here from the

National schools.

3512. Dr. Stonby.—Areyon of opinion that students

at a distance, as compared with those residing in the

vicinity of the examinations, are handicapped in point

of expense also ?—Certainly.

3513. So that colleges like this at a great distance

can only have a certain percentage of their work

represented in the examinations, while those in the

vicinity can show the whole of their work?—Yes.

3514. That is, tho students are handicapped by the

expense of going up ?—And by the expense of going

np to got coached, which professors do not do.

3515. Bo that in both ways they are handicapped?

Yes.
3516. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The best training stables

aro in Dublin?—Quite so, for racing though not neces-

sarily for preparation for general work.
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ArbUster,

Edmund Arblaster, esq.,

3517. Professor Jack.—You are head master of

the Grammar School, Cork ?—Yes.

3518. Aud have been since 18S21—I have been

since the beginning of 1882

1

3519. In what university were you educated?—At
Cambridge University.

3520. Did you take your degree in Cambridge 1—
Yes.

3521. In classics or mathematics ?—Classical

honours.
3522. First class 1—First class.

3523. You Lave been engaged in educational work
since 1882?—Since 1875.

3524. Describe your educational work between

1875 and 1882, when you came to Cork?—I was

teaching in Cambridge for rather more than a year as

a “ coach,” taking private pupils.

3525. Honour pupils?—Yes; forscholai-shipsmostly.

I was assistant master in Magdalen College School,

Oxford, and second master at Yarmouth Grammar
School.

3526. You have had considerable experience of the

state of secondary education in grammar schools in

England as well as in Ireland. What is the number
of pupils in the Grammar School in Cork?—Forty-

nine. It has varied from sixty.

3527. What means have you of judging of the

educational standard maintained in the Queen’s

College here?—Judging from the papers, and from

my own knowledge- of it, derived from sending boys

in from the grammar school, aud by comparing the

papers with those of other universities, so far as the

examinations go, they are decidedly searching, and the

men know their work thoroughly well.

3528. Have you found cases frequently, or at nil,

where students of yours presented themselves for

scholarships at Queen’s College, and got scholarships

to your surprise?—We have not sent in any yet.

This year will be the first.

3529. You have not experience of the scholarship

examinations ?—No.
3530. Yon have only experience of observing the

papers, and knowing the character of the men?—Yes.
3531. There was evidence given with regard to the

preliminary preparation of the students at Cambridge
as compared with the preliminary preparation of

students at Cork. You would be familiar with both ?

—Yes.
3532. Is it your opinion that the great mass of the

boys are very poorly trained, so far as literature goes

—

classics especially, but that in mathematics they are
decidedly good?—Yes.

3533. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you mean in Cork,
or in the College?—The preliminary education in
Cork.

3534. Professor Jack.—And with regard to the
preliminary education in Cambridge, evidence was
given that it was not to be compared with that of Irish

boys ?—There is practically no matriculation in Cam-
bridge, except in one or two colleges, where there is a
larger number seeking admission than there are

vacancies.

3535. That applies to Trinity?—Yes ; and one or
two others.

3536. Is it the habit in Trinity College, Cambridge,
to reject a large number of candidates?—I think there
are generally about three candidates for two vacancies.

They limit themselves to a certain number.
3537. So that they probably reject thirty-three per

cent. 1—Yes.
3538. On the ground that they have not room to

take them in ?—They choose their men, and take the
best.

3539. With regard to the ordinary student, who is

at perfect liberty to go to other colleges, is there any
matriculation at all ?—No matriculation.

3540. Arc you acquainted with the students here,

present and past 1—A fair number.

M.A., Cantab., examined.

3541. And with the circumstances of the place?—
Yes.

3542. Have yon any idea as to how far the fag
at this College are suitable ?—I know very Utile
about the fees.

3543. Is there any other point that you would like to
give evidence upon within the scope ofour inquiry1—
With regard to the three questions proposed, I mi«ht
say that T have myself advised parents not to send
boys to the Royal University examinations, but to
send them to the College instead.

8544. That hns been your advice given to students I—That hns been my advice given on several occasions.

3545. Rev. Dr. Molt.oy.—Did you advise parents

not to send their boys up to the examinations of tho
Royal University, but to send them here ?—Yes.
Let them take their training here, and in tho case of

medical students, let them go to other corporations.

3546. But the arts students, if they came here,

would become university students ?—If they wanted
an arts degree.

3547. What I want to ascertain is, if you advised

the parents when they sent their sons here not to

send them up to the examinations of the Royal
University 1—That refers to the medical students.

3548. Professor Jack.— Have you known auy stu-

dent whom you prevented, and whoso course you
were able to watch ?—Very few, only two or three.

3549. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Have yon prepared many
students for the matriculation examination of this

College ? —Three or four only.

3550. These were good students?—Not remarkably

good.

3551. Did they succeed in getting in?—One suc-

ceeded, and lie got the minimum on one subject only,

i.c., was below the minimum on all subjects but one,

which rather shook my confidence in it. I was asto-

nished that ho did so from tlm marks that I saw

afterwords.

3552. Chairman.—What is the exact date of your

appointment ?—The beginning of 1882.

3553. Your experience is not a long one?—Still

I made it my business to learn all I could about things.

3554. But your experience of the class of education

in Cork and here is limited to that period?—Yes, it

is limited.
"*

3555. Dr. Stonky.—Havo you had an opportunity

of judging of tho progress which students make in

this College, whether the teaching brings them forward

in a satisfactory degree ?—I should say decidedly so.

There are men I know who have been trained in the

College.—I am informed that I made a mistake in

saying I was astonished at men passing for the

College. It was the Royal University I meant.

3556. Chairman.— In answer to Dr. Molloy’S

question whether you prepared any boys for the

matriculation hero, we understood yon to say you

had prepared three or four students ;
and Dr. Molloy

asked you were they good, and your answer to that

was, that you were very much astonished to find they

had passed ?—That was to the Royal University, not

to the College.

3557. Did you, as a matter of fact, prepare from

your school any boys for matriculation here ?—In the

College ?

3558. Yes; how many did you prepare?—Some

six or eight.

3559. Did they pass ?—Yes.

3560. Were they well grounded, good students?

Average students
; nothing brilliant. We had very

poor material to begin work upon in the school.

3561. Have you had any experience of the Int&r-

medinte examinations?—One year. I did not send

boys in before hist year.

3562. Were the boys you sent here and passed

better than you would send for examination?—Hardly

as good as the best of them.
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3563. Dr. Stoney.—Do yon think those you sent know enough to derive benefit from the teaching of Cork.

in for the examination of the Queen’s College wore in the College. °
Junt 8i 1884>

such a condition that thoy ought to bo admitted to 35C4. They ought to he allowed to pass in the
~

the education of the College?—Certainly. They college according to your judgment?—Certainly ArM^wr
esq., M.A.

* Arthur W. Sandford, Esq., m.d., examined. Arthur W.

3565. Dr. Marston.—

A

re you surgeon of the 3572. Do yon think thoy would find in the hospital urn.
^ ’

Mq

Ophthalmic and Aural Hospital ?—Yos. practice nil the ordinary diseases of the eye they
3560. What number of hods have you in that would meet with ?—Certainly,

hospital?—Twenty-five. 3573. Is their attendance compulsory?—Purely
3567. What is the average number of cases in the voluntary.

hospital ?—About eighteen or nineteen for this year. 3574. Are there no examining boards or uni-
3568. What is the number of outside cases you vorsities that require attendance at ophthalmic

attend to at the hospital?—About 1,700 in the hospitals?—Yes, the College of Surgeons for instance,

year. 3575. It is nob general throughout all examining
3569. What is the average number of students boards?—It is not compulsory at the Royal Uni-

attending the hospital ?—Those who have given their varsity at present. I believe most examining boards
names were about twenty-five for the Inst year. require it now.

3570. Have you all the means of giving them 3576. Are you quite satisfied there is abundance of
ophthalmic demonstrations ?—Yes. material to teach men their work ?—Decidedly

3571. And teaching them everything about itI— The Commissioned adjourned to next day.
Everythmg. J J

SEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JUNE 10th, 1S84.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sg, F.RS.

;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

Professor J. O. Malet m.a., F.R.S., re-examined.
/ C. 1U1

3577. Professor Jack.—

W

ith regard to the standard 3583. Now do you remember how many of the esq., m.a,

of education, which is naturally ono of our most six competed for honours in the Royal University ?— r.u.*.

important and most difficult questions, Professor The student who was attending mo this year bus not

Ridgeway gave us some evidence as to tho position competed yet. He intends to compete next October.

which his senior 'men might he supposed to have Of tho other five one competed—Mr. Evans- --and ob-

taken in his judgment, in comparison with tho men of tained first of first class honours.

Cambridge. I think you mentioned that you liave 3584. But with regard to the others who did not

large experience at Trinity College, Dublin ?—Yes. compote, would you bo able to state anything from

3578. I dare say you would be able to give us somo your knowledge as to the position they would take

kind of comparison of your best men with tho men of either in the Royal University or in Trinity College,

Trinity College, Dublin, and so to speak place them Dublin ?—One of them disappointed me. I did my
so far os your estimate is concerned with regard to tho best to persuade him to compete at the Royal Univer-

examinations in that University ?—I think many of siby, and ho would not.

our candidates, or a fair number of our candidates, who 3585. Did ho state any reasonfor it?—Hewnstaking
may have failed to obtain honours in tho Royal Uni- up another subject. Judging from my knowledge ofhim
versity, would have obtained second-class honours at the in pure mathematics, I would be disappointed with

corresponding examinations in Trinity College, Dublin, him, ifhe had not obtained first honours in mathematics.

I do not mean to say that the standard is higher in tho I have accounted for three now. The others I do not

Royal University
;
but thoy do not go down to as think intended to compete at all for mathematics,

low a percentage in awarding honours in the Royal as They were the lectures to keep the session,

they do in Trinity College, Dublin; and in fact, I am 3586. Did they try to compete? Have you any
certain that some candidates who have failed to obtain means of judging?—I would have been content if they

second honours in the Royal University would have had got second class honours.
obtained second honours in Trinity College, Dublin. 3587. Dr. Stoney.—

I

n any comparison of this

3579. Is that due to the system of examination, or kind between the Queen’s College and the University

to the fact that the Royal University has a slightly of Dublin, it must be remembered that the University

higher standard ?—The Royal University has a higher of Dublin is a four years’ course?—Yea
standard, I Bhoulcl say. It is considerably higher with 3588. And that the Queen’s College is only a three

regard to the marks on which honour's are awarded, years’ course ?—Yea
I think many of our students would be qualified to 3589. And it must always he remembered that.the

take second-class honours in Trinity College, Dublin
;

best candidates who reach the University of Dublin,

and some of the students I have come across would ob- have had greater educational advantages at school than

tain first honours in Trinity. the best who reach tho Queen’s College, Cork?—Yes,

3580. Did you mention the number of students in decidedly as a rule.
the third class this session ?—I had only one. 3590. Otherwise the comparison would not gauge

3581. How many in the previous session?—Two I equivalent merit in the two systems of teaching. I

“Rove. suppose the M.A. stage would more nearly correspond

3582. And the session before that ?—I had two ono with the B.A. in Trinity College, Dublin. I mean the

•ession, and three the other
;
I forget which in each M.A. in Queen's College, Cork?—We do not lecture

case. They did not all compete for honours in the for the M.A. as a general rule. I do not anyway.
Royal University. 3591. A man is not allowed to specialize until his

• See Appendix III. B.—No. 27.
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third year under the curriculum of the Queen’s College,

Gorki—He is not allowed to specialize at all, even in his

third year, except l>y special permission of the College.

3592. He has only partial opportunity of specializing

in his third year, and it is only in his fourth year that

he can completely specialize?—Yes, as a rule.

3593. In the same way in comparing with Cambridge

it must be remembered the general education ot the

candidate is over before reaching Cambridge?—Yes.

359-1. And he specializes from the commencement

of Ins course in Cambridge?— I cannot speak from my
own knowledge.

3595. Have you lectures for fourth year’s students ?

— I do not lecture for fourth year students. The

student who attended this year third year’s lectures,

attended before, and I varied my lectures to suit his

convenience ;
but properly speaking he is only a third

year student.

3596. But if a man attended in the fourth year,

with a special view to studying mathematics, would

the ordinary third year's comae be altered to meet his

special requirements ?—Yes
;

if there were not several

candidates in the class; but I have never specially

lectured for the M.A degree.

3597. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—We have it in the returns

of the College that there is no course of lectures to

prepare students specially for the M.A. degree?

—

Generally not. I do not think it would be light to

say that there were no lectures ever given with reference

to the M.A.—there is no settled course—but I do not

know it would be right to say no candidates were ever

lectured for the M.A.
3598. Then as regards the teaching this College

furnishes to the students, the student’s course is over

when he gets his B.A. degree ?—As a rule.

3599. I think you told us the other day that the

standard of education required for matriculation in this

College compares favourably with the standard for

matricidation in Trinity College, Dublin ?—I should

decidedly say so.

8G00. You are not then of opinion that students

come here badly prepared in every kind of schoolwork ?

—Some do
;
and a great many candidates are rejected.

3G01. I speak of those that get in 1—No ; not nil

of them.

3G02. You have not found it necessary to divide
your class into the instructed and uuinstructed

? I
have always divided it into two divisions ns a general
rale. The candidates admitted have a fair knowledge
of elementary mathematics.

3G03. You areafellowofthe RoyalUuiversity? lam.
3004. And as hollow you took part in conducting the

examinations in thedepartment of mathematics? I do
3005. Do you think the examinations are a good

test of the proficiency of the students examined in
your department?—I do not altogether approve of the
“honours” course in mathematics. I dissented from
my colleagues in arranging tlmt. I believe tho exam-
inations to bo fairly conducted, if that is what you
mean. I would not say the “ honours ” examinations

are always a fair test of the proficiency of students in
mathematics. I do not agree with the arrangement
of tho course in some of the honours. Too much weight
is given to some subjects. lu the matriculation exam-
ination, that arithmetic should count one-third of

the whole course of mathematics, I do uot approve of

at all. A man may be a fair mathematician and may
break down in the arithmetic paper.

3G0G. But a man should bo thoroughly well grounded
in arithmetic?—Thoroughly well grounded; but I would
not examine him in it for honours.

3607. The university should be satisfied he had that

foundation as a preliminary step for his honours course ?—It would be more satisfactory to examine him in

arithmetic for tire pass, and then examine him for

honours.

3G08. Dr. Stoney.

—

Success at examinations of

this kind in arithmetic requires that a man should

have a vast number of numerical tables committed to

rote, such as tables for square measure and many other

which ore no part of tho science of arithmetic?—

I

cannot answer tho question with any certaiuty. I

have not examined in the Royal University in arith-

metic for matriculation os yet.

3609. Professor Jack.—I understand the Queen's

College, Cork, does not prepare students for the matri-

culation ?—No, there is no direct preparation.

3G10. So the result of matriculation examination

in the Royal University would be in the judgment of

the college, no test at all ?—No test at all.

John England, Professor John England, m.a., d.so., Professor of Natural Philosophy, examined.

3611. Chairman.—You are Professor of Natural
Philosophy in the college ?—Yes.

3612. And you have been professor fora number of
years ?—Since 1855.

3613. How many classes have you in your faculty ?—Theyvary very much according to circumstances. At
the last sessional examination I had four or five. I
generally have four or five.

3614. What is the total number of students who
would be attending the classes ?—At one time, before
the dissolution of the Queen’s University, there were
about 120 attending altogether.

3615. For the last two years?—You will of course
be furnished with the numbers exactly, but I think
this year I bad sixty altogether. They were some-
thing less last year.

3616. How many of these were the junior students
beginning?—About forty-three. I cannot give the
exact numbers unless 1 refer to the roll.

3617. How many had you in the second year’s
class ?—In the second year’s class I had seven. I am
only giving the numbers approximately.

3618. How many hod you in the advanced course ?—I had only engineering students in the third year.

I had no arts student of the third year.

3619. Does it often happen that you have no arts

student in the third year 1—It never occurred in the
history of the College until this year.

3620. Up to this year what used to be the number
of “ Arts ” students 1—They were never numerous,
but probably three or four.

3621 . I observe by the College Calendar that there is

a senior scholarship for natural philosophy ?—Yes.

3622. We have a return of tho number of students

who competed in the hist five years for tho seven

senior scholarships ?—Yes.

3623. Is your scholarship won every year ?—No.

My scholarship is a very peculiar position. Originally

the senior scholarships were awarded in conformity

with the examination for university degrees. The

university degree was originally given for answering

in pure mathematics, or for answering in mixed

mathematics. Senior scholarships were awarded to

each. Subsequently the two branches of mathematics

were joined together for the degree, and experimental

physics was joined with chemistry. A student going

up for the degree should either choose pure and mixed

mathematics, or chemistry and experimental physics.

Now, I wish the senior scholarships to be divided in

the same way, that is, that I should examine with the

Professor of Mathematics, in part, for one scholarship,

and with the Professor of Chemistry, in part for the

other
;
but the Council decided that it was better to

retain one for the natural philosophy, and consequently

the scholar in natural philosophy is obliged to answer

not alone in mathematical physics, but also in experi-

mental physics. That deters students from going in

because they would have to undergo a severe examin-

ation in mathematical physics.

3624. Do I understand the senior scholar must

answer also in mathematics ?—In mathematical physics

as well as in experimental physics.

3625. When was that oliange made ?—-For several

years. It may have been twenty years ago.

3626. I find for instance, in 1883, that there were
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four senior scholarships awarded. Was one of these

in your department ?—Yes.

3627. And in 1882 there were five awarded. Was

one of these in your department 1—I think it was.

You will find in the calendar.

3628. When you examined for those scholarships

did you adopt the same system of marking adopted in

the College generally by the other professors i—Yes.
3629. Clan you tell us what are the least marks on

winch yon ever knew a senior scholai-ship to be

awarded in your college 1—I think forty. It is

generally something over that. I merely make a

return of the answering to the Council. It is about

that, or generally beyond it—sixty or more.

3630. Does your practice agree with one of the

other professors before us who said that they con-

sidered a candidate for sonior scholarship should secure

forty ? Yes. It is the Council really who decided

that.

3631. You merely make a return of the marks and

then the Council award the scholarship 1—Yes. If T

made a return of thirty-five probably the Council

would not award the senior scholar-ship.

3632. Would not they make a special inquiry from

y0U —I do not think that they would make an inquiry.

If I had any reason to think that a man ought to get

a senior scholar-ship it would be mi' business to notify

that to the Council and not to expect them to ask mo.

3633. That would be your course 1—If I do not

consider they should get the scholarship
;
supposo they

get marks for nearly that, I may make a recommenda-

tion that they should not get the scholarship.

3634. We were shown over your splendid observa-

tory. Have yon auy scholars in your- class who would

be competent to work one of the instruments there 1

—I have. I have had a couple of students who took

a great interest in it mid spent several hours at

night there. One of them said it was very nice, very

interesting, but it did not pay.

3635. Rev. Dr. Mou-oy.—

I

am afraid pure science

does not pay very well in the present state of the

world ?—No.
3636. You mentioned that there was a difference

of opinion in the Council with regard to tlio distribu-

tion of the subjects, experimental physics, chemistry,

and mathematical physics ?—Yes. I wished to have
the University scholarship given in accorchuico with

the examinations for University degrees, hy which one
senior scholarship would bo given for pure aiul mixed
mathematics as a degree

;
that another senior scholar-

ship should be given for answering in experimental
physics. Instead, they give one for pure mathematics,
one for chemistry, and one for the two branches of

physics.

3637. What yon recommend to be done here is

what has been done in the Royal University as regards
studentships ?—Exactly.

3638. Dr. Stoney.—

I

would like to invite your
opinion of the value of mere book knowledge of ex-
perimental physios, and of the knowledge that con be
acquired by going through a course of instruction
under a professor V—I think there is no comparison at

,

all between them.
3639. Which of these two are tested by a system of

mere examination 1—The book work of course.
3640. You do not think the mere examination in

that subject is an adequate test ?—Certainly not. I
have been an examiner under the Intermediate Board
for three years and I can tell almost by the papers
whether the students had seen instruments or not.

3641. But he would still score marks?—I would
defy an examiner to write a paper on which there
would not he marks for some book work, and the
student must be passed for that, and it is perfectly
possible he may have never seen any physical
apparatus.

3642. Then the marks given should be accompanied
by a report giving the examiner's opinion?—I think
so in experimental work.

2643. With reference to the mathematical physics
is there anything you would wish to say ?—The change

from the Queen’s University to the Royal University
has completely disorganized the teaching in mathema-
tical physics at present. Formerly, under the regula-
tions of the Queen’s University, equal credit was given
for answering in pure and mixed mathematics at the
fii-st university examination. As well as I know,
the regulations of the Royal University for the
corresponding examination, pure mathematics obtain

1 ,800 marks, while mixed mathematics get only GOO,
that is one-third less. I must say that the course of
mixed mathematics is an exceedingly small one—what
I think any intelligent student ought to make up in a
few weeks. The consequence is, that there is no
person who would come to my class for a mere pass.

They do not cm-e to go in for mathematical physics on
account of it scoring so little, and they do not care to
spend the whole session at lectures for the moderate
amount required. I am talking of pass men. The
course of mathematical physics in the Queen’s Univer-
sity embraced mechanics, hydrostatics, optics and
astronomy.

3644. The first university examination in arts of
the Queen’s University corresponded to what is now
the second in the Royal University?—Yes. That has
been divided into two in the Royal University, one
portion being given in the second year and the re-

mainder in the third year, the effect being to dis-

courage students going in for a pass examination in

the subject, and it tends too to keep students from
going in for honours.

3045. Professor Jack.—Is the portion which is

put into the third year all of an elementary character

also?—Yes. The merest elements of geometrical

optics and astronomy are mentioned ; hut I think if

they said “ use of the globes ” it would come nearer.

3646. Dr. Stoney.—In fact the regulations do not

give an opportunity to a student who has proficiency

in this subject to take a place corresponding to Ills

proficiency ?—Certainly not. I do not know by whom
the regulations are made—perhaps the Standing Com-
mittee.

3647. They arc at all events not made by the ex-

aminers, or on the recommendation of the actual

teachers?—No. I examined once, and I found these

recommendations cut and dry before
;
1,800 were

given for pure mathematics, and 600 for mathematical

physics.

3648. By air authority external to the examiners ?

—Yes. 1 do not know by what authority.

3649. Yon think that discourages candidates?

—

Yes. It puts the subject out altogether as a collegiate

subject.

3650. And discourages tlie students of this College

who have a natural aptitude for the physical sciences

from coming forward, and prevents them taking the

place, if they do come forward, to which they would

be really entitled?—Yes.

3651. Professor Jack.—In the third year you

mentioned that only engineering students attend you?

•—In this last third year.

8652. How many?—Five or six.

3653. Is the course of the third year mixed mathe-

matics or pure mathematics?—It is intended to be

the application of the principles of physics generally

to engineering work. I was at one time Professor of

Engineering. I was for two years Professor of En-

gineering before being Professor ofNatural Philosophy.

3654. Is tho third year’s course largely attended by

engineering students ?—All third year men attend that

particular class for the application of physics to en-

gineering.

3655. I supposo I understand rightly that there has

been a third year's arts ?—Since the foundation of tho

College this has been tho only year in which there was

not a third year’s arts.

3656. Do I understand you to say that in the third

year, in the previous history of the College there were

two chosen, one specially applicable to engineering,

and one specially applicable to arts ?—Decidedly.
8657. So that there used to be four classes, and there

are now in fact three classes ?—Yes.

2 L 2
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8658. Do any of the senior scholars assist you in

any way 1—Occasionally I have asked a senior scholar

to look over exercises given to students. As a general

rule I do not require it.

3659. In the teaching of the class?—It was done

in working examples.

3660. To that extent ?—To that extent.

3661. Is there any fund for the acquirement of

physical apparatus?—There is a fund. I get a fund.

I get a portion of the ordinary fund for the college,

a portion of tho £1,600. For the last few years that

has been absorbed in a great measure by the necessity

for my having a mechanician on the premises. I

could not carry on the astronomical observatory with-

out having a skilled mechanic, and therefore for tho

last few years I have not been able to add anything to

the apparatns.

3662. So that there is no provision made for the

payment of a skilled mechanic, or for a laboratory

assistant of any sort?—No.

3663. The teaching of natural philosophy is thrown

npon yourself entirely ?—Entirely.

3664. Anil the necessities of the past few years

have compelled you to apply a sum which would

naturally have beeu given to apparatus, for the pur-

pose of supplying that assistant ?—Yes.

3665. We shall be able to see the collection of

apparatus ?—Yes.

3666. Is it a large collection ?—It is a very good

collection for tho purpose of illustrating all lectures

;

but it is at present deficient in instruments of re-

search. I have got a few, but I would like to have a

good deal more to make it a complete physical labora-

tory.

3667. Have you any students prosecuting research ?

—Not at present
;
but I hope to have them if we

get on again. Everything in my department has

been disorganized by the change in system to the

Royal University.

3668. You mentioned as to the pass course of mixed
mathematics, what was prescribed by tho Royal
University was exceedingly small. Is it the same
with regard to “ honours' mathematics ?—No

;
the

“honours” mathematics remains pretty much the

same as it was previously.

3C69. Would you have many students going up for

“honour's?”—I have no means for judging.

3670. Have you many students during the past two
years ?—I am not quite sure. I believe there might
have been one presenting himself. The tiling is in a
complete transition stage at present.

8671. Would it affect their going up for honours
that they would have to present themselves in Dublin.

It would operate in the way of deterring them ?—In
the first year it would ; but in the second year they
would have to go to Dublin in any case.

3672. Dr. Stosey.—If they were deterred in the
first year, of course these men would not appear at all

in either the second or third year ?—The second year
would be mathematical physics.

3673. But if they were deterred by the expense in

the first year, they would be precluded from going
forward to the subsequent examinations ?—No

;
they

are only for the first year required to go up to Dublin
for honours. For the pass examination they are nob
required to go up to Dublin. There is one thing that
the Registrar (Professor Jack) mentioned yesterday

with regard to the fund that is not spent, that I wish
to make a little clear to the Commissioners. The
scholarship fund that has not been spent, should,

strictly speaking, be given up to the Treasury.

3674. The Coairman.—

W

e intended asking the
President about that matter so as to clear it up ?—As
I am the Bursar I will explain.

3675. Certainly you have a perfect right to explain?

—Tho Treasury never claimed that balance. It had
accumulated to something, and soon after the appoint-

ment of the President he applied to the Irish Govern-
ment, and the Treasury did not claim it, hut they

gave up the balance which had accumulated at that

time, and all future balances, for the benefit of the
College. They had a legal right to reclaim nnv
balauce which should remain, but the Treasury waived
their right to it.

3676. That is the first time I ever heard of the
Treasury waiving their right to anything 1—They did
it in that case. For many years our late President
had been applying to get a botanic garden and plant

house. All applications were in vain until thev dis-

covered we had a fuud available, and thereupon they
gave additional help to ns, we giving some of our un-
expended balance for the purpose. Not a penny of

the unexpended balance can bo expended without the

authority of tho Lord Lieutenant. For every item

no matter how small, wo must have the Lord Lieu-

tenant’s authority, otherwise the Audit Office would
nob pass the account, As Bursar, I am obliged to

vouch for everything, and everything must be accom-

panied by the Lord Lieutenant's letter.

3677. To save the trouble of calling the President,

we were given to understand that portion of that un-
divided balance arising from the Exhibition Fund was

applied for the purpose of building a gate lodge. Is

that so ’—Portion was given to the Board of Works.

3678. If you do not know do not answer the ques-

tion ?—It is better let Dr. Sullivan. I merely want

to explain that the Treasury hud given up the control

of the money
;
that the College cannot expend it

without the authority of the Lord Lieutenant
;
and

that if illegally spent the auditor would make myself

liable.

3679. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

H

ave you been an

examiner under the Intermediate Education Board?

—

Fes.

3680. Were you tho examiner in 1883 ?—I was.

3681. Did you find tho boys that came up in your

department fairly up to tho standard that yon would

expect in an Intermediate school ?—No ; they were

very had last yew. I do not know that the present

report has been issued.

3682. I have it before mo ?—They were not at all

up to the standard in the department where I ex-

amined.

3683. In what grade did you examine ?—Senior and

middle.

3684. Did you examine in the junior grade ?—No.

I know the examiner in tho junior grade. He told

mo personally the answering was very much improved

—Mr. Coffey
;
but I found no improvement whatever

in the senior or middle.

3685 . I saw your examination paper. It struck me
it was a good stiff paper for schoolboys ?—It was the

first time I was told they were too hard. Generally

speaking, I have let them off very e:isily.

3686. It was a very good paper indeed ?—I am
obliged to you.

3687. You think it represented a fair standard for

Intermediate schools?— For young men fairly pre-

pared
; and some of the questions would require a

little consideration. You could not exactly answer

them out of a book. You would have to think a little.

3688. You gave such questions as would test a good

knowledge of the subject?—Yes; and, further, I would

see whether they were acquainted with instruments.

Of course, to a person who has been merely crammed up

for the examination, and who was not acquainted with

the manipulation of instruments, some of the ques-

tions would appeal- very strange, but I did it inten-

tionally.

3689. The maximum of marks in that subject was
five hundred ?—Yes.

3690. Four hundred would represent eighty per

cent, of the total ?—Yes ; a very good mark.
3691. And 300 would represent 60 per cent.?

—

Yes.

3692. Looking at the columns of returns, I find in •

the first page, middle grade, 480, 420, 405 1
—Yes.

3693. In the same page, 390, 385, 360, 365, 355,

345, 315, 305 ;
in the next page, 350, 345, 335, 325,

305 ;
in the. next, 445, 410 ;

end so on. Do you cou-
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siderhalfmarks for that paper, 50 per cent., good marks?

_I would say that is tolerable. That is nil I would

M
g'(}94.

have been told that students have been

admitted to scholarships on 30 per cent. ?—But the

things are not comparable.

3095. Did 30 per cent, on this paper represent a fail-

average knowledge of the paper ?—That depends ou

the nature of the paper. My directions from tho

Board of Intermediate Education were to write such

a paper that a well prepared student could answer

every question in the period at life disposal. And
when writing a paper at a scholarship examination I

do not give anything of tlio kind. I give a very

general paper for wliich I would say 50 per cent, was

excessively good answering.

3G9G. I come to tho senior grade, and T find in the

first two pages 355, 805, 325, 3G5, 325, 370, 340 and

835. These are all good marks ?—Yes.

3G97. From the marks I.have read out I infer you

think, at all events, that tho schools which sent up

these boys have some capacity for tiaining youth ?—

I

have no doubt whatever from tho Answering that there

are some good schools that possess very good means

of teaching. I cannot say how nmuy. I know two
myself.

3G98. As far as your department is concerned you
got a large number of very good answers?—I won’t

say a large number. You have, not considered tho

number rejected. As well as I recollect one-third

of the candidates were rejected for iusuilicient

answering.

3G99. A large number got high marks ?—A fair

number. I am sorry you have not tlie annual report

they issue. That would give my opinion.

3700. Were you the examiner in 1882 ?—No.
3701. Not in 1882?—I was examiner three years.

I was examiner the two previous years. I was uot
examiner the first year. I was the two following

years, not in the subsequent, and then I became
examiner again Inst year.

3702. Professor Jack.—Do yon know tho state in

wliich the boys come up to Queen’s College with re-

gard to their education?—I sometimes acted as deputy
for the professor of mathematics, when it was vacant,

and I know the state of education—at all events as

far as mathematics are concerned—when they come
to my class.

3703. And of natural philosophy ?—They have no
knowledge of it coming in at all. As far as mathe-
matics are concerned I know wliat they have when
they come to my class.

3704. The schools in Munster do not train with re-
gard to physics?—No.

3705. The students present themselves hero with no
knowledge of physics?—Up to the present In order

to comply with the regulations of medical colleges we
were obliged to introduce, not as compulsory but as
optional, a very elementary course of physios last

year.

370G. A medical student, for instance, presenting
the certificate of passing the examination here, would
require to present a certificate of having passed an
examination in elementary natural philosophy?—

I

think the General Medical Council or some of the
licensing bodies require it.

3707. It is only with regard to those students that
you would kuow tlie state of education particularly.

The schools of Munster do not train in elementary
physics ?—It does not enter into our comm

3708. Dr. Stohby.— Tho Intermediate Education
Commission is a mere examining board ?—That is

all.

3709. Therefore your observation with inference to

tho imperfection of marks on such a subject as yours
would apply to the marks obtained at the intermediate
examinations. You say that a candidate who had not
attended lectures, and who had life knowledge only
from books, would bo able to score marks, and would
ho entitled to score marks although his knowledge was
not what you consider sound knowledge ?—He should
score sufficient marks to pass

;
but I tried to make my

papers of such a nature that unless he did something
more than that, he could not score very high marks,
such us 350 and 400 out of 500. Any man who got
350 and 400 must have liocl some opportunity of

learning experimental physics.

3710. Chairman.—Tn answer to Professor Jack
you stated, as a goueral proposition, that the schools

in Munster do not teach physics or natural philo-

sophy ?—I did not mean to say that. I must have
misunderstood tho question.

3711. So I thought I want to give you an oppor-

tunity of correcting it. I did not hear tlie word
“Munster” at all. Professor Jack's words were,

“ Schools in Munster did not teach physics or natural

philosophy" ?— I did not mean that at all.

3712. Do you know that the reverse is tlie fact?

— I know very little about them except one or

two.

3713. Natural philosophy and experimental physics

do not enter iuto your examination at all 1—Ail I

know of tho Intermediate is as an examiner, and

that gives mo no clue to where the students come

from.

3714. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You have a means of

knowing what tho students kuow here ?—I never met

a student hero knowing anything about it. Some
made pretensions to some knowledge. One of them

told me he knew all about tho subject, as he had a

certificate from South Kensington, and my experience

was that he knew very little about it.

Cork.

June 10 . 1884.

•lohn England,

c*q.,M.4 .03.0.

Professor Richard Horner Mills, ila., ll.d. examined.

8715. Chairman.—You are the Professor of Juris-
prudence and Political Economy in this College ?

—

I am.

3716. How long have you been here?—Nearly
thirty-five years. I was one of the original pro-
fessors.

3717. Owing to the unfortunate illness of my
mend Mr. O’Shaughnessy, the professor of law, you
ave usd something to do with the faculty of law for
sometime?—In consequence of Professor O’Shaugh-
M8sy b illness a deputy was appointed to represent

(Yqu
* nt>* undertake any part of Professor

u ohaughnessy's work. Professor O'Shauglmessy is
r° essor of English Law. I am Professor of Juris-

P Qence and Political Economy. Political economy» not a portion of the law school. In connexion with
political economy I have third year’s arts men. In
onexion with jurisprudence I have the first year’s

law men in jurisprudence, and the second year’s law

men in Roman law.
.

3718. How long was tho deputy acting for Pro-

fessor O’Shaughnessy ?—He came twice. Professor

O’Shaughnessy should have lectured both in Michael-

mas term and Hilary term.
.

__ ...
3719. I believe the deputy is Mr. Hume, of the

North-East Bar ?—Yes, Mr. Goorge Alexander Hume,

of the North-East Bar.

'3720. About how many pupils have you m the

jurisprudence class?—In the two classes of law, four

in tho first year and three in the second—seven in all.

3721. Does that now represent the normal state of

tho law school, or is that a lower number than usual?

—It is lower than last year. The first years class

last year was the largest I ever had. It was seven

in the first year '6 law, but that was rather abnormal.

The present state of things was most usual.

Richard

Horner Milk,
esq.,M.A.,ix.D.
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CURB. 3722. There is no great inducement to a man-

June io. 1654. going to the Bar to attend classes here ?—No. The

Benchers require all the students who are proceeding

Horocr Mil’s, to the bar to attend the lectures of their own pro-

Mn,w t fessors. They require them to attend one course

of lectures of their own professors, and a second

course of lectures with any two of the three professors

of Trinity College, Dublin. The Benchers allow the

students to take the lectures delivered by the pro-

fessors in this college in place of the Trinity College

lectures if they think proper to do so.

3723. But must not a student, to get credit for

these lectures, as against the Trinity College lectures,

be a graduate 1—He must be a graduate of some of

the universities recommended by the Benchera, not

merely of the Royal University.

3724. You examine for the scholarships 1—The

scholarships in political economy, and also in juris-

prudence and Roman law, not in English law.

3725. Jurisprudence in the first year, and Roman
law in the second?—Yes.

372G. There is a senior scholarship in law?—There is.

3727. And your subjects enter into the scholarship ?

—The subject that outers into tlie senior scholai-ship

w ould be constitutional law.

3728. I observe, looking back over the Calendar,

there does not seem to have been a senior schohu-sliip

awarded since 1877 1—That is likely the date. A senior

scholarship is not often claimed. The conditions are

rather stringent. The candidate must formerly have

been a graduate, and also have gone through a

complete course of the law studies in this College.

Now he must have gone through a complete course

of law studies, aud tlu-ough a complete recommended
course of arts studies for three years.

3729. The result is that the senior scholarsliip is

seldom claimed ?—It is seldom claimed.

3730. Last year, for instance, there were awarded
two scholarships ?—That would be the first and second

year's scholarships.

3731. That seems to he the average?—I think you
would sometimes find a third year’s scholarship, hut
not a fourth.

3732. Yes ; there was a third year’s scliolai-ship in

the year 1879—80?—Yes. My observation as to the
scholarship not being claimed does not apply to the
third year's, but to the senior scholarship.

3733. Do you adopt the same system of marking
for the scholarships as is adopted by the other pro-

fessors ?—Yes
;
I have no choice about it. There is a

form given to the professors on each occasion, and a
scheme of marks as printed. It is the same 100 maxi-
mum, aud ton disqualifying, and so forth.

3734. At best you would have a limited number of

competitors. How many generally compete for the
one scholarship—the junior scholarship in the first

year ?—For the first year’s law scholarship there may
he two or three, bnt for the second perhaps not more
than two—sometimes not so much.

3735. There is sometimes no competition at all ?

—

The men judge whether there is any use in competing
against their fellows, and if they find there is none the
scholarship is relinquished; but under no circum-
stances would the scholarship be awarded unless the
scholar was quite up to the mark.

3736. What do you consider quite up to the mark
for a junior scholarship 1—Thirty per cent.

3737. Then I may take it, it very often happens
there is no competition at all in the second year ?

—

Yes.

3738. You take care, according to your judgment,
that no student gets a scholarship, when there is no
competition, unless he deserves it 1—I am rather strict

in that particular. I am quite sure I may say uo
student does.

3739. Where I find a second year’s scholarsliip was
not awarded, in 1882-83 for instance, there is no
scholarship for the second year or the third year, there

is a scholarship for the first year. Wonld that be
because there was no competition at all, or because the

single student entitled to compote did not roach the I

proper standard?—I do not recollect the particular
circumstances, but I think that I wonld be right in
saying that it was owing to the student not obtaining

|

the standard in the second year—but I can easily ascer.
|

tain.

3740. Of course there are a number of solicitors, as
|

I know, in Cork, and solicitors in very large business

too. Have you any apprentices attending your law
classes who aro preparing for the Incorporated Society's

examination?—Yes ; solicitors’ apprentices who are

preparing to go to the profession.

3741. Solicitors' apprentices have to pass a rather '

severe law examination before they are admitted?

They have.

3742. Have you amongst the students some who
I

have juissed the preliminary examination, and aw*

serving their time in Cork, and are preparing for their I

final ?-—Constantly ;
the Soluatora A cb of 1 86(1 provides

that students attending the law lectures of our College

for two years of both professors, and passing the pre- I

scribed examinations, shall save one year out of their

apprenticeship, but they must take one of the throe

years in this College before signing their indentures
|

the second year- afterwards.

3743. Do they get that benefit whether they arc

graduates of the College or not?—Yes; if they at-
j

tained to be graduates they save two years.

3744. So that, at all events, they save a year by ,

attending here the prescribed course ?—By attending 1

the prescribed course for two years ; the law course is

three years ; if they attend both professors two years, >

and take one of these years before signing then-
(

indentures ot apprenticeship, one year's apprentice-

ship will be omitted. In connexion with the calls to i

the Bar, the Benchers’ rule is that credit for attendance
'

on lectures here is a credit, ns I have mentioned, but

will not be allowed until the student 1ms put down his i

name and paid his feo at King’s Inns, and that hugely 1

prejudices their coming here, because, in the first

place, it is a very largo sum having to pay, £48, and,

in the next, they generally will have completed their

arts course here. On entering into tho profession they

join the King’s Inns, consequently, unless a student

happens to be accidentally resident in Cork, he has no

inducement whatever to attend our lectures. If the

Benchers could bo induced to make another rule, and

to give credit for attendance before the student puts

down his name at King’s Inns, it is likely wc would

have some who would avail themselves of that privilege

while proceeding tlu-ough their “ arts” course.

3745. 1 think you would have more influence with

tho Benchers than any recommendation of the Com-

missioners, even if it came within the scope of onr

inquiry. Does it so happen that any of the students

who take out degrees here get a studentship in London.

I know that several, both from Belfast and Galway,

did obtain Inns of Court studentships in London of

£100 a year, tenable for seven years?—I am not

aware that any of our students competed for the

Inns of Courts studentships. I know some of the

Belfast students did.

3746. Dr. Stoney.—Are there any studentships or

scholarships given at call in Dublin, or are there any

distinctions that can be obtained ?—Yes, latterly more

than there used to be. There is the John Brooke

scholarship and the Benchers’ exhibition and prize

3747. But is not there the Fiudlater scholarship?

Tho Findlater scholarship is given on admission to the

attorney profession. With reference to the attorney

profession, I may mention that of attorneys’ appren-

tices proceeding from Cork five obtained medals on

their admission to the profession of attorney by ex-

amination by the Incorporated Society, to which the

Chairman has referred, and of those five four were

students of our law school, and one of the four ob-

tained, in addition, the Findlater scholarship, which *

the highest prize obtainable on admission to the

attorney profession. With reference to students who
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proceed to the Bar I find it irajiossiblQ to trace out

those who have proceeded to the English Bur. We
liave several who proceeded to tlio English Bar. But in

reference to those who have been called to the Irish

gnr I can bo positive that of fifteen four at least, and,

I believe, five—there is one, imfortuuutoly, deceased,

Mathew Keating, I am sure he distinguished himself

at ^11 hut I am positive as to four who obtained

second place on admission to the profession, and one

who obtained a certificate of honour, Mr. S. llonon.

Those attended our law school. With reference to

those called who did not attend our law school one got

the Benchers’ studentship, Mr. Matthew Bourko, and

another got second place, as well :is I recollect I oau

make out seven of the fifteen who attended our law

school, and seven who '.lid not.

3748. Chairman.—Your law school would be full

if students all got onus well as Mr. Stephen Honan

or Mr. Matthew Bouike ?—Mr. Honan got a certificate

of honour and Mr. Bourko got a Benchers' studentship.

Another student of the College, but not a member

of the law school, got a law scholarship at the London
University, lie has risen to very high eminence at

the Madros Bar. Our students ai-e scattered every-

where. We have others rising very fast at the Cal-

cutta Bar.

3749. The others you speak of obtained their arts

education here?—Yes.

3750. When is the subject of political economy

studied?— It is in the third year's arts course. It has

no connexion with the law school, no relatieu at all

with the law school.

3751. Dr. Stonev—Do you consider that there arc

any circumstances that affect the degree iu which candi-

dates would avail themselves of the Boyul University

from this College ?—Certainly, them is oim particularly

in which political economy is prejudiced iu its relation

to the Royal University. It is a matter to which the

three Professors of Political Economy, namely the

professors iu Belfast, Galway, and Cork, drew tho

attention of tho Standing Committee of tho Royal
University, last January. It is a fact that them is no
examiner in political economy who has mode it his

special subject of study or has been in any way con-

nected with it. Tho examiner's in ]>oliticnl economy
are the Professors of Logic, Metaphysics, and Ethics,

a class of subjects in which I know they tiro very pro-

ficient from their reputation, but they luwo not iu any
way identified themselves with political economy and
I am sure tho students would have more confidence in
an examination if the examiner wore one who devoted
himself to the subject in which he examined.

3752. Have they been teachers ?—Of Mr. Finlay I
do not know, Mr. Parke certainly is not, blit ho took
a very distinguished degree iu the Queen’s University
many yeare ago, in which he took up political economy
as one of his subjects.

3753. Do you think experience in teaching a
necessary qualification for an examiner?—Generally
speaking I do, but I am bound to say if it could bo
avoided, and there is great difficulty in avoiding it, it is
not desirable that teachers should oxamino their own
students

; but iu Ireland it is difficult to avoid it in
consequence of the difficulty of supplying the ex-
aminers.

3754. Are you aware that iu tho English Univer-
sities it lias been found impossible to avoid it consis-
tently with observing other important conditions ?—

I

could not say.

3755. Professor Jack.—How many students have
you in political economy ?—At present only three.

3756. W as tho number huger in former years ?

—

Sometimes
; before somo of the changes were made in

the Queen's University many years ago, students were
obliged to take out metaphysics or political economy.

J
key hod no choice between theso two. At that time

a had as many as twelve. But aftorwards thero was
& much wider field of option thrown open to the
udents by the Queen’s University and that system

still prevails, consequently the numbers coming to tins
class in this third year are fewer.

3757. Mas there been any material change from the
Queen’s University to the Royal University in the
study of political economy?- No, I aui not aware of
any. Tho principal change that strikes me is this,

that they have introduced the subject of jurisprudence
into tho aria comse of the Royal University. It was
originally iu tho arts course under the old Queen’s
University system and found not to bo suitable for

arts students, being properly a legal subject, conse-
quently it was removed from tlio arts curriculum of the
Queen's University and has buen so for many years

;

but to iny surprise, this year I found two students in
the first year’s law class who told me that they were
coming for the sake of the jurisprudence in the Royal
University. My coui'se was unsuited to them, so that
when my law class was over I had to go through
juris] ti'iuluiieo again for tho purpose of the arts

exam ination. One of the students l'esided at a
distance anil was unable to attend ; the other did and
I went over two of the three books proscribed by
tho Royal University with him—Maine’s “ Ancient
Law ” and Maine’s “ Ancient History of Institutions.”

I should have gone over witli him tho other but
he preferred I should go with him through political

economy and he would read up tho third jurisprudence
book by himself.

3758. Do you reoollect tho number of students in

political economy in the two years preceding the
change ?—I could not recollect, but 1 could readily

ascertain.

[Tint President,.—It is in my report.]

3759. it is merely witli regard to the question

whether thero has been any effect produced respecting

tho liumlicr of students attending your classes.

37G0. Chairman.—Have we the names of the books

that you used in the law course. I cannot find them
in the Calendar. I do not know whether they are or

not?—In tho College Calendar they are at page 71.

I was about to state, with relation to students pro-

ceeding to the attorney profession, the course of

study in Dublin is three sessions, or three years,

but tlm students arc only obliged to attend two
of those yeais, the consequence is that being appren-

ticed down hero tlioy never do in fact attend more
than two of tliose yours in Dublin, but they ave liable

to 1)0 oxumiued iu the course which extends over the

three years. Our two years' course is so arranged as

to cover tho whole space which three yeai-s of the

Incorporated Society does. Our third year's law course

is extra, and beyond that which the student pro-

ceeding to the attorney profession would be required

to answer in.

3701. Turn to the Calendar of this year, page 23,

uppendix. May we take these papers there for the

first year’s class and second year’s class as fair types

of tho papers that are set. to students for the law

scholarships ?—I could not say, because these are all

the papers set by the professor of English law.

3762. That is not your department ?—No.

3703. Professor Jack.—You mentioned with regard

to the scholarships that students after having weighed

themselves against each other, very frequently did not

present themselves at examination. Is there any

system in this college, as in some other colleges, of

recording honours against a man’s name though he

does not get a scholarship, that is to say, stating

that ho has attained a place qualifying for the

scholarship if there had been one to give ?—As to re-

cording it I am not aware.
*

3764. I find in tho return furnishod by the Presi-

dent that thero was one gentleman in 1883 disquali-

fied by university standing ?—Every student that com-

petes for any examination, his name and tho mark he

gets is filed in the college, and it can be always traced

if lie desires to obtain the reoord, but I am not aware

of any printed book containing the record.
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3765. The system ia sometimes adopted of recording qualified for it by the number of marks!—Yes; on

on the notice board that such-and-such a student the notico board it would be put
;
that would be &

though unable to get a scholarship was nevertheless temporary document.

Denis Keogh, esq.,

3766. Chairman.—Mr. Keogh, I believe you arc

head master of a school in the county of Cork ?—No,

T am a resident in the city. I am a tutor in the city

;

but I have been.

3767. Yon are a teacher in the city of Cork!

Yes, and I have been a graduate of the College since

1861.
3768. Have you been a teacher in Cork since you

graduated here1—Since 1860.

3769. Have you a school or do you take private

pupils!—Generally private pupils. I am connected

with an establishment conducted by Mr. "Williams.

3770. Are you able to give us any information as

to the standard of education that has been maintained

in this College !—I think so.

3771. How have you acquired that information!

—

From preparing students for matriculation and classical

and mathematical examinations, and otherwise.

3772. Have you from time to time prepared

students for matriculation here 1—Yes. Some of my
students have got first scholarships.

3773. Take first the students you have prepared

for matriculation. How many have you prepared for

it, one year with another!—Latterly the number has

decreased, and more prepare for the Royal University.

3774. Before the Royal University was established,

and the Queen’s University was disestablished !—

I

have prepared five men privately some years.

3775. Are you able to tell us what was the class

of education those boys had when they came up fox-

matriculation 1—Oh yes, I think the standard was
rather low, but it has now somewhat increased

3776. To what period do you refer when you say
it was rather low ?—Some ten years back.

3777. Is that the time at winch there was no Euclid
and no simple equations 1—Yes, there was no algebra,

no simple equations I think.

3778. That is before the time the Visitors of the
General Medical Council of whom we heard yesterday,

recommended that the students for matriculation

should be able to solve simple equations!—Yos, I
dare say.

3779. Yon say it has improved since !—Yes.
3780. In what way has it improved!— Other

subjects have been added, and the examiners have
given more difficult questions.

3781. Do you think the class of papers more difficult

than they used to be 1—Yes, and the proficiency of the
students is consequently gx-eater.

3782. Do you think that that is owing to the in-

creased stiffness of the papers, and not to the amount
of knowledge acquired 1—To the increased difficulty of
the papers.

3783. Since this change in the subjects of the
matriculation examination, what would you say was
the standard of education amongst the young men
whom you prepared to send up here 1—Do you mean
within, the last thx-ee or four years!

3784. The change took place in the year 1875.
"Within the last four or five years we will say ?—

I

think they were somewhat better prepared. Then-
scale of preparation was somewhat higher than usual.

3785. Do you prepare boys for other examinations
besides matriculation at the Queen’s College. Cork!

—

Yes, I have prepared for entrance in Trinity College,

Maynootb, and All Hallows.

3786. Have you prepared any for the Intermediate
examinations?—No.

3787. You draw the line there ?—I have not
prepared them.

3788. You have prepared them for the Royal Uni-
versity 1—I have.

,

si.A., examined.

3789. Would yoxx institute any comparison at all i

between the young men yon are preparing for matricu- '

lation hex-e, and the young men you send up for the

Royal Univex-sity!—I think the Royal Uuiversity !

examination is much more difficult. We had at the

last examination in the Royal University sent in
|

seven mexx from Mr. Williams’ establishment and all

of them passed.

3790. Do I understand you to say that the young
men you prepared for the Royal Univex-sity were
better prepared than the young men who came here

1

for their matriculation examination!— I think so.

3791. Yoix have prepared students for scholarships
|

here !—Yes, several times.

3792. Have yoxi been preparing them while
|

they were reading in college 1—As a rule I found
1

that students on obtaining firet scholarship, go on and
prepare for the higher scholarships themselves. For

the scholarships in arts the competition is at a ridi-

culously low ebb. I think some of these scholarships
I

ought to be passed on to the medical faculty.

3793. When yoxx say a ridiculously low ebb, do
|

you refer to the small number of competitors for the

scholar-ships, or to the standard of education 1—I refer

to the number of students competing.

3794. Have any of the .young men whom you have

prepared won scholarships ?—Yes, several. You
!

should bear in mind that I am preparing them for

over twexxty years.

3795. And you luxve l>een successful !—Yes.

3796. They obtained both senior andjunior scholar- ,

ships 1—No one ever rends for the sonior scholarships.
1

3797. Were they only entrance scholarships you

prepared for 1—I sometimes prepared for the second

years’ scholai-ships.

3798. The young men read for them with your

assistance as well as the touching they get here !

—

After obtaining the first year’s scholarship they read

the rest of the course l>y themselves. They are

acquainted with the character of tlicix- examiners.

8799. Professor Jack.—-That would bo without

your assistance!—Yes.

3800. Chairman.—Do I understand that you have

not prepared students for the second yeai-’s scholar-

ship !—I may have prepared one or two
;
certainly

not mox-e.

3801. Then your evidence as to the scholarships is

principally, if not entirely, confined to the entrance

scholarships 1—Yes
;

to the first yeax-’s literary

scholarships and to the first year’s medical scholar-

ships.

3802. Do your students, as a rule, tux-n out here

when they come up for matriculation as you expect

them. Do those you expect to get in get in, and are

those rejected you expected would not get in; or was

there any disappointment or surprise!—Oh I great dis-

appointment, and if it would not be trespassing on

the time of the Commission, I would give instances.

3803. Do not mention any names !—Certainly not.

I had a student who was four times up for matricula-

tion in Cork College. He was a medical student.

Mathematics wex-e all along his bete noir. Ho was

rejected every time.

3804. Many a good man could make nothing of

mathematics 1—But you must be rejected in two sub-

jects. The first time he was x-ejected in mathematics

and English; he passed in French and Latin. In

other examinations the result was not the same. At

all events, the upshot of it was,, that he passed three

examinations in French, and he was rejected in French

at the fourth, although he had not neglected the sub-

ject in the interim.
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3805. Did you ever send up a student that you

thought would not matriculate, and still ho pulled

through 1—Certainly.

3800. Has that often happened ?—I suppose I have

sent ten or twelve.
_

=

3807. That you did not expect to pass ?—Certainly.

3808. And they did pass?—Yes.

3809. Was that before this change?—I think so.

3810. Dr. MoLtOY.—I do not understand what

you meant when you said “ you must bo rejected in two

subjects”?—There are four subjects. If wo take

matriculation in medicine there are four subjects

—

mathematics, English, Latin, and French. I under-

stood always that if you could get three tens auil live

you were allowed in :—suppose you made twenty-live,

having two tens, you were rejected • any mark under

ten was bad, and for two such marks you wore

rejected.

3811. Wlmt is meant by ten?—Ton out of 100.

I have question to bring before you regarding tho

fees.

3812. Professor Jack.—Was it only to the matri-

culation examination of students in medicine that you
have referred ?—It refers to matriculation iu arts as

well. I always understood that ten satisfied. A stu-

dent of my own had three tens and a live and ho was
admitted a matriculated student in medicine.

3813. You say it applies to both faculties?—Yes.
381*1. Chairman.

—

You wanted to say something ?

—The fees charged in this college are all very fair

except the fee for matriculation. Tho College Council

have on their hooks a rule in which it is stated that

no certificate of matriculation will ho given to any
student who has not paid the fees for tho current sua-

sion. This was a subject which I brought somo years

ago before the Visitors of tho College.

3815. You say that a student does nob got a certi-

ficate of matriculation until ho pays the whole class

fees for the session. Do you wish to raise the question
that that is a rule tliat presses unfairly on students?

—

Yes, certainly.

381G. Is this what you want to bring before tho
Commission, “ that no student shall receive a certifi-

cate of matriculation until ho has paid the whole class

fees for the session and completes his lectures." What
you want to call attention to is, that there may bo a
case of a student who simply wants to attend a medical
school and get his lectures elsewhere, and that it is a
hardship on him to bo obliged to pay his class foes
after ho has matriculated although ho docs not want to
attend. Is that what you want to bring before us ?

—

Quite so.

3817. Have yon any written statement?—No, I
have only Lord Fitzgerald's decision.

3818. Let me see that?—I infer from his lord-
ship's decision that I might bring tlio subject on
again, and therefore I would ask tho consideration
of this Commission.

3S19. I have conferred with the other Commis-
sioners, and what we feel is this, that wo can only
collect the facts

; we have no power whatever to pro-
nounce any judgment as to whether this rule is a right
rule or a wrong rule

; that is a matter entirely for the
officials of the college. The proper course to take if
any student feels aggrieved is to apply elsewhere.
The officials of the colloge seem to mo to be tho proper
authorities. However we would he anxious to know
what the facts are, but we do not take any suggestion
as to what ought to be done. For instance if you tell
tte, as a matter of fact, what fees have to lie paid under
this head as a matter of class fees without having to

^ a class ?—In that the hardship lies.

3820.

I would rather you would not use tho word
hardship

j
we want the facts ?—To got a certificate of

matriculation in Queen’s College, Cork, a student
would have to pay for it .£8 10s. To got a certificate

of matriculation in tho College of Surgeons or some
obhor licensing board, he would pay 10s. and may go
ami study where ho liked. I consider it should bo
similar.

3821. Wcliavo nothing to do with that at all. Wo
want to got wlrnt tho fauts are, and what you toll us is

that a student matriculating with the intention of
going to a medical school and getting his licence from
tho College of Surgeons or somo other licensing board,
lias to pay something liko .£8 10s. for a certificate of
matriculation here. That is wluit you want to bring
lxifore us. The authorities of the collugc will not
allow a student to take the matriculation examination
unless he has entered on tho course prescribed for a
degree or other university distinction ?—Quito so.

3822. Accordingly thoy iusist on liis taking out a
certain course and [laying the fees for it?—Yes.

3823. Is there anything else you wish to state ?—
There Is merely a remurk, that I think somo gentle-

men who havegiven evidence here dealt rather severely
with the character of the grammar schools. I think
they are very efficient schools.

3824. You are a teacher in Mr. Williams's school ?—Yos.

3825. Yon have been there a considerable time

—

sinco you graduated here ?—No. I have only been
there about three years.

382G. Have you had an opportunity of judging
wluit was tho character of the education given in that
school ?—Certainly.

8827. Does it deserve the character that has been
given of tho Munster schools here 1—Certainly not. I
think a school that sends up seven students to the

Royal University for matriculation, all of whom pass

tho first time, should not bo stigmatized by gentlemen
ns it has been.

3828. Can yon give ns any other facts which
would throw light on the standard of education

in your school. You sent up seven students for

matriculation to tho Royal University and thoy all

passed ?—Yos.

3829. Within the last three years what did you do?
—1 only just remember what we did recently, and as

to the larger competition for scholarships, I do not

know whether I cun make any other suggestion.

3830. Wo are not here to take suggestions hut to

gather facts. Wo are to jnnko suggestions and not

tho witnesses ?—I think tho fact of students being-

obliged to attend lectures here militates against

sonic.

3831. Wo cannot taka your opinions. You have

given us ovidenco in tho way of facts
;
that is what we

want ?—Tf one or two scholarships were given to pupils

not attending lectures there might be keener competi-

tion.

3832. I dare say if tho College wore in a position

to oflbr £100 a year to every student coming in here,

you would have the place full. We cannot deal with

possibilities, you know ?—Yes.

3833. Professor Malet.—l have only been a short

time on the Council. I would like to explain

3834. Chairman.—We would rather take the ex

planation from the President.

3835. Professor Malat.—May I make one remark

with regard to my system ot marking ;
it ranges from

ten to 100. That does not mean tliat a man passes on

ten per cent. We say that if you wish to reject a man
givo him under ten

;
but I have frequently given a

man under ten who answered over twenty per cent.

This wont to tho public as that thoy passed on ton per

cent. I have given a man seven who answered

twenty-two per cent.

2 M
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CoghUn.

Very Hev. J. J. Canon Coghlan, President of St. Pin Bar s College, Blackrock, Cork, examined.

3836. Chairman.—Canon Coglilan, you are tlie

head of St. Fin Bar’s College 1—Yes, in Cork. I

reside at Blackrock.

3837. How long have you been President of that

school !—Since 1876.

3838. I suppose you take an active part in the

education of the boys who are prepared in that school !

Up to within the last two years, though a President,

I taught regularly as a master. Dining the lust two

years I have not taught, but I have directed the

seminary.

3839. But you are able, of your own knowledge, to

give us information as to the standard of education

that is maintained amongst the boys in tbo school 1—
I am.

3S40. Have students of yours from time to time

come to tliis College and matriculated liore 1—Yes.

Several students from St. Fin Bar’s have come here,

but I have not sent thorn nor prepared them.

3841. As a matter of fact, they were educated in St.

Fin Bar’s, and ciuno on v&at education they had !

—

Yes, such education as they got.

3S42. About bow many students from St. Fin Bar’s

came in and were matriculated here 1—I can scarcely

give the number now, but I know a very considerable

number.
3843. How many classes are in your school ?—The

school is graduated according to the Intermediate

system. There arc three grades—junior, middle, and
senior

j
and then there is a lower grade than the

junior—the preparatory.

3S44. Then there are threo classes!—There ore

three classes.

8S45. Can you tell ns from what class was it that

the students who matriculated here came i—I can give

you instances, without names, if you permit mo to

refer to my notes.

3846. Give us numbers without names?—I cannot

give you the number precisely, but there is one
gentleman who entered here from the junior grade,

who passed the Intermediate examination in the

junior grade, and took in that examination a second-

class prize. He was with us from January to his

entrance here of tho same year. He certainly could

not be said to he ft university student.

3547. In what year was that 1—I think it was in

the year 1 8S1
;
he matriculated here, and took a

scholarship at his matriculation.

3548. That was in 18S1 ?—Yes, from the junior
grade direct.

3549. Can you trace the history of any other
student who came from your college and matriculated

here iu the same way ?—I have another student who
matriculated here in 1883, and at the same time that

he matriculated here, and was a matriculated student
attending some classes, we found that he was a
student in our junior grade at the seminary. When
I found he was here a matriculated student I was
obliged to direct his attention to the fact. I could not
have a student under these circumstances.

3850. Can you trace the history of any other
student !—There is another student. I think it is the
same year he matriculated.

3S51. When I say trace the history, I mean
simply his passage from your school and the grade he
was in to the College!—I am almost positive that
in the same year another student who passed
from the junior to the middle grade with us, and,

finding he was unfitted for the studies of the middle,

returned to the junior grade, and while in the junior

grade for the second time he matriculated here. In
1880 another student, who was by his masters con-

sidered simply incapable of acquiring any knowledge
at all, matriculated here.

3852.

In what year was that 1—-In 1880. Another
student in 1879 matriculated here. He began his

Latin and Greek in February of that year. He took
the “ Latin Prindpia” into his Laud for the first time
in February, 1879, and ho matriculated here in Latin
aud Greek iu November of the same year. I have
several instances of students whom I would not send
forward for examination in any grade in the Inter-

mediate examinations, because of their cortain failure

and consequently discredit which they would bring on
tho school over whicli I preside, aud they matriculated
successfully here.

3853. I do not want the names of the students •

but would yon be able, if it were required, to furnish

us with those names for tho purposes of verification

if necessary 1—For tho purpose of verification, but not
for the purpose of publication. At tho samo time I
have always stood on the best terns with my boys.

3854. In tho same way we got names at Belfast!—
Certainly. I will supply the Commission at any time
with the names if asked,

3855. Have you got many other instances! I
have a great many instances of the same character.

May I be allowed to state my impression !

3856. You have a perfect right to state your con-

clusions drawn from facts within your knowledge !

If allowed to give my impression from those facts and
from my experience since 1876.

3557. You have now had very large experience of

tho standard of education reached in your school, and
yon have also a knowledge of the educational attain-

ments of the young men you sent up who passed the

matriculation examination!—Yes.

3558. Judging from these two together, are you
able to form an opinion of tho standard of education

hci-e !—Taking the matriculation as an index to the

education that is l-cquired liex-o, I think I can. Of
course, I have no knowledge myself of anything in

coimexion witli the Queen’s College. I was never
inside the College until to-day.

3859. You cannot of course say anytlxiug ns to tho

mode of examination!— No.

3SG0. Nor as to tho manner in which those students

answered ?—No.
38G1. You can onlyjudge by what you found them

to know and what they did when they came here !

—

Yes.

38G2. And judging from that, wliat would you say

is the standard of education!— Certainly it must be

very low.

38G3. You have had a good number of pupils in

your school !—Yes.
38G4. About how many, on an annual average !

—

When I was actually engaged iu the teaching work,

we had over 140 ; at ouo time, 180. It varies.

38G5. How many now !—Something about 100 at

present.

3866. You have been sending up your boys for the

Intermediate !—Constantly, since 1879.
3867. To the three grades—j

lining middle, and
senior?—Yes.

3868. Have you been sending up any of your boys

for the Royal University 1—We had five, who matri-

culated at the first matriculation examination of

the Royal University : and if I may be permitted to

Btate in that year one of them took the first classical

prize at his matriculation examination, first honours

in Latin, second honoure in English. Another took

second classical prize, first class in Latin. Another
took second honour in French. In the following

Januaiy, at the second Royal University examination,

the one who took tho first classical prize won the

classical scholarship. In the second arts university

examination he took a £40 prize. I quote that as

an instance of the boys we are able to turn out. I

will not make a speeoh, but if I may be allowed to say

in this connexion that I feel very much the obser-

vations

—

3569. I would rather you would not say that!—
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Then of course I desist ; I will not say anything you

do not approve of.

3870. Did you send up any boys to tlio Royal

University for the last matriculation 7—No. Thera

are two in preparation now. Our school is divided

into two parts. We have ecclesiastics, and wo do not

send them to the Royal University. They arc pre-

pared directly from Maynooth. That being so, the

others we reserve for the Intermediate examinations.

3871. Did you not send up for tlio last three ma-

triculations a certain number of candidates?—I am
tracin'* the career of those wo sent up lirst.

3S72. Givo mo the number of candidates you sent

up for the last .three years?—Wo sent no more candi-

dates than the five I have named for ltoyal. I have

a list of the honours obtained by the students of St.

Fin Bar’s in all the grades of tlio iuturmuiliata exami-

nations.

3873. Had your students been successful in tho

different grades of the Intermediate examinations?

—

They have taken exhibitions and first-class prizes. In
the junior grade the first year, one of our students

took a very high junior exhibition. Wo got two

junior exhibitions that year. Tlio exhibitioner, who
is very high, scored tho highest marks in Greek in

Ireland.

8874. Is there any other fact that you would bring

under tho notice of the Commissioners?—I am not

permitted to refer to observations made, and therefore

I shall not intrude. I suppose you understand why
I am anxious to do it : but of course I do not, us it is

not permitted.

3875. You wish to offer this as evidence, that so far

as one school is concerned, it is a good school, and
doing good work ?—Certainly. I should also bo
anxious to say that I quite agree with tlu> sentiment

which appears to be universal amongst tho collogo

authorities here, that the students who come here

are not well educated. I am quite prepared to admit
that; but I say that their not being well educated

must not imply that they are tlio select and good
students of the schools of Munster. They aro tho

contrary.

3876. Wc take your evidcuco speaking for your-

self, and the very large experience you have got in

St. Fin Bar's?—Yes; I am speaking for St. Fin
Bar’s.

3877. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Comparing tho boys
who came up to Queen’s College, Cork from your
school, with the boys you sent up to the Intermediate
examinations and Royal University, do you think tho
boys who came to Queen’s College, Cork, fairly repre-

sent the standard of education in your seminary?

—

Certainly not, except in two or throe instances.

There were some very good, well educated boys who
came here, but the large number were very much re-
moved indeed from their standard.

3878. I have here the result of the examinations
of the Intermediate Education Board, 1881. Look
to page 24, the boys of the junior grade. Now the
Intermediate Education Board examines boys in three
grades, representing the teaching of tho intermediate
schools of Ireland ?—Yes.

3879. There is the junior grade, the middle grade,
and the senior grade t— Yes.

8880. The junior grade represents tlio lowest stand-
ard of education recognized by the Intermediate
Education Board?—Yes.

8881. You have Bent up boys to the junior grade ?

—Yes.
3882. Do you think that the standard required for

passing satisfactorily the examinations of that Board
in the junior grade is as high as the standard required
for passing the matriculation at Queen’s College,
Cork, in the same subjects?—Well I think it is much
higher, if I am to judge by facts. I should like to
say that I do not undertake to make an analysis of
the programme. It is not my purpose nor my wish

;

but I can speak as to facts.

3883. You think a higher standard of education is Com.
necessary to pass the junior grade of the Intermediate /«»»« 10. hum.
examinations, than is required to pass matriculation v 7T"
examination at the Queen’s College 7—As a matter of

‘

fact it is. OcgUlan.

3884. Look to No. 321, amongst tho boys of the
junior grade in 18S1, page 24. Was that boy a stu-

dent of your seminary7—He was.

3885. Did 1 ie go up to Queen’s College, Cork ?—Yea
38S6. 1 find that lie passed the junior grade in tho

Intermediate examinations in 18S1 ?—Yes.
3887. When did ho go up to Queen’s College,

Cork 7—In au tuum or matriculating timo of the same
year.

38SS. I find his name upon the list of entrance
scholars of that year 1—Yes.

3889. In 18S1-82 lie obtained a science scholarship
from tho Queen’s Collogo, Cork. As regards his gene-
ral aggregate of merit as tested bythoexamiuatiouofthe
Intermediate Education Board, am I right in supposing
from tins list tliat lie obtained 321st place amongst the
junior boys ?—Yes.

3890. And that is tlio lowest grade recognized by
the Intermediate Education Board?—Yes.

3891. As regards his special merit in the subjects

of his science scholarship, do you know what the re-

quirements aro for tho science scholarship in this

Collogo ?—No, I have no knowledge of the pro-
grnmrno.

3892. With regard to his standing in your seminary,
was ho the host boy you had ?—Oh, deal*, no.

3893. Had you several other hoys as good 7

—

Much bettor.

389 1. Were they better in tlio special subjects of

this scholarship, and were they better also in general
education ?—When we speak of any one being better in

gcnoral education, we take in every subject which
belongs to that grade.

3895. You would not have picked him out as

amongst your best boys 7—Cci’tainly not, we had two
exhibitions in that year in that grade.

3896. Do you think a boy getting a good exhibition

in tho junior .grade, would win a scholarship at Queen’s

College, Cork 7—Certainly, for this reason :—Wc had
two cxlii!btions that year in that grade, wo had two
who took first-class prizes, and ho was after all

those.

3897. Taking the volume for 1880, look to page

142 of the revised edition ;
this is tlio middle grade.

Look to No. 319, where did lie come from 7—Queen’s

Collogo, Cork.

3898. His namo is given here us coming from

Queen's College, Cork. Look at pago 162 of the

Queen’s College, Cork, Calendar. You have there a

list of the scholars who obtained entrance scholarships

in October, 1879-80. Look to the third name on the

list of science scholars about the middle of the page?

—Yes.

3899. Is that the same name you see coming up

from Queen’s College, Cork, to the Intermediate

examinations?—The same name as 819 in page 142.

3900. At the examinations of tho Intermediate

Education Board, in the middle grade, we have then a

scholar ofone year’s standing in Cork. This will give us

a standard by which we may judge of what the schools

in Ireland and the schools of Munster can do. I have

no doubt lie was a distinguished scholar and au eminent

and promising student. What place did he obtain in

aggregate merit amongst the school boys 7—319 was

the order of merit.

3901. I find that his marks in the special subjects

of his scholarship are in Euclid 295 out of 600, and in

algebra 260 out of 6007—Yea.

3902. Look at the list and see if any one gets a

higher mark in Euclid 7—Three get higher marks.

3903. One gets 300 out of 6001—Then there is

another who gets 315. He comes from the Christian

Sohools, Cork.

2M2
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Cork.

June 10, 1884.

Very Rev. J.

J. Canoe
Coghlon.

3904. The one after him gets 425 ;
he is not from

Munster)—No, Dundalk.

3905. Look to No. 245—he comes from the Christian

Schools, Cork)—Yes.

3906. His marks in Euclid are 310 1—Yes.

3907. As against 295 for the scholar of the Queen’s

College)—Yes.

3909. As against 260 for the scholar in Queen’s

College, Cork!—Yes.

3910. It -would seen, therefore, they can teach

Euclid and algebra outside the walls of the Queen’s

College 1—Yes, indeed.

3911. Go hack to No. 78, page 124, William J.

Shea, Rockwell College, Cahiv ?—Yes.

3912. He got 78th placo in aggregate merit?—

Yes.

3913. Is Cnhir in Munster?—Yes.

3914. What are his marks in Euclid?—410 as

against 295.

3915. What are his marks in algebra?—440 as

against 265.

39 1C. Look to No. 69 on tko same page. Do
you know him)—I do, well.

3917. Whore does he come from?—St. Fin Bar’s

Seminary, Cork.

8918. What does he get in Euclid ?—435 as against

295.

3919. And what in algebra?— 320 as against

2G5.

3908.

His marks in algebra are 270?— They

are.

3920. Look to No. 51. He got 51st place in

aggregate merit a3 judged by the standard of the

Intei-mediate Education Board ?—Yes.

3921. The scholar from the Queen’s College got

319th?—Yes.
3922. Where does No. 51 come from?—John P.

Murphy, St. Fin Bar’s Seminary.

3923. In Euclid what did he get?—460 as against

295.

3924. And in algebra?—-2S0 as against 265.

8925. Look to No. 28, Jeremiah lliordan, St.

Fin Bar’s Seminary, Cork. He got 2Stli place in

aggregate merit. Taking the special subjects of the

science scholarship what did he get in Euclid?—545

out of 600, as against 205.

3920. And in algebra wbat did he get)—290 as

against 265, out of GOO.

3927. All those names that you have gone over are

the names of students who were examined at the same
examination as that scholar of one year's standing from
the Queen’s College, Cork )—Yes.

3928. In the same grade and in the same subject

matter 1—Yes
;

under the Intermediate Education

Board.

3929. All of them obtained higher places in aggre-

gate merit, on the whole examination ?—-Yes.

3930. And also higher places in the special subjects

of tho scholarships?—Yes.
*3931. Professor Jack.

—

Did the scholar get his

scholarship after this examination, or bofore it?—The
scholar does not come from St. Fin Bar’s, and there-

fore I could not answer this question.

3932. Eev. Dr. Molt.ot.—

H

e had held the scholar-

ship for twelve months before coming up for examina-

tion. Under the heading 1879-80 in the Calendar of

Queen’s College, Cork, he is entered as third science

scholar at entrance. That means October, 1879. This

examination of the Intermediate Education Board was
held in June, 1880 ?—Yes.

3933. Dr. Stoney.—

I

wish to understand in

reference to the seminary of which you are presi-

dent, what is the usual destination of the stu-

dents?—There is a certain proportion of them that

are destined for the Church. They live in the college

under the care of priests, and the remainder go to

whatever pursuits their parents generally determine

for them, professional and otherwise. The college as

far as it is a college is practically an ecclesiastical col-

lege, but there is attached to it a day school, aud it

is chiefly from the pupils of the day school that the
intermediate classes are formed.

3934. Are thoro any candidates from the other

class that goto the intermediate examination?—From
the ecclesiastics?

3935. Yes?—Yes, up to a certain time. When
preparing for immediate entrance into the higher

ecclesiastical colleges they devote their time to that.

3936. Arc yon aware that there is an age limit for

tiro three grades in the Intermediate)—Yes.

3937. And that that would often determine a can-

didate ns to which examination he should go in for 1

In this sense he must. He may present himself over-

age in a certain grade, but he will not got the honours,

or if the honours wero attached to his name, it will

be said he is over ago.

393S. But it frequently determines the grade ia

which a candidate presents himself)—Very often it

does.

3939. In referenco to the entmneo examination

into a college like this, are you aware that there is no

such examination in the English universities, or

generally in the Scotch universities ?—I do not

know.
3940. There is none. Where there is an entrance

examination into a college do you think that the ac-

quirements of a candidate should ho taken into

account only, or that the capacity that he shows

when brought personally before his examiners should

largely enter into their consideration ?—If I may
mention my own view on the point, I think that a

student who proposes to enter a college, and, therefore,

desires to be ranked as a university student, should

certainly have sometlung more than the knowledge

of an intermediate school, and the lowest grade of

that school.

3941 . But tho object of it is to nscoi-tain whether

the candidate can or cannot profit by the teaching?

—

I presume what he proposes when heentevs tho college

is to pursue a courso of education. If he wants to do

tluit properly he ought to ho educated in elementary

subjects befox-Q ho enters the college, and consequently

there should be a sufficiently high standard for en-

trance.

3942. Of acquirement as distinct from capacity?—

Yes.

3943. But botlx should he taken into considera-

tion ?—Clei-taiuly.

3944. And the test would be whether he did, as a

matter of fact, subsequently prolit by the teaching ?—
That may happen to be in an individual case, but I

should not like to admit that as a principle.

3945. Px-ofessor Jack.—I gather from your evidence

that your own observation and experience refers in the

fix-st instance to the standard of the matriculation ex-

amination hero ?—I did not say that I was familiar

-with the standard here itself, but I was able to pro-

nounce upon it, knowing tire books, and very often the

want of education of those who passed the matricula-

tion here. I never prepax-ed the programme itself, I

merely judge of the programme when the persons suc-

cessfully passed.

394G. Therefore, your statement in reference to any-

thing beyond that, would be founded upon such facts

as Dr. Molloy has called your attention to with re-

gard to the Intermediate examination 1—Yes.

3947. Dr. Stoxey.—The Intermediate examination

aims only at ascertaining the acquix-ements, it does not

aim at ascei-taining anything beyond the mere acquire-

ments ?—The Intermediate examination, of course, be-

ing only an examination, looks for knowledge not its

results.

3948. That is, it is concerned with only one of the

two things that ought to be aimed at in the entrance

examination of a teaching college ?—I do not think as

a rule that any student will pass the Intermediate

examination and present simply abstract knowledge

without also having the capacity.
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3949. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

Is it your opinion that

the object of an examination at entrance into a College

js to test wliat a l>oy knows, as well ns to tost what

his capacities are?—I think so in order that lie may l>e

properly grounded in his studies for tho future.

S950. Do you think that the hoys who passed from

rout' school the matriculation examination hero had

not a very great knowledge, hut may have had fair

capacity t—I know of several who had neither know-

ledge nor capacity.

3951. Arc you acquainted yourself with tho results

attained by the schools of Ireland in connexion with

the Intermediate Education Board ?—Certainly.

3952. These lists have not appeared before you to-

day for the first time?—No. I liavo studied them.

I am a member of the Masters’ Committee, which Cob*.
meets very often in Dublin. The chief of tho schools -runaio. ms*,
and colleges in Ireland meet from time to lime to y ( tT^ j
discuss those matters, and in that sense I have more j

C

Canon
than au ordinary master’s knowledge. I am able to Coghlnn.

conquire the masters of all the Catholic Colleges in

Ireland.

3053. When yon speak of a student getting 321st
place can you state that tho 320 students before
him am almost exclusively from Irish schools?

—

Exclusively.

3954. Do you know any other university college

hut this whoso students go up to the examinations of
the Intermediate Examination Board?—I am not
aware myself.

Rev. W. Hutch, d.d., President of St. Column's College, Fcrmoy, examined.

3955. Chairman.—You arc tho President of St. Cel-

man's College, Fcrmoy?—Yes.

3956. How long have you been President?—I have
been President for the last three yearn, and I was
teaching there for seven years before that.

3957. Fennoy is in the county Cork ?—Yes.

3953.

Of course you Lave had op]iorbuuities of

ganging, the standard of teaching and education in St.

Colman’s College?—Yes.

3959. Has it everhappened that, any of tho students
from St. C'olmau’s College came up aud matriculated
here ?—Frequently.

3960. About how many, on au average in tho year,

would pass from your College hero ?—One year with
another I would say four or five.

39G1. How many classes have you in your College?
—We have three classes corresponding to tlm three
grades of the Intermediate examination. We have a
special class for matriculation in the lloyal, and we
have a preparatory class or two.

3962 What is the standard of education in your
school?—We prepare boys for tho three grades of
Intermediate education, and within tho lant two
years we have got ten exhibitions aucl eighteen prize*.

We lmve sent up for tho first three examinations of
the Royal University forty-five students, of whom
only five failed, and one got an exhibition.

3963. Have your students who carno hove been
successful in obtaining scholarsliips ?—Never. Some
of them would not even bo allowed to enter for the
Intermediate because sure to fail.

3964. Were they your best boys who came up here?—Not at all
;

• quite the reverse.

.

S9G5. I mean best in tho educational sense ?—It it

m that sense I mean, because some of them wore excel-
lent boys otherwise.

3966. And have none of your promising boys ever
left you and came here and matriculated 1—Two, I
wiink, who had been originally ecclesiastical students,
but changed their vocation and turned to medicine,
and some of those, I believe, got prizes here.

3967. But have many of your students failed to pass
the matriculation examination ?—I do not think I
ever heard of one.

3968. Were the students who came up from your
school and passed the matriculation here fairly well
educated, in your opinion ?—No, except the one ortwo
a mentioned as exceptional cases.

3969. Could you tell me what class they held in the
echool as a rule coming up here for matriculation ?—
o explain that 1 should tell you we never prepared

rtudents directly fer the Queen’s College examination,
e knew we had students who intended to enter, and
e
y

.

managed to prepare as best they could in this

mZJ i ? subject-matter required here for

St n ,

at*°n happened to be what was being read in

lH0™ 8 for other purposes, and theyjoined in and

in ^ a^out fr°m class to class. So that they were
a certain sense what you might call vagabonds.

3970. You use that term, of course, in the Pick-
wickian scuse ?—Yes.

3971. Of the students you sent up for the Royal
five out of the forty-five failed 1—Only five failed.

3972. Were the men you sent up for the Royal
better men than the men who matriculated here ?

—

In ]»int of ability some wore not.

3973. No, but in education ?—Much Letter.

3974. You have been preparing men in tho three

grades for the Intermediate 1—-Yes.
3975. Has your College been successful?—We

got ten exhibitions in the last two yearn, eighteen

prizes, and two medals in special subjects.

3976. You know the standard reached in preparing
for the juniorgrade ?—Yes.

3977. Would you institute any comparison between
tho students who came up from St. Colman’s and
matriculated hero with the hoys who went up in the

senior grade or middle grade or junior grade ? To
which grade would they correspond ?—The junior

grade.

3978. Would they represent a fair average of the

attainments of the boys preparing in the junior grade

in your College ?—Some very few would—two or three

—the otilers would not.

3979. Would they fall below it 1—They would fall

below it.

3980. How many students liave you in your Col-

ingo ?—Tho average for tho last two or three years

1ms been about one hundred and twelve. I selected a

few typical cases to give you an idea of the general

standard. I found that our students who attended

hero—without mentioning names—lean give you them

by numbers—I can give you tlie names in private

afterwards if you require it.

3981. Give us the same class of particulars as we
have already received from the president of St Fin

Bar’s College ?—I shall call the first No. 1 ;
he matricu-

lated here in 1881. He had rood—I think, six or

seven months Latin before coming here, and had read

absolutely no Greek, so that he did not know the

Greek letters.

3982. Small Latin and less Greek ?—The peculiarity

about the Greek I wish to call attention to is this

—

lie came to Cork and put himself six or seven weeks

under the charge of a grinder to work up the Greek.

I thought lie would have no chance of passing in

Greek.

3983. He matriculated in 1881 ?—Yes.

3984. And he was with a grinder six or seven

weeks?—I wish to bring out this fact to show you

what the standard of matriculation in Greek is. I

thought he would not have passed in Greek, first,

because of the shortness of the time, and secondly,

because he was very idle. I met him after lie ma-

triculated and he told me he had succeeded in passing.

“ How did you pull through the Greek 1” I asked. He
replied, “ I never regret anything as much as the loss
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Cork. of time I Bpent learning Greek, half the knowledge

June io. 1864. I think would have done me.’’ Another studentwhom— I shall call No. 2, matriculated at the same time,

Hutch, d.d. and knew Latin pretty fairly, but he had barely spent a
’ few weeks at the Greek grammar. He put himself

under the care of the same grinder for the same period

and he made exactly the same remark—that he lost

too much of his time and that he knew far too much

Greek. The third case I will call No. 3. He stood

tho junior grade examination in 1880, and failed to

pass both in Greek and Latin, at a time when the

standard of the pass both in Greekand Latin was only

20 per cent.—it is much higher now, but in 1S80 tho

minimum was only 20 per cent,
;
he got ouly 271 in

English out of 1,000; and 144 in algebra out of

500. Ho matriculated within twelve months at the

Queen’s College Cork, and passed both in Latin and

Greek.
3985. Where was he between the time you havo

mentioned and the time he passed ?—With us.

3956. 1 would rather you would tell us what was

his educational status at the end of the year?—He did

not stand in 1881 in the Intermediate, consequently I
cannot give you the result.

3957. But from your own observation of him in the

College, you will bo able to tell us whether he had
made any great or markedimprovement ?—He had not

made any remarkable progress. I think the result

would have been pretty much the same. I do not

think he would have passed either in Greek or Latin,

as ho was ill for a good deal of the year and hewas not

over diligent.

39SS. Have yon any other cases?—Another' case

was that of one of the best boys we sent up, No. 4.

He passed in the junior grade in 1881, and got only

579th place; he matriculated here in the same year.

Ho was about the best boy we sent up to tbo Queen’s

College for a number of yearn, or rather I should say
came, because wo never send anybody.

39S9. Was there any interval during which ho was
with you between passing the Intermediate examina-
tion and coming up here 1—No, he came directly.

3990. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You mean he passed tho
Intermediate examination in June, and came here in
October ?—Yes, that is what I mean.

3991. Chairman.—He may have been reading in

the meantime ?—He was ; most of the boys do.

Vacation is pretty long—two months since the Inter-
mediate examination was introduced—that would only
confirm the case I make. Then the last case is one
something similar to that mentioned a while ago

;
it

is that of a gentleman who matriculated in 1SS1
He was studying medicine. I do not know how he
ever matriculated or would succeed in passing any
examination, because he was looked upon as an utter
imbecile.

3992. Are you able to tell us that from your own
observation l—1

Three years’ experience. He was
looked upon as a hopeless case that would not be
able to pass any examination.

3993. Did he come here direct from the college i

—

I think he was about six weeks with a grinder in
Cork. He passed the examination. He is not in
the Queen’s College now

; he left.

3994. Are those cases typical of the rest?—Those
cases were selected at random.

3995. Are those presented to us as typical cases or
presented to us as containing the entire result of

cases of this kind?—They are typical cases that I
recollected in about half an hour, when 1 put mvsflf
to think about it.

3990. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou do not consider
that the standard of educatl -n in your college can be
fairly monaural by tho educational status of the hors
who coiuo to Queen's College, Cork?—I should be
very sorry to have it thought so.

3997. You havo had a large number of boys who
obtained high places at tho Intermediate Examinations!—Yes.

3998. I think you havo prepared men for the
Royal University!—Forty-five.

3999. Do you find a higher standard required for

the Royal University than for tho Queen's Colie"?

Cork ?—Much.
4000. You stated the caso of a student who had

boon only six months at Latin and Greek ?—In the case

of that student lie. lmd never learned any Greek—not
even the alphabet.

4001. Would it bo possible to prepare a student for

the matriculation examination of tho Royal Uni-

versity in Latin and Greek in six months ?—I do not

think it would bo possible to prepare him both in Latin

and Greek, even for the move pass. If there were a

small class of students, and special attention paid to

him, lie might manage to scrape through the pass in

Latin in six months, but not in Greek. Mind, the

caso I am putting is that of an exceptionally smart

student, with special facilities afforded to him for study,

and very little attention paid to anything else but

Latin. I think a capable boy, with a good master, and

working hard for six or seven months, might pass in

tho Royal.

4002. Do you think from your knowledge of the

condition of intermediate schools in Munster that the

standard of matriculation in tho Royal University is

high or low or moderate ?—I think that tho matricula-

tion pass of tho Royal University might he slightly

higher.

4003. Do you think that, from an educational point

of view, it is dosimblo that students should he ad-

mitted into a College of higher studies badly prepared

in ovory kind of school work ?—I think it would be

the very reverse.

4004. You think that they ought to remain for a

longer period at school ?—I do not see how you can

raise a superstructure unless you have first a founda-

tion.

4005. Dr. Stoney.—

I

s St. Column’s College an

ecclesiastical seminary ?—Not in the proper sense of

the word.

4006. You prepare students for Maynooth?

—

Wo
do, some, but the majority of our students are lay

Btudents.

4007. Your senior students aro those whom you pre-

pare for Maynooth?—Yes.

4008. And they pass from the junior grade up to

tho grade which is prepared for Maynooth?—All onr

students who go to Maynooth are bound to pass the

matriculation examination of the Royal University

by an episcopal law in our diocese.

4009. Dr. Marston.—

I

should like to know whether

your utterly incapable man entered the medical pro-

fession ?—No ; he has not.

4010. I thought this waif and stray had not found

a haven of rest there ?—No ; I think not, and he is

not likely to ever enter it.
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Rev. J. D. Burke, examined. Cork.

4011. Chairman*.—You arc tho Superior of tlic

Christian Brothers’ schools!—Yes.

4012. How long have you been connected with tho

establishment1—Thirty-two years.

4013. How long have you been Superior 1—For tho

last six. .

4014. You have taken an active part in tho educa-

tion of the boys of this school ?—I am engaged daily

in the general work of teaching and superintending.

4015. Ever since you became superior have you been

engaged in school teaching ?—From niuo to three each

day.

4016. You are able to tell us tho standard of educa-

tion reached by tho boys in that school 1—Judgiug by

the Intermediate examinations, in which wc take a

v»ry active part, I would say that tho standard is very

high.

4017. About how many boys bavo you annually ?

—

One thousand boys in the principal establishment,

and 700 in two branch establishments.

4018. In tho main establishment, whore the 1,000

bovs ore, do you take classics as part of the course 1

We have a small class in that department—not a

very large one.

4019. In the other establishments you speak of, do

you teach classics there!—No. There may be a
boy whose circumstances require that a knowledge of

classics should be given, and if circumstances so

require the brothers would teach them to liim.

4020. But, under ordinary circumstances, you do

not teach classics!—The classics have been taught

in the principal school from almost its establishment,

but the class is a small one, and only for hoys whoso
circumstances require classics in tlieir educational

career.

4021. How many in the special class !—But twclvo

at present.

4022. Is that about the ordinary number or more 1

—The ordinary number.
4023. How many classes liavo you iu tlio school !

—

Our schools are divided into two departments— first',

the primary school j nud secondly, tho intermediate.

This lias been the case from tho time our body was
started in Ireland, owing to tho circumstances of tho
country—we in fact never confined ourselves to tho

subjects of primary instruction. The upper portion
of the school is intermediate.

4024. Do you prepare boys for tho Intermediate
education examinations!—Wo passed last year 108
boys.

4025. How many in tho junior grado 1—Ninoty.
4026. How many in the middlo I—Fourteen.
4027. How many in tlio senior!—Four.
4028. How many do you send up in tlio senior

grade!—I think the number that passed was tho
number sent up.

4029. They all passed!—Yes.
4030. Have any boys educated in your school

matriculated in the Queen's College, Cork 1—Many
have, but their classical education was not given in
our schools. They would go from ours to other
schools, and receive there whatever classical education
they required.

4031. You cannot tell us any instanco wliero a boy
passed direct from your schools into tho colloge here 1

--Not into this college, but tho year before last a
hoy who passed the middle grade, and got a prize,
went into our own examination-hall, which tho ltoyal
University borrows for the purposo of local exami-
nations, and passed the matriculation examination
in that hall after a month’s preparation.

4032. Ib that the only instanco you liavo of one of

y°^at'ulGnte matriculating for tho .Royal University!
That is the only instance.
4033. Your boys are not of that clasB that look for

university education afterwards!—We never en-
couraged it, as' far as the Queen’s College is con-
cerned, for various reasons. "We cannot give encourage-

ment to them to go on ; if there wo3 an institution "*—
•

”

that we could, with conscientious reason recommend It8V - J - D -

we would Burke.

4034. Wc cannot go into that Do mathematics
enter into your curriculum!—Yes.

4035. And arithmetic !—Yes, to the highest point
4030. Do you go up to the higher branches of

mathematics ?—Yes
;
to six books of geometry, trigo-

nometry, and algebra, to tho highest point required
in those subjects by the Intermediate programme.

4037. Arc you able now to form any judgment os
to tlio standard of education here, aud if so, tell me
how you arc able to form it before you giro me your
opinion!—Having no connexion with the college

directly, as the students do not pass directly from our
schools to tho college, I have not given the matter
special consideration

;
but I may mention this, that in

preparing hoys in chemistry ami philosophy, which I
do myself for the junior, middle, and senior grades of

tho Intermediate, I used the examination papers given
for scholarships in this college, as also those for the
London University, and I find that the boys for the
junior grade can answer nearly nil tho questions in

these examinations that are within tlio scope of their

grade, but that tho boys for tho middlo and senior

can answer entirely all tho questions given for the

scholarship examinations in this college, and also for

tho London University, as a preparation for their

examination under the Intermediate Board.

4038. Unit is in the two subjects that you men-
tioned !—Yos

j
and I may mention also, that not

moro rccontly than two days ago in preparing

4039. Tho majority of tlio Commissioners tlnnk

that wc cannot pursue this lino of evidence ?—

I

merely mention tlio matter to show what the prepara-

tion was.

4040. Rev. Dr. Mou.ov.—In looking over these

lists I find that in all the grades of the Intermediate

examinations tho name of your school occurs very

frequently ?—Yes.

4041. And your hoys attained very high positions

at these examinations!—Yes.

4042. And got exhibitions, and also medals for

special excellence in particular subjects!—Yos, we got

two medals; at present we have four hoys retaining

exhibitions iu tho junior grade.

4043. About one particular caso in the return for

1SS0, look at page 15G, do you sco No. 21 on the

list
;
tliis is the senior grade, Intermediate examination,

and tho hoy whoso name occurs there comes from

your school!—Yes.

4044. Ho obtained twenty-first place amongst all

tho hoys in tho senior grade!-—Yes.

4045. Tho maximum in Euclid is 500 and your boy

got !—My boy got 450.

4040. Tlio maximum in algebra is 700 and your

boy got?—650.

4047. Tho maximum in plane trigonometry is 600

and your boy got!—485.

4048. The maximum in natural philosophy is 600

and your boy got how many ?—440.

4049. Now, look at the Calendar of Quoen’s College,

Cork, pago 1G3, the first senior scholarship in classical

literature in 18S0-81, was gained by Uliarles E. F.

Boyle. Do you know him !—Yos, ho was a student

in our school and continued there until he bad learned

trigonometry.
.

4050. Ho came afterwards to tliis College ?—Yes.

4051. But not direct ?—Yes.

4052. You know him personally ?—Yea, from child-

hood.

4053. I believehe met with an unfortunate accident

whioh resulted in his death?—Yes.

4054. He fell from a bicycle!—Yos.

4055. Look at 47, page 158 of the results of the

Intermediate Examinations in 1880!—Yes, Charles E.

F. Boyle, Munster Model Farm.
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4050. You see lie got forty-seventh place at this

examination at which your boy was also examined ?

—

Yes.
4057. That was in what year?—1880.

4058. Your boy got twenty-first placet—Yes.

4059. Is that the same year, in which Mr. Charles

E. Boyle gained the senior scholar-ship in Queen’s

College, Cork ?—Yea
4000. And that is the same Mr. Charles E. Boylo

who got forty-seventh place on the intermediate list ?

—I am sure of it.

4061. In English wliat marks did he get?—He got

323 out of 1,000, and my boy got 420 out of 1,000. I

would wish to make a statement if you allow me for

a moment, with regard to the status of the schools of

Munster.
4002. Chairman.—I think we cannot take any

general evidence as to the status of the schools of

Munster, the only way we can arrive at that is this,

by gentlemen like you and Dr. Hutch, who are good

enough to come before us and speak of their own
knowledge of individual schools, but we cannot takn
the statement of a gentleman connected with one
school as to the state of the schools of Munster1—

I

only thought the experience of tliirty years wonld
give me an opportunity of bearing testimony to the
general condition of the schools.

40G3. The results of your own personal observa-
tion—that would be. evidence of the condition of those

schools ;
for instance, if you had boys coming to your

schools who wore educated or partly educated in other
schools?—That is the evidence I can give. We have
received I toys into our schools within the lust thirty

years, from various schools in the city and the

surrounding country, and with very few exceptions
we find them very well trained.

4064. Rev. Dr. Mor.r.ov.—I want to make the

identity of this student perfectly clear. The student

who was with you and came to Queen's College, Cork,

came from the Munster Model Farm ?—Yes.

Edmund L. Hogan, esq., examined.

4-0G5. Chairman.—You are connected with one

of the schools of county Cork ?—I have been for

the last four years, from 1880 to 1883, head master

of the Intermediate School in Skibbereen, in West

Cork. I may be allowed to say that the examinations

which we prepared for dining that time

40G6. I will ask you a few questions which will elicit

what yon have to say. How long have you been head

master ?—Four years.

40G7. Where were you before that?—I have been

in other Colleges, in the College of St. Johu’s, Water-

ford, ami head master of the endowed schools at Kiusale

and New ltoss.

4063. You have had a good deal of experience in

teaching ?—Y<*.

40G9. Are you a graduate of any university?—I am
not a graduate yet, but I am a first-class exhibitioner,

and double first of the first-class in classics Royal

University.

4070. Have yon ceased your connexion with the

Skibbereen school ?—For the last twelve months.

4071. Did yon prepare your pupils in that school

for the Intermediate examinations ?—Yes, certainly.

4072. Did you divide your school then into three

classes?—Weil, there were at least four or five classes.

There would be the three Intermediate grades, with

one preparatory class for Royal University matricula-

tion, and I laid a class for first university when I left,

so that I would say there were at least live classes.

4073. What was the standard of knowledge pos-

sessed by the pupils in the school according to then-

ages?—I could only give that by the results.

4074. I think you can, of your own personal

observation and knowledge of the pnpils?—Judging

by the standard of examinations, it was fully up to the

mark.
4075. Some people think examinations may be a

very good test of knowledge, but putting aside the suc-

cess of the pupils at the examinations, what was your
idea of the knowledge acquired while they were in

your schools?—I have no doubt, as far as natural

capacity goes, they wer-e about a fail- average. As far

as diligence and attention went they were somewhat
more

;
and as far as they had learned with me during

the time goes, they were fairly above the average also.

76. Now you were goiug to mention the result

with which you sent up your boys. Proceed, please ?

—Tn the Science and Art, South Kensington, examina-

tion, during the past four yearswe passed about seventy,

including twenty prizes and one scholarship. In the In-

termediate examination the number of passes was about

forty in the various grades, and four prizes. For the

Royal University nine matriculated, and for the

Queen’s College seven.

4077. Then you have sent boys who matriculated

here ?—Yes, aud who have been exclusively prepared

in my own school.

407S. "What would you say was the amount of

knowledge tlieso boys had attained when they came

here ?—Is it the amount of knowledge required for

the examination ?

4079. No, the amount they possessed ?—As com-

pared with the others, they would not be boys who
could pass any other examination. It would give

them the opon door to the professional studies.

4080. May I assumo they wore notyour best?—Very

far from it. There was only one out of the entire

number who was fitted to present himself in the

Intermediate ;
he is a modic-.il scholar here.

40S1. Do yon mean the junior grade?—The middle

grade.

4082. llev. Dr. Mollov.—

Y

on have matriculated

yourself in the Royal University ?—I have.

4083. Aud passed the first university examination?

—Yes.

4084. So you know the standard there?—I do

practically.

4085. You have also prepared students for it?—

I

have.

4086. You are quite clear the standard for matricu-

lation in the Royal University is higher than that for

Queeu’s College, Cork ?—There is no comparison.

4087. Can yon give the Commission any idea how

long it would take, at a fair school, to prepare a

student in Latin and Greek for the mati-iculation ex-

amination at Queen’s College, Cork?—I have one

instance, which will illustrate it very well, that is the

case of a boy of only moderate abilities; he began

Latin, Greek, and algebra six or seven months, at the

most, before the examination, and he succeeded
;
and

the question put to him, according to himself, was,

was he going in for an exhibition.

408S. Could you prepare a student in that time,

with ordinary school work, for the Royal University

matriculation examination?—The shortest term to

prepare a boy, with school work, for the Royal, taking

Latin and Greek, was two years.

4089. Is Skibbereen in Munster 1—It is.

4090. From your knowledge of the schools in

Munster, do you look on the matriculation of the

Royal University as unduly high?—Certainly not;

any fairly-taught school ought to be able to prepare

boys for the matriculation and first university

examination.

4091. What method do you adopt to work np

students rapidly?— What I recommended for the

Queen's College was Giles’s Translations, and to learn

a few inflections of nouns and verbs.

4092. Is that the system of teaching which yon wonjd

yourself have adopted as suitable for a school in Skib-
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liereen ? I should not consider it n system of teaching

at all. It was not teaching; but it answered the

object in view.

4093. Why then did you adopt such a system i—For

a treat many reasons; in the first place, those who go

iu°for a profession, also wanted to pass an examination

in arts ;
in the second, it was the quickest preparation.

4094. You do not consider it a good system of

teaching from an educational poiut of view?—Cer-

tainly not.

4095. Dr. Stoxev.—May a candidate not have been

asked whether lie wus going in for an exhibition from
many other motives than because lie was supposed to
lie qualified to obtain one

; tliero might Vie many other
reasons for^ putting the question?—There might be.
Of course, I could only judge from the student’s own
opinion.

4090. Which siguiiies nothing?—He considered it
did at all events.

4097.

Professor Jack.—

D

id your young friend ac-
tually go in for the exhibition?—Ho, lie had too
much sense.

Very Rev. George Webster, d.d., Dean of Residences anil Chancellor of Cork, examined.

4098.‘Chairman—You were good enough to give

me yesterday the heads of some evidence which you

proposed to give the Commissioners ?—Yes.

4099. We very carefully considered the matter,

both yesterday evening and this morning, and wliile

the Commissioners fully appreciate the exertions you
have made from time to time to secure religious in-

structions for the students of your Church, we feel

that save so far as secular instruction is concerned, with
which, I observe, one of your pipers is conversant,

the other matters are entirely outside the scope

of our Commission?—But I would ask the Com-
missioners respectfully to consider whether it would
he within the scope of the Commission to ask mo a
question in precisely the same words that the ques-

tion was put to Professor Jack yesterday, when, ac-

cording to my own recollection and the reports in the
newspapers Professor Jack wus asked if ho know ofany-

thing that would increase the usefulness of the College.

4100. Anything within the seojie of the Com-
mission wo would bo exceedingly anxious to have, hut,

on looking at tlio papers which, I understand, con-

tain the matters yon would suggest would increase

tlio usefulness of die College, these are the matters on
which you wish to give evidence?—Chielly.

4101. We can only ask what would increase the

usefulness of the College' within the scope of the Com-
mission, and wo feel, because we have considered
die subject with great anxiety ami care, that these
matters you wish to bring before us are ontsido the
scope of this Commission ?—Then it would lie entirely

outside the scope of the Commission to ask if anyone
considered the College in its usefulness would ho im-
mensely increased by respecting tlio religious objections
of all denominations.

4102. I must ask you to placo yourself in our
hands

; we have considered tliia with very great enro

;

we are tied within rather narrow limits
;
wo find it

difficult to keej) witnesses within thoso limits, but wo
will do it as bast we can. Ifyou have any information
to give the Commission as to tlio secular instruction
given here, or as to the usefulness or extent of it, we
will be happy to hear you, because you must have
very large opportunities of seeing the young men pass-

ing from the College, and gauging their intellectual

acquirements and attainments?.—In the document
before the Commission I have referred to the secular

educationgiven in tho College, and t made that remark
chiefly for the purpose of inducing persons of my own
Church to pay the utmost possible respect to the sec-

ular instruction given in this College, and not to
waste the funds of the Church to which I belong in

attempting to procure a very infeiior secular education
in comparison with what they would receive here at

no cost to the Church funds at all.

4103. All we feel wo can do is this. The Com-
mission feel, ns I say, after giving the subject every
consideration, that the matter is outside their scope.

Of course the document you gave us will appear upon
our Minutes, and the reason why wo declined to receive

the evidence. That is the utmost we can do ?—In
reference to what you have already said, as you have
received so much information about the secular in-

struction I hope it will lie within the scope of the

Commission to receive a statement of mine from an

experience of twenty-seven years that nothing can

possibly exceed tlio superior secular instruction given

in this College.

4104. That will appeal- on the evidence ?— That
is all

4105. Professor Jack.—You state that your ex-

perience has been of twenty-seven years?—Twenty-

seven years.

4 106. Your experience of tlio students of the Col-

lege from personal intercourse ?—Yes.

4107. Not in the way ol examination?—From per-

sonal intercourse, and knowledge of their subsequent

liistory in life.

4108. Does tliat apply particularly to the students

of the Church of Ireland ?—I should say so.

4109. Chiefly so?—Chiefly so.

4110. I want to understand exactly what is the

strength of your evidence with regard to that?

—

From the circumstances I know these students better

than the other students.

4111. And your judgment is founded on your per-

sonal experience in the first instance, and their success

in afterlife hi the second 1—Quite so.

Thomas Farrington, e;

4112. Chairman.—

I

believe you are a master of
aits of the Queen’s University 1—You.

4113. When did you take your degree?—M.A.
degree in 1877.

4114. Have you been engaged in teaching since
you graduated ? — Yes, to a small extent. I also
taught before I graduated.

4115. Where have you had experience of teaching?
Principally private tuitions.

Cork.*

6 th° Cork? — In the city of

4117. Have you had a fail- experience of private
tuition within the last few years ?—Before the last
ew

.

I had
; since then I have also had some ex-

*ieac^nE closes in chemistry.
4118. Do you prepire pupils for any particular
nine, or is it acc.uding to the requirements of tho

j., m.a., q.iei., examined.

pupil that comes to you ?—For the requirements of

each that comes to me.

4119. You have no open class for any particular

purpose, such as the Civil Service ?—I have a class

for the Science and Art Department South Kensington.

4120. Have you prepared students for matricula-

tion in this College?—Y$s.

4121. When was the earliest time you prepared any

student ?—I am not sure of the date, but I think in

1877
, ,

4122. How many did you send up 1—Only one then.

4123. Did ho pass ?

—
"Xes.

4124. You prepared other students from tune to

time since ?—Yes ;
I only prepared three altogether.

4125. And did thosetliree pass?—Two ofthem passed.

41 26. Tlio third did not ?—Tho third did not.

4127. Are vou able to tell the Commissioners what

* See Appendix III. D.—No. 23.
2 N
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was the state of the education of the young men who

did pass 1—I think they were fairly competent to

pass and go on with their studies in the university.

4128. And fairly fitted to commence university

studies'?—Yes.

4129. And the third young man?—I may state the

facts with regard to him. He went up for the College

matriculation here in October, and again in November,

at the supplemental examination, and failed both times.

He went up to Trinity College, Dublin, in Januury,

and passed immediately, and he got his B.A. since.

4130. Have you any opportunities, besides sending

pupils into the College, of judging from students who
were in the College or left the College, of the standard

required here?—Yes; I can give another instance.

There was a student who hud been here in the College

at the time I had been studying myself. It was tradi-

tional he had failed several times for different examina-

tions, os he came up for them ; first for the matricu-

lation
;
secondly, for the first year’s sessional : he tided

three times for that, hut ultimately succeeded in going

through. He went for a second year’s sessional. He
did not succeed in passing that either. He tried twice

for that. As a last resource lie went to Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin, and got his B.A. degree in the regular

course, without any difficulty. He told me the reason

of it.

4131. We cannot go into what he said. We have

the fact he was rather an unsuccessful student here,

aud he succeeded there without any difficulty ?—Yes.

4132. Have you any other means of knowing what
was the standard of education maintained here?

—

Not except in that way, and by passing through the

course myself.

4133. You can tell us from what you observed here

yourself in passing through the College, and gauge the

relative merits of the men who were in the same year

with you—the men who got scholarships, anil so on ?

—I believe the standard of education to be very high,

of course I distinguish between the standard of edu-

cation and the standard of examination, for instance

in chemistry, you may have from the most elementary

facts of chemistry to the deepest scientific researches.

I have been myself, aud I know others too, who have
been engaged in original chemical research in the
laboratory in the College and there is perfect facility

in this line to go on with it. Consequently, I believe

the standard of education is certainly high.

4134. Do you apply that to the arts course or to

the chemistry or scientific side ?—I apply it to the
arts course, because although I turned to science

latterly, I entered on the literary side. I was a literary

scholar for three years.

4135. Did you gain an entrance scholarship?—

I

gained an entrance scholarship. I got second year's

scholarship. J did not get a senior scholarship, but
I got two senior exhibitions.

4130, Had you severe competition or were they
afraid of you 1—For the first year’s literary scholar-

ship, there were seven competitoi-s, one of these I
understood was a scholar in the Catholic University.

4137. This was about 1872 or 1873 ?— 1873. Of
those seven competitors of course only five obtained
scholarships.

4138. Without going into details, was there severe
competition for the scholarship on that occasion, do you
recollect ?—You meanwas the examination here severe.

4139. First was the examination severe?—It was
fairly.

4140. And there was bona fide competition by
seven ?—By seven for five places.

4141. Do yon recollect how many competitors were
there for the second year’s scholarship?—For the second

year’s scholarship there were only five competitors

for the five places, as well as I remember, hut I could

not be absolutely certain, and the whole five obtained

them. One of those who was unsuccessful at first ob-

tained a scholarship on that occasion. Others had
fallen away from the College. I might further remark
with regard to the third years scholarship. I do not

know if it has been made, clear. The third year's
scholarship is held as part of the second year’s scholar.

Bilip with certain conditions. On tliis occasion the
first place in tho literary scholarsliip was taken bvone
student and as he failed to pass the sessional’ ex-

amination he dropped out Consequently he would
not appear in tho third year’s list, and there was no
opportunity for filling his place. In that way a good
many vacancies in the third year’s scholarships are ac-

counted for.

4142. One of the conditions of holding the second

year's scholarship is, that he passes tho sessional ex-

amination in the second year?—Yes.
4143. If he fails to pass he drops out?—Yes.
4144. And is there no provision for competing for

the rest of the scholarship in tho two years ?—No.
4145. And that accounts for the gaps we find in

the third year's scholarships 1—Yes. I may mention

in the sessional examination he had Latin, Greek,

logic, and natural philosophy. He got first in Latin,

first in Greek, and first in logic, in natural philosophy

he failed to pass, so tliat the conditions of holding the

scholarship are as you may see exceedingly severe
; so

tliat after getting first place in three subjects that he

was not able to retain his scholarship.

4146. Is there anything else you wish to bring

befoi'e tho Commission ?—I do not know tliat there is,

unless with regard to schools. Thera was somethin®

said with reference to the training in experimental

physics in schools in Munster ; I cannot speak for all

the schools, but in what 1 had experience of, as a rule,

there is none.

4147. Has your experience been largo?—I know of

course that there is voiy good training, for instance,

inthe NorthMouastery school, which M r. Burke is over.

I have hud an opportunity of knowing that the training

there is very good, because I have students from that

school in myclossfor theSouth Konsingtoncxamination

;

but in tho ordinary schools there is no training in

experimental physics. I had a class for the Inter-

mediate examination myself a few years ago. I only

sent them up for one examination, tliat was the fiist

in that school. There was no provision made for such

teaching, aud as I refused to lecture without some sortof

apparatus or chemicals, 1 hail to provide themfor myself.

4148. You wish to say tliat in some schools in

Munster there is no teaching in natural philosophy or

experimental physics ?—That is when I had experience

of them. At present there may be some teaching, hut

it is not practical or experimental.

4149. That is ns far as you know?—Yos.

4150. Dr. Stoxkv.—

I

would like to know whether

you felt that you derived much benefit from the educa-

tion yon received from the College ?—I derived all the

benefit that I got from education from what I received

here.

4151. And you highly value it ?—Very highly.

4152. Did you observe the same with other students?

—Yes a great many.
4153. In reference to the schohu-sliips, you must

have been acquainted with all the men in your class,

and probably, in some other classes, did the scholarships

materially promote education?—Yes, I believe they did.

For a year before I came up to the College Iwasstudying
’ for the scholarship in a special class in the school.

4154. Did they also afford aid to further education?

—Yea. I would not have come to the college but for

the scholarship, that is for the aid which it would

give me in carrying on my education.

4155. Professor Jack.—You spoke of the competi-

tion of the seven candidates for the first year's literary

scholarship. Do you remember the five who got that

scholarship?—Yes.

4156. As far os you know of them, as a fellow

student, did you think they were quite entitled to

get such scholarships or not ?—I believe they were all

entitled.

4157. Are you a native of Cork f—Yes.

4158. Rev. Di'.Molloy.—

Y

oustated that ifa second

year's scholar failed to pass the sessional examination
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ateml of die second year, he would forfeit his scholar-

ship, and could not hold it during tho third year?—Yes.

jj 59 . You added that this accounts for a good many

vacancies in tho scholarships of tho third year?—It

accounts for some cases, I coulrl not say how many.

4160. Does it happen very often that a student

does not fulfil that condition 1—It docs sometimes. I

wish to remark, with regard to the competition for

scholarships, tho reason why it is sometimes not so

severe as you would expect.

4161. We have received a great deal of evidence on

ihat subject, that die students measure each other so

well beforehand ?— Yes.

4162. We have that off by heart l»y this time?

—

Yes. With regard to obtaining tlui scholarships I

know another case which occurred at tho same time.

In a case where there were five scholarships to he

awarded the sixth student, who was not awarded the

scholarship, obtained first place in Greek. Tho
marks ho obtained were seventy-five por cent. Ho
only obtained sixth place in tho aggregate, and con-

sequently did not get die scholarship.

4163. Professor* Jack.—The marks are known by

the candidate?—They are sometimes. Tho candi-

date is often told his marks, but not the marks of

others, and of course he may easily tell them to anyone
he wishes.

4104. Chairman.—If they are good he will, and if

not lie won’t ?—I suppose sn.

4165. Rev. Dr. Moli.ov.

—

In those cases where
there wore five scholarships and two competitors die
necessity did not arise for tho candidates measuring
them selves 1—No, of course not.

4100. And generally, where tho number of scholar-

ships and the number of competitors is die same, or
whore tho number of scholarships exceeds the number
ofcompetitor's, that explanation ofyours docs not apply?
—Y cs

;
hut in the year I mention there were seven for

the live. Next year there wore only two, and only
one of these was thought worthy of a scholarship.
In the second year, after being a year in the
College, lie was so far improved that ho was able to get
a second year’s scholar-ship. Hero is a list sent to me
of students who obtained first place at the Army
Medical examinations.

4167. Chairman.—Dr. Sullivan has been good
enough to say ho will give us a return which will be
official. That one would not he official ?—I may men-
tion that in sixteen years the first place was taken by
candidates from Cork eight times.

Professor Marcus M. Hautog, d.sc., m.a., p.

4168. Professor Jack.—Dr. Hartog, you are Doctor
in Scienco of the University of Loudon t—Yes.

4169. And M.A. of Cambridge?—Yea.
4170. Were you educated at Cambridge?—Yes, and

at University College, London.
4171. You are Professor of Natural History hens?

—

I am Professor of Natural History, including Zoology,
Botany, Geology, and Mineralogy.

4172. It is a good deal for one man?—-Too much.
4173. You were nn exhibitioner in the University

of London ?—I gained first an entrance exhibition in

the arts faculty, and then in tho medical of University
College, London, both in arts subjects; I took the
exhibition in botany at the University of Loudon; I
was a scholar' in Natural Scienco at Trinity College,
Cambridge.
• 4174. Your experience as a student was altogether
how much ?— Six years, of which throe wore at Univer-
sity College, London, and tlireo at Trinity College,
Cambridge.

4175. How long havo you been a teacher?—After
taking my degree I was six months at St. Paul’s
College, Stoney Stratford. I was two and n lutlf years
in the Government service in Ceylon

; I was nearly
five years in Owens College, Manchester

;
mid I havo

been two sessions bore—about seven and a half years
altogether as a teacher.

4176. With regard to your own department, is it
entirely medical, or medical and arts as well ?—There
are two series of lectures given. Zoology and botany
are taken up by the majority of medical students, and
we also taken up by some of the arts students.
Ueology and mineralogy lectures aro taken up chiefly
by engineers in the second year. One or two arts and
science studentB take up these subjects also.

4177. What number of students liavo yon in tho
various classes ?—In the zoology and botany class there
were this session about thirty-two men, of whom five
took botany only. In the geology and mineralogy class

were six students (five engineering and one other).
4178. Was the zoology and botany class you speak

of divided into separate classes?—As regards zoology
and botany, practically, yes. I take the zoology first
and the botany afterwards

;
but it is a single academic

course.

4179. They apply to one particular year of the
course ?—Yes.

4180. Bo there is not a class of zoology and an ad-
anced class, of zoology for next year, and so on?

—

ortunat ely there are not enough teachers to be
able to do +w

l.s., Professor of Natural History, examined.

4181. Haveyou experience of the number of students

in previous years ?—Last year I had forty-four

students in the natural history part (in zoology and
botany), and twelve students in the geology class.

4182. That represents a considerable drop this

year ?—Yea The drop was far more serious the year
before. I do not know what the numbers were, but

I know tho fees were over double, and this year they

aro scvcu-tentlis of what they were last year.

4183. Wo may take it the proportion of fees corre-

sponds roughly to tho proportion of numbers 1—Yes.

4184. Was that the year' before the change was
completed ?—I believe it was the year in which the

change was completed.

4185. Then it came down to fifty-six and now it

comes down to thirty-eight ?—Forty-four and tliirty-

two in natural history. You cannot say there was

much of a drop in the engineering because, as Professor

Jack 1ms already stated, the engineering students vary

very much from year to year.

4186. That leads me to ask whether you have any

opinion ns to tho influence of tho Royal University

programme on the teaching of your own subjects f—
As regards tho bearing of the Royal University curri-

culum on my subjects ?

4187. Has tho Royul University made any change

in tho programme, so far as it regards your subjects,

from what was tho programme of the Queen’s Univer-

sity?—I believe the programme is practically tho same

as in the Queen’s University.

4188. So that no change made by the Royal Univer-

sity has any bearing on the teaching of your subject ?

—Except in the number entering the College, and pro-

bably other members of the staff would be able to

testify on that point better than myself. The subject

is not compulsory to candidates for the qualification

of agood many of the licensing boards ;
and if owing to

tho regulations of the Royal University a larger number

seek the qualification of the licensing board, rather

than a university degree, the effect would at once tell

on my subject.

4189. I suppose, to a large extent, your classes

would be affected, with regard to numbers, by any

change which depressed the number of medical

students?—Yes.

4190. For instance, the introduction of the First

University Examination in Arts, neoesaary for medical

training, has depressed the number of medical students.

What is your opinion as to the propriety of the intro-

duction of that First University Examination ?—I can-

not answer this very shortly. There is a marked

2 N 2
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distinction between a mere qualification for a medical

man and a university degree. For the mere qualiticar

tion one does not require or expect so good a general

education as for a university degree carrying academic

as well as professional value, and I think it is

definitely desirable that graduates in medicine should

have at the beginning of their career a good arts certifi-

cate or the certificate of a good arts training ;
but the

position of the examination in their career is another

matter. The examination should- come before they

begin their medical subjects. So far as I can see there

is absolutely no object gained by putting in a compara-

tively feeble examination, like a matriculation, at the

beginning of the year and a first university in arts at

the end of the year if you can get the students to pass

the two examinations at once; and in my own Univer-

sity, the University of London, the matriculation

comes very near the standard of the first examination

in arts.

4191.

Do theycomplete it in one year or two years?

—They are obliged by the Royal University to have

a year 'a interval.

4192. Yes, but they may take three years between 1

—I do not know whether they do that. I have no

means of judging.

4193. You do not know, as a matter of fact, what

interval they do take?—No. I know one thing is

very deleterious, and that is, that in the Royal Univer-

sity they are allowed to take the First University

Examination in Medicine at the same time as the First

Univevsityin Arts. The First University Examination

in Medicine is practically a scientific examination with

the addition of French. To take that at the same time

as the arts examination and, very possibly, to dissect

and attend hospital, is more than any human being

can do with prefit to himself or the school in which he

is working.

4194. A studout who wished to complete his whole

course of study in four years at the Royal University

would lie compelled to take that course ?—I should say

lie would turn out an inferior medical man, inferior to

the man who simply contented himself and quietly

worked for the qualification of a licensing body.

4195. You think if he took that course it would be
damaging to him as a medical man ?—Distinctly.

4196. If he took that course in order to get through
in four years it would damage him, as a medical man,
to pass these two examinations at the same time ?

—

Distinctly. The University of London requires a
Preliminary Scientific Examination, corresponding to

the First University Examination, before any medical

studies are recognised. That is a change that comes
into operation next year, I believe.

4197. With regard to your subjects, what is the
benefit of a matriculation examination. Does it de-

pend at all on your subject?—No.
4198. Is it desirable, from a university point of

view, to put a barrier at entrance to your subject 1—
The best men at Owens College were always those
who had been on the classical side in schools where
there was both classical and modem side.

4199. Would you be able to compare the stahdard
of education in your own subject in Owens College,
and in University College, London, and in this College.

Of course we could only take that as a general ex-
pression of your opinion, but you have had experience
of those three places ?—The training here suffers from
the fact that the examinations are of antiquated
calibre. The examinations in the Royal University
are directed to a large extent to matters of memory.
I believe that has a distinctly bad influence on the
teaching. The men neglect to acquaint themselves
thoroughly with animals and plants, in order to get
off a knowledge of definitions and groups, a knowledge
purely theoretical, and which, if turned upside down,
or if the definitions referred to merely hypothetical
organisms, would do them as much good.

4200.

Would you state what your opinion is as to
the value of the test, if such test were applied to this

College, of the number of men who graduated in your
subject in the Royal University ?—I cannot tell about

the number of men who graduated. The value of the

test is that the examination bears no relation to

modern teaching. Wo are disap|>ointed or sin-prised

to find a huge number of men whose work, I judged
of in iny sessional examination, had not been plucked

in my subject in the Royal University.

4201. They hod not been plucked, and you then
had a definite notion witli regard to their position?—

Very definite.

4202. Perhaps you could answer a question with

regard to the comparison, as far as you might like to

make one between teaching botany, zoology, and
geology in the university here, and in Owens College?

—The teaching hero is as good as we cai} make it, but

it suffers from the curriculum of the Royal University.

The medical students have a choice oftaking Vertebrate

or Invertebmta, the result is, ifthey take Yertebrata for

instance, and I am lecturing on an animal that happens

to be a vertebrate, they pay no attention to the genera-

lities in connexionwith it, and vice versa, so thatthey get

the worst training in this way. By the regulations

they are obliged to take a full course of both groups,

so that the examination contradicts the course given.

Another point is that while in the English Universities

one part the examination in natural history is made
essentially practical, the so-culled practical examination

in the Royal, which is the same course os the Queen’s, is

of the easiest and most perfunctory character.

4203. For the practical examination it is necessary

students should present themselves in Dublin ?— Yes.

4204. It would not lie practically possible for the

Royal University examining students in all parts of

the country to examine them except in Dublin ?—It

would be alisolutcly necessary to examine them there.

4205. Are you an examiner for the science scholar-

ships ?—I examine for the second year scholarship in

medicine, and for the third year in engineering, and I

alsoexaminefor thesoniorscholarsliipui natural history.

4206. Is your evidence the same us your colleagues

with regard to the standard of marks ?—My method

is rather peculiar. I set tolerably stiff papers, and I

mark so as to give from two to three hundred, so that

a man can get liis full hundred marks by giving com-

plete answers to some questions. Thou my standard

is tolerably lfigb, but practically I find that my marks
tally fairly with those who markon a different system.

4207. When your marks are two or three hundred

on a paper, it is not that you expect a man to answer

completely 1—No man could do it within the time.

4208. You give a paper which would contain two

or three papers ?—To allow a man to select his own
portion and show what he cau do.

4209. Your mark of 100 would be a maximum
mark?—The maximum number of what a man can do

physically in three hours.

4210. You have examined for the senior scholar-

ship?—Yes, for two years.

4211. Have you had students assigned as senior

scholars in your subject ?—I have had one last year.

He gave me some help. I was unable to draw on his

time, as otherwise I would. The senior scholarship,

owing to the lateness of my appointment here, was

awarded late in the year, and when he had made ar-

rangements for the medical year, it would be unfair

to disarrange his plans. Therefore he was not of as

much assistance as he might have been otherwise.

4212. Do your three subjects require teaching as-

sistance?—Decidedly. At most places there are at

least three times the number of men.’ I am here

with the museum porter who has to do everything for

me. At Owens College there are three professors

and a lecturer, two qualified demonstrators, and three

laboratory assistants to do the work.
4213. They do not use museum porters?—-The

museum porters articulate.

4214. There is, I presume, no fund from which as-

sistants can be paid in your subjects ?—I fear not.

4215. I suppose your experience lias not been large

with regard to senior scholarships, but with regard to

a man who obtains a money prize of £40 for one year,

would you expect him to be available to a great
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extent as a teaching assistant 1—I do not think he

would bo available for a touching assistant, unless ho

went through a fuller curriculum. At Owens College

we found, unless a mail had been two years in the full

practical course lie could give but little assistance.

4210. Are the fees in your subject adequate, or do

vou want to make any observations aliout foes?

—

There is just one point I may mention, aiul that is I

have found it impossible to cover the cmuse within

the number of lectures assigned in tlio Calendar. The

numberof lectures isaboutoighty-onc in tliotorm,giving

three lectures a week. I have applied to the Council

to sauction my giving an increased number. Tims, I

have given 102 lectures in the regular course, ami ten

other voluntary lectures. Similar courses occupying

about half the time have tho same fee. 1 applied in

vain to tho Council to got Botany and Zoology recog-

nised ns distinct subjects
;
they replied so long as tho

Boyal University united them together, limy were

bound under tho spirit of the statutes to make them

an academic course.

4217. Is there any other point?—In reference to

the state in which the students come to us there lias

been a good deal said which turns on relative things.

As regards the men who come to me I find that

while, doubtless, very fairly well trained in some

respects, in other's they are very liadly educated.

They cannot pick out the pith of a question. They
have a great objection to understanding, and prefer

learning off by heart. It is the faults I am indicating

not the merits. There is a strong taste for “ cram "

and “ by heart ” work, and I believe that is hugely

fostered by the early ago at which children are

sent up for examination, and tho numerous exami-

nations they go in for. Tlio exponents) of school-

masters in England is that the effect of the < >.x ford ami
Cambridge Local examinations, Ac., while miKiugtho
worst schools, lias distinctly cnimjied ami crippled the

better ones. Itisonly natural wo should find tlm same.
4218. Your observations apply equally to Ireland?

—The effect must bo stronger in Ireland 1 localise of the

greater number sent up to the Intermediate exami-
nations, and also that the Intermediate is a single

examination, whereas there is a choice of a large number
of varying types in England.

4219. Dr. Mahston.—

Y

ou have already answered a
greatmany questions I would like to have put, however
there are a few still. How long haveyou boon professor
here?—Two sessions.

4220. What number of students lire there attend-
ing your classes ?—Thirty-two in zoology.

4221. How many in tlio medical faculty ?- -The
majority of them, perhaps two or three are not.

4222. Have you all tho materials ncceasary for youi
purpose, both for zoology and botany 1—Wo have quite
sufficient. It might lie bettor, but wo Imvo certainly
sufficientforthecoursc.’ Weliavoabaresutliciency undci
the present limitationsof teaching power and assistance.

4223. Are the students on first coming hero suffi-
ciently advanced to benefit by your teaching, or do they
soon become so ?—Yes

;
but, perhaps, on this ]>oiiit I

may call attention to the difference of matriculation at
a college and an examining university as a test of
general knowledge. Matriculation at an examining
university is a test of the general amount of know-
ledge that the candidate is required to have before
e is allowed to specialize. The standard varies very

°***~*. Even then I should demur decidedly to the
test of the time in which a candidate can get up a
®u ject of examination being taken. I know one man

8°^ up Greek for the London University Matricni-
anon, which has awell deserved reputation for severity,

•

,

ee uumths, and was placed in the first class, tliat

..
“y m middle of the three classes. A teaching

M function to keep out peoplo who

this
*° benefit by it for no examination can test

...
,

a man “ not good enough at his school to be

lilroi *
for uniyei-sity education at sixteen ho is not

.ms° l>
et

?
loro^ t,eing kept longer there,

thflvk i

rofessor Jack.

—

At University College
y aU an entrance examination and abandoned it?

—

I believe there used to be one, but for tho Inst twenty-
five years at least it has only been for junior students
mnlor sixteen.

4225. Dr. Mahhtok.—

I

understood you to say that
a man’s powers of observation are often iimitiicieutly
trained by education or tested by examination—in
reality tho training is more for the examination ?

—

Exactly.

4220. In your examination what yon would tiy to
do would be to elicit tlio quality of a man’s knowledge,
rather than the quantity ?—Exactly.

4227. And you would present him with a large
number of hard nuts, only expecting him to crack one
or two?—Yes. At the same time giving him an op-
portunity of doing a little to all of them.

•1228. Have you in your work sufficient skilled aid?—I have not sufficient skilled aid.

4229. What do you wont?—At least in the first

place one qualified demonstrator, and in the next one
boy whom I could train in laboratory methods.

4230. You have spoken of the Royal University
course and tho medical curriculum. Do you regard
tho inodicul curriculum as being overloaded ?—For the
university degree it is overloaded, if a mau attempts
to obtain it in four years. I liuve seen so many in-

stances of men who overcrowded the first year trying
to take up Preliminary Scientific work and anatomy at

tin: same time, to save u year afterwards
; they have

lmd simply to drop it and take an extrn year of their

First M.15. Of course I mean with reference to Owens
men working for tho University of London.

4231. If it bo so very necessary in the blanches of

knowledge you teach, tliat a man’s powers of observa-

tion should ho trained and exercised, you consider it

still more or quite as necessary in a profession like my
own that he should have a largo amount of hospital

practice and amplo ojqiortunity for attending it?

—

Distinctly.

4232. Do yon think the theoretical knowledge he has

to acquire cncvonchcs too much upon his occupation

in hospital work ?—I think so distinctly if lie takes a

uni voinity course of four years. The university degree

ought not to he dono under five years.

4233. First of all eray medicid student should

have a good preliminary examination as tlio ground

work ?—Exactly.

4234. Ami you would like the examinations in sci-

ence to be, as far as possible, very practical ?—Yeiy
practical.

4235. That wherovor anything could be brought to

tlio tost of being seen with his oyos and handled with

his hands it should lio dono ?—Yes.

4-23(5. Can you tall us what is tho scalo of fees here

Lutlio modical curriculum as compared with elsewhere?

—I behove it is throe-fifths of the low<*st English.

4237. Then it is veiy low ?—Yoiy low.

4238. You consider that the education is very

good at tho price 1—Vovy good indeed at the price.

4239. Dr. Stoxey.—Am I right in understanding

tluit your view is that examinations shoidd be subor-

dinated to the education instead of the education being

subordinated to the examinations ?—Distinctly. That

is in faot the tendency in which opinion has been

moving more and more in Englaud. Owens College

used to depend on tho London Univereity tost, just ns

we depend on the Royal. They have now got a joint

teaching university with Owens, besides some future

colleges to be admitted. It is just the converse of what

has been done here, substituting an examining board

like tho Royal University for the teaching university

—tho Queen’s.

4240. That you conceive to be a great advance ?—

YeH, in England.

4241. There is risk that the line of examination

may run entirely outside the subjects which it is

most judicious to teach ?—There is always the chance

of that. I do not think it can be gathered from

what I said. I was simply suggesting ns regards

tlio medical curriculum that the preliminary work

should be all done beforelmud.

4242. I)o you regard work for an examination
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ns mainly memory work, to be acquired from books,

whereas the teaching should be in a different direc-

tion 1—Yes.

4243. You consider then that the programme for tlio

examination should be framed by experienced teachers?

—Decidedly.

4244. And the persons who are not experienced

teachers are incompetent to frame programmes ?

—

Decidedly
;
that 1ms been the mischief of the London

University system, that the teachers are in the hands

of tho Senate, which is not a teaching body nor ouo

having teachers as such on it.

4245. You consider that a defect?—Distinctly.

4246. There have been important resolutions, I

believe, adopted by the Convocation ofthe London Uni-

versity in favour of making it a teaching university

as iar as possible ?—Repeatedly resolutions have been

proposed and carried.

4247. Then tho defect is fully understood ?—Fully

understood. Modifications have been made in the

curriculum in zoology and botany directly under the

volunteered recommendation of the examiners.

4248. Yon have had experience in several universi-

ties of different kinds. I would like to know whether

it is your view. There are three kinds of universities

—teaching universities, which receive candidates who
have already obtained a wide general culture, and
allowed them to specialize, such as Cambridge and
Oxford ; universities that receive candidates with a
much narrower preliminary preparation, and who arc

obliged not to allow their students to specialize until

they have advanced a good way through the curri-

culum ; and, thirdly, the examining boards. A fair

comparison could not be made between the three ?

—

Almost impossible
; a fair comparison might be made

between the Royal and the London.

4249.

*These are both of one class?—Yes. With
regard to the test of numbers who graduated in the
university, I have been looking up the calendars, and
prepared a table, which I will send to the Commission,
and I have found that the proportion of students who
pass annually tho examinations of tho University of

London from matriculation to the Bachelor Degree in

all faculties, from the University College, London, for

the last few years, has been about twelve per cent.

—

that is to say, one-eighth
;
at Owens College one-seventh

while the percentage at our College who passed is about
thirty-three.

4250. That is who passed for the Royal University ?—Yes. About one-third of our students have passed
theRoyal University examinations : only one-seventh of
Owens College lias passed, and one-eighth of Univer-
sity College, London.

4251. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

s it one-eighth of those
who go up, or oue-eigkth of the body ?—One-eighth of
the whole body. The per-centage lias rather risen
since the Victoria University has been at work, but I
have not the returns completed this year.

4252. Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou said of the method of

marking you adopt, you fix what you consider
ii

would bo possible for a good candidate to do within
the time, and arrange the other marks in reference to
that standard ?—Yes.

4253. When tho numbers nro allotted they are of
course, of importance in assisting you to determine

the oilier of merit?—It is extremely difficult to set

any absolute value to them when I look through the

pallets; I look a second time, and I find I am obliged

to markthe papers first read higher than nttliebeginning.

4254. You think the real educational value of the

marks should ho ascertained entirely by tho ex-

aminer 1—Entirely.

4255. "Whenyon spoke of assistants in your depart-

ment, you considered it was absolutely necessary for

them to bo trained, and that uutmined assistants would

he useless ?—It would take up more time in completing

their training than they would ho worth.

4250. You spoke also of tho defects that you ob-

served in the candidates that came to you, that they

were apt to trust too much to committing matters to

memory?—Yes.

4257. Is it your opinion that the tendency of the

training of this College is to correct that defect?—

Distinctly : the professorial teacliing, os compared

with the teaching of private tutors—grinders.

4258. That is one of the functions of tliis College

which it has effectually discharged?—Yes.

4259. Chairman.—

Y

ou arc acquainted with the

London University ?—Yes.

42G0. If you had a boy in whom you had an

interest, would you recommend him to go to the

London University to take a degree?—I would on

account of tho high standard and umblcmisked reputa-

tion of its examinations.

4261. To matriculate and take a degree?—Dis-

tinctly, before ho went to Cambridge—for the eminence

it gives, and tho work done. At the same time I

think it would bo well to take a degree in the Victoria

University if ho did not go to Cambridge. It is what

my brother is doing.

4262. I have a personal interest in asking the

question ?—Tho question 1ms been asked as to what

led to the diminution in numbers ;
I enn speak to a

certain extent-. I know people are unwilling to go to

threatened institutions. Dr. Stoney has drawn a

valuable table of the number of students in the old

Queen’s University, pointing out that every time there

was a strong dead set on tho Queen’s University,

the number of students fell. As soon as a body is

attacked in the way wo have been attacked, parents

think the Colleges are not fulfilling their duties, or

perhaps that they will bn soon abolished. There havo

been published elaborately cooked analyses of statistics

showing to tkecontrary in the newspapers all that I have

shown here—that we cannothold our own in the Royal.

4203. f Dr. Stoney.—

I

f I sent you that table would

you wish to put it in evidence ?— Certainly ; I have a

. copy upstairs.

Alexander
Jack, esq.,

iu.

Professor Alexander Jack. m.a.. Cork, re-examined.

4264. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

I want to ask two or
three questions in reference to a graduate of this
College, whose name is very well known, and who
is universally recognised to be a distinguished gra-
duate. I want to ascertain his academical distinc-

tions. My objeot is to get a standard by which
I may be able to judge of the work done by some of
the Munster schools. You know the history here of
Charles E. Boyle?—Yes.

4265. I want to ask about matters of fact, and not
of opinion. Charles E. Boyle matriculated in October,

1877, and got an entrance scholarship?—Yes; he
got fourth scholarship.

4266. In October, 1878, he got first literary

scholarship of the second year ?—Y es.

4267. And he held that scholarship in 1878-79 and
1880-81 ?—Yes.

4268. That finished his undergraduate career?

—

Yes.

•See Appendix III B —Documents, No. 80.

4269. In October, 1880, he got his degree and a

senior scholarship ?—Quite so.

4270. Further, in 1879, he won a Peel exhibition?

—Yes.
4271. Tell us what the Peel exhibition is ?—It was

an exhibition at the Queen's University that was

provided for out of funds raised by a subscription

started by Sir Robert Peel.

4272. It was £20 a year for three years ?—

'

Yes.

4273. He got the first literary Peel exhibition from

this College?—Yes.
_ ,

4274. As regards prizes, look at the Presidents

Report for 1879, page 18. He got first prize in Greek,

and first prize in Latin ?—Yes.

4275. That was in June, 1879 1—Yes.

4276. Take the Report for 1880, page 20. In tna

year he got first prize in Greek, first prize in Latin,

and first prize in English ?—Yes.

4277. Then there can be no doubt that ho was a

f See Appendix III. B.—Documents, No. 29.
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very distinguished student, and that the university

recognised him ns such. His name was known all

over° Ireland. In Juno, 1880, ho came up to tko

examination of the Intermediate Education Board!

—

1 am aware of that.

4278. He got a high place in the senior grade.

On the list of the results of the Intermodiato examin-

ation his name apjwars in the forty-sovoutk place 1

—

I know nothing of those returns.

4270. Look at page 156 of the return, No. 32 on

the list—Patrick Donovan, St. Finn Burr's Seminary,

Cork ;
No. 25, Jeremiah F. Keane, St. Finn Barr’s

Seminary, Cork; No. 21, Cornelius F. U'Mullane,

Christian Schools, Cork
;
No. 14, Michael Scannell,

Crossroads, Kenmavc. ICemmu'o is in Munster? —
Yes.

4280. No. 7, Patrick J. Lennox, Rockwell College,

Cahir. Cahir is in Munster?— Yes.

4281. No. 3, Patrick F. O’Brien, Rockwell College,

Cahir. All these students got higher places than Mr.

Charles E. Boyle, who had finished with such distinc-

tion his undergraduate course in Queen’s College,

Cork?—Yes; and in spite of that no man having a

personal knowledge of Mr. Boyle would for one

moment be such a fool as to compare him with those

others.

4282. I wish to say, to prevent misapprehension,

I do not establish any comparison ;
hut 1 consider the

results of those examinations show that the schools to

which I have referred have done good academical

work ?—In individual cases I have no doubt they have

done so.

4283. Professor Jack.—Did you happen to know
Mr. Boyle at the time he went in for this examina-

tion ?—I dicl Ho was reading for another examina-

tion altogether, and lie went in with practically no pre-

paration at all. He wanted to got a hook prize. Ho
was a poor lad. His father was not in very good cir-

cumstances, and had a largo family. So the youth

was anxious to get a book prize. Ho thought ho

could do that, and without any preparation he wont in
for the examination.

4284. Did lie get it?—I believe ho did
4285. Dr. Stoney.—You do not think tluvt a person

who goes in on his general knowledge for an examina-
tion of tlmt kind and gets a lower place, ran be brought
into comparison with othei-s who received special
training for a year ?—No experienced examiner would
contemplate such a tiling for a moment. I believe
Mr. Boyle got first classical sizarship in Trinity
College almost immediately after.

•12NG. ltev. Dr. Moixoy.—Look at page 154, at the
actual murks got by the l>oys of the schools I have
mentioned. Take No. 3, Patrick F. O’Brien, from
Rockwell College, Cahir. Out of a maximum of 1,000
in Greek, lie got 755, and out of a maximum of 1,000
in Latin ho got 829. Look at No. 7, Patrick J.
Lennox

;
ho got 828 out of 1,000 in Latin, and G85

in Greek. No. 14, Michael Scanuoll, Crossroads,
Konnmro, got 820 out of 1,000 in Greek, and 7G7 in
Latin?—Those are individual cases—a few in each
school.

4287. But they show good training?—Certainly,
as regards a few individuals.

4288. But we were told there was no good train-

ing in those schools ?—When one talks of training it

means training for the wliolo average of the school,

the bulk, not the coaching of individuals.

42S9. Dr. Stoke y.—

Y

ou regnvd this as indicating

individual grinding in some individual cases?— Cer-
tainly.

4290. Dr. Makstok.—Do I gather from you that

a certain number of students have been drawn, as it

were, from a large cducatioiuil urea and specially ran
for those examinations ?—Ido not like to offer any
opinion aUutt those, things. I have never been an
examiner at the. Intunnodinto examinations.

4291. Dr. Stun by.—There is no evidence of any-

thing more?— Certainly not

Professor Maxwrm, Simpson, i.r,.n.,

4292. Dr. Marston.—You are tho Professor of

Chemistry in this college ?—I am.
4293. How long have you been Professor of

Chemistry here ?—About thirteen years in this cullogo.

4294. Have you all the appliances necessary for tho
purpose of teaching tho students ?—Certainly.

4295. What is tho number of students in your
class?—This year about fifty-nine mthothooroticalcliUH.

4296. Hus the number been decreasing or increas-
ing ?—Decreasing.

4297. You have sufficient accommodation for your
students ?—Yes

;
perhaps the lulioiiitory might bo a

little larger : it is a little too small. Except in that
respect I have everything I require.

4298. Do students attend both courses—the theo-
retical and the practical ?—Both.

4299. In these days the development of sanitary
science, and the important discoveries resulting from
the application of chemistry to the useful arts, render
a practical knowledge of chemistry liighly desirable ?

—Yes.
4300. Is your practical course well availed of by

your students 1—They go through a regular couise of
practical chemistry.

Certain!
™ a satisfactory to yourself ?

—

4302. What have you to say in regard to tho pro-
jxmtion to teach practical chemistry to uon-matricu-
jatea students ? Do you think it would be a wise
thing to afford an opportunity for tho acquirement of
a nowledge of practical chemistry by outside stn-

, and if so, could you enlarge tho basis of this
college for reaching the applied sciences, with a view

technical purposes ?—I think it would be very
arable to meet the public requirements if mv

laboratory -was large enough.
wo. Are you satisfied with the standard of educa-

i>. sc., m.d., F.B.8., iui.u.1., examined,

tion in ehomistiy attained here by those pursuing the

medical curriculum?—Yes.

4304. Is there anything velnliug to that subject

that you would like to tell us?—I would like to have

it nuuki compulsory on tho students to attend my
weekly examinations.

4305. How do you test tlicir progress !—I have

examinations every week, but very few attend them.

They do not attend sufficiently.

430(1. They are compelled to attend the lectures,

but they avoid tho examinations?—Some of them.

4307. Have yon any means of preventing flint by

withholding their certificates, or in any other way?—
No

;
not that I am aware of.

4308. When they come to the practical class, you

can see if they have really taken in what you have

told them in tlio theoretical course ?—Yes.

4309. Then comes your opportunity, and I hope

you make use of it?—Certainly ;
I teach them indi-

vidually.

4310. Have you had experience of other countries,

andamongstinemborfiofothei'univomties?—Somelittle.

4311. Can you tell us anything ns to the standard

of education in practical chemistry and allied subjects

here as compared with elsewhere ?—I can only speak

positively of my own department. I think that

chemistry is fairly taught hero.

4312. Do you think that by a written examination

you can very well test a student's knowledge in your

department?—Not so well as by a practical examintion.

4313. Yon would like to see a practical examina-

tion in all the physieiol sciences ?—In all the experi-

mental sciences certainly.

4314. Is there a practical examination at the Royal

University?—Yes.

4315. You considor that a very good thing?—

A

very good thing
;

excellent.
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431G. You would like to see it generally adopted !

—Yes.
4317. In tlie London University, and other ex-

amining boards, they have a practical examination 1

—

I believe so. I am not acquainted with the fact.

4318. Dr. Stoney.—

S

everal students who have

passed under your hands have obtained very high

places at their examinations !—Yes.

4319. You could perhaps mention some of them?

—

They have always obtained high places in the Queen's

University. One of my students got the “ Parke

Prize ” at Netlcy, which is given altogether in

chemistry—a prize in sanitary science, which is prin-

cipally chemistry.

4320. That is a very high distinction ;
in fact the

highest of its kind 1—Yes.

4321. As to further details, they will appear in the

returns which the President will present !—Yes.

4322. Professor Jack.—Is there any fund from

wldch you obtain the payment of an assistant!—Yes
;

I have au assistant who is paid by the college.

4323. Is there any fund in the college from which

you obtain the apparatus as well !—Yes
j I am well

supplied.

4324. The cabinet of chemical apparatus is well
supplied !—Yes.

4325. A question was asked with regard to ma-
triculation. You have had experience of students who
matriculated and of students who were not matriou-
latcdl—I have some uon-matriculated students, but
not many.

4326. What is your opinion with regard to whether
such an examination ensures the capacity of students

for acquiring information. Does it, or does it not

make any difference to you in teaching students. Do
you find that the students who have matriculated

learn chemistry more rapidly than those who have not

niatricidated !—I rather any they take in more rapidly.

4327. The matriculation system works well in the

way of selecting students who are adapted to profit by
your teaching 1—I had two non-matriculated students

at the last examination who obtained a certificate of

honour, they answered so remarkably well.

W. B. Harrington. eso., examined.

4328. Chairman.—Are you a graduate of the

Queen’s University!—I am uot a graduate. I was a

student here about six years ago.

4329. Did you work in the laboratory here !—Yes,

for two years.

4330. Under Professor Simpson ?—Yes.

4331. Did you afterwards work in laboratories else-

where!—In the Bonn University.

4332. Was that with the view of preparation for

the practical application ofchemistry to manufacture.) 1

—Yes. When I went to Germany I intended seeking

a place in some manufactory. I was uot successful at

first until I knew the language. After bring there

some time I got a position as chemist in one of the
largest manufactories.

4333. Is that where you are at present stationed ?

—

No. I left it when I got sufficient knowledge, and
have come here to start a similar factory in Cork.

4334. How long were you in Bonn !—One year.

4335. You are able to inform the Commissioners qs

to the character of the instruction in chemistry you re-

ceived here !—The teaching I received here was ex-

cellent, quite as good as that given in Bonn, perhaps
not quite so extensive, but equally good, and perhaps,

in some respects, better. In Bonn the student is left

a good deal to himself, whereas here, the professor and
assistant are always in attendance, going about con-
stantly from one student to another, giving instructions.

4336. Then, so far as the chemical education is

given, your evidence wonkl be in favour of tbe chemical
education here as contrasted with that of Bonn 1—

I

would not say that. I say it is excellent here
; it is

also very good there, but in some respects it is better
here. The professor here devotes more time to the
students than there.

4337. Is there anything else that you wish to say

!

—Merely a suggestion, that I think if technical
chemistry were introduced here it would be most use-
ful, and would be largely availed of by tbe inhabitants
of Cork. There is no doubt about it that we shall

never be prosperous here until we have industries, and

we cannot have industries until we have technical

education.

4338. If it is not disclosing any trade secret I

would ask you what is the chemical manufacture yon

are going to establish !—All sorts of products.

4339. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

beliove the chemical

laboratory in Bonn is one of the finest in the world 1

—The second finest, I think.

4340. Which is tlie finest !—That at Aix-la-

Chapelle.

4341. Dr. Mauston.—

I

t is chiefly owing to the

amount of attention given here tliat the opportunities

are enhanced !—As much could be paid in Bonn, but

the professors did not pay as much.
4342. Professor Jack.—In Bonn there were a con-

siderable number of professors and students !—A great

number of students, and one professor in each labora-

tory.

4348.

The staff of professors per student was as

large there as here T—It was, I should think.

4344. But, nevertheless, tho amount of practical

education Uud tho attention were greater here than

there !—I should think so. I received more atten-

tion here than there.

4345. And as much attention os you would expect

a student ought to receive 1—Yes.
4346. And as much as he can profit by !—Yes.

4347. Dr. Stoney.—

I

understand you to feel that

yon have largely benefited by the education you re-

ceived in Queen’s College, Cork!—Yes. I attribute

my success entirely to the training I got here.

4348. Did you observe tbe same benefits received

by others l—Certainly, any one who wished to learn

bad the opportunity.

4349. Chairman.—The chemical college in Bonn

is a very large establishment !—Very large.

4350. I believe it is as large as all these buildings

put together l—Fully.

Professor Owen O’Ryan, re-examined.

4351. Professor Jack.— You said on Saturday, that
the falling off in your class arose from the desire

of the medical students to take their license where
no modern language is required!—I gave that as a
reason for the falling off in the numbers two years
ago.

4352. Was there any falling off in the number of
the arts students!—That I did not notice so much.
There was some falling off. I was more struck with

the decrease in tbe numbers, it was so considerable, in

tbe medical class, but I think there was not so greats

falling off in the arts os in the medical.

4353.

To what do you attribute the falling off t—

^

common with every professor here I reflected 011 5°®

matter and I think it was partly due to the fact taa

some oftheBchools, in consequence of the establishmeu

of the Royal University, retained their pupils a

they matriculated. Tho first examination in arts
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continuation of tl»e matriculation examination, and
*

„ootl schoolmaster can ravel with pupils a certain

number of books to prepare for French, Greek or Latin,

Lt as he can prepare them to enter. That was tlio

reason why the pure arts students continue learning

under their schoolmasters to prepare for the first

university examination in arts, instead of coming up

• to the faculty, which I think they ought to do. they

are still schoolboys and become men at school though

passing the first university examination.
1

4354. Are you an cxnminer of the Royal Uni varsity 1

—I have taken part in all the examinations of the

Royal University up to the present.

4355. But arc you still on the examining board?—

Xo; about a month ago the system has been changed :

instead of appointing examiners from year to year as

had been done, two fellows in modern languages were

appointed, and I was set aside for lion-academical

reasons.

4356. I want to know have you any opinion as to

the standard exacted in French here and the standard

iu French at the Royal University?—To licgin with

the Royal University. At the Royal University tlio

standard is certainly high, and it is partly due to me

that it is so high, for as I said I had a great part iu

conducting those examinations. Now coming here- Comic.

I find so far as 1 have examined—I am not speaking June 10, ism
of matriculation, witli which I had nothing to do up to

—

~

last year, when French and German were introduced £j
rcn

n
<

|^.
J

‘
ftn

as alternative languages for medical students. Takin"
the other exam inations, a fair degree of knowledge ia

required in French or German to get a scholarship
here.

'1357. Would yon ho able to compare it with the
degree of knowledge required there iu any particular
respect?— It, would be very hard. I would he inclined
to say that the examination of the Royal Univeisity is

more extensivesmd more grammatical. Here it is more
literary work, 1 mean in giving translation and so on.

A man for the Royal University could not easily get
through unless with great knowledge of the details of
grammar, whereas here a great liioiiy other tilings

would come into consideiutiou more tliau they do at

tlio Royal University. I Jay great stress on good
English and tins translations and take less particular

account of the mistakes in translating into French. I

repeat that the examinations in the Royal University
are very good. They sot up a very high standard.

4358. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

It is a thorough sifting,

searching examination ?—Yes.

Patrick. IL.ackai

4359. Chairman.

—

Are you a student in this Col-

lege?—Yes.

43GO. You matriculated of course in this College ?

—No, not in this College.

43G1. Where did you matriculate?—In Galway.

48C2. Are you reading the arts course in this Col

lege?—No, I am reading the medical course.

4303. Did you come here direct after matriculating

in Gahvay?—No. When- 1 matriculated in Galway I

intended going to the legal profession. T afterwards

cLiinged my mind and went to the medical profession
;

and after I decided to go to the medical I came to this

College.

43G4. When did you matriculate 1—I matriculated
in 1878.

4365. When did you come to this College? I

have concluded my fourth session, that is I came in

1880.

43GG. When you were in Galway after you matricu-
lated, were you reading the law course under Professor
Campion ?—I was not reading the law course at all.

I inteudecl to take out the arts course before I wont to
law. I was rending in the arts course.

43G7. How far did you go?—I concluded my first

session in arts nud commenced my second session, hut
I did not conclude my second session in arts.

4368. Was it in the middle of the second session in
aits that you came here ?—No. When I left Galway
I went home and Rtayed at home for some months.

4369. I do not want to go into details. 1 only
want to get the dates ?—After I left Galway T was
sometime away from any college, and then I came here.

4370. You are auxious to give evidence before us,
I have not any idea of what evidence you have to give.
But you know the four heads of our inquiry?—Per-
fectly well.

4371. We will be very happy to hear any evidence
within the scope of our inquiry. Which head would
you like to take first?—Very naturally I would like
to hike the first head first and I will take, the others
as I go on.

4372. That is the standard of education ?—Yes. In
tact I have very little to say on that.

4373. Of course, not having been youi-self an arts
student in this College, you cannot give us any per-
Bonti information ?JlNo; but first I wish to see

^
eteex- what I have to submit on that head comes
ithm the scope of the inquiry. There have been
rtmn facts laid before you to-day with regard to it,

,

~ W1S‘1 lay other facts against them. Would
come within the scope of your inquiry ?
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Blackall,

4374. Just tell me the facts to which you refer 1— os,
l-

Mr. Hogan, who said he has been a schoolmaster in

Skililioreen, stated that lie had sent a number of men
here who were very badly prepared, and that at present

one of these was a scholar iu medicine in this College. I
wish toshowyou that, iu the first place, that m.mlmdgot
hountirx iu the middle gnulc of the Intermediate before

he came to this College, and that he lias got honours
in the Royal University since, so that it is no
extraordinary tiling at all that he should be a scholar

in this College.

•1375. That is very pertinent at all events. Can you
enable us to identify him?—I think yon will find he

is one of the medical students.

437 (>. If you have no objection to mention the name
now do so ?—The name of the geutloman is Mr.
Kearney. ITii is a scholar of the fourth year iu medi-

cino, and lie went up in the Intermediate only in two

Hubjocta from that school.

4377. Mr. John Kearney ?—Yes.
4378. I lo is in his fourth year in medicine. He got

a seluilaiship of the, fourth anil also ono of the third

year ?—Yes. He went up from that school only in

two subjects iu the middle grade of the Intermediate.

Ono of tlio subjects was taught by Mr. Hogan himself,

that was Latin, but the other was not taught by Mr.

Hogan at all, and lie got honours iu that, namely,

mathematics.

4379. Was that in the year 1880 ?—I think so, bit

I am not absolutely sure.

4380. As you are prepared to show that, I take for

granted that you will bo able to refer us to the pub-

lished list, and to put your finger ontheuumber. Was
it in tlio year 18S0 or 1881 ?—In 1880, I believe. I

wish further to draw atteution to the case of Mr.

Kearney. It was stated that when he was coining

hero he knew very little, but still passed the matricu-

lation. For this he was prepared by Mr. Hogan.

Since then he has been here, and has had the advan-

tage of the teaching here, and so he lias distinguished

himself in every examination since, though lie merely

got through the matriculation when coming from Mr.

Hogan.
4881. That is in medicine ?—Yes.

4382. Bub not in the arts course ?—No. He had

no opportunity in the arts course, except at the In-

termediate. His number on the Intermediate list is

4883. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

H

epnssod with merit iu

two subjects, and his place in the order of merit was

229. That is his history ?—Yes.
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omit. 4384. He got 380 out of 000 in Latin, and 420 out

June 10 , 13S4. of GOO in algebra. Very good marks i— Yes.

— 43S5. Onairman.—Have you any other instances ?

RiacUixU. —You know it is only jnst casually that I got tliat^ancl
"

’ most of the other nieu mentioned are away from Cork

now, but perhaps if evidence of tliis kind were allowed

to be submitted afterwards, when we would hear from

the students, we would have more to bring forward.

4380. Certainly
;
ifyou can make out evidence of

this character we will bo very happy to receive any

information you will be good euougli to send to our

secvetaiy, Mr. Murphy ?—Very well.

4387. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

M

r. Hogan did not

mention the name of any student here to-day 1—No.

4388. How, then, do you know that this gentleman

is the person to whom he referred ?—Ho is, when he

said cne of his students was asked was lie going in for

an exhibition.

4389. How do know]—Because the gentleman told

me that lie was asked that, mid that Mr. Hogan was

aware of it.

4390. It seems to be a very natural question, that

might have been asked of several jiersmis. Have you

any knowledge yourself that this was the same student

to whom lie referred ?—No absolute knowledge.

4391. Chairman.—Have you any other reason for

knowing that he is the same student ]—The only

reason I have is that Mr. Hogan mentioned one

instance, and this instance would coincide with that.

That is the reason that I assume it is the same instance.

Besides he said he is a medie-.il scholar, and he is the

only student who came from liis school who isa medical

scholar at present.

4392. You will send us the information ]—I hope
so ;

if I get information that is worth troubling you
with.

4393. Have )
fou any other instances now that you

can bring before us ?—I have not. I have got that

casually since the evidence of Mr. Hogan was given.

4394. Have you any other evidence to give ns on
the first head]—No. I will pass from that. It is a
head that I am not qualified to speak on.

4395. The next is as to the exhibitions and awards?
—I have little to say on that, too. In the first place

I tliiuk there is a general impression amongst the
students thatin the arts department it would lie better if

all the scholarships were not exactly of the same value,

because when five come in here one is an extremely
good man, aucl the others are very moderate, while, if

he is extremely good, he will naturally assume that he
is pretty sure of one of the five the next year, and he
may not work altogether so hard for the second year’s
scholarship.

439G. What you would like would be a classifica-

tion of the scholarships, to give the mediocre man an
opportunity of coming forward, and a chance of suc-
ceeding]—A scale of scholarships, so that one would
be better than another, and that a very good man
would try to bo first Students look on the scholar-
ships in the light of a reward for merit attained.

4397. Is that a matter that the College has power
to re-arrange \—[Thu President.—No ; it is according
to the statutes. I am glad the student brought it for-
ward. As a matter of fact, it would have my approval,
and, I think, that of all my colleagues.]

4398. I think if anyone looks on scholarships as a
reward for merit attained, and that is the way the
students nearly always look at them, that would have
every recommendation. That may not be altogether
desirable if you look on. them in the light of assistance
to students to pursue the arts course. Do you think
it would be popular to students, assist them to work
more, and give better chance to a large number, ifthere
were a graduated scale ?—It would induce them to
work moro on the subjects for the scholarships.

•1399. Is there any other thing that you would like
to offer with regard to these scholarships ]—I think it
would be better if instead of having so many senior
scholarships, there were a few, and those few made

very valuable, and the men who hold thorn required t

act as tutors in the College. That would give them a
considerable status, and a great many arts men here
look forward to a teaching life afterwards. If t|,e(
could show that they held studentships, or whatever
else you like to call them, and acted as tutors in t)ie
College for a year or two, they would bo better able, to
got positions as teachers than students who hadmerelv
au arts degree.

1

4100. Instead of having seven scholarships of XfO
each, you would rather have three at £100 a year]
Yes.

4401. Is that a suggestion that yon are able to tell

\u lias the support, of the students ?—I think it has the
support ol' the majority of tliostudcuts. In reference to
those scholarships, T. think there is a great disproportion

between tlie number allowed in arts and medicine.

4402. Before you go into that, let me ask have yon
made any investigation into the relative proportion of
the distribution of scholarships between arts and me-
dicine in other universities ]—No.

4403. Arc you aware that in almost every universitv

in the three kingdoms there are very few appropriated

to medicine as compared with arts 1—There is a dispro-

portion between the scholarships here, and a dispropor-

tion in the opposite direction lietween the numbers
pursuing the different courses.

4404. It is not the first time it lias been mentioned

that medicine ought to get more. What proportion do

you tliiuk medicine ought to get]—As to the first year

in medicine, I do not think the scholarships ought to

be increased if they were left as they are, because the

scholarships are given in arts subjects. But after the

arts course is the beginning of tho medical course. 1

tliiuk it would be ahnos L riirht tltomedical studentshould

in the beginning be an arts scholar, but as regards the

last three years of medicine, at all events in the second

and third years, I tliiuk there ought so be a third

scholar on the list

4405. That is one scholarship more ?—Yes.

440G. Is there any other suggestion you would

make with regard to those scholarships !—I do not

know that I have auything else to suggest with regard

to the scholarships.

4407. Then you would like to go on to the third

head]—Yes. The first thing I liavo to bring under

the notice of the Commission is as to why the men here

have not availed themselves of the Royal University

advantages, and been more successful. Tho reason is,

because the course of study they have to pursue here

is different from the one they would be examined in

in the ltoyal University.

4408. Do you menu in the medical faculty ?—

I

mean both the medical and arts, and it is even true to

a greater extent of the arts course.

4409. Are you one of those who object to the com-

pulsory requirements of passing the first university

examination in the arts course in the Royal Univer-

sity, as a step to tho degree
;
or would you make a

man take his first examination in arts ?—If medical

students were very rich, which they aro not, I think

it would be very well they should be well educated

before they went to medicine, but I think piling 011

subjects like that, and making a university degree so

expensive that a man cannot, except he is very rich,

get a university degree, is not calculated to do good.

4410. Is it the expense or the time that would be

spent that would be the reason of your objection, or

would it be both?—The time is as much an object aa

the expense, because time is expense to a man who

has to live away from home.
,

.

4411. Is your evidence this, that the necessity or

passing the fust university examination in qrts, prac-

tically makes the time five years instead of four 1 R
does, of course.

4412. And a student- not having much money,>s

anxious to get his profession as quickly as he can ?—

Certainly. . .

441 3. And a year is a very great object ?—Certainly.

4414. Ls that one of your objections ?—Yes,
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mother is, that In' lias to pay in most instances for

beiu1' taught enough to cnahlc him to pass his lii-sfc

nnirersity exiunination. Some may inftko it up by

ii-irate study, hut in any ease it is oxpoiudvn.

441 /5. He has not to go to Dublin Fin- the first uni-

vereity examination ?—It that wsw nil, I would not

mind it at all. That is only the travelling nxpi-nses.

4416. Yon have either to stay hero ami pay the.

cl.-iss fees, or go to a private grinder?—A student lias

to "o to some school.

4417. Dr. Stonev.— The increase of expense is

twenty-five per cent., by adding another year ? -That

is it One of the reasons why the students do not go

up to the Royal University, is that there is a great

difference between the course, hero, and tint eorres-

ponding examination in the same subjects in the Royal

University.

4418. Chairman.—Are you referring to arts or

medicine ?—I am referring to arts and medicine, and

I will go into each separately. "With reference to arts

I have prepared a table which I will not trouble yon by

reading, but I will give it to you, if you like to see it.

4419. “Have you prepared a statement ?—Yes. As
Professor Malet has already referred to some difference

in the science department, I do not go into that.

{Hands in a document.) You will see that I have made
an abstract of the course for a literary scholarship here,

and the course for the corresponding examination in

the Royal University, and you will see that tlu-y cor-

respond in only a few of the subjects in tlio two
courses, so that a man who wants to read for the
course here, and at the same time, to read for the cor-

responding examination of the Royal University,

instead of having to read only one course, lie 1ms really

to read two.

4420. We may take this paper as part of your
evidence?—Yes, though it is not drawn up by mo, it

is drawn up by an arts student.

4421. Is it correct ?—As far as I could ascertain it

is correct. The College ealonder for 1883, and the
Royal University calendar will enable you to chock it.

4422. You have not prepared a similar table with
respect to the science division ?—T did not prepare a
table in reference to the science course. In fact, 1 may
tell you, that I have not prepared that table, but it was
given to me by an arts student. He did not givo me
a similar one for science, nor did I make out one mv-
self.

4423. If you think it material for yourself or for
the interests of the students you represent, wo will be
very glad to receive such a table, if you Bond it ?

—

Besides, I want to draw attention to the fact, that tile

senior scholarships here as they ai-e distributed, do not
correspond to the subjects a man has to take up in the
Royal University. For instance, if a man goes up for
his degree in experimental physics and chemistry in
the Royal University, he has to read experimental
physics, and he has to read organic chemistry—lie

need not read inorganic chemistry. Here he has to
know organic and inorganic, but no experimental
physics. Those courses do not correspond, and a man
ff he reads for ouo, cannot be successful in the other.
For example, this year two men went up for the Royal
University examinations, and they went in for a de-
gree in arts in experimental physics and chemistry.
One went through all right, and the other was pluoked.
rhey came down here, and both went in for the senior
scholarship in chemistry. The mod Who was plucked
at the Royal University, easily beat the man who went
trough the course. It was evident that he wus read-
reg for a senior scholarship, and had read organic and
inorganic chemistry, but the other who was reading
or the Royal University, was reading experimental
physics and inorganic diemistry. Each did well in the
course he read but neither did well in the two courses.

* occured with Professor Hai-tog ?—The
vertebrata and invertebrata require both to be learned
ere, whereas a student is only obliged to take one of

»
em m “e Royal University. You can see the want

01 ooiTespondence easily.

[Professor Jlnrbuj. —Them is a slight distinction.

Them is no distinction In-tween the two laid down in
the statutes. A i-lmiw is given of tin- papers in the
examination.]

4425. You think them ought to bo some uniformity
lietweon all the coiii-si-h lien-, and the corresponding
eon isos in tho Royal University ?—Certainly, and I
know from many who have, gone up for the lloynl Uni-
versity already

;
it was impossible, no matter wliat their

jlowers might be, t«. do well, while muling at tho same
time for the. Royal University, and the scholarship
lioro.

Cons,

TilUf 10. 1SSI.

Patrick

aefeall,

4420. Now, from wliat you have observed, do you
think the. discrepancies that still exist between the pro.
gramme here and the Royal University calculated to
prevent students from going to tho Royal University?
—As I am not an arts studont, I could not speak with
accurate knowledge.

-1427. On the medical side?—In one of the exami-
nations, tho first university examination in medicine,
nud the .scholarship examination of the second year in

medicine hero—the two corresponding examinations

—

a man is expected to go through within a year ; there
is as wide a difference as you could find between uny
two examinations.

4428. Have you reduced it to a table?—No.
4429. Would you like to state it now or to reduce

it to a table?—If you wish I will stale it now; being
a medical student I have a good knowledge of it, and
need not reduce it to a tabie.

4430. Do you thiuk the discrepancy that there

is at present goes to prevent medical students here
from going up to the Rojal University?—It interferes

witli their success at tho Royai University, because
they have to read a great iot of subjects for the scholar,

ships hero that they have not to go in for at all at the

Royal University, and consequently when a mau is

reading all the subjects it is not to be expected that he
would do as well as when he was reading only part of

them. But, whether preventing them or not, it is

calculated to interfere with their success.

4431. State tho important difference for the first

year?—The scholarship for tho first year in medicine

iH entirely given for arts, but at the second year’s

scholarship in medicine you have for examination

anatomy, chemistry, experimental physics, biology,

which includes botany and zoology, and there is also

French. For the corresponding examination in the

Royal University, for tho puss, you have only botany

and zoology—they only count as one subject out of a

lot here—and if a man is recommended for honours he

takes French iu addition for the honour examination.

But, at all events, 1m has not to go in in the

Royal University at nil for either experimental physics,

anatomy, or chemistry. In anatomy aiyl chemistry

they used long ago—wo are not supplied now with an

account of how many marks each subject counts—but

I know they used to count about 1,000, and the

other subjects only comparatively few in comjwrison.

Experimental physics, too, counted a considerable
‘

number, so that it is a matter of fact the three things

a man requires for honours in the first University

examination in mediciue would only count a small

part—perhaps not one-third—for tho scholarship here

that tho students here would have to go in for imme-

diately after.

4432. According to your evidence there are fewer

subjects in the Royal University?—Fewer in the

Royal University.

4433. How does that work?—Not well; because

many a man having rend not only botany, zoology,

and French, but also anatomy, chemistry, and experi-

mental pliymcs, it is evident, he cannot know the small

course equally as well as if he could confine himself to

the small course.

4434. That Ls, that tho smaller course places him at

a disadvantage ?—The student has no chance against

those students who can confine their studies to the

small course.

4435. The student here, who has the wider course

• See Appendix III. B No. 81.
2 0 2
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to traverse, is placed at a disadvantage as compared

with the man who has three subjects and only three 1

—He is handicapped entirely.

4430. Is that what you have to say with regal’d to

the first university examination in medicine?— Yes.

In the second university examination in medicine the

difference between the two is not so apparent
;

it is

one of degree of difficulty. Consequently it is more

difficult to make it plain to the Commission.

4437. If you caunot make it plain we would rather

not have it, but if you can we will take it?—The only

tiling I have to say with regard to the difference is

—

and this could, of course, be better explained by the

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology—that the degree

of difficulty in the questions here is greater, and obliges

a student reading for a scholarship here to read up
move senior work than he would were lie going in for

the university examination ouly.

443S, Dr. Stoxey.—

T

hat is, in auatomy and phy-

siology ?—Yes. Tim session here in arts ends about

this time, and the session in medicine is ended for

some considerable time.

4439. Chairman".—When does the session in medi-

cine end here?—In April, I think.

4440. You were proceeding to draw some conclu-

sion 1— Students who are deprived of their teachers

will have to rely altogether on private study from that

until the date of the university examination in Sep-

tember, and they cannot he expected to compete witli

students who are taught for examination almost up to

the very day of the examination.

4441. Then there arc no summer classes in medicine

in this College 1—There are no summer classes in auy
subject in this College. The arts session extends to

about this time of the year, audit stops then j but the

medical eouvso stops very early.

4442. It stops about Easter ? —Yes.
4443. Do you think that this operates to prevent me-

dical students from this College going up to the Royal
Univerity?—I think that it is calculated to make them
not succeed quite so well as they would if they had
greater advantages, and I consider teaching during
the summer might be of great advantage

; besides,

at present to the curriculum of the Royal University
they are always adding on steadily, and consequently

the medical curviculum is becoming move overloaded

every day, and it is scarcely possible for a student
now to take out all the subjects that lie has
to take out in the four winter sessions. Most of
them have to remain there during the summer session,

and when they have to be here it is a great pity that
there is no provision for teaching them in the College.

They have to remain in the city to try and take
out those subjects, and they remain. at considerable
expense.

4444. WlJat opportunities has a medical student,
like yourself, when the session ends at Easter, of stu-

dying for the examinations of the Royal University ?—A pretty fail- opportunity at the hospitals
;
but I

. have no opportunities at the College, except so far as
the library affords

;
and even with regard to the instru-

ments, the students during the summer, and indeed
during the winter, would derive great benefit if they
could see the instruments whenever they wished. I
do not mean even to handle them, hut to see them
through glass ; but most of them are stowed away in
some corner of the College where the students cannot
get a look at them, except at some time when they
may be exhibited to the class, a long time before the
university examinations come on, and it would be a
great advantage to students to see the instruments
in the interval, because they may he examined on
them.

4445. In other words, you do not think that facili-

ties are given to you because you do not see the
instruments ?—They ought to be exhibited where the
medical students can see them when they wish to seo
them, and not stowed away where they cannot see
them.

444C. Do you mean locked up in a glosscase?

—

They are locked up in a glasscase in a room that is

also locked up. That is the. case with the surgical

physiological, midwifery, and gynaecological instru-

ments. They sire sill stowed away somewhere where
the students cannot see them. I believe it would lie

bettor to have them exhibited where Use students can

soe them, suid look at them even in a glasscu.se.

4447. Do you thiuk the students would avail of

that opportunity ?—I am perfectly certsiin they would.

4448. What is the next point you wish to mention I

Do not let mo hurry you, wo are receiving a great

deal of useful information from you?—I think, too

with regard to some of the subjects—practical surcery

for instance—(that is a subject a student is likely to

forget very rapidly if lie is for a long time without

an opportunity of seeing it, and the course of practical

surgery here terminates some months before the ex-

amination)—it would lie an advantage if there was a

course of practical surgeiy immediately before tlso

examination. It would be a great advantage if the

grinders were allowed to leach them practical sur-

gery, because most of the students go to grinders for

their final examination. Of course they are all

allowed to teaek if they could get subjects, but the

subjects can only he got on a warrant under the

Anatomy Act, and the signature of the Professor of

Anatomy is required in order to get a subject. The

Professor of Anatomy used not to find it excessively

troublesome to give his signature some years ago, but

latterly the contrary is the case, and the grinders

have not been able to get tlse subjects to teach tie

students practical surgery.

4449. When you say the grinders, do you mean

the men not connected with the College ?—They am
the doctors with whom students generally read for

their medical examinations.

4450. Then in point of fact you cannot have any

dissections except with the medical class?—I am not

alluding to dissections. I was alluding to practical

surgery operations.

4451. Except while the medical classes ore open

you cannot get these opportunities. Is that so '!—

Yes
;
and they cease a long time before the examina-

tion comes on. That interferes considerably with the

success of the students here at the Royal University

examinations.

4452. That is between April and October?—This

year the course in practical surgeiy continued for

some time after the medical session in other subjects

closed, because the professor was not able to go through

all the work lie wanted in the time
;
and it continued

on until May.
4453. There is an interval of five or six months %—

Yes.

4454. Dr. Marston.—You want it at the end <>f

the summer course. 1—What I would be anxious for

most would be, that the grinders would be allowed to

tench it as long as they chose.

4455. The Chairman.—And that facility should he

given to the doctors with whom the students read for the

degree examinations, to teach practical surgery to their

students as long as they chose?—Yes. The students

who read with them are willing themselves to pay for

the subjects
; and all the Professor of Anatomy has to

do in the wide world, is to give his signature.

4456. To use your own expression, has that handi-

capped the medical students here, when they go up for

the Royal University?—Yes.
4457. And does it prevent them going up?—It

tends to interfere with their success when they go up.

4458. That indirectly interferes with their going

up ?—To some extent. The men who read in Dublm

with doctors of that kind are differently circumstanced.

The professors of anatomy there, whoever the gentle-

men are, whose signatures are required, never find it

inconvenient to give it : and the doctors have always

an opportunity of teaching practical surgery to the

students up to the date of the examination, or as close

to it as they choose. Then with reference to the

hospitals here, some of them are, no doubt, pretty
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good
;

the teaching now J tliink is pretty good
;
but

fu the medical department of some hospitals, I think

it is not very extensive.

4459. If itwould notbeinconvenient, Iwouldask you
to passover for the present tliub portionofyour evidence.

Dr. Marston will be better able to elicit than 1 can the

relation of the medical hospitals, and the school. Dr.

Marston will ask you about it, so go on to the next

branch of your evidence?—Yes. There is another

thing that tends to interfere with the students going

up for the Royal University, that is the expense of

the degrees. Some of us were matriculated students

of the Queen’s University. We had gone on with

part of our course, and taken out a lot of subjects that

are required ouly for the University degree. The
Royal University stepped in, and piled up a lot of

barriers before us. Certificates were required, and a
lot of extra money was required. We scarcely luul

any option but to pay tho extra money, and eudea-

vour to get the certificates, because it would be more
expensive for us at the tune to turn to the licensing

board, for we had some of the subjects already taken

out anil paid for, such ns physics, botany, zoology, and
so on. At the same time we could not go hack, as I

might say; and such of us as were not very rich,

could not go forward either, because the Royal Uni-
versity required a lot of extra certificates that cost a

lot of money, and also a lot of time, which means
money too, to students who live away from homo.

44G0. Docs that only apply to students like your-

self who had gone a portion of the road as graduates

of the Queen’s University ?—Of course, tho great in-

justice of it applies to those; but as to its deterrent

effect in preventing students from going in for Royal
University degree*, it applies to all the students in

this College.

44G1. In what way?—The more expensive the de-

grees are made the fewer will go in for them.

44G2. Do I understand you to say that the expense
to a student of getting tho degree iu medicine m the

Royal University is more than it was in the Queen’s
University 1—A great deal.

14G3. Is it that the fees themselves are higher, or

that the coming up to Dublin is attended -with con-

siderable expense ?—There are more fees charged witli

regard to the examinations, because there are fees

charged for all the previous examinations in medicine,
that is the first university examination in arts, the
first university examination iu medicine, and the
second university examination in medicine. Special
fees are charged that were not charged in the Queen’s
University. That is not tho whole oxponsc, but they
have added a lot of extra subjects—lunacy, fever,

pharmacy—I could not think of half of them.
44G4. A number of additional subjects, each of

which is attended witli additional expense?—Yes;
and they do not exempt us from those fees, although
we have gone a certain distance in faying to get the
Queen’s University degree, and such as could not
afford to pay all those new expenses, had absolutely to
drop out and do without a profession.

44G5. Do you think the difficult}' is so great as to
effect the keeping out of students from the profession.
Would not they get a qualification if they went to
Scotland?—Yes.

446G. Or some one of the licensing bodies 1— But
they had studied a lot of subjects which are not re-
quired for those licensing bodies. They had studied
and paid for taking out courses in botany, zoology,
and a lot of tilings not required for these bodies.

4467. That would apply to students of the old
Queen’s University?—Yes, like myself.

4468. And is your opinion this—that the Effect of
the increased charges at the Royal University over
the charges at the Queen's University will prevent
students from going to the Royal University, and
induce them to take their degrees from other
licensing bodies?—Yes. All tbe new students. I am of
that opinion

; but of course the unfortunates who had
taken part of their university course already could

not adopt that pleasant alternative without being cork.
satisfied to relinquish the advantages of the courses jmu io,

they had taken out. Another thing too has been a —

-

great hardship. j*j
1,rick

44GD. Is it to the old Queen's University men ?— “ ’

Yes, it is. They raised the standard of the medical
examinations very greatly, so that men who had
entered on thcii course under certain regulations, were
in the middle of it subjected to different ones. That
is, with regard to the standard of examinations, and
not to the expense at all.

1470. Are these some of the cases, or are they the
cases which account for some of the students who
ap[iear here on a return and who matriculated iu the
Queen's University, ami have not taken any steps
since iu tho College ?—Some of those students I believe
uever intended at all going iu for a university degree.
They matriculated here because the matriculation was
accepted by all the licensing bodies everywhere, and
they did not want to incur the expense of going far
away to pass a matriculation examination, when tho
matriculation examination here would be accepted

;

and then, of course, they were admitted by the Act of
Parliament into the Royal University. Some of them
never intend going in for degrees at all iu the Univer-
sity.

4471. Thoso are men who matriculated in the
Queen's University ?—I recognize the name of ouo
whom I know to he qualified, who qualified in Dublin
us a surgeon and physician.

4472. Are these students wlro matriculated in the

College with no intention of taking out the arts

course, but simply qualifying for a meilical degree ?

—

Yes.

4473. Is your evidence this, that they had been
deterred by tire change and by tire regulations of the
Royal University from taking a degree?—Some of

thorn, us I have said before, never had any intention

of pursuing a university course. Others, jrerltaps,

had, and might have been deterred by tbe changes

;

and there are other's again who entered as university

students, and wlro probably would have gone on but

one tiling or another— family misfortunes, a great

many things of that kind—prevented them from
being able to go on with then- professions.

4474. But these ave men—forty-one altogether

—

wlro irre actually at present students iu the College ?

Are they all at -present students in the College ?—

I

dare say most of those are
.
going for the licensing

bodies of course. There is another matter too that

is very much calculated to deter students from going

on to tire Royal University, and that is the uncer-

tainty of the programme. The programme is one

thing to-day and there is something new added to it

to-morrow.

4475. When you say to-day and to-morrow do you

mean this year and next year ?—No
;
but this month

and next month, because changes in the Royal Uni-

versity follow more rapidly than years.

4470. Do they publish their- programme once a year?

—They ore not long in existence yet
4477. They have only published two yet?—But

they require a certain number of certificates at a cer-

tain time, and then suddenly they require an ex+ra

number
;
and the men who are studying under tire

old regulations are not excepted at all from tire new.

4478. Give me an instance of tire changes they

make from day to day. One will be enough ?—At
first they require of Royal University students fevsr

and lunacy
;
they added on, after a little time, operative

surgery, and required a proficiency in the use of

the ophthalmoscope, laryngoscope, and so on. Of

course I do not deny that these ar e desirable things
;

but when a man is reading, and is fairly near his

degree, it is a terrible thing that there are a lot pf

subjects added on suddenly that are not expected.

4479. These are hardships that press more on the

students of the old Queen’s University ?—Yes.

4480. Dr. Stoney.—Except that the liability to

the change presses on all students t—Of course it does.
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4481, Professor Jack.—Tlio student who begins

liis course is liable to bo examined in certain subjects,

and during the middle of his course he gets more

subjects piled on ?—Yes.

4482. Chairman.— Finish what you have got to

say on that head 1—The infrequency of tlie exami-

nations too in the Royal University deters students

from going in for these examinations. Yon know
practically there is but one examination in the year,

because when a man is plucked in June lie is not

allowed to present himself in September. Them are

only’ tlie two in the year. Looking at it in that way the

two only amount to one, except to a very exceptional

student who is specially recommended. The students

plucked in June are not allowed in in Septeniimr.

4483. At tlie analogous examinations how many
examinations at® there. You say them are only two

in the Royal University, and that the infrequency

of the examinations is a grievance ?—I am contrasting

it with the licensing bodies the students are likely to

go to instead.

4484. How many can they get at the licensing

1maids, the College of Surgeons for example!—

I

believe they' can get four or live. I am instructed by
one of my fellow-students they can get live.

4485. There are five, for instance, in the College of

Surgeons within a year?—I am nob sure about the

College of Surgeons. I believe there am live in

Edinburgh. In Dublin I believe there are four.

4486. At all events you consider that two are not

enough?—When the two practically' mean but one
I consider they ai-e not euough.

4487. Is them anything else you wish to draw
attention to?—Them is another matter which I would
wish to bring before you too

;
hut I first want to find

out whether it is within the scope of your inquiry.

4488. Whnt is that ?—There has been a good dead

of evidence before you to show that the students

coining here are much better prepared in science than
iu literature. If I can show that the students in

science am greatly handicapped in the Royal Univer-
sity, as against students in literature, it would show
the reason why students from this College appear at a
disadvantage.

4489. That is very much in point?—With regard
to tlie first university examination, the subjects for
that which I take to be literary subjects are Latin and
Greek, and as science subjects, mathematics and ex-
perimental physics. Other subjects, such as English,
I consider ought to be known by all students whether
scientific or literary.

44 'JO. Rev. Dr. Moi,loy.

—

What examination are
you taking first ?—The first. The total number of
marks for these two is the same

;
but tlie science man

would, I think, present himselffor honours iu one group
and a pass in the other. It wduld be tlie reverse in
the literary. The same mni'ks are given for pass and
honours. To estimate the whole number the pass
marks are divided by three in tlie case of all subjects
except two. These are experimental physics and
chemistry. Of course a student presenting himself in
honours in these subjects would have only twice as
many marks as a student presenting himself in the pass,

while in the literary subjects the student presenting
himself for honours would have three times as many
marks ns a student who did equally well in the pass
paper; and although the whole number of murks
appears the same for each (for Greek and Latin as for
mechanics and experimental physics), when you take
this into account it is a different question.

4491. Is mathematics divided by two or by three?—Mathematics by three and experimental physics by
two, and that puts the honour man in experimental
physics at a disadvantage.

= 4492. Chairman.—That is tlie men here tu
-e better

jn-epared in science than in literature?—Yes.
4493. Therefore the students at the Royal. Univer-

sity are nt a disadvantage where their relative merits
are the other way.

_
The literary gets three while the

other gets two ?—Yes.

4404. Do you think it 1ms a deterrent effect t—R
lessens a mim's chance for nil exhibition, which is given
for a total aggregate of marks.

4495. Did yon ever hear any student allege he did
not go up on that account 7—I am only a medical
student, ami I am not brought into contact with the

arts students.

4496. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou say that, countin''

the marks obtained in the literary subjects, they am
multiplied by three?—No; but the pass marks are

divided by three.

4497. Tlie same is true for mathematics ?—Yes.
4498. Then tlie only difference is in experimental

physics?—Yes, and chemistry.

4499. But chemistry docs not occur at this oxnmin-
I

ation ? Then the drawJtack you speak of is confined

to experimental physics?—Yes.

4500. Do you net think it possible Unit the ex-

aminers having that fact before them, namely, that
|

the pass questions would bo divided only by two, as
|

compared with the honour questions, will so adjust the

difficulty of the honour questions :is to make them, so

far as they can, have twice the value that the piss

questions have?—You have a great deni better know- I

ledge of that than I have, Dr. Molloy.

4501. That is what I have tried to do, and you will

see that it is much more easy for the mathematical ex-

aminer to make his honour paper, within the range of
|

the course prescribed, three times ns difficult as the

pass paper, than it is for the examiner hi experimental

physics to make his honour paper three times as

difficult as the pass paper
;
aud it is tlie object of I

the examiners in setting an honour paper to make it

only twice as difficult 1—I hope so.

4502. Professor Jack.—1 dare say Mr. Blackball

does not know the practice of tlie examiners?—Of
course not.

4503. Chairman.—Ho was giving evidence ns to

the possible disadvantage under which students may
labour?—Then ns regards tlie second university ex-

amination in arts the subjects are divided into groups.

One is Latin, Greek, English, aud any other two

subjects, one to be mathematics or logic. Tlie other is

mathematics aud mathematical physics, and any other

two subjects of a number of specified ones. Latin,

Greek, and English, count 3,300 marks. Mathematics

and mathematical physics count only 2,400. There

is a difference of 900 ;
as each mull is allowed only two

more subjects, and supposing they take the same

optional subjects, then the science man would be handi-

capped by 900 marks ns against the literary man.

4504. Have you anything to toll us about die fees?

—Yes.
4505. Proceed then, please?—First, I will say that

there is a great tendency, I am afraid, lately in this

College for the professors to remove, as I might say,

the practical part from their course ancl charge a

special fee for it
;

for instance, in the department of

zoology and botany, wo have a new professor now, a

gentleman who is appointed only a couple of years,

I studied under his predecessor here, and lie used to

teach us the practical part of the course and charge no

extra fee at all. The course of botany ancl zoology i«

assumed to include practical teaching in it, and he

used to give practical teaching, and very valuable

practical teaching
; but nt present the practical teach-

ing is given in a special course, and the student has

to i>ay a special fee for it. That special course is not

obligatory at olL It is optional, and of course as it

is optional the student will try to avoid paymg the

fee, ancl he will consequently have to do without

practical teaching in the subjects.

4506. What is the fee?—There is a laboratory

course in botany and another in zoology, *»“ *

believe the fee iu each is £2, or £3 for both, if

taken together. The same is done in the physiology

too. The course in physiology is supposed to include

the practical course as you may see from this.

(Handing in a document.) „„

4507. I find in the calendar theie is* fee of
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charged for practical zoology ?—Yes, and I think you

will find another fee >s ]»dd for botany.

4508 . But you do not mean to convey to the Com-

mission that the fees tliat are charged now, and that

vou complain of the amount of, are fees that are not

authorised ?—I am sure they are authorised by the

Council. But all I want to say is that we got the

practical instruction in our time from the professor.

4509. Bev. Dr. Molloy.—What was your time?

—Four years ago or very nearly so.

4510. Dr. Marston.—

A

re you not studying here

now ?—My fourth year is just over.

4511. But you are still here as a student?—I am
still here.

4512. Chat hmak.—

D

o I understand yon to say that,

although the fee was authorized by the College regu-

lations, it was not demanded by the former professor '!

Xt was not demanded. Ho used to give practical

teaching for nothing as a supplement to the oitli

nary course of lectures. If the students all took it

out now it would not be so much harm, except that

they would have so much less money, and the pro-

fessor would have so much more ; but when they

do not take it out they lose tho practical instruc-

tion.

4513. Dr. Mabstox.—You mean that objects for

practical illustration are a necessary part of the sub-

ject, aud ought not to form the subject of a special

charge ?—Certainly.

Dr. Sullivan, President of the College—I would
like to he heard on this subject, as the statement, I am
bound to say, is not accurate.

Mr. MladduiU.—Of course, if I were guilty of any
inaccuracy, I would bo most anxious it would be cor-

rected.

Dr. Sullivan .—Not on your part. It is simply
that you misunderstood it.

4514. Chairman.—

C

o on please?—Practical in-

struction in practical physiology and histology is con-

sidered as an essential part in a course of physiology.

The students here, if they want to got instruction in

physiology and histology, have to attend in a separate
class and pay a separate foo.

4515. That is, by tho rules of tho Royal University,
anatomy and physiology aro assumed to include prac-

tical instruction in physiology and histology as well as

anatomy
;
and what you say is, that for the foe under

the head of anatomy ancl physiology you do not get tho
instruction in physiology and histology, but must pay
a separate fee?—Yes.

45 1C. What is tho amount of the fees?—I think
£3 3s. 1 cannot speak accurately, beeau.se I found
I was not able to afford to pay it, so I did not.

4517. Proceed, please ?—Another matter that I want
to refer to is that the student is not allowed to prose-
cute his dissections in liis third year unless he pays
for a class that he does not want. There are only two
certificates in anatomy required.

4518. That is, you do not want it if you are not
going to get a degree in the Royal University?

—

Suppose I do wont a Royal University degree, I do
not want it either. They only require two certificates
in anatomy. The student takes out anatomy in his
first year and in his second.

451-9. But you wont a certificate of third year’s dis-
sections for the licensing bodies 1—I believe so—for
some of them. I believe for the fellowship of the
Dublin College of Surgeons it is required. I do not
know that it is required for the ordinary licensing
bodies.

4520. That was mentioned to us yesterday by one
of the witnesses, and it was felt to he a grievance
by the medical students—that where they wanted a
third year for dissections they could not get itwithout
paying a fee for the three courses of lectures which
they did not attend?—Yes. And suppose a student
who has taken out the earlier part of his course else-
where comes here for the later

]
tarts of it, if he wants

to take out dissections in his fourth year, he has to
pay the class fee of £3 3s., in addition to the dissec-

tion fee of .£1, although if he liad previously taken Omsk.
oat three courses of anatomy in this College, he would •/aueiu, j a si.

get the dissections in his fourth year for £1, the ordi-
,

.

—

nary dissection fee, paying tho espouses, and he would ilturfuill
he charged no fee in anatomy beyond the dissection foe.

"

4521. Tho question of foes by students in the medi-
cal school is a question of paramount, importance to
them. Have you made yourself acquainted with
the fees charged iu the medical schools of Dublin?

—

No.
4522. Yon do not know that the fees charged are

considerably larger than hore?—1 heard they were
larger. Tho students here do not object to the amount
of tho fees they have to pay in each year at all

;
but

what they do think a hardship is obliging them to
take out a certificate that they clo nob require, or
either do without dissections, fcjomc do without dis-

sections, aud what happens is this : from the time they
pass their second university examination in medicine
until they pass their degree, they may have no op-
portunity of practising dissections, and you may judge
of what that practical anatomy knowledge is.

4523. Are not the dissections done under the su-
perintendence and instruction of tho Professor of
Anatomy ?—Tho Professor ofAnatomy attends foron
hour every day in tho dissecting-room. The demon-
strators in anatomy are there nearly tho whole day
and 1 beliove that in consequence of that it has some-
times been urged that as the students have the advan-
tage of having the demonstrators there, they ought to

pay the ordinary class fee. However that would
apply to the fourth year students, who had paid for

the third year, as well os other students.

4524. The demonstrator of anatomy attends all day
while the dissections are going on?— Yes.

4525. And the demonstrators are paid by the Pro-

fessor of Anatomy, if paid at all ?—Out of some
surplus that remains over. There is £l paid for dis-

sections, auil some surplus that remains over is

expended in paying the demonstrators. Suppose that

surplus is not sufficient, the Professor ofAnatomy pays

them at his own expense.

4526. Do the students think they have a right to

the advantage of the presence of the professor every

day for an hour, aud the advantage of the assistants

of tho Professor of Anatomy without paying any
fee?—The demonstrators aro most useful to the

junior students who do not kuow how to prosecute

their dissections without the assistance of a demon-

strator. All the senior students do, and they do not

want the assistance of the Professor of Anatomy or the

demonstrator ; but they wane to he allowed to pursue

their dissections for themselves, and to pay the fee for

tho dissections only, and. not to have to pay a £3 fee

for the class they do not require.

4527. They do not want instruction, hut to have

an opportunity of dissecting for themselves 1—Yes.

4528. Have yon anything else to say on that

point?—I do not know whether the hospital fees

charged in Cork, come within the scope of the

inquiry.

4529. You moan the fees charged by the gentlemen

in the hospitals 1—Yes.

4530. We have nothing to do with that. If you

mean the fees which the hospital doctors charge the

students for their hospital practice outside the fees

which the College authorities charge?—That is what I

mean.
4531. Wo cannot go into that?—That is all the

evidence I luvve to volunteer.

4532. I am exceedingly obliged to you, and I speak

the sentiments of tho Commissioners in saying tlmt

you have given us your evidence in a very admirable

manner. There is one branch of the subject now which

Dr. Morston will take you on ?—Thank you.

4533. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You consider it desirable

that the course of this College and that of the Royal

University should he so adjusted tliat the students pre-

paring for tho examinations of tho one should be also

fitting themselves for tho corresponding examinations of
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the other?—As long its the majority of the students

are going to the Royal CTnivevsity it would be desirable

they should, but of course, ifa large number of students

were also going in for other examinations, it would
hardly be altogether fair to them.

4534. Professor Jack.—

S

upposing these two couvses

of studying not to agree, have you any particular

opinion as to the suitability of one course of study as

compared with the other, for the instruction of medical

students, apart altogether from their licensing 1—
You mean whether 1 consider that at tlie beginning of

n man’s second year lie should know chemistry and

auatomy as well as zoology and botany or not.

4535. Something of that kind /—I think it is de-

sirable he should.

4536. That is to say you consider the College course,

as iu that respect, the better of the two 1—I consider

it is much the better of the two
;
but as long as the

Royal University is ns it is the students of the College

or university centres will lie greatly interfered with

while the two examinations differ so materially. At
the same time I really tliink the College course is much
the better one.

4337. It has often been pointed out by university

colleges that they consider themselves to know the

suitable course bettor than a university of examiners,

that if the Royal Uuiversity course determined the

Queen’s College course it might occasionally do damage
to medical students '!—I do not think it is at all suited,

us the examinations here are, to students.

4538. Dr. Makstox—If you are to be taken as a
type of the sort of man the Professors teach, all I can
say is that they cannot complain of the capacity of their

pupils. I have been much interested in your evidence.

Yon have gone over a large amount of ground, but I
want to take you on some new ground. I will take
yon about the practical part You are acquainted with
the hospitals here?—Yes.

453'J. Are the hospitals, in your opinion, too distant

for clinical purposes to get the full benefit of them ?

—If a student were allowed time enough to tako
them out their distance would not interfere so
materially

;
but when a student is taking out a number

of them together and has to go from his lodgings to
the Fever Hospital, from that to the general Infirmary,
from that to the Lunatic Asylum, aud from that to

the College, he really is so fatigued in the eveniug that
he is not in good form for reading.

4540. Are the students satisfied with the opportuni-
ties they have hero for hospital practice ?—To a large
extent they are, but there is one department that they
have not enough opportunity in, that is making post-
mortem examinations. The opportunities for that are
very limited.

4541. Is the clinical teaching in these hospitals
satisfactory to the students 1—Yes ; very satisfactory.

4542. Are you practised in the hospitals in case
taking, dressing, Ac. ?—Yes.

4543. And the students are satisfied that they get
their full value out ofthem?—Yes.

4544—Have you seen many operations here of a
surgical kind ?—A great many.

4545. Have yon seen all tlie ordinary forms of con-
tagious diseases here?—Yes.

4546. Typhoid fever, scarlatina, and so on ?—Yes

;

while uttencling the fever hospital I saw all these.

4547. I am going to touch on delicate ground, but I
would like to have a student’s idea upon this :—Do you
think there is a sufficient introduction of new blood
into the staff of these hospitals from time to time
for yon to get the full benefit of the young and
more energetic men, or have you to wait too long
before they are brought in to the work?—For the
last few years there has been a good deal of new
blood introduced into one of the hospitals, and I
tliink that was owing to the action of the students at-

tending that hospital. They did all they could to get
some senior members of the staff to resign, and some
of them clid resign. In that way there was a good deal
of new blood admitted, aud it did a great deal of good.

4548. Have you seen the Dublin schools and hos-

pitals ?—I never paid fees for hospitals in Dublin, I
have seen them and been to them, and heard the

clinical teaching, but l have never been a regular

student. I never paid fees, and my name was not on
the books.

4549. But yon have lmd an opportunity of seeing the

material for teaching, and have heard the teachers, aud
seen the instruments ami appliances 1—Yes

; in a cou-

ple of the hospitals there.

4550. What Ls tins result of tho comparison that yon
have made?—Tho Dublin hospitals are a good deal

larger and the practice very good
; but tlie teachers

who are good have so many students around them
that you cannot go near them, and you cannot benefit

by their teaching, whereas the teachers who are not

very good, there is not much to be gained by being

near them. Like that, hero you have some that are

good and some that arc not so good
; but as a rule you

can come near all the clinical teachers, and generally

benefit by their teaching ;
though in the middle of the

session with some clinical teachers, their classes ore

larger than would ho good for tho senior students.

4351. But good men teach themselves. Have you

an opportunity of teaching yourself? Can you prac-

tise the use of the stethoscope for yourself? Can you

dress eases, put up fractures, and so on 1—Yea
4552. You are satisfied with the opportunities

here ?—Yes.

4553. You tliink yon have sufficient opportuni-

ties bore for learning your profession in its various

branches—medicine, surgery, midwifery, and diseases

of women and children ?—It would be desirable if

there was more opportunity for learning practice in the

diseases of women and children. With regard to all the

others, I think there is a great deal of opportunity.

4554. Then I may tako it that as regards facilities

for post-mortem, examinations, for studying diseases of

women aud children, aud want of tlie concentration of

hospitals, these would seem to ho pretty well what you

think are the defects of tho place in a practical way?

—Yes.

4555. That correctly puts your case?—Yes.

4556. Touclting tho scholarships iu this College,

do you think your views would be summarized some-

thing in this way—that if those were more graduated

they would he more popular with the students, and

induce harder work? You would diminish their

number and increase thoir value ? You think that the

medical faculty, having the larger numlicr of students,

should have a larger number of scholarships—that is to

say, in the last three years one scholarshipmore ?—With

regard to medicine, that is right, and to some extent

it is all right. I ilo not mean that the number of

scholarships should be diminished, but that the first

should be worth a good deal moro than tho last. At

present in arts they are all of the same value.

4557. Am I to understand that, as it at present

exists,the Royal U niversitycourse exercises abod effect

iu the sense that, tho courses of the College and the

Royal not being parallel, this militates against your

chances of success ?—Yesj our chances of success in

the university.

4558. What opportunity have you in the hospitals

of seeing the instruments used in your profession?

—The surgeons generally let us see a great many

instruments in the hospitals. They have a lot of in-

struments, and they let us see them very frequently.

We see them without their using them.

4559. Have you had an opportunity of practically

studying antiseptic surgery ?—Yes.

4560. Speaking of the desirability of summer classes

here, that is a point I had noted in my own mind.

What subjects would you suggest should be taken in

the summer classes ?—A great many. For instance,

botany and zoology could be very well taught, and, in

fact, it would be a great deal a better time to teach

them than in winter, because you would have more

opportunities for practical work. There arc more

flowers to be had in summer.
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4561. Now that the curriculum is so heavy, it is

Verv desirable to divide it1—Very desirable.

4562. That would increase very much your time for

Lospital practice 1—Tea.

4563. Have you an opportunity of learning prac-

tical pharmacy 1—That is one of the extra .subjects

required by the University which was not required

before and the students learn it. The students

are taught it. They have to pay a special fee. for

being taught it

4564. In the clinical teaching of the hospital are you

ever asked to write prescriptions!—Frequently.

4565. I do not mean astowhat is actually to lie given,

but as to what you would yourself suggest 'I—Yes. W

e

are often asked to take a case together, to examine the

case, and to specify our treatment.

4566. Your diagnosis and treatment 1—Yes.

4567. Are you put in any competition with one

another as to a easel—Yes
;
there are often a. number of

us asked about the same case, and, of course, as will

happen with students that are not thoroughly up in

their' work, there will often be a good deal of difference

of opinion ;
and the physician will then examine the

cise for himself, or perhaps he has examined it pre-

viously, and he will give us an examination about the

disease, and then he might add some remarks of his

4568. Do you tliink -there is a sufficient variety of
disease in this place for you to get the full benefit of
it?—Wo see all the ordinary surgical and medical
cases and some other cases. We see some cases of

diseases of women and children, but not so many os it

would be well we should.

4569. Do you learn anything at all about dietetics

in disease here?—Yes, in the hospital during the
winter session. It is the practice to write out a full

history of the case—at least at the medical side of the
hospital, and this account includes not only symptoms,
physical signs, medicines prescribed, and so on, but
also the diet of the patient forms an important part
of it. Everything is on the card. The card is hung
over the patient’s head, and the student has an oppor-
tunity of referring to it.

4570. You are quite satisfied with that?—Yes.
4571. Is there anything that you would like to

add?—I do not know that I have anything more to add.

4572. Have you got your degree or licence ?—No

;

I am reading for my degree at present.

4673. When do you go up for it!—In September
next.

Coat
Junt 10, 1884.

Patrick

Blackall,

esq.

Michael Joseph M‘Mullen, osq., c.e., q.u.i., examined.

4574. Chairman.— What profession arc you?

—

Civil engineer. I am city engineer here.

4575. Are you acquainted with this College 1—Yea,

I graduated here.

4576. Did you learn your profession hero?—Yes.

4577. Did you take any degree in engineering!

—

Yes.

4578. When!—In 1876.

4579. Have you been practising your profession

here since !—Yes.

4580. Are you acquainted with the scope of our

inquiry !—Yes.

4581. Can you give information as to any of the
heads of it!—As to tho moderate character of the
fees charged in the department; of engineering I can.

4582. Wo will take what you wish to say!—The
course of engineering extends over throe years. Tlio
entire fce3 including College aud class foes only
amount to £29 10s. A man wishing to adopt the
profession of engineering, and going the other way
about it—that is, being bound to an engiuoer in prac-
tice—pays a large sum—over n hundred guinoas

—

for a twelve months course. In the former case

—

that of a man educated in tho College—he leaves it a
trained man, in. the other a largo number receive no
training at all.

4583. Is it not usual before the student leaves the
engineering class for him to be bound an apprentice in an
engineer’s office?—It is not, and I havekuown instances
where gentlemen got important appointments directly

after1 they got them degree. My own case is one in

point.

4584. You consider the fees are extremelymoderate!

—Extremely moderate.

4585. And the only suggestion you would he in-

clined to make would be that they should be raised i

—

No.
4686. Have you come in contact with those studying

in tlio engineering school since you left 1—Yes.

4587. What is the standard of education maintained

in tho engineering school!—If anything it has an

upward tendency.

4588. Was the teaching of a good quality!

—

Decidedly. Tho men lrnvo great opportunities here.

4589. Aud irom what you have seen of the gentle-

men educated here since you left and the opportunities

you have had of judging, you do not believe that

standard has been lowered1—1 have seen them doing

well always. I think the amount given in scholar-

ships in tlio engineering department is too low.

4590. What is your suggestion!—There are five

scholarships. One should bo only given to each year.

There aro at present two the first year, two the second

year, aud one the third. I think if there was only

one in each year, and the amount increased, there

would be more competition.

4591. And the scholar-ship to the man who won. it

would be more valuable !—Yes.

4592. Then as to the engineering department you

agree with Mr. Blackall l—As regards the scholar-

ships 1 do perfectly.

MichaelJoseph

M'MuUcn, C.E.,

Q.VJ.

Mr. James Magner examined.

4593.

Chairman.—Are you a Btudent of this
College ?—I am a student of medicine in this College,
and a student in arts of the Royal University.

• i
^*ere did you matriculate !—In this College

in 1880—in the session of 1880-81.
4595. What did you say you were in the Royal 1

—

An arts student in the Royal.
What stage have you reached in the Royal?

,
*
j
iave passed all the preliminary examinations for

e degrees of arts and medicine, and go up this year

r ^ medicinR and the1

B.A. in the Royal.
4097. You are entitled to get credit for the first

years examination in arts !—No : I passed that. I
wok out no arts in this College.

4598. You ore preparing for what?—My degree

both in arts and in medicine.

4599. Have you any evidence to give us as to the

standard of education maintained here ?—Yes ; veiy

material evidence as to the standard of education.

4600. Does that refer to arte or to the medical !

—

To both.

4601. I would ask you not to travel over the

same ground which has been so well travelled over by

Mr. Blackall ?—Very well.

4602. You heard his evidence?—Yes; but I mean

to give you some points he did not give.

4603. Do you or do you not agree in the evidence

Mr. Jamoa
Magner.
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Mr. Blackall Las given us 1—I agree with him in

some points, and I disagree with him in more.

4G04. Take your own course—deal with the stan-

dard of education 1—The standard of education in the

arts department of this College I consider very low,

and in the medical department very high. The Pro-

fessor of Greek said

4605. Do not mind what the Professor of Greek

said 1—He said there was no such thing as a decent

sohool in the South of Ireland. Now I was educated

in Cork for ten years

4606. In which school 1—In one of the largest

private schools of the city, which was kept by a

gentleman who is now dead
;
and in St. Finn Bair’s

Seminary for a good number of years. As to the

difference between the education in this College and
the education in St. Finn Bair’s Seminary, I will give

an example. The first year I came here, in 1880-81,

in Latin the amount of work gone over was the fol-

lowing :—For the first year students, five Satires of

Horace, ten chapters of “ De officiis ” of Cicero, ninety-

six lines of Latin verse, and sixteen exercises out of

Part I. of Arnold’s “Prose Composition.’’ The
second last year I was at St. Finn Barr’s Seminary,

the amount of work gone over was the following :

—

First book of “ De officiis " of Cicero, two books of the
“ Odes ” of Horace, and the “ Art of Poetry,” and
fourteen or fifteen chapters of Tacitus, the whole of

the “De Amicitia” and the greater part of the
“Senectute” of Cicero. That in translation alone.

That is the lost year but one, and the last year a greater

amount of work was gone over. I wish to give that as

a comparison between the amount of work gone over
here and in an intermediate school.

4607. Dr. Stoney.—Is the session of the same
length in St. Finn Bair’s and the Queen’s College 1

—

If all the time were put together there would be
something more than a mouth or two months.

4608. Chairman.—St. Finn Bair’s is larger 1—Yes.
On. the standard of education I do not think I have
any other material point on which to give. My
opinion as to the medical education is that it is veiy
good. I do not remember any other points in the
arts study. As to the modes in which the rewards
are distributed, I concur with everything Mr. Blackall
has said.

4609. And as to the advantage of increasing some
scholarships and grouping others ?—Yes. As to the
extent in which the Royal University is availed of by
the students of these places I agree with him in a
great measure.

4610. Tell us where you differ with him?—I do not
remember exactly where I differ with him, but I
mentioned one thing which escaped his memory.

4611. Tell us what occurs to you 1—It occurs to me
in connexion with the Royal University, that not
only should medical students be compelled to take
out a year in arts, but I think that any medical
man, with means to go to a university, should be com-
pelled to take out a degree in arts, but he should not
be so hampered in the matter of fees, that if a poor'
man, he would not be able to do it. What is objection-
able is the large number of extra courses the Royal
University compels us to take out—fever, lunacy,
vaccination, and so on. There was no operative
surgery in the Queen’s University. It was the prac-
tice to examine in operative surgery for the degree of
M.Ch. The students have no objection to ’that, but
they object to being compelled to pay for the learning
that which they can learn without paying for. The
fee is paid for the certificate ani not for the attendance.

4612. Then the course of the Royal University is

much more expensive on a student than a medical
course followed in this College, by reason chiefly of the
fees for extra subjects?—Very much more expensive

;

and as to the fees in this College, Iliave evidence to
give. I agree with Mi-. Blackall as to the evidence
he gave in regard to anatomy and zoology, and also

with his evidence as to compelling students to take
out a third year in anatomy. The student in the

third year generally commences to pay attention to his
1

hospitals. The anatomy lecture commences here at
twelve o’clock, hospital is supposed to commence at
nine o’clock, hut does not for lialf-an-hour or so after

1

wards, and us the hospital is nearly a mile from thk
it is only by leaving the clinical teaching of the hospital

the student can get tlio anatomy lecture. What the
1

student objects to hero is being compelled to take out
what tlio ltoynl University does not require from him.
True there is no absolute compulsion, but there is a
moral compulsion—the college refuses a prize to stu-

dents who do not take out that course.

4613. Do you feel the same objection he does as to

paying for dissections ?—As this college is supported

by a grant of public money to encourage the education

of the middle classes, the dissecting-room should be

supported by public money. Then we are willing to

pay the expenses, and do not want a Professor of
|

Anatomy or his assistants. Wo should be allowed to

prosecute our dissections in our own way.
4614. You agree with Mr. Blackall, that thestu-

|

dents of the third year do not require a professor or

his assistants?—Thoroughly
;
his assistance is more

a disadvantage than anything else.

4615. You would rather prosecute original research!

—Not exactly original, but by aid of the book, which

would fix it better in the student's memory than if it
|

were done for him by either the Professor or his assist-

ants. There is one separate fee charged bythe Professor

of Anatomy and Physiology for dissections. I wish to

bring under notice there is great confusion as to what

this fee is charged for. The College Council knows

nothing about it. Tlio Professor of Anatomy and
j

Physiology accounts for it in no way.
4616. Is it a payment to tlio professor?—I believe

(

formerly in this Collego the custom was to pay an I

amount of tlio money in trust. The balance was re-

turned. At present I do not know what becomes of it ,

Tbo Professor of Anatomy and Physiology may pocket 1

it for all I know.
4617. Were you here yesterday?—I heard him

state ho applied it for tlio purpose of education, but be

lias no right to apply it without our consent.

4618. He applied it, he said, to the purposes of the

anatomy school ?—That is what I say. We pay it

for dissecting

4019. If you have anything to say on that ques-

tion, we will be happy to take it in private. There

are reasons why a subject of that kind should not be

discussed in public, still less in the presence of the

public press. You will understand that?—Yes; as

to the fees charged for the third year in anatomy

there is a special statute in the Calendar.

4620. Are you going to argue, that on the reading

of the Act of Parliament and the Charter the fee ought

not to be charged ?—Yes.

4621. Then that is a matter we cannot entertain.

You are going to make a case as to certain fees

being charged which, in your opinion, ought not

to be charged, and I may mention that we have

no power with regard to the provisions of the

statutes or to the College Charter. That matter

must be dealt with by the Visitors of the College,

but we will . take, as a matter of fact, that a par-

ticular charge is made of a particular amount,

and for a particular year. You understand the dis-

tinction?—Then I have nothing more to say.

4622. What is the fee charged for the third year of

anatomy?—£3.
4623. Have we given you now an opportunity of

saying all you wish to say. I assure you we wish to

take the fullest information from everybody concern-

ing every matter which is within, the scope of our in-

quiry. Do not let me stop you ?—Things may have

gone out of my head. . .

4624. Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou consider the education in

the medical faculty good 1—Yea
4625. And you have yourselfgone through in—* es*

4626. And the education in the arts faculty you

consider poor?— Yes.
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4627. You have not gone through it?—I beg your

pardon, sir, I have large numbers of opportunities of

judging, being associated -with the students. I have

seen class fellows from my school do great things at

College while far more brilliant students were still at

school with the object of pursuing n university course.

I have gone through an arts course at the Royal Uni-

versity-taken out lectures in arts objects.

4628. Tn this College?—Yos, in French.

4629. To what extent did you take out lectures in

arts subjects?—In French, botany, and zoology.

4630. The arts lectures which you have taken out
are only the arts lectures in the medical curriculum?—Yes.

4631. You have not taken an arts course ?—I Lave
mentioned that for the purpose of showing it gives me
an opportunity of judging.

4632. Still the fact remains that the medical cur-
riculum which you have gone through you consider to
be strong, and the arts curriculum which you have not
gone through you consider to be poor?—Yes, but I do
not think that a fair way of putting it.

William K. Sullivan, esq., President

A How, me in the first place, to refer to the

remarks about the histological laboratory and the

physiological laboratory. I can understand a new
student—of the lost two or three years—making a
mistake upon that point. Beginning with die bio-

logical laboratory, when I collected money forgetting it

up, there was not in England, Ireland, or Scotland,

except at Kew, any similar laboratory. Thus, no
student could know anything of the kind of practical

work for which a fee was charged. Dr. Leith Adams,
when the laboratory was to a certain extent completed,

asked me about the question of fees. 1 told him I did

not think a new subject like that could possibly have a
fee put to it without havingsome experience. I thought

it would be better if he would undertake to go on for

a short time initiating and showing tho practical work
in this science ;

and he did so and charged no fee. From
that tentative experiment the students assume that
they have a light to get, as part of a course, that which
was never given before in this country. As to the
physiological laboratory, it was established hero in tho

same way. There was not in the whole of the country
a single physiological laboratory then, and even now
there are very few. They were new at the time ex-

cept in Germany and France. Consequently, in no part

of the country—in the Queen’s Colleges or in Dublin,

I will venture to add even in the London schools—at

the time that laboratory was established no student
could assert he got the kind of knowledge givon in the
physiological laboratory. Therefore students have no
right to say that it is part of the physiological course.

4633. Oiiairman.—Give ns tho data of the establish

ment of the physiological laboratory?—About four
years ago.

4634. And also the date of the histological labor-
atory 1—Certainly. The biological laboratory was
made in connection with the plant houses between three
and four years ago

;
and the other at tlio time of the

alteration of the medical school. What was then the
old lecture room in the medical school was converted
into a physiological laboratory.

4635. Is there anything else you would like to say
on the question of fees ?—I think the only mistake
Professor Charles has made in the question of foes was
that he did not charge them for the fourth year.

4636. Dr. Stoney.—It is a matter of favour?—It
is a matter of favour. He gave the fourth year for
nothing, and he should not have done so.

4637. Chairman.—It was stated here—and I want
to see whether it was correct or not—we were asking

of Queen's College, Cork, re-examined.

some questions as to what was donewith what remained
of the money of the scholarship fund, and one of the pro-
fessors said portion of it was applied in the purchase of
land, and also to the erection of a gate-lodge. What is

the fact?—Tlie question with regard to the balance
was settled some time ago. After I came here I got
the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown as to who
was the owner of the balance. They decided in
favour of the College. The Treasury gave way in
the matter, and the balance is now considered ours.

Before I came here they had been looking for a
botanical garden, which was always refused. I
thought I should meet the Treasury by proposing that
the College would furnish from the bulunce which,
stood to our account in the bank half the purchase
money, and they gave us liberty to purchase the land,

and got half the purchase money by a vote of Parlia-

ment. The puroliase of a large part of the apparatus
of the physiological laboratory was one of the first uses

to which the balance was applied. The cost of the

bottles and of the large addition to the models in

the pathological museum, are also from that source.

Part of the materia medica collection, and a portion

of the apparatus for the biological laboratory were like-

wise provided from that source. Tho annual grant of

.£1,600 would go but a very little way towards doing all

obese things. We would not have been able to have a

physiological or biological laboratory, nor many other

thingswe have unlesswe had such a fund at our disposal.

4638. Then it was an error to say any portion of

the fund was applied to the gate lodge ?—Quite so.

4639. And all the land winch lvas been purchased

was for the purposes of a botanical garden, and used

for that purpose?—Yes.

4640. Dr. Stoney.—The fund is not accumulated

exclusively from lapsed scholarships, but also from

other sources from which money accrues, as, for in-

stance, during tho interval which must elapse before

a vacancy in a professorship can be filled. From every

source in fact ?—Yes, all tho balances are now run

into one fund.

4641. Professor Jack.—I understand yon cannot

apply any portion of that lapsed fund without the

sanction of the Lord Lieutenant ?—No.

4642. So that every case comes under the special

notice of tho Lord Lieutenant?—Yes. The whole

thing comes also under the notice of the Auditor-

General who looks very sharply into the matter.

4643. Chairman.—Is there anything else you wish

to say ?—I do not think there is anything more.

Professor Stephen O’Sullivan, :

4644.

Dr. Marstov.—I believe you wish to explain
some points in connexion with operative surgery 1—
wish to explain with regard to the course of operative

surgery
, that prior to my appointment as professor

therewas no systematic conraeofoperativesurgery given

? the College, but the demonstrators got permission
oni time to time from the Professor of Siu-gery to

perform operative surgery for private classes. Since
7 appointment the systematic course of operative

.d., M.CH., F.B.C.8.I., re-examined.

Burgery has been introduced as a special course, and

since last year as a recommended course in the curri-

culum of the College. I consider myself therefore

responsible for the teaching of operative surgery in

that course and permission has not been granted to

the demonstrators to perform operations for their

private classes.

4645.

Is that all?—That is the substance of what

I wish to explain.

2 P 2
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Professor Marcus M. Hartog, m.a., d.sc., V.L.S., re-examined.
4646.

Dr. Marston.—You wish to makean explana-

tion in reference to the overloading of the curriculum 1

—I thought of that matter before, of the overloading of

the curriculum, but I omitted to mention it in my
answer 4230. I thought the curriculum for the medical

degree of the Royal University might be lightened, if

the anatomy and physiology were removed from the

professional and final part of it. It is done, I believe
in the Old Universities, in the Univeisity of London'
and in the College of Surgeons, except for the fellow!

ship, and in a number of other licensing bodies. It
slipped from me the moment you asked mo, and I wish
therefore to put in this suggestion now.

J. J. Charles,

H.A., ».BC.,

H.D., S.B.U.L

Professor J. J. Charles, m.a., d.sc., m.d., f.r.u.i., re-examined.

4647. Chairman.—You, too, wish to make an ex-

planation ?—First, it was said that I have a higher

standard hero for the scholarships than 1 have for the

examinations in the Royal University.

4648.

—T do not think that was said?—It was said

that the standard for scholarships was higher than the

standard in the Royal University. I think that re-

dounds to my credit rather than the reverse. The
higher the standard for scholarships the better, and I

look upon this as one of the causes of my success

here.

4649. Rev. Dr. jUolloy.—Will you not keep it up
in the Royal Univei-sity, too?—I can scarcely maintain

it as high there as hem. The high standard does not

interfere in the leastwith the number ofstudents getting

scholarships. Instead ol‘ preventing students being

awarded scholarships, I do what I can to get them
scholarships and exhibitions

;
indeed I never prevented

any student getting a scholarship. It is said again

that I have refused to give the students subjects for

practical surgery.

4650. Chairman.—The only statement Mr. Blackall

made was that they had no opportunities of practical

study during the whole month of September?—

I

really cannot grant what he wishes. That is in

the province of the Professor of Surgery. If the Pro-

fessor of Surgery allows the student to perform opera-

tions I have not the least objection
;
but [ will not go

outside my line to injure the Professor of Surgery by
allowing my assistant to work against him. It is said

that the standard of examination is higher in the
Royal University than in the Queen’s, and that is one
of tiie reasons why the students do not go up to the
Royal.

4651. It was not that the standard was higher, but
that there were a greaternumber of subjects ?—I think
that is not a serious objection. I think the standard
in the Royal, so far asmy subject is concerned, is about
tbe same as it was in the Queen’s University. About
practical physiology, it is said that if a student takes
the theoretical class, he ought, at the same time, be
permitted to attend the practical without charge. I
question whether there is any place in the world where
such a privilege is allowed.

4652. ProfessorJack.—Is it within your knowledge
that for practical classes in those subjects a separate
fee is charged in other universities ?—Always. Then
the main charge made against me was

4653. Chairman.—There was no charge whatever
made against you. He simply stated things in ex-
istence here which lie thought ought to be remedied.
He made no charge. He stated facts ?—Then I come
to the main point, which is, that I do not allow the
students to dissect in the third and fourth years with-
out remuneration.

4654. That is a matter that we will ask you to
mention to us in private ?—I want to know an instance

of a college where a student would be allowed to
do such a thing. It is said that if a student does notwant
the teaching of the professor, he ought to be permitted
to make use of the laboratory or dissecting room, and
work for himself? Now I ask what answer would
a student receive if he went to the Professor of Practi-
cal Chemistry and said—“ I do not want any of your
teaching, I can get oil well without it, but I’ll pay for
whatever chemicals I use.” Iam tiying to show the
absurdity of the proposal.

4655. It is one of those tilings that would strike

anybody. The only pom t is whether the student is

bound to pay the fee in the third year or not?—That
requires a few words of explanation. In the statutes of

the college there is only one fee mentioned and only one
course ofpractical anatomy. That course must include,

therefore, not merely any lectures that are delivered

on anatomy but also any assistance that is given in the

dissecting room . In most colleges there are two courses

to be paid for by the student under tbe head of ana-

tomy. For instance in Trinity College Dublin, there

are first the course of lectures or demonstrations, and
second, the course of dissections. The course of dis-

sections is really more expensive than the lectures

;

in all the schools of Dublin the fee for anatomy is £8
8s. This fee consists of two parts—.£3 3s. for lectures

and £5 5s. for dissections, a course which seme students

think they ought to get here for nothing. This fee of

£5 5s. again is made up of .£3 3s. for torching in the

clisseetiug room and .£2 2s. for the subject. There is

only the one course ofanatomy in tire Queen's Colleges

;

and it does not matter whether the student merely

dissects or in addition attends the class, the fee is all

the same. If the student must have a fee for each,

then I am afraid it will bo worse for the student than

it is, as another fee will have to he added. What I

bold is this. In the statutes it is stated that for

practical chemistry or practical anatomy there is a fee

of £3 for each attendance. This fee is not merely

for the class. If it were merely for the class, the fee

in practical chemistry should also lie only for lectures.

The words in the statute are practical chemistry

or practical anatomy.” If the fee in the one is for

a theoretical course
;

in the other it is also for

a theoretical course. I hold that no master how

often the student attends the course ofpractical anatomy

—once or fifty times—legally I am entitled, according

to the statutes, to charge the student the full class fee

;

but in the three Queen’s Colleges it has been privately

arrangedthatafter thestudent has taken the course three

times, he becomes a pcipelual student of the college.

As to the payment of £1 for expenses being received

as a deposit, I have only to say that there is no such

arrangement in any medical school in Ireland. A
unifonn sum varying from £2 2s. in all the Dublin

schools to 15 shillings in the Belfast school, is charged

every student of tbe anatomical class
;
and no portion

of it is under any circumstances ever returned in lieu

of a portion or portions of the subject undissected by

the student. But in return for any benefit, direct or

indirect, which the professor derives from whatever

surplus may remain out of the fund at the end of the

session, the student is permitted to dissect in his fourth

and subsequent sessions for a nominal sum. Ia tbe

medical schools of Scotland a different plan is followed.

The student is there charged according to the number

of parts of the subject he dissects
;
and in that way the

chance of a surplus is almost entirely removed. Last

session I told my class that if the majority of the

students wished, I should introduce this plan
;
but ia

that event I should of course be compelled to impose a

fee for dissections in the fourth year, so that arrange-

inent would not be as economical for the student as the

present one. I am clearly of opinion that the existing

arrangements regarding this fee in the Queen’s Colleges

is the best even from the student’s point of view ;
ap<*

I know tbe great bulk of the students feel satisfied
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with it. But if anv student can point me to any col-

lege where he will bo treated better than here, I shall

he ready to consider his cose.

4G56. We have nothing to do with individual cases,

but only with the system of fees!—I do not know

that I have anything further to say on that subject. Cork
This question is really one for the Visitors. jUze 10

, issi.

4657.

Tlio question of fees Is entirely for the Visitors T .
~

—

All we have to do is to ascertain as 'a matter of fact if'
wlmt fees are charged ?—That is all I have to say. h.d.’, f.ilv.i.

Mr. Daniel 0 Callaghan examined.

4658. Chairman.—You are a student in Queen’s

College, Cork ?—Yes, I am a graduate of the Royal

University, and a fourth year’s student.

4659. Did you take the course in arts?—Yes.

4660. You wish to say something about the evi-

dence of Mr. Magner?—Mr. Magnet* gave the amount

of work done in Professor Lewis’s class under the

head “ Standard of Education." I was in the class

and got first prize at the end of the year, and I think

the course of Latin gone over was nonsensical. Ten

chapters of Cicero's “ Offices ” is a very small amount of
work to go over in the session.

466 1

.

Have you anything to add 1—Mr. Farrington
said that Professor Lewis's teaching was splendid. I
have a different opinion. I must say I knew less
Latin at tho end of the year than I did going into
the class.

Chairman.—That might not he Professor Lewis’s
fault.

Mr. Daniel
O’Callaghnn.

Mr. David R. P. Smith examined.

4662. Chairman.—Are you a student in the

College!—I attended the senior class in the year

Mr. O'Callaghan attended the junior. I have finished

my three years, and I have finished my three years in

the College.

4663. Did you take a degree ?—Not yet.

4664. Are you preparing for your degree ?—I am.

4665. What do you wish to say 1—I wish to say

that the quality of the teaching given in Professor
Lewis’s class was of a very high order, and every
gentleman competent to form an opinion has arrived
at a different conclusion from what Mr. O’Callaghan
stated to-day.

4C66. You were senior in the same year ?—Yes.
4C67. And you wish to testify your opinion on the

subject ?—Yes.

Mr. David
72. P. Smith.

William A. Wiiitelecoe, esq., examined.

4668. Chairman.—Are you a student of the Col-

lege?—I am a student in medicine, aud I have gone
through the course in arts.

4669. You are a B.A ?—Yes.

4670. You wish to give some evidence ?—I wish
to confirm the opinion of Mi-

. Smith in reference to

Professor Lewis. I think his teaching was of a very
high character indeed.

4671. Mr. Magner.—I would like Mr. Lynch to
be called to corroborate my evidence ; and in proof of
that very few literary scholars take out Professor
Lewis’s classes.

4672. Mr. ffOaHaghan.—And in proof of what I
Bay, as a matter of fact, the Professor of Greek

4673. Chairman.—There is no conflict of evidence

1Kitween the two gentlemen examined and you and
Mr. Magner. They speak of a senior and you of a

junior class.

4074. Mr. O' Callaghan.—Mr. Whitelegge was in

tho same class I attended
;
but about my opinion, that

I know for a fact.

4675. Chairman.—We have your evidence and

Mi-

. Magner’s evidence, and the evidence of the other

two gentlemen. It will be for us to decide.

4670. Professor O'Jlgun .—May I offer a remark,

as a professor, with reference to their evidence!

4677. CnAiRMAN.—I do not wish to go further into

this class of evidence, and for this reason, that it seems

to me it would rather affect the discipline of the College.

William A.
Whitelegge,

W. K. Sullivan, esq., ph.d., d.sc., m.r.i.a.,

4680. Chairman.—Dr. Sullivan, you have heard
evidence given as to the fee of £1 charged by the
Professor of Anatomy for the dissections ?—It is not a
fee properly so called. It is a private arrangement,
or private contract, which the Professor of Auatouiy
makes in order to supply subjects to the students.
It is not looked upon as a matter at all pertain-
ing to tho College, because the Anatomy Act
licenses not the College but the Professor of Anatomy,
and, as such, it is entirely in his domain. In the
schools that I was many years connected with—in-

President of Queen's College, Cork, recalled,

deed I do not know any place in Europe where the

idea would be entertained of auditing accounts on the

subject.

4681. Is that fee or payment, as you choose to call

it, a matter over which the College has no supervision?

None.
4682. Does the payment in any way pass through

the College books ?—-Certainly not.

The Commissioners then adjourned into a private

room, and sat with closed doors.

W. K.
Sullivan, eaq

,

PH.D., D.SC.,

M.U.I.A,

Mr. James Magner, re-examined.

4683. Chairman.—With reference to the fee f<
msBections, it is a very delicate subject, but we want i

give you the fullest opportunity of telling us, so ft“ you can. What is the fee charged 1—XI. Thei
are several reasons why my evidence should be givei
Ane matter has been agitated very largely, and it is
grievance among the students,
i 4684. There is a fee of £1 oharged ?—Yes.

4685. And that is for dissections?—Yes.

4686. That covers all the expenses in connexion

with tho subjects?—Yes. The President gave evidence

in my hearing just now to the effect that it was a pri-

vate arrangement between the Professor of Anatomy

and the students.

4687. Answer a few questions. The President has

given us evidence that it is an arrangemont ? Yes.

Mr. James
Magucr.
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Conic. 4888. Do you know anything at all of the arrange- think this too. The professor states that lie applies it to

j,me jo 1884 .
ments in other medical schools?—We know the ar- other uses, mid I say lie lias no light to apply our—- rangements here before Professor Charles came. luouey to other uses.

Mr. James 4G8‘J. Do you know the arrangements in any of 4713. That seems to bo involved in the other ques-Magnet.
t^c medical schools besides this?—We know the ar- tion. But your complaint is that the professor gets £1
rangements in some of the private schools hi Dublin

;
for the expenses of dissection, and you claim to

but 1 do not see any analogy between an endowed have the balance returned, and you think lie ought to

school here, and an unendowed school in Dublin. give youanaccount That is all!—I have other evidence

4G90. Can you give any evidence apart from what to givo to this effect. Every student coming to the

you have heard from others?—The very great bulk of college, up to very Into in this session, has been required

the subjects brought to this College come from the to dissect two parts the first year :uid three parts the

Cork workhouse. second year
;
so that, exclusive of the brain, the student

4G91. How do yon know?—I have special reasons would dissect half a subject in two sessions and a

for knowing it. whole subject in four sessions. Now, in four sessions

4G92. How do you know?—I have reason to know he pays X4, so that the Professor of Anatomy gets £4
it, for a brother ' of mine is the Resident Medical for each subject. All the expense to the workhouse is

Officer of the workhouse, and it is he who has charge 28a-., and we want to know what becomes of the

of the subjects supplied here. surplus.

4693. I wanted to find out was it your brother told 4714. Surely the one subject will not last for

you?—Yes. the four sessions?—It is distributed so among the

4G94. Do you know anything about where the sub- students,

jects came from except what your brother told you ?— 4715. Does not that come to this that yon think

Well, almost all the subjects which come to this College £1 too much to charge ?—Entirely too much,

come from the workhouse. 4710. Is not that the meaning of the complaint?—

4095. Do you know anything ns to where the sub- Yes.

jects came from exceptwhat your brother told you?— 4717. That is the real substance of the complaints

I think that is rather a queer question, sir. —Yes. We have no objection to put down XI as a

4G96. Let ns judge of that ?—I do. I know that a deposit,

very few come from the lunatic asylum. 4718. I suppose you and the other medical students

4697. Do you also know that from having been told acting with you in this matter have no objection that

it by somebody ?—Partlj- from having been told by the Professorof Anatomy should he completelyindemni-

somebody, and noticing the difference between the fied against .my expenses in procuring the subjects?

—

amount that came from the workhouse, and the total Not the slightest.

amount that came to the dissecting room. 4719. And if the subjects cost XI you would have

4G98. Can you know what came from tire lunatic no objection to pay it ?—Not tlio slightest,

asylum, or do you know, except from hearsay?—lean 4720. You think tlio cost does not amount to the

know the amount that comes from the workhouse. XI and you ought to got the difference hack ?—I am
4G99. Can you know, except from hearsay ?—By sure of it. It is noc about the money, but the right

seeing the returns. or wrong of the tiling I am here.

4700. Xlion. except from what you have seen in 4721. What opinion have you formed, in your own

returns, or from what you have been told, you do not mind, as to the surplus that ought to be coining to you

know where the subjects come from ?—It is admitted by or to the students out of this fund ?—That depends on

everyone. the number of the students. This year, I think, there

4701. Do not mind whether it is admitted or not— were about 207 students who took it out and, to the

answer the question?—I have the evidence of my own best of my belief, there ought to he £100 coming to

eyesight. the students. That is, of course, speaking roughly.

4702. That you have seen certain bodies come to 4722. I want to ascertain what the students' idea

the dissecting room ?—Yes. was as to the matter of expenso?—I may also mention

4703. You have been told in some instances, or you that before the present Professor of Anatomy and

have seen returns which led you to believe they have Physiology came to this College students were not

come from the workhouse, or from the Cork Lunatic required to take out the third course in anatomy, and

Asylum ?—I have seen the bodies leave the Cork they got dissections in the two last years for the XI

workhouse to come here. each year.

4704. How many times have you seen the bodies 4723. You have no means of ascertaining the inci-

leave the Cork workhouse ?—I coulcl not tell you. dental expenses that would he attached to those sub-

4705. More than once ?—Often and often. In fact jects. I mean quite apart from tho cost of procuring

often while at my brother’s house in the workhouse, them. I need not suggest that there wotild be a good

the porter of the Professor of Anatomy has come to many expenses 1—Principally on account of the fact

the house. that the subjects do not come singly. There are some

470G. Indicate the nature of any further evidence things cannot be too closely inquired into. I think

yon wish to offer ?—Evidence about the fees. 5s. for each subject would bo the outside of tho inci-

4707. That is the Xl?—Yes that is what I mean, dental expenses.
Before the present Professor of Anatomy and Phy- 4724. Have you taken that into account in esti-

siology came here, the balance after all the expenses mating that sum you gave me a moment ago as being

of the subjects were defrayed was returned to the stu- the surplus ?—Roughly speaking I have. I could givo

dents. you the individual amount on each subject, and the

4708. "YVkat was paid ?—XI was paid in trust
;
but amount the Professor of Anatomy receives for the sub-

the balance over and above the amount of defraying ject
j but I have made no calculation of the whole

all the expenses of purchasing the subjects, and the sum, and XI00 is a very large earn.
other requirements was returned to the students. 4725. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It might be £80?—It

4709. Then is your complaint that there is no might be £80.
account made on these points l— Yes. 4726. The XI is charged for the expenses of getting

4710. And that is the only complaint. Let me the subjects. You consider, lightly or wrongly, that

understand. XI is paid to defray the expenses of the subjects do not cost that money, and you think

the subjects, and your complaint is that what is over the students have a right at the end of the session to

and above the payment of expenses should be returned ? get back the surplus 1—Yes, as they used to get it from

—Yes. the former professor. ,

4711. And to show what the surplus was that the 4727. But if you were satisfied either that tne

professor should account?—Yes. expenses came up to the XI, or that any surplus was.

4712. And that is the whole of your complaint?—I applied, not to the private emolument of the professor,
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but to tho improvement of the school, would you re-

quire the balance to come back to you?—I would be

satisfied if expended on the fittings of the dissecting

room, but not if applied to pay tho demonstrators,

who ought to be paid out of tho lecture fee.

4728. That is, if the balance was applied to the

material improvement of the school, but not to the

demonstrators 1—It is a great complaint among the

students that the fittings of the dissecting-room are in-

adequate.

4729. In other words, yon look on the payment of

the demonstrators as so much to the benefit of the

professor?—Yes. It is not to tho amount of money

he gets, but the pure matter of right or wrong.

4730. Dr. Marston.—It is a question of principle ?

Yes. There is other evidence.

4731. Chairman.—The usual course is, if you wish

to add anything to your evidence, to submit it in

writing after the formal inquiry is closed ?—I can do

it in writing ;
but I don’t know if it is pertinent to

the inquiry. I would like to have something about

the requirements of the library. There was evidence
given about the instruments, and I think that the
books that come into the library have just as much to
dq with tho facilities afforded for education as the
instruments—in fact, much more so.

4732. As this matter about the library is one about
which we have some doubt, in reference to whether it

conics within the scope of our inquiry or not, I would
ask you, if it be not too much trouble, to put it in
writing. We will take it as a statement from you,
and consider whether we can insert it on the minutes
or not ?—Very well.

4733. Have you said all you wish to say on the
other point about dissections ?— I said all I wished to
say, with the exception of the facilities of education,
on which I purpose sending in a statement as to the
library, and a few tilings about instruments and the
College.

4734*. If you send in a statement we will consider
how far wo can receive it.

J. J. Charles, esq., m.a., d.sc., m.d., f.r.u.i., was recalled.

4735. Chairman.—The sum and substance of Mr.
Magner’s evidence is this—They pay .£1 for the dissec-

tions. They say that up to your appointment this sum
was paid in trust, and that the students at the end of

the session got back any surplus that remained. They
say that they are willing to pay the XI if it was all

exhausted either in the supplying of the subjects, or

was applied in the material service of tho school. But
they consider it a grievance that any portion of the

surplus, if there is a surplus, should ho applied to tho

payment of the demonstrator of anatomy, because that
indirectly benefits the Professor?—I understand.

4736. He also stated that the surplus amounted to

a very considerable sum—to something over .£100 ?

—

With regard to the statement that my predecessor re-

ceived the sum of £1 in trust for tho students, I have
only to say that no evidence to prove that such was
the case has ever been produced ; at any rate, it is a
fact that such a plan is not adopted at present in any
medical school iu Ireland. This payment for expenses
is a customary charge in all medical schools. It is,

firet, for obtaining the subjects. I get no subjects
from any place free of charge.

4737. Then answer my questions. Do you make,
any charge to the students attending tho anatomical
school for dissections ?—Yes, I do, for the expenses of
the dissecting room.

4738. What is the charge ?—One pound.
4739. Does that charge include the procuring of

subjects and paying all the expenses in. connexion
with the procuring of subjects 1—Yes.

4740. Does that also include the expense of dis-

using of the subjects after the dissections are over ?

—

4741. Is there any surplus remaining at the end of

the year from the sum of money so charged 1—There
may be, if only the expenses in connexion with the
procuring and disposal of the remains of the subjects

be taken into account.

4742. What is your surplus ?—The amount de-
pends upon various circumstances.

4743. Are there, in addition to the expenses you
havo mentioned, other expenses in connexion with
tho preparation and the distribution and the preserva-

tion of tho subjects ?—Yes.

4744. Are there expenses iu addition to these in

connectionwith observing the provisionrof the Anatomy
Act ?—Yes. And I may mention that in Dublin the
gentleman who is entrusted to cany out the arrange-

ments in connexion with the conveyance and burial

of subjects, to moke the anatomical returns to the

Inspector of Anatomy, and pay the petty cost expenses,

receives a salary of at least £100 a year out of the

money paid by students for subjects
; and the medical

gentleman who discharges tho duties of secretary is

granted a yearly allowance of £50 out of the same

fund. In Cork a considerable amount of this work
devolves on one or more of my demonstrators

;
con-

sequently if any portion of the students’ payments

falls to their lot, they are in my opinion fully entitled

to it Some person must be paid for doing the work,

as I undertake only a part of it myself.

4745. Taking all those expenses together, is there

any surplus at the end of the session remaining out of

this charge ?—According to my arrangements there

would not in one sense be any surplus, as the entire

fund is applied by me for the purposes of the school

and in increasing its efficiency.

4746. Dr. Mabston.—In increasing the efficient

working of the dissecting room ?—Yes.

* Tho witness sent in no farther statement. 17. D. M.
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EIGHTH DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 12th, 1S84.

AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Holloy, D.D., FAUX; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.SC., F.R.S.
;

William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Marston, M.D.

;
with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

Thomas W. Moffett, esq., ll.d., d.lit., President of Queen’s College, Galway, examined.

4747. Chairman.—You are tlie President of the

College, Dr. Moffett 1—I am President and- Professor.

47 48. What chair do you fill iu addition to being

President?—I fill the chair of English language, English

literature, logic, metaphysics, and history.

4749. How long have you been President and

Professor here ?—I have been Professor nearly tliirty-

five years, and President a little more than seven.

4750. Therefore you are thoroughly acquainted with

the working of the College. I find in looking over

some of your reports that you complain of the students

coming here imperfectly prepared. In your report, for

example, for 1881-82 you mention that fact?—Yes.

4751. Yon say that the students come here imper-

fectly prepared ?—Yes.

4752. Is that so?—Yes, many of them.

4753. And has that been the condition of the

students coming here for some time ?—You know that

there are degrees of preparation and perfection. I

believe that they are as well prepared as those of most
colleges in the United Kingdom. I believe that our

matriculation examination, for instance, is as stringent

as that of any college in the United Kingdom, with
the exception of the London University.

4754. At page G of the Report for 1881-82. this is

the passage I refer to :

—

“ Many of them come up imperfectly preparol it is true.

I speak, of course, only from my own observation; but
many of them also full of eagerness to learn, ambitions, and
with an ardour for work that requires to be checked rather
than stimulated."

Does that fairly represent the educational status of the
students coming to the College?—Of a portion of
them

;
some of them come admirably prepared.

4755. Would you say that description applies to
the majority or to the minority ?— I should say that
nearly all of them come up iu a sufficient state to
avail themselves of the education they get here.

4756. The matriculation examination you say is as
severe as at any of the colleges you are aware of?—It
is certainly as severe as it is at Trinity College, Dublin,
with which I am personally acquainted, because I was
for a long time private tutor at Trinity College. In
other colleges there is no matriculation. I was lately
reading the evidence given before the Commissioners
of the Universities of Scotland, in. which it was stated
that to make their matriculation examination a very
stringent one would be to exclude from university
education the greater part of the intelligent youth of
Scotland. These are the Commissioners of 1876-78,
and there is remai-kable testimony given. Professor
Huxley asks Professor Tait :

—“ Considering what ex-
aminations are at present, is it not sometimes an
advantage to have the men coming to you knowing
nothing” ?—“ I am quite prepared to say so," Professor
Tait said. That cannot be said ofany students coming
here.

4757. You do not agree with that?—Ho, I do not.
4758. I observe in more than one of your remarks

you attach great importance to the students attending
the arts course ?—Yes.

4759. Speaking in the same report, you say that it

is the preparation for all the learned professions, and
you would lay very great stress upon the importance
of students attending the arts course here?—Yes.

47 60. Am I light in saying that the number of

students attending the arts course at present in College

is 113 ?—No
;
we have no such number attending the

aits course. The muuber is forty-seven.

4761. 113 would seem to be the entire number of

students?—103.

4762. Does that fairly represent the number of stu-

dents in the arts course?—I think it does, pretty

much. We have the returns of the arts course ever

since the opening of the College

4763. It may shorten the inquiry to ask a general

question. Have you any objection that we should

take your reports for the hist five years, with which

you have been good enough to furnish us as part

of your evidence?—I have no objection.

4764. And we may assume that the figures there

and the statistics are correct ?—Certainly.

4765. According to the regulations of the College,

the arts course is divided into four years ?—Three years.

4766. That is the undergraduate coarse?—For

senior scholars there is a fourth year. The senior

scholar is necessarily a gi'aduate. He has passed

through the three years curriculum.

4767. Under the rules of tko Queen’s University, a

senior scholar should bo a graduate?—Yes.

4768. Has no alteration been made since the abo-

lition of the Queen’s University?—There is anew

statute which altera that.

4769. When was the new statute?

—

Dr. Allman .—The Queen’s Letter is in my pos-

session, and I will go for it.

4770. He need not bo a graduate of the Royal Uni-

versity now ?—No.
4771. Under what authority was the former statute

dispensed with, and the new provision as to senior

scholarship substituted?—Undor the Royal warrant.

4772. Can you give us the date?—The Bursar is

gone for the Queen’s letter, which will be handed in.

4773. There arc certain examinations to be passed

each year by the different students of the arts course

to entitle them to compete for the scholarship. How
many examinations are there ?—One in the year.

.

At

the close of the year there is a sessional examination.

4774. Then your practice here is slightly different

from the other colleges—-you have but one examina-

tion ?—One sessional at the close of the session.

4775. There is what you call here a supplementaiy

examination?—The supplementary examination is

given in case the student should be ill.

4776. Then, in point of fact, the supplementary

examination is really the sessional ?—Yes.

4777. When is the sessional examination held?—

At the end of the BeBBion. ,

4778. And the supplementary examination is held

in October?—Yes.
. .

4779. When are the examinations for the junior

scholarships held ?—In October and November.

4780. Were they always held in October an

November ?—Always.
4781. There has been no chango made in tbe time

of holding the scholarship examination?—I tlunx

there has been a slight postponement.

]_Dr. AUman, the Bursar.—About a week or a

days. ,

4782. Chairman.—May we take it that the post-

ponement is only a week or ten days ?

—

Dr- Alton •

—Yes
;
the reason for the postponement is to
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the resnlts of the matriculation examination of the

Roval University, before the examination for junior

scholarships of the first year commences. One year,

neat inconvenience was caused to the students—some

of whom came from a distance—who, on account of

the results of the matriculation examination of the

Roval not being declared insufficient time, wore

obliged to pass two matriculation examinations. To

provide against the recurrence of this inconvenience

the Council deferred the date of these examinations.

4783. Then the scholarship examinations arc not

held until after the result of the matriculation ex-

aminations at the Royal?— Yes; the first year’s

scholarships.]

478-1. Are the first year’s scholarships tenable for

a year?—Yes.

4785. There is a provision in your calendar enabl-

ing the first year’s examination to be held at the end

of the year. Then there is a second year's scholar-

ship, and that is biennial ?—It busts for two years.

4786. Then may I take it that the scholarships

here are awarded in the same way as in Cork and

Belfast, and tenable for the year ?—The first year.

4787. And at the end of the first year?—At the

beginning of the second.

4788. There is a further examination and there are

scholarships then tenable for two years ?—Yes, for two
years.

4789. According to the rules of the College may a
student who has matriculated in either Belfast

or Cork, come down here for the entrance scholarship ?

—Yes.

4790. And if he has jKissed his fiist year in Belfast

or Cork, and passed the requisite examination, may lie

come down here and compete for the scholarship ?

—

Yes, for the scholarship of tho second year.

4791. And in the same way in the second year?

—

4792. The students of Belfast and Cork arc hold to

be on the same footing as tho students of this College,

and the lectures of those Colleges are considered tho
same as the lectures here ?—Yes.

4793. Does it often happen that students conio

from Belfast to compote against the students properly

belonging to Galway for those scholars!! i]« ?•—Students
come from Ulster and students probably como from
Belfast to compete for the second year.

4794. Does it over happen that matriculated stu-

dents in Belfast, come here for tho entrance scholar-

ship?— Yes, I should think so.

[Dr. Allman .—Very seldom.]

4795. Dr. Moffett (President).—Dr. Alluum, and Dr.
Townsend, tho Registrar anil Bursar respectively, arc
very familiar with the matter and will toll you.

’

4796. Chairman.—You mentioned that a good
number came here from Ulster 1—Yos, a considerable
uumbei’.

4797. I suppose also the Registrar will Lc able to
tell us as to those senior scholarships. You have
given us the totul number of competitors in several
years for the entire seven senior scholarships ?

—

4798. But if we wanted to ascertain how many
competitors there were for a particular scholarship wo
would be able to get that from the Registrar ?—Yes.
f think I should be allowed to make a remark about
the students coming from Ulster, as it was dwelt upon
in Belfast. The impression was created that students
of an inferior grade como here.

4799. It was a statement made, not an impression ?
- It has been found by actual experience that the
students here are not at all inferior in intellectual
capacity to those of Ulster, and that some other causes
operate. That statement was first made in 1874.
It was stated that the Ulster Presbyterians came down
here because there is less competition. At the
September university examinations it so happened
that Professor Tyrrell, of Trinity College, Dublin, a
won whose authority as a classical scholar is recognised 1,

throughout the United Kiugdom, was the examiner,
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and ho stated expressly lliat the three best Latinists
came from Galway College. One of these came from
Ulster ; the other was a Galway mau from Athenvy,
and with respect to that gentleman his eminence was
so remarkable, we advised him to goto Oxford, where
lie achieved a distinguished position; but unluqi-

pily the waters of tins Isis closed over him there
shortly afterwards. Professor Tyrrell says

—

“Tn the recent university examination hold at Dublin
Castle, was an examiner. I was greatly pleased with the
answering of many of the candidates. That of Messrs.
O’Connor, Parrel lv. and lvorr, especially impressed me ns
showing a style and finish not often found except in more
mature scholars. Mr. O’Connor's Latin prose was an ad-
mirable composition.”

Mr. Farrolly had the high honour of being the first

pel-son elected to represent the graduates in convoca-
tion of the Royal University. He and Mr. O’Connor
were Catholic.

4800. When was that ?—In 1875.
4801. I find in page 10 of the calendar this state-

ment as to the standard required for tho junior scholar-

ship.

“ Tho number placed opposite each subject shall he the
standard mark, ami no mark under one-fifth of the standard
mark shall be taken into account in any subject. An abso-
lute zero shall not disqualify a candidate, provided he shall

not obtain the minimum ; bnt a candidate shall be disquali-

fied if ho has not obtained tho minimum mark in Greek,
Latin, and one at least of the two modem languages.”

Am I to understand that one-fifth of the standard

murk, that is 20 per cent, is the minimum ?—That is so.

4802. Are we to understand, that supposing a can-

didate has got 20 per cent on all the subjects, you
would cousider him entitled to a junior scholarship ?

—

Not necessarily.

[Dr. Townsend.—His marks would not count at all’

then.

4803. No mark under one-fifth would count at all ?.

—He would have no chance of a scholarship.]

4804. Have you fixed any standard which you
think should bo attained by a student for a scholar-

ship, or doos it depend entirely on your judgment of

the paper, quite irrespective of marks ?— On the gene-

ral impression. Tho murks aid us very much
; hut I

should be sorry to bo altogether guided by marks.

4805. Have you arrived at any standard which you

think the student should have attained before deserv-

ing a scholarship?—Not an absolute standard. We
form an opinion of tlm student's capacity and attain-

ments.

4800. I gather from tho statement on the calendar,

that yon adopt a uniform number for the marking for

each papor?—Yes.

4807. That is, you fix on a certain figure, and each

professor is not allowed to mark according to a method,

of liis own ?—Yes.

4808. But thou you tell me the mere mark is not

wlmt guides you, but you only use the mark as an aid ?

—It is used as iui aid. Wo ore not guided absolutely

by it.

4809. In your own subjects in the examination for

tho scholarship, is any other examiner associated with

you?—Yes.
4810. Take a particular scholarship in a particular

subject. Is the examiner for that subject a professor

of that class, or is there associated with that professor

another examiner ?—-The Professor of Greek would be

associated with tho Professor of Latin in tho literary

scholarship.

4811. -That is in his own department ;
but you would

examine exclusively in yoqvs ?—Yes.

4812. Does the awarding of the scholarships depend

on the report you would make ou the examination

papers, or do you submit that to the Council, and is it

l>y the Council the award is made ?—The examiners

meet together, prepare their marks, and then they

agree to recommend certain candidates to the Council

for the scholarships.

4813. In your particular subject would any other
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professor bo called in to aicl you as it were in forming

a judgment on your paper V—No.
4814. That is exclusively done by the professor of

the particular subject ?—Yes.

4815. Can you tell the Connnissiou, in your par-

ticular subject, what is die lowest mark you everknew

a student to get on wliich he obtained a scholarship 1

—I must be guided considerably by the marking of

the other examiners.

4816. That anticipates what I was going to ask.

Supposing iu your particular subject he got a very low

mark, but that he did very well either in Greek or

Latin or Greek and Latin, wotdd that be taken into

account ?—Of course it would be put to his credit.

4817. Is it an absolute system of compensation yon

adopt, or simply what the general opiuiou of all the

examiners together would lie 1— Of course a scholar-

ship cannot be awarded except on their joint report.

48 IS. Do the examiners make a joiut report 1—
Yes, and sign it.

4819. And that comes before the Council 1—Yes.

4820. And if the Council had any difficulty they

would refer to the examiner on whose paper the diffi-

culty might arise ?—Yes, in a question of that kind

the report would lie referred back to the examiners.

4821. Would the examiners give in their marks to

the Council 1—Yes, they give in their marks, and re-

commend.
4822. Are the marks preserved 1—They are. I

hare them here.

4823. You are on the Senate of the Royal Univer-

sity 1—I am.

4S24. You arc aware of the provision ofthe statute

that the value of a scholarship won iu a college

endowed with public money is deducted from the

amount of a scholarship won in the Koval University 1

—Yes.
4825. Has it happened with you that a student

here would win on exhibition in the Royal in the

examinations held in September, and then come down
here to the examination which is not held until

November and December, and win a scholarship, and
hold the two together ? Are there two c:ises 1—Not
two cases.

482G. It appears from the return which you wore
gooil enough to furnish us with, that Mr. Thompson
did ?—There is only one. I have got that case.

4827. Hereare the facts : Mr.William H. Thompson
got an exhibition value fifty pounds in the university

examination for the degree of M.D. in October, IS83

1

—The Registrar has got the particulars of that.

[Dr. Townsend, (Registrar)—He ceased all connexion
with us after that— at the degree examination.

4828. Is that strictly correct, because here is your
return, so that he Inis attended College this year ?—A

;

demonstrator of anatomy merely.

4829. From this it appears that he got senior

scholarship in anatomy and physiology. The return
asked for the names of all the students now reading in
the College who have gained scholarships, or exhibi-

tions of the College. You wish to correct that by
stating that he is not reading in thfe College but is a
demonstrator of anatomy 1—He is a demonstrator of
anatomy. He is attending a voluntary class besides

being demonstrator of anatomy.

4830. Then he is reading in the College 1—Yes.
4831. As I said, in October, 1883, he got an exhibi-

tion of £50 ;
and he then appears to have come down

here in December, 1883, and got a senior scholarship of

£40, tenable for one year—that is two months after he
got the scholarship in the Royal University lie got the

scholarship of £40 here?—Yes.]

4S32. In the same way Michael O’Shauglmessy got

an exhibition value £20 at the second professional

examination in engineering, in October, 1883, and he
is now reading in the College ?—He is third year’s

scholar in engineering.

4833. About a month after he obtained the exhibi-

tion ho came here, and obtained in his third year a
scholarship for £20?—[Dr._ Townsend—Yes; but he
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was not a scholar of this College at the time he obtained
the exhibition.

4S34. lint as a matter of fact as the statute of the
Royal TJnivcreity, and the Act of Parliament stand

there is nothing to prevent a student coming up to the

Royal in September and gaining ;is many exhibitions

as he can, and holding these exhibitions, coming down
here, anil in November or December gaining a scholar-

ship too?—There is nothing to hinder him in the Act
4835. I am not saying there is?—It is quite light

The exhibition is (laid iu one sum and not iu instal

jnents.

488G. Do you know as a matter of fact when are

tlu: oxhibitious won in October in theRoyal University

paid ?—They are paid immediately.

4837. Ho probably hod tlio £50 in his pocket when
he came down here aud won his scholarship 1—It was

awarded to him at all events.]

-1838. Do not misunderstand me. I do not sav

there is any evasion of the statute at all. We only

want to get at the facts ?—Dr. Moffett—There are two

other cases where studentswho received exhibitions in

the Royal did not get the money bccauso they were

holding scholarships here.

4839. We quite understand that. It comes within

both tlio spirit and letter of the Act. We will take

the report of 1881-82, p. 8 :

—

“The assertion is constantly made that students arc

attracted to the Colleges by the rich rewards, in the shape

of scholarships, which are bestowed with a liberal hand. A
simple statement will dispose of this imputation. The entire

sum placed at the disposal of each College for prizes to

undergraduates is£l,13il. Of this sum £10U is distributed

nt the end of each session in hook premiums; the remaining

£1,080 is divided into scholarships and exhibitions, varying

in amount from to about £15, and which, with the

exception of scholarships in arts of the second year, are

tenable for one yoaronly. There are, besides, eight scholar-

ships in each College, limited to graduates, aud likewise

tenable for one year, of the value of £40 each.”

4840. You do not meau that £1,180 is the entire

amount, but £1,180 j)hus tlio senior scholarships ?—Of

course.

4841. On looking over the list of the expenditure

of the College, 1 find that you have been expending a

great deal more than that in exhibitions and prizes ?

—Yes, because it is in tho power of tbe Couucil to

apply other funds.

4842. I find, according to my calculation, that the

entire amount that would bo applicable under the

rules of tho Collego in one year would bo £1,5001—
Yes.

4S43. Supposing all the scholarships were filled t—
You.

4844. I find iu 1SS0-81 that £1,785 was expended,

and in the four years, taking au average, I find that

in exhibitions and scholarships £1,699 has been spent.

Kindly explain how that is, or would you rather I

would ask tho Bursar?—That arose from our giving

additional exhibitions, because we thought the

students deserving of them.

4845. Then do I understand that because there is a

surplus from one year on account of either the non-

competition or the want of merit in the candidates,

there is a surplus unapplied which is carried over to the

next year, and that you spend that in exhibitions ?

—

Not necessarily in exhibitions. If they are deserved

we may.
4846. But you have power to do it witliin a year ?

—It is not limited to a year.

[Dr. Allman (Bursar)—It is not any money from

scholarships, but any money whatever that has not

been spent at the end of the year. This the Council

have full power to expend in the augmentation and

foundation of scholarships and exhibitions and other

prizes without applying to the Lord Lieutenant I

will hand in the statutes.

4347. Chairman—

I

t is no part of our daty to in-

quire as to the light but to ascertain, as a matter of

‘fact, that there are sums arising from exhibitions and

scholarships 1—Dr. Allman—Not only these, bat
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from other sources. For example—if there were a 4S57. You think it decidedly an advantage to Ike Oaiwav.

professorship vacant at any time. It in the facts I medical students to tnko' tliis first examination in arts? Ju*« u, 1884.

wish to lot you know. You seo Iqr tlm charter that if —Yes, I am only explaining tlio fact that there has T .

—

'

any sum whatever remains unexpended sit tho end of boon a falling oil" on that account. I sun desirous they

the year, whether that sum is created in one way or should hsiye a large portion of arts education, and I i.l.d., n.LiT.'

another, tho Council have full power to ;i|»i»ly that spoke to Sir Dominic Corrigan moro than once ou the

sum for the augmentation of scholarships, or so on, subject, hut that wsis his answer.

without going to tho Lord Lieutenant or any other 4858. Tho students were anxious to get the power-

person whatsoever, and it is under this statute that it of earning money sis soon sis they could, and they

has been done. grudged spending tho your in arts 1—Yes, this is a

484$. Wo were told in Belfast that the unapplied very poor country. T would wish to make a remark

surplus should he expended within the following year, as you spoke about the matriculation examination, I

aud if it remained unexpended within the following observe in tho evidence given in Cork au opinion was

year you should get tho Lord Liouteiisuit's warrant; given to Uie effect,

hut it appears to mo your reading is correct ?—Dr. 4859. I would rather yon would not moution the

Allman—But they have not laid those sums to dispose evidence given elsewhere?— I ibid that tho visitors of

of which we have had. That is the dillioulty. tho General Medical Couucil of 1874 gave a very

Ifev. Dr. Molloy— So they told us ;
they have very flattering account indeed of the medical examination

little.] hi the Queen's University, hut they made somo remark
Dr. Moffett—Allow' mo to remark: I think tho of a highly disparaging charuoter of tho matriculation

word “scholarship ” is a very misleading expression, examination in this College and Cork,

and for the sake of tho general public I wish it to ha 4800. Do you wish to offer to tho Commission any
understood. As I happened to have the privilege to he observation as to the statements of that report, as to

a scholar of Trinity College, Dublin—one of the many tho matriculation examination 1—Yes.

benefits I owe to that University—I wish to say the (The Commissioners conferred.)

scholarship I hold at Trinity, and which was a type of 4801. There is a serious question underlying this,

all scholar-ships, was worth about thirteen of tho Wo have not rpiite made up our minds as to wliat

junior scholarships of tliis College. The senior scholar- course we will take, and I wall ask you to postpone
ships—our highest rewards of learning— are worth any reference to the report of tho visitors of the

each £40. The scholarship which a sizar would General Medical Council till to-morrow, and wo will

obtaiu would bo equal to about nine of tho senior have nil opportunity of considering how far we will

scholarships. I make this explanation because the gu into tho question?—It was spoken of in Cork, and
general impression of people unacquainted with the published in the ncwsjiapais.

Queen’s Colleges, when tlmir sclmlm-ships are spoken 4802. There is some technical ground as to how far

of, is that they are like the Trinity College scholar- wo can go into that report, and I will ask you to

ships. • post| mii in going into it till to-morrow ?—Very well.

4849. You agree with what lues been staled else- I80.‘5. l)r. Maustox.—

I

t will bo fully considered

where, that so far as junior and senior scholarships, Imlbro wo leave?—It -would bo a great hardship to

which are only tollable for cmn year are concerned, sui have it go before tho public—an extraordinary strong

exhibition would be tlio proper name fin- them, not a statement of the Commissionei-s—without an answer,

scholarship ?—Yes, in Aberdeen, .">82 students in tlm 48(14. Rev. Dr. Motr.ov.—Arc the courses of study

arts course, aud there are 282 bursaries
;

these in this College accommodated to the programme of the

bursaries more correctly represent the scholarships of Royal University ?—Speaking for myself, I thought

the Queen’s College. it well that we should give every professor great lati-

4850. Then it is the second year in arts scholar- tmlo with resect to his own course. I thought it

ships that more properly should be described as well lm should have as much latitude os possible,

scholarships, and the others exhibitions?—Yes, tlm With respect to myself, I have formed uiy course

jiecuniavy value of the Scholarship amounts to about in a large measure on the linos ofthe Royal University.

Is. Id. per day. 48(i!i. I have compared tho two courses, and they

4851. Have you found in tho College any falling approximate very closoly?—I did that deliberately,

off in tho medical school, ut all?—Very great. In fact tho Royal University adopted to a large

4852. To what do you attribute that?-- 1, certainly measure the courses of the Queen’s University,

attribute it almost entirely to tho dissolution of the 480fi. And tho honour courses in the Royal Univer-

Queen’s University. sity appear to coincide pretty closely with tho courses

4S53. Do you attribute it in any way to the com- for scholarships in your College?—In iny dcpai’t-

pulsovy rule of tho Royal University, that students in wont ?

medicine, intending to take a degree in tho Royal 4807. No, but in the whole ?—I can only speak

University, must pass the first university oxuniiiui- positively for myself.

tion in arts?—I think that dons operate to a consider- 4808. That is to say the course of entrance scholar-

able degree, it is looked iq>on as a hardship by tho ship -with you corresponds very closely with the

class of men going for education. honours course at matriculation in the Royal ?—Yes.

4854. That makes the medical students course five 4809. The course for scholarship in tho second year

years instead of four?—Yes
;
and I recollect, the late corresponds closely with the honours in tho first nni-

Sir Dominic Corrigan, who was one of tho highest versity examination ?—Yes.
authorities on the subject, state—" If you imposu on 4870. And tho senior scholarship course with you
the ordinary medical students class of Ireland, the corresponds pretty closely with tho honours course for

arts curriculum to any extent, yon will inevitably thin tho B.A. degree %—Yes.
your class rooms

;
they won’t study for it ; tho social 4871. I find from the return you have sent us, page

condition of the country won’t allow it. 2, that a number of your students gained exhibition's at

4855. But does your opinion coincide with Sir the Royal University?—Yes.
Dominic Corrigan’s as to the expediency of leaving out 4872. There is a list given of your students who
the arts course?—We are not legislating in vacuo; gainod exhibitions at the Royal University. You
we must have regard to the social condition of the know, of course, that it is only-somo ofthe examinations
country. 0f the Royal University that hitherto have been open

,
4856. In your report of tho Visitors, which you in- to students from all Ireland ?—I am aware,

corporated in tho report for 1879-80, you lay very 4873. Those would bo tho matriculation examina-
great stress on the advantages of the arts course, and turns in 1881, 1882, 1883, and tho first university
on the fact that the medical curriculum of tho Queen’s examinations in 1882 and 1883 ?—Yes.
Colleges, includes in it the arts education, and you 4874. And the second university examination in

think that an advantage?—Decidedly. 1883 I—Yes.
2Q 2
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4873. Ami the first medical in1882 and1883?—Yes.

487G. And the second medical in 1883 1—Yes.

4877. These are the examinations in arte and medi-

cine which have been practically open to all Ireland ?

—Yes.

4878. The other examinations in arts and medicine

have been open only to students of the Queen’s Uni-

versity who became matriculated students of the

Royal University by Act of Parliament ?—So I be-

lieve.

4879. Can you say, looking over this list, whether

any of your students who gained exhibitions in aids or

medicine at tbe Koyal University have gained them

at examinations which were open to the students of all

Ireland ? I think I find one, and only one, Mr. Isaac

Evans. Take the first student on the. list : he gained

an exhibition at the second university examination in

arts in 1882. That examination was not open to tho

students in all Ireland?—I suppose you are right.

48$U. Tho second name on the list is open to the

same remark ?—I believe so.

4881. The next on the list, Mr. Isaac Evans, got an
exhibition at the second university examination in

arts, in 1883 : that was open to the students from all

Ireland 1—Yes.

4882. That student is not now reading in the Col-

lege ?—He is not now reading.

4883. Tho next got the degree of M.D., in October,

1883 : that examination was not open to the students

of all Ireland?—Yes.

4S81. The next and last is in engineering. Therefore

in that list there is only one student who has gained

an exhibition in arts or medicine at an examination
ojnui to students, other than those of the Queen’s

Colleges?—Yes.
4883. And that student is not now in the College 1

—No.
488G. There is no student now in the College, who

gained an exhibition at tho Royal University, at any
examination open to the students of all Ireland ?—In
engineering there is.

4887. Arts and medicine I am speaking of ?—I am
not aware.

4888. Look at the first page of the return : we get

there tho moans of ascertaining the number of students

in arts in the College. I find thirteen university stu-

dents in the first year, twelve university students in
the second year, and six university students in the
third year, that is tliirty-one undergraduates who are

university students ?—Yes.

4889. Then, I find under sub-head five, that there
are five students wno are not University students, but
are matriculated in Queen’s College, Galway ?—Yes.

4890. That makes thirty six undergraduates in

arts?—Yea.

4891. I see there are four students—from an obser-

vation attire foot oftheresura—who do not comeunder
any of the above heads, would they be undergraduates
in arts ?—They are, I think, undergraduates in arts.

4892. What category would you put them into ?

—

They are attending voluntary classes.

4893. Dr. Allman.—I think they are matriculated*

Students in the Royal University not reading the uni-

versity course of the year. The questions were framed
in such a way that they could not be included. I take
it that they are students matriculated iu the university,

but not following the course of the year corresponding
to that in which they matriculated.]

4894. Are oil the four students eligible for under-
graduate scholarships ?— Certainly not for first year’s

undergraduate scholarship. I know some of those
students are attending my own class.

4895. Are they eligible for scholarships ?—If they
compete for them next October—second year’s scholar-

ships—they are.

489 6. Were they eligible last October?—Three of

them were.

4897. Then you have only thirty-six students in the

College eligible for the undergraduate scholarships in

ai ts ?—That, I think, is the number.

4898. And for these there arc thirty scholarships
available?—Yes, these thirty scholarships given away
in the first year, are really, properly s] leaking, teii

scholarships.

4899. We understand that thoroughly. I take it

that what is stated in your calendar, mul in the
calendar of Cork and Belfast Is correct, namely that
there nro thirty junior scholarships in arts, and it is

explained in what sense they are scholarships
;
we

understand it perfectly ?—The reason is, I am anxious
the public should understand it also.

4900. The statement made in the three cnlendara is

clearly explained, and 1 understand it perfectly, and so
does every member of tho Commission?—I am quite

MM you do.

4901. Look at page ?», iu which we get a list of

students who are now enjoying the entrance scholar-

ships in arts. I find there are Uni students enjoying

entrance scholarships in arts?—Eleven, I think.

4902. There is one who has only an exhibition
;
ten

enjoying tho scholuiships, ami one an exhibition, eleven

in all. If you look at the last column you will see that

all aro matriculated in the Royal University exceptone,
who matriculated iu tho Queen's College, Galway?

—

Yea.

4903. If they gained an exhibition at the Royal

University that would liavu been paid hi full, and they

could have come down and got their scholarships all

the same in Galway as if they had not got au exhibi-

tion iu the Royal University ?—I think tliat was
mentioned as the rule.

4904. Did any of these ten students gain an ex-

hibition at tho matriculation iu the ltoyal University 1

—No.
4903. Did any of them gain au honour in any of the

subjects of his scholarship, and what honour?—Yes,

two.

4!)<)G. One is Mr. Cowan, a science scholar, who got

19th placo on tho honour list iu French, tho other Mr.

Dugan, who got 23rd placo on the honour list in

French : hut with tho exception of those two, no student

on that list of entrance scholars got any honours at the

ltoyal University matriculation examination?—No.

4907. With regard to students who hold scliolar-

ships for tho second year, I think I am precluded from

making any comparison. I should like to make tliat

clear. Tho first university examination of the Royal

University is hold at local centres, so far as the written

part of it is concerned ?—Yes.

4908. And that is true, both for the pass and the

honour papers ?—Yes.

4909. But a student who satisfies the examiners iu

his honours papers is not admitted to honours unless

he goes up to Dublin for the oral examination?—Yes.

4910. Anil I dare say you would think that students

may be deterred from taking the honours papers be-

cause of the expense which they would have to incur

to got the honours?—It would be necessary also to get

private tuition, and they cannot afford tliat

4911. I therefore pass over that list of sohohus

;

but there is one question which, perhaps, you can clear

up that I do not rightly understand. I see on the list,

Mr. Andrew C. Grogg. Last October, he got a scholar-

ship of* the second year in this College?—Yes.

4912. I find on the return of the Royal University

that in October last year he passed the matriculation

examination of the Royal University ?—Y es.

4913. Therefore he is really only iu the first year of

his university course ?—Dr. Townsend.—He matricu-

lated in the previous year in this College in 1882.

4914. But in the Royal University return, 1883,

he is given as Mr. Andrew C. Gregg, Intermediate

School, Stranorlar. -That would be an inaccurate

description. He read last year with you, 1882-83?—

Yes, he is here at present.

4915. But in October, 1888, he is given in the

Royal University as Mr. Andrew C. Gregg, Inter-

mediate School, Stranorlar?—He read with us m
1882-83. ...

4916. Then he is a student of the second year with
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rou ’—A second year’s scholar in the present session, 4929. Dr. Stoxey.

—

Scholarships may be regarded Galwait.

"|S8S-84.
both from the point of view of being aids to future Jmuit, issi.

4917. Thou, when he entered himself as coming learning anil as being rewards fox* acquirements already T,

—

~

from the Intermediate School, Stronorhir, he was attained %—Yes. I suppose they may bn regarded ill Motto?,**-.

thinking of his school-days?—Ho may have been. that two- fold view. ix.d., D.r.rr.'

4918. Do you think lms the maintenance of these 4930. And those of this College?—They are not

scholarships in the Queen’s College, Galway, much in- only awards for attainments but aids to future progress,

fltience in stimulating the intermediate schools in thix 1931. And are such aids given in other universities ?

province, ami raising the standard of education?— 1 —Yes, very largely. I may say for myselfthat I liave

am very sorry to say there are vciy few intermediate never voted as an examiner or a member of council

schools in tliis i>rovince. for giving a scholarship to auy student who did not

4919. But there are some ?—Yos. deserve it, either by actual attainments or on unques-

4920. Do yon think the maintenance of those tionnl >le rapacity for making good use of it.

scholarships has a tendency to raise the standard of 4932. 1 lave the students to whom tliis aid was

education in the schools tlmt exist?— Unquestionably . rendered in Queen’s College, Galway, justified the

4921. On looking over the returns of the Royal awards by making valuable progress in then- studies?

University I find that several of those students who —Yes, with very few exceptions indeed.

have gained entrance scholarships here have come from 4938. Does that refer to the arts faculty as well

remote parts of Ulster?—True. as to other faculties ?—Yes.

4922. I don’t know whether yon lmvc looked care- 4934. There are very few opportunities for making

f,dly into it, hut I have gone over the list of entrance arts studies tlm channel towards acquiring a livelihood

students, ten of whom hold entrance scholarships at in after life ?—Very few.

present, and one an exhibition, and of the ten six 4935®. And those chiefly would bo by becoming

come from remote schools of Ulster, and one from qualified for scholastic employment or high posi-

Clonmel. I will read over the note I have taken :— lions in the public service or appointments upon the

Mr. Dugan, Grammar School, Clonmel ?—I know press ?—They are.

Mr. Dugan's family are Galway people
;
I think his 493(5. Avp those appointments of a kind which re-

father resides in Clonmel; his father is an Inspector quire that the candidates for them should belong to

of National schools, and had been a student in tliis the class of honour men or of pass men ?—Honour
College ;

he is stationed in Clonmel. men, certainly.

4928. C. Winstan Dugan, Grammar Rcliool, Cion- 4937. Then there are very few inducements for any
mel?—His father was one of our most distinguished to join the arts curriculum except those that have a

scholars at the foundation of the College ; he found prospect of Incoming honour men?—True,

the advantages of education, and sent liis son here. 4933*. Have the awards of the schohmdiipa been jus-

4924. J will rend over the list, ami, if l make a mis- tilled by the way that tlio candidates have acquitted

take, correct me :—One from Clonmel, auother from themselves after they left the College, in afterlife?

—

the Intermedinto School, Omagh ; a third from the Yes.

Academical Institution, Londonderry; a foiirthfromthe 4939'*. And that can be shown l>y a large number of

Academic Institute, Coleraine; a fifth from the In- instances?—Ono instance if you allow mo to mention

temiediate School, Bollyniouey
; a sixth’and a seventh it occura to me this moment. I had the honour of

from the Intermediate School, Nowry. These facts I attending tlm Edinburgh ter-centenary a few weeks

have got from the published list of the Royal Uni- ago and I laid the great pleasure of meeting a geutle-

versity examinations. Turn to page seven of this re- man wlm was the hist liiau from Ireland who obtained

turn of yours, the matriculation examination, 1883. a position in the Indian Civil Service, thrown open to

I find that you have eighteen students, here who competition, he is Judge of the High Court of Jndi-

passed the matriculation examination in the Royal future in Bombay, and Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-
University in October, 1883. I have made a similar varsity there

;
and there is this remarkable about him

comparison for these eighteen students, and I have (ami there are some others in the same way), lie went
found that twelve of them come from other provinces direct from tho ordinary classes of the College and ob-

—eleven from Ulster and ono from Munster. Tho tuined tho appointment.
firstis Mr. M'Callin, Intermediate School, Bnllymoney

;
4940. Chaimian.

—
"Wliat is tho gentleman's name ?

the second Mr. Iteers, Academic Institute, Coleraine. —West. Tho Honorable Raymond West.

4925. CtiAiniiAX.—Tho majority of the Comniis- 4941. Ho was claimed by Cork, also?— Oh, no.

sioners ave of opinion that tliis evidence is in- He obtained tho appointment before lie graduate J, and
admissible?—I may say I have the return stating the lie got the honorary degree of LL.D. at Edinburgh,

number of students for the four provinces in the on account of his great eminence as a scholar and legist,

present session
;
that might save time. 4942.® Could yon furnish the Commission with a

492G. Rov. Dr. Mollov.—

I

do not think what I return that will exhibit those names 1— I shall.
(
Bands

have to say will take more than a few minutes ?—I in retvrn.)
think it may facilitate the inquiry to read the return. 4943. Wo have taken both from Cork and Belfast

4927. What I wish to do is to give an opportunity, a Return of this kind, and our Secretary will hand you
if I have made any error in the comparison which I the resolution which we passed, asking that in every

instituted, to have that error corrected. T find that you case in which the information was within the power
have now eighteen Btudents who passed the matricula- of the College to give, they would give the date of the
tion examination of the Royal University in 1883, examination at which the student had distinguished

and, looking out for these students’ namos on the re- himself outside the College ?—For many years the

turn of the Royal University, I find that twelve out students went direct from the College without getting

of the eighteen came from other provinces 1—Yes. a private tutor.
4928. Eleven from Ulster and one from Munster, 4944. That is the reason we osk for the details. For

and I will read out the schools from which they came— instance, it would lie much stronger proof of the tea-

Threecame from the Intermediate School, Ballymoney; ching power of the College, if a man finished his

two from the Intermediate School, Newrv
;
one from course here, and then within two or three months

the Intermediate Schoel, Ballymena
;
one from the went up for the Indian Civil Service and passed with

Academical Institute, Coleraine
;

one from the distinction. Therefore we ask for the dates of the
Academy, Stvabane

; one from the Academical Insti- examinations where it is within the power of the

tution, Londonderry
;
one from tho Intermediate College to give them. True, that will be fovuad

School, Omagh
;
one from the Grammar School, Cion- in many instances. I cannot help calling attention

®el
; and one from the Royal School, Raphoe. If to the first three names on the return

;
they are those

there is any error in that list I shall be glad if you of professors in this College, natives of this province,

—

correct it?—-I suppose you are right. Dr. Pye, Dr. Lynham, and Dr. Ool&han. Anyone

• See Appendix IIL B —Xo. 33.
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wlio knows the careful manner ill which tho Crown

investigates the claims of candidates for professorships

will be aware that that is a very high distinction.

4945. Dr. Stoxky.—

D

o the students come to

the Quota's College, Galway, in ft state of preparation,

comparablew ith that inwhich men who obtain honours

in the English universities come?—England has

enormous advantages in the way of its schools.

494G. Chairman.

—

Have you any direct acquain-

tance yourself with the state of preparedness in which

they go to the English Universities 1—Except from

conversations with friends, but there are some mom*
bora of the English universities here, Professor

Thompson and Professor Larmor.

4947. Dr. StoKEY.—

I

s not the efficiency of the

College brought out only the more strongly from tho

circumstance that students come here who have had

but slender opportunities of education, anil yet before

they leave the College they acquire a very advanced

position ?—Yes : true.

4948. The object of the entrance examination into

the College is partly to ascertain the acquirements of

the student, and partly to ascertain hiscapacity ?—True.

4949. The latter is of as much importance as the

former for the piupose of knowing what progress he

can make by the instruction of the College ?—Yes.

4950. This College does not apply itself to prepare

candidates for the matriculation examination of the

Royal University ?—No.

4951. Then everything that has reference to that

branch of the Koval University work lies outside, and
lias no bearing upon the work done in this College ?

—Yes.
4952. Scholars of the first year, if they sought ma-

triculation in tho Royal University, may, I suppose,

have presented themselves for pass without present-

ing themselves for honours?—True. Perhaps I should

mention with respect to the question Dr. Molloy
asked, as to mv course being modelled on the Royal
University. I think it necessary to explain that I

don’t at all limit my instruction to this course, in fact

I am careful to tell the students that I am not able to

give them a direct preparation for those examinations.

I think it is not the business of a professor to supply

students with a ready made stock of information to be

prduced on an examination. I endeavour to develop

the intellectual powers of students, aiul to exercise

their judgment, and cultivate their taste.

4953. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—But your lectures are on
the lines of the course in tho Royal University ?

—

Yes. I wish also to state that the ablest professor

would lie beaten out of tho field by a private tutor,

who confines his teaching to the special subjects of

the examination ; he would have no chance against a
tutor of that kind

4954. Dr. Stoney.—

W

ould the degree in which
students of this College have availed themselves of tho
Royal University, or the way they have acquitted
themselves in it, as evidenced by the honour lists,

correctly represent the work that has been done in

this College?—No ; I could not recognize it as such.
4955. Then, to weigh the efficiency of this College

by that standard, would he to weigh it by on entirely

incompetent standard ?—Yes. I have seen it set down
that it is objected that students fail. I do not think

that is a fair way of representing it—that when
students do not present themselves it should be repre-

sented as failure. There is an old fallacy among the
school-men known as “ Cornutus ”—“ Haven’t you
what you did not lose? Yes; you did not lose

horns ;
therefore you have them.” In this case the

students are represented as having lost wlrnt they did

not seek for.

4956. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I carefully abstained

from saying that 1—I do not say you did. It is usually

represented as that.

4957. Dr. Stoney.— Has the change from the

Queen’s University to an examining board tended

to produce confusion ?—Yes. The students do not

know what they are doing. A panic took place

amongst them like what takes place in the commercial
world, people not knowing how to adjust themselves
under altered circumstances.

4058. And, having regard to the persons who would
bo likely to cmno forward as students, that is nnnawnt
by tin; diminished numbere?—Yes.

4059. Have fclm regulations of the Royal Univer-
sity been on all occasions such as would encourage
students to conio forward from the Colleges ? I ^
notable really to give a definite answer about that.

If you ask me more particularly I may.

4960.

For instance, in tho medical course the can-

didate is required to repair moro frequently to Dublin

!

4961. That, involves him in expense?—Yes.
4962. And nuu-Ii expense to the students of this

College deters them in n very imj *ortnnt degree 1 Yes.
49(53. In the medical curriculum they have either

to make their clioirc of prolonging their education for

live years—thus adding 25 per cent, to tho expenses

of their education, and postponing for a whole year the

time that they could make use of it—or they must
compress tlm arts course that is required in the first

year into the four years of their medical curriculum?

—Yes.
4964. Is it your opinion that that deters candi-

dates from coming forward ?—Certainly.

4965. Then, with an experience of what has Lap-

1
toned in two years—years of confusion mid increased

expense—do you think tluit sufficient time has elapsed

to ascertain how tho thing will work?—Surely not.

49(56. I believe that you hail a very earnest desire

to make the best of having an examining hoard placed

over the College instead of its being itself part of a

teaching university 1—Yes.

1967. Has tho change been altogether such as to

answer the hopes that you entertained ? —I do not

understand.

4968. You had an earnest desire tluit this College

should avail itself to the very utmost of whatever ad-

vantages could be obtained in tho Royal University ?

—

Of course I was extremely sorry for tin- dissolution of

the Queen's, but I would be most anxious to advance

in any way iu my power the usefulness of the Royal

University.

4969. Hus tho change boon such as to encourage

true education or the reverse—that is, the substitution

of the lloyal University for tho Queen's ?—It cer-

tainly has not advanced true education.
4970. If a student from this College goes up for

examinations iu the Royal University tluit require

special grinding, and if ho cannot afford tho expense

of residing in Dublin and paying a grinder, do yon

cousidev that lie is placed by the teaching of this

College on an equality at tlio examination with

students who have been ground for tho examination

for the whole year?—No, surely not.

4971. In all those respects then the students of

this College, in consequence of its fulfilling its functions

as a teaching college, are placed at a disadvantage with

those who have been prepared specially for the exami-

nation?—Yes.
4972. You have had an opportunity from the first

of observing the effect which is produced upon students

in passing through this College ?—Yes.

4973. Has it been in your observation such as very

much to elevate them?—Yes. Instances the most

remarkable crowd on my memory in every depart

ment of life.

4974. You regard the teaching in this College as

being careful teaching and as comparing favourably

with other institutions?—Yes. I scarcely think it

could be improved in all the departments.

4975. Has there been a larger proportion of honour

to pass men among the arts candidates thathave gone

forward from this College than is usual in universities!

—I think so.

4976.Among those that have goneforward for univer-

sity examinations, both in the Queen’sUniversityand to

the Royal, there has been a larger proportion of honour
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niou to pass men than is usual in universities ?—

I

^4977°' Can you, being both President and Professor,

nive the Commission any information about the

stauclard up to which you arc able to touch in your

own class? It happens that in some of these de-

partments I have what may be called an objective

standard by which to estimate it. I would take, for

instance, the cose of logic, metaphysics, and history.

I had the great advantage of being instructed in

lo<ric aucl metaphysics by that lamented scholar,

the late Dr. Butcher, afterwards Bishop of Meath

was my lecturer in Trinity College, Dublin),

And in history by Dr. Toleken, and I have lectured

the students of the second and third year in logic

fully up to the standard of their lectures. I have

lectured the students of metaphysics also fully up

to the standard of Trinity College, and during the

time I was in College I was a scholar of Trinity

College. I do not speak of the students of the first

year, because at the time I was in Trinity College

there was no class for English literature.

497S. And you find that teaching quite suitable to

the students you have ?—Quite suitable, and that they

were able to profit by it.

4979. And that they were able to profit by it?

—

Mv examination papers exhibit an exact progress of

the students.

4980. You mentioned amongst the cases in which

universities hold a matriculation examination the case

of the London University ?—Yes.

49S1. The objects of the matriculation examination

in the London University should be regarded as quite

different from the objects here?—Yes, tlio London
University is a purely examining hoard.

4982. And in fact the matriculation in the London
University corresponds to the Responsions at Oxford

or the “ Little-Go ” at Cambridge, ami is not at all

aualogous to an examination preparatory to studying?

—Tine.

49S3. In reference to the questions that worn asked
about the senior scholarship, was not this College a
College of the Queen’s University 1—Yes.

4984. It now does not stand in that relation to any
university ?—No.

4985. And the change was rendered necessary by
the circumstance that this College had ceased to be a
college ofa University ?—Yes.

4986. With reference to thcnunibor of competitor
for scholarship, could you give any information as to

whether it is usual at examinations for prizes that largo

numbers of camlidatesshould present themselves?—No.
The fact is that students understand each other's qualifi-

cations, and it is only a few men that suppose theywould
be likely to be successful go in for them. Students
don’t like to be defeated, and the men who present
themselves for scholarship are picked men of the
class.

4987. In reference to the marking, it is stated in
the Regulations that no mark under one-fifth shall
count at all?— Yes.

4988. That is, as I understand it, it is obliterated
if the mark is under one-fifth ?—Of course.

4989. And it does not contribute in any degree, but
is not that the scholarship will be awarded on

one-fifth ?—Surely not.

4990. With reference to the numbers in the several
subjects—two hundred for Greek and Latin, and one
hundred for English, French, and German—these
indicate the relative weights of tlieso subjects in the
examination?—Yes.

4991. For instance, such an examination as the
entrance scholarship in literature in the Queen’s
College on the one hand, or tho entrance scholarship
in science on the other, may have tlio same subjects as
another examination, such as tho matriculation exami-

“ honours in the Royal, and yet may differ
ssentialiy from it in consequence of the different

weights attached to the different subjects 1—True.

4992. So that unless this were fully scrutinized and Galway.

allowed for there could lie no presumption that the Jmicia.iss*.

candidate who was successful at the one ought to be ThomusW
so at tlio other ?—Clearly not. I doubt whether I Moffett, c.vj.

,

should be successful myself as a private tutor in the u..n
,
o ut.

tuition that is necessary to obtain prizes at the Royal
University.

•499;1. It was given in evidence in Cork that there

was a very important difference in that respect.

Probably we shall be able to obtain evidence as to

whether this is so hero ?—Yes.
4994. Is this College a college that is preparing only

for tlm Royal University ?—No.
4995. The students from Ulster have been specially

referred to. Gan you give any information with refe-

rence to the students from other provinces?—Yes.
We have students here for several years past who corue

from other provinces. For instance, the province of

Connaught this year contributes 34, Munster 18, and
Ulster 48.

4996. Chaihman.—

W

hat are you reading from ?

—

We have the returns for five years past from all tlio

provinces.

4997. Give the numbers of tho current session :

—

Province of Connaught, 3-4 ; Province of Munster, 18

;

Province of Ulster, 48 ; Province of Leinster, 3. Some
of the northern schools, I should mention, have been
very many years preparing students for this College.

There are various reasons why they should prefer

coming here, which I will mention to the Commission
if they wish.

4998. Dr. Stoxey.—I think it desirable 1—Ulster

men themselves would he able to give better informa-

tion than I am. There is one reason—I myself, if a

young student and ambitious to excel, would, miens
paribus, certainly go to the College where the classes

have the smallest number of students. For instance,

in my own experience, I can tench a class of twelve

far more effectually than a class of seventy or eighty.

A professor is able to give more attention to a student

if under his individual observation. That is one rea-

son. There arc also other reasons.

4999. Chairman'.—

W

e will be very glad to take any
other reasons ?—Perhaps you would ask some of the

other professors. There are gentlemen from Ulster,

who know the worth and care of tho professors. I

only sjieak of what comes within my own experience.

5000. Dr. Stox icy.—You mentioned that there were

eighteen this year from Munster?—Yes.

• 5001. A part of Munster lies very close to Galway?
—Geographically it does.

5002. It is more connected with this College by its

proximity, than it iswith Cork ?—Yes, wo always get a

good many from tho county Clare. A considerable

part of tho eighteen are from the county Clare.

5003. Chairman.— Certainly, Clare would be a

natural place from which students would come. [Mr.

Lqflus (Assistant).— In the present returns of tho

eighteen from Munster, five arc from Clare, five from

Limerick, two from Cork, two from Waterford, and

four from Tipperary.]

5004. Give ns the statistics from Ulster
;
the large

counties ?

[Dr. Townsend, Registrar—Donegal, 10; Derry, 2

;

Antrim, 16 ;
Tyrone, 11 ;

Down, 2 ;
Armagh, 5 ;

Monaghan, 1 ;
Fermanagh, 1.]

5005. Dr. Stoney.—Have there been students

coming to this college from Ulster, who acquitted

themselves well ?—Yes. [Dr. Allman.—There are two

counties in Connaughtfrom which there is not a single

student.]

5006. How do the students of Ulster acquit them-

selves ?
—

"Very well.

5007. Is it the caso that tho proportion of honour

men that have been sent forward from this College to

the University compares favourably with the propor-

tion ofhonour men to pass men, sent forward from the

other Queen's Colleges?—Yes, I should say that it

holds more than its own. I do not like, really, to

make any comparisons with the others, but Galway
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held more than its own in the Queen’s University.

That can. be shown. It will he seen on reference to

the honour lists of the Queen’s University.

500S. With reference to the awarding of scholar-

ship to candidates, it has l>een alleged that they have

been awarded without being deserved. Have any

charges been made that admitted of investigation 1—
Yes.

5009. Could you furnish information about those

cliarges to the Commission 1—1 cau.

5010. Chairman.—You might say what the charges

nret—I liave noticed that they are usually of a

vague and indefinite character. We are accused of

degrading the standard of literature by a profuse dis-

tribution of scholarships. I liave always been ready

to meet a specific eharge. The College has never

entered into controversy, except with those who
profess to have authority for then statements and

who give their names. A case occurred iu the

Appendix to the last Report of the Commissioners

appointed to Inquire into Endowed Schools iu Ire-

land. There was a specific statement made in re-

ference to the scholarships given in the College, anil

we at once sought for the evidence and grounds

of it.

5011. A charge of that kind was, no doubt, vague,

and mere statements that a scholarship never was

given, except when the student deserved it, is an

answer equally vague, and open to the same objection.

Therefore, we will be glad to have any statistics

from you, or the Registrar, as to the marks on which
scholarships were given 1—But will you not accept a

case of a distinct charge, mentioning the name 1

5012. I misunderstood you. I thought you men-

tioned a complaint, tlmt there never hod been a specific

charge 1—Except in one case.

5013.

®Certainlv
;
we will take tliat specific charge 1

—Iu the Appendix to the Report of the Endowed
Schools Commission the following passage occurs in

Mr. Mahatty’s report iu reference to the evidence of

the Rev. Principal of the French College, Black-

rock:

—

“The Principal has very large anil independent views
about education, which are well worthy of serious examin-
ation. He complains bitterly of the low standard of the
prize nr.d scholarship examinations at t he Queen's Colleges

of Cork and Gahvay, boys having obtained (listinrtious

there whom lie had resolved to send home to their parents
on account of their stolid and invincible ignorance. This
has a most injurious influence on their class-fellows who
remain at school, and often takes away from his care lads

who arc just beginning to learn something.”

The paragraph having been brought under the notice
of the College Conncil, the Registrar was directed to
communicate with the Rev. Principal

; to inquire if

his statements had been accurately rendered
;
and, if

so, to beg of him to give the special instances on which
lie had based bin allegations. The Kev. Principal
replied in the following letter

“French College, Blackrock,

“21st April, 18S1.
“ Dear Sta.—In reply to your favour, I beg to state that

we are not responsible for Sir. Mtdmffy’s report. The Kev.
gentleman's report, as far ns our school is concerned, is most
inaccurate. The words you refer to—‘ He (the president),
complains bitterly of the low standard of the prize and
scholarship examinations at the Queen’s Colleges of Cork
and Galway, boys having obtained distinctions there whom
he bad resolved to send home to their parents on account
of their stolid and invincible ignorance '—are far from bein"
correct.

“ In a private conversation I had with Mr. Mnhaffy, and
of which he has thought fit (without leave or notice), to
make a Parliamentary report, there was a question, among
other topics connected with education, of the low standard
of the matriculation examinations of the Queen’s Colleges,
and of the mischievous influence this has upon the cuuse of
education in the country.

“In our own case, some boys have been enticed by the
Queen's College money prizes nud scholarships to leave

sehool at an age when they certainly were not fit to enter
upon a university course. Thus, for instance, .Toaeub
Manly, and Edward Dillon Ma pother. left our school incre
children to go to the Queen's College, Galway, where they
obtained, one a elirssicid, the other a mathematical scholar-
ship, at matriculation. They both came from one of our
lowest classes, the Memento, pritna Sectio, ns we call it here
Their class-fellows who read their full classical course here
remained five years longer, and proceeded successively from
the Eleincntu, priinu Sectio, to the Infima Grammntica, the
Media Grammatica. the Supremo Gmmmatica, llumnniores
Li term, and Uhetorica. (These details may he necessary for
our case, and I beg, therefore, you will be good enough to
excuse them).

c

“ One case was referred to in the conversation which
seems to have given the colouring to Mr. Mahnffy's report,

and which ought to he quoted here

:

Stephen Joseph Leonard was in our sehool from April,

IR74. to the 2 1st of November, of the same year. In Sep-

tember his father wished him to study Latin, as he intended

to make a medical doctor of him. When, after about three

months hard study on tlio part of the boy, and careful

teaching on the part of his master, the boy was not able to

give a satisfactory answer on the Latin declensions, the

fatiier was r equested to allow his son's course of study to

be altered, that the bov might confine his attention to the

rudiments of English, in which lie was veiy deficient
;
the

father, however, insisted on his son’s continuing to study

Latin. On the 2 1st of November we brake up school, aud

when wo recalled buck tho boys in January, Stephen

Leonard did not return, and on about the 15th of January

his father wrote that Stephen was iil.tvii'Uini the Queen's

College, Qulwuy, wliuro lie had matriculated a few days

before.

“ I did not say, however, that he obtained distinctions,

nor did I use, even in his ease, the expressions put to my
credit by Mr. MahafTy, nud of which I must leave him the

full responsibility.

“ I have the honour to be, dear sir,

“Your obedient servant,

“ (Signed), 1\ Huvetys, President

“The Registrar, Queen’s College, Galway.”

On the 1 1 tli July I received this lottur from Mr.

Manly :—
“ Queen’s College, Galway,

July 11th, 1881."

“Mr. President.”

“Sm,—I understand that the Uev. Principal, French

College, Blackrock, brings forward my name in a letter ad-

dressed to the Registrar of your College.

“ As my father and I arc anxious to sec the exact state-

ment, will you be kind enough to lot me have u copy of that

letter ?

“ I am, Mr. President, yours most respectfully,

" J. J. ILvniy.

“ The President, Queen’s College, Galway."

1 then received from him the following:

—

“Mr. President.”

“ Queen’s College, Gahvay,

July 16th, 1881.”

“ Sib,—I have to thank yon for a copy of the letter,

dated April 21st, 1881, from the Rev. Principal, French

Collene, Blackrock, addressed to your College.

“ With reference to the following observation in the Ap-

pendix to the Endowed Schools Commissioners’ Report:—

The Rev. Principal, French College, Blackrock, ‘ complains

bitterly of the low standard of the prize and scholarship

examinations at the Queen's Colleges of Cork and Galway,

boys having obtained distinctions therewhom be bad resolved

to send home to their parents on account of their stolid and

invincible ignorance.’ I beg to say that Dillon Mapother

and I. tire only French College students who have gained

any distinction here carried off at one French College ex-

amination, eighteen premiums and a silver medal, besides

finding twelve places of honourable mention in the subjects

of Greek, Latin, English, French, German, and Mathematics.

If suchfactsevince ‘stolidand invincible ignorance,’ in our case,

then I would ask the candid reader what must be the condi-

tion of mind of those French College boys who obtain no

school prizes whatever ?
“ The Rev. Principal states in his letter that ho has been

inaccurately reported, but goes on to say—‘ In °“r
.?'L

case some boys have been enticed by the Queen s Col ege

money prizes and scholarships to leave school at an ag

* See Appeallx UL B., No. 49, with regard to Mr. IIonly.
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lien ilicv certainlv were not fit to enter upon a university

bourse. Thus for’ instance, Joseph Hniily and Edward

nillou Mapother, left our school mere children to go to the

Queen's College, Galway, where lin y obtained, one a clas-

sical and the other a niatheinatienl KchnlnrMup at nintncu-

Iation, They both came from one of our lowest classes, the

Ehneuta Prima SnUio, as we call it here 'L'lieir class fel-

lows who read their full classical course here remained five

years longer, nml proceeded suceessfidly to the Tnfima

Grammalicn ,
the Merlin Ornwmnlicn, the Stt/iraim Gramma,

lica, HuiimuioretLiterrr, and Khilurica.'

i. xiio Rev. gentleman is either not aware of the follow-

ing facts or wilfully suppresses them.

• Fifteen months before entering your college T gained

fourth place in an examination for classical scholarship,

open to all lay students of the French College of all ages.

If I had remained to pass through the classes mentioned I

should have been over twenty-ono years of age, a time of

life at which students in this country are not usually school-

boys. Again, it is hardly correct, to say that I had still to

E
iss through five classes, for, at Iciest during my time, the

glier classes were made tip of students preparing for the

priesthood, and I challenge, the Rev. Principal to name any

of my lay class-fellows who remained for the courses set

forth in the above quoted paragraph.
“ The Rev. Principal adduces the name of a third pupil

in support of his case, but each of the three students

referred to bad left the school long liefore the Rev. Principal

joined the institution, and although the Rev. gentleman

seems to ho familiar with my name and with that of my
friend, Dillon Mnpother, now in Kentucky, it niay be worth

while to state that his name, to wit, the I lev. Principal's, was,

until a few days ago, quite unknown to me, and, conse-

quently I could give Mapother no information when he
wrote lately to inquire on I his point.

“The Ilev. Principal writes that we were “ enticed” to

your college, and seems to think that wo matriculated im-
mediately on leaving sehool. The Rev. gentleman is

apparently ignorant of the fact that I left the French
College, by the advice of the late Sir Dominick Corrigan,

on account of a sore throat, and that [ dill not enter the

Queen’s College until fifteen months afterwards, when I
was seventeen years of age.

“Mapother loft; the French College, for private reasons,

about Easter, 1877, and matriculated here, towards the etui

of the following October, and I am aware that lie, like

myself, spent many months iu preparation for your exami-
nations.

“ If the Rev. Principal’s entire statements with regard to

Mapother and the other student nre only ns accurate as I

have shown them to bo in my ease, then it would in future
be well if the Rev. gentleman, when speaking of pupils lie

has never known, would make one or two inquiries before
allowing himBclf to be placed in nil awkward position.

“ I am, Sir, yours most respectfully,

“ J. «T. IIaxlt.

“The President, Queen’s College, Galway.”

I wish to state a particular grievance in reference to

this matter. I heard that charge uttered in the House
of Commons by a gentleman who was at that time a
Member of Parliament

; and I remember after the dis-

cussion I was conversing with two members of the
House of Commons

3014. Chairman.—We can hardly go into private
conversations!—This I am bound to mention. It was
this fact that called attention to it. A most eminent
writer on education, Mr. Matthew Arnold, quoted the
statement of Mr. Mahafi'y which appears in the Blue
Book laid on the table of the House of Commons, in
reference to one of Her Majesty’s Colleges, as illustrat-
ing the backward state of education in Ireland. This
was tho most injurious statement ever ruodo in reference
to this college.

5015. Dr. Stoney.—It is the only one in which the
charge could be investigated!—Yes. I was anxious
for an opportunity of investigating tho charge.

5016. Professor Jack.

—

Dr. Molloy called your
attention to a return at the foot of page 2, number 2.
That return contains the names of seven students of
the college who have gained exhibitions at the Royal
University!—Yes.
5017. Dr. Molloy called attention to tho names of

our students in medicine and in arts, and of those only
one, Mr. Evans, was a student who had competed with
students from all Ireland!—Yes.

5018. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Only one in medicine Galway.
ami arts. Jwie I3 . 1HM

5019. Professor Jack.—Quito so. With regard to
—

the other throe students, what competition would they jtotfett cso
have to undergo! Am I right in regarding this ns the rj..D., n.m!
state of matters : that at tho time those students
obtained those exhibitions there could bo no competi-
tion exceptamongst the. students of tho Queen’s Colleges
as no other students could have reached that stage!

—

That I understood to lx.1 Dr. Molloy’s statement.

5020. So that those students would have competed
not with students from tho rest of Ireland, hut with
students of the Queen’s Colleges of Belfast and Cork 1

—Yes.
5021. That leads mo to ask with regard to the evi-

dence on the results obtained in the Royal University,
whether or not (I think you add it before) tho rela-

tions between tho college and tho university arc too
recently established to show any result to which you
could attach much importance!—-Yes.

5022. You feel that there is not sufficient time for

conclusions to bo safely drawn from the record of tho
results obtained in that way ?—Yes.

5023. You mentioned with regard to students going
up for examination that there is an interval between
the lectures here, and the examinations there ?—Yes.

Our lectures cease here at the end of May and they go
up for examination about the end of September and
October.

5024. Docs that apply to arts students!—The
medical lectures terminate somewhat earlier than that,

at the end of April. The engineering and arts leotures

go on to the end of May.

5025. So that the medical students’ classes terminate

about the end of April, and they go in for examination
when!—In June.

5026. There is one examination in June and another

in September. They might go in for examination in

Juno !—Yes.

5027. So there would be an interval of two months
necessarily between the close of tlioir studies here and
tlioir examination at the Royal University!—Yes.

5028. What is tho usual position of the students

—

are they able to afford to pay for additional private

teaching, so ns to prepare for any examination they go

in for!—I am sorry to say that I think the great

majority of tho students are rather straitened in their

circumstances, and I do not think they are able to

expend nmcli money on private tuition.

5029. Perhaps your medical colleagues could tell

tlic Commission whether it is within their knowledge

that medical students have or havo not been able to

follow that course 1—I am sure tho medical professors

would he ablo to give you the information.

5030. With regard to tho aits students, the interval

is from tho end of May to the beginning of Septem-

ber !—To tho end of September.

5031. That would be an interval of four months !

—

Yes.

5032. I suppose, in preparing for any examination,

the four mouths immediately preceding are the most

important four months with regard to success!—

I

should say so.

5033. I presume it is the same thing as with regard

to races, wlioro I understand the four months imme-

diately preceding the races to be the most important

period in the training. With regard to the matricula-

tion, I think your attention was called also to page 3, the

examination for scholarships in the faculty of arts of

tho first year. These students, I understand, were

students who presented themselves for scholarships

here at the boginning of the first year 1—Of course.

5034. But “at the beginning of the first year” makes

them really entrance scliolarsliips, because the phrase

“first year" isusuallytaken tomeanat tlioend of the first

year, and in tliis case it means the beginning of the

first year !—Yes.

5035. With regard to presenting themsqlves at the

matriculation examination of the Royal University,

2 R
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do you in. tliis College know anything about their state

of preparation before they present themselves for

matriculation! Do the students here to any con-

siderable extent prepare themselves here for the

matriculation examination there!—At the Royal

University?
5036. At the Royal University ?—They may study

privately, but I think there is a want of classical and

mathematical “ grinders ” in Galway. There is scarcely

one.

5037. Tn the College ?—Not in the College.

5038. They could have no classes preparing for

matriculation 1—No.
5039. In point of fact, you take no charge of them

until they matriculate ?—-Of course not.

5040. Then the students appear on your list practi-

cally for the first time after they have matriculated

at the Royal University ?—True.

5041. There was a point with regard to the number
of competitors and the number of scholarships awarded.

Perhaps you would look to page 4. I notice that in

the first return, under VI. (1), in the first year, you
have no return with regard to the number of students

who competed in 1879-S0?—No, wc could not fill up
the asterisks at the time.

5042. Could you fill up the asterisks there ?— [Dr.

Townsend.—Four should he put in there.] The
President.—It was impossible to fill it up at the time.

[Dr. Allman.—I con fill it up on the science side.]

5043. We have it in the science, but we have not

got it in the literature 1—I shall be able to set this

right by some correspondence.

5044. Chairman.—In 1879-80 what was the num-
ber who competed in science and literature?— [Dr.

Townsend.—There was some mistake about it, I re-

member. Dr. Allman.—We have it in the science.]

The President.—I am quite sure I have the corre-

spondence.

5045. I know we were rather unreasonable in

ressing for the returns so quickly, but we could not
elp it. Unless we came down this week we would

not have found the professors. If there is any in-

accuracy we will be happy to have it remedied.

5046. Dr. Stoney.—And also, if there is any in-

accuracy, there was some made by the Royal Univer-
sity, not that the returns were inaccurate, but that the
informationwas inaccurate?—There are some cases of it.

5047. Perhaps you will find that out?—Yes.

5048. Chairman.—In the return from the Royal
University it is possible you may not have got credit

for all that came from this College?

5049. Professor Jack.—With regard to the four
years in respect of which we have returns, not includ-
ing the year 1879-80, for which you have no record
in literature, I gather that in tire first year there were
forty-four candidates’for the literary scholarships, and
twenty scholarships were awarded (page 4) ;

and in
the five years (VI. 2) there were fifty-seven candidates
in science, and twenty-six scholarships were awarded.
I understand that where six appears it means an exhibi-
tion in addition to the scholarship?—Not necessarily.

We can transfer the scholarships from one faculty to
another.

5050. So that altogether in these two faculties

forty-six scholarships were awarded, ancl forty-six

were available ?—Yes.
505 1. Chairman.—There is the same plan here as

elsewhere. If the full number of scholarships is not
filled in one faculty they can he transferred to another ?

—[Dr. Allman.—Precisely so.]

5052. Professor Jack.—So that the competition
with regard to those students who presented them-
selves was this, that you had two students for each
scholarship : the number of competitors was double
the number of rewards 1—Yes.

5053. With regard to the third and fourth paid: of
che returns, they apply to students of your College
who have been one year with you, and have had time
to measure themselves against each other. I find,

that for forty-six scholarships actually awarded, there
were only sixty-three candidates, that is, there was
not anything like twice as many candidates as the
scholarships awarded?—The students became letter
acquainted with each other’s qualities.

5054. That is, no doubt, what would be found in

other universities. With regard to the marks and
the paragraph to which tire Chairman called your
attention, on page 1G, I understand that in onv
subject anything under twenty per cent, is struck out

at once?—Yes.

5055. There is a statement made with regard to the

two modern languages that tlio observation, “Zero ”

in one of the two modem languages, must not dis-

qualify a candidate, provided he has obtained the

minimum marks in the other modern language, but
candidates shall be disqualified who have not obtained

the minimum marks for Greek, Latin, and one at least

of the two modern languages?—Yes.
5056. I understand that the two modern languages

referred to ar-e French, and German?—Yes, English

is really indispensable. If he fails in English, I make
it an invariable rule to reject.

[Dr. Townsend.—The meaning of that is that both

modern languages are not compulsory]. He may take

two, but both are not compulsory.

5057. English would be?—Yes.

505S. Beyond the statement that a candidate shall

he disqualified who has not obtained the minimum
marks in Greek, Latin, and one of at least two modem
languages, I understand that you would require also

that he should obtain the minimum mark for English.

There is an omission of this subject?—An unfavourable

report on English would almost exclude a man.
5059. Twenty per cent, in any. one of these four

subjects particularly, Greek, Latin, English, aud one

modern language is absolutely required ?—Absolutely.

5060. With regard to anything below that absolute

requirement your regulation gives a veto in each of

these subjects, subject to the Council as absolute

judges 1—Yes.

5061. I understand that the Registrar has some

records of marks, which he will bo able to put in?

—

[Dr. Tovj'nsand.—Yes.]

5062. What I understand now is, that there is an

absolute bar with regard to those four subjects?—Yes.

5063. There was another point to which I wanted

to call attention, aud very likely the Registrar, or the

medical professors may he able to give me informa-

tion about it, but I mention it now, so that your

attention may bo called to it. It is in reference to

the remark that the courses of medicine in this College,

are not arranged with reference to the Royal Univer-

sity, or any other medical body in particular?

—

Not only that, but they are not preparing exclusively

for the Royal University: they are preparing for

different bodies. The medical professors had a

meeting in reference to this question, and that was

the result of their deliberations.

506

4.

*We particularly desire to get as much infor-

mation as we can, subject to any comments that the

medical professors may offer us, or any notes that they

have giving information with regard to any students

whose medical history is not given here. I will ex-

plain how the question arises—there are twenty-four

students out of forty-one, in medicine, who are recorded

as matriculated students ofthe late Queen’s University.

It is evident they must have been matriculated some-

where about October, 1881, or so ?—Probably.
.

5065. These are going on as students in medicine ?

—

They are of course.

5066. I do not know whether it iB your experience

that you have many students in medicine who come

for the purpose of studying some particular medical

subject, or whether the students as a rule are preparing

for the exercise of their profession in some way?

—I think the latter is the case.

5067*. With regard to these twenty-four students,

what I make out is, in looking over the returns

• Sea Appendix III. B.—No. 46.
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of the Royal University to identify them as far as

ve can, that, of the twonty-four who matriculated

in the late Queen’s University, eight have gone

through some examination in the Royal University.

I could communicate the names to the registrar, but he

can find them out for himself. What I want to know

if possible, is about the other sixteen—because sixteen

of course make an integral part and a considerable

part of your number of medical students—are they

preparing for a professional license undor any other

institution than the Royal University!—I think that

is very likely.

5063. Almost certainly 1—Almost certainly.

50G9*. These are the points on which I am
anxious to set information. I dare say the Commis-

sioners are all anxious to get the information. Now
we call the attention of the medical professors to get-

ting us such information as they can get witli regard

to those sixteen students who are returned as matricu-

lated students of the late Queen’s University whether

they are carrying on any course of study in connexion

with the Royal University!—Yes.

5070*. There are sixteen students who matriculated

in the late Queen’s University, about October, 1881,

or before, who are carrying on some course of medical

study which does not appear to be in connexion with

the Royal University !—Yes.

5071*. I want to know if you have formed any
particular opinion as to the course that those sixteen

students are probably pursuing, whether they are

preparing for a board other than the Royal University?

—That would bo more satisfactorily answered by the

medical professors.

5072. Dr. Marston.—I suppose it goes without

saying that a student pursuing medical studies is the

belter for a good preliminary training!—Yes.

5073. I suppose too, that if all the students in

medicine entering the public services could afford to

take an arts degree, it would bo a very excellent thing

!

—Certainly.

5074. Is it in your opinion desirable that a medical

student should pass his examination in arts before

pursuing bis curriculum in medicine 1 I am decidedly

of that opinion.

5075. Can you tell me whether to your own know-
ledge this is done in any other universities—for in-

stance, you mentioned Edinburgh !—I am not acquain-
ted with the Edinburgh system. In Dublin the two
courses of axis and medicine are pursued concur-

rently.

5076. Do you think the concurrent study ot tlio

medical and arts curriculum as pursued in the Royal
University is too much for students in the medical
faculty ?—I do think it is.

5077. I see you have 208 students in all !—That
was in a former year, not in the present

5078. I see you had 208 students in all, in October,
1880-81, that is seventy-one in arte, and 120 in the
medical faculty, whereas now you have 103 in all,

forty-seven in arts and forty-one in the medical
faculty !—Yes.

5079. We have had the reason assigned by you for
the decrease in the medical faculty. What I want to
know is, do you not think that more men will avail
themselves of the examinations in the Royal Univer-
sity hereafter 1—Probably.

5080. You think they will !—Yes.
5081. Do you think it is a little premature to

judge !—I think it is. I think with respect to the
decline in arts particularly, as was mentioned by one
of the witnesses in Belfast, there has been great
social pressure in this part of the country, and that has
hod some influence in reducing the number, and the
circumstances of the class we have been receiving
students from have had some effect also. But the
dissolution of the Queen’s University was the main
cause of the decline.

5082. Turn to page 7 of your Prospectus for
1884—85, to the heading scholarships. Do you think

that, looking at the nnmher in the medical faculty,
some more scholarships might be advantageously
offered to that faculty!—I think the reason the
larger number of scholarships was assigned to arts
was that it was intended to encourage general in-
tellectual culture. Those studying for the medical
profession ave pursuing a course that leads to imme-
diate professional employment. There is a very strong
inducement in the medical profession that it at once
opens the means of employment. But I think it is

well to encourage general mental culture.

5083. You think that a little readjusting might be
advantageous ?—I am not prepared to say that at this

moment.
5084. Do you think that your scholarships might

be rather hotter regulated than they are, that is to
say, that the value of some of them should be a little

larger 1—In what way 1

5085. An increase in the value of some, and a
diminution in that of others

; making them unequal,
so as to give higher prizes; would that stimulate
men !—Is it to consolidate some scholarships !

508C. Chairman'—To graduate the value and dimi-
nish the numbers so as to make the top scholarships

more valuable!— I think they might be varied in
their value, but I am not disposed to recommend the
consolidation of scholarships, or to reduce the number.

5087. Dr. Marston—Do yon think the relative

value as at present adjusted is as fair as could be !

—

I think so.

5088. Professor Jack—You would change the value,

but keep the numbers!—Yes.
5089. Dr. Marston—Are you satisfied with the

matriculation examination of the College, and has the
standard undergone any change in late years !—No, I
do not think it 1ms undergone any change.

5090. Are you satisfied with the standard of matri-

culation!—I should certainly wish to see students

come better prepared. A great many come very well

prepared ;
with respect to others, they are not satis-

factorily prepared.

5091. Have the students matriculating here been
found to beuefit by the instruction given in the Col-

lege 1—I think so
;
I have no doubt they have.

5092. They have bronght sufficient culture with

them to avail of the instruction and to progress 1

—

Yes.

5093. Is the course of tho College framed at all to

suit the examinations of the Royal University 1—In
my department, and probably in others, it is. I do
not wish to speak of any but my own department. I

luive deliberately done that.

5094. Are you able to say whether tho fact of the

examinations of tho College and of the Royal Univer-

sity being different, exercises auy influence on the suc-

cess of your students at that University!—Yes.

5095. Do you mean to say that it does !-*It does.

5096. Can you tell me, without giving the pre-

cise numbers, as a fact, whether any of those students

go elsewhere than to the Royal University for degrees

and licences to practise !—I am not able to say that

;

I think the medical pi-ofessors will.

5097. I think I understood that you were going to

givo a return showing any of the students who had

passed the Indian Civil Service, or Indian Medical

Service, or other public service 1—'Yes.

5098. Could you tell, in connexion with that,

how the men from this College going to other medical

examining boards have done!—I think that can be

told to some extent.

5099. Will that be included in. the returns?—As
far as we are able it shall be done.

5100. You consider that the efficiency of examina-

tions might be increased by a more searching oral and

objective examination ?—Yes, in arts and medicine.

5101. You are strongly of that opinion yourself?

—Yes, and I have stated at the Royal University

more than onee that I believe the oral examinations

must be considerably extended in point of time.
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5102. Do the professors make their lectures as

practical as possible, ancl demonstrate as much as

possible!—I should say they do.

5103. In this College everything that can he sub-

mitted to the senses is done?—Yes, speaking of the

medical faculty, I am sure it is done
;
but the

medical professors will give you the information.

5104. I understand that at present the students in

the medical faculty lose a certain amount of time

—

some months in summer—previous to the Royal

University examinations which are held in Sep-

tember !—Yes.

5105. The students return here in October, and the

session terminates in April. I think I may say from

my knowledge of the profession that the students are

not rich men, as a rule, aud, as a matter of course,

private training costs money. Do you think it would

be practicable to liave summer courses in the Queen's

Colleges, so as to carry out the curriculum of the Royal
University in the medical faculty!—I dam say it

would.

5106. Has it ever suggested itself to you !—We
have often thought of it, but it has never been carried

into effect by the College.

5107. You think it would be practicable ?—Yes, I
think it would.

5108. If practicable elsewhere of course it would

be here 1—Certainly.

5109. What would you say with regard to the fees

charged to students ; do you think they are reasonable

and suited to their means!—I think that in framing

the scale of fees one thing that was particularly kept in

view was the means of the class coming here. The
fees are low, aud it was for that reason that they were
made so low.

51 10. Would you say the education afforded here as

compared with other places is cheap ?—I think so.

5111. How many exhibitions is the College em-
powered to award 1—The number is not limited. It

is by the desert of the candidates and the funds at our
disposal that it is regulated.

5112. Do you consider tliat there is such a con-

siderable difference between the nature of an exhibi-

tion in the Royal University and a scholarship in
the Queen’s College, as to influence the amount of
competition for them 1—I think so.

5113. "Would this lead to such a different kind of
training for the two as would vitiate the result of a
comparison ?—I chink so. The rule of Queen’s College
requiring residence and daily attendance as well, is of
course felt as a burden by many persons desiring to
reside at home where they can do so with less expense.

5114. The class of students coming here to the
several faculties includes men of some capacity!—

I

think they are.

5115. Many of them are of good capacity ?—Yes.
5116. They only want development to get on in

life 1—It is a great satisfaction to me that tie classes

I have hadalmost invariably were remarkable for their
industry and intelligence. It is a great pleasure to
lecture to them.

5117. Is there anything material that we have not
touched on which you would like to add 1—Nothing
occurs to me at this moment

;
perhaps I might have

if the Commission would allow me to supplement my
evidence.

5118. Chairman.—Certainly 1—Thank you.
5119. Professor Jack.—I want to make it quite clear

whether a remark of yours applies to students who
have or who have not matriculated. There are
a number of students who matriculate in the Royal
University. There are five this year who matri-
culated in Queen’s College, Galway, and as far as
I understand there is a statement that there are four
students whose cases do not come under any of these

categories, who practically are not matriculated stu-

dents at all. Did you refer to students who have

matriculated either in the Royal University or in the
Queon’s College, or did you refer to students who hare
not matriculated at all 4—I should say to the students
who have not matriculated.

5120. You have a matriculation examination in
Queen’s College, Galway, what is the object of that
examination] with wliat object do you hold it

; do you
intend to secure that the student passing it shall be
as far as you can judge, a fit student to receive the
instruction of the College ?—Quite so.

5121. So that with regard to all those students, the
five students in arts and the twelve matriculated stu-

dents, you would not make the observation you have
made?—Ho.

5122. 1 1 is only as to the non-matriculated !—Yes.

5123. I make out in the first list that there are four
students whose cases do not come under any of those

categories, and the statement at the end of the page
is that there are forty-seven arts students, that makes
a difference of three. Somebody's attention can be called

to that !- -It will be explained to-morrow.

5124. Dr. Stoney.—

W

hen you spoke of the

education of the College being cheap, you meant in

regard to the fees 1—Yes.

5125. But the expense of residence would be in-

curred by nearly all the students 1—So much so that I

called attention to it in all my reports. The expense

of residence is felt as a great burden.

5126. There is no prize in the College that would
enable students to bear that expense?—Surely not.

5127. There are very few students who can be sup-

plied by such a population as that of the town of

Galway 1—Yeiy few.

5128. So that, perhaps, nearly all the students have

to pay a considerable sum in order to obtain the benefit

of education ?—True
;
Galway people have largely

availed themselves of the College, and wo have edu-

cated all who were willing to get university educa-

tion here, and the students come from a distance to us.

5129. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

ith regard to the num-

ber of students who would bo eligible to compete for

scholarships, first, a candidate should be a matriculated

student of either the University or the College ?—True.

5130. And, secondly, to he a scholar of the first

year, he must bo reading tlio lust year of the College

course?—Yes, if he gets a scholarship, or is a student,

he must pass the sessional examination. We do not

recognize attendance without examinations.

5131. How many students wore eligible to compete

for the ten entrance scholarships in arts, last October.

I have looked over the list of the eighteen students who

matriculated in tlie Royal University last October, and

I find that nine of them are reading their first year’s

course in tlie College!—Yes.

5132. But, in addition to the nine, I find that five

students are reading the first year’s course who have

matriculated in tko College, and not in tlie University;

that makes fourteen, and there is a doubtful name that

I am not clear about, James M. Keegan, who is reading

in the first year ?

—

[Dr. Toionsend.—He is a scholar

in the first year.]

5138. He matriculated in 1882 ;
therefore, he does

not appear in the list of those matriculating in 1883,

but he was eligible; therefore, that is fifteen. Can

you tell me if there was anyone else eligible to com-

pete; there must have been, for I find the total

number of competitors was sixteen * ?—Perhaps you

would kindly repeat the question.

5134. I want to find out how many students were

eligible to compete for the ten entrance scholarships in

arts, in October, 1883. To be eligible to compete they

must have matriculated in either the College or the

University, and they must be now reading the first

year’s course !

—

[Dr. Townsend.—They must have mar

triculated in the Royal University, or passed ours, or

that of Cork or Belfast.]

5135. In addition to that they mustnow be reading

* This examination was based on a return furnished to the Commission by the Queen’s College. The Registrar has since pointed out

that there was an error in the return, one name having been accidentally omitted. When this name is added, it will bring my estimate

of the number of students eligible to compete up to sixteen, which corresponds exactly with the number that did compete—Q. M.
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the first university oonrse %—[Dr. Townsend.—They

should ;
if they go away they forfeit the scholarship.]

51 30 . How many were eligible to compete 1

—

[l)r.

Townsend.—They were all eligible to compete.]

[Mr. Loflus.—The rule of the College is that an

arts student who does not puss the sessional examin-

ation in the first year is not promoted.]

5137. I can only make out fifteen. Was there any

one else eligible to compete 1 -{Dr. Allman.—Any one

might have come from Belfast or Cork.]

5138. Can it be stated that any person not now in

the College did compete, and lmw many ?— [Dr.

Townsend.—He has got the number that did com-

pete.]

5139. The number that did com|»eto was sixteen.

What appears to me is that everyone who could com-

pete did compete, and therefore die competitors were

not a select few out of the number that could compete,

but in fact everyone that could compcto was a com-

petitor. The number of competitor did not exceed

the number of those eligible to compete?— [Dr. All-

man.—A great many come to the College who do

not compete.]

5140. But we have the fact that sixteen competed,

and I do not sec that anyone could have competed

more than these sixteen. If I am not right you can

set me right, but are you aware if there were more

than sixteen students qualified to compete for these

entrance scholarships last October. It 1ms been sug-

gested that the actmd number of competitors repre-

sents only a select few of those qualified to compete

;

and the object of my inquiry is to find wliat was the

number qualified to competo?—Yes.

5141. Chairman.—I think Dr. Molloy’s question

can be answered to- morrow ?—Eight cumjietcd for the

five entrance scholai-ships in classics, and eight com-

peted for the five science scholarships.

5142. You have the means of knowiug eight in

one case and eight in the other. If you be good

enough to give us the names to-morrow we will at

once see who they wore ?—Yes. [Dr. Allman.—I can

answer in this way, that any students who matricu-

late in the Royal University can compete for every

one of them.]

5143. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Would it not be neces-

sary that the candidate should bo prepared to take out

his first year iu arts. We can determine from your re-

turn what is the number eligible to coui)>eto in October

next fromyourCollegefor the second year's .scholarships?

—They should have finished their first year’s course.

[Dr. Toxonsend.—The first year’s course this session.

Dr. Allman.—Not necessarily of this session. Each
can drop a year. Dr. Townsend.—All those who have
competed in the Royal University uvo eligible in the

second year.]

5144. Chairman.—Can you give me the number of

those in the College who are eligible to compete for

the scholarship next October ?—[Dr. Townsend.—All
those who completed their first arts course in the
College are eligible to compete.]

5145. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I find that the number
reading that course is twelve who have matriculated
in the Royal University, and five who have matricu-
lated in the College—that is seventeen. Out of this
I must take one, Andrew C. Gregg, who at present
holds a scholarship of the second year. That reduces
the number seventeen to sixteen ?—Yes.

5146. Therefore it appears to me that the number
of students now in the College who can possibly
compete for tlib ten scholarships of the second year,
next October, is only sixteen 1—Quite so

;
but there

may be some from Belfast or Cork or the Royal Uni-
versity.

5147. That number sixteen is liable both to reduc-
tion and to increase. It may be reduced ifany of the
sixteen fail between this and next October to fulfil the
necessary conditions, such as passing the examinations,
or if they give up their university career, or if they
are impeded by illness or accident. These circumstances
may lead to a reduction of the numbor of students

;
and

students coming from the other Queen’s Colleges, or Galwav.
from the Royal University, might increase the. number. June is, lag*.

But the numbor now in the College who can possibly l>e
xhornaTw

eligible to compete next Octolxjr for tlio ten scholar- Moffett, esq.
nhi])s of tho second year is sixteen ?— [Dr. Allman.— t.i..n.,o.t.rr".

The four more you alluded to before might be eligible.]

5148. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The next point is tho

number of students now in the College who can pos-

sibly compote for the senior scholarships next October ?—I shall lio happy to assist you
5149. You quoted a statement of Sir Dominic Cor-

rigan, that if you exact to any considerable extent an
arts course for medical students you would lmve thinner
classes. Though tlio classes would he tliinner they
would bo more select?

—

Yes.

5150. Would it not sometimes lie desirable to have
the students moro select, though tho number he-,

small, for a professional career?—I quite agree with,

you.

5151. We agree then on the necessity of an arts ,

coux-so?—Yes.

5152. Dr. Stoney.—

W

as not what Sir Dominic
Corrigan said that a fifth year was more than the class

who came to the Queen’s Colleges could afford ?— Yes,

that is what life meant. He looked on an arts course
as involving a fifth year.

5153. The persons that would be excluded would be
those who could not afford more than four?— Fes.

5154. And tho selection would bo a pecuniary selec-

tion and not an intellectual selection ?—Surely.

5155. They would not be the cream of the whole,
candidates, but merely the wealthier of them?—
Surely.

5150. Dr. Marston.—Sir Dominic was really con-
sidering tho practical requirements of the population
in this matter?—Yes, that is what he meant.

5157. Chairman.—He did not mean to convey that

a gentleman would bo less qualified to act as a physi-
cian if lie did not get his arts course ?—No.

5158. Dr. Marston.—If a man spent more time
and money on his professional education, lie would
expect to have a higher social and professional status
when he acquired a profession and also higher fees

;

but you must think of the wants of the population as

a whole in a matter of that kind?—Yes.

515'J. Chairman.- Professor Jack asked you ns to

whether tho illpreparedness or tho imperfect prepared-
ness of students applied to matriculated or to non-
matricnlated students. Did you mam tlio answer to

ho as full us you conveyed to him, that your complaint

of want of preparedness applied only to non-inatricu-

latod students ?—There arc degrees of preparation.

Students come up whom. I should wish to see better

prepared
;
but no Btudent is admitted whom we do not

believe to be pi-epai-ed and to have capacity enough to

be rendy to take advantage of the course.

5160. Here is what yon say :

—

“The unsatisfactory state of secondary education renders

it impossible to mukc our matriculation examination more
rigorous than such tests usually are ; a few among the can-

didates are of the class of those highly trained youths who
go up to compete for the valuable prizes in the old univer-

sities."

You are speaking there of matriculated students

—

“Many of them come up imperfectly prepared it is true

I Bpcak of course only from my own observation."

In that report did you mean to convey that a cer-

tain proportion of students who come up for matricu-

lation,. ore imperfectly prepared?—Yes.

5161. You read a correspondence that passed be-

tweenyouandthe Superior of the French College, Black-

rock, and Mr. Hanly. Have yon, yourself, verified

by the books of the College the statement which Mr.

Hanly makes thore with respect to liimself and Mr.

Mapother ?—With respect to the French College ?

5162. With rogard to what was done in this Col-

lege?—Dr. Townsend.—We have everything recorded

that was done in this College.

5103. We cannot take tho statement Mr. Hanly
makes to you os correct. Ho makes certain state-
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Galway. merits that can he verified from the hooks of the not elapsed to test the injurious effects in advancing

Jono 12
,
1881 . College. Do you tell me you have verified the state- the cause of true education. Would not it be equally

ment from the books of the College 1—Any statement time to say a sufficient time has not elapsed to test the

Moffeu cm made there we can examine. injurious effects, if any, on education 1—It has not ad-

m.d., n.Lir.’ Dr. Moffett.— I am quite sure it is correct.
^

vancecl the cause of true education.

51G4. Mr. Hanly makes certain statements. We 5175. And you explained that by saying that an

cannot accept a statement second hand from Mr. academic course was superior to an examining board!

Hanly as a matter of fact correct. But he makes —Yes, on that ground.

certain statements as to the position of himself and 517G. Then you also stated that sufficient time had

Mr. Mapother in the College that can be verified from not elapsed to enable one to judge of the working of

the books of the College ?—Dr. Townsend.—Every- the Royal University. Docs not that equally apply to

thing he has obtained in the College is on record. any injurious effect which would he involved in the

5165. Has that been done!—That was verified at answer I have just read 1—I do not think that any

Council before it was printed. We verified the whole lapse of time will make a difference between the

document. system I advocate—the system of training in Colleges,

51GG. If Dr. Moffett or yon are able to tell me and the system of an examining board. That I am
that the statements made by Mr. Hanly, so far as this quite clear about.

College is concerned, are correct, I will take the evi- 5177. I will read an extract from your own report

dence ?—We know all to be correct so far as this for the year 1882 :
—“I believe it would be still pre-

College is concerned. mature to forecast the larger issue as to the ultimate

61G7. That is what I mean 1—Dr. Moffett.—Is it effects of the new system on the higher education of

where lie states he was some months in prepara- the Irish people." In your opinion, is it premature to

tion 1 forecast the larger issue, ns to the ultimate effect of the

5168. No. That is a matter for the French Col- Royal University on higher education in Ireland?—

lego. For instance he says Mr. Mapother left the I think it is.

French College about Easter, 1877, and lie matvicn- 5178. Dr, Stoney.—What I understand j'ou to have

lated here towards the end of the following October ? said in your Report, in reference to the preparation of

That is correct. the students is, that some of the students of this College

5169. Then so far as this College is concerned any come imperfectly prepared, as compared with the best

statements in it are correct?—Quite. class of students that reach the English Universities?

5170. Dr. Stoney asked you whether or not it was —True.

a fact that, the substitution of tlie Royal University 5179. That is an incontestiblo fact, and any im-

for the Queen’s had not advanced the cause of true provement in the teaching of the students would be

education, and you said “Yes." Will you, please, welcomed by this College ?—True,

explain wliat you mean ?—In this way, that true edu- 51S0. In reference to the injurious effects of the

cation can only be conveyed by daily attendance at Royal University any injurious effects incidental to

lectures and personal instruction. its constitution as a mere examining board, have been

5171. The reason of your answer to Dr. Stoney was abundantly ascertained by experience already obtained

that j’ou consider course of academic training superior outside the Royal Univei-sity. It is only those peculiar

•to an examining board ?—Precisely. to it that want additional time to bo proved ?—Yes.

5172. You stated to Dr. Stoney also that you 5181. Professor Jack.—

I

do not know whether I

thought a sufficient time had not elapsed to see what understood you rightly : is this what you meant to say,

would be the good effects of the Royal Univei-sity 1— that you thought a University which is simply an

. I think that the system of a mere examining board is examining hoard, is inferior to another University not

a defect. With respect to the progress the Royal an examining hoard, and in that respect, it is per-

•University would make, it is premature to determine, manently inferior ? But you do not know at present

5173. And it is also equally premature to determine whether time will not al ter the state of affairs in this

the injurious effects of the Royal University, if any? respect, that more men will avail themselves of the

—It has injuriously affected the numbers here. Royal University from this College, than have hitherto,

5174. Yes, the numbers ; but I am talking of the or are now doing so?—That is what I meant, pre-

standard of education. You say a sufficient time has cisely.

Professor

Joseph P. Pvc,

* Professor Joseph P. Pye, m.d.,

51 S2. Dr. Marstox.—

Y

ou are Professor of Anat-
omy and Physiology?—Yes.

5183. How long have you been Professor?—Since
1S7 7 . I was previously Demonstrator, and for a short
time Professor of Materia Medica.

5184. Your time is wholly occupied with your
professorial duties—you hold no appointment to an
hospital ?—I am Clinical Lecturer to one of the hos-
pitals.

5185. Were you engaged in teaching before you
..came here ?—No. I was a student in the College, and
.at the end of my college time I was appointed
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

5186. I suppose you consider it very desirable that
.a medical student should have a good preliminary
education 1—I do.

5187. Are the men who come here in a position

in that respect to avail themselves of your instruction ?

—There are exceptions, but, on the whole, I have had
no reason to complain of want of capacityin thatrespect

5188. Everything is relative, but you think they

are fairly good?—Fairly good.

5189. What is the average number of your class?

m.ch., d.sc.
,
f.r.u.i., examined.

—The numbers have varied so much for the last few

yearn that it would be easier for me to state the num-

ber in any particular year ; for instance, my class in

anatomy in 1881-82 was 109. This year it is 30.

This will give you the particulars, j- (Hands in

document.)

5190. This is one of the tables that is in Dr.

Moffet’s report 1—Yes
;
but it is here continued to the

current session.

5191. We shall be happy to take that as part of yonr

evidence?—Very well.

5192. Have the numbers diminished?—According

to this, from 109 to 30.

5193. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Within what period?

Within the period 1881-82 to the present.

5194. To what do you attribute this diminution?—-

Almost entirely to the operation of the University

Act of 1879.

5195. Professor Jack.—Give us the numbers »
physiology ?—In 1881-82 there were 57 ;

in 1882-83,

51 j and in 1883-84, 22. .. .

5196. Dr. Maeston.—Are you satisfied with the

attendance ?—Yes, I call a roll in each class daily.

* See Appendix IIT. B,—No. 35. ? See Appendix III. B.—No. 86.
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5197. Have you all the appliances necessary for

teaching anatomy, and for practical laboratory pur-

poses, and have those been sufficiently progressive in

character to meet all the requirements of medical

6Cjeuce i lu the first place it will bo desirable to take

the classes separately. In the department of anatomy

we require simply subjects for dissection, and sufficient

room. As to the room, I have called attention more

than once to the insufficient accommodation in that

respect. My class-room in anatomy is constructed for

sixty, and when the students numlicrcd 109 it was

inconveniently crowded. Now, I nm sorry to say,

there is ample room.

5198. What appliances have you in anatomy 1—Wo
only require facilities for dissection.

5109. Cun you answer generally with reganl to the

material?—Yes
;
it is ample. Difficulties did occur

several years back, which have since been overcome.

5200. Cuaibman.—

W

o need not go into details?

—

I do not want to go into details.

5201. Dr. Marsto.v.— Have you good appliances

in the laboratory ?—I have, since the year 1878,

since my appointment in fact, represented to the

Board of Works, who ai-e bound under the Colleges Act

to furnish proper uppliunccs for teaching here, that it

was not alone desirable, but absolutely necessary, for

the teaching of physiology to have a physiological

laboratory. My request has not been complied with.

I have no official information, but I understand the

Board prepares an estimate every year, and the

Treasury as regularly strikes it out.

5202. At the presen t time you are, in your opinion,

adequately provided for ?—We are not provided with
a proper physiological laboratory.

5203. Have you all the essentials to meet your re-

quirements at the present Lime ?—As to instruments,

we have them, but arc kept from getting ones that re-

quire certain building accommodation. There is a defi-

ciency iu that accommodation. The College provides

the instruments.

5204. How do you test the progress of your pupils?

—The progress of the pupils, I think, is tested in a
very efficient way in my department. There is a daily

class examination in the class of anatomical demon-
strations, about fifteen minutes are allotted to a viva
voce examination of certain members of tho class

elected at random. In physiology wo have a class

examination weekly.

5205. Considering your present numbers you have
a sufficient number of demonstrators and aid in teach-
ing?—That is so.

5206. To what universities or licensing bodies do
your students iu the medical faculty go for their
degrees or qualifications to practice?— Of course I
only learn just as a matter of news to what licensing
bodies they do go. Some go to tho Royal University

;

a good many go to tho Colleges of Surgeons—the
Colleges of Surgeons in the three kingdoms, Scotland,
England, and Ireland.

5207. Have you any experience of the Royal Uni
versity examinations 1—I am a Fellow and Examiner
of that University.

5208. I suppose it would be fair to ask you whether
the results of those examinations are in accordance
with your own judgment ?—Many of the details
8s to the examinations in the Royal University are,
of course, known to me, but are supplied to me as con-
fidential.

6209. I do not wish you to speak of those. Can
you speak generally ?—I may say that I am satisfied
with the results in the cases in which my students
presented themselves.

5210. Do you consider that the studies for the arts
course and the medical course should bo pursued
concurrently, or do you think tho students should
obtain a degree iu arts before going in for their
medical curriculum

; and can you tell us what is the
practice of the old universities in that respect?—As
t°3e

- Tuestion of the concurrent study of arts and
medicine, I have a very strong opinion based on

extensive experience, and that is, that it is a most Galway.
vicious plan to take one out of tho four years which Is June 12. issj.
the minimum course of medicine, and tiy to utilize it

—

-

for arts Study. Professor

5211. Why?—The time as it stands is if anything M
almost too short, even with diligent work to master d-sc%, i.r.o’j.

the medical subjects set for the student’s study.
0212. Do you think that they neglect their hospital

practice on that account?—I know they neglect
medical study during the time that any pressure for
arts is on.

5213. Do you think that looking to the number of
students in the medical faculty some more scholarships
might he transferred to that faculty ?—I have had no
reason to complain of the rewards in that direction,
inasmuch ;is the council has always to my knowledge
been willing to take into consideration any strong
report made by the examiners as to the merits of a
student beyond the list of those who qualify.

5214. Do you think that these scholarships and ex-
hibitions tend to make men work for prizesand exami-
nations rather than to become good practical and well-

trained men?—The subjects for these scholarships and
exhibitions, arc made to a very huge extent and as far

as we can to take a practical turn.

5215. Then you tliink that they are incentives to

study ?—I do.

5216. In the first arts examination of tho Royal
University ns you ore aware in addition to the Latin,

the student can take Greek or he can take French,
Genuan, and Italian, Spanish, and so on. Some of

these, such as Celtic and Arabic, are no good for a
doctor. Would a knowledge of French and Ger-

man be much more useful thou a knowledge of

Greek, looking to the end in view, and the time re-

quired to get a good knowledge of Greek. I am not

speaking merely of the knowledge required to pass a
matriculation examination ?—I held an opinion nt one
timo that a modem language would lie a better alter-

native, but I do not hold that opinion now. I think
it was an opinion, not the result of experience but of

abstract reasoning on the matter. I tliink the men
who would come with a fair knowledge of Greek
could follow my course with better results to them-
selves than those not prepared in that way.

5217. Are you aware of what the Continental

universities have done in that respect?—My attention

lias been directed of late to a very extensive experi-

ment inthat way made in the University of Berlin.

This question of tho need of classical study in the case

of science students was long under discussion, and
it occurred at last to the authorities that it was a
question to which tho inductive method might fairly

be applied. For ten years they admitted students

from the Real Schulen as well as from Gymnasia,

the difference being that the Real Schulen do not

teach Latin and Greek, and the almost unanimous

opinion of the professors in the science faculty was

that although the first men had a preliminary training

in some stops in Science, they were beaten in the end

by the men who came prepared in Greek and Latin.

5218. Do yon think it was because they were

educated better generally iu other respects all through 1

—I cannot say.

5219. Is your curriculum well arranged to secure

the best medical training ?—I think it is
;
that is the

medical curriculum of this College. You do not

refer to the Royal University ?

5220. No j
I was speaking of this College ?

—

I asked because I happen to be a Fellow of the Royal

University.

6221. What would you say with regard to the

curriculum of the Royal University in the medical

faculty?—I tliink the regulation as to having first

an examination in arts at entrance, and then

another almost identical in a year after is a useless

thing. There is no rest in the man's time till he is

examined again. His mind is distracted from proper

medical study during twelve montha
5222. You think the curriculum is faulty?—I have
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Galway. no objection to making tlie entrance examination schools, because you recognise that no matter how

Junt is, 1884. preliminary to medical study anything they please ;
good ycruy theoretical teaching may be you must, iu

but I do object to their running the two things a profession like ours, have patients. It is abso-

£5hP. Pv0 together.
.

ln*ely necessary, and you cannot separate the two?

m.d., M.cH-i
' 5223. Have youhad any opportunities ofcontrasting —I quite recognize that, ot course. I enter on the

d.bo., f.u.u.i. the teaching at the Queen’s Colleges with that else- hospital question at your request. In this document,

where, and if so, can you give us the results you have which is a report to the President, for transmission

formed in your own mind?—I have. to Government, signed by three of the clinical lecturers,

5224. Please state them?—1 may take Dublin in there is a good deal of information of the kind you ask!

tlie first place. The teaching in this College, mid I 5234*. Chairman.—

B

y whom is it signed?—Dr,
suppose the teaching in the other Colleges, is on this Browne, surgeon of the County Galway Infirmary,

plan. The system of teaching is hy means of direct Dr. Kincaid, and myself. (Ilamfa document in.)

instruction from the occupant of acliair, while in Dublin 5235. Dr. Mauston.—

D

o you think that the value

there is a double system :—(lst) tlie nominal teaching of the scholarships might l«! different? Have you

by a professor, and (2nd) tlie mil teaching hy a grinder, formed any opinion ou that?—1 think the value

We have never lord that system here, and the reason serves the purposes of the scholarships very well,

is that we have gone in for class examinations and we It is sufficient to bring tlie cost of residence in

have alwayskept ourselves informed as to the state of Galway within the reach of such students as we

the students in the classes. usually have, and I do not see that any purpose

5225. So that in fact they have been almost would be sowed by increasing it.

constantly subjected to examination?—Almost con- 5236. Do yon think the medical faculty gets a

stantly. More than that, we have always had a class sufficient number in proportion to the number of

roll-call, and it is a notorious fact that efforts arc being students?—A difference should be made. I am not

made now in Dublin to do away with a system of disposed to question the proportion,

long standing under which it was possible for a 5237. Have you thought of it
1

?—I have. I am
student to get a certificate who had never entered a prepared to accept the reasoning of the President

class. Instances of that are known to myself. that scholarships should he provided in arts in larger

522G. Have you experience of any other schools proportion than in a pmely professional school,

that you may tell us briefly of the standard of education 5238. Then yon are satisfied with the errange-

and teaching there, as compared with tins ?—Taking the meut ?—I am.

University of Edinburgh, where I attended some 5239. Have your students an opportunity of

classes after graduating, T found its teaching system piumiing a course of operative surgery ?—No formal

corresponded to a great extent with that of this class has been instituted
;
but I have occasionally,

College. I think the teaching here is modelled on when material permitted, had a class at the close of

the Scotch system. my anatomical course for such men as wished to take

5227. Have any of your students graduated in the it here. As a rule they go to Dublin.

London University, or successfully competed for the 5210. You recoguizo that that is essential iu medical

Indian or other public service?—I can only recollect education?—Yes.

one case of a man wbo was a London University 5211. Have you a professorship of pathology?

—

student. I know several cases of men who presented There is no professorship, but portion of our fees is

themselves for the qualifications of the London College usually paid to ono of the professors who acts as

of Surgeons, and tlie list will be handed in of those pathologist, and examines the result of our hospital

who went for the public service. work—operations and so on.

5228. Assuming that yon have everything necessary 5242. Have you any professorship of hygiene here ?

lor theoretical teaching, I would like to ask whether —No.
you would think it better that the student should 5243. It has been said that the Queen’s College,

continue here until he qualifies, or go elsewhere for Belfast, loses a number of students because there are

some time, or continue here until he is qualified, and not a sufficient number of scholarships there, and

then, go elsewhere, provided he can afford it?—It also because scholarships can bo obtained elsewhere

would be impossible for bim to qualify without prac- —do you know whether they come here for that

tical teaching. I cannot imagine the possibility of a purpose ?—I have heard that statement made very

man qualifying on theoretical teaching. often, but it is easily disposed of. The number of

5229. Have your students here sufficient oppor- scholarships here is eight—two in. each of the four

tunities, so far as you know, in the way of hospital years’ curriculum. We have often had fifty or sixty

practice, as to the number, quality, and variety of students from. UlBter, and there might be perhaps

hospital cases, to study their profession with a view to one on two scholarships amongst them. Certainly

practice !—The medical officers of some of the Galway their coming here did not depend on their getting

hospitals are here. scholarships.
5230. I wantmerely a general expression of opinion, 5244. Professor Jack.—

I

gather that that state-

based on your knowledge of the place ?—I am willing meat did not apply to medicine ?—I understood it to

to give any information I can as to my own affairs, apply to medicine.
but I do not like to express an opinion as to the hos- 5245. Dr. Marston.— What about a summer
pitals of men who are here to furnish information. At session here ?—We have a summer session in tlie

the same time I may mention I am clinical lecturer hospitals. We keep them open to the end of this

to one of the hospitals myself. month, but there is no summer session in th®

5231. Which of them?—The County Infirmary; College.
of that I can speak

; I think there is great need of 5246. Do you not think it would he a good thing

additional funds. so far as tlie medical faculty is concerned, and if so

5232. Chairman.—That is the comjfiaint of a good would it be practicable?—I think it would be vary

many hospitals as well as the County Infirmary ?—I desirable. Practicability would depend on whether it

am merely there hy permission of the surgeon, who is is fair to ask professors to teach a very Bmall class,

present, and as many beds are kept open as the funds 5247. As a professional man and a man of busi-

permit, but it would be better that a larger grant ness, comparing this with other places or with any pro-

should be had, and I think it would be desirable that vincial school in England, would you say a medical

some other changes should be made. I am about to student had as good opportunities of learning hi®

hand in to the Commissioners, if they wish it, a report profession—with a view to practice mind—as ®ls6'

on the clinical teaching. where?—I cannot say that of the existing state.

5233. Dr. Marston.—This has to do with the He cannot learn for instance practical midwifery,

standard of education in connexion with the medical There is no provision in that respect.

* Sea Appendix III. B Sfo. 34.
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5248. With regard to his medical training in other

respects, are you able to form uu opinion ?—1 should

like to see die hospital field largely extended. I think

this place might be improved in this way.

5249. What is the population lroin which the lias

pitaF is supplied 1—The County Infirmary takes in

cises from the whole county of Galway, which is a

verv large one.

5250. Can you not give the figures?—I can fur-

nish you with the exact figni'es in a few minutes.

5251. With regard to fees, what is your opinion of

the cost of medical education here ?—Tim feus are tho

same as those charged in tho other colleges, and they

are considerably under the fees charged in Dublin.

5252. Are the fees under those of other professors

of colleges in the United Kingdom ?—They are; the

usual fee here for a course of lectures is £2. .In other

places it is £8 is.

5253. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You consider that the

plan of the Royal University in requiring the first

examination in arts for medical students is open to

objections?—Yes, under the conditions.

5254. On account of running the two things to-

-rether—the medical ami the arts course ?

—

Yes.
°

5255. Is there anything in the regulations of the

Royal University that requires a student to read liis

course for the first university examination in arts in

the same year as he reads for the first university ex-

amination in medicine ?—No
;
a student is anxious to

save time and he tries to do it. It is pointed out that

he may do it.

5256. The calendar does not require it, but the

student personally can adopt that course ?—The Uni-

versity, one may say, recognises it. It points out to

the student that he may do this.

5257. There is no passage in the regulations which

indicates a recommendation?—They allow it.

5258. They allow it ?—They suggest it.

5259. They say that they allow it. Nothing be-

yond that. There is no recommendation of it?—No
recommendation as such.

5260. I quite agree with your objection
;
but would

it not meet your objection if a student when coming
up for the first time to the Royal University were

showed to present himself for the first university

examination in arts instead of presenting himself for

the matriculation examination ?—It would.

5201. That course would secure the literary know-
ledge at present required, and also would allow

the student to devote four complete years to medicine?

—I am not prepared to go into the question of the

extent of literary knowledge required. Of that the

University is a better judge than 1 am ; but I object

to concurrent study.

5262. Dr. Stokey.—

I

suppose that the advantage
which classical studies have been found to possess over
what may be called modern studies in Germany, may
be attributed to what was very well expressed in the
evidence that came before the Commission in Cork,
when it was said that those methods of culture, the
teaching of which has been perfected, are superior to
any others, the best way of teaching which is not yet
known. Iwould like to know, as you yourselfhave gone
through the whole training of this College, whether
in your opinion it was such as was calculated to give
good education to a student subjected to it ?—I think
it was a verygood education—an exceptionallygoodone.

5263. Is it your opinion, from your knowledge of
students, that there would be a large number who
<x)yM afford to spend five years upon their education
subsequent to school—one year upon arts education,
“id four years upon medical education?—I would put
the matter in this way, tlrnt as long as you leave it
open in other places—if a student knows that lie can
get a university degree in one place in four years, and
inust spend five years in another—there is a strong
tendency to get the qualification in the shortest time.

> n
^ Beie°t>on that would be effected would

no, be one in which the intellectually superior would

be those who would ho separated fr om the other can-
didates?—I do not thiuk iutellectualism would enter
much into it, it is a question of getting a professional
qualification.

5265. So that but few candidates would avail them-
selves of a live yours course I—I do not exactly see
what you wish to put.

526G. The question is whether the imposing ofa five

years’ course will secure medical men better educated
than those that go through a four years’ course. If

but a small number of candidates go for a five years’

course it is quite evident that those who would be
superior among them might lie very inferior to the
superior class among tho great majority who could not
afford it?—It is possible.

5267. That is a question which has really to be de-

termined in judging of the prudence of instituting the
five years course os against the four years course ?

—

I have already stated the probability of intellectual

superiority not affecting the question one way or the
other.

5268. Professor Jack.—With regard to those four

years, I understand the system at present is that licen-

sing qualifications can he obtained anywhere in the
United Kingdom ?—That is so.

5269. Is it possible under the present regulations of

the medical profession, that any uniform course should
be adopted for Ireland alone, by the authorities

of medical education in Ireland?—It is in the highest

degree unlikely that any system would be adopted of

confining a student to his own clivision of the kingdom.
5270. And the question is whether that would be

an advantage or a disadvantage to Irish medical men ?

—It is almost beyond discussion.

5271. Were you an arts student or a medical stu-

dent entirely ?—On entering I got a scholarship in

arts. The course for tho first years medical scholarship

is the same as that for aits. That was the extent ofmy
arts course as such—but a single examination.

5272. You obtained a scliolarsliip on entering and
continued what was practically arts study, for a year ?

—I studied medicine from the first day.

5273. Chairman.—Where did you take your de-

grees ?—In the Queen’s University.

5274. I observe from this report which you handed

in as part of your evidence that it is dated in March,

1878 ?—That is so.

5275.

“Does the same state of facts mentioned in

tliis report still obtain here ?—There have been alter-

ations.

5276. I would like you to tell us what the altera-

tions are, because it would tend to mislead if tliis were

handed in as evidence of the existing state of facts?

—

My reason for handing it in. is, I may state, that it

contains tho suggestions which three of the medical

professors wished to press on Government.

5277. Have any of the suggestions been carried

out ?—No.

5278.

*Explain what you mean by tliis paragraph :

—

“If the efficiency of the clinical teaching is to be main-

tained, we respectfully submit that steps should, be taken to

bring into connexion with the College, an hospital in which

the professors shall have opportunities of pointing out at

the bedside the nature and course of diseases on which they

deliver lectures in tho several departments of the College.

Such an hospital may bo secured at very little expense by

utilizing the present County Infirmary.”

Is not tho County Infirmary one of the hospitals in

which clinical teaching is given ?—It is.

5279. And was it not so at the date of the report ?

—It was.

5280. Explain wluvt you mean 1—I wish to have all

my medical colleagues associated with me in the infir-

mary or in some hospital in Galway.

5281.

‘Then the expression, “ By utilizing the pre-

sent county infirmary” means that the county sur-

geon’s salary should be dispensed with, and that the

professors in the College should do the work in the

hospital ?—That was the purport of it

Jane 12. 1S84.

Professor

Joseph 1’. Pye,

D.SC,, F.H.U.I.

* See Appendix IIL B—No. 34.
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Galway. 5282. Do I understand you that there is no formal

June is, 19S4. class for dissections here 1—Dissections cannot be called

a class. There is a class for practical anatomy, where

.WnU P. Pye, Toll is called, but dissections are superintended

M.H., m.ch.,
’ from teu to four o'clock, sometimes to five. They

)>.sc., r.n.u.i. g0 on all day. Students go in and out.

5283. I was rather struck with the answer you gave

to Dv. Marston, that there was no formal cl:iss for

dissections. Please explain ?—I have stated just now
what I meant : there is a class of practical anatomy

that meets at one daily. Dissections go on from an

early hour in the morning to a late hour in the

evening. The student goes away and conies back

again.

5281. What do you mean by saying the students go

to Dublin for the dissections 1— I do not recollect saying

that. It is not possible that I should have said it.

5285. I am willing to admit I made a mistake ?

—

We think we dissect here much better than in

Dublin.
5286. You are aware that they require an attend-

ance of three years' dissections at the College of Sur-

geons ?—They are remodelling their rules and consti-

tution. I believe it was three years.

5287. Is it not three years now ?—I cannot tell.

Changes have been made in the last twelve months.

5288. Is there an extra payment over and above the

fee authorized by the statute 1 Is there an extra charge

for dissections'!—Yes.

5289. What is the amount of the charge !—£1.

5290. .Is that a sum over which the College

authorities have no control ?—It is. It is paid as a

class fee.

5291. Speaking generally—I do not want to go into

details—does any portion of that £1 go to increase

the emoluments of the professor 1—I consider the

fee to be portion of my emoluments.

5292. I would rather 3*011 would not go into details.

I am quite content to take a general answer. Does
any part of that sum, after paying all the expenses,

go to increase the emolument of the professor ?— I have
said that I consider the fee to be portion of my emo-
luments, but if you allow me to give two figures they
will bring out very forcibly my position with regard

to that fee.

5293. Certainly 1—My receipts in that respect since

I obtained the chair amounted to .£570, and my ex-

penditure under the same heading has been £740.
5294. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Your balance is a nega-

tive quantity 1—Yery much on the u’rong side.

5295. Chairman*.—There are eight medical scholar-

ships provided. You mentioned there was power to

increase ?—There is no power to inci'ease the scholar-

ships except in the event of a balance being at the dis-

posal of the Council.

5296. And then it can be transferred from one
faculty to the other 1—Yes.

5297. Have yon known any case in which there
bad been a surplus morethan there had been awarded
in any one year 1—The extra rewards that we give
are generally called exhibitions. In every year within
my experience exhibitions havebeen given in medicine
in addition, to the scholarships.

5298. The full number of scholarships would be
given, and in addition to that exhibitions would be
given ?—No ; it might happen that in one year we

might withhold a scholarship for unsatisfactory
answering, and in another give two scholarships and
two exhibitions.

5299. Have you any reason to think that if there
were summer classes, they would he smaller than the
chisses in the winter session 1—I am quite certain
they would lie smaller.

5300. But do you not think that summer classes

would have the effect on students going to the Royal
University staying hero daring the summer months
to fill in the time t—Some would. A good many stay

and have permission to study in the museum at the
present moment, although there are no classes in the

College.

53l»l. You think the summer classes if established

would be smaller than the ordinary sessional class!

Yes.

5302. Dr. Mailstom.—

I

s your laboratory open
during the year!—Yes.

5303. Are the men able to look at the instruments

and appliances in the glass cases !—We allow them
with

]
1roper precautions to inspect the instruments.

5304. You think they have some practical advantage

in that respect 1—I do.

5305. It is an additional advantage to let them
handle them !—We take precautions. Only atcertam

hours of the day is permission given.

5306. Yon consider, whatever theoretical instruction

is given here, that it is absolutely essential in the

medical profession that a student should have good
clinical instruction !—There can he no question about

it.

5307. Chairman.—I do not think we have got

clearly, in what respect the present state of things

differs from the state of things presonted in that report ?

—Since the date of that report a gentleman has been

appointed professor, who holds an hospital appointment,

and to that extent the position has been improved.

5308. We may take it that in the main the

suggestions will he carried out i—I cannot say.

5309. Possibly some of the signatories to this have

altered their opinions ?—They are here to speak for

themselves.

5310. Professor Jack.—

S

uppose the suggestions

were carried out
,
would that change the position of

affairs as regards midwifery 1—There is a suggestion

there as to midwifeiy.

5311. You spoke about summer classes, I presume

that if the council of this College went into the question

of summer chisses they would require, supposing the

summer chisses were to he taught by the sume stuff, to

consider whether they could relievo the professors who
now teach for nearly nine mouths, of a certain portion

of their winter teaching, and replace it by the summer

teaching ?—The professors teach for only six months in

the facility of medicine. I do not speak of arts.

5312. The question might arise as to whether a

certain portion of the time now devoted to winter

teaching might be devoted to summer teaching!—Yes;

it would be very desirable, but it would be a hardship

to direct professors to stay and teach a class of, say

five or six students.

5313. It would be carefully considered ?—We have

considered it more than once.

5314. Chairman.—You are aware that they have

established summer classes in Belfast 1—I am.

Professrr

James V,
Browne. M.D.,

L.R.C.S.I.

Pi’ofessor James V. Browne, ii.d., l.r.c.s.i. . examined :

—

5315. Dr Marston.—You are a Professor ofSurgery
in this college ?—Yes.

5316. You are also the Surgeon to the county of
Galway Infirmary 1—Yes.

5317. How long have you held the position of pro-
fessor here ?—I am in my thirty-fifth year. I was ap-
pointed on the 4th August, 1849.

5318. I believe I am right in saying that all the
universities and examining boards insist upon certifi-

cates of hospital attendance before they grant then

degrees!—Certainly.

5319. You look on tliat in common with everybody

else as an essential part of medical education!

Certainly.

5320. As regards your lectures here, what number

have you in your class !—This year I have had a very

small number. I had only ten.

5321. What is your highest number ?

—

Twenty-one.
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5322. In what year was that ?—In the session of

1881-82.

5323. And in the session of 1882-83?—I think

twenty-one also.

5324. And then?—In 1877-78, I think twenty.

5325. And at present yon have ten ?—Ten.

53215. Can you tell us briefly to what you ascribe

this falling off !—I ascribe it to two causes. One is

the altered condition of the country, the great poverty

of the country, and the diminution of the population
;

and also that the townspeople, the shopkeepers, people

of business in the towns, that used to send us a great

number of students, have not been able to do it at pre-

sent from the depressed shite of things. Another

cause would be that the young men, as yet, do not

understand the Royal University, and what the

Hoyal University is. However I have every reason to

believe that that will be overcome.

5327. When they get acquainted with the Royal

University you think they will avail themselves more

•of it ?—I do.

5328. With regard to the men who attend you, are

you satisfied with their’ zeal and attendance !—Very
much so. They are extremely nice j'oung men, anil

very attentive.

5329. They are desirous of being taught ?—Yes.

5330. Very diligent ?— Yes.

5331. How are they taught operative surgery ?—In
the County Infirmary and in the Union Hospital,

where there have been very good operations done by
Dr. Colahau.

5332. But by the men themselves?—They are

taught by witnessing the operations.

5333. Chairman—Js there an annual report pub-

lished as to the County Infirmary ?—There is, but it

is merely for fiscal purposes for the Grand Jury.

5334. Dr. Marston.—It would not give any return

of the number of cases in the course of the year, or the

nature of the diseases treated ?—It would not give the

nature of the diseases, but it would give the number.
5335. You have periodical examinations in your

class ?—Yes.

5336. Have you all the requisite appliances and in-

struments to show your students V —I have a very fine

set of instrument'-

.

5337. Have you a pathological museum here?— Yes.

5338. Am I to take it that you are quite satisfied

with the character of the teaching of surgery hero in
the Queen’s College ?—Yes.

5339. You have everything requisite for tlio pur-
pose ?—Yes.

5340. What is the hospital accommodation ? Can
you tell the number of beds in the hospital ?—We cal-

culate the hospital accommodation by counting the
three hospitals—my Infirmary, the Fever Hospital,
and the Union Hospital, which we have been allowed
hy the Queen’s University, and which has been ac-

cepted as an hospital. All are available for clinical

purposes.

5341. Adding those up, how many patients would
you have roughly?—150, perhaps' more.

5342. You have reports published of those—say
of the infirmary to which you belong?—No report.

5343. Is there nothing that you can send in that
could give us the figures?—No; but I can give you
the figures correctly.

5344. Have you medical and surgical divisions in
the hospital ?—We have not. Some of the medical cases
are in the same ward with the surgicaL cases.

5345. Will you allow me an opportunity of seeing
the hospital ?—I will he most happy.

6346. Speaking generally, have you a sufficient
number and variety of cases to illustrate diseases and
injuries?—I think' so.

5347. What is your teaching machinery or staff?

—

y riaff in the hospital consists of my Mend and col-
league Dr. Pye. Then we have the apothecary to tho
Hospital. These are the only two.

5348. What is the number of operations in the
ospital per annum. 1 Can you roughly estimate it ?

—

I did not happen to estimate it. I could hardly tell

say about sixty.

5349. How many of these are major operations ?

—

I have not divided them ; but I fancy about twenty.
5350. Half-major operations; very bad compound

fractures and very bad injuries.

5351. And amputations?—Amputations.
5352. What number of accidents have you there

—

I have not thought it requisite to have tluit made up
;

but I can tell you nil.

5353. When I go over the hospital I have no doubt
you will be kind enough to give me the information ?

—

Yes.

5354. What about the appointment of dressers and
house surgeons?—Young men—some who are suffici-

ently advanced we employ as dressers.

5355. Do all that pass through this hospital get

training in case taking ! There being so small a num-
ber are yon able to put them all through that?—Yes.

5356. How are they taught clinically?—I have
clinical lectures twice a week. Besides that they have
the bedside instruction which is the clinical in itself.

5357. Are they taught to apply dressings, band-
ages, and splints ?-—Yes.

5358. Are they taught to prescribe ?—I do not think

they are. They do not prescribe in my hospital.

5359. Yon mentioned that there aro other hospi-

tals—are they separate?—Yes.

5360. Are they so distant from the College, or from
one another, as to render it a good deal of physical

exertion to get to them ?—No, they are quite close

;

the other is ou the way into the town by the jail, and
mine is near the Club.

5361. You think this practical training is quite

good—practical training equivalent to their theo-

retical training?—I do.

5362. Have your students opportunities of study-

ing, practically, diseiises of the eye ?—I dG not

think we have many eases of eye disease, but we have

some
;
and when we do, we have all the appliances for

the purpose.

5363. Have j’ou any operations on the eye?—Yes.

5364. Very occasionally ?—Very occasionally.

5365. Have you operations for cataract and things

of that kind?—Yes.

5366. Is that a speciality here. Have you an

oculist 'who devotes himself to that ? —There is no

specialist, but my friend, Dr. Pye, operates extremely

well, and he does almost all ophthalmic operations. I

am now advanced in life, and I cannot now do these

things I used to do readily before.

5367. Is there a good retiring pension formen when
they get on in life ?—There is no retiring pension at all.

5368. It is like other tilings—there is move money
wanted ?—There is, and I think there ought to be a

retiring pension. A man who has spent thirty years

ought to be allowed to go out on a retiring pension,

and make way for the younger and fresher men, up to

all Ihe novel operations in surgery. I keep pace as

well as i possibly can myself
;
I have an excellent

home library, and I read ;
I am pretty well up on all

subjects which I am bound to teach.

5369. That is a matter of conscience with you ?—Of

June 12, ISsi.

Professor

James V.

course.

5370. Have the students an opportunity of seeing

syphilitic diseases and diseases of the skin ?—Yes.

5371. Have they sufficient opportunities in that

respect ?—They have a good number of cases
;
you

will see a number of cases of skin disease.

5372. Do you think the introduction of a summer

course would entail some hardship on the professors ?

I do not think it would be practicable; I don’t

think you would get a class to attend
;

it would be

desirable in some instances, for botany.

5373. Is there anything that you would desire to

add ?—Nothing
;
I would be very happy to give all

the information I can.

5374. When would it be convenient for me to see

the hospital ?—Whatever time you name.

5375. Chairman.—

I

believe the principle upon

2 S 2
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which medical professors are not allowed a pension is,

that they hare their private practice along with then-

income from the chairs?—Yes; the private practice

is almost gone to nothing, the country being so poor.

5370. That is the principle alleged?—Yes.

5377. Professor Jack.—I think Professor Pye gave

evidence that generally the students here go to Dublin

for operative surgery, because there is no formal class

for operative surgery here. I understand there is a

distinction between your class of practical surgery and

operative surgery?—Yes.

5378. Chairman.—With reference to the question

J asked you, I dnre say the College requires a certain

stall' of medical professors 1—Yes.

5379. Owing to the nature of the country and the

population, there would not be private practice for such

a number of medical men as the stall of the College

would be ?—There would not be that amount of prac-

tice as would support the men. With reference to

the question of the students going to Dublin for

operative surgery, I think it is always desirable for a

man after he has passed his examination here to go to

obtain further experience from good metropolitan

hospitals.

5380. Dr. Marston.—You do not think there is a

sufficient variety and amount here to give a man full

and complete training?—There would be lo give him
sufficient training to enable him to pass his examina-

tion
;
but after that, it is niy opinion he ought to go

to some metropolitan hospital.

5381. To learn his profession?—I think here he
would be taught his profession well

;
but he would

obtain a great deal by seciug the practice of some of

those large metropolitan hospitals.

5382. Aud you think he wants that to complete his

practical training 1—I found it necessary myself al-

though J was a student of Dublin
;
but after that I

went to London to Bartholomew’s Hospital.

5383. Dr. Stoxey.—Do you suppose lie would

benefit by walking large metropolitan hospitals such
as those, of London, Paris, or Vienna, more if he at
tended them while a student than if he postponed
going there till after lie hud cleared off the weight
of preparing for his examinations ?—Certainly, aftpr
passing.

5384. Anil had actually got out his qualifications!

—J ust so
;
because lie had the weight of examinations

on him he could never do both well.

5385. Chairman. — Particularly if he had the
first university examination in arts before him ? It

would be very desirable if a mun could afford it, to
get a degree in arts before he went to a profession.'

5386. You- have had a good deal of experience do
you think it is a very desirable thing to facilitate the

entrance into the medical profession. Don’t you think
it is over-stocked?—It is

; there are a good deal too
many in it.

5387. And the interposition of this first year’s

University examination in aits would have the effect

to a certain extent of checking the entrance into it ?

—

I think it would
;
but I do not know whether that

would be desirable, liccause men look for some opjtor-

tunities of settling themselves in life, and providing for

themselves and they will not he guided by anybody in

that cose. They will try and get a profession as soon

as they can. There are a great many openings in the

profession.

5388. Dr. Marston.—It is a question of supply

and demand ?—It is.

5389. Dr. Stonf.y.—

A

nd the demand for qualified

men in the medical profession is enormous 1—You will

seldom see a young man without employment if his

character is good and if he is well behaved He gets a

dispensary or gets into the army.
5390. Professor Jack.—I suppose if the door is

made very narrow in Dublin, it is still left open else-

where 1—Certainly.

Professor

John Isaac

Lrlmam, v.n.,

Professor John Isaac Lynhaii, m.d., examined.

5391. Dr. Marston.—-You are the Professor of
Medicine here?—Yes.

5392. How long hare you held the appointment?

—

Since 1879.

5393. Are you physician to the hospital here?—No.
5394. You hold no hospital appointment?—No.
5395. What is the number in your cla&s iu tho

College ?—The number this year has been very much
smaller than any year to my knowledge, only
eleven.

539G. What is tho highest number that you remem-
ber attending your class '?—The highest on the roll was
twenty-five, but of the twenty-five one did not attend,
so that the highest number attending within my ex-
perience was twenty-four.

5397. How long ago was that?—That'was in the
session of 1880-81.

539S. Do you know the hospitals here at all?

When I was a student I attended them.
5399. Chairman.—As a matter of fact the medical

school was larger in 1881-2 than in 1880-81 ?—I have
not the notes with mo

;
it may be in 1881-82.

5400. That was the largest year ?—It was that year
I referred to. By looking at the roll book I conld
see in a moment. [On referring to roll book I find it

was 1880-81.)
5401. Dr. Marston.—

H

ave you had any know-
ledge of any other college or university with medical
undergraduates ?—I cannot say that I have had, ex-
cept occasionally in some of the medical schools in
Dublin. Not of any other college or university.

5402. The reason I asked you was, that you miglii
tell us whether you had formed any idea of the stand-
ard of the two ?—No. I have not

5403. Are you satisfied with the attendance and
diligence of your men ?—Yes. On the whole tho at-

tendance is very good, and the diligence too. There are

of course exceptions, but such is the case elsewhere.

5404. But you think it a disadvantage that you

are not connected with some hospital so as to illus-

trate your lectures by specimens of various kinds

of diseases 1—The theory aud practice of medicine is

very closely allied with clinical teaching. The asso-

ciation of the two is very desirable indeed, but still the

tbeoiy and practice of medicine is in a measure pre-

paratory to clinical teaching.

5405. You give them a regular course of study

and lectures V—Quite so.

5406. Have you examinations inyour class?—Yes,

several times in the week.
5407. Have you a roll call?—Yes.

5408. Have you a good pathological museum?

—

Very fair.

5409. You have no professor of pathology?—No,

but for the past three years I have given a course of

elementary pathology to the clinical students.

5410. From what you know, what opportunities

have the men of studying morbid anatomy?—There

are a number of veiy good specimens in the museum,

and we have a large number of microscopes and

microscopical preparations, and there is teaching

from diagrams.

5411. I suppose you have here, as elsewhere in Ire-

land, some difficulty with regard to post mortem

examinations ?—Yes.

5412. Have tho students any opportunity of see-

ing the effects of disease in the dead ?—Not as a rale,

except those pathological specimens in the museum,

and an. occasional patient.

5413. When you say occasional would you say

very occasional aud very rare ?—I cannot speak

practically, I have no practical experience, but 1
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Lave heard students speak occasionally of being pre-

sent at post mortem examinations. I liave not con-

ducted any.

5414. Would you consider that an essential part

of tlic training for the medical profession ?—I consider

itverv important, not absolutely essential perhaps.

5415. Wonkl you prefer to say nothing of the

hospitals?—Yes, as I have no official connexion with

them. I have frequently been present at operations

in the County Infirmary, and assisted at them, but

only as a visitor.

5416. There is no professor of hygiene hero ?—No.

5417. Do you yourself teach them anything in

the way of prescribing or of diet in connexion with

disease ?—Yes, that comes into the course certainly.

5418. Do you subject them to examination very

frequently yourself?—Very frequently ; several times

in the week.

5419. Do you know anything directly, or have you

heard your students say anything about the oppor-

tunities they liavc for gaining a knowledge of practical

midwifery here ?—I have uo experience.

5420. Can you tell me what opportunities your

students have of clinical teaching ?—I was a student

here myself, and I can form an idea as to the clinical Gavwat.
teaching. I thought it was on the whole very fair. June re, issj.

I saw a great many interesting cases, and important „
"

—

operations at both the Union hospitals and County johnlam,-.
Infirmary when I was a student. Lynfcmn, m.l.

5421. You aro speaking of how many years ago? men.
- From 1871-72 to 1874-75.

5422. Dr. Stonky,—

Y

ou graduated in 1875 with
first class honours?—Yes.

5428. Dr. Mauston.

—

lint yon do not know what
the clinical teaching is now—of your own knowledge?—No.

5424. Ciiaixuiax.—

W

ho are the media'll staff of
tlm County Infirmary?—Dr. Browne aiul Dr. Pye.
There are tlic town hospitals then, with Dr. Colahan.

5425. Dr. Stonijv.—

C

an. you express your opinion
generally us to the quality of the education you
received as a student in this College?—I think it was
very good. 1 think I was quite equal to the students
from other schools.

5420. Professor Jack.—

D

oes that refer to medicine
or to medicine and arts ?—To medicine.

5427. Chairwax.—

W

ere you a student in arts ?

—No.

'Professor Nicholas W. Co

5428. Dr. Marston—You are the Professor of

Materia Medica in this College?—Yes.

5429. And you are Physician to the Union Infir-

mary?—I am Physician to the Union Infirmary and
fever Hospital.

5430 What number of students have yon attend-

ing your lectures on materia medica?—It has varied

for some years. I have been professor for nearly five

years. They vary for the last three or four years.

5431. How many were thorn in 1881-82?—They
were then forty.

5432. How many in 1882-83?—Twenty-nine.

5433. And hi 1S83—84 ?— Elovou during the pre-

sent session.

5434. Would you like to express your views as to

what the diminution in numbers is attributable ?-

-

I have very little doubt ou the subject, that it is due
to the dismemberment of the Queen's University and
the establishment of the examination board of tlio

ltoyal University.

5435. Do you think the condition of the neighbour-
hood—times being had—Inis lnul any influence ?—

1

have no doubt, it has to a small extent, and in years
gone back you could read tlio pulse of tlie country
much better than at present, bocauso there was no
disturbing iullueuco like the Royal University, and at
that time you could judge when the state of the country
depressed the College

;
but at present the groat diminu-

tion is due to the Royal University. This is my
reading of the question. We like to inuke friends of
the Mammon of Iniquity now and then, and I think
the students like to come in contact with the pro-
fessor who afterwards examines them.

5436. Have you examined?—Not in the Queen’s
or Royal University.
o437. Do you bring specimens to illustrate your

lectures?—I do. I have every facility for teaching.
5438. Have you any botanic garden ?—Yes, a por-

tion of the college grounds is set apart for that
purpose, but the climate is not what it ought to be,
ond it is only within the last two or three years that
a botanical garden has been established, so that as yet
it is of little value.

5439. On the subject of materia medica, do you tliink
men are too much occupied with details about a large
number of drugs, because, after all, a relatively small
number is necessary for the treatment of disease?

—

* es
> kilt the course must include the drugs and com-

pounds of the Pharmacopcea
; and iny opinion is tluit

more time should be spent on tlierajioutics than is
generally done, so much so that I believe the teaching

.ahax, M.D., m.cu.

,

examined,

of materia medica should be divided into two distinct

courses. One materia medica, and the other thera-

peutics. Iu fact, I feel bound to lecture more on
therapeutics than on materia medica, the latter is more
or less detail, and can be well learned from textbooks.

5440.

And so you encroach on the practice of medi-
cine ?—To a certain extent, and it is necessary in order

to illustrate tlio action of plants with proper force.

6441. What is the accommodation of the hospital
to which j'ou belong?—Between 120 and 130 beds.

5442. Do you practically examine the students of

the College ?—Yes, both at the hospital and in class.

Each day before we commence I spend ten minutes
examiniug them on tlio subject of the day before, and
I satisfy myself of the thoroughness of their know-
ledge. In order that we may get over more of the time,

I take tliem on materia medica, which is an exact

science—all about plants, where they come from, and so

on—and then a knowledge of their therapeutical

value. As I have stated I dwell particularly on the

latter.

5443. Have you a published report of the hospital ?

—Yes, you can see it. The average number of patients

in tlio hospital, both in whiter and summer time can

be seen hi the hooks if yon come round.

5444. In the meantime bo good enough to tell me
have you a great number and variety of cases ?— For
the purpose of teaching the practice of medicine prin-

cipally there is a constant stream ofmost valuable cases

—chest diseases, diseases of the heart, of the lungs,

and abdominal diseases also.

5445. Have you a large extern department ?—The
extern department depends on the number of persons

applying for external relief. I must tell you that our

hospital here, although it is a union hospital, is still

to a very large extent a town hospital in this way :

that people seeking admission are not all belonging to

the union, so that really wo have had a largo stream

of valuable cases during the winter more than suffi-

cient for clinical teaching.

5446 You aro speaking of the medical side 1—Yes,

and in the surgical we have had most valuable cases,

too, and I consider hi the olden times, when yon cal-

culated on the students being here a number of years,

you were certain to be able to show them from year

to year, examples of all the most important cases

;

typical ones.

5447. What is the amount of accommodation which

your hospital affords ?—One hundred aud thirty beds.

The average during the winter woxdd be one hundred.

5448. Do you got many instances of the rarer forma

Professor

Nicholas W.
Colahan, m.d.
m.cii.

* See Appendix III. B.—No. 87.
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Galway. of disease 1

—

Yes, and we get some picked cases from fascinated witli practice lie will not return to it.
ft

June 12 . 1881 . the country. -would be fatal to a man to spend all his time at
5449. Do you get many cases of fracture 1—Ye3, practical work and not to read. I would look outlie

Nicholas W. -we have had several fractures this year. meu who did that as so many empyrics.

CoUUan, m.d., 5450. Have you an ophthalmic department ?—We 5465. But do yon think the theoretical 1earning

m.cu. meet some most valuable cases of eye disease, but of disproportionate, considering what he lms to do]

course it is not at sill a specific hospital for eye disease, it appear to you that he has so many lectures to attend

5451. How do you conduct your clinical teaching 1 and so many subjects to get up that ho has to neglect

—The first thing I do is I classify the students accord- the practical instruction in hospital and clinical teach-

ing to their year at college. I am of opinion that a iug?—No ;
there is sufficient time for- aman who reads

first year’s student, who is just beginning to learn for thoroughly to attend to the practical part of his

the first time, and who is not conversant with path- studies and to attend the hospitals for a certain

ology or with the nature of clinical examination, can- time, although there are only four years for the cur-

not derive the. same advantage as students of the riculum.

second, third, and fourth years, and requires to be 5466. Professor Jack.—Do you consider four years

specially attended to. I consequently try to bring the practical limit,1— It is not the practical limit, but

them on gradually to know all the different diseases we look upon it so. 1 look upon it that in four years

by name, and to learn from what they see and hear, a man should be qualified. Some meu will take a

I devote all my attention to the second, third, and little longer time than that.

fourth year’s students. I make them use the stetho- 5467. But with regard to the majority of theml—
• scope, and they copy my prescriptions. The great majority of the students passing through

5452. Does the student examine cases for himself this College take four years, unless they go to other

and take notes of cases ?—Not alone does he do that, bodies than the University
;
for instance, at the Col-

but I insist on his doing it in some instances, and I lege of Surgeons, Dublin, or at the Scotch boards, where

even compel the most junior students to come forward, they get a double-qualification, they do not take so long,

because as I tell them there is no reason why even 5468. Have you any difficulty with regard to the

the youngest should not learn to use the stethoscope point you mentioned, that the subjects of the pvo-

aud see for themselves. fessors in the same faculty sometimes overlap. For

5453. Are they taught practical pharmacy ?—That instance, sometimes there have been cases of a pro-

is an innovation, and a very good innovation, I grant fessor saying, “ This is my subject, and my colleague

you. Several students Lave got certificates in the should not touch it.’’ Have you any practical diffi-

establislrments of this town, and I have every reason culty in that way ? I gather from your evidence that

to think tliat the instruction they get will meet the yon slightly encroach on the practice of medicine 1

—

requirements of the Royal University. Quite the reverse of that. I ask the students what

5454. You agree that it is a good thing that they subjects they have been taught in their lectures on the

should learn practical pharmacy ?—Certainly
;
every- practice of medicine

;
if they tell me, I make them

thing that increases knowledge is. pay attention to such cases when they meet them in

5455. Do you teach them about the dietary of dis- the hospital, so that they may better understand their

ease?—At the hospital, and also at the latter end of lectures. They like it very much.
the class, but principally in the hospital, in connexion 5469. Dr. Stonkv.—As you have had wide expe-

with the treatment of the patients, this comes under rience, both as a student and as a professor, can yon

their observation. tell me whether the teaching at the College has been

5456. What sort of opportunities have you for post and is of a full and careful kind 1—I must answer that

mortem examinations ?—I may say it is very little, question as regards the oldest students, and since the

It is a great want here. Royal University was established. So long as we

5457- Can students study throughout their full were certain of our students four years, we were

course here without seeing post mortem examinations ? certain that we could turn out good men. Now we

—They see them in the hospitals in Dublin, which are not at all certain of one for two years. If a man

they generally attend. stays here four years he becomes thoroughly scientific

5458. They would not see them here?—They do and practical, and one year in hospital afterwards would

occasionally, but it is not a x-ecognised thing here. make him a most useful man in a medical point of view.

5459. They are very rare here ?—They are. There 5470. Professor Jack.—You were a student here

is a very strong feeling here against them on the part youi'self 1—An d in Dublin. I also visited thehospitals

of the friends of deceased patients. I have asked in London and abroad.
permission myself to be allowed to make post mortem 5471. At what time did you cease to be a student

examinations. It is an essential part of teaching, and here ?—In 1872.
it is a great want here in order to verify diagnosis. 5472. You can express an opinion with regard to

5460. What opportunities have you for teaching the mode of teaching the medical students in Galway

practical midwifery?—The students as a rule goto in 1872, when you were a student there?—Theteach-

one of the large hospitals, like the Rotunda or the ing then was exactly the same as it is now. I con-

Coombe, in Dublin. aider it most excellent now
;
I considered it most

5461. This place does not fnlGl the requirements in excellent then. We, students of the Queen’s College,

that respect?—It could be made to work if the students always looked upon ourselves as being a little perhaps

expressed a wish, but the students think they ought better than our neighbours.
to go to Dublin for operative surgery and practical 5473. Chairman. — You are speaking of tte

midwifery. Our Lying-in-Hospital here contains medical faculty ?—The medical faculty.
twelve beds.

_

5474. Not of the arts?—I entered here in matte-

5462. What do you think of hospital attendance in matics, and get two or three scholarships in matte-

summer ? The students do not remain, but get away matics, a subject I was foixd of.

home after the hard winter’s work, and read for some 5475. Professor Jack.—Can you speak of the aits

examinations coming on generally in June or Sep- teaching as you remember it 1—My recollection is,

tembev. that it was efficient in every way. There is one.ques

5463. Do you think that the medical curriculum has tion you asked Dr. Browne, that you did not ask me-

been too much enlarged, and too many subjects pressed You asked Dr. Browne with reference to a retiring

into it 2—I believe that it is brought to the very limit, allowance to the professors, and the effect of m
Bor four years the students’ hands are pretty full. College, on a man practising in Galway. I think joa

5464. Is it your opinion or not that too many are will all agree with me, that at present the circam-

satisfied with mere theoretical knowledge ?—I do not stances in that respect are extremely severe, one

think I can agree with that. If the student in the chairs are very small indeed as regards their stipend-

early stage of his career neglects theory, when he is We have got no retiring allowance, because we am
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practical men, and are supposed to practise outside, the numbers vary very much. The diseases rive Gal™.
winst that, where Galway is a centre of education, principally typhus, and typhoid, and frequently measles June 12. ism.

so many scientific men are brought here os naturally and scarlatina are epidemic among children. In p
to diminish our practice, so that, though allowed to 1878-79, we had great facilities for teaching small- nw.XTw
practise, we practise in a diminished field. pox, which, however, I hope, will not return again. Coluhon, m.o.,

* 5476. Vou agree witli Dr. Browne, that there is 5479. Have they had nil opportunity of observing x.cil

not enough of practice hero, for it is necessarily the exautliurnata in children !—Wo had an epidemic

diminished by the number of professors required 1— of measles, both lust year aud this.

Quite so,audlwish uiy statement to go before tlio public. 5480. What is the ucouumodiitiou of the hospital 1

*5477. Dr. Stoney.— Independent of any private —We have room for forty-four bods in the fever

intents of individuals it is important for the. College, hospital
;
only a few of them arc tilled at the time. I

that there should be a retiring allowance for the was looking for some notes, taken during the time the

medical professors. It is important for the College students were hero this year. They had an opportunity

that there should bo that infnsiou of fresh blood, Dr. of studying forty cases, whereas Inst year, in the month
grown spoke of, maintained hero?—I quite agree with of April, there were 3G patients in the hospital on
that, anil it can be done only by giving retiring allow- one day.

nnces to old professors. 5481. Wliat Is the average occupation of the
5178. Dr. Mahstos.—There is one question I have hospital!—That I cannot tell. I will look out in

to put, about the opportunities the students have here the morning for it.

of seeing contagious diseases !—As regards the run 5482. Professor Jack.—There are about forty beds 1

of the hospital, the men have good opportunities —Between forty ami forty-four. In one particular

enough. We have a sfiecial fever hospital, and in it week there were tliirty-six patients in the hospital.

Professor Richard John Kinkead, b.a., m.d., examined. rrofcsor

5483. Dr. Mauston.—

Y

ou are the professor of hospitals, and J can only speak from hearsay, but I Kinkead u.a.

midwifery here, and you are also joint lecturer in hear from the students the general report. m.d.

medical jurisprudence!—Yes. 5498. What is tho general opinion of the students

;

5484. The lecturership in medical jurisprudence is a have you token the pains to ask them!—I have not

temporary matter 1—There has never been a professor inquired particularly, but I have, of course, heard

of medical jurisprudence iu the College. Tlun-o has occasional expressions of opinion.

always been a lecturership. For same years I have held 5499. Is there any objection to your giving it!

—

the post jointly with the professor of chemistry. He They are not as good us in Dublin or a large city,

takes the analysis of poisons, and 1 do the rest ; I 5500. Have the medical students sufficient oppor-

rnn a graduate" of the University uf Dublin. tunities for acquiring a practical knowledge of their

5485. How long have you hold tho professorship 1— profession here!—As far as the theoretical teaching

Since 1S76-77. goes I do not think they could get better anywhere,

5486. What number have yon attending your but I do not think that at present there are materials,

class!—They vary. I have hud in 1881-82, 23, and for clinical teaching, that is, taking into account the

this year I had 9. advances surgery luis made in tho present day.

5487.

*! suppose you have everything necessary for 5501. In what particular would you say you are

your lectures. In tho way of uppiuiitus you do not deficient hero, looking at the various branches of

require veiy much!— I have. I have a very iiuc medical practice !—Well, there aiD no specialities here,

collection of instruments which wo add to year by 5502. Of what, for instance 1—No specialities of

year, and I have got one of tho best museums iu the diseases of the eye, or diseases of the car, no particular

United Kingdom. institution for diseases of women and children, and we
5488. I dare say you heard one. of the witnesses have 110 huge midwifery ward. Of course something

mention that tlio opportunities for the study of might l>e done iu the way of utilizing the dispensai-ies,

practical midwifery are relatively small here. Bo good but they are outside our control.

enough to tell us if that is sol—As fur as I know 55U3. At present you do not avail yourselves of

there are none. them in any way !—At present we do not.

5489. There is no maternity you mean—uo mid- 0504. Wluit do you wish to remark about the pro-

wifery hospital !—I do not know of any. There is a vision for the study and treatment of infectious diseases!

ward, I believe, attached to the Union hospital. —There is n vuvy fair fever hospital that mighi be

5490. Where do they get their practice then 1—I made available for teaching if there was material
think they chiefly go to Dublin and take it out at the 5505. Aid you physician to the fever hospital !

—

Rotunda or the Coom be hospital. No ;
I hold no hospital appointment.

5491. They are unable to get practical instruction 5506. Have you been over the hospital yourself!

—

here!—They are unable. Not for some years ; not for the last three years. T
5492. What arrangement is there for the treatment used to teach three years ago but I do not now.

of diseases of women and children!—Practically the 5507. Would you like to add anything to what you
same rule applies, except auy chance case that may have already said!—There was a question asked about
bun up at the hospitals. tho falling off in the number of students that attend.

5493. 1 suppose you agree with all of us that it is Now I believe, that, in a certain measure, depends on
absolutely necessaiy to have a large number of patients the course legislation has taken, because it is not
in order to study medicine practically 1—In order to necessary now to attend lectures in one of tire Queen’s
practise medicine. Colleges in order to get the degree of M.D. in the

5494. In order to fit yoursolf for the profession Royal University. Apart from that a large number
you must have sufficient clinical material 1—Quite so. of students go to Edinburgh to qualify—naturally

5495. I want to know whether there is in this place wishing to be in a position to start in practice as
a sufficient amount, quality and variety, to fit students speedily as possible. One of the reasons why a large
for the practice of the medical profession 1—Do you number of tho profession are desirous to have a Medical
mean that as it refers to my own or generally 1 Bill passed tlrrough Parliament equalizing the exami-

5496. Generally. What is your opinion! You nations in the three divisions of the kingdom is

have had opportunities of seeing other places—Dublin, because medical studonts will go wherever the curri-
and so on L—Dublin. culum is shortest, and where they think the exnmi-

5497. Contrasting this with other places, what do nations will be easiest The medical degree of the
you say {—At present I am not attached to any of the Queen’s University had a great deal of kvSoc attached

* See Appendix III. B.—No. 88.
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Galway to it. We used to Lave men going in for that degree

/uae 1 a. i88i. here for four years. That is not the ride now ;
an

additional year is practically required in the Royal,

Bfckard John aud that have some additional courses to take out,

Kjtikead, n.*.. for instance—lunacy and pharmacy, these take up
m.d. additional time, so that large numbers go over to

Edinburgh.
5508. Do you think on the whole, that the

curriculum of the Royal University is a better one?

—

Well it is an enlarged one, I do not think it is a

Letter one.

5509. Speaking of the opportunities here as com-

pared with those afforded in Dublin for learning their

profession, will you give me some expression of

opinion ?—I have had experience myself of both the

College of Surgeons School and Trinity College School,

and for four years I was examiner in the Queen’s

University, and I certainly found the men I examined

in the Queen’s University coming up fvom thesecolleges

were well prepared men and answered satisfactorily.

5510. I want to know about those from this par-

ticular College ?—We certainly held our own or rather

more than our own compared with our numbers as

against Cork and Belfast.

5511. Do you know any other medical schools

practically?—Hot practically.

551 2. With regard to the hospital advantages offered

in Dublin, what do you sayl—Dublin is far and away
beyond us here.

5513. Do you know Cork and Belfast?—I do not
know them well.

5514. Do you know them sufficiently to give an
opinion as to the opportunities they possess as com-
pared with this ?—I do not know.

5515. Professor Jack.—There are licensing boards

in Scotland, England, and Ireland ?—Yes.

5516. Is it possible to get a licence for a medical
student at any of these boards in four years ?—It is.

In some of them it is possible even in a shorter time
than four yearn. They have not to give evidence of

having spent four years, but they have to produce cer-

tificates of such length of attendance at lectures and
such at hospitals, and that may be done in less than
four years.

5517. So that the licensing boards in Scotland,
England, and Ireland, are subject to the same obser-

vations yon make ?—Some are shorter than others,

for instance it has been given in evidence before the
Royal Commission inquiring into the need of a Medi-
cal Bill before Parliament, that iu Edinburgh the
licence could be obtained in a shorter time than in

other places. The question arose with regard to stu
dents from Ireland and other places, aud it was f0UU(j
that a large proportion, considerably more than half
taking their qualifications in Edinburgh, came from
England and Ireland, while the Scotch were in a ruin-

ority.

551S. Chairman'.—From what you know of the
medical school here, did not a proportion of the stu-

dents always, even in the time of the Queen’s Univer-

sity take out their degrees from other licensing bodies ?—Always some. I was endeavouring to trace that, with
regaid to my own class, yesterday. I was not able to

finish it, but, it is not a large number.

5510. Give us an idea about what proportion of the

medical students here used to take their degrees in

the Queen’s University as compared with those who
went elsewhere?—I know that in 1S76-77, 1 had
then a class of fourteen, of whom three took their

qualifications elsewhere, two in Edinburgh and one in

London; that is in one year. In the next, year out of

a class of fifteen, two took their qualifications else-

where. I had not time to go over the rest.

5520. Professor Jack.—I mentioned this ruoruiiw

to Dr. Moffett, that we were anxious to obtain infor-

mation about the students who matriculated in the

Queen’s University, so as to know what course they

are taking now. I dare say the medical professors

may be able to assist in giving us the information ?

—

I do not know how we could do that except so far as

relates to men in the College at present. "\Ve have no

means of tracing a man once he leaves the College ex-

cept by turning to the medical register aud seeing

where they qualify. I need not say with regard to

the expression of opinion as to the retiring allow-

ances, you will find a remarkable unanimity of opinion

on that subject. There was a question that turned up

out of the examination of the President, on which I

would like to make an observation, as to the conduct

of the students and their desire to work. Since I

was appointed and commenced to teach—and I some-

times have taught a class of 120—I have never had to

say a word of censure to any of them, and compared

with my own experience of Trinity College and the

College of Surgeons, they were the best conducted

class of men I ever met, many of them were men of

singular ability and very hard workers.

5521. Dr. Stoney.—They profited in proportion to

their anxiety to work?—They did. A great many of

them came with very little money. They were a )«oor

class and many of them have become distinguished

men and have reached high position.

NINTH DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE 13th, 1884.
Tun* 13, 1884.— AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.
Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., A.M., D.Sc., F.R.S.;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.; and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.
;
with

N. D. MtmrnY, Jun., Esq., Secretary.

Professor Professor John Fletcher Davies, m.a., d.lit., examined.
Jolm Fletcher

Davies, m.a.,
.

5o22. Chairman.—You are the Professor of Latin
d.lit. in. this College ?—Yes.

5523. How long have you been Professor of Li tin ?—Since 1880—three and a half years.
5524. What experience, if any, had you before you

came here ?—A very great deal.

5525. You were professor in Downside ?—For two
years.

5526. Were you teaching Latin there ?—Latin and
Greek.

5527. And where else?—Before that I was at
Kingstown school, in point of fact a grinder there.

5528. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Is it at Dr. Stackpoole’s ?—Yes, for fifteen years.

5529. Chairman.—You have had a considerable

experience in teaching ?—Yes, and in examining.

5530. Examining for matriculation?—Yes.

5531. Did you examine for matriculation in any

hut your own subject?—No.
5532. The matriculation in arts, I observe, is not

of a difficult character?—No.
5533. Can you tell me which book out of lie

Latin books they may select from is the general

favourite ?—The first book oi the “ ASueid ” or the

fourth book of Caesar’s “ Gallic War.” '

n .

5534. Does the laager proportion take “ Caesar ' in

preference to the first or secondbook of the “ ASneid
*

—About the same.
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5535. There is uo Latin composition in the matri-

culation examination ?—No.

5536. What class were you master of at Down-

side ? I taught the first class.

5537. That is the liighest class ?—Yes
;

at the

College it was called the first.

5538. 1 mean in scholastic position
;
was it tho

highest class ?—I cannot say. I think it wits becom-

ing so very fast, but I cannot make a comparison.

°5539. Is there not a regular series of classes there?

—There was at St. Gregory's college.

5540. St. Gregory’s was tlm ecclesiastical seminary ?

I taught both in the monastery, and in the college.

5541. What class did you teach in the college?

—

Tire higher classes.

5542. Can yon institute any comparison between

the amount of knowledge displayed by any of those

classes, and the amount of knowledge you found dis-

played here by candidates for matriculation ?—I should

not like to do so.

5543. Why ?—Because they were beginning to rise

;

ut that time they had just introduced the extra masters.

5544. In what class in Downside did they teach

Cae«r l—In no class that I had.

5545. In what class did they reach the first and
second books of the yEueid ?- -What they willed tho

higher syntax.

5546. That would be two or three classes from the

topi—That would be third from the top.

5547. So that a boy leaving Downside in the third

from the top would ho able to pass tho matriculation

here, so far as Latin is concerned 1—Hero we ox|>cet

a higher standard a good deal ; besides these were boys

of thirteen or fourteen years of ago.

554S. But they were raiding the first and second

books of the Aiueid ?—Yes.

5549. What is the average of rejected candidates for

matriculation here?—I should think about thirty per

cent.

5550. Is it so much as that 1—Yes
;
perhaps not

quite; hut somewhere about that ns far as I can guess.

They have sometimes come three times running and
been rejected.

5551. Do you 'find that the candidates who come
here for matriculation are. well prepared, or badly pre-

psLred, or im|>orfectly prepared, or how?—Those that

were admitted were very fairly prepared and promising

6tudents
;
we did not expect them to become well pre-

pared, but we wished to select all tho premising ones,

who after two or three terms of lectures are likely to

turn out well.

5552. Do you in the first year teach Latin grammar
to any of your students, or do they comn thoroughly
grounded in Latin grammar?—That comes on orally

in lectures.

5553. Then you do teach Latin grammar?—On the
black board orally, and by means of Latin composition
every day.

5554. You found they did require to lie taught Latin
grammar 1—All students do : even gold medalists.

5555. Do they begin the Latin composition at once?
—Yes; I put down a piece of English on the board,
and next time they come I give ray own translation to
them in Latin.

5556. The outlines of Roman history come within
the puvview of your chair?—Yes; but I do not teach
that from the hook, I teach it viva voce.

5557. What knowledge of the details of Roman
history are they required to know when they come
here for matriculation ?—With regard to Caesar, they
are required to know about what time he lived; the
state of things at the time of the Gallic war; who were
his contemporaries.

5558. Is that the subject which is put to them at
matriculation as coming under this heading, “Outlines
of Roman History” 1—Yes.

5559. Then it is in reference to Caesar the outlines
of Roman history arc treated ?—Whatever book they
take up.

6560. But it is only the outlines of Roman history

in reference to tin* hook they take up?—That is all I galvax
ask

;
I am at liberty to ask other things, hut I do not June is. u« 4.

think it is quite fair, there is such a huge field in
,

—

-

Roman history from hegimiing to end.
IVoIeuar

rtf i ir ,
°. „ . ,

.
John Flctehar

o.Uil. xlavo you had experience of matriculation Davies, u.*.,
examinations in any other university or university b.lit.

’

college?—Having been in Trinity College, Dublin,
and matriculated there, I know something about it,

and about the Royal University, of course.
5563. First, os to the matriculation in Trinity Col-

lege, which dn yon think is the highest?—When I

enteral, the coih-ho was very large indeed. We had
first to write a Latin theme, thou au English theme,
then wo had four heavy Latin hooks, and then we had
four heavy Greek books. That was in 1852.

5563. From this you know the matriculation—it

may have boon altered since ?—I was there a resident
master.

5564. Down to what time wore you resident master?—Down to 1876.

5505. Down to 1876, at all events, tho matricula-
tion examination iu Trinity College was of a much
more difficult diameter than tho matriculation exami-
nation here?—It would be a very great deal altered,

but in point of fact, if any one made from two and
a-half to three, out of ten, lie was aide to pass.

5566. But the range of subjects was much more
large ?—It was.

5567. Are you an examiner at the Royal Univer-
sity ?—Yes.

5568. Then yon know what the quality of the ma-
triculation examination is there?—Yes.

556!). Is the standard of examination there, higher
than here ?---I think that with regard to young students

there is not much to choose between
;
the distinction

would he very fine if yon did make a comparison.
5570. The programme is more extensive ?—Yes.
5571. And Latin composition is required?— Yes.
5572. You examine for the scholarships 1—Yes.
5573. That is both the entranco scholarships, and

those at the cml of tho first year?—Yes.

5574. Tell mo before I come to the question of

scholarships, how many classes have you 1—Three.
5575. We will take last year. How many had you

in first hommin hist year ; I mean in the lowest class

this session?—Fourteen.

5376. Fourteen in the first ?—Yes.

5377. How many iu the second ?—Eight.

5578. Aiul iu the third ?—About the s.uno.

557!). So many as that?—Yes, altogether thirty-

two.

5580. There nro three in tlio third class?—I do not

feel quite sure.

5581. That is only thirty—you say you had four-

teon in tho first year?—Yes.

5582. And eiglit iu the second ?- -Yes. Between
the pass and honour men, I am making some mistake,

bnt at any rate it is thirty-two altogether.

5583. I would like to know exactly how many you

had in the two higher classes ?—Perhaps Mr. Loftus

knows.

5584. Is there a class of three ?—The highest class

of all
;
the three years men who are rending for their

B.A. degree in the Royal.

5585. And who would be eligible for the senior

scholarship at the end of the year?—Yes, that is four-

teen, eight, seven, and three.

5586. Dr. Moffett.—Eighteen, six and four.

5587. Mr. Loftus.—Eighteen in the first year, six in

the second, four in the third, that is the present session.

5588. Chairman.—

I

s there an additional class read-

ing for B.A. ?—There are thirty-two altogether.

Mr. Loftus.—There are thirty-one altogether this

year in the honours.

Dr. MofjeU.—He is not counting one pupil who
makes up tho thirty-two, he was a matriculated stu-

dent.

Chairman.—

H

o has dropped tho arts course.

Dr. Moffett.—I think so.

5589. Chairman.—

B

ut for the men reading the

2T
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Galway. arts course, there were eighteen in the first, six in the

./«n« 18, 1884. second, four in the third, and three in the fourth ?

—

Professor Professor Davies—Yes.

John Fletcher, 5590. Does this represent the normal state of your
Davies, m.a., class, orhas it been different in previous years 1—It lias

d.lit. been different in previous years.

5591. What is the largest number you ever had ?

—

About forty-three.

5592. About bow many bad you in the hist year

generally ?—At first I had one, then I lmd two, then

four, and now I have three. The one who makes

up the four there, does not properly belong to that

year.

5593. In the third year you have only four this last

session, is that the number 1—It is always a very small

number ; they have taken to the various professions,

engineering, medicine, and other things.

5594. Then, as I understand, they dropped out

after the first year?—Yes.

5595. And a very small number then remained to

carry on to the end of the arts course ?— Yes.

5596. Had you ever so many as twelve in the third

year?—No, never more than four.

5597. What was the largest number you ever had
in the fourth year?—I do not know about the fourth

year. I always calculated them as first, second, and
third year’s men.

5598. Fourth year’s men would be the M.A.’s ?

—

They never go to lecture
;
they have finished their Col-

lege career when they have taken their senior scholar-

ship.

5599. Just look at that list. I find there are five

gentlemen, of whom two were exempted from attend-

ance by the College Council; but there are three

gentlemen apparently reading iu the College their

course for the M.A. examination. Are not all these

attending your class ?—No
;
I do not think they ever

did attend the class when reading for the M.A.
degree.

5600. Where did they study ?—At their own private

apartments.

5601. Then it is not a usual thing for students to

attend the class who have got their B.A., and who are
preparing for M.A. ?—No, I never heard of it

;
they

never came to me.

5G02. You examine for the scholarships ?—Yes.
5603. You examine in Latin for the entrance

scholarships ?—Yes.

6604. We have got from the President the number
of competitors for tivo years?—Yes.

5605. Those five years embrace the period of your
acquaintance with the College?—Yes.

5606. Can you tell us whether those students were
all students of this College, or whether they wore
students who came from other colleges ?—I never in-

quired into these matters. I never know where they
come from, unless in a particular case I see that a boy
has been very well taught at school, and I ask what
school he comes from.

5607. You do not concern yourself whether the
students are students of this College, or whether they
arc entitled to come for the scholarship from one or
other of the Queen’s Colleges?—No.

5608. A standard of marks is fixed by the College
Council ?—Yes.

5609. Of course you adopt that system ofmarking ?—Ina general way, but nothing is so delusive as marks,
and the only case in which you con be very sure that
tlie marks are an absolute test is when you have been
lecturing a man for several terms, then you can dis-

tinguish between those things that are flukes and
those things that are certain indications of intelli-

gence.

5610. Put ought not you get at that by adopting a
certain system of marking, and give a very low mark
for what is called a fluke and a high mark for an
indication of knowledge 1—In that case you would
be often deceived. I adopt the system given thex-e,

but if I see that a man has general intelligence and is

promising, then I recommend him.

5611. I find that nothing lower than twenty per
cent, would be given credit for ?—Yes.

1

5612. And you adopt that system 1—Yes.
5613. Have, yon ever passed a scholar in your sub-

ject who made leas than twenty ?—I recommended
tliis last examination one who made only fifteen per
cent. I marked him to 1 io rejected, at the same time
adding a note recommending him.

5G14. Why did yon do that ?—Because I wa3 quite
sure lie was a good man. He was the best mm in
the class. I do uot know what came over him.

5G15. Yon formed an opinion of him from the
knowledge acquired in class that he was a good mai\ t—Yes.

5616. And liis failure to pass the examination you
attributed to accident?—Nervousness, bad health, or
something of the kind.

5617. Did you know whetherhe hadmadea brilliant

examination in other places ?—He got three prizes in

other places.

5618. Are you a member of the College Council?

—No.
5019. You simply make your report to the College

Council ?—There is a meeting of the examiners

generally, and they consult together about all these

things.

5620. Do I understand you to say you recom-

mended this gentleman to he rejected ?—In the return

of marks • but I recommended him to be accepted in

the note.

5621. That is, on die marks alone he would have
been rejected ?—Yes.

5622. But to counteract that you added a notethat

he ought to get it ?—Yes.

5623. Is that the only instance within your know-

ledge of a student having got his scholarshipwho failed

to attain twenty per cent. ?—I am glad to have that

example, which is fresh in my memory. I could not

recall other instances.

5624. Do you know whether there is a fixed stan-

dard adopted which is expected to he reached by a

student to be entitled to a scholarship ?—It is impos-

sible for anybody who 1ms not made a good deal of

proficiency to get a scholarship. We would not look

at him at all

5625. The fifteen per cent, man was au entrance

man ?—No, a sessional examination man.

5626. I am talking of the scholarship examination.

My question to you was what was the lowest per-

centage of marks for which you knew a scholarship to

be awarded ?—I thought you meant the pass examina-

tions.

5627. You wish to correct that evidence ?—Yes.

562S. Then tlio evidence you have given us referred

only to the sessional examinations, and not to

scholarships ?—Yes, you began to talk about twenty

per cent, being required for the College.

5629. Does not that observation at page 16 of the

calendar apply to scholarship examinations as well as

to ordinary sessional examinations ?—Yes.

5630. It applies to sessional examinations and to

scholarships?—Yes.
5631. It is clear that it applies to the junior scholar-

ships at all events ?—Yes.

5632. Does this rule os to twenty per cent, apply

to the examination for senior scholarships 1—I never

recommended anyone for a senior scholarship unless

he made far more.

6633. The rule is this. “The number placed

opposite each subject in the following list shah be the

standard mark, and no mark under one-fifth
_

of the

standard mark, shall he taken into account in any

subject." One-fifth is twenty per cent., and, therefore,

twenty per cent, is the minimum?—Yos.

5634. And an instance is given in which, although

a student got under the twenty per cent., he was no

rejected ?—If it had been simply an examining boar

he would have been rejected, though the best man in

the class.
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563'). Yon, from your previous knowledge of him

thought, though lie had failed, he was cntitle<l to piss ?

Yes.

5636. And, therefore, though this rulo was an in-

flexible rule, it is not an inflexible rule, but is deported

from as occasion requires?—I should think all rules

are, no matter where.

6637. It is not, very clear to what this rulo applies,

whether it applies to the scholarships of the second

year or whether it also applies to sessional examina-

tions?—It applies to them all, but in a general way,

I do not think anybody could get n scholarship under

thirty per cent.

5638. You would expect men to reach thirty per

cent, to get a scholarship
11—Yes.

5630. Is there at present before your mind any case

in which a candidate for a scholarship in your subject

got a scholarship not getting thirty per cent.?—I think

not.

5640. Of the senior scholarships there are seven ?

—

Yes.

5641. And nobody is entitled to got a senior

scholarship unless he lias passed all the sessional

examinations of the preceding years ?—I believe

5642. And the arts students fall off as they go
along?—Yes.

5643. About how many competitors would there be

actually eligible for the senior scholarship every year ?

—All the third year men.

5644. But as a rule, how many third year’s men,
are there more than seven?—They have averaged

about three since I have been here.

5645. I am not talking of tho competitors
;
I am

talking of the number of men eligible?—Then you
would bring all the other men from Belfast and Cor k.

5646. In 1883-84, we find therewere nine students.

If you woidd ratherwowould not ask you this question,

but ask it to the Registrar, please say so
;
what I want

to get at is this : how many men were eligible last

October, of the students of this College, for the senior

scholarships1—Four.
5647. Where did the other five come from who

competed—nine competed ?—Only one competed.

5648. What do you mean l>y only ono ?—There was
only one scholarship in Latin and Greek, and one of

my third year’s men had gone to teach school some-
where, who had just got his B. A. degree, and another
had gone into another department of soino kind, and
then the fourth man thought ho had no chance, and
stayed away.

5649. How many stayed for the examination?

—

One.

5650. In order to entitle a man to go in for the
senior scholarship he must pass his arts course, How
many students at the end of the session would be en-
titled to compete for the seven senior scholarships?

—

I do not know.
5651. Do you think that the same answer applies

to tho other years, during which you were here ?

—

Yes.

5652. You know, of course, how many would be
entitled to compete for your own?—For my Latin
scholarship ?

5653. In the third year ?—Yes.
5654. How many were entitled to compete last

year?—Four.
5655. How many competed ?—One.
5656. Dr. Stonby.—-There were only four who

would have had any chance of success ?—Four were
eligible.

5657. Chairman.—Ho, only four were eligible. If
question is not perfectly clear I would be very glad

you would say so. What I ask you is, not how many
competed, but how many wore eligible to compete ?—

I

would like to correct time, because, I believe, there
are eligible men of the same standing who come from

Be^trS
tW° Colle^e3> but tlmt “ a th“S for the

6658. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

D

o you examine at

matriculation in Latin only, or in Latin and Greek ?

Only in Latin.

5G59. Toll us what is the lowest knowledge of
Latin upon which a student can enter this College by
matriculating in the College?— It is about the same,
so far as I can ascertain, as in Trinity College, or, in
fact, any other college I know—J have been a good
deal in England—except the London University.

5000. It is optional for the students to select two
books from the list of Latin authors ?—Yes.

5661. Do you think the examination such as to re-

quire a fair knowledge of those books?—A good
knowledge.

5GG2. Taking your experience in Dr. Stacpoole’s
school, would you say the average boys in the highest
class of his school, as compared with the students
entering hero, would stand higher in Latin ?—In the
Indian Civil Service we passed thirty men in tlurteen
years, ami that was never done before. They went
through the whole eorjma of Greek and Latin prose
writers, as far ns read in any university.

5663. You think die standard of his school was the
highest of any school you know?—The highest in.

the United Kingdom.
5GG4-. Would you say that a3 compared with the

schools in England?—Yes.

5CC5. We got evidence in Cork that there were no
good schools in Ireland?—You will remember Dr. John
Casey wm our mathematical master.

5G66. You think Dr. Stacpoole’s was a good school?—It did more than any other school.

5667. And a good school as compared not only with
Irish but with English schools?—Yes.

5GC8. Wiiat would be the educational status of a
boy in Dr. Stacpoole’s, reading the first book of the

“yEneid," or Cresar’s “Gallic War ;
” would he be in the

highest, or second, or third highest?—I could not
answer about this class. I never had more than a
college class, and the East Indian Civil Service class,

and the Junior class, to bring them on in their Greek
prose composition.

5669. In fact the students reading these books
would bo far removed from any experience you had in

the school ?—Yes.

5670. They would be low down in the school?

—

Very few students know the first book of the “ASueid

it is the most difficult book of all.

5671. Speaking of those rending it, what would be

their educational status in Dr. Stackpoole’s school?

—I should think alxmt third class.

5672. Have you been an examiner under the Inter-

mediate Board ?—Yes.

5673. You examined, therefore, the competitors in

Latin from a largo number of Irish schools ?—Yes

;

Latin and Greek.

5674. Have you examined them in the different

grades ?—In the three grades.

5675. Have you a distinct recollection of the

standard attained by the boys of the junior grade at

the intermediate examinations in Latin ?—Yes.

5676. Does the programme for the Latin in the

junior grade of the Intermediate examinations stand as

high as the programme for Latin at matriculation

here ?—Yes.
6677. Did you get satisfactory answers?—Eight or

nine of the boys answered in a superb way in all the

grades, but then they tailed off very soon, and became

tiie greatest sticks possible.

5678. Were you an examiner in 1883?—No.

5G79. Were you an examinor in 1882?—I was an

examiner in 1881-82.

5680. I will open the first page of the junior grade

retiu-ns. I do not know what we are going to find,

but you will be able to tell us when we look at tho

list what the marks would mean. In the year 1882 the

standard was 1,200 : the first boy has 938 in Latin,

the second 896, the third 1,017, the fourth '932, and

I find 980, 988, 948, 1,001, 1,057, 905, 934, 894,

839, 748, 920, 822, 875, S36, 970,- 954, 938, 836, 833,

877, 940 1—Is that only Latin.
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6681. Only Latin?—That is taking all the different

papers of the examiners.

5682. The whole Latin examination ;
it is not your

examination only ?—I had part of it.

5683. I also find 810, 910, 906. I do not think I

need go any further. These are all high marks!

—

Yes.
5684. Yon, of course, had a share in giving

these marks!—I must have done; some answers I

really admired, and regarded as superlatively good.

5685. These were superb?— Superb.

56S6. And in addition to the superb answers there

is a large number of thoroughly good?—I would not

call them thoroughly good, I would call them the in-

different—well, good and bad.

57S7. But the indifferent were from 60 to 70 per

cent, of the maximum ?—Yes, but nothing striking

about them.
5688. Then you think, on the whole, that the

schools of Ireland, so far as tested by the examinations

of the Intermediate Education Board, are doing fair

work l—I have no doubt about it. But I do not think

there are many either in Munster or in Connaught.

5689. We have the places from which they came
in these returns 1—Yes.

5690. Those that I have read are in the junior

grade of the Intermediate examinations?—Yes, up to

sixteen years of age.

6691. That is the lowest grade of school education

which is recognised by the Intermediate Educa-

tion Board?—Yes, they would be nearly the age of

our men when they come here—seventeen and upwards.
5G93. In fact, you think that your men coming

here are of the same educational standard?—The best

of the junior grade.

5693. Except that they come in on twenty per cent.

,

and the best j uuior boys get from eighty to ninety per

cent. ?—Twenty per cent, is the same as their seventy

or eighty per cent, when given vim voce.

5094. You .said there was a fine shade of difference

between the standard in this College and that in the
Royal University ?—But that is not exactly what 1
mean to say, but that with those wlio pass a
matriculation examination it is really very hard to

distinguish between their merits. I could range them
if anybody could, but it is very hard to do it

5695.

* If there he a difference at all, is it in favour
of the Royal University or in favour of the matricu-
lation here ?—I should think it would Le in favour of
the Royal University.

5696. I find, as an illustration, that in the present
year you have five students in the first year who
matriculated iu the Queen’s College, Galway, and you
have twelve who matriculated in the Royal University.
Now, of the five who matriculated in the Queen’s
College, Galway, only one got an entrance scholarship ?—At the Royal University ?

5697. No; in the College. Of the twelve who
matriculated in the Royal University, ten hold en-
trance scholarships ?—Yes.

5698. Therefore the proportion of those who got
entrance scholarships, after passing the matriculation
examination of the Royal University, is far greater
than of those who got entrance scholarships after
passing the matriculation examination of the College ?—Yes. When I heard that for the first time I did
not see any difference between them in class

;
they

seemed about the same.

5699. Ten out of twelve in the one case, and one
out of five in the other?—It may he so.

5700. Professor Jack.—Perhaps yon would look
at the list of the gentlemen who matriculated at the
Royal University, ancl the list of those gentlemen
who matriculated at the Queen’s College, Galway.
There are five of the one, and twelve of the other?
Yes.

5701. Rev. Dr. Moixoy.—Look at the first list

—

James Kcers, James F. Graham, Robert J. Campbell
Andrew R. Davidson, William E. Meeke, NicholasJ

>

M. Hession, Joseph J. Loftus, Charles W. Dugan'
James M. Keegan, Moses H. Cowan, Andrew Q
Gregg, Joseph P. Gannon. All these are scholars
hut two. Now, if you look at the five below—
Henry R. Brett is not a scholar; Robert J. Wilson is

not a scholar; Henry R. Dowd—he is a scholar-

Daniel Riordau is not a scholar
; Gerald M'Cloherty

is not a scholar 1—Perhaps so.

5702. Professor Jack.—

T

hose were all in your
class?—Yes.

5703. And they obtained scholarships at the be-

ginning attending your class?—Yes.

5704. What would you say would he the compara-
tive position of those gentlemen—the five and the

twelve—in the class at the end of the session ?—These

are very far superior to the five.

5705. The twelve are far superior to the five?—Yes,

except with regard to one of the five.

5706. One of the five is a good man, but the other

four are comparatively the lowest men in the class?

—I suppose that one of the five is the scholar.

5707. At all events, you say the four who are

not scholars are the lowest men in the class 1—Yes.

5708. With regard to your entrance examination

here, what is your opinion as to the effect of passing

it; does it show that the man is a suitable subject

for university instruction, and as to a man passing the

university examination, is it merely an indication

that the man is or is not a suitable subject for

university instruction ?—A suitable subject for uni-

versity instruction, and, after two or three lectures, a

great transformation takes place. They become as

good as any undergraduate students, and they take as

nice care of themselves, and behave themselves as

well.

5709. You would look upon these five as the type

of the gentlemen who pass your matriculation examin-

ation—are they, in your opinion, all suitable subjects

for university instruction?—All of them.

5710. I suppose there are some students who are

not matriculated in Queen’s College, Galway?—I do

not think I have had any.

5711. Did you have any different experience of

students who did not matriculate in Queen’s College,

Galway ?—No.
5712. I gather from what you said just now that iu

your opinion the students who come here, and pass,

not the Royal University matriculation examination,

but the Queen’s College, Gahvay, matriculation, aro

practically equivalent, with regard to Latin, to the

best students who present themselves from the Inter-

mediate Junior Grade. Ami stating your opinion

correctly or not 1— r do not think I said they were

equivalent to the best
;
but, in a general way, they

are
;
if you take the average of the one and the average

of the other they would be about the same.

5713. That is to say, not equivalent to the heat, but

equivalent to the average men who present themselves

in the Junior Grade in respect of Latin?—Yes, but I

should like also to qualify that in another way, that

is, those who are sixteen or seventeen years of age,

because a number of children enter for that Junion

Grade who never write a single word or line in their

answer-books, and when they do they write it just as

a child of five years would when writing a first letter

to his uncle, or something like that. There would be

fifty or sixty like that in the Intermediate.

571 4. With regard to your senior men, had you any

means of comparing the standard actually gained by

your senior men with the standard of other colleges or

teaching institutions—for instance, the average stan-

dard reached by your senior men when they passed out

of your hands ?—The senior scholar last year had ob-

tained very high marks at the B.A. examination or

the Royal University
;
his marks were over 800 ou

* The return on which this qncstlon was founded was afterwards corrected by the addition of the name of Mr. Edwin Hcgnn, Exhibitioner-

That makes thirteen students matriculated in the E. U., of whom ten got College Scholarships and one a College Exhibition—G. M-
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of 1 200 Latin, and something like 780 or 790 in

^*5715. How would they compare
;
could you place

them, from your knowledge of Trinity College,

Dublin, what sort of honour would you expect the

average of your honour men to tako in Trinity College,

Dublin ?—At the degree examination 1

57 1 C. Supposing these men wore passing a similar

examination in Trinity College, Dublin—whatever it

might be—what sort of place would they take?—

They would be among the honour men.

5717. High honour men—I am speaking of the

overage—some of them would be high ?—The average

from year to year ?

5718. Yes ?—They would he as good as any other

average.

5719. The overage of your senior men would he

honour men in Trinity College, Dublin?—They would.

5720. And they reach that position in three years ?

—Yes.

5721. In the stage which they reach from two

years’ instruction here, would they be generally tit to

be honour men?—Yes,, it would l>e after two years.

You are speaking of the scholars.

5722. I am speaking of the average result of the

education you give them here, as compared with any

sort of standard that ymi can apply, so as to help us

to answer the first question of our inquiry. With re-

gal’d to Trinity College, Dublin, for instance, I un-

derstand that after three years you would say cer-

tainly that the average students who have passed from

your class after three years would be equivalent to the

honour men in Trinity College, Dublin?—That would
be our senior scholar.

5723. Sometimes gaining the first honours and
sometimes second honours in Trinity College?—Yes.

572-1. Dr. STONEY.—WasDownsides College, ofwhich

you were a professor, a college whose main functions

were to prepare scholars for the university?—For the

University of Loudon. The main object was to edu-

cate the sons of the Catholic nobility and gentry of

England, but when they did go to a university, it was
to the University of London.

5725. Though they remained students of the College

while passing through the University of London ?

—

Yes.

572G. It, in fact, was endeavouring to give a univer-

sity course?—Yes.

5727. And the age to which students remained
there was very much in advance, of that at which
students enter the Queen’s Colleges?—Yes.

5728. So that any comparison of the number of

classes ofDownside College with tlio entrance students
here would have no pertinence to the inquiry ?—

I

think not.

5729. The principal function of Dr. Stackpool’s
School was to prepare students for the higher branches
of the Civil Service, the Indian Civil Service, and
other competitive examinations of that kind ?—Yes ;

Woolwich and Trinity College
;
but the students were

retained under instruction until they passed the age at
which they usually enter the Queen’s College ; they
were admissible for the Indian Civil Service at that
time up to twenty-one, and we coached them tip to
twenty-one.

5730. So that the number of the classes there also
would not have any relation to the preparation of stu-
dents at their entrance into the Queen's College ?—No.

5731. You spoke several times of the oral examin-
ations that you give, and so far as I could collect
you seem to attach very much importance to oral
examination ?—Very much weight.

5732. The examination for entrance is an oral
examination ?—I write one paper in Latin grammar.

6733. But oral examination enters into it?—Yes.
5734. In this oral examination can you from your

experience form a judgment of the capacity of a
student as distinguished from his mere acquirements
better than by a paper examination ?—Exactly so.

5735. That is, the capacity of the students to benefit

by college training, which is the social object to be C/llway.
uimed at?—I particularly keep it in view. June in, 1884.

573G. And this is in fact the eliief object of the
"

—

entrance examination—to ascertain the capacity of the
students for profiting by future training?—Yes

;
Davks, m.a.,

lectures esiieciallv.
' h ut.

5737. Thus a comparison between the entrance ex-
amination in the College, auil the matriculation exami-
nation in the Royal University would be based oil

very loose grounds?—I should be quite sura about our
matriculated students that were accepted, mid I should
not lie sure about any of the Royal University students
that matriculated.

5738. From the circumstance that it is a mcr

i

paper examination?—Yes.

0739. And from the circumstance that it is decided
merely on the score of marks ?—Yes.

5740. Both of wluch are fallacious for deciding?

—

Yes.

5741. Professor Jack.—In your opinion of course ?—Yes.

5742. Dr. Stongy.— Then the efficacy of the
test applied here may he judged I presume by the
degree in which the students after being admitted
have actually profited by education after they were
received into the College?—Yes.

5743. Judged in that way, have you found that
the matriculation examination has served its function ?

—Yes.
5744. Distinctly?—Distinctly so.

5745. And the degree in which they profit by
education can be tested by your observation of
them in College, less perfectly afterwards by examina-
tion and in a great degree by tlie way they acquit
themselves in afterlife?—Yes; certainly.

5740. Judged in all these three ways do j-ou think
the result is satisfactory?—Yes; I have not the slightest

disposition to feel dissatisfied with it.

5747. Tlie matriculation examination of the London
University to which you refer is not analogous to the
matriculation examination of this College?—No.

574S. Nor is it even analogous to the matriculation
examination of the Royal University ?— -No.

5749. In fact it is au examination more analogous

to the previous examinations in Cambridge which
coine in the middle of the course, or the Responsious

at Oxford, or the Little-go of other universities?

—

You.

5750. It is intended to test n certain amount of

progress in university studies ?—Yes.

5751. Then, it lias no relation to matriculation

examinations as wc understand them in Ireland?

—

No, they never get a very superior man without re-

quiring exact knowledge in five or six subjects. I
never heard of a really distinguished university man
iu the London University—wliat I mean by a really

distinguished man is one who had really mastered his

subjects.

5752. In fact too largo a surface to have sufficient

depth?— Yes, too large.

5753. When you speak of all students requiring to

learn grammar you include under the term students

all professors also ?—Yes.

5754. It is a study which cannot be left off?—No

;

I never use hooks; even at Kingstown school
;
I use

chalk and hoard, and question and answer.

5755. In reference to the number of students in your

classes, the senior classes are substantially and es-

sentially honour classes?—Yes.

5756. .So that they are not to he treated as mere

pass classes?—The senior classes—certainly not.

5757. Only honour-men attend your third-year’s

lectures ?—That is always an honour class
; I tell them

everything
;

all I know about every book.

5768. And even in the second year the students

are eminently on honour class 1—There is an honour

and pass class in tlio second year generally.

5759. But pass students have an opportunity of in-

termitting their study of Latin at the end of the first

year?—Yes.
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57 GO. "When yon spoke of the persons who were

eligible for the senior- scholarship, did you include all

who were not precluded by any College rule, from

competition?—I only spoke from my own knowledge

;

but there ai-e others who may come if they like.

5761. There is nnothor sense of the word eligible,

namely including all wlio may come?—Yes.

5762. Yon don’t mean to include all who may conic?

—No
;
I do not.

57G3. The examinations at the Intermediate Board

are examinations of a mere examining hoard, that

has no teaching functions?—Yes.

57G4. Their only aim is to ascertain acquirements?

— Yes.

5765. And they do not include an oral element?

—

No.
5766. And in fact the examinations are defective

in that direction?—I could not say that, because when

things are on such a large scale as the Royal Univev-

sity and the Intermediate examinations, it is im-

possible to have lectures and oral instruction. I do

not Ree how it coukl be brought about at all.

5767. That would only effect the question as to

whether it was an inherent defect which could not be

avoided ?—And that would be a matter of opinion.

5768. But it is vour opinion 1—Jt is. The men who
are lectured know much better what they are about

than those who are ground without learning some-

thing thoroughly well, and have plenty of time to do

it without any hurry ;
and then they have an oppor-

tunity of putting questions to the lecturerand keeping

everything explained to the end.

5769. You have spoken very fully of the teaching

of honour candidates
;
now with respect to the pass

candidates, are they carefully taught /—Yes.

5770. They make satisfactory progress for pass

students under the instruction ?—Yes, they write a
Latin theme at every lecture, that is I request and uso

all my influence to induce them to do it : here wo
cannot insist on anything ; but they generally do what
they are told, which is the great secret of progress.

5771. Many educationists hold that the real diffi-

culty of an educational establishment is to provide
adequately for its pass students, and you think that
they are provided for adequately here?—Yes.

5772. Trinity College cm-riculum is a four year’s

curriculum ?—I should call it three years and a little

bit over.

5773. A man can shorten it down to three years ?—Yea.

5774. By rising directly to the senior freshman class?
-—They generally do that.

5775. Rev. l>r. Moixoy.—

D

r. Stoney has just
elicited fmrn you that one social advantage of this
College is the provision it makes for the pass students
as compared with tlie honour students ?—I did not
understand that he was making a comparison.

5776. Dr. Stoney.—That in addition to the pro-
vision made for honour students complete provision is

also made for pass studentsl—1

There is a special class
for pass students in the first and second year.

5777. Dr. Molloy.—

L

ook to sub-section 3 of sec-
T. of the Galway returns. Do. you mean by a pass
Htudent, a student who has gained neither a scholar-

ship nor honours ?—Who takes up only the pass
course.

5778. You would not call a scholar a pass student?—Ife might be.

5779. Do you regard your scholars as mere pass
men ?—The science scholar would be a pass man in
Latin, and vice versa.

5780. Chairman.—Or the entrance scholar in any
subject might be only a pass man in thesame subject?
—Yes.

5781. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I understood by a pass
student, a student who passes and gets neither scholar-

ship nor honoure?—What I understand to be a pass
student is a man who takes up the pass course of the
Royal University.

5782. Because it appears to me, looking over this

list, that you have very few pass .students, unless you
call your scholars pass students?—Just so.

J

5783. Your students are nearly all scholars? T
think if wo had no scholarships we should not Lav#
any students at all.

5784. Is not it a matter of fact that nearly all yonr
students are scholars ?- They require some inducement
to come down to Galway.

5785. Are not nearly all your students in arfr
scholars?— 1 think so; there are four or five.

5786. Dr. Stoney said your experience with tho

arts students in this College is that in tlio main they

are essentially honour students?—Yes.
5787. Dr. Ktonky.—

T

hat is either on the scientific

or literary side, bub I understand in all your answers

to me that by honour students you mean honour
students in your own subjects?—Yes.

578S. Taking the tonn ii\ the wider sense all your
students arc essentially honour students?—Yes.

5789. And the chief inducements they have to

study here are to obtain such occupations in after life

as honour students only would have a chance of obtain-

ing?—Just so.

5790. One of the advantages that thev would have

in coming here would be that they could have more

minute attention paid to them in cousequence of the

classes being small—that would lie a very great ailvar.

tago 1—Yes, and also because Galway is a quiet place.

There arc no theatres and attractions of that kind that

there are in Belfast.

5791. There are other inducements to men to come

here who might otherwise go to one of the other col-

leges, besides merely the prizes?—What inducement

would you mean?
5792. Such ns the smaller classes and the more

thorough teaching that could lie got in small classes

without entering upon any invidious question as to

whether they prefer the teachers ?—Yes.

5793. Professor Jack.—I suppose your pass men
here can obtain the advantage of a professor who will

act really as a private tutor would at Cambridge or

Oxford ?—For the time, which he agreed to devote to

the College when appointed professor : it would be a

breach of contract on the part of tlio Crown to expect

us to take another term in the summer.
5794 Chairman.—-There was no suggestion that

there should be a summer course in arts.

5795. Professor Jack.—But, in point of fact, the

student who comes here finding there are small classes

lias an advantage which men in Oxford and Cambridge

have by selecting a highly qualified private tutor, and

paying him highly?—Yes, in Dublin the student pays

three guineas a month for wliat he paysme £1 a year,

who am an examiner in the ltoyol University, and

yet they would not come if it were not for the £18

a year they have to support them.

579C. Dr. Stoney.— That would not support them,

without further means contributed from some other

quarter ?—It would not
;
they must moke it up in some

other way.
5797. Professor Jack,—Is there any opening to

students to supplement tlieir income by means of

private teaching, or anything of that sort?—Nothing

of that kind.

5798. Chairman.—Let me make one point clear. I

find here in the matriculation subjects in Latin,

“ any two of the following which the candidate may

select.” Do I understand yon to say they take Virml

or Ctesar, or Virgil and Ctesar ?—I understand it mis

way, that they make themselves up in these two books,

and then I give them tlieir choicewhich they will have.

5799. Then when the calendar says, “ any two o

the following which the candidate may select, yon

interpret that by saying they are to come prepared in

two books, but you only examine them in one l-^Yes.

5800. Rev. Dr. Mou.oy.-You give them their

choice?—Yes. .,

5801. That is nearly the same as ifthe calendar said

to them “ any one of the following books ”?—I suppo»>

so. The time for oral examination is limited.
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Professor D'Arcy "W. Thompson’, m.a., d.ut., examined.
Galwav.

June IS. IBM.

5302 ,
Chairman’.—

Y

ou are Professor of Greek in

this College 1— Yes.

5S03. How long have you been professor?—Nino-

Ken or twenty years. 1 do not like to be very par-

ticular, because it is unlucky.

5804. You bad some ex|»ericneo in teaching before

von cuuc here 1—Twelve years.

' 5803. That was in Scotland ?— I think I may call

it the then leading school in Scotland.

5S0C. The Edinburgh Academy ?—Yes. I lmd

previously been twelve years in the hugest school in

in the world I believe— 1,500 boys.

5807. You examine here for the matriculation ?

—

I do.

5808. Do you find that many of the students for

matriculation take Greek ns olio of their subjects?

—

I was astonished at the large number of medical

students that did so, who certainly could have got

through without it; and of late years, up to the

foundation of the lloyal University, it hail gone on

for about fifteen years getting letter and better.

5809. Used the arts men select Greek as a rale?

—

As a rale.

5810. They had their choice of the books that arc

given hero. Wlmt did you generally find they took ?

—The “ Xenophon ” was one, and the “ Gospel of St.

John ” the other. As a rale the best men took the

“Xenophon,” and the very shady men took the

other.

5811. I do not find, looking at the calendar, that

the “ Gospel of St. John ” is one of the Gieck books ?

In the prospectus I think it generally used to bo

in times past.

5812. I find it is one poetical and ono prose work,

to be selected from the following list :—The “ Medea ”

or “ Phceuissfe ” of Euripides
;

Book I. or IL of

Homer’s “ Iliad, ’’ and Book III. or IV. of the

“Anabasis" of Xenophon—that is at pago 11?

—

This has been since the establishment of the lloyal

University.

5813. It has been changed sinco 1—This is to suit

the Royal University. This is very much hauler

than curs used to be—very much harder and very
much worse.

5814. Yon have examined of course for matri-

culation sinco the institution of the Royal Uni-
versity ?—I have.

5815. Do they still take “Xenophon”?—I think
so

;
that is to say those who como to us here

;
but

then I had examined once in the Royal University in
the first year-.

581C. I am speaking of the matriculation here.
Do yon put the same interpretation on tire rule that
Professor Davies does, and that although the calendar
requires one poetical and one prose work, you only
require them to come and say they nro prepared in
two, and you give them their choice of one ?—“ One
poetical and one prose work to be selected from the
following list.” I take both if I got them, but I
would not stop a man if he only had ono. If he gave
me the “ Medea” I should be very glad, but I should
not insist on it.

5817. Although the calendar requires ono poetical
and. one proso work, if he answered to your satis-
Hctrou you would pass him in one ?—I would con-
done ignorance of the other, but of course X should
prefer a knowledge of both.

5818. Before Hie institution of the Royal Uni-
versity how did you find the students matriculating

ind

C

d

Cam° ^re^are(^ Greek?—Very satisfactoiily

5819. How did you find them grounded in Greek
grammar?—Very satisfactorily.

vXA?" ,^ac* y°u *° teach thorn Greek grammar ?

—

«ot the honour men.
5821. But the ordinary men coming here?—

X

would give them “ Arnold's Greek Exercises ” book
in their first year, mul 1 suppose you would call that Thomson’
teaching grammar. sliA

t
dj.it.

5822. You arc a very much better judge than I

am, but. do you think that a student who required to
lm taught “ Arnold’s Exereises ” was a student lit to
commence n university couvse?—Certainly, for a
pass degree. Alton me to state with regard to the
University of Edinburgh—1 think that I’rofessor

Jack will hear me out in this—tluit a vast number
of students who attend the arts classes in the Edin-
burgh University nro tlioso who, under ordinary
circumstances, would branch oil' into the Rectoi,

’s

classes of the High School or the Academy, that is

the fourth year men who should pass under the
Rector, have their choice of going under the Rector’s
classes or going to the Greek and Latin classes at
College, and a vast number ofthem choose the College.

5823. Professor Jack.—Certainly, that is so.

5824. Chairman.—Did you ever find that you had
to do the work in this College of a primary teacher 1

—I can say this, that some of the very best men we
have ever had here began with me the Greek declen-

sions, as pass men, of course, in my department,

and at the end of the second year they were some of

the ablest men I had, and within six years after

entering this class, they had in the public service a
very much larger income than I had, and the Greek
helped them n good deal.

5825. That speaks volumes for your efficiency as a
teacher ?—And the ability of the students,

582(1. But it does not answer my question. My
question was whether yon did not find, during the
first year at all events, you had to do the work of a
primary teacher?—I lmd, occasionally—that is to say
I did it. I was not forced to do it. Many men would
not do it.

5827. “ During the last three years I have hail the
management of au Alpha Jiela class, one-fourth of my
professional duties, the professor himself luis to do
the work of almost a primary teacher ?

”—X think ho
ought to do it.

5828. Yon have heard of n Ixmk called “Wayside
Thoughts” ?—I have heard a good deal of it from Par-
liament.

5829. I have road it wit.li very great pleasure?

—

I think you will see that it is at all events either

humourous, or meant to he humourous from beginning

to end; and 1 do not think that that is a fair kind of

book to judge a man upon—as to serious views upon
serious tilings. In the very passage boforeyou—it is a .

long time since I saw the book—there is a great deal of

persiflage and fun. I have not a copy. It is out of

print ;
besides when this was written, it referred to a

matter of the first year of my coming here, that Is

nineteen or twenty years ago, and I think I stated a

little while ago, there was a decided rise going on
silently and quietly for about fifteen or sixteen years.

Early in my time, I remembor on one occasion

there being only three candidates for five scholarships,

and not one of them was a good man. Now such an
exceedingly low standard lias not recently’ been

reached by us, even though the dissolution of the

Queen's University lias so terribly assailed us. "We
have sufleved very much—thirty to forty per cent, in

the quality of our material. We liavo not even yet,

with all the injniy done to ns ly this terrific change,

and by the degradation of our institution from a

University College into a mere school, wo have not

como down as low as we were in the first few years

when I joined this place,

5830. You mentioned a moment ago that there were

some of those to whom you hod to teach tho Greek
declensions. Am I to infer you did get students hero

who were very imperfectly prepared in Greek in the

beginning ?—And even later on. I would not allow
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absolute ignorance of Greek to prevent my letting a

man in. A man may lie good in Latin and good in

mathematics, and exceedingly good in English, and if

exceedingly good in English, I should consider that I

wu3 guilty of a kind of academical assassination in

stopping a young man like that. What I want to see

is a man hungry and longing for knowledge
;
but as

to the absolute knowledge, I care very little

about it.

5831. Although Greek, so far as the calendar goes,

is stated to be one of the essential subjects, a man
should not be deterred if be professes a total ignor-

ance of Greek 1—Certainly not. He would not bo so

in any other university in the world, or at all events

in any university I know of.

5832. Did you find instances of students coming

here for matriculation, and passing their matriculation

who were totally ignorant ?—Certainly not.

5833. Who did not even know the Greek characters 1

—When I find ignorance, I say to the student

—

“Have you studied Greek he says, “ No “ Do you

wish to be examined;” he says, “ I would rather not

if I can pass in the others I then put against him,

“May pass, if” which means, if particularly intelli-

gent and good in other departments.

5834. You, yourself, with that student would
undertake the work of a schoolmaster, not the work
of a professor ?—He might not come to me at all, it

would not at all follow. I am thinking of the case of

one or two men who were National schoolmasters,

ami who wanted to better their position, and be-

come candidates for inspectorships of schools. They
succeeded.

5835. About how many students from time to time
would you have in your class,—we will take for in-

stance, this last session?—I would prefer you would
take sessions leading up to the foundation of the
Royal University.

5830. I will take both, if you please? I do not
think the latter is fair, because we are under a fac-

titious depression, and I do not think we are answer-
able for the quality or the doings of our men just

for a little while, until we have had time for the
panic to subside.

5837. I will let you have your own way, lint if you
excuse me, I must have mine also. Take any year
yon like before the institution of the lloyal

University, and tell me what was the number in

your class. First, how many classes had you?

—

Three, generally four
;

two in the first year, pass
and honours

;
seldom a pass in the second

; and a
third honours.

5838. How many would you have in your first

class in the first division, that is the pass mau ?—

I

think we were very good in these years. I should
like to see the list. I am only answering now from
guess

; I will tell you how you can form an opinion
of it. During the first years I was here, my fees ran
as low as £24, and in these years’ they were up to
between £50 and £60, that will give yon a notion of
what I mean. I think I had from twenty to
thirty students.

5839. That would be iu 1880, or 1881?—From
1878, up to 1882. The students were more than
double what they were dming the first five

years.

5840. I want to find out about how many were
in the second and third year in Greek, as dis-

tinguished from the first, how many would yon have
the second, about 18S2 ?—I should think about ten
in the second year.

5841. And in the third year?—Three, or four; it

was large if beyond tliat.

5842. About how many honour men were there in
the first year?—I should think about twelve.

5843. I would ask you to give me the number of
students you had during the last session. We will

take it with the qualification yon have just added,

that there is a depression 1— Three in the third

year.

5844. Professor Jack.—Three honour men? Hires
honour men. They were all reading the same subiert
They might do what they like. I have no coatroi
over them.

5845. How many in the second year t—I think
about ten, and one or two pass men this year, which
is a rare thing.

(Mr. Loftus, six in tlio second year-.]

Professor Thompson.—There wore one or two pass

men. They coalesced in the end.

5S4G. Ciiaiumam.—

H

ow many in the first year ?—
[Mr. Loft us.—The total is twenty-seven.*]

5847. Chairman.—That is eighteen in the first

year, six in the second, and three in the third?

[Mr. Lofton.—Fourteen in the first, six iu the second

and four in the third.]

Professor Thompsoti .

—

1

There were two pass men.
5848. Chairman.—Whilst examining for the matri-

culation you also examined for the scholarships?—

Yes.

5849. You know the standard of marking in the

College ?—I only know iny own.
5850. I find at page lli of the Calendar that 200 is

the standard ?—I am quite aware of that.

5851. Do I understand you— you do not regard the

standard but you mark according to your own notion?—It is not that. That is the second year you have

got. Say the first year.

5552. The evidence is that that applies to all the

examinations ?—So itdoes. I luvve no doubt I ootildiorm

an apriori opinion of marks with regard to second year

men that worked with mo one year, because, I have

made up my mind how much to expect from them and

how far they ought to have profited. But with regard

to men who come from the country, of whom I know
absolutely nothing, I read over the papers first, and I

single out the best man
;
then I would read all his

papers over very carefully, and thus T would fix to a very

great extent the average from my notion of that man.

I would make it my starting point, ifhe was thoroughly

goodI would probably givehim 100 or 95 percent. If he

was good but not very brilHunt I would probably say 7 5,

and that I would make my standard. I can have no

a priori method as to lads of whom I know nothing.

Then I have always acted on this principle, that we

must take in our first year what we get. We
cannot judge of the country as to its education

;
we

must be content with wliat we get. We may fix an

arbitrary a jrriori standard with lads for whose teach-

ing we are responsible, but it would bo asking too

much to do so with regard to hoys who are absolute

strangers and for whose teaching wo are not re-

sponsible.

5553. That applies to entrance scholars ?—Yes.

5854. But when you have them a year, you will

have known what character of education each has got

and wliat capacity he has. Now for instance, suppose

you were examiner for scholarship at the beginning of

the second, do yon throw overboard the arbitrary

standard of 200 for Greek and work on your know-

ledge of the candidate ?—Certainly not. I then can

form an opinion. I know them all.

5855. Do you use this two hundred as the stan-

dard ?— Certainly. I look on that two hundred as

amounting permanently to full marks.

5856. I suppose that standard is very rarely reached

in your opinion ?—It was reached only once.

5857. What is the usual standard on which a

scholarship at the end of the first year is given t—

That is a second year’s scholarship ?

5858. Quite so ?—Out of two hundred ?

5859. Yes ?—I think one hundred and sixty or

one hundred and seventy is not uncommon.
5860. I would say that was very good ?—Very good

That would be the best man.
,

5861. What would he the lowest man ?—He would

run down a good deal, hut I do not think be woul

run much below one hundred, much below half marks.

5862. Would you consider him entitled to a scholar-

ship, if he got down to lower than that, say to abou
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one-thud 1—It Jwonld depend very much upon

what he (lid in the other subjects. I should look upon

him ns a very poor man in Greek.

;5863. But if he passed well in the other subjects

the principle of compensation would be applied 1—It

would, but ns a general rule what would prevent us

"oing down so far would be that every single ono of

those men would have read over every single book

successively with me
;
because, before the Royid Uni-

versity was founded, our course was not extended.

We always made allowance for the loug vacation, and,

as a practical tiling, the class had invariably read every

book with me, so that would prevent them falling to a

very low average.

5304. May I take it that ton, which you gave me
as rending in the second year’s class, was about the

hi"hest you over touched in point of numbers ?—No,

I think not. I will give my reasons why. There

would always be five classical students, and there

would always he tire mathematical students as a rule.

The class would not consist entirely either of those or

of exhibitioners, so that I must have put it low’, you

see, as from mere pvol labilities there would certainly

lie my own five students and the five science scholars.

58G5. Wo would rather diave facts if wc could get

them than probabilities. About how many in the

second year’s class would not be scholars ?—I should

like to see.

f.8G(i. Would you rather the registrar would give

ns the answer 1—I would.

5SG7. With regard to the senior scholarships, you
have examined for the seuior scholarship in Greek?

—

I have.

5SG8. Would you rather wo should ask tlm Registrar

about bow many students wore eligible, for the senior

scholarship during the past few years ?—Not for a

moment, because I see then- was a little mistake

made by my friend Dr. Davies.

58Gb. You know what I mean by eligible?—I am
quite aware, and 1 do not know that Dr. Davios was
quite aware. I think that Dr. Davies thought the
number of candidates eligible were merely the men in

the third class who haul been reading with him, and
who liail just taken tlieir degree.

5870. You wish to extend that class?—No; I

believe, that pist uicn for. one or two years can conic

up if they like, and the registrar will put me
right, that it is within five years of matriculation, and
it is not only that they are third year men, but the
fourth and fifth.

“ Who should liavc tho necessary examination
within five years from the date of matriculation,” and
who should have complied with further conditions ?

—

Yes, that is what X mean.
5871. But they must also attend “during three

college sessions of which two, at least, shidl have been
attended in Queen's College, Galway, attended such
courses and lectures, and passed such examinations as
shall be prescribed in that behalf by the Council.”
The colleges ore empowered to award seven senior
scholarships of the value of £40 each by examination to
matriculated students whose answering is reported as
meritorious, and who shall have complied with tho
conditions I have just read ?—Two at least in Queen’s
College. To the best of my opinion that is tho recent
regulation.

5872. Dr. Allman.—The date of that is 1882. It
only operated hist time. Dr. Thomiwou is referring
to his past experience.
58 <3. Dr. Thompson.—It was open to all colleges

and men of five years standing.
5874. CiiAiEiiAjf.—This is the new rule iu consc-

ience of the Queen's warrant?

—

Dr. Thompson—
5875. You are talking of what was the old system

in the Queen’s University ?—Yes, up to that time.
u8i G. .Under which this regulation of attending two

scions in the Queen’s College, Galway, did not exist i—-Yes.

5877.

And any student from Cork and Belfast who

had attended the necessary sessions thero could come
down hero and compete ?—Yes.

5878. Used many come from Belfast ?—The first

year I was hero there were some foreigners here. As
a rule they did not come.

5879. Professor Jack.—You used that expression
about Belfast men 1—Yes. But they did in other de-
partments.

5880. Chairman*.—Wo will take the Bcnior scholar-

ships in classics. What I want to come at, if I can, is,

what used to be the number of students who wouldbo
eligible to compete for tho scholarship at the end of
the year. That is, eligible, out of tho students of tliis

College, and you can only answer with regard to your
own ?—With regard to our own, as far as I can under-
stand there would be three sets of years

;
the third

year’s man that had just taken his degree, the year
before it, and the year before that again. That would
represent, ns a rule, nine to twelve meu.

5881. But they must have passed through the three

years' course in arts when here or ill one of tho other
two Colleges?—That would i-epresenfc from nine to

twelve men belonging to this College. It would re-

present third year men, fourth year men, and fifth

year men. It would be tho same in Belfast and the

same in Cork, and they would be far more numerous
there.

5882. They would not require to be students of tho
College 1—No.

58S3. Provided they laid fulfilled their three courses

and passed tlieir examinations and came up within

five years of matriculation ?—Yes, from any of the

threw Colleges.

5884. Used you find, as a rule, that ninny foreigners

used to coinc hero to compete for the senior scholar-

ships in classics?—Practically not, and for a very good

reason. I think if the calendar were looked over, our
men stood very high in that department.

5.385. May we take it practically the senior scholar-

ships were competed for and won by students in

Queen’s College, Galway?—Yes.

588G. Let there be no mistake. May we take it

that practically, and with few exceptions, the senior

scholarahips were competed for, and won by students

in tho Queen’s College, Galway ?—Practically, yes.

5887. You were going to give nrn a reason why the

foreigners did not come here ?—I gave one reason, that

as a general rulo our men stood very high. Our exam-

ination used to be close to Christunes. It was changed

afterwards.

5888. Did that in any way affect the mattor ?—
No, I cannot exactly see how it could, but I found it

so. I do not think it would act any more favourably

or unfavourably.

5889. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Those who would conie as

candidates for the senior scholarships from die fourth

or fifth year, might be presumed to bo students wbo

luid already held a senior scholarship
;
at least those

who would come from the College. If a student does

not get his scholarship after his B. A. examination, he

is not likely to continue his studies here ?—Not here,

eertaiuly. '

5890. I see from this return, tliat all the students

who are reading for the M.A. ore senior scholars !

—

Yes.

5891. These would be eligible for another senior

scholarship next year, but it must be in another de-

partment ?—Yes.

5892. That is to say, if they got a classical scholar-

ship in one year, they can go up the next year for a

scholarship in mathematics or chemistry ?—Yes.

5893. You said that, at matriculation, speaking of

the time before what is called the “ disturbance,” the

best men coming up took Xenophon, and the shady

men took the “ Gospel of St. John” 1—As a rule, yes.

5894. Will you give the Commission some general

description of what was the educational status of the

shady men ?—It is very difficult to tell in some oases,

they" were so very pool*.

5895. You said that some students who lmil to begin

2 U
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the Greek declensions, coming here, afterwards made

such progress as to become distinguished Greek

scholars 1—I do not say it was they who began the

Greek declensions. They read with me two years in

seine cases, and read only with a view to passing

Greek at the Little-go. I am taking into consideration

the mere short time of two years, that the progress

they made was at times so great, they might almost

have gone in for the honours, instead of the pass in

Greek, at the Little-go.

5890. I take it that the students who began the

Greek declensions, coming here might lie regarded as

representing the status of the shady men ?—They

might, as far as Greek went.

5897. Then there is a lower depth than the shady

men 1—Certainly not. I cannot say an extremely

able man of twenty-five who has been teaching suc-

cessfully at school for years, and who might know no

Greek, was a shady man.
5898. Yon are not speaking of them as shady men

in Greek only, but generally ?—In Greek poor ;
intelli-

gent as a rule. r..ii,u,“
5Tf°i

5899. But a man who had to begin the declensions

was a shady man as regards Greek?—As regards

Greek.
5900. At the time of which you speak Greek was

one ot the subjects necessary for matriculation accord-

ing to the Calendar !— T do not know about its beiug

necessary
;

it was one of the subjects prescribed.

5901. I think you said yon would not exclude a
candidate who was practically ignorant of Greek ?

—

Certainly not.

59U2. Would you apply that principle also to

Latin ?—I should not
5903. Would you apply it to English?—Certainly

not.

5904. Would you apply it to mathematics ?—Cer-

tainly not
5905. Then you are not so exacting in regard to

the subject of your own particular department ms with
regard to tlio subjects of other departments ?—No

;

ami I mn sorry to say that similar remarks would
apply to .Scotland up to the last few years.

5906. You call the present a time of depression.

Do you mean by that that the educational status of

the men coming here is lower than it formerly was ?

—I think it is decidedly.

5907. Professor Jaok.—

Y

ou were twelve years
master of the Edinburgh Academy ?—Yes.

590S. Then you had a tolerable acquaintance with
the state of classical learning, in what was at that
time in your opinion the highest classical school in
Scotland 1—I have.

5909. I understand you have three classes of

students—the students who matriculated in the Royal
University

;
secondly, the students who matriculated

in the Queen’s College itself; and, thirdly, the
students who did not matriculate at all ?—You are
again referring to a time that I would mill posterior
to what I call the' disturbance, and that is not long
enough time to go.

5910. I want to understand exactly how the matter
is ?—That is, what it now is

;
but that is not what it

was last year or so.

5911. Within the last year had you non-matricu-
lated students 1—I don’t think I ever had one. I re-
member one attending the Latin class.

5912. The great bulk of the students satisfy you
so far as your own matriculation is concerned?
Quite.

5913. At that time the matriculation was equivalent
to the matriculation in -the Queen’s University? It
was identical.

5914. At that time were the students who passed
that matriculation examination in your opinion quali-
fied to take good classical instruction 1—They were.

5915. They might pass the matriculation exam-
ination without any substantial knowledge—perhaps
no knowledge at all—of Greek ?—That would apply
more to medical students than to arte students, because

the case is exceedingly rare with the aits students.
As a rule, as I tell you, the host men were few in
number, and very seldom wont on the second year
The great bulk were men who were prepared to try

for scholarships.

5916. Who luul prepared their Greek well?—Ex-
ceedingly well.

5917. I understand with regard to the pissa™
quoted, your opinion is that when a Professor finds

students in any stage lie has to take oil
1

his coat and
do the work connected with it?—Yes ; and besides

this, men might he extremely good mathematicians

and extremely deficient in my department. I wonld
have to work them lip for a little-go, nothing move.

5918. You are acquainted with tlio state of matters

in Edinburgh ?— Pretty well.

5919. Was there a matriculation in Edinburgh ?

lu no case.

5920. So that a student might enter the University

freely?—Yes.
5921. Without any examination whatever in Greek

or Latin, or anytiling else?—None whatever.

5922. You tiro acquainted with the state of educa-

tion in Cambridge?— l am, practically'.

5923. Is there any matriculation examination

there?—I entered at two Colleges. I first entered the

largest and most famous —Trinity. For pecuniary

considerations connected with scholarships I left for

Pembroke. There was a matriculation examination at

Trinity I think almost anyone could get through I

.should say, compared with oiivs it was very much easier.

5924. Are you acquainted with the state, of mutters

in Trinity at the present moment?—I have a sou

there. I am only speaking of my own time : but T

do not think it is very much altered.

5925. The examination was the same in your time?

—I Jiuve a son there. Ho is in his fourth year; but I

do not think there is much alteration. The fact is

that there are men there who could not have gone

through anyr difficulty.

592G. They could not have gone through your

matriculation examination ?-- I think they could not

possibly', even with all the softness on the part of

Greek.

5927. You have a great deal of experience with

regard to teaching ? You were twelve years being

taught in one of the largest schools in the world?—

The largest, I believe—Christ's Hospital, London.

5928. Would you have any means of comparing

the hoys of that time—that was some little time ago—
with the boys who enter your class anil matriculate at

the same age ?—I could give a very' good idea. The

senior class there consisted of twelve men in my time

5929. In Christ’s?—In Christ’s. Of twelve men

of three different years, four each y'ear.

5930. That is to say, though there were 1,500 boys

in the school?—The Grecians composed a draft of

four per annum of that enormous total.

5931. So that at that time the great balk of the

school never readied it?—Never reached it at all.

The class just beneath averaged about thirty only.

These tliirty were allowed to stop an extra year, until

sixteen ; and that may be taken as indicating fairly

the intellectual state of the boys, because the others

represented the picked boys out of a great number,

and a singular thing is that they never got four first-

class men together in one year. They never got more

than two.

5932. You would at present apply the rule to whicn

attention has been called to scholarships of the second

year only?—Yes.
5933. You personally do not apply the rule to

scholarships of the first year, which are first years

scholarships ?—Yes
;
I have no & priori view.

6934. With regard to sessional examinations, Ido

not quite gather from this whether one-fifth is an

absolute rule with regard to sessional examinations or

not. Twenty per cent, is the number of marks below

which you absolutely reject. Would that apply

sessional examinations ?—No, it does not, because we
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.absolutely must give specific marks here. It is one

man against another.

5935. Have you any means of comparing the stu-

dents who come hero as to their state of preparedness

for university teaching with hoys of the same age in

Scotland?—I should say that the hoys who come

here for arts arc fairly on an average with those who
attend Edinburgh University.

5D3C. Have yon any means of stating the result,

for instance, of the three years’ teaching in classics

which a man gets — when lm passes out of the

bands of the College could you state what place he

would take in any university with which you are

familiar ?—I should say that, with one exception, I

never had a man who could comjiete for the top of

ilie first class in Cambridge.

5937. Only one exception for the top linst class ?--

Yes: I think you know the man 1 am referring tu.

5938. Yes; that is Mr. O'Connor l—Mr. O’Connor

was a scholar of the Catholic University, Stcphen’s-

gicen, aud they must have great confidence in our

scholarship ami mode of teaching, because he was in-

troduced to my friend, the then Professor of Latin,

by a Catholic clergyman. He was the best man we
ever had. His brother was the beat medical student

I aver examined ;
but our general average good men

would, 1 think, have got about the top of the second class

in honours, and what would have prevented almost any
chance of the first was the aliseuco of composition in

Greek and Latin prose and verse ; but as regards

general breadth, I should say our good man was, as a
rale, vastly superior to the ordinary run of first class

classical scholars iu Cambridge. I will give you rea-

sons for my statement. I remember somewhat, early'

in my career examining a young man from Cork. He
passed his first class with us, but ho would not have
]kissed his first class in Cambridge

;
that is to say, ho

laid no power of verse writing, none at all
;
but ho

struck us as being a very able man. Within two
years that youth— a very youug man—was the chief

contributor to the imticles of tho Times, nml recently
went very close to vouching the editorship (Mr. Wilson).

One that I should call a good average li rat-class man,
but not a brilliant scholar of the English type, after

rending here and taking a first class degree, went over
almost directly to London, and competed against fifty-

three Oxford and Cambridge men, ami beat them for
the law scholarship.

5939. That is Mr. M‘Swinoy?—Yes. Mr. Wilson
is the present leader-writer of tlm Times. These are a
very high averages to take, hut still that stylo of mas-
culine ability is not brought out as a general mile
by the high-pressure classics of an English public
school.

5940. You mean to say that your man of that type
is a better trained man for the work of tho world tlion
a “ top " Englishman ?—Out of the way ; just as a
strong man is better than a clever precocious boy.

5941. I suppose the course yon put those men
through implies a general education in the first two
years as well as a classical ?—It must do so to lmsstlie
little-go.

5942. And the only time that they have to
specialize would be the third year ?—The only time.

5943. The course in Cambridge would imply prac-
tically a specialization for a large portion of the time ?

—The whole time. The “ little-go ’’ would be so
comparatively easy as compared with ours.

5944. The “
little-go ” is taken about throe months

from entrance ?—I know practically that it can be so
taken.

^
I know that my son took it before Christmas.

5945. It is within thre6 months?—Within thine
months in four tilings—Latin, Greek, mathematics,
end Divinity—so that it cannot bo very hard.

5946. At Cambridge a man may specialize entirely ?
—He is allowed two years. He may take the four
subjects one at a time, or all at a time, and you have
a long tune to take your choice.

5947. With regard to the requirement of Greek
eree, which you speak of, you have not such a require-

ment here as they have iu Cambridge. In it Latin r.ud Oaiwat"
Greek verse, both ?—Roth. Juneu ,g8V

5948. 1 sup| nine the importance which is attached
in Cambridge to Latin and Greek verse is not attached o'ArcvW
to theso subjects in any other university in the world 1 Thompson,"—By no means, not even in Oxford. In Oxford it is m.a., n.i.rr.

said that a man is a goal man who takes up the verso
and does it well, but lie is a fool who takes it up and
that does it ill.

5949. Do you happen to know at all what is tho
view of the German Universities with regard to Latin
and Greek verso. Would they attach any very great
importance to it as a nine (put non l— Certainly
not. I think i could with a little difficulty got you
attempts of German professors of enormous know-
ledge whose Greek versus would send the head master
of Eton into fits. In fact an Etou hoy would be Jloggcd

for such. But I am not by any means wishing to

disparage German scholarship. The Germans do not
regard it.

0950. Tho llov. Dr. Moli.oy.—

T

heir scholarship

does uot take that direction ?—It docs not take that

direction at all.

5951. Professor Jack.—They would look on the

devotion of a considerable portion of their lives to

Greek verse as elaborate trilling ?—They would.
5952. As to what you stated with regard to those

men about the result of your complete course of train-

ing, and the state ofthe men who pass out of Galway

—

does it apply to the present time or does it apply more
particularly to the period ofnon-disturLuico?—Farmore
to the period of 11011-disturbance. You see lioiv very

unpleasant it is to me to speak in a disparaging way
of students who have bccu particularly well behaved,

mnl particularly industrious ; but 1 am uot saying

anything that would hurt them wheu I say that the

average student is somewhat thirty per cent, below the

average man five, six, or. seven years before iu this

College.

5953. You attribute that chiefly to the disturbance ?

—Chiefly to the state of suspense into which the

students have been thrown. It is very difficult

always to assign causes. I know, for instance, in this

way, that tho best men wonld lie attracted far more to

university honours, that carry distinction known
throughout the country, a distinction not to be got at

what is now uot a university college ;.nud, again, a

good many men who, whilst they are strongly attached

to the Queen’s University, have got the impression,

rightly or wrongly, that the new University raised in

its stead, though apparently mixed, is in reality

one-sided, and they have certainly gone elsewhere,

either to Edinburgh or to Trinity College, Dublin. It

was not long ago that I was looking over a list of men
—I think eight—who hail gained exhibitions or

scholarships at Trinity College, and a professor, a

friend of mine, looking over these, said, “ I can re-

cognise, I think, foui1 names as of those belonging to

families attached to the Queen’s University,” aud those

would have come to one of the Queen’s Colleges, in all

probability, but for that impi-ession.

5954. That remark would probably explain, to a

considerable extent, the diminution in numbers 1

—

There is a diminution in numbers and in quality.

5955. With regai-d to the regulations of tho Royal

University, we have had some evidence laid before ns

us to the unwillingness of men who are capable

of taking honours in that university to present them-

selves for the honour examinations in Dublin, partly

arising from the expense. Wonld that apply to any

of your men particularly—have you noticed any such

effect?—I do not see how it could 1» brought under

my notice in any way, except, practically, from their

not going.

5950. Do they go, ns a rule, to those examinations

for honours or not?—You could hardly say, as a rule,

with regard to such a short period ;
there is no time

to judge from.

5957. There is the greatest possible difficulty in

statins any conclusion with regard to that?—Quite;

2U2
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I have no data to go upon os yet. Then, again, re-

member this—this appeals to common sense in a

moment—I am not an examiner in that university

;

any acute student must know that as regards special

examinations he will have a better chance reading

with a man who has to examine him. As regards

Greek, for instance—I do not, in any way, adapt my
teaching to this or that particular set of papers, I even

dislike men to take notes of what I say. I prefer

that general teaching, if good, should adhere to them,

and, if not, should drop off, and I do not advocate the

practice of taking laborious notes, because it is very

valueless. In an examination I never ask a question

I put before.

5938. Your teaching is directed to widening their

minds, not to cramming?—No; I care very little

about examinations
;

1 should, in a testimonial, go

from an estimate I had formed of them in the three

years’ intercourse, not from an examination.

5959. Dr. Stoxey.—The entrance examination that

is held at Trinity College, Cambridge, has several times

been referred to. The object of that examination, as

T understand it, is to select out of a large number of can-

didates those that shall bcadniitted to the limitedaccom-

modation for residence. The number that am bo ad-

mitted to residence is limited by the building ?—Not
practically; you can lodge outside

; it is not limited by
the courts, but it is limited by the size of the Chapel.

My own view of the matriculation at Trinity was, that

it was merely meant to exclude downright bad men,
nothing more than that. It was by no means intended

to exclude backward men, or third-rate men, but the

hopeless. I hardly ever knew the case of a mail that

was finally plucked in Trinity College, Cambridge, not
even a mnu that iu my own time kept underneath me,
anil his friend, a tutor of his, was a friend of my own,
and he came up there from his room one day and stated

that his friend below hail just explained how lie had
been plucked in an examination because he had spelled

“lieutenant" with an “f,” aud how he would have
spelt it all right if he laid got another twenty minutes.

That man got into Trinity easily.

5960. In comparing the acquirements of a man who
obtains the liighest honours of the Queen’s Colleges,

and those who obtaiu the highest honouis from
Cambridge, in addition to the circumstance that a
Cambridge man has been able to specialize for three
years, another consideration seems necessary, that
those men who afterwards highly distinguish them-
selves enter Cambridge lioth older aud more highly
trained than students cau lie got here?—Weil, I
entered myself at nineteen and a half, after having
been twelve years at Christ’s Hospital.

5961. That would prevent anyone reasonably
expecting that at the end of the Cambridge course, an
honour man would be only in the same stage to which
students am he brought in the Queen’s College ?

—

As a general rale, it was said a man went to Cam-
bridge to learn mathematics, and forget his classics.

5962. In fact, his general education was over before
he went there?—Yes.

5903. But in the Queen’s Colleges the general
education is insisted on up ton later stage?—Certainly.
In fact from the first two yearn of the three.

0904. Scholarships are awarded on competition
there, as well as iu all Universities ?—Yes.

0965. Could you speak as to the degree of acquire-
ments on which scholarship could be obtained, as
compared with the degree of acquirements on which
scholarships can be obtained here, after the student lias

und.-rgonetraining intheCol lege?—Pox-thesecondyear?
596(5. For the second year for instance ?—Oh, far

beyond the average. An enormous lot of the scholar-
ships in Cambridge come from schools alone, aud from
schools of all degrees of merit from upper class
schools down to small country ones, very often limited
to a particular parish, sometimes limited to a
particular- name. A scholarship at Cambridge may
tell a great deal, and may tell absolutely nothing,
and in a great variety of cases it means very little

indeed. At Trin ity
,
or St. Joliu’s it certainly does mean

a grout deal, but that stands quite apart from other
coses. At a small College, it indicates almost nothin"

59G7. The prizes that are obtained so, are of much
higher value than those obtained by the students of
the Queen’s Colleges?—There is no comprison. I
ho<l £200 a year, for three and a half years. I had
my room furnished: my library of classical and
mathematical books. That is to say, I had exactly

equal to our five classical aud mathematical scholar-

ships rolled into one, triennially rolled into one. I had
one for the school: the College gave me one, and the
next year- another, and the next year it did not take
away cither*. I had three.

59G8. Professor Jack. — So that, so far as the
emoluments, you had practically the same as all yours
now triennially ?—Yes. My son got about tiro same.

Ho did not know a soul iu Cambridge. He did not

belong to a school in connexion with Cambridge. Six

months before ho matriculated ho got au exhibition,

worth nearly £100, aud the first year lie was there he
gotafoundationscholai-ship,£100ayear,for seven yearn.

5909. That is as things uro going on now ?— I am
giving both now aud my own time, and now I am sure

you heard of Mr. Elwin, the editor of Pop. That
gentleman was a little my senior. I do not think Iam
a little far out in saying that lie. had £400 or £500 a

year in scholarships. That was exceptional. He
was not only a scholar of sonic school, but he was a

scholar of Trinity. He was then a University scholar,

and allowed to compote as Bell's scholar, being a

clergyman’s son, so that he hail about £400 a year, at

the minimum. £200, and £150 is very common, imd

£100 not at all uncommon, and I hardly knew a man
amongst my acquaintances that was not supported

about sixty, or eighty, aud sometimes one hundred per

cent, by wlmt he derived from the University, or

College. As for my owu part, 1 went there with

nothing; I could not have bought out of my own
menus a straw a tiny, and il' I could, not have lived ou it.

5970. I suppose probably half the men of Cam-

bridge would be honour jiiou of that description ?— All

the working uicu.

5971. Ami tho other men?—Move than lmlf are

almost ornamental men or men for the Church, aud it

did not by any means mean that a person preparing

for the Church was a hard leading man; by no means.

I passed a man in Greek who could not read one Greek

word, in Thucydides, aud all he could know was tire

capital letters at tho beginning of the speeches; but I

passed him, and that was all he know.
5972. So that about, one-tliinl are honour men of a

high class and about two-thirds are not honour men at

all?—They do not want it. They get a great deal

from their fathers but notliiug from the colleges.

5973. Dr. Stoxev.—

I

believe Professor Tyr rell of

lire University of Dublin has had ample opportunity

ofjudging of the Queen’s Colleges?—I examined with

him for many years at tho Queen's University, and he

has expressed in writing Ids opinion of the robustness

of tbe scholarship, and I think his views were read

yesterday.

The President .— I read some of what he wrote.

Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou could put that in.

The President.— Yos.

Ohaiiuian.—

I

f Professor Tyrrell comes before us in

Dublin we will bo happy to examine him.

The President.—I said that tho three best Latinists

came from Galway, and also that the distinctions of

tho Queen's Colleges exceeded those of any other.

5974. Dr. Stonky.—

W

ith reference to those marks

that have been several times referred to, 200 to Greek,

200 to Latin, 100 to French, 100 to German, 100 to

English, I presuino tire main intention of tlurt is to

decide the relative values of those different subject?,

the Greek and Latin being twice the value of French,

German, or English in the examinations, each is twice

the value of any of the other three?—-That is the

obvious meaning of the double mark.

5975. The meaning of Baying that no mark under
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one-fifth of the standard mark shall be taken into

account in any subject, would be that an excessively

slender knowledge in any one subject would not be

allowed to contribute to the general result 1—Certainly

not, but at the same time allow mo to remark, because

I think a mi apprehension arose yesterday ; the Chair-

man asked would a man who got say 20 per cent all

round get a scholarship. Well I don’t think that in

drawing up that we ever contemplated the appearance

of such a portentous creature ;
wo only put it in under

a notion that a man might be very poor in one subject,

i,at wo never thought he would be poor in two, but for

;i man to come in poor in three and poor in four

wo hi indicate an audacity that we never contemplated

at all.

o97G. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—I wish to ask you a

questhnas to the meaning of this observation in the

statutes. It is saul that if a student gets less than

twenty i
er cent, in any subject lie is disqualified, so

far ns that subject is concerned. That implies that if

he gets more than twenty per cent, he is not dis-

qualified !—No.

5977. Therelore, if he gets more than twenty per

cent, in every subject he is not disqualified in any

subject
;

therefore there is nothing to prevent liis

getting a scliolundiip, except that there might be a

better man ?—A better man.

597S. Dr. Stoxky.—That would depend on the

report of the examiners!—Of course. The examiners

have no power to give a scholarship. They merely

recommend.

5979. Chairman.—Do they eithe r recommend tho

rejection or acceptance, although the prescribed num-
ber of marks may not have been obtained in one case

or exceeded in the others 1—1 am not prepared to say;

it may be so, but I cannot cull to mind.
5980. We understand that tin: professor does noL

award the scholarship, but reports to the Council?

—

He does not, but so lhr from wlmt you say lining the

rule, allow mo to bring forward a very remarkable

case decided by myself. There was a case in which
only one competitor appeared for our senior scholar-

ship, and that competitor was twenty-five per cent., tho

best; man that I ever saw in the classes of the uni-

versity. That was the same Mr. O’Connor, and I re-

jected him in my Greek papers.

59S1. Rev. Dr. Mor.toY.—My question was in re-

ference to thejunior scholarships 1—Yes.

09S2. Chairman.—Wasita senior scholarship Mr.
O'Connor competed for ?—He got all. He got it next
year. It was merely that he had not prepared the
work

;
but it does not follow wo give it ton man what-

ever opinion we have of his ability if lie does not work.
5983. Professor Jack.—Is it your opinion that

it is the practice of the Council that men who get
twenty pier cent, in, say four or five subjects, are ac-

cepted for scholarships at tho end of the first year?

—

At the end of the first year; I think not. At tho
bc-guming they have no a ‘priori standard.

5984. But at the end of the first year you all know
what twenty per cent, means?—I do not think such a
case would lie likely to come before us. 1 do not re-
lueuilier anytliiug of the kind. But if it was given at
all it would bo ad minericordiam, because it is not n
thing we would be very proud of. I think we should
not give it.

5985. Do you remember anything of tho kind ?—

I

do not.

5986. Dr. Stoney.—

T

hcro is n meeting of tho ex-
aminers held, as I understand?—There is.

5987. Do yon attach weight to this conference?

—

Very great, indeed.

5988. And tho examiners make a joint report?—

A

joint report, except in the case where one absolutely
rejects, and then ono rejection will curry tho day.

5989. Professor Jack.—But the examiners send in
their marks still 1—They do, and the papers.

5990. So that the Council bus all the elements of
decision ?—Yes.

5991. Dr. Stoxey.—Do you think the vidue of the

entrance examination may be measured by the length Galway.
of the list of authors which is proscribed ?—Certainly June li, mi.
not ; it is the greatest fallacy in the world. I have

t)
—

-

heard it talked about. Take the books in Virgil. n’A**^
Goodness gracious, Virgil is not a ladder that you n.umjLn,'
can go up from tho first to tho second, and mount up m.a., b.ut.

to tho twelfth ns the most difficult of all. A man
who knows one knows the whole twelve implicitly.

5992. You also mentioned that during fifteen or
sixteen years you observed an improvement in tho men
entering tho College?—Steady. Most, perceptible.

0993. Do you consider that as indicating an im-
portant influence that the College has had on education
outside?—Obviously, most obviously. Without doubt,
I consider tlmt half the educational activity that is

now so remarkable in Ireland is due altogether to otir

Colleges, and the stimulus they have given, and given
especially to people who were hostile to them ; and so
they have had a good effect, and 1 am glad the stimulus
was given, and I tliink that a good deal ofgratitude is

due to those. Colleges.

5994. Would you consider that the work done in
theso Colleges could be estimated with any degree of
accuracy by the degree iu which students have availed
themselves of the Royal University, or the way in
which they have acquitted themselves there ?

—

Certainly not
;
obviously not.

5995. Then it would bo necessary to take into ac-

count other considerations, in order to form any esti-

mate of the work that is really done by the Colleges ?—Go back the last fifteen years to get a fair notion of
it, and in fact, I should say eliminate the time sinco

the foundation of tho Royal University, as being a

state of disturbance.

5996. Professor Jack.—Unexhausted transition?

—

Unexhausted transition.

5997. Dr. Stonby.—Would you consider that the

way men had discharged their duties in after life, was
a marked evidence?—Just as much as I look on edu-

cation lusrc as higher than instruction— infinitely

higher.

5998. In these ways do you think tho work of tho

College eon be shown to lie good work ?—I aiu sure of

it, so far as my own knowledge will cany me.
5999. Dr. Mauston.—Doyoti think that the highest

standard of examination could bo best educed by ex-

amining a man iu his own subjects
;
allow him to

soleut his own subjects, and then give him a thorough

examination !—1 do. I think that is the way of pro-

ceeding, probably now in Glasgow for scholarships.

A num may take up twelve or twenty bonks, or lie

may limit the number at his own choice, ami be
examined in these ami these only, that is to say in

Glasgow for the scholarship, it will lead a man to extra

exertion. J think it an excellent way.
6000. Is the nature of the matriculation examina-

tion ofa college or teaching university, rightly d liferent

from that of an examining board. Would yon say

that they should bo different, because an examining

and a teaching university are two different things ?

—

I havevery little experience on that point. The Royal

University is the only one here, and it is so very now
that one cannot judge. Of the London University I

know nothing. I cannot well answer the question.

6001. If you saw a young fellow thirstiug after

knowledge with evidence! of an average progress in

English and mathematics, and a good capacity, you
would 1 presume, be only too glad to have him here ?

—

Only too glad.

6002. My belief is that you have hail many such

here?— I cannot say many, because, as I said before,

when men eaino here to my department, Greek, it

presupposes almost to a certainty Latin, and Latin pre-

supposes English, so that as a rule the men who came
in Greek were of a veryhigh standard. A few that 1

had were puss men who had no ultimate wish to pur-

sue Greek at all, but merely to push through our

little-go—who would require but an average amount.

It would be a difficult thing for a man to pass through

knowing nothing. He woidd have to bo a very clever
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man to do it : and one or two of tliem were men of

very high ability.

6003. Take a man of fair capacity and of average

proficiency in English and mathematics, and fairly

educated in Latin going to the faculty of medicine

;

would you say that it would lie preferable for such a

man to" take up German or French, instead of Greek;

—No, certainly not.

G004. Does"the fact that many of the students look

to a career out of Ireland, influence them in their desire

to compete in the Royal University?—I should think

obviously it must. It is a little out of the heat ot

one’s experience. The prizes are so very high in the

Civil Service, the home service and India, and the

Army and so on, it must operate I think.

G0Q5. Rev Dr. Molloy.—I think you said that you

attach no importance to the number of books in which

a student is liable to be examined ;
for example,you say

that one hook of Virgil as a subject of examination is

as good os twelve l—Of course
;
you see if a man knew

all the twelve it would be a grand tiling, and he would

lie considered a fine man, but for a mere examination

1 would say that one hook would be quite as good.

G006. It is enough for matriculation to have one

hook, but a student who knows twelve, would know a.

great deal more ?—Of course lie would, but you do not

want an exhaustive examination that way.

6007. Would not the examination in two books bo
more extensive than in one?—I should say not. I

should say that a man who knew 100 lines thoi-oughly

well would be better than a man who knew twelve

books badly.

G008. The object of the examination is twofold, to

test the quality of the student’s scholarship, and to

test the extent of his knowledge. You can test the

quality of his scholarship with a small number of

hooks, hut not the extent of his knowledge?—It is a
thing one would never attempt to do, because it is a
tiling absolutely useless.

6009. Rut it is a thing you have attempted to do in

Queen's College, Galway : because at entrance, for ma-
triculation you require one hook of the iEneid, nncl

for the scholarship examination you require two books.

You require one book of Homer for entrance, and two
books for the scholarship. So that dealing with the
same students for the higher course of examination
you have a larger number of books ?—In one case you

have to ascertain the capacity for learning, and in tin*

other you have to differentiatebetween tltedili'eventincu

and therefore have to bring in a quantitative element,
G010. In order to ascertain the extent of his

knowledge?—There the quantitative and comparative
element need not come in. Suppose wo were not
limited and one successful candidate did not exclude

another, I should be content with the qualitative one.

But to limit the number means the extrusion of some
and we can only do that by a quantitative comparison.

6011. You shited that the matriculation examination

in this College was the same as in the Queen’s Univer-

sity ?—Yes.

G01 2. You do not mean to say it is the same as in

the other Queen’s Colleges?—No.
GO 13. You spoke of the training here as calculated

to develop the intellect of the student?—Yes.

GO 14. Do you not think that the training hove

would he more effectual for the purpose, if yon gut

the students coming up to matriculation hotter pre-

pared and witli a larger amount of iuformation 1—That

might possibly lie, hut it would not follow by any

means as a matter of course.

0015. 1 think you said, for example, that G’Cmmor
was the best trained student who came to the College?

—In classics.

G01G. Was lie not also eminently distinguished at

the end of his course here?—In what branch 1

0017. In classics?—Certainly.

6018. Was not liis educational standard at the end

of his course here higher than it could have been if he

came hero badly prcjiared?—J agree to that. Yon
are speaking of a man of something like genius.

6019. Do you happen to know where he got liis

school education ?—At the Seminary of the Jesuits here

under Father O’C'arroll. How long lie was there I do

not know. I believe he got liis education from a man
of well-known scholarship and learning, and of very

great zeal in the teaching of the ancient classics.

6020. Chairman.—

Y

ou mentioned that vevse was

rather weak ?—It is practically non-existent.

0021. I might apply a passage from another of your

hooks* which I was reading lust night, that there are

students here who could turn a summersault as easily as

apentameter?—I do not think they even try to do it.

It is like a man with a fiddle, who might play it if lie

tried.

Pwfcssor
Joseph P. Pye,

Professor Joseph P. Pye, i

G022.fDr. Maustok.—I believe you are going to
lie good enough to give the Commissioners some in-

formation in tabular form connected with the medical
teaching at the hospital ?—Yes, at the request of the
Commission.

6023. Do the students of this College proceed else-

where to complete their medical education?—A very
large proportion of the students do.

G024. In connexion with that, I should like to ask
you what are the opportunities of hospital practice
afforded here to those gentlemen . Do you think theycan
complete their education here without going to another
place ?—I advise them to go.

6025. You think the practical opportunities here
are limited?—I think there are few provincial towns
that afford sufficient clinical opportunities.

6026. Will you kindly look at this return from the
Royal University of Ireland. Of coinse the numbers
are small, and statistics are unreliable when based on
small numbers, liable to fluctuate. Looking however
at the prizes and passes gained by Galway students at
the Royal University, can j’ou draw any inference from
the results as regards the students of the Queen’s
Colleges ?—There is a slight difference. The percent-
age of pass candidates is a little under 50 per cent in
the case of Galway, and a little over in the cases of
Queen’s College, Belfast, and Queen’s College, Cork.

:.r., ji.ch., d. sc., re-examined.

6027. It occasionally fluctuates ?—Yes, but 1 wish

to make this observation—I question the accuracy of

the return. In fact I know it to be incorrect.

6028. How arc you able to state that?—lam not

able to correct the numbers of candidates returned by

the P.oyal University for I luxve no moans of checking

them, but looking at the list of the men from this

College who are returned as passed during the years

stated here, this ltoyal University return is inaccurate,

for our men are stated to be fewer than the actual

number that did pass.

6029. Could you supply the number ?—I went over

the numbers with the Registrar-. He lias them.

6030. Chairman.—Very likely. The same occur-

red in Belfast. They put down to other places some

who really came from the Colleges ?—T cannot say.

603 1 . Dr. Marston.—

C

an you tell the Commission

how the clinical lectures delivered in this College

differ from the clinical lectures given in the hos-

pital and what number of clinical lectures are

given during the session at the College and the

hospital respectively?—The licensing bodies require

two distinct things to be done in clinical teaching

they require instruction at the bedside and in addition,

at least two formal lectures not at the bedside but in

a class room or something corresponding. We giv
'°

that minimum number at the College, two in each

* 11 Day Dreams of s Schoolmaster." t See Appendix 111. B.—Ho. 35.
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week during the session, anil instruction is carried on

every morning at the bedside.

6032. How many lectures in the session would that

amount to 1—Say thirty weeks, jmrha] is fifty lectures

the minimum, allowing for accidents and interruptions.

6033. Can yon tell me anything on the subject of

the teuchiug staff of the hospital 1—The stuff is com-

posed of two medical attendants. As a supplement I

give clinical instruction at the County Infirmary,

and one of the professors who is not attached to any

hospital, acts ns pathologist generally to the hospitals.

603+. Is the opportunity for tins study of morbid

anatomy very limited ?—Very limited

6035" 1 have heard of a report as to the condition

of the County Infirmary in 1870. Can you giro us

the general eifect of that in a few words 1—1 can.

003G. Will you give mo a reference to it, simply 1

The report was made in 1870 by Drs. Hunks anil

Macnamarn.
6037. Chaikmax.—

C

an wo got a copy «>f it?—I can

furnish you with a printed copy. The report was

read this morning.

0038. But we cannot take that version, no matter

how accurate. We must have the document itself ?

—

Yes, I can furnish a certified copy.

6039. Dr. Makston.—

C

an you state generally

what is the amount of hospital practice required by

the medical universities and boards?—Twenty-four

mouths ntlenduice.

6010. There is a minimum—wliat is the minimum ?

—Do yon refer to the accommodation in the

hospital ?

6041. What is the amount of hospital practice that

would be required of students in medicine to quidify

for the Royal University?—1 1 corresponds very closely,

taking ono board witli another, and may be stated

generally to be twenty-four mouths, that is four

winter sessions, of six montlm ntioh; two summer
sessions might come in, and would muko the winter

sessions throe.

6042. Do all the licensing lioards accept the attend-

ance at the hospitals in Galway ?— -Yes, at the general

hospital. Some boards umy require special certifi-

cates that wo cannot supply, but that does not
invalidate the general hospital certificates.

6043. What opportunities have you for the study
of diseases of women and children and the practice of

midwifery ?—Vou have asked mo as to the midwifery
already.

6044. In respect to those I luivo just mentioned
do you not think the Royal University 1ms done

good service in exacting a knowledge in those sub- Galwav.
jects. They require also a knowledge of special
diseases, fever, mental diseases, and is there not a
diploma in obstetrics ?—The Royal University has

Frofc«or

done nothing special in that respect, in olwtctries m.ch
Vl ’

special information is exacted by every board n.sr!

0045. But with regard to mental diseases?—

I

think it is well tlint it should he so. The curriculum
is progressive in tlint way. Any hoard will add
something to its programme one year with another.

0046. Then; is uuo point on which I should lie

glad of your opinion. We have lxasn told tlmt there
is no retiring allowance for tlio professors in the medi-
cal faculty. An you do uot practice for remuneration
you can express an opinion the more freely. Is
thorn any Hold for professional practice by which the
professor win increase the emoluments of Ids chair?

—

It is very limited.

6047. If so very limited would j'ou reasonably ex-

pect nion of attainments to come here and lecture to

medical students?—Well, 1 think the place would
he more attractive if the emoluments were higher.

61148. Looking at it in a practical business light,

with your knowledge of what labour is worth, are the

prospects sufficient to attract the right sort of men ?—1 think we have a very good staff at present. Per-

haps we had better not speculate as to what may
happen in the future. I should uot like to speculate.

6049. Ci tA i

U

max.—

D

o I understand that there are

certain certificates required by universities and other

licensing boards which cannot be got by a student
attending the College here ?—Yes.

6050. Take for instance the College of Surgeons,

Dublin, and the College of Surgeons, Edinburgh !

—

Every requirement of the College of Surgeons, Edin-
burgh, may ho complied with here, for their mid-

wifery certificate may be obtained at the dispensary,

not necessarily at a midwifery hospital, hut at a dis-

pensary for extern patients.

6601. With regard to the College of Surgeons,

Dublin?—I think tlm midwifery requirements there

also might be satisfied at a dispensary.

6002. Dr. Maustox.— Is there a maternity with

a sufficient number of out-patients to afford them a

practical knowledge of midwifery ?—There are plenty

of cases in connexion witli the Poor Law Dispen-

saries.

6003. Are they availed of?—They are uot availed

of.

6004. Do the students practically go to Dublin ?

—They practically go to Dublin.

Professor Gkoroe Johnston A rx.\

6055. Professor Jack.—You arc a Follow of the
Royal Society l—I hope so. I was recommended by the
Council. The election I believe took place yesterday.

6056. How long have you been Professor of Mathe-
matics in this College ?—Since December, 1853.

C057. So that you have the very greatest possible
experience of the Queen’s College?—Almost from the
first.

6058. Whore were you educated previously ?—In
Trinity College, Dublin.

.
6059. What is the number of your students at

the present moment?—There are this year twenty-
three in three classes.

6060. What is the class for first year's student's ?

—

There have been always two classes of students in the
first year, a pass class and an honour class, But the
word mathematics is to a certain extent misleading
because it includes a great many different subjects.
In the pass class I go over a course of lectures on arith-
metic and the Bix books of Euclid,, and also on algebra
one trigonometry. I use Euclid as u text book.

6061. For the pass class in the first year ?—Yes.
lnen I have an honour class of the first year in which
1 lecture on the higher mathematics, that is to say, a

an, ix. d., D.sc., F.U.8., examined.

more lulvauctid course of trigonometry including sphe-

ricid trigonometry, what is called solid geometry, the

elements ol the theory of equations, anil analytical geo-

metry as far as the straight line and circle.

6062.

Wliat number of men might you have in the

pass class of the first year at present?—Twenty in the

pass class of the first year-.

6003. How many in the honour class?—Nine;

they are not separate individuals.

6064. You mean that there may be a considerable

number of the nine who are also in the twenty ?—They

are all I think, because the honour men also attend

the pass class for the most part. They attend algebra

anil geometry aud so on. They attend the full course

as far as they get advantage from the first course.

0065. Is it your experience that the bulk of those

twenty men got a substantial knowledge of the course

you have mentioned?—Yes, I have taken the greatest

pains
;

I always have taken the greatest pains

with the pass students. I spare no pains to try to

give them a sound basis of mathematical education so

arranged as to be of tho highost importance,' no

matter wliat the future walk in life of the students

may be.

ProfeMor
(feorj-e

.Tnluutnll

Allman, U.U.,
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Calwav. G06G. "Were all the nine honour men able to cover G070. What Jute was that Commission I—1876. I

Ante 18, 1884 . the very extensive ground you have mentioned?—I 6080. Tt was not published?—No.

do not think all those nine men were. I think in the G081. ChatUmax—

I

t w:»s u Treasury Commission,

George** course of the lectures perhaps two or three fell off, and not published?—I am sorry for it.

Johnston but at least six went through the whole course anil 6082. Professor Jack.—Are the third year's uuthc-

Alltnnn, t.t-t)., answered well at the sessional examination. matical students entirely an honour class?—Entirely.

d bc.
i
r.it.s. G0(i7. They went over that very extensive course ? In reference to that honour class I should mention to I

Yes. tlie Commissioners that it was at first a perfectly vol-

GOGS. In tho second year what course have yon?—I untary class, established, in the first instance, iu tliis
I

was rather pleased with the answering last week at the. College years ngn, by the late Professor Nesbitt and

sessional examination. The best man amongst the myself, and, I think, Professor Stoney. Afterwards

candidates for honours got SO per cent, on a searching it hecamoan obligatory course when tin* statutes were

paper. 1 oau lot you sot* the paper. changed, but it was tiret instituted in tills College as I

GOG!). Chairman.—Is that the first year’s honours an honour class, when the professors need not have
|

men ? Yes. luul tlieso students at all.

0070. Professor Jack.—You were going to give me G083. Wlmt number of students might there l>e at

the number of tho second year’s class ?—This year it present iu that class ?—Not one this year.

is exceedingly low. 0084.* Taking the two years previous to what wo ,

0071. Is it only one class?—This year only the may term the disturbance could you give me, roughly
|

honour class. In other yearn I had pass and honour. speaking, the number of students you would have in

G072. How many attended that class this year ?— the lirst year’s pass aud first year’s honour, and in the

Only three attended tho couim second year’s puss and second year's honour classes ?—
0073. What conrso would they go through?—We I have just asked for that return. [Mr. Lof'tut—It

commence in tho honour class with analytical geometry will take some time to mako it out.] Mr. Loftus lias i

consecutively to what is done iu the first year, namely supplied it for the three years since the disturbance,

conic sections. Then I take up the differential ealeu- 0085. And for the year 1881-82 ?—In 1880-81 I

lus and after that the integral calculus. there was a fail* number—33 in the pass class ofthe first

607 From the beginning?—From the beginning year; but here, in 1SS1—83 there were 22 in the pass

of the differential and from tho beginning of the integral, class.

6075. And that would cover the course of the second G086. It would answer my purpose siilliciontly for
|

year?—The first term is taken up with analytical geo- 1881-82?—No. These aro all since the ilistnrburce

;

raetry, and the second and third with differential and twenty-two that year, twenty-one last year, twenty
|

integral calculus. this year. I know it very well because tho fees fell to

GU7G. Could you give me any indication ns to how half. I had moivthan £80 fees a few years ago, aud

much work is done with reference to any of the well- tliis year it was £40, so that tells exactly,

known text books ?—Wlnit l have taken always is the 0087. With vegan l to tho position at entrance into
I

subject of the second university examination—the your class, they imss tho matriculation examination iu

honour course in the old Queen's University—and accordance with the regulations of the Royal

now I take the honour course of tho Royal Pniver- University, or the matriculation examination in any

sity, which Has bc*en taken from the Queen’s for tho of the Queen's Colleges ?—Yes, the Queen's Univer-

honours. sity examination.

G077. As you are more familiar with them than I 6088. A certain amount of mathematics is esseu-

arn, will you mention what the course is?—Salmon’s tinl ?—Absolutely essential, two books of Euclid, first

Conic Sections,X-X IV : Todhnnter's formerly’, lmt aiul second, a knowledge of arithmetic, and algebra,

latterly Williamson’s books on the Differential and In- as far ns the solution of simple equations. I always

tegrnl Calculus. Thcditfcrmitinl calculus includes differ- insisted on this knowledge, especially’ of geometry and

entiation of functions of a single variable. Taylor’s, arithmetic.
and Maclauvin’s Theorems :nul their applications, the GU89. So tlmt no student could enter here ns a

Theory of .Maxima, aiul Minima for functions of a matriculated student without having a substantial

single variable—wo do not go to two variables—and knowledge of those subjects?—No: my colleagues

their application to Tangents, Normals, and Curvature allowed me to place an absolute veto, no matter how

of Plane Curves. The integral calculus includes in- well they answered in any other subject; no matter

tegratiou of functions of a single variable in finite how well they answered in the other subjects I exer-

terms
;

reduction of integrals of a single variable
;

cised that veto in every instance,
application to tlie quadrature and rectification of G090. So that no such student comes under your

plane curves. Lagrange's and Laplace’s Theorems for- mathematical instruction, except, I presume, a non-

merly, but not latterly, because they are not included matriculated student?—Non-matviculated students are

in the second university examination. not required to pass auy examination.
G078. I do not ask the question entirely with refer- G091. They might come into your class or into any

ence to those three men, because, perhaps, it is a little class ?—We have very few of them at all.

severe on them
;
but would the number of men in the 0092. I am asking merely for your opinion—ilia

second year’s class usually cover substantially’ that that bring students who presented themselves at your

amount ot ground and do it well?—Yes. I should classes into a state for going through the extensive

mention that besides going through the work, I always, course in mathematics which you have mentioned ?

in every way, encourage the students to woi’k problems, Y es, there were two things to be considered ;
in the

anJ bring me examples, aud I spend agood deal oftime first place, students who attended my lectures were

in examining their papers. We Rre greatly depressed in arts or engineering. Well, what wa3 to be con-

at present, for w« have been knocked about, but siderecl in the case of the large number of medical

a few years ago the rending over the students’ students? Wkv, bearing in mind that the stnden

papers, which I have always read most carefully, should bo fit to follow the lectures of the Professor of

occupied far more timo than the lectures themselves. Natural Philosophy, it goes without saying that ft

When the Treasury Commission was down here a few student should know arithmetic and some geometry to

years ago it so happened thut I had in my possession follow the lectures of the Professor of Natural

tho answers, to the problems that they had solved Philosophy.
for two days. I brought the set that I had G093. With regard to tlie entrance soholandupi

looked at and I handed them to the Commissionere to have you any minimum mark ?—Yes; in the f“®“

see, and I believe that there is in the report, which place, I would like to be allowed to stato, in respect

was never published, a passage speaking in high to the twenty per cent., there has been some mu»p

terms of praise of the work done. prehension about it. The twenty per cent., m tn

• See Appendix III, B.—Ko. 89,
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lit.it place, docs not apply tunny examination in tlin

•ienci* side. The object of tlw* twenty |jor cent, win

tltU : when there were a number of exaiuinurs thu

Council said there should he twenty per unit, in each

subject ;
any answering less than that iloon not

count. Now, ns n matter of fact, the lUgistrar will

prove this, that the lowest answering that a scholar-

ship was given on at the literary siile was tliirty-niui!

per cent.

G09+. Rev. Dr. Molx.oV. -Do you menu thirty-

nine per cent on cneli snhjoct «*F examination ’{— ( )n

the tot, leaving out the scral.ches
;

tlio scratches <lo

net count, they are knocked oil' the list.

6095. Professor Jack.—

A

fter thu Boratchos yon

sot thirty- nine per cent., hut wo will take it from

tin- Registrar l—With respite t to mathematics, for the

scholarship of the first year the sole examiner is the

Professor of Mathematics; for the entrance scholar-

ships in arts—that is, for the first year's scholar-

ships in science—and for one of the first year’s

scholarships in medicine, tlio Professor of Mathematics

is the sole examiner.

6096. So that you have a full knowledge of all

that has liappeue l with regard to tlioso scholarships ?

—For many years Dr. Curtis, who is now Assistant

Commissioner of Intermediate Education, examined :

hy his own free will, and, with the consent of the

College Council, he was associated with me. It was bis

own proposition. Ho was associated witli me as

examiner for scholarships of tlio first year, but the

responsibility lay with mo. Ho set half of tlio

papers.

6097.

* Perhaps you emild state your exporience with

regard to these scholarships 1—Iti tlio scholarships of

last year, for the fiist year’s scholarships, the maximum
answering obtained was oiglity-two ami a luilf pci1

cent.

6098. In mathematics?—Yes, for the first year’s

scholarship.

0099. And what was tlio minimum ?-r-Last year it

was unusually low, 31£. I would like to lie allowed
to explain why it was low. It is sinco Ave liavo been
knocked about. Tlio avelngo is 5.T8.

6100. The average of tlio fivo?—The live successful.

6101. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Tlio livo wliat?—I have
given you the highest and the lowest. The average
of the successful candidates was 53*8. The year before,

the maximum was 72 per cent., and tlio minimum
021, the average being 59.',.

6 102. 1 ’rofessorJack.—That was tlio year 1 882-8.1?
—Yes. In 1881-82 the maximum was 811, tlio

minimum 06, and the average 76-8. In 1880-81 tlio

maximum was 70-8, the minimum 05-1, and the
average 67

*J.

6103. With regal'd to these figures you could tell

the Commissioners at once what inference you draw
from them. Does that show a very good state of
mathematical education ?—Very good. I have always
taken the greatest pains with those examinations,
because I fixed the marks for each question, and
whenever a man does a bit of honest work of the kind
he does not throw it to the wind. I preserve them
in the first instance for the use of the students, because
at the lecture I show them, “ You only got Buch and
such a mark for such and such a question.” After
the lectures are over I very often give them hints. I
have them in my hands with the exception of one
3 ear, and the answers in many cases for each individual
question, the papers set and everything. 1 am quite
prepared if you thiuk proper to hand them in.

'6104. Speaking for myself, I should not venture to
liaye an opinion on a teacher of your eminence with
regard to that?—With respect to the number of
candidates, last year there were only eight for the
science scholarships of the first year, that is in 1 883-84.
•in 1882-83 there were eight also; in 1881-82 there
were nine, but in 1880-81 there wore twenty for the

,

ve science scholarships, and I have the returns
ucre of the previous years. In 1878-9 there wore

sevnntiM'H candidates, in 1877-78 the paper is wanting, Calvw
uiid in 1876-77 there worn thirteen candidate*. June it. isk

6li'"'- Yimi mentioned, with regard t«. one of the p ,

—

candidates this year, 31 j per cent., anil you said it li.^T"
wok exceptionally Imv. Do you happen to know, ns •li.luwion

a member of Council, whether there was any system Allman, u. i

of compensation, or whether 31
.[

per cent, would have
, ’'sc’ F-I:,s-

until rally passed him in that sub ject ?—Tlio auswering
of that one .student was lmv.

6 1 06. All through ?—It was (ho solo subject of
examination. Rut here is a thing that I want to
point out to the Commission. In this College trigo-

nometry is olio of i.l ic subjects in tlio first year's

scholarship. Formerly the students answered well in
trigonometry, but when the Royal University was
founded tlio course of action taken was not one to

improve matters. Trigonometry was no j«vrt, up to the

present year, ol' tlm subjects for the exhibitions of tlio

honour course in mathematics at the matriculation
examination.

G107. Which corresponds to your entinuco or first

years scholarships?—Yes; the consequence was that
tiio students neglected trigonometry

;
they did not

como os'well prepared in that as they did iu former
years, and therefore in recommending those students
for scholarships I took that into consideration, observ-

ing, I am nearly certain, that it was iu that branch
they were doliciont.

6108. You say that you could understand a student
presenting himself in this way, being defective in that

branch, considering he was aiming for the Fuoynl Uni-
versity ?—Iu the first place the matriculation at the

Royal University neglected the subject, and we never

had experimental physics ; and secondly, in mathe-
matics the trigonometry would nob have told.

0109. It included a subject you had not before at

all?—A subject that we never hml for matriculation

—

experimental physics.

6110. Then tlio students hail already more than

that, at any into of mathematics?—The trigonometry

would not have told for them at the Royal.

6111. It was not in the course ?—It is in tlio course

for next year, I am liappy to any.

6112. With regard to the general remark about the

exhibitions and honours of the Royal University and
the entrance scholarships in science here, they are

bused on different examinations'!—Quite so. Tlic

examinations for scholarships iu the Collogo from the

first have boon divided into the literary ami the science

siiles.quite distiuctltom one another, whereas the exam-

inations for exhibitions at matriculaion in the Royal

Univereityarc in Latin, inGreek ,oraModern Language,

in English, inMn thoniatics—that istosay ,
in arithmetic,

algebra, and geometry, and in experimental physics.

These are all taken into account for exhibitions. The
examinations are quite distinct; they are perfectly

different It is quite conceivable that a student

might get a scholarship with us and not get an

exhibition at the Royal University, and, vice vevau,

a student might get an exhibition at the Royal

University and not suoceed in obtaining a scholar-

ship in any of the Queen’s Colleges, cither in the

literary or the science side.

6113. At what time would lie present himself for

the exhibition examination at the Royal University 1

—The matriculation examination begins in October.

6114. He could present himself for an entrance

scholarship here about the same time or shortly after 1

—Formerly it was the first week after our session

opened, but, ns I have already explained, in order not

to submit students to a second matriculation exami-

nation, as happened one your, the Council postjioned

it for a week or so, tliat we might know the results

of the Royal University examinations, so that students

might not have to go for our matriculation examina-

tion.

6115. I gather from your evidence that it would

require a very clever man to elect deliberately to

sit on two stools and prepare himself for both at

* See Appendix III. B.—Documents, No. 40.
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the same time, to carry oft’ an exhibition at the Royal

University and a scholarship herd—A first class man
could do it.

61 1G. In preparing for one examination and another

which is very nearly at the same time, I suppose he

would have to elect, unless he was quite a first class

man, which he would go on for I—Unless lie was a

first class man he would have to elect.

Cl 1 7. The mere fact of his taking one of them

would not even indicate whether he was reasonably

to be expected to take the other or not, unless in the

case of a very high class man?—Yes.

G118. You mentioned yesterday incidentally with

regard to men taking exhibitions this way in the Royal

University, that there is nothing in the statute to

prevent their coming here and obtaining the entrance

scholarships here ?—No.

6119. Chairman.—The same rule applies to all ?

—

There is another matter that it is highly important

to tell the Commission. I want to call attention to

the statutes of the College. In chapter l!) of the

statutes of the Queen’s Colleges, under the head

Ad ’iundem Students, if a student gets an exhibition

in the Royal University lie could, by our statutes,

compete for the scholarship here, because the exhibi-

tion is like a prize ;
(this is not a new thing)

;
but if a

student of the Royal University gets a scholarship in

the Royal Uuiversity lie could not hold it, by our
statutes, here nor in any of the other Colleges.

G120. Professor Jack.—The scholarship is a con-

tinuing prize, and two cannot be. held together?—Yes.

6121. Whereas the exhibition is a thing paid and
done for, and docs not at nil interfere with the right

to get another scholarship here 1—No. What I wanted
to call attention to is this, that the thing is reciprocal.

A student who does not belong to this College at all,

and never did, might get an exhibition in the Royal
University, and belong to any part of Ireland, and
might then come here under our statutes as an ad
etindem student, and take a scholarship in this College.

G122. Chairman.—That is quite clear. Chapter
19 of the statutes says

—

“ It shall be competent for the Council to permit any
student who shall have pursued part ofhis collegiate studies
in any one of the colleges founded under the said Act of
Parliament, or in any university capable ofgranting degrees
in the several faculties of arts, law, and medicine, and any
legal or medical student who shall have pursued part of his
legal or medica studies under teachers recognised, or to be
recognised, by the Senate of the Queen’s University, on
passing such examinations and fulfilling such other condi-
tions as the Council shall prescribe, to take corresponding
rank in this College, and also to compete for scholarships
and other prizes of the corresponding year, provided he shall
not hold at the same time a scholarship or other office of
emolumentin any other university, college, or medical school.”

6123. Do yon hold that an exhibition in the Royal
Li niversity is not au office of emolument, but that a
scholarship is 1—Precisely so ; and the Council has
acted on that, and accepted the first university exami-
nation in the Royal University in place of the first
year. That is what I wanted to bring out, that the
possible number of candidates for pur second year’s
seholai'ships in cither science or literature is not
merely that of our students in this College and those
in Cork and Belfast, but any students whatsoever who
have passed the first university, examination in the
Royal University might come here and compete.

6124. ft was I who originally brought out this
matter in Belfast. I wish it to be distinctly under-
stood that I did not at all mean to impute that there
was anything at all irregular or contrary to the Act
of Parliament or the statutes of the Colleges that a
student should get an exhibition in the Royal Univer-
sity and come down here and geta scholarship. I only
wanted to establish the fact?—What I wanted to
establish was another fact, that the thing was reciprocal.

6125. Professor Jack.—With regard to the third
year, you mentioned that in this yearyou had no third
year’s students1— Yes. In 1880-81 1 had thirty-three

pass students of the first year, t had thirteen honour
students of the first year, I had two pass students of I

the second year, and thirteen honour students of the

second year, aud l'or the third year one honour
student. The year before, 1879-80, the numbers were
—first year’s pass, twenty-seven.

6126. I take it with regard to the thirdyear?—For
the third year I had two honour students in 1879-80

and two the previous year.

6127. And with regard to 1881-82, how many
honour men do you find in the third year 1—In
1881-82 T had two, and in 1S82-S3T laid three.

0128. I asked particularly about the third year,
|

because, although the number may bo small, these are
|

men who go through the highest course of mathe-

matical training?— In the third year the course is

geometry of three dimensions, and a very good course,

which includes surfaces of the second order, and curves
,

of double curvature, and so on—and altogether it is a
j

very heavy course—Boole’s differential equations, and

when I have time I give them the higher part of the
j

theory of equations, Sturm’s theorem, and matters of

that sort.

6129. These are men who are specializing ?—They !

are reading for the University, and preparing for the

senior scholarship in mathematics.

6130. Would you be able to place the average man i

of the third year as lie comes out of your hands in com-
[

parison with a man in any other university, with regard I

to mathematics. I am anxious to know for iustauce,
I

with regard to that very difficult question which is

addressed to us as to the standard of education in the

Queen’s Colleges. Aro you able to afford the Cominis-
|

siou any information ?—I ciui give you some little Lelp 1

towards it in this way : that in this College we have

been extremely successful, I think, very successful in-

deed, in competition in tlio Queen’s Uuiversity for the

B.A. honours, for which this class was intended, and :

it was first founded in this College. I have looked into
|

the matter, aud I find that we got in the Uuiversity

eleven first class in mathematical science since 1854, i

since I came here, aud seven second class.

6131. Did you count up how many first aud second

class were given in the whole University, and what
j

preportion that eleven and seven were to the whole ?

—It is a very large proportion. Some six or seven

years ago, I believe we had almost as many as they

got in Belfast, not relatively to the numbei’S at all, hut

with a smaller number of students. Latterly they

have not been so many.
0132. Would you be able to state the position in

mathematics your average top man, when lie leaves

here, as compared with Trinity College, Dublin?

—In Trinity College, Dublin, in my time, there was

a four years course and it went liigher. The class
(

consisted merely of students x-eading for the modcra-
|

torship. It was more extended than ours. It included

a more extended course of partial differential equations,

and it also included the lunar and planetary theories.

But I think our course is a very high one indeed, and

as to the answering, I have found an old letter con-

cerning Mr. Atkinson, who is a distinguished member

of the bar, a student of thiB College, and a graduate

of the Queen’s University.

6133. Chairman.—What is the letter?—It is a

letter informing me of what Dr. Boole said of him.

[The President.—The words that Dr. Boole used to

me. This letter was written in 1861. I wrote to

Dr. Allman, as I knew he would be pleased.

6134. Chairman.—Are you able to say that those

are the words?

—

President.—Yes. Dr. Boole is dead.

“Iam sure you are glad to hear something of what is

going on here. Boole, who was speaking with me, has

recommended the first medal and prize to be awarded to

Atkinson, and desired me to inform you that he never

got such good answering at the University."

6135. That is Mr. John Atkinson, Q.& 1—President.

—Yea.

6136. Professor Jack.—Your opinion is that the

success of a mathematical scholar in this College is
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not properly gauged by the course of examination in

the Royal University at the present moment?—No.
There have been several mattere vrliicli are, I am

happv to say, disappearing already. I mentioned one

about trigonometry. T will mention another. Formerly,

in the Queen’s University, there was no university

examination utthe emlof the first year. The first univer-

sity examination was held at the end of the second year.

Kow naturally, an examination Lu mathematics at tho

end of the second year involved a good deal more

than in the first year. In the Royal University

certainsubjectswere left out
;
spherical trigou. unetry for

example was left out, but it is required now. I used

always to lecture on spherical trigonometry in the first

year, and here was the difficulty—I hud either to

tike up the time of the students with a subject that

woidd not tell for that year-, or throw over to the

second year more than I could possibly do. I have been

very much hampered in that way. That Juts boon re-

medied, and one or two other matters have been

remedied. The examination in the Royal University

for pass in mathematics was only a period of three

1 1ours at tho first examination. There are six hours

for Greek or a modern language, and for English six

hours, and for algebra, arithmetic, trigonometry, and

geometry, only three hours—a paper of twelve ques-

tions. At that examination there was not sufficient

opportunity of testing the knowledge of the pass men.

6137. But in your opinion the authorities of the

Royal Univei-sity are learning from more experience!

—

That has been cliauged. I represented these different

matters. I am a member of the senate and of the

standing committee of the Ruyiil University, and

they listen to anything I say. I am not making any
insinuation, or causing a reflection on tho Royal Uni-

versity, but explaining lion- it is. I expect in future

matters will much improve.

6138. Tho authorities of tho Royal Univereity are

very much alive to all the circumstances which their

examiners bring before them?—Yes, they listen, and
are most anxious to do eveiything that advances

learning in tho country. They have carried out my
suggestion.

6139. If anybody discovers any fault they are most
anxious to put the matter right as far :ls they can ? —
As far as I know they are. Anything represented

to them they have paid the greatest attention to. 1

have no fault to find with them.

6140. You mentioned yesterday about students

coming from Ulster. You mentioned about tlm divi-

sion in the provinces 1—Yes.

6141. The question is really rather this—conlil

you at all indicate what counties geographically they

generally liappen to be in in Connaught!—The
matter is very simple. If ft student’s family lives far

from Galway, even ten miles, at Atliemy for example.
Ihave known students living there who couldnot attend
lectures in college. We insist on residence. He
cannot attend the lectures and live at home. It very
little mattex-s whether a man comes two or three times
byrail for a very short or long distance, so that we natu-
rally have them from all parts of Ireland by rail If

a student lives twenty miles from Belfast he would
have to live in town, and that is an element to be
considered in the matter.

6142. Do you have instances of students coming
from Belfast and Cork to compete with Galway stu-
dents!—They have sometimes come, at the second year.

6143. That is students for the second year’s course ?—Yes, both from Belfast and Cork.
6144. What is your opinion as to the position they

take as compared with your own students !—Some
students have got scholarships coining from Belfast.
I have three men in my mind at present.

6145. Chairman.—Give the dates but not the
names!—The dates I could not tell exactly. One
was three or four years ago. I could find ont the
dates, if you like, by reference to the books. What
I want to say is this, that a student coming from Bel-
fast ancl competing for a science scholarship of the

second year never got either first or second place, the Ualwa
highest obtained was third place. j„„e j-

6146. Professor Jack.

—

Are any of the candidates —

-

from Cork !—I put ixx that they may have come from George"'
Cork. I know they did on inquiry, but I aiu not .Johnsxon

quite sure we have any arts students from Cork, we Allm«n. t

haie from Belfast 11 sc-> p-n

G147. I supjioNo they may como for particular
reasons connected with the eminence of a particular
teacher 1—I know, as a matter of history, that stu-

deuts flocked from all parts of Europe to hear Boer-
banvc at Leyden, and Liiiuxeus at Upsala, but I never
heard that these universities were condemned on that
account.

61 48. Chairman.—They generally come to attend
the lectures and get the scholarships t—They must
attend the lectures too.

6149. Professor Jack.—One or two of these men
get the scholarships, and, therefore, attend the
lectures?—For one year certainly, and perhaps for
two years. Ho ne of them attended my third year’s
class also.

6150. There is a question asked us about this sub-

ject, as to tliu possibility of a redistribution of the
moderate sum of money which is devoted to the ex-
hibitions and scholarships in this College. Have you
any opinion as to tho propriety of increasing the
Value of some of the scholarships!—I think it is

highly desirable to increase the value of tho first and
second, and, perhaps, tho third. We are in that

fortunate position that we have not merely the power
to do that, but, what is very important, we have the

money, and I hope we may see our way to do it. It

is a matter that I have In-ought myself hefox-e tho
Council. We have discussed the matter, but we
hare not scon our way to take any step in it.

G151. So that it is nob necessary to carry out any
improvement of that sort to get more money!—I am
only speaking of the College at the present tirno, be-

cause we have some xxuexpendcd balances.

6152. Chairman.—You bring forward a pretty

substantial balance evox-y yeax-1—Yes. I may men-
tion that not only are our students successful in the

Queen’s Uxxiversity but the highest answering iuxnatlxe-

iixatu-s obtained, I believe, at Civil Service competitions

for Iudia, was obtained I >y a student of this College. He
was tho highest answerer in mathematics, and, as

well its I remember, his marks were 1,130 out of

1,250.

6153. Professor Jack.—Do you remember the pre-

cise unto of that!—I think it was in 1871. This was

a celebrated student, because he was mentioned by

Mr. ISex-nal Osbomo in the House of Commons.
G154. Chairman.—He will appear on Dr. Moffetts

list 1—Ho was a student in one of those colleges which

they wanted to refuse the credit to, and to attribute

it to a grinder in England
;
but the grinder very

candidly said “ Let credit l>e given where credit is due

—the greater part to the candidate, say 5 per cent, to

me, and tlxe rest to the Queen’s College, Galway.”

That was in answer to a misstatement made by Mr.

Bernal Osborne in the House of Commons.
6155. I dare say you may know tlxe date when

tills particular student loft Queen's College, Galway,

by the date of lxis examination !—Yus, the date at

which ho got his First Honour in mathematics, and tlxe

date at which he got this honour in tlxe Civil Service.

6156. This letter you refer to contains a statement

by some man who has got credit for the grinding of

tlxe student 1—It is a very short letter ; if you allow

it to be read, you may deal with it if you like.

The President.—Ho graduated in 1872, and that

statement of Mr. Bex-nal Osborne was in 1873, on the

occasion of a debate in Parliament.

6157. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I wish to clear up a

point in reference to a comparison you institu-

ted between the course required for your entrance

soholarslxips in science and tlxe course required for

honours in the Royal University. You said that

experimental physics is not required from a student to
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ualwav. get a scholarship in this College ?—No. That is quite

Jiuh. IS. 1581. obvious.

G158. It counts towards an exhibition in the Royal

University 1—I mean to say this, that formerly our

.lulmston students on entrance here
Allman, i.t.n., G159. You do not raoan to say that experimental
ii.w., r.it-s. physics is required from a student at matriculation

in the Royal University in order to get honours iu

mathematics I—No.

G160. Coming to the subjects which are required

for honours—am I right in supposing that the subjects

required by yon for science scholarships at entrance

are arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and piano trigono-

metry 1—Yes.

6161. The subjects of arithmetic, algebra and
geometrv, are also required at the Royal University!

Yes.

6162. As far as regards arithmetic, I suppose the

two courses are substantially the same ?—Yes.

61

68.

As far as regards algebra, they are substan-

tially the same ?—Precisely.

6164. As far ns regards geometry, they are substan-

tially the same !—As far as Buclid is concerned.

6165. Thei-eforc, as far as regards three of the four

subjects required they are substantially the same. The
only dilfereuce is the amount of plane trigonometry

required for your scholarships, and which up to the

present has not been required by the Royal Uni-
versity ?—Exactly.

6166. The amount of trigonometry you require

comprises only the first elements?—It includes the

solution of triangles. It is more than the amount of

trigonometry now prescribed iu the first University

examination in the Royal University. It includes

logarithms and tlie use of logarithmic tables which
are not required at the ltoyal University.

6167. Have you been au examiner at the Inter-

mediate examinations (—No, I never applied.

6168. Do you get many of your students from tire

junior grade of the Inter mediate ?—The Registrar will

be able to tell you that.

6169. Do yon kuow that plane trigonometry is a
subject in which students are examined at the Inter-
mediate ?—Yon know that better than I do.

6170. On the whole do you approve of the course
of the Royal • University in mathematics?—On the
whole

;
but I think it may be still toned up a little

more.

6171. You had a large shar e in the drawing up of
that programme ?—The share I had iu the matter was
this—I was not originally a member of tire Standing
Committee. When the subjects came before the
Senate of the Royal University I made some obser-
vations. I was then placed on the Standing Com-
mittee. I then at once tried to get some changes in-
troduced, hut it was stated, and properly stated :

“ We must make a beginning
;
we can afterwards

change ; those are not final arrangements.” If I re-
collect right, you were on the Committee, with me,
and you were one of those that made the objection.

6172. It would not be desirable to go into details ?—Oh, very well
;

I am only answering the question
yon asked.

6173. As the programme now exists you agree with
it generally ?—Yes ; but I hope it may be toned up a
little more.

G174. In drawing up the pi-ogramme as it exists
you consulted the Fellows of that department?—It
was not a case of consultation, but we were appointed
to meet together, and I acted along with the Fellows.

6175. With Dr. Casey, Mr. Malet, and Mr. Purser?
—Yes.

0176. And you constituted the board that drew
tip the programme, and I may say a board singularly
competent from theoretical aud practical knowledge
to draw it up. Of the four forming the committee,
three of yon were Fellows of the Royal Society, and
all of you had been long engaged in teaching 7—-And
we did it with the greatest care.

6177. With reference to the passage that has been
read out from the statutes, I understand that a stu-

dent who holds a scholarship at the Royal University
cannot gain a scholarship Imre?—No.

6178. How many such scholarships are there in the
Royal University?—There are not many.

6179. Am 1 right in saying tluit there are only ax
awarded each year ?—( )nly six.

6 ISO. They are quite exceptional prizes, and they
are of very great value ?—Yes.

6181. £5U a year for three years?—Yes.
6182. And they do not correspond in value or in

the subjects of examination either with the oxliibitious

in the Royal University or the scholarships here ?—
Quite so.

61S3. They arc more like tlio sizarships in Trinity

College. Did the question actually arise of stu-

dents of this college being prevonted from competing
for the scholarship here on account of having gained
scholarships at the Royal University?—Never.

6184. No student of your college has ever gained

one of those scholarships ?—No.
6185. They are of high standard and great value !—Yes.

6186. And do not admit of comparison with the

exhibitions of the Royal University or the achohu-

ships here 1—You are pressing it too far. Take mathe-

matics. It is a wider course than the scholarship ot

the first year, but it is not a wider course than our

scholarships of the second year.

6187. I mean to refer to the corresponding stage!

—They are not severer than our scholarship of the

second year, hut hero these are scholarships of the

first year.

G188. And no students are prevented from holding

scholarships here after they have obtained an exhibi-

tion at the Royal University ?—No.
6189. Professor Jack.—With regard to the letter

yon mentioned for our information, I can conceive its

being valuable evidence, if it is capable of being put

in. What do you know with regard to the letter?

6190. Chairman.—

W

o are not bound by the strict

rules of evidence?—[Tim President.—Here is the docu-

ment itself.]

6191. Professor Jack.—It is a letter from Mr.

Wreon ?—Yes.

6192. Chairman.—

I

do not see any objection to its

being read.

6193. Professor Jack.—He is tlio most experienced

trainer in England; he is the man iu Loudon?—The

President.—We can prove it out of the public debates

in Parliament—out of Hansard. I can produce a

gentleman here who has got a copy of it. Mr. Har-

rison is here.

Chairman.—That would bo much more satisfac-

tory.

Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

f you get the facts in this

letter from Mr. Harrison himself it will bo more satis-

factory.

Witness—This applied also to a distinguished student

who went to be examined for an engineering appoint-

ment. They were most distinguished also before the

foundation of Cooper’s Hill. For example—in one

year three men out of this comparatively small

College succeeded at this competitive examina-

tion.

6194. Dr. Ktoney.—

A

man from the Queen’s Col-

lege, when he has reached the degree of M.A.,hashad

the same time for study os the men in the University

of Dublin when they reach the stage of B.A.?

Yes.

6195. You mentioned the fact that the moderator-

ship course in the University of Dublin embraces

a more extended course of mathematics than the

B.A. course ?—Somewhat more extended ;
not Riucb

more.

6196. Doe3 the M.A. course read hy Queen's College

students compare with it 1—In the higher mathema-

tics I think so.
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John Henry Harrison, esq., xi.a., examined.

6197. Chairman.

—

You wore first Pool exhibitioner

j„.ie in 1869-1S70?—Yes.

0198. Also "old medalist licre in 18701—Yes, at

the B.A. examination.

0199. Did you afterwards toko out your M.A.

degree?— Yes, in 1872.

6200. You went up for tlie Civil Service competition

in iS71?—The first time in 1871.

6201. Did you go direct from the College ?—No
;
I

was at a grinder’s for throe months.

6202 At Mr. Wrcun’s—Yes, a very well-known

grinder.

6203. Yon gained second place at the Hast Indian

Civil Sendee examination ?— Yes, at the examination

which I passed, not at the first one.

6204. Not in 1S71, but afterwards?—After I got

my B.A. degree in 1870 I came back hero for a senior

scholarship nt Christmas, and after that, iu January, I

went to Mr. Wvcuu’s, mid was with Mr. Wreun for

three months. I went up, and did not pass iu 1871.

I came back here, and road by myself, with assls-

tance from some of the professors, auil T went up

again in 1S72, and passed.

6205. Have you seen a letter which was written l»y

n person calling himself the “ head of the grinding

establishment ?”—Yes.

6206. Was that letter written by Mr. Wrenn : do

you know?—It must have been written by liiui, be-

cause I was at no other grinding establishment, nud
it is dated at Bayswatcr, ami Ills is the only grinding

establishment there.

C207. You hau.' aeon the lettor? — I havo just

glanced over it, but I havo not read it for a long

time.

6208. May I ask you avhat place you got at tho

competition ?—Second; this was at fchu 1872 examin-
ation; I got forty-sixth place, I think, at the first in
1871.

6209. I do not know what your it is, but the letter

is dated March llth?—That would bo March of

1872
;
that turned on some question iu the House of

Commons after the examination.
6210. After tho examination of 1872?—It was in

1873 that must have been.

621 1. Did Mr. Wrenn ever say to you anything as to
the portion of credit that was duo to him, and the
portion that was duo to the Queen’s College?—No;
I never saw him afterwards

;
I went to pay him a

visit, and called on him, lmt nothing of that sort

passed between us : I knew nothing about that at all.

I saw the letter in the papers
; that was a year after

I left Wreim's, J think more.
0212. Professor Jack.

—

Wh understand you saw
the lettor iu 1873?— 1 think it must have boon 1873.

0213. It must have been 1873, because this letter
was afterwards i -It was written alter 1 had passed
in 1S72, and the result of the examination in 1872
did not come out, I think, until the end of May.

0214. What was the date of tho examination?

—

Iu April, ami, I dare say, the result was not known
until June. That must havo been written a year
afterwards, in 1873. I was plucked after studying at
Wivun’s

;
I. went up straight from Wreun’s, and was

plucked.

0213. After that you went up to the next examin-
ation, after spending an interval of a year in studying
here?—Yes ; I was not attending lectures, but I was
receiving assistance from Dr. Curtis and Dr. Allman.
I was not attending any of the recognized courses.

6210. The statement in die letter is not quite true?—That quoted as Mr. Osborne’s is not quite true
;
that

stated as Mr. Wrenn’s is.

0217. “ He went up froinWrenn's and got forty-sixth,

nud then came hack hevc aud studied till 1S72, and lie

went up in 1872 withoutany preparation from Wrenn,
and got second place ?

”—Yes.
0218. Tho statement is uot true os made by Mr.

Osborne ?—Mr. Wrenn and I are quite at one.

0219. “ The gentleman studied at the grinding
establishment at Buyswater before he wont up for ex-
amination. Tho Queen’s College, Galway, may fairly

glory in her pupil, ho secured more marks than over
wore secured for the Indian Civil Service examination
in mathematics, aud ho would, undoubtedly, had he
gone to Cambridge, havo become a very high wrangler
of the first class.” Was Mr. Wrenn a graduate of

Cambridge?—I think ho was.

0220. He was a follow of Christ’s ?—He was a
Cambridge man.

0221. So that lie would naturally bo aware of what
ho meant precisely by bilking of a high wrangler of the
first class in mathematical studies ?—I suppose so.

6222. This letter, which is signed by the head of

the grinding establishment, says—“ ‘ Lot credit be
given whore credit is due,’ the greater part to the can-

didate, say five per cent, to him, and tlio rest to Queen’s

College, Galway?”—Yes.

0223. Would that ooiucide with your own opinion t

—I think so.

* Professor Edward Townsend, m.a.
,
Professor of

6224. Chairman.—You ave the Registrar of tho
College here ?—Yes, and I am Professor of Engineering.

6225. I will take the engineering department first.

I gather that the engineering department in this Col-
lege is very small ?—It is pretty much the same os in
the other Colleges

;
perhaps a little smaller.

6226. The engineering class is always small ?—It is

necessarily small.

6227. There is not very much employment for
engineers, aud hence the number of persons coining to
the profession is always limited ?—It is limited in Ire-
land.

6228. How longhavo you boen professor of engineer-
ing ?—Twenty-four years.

0229. Have you found that the number of students
in the engineer’s class has always been small?—It
averaged f.ftccn for some years together, and for tho
last eight years I would say about twelvo. This year
« is down.

6230. It is very small this year ?—Only five students,
e had six, but one left. We have five actually at-

tending.

Engineering, Queen’s College, Galway, examined. K.tww.i
T.nmv-na.

0231. Was the gentleman who left iutlio third year esq., n.>»_

or iu the first year?—He was u student who camehere

to compote for a scholarship, aud ho failed, aud then

went away.

0232. At present yon havo only two in tho third

yenv ? Two in the third year and three in the first.

0233. You have at present only two candidates for

the degree of I3.E. in the Royal University?—Only

two.

6234. And three in the first year?—Yes.

6235. Aro these attending tho arts course, or are

they attendingthe engineering course?—'Tho two going

in for tho diploma in engineering are only attending

iu engineering.

6236. Aro tho three who matriculated taking the

arts course ?—There is one taking an arts course.

6237. As a general rule tlio engineering students do

not take an arts course?—Sometimes they do. I very

often got students who join the second, year having

token u year previously in tlio arts apd joined the en-

gineering.
.

6238. Have you over known r case in which they

* See Appendix til. D,—No. 41.
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went tlivougli the entire coarse of arts1—There have specifying in the class of each student how many
Gai.wav. heen some cases, not many. exhibitions he gained, what each exhibition was worth

time 13, ISM. 6239. Did they take a first year in arts, and after and at what examination it wob awarded." Sydney L
Eiltranl that go on to engineering 1—Yes. Maxwell got an exhibition of .€20 at the second

Townsend, 6240.‘We were able to gather from the calendar in university examination in arts in Octolssr, 1882,

1 Cork and Belfast and also from the President's report James Thompson got an exhibition, value €20, at the

some information, 1 would l>e very glad you would be second university examination in arts in October,
j

able to give me it in tbe shape of a report. Turn to 18821—Mr. Thompson for engiuceringl

XI. (I.) of the return you made out for us ;
you say 6256. Yes, William J. Thompson also got an exhibi-

that XI. (I.) shows to us exactly the present position lion, value €25, at the university examination for the ,

of the students distributedamong the several faculties
;

degree of Ii.lv in October, 188*2?—Not 1883. You
|

how many in the first, second, third, and fourth, will find it is the degree examination for B.E.

would you be able to make out a similar return for 0257. Ciiairmak.—

H

ave not. you got it lioro?

—

the years 187S-79, 1879-80, 1880-81, 1881-82, Except that you have not the uumlw of engineer-
,

1882-83 1—Certainly.* We will make it out to-night, ing students who got the degree of B. E. in the Royal
|

6241. I will give you the requisition, and anytime University.

at your convenience within the next few days will G258. Very well, if you think wo have not got it

do? Certainly.
" wo will he happy to take it. Write it out?—Pour t

6242.

* Would you be able to distinguish in each students obtained the degree of B.E., aud three passed

year the number of the arts students who passed in the second professional examination in engineering at

the end of the year either a sessional or the supple- the Royal University, 1882, ami one student obtained

mental examination t—Certainly. The return of the an exhibition, which was tho only one; granted in that

total number of students in each faculty during the year.

live years ending 1883-84. 6259. That is Mr. William J. Thompson, who gut

6243. Distinguishing in each year the students who tin exhibition of £25%—Yes. In 1883 six students

passed the sessional or supplemental examination?— presented themselves altogether; three for the degree 1

Yea. of B.E., and three for the second professional examina- ,

0244. Am I right in saying that that return will tion. Five out of these six passed, andiv.i of thorn

show the number of students in the College who got exhibitions, one being tho highest exhibition given

would be eligible fur scholarships at the end of the by tlie lloyal University, .£50, and the only exhibition
|

first and at the end of tho third year?—It will partly of that magnitude.

show the number.
‘

"
6260. That is Mr. Henry A. Binns?—Yes.

6245. Would it show the total number!—Not. for 6261. We have all these?—And one of my students

those who are competing for a scholarship of the se- obtained a county surveyorship by public exainiua-

eoud year, because any student of tlic Royal who has tion for county Mayo last year, Mr. Lyiuuu. There

passed tho first examination in the Royal in arts can were three brothers
;
two of whom got Indian ap-

compete for our scholarships in the second year. poiutments from this Col logo direct, under the Govern-

6246. Would it not show the number of students in mont by public competition. ( >ue of thorncame home

the College who are eligible to compete ?—It might, rather sick, and went in for the county surveyorship,

but it would include others; there might he others in and got it. The third brother obtained an inspector-

previous years who could go in. ship under tho Board of Works last year. The fourth

6247. I think it right to state the object of getting is now studying with me in the College.

the return, in order that you mayappend any ol«erva- 6262. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I infer from what you

tion which would qualify wlmt would appear tho result have said that you regard tlie examinations of the

of the, return?—Yes, some of the students might come Royal University as a good test of tho proficiency of

from Belfast or Cork or Dublin. the students in engineering?—I do. I think it is very

6248. But what I want to got for the information of fair.

myself at all events, aud I dare say fur the infomia- 0263. With regard to tho question I put yesterday

tion of the other members of the Commission is the to Dr. Moffett,he was good enough to refer mo to you for

number of students in this College who would be iuformatiou. The question I wish to ask is, what is

eligible?—Yes. the number of students now in the college who cau

0249. You would sav they might he supplemented become elegihle to compete for tbe ten scholarships of

by students coming from Cork, Belfast, or the Royal the second year in arts in October next ?—There ore

University?—Or students of previous years provided fourteen nowin the College thatcan compete,butinaddi-

thev had not completed the second year. tion to that number any studentof tlie Royal University

6250. The object I have in view at all events is to who has passed tho first examination in aits cau also

ascertain tlie number of students in this College eli- compete, or auy student of Belfast or Cork Queens

gible, and therefore it is only right you should have an College who lias completed tho first year can also con-

opportunity of adding any note which you think would pete, or some of the other students who have not come

guard against misconception ?—May I refer to the up before may compete, but we have fourteen attend-

classes of tlie engineering students? ing lectures. There arc niueteen, and fourteen ofthese

6251. If it will he included in the return which can compete.
Dr. Moffett was good enough to give us, I do not 6264. I understand you to say tliat the number

tliink there will be any necessity?—I mean with re- fourteen is liable to be increased by students corning

gard to the Royal University. from other colleges or institutions?—Yes
;
quite so.

6252. Oh, certainly we will lie very glad to have 6265. That number is liable also to be diminished

it?—Very well. if any of the students fail to pass the necessary ex-

0253. We have in this return, Thompson, a student animation, or from ill-health or other cause did no

in this year?—In 18S2, at tlie first examinations come up?—.Thirteen have actually passed, except one

under the Royal, seven of my students pussed, four who is to go up in another subject in October, aud one

for the degree B.A., and three for tbe second profes- who can yet go in for the Royal University,
sioual examination, and one got an exhibition, £25, 6266. But it may be diminished if any of these

the only exhibition awarded. students give up a university career in the meantime!

G254. Have not we got all that this morning?— —I do not think that is probable except in the caseoi

No. I think it is only with regard to students who ill-healtli. .

obtained exhibitions. 6267. Wbat is tlie number of students now in tne

6255. Yes; ‘‘The names of all students who have College who can become eligibleto compete forthesev®

gained an exhibition in the Royal University, dis- senior scholarships in arts in October next? e

tinguishing those now reading in the College, and are eight who actually can compete, tliat is the number

• See Appendix IH. B.—So. 42.
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actually here ;
but, of course, students of former years

mar compete— eight does not necessarily give the

number that will compete, because that may be

increased by the members of former years that come

ui>, or they may come from Cork or Belfast.

152GS. It is liable to the same modifications as those

already given?—It can be increased by students who

jjgU scholarships before and took them in other de-

partments.

G2G9. Does it often happen that students take

scholarships in different departments in successive

years i—It is a rare occurrence.
’

G270. Therefore, that is unlikely ?—It has occurred

in some instances.

G271. This question concerning the number of

students as compared with the number of scholarships

has excited a good deal of interest. Would you look

at page 1 of the Galway returns. Taking the first

rear in arts, I find there are two chesses of students

re-.uling in the first year in arts. First, students who
have matriculated in Queen’s College, Galway. There

are five of them?—Niue matriculated in Queen’s

College, Galway.

6272. I speak of students rending the first year in

arts—this is one section of the students now reading

the first year in arts, five in number
;
the second sec-

tion consisting of students who matriculated in the

Royal University, and that section contains thirteen

students?—That is in arts.

6273. These two sections give all thestudents reading

the course of the first year in arts, who are either

matriculated in die Queen's College or in the Royal
University?—Yes; thirteen are in the llny.il.

6274. In the first section there are five. Amongst
them there is one scholarship. In the next section there

are twelve, of whom ten are Koliohira*— James Kcers,

Robert J. Campbell, Andrew R. Davidson, William
Meeke, Nicholas J. M. Hession, Joseph J. Jjoftns,

Charles W. Dugau, James 31. Kcogun, Moses H.
Cowan, and Andrew C. Gregg—ten ?—Yes, and there

are scholars
;
these are reading for the Hint University

examination.

6275. They are reading in the first year in arts?

—

Yes.

627C. Coming to the second year in arts, wo have
only one class of students

;
the number of .students is

twelve, and the number of scholars nine I—Yes.
6277. Michael J. Jordan, Alex. M'Afoc, Jolm

Martin, William A. Clarke, Arthur J. Benson, Jolm
Humphreys, John David Card, Daniel M‘Coy, M. C.
Gannon. There are three who are not scholars raiding
in that course, and there are nine scholars?—Yes.

G27S. Coming to the third year in arts, I find there
are six students ?—There are.

6279. And they are all scholars
;
George Gillespie,

Robert H. Davidson, William Moody (he is an exhi-
bitioner), Robert M'Elney, Henry Carroll, and Jolm
M'Ehvee. That is five scholars and one exhibitioner ?

-Yes.
6280. Looking at what may be called the course of

M.A., I find five names. They are all scholars?

—

Yes
; these are the senior scholars.

6281. In fact in the third year’s course there is only
one who is not a scholar, and he is an exhibitioner,
and in the 31.A. course there are five students and
five scholars. There is one question I should like to
ask with regard to the senior scholars. Two of the
five retiumed have been exempted from attendance by
the College Council 1—Yes.

,
Am I to infer that it is a rale of the College

that they should attend 1—If required by the professor
of the department in which they get the scholarship
to assist in teaching, the Council require them to
attend. If not they are generally occupied in studying
subjects for their profession elsewhere, the Council not
reqmriug them to attend. They must always apply
^Council for leave before they are exempted.

-83. They are exempted because the i professor

linTnMo”
1^11 °“ this question was based was subsequently corrected, the «a

• ine list therefore, os amended, stands thus:—13 students, of whom 10

may not require them to assist iu teaching?—They
are.

6284. There wore seven senior scholars appointed
last year; what has become of the other two?—There 1

is one more in law.
c

6285. We have gob five accounted for; three in
attendance, and two exempted from attendance, but
in page 4 of the return I liml seven were appointed ?—.Seven in arks anil one in law.

G28C. Mr. Ln/tun.—Seven iu arts and one in medi-
cine.

0287. Dr. Toimwnd.- That was a special one this
year. I make the thing complete. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—I find that seven senior scholars, as I understand, in
arts, were appointed last October?—Yes.

Ii288. And five are accounted for here, three are in

attendance, two are exempted from attendance,
and of two we do not get any account. What lias

become of these two f—They must have been exempted
also. There were only three required by the Council,
and the others were exempted.

6289. Look to the foot of page 1, As you are the
Registrar of the College you will be able to give us
a little information about that return. What is

meant by second year, third year, and fonrth year, in

referenceto the medical students?—It is with regard to
subjects that the medical course is divided into two
parts.

6290. Iu your College or in tlio Royal University 1

—In our College it is divided into two parts, and it

is optional to the general body of the students to take
out these subjects in whatever order they wish. At
the same time there are certain courses prescribed by
the professors that they must take; the first year, second
year, third year, and fourth year, and the subjects

prescribed for the scholars are what wo consider repre-

sent the different years.

0291. I take the list of students for the third year.

Docs that mean that they have read medicine for two
years, and are now reading the third year of their

course?—Yes.

0292. Aiul those put dowii as in their fourth year

have been reading three years, and are now in the

fourth year of their course l—Yes.

G293. Then this return does not tell us whether
they liuvo passed any examination with a view to

their degree or licence 1—Except witli regard to the

colleges.

G294. Then, in fact, it does not givo us any infor-

mation ns to the progress they have made in their

medical studies, but only as to the. number of years

they have been pursuing their medical studies 1—That
is correct.

G295. That information is not all we thought we
could have got. Possibly we are very exacting, but

can the authorities of tho College, or the medical

school give ns any information as to the progress these

students have made in their medical studies ?—I think

you asked Dr. Pye that question. Wo have a list of

the medical students here, and what different years

they ore attending. I can also give you some of the

examinations they have passed.

6296. Can you give us in the table a list of the

students who have passed examinations subsequent

to their matriculation ?—Yes.

6297. I do not think it is a thing we could go into

now, but perhaps before to-morrow you could do for

ns what they have clone in Belfast; they have

traced up as far as they could the students, and

giveu us the examinations they have passed, and put

down separately a certain number they could not

account for?—I have it here already. I will hand
in to-morrow os far as we know. We have the

different years here, and, as far as we know, the

examinations which the students of these several years

have passed.

6298. Professor Jack.

—

In the Royal University?

—Yes.

o the
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0200. Not l>eyond that?—No.

CJ8UU. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— Have you any infor-

mation as to the examinations they may have passed of

lieensiug bodies ?—No ;
of course we can ascertain

that by writing to the secretaries of the dilforenfc

ljoaids," hut they did not furnish ns with the information.

0301. It would he unreasonable to ask you for that !

—I have it as far as the Royal University is concerned.

G302. Professor Jack.—With regard to the number

of students who matriculated in the Queen's Univer-

sity, of those who matriculated in the Queen's Univer-

sity, there are twenty-four, four of the first year, three

of the second year, nine of the third year, anil eight of

the fourth year. I make out liy comparing the Royid

University returns that nine of these students have

passed some medical exanuuatiou in the Royal Univer-

sity, and as to fifteen wc have no information as to

what course thoy are taking. I should like to nsk

this:—Is it your experience that medical students

prosecute studies here except with the view of obtain-

ing a licence for their profession 1—It is merely with

the object of getting iuto practice as soon as

possible ; men caunot afford to wait.

G3U3. With regard to the fifteen, therefore, who do

not appear on the Royal University return, may we
take it as a reasonable inference, though yon are not

able to give us the. return referred to, that they ore

prosecuting a course of medical study 1—I am sure

they arc iu Edinburgh ; the great majority have inti-

mated that they arc going to Edinburgh.

G304. Is there any particular reason—are you able

to conjecture why they prefer to go to a licensing board,

like Edinburgh, instead of the Royal University t

—

The arts course iu the Royal is far more severe than
tluit in the other licensing bodies. The medical
students have to pass the first university examination
in arts. It is a great hardship, it entails uuotbur
year’s classical education.

6305. Turn to the returns at page G, at the top of

the page there is a statement with regard to those

gentlemen who have taken the second university

examination in medicine in 1882 ?—Those who passed
tire second university examination iu 1S32 numbered
twenty-seven

.

G30G. There are six who took the upper pass divi-

sion, aud tweuty-one who took the pass division 1—Yes.
0307. I gather from this that only one of the first

division is taking his studies in this College
;
at least

I do not find the others in the names of the medical
students of this College ?—No

;
two of them are here,

and some have goue elsewhere.

G3uS. I make out only oue that is here 1—There
arc two here, the other students have gone elsewhere.

6309. With regard to the first university examina-
tion in medicine, there are twenty-seven altogether 1
- Twenty-seven for tire first university examination
in medicine, the same number as in the other.

(>310. And I make out that three of them are here?—Yes, I think that is light.

6311. With regard to the next, page 7, the second
university exumiuation in medicine, thirteen passed in
1883 ?—Yes, that is correct.

6312. Of these I make out tluit one remains a
student of the College l—Yes, John F. Egleton.

6313. With regard to the first university examina-
tion in 1883, eleven passed at that examination?

—

Yes.
631-1. And I make out that six remain?—Yes.
G315. I do not know whether my inference is right.

I gather from these figures that either the students of
themselves, of their own free will or at the advice of
the College authorities, go iu the latter years of their

medical course elsewhere '?—I think they generally take
four years here. They may go to take a course in mid-
wifery.

G316. You are unable to give me any more infor-

mation with regard to these particular- men. I point
nut the facts because I wont to know the practice of
the medical school here, and whether it is the habit of
the authorities of the College or the medical professors

of the College to advise the students to go iu the latter

years of their enume elsewhere, or whether the students
go themselves !—Borne go. I am not aware it is the
habit to recommend them to go elsewhere, except for

the special subject I have mentioned—tluit is, mij.
wilbry. I think they liavo pretty fair hospital practice

here in all departments except it. There is no lviiw.iu

hospital.

6317. You mention that you have been twenty-

four years professor 1—Yus, twenty-four years pro-

fessor.

G318. T do not know whether you have had ex-

perience of other engineering schools?—I am an M.A.
of Trinity College, Dublin. I wont through the

engineering school there, ami got my diploma.

631'J. Would you he able to institute any compari-

son with regard to the position which the engineerin'^

students lake at the end of their course here aud the

position which the engineering students take at tire

cud of their course elsewhere I—I think ours is just

as high ns any I >uu aware of.

6320. Comparing it with the one that you are per-

sonally acquainted with—namely. Trinity College,

Dublin—wliat do you say?—I think it is fully as high.

Iu one department, the department of architecture, we
have more practical working than in Trinity College.

G321. We might take it that, regarding any such

comparison among the three Queen's Colleges, the

results, as given in the Queen’s University calendar,

are an approximate indication of the quality of the.

education there ?—Yes, pretty much tiro same. Per-

haps they go in more for architecture here than in

the other Colleges. With regard to engineering, we

are about the same, and fully equal to Trinity Col-

lege.

6322. Look at page 1. I gather there are twelve

students iu the list of students in arts, twelve students

in I. (1 ), two ill I. (2 ), six in J. (3), and five in L
(i). That would inako altogether thirty-five students.

In addition, there are five more students, matricu-

lated students of Queen’s College, Galway, alone.

That would make forty students iu arte?—We have

forty-seven.

G323. I want to ask with regard to a slight dis-

crepancy. Do I make out that in addition to that

there are four students whoso cases do not come under

any of the above categories
;
that makes forty-four,

and the return on page 1 gives forty-seven. Please

explain ?—Iu the entrance examination in 1883-1881

there wore eighteen students from the Royal Univer-

sity, four non-matriculated, and nine who matricu-

lated in Galway. Iu addition to that there was

one who came from Cork
;
that made up thirty-two at

the entrance.

6324. I dare say you can easily explain it. I

know that with regard to returns in which we have so

much detail there might easily be a slight discrepancy.

Bub you can easily explain it afterwards ?—We have

twenty in the first year, eleven in the second, nine in

the tliird, and seven iu the fourth. There were nine-

teen bona Jide and one occasional student in the first

year.

G325. There were twelve in the first year who

matriculated as students of the Royal, and five of

Queen's College, Galway?—We have thirty-two as

detailed in question 6387.

G326. 1 dare Bay the explanation might possibly

be given that none of these categories bring in the

students who matriculated in Queen’s College, Cork,

or Belfast, who might be token ad eundem ?—There is

one from Cork.

6327. None from Belfast?—No; not in 1883-84.

6328. Chaiuhan.—

H

ow do you make out the fourth

yoar?—In, arts there iu-e twenty ill the first year.

6329. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—How do you make out

the twenty ?—There are nineteen students

—

bona Jw
students—and one occasional student

6330. Let me have them in categories. I find twelve

under I. (1) ;
five under I. (6)

;—that is seventeen

where are the others?

—
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(5331. Chairman.—They are supplemented by some

four students whose case does not come under any of

the above categories 1—Yes
;
one came from Cork.

C332 . Give us the names of the four whose names

do not"rank under these ?—There are four unmatri-

culated students, and there is one who came from Cork.

5333. Professor Jack.—

W

ith the four students I

should only make up forty-four, and I want forty-seven?

—There are twenty in the first year, eleven in the

second, nine in the third, and seven in the. fourth.

0334. Would not the one from Cork bo a matricu-

lated student of the lloyal University ?—Not neces-

>Si,riiy ;
he might have matriculated in Cork.

('.333. Would he be entitled to matriculate hero ?

—

He would.

G33G. Chairman.—

H

e ought to have appeared

anmnost the first year's students of arts—matriculated

students of Queen’s College—and ho ought tn have

appeared as a matriculated student of Cork?—Yes.

6337. Rev. Dr. Molj.oy.—

I

f admitted here on
matriculation in Cork docs he become a matriculated

student of Galway?—Yes, but lie has not matriculated

in Galway.

0338. But he is not included?—No.

0339. That makes eighteen ?—And there is one who
does not attend regularly.

0340. Chairman.—He is unmatriculuted ?—I think

not.

0341. llev. Dr. MoLLOY.—You have given most
admirable evidence ?—Thank yon.

0342. Chairman.—

I

would suggest the name of the

gentleman who matriculated in Cork to bo added in ?

—Yes.
0343. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— Ho is technically a

matriculated student of Queen’s College, Galway, in

virtue of lnwing matriculated in Cork ?—Yes
;
but ho

did not pass the examination here.

0344. Dr. MaRSToX.—

I

suppose the medical stu-

dents very frequently cannot afford the loss of Lime ami
expense entailed by the courses of the ltoyal University?
— I don’t think they could afford tint additional year
required by the arts.

0345. Do you think the fees charged the students
in the medical faculty in this College suitable. I mean
arc- they adapted to the class of students who come here?
—They arc very small

; .£12 a year; I have n table of
them.

0340. Chairman.— Kindly hand it in. [Hands hi
document.) £1 2, and it diminishes; .£12 for tlm first;

£12 for the second
;
£10 for the third

;
and £i for tlio

fourth. Total £oS.
0347 . Dr. JIarston.—

D

o you think the scholarships
and exhibitions are fairly distributed among the several
faculties looking to the number in medicine in this
College?—T think they are, the number in medicine
is notin proportion to the number of students

;
still tho

medical students at the end of their College curriculum
generally obtain some employment, while tho arts men
have to hang on for some time before they can get into
practice and earn money. A medical man earns money
at once. There are a great many dispensaries and ap-
pointments all over the country, and there is an enor-
mous demand for them.

0348. Chairman.—Have you over prepared any Gxlwax.
statistics of the number of applicants for dispensaries June is. mi
that become vacant all over Ireland?—I think there ~T~
arc a good many. Townsend

(1349. Can yon give us a calendar of tho College i*j. m.a.’

prior to 1874 ?—We can give you a prospectus.
G350. The reason I ask you is that the Rcjiort of

the Medical Council, about which Dr. Moffett can
give us information, mentioned certain mutters in

connexion with the matriculation examination, and
we find in Cork the examination was altered subsc-
ipieut to that report?—Yes.

6351. Was tho matriculation examination here
over altered after 1874 ?—I don’t think tho change
was made in the matriculation, except making French
optional with Greek.

6352. Tluiy set out tho matriculation examination
in the Galway College, and that is different from the
present programme. I would rather you would tell

mo whether you could give me a matriculation pro-

gramme prior to 1874?—The only alteration 1 can
speak of was making Greek an optional subject.

There was a good deal more, for instance, in algebra

;

the solution of simple equations was added, ami a

book of Euclid was added.

6353. Dr. Allman.—It was not changed here in

mathematics.

G354. Chairman.—When was the calendar fii-st

published ?

Dr. Townsend.—We had no calendar. We had a
prospectus.

0355. Can you give us one for 1878-1S79 ?—Yes.
G35G. Can you make us out one for 1S57-1858, and

then wc would say 1872-1873, and 1878-187'J l— Yes.

G357. Dr. Allman was good enough to give us the

marks in mathematics
;
are you able to show us some

of the marks in arts?—Yes ; I have gotthem all here.

I have made out a tabic of tho marks in arts scholar-

ships for the last rive years, giving tho. maximum,
minimum, and average marks in literary scholarships.

G35S.* Rev. Dr. Moi.i.oy.—That is such a return

as Dr. Allman gave us this morning for soieuce?

—Yes
;
here it is. [Hands in document.) I have

made out a return in a very short form. As one of the

subjects of the inquiry—as to what extent tho students

in this College have availed themselves of the advan-

tages of the Royal University. In a very short form

J have made out that In 1882, 114 of oar students ob-

tained degrees, or pissed examinations in the Royal

University—thirty in arts : one in law ; seven in

engineering
j
and seventy-six in medicine. Of these,

twelve obtained honours, and three exhibitions. In
1SS3 eighty of our students passed examinations hi

the, Royal University, independent of matriculation

—thirty-one iu arts
;
one in law

j
five in engineering,

and forty-three in medicine. Of these, thirty-three

obtained honours, and four obtained exhibitions.

G359. Professor Jack—

I

gather from what you

say you do not consider yourself responsible for

matriculations for the ltoyal ?—No
;
I do not know

anything about it. We do not prepare students for

the matriculation examination of tho Ptoyal Uni-

versity. ,

Professor Richard J. Anderson, m.a., u.n., M.R.G.S. exc. Professor of Natural History, Mineralogy, and
Geology, Queen’s College, Galway, examined.

6360. Dr. Marston.—

I

see you aro M.A. and m.d. c
tae Queen’s University ?—Yes.

0361. You lecture here on what subjects ?—Bioloip
geology, and mineralogv.

6362 How long have you been a professor hero ?-
omce the middle of last N ovember,

cW
G

s

3

?—T°'
V

i

many stullouts nre now ,ltten(lil,g yoc

tl

Has tliere been any diminution of late?—
wumc the number is the same as last year.

6305. And beforo that?—There was, I understand,

a much larger attendance. The classes were much

more numerous.

63GG. To what faculty did your students usually

belong ?—Tho medical faculty, usually.

G3G7. Have yon everything necessary for teaching

your subjects ? I suppose you depend on tbe objeotive

method of teaching 'I—-Almost idtogether.

G36S. For instance in biology, do you teacli by

lectures solely or. by demonstrations and dissections?

—

Richard J.

Amlerson, eeq.

m.r.c.s. 5>o.

* See Appendix III. B.—No. 43.
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Galway. Partly by lectures, and particularly by demonstrations

Juju 13, 1884. and dissections of animals and plants, illustrative of

KicbordJ
various systems.

Anderson, esq., 0360. And have you everything necessary for your

m.a,, si.u., purpose?—Almost everything necesauy. We have a
m.h.c. s. eno. most complete set of skeletons, and the Council is good

enough to procure animals for dissection and demon-

stration.

6370. Have you had any experience of other Uni-

versities and classes?—1 know a good deal about

Belfast. I was eight years a demonstrator of anatomy

there., and I was also in the College of France, work-

ing in the laboratory of Prof. Morey, and attending to

the demonstrations of Prof. Brown-Sequard and M.
Francois- Franc. In Leipsic I worked with Prof.

Ludwig. In Heidelberg with Prof. Kiilino ;
and with

Prof. Kvouecker. I may observe that I am a con-

ductor of the International Journal of Anatomy' and
Histology, published at Berlin.

6371. Then you can express an opinion as to the

standard of teaching here ?- -Yes, previous to coming

hen: there was naturally' a rivalry between tlic schools,

which loads one to take ton low an opinion of schools

outside
;
but I knew very well, from conversation

with students who came from Queen's College Gal-

way, of the high character of the professors apart

from their works. In reference to the training, I can

s|teuk from personal knowledge of the students who
came from tile Galway College, and the very high

training they received here. My pereounl knowledge

of the lectures necessarily is nil, hut from examining
the students frequently' in luy anatomy clnss in Bel-

fast, and from conversations, 1 came to the con-

clusion that the teaching was very high indeed, and
also I met men in the north of Ireland who choose

to send their sons here for education instead of Bel-

fast or Dublin, and naturally I was somewhat jealous

that they should leave the local college and go

to Galway. I asked them the reason why—of
course I only repeat their statement—and they stated

there was more attention paid here. I merely make
this statement ns it might ho understood, from some
remarks made when the Commission was sitting at
Belfast, that the students came bora solely' to obtain
scholarships. I do not know whether that influenced
them to some extent or not. I am not prepared to
say, but at lenst the cases I have mentioned refereed
solely to people who came here and did not gjt
scholarships.

6372. Did you think the smaller numbers iu the
classes bore secured more care and attention?

—

Undoubtedly.

6373. What do you think of the standard of the
teaching here as compared with other places?—Of
course the subjects are less split up. In Loudon where
I attended, for instance, at St. Bartholomew's, and
in Paris, the subjects are a great deal more divided,
and naturally a man lias more time to direct to a
particular subject. In Germany, where they have
almost as many professors in a” large university as
students each professor can direct more particular
attention to a H]>ecial subject : but taking everything
into account I think the education here as good as
elsewhere.

6374. Have you any knowledge of the extent to
which students avail theraselvei of the Royal Uni-
versity?—I have not had iu this College; but in
Belfast College I found that the men availed them-
selves more of the College of Surgeons in England,
the English Universities, and the Scotch College of
Surgeons than formerly, and for this reason, that
students who come to ‘the Queen's College generally,
cannot afford an additional year for medicine. It is

a serious thing to filthere and mothers to allow their
sons to spend five years of their life in College. It
is not ouly payment of money', but the loss of five

years of their son’s life. He would otherwise be
perhaps working at home. I speak of course of the
mere pecuniary loss to the parents. It veiy often
occurs in the country that a young man goes to the

college, and every year occasions additional expr nditure

of money and time
;
therefore, on additional yearspent

in arts, will, of course, although beneficial to the student

himself, he u loss to his parents, and a questionable

gain to the community. In my opinion, the proper

fuuctiou of a medical man is to cure people, and I do
not think it would be any additional advantage to

him to have a knowledge of German, Greek, or Latin
|

or something else, if he did not know how to set a leg,

0375. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—But if he knew hoUit-I

If he knew both it would lie better for himself.

6370. Dr. Marston.—Surely the better preliminary

education ho has, and the better he is educated
|

generally, the better for himself?—Perhaps it is; I l

think it is, certainly'.

6377. Do you mean to say that the expenditure of !

time auil money in the formation of this higher edu-

cation, does not pay a man who hits to practise in a i

sparse population such as y'ou have about Ireland !— I

Precisely.

0378. Is that what you mean?— Precisely.

6379. And that it is not adjusted to the reijnive-

meuts of the population ?—No.

0380. Nor to the situation in life from which a

great many of the medical students are drawn t

—

Precisely.

6381. Have you anything to say alwut the fees

charged to the students of the College?—I think the

fees are extremely moderate.

6382. Do yon attach great importance, to an oral

examination
;

is it likely to he more searching than the

written ?—Decidedly.

6383. You have exjierience of that, and you know

it ?—I know that as a matter of fact.

6384. As you are a doctor of medicine, I would ask

your opinion as to the necessity of studeuts of medicine

having ample opportunities of medical practice unci

clinical instruction, for instance, take the man who has

to set a leg ?—Practice before everything.

6385. But I want your answer a little in detail ?—

1 am of opinion with reference to students attend-

ing hospitals, that' the size of the hospital is not so

important as really the attention to what he lias —good

attention to the patients that come under his charge.

I am forcibly reminded of the remark of a distin-

guished Dublin physician, Sir Dominic Corrigan, that

lie leurnod almost oil ho knew with reforenco to special

heart diseases from six -bods in the Jervis street hos-

pital
; and I know that a student lias a fair assortment

of cases in a town like Galway, where the patients

who go to hospital have the common diseases a man

meets hi the practice of liis profession. As regards

serious operations I cannot over-estimate the desira-

bility of a man knowing how to perform them, but

in very few cases do men iu the country venture on

a difficult operation
;

they generally send for an

experienced surgeon.

6380. But with regard to the treatment of eveiy-

tliiug connected with ordinary accidents, fractures, and

injuries of that kiud, surely a man should be expected

to understand the application of splints and bandages,

and can he loam that so well anywhere as in the

wards of an hospital?—No place so well, ami no place

else.

C387. As Carlyle said, nature looked very differently

to Newton and Newton's dog, so the six cases of

heart disease would look very differently to Sir Dominic

Corrigan and a careless student
;
and there cornea ia

the necessity lor good clinical teaching ;
the ordinary

student would uot bo like Sir Dominic Corrigan teach-

ing himself. Take the ordinary run of students f—

»

is of the greatest possible advantage to a man.

G388. He must have a good collection of cases, be-

cause it would uot do to send a man into a place where

he saw all chronic cases, or all old people ?—Not solely-

But I think that a knowledge of even those cases

would be attended witli great benefit. It should no

he confined wholly to these cases ;
the cases shoiui

carefully selected. That meant limited experience.

After all, I should be disposed to be quicker with hmr.
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G389. Ton think, in other words, that yon have a

very good theoretical course at the college, hut if the

medical student lias not gone through the clinical part

of his work, it is of questionable advantage to him.

The theoretical teaching by itself is not of much avail

to a medical man who lias to put up a broken leg or

treat a pneumonia 1—I think practical teaching is of

the greatest possible importance to a limn who intends

to make use of the knowledge so gained.

G390. Can you have a summer course in tlio Queen’s

College without much inconvenience to the teaching

?taff“_I think on the whole it does not striko me. It

appears that there are no special subjects set apart

for a summer course.

0391. For instance, where the curriculum is a heavy

one, it would he of some advantage to split it up, aud

liave such things as those you teach, ami liotany,

in the summer, at the same time that hospital practice

was taken. Bub would it be practicable to do that?

It does not seem to me impracticable hero, but

perhaps I look ut it from a dilferent point of view. I

do not see any reason it would not be. I would ho

disposed to think it would bo much better for the

school that botauy be taught in an extended course

here. Some students attend the biological course

until June. Other things might be better takeu in

the summer time than in the winter time. I under,

stant that, from a conversation with some of my
colleagues with reference to the hospital here, and I

think it right for you to know that tlic hospital is

in transition form. There is an attempt being made
to improve it, and bring it up to the proper require-

ments, and of course thevo is great dilHcul ty in the way,

as no peraon knows hotter than you. The county in-

firmary is officered by several medical men, and I have

no doubt that Galway, with the suggested improve-

ments, can undertake tlio whole course of medical

education, complete and perfect, from beginning to

end, without any diificulby whatever. I do not say,

of course, that students may not reap some benefit by
going to other schools, but I say that a mail should

stick to his college to the end of his course, and then

go elsewhere if he can afford it.

G392. Have you any opinion to offer with regard to

the expediency of a man studying French ami German
in the medical faculty as compared with his giving the
same time in studying Greek—a certain knowledge of

Greek aud Latin would be neecssaiy—but what alsiut

studying modern languages as compared with Greek ?

—

I am strongly in favour of a mail knowing a modem
language in preference to tlio ancient.

0393. Why is that ?—Ho has nu opportunity of
reading books, or he might find a man who does nob
s|*ak English, and he limy question hint if he speaks
any language lie knows, or he might havo to treat a
niuu who does not speak English.

6394. If ail army surgeon ?—Yes.
6395. And if he desires to become a lecturer con-

nected with a college or university hereafter, or if he
wishes to become a known as compared with an un-
known man, he cannot do so without, h knowledge of
French and German ?—Certainly not.

G39G. Dr. Stoxey.—T would like to ask about this
much criticized year in arts being added to the medical
course. The expense adds on oue-tifth, or twenty-five
per cent, of four years ? —Yes.

039/ . Besides, that is not the whole loss incurred— it prevents a man being able to earn if ho could, so
that the loss is a very serious one?—Yes.

6398. (Jhaiiimax.—

A

medical man does not earn
very much tlio first year, unless he is uuliko every
other professional man ?—Sometimes.

0399. Dr. Stonbv.—

A

s a rule few of these candi-
dates can afford tlio fifth year. Whether would you
consider that a medical education was more raised liv
prefixing this year in arts or by affixing a year’s study
in hospitals -such ns those of London, Paris, or Vienna,
after the candidate had graduated and cleans! off all the
pressure of his exam inntious ?—I think it won hi he ever
so much better he should spend a year in hospitals. I
hold the duty of a doctor is to cure those that arc
sick, and to acquire knowledge in the best possible
way to enable him to do no, he will thus place himself
in the best position to do justice to himself and his
patients.

0400. Then the way you would strive to improve
medical education in the case of those who can afford
to spend five years would lie by advising thorn to spend
a year in further study after graduating ?—Pre-

Galway
June IS. 168/.

Richard J.

Anderson, esq.,

M.A., M.D.,

lt.tt.C.9. ESQ.

G401. Trofessor Jack.—

Y

ou are conversant with
the newest biological methods in France and Germany ?

640:2. And the newest appliances?—Yes.
G403. Are the students here supplied with the

newest appliances and taught in the newest methods ?

—Quite so.

6404. We may take it from you, comparing it in

that way?—Yes.
6105. Things are not lucked up, aud the students

am st® them 1—Any' student, by asking for the key cf

the case can get out any skeleton, or pursue auy system
of work any time at all.

6400. They uvo an intelligent class of men 1—Wc
havo some very hard workers. But at the same
tiino dining the winter course of tlio first year, men
must devote a certain time to study in the anatomical

rooms, aud I for one, think that every hour a student

spends in the dissecting room is well spent. It helps

him materially in the dissection of animals. I should

not advise him to neglect his dissections, as helping

him out in so important a subject as biological study.

Everything should he made subsidiary, viz., to help

him to cure people, anil to gain a livelihood. It

is quite as important that he should live himself as

help to make others live.

6407. I>v. Marston.—The spirit of your teaching

is to develop a man’s power’s of observing as opposed

to mere seeing ?—Precisely.

G408. Chairman.—

T

hen the instruments are not

locked nj) hero in a glass case, and in a room which is

also locked?—No. We try to let the students see

them, and examine them in their hands, and use the

microscope.

Professor Joseph Larhor, m.a., d.sc., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Queen's College, Galway, examined.

6409. Professor Jack.—Yon are a graduate of tlio

Queen’s University?—I am.
6410. Ancl also a graduate of Cambridge?—I am.
6411. You were senior wrangler in Cambridge, of

what year?—1880.
6412. When did you become professor in this

College?—In 1880.
6413. You had experience previously as a studont?r ce previously a, .. .

—I was a student in Queen’s College, Belfast, from
1871 to 1876.

6

,

WW- Tou went straight from Belfast to Cam-
bridge ?—Yes. .

6415. Then you are familiar with the methods of

mathematical instruction in Belfast, and the methods

of mathematical instruction in Cambridge !— Yes.

G41G. You are Professor of Natural Philosophy 1—
I am.

6417. What is the number of your students at

present ?—In the first year’s class, in experimental

physics I have roughly speaking, about twenty-five.

6418. Would those he passmen or honour men?

—Both together. It is a preliminary course in

the first year, and their mathematical knowledge is

not sufficiently deep to allow me to differentiate them

muoh.
6419. You would have no other class in the first

2 Y 2
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Galway. year?—

N

o other class, except engineering students,

Jaw. 1 : 1. 1684. "'ho attend mathematical physics.—- 0420. In the first year engineering students would
Joseph

attend mathematical physics, and that would be found
’

in the course in the second year in arts'?—As
much as possible, because they are not sufficiently

prepared to go fully into it.

6421. There would he twenty-live men in experi-

mental physics, and in addition there might ho two

or three men lielouging to the engineering course who

would be- taking mathematical physics!—In addition

to the experimental class.

6422. In the second year what be the class?

—In the second year I have an advanced class in

experimental physics and a course in mathematical

physics.

6423. Would all those men be of the character of

honour men ?—At present they are all men of the

character ofhonour men. Before the dissolution of the

Queen’s University there was a pass class in the second

year. The Royal University is about the only one for

which the men go up, and that University allows them

in the second year to divide themselves into literary

men and scientific men. It is possible to make an ex-

clusive division, so that the literary men should take

literary subjects.

6424. In the main the effect of that change is to

abolish your pass class 1—Yes.

042.1. In the third year what class have you?—It

is very unusual fur a third year pass class to exist in a
University. The number of students in any Univer-

sity following up the subject in the third year would

not he at all commensurate with the number iu the

first and second. For instance—in the University of

London in the third year the number who obtain

honours is the barest fraction of the number who ob-

tained honours at the earlier examination*.

6426. Could you mention tin* number in the ad-

vanced class in experimental physics in the second

year?—Three began to attend: One dropped ont

iifterwards, and one of the other two I consider to be

particularly good.

6427. How many have you in the class of mathe-
matical physics I—There were the same three men in

mathematical physics. There was not such a great

difference between them, but I consider they were all

very distinctly honour men, who would be honour men
anywhere else.

642$. How many have yon iu your thud year
honour class i—This year I have got no honour class in

mathematical physics. In the third year in experi-

mental physics I have anhonour class consisting of two
men.

6429. Yon became professor in 1SS0 ?—Yes.

6430. That would be before the period referred to as

the disturbance 1—The disturbance was then lieginning.

6431. That is, the Bill creating the Royal Univer-
sity had been passed in 1879?—Yes.

6432. But the number of students attending the
classes at the Queen’s Colleges hod, as I gather from, the
tables, rather increasedthan diminished in consequence
of the imminence of the disturbance?—I believe so.

6433. What would be the number of your students

iu tho year immediately preceding the disturbance ?

—

The great difference that accrued to my fees was on
account of the diminution of first year’s medical
students. The diminution in the arts class has been
as much as one-third ; I do not think it was more.

6434. But the first year's medical students went
almost altogether?— There was formerly a large first

year's medical class in experimental physics. Experi-
mental physics was required by the Queen's Univer-

sity, both in examination and as regards certificated

instruction. Those students went altogether, with
few exceptions.

6435. Then I understand that though the Itoyal

University has put on the additional year in arts that

wo have heard so much of, the Royal University has

also taken off' the class in experimental physics, which

was previously required of medical students?—Dis-

tinctly the majority of students get prepared in Dnblin
by grinders, who manipulate tho examination paiiera

6436. OitAtuUAK.—I must object to an observation
like that?—I mean who conduct tlieir instruction
with reference to tho examination papers.

6437. Roy. Dr. Mollov.—

I

think ho means that
they read up the old examination papers I- -I do „Qt
iu the least menu to say that it was anything hut the
published papers.

6138. Professor Jack. —But the conditions under
which meu present themselves at. the Royal Univer-
sity are such that candidates for a puss can easily

pass without a practical knowledge of instruments, or
without attending regular courses of experimental
physics ?—1 believe it lacs not been found possible to
hare a practical examination, mul then* has been none
hitherto.

6439. What would be, for example, the number in

the first year’s class iu experimental physics in the

year you came here 1—There were, at least, fifty men,
anil probably sixty

; the figures would lie available

from the Registrar.

6440. At the present moment the number is about

ono-half of wliat it was in the first year?—Yes, but
as regards mediciue, it has gone down almost to

nothing. At present I have got first year's arts men iu

the class. Before tho disturbance the first year’s

aits men did not attend, so that the greater portion

of the class is at pre-seut accounted for by tho presence

of those men.
6441. Have the first year’s aits men Imguu to at-

tend that class, consequent on the regulations of the

Royal University ?—Yes, experimental physics is now
required for the first examination in arts.

6442. Is that required iu connexion with a practical

examination iu experimental physics ! -There lias

been none held.

6413. Is the examination that the arts students

take exactly tho same that the medical students take

!

—I believe the papers arc different, but 1 do not

know that there is any groat difference iu the subject.

6444. Rev. Dr. Mou.ov.—No difference under the

Royal University
;
the papers are different for certain

of tho Queen’s University men?—Under the Royal

University experimental physics comes under the tirss

year hi arts that all medical students have to take. I

was speaking of the present regulation which allows

medical students to take experimental physics in the

Royal University separately l'or a limited number of

years.

6+45. Professor Jack.—

T

ho effect, such as yon

describe it, under the regulations of the Royal Univer-

sity, with regard to first year's medical students, may

ultimately follow with respect to first year's arts

students f—Yes
;
the aits students who attend the

College hem take out my classes as part of the classes

Unit entitle them to count their College standing.

Medical students do not require to do that, and take

out professional classes.

6446. With regard to the second and third year’s

classes, which are largely the honour classes, was

there a similar diminution in the numbers sinco

1880-81—you mentioned that your class of the second

year at this present moment includes two or three in

advanced experimental physics, and three in mathe-

matical physics?—Yes.
6447. Can you recollect, roughly, the number in

the second year iu the session 1880-81?—In that

session I had two classes iu mathematical physics in

the second year, honours and pass. The pass class

was attended by men chiefly on the classical side, the

honour class was attended chiefly by the men ou the

scientific side, at least five; there may have been six

or seven honour men.
6448. How many of the pass men 1—About the

same number
;
in fact, the class was compulsory f°r

all in the second year. .

6449. What do you say with regard to the thud

year?—With regard to tho tliird year, there has ne'er

-been anything but on honour class. The numbers ta
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that class have been small; they have consisted

simply of the men who wanted to specialize very

deeply in natural philosophy, and the class would be

necessarily limited.

0450. What has been your highest number of

students in the third year ?—I cannot remember ; I

have had two very frequently. I think the drat year

I was here there were probably four ; there were cer-

tiinly three.

6451- And two in the main?—Two in the main;

in some years I have had, of course, the two classes

—

an honour class in mathematical physics and one in

experimental physics in the third year, and there may
have been two in each.

6452. We are anxious to ascertain, as nearly as

possible, the state in which students enter your class

with regard to preparation in physics ?—Some of them
are supposed to know some physics. A number of

men come with matriculation credentials from the

Royal University, in which experimental physics, a

very elementary portion of it, is included. I do not

find that their knowledge is of a sufficiently stable

character to allow me to assume that it is known, so

I begin right at the beginning, and those men have to

go in for a repetition of what they have done already

—

elementary mechanics, hydrostatics, and pneumatics.

0453. The matriculation examination here does not
contain any experimental physics at all !—It does not.

0454. And the men here and the men in the Royal
University arc practically in the same position with

regard to your teaching ?—I find I am not justified in

making any distinction. The students who matricu-

lated in the Royal University were able to answer
questions in a certain way, but their knowledge was
unsubstantial in the majority of instances. Of course,

there are exceptions to that, but I mean to say, in the
majority of cases, I would not lie justified in assuming

they had sufficient knowledge to follow the other part.

6455. With regal'd to your secoud and third year's

men you cau give them a good deal of what you may
call individual teaching ?—A great deal of’the teaching
is very much of a tutoi'ial character.

6450. So that each man's turn of mind is studied ?

—Yes
; I examine each man daily, and direct him to

study the points in which ho has shown weakness.
6457. Ho could not get any such teaching in

Cambridge except tutorial?—He could not get such
teaching as lie would here, except by private tuition.

640S. Speaking of mathematical and physical sub-
jects, private teaching is taken by the great bulk of those
who go in for high honours at Cambridge ? - Certainly,

until lately by the very great bulk of them. I think the
custom is beginning to change, and perhaps it is uot
quite so general ns it was, but when I was there pri-

vate tuition was almost universal for mathematics.
0459. With regard to those gentlemen going in for

the highest honours of the University of Cambridge,
do they all get individual teaching when they go to

the best private tutors?—They do not. They are
usually taught in classes of from six to seven down-
wards, when they go for the best. If they go to less

known tutors they do get taken separately.

6400. So that with regard to the numbers here
compared with the numbers there, they are quite as
great ?—Yes

; aiid as a matter of fact, one of my men
who was here has gone to Cambridge, ancl is one of
the best men in his year. He is taking his dogreo at
the coming tripos.

6401. In June?—Yes.
6462. So that the Commission will be informed as

to what position he takes?—Yes.
6463. Is that a man who is exceptionally good?

—

I have not had such a good man since I came
;
but

when I was an undergraduate, if I may be allowed to
speak, from 1871-75, 1 knew the undergraduates of
this College, as well as those of Belfast, from meeting
them at university examinations, and I have no hesi-
tation in saying that at that time there were numbers
of men of equal eminence to the man who went up to
Cambridge.

6464. As good as this man who is now in Cam- Galwat.
bridge ?—In fact when I was an undergraduate ruyself June is, lasi
I was not always first on the scientific side iu the — -

Queen’s Colleges. In the second university examiua V 1
’

1
'

tion in arts I was not first in mathematics. n.ITi>
’

6465. You were first in every examination at Cam-
’

bridge?—I was in every examination in which I com-
peted. I only state that to show it is not the case
that there may have been merely one or two or three
exceptionally good men. It is my decided impression
that in my subsequent experience in England aud
elsewhere, I have not met with a more distinguished
body of university students for their numbers, than
the students of the Queen’s Colleges of the times of
which I speak. I have always held that.

6466. When you were a Queen’s College student
yourself?—When I was a Queen’s College student
from 1871 to 1876.

6467. And you knew them intimately ?—Yes.
6468. Do you notice any particular difference be-

tween them and the students of the Queen’s Colleges

now? Your experience is confined to this College?

—

And to what I can find in tire other colleges from being

an examiner in the Royal University, I find there are

eases still where tire excellence is quite as strong
;
but

I do not think the supply of good men is as large now
as it was at that time. In fact, as Professor Thompson
stated this morning, I believe that mauy of the schools

that used to send men to the Queen’s Colleges under the

old regulations send them to Trinity College, Dublin,
within the last few years.

6409. Is that because they can enter Trinity Col-

lege more easily?—I think that is on account of the

disturbance that lias ensued to the Queen’s Colleges

of late to some extent.

6470. Tire disturbance has exercised great influ-

ence upon the whole position, not only ofthe medical

studentsbutof tire arts students?—I consider that io has.

6471. Would yon say prejudicially with regard to

the honour meu ?-—An extremely brilliant man would

hesitate now, say if the opportunities were fairly

balanced, between going to a Queen’s College and

Trinity College, Dublin. I consider a very brilliant

man wordd in many cases go to Dublin in preference

now, whereas formerly he would have goire to a
Queen’s College.

6472. Would you enlarge that answer, and point

out in what way the position of affairs as it stands

now would influence the mind of the very brilliuut

men 1—Formerly there was a succession of affairs in

the Queen’s University. The graduates of that uni-

veisity were connected with the graduates of a pre-

vious generation, who held their opinions of the

qualification to be obtained there, aud which Queen’s

University graduates still hold. They found on that

account there was some measure of distinction to be

attained for themselves in the Queen’s, and they could

compare themselves with their compeers of twelve

years before or a previous time, who are filling situ-

ations of trust and emolument in the country. I hat

has been irrevocably broken. Now there are the

Royal University examinations, and people who have

gone out of University life have no data to judge of

uhe value of the Royal University degree.

6473. So that, in your opinion, as I gather, anybody

who wished to be educated for a profession, and who

would make his selection of a place with reference to

the distinction of the university degree, would have had

more confidence, in dealing with the Queen's University

degree than he has now with the Royal 1—He would

have had more information to guide him. Ho would

have known more of the men of the Queen’s Uni-

versity standard.

6474. You heard Dr. Anderson say that he had

known some meu come to Galway from Ulster on

the ground that from the small numbers here as com-

pared with the number's in Belfast, more personal

attention could be paid to tlie_ students. Have you

any information or experience with regard to that

observation ?—Yes, I believe that observation is to
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a considerable extent correct. I have no doubt there

are cases in which men come here to obtain scholar-

ships. I do not believe they are exceedingly

numerous. In my undergraduate time, if you allow

me to go back, I knew one or two cases of friends of

mine, and in those cases it certainly was not to

obtain scholarships they came here. I have since

known members of their families who come here, and

the ground that weighed with them was that their

predecessors liked the place. Galway is a small town,

and the students form a large hotly in the town, and

the College shares the advantage of an English Uni-

versity. It was almost a system of residence when

lodgings were, near one another. They have much
the same kind of arrangements as a man has in a

college in Cambridge, and tlmt in addition to the

fact that the classes were smaller, and, therefore,

more attention could usually be paid. That was

what led, I consider, to such lnrge numbers coming

here from Ulster. Of course in time it became the

habit for men from certain jiarts of a county to come

to Galway from pre-established custom. Their neigh-

bours had made friends in Galway, and Galway was

the recognized place to go to.

6475. A very pleasant winter residence ?— Yes.

0476. The analogy would be complete between

Galway and Belfast on the one band and >St. Andrew’s

and Edinburgh on the other!— I do not know about

St. Andrew’s and Edinburgh sufficiently to speak with

certainty.

6477.* Dr. Storey.—I particularly wish to ask Pro-

fessor Larmor, as lie passed such a brilliant career in

Cambridge, whether lie thinks it would lie correct to

treat his success in that university as but slenderly

due to the training he received in the Queen's

College, because there was an interval of three

years between his passing out of the Queen's Uni-
versity and becoming Senior Wrangler in Cambridge 1

—In tbe first place but for tlie Queen’s College,

Belfast, I should have never adopted a scholastic

career at all. In tbe second place, when I left

Belfast to go to Cambridge, I do not like to say

exactly, but I consider that my scientific capacities

were developed quite in the same kind of way as

they were finally. It was nievely a matter- of polish-

ing up. I consider I had been taught in Belfast to

such an extent that the rest of the work was rather

a filling up lacun<t than adding to general principles.

In fact I could not overestimate the character of the
mathematical and physical instruction in Belfast at

the time I was there. I have always entertained

that opinion very strongly, and that opinion is cor-

roborated by others. And what held there holds
here, as is seen on looking into the Calendar's of

the Queen's University, records of tbe merits of tbe
Queen’s Colleges at the University examinations. At

that time Mr. Harrison was a student here. So also
was Mr. O’Kiueally, who is a barrister in India. Mr
O’Connor, whom you have heal'd about, was a student
here. So that I consider, at that time, what I hare
been saying about Belfast applied to Galway.

6478. There were at that time the same Professorsin
those subjects in Belfast as now 1—There were.

6479. There are about twenty Colleges in the T7ni-

veisity of Cambridge I—Yes.
6480. And seventeen of them have a smaller number

of students tlmn the average number in Galway for
the last eight or ten years ?—Distinctly smaller.

6481. Dr. Maustor.

—

You base all the appliances

you require for teaching experimental physics 1—Yes.
6482. Do you happen to have hail any of your stu-

dents entering for competitive examination for the

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, that is, for the

Royal Engineers or Artillery?—No, that class of stu-

dents does not come here : but I believe Professor

Townsend could give you a case within a year or two,

of one who went straight from here, and entered

Cooper’s Hill Engineering College by competition.

G483. You have referred to tho so-called disturb-

ance. Is it premature to estimate at the present time

what anil be tbe ultimate effect of that?—I think it

is impossible, to hope that studeuts will take the

trouble to attend a six months course of stated lectures

in a subject, where they can have chances of passing

the examination by private tuition, which they can

take at their own convenience, unless there are scholar-

ships or other advantages to bring them to the College.

I do not think any College that luul not the power of

gmutiug degrees could live without scholarships
;
for

instance, University College, King’s College, and

tho Colleges in Manchester, have all got private

scholarships of their own, in addition to scholarships

at the University of London, with which they arc more
or less connected. I do not sec how they could get on

without them.

6484. Rev. Dr. Mourn*.—I think you said yon did

not think any College that is not provided with

scholarships could live under the system of the Royal

University?—By living I mean, I do not think such

a College could have a healthy career. It is nearly as

essential -to the welfare of a College to have aide and

distinguished studeuts, as to have able and distin-

guished professors,

6485. Then tbe three Queen’s Colleges are the only

Colleges in Ireland that can live under the Royal Uni-

versity ?—I think they are the only University Col-

leges in Deland, except the one in Dublin.

6486. But these cannot live without scholarships

muler the Royal University ?—I believe not ;
nor could

they in England.
The Commissioners adjourned to next day.

TENTH DAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 14th, 1884.
June 14. 1884.— AT QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq, Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.T.
;
George Johnstone “Stoney. Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.;

Professor Witaiam Jack, LL.D.
; and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.

;
with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

The Right Rev.
Thomas Carr,

Tbe Right Rev. Thomas Carr, d.d., Roman Catholic Bishop of Galway, examined.

6487. Chairman.—Dr. Carr, you are the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Galway?—Yes.

6488. Before you were bishop yon had considerable
experience of educational work i—I had, for a con-
siderable tune. I had been teaching in St. Jarlath’s

College for three or four years, and I had been teach-

ing lately in Maynooth College for twelve or thirteen

years.

6489. In Maynooth College is there a matriculation
examination ? —There is.

6490.

Is that matriculation conducted by any one

professor, or do all the professors take part in the

matriculation examination?—The matriculation ex-

amination is conducted by two Boards of examiners,

sitting simultaneously. All tho professors of the

College are divided into two sections, and each section

constitutes a Board of examiners, and each Board has

the right of rejecting or admitting the students who

may present themselves for examination at the par-

ticular Board.
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0491. You -would then have tui opportunity of College lias any effect one way or the other upon Gaiwat
knowing the standard of education required at May- those schools in the province 1—1 should say this, that Jun u u64
nooilil—A very good opportunity. up to the time of the passing of the Intermediate and —

0492. Can yon form an opinion of the standard the Royal University Acts I believe the existence
™®le,1 ‘B«v-

required for matriculation here from having rend the of the college here in Galway had very little positive ua '

programme 1—Yes.
_

or direct effect on the Catholic schools in the way of
‘ 6493. Yon are familiar with.the programme ?—lam. stimulating the students to any greater excellence.

0494. What is your opinion of the educational Secondly, I should say that since the passing of the Uni-
standard us fixed by the programme?—-I should say, versity Act particularly, I lielieve it has lmd a stimu-

vritliont any desire in tlie world to speak unfavourably lating effect in this way, that it revealed its own
of this College, that in my opinion the programme is weakness to the studentswho thought that the standing

vevv bad, that is to say, that it holds forth to the of the Queen’s College was very much higher than

students of this country an extremely low point to they now believe it to be and thereby it stimulated

which they might expect to reach. these students to greater exertion. I lielieve it was only
6495. Have you had any experience at all of the by the failure of the students from the Queen’s College

Intermediate education examinations?— J have not been that a stimulus was given to the Catholic students in

au examiner, but in Maynooth many of the professors the other Colleges.

were examiners of the Intermediate examination G510. You have stated that in your opiniou the
papers, and in that way it came to lie a subject of standard of matriculation was low. Do you think

very frequent convei-sation. that has any effect one way or the other upon the
G49G. I would ask you to coniine you rsolf to the schools?—I do. First of all, in regard to the Catholic

opinion yon formed yourself?—I :un giving you the schools, ns a matter of fact, there are not many stu-

irrounds on which I formed that opinion. dents passing from those schools to the Qneeu's College

6197. Are you able to institute a comparison be- here. No matter what the reason of that nmy be, hut
tween the standard of education required for matricu- as a matter of fact that is the case. Secondly, I would
lation here and the standard required for any of the say this, that ns far as my knowledge reaches, any
evades in the Intermediate education?—Yes. students studyirg in a Catholic College who had deter-

6498. With wlntt grade in the Intermediate educa- mined to enter the Queeu's College and pursue his

tion would you compare the matriculation here?— studies here, would make up his mind that he might
With thejunior grade ; and hiking the two into account, matriculate hero ami pursue those studies, even though

I believe it would be possible for a .student or any he had acquired only a veiy small amount of elas-

number of students to pass in the programme put sical, mathematical, or general knowledge, before pre-

forward here and he rejected for a pass in the Tntenne- seating himself for examination, and therefore I believe

diate examinations. this, that the Queen’s College here 1ms not had a stimu-

G499. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—In what grade ?—In the lating effect on the studies of the Catholic Colleges with

junior grade. which I am acqiuiiuted

G500. Chairman.—And that opiuion is founded on Gall. Do you think thnt in an educational point

the programme for matriculation as published by tlie of view, it is an advantageous thing for boys that

college !—To tell you the truth, it is founded partly on they should leave school with the amount of know-
that and partly on other reasons. It is founded on ledge required to pass them in the junior grade, and
that in tlie first instance

;
because looking to the pro- begin their university career ?—I believe that to ie the

gramme, I think that a student who would make him- great defect of this College and some of the other

self up in that programme certainly might fail if ho Queen's Colleges, that the students who come here are

stood au examination in the junior grade in the inter- not capable of pursuing a university course from the

mediate examinations. nature of the case. Therefore I lielieve that injury is

6501. You see there are two Latin hooks apparently dono to the college here, and injury is done to the
required ?—Yes. colleges from which tlie students come. I am speaking

0502. Suppose I told yon the way that was iuter- of the Catholic Collegos. You probably may know,
preted was this, that a student who eamoupfor matri- because 1 suppose you have read a good number of

eolation got his choice in any two works and was only documents Injuring on the former Commission, that

examined in one ?—I should say with regard to that, complaints
it lowers the standard still more. 0512. We have had a good deal of the results of tlie

6503. And that in Greek, a student who took Greek Intermediate examinations brought before us from
got his choice of any of tho two books anti if he was not time to time ?—No

;
I do not refer to these but I refer

able to pass he got the Gospel of St. John?—lb would to tlie complaints publicly made of the injury done by
bebelow the standard of tlie junior grade Intermediate this College to tho Catholic schools in that way.

examinations. 0513. What we are anxious to get is your opinion?

6501. And if I told you that though he evinced a —I know,
total ignorance of Greek, he would pass the matricu- 6514. You think withdrawing boys from school

lation if he passed in tho other subjects?—Then, I before the school work is completed, is not advan-
slioukl say, low as tlie programme was, it was not ad- tageous to education ?—I do.

beredto. 6515. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

hen you said that the

6505. Are there any other schools that you know standard of matriculation in this College was low,

of?—There are several. We have two in Galway, one did you mean to say that it was low compared with

conducted by the JesuitFathers, and another conducted the standard of education attained iu the Intermediate
by the Patrician Monks. Then there is St. Jarlath’s, schools of Ireland?- -I did. I believe it is absolutely

an old established college, dating bock to the first low, and I believe it is also relatively low—that is

quarter of this century. In Balliua there is a diocesan compared with tlie different grades of tlie Intermediate

college which is at once au intermediate school and a examinations.
college in which students are prepared for several exa- G516. Do you think from your knowledge of the

“filiations, amongst others the matriculation exauiiua- Intermediate schools of Ireland, that they are able

lion at Maynooth College. Then there is at Sligo to bi-ing their boys up to n much higher standard of

a very flourishing intermediate college. education than that which is required for matri-

6506. Is St. Jarlath's exclusively ecclesiastical?— culation in this College ?—I do, certainly. I believe

_

There is a secular branch there as at other inter- if tlie standard were kept up and that no boys were
mediate or higher Catholic Colleges in tho province. allowed to pass into this College, supposed to be a uni-

9507. You arc a native of Galway ?— Yes. versity College, without coming up to it well prepared,

6508. Then you are familiar in a double capacity that the supply would still be abundant— that is sup-

*»th the working of those schools 1—Yes. posing there was no impedimentm the way of students

6509. Can you tell tlie Commission whether this entering here. I believe diere is no want of material
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OaIiwatj at all in the county, find I believe tlie advances made fourteen years of age, and then you find boys un to

June n, 1884. particularly of late years in the way of Intermediate twenty-two, twenty-three, and twenty-four.

X—

"

7”" education and University education are such as to 6534-. A large number of the boys who continue

TbomM cST' be sufficiently ample to supply this and the other on and pursue the more advanced branches of study

o.v. ’ Queen’s Colleges with students—with a very much are being prepared for Maynooth, or other seminaries!

larger number of students than they have at present— which prepare for ordination?—In St Jorluth's College

always supposing that the students think well on Do you refer to any particular College?

other grounds of entering this and the other Queen’s » 0535. I would like to know with lcfcrence to all

Colleges. the Colleges 1—Yes. I will tell you what actually

0517. Am I right in supposing that the Inter- occurs. Maynooth, though its endowment is not very

mediate schools are not only callable of bringing much more than any one of the Queen’s Colleges,

their boys up to a higher standard than is required maintains more than 500 students annually. This

here, but that they do bring them up to a higher year the number was 520. The number is larger this

standard?—Certainly. year than for some time before. This shows that a

GDIS. They have actually brought them up to a considerable number of the students who study in the

higher standard?—Decidedly, and that in the three diocesan seminaries prepare for Maynooth College,

grades of tlie Intel-mediate examinations. But over and above that number, there is a very con-

6519. You said that a boy to pass the Intermediate siderable number who are sent by their parents, to these

examinations in the junior grade, in the subjects seminaries to acquire a knowledge of Latin, Greek, and a

required here at matriculation, must attain a higher better knowledge of English,and mathematics,andwhen
standard of education than is necessary for entering a student has spent two, or three, or four years there,

here 1—I believe so. his parents become perplexed about his further pro-

6520. And these Intermediate schools have not only gress. They thought it rigb c in the beginning to give

brought their boys up to this standard, but up to the him a good English and classical education, but the

standard of the middle grade, and the senior grade ?— difficidty of Irish parents begins at that point. ‘Where

Certainly, and as T understand it, it is the boys who are these boys to be sent next ?

have passed, or might have passed the Intermediate G536. After being at Maynooth ?—No, after being

senior grade, who are supposed to come here and enter at the diocesan and intermediate colleges. I know the

ou the university course. scope of this inquiry is limited, and I do not wish to

6521. Dr. Stoney.—

D

r. Can-

,
I would wish to say a word which would l>e outside its scope, hut there

understand sufficiently about this matriculation exami- nio many things I should wish to say if an opportunity

nation at Maynooth, if you would be kind enough to was given. Unfortunately, as for usmy experience goes,

give more information to the Commission on the sub- this is the case : These boys after going through that

ject. There are two boards of examiners ?—Yes. classical, mathematical, and English training, remain

6522. These embrace the whole of the professors ?— at home, and lose the benefit of all they have acquired,

Yes. and that because they have nu university college to

6523. Then the professors in Maynooth are divided which they umy go. This is my firm conviction, anil

into two boards ?—Iuto two boards. it is founded on a very long and close observation of

6524. Wliut is the distinction between the two the action of Irish Catholic parents.
boards?—A numerical distinction merely. 0537. Maynooth educates candidates for the priest-

6525. Each of the boards extends over the whole hood in Ireland ?—Yes.
range of subjects ?—They do. 6538. Besides it are there any other colleges which

6526. The course of Maynooth is prolonged to a prepare candidates for tlie priesthood elsewhere than

seven year’s course ?—Yes, including classical subjects, in Ireland ?—There are foreign missionary colleges, such

natural philosophy, moral philosophy, and four year’s as All Hallows.
theology. 6539. Are there considerable numbers of such?

—

6527. Are any admitted to the upper without going No. All Hallows, near Dublin, is the hugest and

through the lower ?—Certainly. most important, but, amongst the diocesan colleges,

652S. Is the object of the examination in any such as Waterford anil Thurles, the students are pre-

degree to ascertain whether the candidate is to he pared for the foreign mission. Students are prepared

placed in the lower or the upper ?—That is the prin- in other Colleges also for the foreign missions,

cipal object of the examination. 6540. Do boys from tin; schools of the west of

0329. It is not to ascertain the candidate’s fitness Ireland pass on to these various seminaries and col-

to go through the curriculum, but where he should be leges to become priests for the foreign mission?—Bo
placed ?—To ascertain the fitness of the candidate to 3-011 refer to any particular class of students?
pursue the studies of the College with success. 6541. You said several of them go to Maynootli to

6530. Wliat is the minimum time for a candidate prepare for the home priesthood. I want to know
to remain at Maynooth to fit liimself for ordination?— whether others go elsewhere for the foreign missions 1

Supposing he lias read a course of theology it may be —They do. Some go to All Hallows, for instance,

one- year. It may be two years, or three years, or 6542. You mentioned there were five hundred and

four years, or seven years. twenty students in Maynooth. Can you give us any
bi>31. A great number of tbe pupils in the opinion as to the number in colleges preparing for

schools of the west of Ireland, as in all parts of tlie foreign missions ?—In All Hullows there are between
kingdom, intend to content themselves with a school one hundred and fifty and two hundred. I am not

education? That is the case at present. It cer- very clear about it, but it is about that number. There

tain ly is my firm conviction, that if there were are students prepared also at Waterfordand at Thurles

facilities given to tlie students who remain at home for the foreign missions, as well as some few at Eil-

at present, to pursue a university course, you could kenuy.
have ten for every 011c who is now pursuing a 6543. Are there not some being prepared abroad

university course. I am perfectly convinced of that, for the foreign missions?—They are prepared abroad

_.
fi532 - But that is the case everywhere in the rather for the. home mission. There are Irish colleges

Kingdom, not merely in Ireland, but in Scotland, and in Borne, Paris, Salamanca, Louvain, and sonio other

in England? I should say it applies to Ireland very towns and cities on the Continent,
lunch more than to England, or to Scotland. 6544. Are they not chiefly being prepared for foreign

6333. Up to what age do students remain at these missions in these places ?—For the home mission,

schools you have mentioned, St. .Tarkth’s, for instance, 6543. Professor Jack.—

W

o have returns, my low,

or the diocesan Colleges ?—There is no fixed age at from the Queen’s College, Galway, stating the number

which thc-y are compelled to leave, and the ages of tlie of students in the first year who are attending this

students vary very considerably therefore. There are College, and giving the
‘ matiiculation examinations

sonic young boys who enter, perhaps at thirteen or they have undergono. Thirteen appeal- to have
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undergone the matriculation examination of the Royal

University ?—Yes.

G31G. Are you familiar with tlio nature of that

examination 1—I am.

13547 . Should yon say the students who have passed

the matriculation examination of the Royal University

lutveshown that they are lit to be University students ?

X should, certainly. I had an intimate acquaintance

with the matriculation of the Royal University,

Waiise the first year theso examinations were

established a very large number of Maynooth students

presented themselves, .-uni a very large number passed.

A huger number passed from the College of Maynooth

that year- than from nine-tenths of the colleges of

Ireland. I am not sure about the fructiou. I would
mtlier say five-sixths.

G5-IS. With regard to theso thirteen you could say

they are fit to take part in the studies in a university

college 1—I should, certainly.

6549. I gather from the returns that there are six

or seven students who have matriculated in the Queen’s

College, Galway, including one or two who matricu-

lated ad eundem from other colleges. With regard to

these students, your opinion is, so far as you can
judge from the examination, that it is at least doubtful

whether they are fit!—Yes. Judging from the pro-

gramme, and that is all the means I have of judging,

if the examination corresponds with the programme

—

nud I believe no examination ought to go above the
programme—the students who pass on that programme
have not to ipso shown a fitness to pursue university

studies here.

6550. I suppose you might not be surprised to hear
that the professors of this place, liaviug their experience

of students who have matriculated in the Queen’s Col-

lege, Galway, and who have pursueda course regularly

here, are satisfied that tlio studies are profitably pur-

sued, and that, as a matter of fact, the men are fitted

to go through a course of university training ?—As
far as their individual experience goes, I give that the
greatest possible weight, but I give it weight only as
far as it supports tlioir opinion as to the fitness of the
students. It would not be sufficient reason for me
to form my opinion, nor sullicieut reason for any
person outsule thus College, who takes an interest in
education to found his opinion on. All I. say is,

there is a programme pat bofore tlio country, ns a pro-
gramme at which students ought to aim when entering
a university college. That programme is totally in-

sufficient, and the insufficiency of it is brought out
still more by the different grades of tho Intermediate
examinations. I know that, of course, it may lie said
a boy may bo examined as well in one book as in two,
or three, or four. I cannot see it in that light. Wo
could easily have a reditclio ad absurdum. If it be
tree of one Latin hook, it is equally time of one
lacugrapk in a Latin book, and more than that
of oue word in a Latin book, as yon can test a
student if you take one word in a Latin or a
Greek sentence. I have no doubt a good profes-
sor would be able to ascertain what amount of know-
ledge a student had acquired in such a wav. If
one book is a sufficient test, one paragraph is a suffi-
cient test, and oue word is a sufficient test. In my
opinion, the programme is intended for the students,
and not for the professor. The programme is set down
to test the sufficiency of the knowledge with which the
student presents himself. One book may be sufficient
for the professor, but it is not sufficient for tho student.
No student will attain a higher standard than that set
before him. The result in the Catholic schools is

v
—^ there be a boy in “ Ciesar ” intending to go to

the Queen’s College, he finds on examining the pro-
gramme that only two books of Caesar are required, and
ho naturally says, “ I have got over that amount of
Latin. ’ Then he looks at the Greek, and sees that one
book of Homer will be sufficient. Then he looks at
the French, German, English, and mathematics, and he
says to himself, “ I have got over that amount, and I
'frill not spend my time and my parents’ money here.

I have read tho amount of matter set down in the Galway.
programme for the Queen’s College, Galway, and I June u. 16 SI.

will therefore present myself there next summer.” r
~

D
If the programme were higher the boy would say, TIumascST
“ That is a difficult programme T do not want to go ».d.

there and be rejected. I will stay here another year.”
It may be he would stay for two years more. I know,
as a matter of fact, students who have loft the schools
long before they were fit to leave them, in consequence
of the lowness of that, or similar programmes.

6551. I understand your evidence to amount to

this, after the students havo passed tho matricula-
tion examination you cousidor there is no evidence
to satisfy your mind co ipso that the students are fit ?

—

I would not put it in that way. I take the programme
altogether including the effect it has on the preparation

of the students before they come here. I hear of a stu-

dent who has passed in that programme, end if I take
into accouut the effect the proirmuune had on his pre-

paration, I say he is not fit to pursue a university course.

I do not say ho may not lie, but I say lie is not fit.

I am told he lnus passed tlio matriculation examina-
tion. I ask, “ Is that all the evidence you have of

his preparedness to pursue a University course ?
”

—

“Tlmtis all.” I say, “ That is not sufficient evidence.”

6552. You arc aware that in a number of univer-

sities in the United Kingdom there is no matricula-

tion examination !—Decidedly, and that i3 jic-rfectly

fair and reasonable. I am glad you have mentioned
tho point. If there were no matriculation examina-

tion here I should regard it as an infinitely better ar-

rangement than the present oue, because in that case

no student coming here would be deceived by the pro-

gramme. He would say to himself “If I go to tlio

Queen’s College, Galway, Ishall have to stay throe, four,

five, six, or seven years, before taking out my degree, or

qualifying for my profession." He himself, fixes the

standard then. Ho is not deceived by the standard.

His own want of knowledge is a standard to him-

self. But in tlio other case, you have a university

college sotting forth a definite programme, beyond
which, of course, students will not aim. If you had no
programme hero the students would come better pre-

pared than at present. Iam anxious to guard myself

in this matter, that I am speaking entirely of Catholic

students.

0553. So that yotu- opinion is to the effect that if

tho programme were dispensed witli altogether it

would be better for the students!—Far hotter. I be-

lievo wauy students who come now and present them-

selves at tho matriculation examination would not

think of coming Lore in their unprepared state if

there were no prograiumo put before them.

6504. Of course you are aware students come to

this college who do not matriculate at all?—I am
aware of that.

0555. Am I to assume, my lord, that tho ages of

the boys outside who have attained a higher standard

of education, correspond with those who present them-

selves for matriculation here ?—I can scarcely answer

that question.

6556. The boys of whom you were speaking ?—As
far as I know the ages correspond pretty closely. I

think so.

6557. So that the parallel would be a fail
- one ?—

I

think the parallel would be a fair one My experience

is this—that of students studying in the same class,

those who intend to come here .would come up with less

knowledge than would be possessed by the students

who would be thinking of standing an examination

under the Intermediate, or any of the public and.

recognised tests of acquired knowledge.

6558. Dr. Mahstox.—Assuming that a boy knows

very little Greek, or no Greek, but has a fair know-

ledge of English, Latin, and elementary mathematics,

do you think that it would be desirable in the interests

of education to preventhim from matriculating ?—-I do,

decidedly, provided that tho educational institution

to which he is going regards a knowledge of Greek

os at all necessary, and has on its programme the
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Galway. names of Greek authors on which the student is sup-

Jane 14, 1881. posed to have made himself up. Of course there is a

The EichtPcv
8°°d difl'crencc of opinion regarding the ncces-

Thomof Cnrr, sity or utility of a knowledge of Greek, but all I say

o.t>. is, if there is a programme, let it he bona fule. Do
not have any subject mentioned with regard to which

the examiners may say, if a boy passes in other sub-

jects and fails iu regard to it, we will allow him to

pass. That is unreasonable.

0559. The programme should, in your opinion, bo

bona Jido and rigidly adhered to 1—Certainly. Parti-

cularly in a university college.

6300. Is it not, however, frequently the case that

men whose classical train mg has been very imperfect,

liave subsequently achieved a scientific reputation
;
for

instance, let us take my own profession, which is one in

which it is very desirable to have a good preliminary

education and a knowledge of Greek ;
bub docs not

much more depend in my profession, and in other

scientific walks of life, upon a student’s powers of

observation, and upon the degree to which these have

been Indued i—Yes.

0561. Am I plain to you?—Quite intelligible. I

am afraid I shall have to give the same answer to that

as to a former question, that it would lend to a

redicctio cut absurdnm. What you say is perfectly

true of individual students ancl individual men, who
have risen to eminence, owing to their natural ability,

or their habits of closer observation ; but what I say is

this, that a programme is notdrawn up fovsneh men,but
for the generality of the students of the country,who are

supposed to be anxious to avail themselves of univer-

sity education, and I believe that programme ought
to be such as would suit not the special utility of a few
exceptional students, lmt ought to be such as would
apply fairly to the body of the students, who come up
for examination tinder that programme. If what is

said in regard to Greek be true, the same is true of

Laiin, the same is true of mathematics, the same of
French, the same of German, and thus by a process of
elimination the result would he that in individual

cases the programme might be reduced to a nullity.

If that argument holds for anything, if it he pressed,

it will eliminate in individual cases all that is valuable
in the programme.

G5G2. In that way you suppose you are lowering
the whole of them— I am speaking of one ?—Of
Greek. I apply the same argument to Latin, German,
French, mathematics. I say that men have risen to

very great eminence, who never knew a word of Latin
or a word of Greek, and who knew very little of ma-
thematics. There are men who will rise to eminence
without a university education at all, and some of the
most distinguished we know are men who have not had
a university education, but they are men of very great
natural power. But it would be very unfair to apply
what would suit those exceptional and individual
coses, to what is required for the well being and edu-
cation of the country.

G5G3. You think the proper course under such cir-

cumstances would be, instead of lowering your stand-
ard of matriculation, to abolish it?—No.

G5G-1. As in Cambridge and other Universities ?

—

I did not mean at least to express that opinion. The
opinion that I expressed was this, that it is better to
have no matriculation examination than to hold forth
a low standard to the students, ancl entice them to

come up on the strength of that low standard to a Uni-
versity College, before they have completed their school
work. Therefore, I say, that if the programme is to be.

kept low, better waive the preliminary examination
altogether, and you will thereby- prevent a number of

students who are badly prepared at present from coming
until they are really tit to come. I say, therefore,

you should either do away with the programme alto-

gether, or take a programme which is suitable to- a
university college, and insist that the students be
.well made up on that programme before being
allowed to pass into that College. If you do not,

you are doing vital injury to the University College

itself, and to the schools from which the student-
conic. Anil I believe, firmly, that has been the effect

of the programme adopted in this college,

GOGS. That is to say, students who lmve come her-
to pass a matriculation examination would have be*u
more benefited by remaining at the schools from which
they came, assuming that the schools were capable of
teaching them properly ?—Certainly.

G5GG. And you think that that is the ca.su ?—Ido
G5G7. Apart from this College, taking education in

its broad sense, do you not think that there is another
and a very important training which is altogether

distinct from training merely for examination! I
do, certainly. 1 am perfectly conscious of that That
is quite true, ami therefore I think that is one
of the special advantages of collegiate education.

GOGS. In your experience of the world you have had
a great deal of experience of hoys. Is it not the fact

that clever, well-conducted hoys occasionally reflect

very little credit on themselves or their teachers

at one examination, hut take a very iliffereut position

at another and subsequent examination
;

these are

exceptions, about which I do not argue, but I wish

to havo your opinion?—If dealing with an indivi-

dual student I should answer “certainly, that is the

case;’’ but when dealing with systems of education

I think exceptional cases of that kind ought to be left

out of account altogether.

6569. You should not legislate for exceptional

cases ?—No.
G570. Are they so very exceptional ?—I be lieve they

are from uiy knowledge tiud experience, and I liave had

a great deal of experience in that way. In Maynootli

there are viva voce examinations and written examina-

tions. We hail the monthly written exercises of the

students on a matter which had been gone over in the

previous month. The result wars that we had in the

course of the year seven or eight monthly written ex-

ercises. At the end of the year we had a cica voce

anil a written exercise on the entire matter gone

over during the year. Some of the classes were large

anil somo small
;
but I always found this, hiking it all

in all, that what a student does in one exercise he

will do in another. What he 1ms shown in one monthly

piece he will show the same in another. Of course there

are exceptions. A student may be sick and may not

have attended the lectures of the professore ;
but taking

the students ns a body, I find there is a great deal of

unifonnity in the answers of any diligent student, and

though he may make a mistake, tho professor will

see that the mistake was made through inadver-

tence or some passing unfavourable influence he was

subjected to at the time.

6571. There are somo precocious boys, not always

the best, while others are like apples that mellow late

—they develop late in life ?—True.

6572. But the dull boy will bo dull all through?—

Yea
G573. But will there not be a slow and progressive

development of which the boy, while still a boy, may

give little or no promise—tlmt is, premise of his future

attainments or success ?—Yes.

6574. Thetis common in life ?—I should not say

common. The course in Maynootli is a long one,

seven or eight years
;
for some students nine years.

I should say that any observant professor during the

first year would be able to predict with very tolerable

accuracy how every student of the class would go on

through his course. .

6575. Do you tliink logic would be a very useful

subject for students in tho medical faculty 1—I believe

logic is useful iu every profession. . ,

6576. Have you ever considered in your own mind

whether it would be particularly useful fOr msn m
the medical profession ?—As I say, I really believe i

would. I think that for us here in Ireland log*> ia

pecially useful. I think we are very apt to ‘J^P ®

conclusions. We are naturally a quick and ereiuw

people, and if we had a little logic to steady us,

would do us a great deal of good. Thore
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niiinv doctors through the country who, if they knew

something about logic, of reasoning from premises and

dmwin" u proper conclusion, would omit to do

vrhat they do in many instances, and would adopt a

treatment different from what they actually adopt. I

would buy logic is very useful even in the medical pro-

fession, liot such a minute knowledge as would bo re-

nuired ju the case of a lawyer or in the case of a

"lenrymun, but I believe that a knowledge of the

"tfnei-.il principles of logic is useful in every profession,

and not the least of all in yours.

C577. There is a great difference between wishing

to have truth ou your side and desiring to be on the

side of truth!—Certainly.

C57S. Is not the last the most difficult to attain, and

voUwould neglect no training which would be likely to

"lead to that !— Certainly.

0579. I would like to ask one thing more in order

to "Huge your experience. Is it not the caso that

some hoys educated even at public schools, where

one would expect the education to be very good,

are extremely ignorant ; for instance, I am not

ashamed to say, looking back on my own life, that no
plummet would have sounded the depth of my igno-

rance 1—That is because you are so learned now.

C580. Not because I am so learned now
;
I wish it

were so. Hut have you anything to say with regard to

your experience of that ; because it does bear upon
hindering those boys from getting a collegiate education

in a broad sense 1—As you refer to your experience I

may refer to mine, and 1 think 1 may speak too of what
occurs with regard to a great many persons, that is

that students who have devoted themselves to one line

of study, and who have acquired a fair amount of

knowledge in a particular deportment, may lie found
wonderfully ignorant with regard to other departments.

Hint is perfectly true and very few students kuow liow

really ignorant they are. Students arc apt to attend

to the amount of knowledge they have, and they keep
their eyes closed with regard to tho things of which
they are ignorant. A student may bo very advanced
in one, two, or three departments, and ou being tested
in another department which is supposed to have a
close relation to the departments in which he is well
up, he may be found to be very ignorant. Human
life is limited, and human capacity limited. That
accounts lor the fact that students may bo well up
in two or three different subjects and totally ignorant
in cognate subjects.

6581. Schoolboys are very conceited as a rule, and
very seldom tiy to measure their own depth 1—That
is true.

6582. Dr. Stoney.—

I

do not understand what
you mean, my lord, in saying that by a process of
elimination you would eliminate nil the subjects of
matriculation, if the practice wore to allow compensa-
tion for deficiency in one subject where groat capacity
in other directions is shown !—This is what I meant

:

My attention was called to a particular subject in the
programme, say Greek, and I was naked whether I
would not consider that sufficient comiieusation was
made for the want of knowledge in Greek by a higher
degree of knowledge, say of Latin, mathematics, or
french, or German, or English. Now, that question
is founded on this supposition, that there is in this
programme some one language which is not so par-
ticularly necessary as the others are, and then my
attention was directed to Greek as being that one.
Vmat I said was, that if the argument is good for
reek in the estimation of one examiner, it will be

good for Latin in the estimation of another
; it will be

good for French in the estimation of a third
;

it will
66 8°oo for mathematics in the estimation of a fourth

;

thereby I say you may eliminate from this pro-
gramme every element it contains—that is to say,
omnmate not merely Greek, but Latin, French, Ger-
mim maftematics, English, and so on.

“r the case of any one candidate !—In
of “y °oe candidate provided you allow a

F essor or examiner to say that, though Greek is on

the programme, still he believes that a fuller know- Galw.lt.
ledge of Latin, die., will suffice. If you allow that /unei«, im«.
principle to lie established there is not a subject that r~
may not ho eliminated. The Eight Rot.

G5SI. How could :dl be eliminated if tho principle an.™*
of compensation is the only one on which any ot
elimination is allowed 1—Yes. It was in regard to*that
that I expressed my opinion that tho programme,
if it lie put forward to the country as a bona Jule pro-
gramme, ought to be adhered to. It should not be
competent for a professor to say, “ I do not attach
much importance to Greek, provided a boy shows
knowledge of Latiu and other branches."

0585. In order to prevent our consideration being
limited to ouo subject—Greek—I suppose you know
it is notorious that some of the highest literary men
whom we have had in tho United Kingdom have
shown an invincible repugnance and, as they them-
selves stated, an invincible incapacity for studying
geometry and algebra. Would it not lie a public
calamity if such men, who have attained such very great
eminence, and reflected credit on the whole country,
liatl been denied admission to the universities and the
value of a university training?—Well, wlnit I should

say in regard to that is this—First of all, the argument
is founded on a very exceptional case, and, secondly,

if there be a reasonable programme, and it is put for-

ward as a reasonable programme, and if all university

students are supposed to be capable of making them-
selves up ou that programme, it ought to ho adhered
to ; uud if in a university college it is desirable that
an exception bo made in a particular case, that exception

should lie made formally—that is to say, tho student
should be examined on that programme, and if lie an-
swered particularly well in Latin and in nil the other

subjects, it should bo for tlic heads of the College to say
whether a formal exception should not be nnulein favour

of that distinguished student. But all along I have been
speaking of the programme of this College as put for-

ward, mid the programme, therefore, on which the

students are to be prepared on presenting themselves

for matriculation liera

0586. Precisely ; but in other universities those

very eminent men, when at college, laid to piss under
conditions in which those subjects to which they

showed on invincible repugnance were ou the pro-

gramme of examination, and yet in then- ease they

must have been allowed to pass in consequence of tlieir

exeoptional merit in other subjects l—Yos.

6587. Then in those exceptional eases you would
allow that it would be a public calamity to refuse the

candidate!—What I say with regard to that is, that

an exceptional law or statute should lie made to pro-

vide for those exceptional cases ; but you ought not to

be applying exceptional legislation to the normal con-

dition of this programme or oi any other programme.

6588. Dr. Maustox.—

Y

ou must not argue from

the particular to the genei-al or legislate for the parti-

cular !—No.
6589. Dr. Stoney.—

I

think you expressed an

opinion that university training is of very great

value!—I believe so.

0590. And that a mere system of examination is not

an adequate provision!—I should say, apart from

the circumstances ofthe country, that I regard collegiate

education, united education, as far preferable to any

system of private study
;
because my idea is that a

student gains as much from, the traditions of the

college, as he does from the lectures of the professors.

That has been my experience; there is a body of

information, os it were, floating in the air of every

well-ordered college, so that if a student only opens

his mouth he can take in a great portion of it,

6591. You have spoken of specialists being occa-

sionally met i with who are as narrow as they are

deep 1—-Yes.
6592. Do you not think there is great value in a

university career, arising from the cirouinsfcance that

a man submitted to one kind of training is brought

into personal intercourse with persons pursuing a

2 Z 2
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Galway. wholly different kind of training 1—I tlnuk, emtaria have entered on tho study of theology, suppose
tL.it

June 14 . 1884 .
paribus, that is useful. I wish to odd something to the College continued to ho connected with, die Iioval

^TT. n the Conner reply I gave to the question. When 1 say University, I take it tor granted that these students

Thomlfcarr!' that I regard united education as very much preferable studying theology would not pivseut themselves for

n.n.
'

to separate education, 1 say that on general principles ;
the Koyal University examinations

; because either
I

but 1 say it, always having before my mind the un- they would havo presented tliemsclves in the previous

fortunate circumstances of this country. Iuto that I years, or for one reasou or another they would not

am not going to enter. But I do not lay it down mean to presold themselves at all. The result is that
|

ns applicable iu every case, because there may \<o if Maynooth continued to h« connected with tlu- Koyal

circumstances in connexion with the condition of the University, the students who would present themselves
i

country, which would vender that united education a annually would be tin? students studying in the rhetoric
1

matter not at all to be desired. I have very strong class, and in tho classes of moral and natural pliilo-

views on that cpicstion, but tills is not the place to sophy. In one word, this is tho way to look at it
|

express them. —1116 number entering Maynooth each year, would

C593. If students do gain admission to the College be on an average something over 100.’ If May.

who are imperfectly trained, and if, when they leave uooth continued to be connected with the Rov’ul

the College, they are very highly trained, I suppose University, you would have at least, I suppose,

that would be an evidence of the efficiency of the Col- 100 students presenting themselves annually for ex. I

lege 1—Well, what I should soy to that is’ this, that if animation. No doubt the number who presented

the statement be made in this way, that the body of themselves tho first year was larger, because it com.

tho students who come badly prepared go away well prised not only tho students of the first, but some who ^

prepared, it would lie a test of the efficiency of the had entered the previous year. If the College cou-

College. But tlieu, on the other hand, if a few students tinued to be connected with the .Royal University a
|

come to the College (ami 1 am afraid this is the case iu very large number woidd present tliemsclves annually.

Galway) well prepared, andiftlic.se students meet in tho 0599. Dr. Marstok.— What your lordship said

College, as they certainly will meet here, professors of about a college or school not being tested by the few I

great learning and of high culture, and if those distinguished men coming out ot it, but by the stand-

students profit very much by the instruction they re- nrd attained by tlie run of the men, sceuis very fair!— ,

ceive, and go forth to the world, and are pointed to Yes.

aftervvards as evidence of the success of the College in GG00. But is it not the case that at most public schools,

which they studied, I regard it as no sufficient test at all the clever boys get a very undue amount of attention

of that efficiency. I look on tlie education test, on the paid to them, and is it not the case also that students

contrary, as applied to the body of the students, not to in class are something like soldiers marching
; once .

the few, Some very distinguished students come they fall out, they with difficulty, and possibly never,
'

here well prepared and attain eminence iu their after- regain their places 1—Yes.

life. 1 could not conclude from tliis fact that the body GG01. Do uot all schools point to their distinguished
|

of the students who come here, and who, I believe, are men as evidence of tho efficiency of the truiuing of

badly prepared—I should not at all be prepared to these particular schools 1—Now, I should reply in re-

infev that all those students made progress while they gavd to the first question

—

were here, and distinguished themselves in after life. 6602. That is quite a fairway of putting it 1—Per-

As a matter of feet, unfortunately, it is not true. feotly. In regard to tho first, namely, do not, us a

6591. Your lordship spoke of a candidate who pas- matter of fact, particular students in every college

sed one examination being usually found able to pass receive an jmusual amount of attention on the part. of

another one. I presume you mean one of a similar the teachers i

kind!—Or a more difficult one in tlie same depart- 6603. The able ones?—Tho able ones. I should

ment. say, first of all, that is not my experience, and

6595. If a lad, early in his career, presented him- secondly, I think it should not be the case. It should

self at one examination, consisting of the subjects not be the rale in any school, whether it be primary,

arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, and in which intermediate, or univereity. I do not believe in that

aritluneno was of great weight, geometry of medium system at all. I believe that that is done by, the profes-

weight, and algebra of little weight, and if he presented sors to exalt themselves very much more than to exalt

himself at another examination which consisted of their class, or exalt tire college to which they belong,

geometry, algebra, and trigonometry, in which algebra I do not think it is light, or fair, or proper, and I

and trigonometry were allowed great weight, might have known tlie body of the students iu some of our

not such a candidate acquit himself with distinction in schools to suffer on account of that system, Tlie

the one, and stand not very high in the other 1—No school or college Is anxious to acquire a reputation for

doubt at all. If idle circumstances of the examinations itself through the high position to be acquired by in-

are altered, it is quite clear it is not merely possible dividual students ; and thus a veiy large amount of

hut probable that the student who acquitted himself time and attention is paid to those students. The

creditably in regard to one examination, will fail to do result is that the average students suffer for that un-

bo in regard to the other. due attention. In a well-ordered school, and the

6596. And the question whether the circumstances higher it is the better order ought to be in such a

of the examinations are the same must be scrutinized school, the same amount of attention substantially,

before you can form a conclusion ?—Certainly. and I would say minutely, ought to be given to every

6597. You spoke of the large number of candidates class.

that presented themselves from Maynooth at the 6604. I was not asking what was right in principle

matriculation examination of the Royal University 1 but whether, as a matter of fact, that was not the

—Yes. tendency in schools 1

6598. Does not that represent, if I may call it so, 6605. Chairman.—But you asked a question to

a kind of accumulation. It was the first opportunity which I think the answer of his lordship was perfectly

that was open for candidates coming forward in that pertinent ?—I understood that you put it in a negative

way, and does not represent, I suppose, the number that form to suggest the answer that you believed it was

would in future annually go?—They represent very done, and you thought therewas good reason fordoingit.

closely the number that would annually present them- 6606. Dr. Marston.

—

I merely asked as to the fact!

selves from Maynooth College
;
and I will tell you why. —Well, that would be my answer in regard to the

In Maynooth College the student may pass for what first. Firet of all, os far as my experience goes, it is not

class he is entitled to from the rhetoric class upwards, generally done. It is done in particular cases, and,

Thus from rhetoric he passes on to the logic course
;

I flunk, to the detriment of the body of the students,

then to the natural philosophy course
; next to the In regard to the second question, namely—

"

Are not

course of theology. Now, when the student would students like soldiers on the march, so that when one
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ihlls out he finds it veiw difficult, and perhaps impos-

sible, to regain his place”?

6607. That is the case, for this reason, that when

students come to a college badly prepared, when they

come in such an unfavourable condition regarding

their mental acquirements, it is very difficult, and

perhaps impossible, for them to keep up with their

fellow students. Those students will fall out, and they

never will vegnin their place
;
never. And that is

exactlv the foundation of my objection to this pro-

gramme. I believe this programme infallibly leads

to the evil result, that students come here—and I

know they come here—in that condition. If after-

wards asked how they get on, they say—badly:

because the College is above them, and the studies of

the College are above them. They find it impossible to

keep up with the good students in the class. They do

not understand what the professor is saying. They
fall out in the race of life, and never gain a good posi-

tion. There is no man in such an unfortunate

position as the man who goes to a good school or

college without a good training
;

because his efforts

are blighted for life, and his prospects ruined; and
that has been the fate of many a boy who came
here.

GC08. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

ith regard to the
programme for Greek, have yon ever known a student
who has attained distinction and yet was incapable

of getting up one book of Xenophon and one book of

Homer 1—I have answered the question in reply to a
previous question about the insuperable difficulty

some found in getting up a certain amount of mathe-
matics and Greek. I think that is a fanciful difficulty.

I do not tliink there is a student in the world who
attains eminence in after life who may not make him-
self up in the amount of mathematics and Greek re-

quired for the matriculation examinations such as is

suggested in this programme, or the amount of mathe-
matics, or the amount of Greek, or the amount of know-
ledge which is required, according to the statements
made, in any of the leading colleges, except, perhaps,
the London Univorsity

;
for I believe the learned

President here thinks that the matriculation oxunuua-
tion is equal to that in any of the other colleges.

6609. The calamity suggested is, tluit if this pro-
gramme were carried out, students of great eminence
mightbe excluded from a university career ?—I believe
it is impossible that could occur. There is not a good
student, nor a fair student, nor an average student, who
could not make himself np in the programme, not
one.

6610. The question of matriculation at Maynooth has
not been made quite clear. The onlinary Maynooth
course is a course of seven years 1—Yes.

6611. The lowest dims of arts is what we call the
class of humanity studies?—Yes.

6612. Immediately above that two years of philo-
sophy?—Yes.

6613. And then four years of theology?—Yes.

COl-t. And then there is an extra course for dis-
tinguished students of three years more?—Yes.

(Hi 15. A student presenting himselffor examination
in Maynooth is at liberty to present himself for any
one year of the ordinary seven years course ?—He is.

CG16. And there is a special preliminary examina-
tion according to the course for which he presents him,
self?—Y.-s.

GG17. Those who present themselves for theology
are those who come from other theological colleges?

—

(ifilS. They are a very small proportion of the
students entering Maynooth?—Very small indeed.

Out of 100 who enter each year not mor e than five or
six perhaps would enter even the lowest class in

theology.

G619. A certain number present themselves for

the second year’s course of philosophy 1—Yes.

GG20. They como from the better class of seminaries ?—Yes.

6G21. And they are also few in number?—Compara-
tively few in number-

.

6622. What would be the proportion ?—Between
15 and 20 per cent.

GG23. Then the great bulk of students entering
Maynooth enter cither for the first year’s philosophy
or for the class of humanity ?—They do.

GG24. The great majority of the students who come
up for these classes come from schools and colleges in

Ireland ?—Yes.

G625. From schools and colleges which receive

students not only for the ecclesiastical state but also

for a secular career ?—Certainly. All the diocesan

seminaries mid colleges do receive them both for tlie

ecclesiastical and secular states.

GG2f>. Therefore, the standard of examination re-

quired at Maynooth for a student entering for these

classes is a standard attained by a very large number
of intermediate schools and colleges in Ireland 1—
Certainly.

GC27. Dr. Mahston.—You said the low standard

in this college tended to make students come here

before their school work is properly completed ?—Yes.

GG2S. You think tlio facility of getting scholar-

ships at entrance incrcnses the inducement?—Of
course it does.

6G29. Chairman.—Thank you, Dr. Carr, we are

exceedingly indebted to youfov the valuable information

yon have given us, and we are indebted to you also for

the careful manner in wldoh in all your answers you

kept within the limits of the inquiry ?—It is unneces-

sary at the close of the examination to say that, though

I may appear to have said things a littlu hard on the

College, 1 have not the slightest hostility to any one

connected with the college : but I have a deep-seated

conviction that the higher studies of the Catholic

students in this diocosc and province are most seriously

interfered with by the existence of this college as it is

at present constituted.

Rev. Timothy Ken

6630. Chairman.—You are the Rector of the
Jesuit College in this town?—Yes.

6631. How long have you been Rector?—Two
years, but I have been here for the last ten.

6632. Before being Rector you were connected with
the College as a professor ?—Yes, I am still.

6633. How long have you been a professor in the
College?—Ten years.

6634. What course of education is pursued in tlie
Udlege ?—We prepare the boys for the different courses
of the Intermediate, senior, middle, and junior grades.
Last year we prepared boys for the Royal University
matriculation examination.

6635. Are the classes in your College regulated in
the Bame way as in the other Jesuit Colleges in the
country?—Yea.
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6636. They are the same substantially as they are

in Olongowes ?—Yes.

6637. Then your head class yon would call

rhetoric 1—Senior grade now.

6638. How many classes are there altogether?—

Five.

6639. You do not undertake to prepare boys for the

matriculation of the Queen's College?—No.

6640. But, I suppose, from time to time, some of

your students from St. Ignatius’s College do come

to tliis Queen’s College?—Yes
;
not so many for the

last few years.

6641. But some have come?—Some have come.

6642. Have you seen the programme of matricu-

lation in this College ?—Yes.

6643. Have you an opportunity of forming an
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opinion as to tlie standard of education required to

pass the matriculation examination here?—Yes ; judg-

ing from students who matriculated here during the

last ten years.

GG44. And also judging from Hie programme?

—

Yes.
Gfi45. Wliat class in your college would represent

the subjects required for matriculation ?—I daresay the

junior grade, that is to say, hoys who arc to jkuss at

the eud of the year in the junior grade.

6646. Forming your opinion, l»th from what you

have known of the qualification of the students coming

up here, aud from a perusal of the programme, what

would lie your opinion of the standard of education

required for matriculation here?—I am forced to say

that I think it very low.

6G17. You mentioned some of your hoys who camo
hero '!—Yes.

GG48. How were they prepared when they left yon?

—For the last few years very few of our boys have

come here, and the majority of those who came got

honours at entrance.

GG49. Can you give us, without mentioning names,

the educational attainments of the boys who left your

school aud matriculated here?—I have one very dis-

tinctly before my mind, and be came fi-om the fourth

class.

G050. Wliat we have done in the other colleges,

where instances of this kind occurred, is, we asked tlio

witnesses to hand us in the names for the purpose

of identification ?—I suspected that this would be

necessary
; I have there the names of two students to

whom I allude, and in the order I allude to them.

(
lland» in a juijier.)

GG51. In what year was the first?— I cannot ex-

actly say. Even if I could, I should not like to men-
tion it. Tins is a small place, aud the student would
be known.

CG’iJ. Would you have any objection ns to tlie

second name you put down there?—I dare say it is

six years since ho was with us
;
he was in a class

corresponding to a class we now have below tlie junior

grade class.

GG53. Did he matriculate ?—He did.

GG54. Did he get a scholarship ?—No ; he came to us
in September, commenced Latin, Greek, aud French,
and in the October of the following year he matricu-
lated here.

6655. Would ho have gone in for the junior grade
in the Intermediate with any chance of success?—No,
we should not have let him ; he could not have passed
in Latin or Greek. Ho might have had a chance of
getting a pass in English.

6656. When did the second name leave your school ?—A year- before.

6657. What class was he in?—A class equivalent
to the junior grade. He came from a higher class.

6658. What were his qualifications?—I do not
think he would have passed for the junior grade at all

in any subject. I say that having some experience of
those who have passed aud those who were rejected.

I do not think he could by possibility pass.

6659. What did he do here?—He matriculated.

6CG0. Did he get a scholarship?—No.
G601. I suppose you have prepared boys for the

matriculation of the itoyal University ?—Yes.
CG02. How inuuy?—Last examination three.
6663. Do you know wliat standard of education is

required to pass the matriculation in the Royal Cni-
vorsity —Yes, 1 Jiavo. the programme fairly before me.

6GG-1. Aud have prepared boys for it?—Yes.
GGO-i. Did they pass?—Yes

;
one got honours in

Greek, and the three passed.

CGGG. Wliat class would they come from?—Middle
or senior gmdo I should say

;
I should say senior.

GGG7. You are able to compare the standard re-

quired for matriculation in the Itoyal University and
here?—Very clearly.

GGG8. In your opinion is there any difference lie-

twoeu them?—There is no comparison at all. The
diiibrenco is very great, not simply in the programme,
but iu the knowledge necessary to pass a boy in the

Queen’s College, compared witli that which is necessary

to pass him iu the Itoyal University.

GGG9. Do you wish to convey that the Royal Uni-

varsity is much more difficult?—Certainly.

6U70. That the standard of education is much .higher?

—Certainly, the amount of work that boys must go

through to prepare for the Itoyal University is muck
greater.

GG71. Do you think it is desirable in an educational

point of view that a boy should enter on a college course

with such little knowledge as is necessary to matriculate

here ?— It is very ruinous to the boy and to tlie schools

of the province too. The first boy I alluded to would

liavo continued at school and got a fair education,

whereas lie came here perfectly uucducated.

GC72. Aud unlit in your opinion to avail himself

of the advantages oilored by this College?—I do not

think ho could have availed himself of the lectures of

tlie professors.

GG73. Dr. Stonky.—Did either of those students

graduate in the Queen's University ?—I think the

first did and the second did not. Tlie second gave

way afterwards. Of course I lost sight of the boys

afterwards.

GG74. Rev. Dr. Hollo v.—I understand you to say

that of your own knowledge you do not know if they

graduated hero or not?—No.
0675. Dr. Stonky.—

I

do not find from the Univer-

sity Calendar that cither of them graduated 1—Likely.

GG7G. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—-I tlriuk you said you

thoughtit was very iujurioustothe educational pvosj'rets

of a boy tluit he should be admitted to a university

college imperfectly prepared in school work ?—I think

it interfered very much with his prospects in life

afterwards.

GG77. Do you think that if these students failed to

graduate, that fact would confirm the opinion you

foimed ?—I dare say.

6G78. The natural result would be failure?—I re-

member one ofthem failed the first sessional examina-

tion afterwards.?

6G79. Their educational prospects were injured be-

cause they came here before their school work was

done ?—I think so.

Thomas II.

Eowney, esq.,

PH.D.

Professor Thomas H. Rowxey, d.sc., fh.d.. examined.

6680. Dr. Mahston.—You are the Professor of
Chemistry in this College?—Yes.

6681. What is the muober of students attending
your class ?—This last year it was seventeen. I have
two classes—a goneml class and a practical class.

66 52. I suppose the majority of your students were
in the medical faculty ?—They were.

6653. Has there heen any falling off or otherwise
in respect of the numbers attending your classes ?

—

Yes
;
in 1881-82 I had about sixty students in

class
;
in the next year the number fell to eleven

;

this year it is slightly increased, the number being
seventeen.

6684. Can you assign any reason for this fluctua-

tion ?—I suppose it is owing to the disturbed state of

the country, and also tlie constitution of the Royal

University.

GG85. In wliat respect would the constitution of the

Preyal University affect your school?—Formerly, in

the time of the Queen’s University, those who wished

to take a degree in medicine were obliged to pass a cer-

tain time in one of the Queen’s Colleges ;
now they

can obtain their education anywhere—they are not

obliged to come to the Queen’s Colleges.

6686. Have you all the appliances you require for

lecturing and teaching chemistry practically ?—Yes.
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(iGST. We have heard something to the effect that

the end of medical training is the relief and cure of

diseases and wounds. There is another end recognised

at the present day—namely, the prevention of disease.

Bv that I mean sanitation—hygiene?—Yes.

6GSS. Gan you tell us anything about the training

of your students in the analysis of air, water, and food,

for the purpose of applying hygiene practically?—

There is no class for it at present.

6689. Some of them would possibly become nllicera

of health in different districts in England and this

country. Do you make your instructions in practical

chemistry bear on that at all?—No, there is no time

for that. There ought to ho a special class for that.

GG90. Do you think that there should ho a special

class for it in all medical schools and univer-

sities?—I think it would ho better.

6691. You consider it would be a desirable thing in

university training?—Yes.

6692. There is no professor of hygiene here ?

—

No.
GG93. Do you think it would ho a good thing to

have one?—T do not know whether there would he

sufficient students to make it worth while.

6G94. You have all the appliances necessary for

teaching practical clieinistiy as ordinarily understood ?

—Yes.
G69>5. Are you satisfied with the regularity of

attendance at your lectures, and how do yon test the

knowledge of the students?—They come in at the

sessional examinations. Then there arc ccrtaiu sub-

stances given to them for analysis, and they work at

that.

6696. Under your personal surveillance ?—Yes.

6697. The accommodation has been complained of

elsewhere
;
have you sufficient for your purpose ?—At

present I have, but at one time I had not. I was
obliged to divide the class into two ; in fact, to have
two classes.

GG9S. Do you think there is any demand for tech-

nical or applied science iu Galway ?—I think not.

0699. There would be no good in thinking of

affording an opportunity of that kind?—I think not.

6700. Are you satisfied that the preliminary edu-
cation and intellectual training of the men who come
here are such that they can profitably avail themselves
of the opportunities you offer them ?—Yes.

6701. Yon are quite satisfied in that respect ?—

I

am.

6702. Chairman.—You also lecture on medical
jurisprudence?—In toxicology.

6703. Dr. Marston.—And only medical students
attend it ?—Yea, only medical students.

6704. I observe by the report that you do not get
any additional remuneration for your course of lectures
in medical jurisprudence 7—The Council allow a ccrtaiu
sum, and wo get the fees.

6705. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou mentioned that your
general class contained seventeen students?— At pre-

stmt.

C706. You have two classes ?—Yes, the practical

and the general.

6707. Are the seventeen students who attend the
general tlio same ns those who attend the practical ?—No

;
the general class is the first year’s students,

and the practical is the second year’s class.

6708. How many students in the practical class?

—

I think ten this time, but in addition to that now,
from a regulation of the lloyal University, those arts
students who want to compete for honours must pass
in a practical examination, and consequently I have
some arts students attending sis well.

6709. In addition to the ten?—In addition to the
ten.

6710. How many arts students, for instance, have
you attending practical chemistry in that way ?—Two
this year.

6711. So that the general order that students take is,

they attend the general class in the first year and the
practical in the second year?—Yes.

6712. Iu the main, every medical student has to

attend two classes iu two years, one practical ancl one
theoretical ?—Yes.

6713. A student attending the general class alone

would have liis chemical education imperfect ?

—

Yes, they must pass through the chemical course, as

they are examined practically at the Royal University.

6714. They must pass iu the practical course?—
Yes

6715. At other examining bodies, what is the prac-

tice ?—I do not know.
6710. I date say you could give the Commission a

brief description of your laboratory and appliances ?

—

I do not know that I could describe them very well.

6717. Dr. Mauston.—

A

s the Professor of Che-
mistry, and having a knowledge of wlmt the require-

ments are, are you satisfied that they are adequate to

your wants ?—Yes.

6718. You have all the appliances and personal

aids necessary ?—Yes.

6719. Do you want the personal aid of an assistant ?

—Not just now.
6720. With regard to your chemical apparatus,

you are quite satisfied that you can tench practical

chemistry well ?—Yes.

6721. You have no doubt about that?—No.

Professor Joseph Larmoji. m.a.. d.sc., re-examined.

6722. Chairman.*—You were anxious to hand in
to the Commission a statement in writing as to the
course you adopt in the work of your department ?

—

Yes. [Rands in a paper.}
6723. Does this accurately represent the course of

lectures and class of work that is followed iu your
department?—Yes.

6724. Does it apply to the present year, or may we
take it that it is the usual course you have adopted
ance you were appointed ?—I have described one class,
but, as I have pointed out. it does not exist in the
present year for want of students—No. 5 Class. It
< 0®s

_
n°f exist in the present session.

6/25. Is there anything else you wish to add to
J^ur evidence of yesterday?—I was asked about a
student of the College who went to Cambridge yester-
“7- I stated then that the result of the mathematical

tripos would be put before tho Commission. I got a
te egram this morning when the results were published,

and the student who was attending here the four years

before he went to Cambridge, is now sixth wrangler of

theUniversity of Cambridge. There is another Belfast

student eleventh wrangler. This will be verified

by to-day’s Times. This student, when he presented

himself in 1880 at the Queen’s University, obtained

second class honours in mathematical science. I
mention that merely to point out that he is not an
exceptional man, that he is merely a representative of

one class of students in those scientific subjects that

we have in the Queen’s Colleges.

6726. Professor Jack.

—

With regard to tlieposition

of sixth wrangler, would that be considered at Cam-
bridge a fellowship degree?—Yes.

G727. Professor Clifton of Oxford took the same
degree ?—Yes.

-6728. It is in the nature of a fellowship degree ?

—

Yes.

Sec Appendix III. B—Xo. -ti.
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Professor George J. Allman, ll.d., d.SC., f.r.s., re-examined

6729. Chairman.—You wish also to add to your of die knowledge of tlic present day in that science

evidence ?— T wish to make my evidence more precise It is by far more difficult than to teach the intenuc--

with regard to a matter asked l>y Dr. Molloy yesterday, diatc part, because, in order to teach the elements

G730. Just so. Proceed, please?—Tie asked mo well, yon must know both the beginning and the end-

whether I did not confer with the mathematical fellows you must know what the progress is, too, because it is

of the Royal University with reference to the scholar- that which clears up the darkness of the loginning

ships. Further, I venture to say that to teach wellthc
6731. That is not veiy material, unless you wish to elements, in the higher sense of the word, would

explain it 1—Here is what I wish to he put down, that involve on tlio part of the teacher a knowledge of the

I am now, on the whole, satisfied with the course of history of that science. I attach the highest impor-

mathomatics at all the examinations of the Royal Uni- tauee to this. It would involve a knowledge of

versity, with the exception of the course of mathema- the history of the science, because the difficulties

tics for the first university examination in arts, tliat the student meets with in the different steps of

with which I am not satisfied* In point of fact, it is the science are precisely those that our ancestors,

lower than our sessional examination of the first year it may be some thousands of years ago, met with, ami

has always been in that subject. it is the person that understands the history well who
0732. That is, that the first university examination can remove these difficulties,

in arts, as far as mathematics i-s concerned, is too low G742. Therefore your pass course must occupy a

to meet your views ?—Yes
;
I feci very sore, too, on great deal of attention ?—Yes.

that subject, because I was lecturing my class here G7+3. In the first year liow do you find your

G733. Unless it bears on the subject of our inquiry students. Are they, as a rule, prepared in the elements

I would rather that you would not go on ?—It does, of mathematics ?—I stated to you yesterday that I have

because the students go up who were attending the exercised an absolute veto in the entrance examination,

lectures. I have said that I cannot admit to my class in mathe-

0734. If you think it does we will tike it?—I do. maties students that cannot follow my lectures. With
When I asked certain questions which I always asked respect to the medical students who do not attend

here at the sessional examination, the students told lectures in mathematics, they should not be allowed

me it was not in the course of the Royal University, to enter the College unless they were able to follow

and it has always been part of the course of uiathe- the lectures of the Professor of Natural Philosophy

maties at the first sessional examination. They gave whose lectures they are obliged to attend,

up attending my lectures at the eud, and that was the 6744. In answer to Professor Jack you stated some-

ruasou. thing as to the maximum and minimum in science

6733. Would not that induce students rather to go scholarships ?—Yes.

to the Pioyal University than to stay away?—I am G745. And you wero good enough to Land in the

talking of flic first university examination. returns ?—Yea
G73G. Yes, I know you are?—lam merely taking G74G. On looking at theso returns I find for the

the mathematics for the first uni versity examination, scholarship of the second year in 1882-83 that the

G737. Yes. We found all through our inquiry that maximum mark was 85*75, and apparently one

the first examination in arts was the great stumbling scholarship was awarded on a minimum of twenty-five

block in the way of medical students ?—Yes, because per cent. 1—That was one of the tilings I wished to be

this was introduced for the first time. examined about. Hero il. is : At the scholarship

G738. You say, now, that the first university ex- examination of tin; second year I have always set two

animation, as far ns mathematics is concerned, is very papers, though the number of students was very few

much easier than it is here ?—I am talking of arts —two papers of three hours each. The first covered

students. You have hit the very reason of the tiling, the whole course
;
the second consisted of exercises on

In tlio Royal University they have obliged, for the other problems or very difficult questions I have

first time, and very properly, I think—I quite agree recommended a scholarship to be awarded to a student

with it
—

•they have obliged all students to take a who answered half tlio Hint pajier, even though lie

certain amount of arts education, and to do so they let failed in the problems. Tlio return there adds the two

down the first university examination lowerthan they' together and halves it, so that what was in reality an

would have done for the arts students. answering of fifty per cent, on the first paper, would

G739. Is there anything else you wish to state?— appear in the whole examination to be twenty-five per

"With reference to wliat I said as to the pains I have cent., whereas the student might lie very good indeed,

always taken to teach the students, 1 would wish to and not answer a single word in the problem paper. I

add the statement, that to teach the elements well in Lave all these papers and returns,
any science, is the most difficult part of that instruc- G747. In that year, 1882-83, for the second year's

tiou in that science. scholarship in science there were five scholarships, five

G740. Do you nob think that as far as the elements competed, and each got a scholarship?—Yes.

of science arc concerned, they ought to be acquired 0748. The first of thorn got high marks, 85-75 1—
before the student begins his university course. —Yes.
Ought not the elements of science.be acquired, in fact, 6749 How many of them, if any, got below thirty,

in the school course ?— I can back up my statement by except the man who was at the end of the list?—I hod

very high authority. all the returns yesterday. I have them in the next

6741. Of course you have a perfect right to explain room,
your answer. It seems to me to be rather ambiguous. 0750. But tho average is a most delusive thing. It

It would appear at present as if you have to teach is quite consistent with one man getting 85*75, and

your students the elements of mathematics. another thirty ?—I think not. It is quite consistent

Dr. Stoney.—

T

he elements of a mathematical with the returns. If one man got 85*75, and the

sciencearc very different from elementary mathematics, others thirty, you must add them all up and divide by

Professor Allman is Professor of Mathematics, and lie five.

is speaking of the very difficult task of teaching well 6751. But still 54*65 must be got by adding. No-

tho elements of the several sciences ho is professor of. body could have got below twenty-five, but the evi-

C ilairman.—The “elements of mathematics ” is an dence was that they were expected to get more than

ambiguous expression, and you have a perfect right thirty and forty per cent. ?—Yes.
to explain it? -To teach well, we will say the elements 6752. Professor Jack.—

I

understand Dr. Allman

of geomotiy, to teach well the elements of any branch to he explaining at the present moment, that with

of science, is the most difficult part of instruction in regard to the man who got the lowest marks, the way

that science unless indeed you go to the highest level in which he got the lowest marks was that he got fifty
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.,er cent, on one paper, which, in Dr. Allman’s judg- difficulty of teaching the elements of science I think Galway.

meat, WOS ft competent paper. The man who got 100 yon said that to teach the elements is the most /u>>« u, iss*.

iier cent, on that paper would bo entitled to score 100 difficult part of a teacher's work?—I said tluit to c.eor~7
cent., but the second paper was the higher honour? teach it woll—I attach tile highest importance to that AlTmon, esq.,

—I do not know if that applies to that case. little word “ well.” u..u., n.sc.,’

H753. Chairman.—Let us have the marks?—Yes. 0784. Do you mean to suggest by that a student

(1754. Professor Jack.—A question was put to you should come to a University College without lcnow-

with regard to which you gave us an answer about ing the elements of Euclid or algebra ?—Certainly not.

teaching men the elements ot the subject, surd you 11705. Then, ns far as Euclid and algebra are eon-

included in the word elements the subjects of matlie- corned, you mean that the work to he done in touching

unities beyond the matriculation examination of the the elements of these sciences is dUHoult?—I do, because

Koval University. For instance, the matriculation to do it well, in the sense of my meaning of the word
examination of the Royal University covers up to a well, is a very difficult work, very difficult indeed,

certain point in mathematics?—Yes. I do not commence with the third hook. I corn-

0755. When speaking of teaching the elements niencc iLi novo. I build from the foundation in every-

you were speaking of teaching subjects which are thing.

'beyond that range?—Not beyond in one sense, lie- 8700. I think the Commissioners are satisfied that

cause the most difficult examination could bo given your system of teaching is exceedingly good. You
ou the most elementary branches of learning; for said you were not quite satisfied with the programme for

example, there is the subject of incommensurable mathematics at the Royal University?—What I said

quantities, that has been always a great difficulty, yesterday was, I wished them to be toned up a little,

Plato in one of his works says that lie is ashamed of and then on thinking it over I limited it to this

his own ignorance, and indeed of the ignorance of all examination—to the first university examination,

the Greeks: “In point of fact,” he says, “they are G7C7. That is what I was going to usk you—you
more like hogs than men,” and the- thing that he limited it to this examination?—The course is snffi-

poiuted out is the ignorance of incommensurable eiontly difficult I am sure.

magnitudes, a subject that lie had only learned lately. G7C8. We have been told that the first university

It is a subject for example that \ take the greatest examination is one of the greatest obstructions that
pains to teach to the men. I try to bring it down the Royal University has placed in the way of medical
to their level in my lectures on tlm sixth hook of students?—No doubt. Latin is a great obstacle.

Euclid: this is only one case of many. 6761). Are you not of opinion that it would be

6756. I understand the Royal University goes in desirable to raise tho standard of education?—In
for as many books of Euclid as tho College ?—At the mathematics it would be most desirable for arts
matriculation, yes. students.

6757. When you spoke of tho elements of matlie- 6770. The Commission has learned that you have
niatics I do not know whether you would include the largo experience of the working of Trinity College,

six hooks of Euclid?—Yes, I lecture on six Our Dublin?— Yes, my experience in Trinity College,

eutrauoe examination -this is very important—iu Dublin, was before I came to this college—before 1853.
mathematics, the examination in this College is now 6771. You have also liatl experience of the late

and has always been precisely tho same as tho exami- Queen’s University and the Royal University?—In
nation which is appointed for the matriculation in the the ltoyal, not as examiner, as you know, as a member
Royal University. of the senate and standing committee.

6758. Is now nud always lias been ?—The exami- 6772. You heard the opinion expressed yesterday
nation for matriculation in mathematics—I attach bv Professor Lurmor, that no university college could
the highest importance to this—Is now and has live in Ireland, unless it had a huge provision of

always been precisely the same as the examination scholarships in addition to the exhibitions that its

iu mathematics at matriculation iu the Royal Uni- students may win at the Royal University?—Yes.
varsity. Our course for matriculation in matlie- 6773. Do you concur in that view 1— I think that
unities is to be found at page 11 of our prospectus, without scholarships not only in this country but in any
that of the Royal University is to be found on page country iu the world, tho country would Buffer the
191, and if you look at the two they nro precisely the greatest loss. Home of the most eminent, men would,
same, the words arc different. It is very important never have come to the fame they did. I could men-
to understand that, and tint is the course ou which I tiou hosts of them. Linnaeus, for example, would
have always claimed the right, and it lias always been never have been the man ho turned out to bo, only
granted to me, no matter how a student has answered that lie got a Royal scholarship.
in Latin, Greek, or other subjects, I claim the right 6774. The opiniou expressed was that no university
to reject him iu mathematics if lie docs not show college could live in Ireland unless it liad a large

sufficient knowledge to enable me to state that he is provision of scholarships in addition to the scholarships
able to follow my lectures. of the Royal University 1—Live is figurative language.

6759. When you speak of teaching the elements of I would rather nse my own language,

mathematics, with regard to Euclid for instance, you 6775. Take the suhstance of the expression—do you
would go beyond two hooks, and would include six concur in the opinion or do you not ?—I concur in
hooks, and in the same way with regard to algebra that opinion.
you would go beyond the programme required for the [Profess'or Lnrmor.—May I explain : I did not use-

Royal University?—I do not teach for matriculation the adjective “ large.”]

examinations of the Royal University, what I teach 6776. Chairman.—

Y

ou take exception to Dr.
is for the first university examination, and the six Molloy’s version of your evidence yesterday

;
you wish-

books are there. to leave out the adjective large ?—[Professor larmor.
6/60. But in teaching the elements that you were —I did not use the adjective large ; I simply used the

speaking of would Euclid and algebra bo beyond the word scholarships.]
programme for matriculation 1—Certainly, and arith- 6777. Dr. Stoney.—The whole process by which
nietic. I treat arithmetic as a branch of science, but the marks are computed must be scrutinized before
at most examinations you will not find questions of the value of them is at all understood ?—Certainly,
that sort They have always beeu asked here. 6778. Are you aware that in other examinations

6761. You were good enough to prepare a table at which problems arc set ns well as liook questions,
showing the number of pass and honour students of as, for instance, at the examination for the degree in
the first, second, and third year’s classes, from the the University of Dublin with honours in mathema-
year 1878-79 down to the present?—Yes. tics, the per-centoges which deserve the highest class

6/62. We may take that as correct?—Yes, I can of honours—the senior modemtorsliips tire found to
T0
^,t'ie accuracy of it. extend down to tweuty-five i>er cent, and sometimes.

• 63. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy. —

W

hen you spoke of the lower?
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Galway.

Jwus U. 1881 .

George J.

Allman, esq.,

G779. It was given in evidence by Professor Malot i

—I believe it is the case, but I do not know that it is

tho fact. I know this as a fact, that at ouu examina-

tion, where all the medals given wove gold, tho highest

candidate, who has become a most distinguished man
since, got about. 195 marks. I do not know what was

that per cent. They never told us what the per contago

there was. Tho gold medal was given for SO marks, so

that the examiners in testing men in Trinity College,

(Dr. Salmon, one of the most distinguished men in

Europe, was one of the examiners), gave the first

gold medal for SO marks when the first candidate

got 103. and lie did not clear the papers, you know,

nor anything like it.

6780. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou have not any informa-

tion of what the total marks were!—No. There is

another matter which was alluded to yesterday. I

stated that since 1834 the students of this College got

eleven first-class aud seven second-class in tho Queen’s

University examinations for the B.A. degree in

mathematical science. This gentleman who got sixth

wrauglorship in Cambridge was one of tho seven
;

lie

only got a second class, and from, my knowledge of the

min I was quite disappointed that the candidate only

got a second
;
and with two or three other candidates

I was equally disappointed at their only taking out

second classes. In point of fact, the examination was
most difficult

;
the questions set were very difficult

;

we were criticized by distinguished men at the other

side of the water for asking such hard questions.

G781. Cn.URJt.vx.—You say that the gentleman who
succeeded in Cambridge got tho medal at the 1*. A.
examinations'!—In 1880 he got a first honour in

experimental scionco and a second in mathematical

science, so that he took two distinctions.

G782. Professor Jack.—With regard to other stu-

dents who got gold mcduls, these are the results of

teaching in Galway. Arc you able to institute am-
comparison between thorn and this gentlemanwholes
distinguished himself in Ibis way. At the time when
they distinguished tin nisei vos at the Queen's University
would the fact of the gold and silver medals l#.jn

‘„

awarded, indicate their general ability strictly 1—In
some cases as in this. 1 was disappointed in the result.

1 knew they were all educated well in mathematics!

Mr. O’Byrno Crokewas one of the most brilliant stu-

dents I ever had hero and lie showed tho greatest
mathematical talent iu solving difficult questions, vet

he only got a second iu the Queen’s University. There
aro other eases as well.

0783. With regard to your own practice in dealing

with students is your attention given chiefly to the

honour men, or chielly to the pass ineu, or do yon feel

that the attention you give the honour men prevents

you devotiug duo attention to tho pass men?—-1 rive

tho fullest attention to both. They are lectured in

separate classes
;
there is a pass class and an honour

class. The jwrss lectures are, however, so good iu the

way I explain, I endeavour to explain, tho principles

that the honour men attend them also. The honour
men attend tho pass subjects as well uutil I come to the

subjects that I have already treated in the honour
course.

G784. Dr. Stoxey.—Whether do you place more
dependence on the result of an examination or the

result of such knowledge of the students as you acquire

from contact withthem ?—The difference is infinitely in

favour of personal instruction, daily preparation and
examination of the work done, solving problems day by-

day, and giving work into day to be answered the next

day—there is no comparison.

G785. This is because of tho uncertainty of exam-

inations iu representing the real place of the candidate l

—Certainly.

Joseph r.Pye,
M.D., M.cii.

,

Professor Joseph P. Pye, m.d., m.cii., d.sc., Professor of Anatomy' and Physiologv, rc-exammed.

678G. Dr. MansTON.—Do you wish to add some-

thing to your evidence?—Just one statement with
regard to the extent to which my studeuts present

themselves at the Royal University. I wish to add to

what I said that for certain reasons connected with tho

system of the medical examinations I aud other medical

teachers that I know consider we cannot recommend
students to go to the Royal University with tho same
confidence that we could recommend them to go to the
Queen’s University.

G787. Chaikuax.—"We rnnst ask you to he good
enough to state what arc tho reasons you refer to ?

—

I do not coll them defects.

G78S. Well reasons 1—Tho reasons nro that in my
opinion the responsibility connected with the passing
ofmen is removed too much from the examining board
and reserved by the Senate to too great on extent.
That is to say, that in the case of a medical degree
there should be a very large and immediate responsi-
bility resting with tho medical examining hoard, and
tlrnt any taking away of that or lessening of it lessens
the public confidence in the degree and creates distrust

in the student’s mind.
G7S9. Do you mean the medical board should decide

whether a student should pass or not, and that no
power should be reserved to the Senate ?—No ; the
Senate has formally the entire power, but to set aside
the judgment of an examining board either as to the
fitness or unfitness of a candidate should he a very'

exceptional thing indeed.

Gf90. With reference to the accommodation in the
union hospital, is the accommodation avnilahle for
students now as much as ever it wus ?—Not- in the
current session.

6791. There was a-Dr. Clayton in the Union hos-
pital ?—Yes.

6792. Had tho students, while he was olive, an op-
portunity of attending clinical lectures over a greater
number of beds than now ?—They had the advantage
of being taken round a larger number of beds than now.

G793. IIow many ?—Sometimes about half as many-

more.

0794. When did Dr. Clayton die7—Within a year

or so.

G795. Sinco Dr. Clayton's death, has there Iieona

Doctor appointed iu his place ?—Yes.
G79G. Sinco the appointment of his successor,

hare the students an opportunity of getting clinical

instruction at the sumo Irerls ?—No amugements have

been made with Dr. Clayton's successor; the thing is

in a state of transition.

G797. Is it a mutter of fact that students iu the last

session had not the advantage 1—It is.

G798. Was there any' direction given by tho College

they should not attend, or was it simply that no ar-

rangement had been made with his successor- ?—No
arrangement had been made with his successor.

6799. Dr. Marstox.— What is the number of pa-

tients in tire union hospital ?—The return is iu prepar-

ation, and will bo hero in a moment I would say 100.

G800. Clinical instruction is given there7—Yes.
G801. Am I to understand that you consider it a

very important thing for a professor to have opportu-

nities to illustrate his lectures at the bedside ?—I think

it is of great importance.
6802. There can Ire no doubt that the teacliing staff

in a medical college should have, if possible, the

teaching in the hospital?—Tlioro can he no question

of tire importance of it.

6803. Chaikuax.—Just to ninke it clear—do you

mean that there wus twice nsmuch accommodation or

opjrortrinity for bedside teaching in Dr. Claytons

time as now ?—The wards are divided into two sets,

one for each medical officer.

6804. Dv. Makstox,—

Y

ou have no special oph-

thalmic. hospital ?—No.
GS05. Or an hospital for mental disease?—No.

6806. Professor Jack.—I asked a question of tire

Registrar1

,
which I repeat to yoir

:
you have niote

practical intercoui'se with the medical students than
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nor other professor in the College. We have bail

eiii- attention called to tlio munlicr of students wlio

],:ivo matriculated in the Queen’s University, and

vhov.i we cannot trace in the list of tlio 1loyal

University. Ilavo you any inforinatiiin with regard

to these .students. Can you state of y own kumv-

le<liiO or approximately state what tia-se students

wlioui we do not tn.ee in tie: j.ingrainme of the Royal

University are doing ?—All tlio students are reading

fur some examining board or another. Tlio piiif'essur

uf anatomy lias opiiOVtunitiOM of learning tlio in*

teiition of students on .account of the time spent in

the dissecting room. There is no such n tiling us a

medical student studying, without an iiilentiou of

presenting himself at some examining hoard or other.

15807. Look at tlie copy of the return, page 0. I

notion that a considerable number of flta studentswho
appeared in 1S82, arid jiassed tlic first examination in

medicine in the Royal University, do not appear to

have proceeded, or to have passed tlio second examina-

tion in medicine in tlic ltoyal University, in 1883.

Do YOU know with regard to theso students whether

they arc changing their ideas, and presenting them-

selves ut licensing hoards. For instance, in the

“return passed” under the lirst University examina-

tion, page 0, the names of Mr. Richard T. C'endou,

Mr. Thomas B. Costello, l\lr. ,T. F. Fgletou, Mr.
Samuel Hornock, nud Mr. Neil M‘Bride. These
gentlemen appear as liaviug passed tlio second

University examination in medicine, lmt T do not got

the names of the others?— It is rather usual for

students to pass the second University examination in

Ireland, and then to go to Scotland.

CS08. It is usual to pass the second in Ireland?

—

Yes.

IJ800. And those students are students who passed

the first University exaniinaliou in 1882, au.l all, ex-

cept the geiitli-iiien I have named, do not appear to

have passed the second in 1 8S-'l !—I should say some
of them are reading for the second. A little delay

takes place very often in a medical student’s work.
He does not feel prepared to present himself.

0810. The course they usually take—four years—is

protracted!—It is mere frequently live than four
;
and

as to attendance on lectures here, my lectures on
anatomy oiul physiology am nominally to lie attended
twice, but students often take four courses of anatomy
and three of physiology.

G811. An additional importance has been attached
recently to the study of ana tomy by all tlio medical
boards ?—It has always been pretty well looked after

in Ireland.

G812. Dr. Marstox.—

D

o you teach histology ?

—

Yes.

G813. Professor Jack.—

D

o T gather that, tlio

students who go forward for examination practically

attend five years?—A five years' course is mere usual.
G814. Even in licensing boards 1—Even in lionising

boards.

G815. That is, they distribute their time in five

years?—They may complete the curriculum in four
years, and still do somothing iu the fifth to bo more
prepared.

G816. It has been often said tlio necessity for tra-
velling to Dublin, presenting themselves at Dublin for
oral examination on repeated occasions, is a bonier in

tlm way of students—wluit is the amount of travel to
licensing boards, taking any one of the licensing

boards that is required—is it larger or smaller?—As
regards medical qualification, tlio travelling to any
portion of the United Kingdom would iulluencc a

student very little.

0.8 1 7. liev. Dr. Moixov.—Look at the foot ofpage 1

of that return. J understood yesterday, from evidence
given by the Registrar, that this return gives us informa-
tion as to the number of years these students have been
or.gaged in the study of medicine, hilt it does not give
ns any in formation as to tlio progress they have made
in their medical studies?—I do not think it would be
possible to speak of ilm progress.

<>818. Am 1 right iu that?—I did not hoar the
evidence of the Registrar.

<18 1 0. Iu this return the students are classed as
first,, second, third, and fourth year’s students : the

information given in it is precisely tliis—tlie number
ofyaws that the students havebeen engaged in the study
of medicine ?—Yes.

<5820. But it does not give any information as to

liow. far they have progressed iu the direction of

gettingu licence or degree 1—I must qualify a previous

answer— progress may bo estimated by examinations
passed, or by the teacher’s knowledge of a student’s

work.
(5821. Docs this list give any information on either

point ?—N o infornmtion on either point.

<5822. Can yon, from tlie intimate knowledge you
have of the students, give us any infonimtion as to the

progress they have made in the direction of getting a

licence or degree?—It is almost impossil do todo that, un-

less one takes up the case of each student separately.

There is a large discretion as to the order in which they

take subjects. Talcing ono man with another, there is a

very wiilovauge of choice. One man may take a course of

lectures in the secondyear, another thatcourseof lectures

in the t) fil'd year. There is no definite yearly programme
la id down ; there is a large range, so it is almost impos-

sible to answer a question of the kind you put generally.

6823. Iu thenote which is prefixed to tliis rotumit is

stated that tlie queries sent by the Commissioners

cannot be answered, “ inasmuch as the courses of

medicine in tliis College are not arranged with refer-

ence to the Royal University, or to any other licensing

body iu particular." From tliis statement, combined
with what you have just said, ami right in supposing

there are certain courses of medicine taught, and the

students are free to go to any one or other without

reference to tlie number of year's they have been en-

gaged iu the study?—That is so ; the only compulsion

is in the case of scholars, who are bound to take the

courses in a fixed order.

6824. It mayhe that some students iu the tliird and
fourth years have not yet passed any examination

towards their degree or licence ?—It is very possible,

but it is unlikely.

GS25. Professor Jack.—Is there any sessional ex-

amination for medicine, as there is for arts ?—There

is
;
it is not compulsory, except in the case of scholars

or exhibitioners. ,

682G. I understand from your answer to Dr. Molioy

that though the students appear iu the second year, it

is not tobe inferred that they have passed tlie sessional

examination in the first year ?—It is not.

G827. Chaiemax.

—

Are you a matriculated student
of this College?—No; I am a Belfast student. I
graduated in 1873 in the Queen's University, taking
au engineering degree.

6828. Youhave a B.E. degree?—I graduated B.E.m 1873
; I am now M.E.

6829. Did you attend your courso in Belfast ?—

I

attended three sessions in Belfast and ono winter in
the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

cnai
t°ohyour degree from Belfast 1—Yes.

i

”31. You .did not attend any lectures in this Col-
lege?—No.

James Perry, esq., H.E., Q.c.r., examined.

G832. Were you an arts student in Belfast ?—I was

not.

GS33. You simply passed a matriculation, then de-

voted yourself to the engineering?—Yes.

G834. Who was the professor ?—Professor James

Thomson was the professor in engineering. Of
course we have to attend what may be considered an

aits course, with the exception that we have no classes

in Latin and Greek, and we did not attend English

classes, although we passed the English examination

at matriculation.

0835. What facts do you wish to lay before the

3 A 2
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Galway. Commission with reference to the engineering course engineering. I have a very strong opinion upon tl10

June 11
, 1881. in the Belfast College 1—The facts I want to draw insistancc of Latin am! Creek. 1 do not concur witli

James?” v
attention to principally are—first, I prefer to answer the theory that they are necessarily arts subject*. x

aaq^'n.B?^’ any question the Commissioners may ask. wonhl go in for fixse trade on that matter. Giro

•qjj.i. ’ 683G. The difficulty we labour under is this :—We people any opportunity of choice. I do not believe iu I

have not any precis of your evidence, or an idea of the squeezing “ a right-hand foot into a left-lwnd sloe",

evidence you are anxious to offer, and,therefore, I would 1 do not believe in cramming Latin and Greek down

ho very glad you would, in your own way, bring any people's throats that are not of the shape to swallow it.

'

facts before us you think material or within the scope 6848. In tlio matriculation for engineering is Latin

of our inquiry 1—I have Lad much experience of and Greek, or either of them, one of the subjects fur
|

examinations. I have been examined by the Science examination 1—Neither of them. We were Iomul to

and Art Department, South Kensington
;
by the Civil attend lectures iu French, but French was not a nmtri-

Service Commissioners
;

Royal College of Science, dilation subject.

Dublin ; and I have been very much examined in the 684'J. Is there anything else that occurs to yon 1- -

Queen’s University, so tlmt I think 1 can give you I think not.

some information as to the relative distinguishing 6850. Dr. SrosBY.—You held, I think, a Peel ex-

qualities of the examinations. hibitiou ?—1 did.

0837. Do you wish to bring before ns anything as 6851. And graduated with honours of the first
|

to the standard of education, so far as the engineering class'!—I did.

school is concerned, as it was in Belfast when you 6852. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—

I

think you stated that

were there!—Yes, as compared with other places you have an objection to the programme of the Royal
1

where I had experience, the standard as shown by the University, because it is of such a nature as to exclude

examinations. workmen from obtaining degrees?—Yes; I may tell
|

6S3S. Then take your own course
;
we will lie the Commission the impression I have,

happy to hear what you have to say !—In my opinion 0853. Certainly (—My impression is that the Royal

the staudard of examination in the Queen’s University University is being shoved in the wrong direction
j

is above what I had from the Civil Service Comrnis- from two sides. First there are a uumlier Dublin

sioners for n county surveyorship. I mu county sur- University men who do not want competitors with
j

veyor fur the West Riding of Galway. I say the the Dublin school, which has a high scientific

engineering examination was higher than anything I reputation, and they do not a want a scientific coin-

got in the Civil Service examination. petitor
;
and then, I believe, on the ecclesiastical sale

|

6830. When did you pass the examination in the they altogether go iu for languages— Latin nud

Civil Service ?—I mu six years county surveyor. Greek—and combine with the Dublin University meu i

GS40. And you took your degree in 1S73 ?—Yes. to sjmil our scientific university.

|

I want also to say that i never had any grinder for 6854. Dr. Mauston.—

D

oes thu College of Science

any examination. in Dublin give a diploma iu engineering?—It does.

GS41. That is, you passed your examination for on- 6855. Does that enable a man afterwards to get 1

gineering for the Civil Service on the knowledge you otticinl appointments as an engineer ?—I place very

acquired iu the College ?— Yes. little value on the diploma
;
but I must not be under-

[

6842. And you say' the examination was not so stood as in any way undervaluing the education given

severe?—Not ns severe us my examination in the in the Royal College of Science. The work is well

Queen’s University. done there, but tlio world in general does not know
6843. One would naturally exj>ect that the exanli- what value to put on its diploma.

nation for a county surveyorship would be of a scientific 68DG. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

s a diploma given by the

character 1—Of a scientific character. It is altogether College of Science accepted by the examining bodies?

—

on the same lines. An engineering course here is exactly Its only value is to show that, tlio studentliad been there,

what is required for a conn tysnn c-yorsl i ip examination. and the title C.E. is a thing that can lie taken by wiy-

6844. Had the examination tlmt you passed at the body, and I put very little value on a diploma.

•College of Science any relation to the same subjects 6857. What you consider desirable is that the

you were studying ?—Tlio comae in the College of Royal University should alter its standard of general

Science for engineers is pretty much the same
;
the only education, so as to cnaldo pci-sons who do not wish to

difference is that they have botany in addition to the study classical languages to obtain a degree in eugi-

Queeu’s College subjects.* I know an eminent en- neering?—Yes.
gineering firm in London where they employ three 6858. Inasmuch as you think a degree is a much

medalists of the late Queen’s University, and where more,valuable thing for an engineer to have than a

they are not inclined to take anybody else if they can mere diploma or a qualification of a particular depart-

get an honour xnan of a Queen's College. ment?— Yes.
6845. You give that evidence as showing the com- 6859. Chairman.—B.E. is not accepted by the

inertial value of the honour degree of the Queen’s Civil Service Commissioners ?—No
;

it simply means

University?—Yes, us to another point. TkcRoyalUni- yon are a graduate of the university.
versity has very much, in my opinion, upset the 6860. Of course it is a mark of high distinction

engineering class established in Belfast. that you have got a degree in the university ;
is it of

6846. You have had no practical acquaintance your- no commercial value?—It is this, that people know
self of the Royal University?—I have none

;
but from you have got a university training.

what I know of the programme of the Royal Uni- 6861. But fora local appointment here, the Civil

versity it can have no other effect. When I was a Service Commissioners do not take it in lieu of the ex-

student of Queen's College, Belfast, I knew as fellow- amination?—No. The profession of the Engineer,

students, at least five going on for an engineer- unlike the professions of Law and Medicine, is not regu-

ing degree, of whom three became first honour men lated by the State in any degree
;
and hitherto, owing

in degree examinations, and two of them became second to the number of imperfectly educated men holing

honour men. I say that to show how it is possible positions of importance (ualling themselves “practical

for a workman student to be a fairly high-class student, men ”) as civil engineers, a suspicion of theoretical

Now, the present arrangement of the Royal University training and knowledge has been rather against a yonng

would put every one of these men out of the prize man in his first efforts to open the professional oyster,

list. The limit of age would put them out, but they 6862. And on the Royal engineering works in

would also be kept out by the insistence on a know*- India it would not be accepted ?—No.
lege of Larin and Greek. 6863. Dr. Stoney.—What you think valuable in

6847. Were these workmen matriculated students it is this that the person who holds it has had a umver-

of the Belfast College?—They were in. the faculty of sity training?—Yes.

* In the College of Science course pure mathematics is not so thoroughly taught to engineers as at Oueen's College, and French Is cot

taught —G. J. 8. ? This answer has reference to the piesent composition of the Koval University Senate.

—

J- ?•
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C864. Instead of merely having passed through exa-

mination boards!—Yes; I may tell you that on this sub-

igct at the present time there is going on in tin; cugineor-

julT newspapers a discnssion about taking the title of

engineers with leave or licence of anyl*ody, and there is

;l good deal of dissatisfaction with the operation of the

Institute of Engineers in England. I believe tlio ulti-

mate solution of the difficulty will ho that engineers

u-ill be compelled to hike a degree somewhere, and I

think the Queen’s University here, Trinity College,

Dublin, and the Scotch universities set a very go<Ml

example by giving engineering degrees.

6865. Professor Jack.—Your objection is rather to

the regulations of the Royal University, than to the

possibility of workmen getting engineering degrees?

—

Yes.

6866. You do not offer any opinion as to the pro-

priety of excluding workmen from getting any of this

other degrees at all ?—I am speaking from my own side

altogether.

6867. In the case of the Queen’s University the

live workmen you refer to obtained engineering de-

grees?— Yes.

6868. In your opinion it was desirable that men
showing the qualifications that they had should obtain

engineering degrees?—Yes.

6869. And the regulation of the Royal Univer-

sity would alter that f—It would shut them out alto-

gether.

6870. In the first instance it would shut thorn out

—is there any limit of age ?- There is a limit of age

with regard to prizes, mul of course workmen depend
upon their prizes to live while learning.

6871. That is with regal'd to money prizes ?—Yes.

6872. And in addition to that there is a limit which

would he an absolute harrier in the way of inatricula

tiou ?— Yes.

6873. Have you any information with regard to

the opinion which the profession entertain of the

professional value of the degree of B.E. in the

Queen’s University and tho Royal, or is there time to

form an opinion ?—There is not time
;
I do not know

that you have any bachelors of engineering in the Royal
yet, except tho Queen’s College bachelors.

GS74. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I find that at ma- GAwrar.
tricnlation in the school of engineering in Queen’s June u, issi.

College, Belfast, in 1881, the subjects of examiua-
jainc7j^ .

tiou were the outlines of modem geography together eaf
|M M

'
’

with the mathematics required for matriculation in q.u.i.

avts ?—Yes
; and tho examination in English.

6875. English grammarand composition; outlines of

modem geography and mathematics 'I— Yes.

0870. I take it that this is the amount of general
culture which is required from the engineering stu-

dents according to that programme?—Yes; but that

is a very wide range.

G877. It may bo very wide for workmen, hut it is

plain that the Royal University declines to give a
University degree to those candidates who liave

obtained a knowledge of professional subjects together

with that amount of general culture '!—I would not

object to tho Royal University increasing tho number
of subjects for matriculation. I simply object to their

compelling candidates to select Latin or Creek. I

do not care about the number of subjects they put
down, if they give a candidate a selection to enable

him to show a general knowledge. The person who
set np Latin as a standard for education is like the

person who set up French as a standard : he held that

tho Fretich were a well educated people, because French
children of four years old can all talk French, the Latins,

who no doubtspoke Latin at three years old, were well

educated. I would rather test tho amount than the

variety of a wiui’s knowledge. I have myself “passed”
in subjects after three hours special reading for the

examination. I regard a “ pass ” anywhere as of small
value. It is possible, for university purposes, to select

a few subjects of examination, such that if tho exami-
nation passed is good, it will show tho man’s knowledge
to bo sufficiently varied.

G878. You would not object to the large amount of

general culture set forth in this programme^ hut you
do object to a cliissiciil laugunge 1—I do, as being com-

pulsory.

G87U. Dr. Mahston.—You want a sufficiently wide
road opened out liy the Royal University for en-

gineers, suited to their education, and object in life?

—

Yus. I want free trade in education.

James A. Campbell,

6880. Chairman.—You are a Bivalent of this col-

lege?—I was. I graduated five years ago, in 1879.
6881. And you were a student in arts ?—Yes. I

atteuded four years here.

6882. Did yon attend the lectures of Professor
Geisler ?—I atteuded all the arts courses, chiefly Pro-
fessor Geisler’s class. I took my degree in his course,

modern languages.

6883. You are able to tell us about how many stu-

dents were in the class with you ?—They decreased
;

but the first year modem languages are compulsory,
either French or German. So that all the ails stu-
dents had to take that. There were thirty members
in tbe French class.

6884. In the second year how many wore there?

—

There were not more than twelve or thirteen.
6885. In the third year ?—Generally two or three,

so far as I remember.
6886. Were you fortunate enough to win a scholar-

ship at entrance?—Yes, a first year scholarship.
6887. Did you get a second year scholarship ?

—

Ho
; I was in bad health, and did not go in.

6888. Did you get a senior schokrsliip ?—Yes.
6889. In what year?—In 1879.
6890. How many candidates competed ?—There

was no competition, but what I would like to say is
this, that so far from the senior scholarship being a less
severe examination than the degree, so far as the course
goes, it is more extensive. I got first class honours,
and gold medal in modern continental languages alone,
whereas for senior scholarship I had not only modern
continental languages, but also English language and

fSci”'
French and English history.

391 . How many were there in the class who would

esq., m.a., examined. James A.

Campbell, esq.,

he eligible to compete in that year?—There was one m-a.

other, as far as I reuiemljcr.

G892. Had that other a second year's scholarship,

can yon recollect ?—I coold not say, but of course it

was open to the students from the other colleges to come.

6893. We are quite aware of that. I dare say you

would have beaten him if he had. You were fortun-

ate nobody did come ?—Yes.

6894. You had some experience of the University

of Edinburgh ?—Yes. I attended there, not to gra-

duate, hut I attended divinity lectures, and one arts

course.

6895. Did you attend any foreign languages class?

—No
;
I attended the moral philosophy•class.

6896. Do you wish then to give evidence as to the

general teaching in all the arts classes 1—Yes. All

the arts classes I am willing to speak of.

6897. Had you an opportunity of knowing what
was the standard of education in Edinburgh ?—Yes.

I think so from my association with tho students

while I was attending one class—the morel philosophy

class—I think I have a general idea of what the stan-

dard was, and I can say, in the Queen’s College the stan-

dard for the average pass man was higher than in

Edinburgh University.

6898. What would yon say for the honour men ?

—

Wo must take into account that there is such a

tremendously larger number to draw from, but fox their

opportunities the honour men in the Queen’s Univer-

sity compare very favourably with the Edinburgh men.

6899. Am I to infer from that that the honourmeniu
the Edinburgh University were absolutely higherthan
here ?—I could not give an opinion on that I had
not an opportunif

y of instituting a « mpavisen.
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Galway.

Campbell, i!Sf|..

G900. You do not think you have lmd enough of

experience 1—I have not experience enough to speak

of the honour meu.
G901. Is there anything i.-lso yon wish to say ?

—

Yes. It was referred to that the Professor of Greek
here had to begin to tench Greek grammar. I think

that is the case in the Scutch universities too. There

was a good deal of agitation in Scotland on the

subject of university reform a year or two ago, riming

which it was shown that practically students did go

to Edinburgh University without any knowledge of

Greek, end that the* professor lms to begin at the very

beginning ; and, therefore, though it should bo the

ease here that a professor sliouiil have to touch the

Greek declensions lie is nut in a worse position than

the professor in Edinburgh.

G902. When you were in your first year hero did

the professor teach the Greek declensions 1—I could

not say. I was in the honour class, and wo were

reading Greek plays then. About tLe matriculation

examination in Edinburgh University—there is a

matriculation examination—if you wish to get your

arts degree in three years instead of four, but 1 do

not believe that examination is very much more testing

than nms here.

0903. Professor Jack.—Are you familiar with the

details of the examination 1—Only in a general way,

from the students showing mo the papers and conver-

sing about it,

mot. Cii.uiiMAy—Yo,tmn. tl.o liregi«nm( ;.—J have, hut l never studied it specially.
CiKiu. Plulessnr Jack.— I know with regard to

Glasgow : and with regard tu the University of Eilin-
burgli, I should he surprised to lic-ar such a statement
in reference to that examination. It is not a matri-
culation examination, hut a preliminary, which excuses
a mau from one year of the arts course ?—It is my
opinion, which I gathered from the students in con-
versation.

(i'JOG. Is there anything else you wish to say ?—

I

think, as to the teaching here, it practically combines
the advantages of tl.o college system with large
classes, and the English tutorial system.

6907. Y on mean the lecturing system?—Yes.
G'JO.S. Pecan sir you never seem to have hail very

large classes here !—Oh, I meant to say the lecturing

system as pursued in .Scotland, and the tutorial in
England. The system pursued here combines the ad-
vantages of both.

0909. From your experience hero anil liavin" re-

gard to the small number of classes—particularly of the

second and third year—would not you say the system

hero was more tutorial than professorial ?— It become?
so in the second or third year in some classes.

G910. Dr. S'i'oxjiv.—Those that are exclusively

honour classes?—Yes.
G91 1. Such as those you wore in ?—Yes.

Professor

George .T.

AUroan,

Professor George J. Altai.

G912. Chairman.—You have obtained some
further particulars for us'l—I have found what you
asked me for. There were live candidates for the

five scholarships ;
the explanation being this, that the

fifth man answered remarkably well on the hard
paper. There are ten questions and lie answered 3j
on the difficult paper. If you like I will read it.

(Hands in emmivufion pajtnr.) And furthermore, I

have looked into the records, and the answers have
not been destroyed, so I am able to tell them.

G913. I do not wish to go into it so minutely as

tliat. I take your opinion 1—That is the case.

G914. Professor Jack.—I glanced at wliat you call

the comparatively easy paper. What did ho get in

that?—He answered the second, that was a problem

;

ho answered the eighth question, and ho get £ fur the
seventh.

G915. I can only say that in my judgment the
man who did that would have shown a good deal of
knowledge. Did lie do well in the other papers ?

—

He is a clover fellow, who had not made up liis books.

He had twenty out of 100 on that paper.

G91G. On tho difficult paper?—On the easy paper.

G917. He did not do well on the easy paper?—-He

yn, i.r,.D., f.e.s., re-examined.

was not made up in his hooks. He is a clover man
comparing him with another student who got 45 on

the easy paper and 12^ on the hard. I made it a

rule with respect to those that I would recommend for

an honour anyone who would answer six of these

questions. This .student answered 45. It was not

quite the half, but lie answered 121- on the honour

paper. Wliat I wish to point out is this—that I

could perfectly award tho scholarships, mul make a

difference on that paper alouc, hut I want my students

not to bo in a fool’s paradise ; I want to give them a

hard paper for fear they might ho too conceited.

69 IS. Is this set at tho beginning of the second

year ?—Yes.

0919. After ouo year’s training?—Yes, with one

year’s attending both my pass anil honour lectures.

0920. Chairman.—Do any other of the professors

wish to make any further explanation of the evidence

which lias been given?

—

G'J21. Dr. Townsend.—No. I have handed in the

returns you asked for except one that will take a

couple of days.

6922. Chairman.—Any time within the next fort-

night will do for that.

Thomas IV.

Moffett, esi|.,

ll.h.

Thomas W. Moffett, esq., ll.d., President of Queen’s College, Galway, re-examined.

G923. Chairman.—As to your experience of the
knowledge of English displayed by students coming
up here at their matriculation—you examine them for

matriculation ?—Yes
;
and I put an absolute veto on any

student who does not possess a competent knowledge.
G924. Please explain what yon would require a stu-

dent to do coming up for his matricukitioii in English?
—In the first place it is well known to the students

that I absolutely reject a student who mis-spells.

G925. I see English grammar and composition are

two subjects?—Yes, and you will understand that the

examination is conducted by writing as well ns orally.

G92G. Composition implies that?—Also in English
grammar. I can give you specimens of the papers.

G927. Is he required to write a short essay 1—Yes.
6928. You are hard on him if he does not spell

well ?—I exclude absolutely.

G929. Did you find you had to reject a number?

—

The spelling is improved of Late years, but I still have
sometimes to reject candidates.

6930.

You were anxious to give the Commission
an explanation of some remarks made by the Visitors

of the General Medical Council in 1 874. We have con-

sidered the matter, and we will be happy to take any ex-

planation you offer?—I wish the Commission to under-

stand this. I may say for myself that, by mental

constitution, I am averse to controversy, and I also

think that holding office as I do, it is not expedient

to enter into controversy ; and so it has been my
invariable practice not to notice any attack on our

system, except it proceeds from some person of recog-

nized position who gives his name, and states something

specific. "Wliat I mentioned on Thursday was an im-

portant thing to notice. It appeared in a Parliamentary

Blue Book, aud I know it was a good deal talked about.

The other charge came from a very high authority

but I would scarcely reopen it now, were it not that

attention was called to it in Cork. I refer to the

statement made by the Visitors of the General Medical

Council in 1874. You already possess their statement

with, reference to the medical examination. Would

you wish me to repeat what is stated by them ?

6931. Dr. Marston.—What they stated about

anatomy and physiology ?

6932. Chairman.—

I

think not. It occurred to me

that there were two points in reference to which they
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animadverted on tlio Queen’* Colleges. One was
' yw-itVn', mid the other the state of tin- matriculation

examinations, I called attention to tlio fact in Cork,

li,at since 1S74 the programme for iimrrieiilution in

Cork had been altered in the direction jiuiiircd .ait. by

tlie General Medical Council, save in one point, that

;hey did not require Latin composition ?—It luis not

been the case here.

Q933, „\t the same time I do not want to shut out

the fullest explanation yon think proper to give ?—

I

think it is necessity. As soon as this mutter eamc to

our knowledge, tlio Board of Examiners—tlio Pro-

fessors of Greek, Latin, Matliemiities, and English

Histoiy and Literature, and Dr. Curtis, who wax thou

associated with the Examining Board—drew up an

inswer which Mr. Berwick, tlio late President, incor-

jorated in his report, viz. :

—

To tiie President ano Memiibks of the
Medical Council, London.

" Gentlemen,—We, the undersigned, uuiubiTS olThenia-

triculation examination board of Queen's College, tlalway,

having hail recently brought under our notice certain pas-

sages regarding us, individually or conjointly, ns contained

in a report put recently forward, more or less publicly by

vour Commissioners, beg respect fully In address yottr

honourable Board in the following words of explanation and

protest. Your Commissioners, in their report, speak in

specific terms of the matriculation examinations ns carried

on in the three Queen's Colleges, of Belfast, Cork, and
Galway. Those of Belfast are spoken of as in the main
satisfactory, those of Cork ns deficient in matliemiities, those

of GaUvny ns deficient in classics. Ail estimate so specific

and differential would, to casual renders, suggest the

inference that the Commissioners bail curried cm u thorough,

careful, and exhaustive investigation into the mode of eon-

ducting the examination in all the three Colleges. ‘What-
ever may have been done by your Commissioners elsewhere,

we, the undersigned can safely affirm that no investigation,

direct or indirect, was made by your Commissioners, cither

in the way of interrogating us, ns examiners, or of person-

ally observing our method of examination. Your Commis-
sioners give lists of the classical subjects us put forward for

matriculation examination by the three Colleges; and after

measuring the lengths of the lists, infer, by a singular

method of quantitative induction, that Belfast is better limn
Cork, as having a longer list

;
mid that Cork on .similar

—

or, rather, on only apparently similar—grounds, is better

than Galway. The Commissioners appear to forget that
they are dealing with an examination that is meant simply
as a test of education and mental habit, and not with a
competitive examination, wherein tlio various annulments
of many candidates would have to be differentiated and
tabulated. The Conimissumersstnto that candidates for the
medical classes arc allowed to pass in elementary mathe-
matics, although they may lie in such a department unable
to follow the physical studies soon to duvolvo oil them.
The examiner of the candidates for medical classes in t his

department gives to this statement Ids emphatic, explicit,
and uuiiuulified denial. The other examiners bear him out
m this denial, and assert that a rejection in this department,
is to their belief, always given for thorough deficiency, anil
is. to their knowledge, so far as they nni concerned, in all

cases final and without appeal. They further assert that a
rejection in English is also final anil without appeal. A
rejection in Latin may. in very rare cases, be tided over by
extremely good answering in mathematics and English

;
and

the undersigned examiner in Latin can testify from experi-
ence that tue standard of admittance in this department is

as high ns in Trinity College, Dublin. A rejection in Greek
« more frccjuently condoned, but only condoned in the case

°*u t ®
00 ' answer‘ng >n !lt le;ist one of the other subjects.

‘ It may as well bo added that the Matriculation Exami-
nation os conducted in our College, is not a short matter,
but an examination that occupies from four to six hours,
tts.“>e Oral Examinations in Greek and Latin take place
w~e the candidates are answering Bet papers in English,
arithmetic, geometry, and algebra. The Commissioners
«ate that candidates are by us allowed to pass wiihuut, in
some pises, their being qualified to write or nnderstiunl
prescriptions written in Latin. The Professors of Greek
ana Latin, as undersigned, believe that a similar disquidifi-
cation might bo predicated of the great majority of classical
professors throughout the empire

;
and that without any

w°n v
lt; °° predicated of thomsolvos. It may as
3
^
atei' diat efforts are made by the Queen’s Colleges

stimulate classical and mathematical proficiency in

mUv f°l me(licinc« hv the offer of scholarships mul
xmmtions, to be tried for in the same subjects and papers

snH ?,
8ch°l ftrs!l ips and exhibitions offered to arts students

;

that successful competitors on the medical side have

occasionally headed the entire list of combined medical and
:u is compel it.u s in both departments, literary and scientific.

Thu undersigned I heroforo beg to repeal with emphasis
that your Commissioners have made specific, particular,

and differential averments on insufficient grounds, or on no
grounds at all ; and to add that, in using the term “ farce "

or •* more farce " to the proceedings of two Colleges,

your Commissioners could only have been justified, if,

after exhaustive investigation, they’ bad found mutters
I herein incurably bad; although, even under sueli cir-

cumstances, tbe terms might have been sofieued upon
grounds of ordinary conrlesy

;
lint that the use of

such terms in regard to < lolleges that they never visited,

anil to Examinee's whom they never interrogated, mid never
even saw, was ail unwarrantable outrage upon professional

decorum, and n flagrant misuse of their delegated authority.

In conclusion, the undersigned licg to statu that they are
prepared at any future time to carry on their examinations
in tin; presence of any Commissioners delegated by your
Honourable Board, and the undersigned have no doubt
that nay Commissioners, delegated by your Honourable
Board, if duly acquainted with tbe unsatisfactory condition

of intermediate education in Ireland, will give tlio under-
signed credit for making tlicir standard of entrance not a
“mere farce,'' but a standard very high indeed, anil very
ciwlitablc to their College, when due regard is paid to the

many mul grave difficulties over which the midersigued and
tlio i nslitui ion to which lltoy belong have no control at all.

“• Wo have the honour to be, gentlemen, your very
obedient servants,

"D’Aucv Wentworth Thompson, m.a., Cantab,
Professor of Greek.

“Tiiom.is Mahuibb, ll.d., Dublin, Professor of

Latin.

“Geobub Johnstone Allman, i.ud., Dublin, Pro-
fessor of Mathematics.

‘‘Aetiiuii JI. Cuutis, ll.d., Dublin, Professor of
Nnttt'.Tii Philosophy.

“ Thomas W. -Morrurr, ll.d., Dublin, Professor of

History and English Literature."

GOB I. Was any reply ever given to that challenge ?

—I am not aware that that was ever replied to.

GObu. So fur as this College is concerned did the

visitors ever take up the ehnllougo that is thrown

down there!—No.
GU3G. Dr. Maiiston.—No answer was given tu this :

—no answer so fin- as you know was given by the

General Medical Council!—No.
G937. But so far as the examinations in anatomy

mul physiology are conccnual, they spoko very highly!

—Very liigldy.

G93S. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I should wish to ask you
whether you concur hi the opinion expressed to-day,

by Professor Allman, and yesterday, By Professor

Lnrmor, that from your exjierieueo of university

mul uollegiato work in Ireland, no university college

could live, unless it had a provision of scholarships 1—
Quite so. In fact so strongly am I of that opinion,

that I think a huge extension of scholarships in the

Irish colleges would he useful.

6939. Professor Jack.—May I a*k whether in your

experience you have had any difficulty in attending

fully to the pass men, in consequence of the amount of

attention you required to give to the honour men 1—
No; and I take this opportunity of saying that I

have very seldom had reason to complain of the want

of attention of students. In fact, I have had on many
occasions to restrain their excessive eagerness to learn.

There being no further witnesses,

The Chairman.—In closing tlie inquiry here, I wish

on the part of my colleagues and myself, to tender

to tlio President, Registrar, and Professors of tlie

College, our very sincere thunks, for the courtesy and

kindness with which we have been received, and for

the very full and frank manner in which informa-

tion has been given to us on every subject connected

with the College. I have idso to thank the persons

unconnected with the College, who were good enough

to come before us and to assist us with their evidence.

Dr. Moffett (President).

—

I hope you will allow

me, on behalf of the College, to tlmuk you very

warmly for your extreme courtesy and consideration.

Tlio proceedings have been very interesting to mo
aud to my colleagues, and we fully appreciate the

personal courtesy of the members of the Commission.

The Commission adjourned to Dublin.
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ELEVENTH DAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 2], 1884.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. •

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.

; with

N. D. Morphy, Jun., Esq., Secretary.

Very ReT.
William J.
Walali, n.n.

Very Rev. William J. Walsh, d.d., President, Muynootli, examined.

0940. Chairman.— Dr. Walsli, you are President of

Maynooth College!—Yes.

0941. How long have you been President ?—For

the past four years.

0942. "You are also a member of the Senate of the

Royal University ?—Yes, I have been for some time

a member of the Senate of the Royal University, and

of its Standing Committee.

6943. Do you also hold any other official position in

connexion with education in Ireland ?—I hold another

position which 1 can hardly call official. There is a

committee of the head masters of the Catholic schools

working under the Intermediate Education Board, and
of that Committee the head masters appointed me
chairman.

6944. From your position of President of Mftynooth

College, and also as a member of the Senate and Stand-

ing Committee of the Royal University, and also from
your connexion with the head masters, I will take it

you are acquainted with the education question hi Ire

laud 1—Yes, I may say that I am closely acquainted

with it.

C945. And you have made it your study' ?—I have
made it a very special study.

0946. You are aware of the limits of our inquiry

here ?—I think so. I read your opening statement at

Belfast, and also at Cork, and those statements, I

assume, indicate the scope of your inquiry.

6947. The first matter we have to inquire iuto is

the standard of education maintained in the Queen’s
Colleges 1—Yes.

6948. Have you had any opportunity of forming an
opinion as to the standard of education maintained in

the Queen’s Colleges ?—I should say so.

6949. Will you kindly state to the Commission
what means yon have of forming an opinion ?—Yes.

6950. Would you like to hike the Colleges
separately, or would you like to take them genemlly 1

—I should prefer to take them separately. My sources
of information are, fust, the programmes of the ma-
triculation examination in the Colleges, and secondly,
comparisons that I have made of the results of ex-
aminations held in the Colleges with the results of
examinations held elsewhere. Those are xuy principal

sources of information.

6951. And in your judgment does that comparison
and the inspection of the programmes give you oppor-
tunities of arriving at on opinion as to the standard of
education 1—I consider that it does.

6952. We will take Belfast first 1—I should prefer
to begin with Cork.

6953. Have you read the programme in Cork ?—

I

have studied it very carefully.

6954. What would be your opinion, judging fi-om

the programme, of the standard of education required
in the Queen's College, Cork 1—That it is an exceed-
ingly low standard. The standard in Galway, I con-
sider, is not so low as in Cork, ar.d the standard in
Belfast is not so low as in Galway.

6955. Are you aware that in Galway they interpret

that programme rather liberally, and although they ap-
parently require two hooks, they give to the student,

when he comes up, liis choice, between one and the
other of them 1—I should prefer beginning with Cork.
I have made a close comparison of the Cork matricula-

tion programme with the one of the programmes of
the Intermediate Education Board, that of the junior
grade. I regard the Intermediate programme as a

fair standard to apply in tlie.se cases. For we must
remember that it is a programme established by public
authority, that it is modified from year to year accord-

ing to the experience gained by the Board, and fur-

thermore, that the results of the examinations are

published in the fullest detail, and in the most acces-

sible and satisfactory form. We liave also detailed

reports of the examiners, as to tlic results of the ex-

amination in each grade and in each subject The Com-
missioners understand, I suppose, that there are three

grades hi the Intermediate system!

6956. Yes, we had all that explained to us? The
junior grade is for boys under sixteen, themiddle grade

for boys under seventeen, and the senior grade for boys

under eighteen. It appears too tluit for the junior

grade boys go in at a very early age. In one instance

within my own personal knowledge, a boy gained an
exhibition in that grade who was under thirteen years

of age. He is at present a student of the College of

Maynooth. Well, not to he too severe in the appli-

cation of this test to the Cork Queeu’s College ma-
triculation programme, I pass by the programmes of
the Intermediate Hoard for the middle and senior

grades, and take that for the juuioi- grade. The Cork

matriculation programme is notably lower than the

programme for the junior grade of the Intermediate,

and it is lower in the points that I regard ns most

important, and in foot essential for really testing the

knowledge of students.

6957. What are these ?—They are chiefly what we
call unprepared ” translation aud Latin composition.

But I will begin with the first subject on the pro-

gramme, that Ls Greek. I find from the Intermediate

programme—the programme of 1883, the latest I can

refer to—that, in Greek, two books were required, a
book of the “ Anabasis” and a selection from the Dia-

logues of Lucian—ten dialogues. In the Cork College

matriculation programme, as against that, there are

two books of Xenophon, aud I think those portions

of the two programmes practically balance one

another. Then the next item is grammar, and this is

common to both. The next is history, and this also is

common to both. But then come two items in the

Intel-mediate junior grade programme which have no

place in the matriculation programme in Cork. One

of these is the translation of easy sentences into

Greek, and the other is translation at sight of a

passage from some Greek author, not previously pre-

pared. Moreover it is important to observe that to

these two items, a large proportion of marks are as-

signed in the Intermediate Rystem—440 marks, out of

a total of 1,200 allowed for Greek altogether. Now
the Intermediate Education Commissioners require at

present 25 per cent, for a pass, and 45 per cent, for

a pass with honours; that is to say, in Greek, for

instance, out of the 1,200 marks allowed, they require

that 300 should be gained for a mere pass, and 540

for a pass with honours. Now if we omit the two

items of the programme which are not found in the

matriculation programme in Cork, the number of

murks allowed by the Intermediate Education Com-

missioners on the remaining sections of their pro-

gramme in Greek is only 760, so that a boy failing to

score in the two sections that I have mentioned, should

score his 300 marks for pass, or his 54*0 marks for

pass with honours, out of a possible total of 760.

That represents a very bigli standard of answering for

a boy under sixteen, who lias to make up his marks
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0n those sectious that are common to the two pro-

^6958. Do I gatlier that you consider the standard

at Cork is lower than the junior grade of the Inter-

mediate! Notably lower, because it omits altogether

from the programme the two points that are of the

o-catest importance.
8

6951). The returns from the Intermediate Education

show each year the number of boys who iki.sk, and tins

number of boys who pass with honours, in tlm three

grades ?—They do, and I find that a very largo num-

ber of boys have passed in the junior programme, and

also indeed, in the higher programmes of thu middle

aml senior grades. But before coming to that, shall

we take Latin, the next subject on the programme ?

0960. Possibly it would be more convenient for

you if I let you take your own course ; you seem to

have prepared the matter with great cave, and by in-

terrupting you 1 might be only throwing yon oil' thu

ro jls } I have arranged the mutter as carefully as I

could in order to save the time of the Commissioners.

6961. Then I will not interrupt you!—The second

section of the programme, then, is Latin, and my
opinion in reference to that is sulistantiully the same

as in reference to tire t^reek section, with just this

modification, that in Latin, even in the matter of the

prepared hooks, there is a notable inferiority in the

Cork College programme. In the junior grade Inter-

mediate programme in Latin, two books are required
;

but only one book, a book of Ciesar, is all that is re-

quired in Cork—the first book or the second.

6962. That is to say, I. and II. or IV. ami V. t—
It is not I. ami II., hut I. or XL I have looked back

into the programmes for a number of years, and I liud

tluit Boole I. alone is mentioned for a long period. Now
they say one book, or two ; either Hook 1. or Book II.,

or Books IV. ami V.
G9G3. One pun* or another pair?—Well, it is at all

events ambiguous.

G9G4. Give the benefit of it?—Even giving them
the benefit of it, tlio programme is notably—-very

notably—inferior, and for this reason—thu Interme-

diate Board, in requiring two books, requires a prose

work and a work in verse. That is a very iiuportnut

consideration. In the Cork Queen’s College they are

satisfied with one book, or, ifyou will, witli two hooks,

of the easiest proso. Now I liud that lust year thu

Intermediate Commissioners prescribed, in addition to

the hook of Ciesar, a book of selections from Ovid,
and it is a book which contains two kinds of verse—the
hexameter and also the elegiac, which comprises both
the hexameter and the pentameter. In this point,

then, there is a notable inferiority in the Cork pro-

gramme. Iu connexion with tliis I may mention,
as regards our entrance examinations in Mayuooth,
that wherever we allow an option out of a number of
classical authors, we invariably insist that of the
liooks presented by the candidate only one half shall
bo prose works, the other half being verse.

G965. If it does nobput yon out, contrast the matri-
culation examination with the entrance examination
in Maynooth?—I could not think of comparing our
Maynooth entrance programme with the Intermediate
programme of the junior grade.

G9G6. Tell us what it is?—I think we Bhall find
it more convenient to take that afterwards. I wish
now to keep to the comparison of the Cork matricula-
tion programme with the junior grade programme of
the Intermediate Board.

6967. Very well; take your own course?—The
next item, then, of the Intermediate programme in
“tin is grammar, and this, though not expressly men-
tioned in the Cork programme,we may take as common
to the two programmes

; and history also is common to
ihe two. Now, coming to tho remaining items of this
section of the programme—Latin composition, or
translation into Latin, and the translation of a passage
from a Latin author not previously prepared—we find
hat transition into Latin is prescribed by the Inter-
mediate Education Bo'ard, and that there is nothing

corresponding to that in Cork. Finally, a passage or Do bum.
passages from some works not previously prepared, .firne ai, mi.
to bo translated at sight, is prescribed in tho Inter- Very Rer
mediate programme. There is no such exercise iu the William J.

Cork one. Here again I should observe that I regard WaUh, d.d.

these last two sis tho most important points in which a
student can he examined. They are altogether omitted
in thu Cork programme. So far for Latin. Now for

English. Tlio Cork programme prescribes merely
grammar and composition. In the Intermediate
Education programme, in which only 400 marks,
out of the total of 1,200 allowed for English, are

assigned to these subjects, certain prescribed works
of English classics—Campbell’s “Pleasures of Hope,”
and Southey’s “ Lifu of Nelson "—are to lie made up
by the student, and a largo number of marks are

reserved for them. There is no course corresponding
to that in the uiatricailation programme iu Cork.
So far tor English. Then in mathematics, there are

three subjects iu the mathematical sections of the
two programmes—arithmetic, algebra, and Euclid.

The arithmetic and algebra are substantially the samo
in both. In Euclid there is a most important difference.

Tho Intermediate programme comprises three hooks,

with deductions from the first and second. Of the
500 marks allowed for Euclid, only 250 ore allowed
for Books I. and II., the remaining 250 being reserved

for Book III. and for the deductions. Now, iu the
Cork programme only Books I. and II. are required

—

in other words, one-half-—aud the most important
and difficult half, of the junior Intermediate pro-

gramme is omitted. It may be requisite to explain

that tlm oliservutious I have already made as to the

high scoring required for pass, and for pass with
honours, in the Greek section of tho Intermediate

programme, as compared with the corresponding
subjects at matriculation in Cork, are applicable also

to the Latin, English, and mathematical sections of

thu programme. For, os I have just mentioned, in

nil those sections, huge numbers of marks are reserved,

in tho Intermediate programme, for certain brandies

of those subjects that are not found at all in tho

matriculation programme of the Cork College. I
should also say that throughout the Intermediate pro-

gramme there is a standing rule that iu subjects

such as Latin, Greek, and the languages generally,

the scoring of 20 per cent, in the grammar questions

is an essential condition to passing. There seems to

be no such rule in the Queen’s College, Cork ; at all

events, it is not laid down in the College programme.
Now, ius I have referred to the shortness of the matter
prcscrilted in Cork ns compared with the junior grade

Intermediate examinations, I wish to offer one obser-

vation on the fact that at one of the sittings of the

Commission in Cork, a most eminent authority was
quoted—the authority of Cardinal Newman—as recom-

mending a short matriculation programme in pre-

ference to a long one. There is no doubt that Car-

dinal Newman recommended that, but in the very

same essay in which ho reoommends it ho says that

the true test to be applied at a matriculation exami-

nation in a language is to see whether the student can

frame a sentence in the language—in other words,

lie considers as most important this very translation

into Latin which is altogether omitted in the Cork
matriculation programme.

G968. Where does that passage occur. Is it in one

of the essays on university education ?—It is in the

essay in which he gives an example of a professor

examining a candidate for entrance on one word— the

word Anabasis. I suppose they would hardly go as

far os that in Cork and prescribe as the matter for

examination only one word. It is plainly a mis-

representation of Cardinal Newman’s view to quote
liim as advocating such a programme as there is for

matriculation in Cork. This closes what I wished to

say upon the Cork programme Now wo come to

Galway, and as far as the examination goes that I

have been able to make, I find that Galway stands

notably above Cork, both in its requirements and in

the results of its examinations.

G B
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G9G9. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—

I

n tlio arts school 1—

I

speak throughout only ou the subject of arts.

G970. Chairman.—So I understand. It is right

to tell you in Galway they interpret the matriculation

programme in this way. Although apparently they

require two hooks, they give the student who comes

up for matriculation his choice of either of the two

books, and they only examine in one I—That may he

ho, but I consider the first great advantage Galway

has over Cork is in its entrance programme—that

it requires two books, one being prose, and the other

verse, and this, in both Greek and Latin, if J am
not mistaken. The two are, at all events, proscribed

in the programme. But then in Galway, ns in Cork,

they do not require translation into either language,

nor do they require any .
translation of passages

from n Greek or from a Latin author, not

previously prepnred. The programme in mathe-

matics is the same as in Cork : they require

ouly two books in Euclid. Finally, as to

Belfast.. There also, as in Galway, two books are re-

quired. The progmmme is substantially the same as

that of the Royal University in that respect.

607 1. Professor Jack.—That is to say throughout!

—I think so. I think you will find that it invariably,

or almost invariably, insists upon the distinction, upon
which I lay such stress, between the prose writings

and the verse. I think any scholastic body anxious

to secure an efficient examination in Greek or Latin

must insist ou that. But in Belfast there is no re-

quirement of translation of unprepared passages either

from Greek or Latin. There is, however, an exercise

in Latin com|josition, or translation into Latin, which
gives the Belfastprogramme a most decided superiority

over those of Cork and Galway. You asked me
about the Maynooth entrance progmmme?

0972. Chairman.—Before you pas3 from Belfast

have you any comparison to make between the matri-

culation in Belfast—and any of the grades of the Inter-

mediate ?—Throughout I have been comparing the ma-
triculation programmes of the three Colleges with those

of the junior grade Intermediate education examina-
tions.

6973. Do I understand you to apply the matricula-

tion in Belfast to the junior grade ?—To this extent

:

that in the junior grade of the Intermediate great
importance is attached to translation into Greek, and
also to the translation of passages from a Greek and
from a Latin author, not previously prepared—and
these are not to be found in the Belfast programme.

G974. You were going on to speak of the matricula-

tion examination in Maynooth?—In Maynooth we
have two alternative programmes : our own College
programme, as we call it, and the programme of the
Intermediate Board, which we accept to a certain ex-
tent. Our own College programme is a rather exten-
sive one. To give an instance, for our lowest classwe
require three books of Homer and three books of
Xenophon, in Greek, and in Latin, three books of
Virgil, and three books of Livy. There are a number
of works specified, from which students have an op-
tion, but I give this as a specimen of a fair average
selection that a student would make. He must pre-
sent in each language an item in prose, and also one
in verse. Of course, too, we have Latin composition.

This regards our own College programme. We also,

as I have said, accept to a certain extent the pro-
gramme of the Intermediate Board. When the In-
termediate system was introduced it wa3 found
inconvenient that we should have in Maynooth one
set of books prescribed for entrance, while many of
the schools lluough the country were obliged also to
work on another set, in preparing their boys for the
Intermediate examinations. Representations were
made to our trustees, and they decided on accepting the
Intermediate programme lor admission, but only to this

extent : that the middle grade would suffice for our
lowest class, and the senior grade for the class next
above that. I may add that the result of the examin-
ations in the majority of cases is that students do not
succeed in passing in the Intermediate programme

—even in the senior grade of it—except for our lowest
class. Of course, too, we require translation Iron!

unprepared passages in both Greek and Latin books
and also Latin composition. You do not wish mo to

explain anything else about Maynooth ?

6975. Except with a view to unable us to understand
the com|iari.Non ?—Well, 1 should wish to refer to a
statement which was made by more than one witness in

Cork—namely, that it is necessary to have a low stan-

dard of matriculation examination on account of the

backwarel condition of the schools, and particularly of

the schools of Munster. I consider I am in a position

to give very clear evidence to the contrary. Those

schools are not in that backward condition tlius repre-

sented to the Commissioners.

G97G. On what do you ground your opinion?

—

First, on the official reports of the Intermediate

Education Board
;
secondly, on the examinations made

by the students who came to us from these schools,

and who enter Maynooth
;

and, thirdly, on the

wonderful success of the students from those schools

in the examinations of the Royal University.

G977. Have 3’ou taken the trouble to make any

compilations from the official returns ?—I have. I take

the latest report of the Intermediate Education Board,

which is tho report for the year 1882. This, at least,

is the latest that was published up to yesterday, when

I made this compilation. Referring to it, then,

I find that, taking Greek, the following were

the numbers of boys who passed :—There passed,

in the senior grade, 122 ; in the’ middle grade,

226
;

and in the junior grade, 313. In other

words, G61 boys from Irish schools were able to piss

that examination. Besides, a considerable number

passed in tho middle and senior grades, which are, of

course, very much more difficult than the junior.

In Latin tire number's were— Senior grade, 143;

middle, 37 G ; and junior, G13 ; so that in Latin there

were over 1 ,000 boys (1,132), of whom there were 613

in the junior, 376 in the middle, and 143 in the

senior grade. I have tire figures in detail, and it

might save the time of the Commissioner's if I handed

them in now.
G978. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—For what year?—1882.

6979. Have you the returns of those who passed

with merit ?—I have.

6980. Chairman.—Have you distinguished the pro-

vinces in which the schools are ?—No
;
I will come

to that point afterwards. Dr. Molloy asks whether

I have any indication of those who passed with merit

In Greek, 291 passed with merit.

6981. In the senior grade?—No; but taking the total

of tho three grades. Then 516 passed with merit in

Latin, and 772 in English. In English the numbers

of those that passed are—Senior grade, 214 ;
middle

grade, 434 ; junior, 2,064 —total, 2,712. In Euclid

the numbers were—Senior grade, 265 ;
middle, 594

;

junior, 2,195—total, 3,054. I have other figures, bat

I think these are the most important, as they regard

the principal subjects in the entrance examination of

the Queen’s Colleges. I find also in the Report of the

Intermediate Education Board for 1881 an important

statement bearing upon this matter. The report to

the Lord lieutenant states that, in consequence ofthe

improvement in education, they were obliged to raise

their pass standard
;
at first they had been satisfied

with twenty per cent., but from that forward they

would require twenty-five per cent. They also raised

their merit standard from forty to forty-five per cent

And they slate, at page 5, in their report for 1881, that

they marie these changes in consequence of the im-

provement that they had observed in the schools of

tho country.

6982. Does your experience of the state of educa-

tion throughout die country, agree with tho Report 0

the Intermediate Education Commissioners, that there

has been an improvement ?—It does to a large exter

I think that in ono way the knowledge boys now have 0

Greek and Latin is not so thorough as it was former Ji

when a larger amount of reading was required. 1

is my experience. It is, of conrse, easier to cram or
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an examination when only n bhisi.11 amount, of know-

Ieflsre is required, tlmu when u larger amount of it is

requisite. But the l»nys are now lundo up in lawks of

Greek ami Latin, in a nmnner which was not dreamed

of i-orne years ago. They have great advantages in the

wav of special school editions of tlio books, wliich did

not exist then. I have note.l a few more passages

from the Report of tl»e Intermmlinto Education Board

for 1882.

G'J83. Give us the reference. Tt uoml not be tiikcn

down!—If I transcribe them for you, you will have

them iu a more convenient form.

GDS+. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

hat is tlio bearing of

tlus on the question ?—The beating of it is, that it

shows a notable improvement in tlio work of tlic

schools in Greek and Latin.

G983. Wliat Report is it?—The Report of the

Intermediate Board for 1882.

G9SG. I think we should get the passages ?—I wish

to give them to you.

G9S7. CnAiF.MAN.—Refer to them certainly, hut I

do not see any use taking them down on the notes ?

—Perhaps you will allow nto to give ouo or two ns a

specimen.

G988. You propose to read some passages from the

return of the Intermediate Commissioners. Please

state shortly with whut view yon projiose to read

them .—I tender this evidence with a view of removing

t ie impression which must have been created in die

winds of the Commissioners liy the statements made
in Cork, as to the backward state of the schools, that

the schools were in a backward state, and furthermore,

that they were going backwards instead of forwards.

I consider I have here in this oilicial Report a conclu-

sive disproof of both those two statements.

6989. What we ask you to give us, and what we
would bo glad to get, is your own experience of tlio

state of education evidenced by the results of the In-
termediate Examinations, and the examinations at

Maynootli, but we cannot tike us part of your
evidence the report of the Intermediate Commis-
sioners. The report of tlio Intermediate Commis-
sioners is public property which wo can have ourselves,

but we shall be very glad if yoti refer us to any
parts which you think bear upon tlio subject, and
shall lead them carefully afterwards, and use them
so far as they bear on the subject We slmll be
very much obliged for the reference, but there is a
technical difficulty iu the way of taking the report tut

part of your evidence. The majority of the Commis-
sioners think so 1—I should be sorry to press anything
which does not come within the scope of your inquiry,
hence I made a very careful study of your opening
statements, and of the evidence taken at the three
Colleges, and I think I am not tendering anything
which is not strictly within the limits of the inquiry
as thus indicated.

6990. The Report of the Intermediate Commissioners
to which you are going to refer us, may bear most im-
portantly upon the inquiry, and we shall be very glad
if you refer us to the report, but wliat I mean to
convey is, we cannot take from you as portions of your
evidence, portions of the report ?—I was about stating
that one of the points I noticed in the Cork evidence
is diat one of thewitnesses there read two passages from
a Report. Hence l thought it was in the power of the
Commissioners to receive such evidence, otherwise I
WQuld not have tendered it.

6991. The report is an official document, and there-
fore we have access to it?—It will appear, at all
eveuts, that I tendered the evidence, and that you
"ere unable to receive it. 1 attach Bpecial importance

this matter, chiefly on account of my position of
a airman of the committee of head masters. I consider
am bound to defend them from the attacks that

have been mode on them.
6992. From your position of chairman of the com-
tttee of schoolmasters, and from your knowledge

acquired of the matriculation examinations in May-
fr°m your knowledge acquired of. the

wrmediate Examinations, are you able to give evi-

dence yourself as to the state of .schools in Munster or Dmux
in Ireland!—Yes, iu the sense I have explained. Deal- Jnue 91, 1M4.

ing with the students who have conic, from these yt. VTT".
schools, I have already stated the opinion 1 have William J.
formed on that subject, lean givu omi striking in- tV.-iUb, n.i.

stance out of our own College, it is a case of two
boys from two schools in Minister, both now students

of Maynootli. A iiiiuilx-v id' our studuuls matricu-

lated at the. matriculation examination of the Royal
University in 1880. A scholarship examination was
held shortly afterwards, the scholarship being a prizo

of .Cl HO, tlio highest prize that Lad up to that time
been competed for in tlio lioyal University. There
were two of these scholarship prizes in classics. Two
ofour students went iu to compete for them, aud they
not only succeeded in getting the scholarships, but, as

appears from the official return, there was a very

notable gap between their marks and the marks of the
best of tlio unsuccessful competitors. Their marks
were 1,443 and 1,301. The next highest scores were
1,183, 1,183, 1,114, and 1,109. Now, both of these

students came from schools in Munster, and one of

them liiul received no teaching in Latin or Greek, the

subjects of the scholarship examination, from the time
lie loft school, and entered Maynootli, up to the time he
stood this examination, and obtained the scholarship.

6993. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—From wliat scliool did ho
come?—One came from St. Brendan’s Seiuiuary,

Kilbiruey, and the other from St. Finn-Barr’s Semi-

nary, Cork, their names are Michael Sciuinell and
Jeremiah Keane. You will find them at the head of

several of tlio Royal University lists in both Latin

ami Greek.

6994. How long bail they been in Maynootli before

getting tlio scholarships—Low long hod they left

school ?—Probably a year and a half
;
I am not quite

sura of that, but one of them, Jeremiah Keane, got no
classical teaching of any kind in our college, for he

entered as a stiuleub in philosophy. The other did ;

lie was taught classics for a year in Maynootli, but

there is no doubt that both came up to us thoroughly

well prepared in Greek and Latin. Again, still speak-

ing within the limits of my own personal knowledge,

I can say that we have a large number of students

coming up to us who have obtained high places in

Latin and Greek in the Intermediate examinations of

tlio middle and senior grades, aud we find them very

thoroughly prepared in tho matter of our entrance

examination, which, of course, bins a much more ex-

tensive range than tliat of the matriculation examina-

tion of any of tho Queen’s Colleges.

6995. Chairman.—

T

hey come direct to you from

the schools ?—Yes, from the schools in all parts of tho

country—Munster, Leinster, Ulster, aud Connaught
I mentioned especially the case of the two students

from Killarney and Cork, because definite statements

wore made to yon about tho schools of Munster. I
do not say the schools in other parts of the country

are not equally good.

6996. Have you finished about the matriculation

examination?—Yes.

6997. Have you made any estimate of the standard

required for the scholarships in the three colleges ?

—

I have.

6998. Please tell the Commissioners, before you come
to details, on wliat have you formed your opinion ?

—

I have formed my opinion on this point in two ways

;

I have applied two different tests—one the examin-

ations of the Royal University, and the other the ex-

aminations of the Intermediate Board.

6999. And would you wish to take each college

separately, or have you made any statement in wliich

tho three are blended together 1—In the first place I

Bhould profer to take three cases, which are, to my
mind, typical coses. They are already in evidence

before the Commissioners, but there are some features

in them which have not been explained to you as yet.

One of these cases gives us a means of comparing the

Queen’s College scholarship standard with tlio standard

of the junior grade examination of the Intermediate

Board; the second gives a similar comparison with

3B2
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the middle grade, aud the third gives it with the senior

grade. 'J'lie three, I should explain, are cases of

students who obtained scholarships inthe Cork College.

7UOO. Professor Jack.—Do you speak of the en-

trance scholarship or the scholarship at the end of the

first year 1

?—I begin with the entrance, or, as it is

termed, the first year's scholarship—I fear 1 shall

have to repeat something already explained to you, but

in the end it will save time to make a complete state-

ment. The first case is that of a student—I prefer not

mentioning names

7001.

Chairman.—We ask the name to he given in

for the pur] lose of identification, hut, of course, not for

publication ?—The first, then, is the case of a student

already described to you as having passed in the junior

grade of the Intermediate examination in 1881. In the

same year he enteredQueen’s College, Cork,aud obtained

there a science scholavship at entrance. At the j unior

grade Intermediate examination there were 320 school-

boys before him. Arithmetic was one of the subjects

for the scholarship, and in that there were 388 junior

school hoys before him ;
in Euclid, another subject for

the scholarship, there were 40 junior boys before

him
;
and in algebra, the third subject, there were

35 before him.

7002. Professor Jack.—That is the case previously

referred to i—It was previously referred to, but I do

not think these minute details weregiveu, and I think

it important to put them before the Commissioners.

That boy was taken away from school when in xhe

lowest of the three grades. He has gone into the

Royal University, and, naturally enough, without much
success. He has now passed his Second University

examination, and, as you will see from the calendar,

lie has obtained no honours of any kind in any subject.

That is the first ease. The second case is that of a

hoy who passed the middle grade Intermediate exami-

nation in 1880. In that examination 515 passed in

that grade, and of these there were 319 before him on
the list, all merely middle grade schoolboys.

7003. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The place is determined

by aggregate merit 1— By aggregate merit in all the
subjects of the examination. In the same year this

boy obtained a science scholarship, in Cork, and hence,

I take for comparison his marks in the scientific,

subjects of the Intermediate examination. There were
three such subjects in the middle grade—arithmetic,

Euclid, and algebra. In arithmetic, his name does

not appear at all
;
perhaps ho did not undertake to

answer any questions in it, hut at all events, his name
does not appeal1 in the list us having obtained any
marks. In Euclid, out of 453 who pussed, there were
265 before him and in algebra, out of 35 G who passed,

there were 178 before him. His marks in Euclid were
only 295, out of a possible total of 600, and in algebra
only 260, also out of a possiblo total of GOO. Now, I
have taken here from the Intermediate list the corres-

ponding marks of a number of students, most of whom
I know personally, because they are now students in
Maynooth. Here are four cases. Instead of 295 and
260, their marks are 530 and 460 ; 475 and 510 ;

460
and 420 •, 535 and 430. Those four boys came from
one school, and I think it can hardly be said that the
scientific training in that school is in a backward
condition.

7004. Chairman.—What is the school ? That
school i3 not in Munster. It is St. Macartan’s
Seminary, Monaghan. I have here also a note of the
marks of two boys from St. Finn-Barr's, Cork.

7005. Dr. Marston.—Give us the number on the
Intermediate list for identification I—I have the names
here, not the number's, but of course I can supply
them. One of these boys scored in Euclid 545, as
against 295, the score of the Queen’s College scholar

;

thatboywasfrom St. Finn-Barr’s, Cork. Another scored
460, as against 295 ;

he also was from St. Finn-Barr’s,

he is now a student in Maynooth. Then there are

two boys from Rockwell College, Cahir, one of whom
scored 550 and 480, tire other 430 and 330, as against

295 and 260 scored by the boywho that year obtained

the science scholarship in the Cork Queen's College.

These two, you observe, are both from the same school
in Munster. I could give dozens of other cases.

’

700G. Dr. Stoxey.—In what grade ?—These were
in the middle grade, in I860. In the same year this
student obtained, as 1 have said, a science scholarship

in Cork, but I have not yet explained that it was a
scholarship, not of the first, but of the second year
He had, in fact, been for a year in the Cork College
when he went up for competition with these middle
grade schoolboys, with the result I have explained to

the Commissioners. Ho was a distinguished student
of the College

;
he had already obtained a first year’s

scholarship in 1879. He had been in the Cohere
therefore, for a year as a science scholar, enjoying all

xhe great advantages of the place, aud at the end of

the year he went up for competition with the middle
grade schoolboys, and succeeded in finding hiuiself in

the 320th place on the schoolboy list. I should also

explain that, while the Intermediate programme in

Euclid, for instance, required a knowledge of only four

books, with easy deductions, the examination for the

Queen’s College science scholarship was supposed to

comprise the -six books, with portions of the eleventh

;

also tlio analytical geometry of the right line and

circle
;

the elements of the theory of equations
j

trigonometry, and so forth.

7007. Professor Jack.—I suppose it did comprise

these subjects ?—I suppose it did. I now come to the

third case. This student was examined in the senior

grade Intermediate examination in 18S0. He passed,

with 46 before hint
; in Greek there were 32 before

him
; in Latin If

;
in English 94 ;

and in French 57

;

but I prefer to deal ouly with the Greek aud Latin, for

a reason that you will see afterwards. Beforehim were

a number of students,whom I know personally. Six-

teen students obtained exhibitions. These were the

students who held the first sixteen places on the list,

lie was only forty-seventh. The first of these that I

have noted is a hoy from Rockwell College, Colur, a

Munster school
; the second is from the same College.

The third is Michael Scanned, who since obtained the

classical scholarship, of which I have spoken, in the

Royal University. The fourth is a student from Bluek-

rock College, Dublin, and I should wish to observe

here that from my personal knowledge of this par-

ticular student I think I may be able to remove an

erroneous impression from the minds of the Commis-

sioners. Statistics were laid before you, based upon

returns of the Intermediate Board, as to the amounts

of results fees that were paid to the schools of the

different provinces, and reference was made to the

population of each province, as indicating that there

should be a huger amount paid in Munster if the youth

of that province were as well educated as those, for

instance, of Leinster. The fact is, of course, that boys

come from Munster, as from every other part of Ireland,

to the Dublin schools.

7008. Chairman.—So far from any erroneous im-

pression having been created, we understood that ?

—

I mention the matter here because this particular stu-

dent is a native of the county of Tipperary, so that

among these sixteen senior grade exhibitioners there

are four or five boys who came from schools in Munster,

or rather who are natives ofMunster. On the same list

of seniorgrade exhibitioners I findtliree whoarestudonts

ofMaynooth . Onewent up from St. Column's Seminary

Newry.
7009. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—That is, who have since

becomo students of Maynooth ?—Yes. One of the

three went up for this examination after having be®11

a year in Maynooth, but the other two had passed

through the Intermediate course before coming to us.

One of these went up from St. Colman's Seminary,

Newry, the other, from St* Macartin’s Seminary,

Monaghan. So far for the sixteen exhibitioners. Then

there is a second table, and in this I find a large

number of students from schools in Ulster and Munster,

all before the Queen’s College scholar to whom I re-

ferred. He passed, as I have said, with forty-six before

him. And in that same year he obtained a senior

scholarship in the Queen’B College, Cork. Tins, it is
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important to explain, was a scholarship, not of the ponding examination of the Royal University, ami in Duiilin.

firet or second, or even of the third, hut of the fourth the last column I have marked, in any case where a Jirnc 21 , iss

rear—one of the scholarships reserved for graduates Huyul University exhibition was gained, tlio number yerv ']^!
of the Queen's University. For the three previous of the exhibition iu the order of merit on the Univer- William J.

rems this student had gone through all the lower sity list. Now. detailed evidence of a very important W.1UI1 , n.p.

crudes ofthe College with the greatest collegiate huccuks. kind has been given to you by the Registrar of the

At j,is entrance, in the year 1 877, lie obtaimal a literary Queen’s College, lid fast, as to 1 lie extent to which wo

scholarship. I11 his second year, 1878, he obtained a are justified in interring an inferiority from such a

first literary scholarship. In his third year, 1879, he comparison as this.

retained this scholarship. And in fine, in 1880, lie 7016. I would rather you would give ns yourself

received the highest scholarship in the gift of the Col- the. inference you wish to draw front the results of the

we one of the seven senior scholarships. In October, Royal, and whether you consider the Royal is a fair test

1879, lie had obtained the first Peel exhibition, the coni- or not?—I consider it is u very fair test in these cases,

petition being between the three Colleges. Thus he TlieConnnissioners are aware that in the Royid Univer-

took tbe firstplace out of all the Colleges, Cork, Galway, sity tlio exhibitions are given for aggregate merit in the

mid Belfast Then, a year after obtaining the Peel live subjects of examination. In the Queen’s College

exhibition, and in thesuuie year in which ho obtained they follow a different system
;
some scholarships are

the senior College scholarship in Ancient Classics, ho given for merit in literary subjects, and others for merit

passed the Intermediate school examination, with tlio in scientific subjects
;
and it lists been contended that,

result I have explained to the Commissioners. Forty- in consequence of this difference, we cannot draw a

five schoolboys came before him on the list. I think fair inference from a comparison of the College and
it is only fair to mention that 1 hove coni] Hired the University lists. Put in fact, the difference in no way
programmes of the examination for the Queen's College hinders our doing so. For instance, I take the first

scholarships with those of tlio Intermediate examimv scholar on the Hd fast list for 1882-3. This firafc

tious to which I have referred literary scholar obtained in the Royal University only

70lQ. Chairman.—So I understood you to say 1— eighth place in Latin, and seventh place in Greek.

Yea; and I do not think it would be fair to press the He does not appear at all in the list of honours in

inference too fur, as there is no doubt a difference English, nor in the list of honours in experimental

existing to a certain extent between tlie programmes, physics. He obtained fifth place in mathematics. He
I think that in algebra and geometry the programmes obtained an exhibition, eighth on the list. Now it

are substantially identical, iu the two cases I have been so happens in liis case that in every one of the subjects

speaking of, with those of the Intermediate Board. In ofthe Queen’s College scholarship examination—Latin,

classics there is a difference, to a certain extent. Before Greek, and English—superior knowledge was shown
explaining this in detail, I may apply the other test, by other students in competition with him in tlio

of which I have Spoken, for tlio College scholarship Royal University. There were four non Queen’s,

standard, the test furnished by the Royal University College students before him in Latin, tlio same
examinations. I have made out for tlio Commissioners, four were before him in Greek, the same four were
ifyou will allowme to hand it in, a list ofnil the students before him iu English, and they are also before

who obtained scholarships in Arts iu the three Queen’s him on the exhibition list. Therefore they did not get

Colleges for the last two or three ycais,marking down in their University exhibitions by mere average general

tabular form fur each, the result of his corresponding excellence. They had general excellence, no doubt, but
examination in the Royal University. in addition to it they lmd also special excellence,

7011. From what materials did you make the superior in every iustauce to liis, in each of the three
table!—From the calendars of the Queen's Colleges, subjects on which he obtained first place in the sekoiar-

and from the calendars of tlio Royal University. ship list at Queen's College, Belfast. The next on the

7012. The reason 1 ask you is this : wo have had list of the Belfast College scholars for 18S2-3, was not
in evidence already that in some small details there a Royal University student that year at all He did
are inaccuracies both in the calendars, and in the not matriculate in the Royal University until the

returns of the Royal University. We will take the table next year. The third on the list has not matriculated
from you,and tlrn.uk you for it, but wo will have to check at all in the Royal University. He had matricu-
it afterwards with the information we have got?—I was lilted in the Queen’s College Belfast, in 1881, and
going to make a request to the Commissioners both in I do not find any further trace of him in the official

reference to that table and in reference to any evidence lists.

I am giving about the colleges, that I should wish it 7017. Dr. Molloy.

—

If ho matriculated in the

all to be checked by the Registrars of tbe three Queen’s Queen’s College in 1881 he would be a matriculated

Colleges before it appears in your rejiort'; I should student of the Royal University 1—Of course he had
take it as a special favour, if an opportunity were that status by the University Act of 1879.
afforded to tiro Registrar or Presidents of the three 7018. Chairman.—He had the status of a matricu-

Colleges tosee the.evidence and olieck it,an opportunity latecl student ?—Yes, but lie did not pass the matricn-
of course being given to me to meet any comments lation examination of the Royal University, and so far

that might be made. as I can see, he passed no university examination of

7013. You. can only deal with the published returns ? any kind, so chat in Ids case we can institute no
—Yes. comparison. Then the fourth in the list of the Bel-

7014.

*We will take these tables, Dr. Walsh, and be fast College scholars in literature appears in only one
very much obliged to you for them ?—I have arranged place iu the university honour list, the seventh place
the scholarships of each year in a table by themselves, in honours in Latin. Thus, then, the four uon Queen’s
(Hands in document.) Perhaps I may go through one College students of whom I have just spoken were
of the tables with the view of indicating to tlio Com- before him in Latin, and they had also places on the
Riissioiiers how they are to be read 1 honour lists in Greek and English, where his name does

1 015. If you please. Which one of thorn?—I take not appear at nil. Therefore, in special as well us
the first. Here we have the scholarships of die first general excellence they were before him. Two of
year, in literature, for the year 1882-83. Six of these these four students of whom I speak were students

scholarships were awarded in Belfast, three in Cork, of the Jesuit College, Tullabeg, and the other two of the
and six in Galway. I have marked in the firstcolumn French College, Blackrocfe. Then the fifth scholar on
the year in winch each student matriculated in the the Belfast list got no honours in Latin at the univer
Royal University, and I have also indicated those cases sity, no honours in Greek, and only the seventeenth

which the student has not matriculated in the place in honour's in English, no honours in mathe-
University at alL Then in six columns I have matics, no honours in experimental physics. He ob-
placed tbe position in the honour list of each subject of tained a low exhibition. Finally the sixth of the
examination, obtained by each student at the corres- Belfast scholars obtained at the university uo honours

* See Appendix III. B.—Noj. 46 and 47.
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iu Latin, eighth place iu Gift’,:, fifth place in English,

and no other honours.7019.

Anil the other tables are made, out in the

some way?—Yes: I should wish to go through one

set of scholarships from each college, and I will tlu-n

hand in the paper. The next section of this table,

then, regards the scholarships in literature for the.

same year. 1S82-83, in the Cork College. Of the

five scholarships in aits only two were conferred, thren

remained vacant. The two students who obtained these

scholarships were mere passmen in the Royal Univer-

sity. Their record of university honours, then is, in

Latin, Grech, English, mathematics, and exjierimental

physios, none. Ami l should heie mention tint these

students obtained on the some occasion scholarships

in science also, but they were mere pass men at the

Royal University. They obtained no honours iu the

scientific or in any of the literary subjects of the

examination. The difference of programme to which I

havereierred might account fortheirshortcomings in the

case of the literary subjects of examination, but it

fails to account for their want of success in the case

of the mathematics, because the mathematical pro-

gramme of the University is included in that of the

examination for the scholarship in Cork.

7020. Iu the Royal University the examinations

for honours, at least the paper examination, is con-

ducted at the local centre, but the rira voce examina-

tion for honours is conducted in Dublin 1—No
j but I

must say that if my knowledge of these subjects was
derived from the evidence as reported in the newspapers

I should have supposed that tube the fact. At matri-

culation the examinations are held at various local

centres throughout the country, one being at Queen's
College, Cork.

7021. That is matriculation?—A student entering

there for the university matriculation may bike the

pass paper or the 110110111*3 paper, and thus he may
obtain honours or oven an exhibition at the Royal
University.

7022. When you rend out that a gentleman ob-

tained honours at the Royal University do you mean
honours at the matriculation 1—Yes. at tlic matricula-

tion.

7023. I think it was at the first university exami-
nation ?—No, the matriculation. Then of these scholar-

ships three remained vacant, and the literary scholar-

ship in medicine was given to a student who had not
matriculated in the Royal University. He liatl been
a Queen’s College student before 1881, and I do not
know that he has passed any. examination in arts in

the Royal University. Then the case of Galway
remains. There were six scholarships in literature

given on this occasion. Tin* first literary scholar
obtained honours in only one subject at the university
examination, seventeenth place in Latin. The next
does not seem to have matriculated in the university
at all. The third was a mere pass man at the univer-
sity

;
so was the fourth ; so was the fifth

;
so was the

sixth ; and curiously enough the fifth is one who did
not enter the Royul University fur a year later. The
scholarships that I speak of were given in 1882. He
remained for a year in the enjoyment of the scholar-

ship, went up for the University in 1883, and then
entered it as a mere pass man. On the other lists

I have the names arranged in the some way. There
is one point I wish to mention about the case of the
Cork senior scholar who obtained a comparative low
place at the Intermediate examinations of the same
year. I mentioned that there was a difference of pro-

gramme in the two cases, and I should wish to state

in detail in what the difference consisted. I have
taken Latin as a specimen. The Intermediate examina-
tion for that year for the senior grade required only
two books: abook of Livy andabookof the “Georgies"

of Virgil. Whereas, on the other hand, the first

requirement for the Cork senior scholarship is the
whole of Virgil, the next is Horace, the whole of

Horace, and so on. So that the course in the Inter-

mediate was comprised to a large extent within the
course of the Cork Queen's College.

7024.

Does that finish what you wish to say „W
the scholarship 7—That finishes what I wish* to sa -

about the scholarship.

7U2.
r
>. Have you formed any opinion or estimate of

the character of the degree examination in the Col-
leges as compared with the degree examination of tlu-

Itoynl University?—1 have.

702G. Would you wish to give evidence ou that
branch?— Yes, but as regards degrees, I wish to men-
tion socially that I speak only of tlm degree in arts

7027. I understood your evidence to lie entitelv

confined to tlio arts?—Yes, but I mention it hem
because the special courses for the degrees in the
Royal University do not begin until after the jussing
of the First University Examination. The students

ill nil the various faculties have to pass the matricula-

tion and the first university examination, and then for

the arts course there arc special examinations. In the

tables I have made out, you will find each year of the

course dealt with : the cntnuiee year, the second year,

the third year, and so on up to the degree. Then I

have compared very carefully the results of the two
systems in the Queen’s Colleges—the system that

formerly existed

7028. Professor Jack.—That is under the Queen's

University?—Yes, comparing it with the system that

exists now under the Royal Univm-sity.

7029. Under the Queen's University the exami-

nation was, to a large extent, of a domestic character?

—It was managed, us you know, by the officials and

tlio authorities of the three Queen’s Colleges, and

conducted altogether under their authority. Now it

is conducted by a body outside the Colleges, in which,

however, the Colleges are largely represented, the

three Presidents boiug'members of it, and a former

President of one of the colleges, and a former pro-

fessor of another. They have, then, a very large rep-

resentation ou the Iiody, but still there, is a very large

external element also. I lmve compared the results

of the examinations under those two systems, and I

find there has been a considerable falling off in the

number of successful students under the new system,

as compared with the old. I have also examined

the Royal University lists with theview of comparing

the standard of the throe Colleges among themselves

compared with one another. Slmll I begin with the 6rst

point or take the two together ?

7030. Chairman.—If you have any figures to give

we will be happy to receive them ?—I tliink you will

find the two points run together throughout'.

7031. Take your own course, Dr. Walsh?—Tlio

Royal University held university examinations in

1882 and also in 1883. These aie the only exami-

nations as yet held. In 1BS2 the number of students

who obtained degrees in arts, from the three Queen's

Colleges, were—from Belfast 25, from Cork 15, and

from Galway 13 ; 53 in all.

7032. Professor Jack.

—

Were these for B.A.?—

For B.A_ and M.A. I include both. There is, I

should say, difficulty in dealing with these returns,

for sometimes a student appears from two colleges, but

I have tried if possible not to allow that to complicate

the result. It is an awkward thing to put down twenty-

four and a half as the number of graduates from a

college.

7033. Chairman.—We were told in Belfast by a

witness that the number in. his class was 135*6 7—Of

these 53 students 45 were admitted to B.A., and of

these 16 obtained honours.“The honours were divided

as follows -Belfast, 8 ;
Cork, 6 ;

Galway, 2. Generally

speaking it will be found throughout that the results

correspond exactly with the gradation of the matn-

culation entrance programme, which, I think, it is of

consequence to note, as it points to the inference that

the lower the standard of matrioulation isy the le®

are the students likely to succeed in university work-

in this particular cose the result puts Cork slighdy

above Galway, but generally you will find thottbe

reverse is the oase, and that Galway stands before Cork

At the Second University examination,- 56 paasedj

whom 31 were from Belfast, 15 from Galway,
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nulv 10 from Cork
;
and, in tlie honour list, the mim-

bere were, Belfast 26, Galway 13, Cork only 4.

There were six exhibitions given at that examination,

one first class and five second class. Belfast won the

one first-class exhibition, null won three out of the live

second class. Galway got the remaining two
;
Cork

does not appear on the list at all. Now in this year’s

corresponding examinations, there went admitted to

the degree from Belfast, 10 ; from Galway 10 ;
and

fi-om Cork 6. Honours were not given at the M.A.

examination, they were given at the 15 A., examination,

and in this proportion, or rather these wore thn actual

numbers of honours obtained ;—Belfast, IS
;

Gal-

wav 6; Cork, 1. At the First University exami-

nation the results were most remarkable. I should

explain that this examination hiamls in averyimporUmt

position in the Koval University
;
without piissiug it

no student can obtain a degree in any faculty of tho

university. It is held at the beginning of tho second

year of the course, it is an examination in arts, and with-

out missing it no student can obtain a degree in arts,

medicine, or engineering.

703-1. Professor Jack.—That is, the first university

examination ?—Yes ;
at that first university examina-

tion the total number tliat passed from Cork was six or

seven. I beg the special attent ion of the Commissioners

to this for it indicates the maximum possible number
ofcandidates tlmt can be found in the different faculties

when the time conies for tho graduation of these

students. In fact, only six or seven have thus qualified

themselves by passing that examinat ion Inst year.

7033. Chairman.—From where ?—From Cork.

703o. Rev. Dr. Moj.loy.—

W

hy do you say six or

seven, what is tho doubtful case?—I think the num-
ber is six, but 1 had some doulit.

7037. The return of tho Royal University gives the

number six
;
but possibly soiim student coming up

from Queen’s College, Cork, may have entered himself

as prepared by private study? -Probably that was
the origin of my doubt.

703S. They can be nslccd to submit that return 1—
Yes.

7039. Chairman.—They sent up eight and returned

six os passed, but we find sometimes tliat students
coming to the Royal University from tho Queen’s
Colleges did not state they went fi-om the Queen’s
Colleges, but put down private study, and in that way
discrepancies arose?—That occurred hardly in any
instance in Cork ; out of tlie entire number there may
be two or three, 1 tliiuk there wore not more. It

occurred more frequently in Belfast.

7040. Dr. Marston.—I suppose that was the case of

the doubtful seventhman?—That wasprobably the case.

7041. Chairman.

—

Do I understand you are pre-
senting it with the view of showing there are in Cork
only six orseven possible graduates?—Onlythatnumber
of even possible graduates.

7042. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Corresponding with that
year in the course ?—Yes. Then there were honours
given in that examination. Twelve wore won, by Bel-
fast students, only one from Cork,andnonefrom Galway,
hut it is to be borne in mind that, in this case, there was
a special examination for honours held in Dublin. A
student could only pass the examination in the local
centres. Hence, I do not think it would he fair to infer
there was only one student in Cork who could possi-
bly have obtained honours; others might have ob-
tained honours had they gone up for examination.

7043. Chairman.—Do you consider the necessity
of going up to Dublin for the vim voce portion of the
examination lias a deterrent effect on students, and
prevents persons coming up for honours who otherwise
would have done so ?—I think it is dear that it must
have that effect But a fair number of students lnvve
00810 U P from Queen’s Colleges. As you see by the list,

someobtained honours in one subject, and they could not

P 80

,

ln nny subject without coming to Dublin. Tlie fact
thatthey obtainedhonoursin one subjcctshows thatthey
came; therefore, they couldlmve obtained other honours
sawell as any other porsou on tho list. Then from tho
"gnres and reports generally, I draw the conclusion

tliat the standard in Cork is very much liclow the Dublin.
standard in Galway, ami that the standard in Gillway Jme n, 1SS-I.

is UcIjw tho standard in Belfast This regards the col-

logos, compared n;iu with another. With regard to the wilfiamj’
general falling off und o- the examinations of the Royal Walsh, da
University, I wish to give some figures. I have with mo
a statement ot tin- iiinnliui-ot di-grous in the two faculties
uf arts and medicine, t il ituinod 1 iv (lie.students ofGalway,
ami of tho u obtained by the students of Cork for tho
five years from 1SG7 to 1871. The number of B.A.’s
from Galway in those five years was 4-8, the number
from Cork was 12.

7044. Chairman.—

D

o you mean thn total number
in the two facilities?— I speak of the B.A.’s. But I
have both.

7043. Can yon distribute them?—Yes; there were
those 90 in arts alone

; 18 in Galway, and 42 in Cork.
That is for a period of live years, this in arts alone it

would indicate mi average of eight or ten a year.

7040. Dr. Marston.—

W

hat is the range of years?—From 1SG7 to 1871. I should explain how these
yours have been selected. I did not look out for years
in which the result would bo high or low ; but those
were the years immediately proceeding Sir. Gladstone’s
statement on the university question when introduc-
ing bis bill. In that speech lie referred to the Galway
College as having produced an insufficient number of
graduates in arts. I found, on looking into the case,

that 48 was the number in Galway. It was, no
doubt, a very small number, lmt during the same years
the number in Cork was only 42.

7047. Professor Jack.—These must bas e been tho
returns Mr. Gladstone hml before him ?—Apparently.

7048. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—There is an average of
9-6 per year for Galway, and 8-4 for Cork?—Yes;
this was in arts alone

;
of course the number of gra-

duates in luedicino was larger than in aits, in Cork,
nucl I believe in all tlie colleges

;
lienee, from the figures

already given, I infer that there has been a very
notable falling off in the number of even possible gra-

duates.

7049. Dr. Stoney.—Are you aware that the num-
ber of graduates iu arts of the Queen’s University
wax greater tlmu tlie number of its graduates in

medicine 1—No.
7050. Nevertheless, it is a fact?—I have a com-

parison here, for the five years I speak of, for the
Galway College. Tho number of B.A.’s is 48. The
number of M.D.’s is 52.

7051. Chairman.—Have you the same for Cork?
—No.

7052. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Then, the average num-
ber of medical graduates is 10 -

4 per year for Galway?
—Yes. I have also here a statement of tlie total

number of graduates in arte and medicine, for the last

ten years of tho working of the Queen’s University.

7053. Chairman.—Compiled from the Presidents’

reports ?—Yes, and I find that for this period at all

events the figures do not correspond with Dr. Stoney’s

statement.

7054. Do you wish ns to have the figures ?—It may
be well, as tlie point has been raised.

7055. Certainly ?—Tlie number of B.A. degrees for

for those 10 years is 433 ;
the number who obtained

M.D. is 530, that is to say, 103 more. Then there

were 7 3 who obtained a degree in engineering. The
total is 1,042, making an avciage of 104 per year-.

Tho yearly average for B.A. was 43. The yearly aver-

age for M.D. was 53.

7050. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— 53 G ?— Yes. Then
there is another matter that I am not sure whether

it comes within the scope of your inquiry or not, and

I wish merely to iisk whether it con be raised before

the Commission, namely as to the inconvenience tliat

arises from the same persons being professors in some

of the Colleges in which students ore prepared for

tho examination, and being also university examiners,

having thus to examine their own students in com-

petition with others. I think that it affects tlie

question of tho standard, and that is the reason why I

wish to speak of it.
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Very Rev.
William J.

Walsh, d.d.

7037. How would it affect the standard )—Because

clearly the students of the Queen's Colleges derive a
certain amount of mlvantage from this arrangement, so

that the standard attained in the Queen’s Colleges

may he below that indicated by the mere figures.

7058. Chairman.—-We are all of opinion that urc

can receive the evidence t—My reason for introducing

the matter is, that I think it has a very important

hearing on the question of the standard of education

in the Colleges.

7059. I would be very glad yon would show us

that, because we are all of opinion it is material on

the question of how far tire students avail themselves

of the Royal University, hut I do nut see how it bears

ou the standard ofeducation?—Wecannotregard the stu-

dents generally as coming up to the competition ou equal

terms. The students coming from Colleges other than

the three Queen’s Colleges for instance, have not the

advantage of having been taught in the subjects of

examination by the persons who have set the palters

and are to award the marlvs. I think a student who
has been taught by the person who has to set the

examination paper necessarily lias an advantage over

outside students taught by persons who have no share

in the conducting of the examinations.

7060. Iiev. Dr. Molloy.—

A

nd therefore they
could pass on a lower standard ?—Y os, they could

pass on a lower standard, and therefore the places

they get ou the honour list represent something more
than their educational status in the subjects

;
it

includes that special advantage derived from their

special knowledge of the points given by the examiner.
There is one very remarkable case before my mind
while I speak, if X may n million it without indicating

the subject of examination.
7001. No?— I wish not to do that, hut I think I

can state the case without it

7002. If you think you can I would be sorry to stop

you, but you sec at once we could not go into an in-

vestigation of any particular examiner, and it would
be hard to do it in such general terms as would not
perhaps lead to identification afterwards ?—I should
not wish to say anything that would bring forward
the case of an individual examiner.

7003. So I understand !—But I can mention this
.as a fact within my own knowledge that one exami-
nation paper was set at the Royal University by an
examiner

7064. I beg your pardon. "\Ye have a difficulty in
getting into anything like individual instances, and
that would ojten the door to a very long inquiry as we
should give an opportunity of rebutting evidence 1

—

I think it right to state that tin* &ise I refer to is not
the case that was mentioned in Parliament. I do not
think there is much danger of its being identified.

70G5. Perhaps you would describe the general
character of the case?—The general character of the
case is this—a paper was set by an examiner at one
of the examinations in the Royal University, and
from my knowledge of the system of examination, I
have no hesitation in saying that the paper was not
a fair one for a professor to set for an examination at
which some of the candidates to be examined were his
own students and some were not.

7066. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you mean to say
that the questions set were not a test of general edu-
cation but rather a test of whether the students had
attended the lectures of a particular professor?

—

Decidedly.

7067. Chairman.—As I understand, what you
want to bring under our notice is this—yon consider
it an educational evil that professors in the colleges
should examine their own students at the Royal
University, and that this has an injurious effect on
the standard

; and you think also that the students of
the professor have rather an unfair advantage over
students coming from outside 1—I do not say exactly
that it lias an injurious effect on the standard, but it

interferes with our power of drawing an inference as
to the standard from the marks given at the exami-
nations. We cannot fairly infer the actual condition

of education in a College from the marks, seeing that
the students of certain Colleges have a decided ad-
vantage. I do not mention this as any advantage
enjoyed exclusively by the Queen's College students.
Students of one of the Colleges of the Roman Catholic
University have, it also

;
but I think it an objectionable

thing, it puts the students who do not belong to any

of those Colleges at a disadvantage. Beyond that I
do not think it necessary at all to go.

7008. No. Wo would be Lauding ourselves into a
very difficult inquiry ?—Might I mbl one observation)

7009. If yon do not refer to individual instances I
will allow you t > generalise ns much as you like 1

I wish to state, then, that I pul forward this view, not

as a mere theory based on nny abstract idea that I

have formed as to how examinations should be con-

ducted, but I am influenced in making the statement

from what I know of the examinations in the Royal

Univci sity.

7il70. Is there anything else you wish to add?—Of
course you do not inquire into the causes tlmt have

led to the lowness of tins standard of education in the

Queen’s Colleges, and the reason why their students

are not more successful in the University.

7071. I am happy to say we have not to inquire

into that ?—Yet some witnesses gave evidence us to

the mode of raisiug the. standard of education in the

colleges—in other words—they explained that the

standard could he raised by adopting a certain course.

7072. Rev. Dr. Moi.iov.—By the appointment of

assistant professors !—Precisely, now if you go into

the question as to how the standard could be raised I

should express a very strong opinion on the subject

—

that it can be raised only by making the Colleges,

what they are not at present, fully available for the

really educated youth of the country.

7073. I think I understood you to sav that the

standard of matriculation in the Queen’s Colleges was

low ?—Yes.

7074. And you make that statement in reference,

not to an ideal standard, but to a standard actually

existing in the country, and defined by the programme

of the Intermediate Education Board )— Yes.

7075. You compared it chiefly with the standard of

the junior grade?—Yes ; and I find that in the junior

grade programme, points which I consider of vital

importance arc insisted upon, and those points are not

included in the matriculation programme of any of

the three Colleges.

7076. And compared with the junior grade pro-

gramme you think die programme of the Queen’s Col-

lege, Cork, is considerably lower ?—Considerably lower.

7077. And that the points wanted in it are those

points which afford the best test of training and

scholarship)—Certainly, and I would even say, the

only satisfactory test.

7078. You have not fixed for us in any way what is

the standard of the middle grade of the Intermediate

Education Board, os compared with the junior grade.

Cau you do that?—The middle grade represents a

year’s additional work beyond the standard of the

junior grade—& year even for the very best boya.

7079. When boys have already passed in the junior

grade, are they at liberty to remain in it another year

and to present themselves again for examination in the

junior grade before they go up in the middle grade )

I believe that they are.

7080. Therefore boys who pass in the junior grade

may have still two years reading before they come up

to the standard of the middle grade 1—They may, and

they must have at least one, even the best of them.

7081. The middle grade then represents at least one

year's school work and possibly two years’ above the

junior grade )—Yes, it represented a year’s work even

for the brilliant classical scholars that I spoke of-—

those two Mayuooth students, the classical scholars

of the Royal University.

7082. And the senior grade represents a year above

the middle grade)—At least a year.even fortbebest bop-

7083. From your knowledge of the intermedia

schools in Ireland can you say if those schools are a «
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to cany boys not merely to the junior grade, but to the 7094. Chairman.—Speaking for myself, I would Dublin.

level of the senior grade 1— Certainly, and this year be glad that you would send us the return?—I shall June si, 1884.

they passed successfully a very large number even for be happy to send it to you. ~
the

-7

senior grade—even in the exhibition list of the 7095. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

think it would be well wuilain J.

E?nior grade. We have at present many of them in to have it ?—I wish also to observe that, on looking Walsh, d.d.

the College of Maynooth who obtained exhibitions through the report of tire Inter-mediate Commissioners,

in different schools through the country. I find that, in the complaints of the examiners on the

7084. You have given evidence that the standard of defective training of many of the boys, the complaints

matriculation is low in the Queen’s Colleges. Will have reference specially to those subjects which I have

you explain how that bears on the standard of educa- represented as of so much inq>ortance, aud which, as

tioniu the Colleges themselves. The colleges as a rule I have said, are absent from the matriculation exami-

do not prepare for their own matriculation 1—No. nation of the Queen’s Colleges, unprepared work, and
7085. But the low standard of matriculation, in your the translation, from English into other languages,

opinion, affects thestandord of education in the Colleges? Greek or Latin, as Dr. Newman expresses it, the

—It affects it in two 'ays; first as regards the in- framing of sentences in these languages.

tellectual culture of the students who come in
;
we 7090. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou are aware, Dr. Walsh,
have been told on very high authority that one class that n large number of the students of the Queen’s

of students admitted into the Cork College us the result Colleges are matriculated university students 1—Not
of the system of examination there, are students who many who were students of the Colleges before they

are “ badly prepared in every branch of school work,” matriculated.

and who are consequently unable to follow the 7097. No
;

but I speak from recollection. My
University course, except “in a limping and recollection with regard to the Belfast and Cork
unsatisfactory manner.” That being so, it is. plain that and Galway Colleges is, that the balk of the students

there the matriculation examination tends to act very who are in their first year are matriculated students of

injuriously on the studies of the college the Royal University—that is, at the present moment 1

7086. You think that students of that kind are not in •—Not having seen the returns, I could not undertake
a condition to take advantage of a good system of higher to answer that question.

education ?—No, and thus they arc iu the way, they 7098. I was speaking in reference to the students,

keep buck the teaching of the class, the professor then I think the great majority at the present moment are

is obliged to lower the standard of bis teaebing, or, as matriculated students?—It is a matter I liave not
it was well put in an official report some years ago, acquired suiy knowledge of, and I wish to speak only
“ to lecture over the heads of a large part of his class," of whnt I know.
and no professor likes to do that. 7099. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—In Galway during the

7087. Do you consider that this low standard of post year, there were thirteen out of eighteen in the

matriculation has any influence on the standard in the first year of the arts course?—It is necessary to dis

intermediate schools. So far as it docs influence them tinguish between two classes of matriculated students:
what is the natureof the influence?—I think theresultof those who are matriculated students by Act of Pnrlia-

the actual state of tilings is that those colleges exercise ment merely, that is, wlioliappened to be matriculated
practically no influence

;
a college can exercise no students before the dissolution of the Queen’s Univer-

useful influence by its programme if it puts forward no sity, and who thus obtained the status of matriculated
high standard at which the boys should aim : but it students in the Royal University; and the other class

may exercise a most injurious influence in anotherway of students who matriculated by passing t]ie entrance
by holding out valuable prizes us an inducement to examination of the Royal University itself,

school-boys to leave their schools before they have gone 7100. Professor Jack.—

S

upposing it were the case
through even the middle grade in the course, or before that the majority of the students of the first year in
they have successfully gone through even the junior the Queen’s Colleges were matriculated students of
grade. the Royal University, in that view would you feel

7088. That is inj urious to the schools ?—Decidedly. that the matriculation of the Royal University would
7089. And in what way ?—It takes away promising he an important matter as to the standard of the

hoys from the schools and thus it lowers generally the education they had reached
;
and that we should con-

standard of education in those schools. sider not only the standard of matriculation of the
4 7090. You mentioned three cases iu which you cow- Queen’s Colleges with the students, but thestandord

paved the success of scholars in Queen’s College, Cork, of matriculation in the Royal University itself?—

I

with the success of boys who came to the examination must say, no ; because in such a case as this we must
of the Intermediate Board. Are those the only cases look to the student admitted on the lowest standard as
yon know of in which such competition took place ? determining the matriculation standard of the College,
—No

;
I know of a large number of such cases, but and in the list of scholars which I gave to the Chair -

although I have drawn up a list of them, a difficulty man you will find that scholarships were held, in
suggested itself to me which has hindered me from several instances, by students who have passed no
putting it before the Commission. I have no legal matriculation examination except the matriculation
evidence to show that the boys on the lists of the examination I have described—the matriculation in a
Colleges and of the Intermediate Board were the Queen's College.
same, and the difficulty occurred to me as fatal to 7101. Chairman.—What would be your opinion as
your receiving the evidence. to the fitness of those who passed the matriculation

7091. Have you evidence satisfying yourself that a examination of the Royal University to obtain the
krge number of students have come up from the Queen's training of a university college 1—I do not consider it

Colleges and presented themselvesforexaminationto the fully sufficient; the matriculation programme requires
Intermediate Education Board?—I am thoroughly no \mpvepared work, and I must consider that any
satisfied. I am morally certain of it. I have a list of examination which requires only a small amount of
students, thirty or forty, many of them with very re- prescribed work is essentially and radically defective
markable names, aud it is morally impossible that in if it does not require also the test of unprepared work,
so many cases like those there should be a series of 7102. Professor Jack.—

I

notice with regard to the
chance coincidences. matriculation examination of the RoyalUniversity that

7092. Should you be prepared to submit the list of there is no unseen passage from Latin or unseen passage
names to the Commissioners if they wished to get it ? from Greek required ?—No, but I have not stated that

H^doubfcetUy i it will giro me great pleasure to do a°. in Maynooth for instance, we should accept the ma-
. <0J3. Am I nglitin supposing thatyou selected those tricnlation programme of the Royal University as
rec names because you had special facilities for ideuti- sufficient for entrance even into our lowest class. We

ying them ?—I saw from the Cork newspapers that should accept no programme prescribing only a small
ey were practically identified there. Hence I con- amount of prepared matter, which should not also
w “yaelf to those names. comprise an exercise in unprepared work.

3 C
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Dublin. 7103. So that if you had been instituting com-

June 51. uet. ' parisons between the matriculation examination of the

Very Kov Royal University and the junior grade of the Inter-

WUlmmJ. mediate examinations you would probably have in-

Wi»l»b, d.d. sisted on something to the same purpose in favour of

the junior grade of the Intermediate 1—In reference to

that portion of the programme, yes.

7104. You sny that the Queen's Colleges programme

is lower than the Royal Universityprogramme and that

it is essentially lower in what you consider to be points

of vital importance than the junior grade of the

Intermediate examinations!—Yes, but ns regards the

pi-escribed works, the Royal University has a much

higher standard than the junior grade. Several

propositions have been made—I tbink there is no diffi-

culty in mentioning this—with a view to harmonizing

the two courses as much as possible, the Interme-

diate course and the Royal University entrance course,

but the only question discussed was whether the

University entrance should be brought into harmony
with the middle or with the senior grade ;

it never

entered into any one’s head that it should be brought

into harmony with the junior grade.

7105. At the same time the matriculation examina-

tion is lower than the junior grade in some respects 1

—Yes, in some respects, but it includes translation into

Latin.

710G. Thei-e is translation into Latin but there is

no translation into Greek ?—There is not, but I do

not think that so important ; there is translation into

Latin, and without that no examination in Latin de-

serves the name of an examination in Latin.

7107. In the same way with regard to mathematics

you called attention to the fact that throe books of

Euclid were required in the junior grade of the In-

termediate examination and only two in the Queen’s

Colleges ?—Yes.

7 108. The same remark applies to the Royal Uni-
versity ?—The Royal University distinguishes between

honours and pass : for pass it requires only two books.

7109. That is the same thing as you called atten-

tion to iu the other case ?—The same.

7110. Dr. Stoney.—The Royal University and
the Intermediate Education Board are both of them
examining boards; neither of them teaches?—I consider

that the Royal University exercises a teaching func-

tion through its Fellow s.

7111. Professor Jack.—That is some of its Fellows
teach ?—More than that : its Fellows hold their Fellow-
sinps on condition of teaching.

7112. Dr. Stoney.—But the examinations of the
Royal University are to test work which has been
prepared by the students up to a certain standard ?

—

As all examinations are.

7113. Whereas the entrance examination of a
teaching college is to ascertain whether the student can
benefit by the education which may be given to him in
the college ?—It is one of the objects.

7114. Do you not recognise that as the essential ob-
ject of the entrance examinations of the Queen’s Col-
leges ?—I cannot. I regard it as one of the essential

objects. There ore two : one is to ascertain the fitness

of the student to go on with the work of the college

;

the other is to ascertain if he has a sufficient amount
of knowledge, so that the professors may not be required
to lower their standard to suit his convenience. If
students come in “badly prepared in every branch of
school work,” the professors must either do this, or
“ lecture over their heads.”

7115. If Y'ltir object were to ascertain whether a
student could benefit by the education he might
receive in the college, I would ask whether you
would regard an examination which was exclusively

a paper one or one in which the examiners were
brought iuto contact with the students, the most desi-

rable?—I should consider the one in which the
examiners were brought into contact with the students
preferable to the other.

711(5. That is the case in the entrance examinations
of ill2 Queen's Colleges?—Yes, always supposing there

was a proper programme and a proper standard.

7117. Do you regard the fact that students who were
admitted at the matriculation examinations of the
Queen’s Colleges did benefit, and benefit largely, by the
education given at the Colleges,a test that these examin-
ations have fulfilled theirfunctions?—Surely not, and for

this reason ; if it could be shown that all the students

who have entered the Colleges at these matriculation
examinations have benefited by their teaching, I should
consider that a sufficient test, but ifit be shown merely
that some students have succeeded who might have
passed a stricter examination if it were held, their

success would not prove the point. You must take
the lowest class, and the least successful, if you want
to test the working of the system. .

7118. I presume you do not agree with the Com-
missioners that inquired into- this question in Scot-

land, and who state, as their opinion, that “ to make a

rule that failure to pass a particular examination should

exclude altogether from the universities, would be in-

jurious and not beneficial to the education of the

country”?—I should like to see the whole passage

referred to. I have not read that report. Do they

speak of examinations on particular subjects?

7119. They are dealing with the question of “the
institution or continuance ofentrance examinations " at

the universities. There is no such examination in the

universitiesthey inquired into,and they recommendthat
there shall be none?—Well, I do not agree with that.

7120. Wouldyou regard the proof of the cfficiencyofa

college as being greater if the students go in ill-prepared,

and are turned out highly educated ?—If it could be

shown that a particular class of students who got in

without preparation, have been turned out highly

educated, I should regard it as a satisfactory proof, but

if it Is merely shown that somo students got in without

preparation, and that some have been turned out highly

educated, I think wc arrive at a fallacy that logicians

are very familiar with.

7121. Itwould be shown if the proportion of students

who can be satisfactorily educated is large?—It shows

nothing whatever as regards the students admitted

without preparation. The President of one of the

Colleges has distinctly stated that there are two classes

of students admitted to his College under this system

—the instructed and the uninstructed. In order to

infer anything from the subsequent results, it should

be shown that those results wore derived by the “ un-

instructed” students, “ who follow the university course

in a limping and unsatisfactory maimer.”
7122. Your experience is chiefly drawn from

ecclesiastical students?—Chiefly
;
my personal experi-

ence of conducting examinations is chiefly derived

from tlmt class of students.

7123. In the seminaries which prepare students for

Mayuootli some students pursue the course up to a late

age before entering?—Some do.

7124. Do the entrance examinations of Mayuootli

determine wliat class the students shall go into 7— Yes.

But now as you refer to age, I think it right to state

that our student, Michael Scanned, to whose case I

referred before, as a scholar of the Royal University,

was under age for one of the grades of the Inter-

mediate examination the year before he obtained his

scholarship. I am not speaking then, of the students

over the school age, but of the ordinary class of school

boys at our entrance examination.
7125. You pointed out what you consider a defect

in the Royal University—its appointing teachers

to be examiners?—Not precisely that; but of its

appointing those who arc teachex-s in some institutions,

while it does not appoint any of those who are teachers

in others that send forward students. But ifthis matter

is to be gone into, I should wish to go into it from my
own [>oint of view. I understood the Commissioners

would not pursue the inquiry. I think it right to

give notice now that if I am asked any question which

may give me an opportunity of stating what I wished

to state I intend to avail myself of it.

7126. I wish to ask two questions. First whether

you agree with the Scotch Education Commission, “I

is hard-to conceive that an examination in any of the
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higher and more extensive departments of literature or

science, can be conducted with fairness to the student

unless the examiners are guided by that intimate ac-

quaintance with the extent and the. method of the

teaching to which the learner has had access which is

possessed only by the teachers themselves
"

?—That is

precisely what I have complained of. The students

ofsome Colleges are under that enormous disadvantage,

and for them the examinations cannot ho satisfactorily

conducted.

7127. The second question I wish to ask is whether

you think some candidates would bo placed under

great disadvantages comjuml with others ifthose others

were instructed by examiners who had opportunities of

teaching them for two months after the particular ques-

tions were agreed upon, which were to ho put in the

examination ?—Most decidedly.

7128. CltAiuxiAN.—Do you consider the matricu-

lation examination calculated to preserve a high

educational prestige in a college?—I prefer to speak

of colleges that I am personally acquainted with.

With regard to our own college in Maynooth I

regard it us essential. I do not sec how wc could get

on without it.

7129. Dr. Stoncy referred you to a passage as to

university matriculation not being required, hut I find

in the next page this occurs :

—

“ Even in the Universities of Oxford anil Cambridge,
which nro not in the same sense ms the .Scotch Universities

universities of the. people, in other words which do not draw
their students from such an extensive class of the popu-
lation, there is no excluding entrance examination. At
particular colleges which desire to preserve a high educa-

tional prestige, (hero are examinations of that kind
; but

such examinations at particular colleges have not this effect

of exeluding from a university education nltoguthcr, for

tbe student, if rejected, lias ail opportunity of gaining admis-
sion to another college in the university which is not so

stringent in its requirements, or may enter the university

without being attached to any college.”

Do you think the lnaiutcnanco of the matriculation

examination is not calculated to sustain the educa-

tional prestige of a college 1—Certainly. I regard it

as essential for this purpose.

7130. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy.—I suppose you would
restrict that opinion to the case whom the imitiicnlation

examination is used as a real test of kuowludgo and
training 1—Yes, I consider only' that case.

7131. You would not apply it to an examination
which is passed by students badly prepared in every
kind of school work?—Of cuurse not.

7132. You were asked if you agree with tlio

opinion expressed by the Scotch Education Com-
mission. I would ask you if you ngroo with
the opiuiou expressed twenty years ago by the
Commission on the Queen’s Colleges in Ireland on
the matriculation examination. “The matriculation
examination is the first point of contact between the
college and the school, and the only point through which
the action aud reaction of each on the other are being

constantly communicated. The examination must, Dculik.
therefore, be always maintained at a high standard as June 21 , i88i.

indicating the termination of school education and the
Vcr

starting point of college studies." In your opinion wuuam J.
does tlio matriculation examination in the Queen's Walsh, o.».

College, Cork, and the Queen’s College, Galway, in-

dicate the termination of school education?—In my
opinion it docs not.

71 33. Do you consider the standard of the matricu-
lation examinations in tlio Queen’s College, Cork, and
the Queen’s College, Galway, a low standard of exami-
nation ?—I do decidedly

; it is necessarily low because
the programme itself is defective.

713-1. Therefore, according to the opinion of those
Commissioners, you think it could not but be injurious
to tlio interests of education 1—So it would seem.

7135. Do you think tlio tendency’ of the matricu-
lation examination in these colleges has been such
as to olev.ato and not to depress the general system
of education throughout the country 1—I think it lias

exercised very little influence one way or another.
Whatever inlluenco it did exercise was to depress.

713C. Yon were asked to compare the matri-
culation examination of tlie Royal University with
the examinations of the Intermediate Education
Board, and I did not understand quite clearly

whether you said it was lower or not?—I said

it was lower in one respect. As regards the pre-

scribed authors it is very much higher, but it is

lower in this respect, that even the junior grade of the
Intermediate prescribes air important exercise which
is not prescribed nt the Royal University matricula-

tion, namely,' translation from a passage of an unpre-
pared work ; at least it is my opinion that the Iloyal

University does not require that, hence I am not to

be supposed to accept it ms an efficient standard.

7137. You think it desirable that the matriculation

examination at the Royal University should be
amended ?—Decidedly ; I think it is 0(1011 to very great

objection to have such a small amount of prescribed

matter without an exercise in unprescribed work.

713S. Do you think that opinion generally prevails

in the country ?—I should be surprised to hear that

it did nob, in those interested in the maintenance of a
good standard of education.

7139. Do you think the scliopls of Ireland would
be able to prepare for a higher matriculation examina-

tion at tho Royal University?—Much higher.

7140. Gan you assign any reason why the matricu-

lation examination at the Royal University has been
kept so low?—I think the senate of the Royal Uni-
versity is responsible for that, but as I have practi-

cally ceased to be a member of the Senate I prefer

not to say anything that could be regarded as making
a charge against it.

7141. But a higher standard would be quite justified

by the present state of Intermediate education iu the

country ?—I understand that to be the view of the lead-

ing schoolmasters of the countvy.

Arthur Hill Curtis, esq., lx..d., d.sc., Assistant Commissioner of Intermediate Education, Member
of tho Senate, Royal University, examined.

fractions, simple interest, with square root, Ac.?—

That was the programme.

7148. You assisted at the matriculation examina-

tion 1—I used to assist Dr. Allman, the professor of

mathematics, because the number of candidates gene-

rally was very large, and lie used to leave me, gene-

rally, the medical students, inasmuch as they attended

my lectures in the first year, and did not attend his

lectures.

7149. Then you did not examine tlie arts students?

—For tlie scholarship of the Peel prize I used to ex-

amine them.

7150. In your time were there many art students

in Galway, as compared with the medical students ?

—There were a great many ait students
; nil the

scholarships were filled up, and generally two or

three attended my lectures who were hot scholars,

either in classics or mathematics.

3C2
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7142. Chairman.—I believe you were a Professor in
Queen’s College, Galway?—I was for twenty-two years.

7143. Did you leave Galway to become one of tlie

Assistant Commissioners of Intermediate Education ?—Yes.

7144. What chair did you fill in Galway?

—

Natural philosophy, which included mathematical aud
experimental physics.

7145. If there is any evidence you wish to lay
before the Commission, I would be happy to take it
from you ? —I assisted tlie professor of mathematics at
the matriculation examination in mathematics. This
may be a point upon which the Commissioners
would wish to examine me.

7146. Was the programme of the matriculation in
mathematics then the same as now ?— I do not know
exactly what it is now.

7147. Arithmetic, including vulgar and decimal

Arthur Hill

Curtis, esq.,

IL.D., D.SC.
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7151. How did you find the answering of the ma-

triculation examination ?—If they did not answer well

they were sent back, and allowed to come up again.

7152. You would not consider youreelf guilty of an

academical assassination, if you rejected a man 1— Cer-

tainly not
;
I rejected candidates frequently.

7153. Did you assist in conducting the examina-

tion for the scholarships —For some of them I

examined as Professor of Natural Philosophy, but for

those of the first two years I used to examine in order

to assist the Professor of Mathematics.

7 1 54. What year was it that you loft the college and

were appointed an Assistant Commissioner of Inter-

mediate Education!—In December, 1879 ; I was ap-

pointed in 1857 to the Professorship at Galway.

7155. You cannot tell us anything of the state of

education in Galway for the last live years!—No.

7156. Dr. Stoxey Did you regard the chief func-

tion of the Matriculation examination to be to ascertain

whether the student is likely to benefit by the educa-

tion he receives in the college !—Certainly, I always

adopted that as the important element in deckling

whether I should pass the medical students or not.

7157. From your own experience did the ma-

triculation examination of Queen’s College, Galway,

perform that fuuction !—Certainly.

7158. Not merely with respect to the ablest, but

with respect to the hulk of the students!—Certainly,

I would not pass any student whom I did not think

knew enough mathematics to understand my lectures

on mechanics. That is the subject with which I began

my lectures to medical students, and the one, in my
branch, which most required mathematical knowledge.

7159. Yon believe the matriculation examination

did fulfil its function ?—Certainly.

7160. Is the matriculation examination of the

Queen’s College you were connected with, in your
opinion, lower than that of any other university

you are acquainted with!—Certainly not. In some
universities there are uo science subjects examined in

at matriculation.

7161. Professor Jack.—At some universities there

is no matriculation!—Yes, and until of late years

there was no mathematics in the entrance course in

Trinity College.

7162. Dr. Stoney.—You had much experience

before you went to Galway, of the educational system
of the University of Dublin!—Yes.

7163. An intimate acquaintance with it!—Yes.

7164. Did the education given to pass candidates
in the Queen’s College compare favourably with that
that was given to pass students in any other university

that you know of!—Most favourably.

7165. Was the average attainment of the students
satisfactory!—With regard to the passes in the
Queen’s University, I consider they were fully on a
par, if not superior, to those in Trinity College, Dublin;
but with regard to the honour courses for the degree
of B.A., as its was only a three years’ course, and that
of Trinity College is a four years’ course, 1 do not think
that the men in mathematics, and so on, were up to
the honour B.A. of Trinity College. But the M.A.
examination as examined in the Queen’s University in
mathematics, was fully up to the modevatorship in
Trinitj’ College.

7166. And the proficiency shown by the candidates
was satisfactory progress in a three years’ curriculum !—Certainly. I would compare the degree examination
in mathematics, in the Queen’s University, with the
final Junior Sophister examination of Trinity College.

7167. With reference to the scholarships that are
given in the Queen’s Colleges, how do these compare
with the scholarships in other universities!—I have had
no experience of scholarships in other universities.

7168. Have yonany knowledge about them!—There
were no science scholarships in my time in Trinity

College, and the consequence is that 1 know very little

about them.
7169. With reference to the value of them do you

know!—As to the value of them there is no question.

A man who gets a scholarship in Trinity College,

Dublin, gets it for five yearn, if a junior sopliiater •

for six, if a senior freshman
;
for seven, if a junior

freshman. It is worth £50 a year, I believe. There
is no comparison between the value of a scholarship

in Trinity College and a Queen’s College scholarship.

7 170. Such rewards are to he regarded both as

rewards for learning and aids to further learning!—
Certainly.

7171. In your experience have the scholarships of

Queen’s College, Galway, fulfilled both of these func-

tions ?—In my opinion they have fulfilled both.

7172. And have been valual do ns aids to learning and
valuable as rewards 1—Must valuable us rewards, and
hs inducements to meritorious men to work, who could

not have gone through the University, or the College

without them.

7173. Would it be true to represent that students

have been bribed to come to the College, by the scholar-

ships 1—Certainly not : the scholarships would not pay

their expenses, I should say.

7174. In fiict they are small, compared with the

prizes in other Colleges !—Yes.

7175. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou had a good deal of

experience for twenty-two years, in Galway. We have

had evidence that the number of students was very

small. They were, I suppose,a very small number during

those twenty-two years, as well as now!—When I

went to Galway there were only thirty students at-

tending my lectures, but afterwards, I think for some

time, the average attendance was about 1 20.

7176. I suppose your high-class students would be

always a limited number !—I have had upwards of

sixty medical students in my lecture, room at one time.

7177. But I mean to say of the most advanced

classes ?- -Each of these would not consist of more than

four or six. I allude to third year's classes.

7178. These men would get in Galway something

like the advantage of personal teaching !—Exactly.

7179. Their teaching would bo very much directed

to their personal wants !—Yes, of that character.

71 60. It was stated that in sonic cases men were pre-

pared for passing high examinations, and that the

passmen were neglected. Did you find there was any

tendency in that way!—I refer to my own case.

There could be nothing of the sort, because I had

both pass and honour classes. If a student were clever,

though backward, it was my custom to recommend

him to attend both, requiring no extra fee for the

additional course.

7181. There would not be too much strain to attend

both to the pass and honour men!—No. I think T had

as much to do as any professor, and I found no strain.

7182. Dnring those twenty-two years was there an

advance in the education generally, or was there a

falling off !—There was a marked improvement in the

matriculation in science. Dr. Allman and I often

remarked how much the students had improved.

7183. That is that theycame betterprepared in science

and mathematics, Euclid, algebra, aud so on!—Yes.

7184. I suppose in your time there was no class of

students, or scarcely any class, that had not matricu-

lated at all, or was thore a class !—Any student might

attend as a non-matriculated student. I have had a

few such who were strictly speaking not students of

the College, and who attended certain courses for their

own advantage, hut the non-matriculated students

attending my lectures were generally medical students

who had failed to pass the matriculation examination,

and intended to present themselves again.

7185. Was there any particular disadvantage in

consequence of the attendance of these unmatriculated

students. Dicl they hamper the professor in his teach-

ing !—Not in the least.

7186. These students usually took full advantage

of tlfe teaching ?—Certainly. One remarkable instance

I had during my experience. A gentleman came with

his two sons to college, and remained there for some

time. He attended my lectures on practical mechanics

for a term
;
and this instance, I think, illustrates the

advantage of allowing non-matriculated students to

attend the College lectures.
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7187 . He came, and lie was in the way ofgettinggood

teachin" 1—But he was not in the way of anyone else.

718S. He selected the course which lie would take 1

—Yes.
7189. And he had a moderate aptitude for it above

the average 1—Yes.

7190. Dr. Marston.—Y ou went to Galway in 1857,

and left in 1879 1—Yes.

7191. Did you happen to know whether the. students

in the medical faculty went away from Galwuy to com-

plete their medical studios 1—A great many of thorn

used to take an additional year somewhere else, or go to

another medical school for the last year, lint, not all.

7192. Did they graduate in the Queen’s University

or go to a licensing board 1—Most of them went to the

Queen's University. T have known ofsome instances

where the Queen's University standard has been re-

garded as so high that students got tired of being

stopped at the University and took their diplomas at

some of the licensing boards.

7193. I suppose you would consider that students hail

in Galway fair opportunities for theoretical teaching,

hut do you know whether they lmd for practical

teaching, that is, as regards hospitals ?—I believe they

had very fair hospital teaching there, but, at the same

time, not quite sufficient to make a man a thoroughly

practical medical man, and that students have been

recommended to take an additional year on the Con-

tinent or in London. Besides that, we Inul a very

large number who came from Dublin, and were Dublin
students, and who came to put in the university part

of their course with us.

7194. But still these men went elsewhere to com-

plete their course, as a rule, in the medical faculty 1

—

I should hardly say the majority of them did. Home
of them came up to the llotuudo Hospital to take out

midwifery; theyhad not sufficient clinical opportunities

in Galway for that purpose.

7195. Have any material changes taken place in

Galway since you left 1—I do not know.
7196. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

O

f course the evidence

you give is in reference to the period during which
you were yourself connected with the College?—Yes.

7197. Mr. Berwick was the President when first

you went there?—Yes.

7198. Did you take part in conducting the matricu-

lation examination in your time ?—I stated so ; I

examined, to assist Dr. Allman, in the matriculation

examination in mathematics.

7199. Did you take part at matriculation in

deciding tire results 1—The Council did that.

7200. Were you on the Council ?—Occasionally,

some times on, and some times off.

7201. Is it your opinion that the students who
passed the matriculation in Galway were competent to

enter upon a curriculum of University studies?

—

Speaking for my own subject, I think so, and the
examiners in the other subjects thought so too, bub
m my own subject, and in certain subjects, they
certainly were.

7202. Yon prefer not to give an opinion as to
other subjects 1—-Of' course, if an examiner repoi’ted

a man fit to pass, the Council passed him.
7203. If he was recommended, you passed him, as

a member of Council ?—Certainly.
7204. Did you consider him competent to pui'sue

the curriculum of the College ?—Of course I did.

7205. At the Commission in 1857 President Ber-
wick was asked, “ What proportion of the candidates
for matriculation examination have, on the whole,
been rejected ?”—to that he answered, “ I should say,
that now, perhaps, there is a sixth or seventh part re-
jected

;
I remember that five were rejected the last

sossion
; I do not know how many were rejected this

eesmon, but the fact w, if we rejected candidates who
were not sufficiently prepared to enter on this curri-
culum we should reject eight out of ten.”

7206. That represented the state of the Queen's
College, Galway, in 1857 ?—That was the eighth year
of the existence of the colleges. I did not examine
tor matriculation until Dr. Allman became bursar,

and then, finding it laborious, he asked me to assist dohlik.
him ; this was several years later than 1857. June si. ism.

7207. .Can you give an opinion us to the standard —

:

of classical knowledge required for matriculation in Cuni*
Queen's College, Galway ?—No; that did not come u. i>., im<c'.

under mo.
7208. Except as a member of Council, admitting

students on the whole examination?—Yes.
7209. Did you accept thejudgment of the professors

who conducted that examination 1—Certainly.
7210. Did you form any opinion us to the measure

of the classical proficiency attained by the students
who passed ?—No

;
except that I went on the marks

given by the examiner. If the Council thought fit

they would have stopped the candidates.

7211. Do yon agree or disagree with the opinion
expressed by President Berwick in 1857, when lie

said—"Another reason for retaining the present.

curriculum is that the students come to the College
very Wily prepared. The fact is this—they come
with nothing that can be called classical knowledge;
they know nothing about classics” ?—I say that was
not applicable at the time I speak of, though it may
have been applicable in 1857, when the College was in
existence only eight years.

7212. You spoke of the students deriving consider-
able benefit from the teaching which they got in

Queen’s College, Galway ?—Yes.
7213. Was it the teaching of a university college

or the teaching of a high school ?—The teaching of a
university college.

7214. That is not the opinion of President Berwick.
He was asked the question—

“

Am I to infer that the
College, under present circumstances, cau be little

more than affording the advantages of a high school?"
He answered—“• That is the case with regard to class-

ical subjects, although what I say on this point is not
particularly restricted to this College. I have heard
that the students come badly prepared to all the
colleges ” ?—There is no doubt that the mathematical
answering has, as I said, so enormously improved that
if Mr. Berwick wore alive now, and giving evidence,
ho would give very different evidence from that which
he gave twenty-seven years ago.

7215. But Professor D’Arcy Thompson lias told

us that the students come worse prepared now than
formerly ?—If he said so I bow to his opinion so far as

his subject, Greek, is concerned.

7216. And President Sullivan said so in Oork
;
the

schools, he said, are goiug backwards?—I said that in

mathematics they have improved, but I do not
wish to express any opinion on a subject in which I

did not examine in, or know anything about the

answering.

7217. Did any question come before you at the

Council as to the ignorance of Greek displayed at

matriculation ?—I know that it was generally con-

sidered a hardship to expect Greek from medical

students. Thei’e were cases in which candidates for

matriculation in the medical faculty knew very little

of Greek, but if they were good in Latin they were
allowed to pass.

7218. Chairman.—That is the report of the Inter-

mediate Education Commission. (Presenting book.) Is

that the last report?—Yes
;
we only got copies yester-

day. There is one point on which there seems to be a

mistake, and that is, in assuming that the junior grade

Intermediate course represents an amount of know-

ledge inferior to that on which a boy can enter college.

Nowr

,
I know, ns a matter of fact, that in my time it

wus common, and I believe it is so still, for young men
to enter College too early in life. I have known boys

to enter from the second or third class in a school. On
the other hand, there are some notable examples where

men haveobtained the highest distinctions,and obtained

the highest place at entrance, scholarship, and so ( n,

although they entered College at fourteen. There is

another reason why boys may pass from the junior

grade to Trinity College or the Royal University, and
do well there. Any boy under sixteen years of ago

may present in the junior grade, and a large number
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enter college at about this age. There is a valuable

table that we drew up for the first time thisyear. It

bears on tins question. It divides those who passed

iu the junior grade into those whose ages lie between

fifteen and sixteen, between fourteen and fifteen, and

so on. There is a large proportion between fourteen

and fifteen, ami below fourteen the number is com-

paratively small ;
the boys who come up at a very

early age are very few.

7219. T see two precocious youths who are only nine

passed?—Those boys possibly passed only in English

and arithmetic. There is a great difference between

pass and pass. A bey may obtain credit for the exami-

nation by passing in two specified subjects.

7220. If a boy, for instance, goes up in the

junior grade this year and fails, is he allowed

to go up the following year it' he lias not passed

the limit of age I— Whether he fails or not he may
go up again hi the same grade, but if he gets an

exhibition iu a grade, he must retain it in a higher

grade and cannot present again in the junior grade.

A student may fail in a grade, and present himself

again and again in it, if not over age.

7221. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Will you give the opinion

you have formed of the. standard of education in the

intermediate schools of Ireland 1—You can form an

estimate of that by the tables in the Reports I do

not agree with Dr. Walsh in the view he takes of the

matter. There is a table here giving wbat percentage

passed, and what percentage failed. In Greek, 5V‘7

per cent, passed, and 40'3 per cent, failed. I do not

think this could be taken as an index that the educa-

tion in Greek is entirely satisfactory ;
it is not sixty

per cent. The answering in English seems to be about

the highest, 07 5 of the students who presented them-

selves passed, and 32-5 failed. I think the Commis-
sioners would find the table referred to a very valnaVjl
one.

' ' e

7222. May it not happen that a great many of the
boys go up before they have really time to prepare
themselves in these subjects?—It is quite true.

7223. There lias been a sort of over-eagerness of
boys to present themselves in subjects in which they

are not prepared!—It is quite true., and attention

lias been drawn to the font by the examiners in their

reports and the proportion deduced in certain subjects

of students presenting themselves who should not have
come up at all.

7224. But is it not a fact that you have absolutely

a very large number of students coming from the

Intermediate schools in Ireland who have passed in

Latin, Greek, English, mathematics, and French?—
Certainly.

7225. And a very large proportion of these students

passed with merit ?—Certainly.

722(1. Taking those two facts together, do they not

constitute unquestionable testimony of the sound

characterof the Intermediate schooltenchingin Ireland!

—In my opinion they do
;
of course in certain schools.

7227. Ami these schools arc all given on your

tables of results, which are exceedingly interesting?

—Yes.

7228. Chairman.—

I

have observed too on looking

at the examiners’ report, they have not failed hi the

the two points pointed out by Dr. Walsh, which is so

important, that is, in the unseen passages and in com-

position ?—Undoubtedly.
7229. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—We have to thank you

for your kindness in forwarding copies to us of your

reports.

Henry Professor Henry Brougham Leech, m.a.. Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law, and Deputy Pro-

LeeY*cs
' fessor of Feudal and English Law in the University of Dublin, examined.

m.a.
' 7230. Professor Leech .

—

Understanding that yon with various educational and financial questions;

are willing to hear evidence, T have attended here for amongst others, with the question of the amalgama-

that purpose. I think it iui importantduty to attend, tion of chairs, and the propriety of having instruction

having been Secretary of a former Commission, anil given by the presidents.

having during three weeks careful examination of the 7239! From the presence of Mr. Herbert Murray,

Queeu’s Colleges been able to compare to some extent I would infer it was with financial considerations

the work done there with the work done, in two other you were dealing 1—It was certainly not altogether

universities. 1 have experience of Trinity College financial.

here, and of the University of Cambridge, where I was 7240. Was the standard of education one of the

a Fellow. I desire to state my views as to the merits questions !— It was not actually, but we became

of the Colleges derived from that experience, and the acquainted incidentally in the course of our inquiries

views of the Commission on which I worked. with the work that was done in the Queen's Colleges,

7231. Chairman.—

W

hat was the Commission?— and we referred to it in the report. I should like to

It consisted of three gentlemen, the Rev. Osborne refer yqu to the report which you can see. I may

Morgan, Sir George Allman, and the late Treasury mention also with regard to that inquiry, that being

Remembrancer, Mr. Herbert Murray. They investi- partly ofa financial character, Mi'. Murray was put ou,

gated the working ot the colleges both from the but he was also a senior student of Christ’s Church,

educational and financial point of view. . corresponding to a Fellow of a College. The other men

7232. Was that Commission appointed by the Lord were men of the highest university distinction, lh-

Lieuteunnt ?—By the Treasury. Osborne Morgan was senior tutor in Christ's Church,

7233. "What was the date of it?—1S7G. Oxford, for twenty-five years, and Sir G. Allman has

7234. You made a report to the Treasury?—We lately been President of the British Association,

made a report to the Treasury. '
7241. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

hat was the educa-

7235. That was not made public?—It has not been tional question referred to you?—I cannot state it

published. more exactly
; it is six or seven years ago, and I

7230. You recollect the scope of the inquiry ?—We should have to refer to the report,
examined the presidents and professors in all the 7242. Chairman.—What occurs to me is this :

Ot

colleges
;
we went through all the museums and de- course we cannot take your version of what is in the

pertinents, attended some of the lectures of tho pro- report. We must look at it, but you can tell us wbat

lessors in Belfast niul Galway, and saw some work you saw yourself with your eyes, and heard with your

done in Galway. We made n complete examination ears in the Colleges ?—Yes ;
then my statement via

of every department. Of course the opinion of the be short.
Commission was stated in that report, but what I 7243. First of all, what year was it in!—1870. __
wanted particularly to say wasthattlie Commissioners 7244. How many days were you in Belfast?—

and myself were surprised at the result. were from Monday till Saturday at each College-

7237. 1 wanted to see what information you have, 7245. And tlxe Commission examined the profesaJK

and how you acquired it 1—1 acquired it in that way. in each College %—All the professors in each College

1 238. But toll us exactly what was the object of and tho Presidents were examined, and wo inspects

the Comma uou (—Ifeur to make a definite statement the departments, the museums, the laboratories, an

as to that, not having seen a copy of the report for the medical departments ;
we examined thoroughly, jn

several years ; but I may say generally that it dealt in fact, into the working of the Colleges.
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'•146. Anil you 88 Secretary sat with the Cominis-

siou from day to day J—Yes.
. .

'••’47. And went round with them at their inspec-

tion"?—'Yes ;
wluit I wanted to state generally, if I may

I* permitted, was the impression made upon me,

h ivin '7 gone there with a somewhat unfavourable idea

7248. Where were you educated?— First at Dun-

gannon School, and then at Trinity College, Dublin.

I was a University Student there, and from that I

wcu't to Cains College, Cambridge, where I became a

[ i|ow jamnow Professor of Jurisprudence an <11nter-

Im iona] Law, and Deputy to the Professor of Feudal

aud English Law in the University of Dublin.

7249. So that you have hud opportunities of form-

ing an estimate of academical work ?—Yes, mul very

long experience. What I merely wish to say was, that

having seen all these places I was greatly impressed

by what happened, by the evidence that wits given,

and by the knowledge I acquired. I may add that

this was frequently the topic of conversation amongst

the Commissionera, and was also referred to in the

report of the Commissioners, who were greatly im-

pressed with the result, and with the great value of

the work that was being done. We were present at a

lecture of the Greek Professor in Belfast, and at a

lecture of the Greek Professor in Galway-, and I in-

spected myself some classical work done in Galway

;

the mathematical work was inspected too, 'and was

alluded to in the report. As a matter ol' fact I

wasgreatly impressed witli what I saw and heard, and

left the College under the idea that they were doing

exceedingly valuable work, and that they kept up,

compared with other universities of which I had ex-

jierience, a very fair standard of education. The Col-

leges weredoingvalliablework for thocountrygenerally.

7250. Did you draw any distinction between the

three colleges ns between themselves, whether Belfast

was letter than Cork, or Cork than Galway 1—The
Colleges in my opinion hod such an excellent stall',

and stood so high, that I would not venture to draw a
comparison

;
there was however an allusion made to

this subject in the Report.
7251. In other words you found the colleges with

a splendid teaching staff, splendid buildings, magnifi-

cently equipped, and all they wanted in some cases

was students
;

is not that the. sum and substance of

it?—On the contrary, it is not correct to say they
wanted students.

7252. I mean arts students?—No.
7253. Do you remember how many students were

in Galway at the time?—No; but I will make a com-
parison with the University of Dublin. It is to be
remembered with regard to these colleges that they
enforce residence; the three colleges enforce residence.

7254. Professor Jack.—Attendance at lectures?

—

Yes. Now Trinity College, Dublin does not do that

;

it is intermediate between the two systems, inasmuch
as you can get your degree either by residence and
attending lectures, and a certain amount of examina-
tions; or without residence, by merely passing exami-
nations. At Oxford and Cambridge they enforce
residence, and on the other hand at the new institu-
tions called universities, residence is not enforced at all.

That makes au important difference in my opinion,
with regard to the matriculation of which you are
spealdng.

i255. We would he glad to have your opiuion as

~Tn all universities of enforced residence it

'

"® found tliat the standard of the matriculation
examination is generally low. They rely more on
what they do afterwards than on the amount of
urwledge the student lias at the time he enters col-

.ege- At nearly all the colleges at Cambridge there
18 °° matriculation examination at all.

‘-56. Two colleges have?—Trinity and St. John’s
aie, and my impression is that the entrance stan-
ills there are very low. I derive that impression

rem the fact of having been there for three years,

T v
bavm8 known a good number of these students,
ve not heard of men being “ stumped,” and I have

observed men there whose knowledge was extremely Dublin.

limited. ^mtii.iss^.
7257. Chairman.—

W

hat I want to underetaiul is, ..

wliat means you had of ganging the standard of edn- n'oiSmm
cation in the Queen’s Colleges. You heard a lecture Lccch, esq.,

from the Professor of Greek in Galway, Professor
D'Arcy Thompson, and I have no doubt it was very
amusing and instructive. How many student.-' were in

the class 1—Vovy few ; I think there were two or three.

7258. Do you recollect whether they wore second
or third year students?—I believe they were tlio high-
est class—an honour class.

7259. Did you observe or was it brought under
your notice that there wore a fair number of students
i n the first year in arts, and that theydropped out in the
second and third year, each holding a scholarship ?

—

That was not particularly brought bofora my notice.

At Belfast thoru was a much larger number of students
of course.

7260. Rev. Dr. Moli.ov.—Do you make u distinc-

tion between the character of the work which in a
normal stato of tilings ought to be done at school, and
the work which ought to he done at a university ?—It

is exceedingly difficult to make that distinction inas-

much ns at the highest class of schools there are men
who are infinitely superior in knowledge—this applies

moro to England than to Ireland—to those at the uni-

versities. There are boys at the highest class of

schools who would be able to tench the general run
of students who are at Oxford and Cambridge

;
it is

alwolutely impassible to draw any line such as that

which you indicate.

7261. You differ from the judgment of the last

Commission on the Queen’s Colleges, that tlio matri-

culation examination must always be maintained at a

high standard as indicating the termination of school

education, and the starting point of college studies?

—

That distinction ought to be rejected in regard to resi-

dential universities.

7262. You think that a residential university ought
to combine the work of a school with the work of a

college ?—As a matter of fact it does.

7263. Do you think tlint desirable or undesirable ?

—

I think it absolutely necessary if you are to keep* tip

the numbers at iv university at all.

72G4. But if you got the numbers without admit-

ting thoso requiring school work, should you then
think it desirable to admit such students?—

I

should thiuk it on the whole desirable, on tlio general

ground that the move men arc mixed and brought

together tlio hotter. I should say there is no possi-

bility of university education being restricted as

you propose. If you attend at Oxford, or at Cam-
bridge, and sec the course of education given there,

and hear the lectures delivered, you will see it

is absolutely impossible to restrict university work to

the liiglier studies.

7265. Sir William Hamilton’s opinion is quoted by
tlio Commissioners of 1857, who say, “Nothing we
conceive can be more injurious to the interests of educa-

tion than a low standavd of knowledge as n prelimi-

nary qualification for college piursuits. "We are of

opinion with the late Sir William Hamilton that

‘ pirofcssorial prelections are no substitute for scholas-

tic discipline,’ and that a university loses its proper

character when obliged ‘ to stoop in order to supply

the absence or incompwtency of the inferior semi-

naries’ ’’ ?— I differ from that altogether. The piroof that

there is something to be said on. my side is that at

Cambridge generally speaking there is no matricula-

tion examination at all.

72G6. In your first answer you said it was necessavy

in the present condition of the coimtry to receive

badly prepared students in order to keepi up the

numbers at a uuiversity college. You now say it is

advisable to ilo so on the ground of educational

advantages. Would you admit lioys who had not

finished their school work 1—That begs the question.

It is laying down the line which, I think, cannot be

drawn.
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Dublin. 72G7. Would yon say a student is fitted to enter upon

June 21 . 1684. liis course at a university college who has to begin the

Greek declensions for the first time ?—I should think

Brougham there would be very little use. in his going there.

Leech, esq., 72G8. Then you admit there is an amount of

x.a. educational work which ought to be done at school

and not at the university college?—Certainly.

7269. Will you give us your opinion as to the

amount of work which ought to be done at school

before ft student should be allowed to enter a university

college?—There is the same difficulty in answering

tlint question and drawing a definite line
;

it is within

the limits of jiossibility that a man having a very

imperfect and unsatisfactory education might go to

a university and acquire such an amount of knowledge

as would enable him at the end of a year to make
a fair show. That is the view which universities

having no matriculation examination Lake, and it is

the correct view. It is exceedingly difficult to say

how much a man ought to know, and what are the

deficiencies which should exclude him. I should give

him a chance and see what lie would do at the first

university examination.

7270. Do you think the students unprepared in

this way ought to he put into the same class with the

well instructed men?—There is always a difficulty

about that
;
you cannot, under any circumstances,

get rid of it

7271. In the several classes the professors would
have double work—the work of the school and the

work of the university ?—No doubt, that difficulty

would arise.

7272. I will read for you President Berwick's
opinion on the point He considered that students

who come up badly prepared only get a smattering

dining their university course. He was asked, “ Do
you conceive the information they acquire is what
may’ be called a smattering,” and the answer was, “ It

is inevitable, because they have to begin with the

rudiments and have gut a curriculum which would
take up the whole time of a man who came to college

well prepared.”

7273. Dr. Stoney.—That opinion was expressed
twenty-eight years ago, when the College had been but
a short time open, and I do not think we have any
evidence to show that President Berwick retained

that opinion subsequently.

7274. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Yon must inevitably

come to the same conclusion—that is to say, you
must admit that the student who comes badly prepared
and is put into a high curriculum can only get a

smattering?—As a general rule lie could be in a

weaker position than if lie came well prepared, and
would possibly get only a smattering.

7275. And he would be able to get greater advan-
tages if he came well prepared !—Yes.

7276 And therefore if there were a sufficient

number of students available it would be better to

restrict the university colleges to the higher studies ?

—That is just a question of the balance of advan-
tages. The well prepared students would, no doubt,
get more advantages, but you propose to shut out
ill-prepared students.

7277. To send them back to school?—At any rate,

for the present to shut them out from the advantages
of university education altogether.

7278. No?—Well, for the time being.

7279. Not to shut them out, but to insist on their

being properly prepared ?—It means not to allow

them to appear in the university.

7280. Until they are prepared ?- -I should not go
so far as that with you. I do not think that the
whole benefit of a university course is the mere
advantage derived from teacliing and contact with the
teachers. There is a vast amount of good derived
by young men being residents at a university and
mixing with men of their own age. That is so great,

that I should make a concession as regards knowledge
to get it.

7281. Will the advantage of contact and mixing

with men of their own age be diminished by theirbeinir
well prepared for a university curriculum ?—Certainly
not ;

tut a student will be deprived of these advan-
tages altogether if you reject him when he conies mi—if you make the standard so high as to reject him

*

7282. Dr. Stoney.—In most schools there are two
classes of students—those who intend to go to a uni-

versity and those who intend to content themselves
with h school education. In some schools in Ireland

there is another class—tlio class who are looking to

the clerical profession and who would not go to any
university at all. The only one of these three classes

to lie considered is the case of those who are going up
to a university ?—Certainly.

7283. And these arc not generally those who remain
the longest time at school 1—It is so long since I have

hiul any experience ofschools in Ireland that I hesitate

to give any definite opinion upon the subject. Indeed

I should speak with great care and reservation on

the subject of schools in Ireland, not having had any
practical acquaintance with them for twenty years.

7284. Do you happen to know how many of the

twenty Colleges in Cambridge have as many students

as the Queen’s Colleges?—! can give you generally

or roughly the number in the Colleges in Cambridge.

7285. Trinity is the largest?—Trinity is the largest,

and in my time had 600 students.

72SG. Professor -Jack.—

W

hat date was that?—
From 18C7 to 1870; Trinity had about GOO students.

St John’s between 300 and 400, my own college,

Cains, between 130 nud 140, and the majority of the

small Colleges from 150 downwards, some as low as

GO or 70.

7287. Dr. Stoney—Then there were only two or

three larger than the Queen’s ?—Trinity was the only

one larger than Belfast

7 288. I suppose you know a Cabinet Minister gave

a summary of the opinion about the education of the

Queen's Colleges arrived at by the Commission of

which yon were secretary ?—I believe the late Chief

Secretary delivered a speech in public on the subject

72S9. Do you know what lie said ?—Yes, I do ;
but

I feel some difficulty in saying anything about this,

knowing what evidence is. The rules of evidence are

familiar to me.
7290. Chairman.—

W

e are not so strict here, but

“ what the soldier said is not evidence." I believe

it was Sir Michael Hicks-Beucli who made the speech

at the Castle in 1877, and J have heard there is an

extract from it in one of the Queen’s University

reports furnished to the Lord Lieutenant.

7201. It is printed along with the records of the

Queen’s University I lmve no doubt?—It was one of

the speeches made at the conferring of degrees, and it

would be very hard for me to say anything about it

at all.

7292. Would it be possible to get a copy ot that re-

port ?—You mean of my report.

7293. Yes?—I should think it would he quite

possible. I might be able to procure a copy.

7294. Was it printed?—Yes.
7295. It would not be fair to ask you to furnish ill

—By application it could lie got. I do not see what

objection in the world there could be to giving it.

On the medical schools and on various other subjects

there is a good deal of information, in it.

7296. Professor Jack.—

I

gather from what you

said you thought that the highest boys in the

best ordinary schools—for instance the ordinary Eng-

lish public schools—could be quite competent to teach

Latin and Greek and other such subjects to the ordin-

ary passmen of Oxford and Cambridge ?—Yes.

7297. I gather that in your opinion it is not easy to

draw a sharp distinction between the school and the

college?—Impossible. As an instance of that, I may

mention, men come up from school to' Cambridge and

get university scholarships.

7298. Constantly?—I should rathersay occasionally-

The difference between a university scholar at Cam-

bridge and a passfnan is infinite. A university scholar
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at Cambridge represents an exceedingly high degree

of knowledge in classics. It means that a man is a

first-rate classical scholar and would take a first class

in the tripos. Not only that but he would take a

hi-di place in the first class ifexamined on the spot, that

is°to say, under the tripos system which prevailed in •

my time.

7299. Would it be your opinion that an unprepared

student entirely wastes his time at a university7—
Certainly not, and that coincides with what I said

before. He lias in the end the benefit of being much

better educated than he could otherwise have been,

and much more fit to go into professional life.

7300. It has been mentioned that a professor in

certain instances would have to do the work of a

schoolmaster. Do you find it easy to draw a sharp

line between professor and schoolmaster 1—It is im-

possible. From what I have heard of lectures myself

at Cambridge—lectures to passmen—the lecturers

there had a good deal of the schoolmaster's work.

7301. I suppose, in point of fact, both men are

educators?—Yes, and they have to deal with the

material put before them in the best way they can.

7302. There was an opinion expressed by a dis-

tinguished man at Oxford, with regard to the

university there, that all the passmen should be

turned out bodily, and the university confined to

honour ineu of the highest type. Would you agree

with that opinion ?—Certainly not. You may form a

higher university, and cull it something else, but it

would be opposite to our university ideas.

7303. It would be impossible to foresee the educa-

tional effects of it ?—I should not regard it as a satis-

factory experiment.

7304. That is what would result from a total

separation of the schoolmaster’s work, and the pro-

fessor's work i—The pressure would be exceedingly

high, and the result could not bo satisfactory.

7305. Dr. Marston.—You recognise the difference

between an examining university, and a teaching

university ?—A very great difference indeed—so great

indeed, that I think it is a pity they avo called by the
same name.

7306. Is it your opinion that an examining
university should also be a teaching university— that

the two should not bo divorced, but that the teaching Dublin.

should load tip to the examining ?—Certainly, that is June 21, 1884.

my opinion. ..

7307. With regard to a matriculation examination, Brougham
of course there is no doubt about the benefit of having LcccU, esq.,

a good preliminary education, but I presume, the well M & -

prepared need not always have the capacity of the
unprepu-ed. Do you think that to shut out the
latter altogether from a college career would have
a bad effect. Is that what you mean?—The answer
to that question depends a great deal on what you
mean by prepared and unprepared students. Each
man, probably has a different .standard. I admit, a
man who docs not know the rudiments of Latin
and Greek, is unprepared, and I think, it would be
just as well if lie did not appear at a university

at all.

7308. I will put it a little more in the concrete.
Would you admit a man to study in the medical
faculty who, at his examination, showed a good
knowledge of Latin, English, and elementary mathe-
matics, but was ignorant of Greek 1—I would admit
him, certainly.

7309. You say you spent a week at each of the
colleges, on your Commission?—Say five days—the
better portion of a week.

7310. I understood you to say you personally went
into the subjects of instruction—that you heard the
Professor of Greek, that you went over the museums,
and that you have had a good deal of experience else-

where. You wish ns to understand, you were favour-

ably impressed 1—Certainly.

7311. Do yon include in this the physical sciences

taught. Did you hear any lectures upon those ?—No.
Tlio lectures I did hear were very few in number.

7312. You were speaking of the aits?—Yes. In
fact, as regards the other matters, from personal
knowledge I can say very little. I merely state my
general impression.

7313. And you think we shall have no difficulty

in obtaining that report on application?— I should

think not.

7314. It contains a lot of material as to hospitals ?

—Yes.

Alexander Anderson, esq., ji.a., <j.u.j., examined.

7315. Professor Jack.—You were a student of
Queen’s College, Galway?— Yes.

7316. When did you leave the College?—In 1SS1.
7317. Did you go straight fi-om Queen’s College,

Galway, to Cambridge?—Yes.
7318. Did you get any entrauce scholarship ?—

I

got a foundation scholarship at Sidney College.
7319. Straight from the College?-—Yes.
7320. Since that time you have lieen working regu-

larly for your degree?— Yes.
7321. You passed at the tripos last week ?—Yes.
7322. What place did you take?—I was sixth

"Tangier.

7323. Do you attribute the success which you
attained mainly to your Galway education or mainly
to your Cambridge education, or would you draw any
•hstanction—would you say to what you attribute it
chiefly?—I certaiuly attribute it principally to the
training I got at Galway.
7324. That is to say when you went to Cambridge,

you were in a stato to take u good position at once, in
consequence of the training you got at Gulwny, for
instance, you obtained a foundation scholarship at your
own college?—Yes. I think at tliat time I could
Vcr

-7 Prcbably have had a place among the Wranglers,
hi°h iu 1110 Henioi‘

°ijtiino list-

<325. That is on the ground of the results of your
a way education you would have got a placo either

Y^
mthe Wranglers or high in the Senior Optirnes?—

7320. Yonr training was exactly the same training

as other people’s training?—Yes, there was no diffe-

rence made between the students.

7327. Your class would be very small iu the higher
classes ?—In the higher classes in Galway about six or
four or five.

7328. Did the smallness of the class produce any
effect in the way of making the teachiug better or

more suitable or less suitable?—I think it hod an
effect in making the teaching more suitable to the

capacities of the several candidates. Tho lecturer

became more acquainted with tlie capacities of the

students in his class.

7329. You are acquainted with the system known
as private couching at Cambridge?—Yes.

7330. Was it yonr experience of the professors at

Galway that their highest men practically did the

work of private coaches at Cambridge or not ?—No, 1
think they did not.

7331. Just explain as far ns you can in wliat way
you draw a distinction ?—At Cambridge a great many
of the private coaches take their students separately.’

7382. But the most distinguished mathematical

coach takes his students in classes of six?—Yea, hut

those are very good students indeed, picked students.

7333. They are not like the men in Galway, of

different standards, hut tho six who are together, are

men neck and node,. and something of the same kind?

—Yes.
7334. So that in Galway, what a professor would

31)

Alexander
Amlerjou, esq..

M.A., Q.V ».
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Dbbmk. do -would lie to make his lectures cover the par-

Jimc 21, i8 Si. ticular range of each of the individual students ?

—

x^jiir
Yes. Some lectures were conducted by question and

Anderson^ esq., answer
;
for instance the honour class in mathematics

m.a., q.u!i. ’ that I attended in Galway was simply conducted by

question and answer.

7335. Yon know, of course, as well as anybody

could know in detail, what was the standard of

instruction given in Galway in 1881, when you left

it. What would be your opinion of it, hating seen

Cambridge?—I think it could compare very favourably

with Cambridge.
7336. For instance, there are two points in which

one would compnie universities. With regard to the

pass men, the ordinary rank of men, and the honour

men. Would you compare the pass men who go

thvough the whole pass course in Galway with the pass

men who go through the whole pass course in Cam-
bridge ?—The pass men in Galway were quite equal

to the pass men in Cambridge, if not superior to them.

7337. With as much knowledge?—As much know-
ledge.

7338. And they are as carefully looked after?—As
carefully looked after.

7339. More so ?—More so, 1 think.

7340. With regard to the honour men what is your

opinion ?—I cannot say the honour men at Galway
would be as good as the booour men at Cambridge.

But, on the other hand, I know honour men at Cam-
bridge, scholars at some of the small Colleges, that

would not liave any chance of becoming scholars at

the Queen's Colleges.

7341. Would those men also get scholarships ?

—

Not scholarships of the best type.

7342. But scholarships could be got at Oxford and
Cambridge bymen who could not get them at Galway ?

—Yes.
7343. Would there he one single payment of £24 1

—No. They would be about £30 or £40 a year- for

three years.

7344. So those scholai-shij® would be equivalent to

a ]>ayment of £1 20 or so ?—Yes.

7345. And these would be got by men at Cam-
bridge who could not get £24 at Galway ?—Yes.

7346. What sort of scholarships?—I refer prin-

cipally to the science scholai-sliips. I am inclined to

think what I said would not hold with regard to the
classical scholarships.

7347. What do you say with regard to the science

scholarships—are they held by men who could not
get an entrance science scholarship, or a second year’s,

or a senior scholarship at Galway ?—I am- speaking of

the science scholarship at the beginning of the first

year.

7348. Then your evidence is that men who could
not get that scholarship in consequence of the state of
the examinations might get scholarships at Cambridge ?

—I think it is quite possible.

7349. If there is any evidence you would like to

offer in addition, that is within the scope of our
inquiry, we shall be happy to take it ?—I have not
heard any of the evidence that has been given
before the Commission, or read anything about it

at all.

7350. Have yon any knowledge of the relations

between the Queen’s Colleges and the Royal Uni-
versity, how far the students take advantage of the
Royal University—perhaps you have not au inti-

mate acquaintance with that?—t have not The
Royal University has been since my time.

7351. You would not have any knowledge as to

whether the institution of the Royal University did

or did not upset the minds of the students at Galway
or elsewhere ?— r have known students since that

time. They are attending the Queen’s Colleges, and
their minds were very much upset about the establish-

ment of the Royal University in Ireland.

7352. Do you come from Galway or the province

of Connaught?—I come from Ulster.

7353. Wore there many men from Ulster in Gal-

way in your time ?—There were a good many, a great
number. The majority of the scholars came from
Ulster in my time.

7354. You would be familiar with the men who
were scholars in your time ?—Yes.

7355. Were they, in your judgment, fitted to
receive scholarships, or competent to win scholarships,

according to a reasonable standard?—I think they
were quite fitted.

7356. Have you nny recollection of anybody at
whose getting a scholarship you were surprised ?—No
I have been much more surprised since 1 went to

Cambridge about tbe abilities of those who obtained

scholarships than before.

7357. You had never any reason to open your eyes

at Galway particularly ?—Not particularly.

7358. More at Cambridge?—Yes.

7359. Chairman.— You matriculated in Queen's

College, Galway, in 1876 ?—Yes.

7360. And took your B.A. degree in 1880?—Yes.

7361. Were you absent from illness for a year ?

—I was absent a year from the College, not from

illness.

7362. Yon took your M.A. degree in the Queen’s

University in 1881 1— -Yes.

7363. You were M.A. in the Queen’s University

when you went over and begau your undergraduate

course in Cambridge?—Yes, when I commenced the

course ; but I got the scholarship before I was M.A.

I got the scholarship in October, 1881, and did not

take the M.A. degree till October.

7364. Did you get an entrance scholarship in Gal-

way ?—Yes.

7 365. Did you get a second year’s scholai-ship tenable

for two years ?—Yes.

7366. Did you get the senior scholarship?—Yes.

7367. Do you remember how many students were

in the second year’s course?—I think there were six.

I am not quite sitre, but certainly there were five

7368. In the next year, the course before the B.A.

degree, do you recollect how many there were?—There

were not so many.
7369. Was it a scholarship in science or in litera-

ture yon got ?—A schohu-ship in science.

7370. All through ?—All through.

7371. What was the nature of the foundation

scholarship in Cambridge?—A scholarship in mathe-

matics.

7372. Professor Jack.—What did you do in the

interval after taking your degx-ee in Queen’s College,

Galway, in 1880—were you reading particularly for

the M. A., or were you working at all ?—1 was working

in Galway. I was reading partly for the M.A. and

partly for a schohu-ship in Cambridge—that is, I was

specializing my study for a scholarship in Cam-

bridge.

7373. Were you working with the professors at all ?

—I was working under Professor Larmor.

7374. You were getting advantage of the professors

and the institution ?—Yes.

7375. You went straight from Galway to Cam-

bridge?—Yes.

7376. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Yon got a senior scholar-

ship in October, 1880, in Galway?—Yes, in natural

philosophy.

7377. Then you hail the advantage of Professor

Larmor to work with you from that to April?—Yes.

7378., Was there anyone else reading the courseyou

were reading with him?—No.

7379. Practically, you had all the advantage you

would have from a private coach preparing at Cam-

bridge ?—I had not the advantage of a private coach-

He did not take as much interest in me as a pnvft

coach would.

7380. He had other classes to attend ?—Yes.

7381. But it was a very great advantage ?—

U

1

course it was an advantage.

7382. You said the pass-men in Galway would couv

pare favourably with the pass-men in Cambridge. 7

pass-man do you mean a man who is not a scholar
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A. iuan who takes a pass degree, a man who does not

take an honour degree.

7383. A scholar then might be a mere pass-man?

—

It is quite possible, and it is the same in Cambridge.

7384. Were there many scholars who were only

pass-men in your time in Galway ?—There were some,

at least.

7385. When you say that a man would get a scholar-

ship in Cambridge, who could not get an entrance

science scholarship in Galway, do you mean lie would

»et a science scholar-ship in Cambridge ?—Yes.
°

7386. Then the lowest science scholar in Galway

would be sure of a science scholarship in Cambridge?

—If he went to the proper College
;
I do not mean

Trinity.

7387. Professor Jack.—Bub within your knowledge

there are such places?—Yes.

738S. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou think he would not

get it in Trinity or John’s?—Yes.

7389. Chairman.—Sidney College was yom-s? -Yes.

7390. Dr. Marston.—Was the matriculation exam- Dobus.
iuation at the College in your time sufficiently liigh June 21 . rest,

for the men to be quite in a position to avail themselves “T
of the teaching they received in the College?—I think Anderson, esq.,

it WaS. M.A., Q.O.’t.

7391. You have no doubt on that head, that the men
after going to College, were sufficiently educated to

avail themselves of the opportunities offered at the
College ?—I have no doubt upon that.

7392. You have formed, I suppose, a very definite

opinion—indeed you have almost expressed it—with
regard to the standard of education at the Colleges ns

compared with other places. A10 you satisfied with
the standard of education at the Colleges, speaking ns

a matter of experience and your own observation ?

—

Fes, I am satisfied.

7393. You wish us lo understand that you are quite
satisfied ?—¥ es.

The Commission adjourned to next day'.

TWELFTH DAY—MONDAY, JUNE 23rd, 1884.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.
;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Su., F.R.S.

;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General A. Marston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary'.

Robert Y. Terrell, esq., f.t.gd., examined.

one of the Fellows of 7400. Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou examined both at the 1

little-go examination and at the degree examination?

—Yes.
7401. At the little-go examination you lmd an

opportunity of judging of the entire class of pass-

men?—Yes. I thought the entire class of pass-men

were quite as good as could be expected—as good as

one would expect.

7402. Then your opinion is that the average pre-

paration of the pass-men was satisfactory as compared
with what could be expected ?—Yes, certainly.

7403. And that the proficiency of the houonr-ruen

was very great ?—Yes. I thought that the pass-men,

ns a rule, answered very adequately, and those men who
succeeded in passing seemed to me to have answered

very adequately and well.

7404. Professor Jack.—Do yon happen to recollect

wasthere alargeproportion of pass-men? Yonmentioned
those who succeeded in passing. Was the proportion

lai'gcr or smaller than your experience as an

examiner would have led you to expect?—I do

not think I could answer that. In Trinity College

wo do not know who passes or who does not. It' is

all settled by the Senior Lecturer. In the Queen’s

University every professor had a veto. There was a

considerable number rejected each time that f exam-

ined, but, of course, I cannot exactly say whether

those were the men who had doue well in my par-

ticular business or not.

7405. Your impression would not be that there was

any undue leniency shown in the book examinations ?

—By no means. In fact, my impression is, that 1

generally voted in favour of a little less rigid line.

7406. But the line was, as a rule, rigidly drawn ?

—

Yea
7407. Your means of comparison were largely in

connexion with Trinity College ?—Yes, largely. Of
course that is the chief source of my experience. I

have also examined occasionally, in old times, at

3D 2
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7394. Chairman.—You r

Trinity College, Dublin?— Yes.
7395. And you are anxious to give some evidence

to the Commission?—Yes, ns I have examined for

some six or seven years at the Queen’s University

examinations, where tho graduates, of course, came
under my notice. I wish to say that I have exam-
ined for degrees, for honours, and for scholarships, all

at University examinations, anil I found the answering

of some of those students of a very high order.

739C. What period do you refer to?—I examined
up to the time that the Queeu’s Univeinity ceased to

exist, and I fancy that I began to examine somewhere
about 1873— perhaps 1874—five or six years before

the dissolution of the Queen’s University.

7397. Can you draw any distinction, or do you
draw any distinction, between the attainments of the

students of Belfast, Cork, or Galway ?—It so happens
that now three or four names occur to my memory. I
was greatly struck with the answering of O’Connor
—I am not sure what college he belonged to.

7398. He is from Galway ?—And then another was
Dickie—he was very good

;
also Farrelly and Rogers.

I remember these particularly.

7399. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Was that Mr. Farrelly
who has been recently elected a member of the Senate of
the Royal University ?—I do not know anything about
his subsequent career, but I remember these four names
particularly. I remember that at the time I was
greatly struck in every case with the Latin prose. It
seemed to me that all those men I have mentioned,
and indeed others as well, whom I dare say I could
mention if I thought a little,, were quite of the
very first rank. Their Latin prose was as good
as one could get anywhere, from the very best
students. The general style of the answering,
too, struck me as extremely good. The reading
seemed to be extensive

;
grammatical answers good

;

in the style generally, what I might call

robustness, sound, strong, vigorous, tasteful scholarship.
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Dublin. schools, and I have often examined at the Iuterme-

June 25 . 1854. diate.

7408. Would you be able to compare the pass-men,

tw n Is or to institute any comparison between their instruc-

»• t^.d.
^ ’ tion and that of the men in the same position in other

universities like Trinity College, for instance, the pass-

men there anil the pass-men in the Queen’s Univer-

aityl I would say that the answering of the men to

whom I gave marks sufficient to pass them, was very

much the same ns the answering of the men to whom

I gave pass-marks in Trinity College. I have, of

course, ouly one standard of examining.

7409. With regard to the honour men, would you

be able to give us any imlication according to any

standard of Trinity College—wliat sort of place would

the men we have been bjieaking of take 1—The honour

men would have one disadvantage in competing for dis-

tinctions like scholarships or moderatoinliips in Trinity

College. Verse writing in Greek autl Latin is not en-

couraged anil hardly counts at all in the Queen’s

University. In Trinity College it lias a considerable

place : it would largely affect the chance of a man’s

success at scholarships or modemtoreliips, still more

fellowships, though it has not by any means a pre-

ponderating weight, so that a candidate could not be

successful without verse writing. Still it has enough

to put a Queen's man under a disadvantage if ho were

to go in for a scholarship with ns, however, not such

as to prevent him attaining it at all. A man who
had a good souuil knowledge of Latin and Check, who
had good composition in Greek and Latin prose

would get a scholarship without verse, and some

of the Queen's men have doue so. If I remember

rightly, leaver did not send in any verse, and another

Queen’s man, Bracken, got a scholarship recently, and

I do not suppose he got many marks in verse.

7410. What proportion of the total marks given

with regard to the scholarships would be due to verse. 'I

Havt? you any idea l—With regard to the classical

scholarships, out of -50 marks verse would only count

thirty.

7411. So that a man would have his chance of 220

1

He would.

7412. And I suppose it would be difficult for you
to institute a comparison between the state ofclassical

preparation of men at their stage in Trinity, suppos-

ing the two sots of men were presenting themselves,

both without verse, and verc-e not counted at all 1—In
my opinion the Queen's men would have quite an even
cluuice, judging from my experience. I now compare

the best Queen’s men witb the best Triuitv men, and
the slightly less good with the slightly less good.

O'Connor distinctly struck me as a man of the very
first order. He afterwards went to Oxford and died

there early from an accident. He translated the
“ Bacclue” when quite a young man, putting it into

English prose. It was an admirable work.

7413. I suppose the relative importance of verse is

a point of dispute at universities
;
at least there is no

unfavourable impression created against the Queen’s

Colleges in consequence of their not encouraging it 1

—

By no means. For iustauce, at Oxford, there is no
such thing as verse composition after the examination

corresponding to the little-go, which I think they call

“ moderations."

7414. I understand tlio German universities do not.

distinguish themselves particularly in verse composi-

tion I—No, I do not think they practise it at all.

7415. Dr. Stone v.—Mr. Maxwell, a Queen’s Col-

lege student, has recently got a sizavship in Trinity

College I—I have not seen the list of sizars this time.

I did not know it was out.

7410. Dr. Marstox.—

I

may infer that those men
who exhibited so much robustness in their scholarship

must have been in a condition to benefit by the teach-

ing they obtained in the Queen's Colleges after they

entered them ?—Yes, surely.

7417. Wonld you have a matriculation examination

of a very high standard or not!—My view of a
matriculation examination is that it is, or should be,

devised in the interest of the students. It should 1

of such a diameter as to ascertain whether, if they
passed the examination, they will, with sufficient dil!
gcncc, afterwards he able to piss their term examin-
ations. Such would bo my view. If I think the
candidate has attained such knowledge that, with due
diligence, lie may fairly expect to pass his term exam-
inations, and go on to a degr ee, I would give him such
a liuivk as would ndmit^hirn. If I thought hi»

answering was not of that character I would gtve him
such a murk as would reject him, because it would do
him no good to enter, anil immediately fail iu the term
examinations, which he certainly would, if admitted.

7418. Would you infer that the teaching of the
Queen’s Colleges was good ?—Certainly.

7419. That is the impression you wish to convey to

us!—Strongly.

7420. Dr. Stoney.—The test of the adequacy of

the entrance examination is, whether it is found on
trial that the men who passed it are able to «o on
properly' with their course ?-—Certainly

; that would
be the proper view of the matter.

7421. That is the correct test to apply?—In my
opinion it is.

7422. Professor Jack.—Have you any knowledge
of the programme of matriculation in the Queen’s
Colleges ?—-No

;
1 never examined for entrance.

7423. And you lira e not considered it ?—No, hut,

of course, from my point of view, it is a matter of no
importance whatever. I should ask the candidate

some questions in grammar and paining
;
if lie could

answer them it would show the capacity was there

to make up any book set him at his examination. It

would not altermy opinion In the least, no matter how
long or how short the course passed before entrance was.

7424. That is to say, whether it was two books or

one book V—Two books, or one book, or no book at all.

7425. Is that the practice at Trinity College with

regard to matriculation, or is there any matriculation

programme ?—There is, and the number is two Latin

and two Greek, but I would consider that the point

to ascertain wws not whether a student knew two

Greek books anil two Latin books, or one Greek book

and one Latin book, but whether he had such a basis

as substructure that he might be fairly expected,

with reasonable diligence, to pass Lis term examin-

ations afterwards.

742G. Is the examination at Trinity’ College severe

—is tlic proportion of rejected students large ?—Unit

I could not possibly tell. The senior lecturer of

Trinity College is the responsible officer in that case.

He it is wlio accepts or rejects according to his own
judgment I could not possibly answer that question

:

I never know who passes.

7427. 1 presume that he probably talks with the

examine re, and acts on their judgment more or less?

— -No, he Inis the examiner's marks ; I do not think lie

does
;

lie uses his own judgment
;
he is quite absolute.

7428. He is a man of great experience?—He must

he a Senior Fellow, so he must have had considerable

experience.

7429. He judges and determines?—He judges anil

determines, and, I fancy, bases his judgment; on

the question whether the student could be expected,

reasonably from the marks, to pass afterwards.

7430. If he thought not, he would send the student

back to school 1—Certainly
;

if he thought not he

would send the student back.

7431. Rev. Dr. Holloy.—

Y

ou stated that you

examined at the little-go examination the entire class

of pass-men, and that their answering was adequate.

The little-go at the Queen’s was the examination at

the end of the second year’s course?—Yes, it was;

they called it the first arts examination.

7432. But there had been a previous sessional

examination accepted by
.
the University as holding

the place of a university examination?—1 do not

know anything abotft that.

7433. At all events the examination that you

took part in was the examination at the end of
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second year of the course
1?—Yes, it was called tlic

first arts examination in the paper, ami I understood

it exactly corresponded to our little-go examination

which is held at the end of the second year.

7134. Wliat do you mean liy pass men when you

sav you examined the entire class of pass-men 1—

I

examined those men who did not present themw.lves as

candidates for honours at that examination.

7433. Suppose annul held a.scholarship for two yearn

in classical subjects, might ho Ijc a passman?—Ho
juk'ht, or might similarly in Trinity College. A man
wlio "ot first scholarship the year before would appeal*

as a pass man ;
he would not present himself for senior

exhibitions, which would ho analogous.

7430. Ho might be a scholar of two years standing,

and vet a mere pass man?—The distinction is this,

that one goes in for honours, and tins other dues not.

The latter might he a very distinguished mid able

man, and yet it might not ho convenient to him to

read lor honours at that examination.

7437. What would ho have gained by going in for

honours at that examination 1— I do not know.

7438. Are you awuro that lie would continue to

hold his scholarship though your examination was only

a pass examination?—I am not surprised at that. I

mean by the pass men, those who do not present

themselves as candidates for honours.

7439. As far as you know li« might have hold a

scholarship for two years in classical subjects ?— Yes,

and I dare say he receives good marks at the pass

examination —perhaps full marks.

7440. What proportion of students from the Queen’s

Colleges were accustomed to present themselves for

honours, and wliat proportion for pass?—I am afraid

I cau lurrdly answer Unit question. [I is now four

years since I took part in the i xaminntious.

7441. Suppose a student presented liiiusclf for

honours, would he get any academical rewind for

passing the examination '1—That I do not know.
I place them as far as I can in the order of merit.

1 do not know whether they get a money prize or

what they gain by success.

7442. No money prize or scholarship?—This was
the “ first examination in aits," and the scholarships

were awarded at college examinations. A mini might
be distinguished and yet not present himself for

honours. I might give him 1 01) per cent, fur a pass,

and yet not honours
;
so at our little-go T have given

men ton (the highest mark), and 1 havo asked them
why they did not go iu for honours, anil they havo
replied that something prevented them.

7443. But you have no menus of' knowing whether
these men may not havo hold scholarships for two
year's in tire college from which they camo?—None.

7444. Witlr regard to examinations for entrance,
should you attach importance to the students being
well prepared in school work when they come to a uni-

versity college ?—Certainly.

7445. Should you consider that those well prepared
when they come up arc in a better condition to tako
advantage of university touching than those wlio come
up badly prepared ?—Certainly.

7440. Do you think it desirable to admit to a uni-
versity college those who arc “ badly prepared iu every
kind of school work ” ?—I think it would bo a question
which would depend very much on circumstances.

If you thought they were so bndly prepared, that they
certainly would fail in passing their ordinary exami-
nations, it would he unjust to the candidates them-
selves to allow them to pass; but if prepared iu sucli

a way that, though very inadequate at the time, it

seemed they had a substructure—well, I would say,

“let them pass.” I have mysolf examined English-

men who came over, and had been very poor at the

beginning, but who being hard workers and honest,

industrious fellows, who wanted to get their degree
and to learn, havo made such immense improvement
Hurt I have sometimes given them eight and nine at

the close of their college courses.

7447. You said you considered that the matricula-

tion examination was useful in testing the capacity of

those men who come to take advantage of the teach-

ing, so as to be able to pass their term examination 1

—Yes.

7418. Suppose a large number of men conns in

badly prepared in every kind of school work, is there

not a danger that the standard of the term exam-
ination will he lowered to meet the requirements of

such a large number of students?—I think it would
be very much to be regretted if it were so.

74 IU. Wo have received it in evidence that a large

number of students coming to one of the Queen’s

Colleges about the time you speak of, were “badly
pitqsrred in every kind of school work, and were
only able to follow a university course in a limping

and unsatisfactory manner.” Have you any means
of knowing whether the students of whom yon formed
a favourable opinion at tiro littlc-go belonged to that

class, or to the class who were well prepared at matricu-

lation ?—No, 1 had no means at all.

7450. You spoke of O'Connor as having been agood
scholar ?—Yes.

7451. We havo it in evidence that he caiue to

Queen’s College, Galway, better prepared than any
student who ever came there?—Yes.

7452. Ho would beau example of students fitted to

benefit by the teaching?—Yes, he was a remarkable

case.

W. Tuomjley Stoker, cr<

7453. Dr. Marstost.—-You arc a graduate in medi-
cine of the Queen’s University?—Yes, I graduated in
18GG.

7454. You are a Professor of Anatomy also?—

I

have been Professor of Anatomy in the College of
Surgeons, Dublin, siuce 187G.

7455. Are you attached to any hospital in Dublin 1

—I have been a surgeon to cue hospital or another
^^ISTl—for the last thirteen yearn.

<45G. You have hud a good deal of experience of
teaching, and of clinical teaching then. Have you lmd
any experience of examining students ?—I have been
for ten years—from 18GG, wliat is called a private
teacher or grinder in Dublin, and prepared a great
number of men during that time for all sorts of medical
examinations—for the Queen’s University, M.D., for

Licensing Bodies here and iu Scotland, and l'ov the
ouhtary and Naval Medical Service. I lia«l large
classes—-and I have of course bod thirteen years ex-
perience as a clinical teacher in the city of Dublin and

ctnuond hospitals. In these capacities i have come
contact with a great number of Queen’s College
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men, ns well as with a great number of other

students.

7457. As you have had this extended and varied

exper ience, I "suppose you are well qualified to give ns

some information. Now wliat is your opinion of the

standard of education at the Queen’s Colleges. Sup-

pose you begin with the matriculation examination,

and then tell us what youthink ofstudying for medicine

and arts concurrently for the Royal University ?—The
only arts examination that I would venture to express

an opinion about is the matriculation, because I have

known a great number of students who went iu for

that examination, and I have had an opportunity of

comparing them with the students who passed the

corres|)onding examination in Trinity College, the

College of Surgeons and other bodies. I think the

matriculation of the Queen's University is at least as

difficult as any of these examinations. I am incline l

to think more so.

7458. Rev. Dr. Mou.oy.—Do you speak of any

particular college, or of all?—I speak collectively, as

far as I have had an opportunity of judging.
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Doom*.
7459. Dr. Marston.—At which College were you 1

Jum 33. H34. —Queen’s College, Galway.
W. Thoraley 7460. Have you ever compared the course of study
Stoker, esq., of the Royal University with that of the Queen’s
k.d., ».b.o.8.i. University in the medical faculty 1—Frequently.

7461. If that is the case, what is the result of the

comparison in your mind—I am speaking of the

medical faculty 1—You ask me first to statemy opinion

about the propriety of pursuing concurrently the arts

and medical course.

7462. Quite so 1—Well, I am strongly of opinion,

when medical studies are pursued concurrently with

arts studies, the student subtracts from his oppor-

tunities of acquiring medical knowledge. I think

it is desirable, as far as possible, that the aits

course should be—the bulk of it, at all events—be-

hind the student when he begins his medical studies.

In the case of students entering the University of

Dublin, I have always advised strongly that they

should have at least passed their "little-go” before

beginning their medical studies, and in tlin case

of the Royal University I am of opinion they should,

if possible, get their year in arts over before they

begin their medical studies.

7463. This concurrent study renders the curriculum

too heavy 1—For the ordinary student it does. There
are exceptional men who do not feel the weight of the

study, but the bulk of th& students cannot undertake

the two courses without one suffering at the expense

of the other.

7464. Would you be good enough to continue as to

the result of your comparison of the course of study
prescribed by the Queen’s University in the medical

faculty with that prescribed by the Royal University !

—Do you mean the attendance on lectures and so-

forth ?

7465. The course is not quite identical 1—Vei-y

nearly identical.

7466. But not quite!—Mental disease has been
added to the curriculum of the Royal University, and
I do not approve myself of thut addition.

7467. I would now speak more particularly of the
arts 1—I am not competent to give any opinion about
the arts course, except so far iis relates to the matri-
culation examination. It is the only matter of which
I have any experience.

7468. I believe the medical degree in the Queen’s
University was considered a good one!— It was
undoubtedly considered the best degree that was
given in this kingdom, except the degree of the London
University and that of the University of Edinburgh.

7469. By whom was it so considered !—By the body
of the medical profession, and by teachers

;
for instance,

when I was engaged in private teaching I always
thought the Queen’s University man who came to me
was sure to get into the Amy or Navy, I estimated
them so highly.

7470. We have been told with regard to the ma-
triculation examination of the colleges, that the
number of university graduates might be materially
affected by the standard of examination. Arc you
aware, or do yon think, that the standard of the
Queen’s University was lowered in any way to meet
that of the colleges!— [ do not think so. I think
that a year in arts at present frightens a great many
men away from the Royal University.

7471. We have been told that they do not resort to
the Royal University to such an extent as they did to
the Queen’s University. Do you happen to know if

that is so, and how do you account for it !—I believe
it to be due to the additional examination in arts.

7472. Is it a fact !—I believe it to be so.

7473. Do you happen to know whether many men
go to other universities and boards rather than to the
Royal University 1—Queen’s College men ?

7474. Yes!—A great many men go to Scotland,
and some to the licensing boards in Dublin, but the
bulk of them go to Scotland instead of to the Dublin
corporations for diplomas.

7475. Do you think that sufficient hospital practice
forms an essential part of medical education !—I think
it and anatomical study are tho two most important
branches for a student to pursue.

7476. How about the opportunities of the Queen’s
Colleges in that respect as compared with Dublin and
elsewhere. I would prefer that you should speak
from your experience!—Speaking from my observa-
tion of students who come to Dublin in considerable
numbers from the colleges, I find them prepared in
the very best way in all the subjects they were taught
withiu the walls of the colleges

;
in physiology, in

anatomy, in chemistry, and such branches
; but 1 find

that they are not well prepared in clinical subjects.

They arc however in such a state of trainingwhen they

conic to Dublin that they avail themselves of the

clinical opportunities afforded with great rapidity.

7477. The theoretical teaching in the colleges is

good
;
but the opportunity for studying disease prae- •

tically in the hospitals is—is what! How would
you designate it!—I am forced to say I think it

deficient.

7478. Do yon happen to know whether the men
studying in the Queen’s Colleges go to Dublin or else-

where as a rule 1—A great number, and I think an

increasing number, come to Dublin, and take out at

least one session of hospital practice here. In the

hospitals too, we find a great number of them
looking for the post of resident clinical clerks. A
large proportion of our resident clinical clerks are

Queen’s College men.
7479. Do I understand you that it is very desirable

a man should not fulfil the wholo of his curriculum

at one of the Queen’s Colleges, but should resort to

Dublin, Scotland, or elsewhere for his hospital prac-

tice!—He should pass not more than three yearn in

his own college, and should go either to Dublin or

Edinburgh or such centre for the fourth year.

7480. As you have had all this experience in

teaching, examining, and so on, you must have bad an

opportunity of comparing the men from the Queen’s

Colleges witli other students, and with what result!

—I class tire Queen’s College men I have come in

contact with with the very best men we have in

Dublin.

7481. I believe the standard of education in

anatomy is relatively high, is it not 1—It is.

7482. Is it well tested by practical examination1

—Better than in any other division of the kingdom,

because we have a better- opportunity and a larger

supply of subjects. In Scotland and in London they

cannot get a sufficient supply of subjects to conduct

their practical examinations so fully as we do, and I

think the examinations of the Queen’s University,

as I saw them conducted in my dissecting rooms

during the existence of the university, by three

examiners, were as perfect as it was possible for an

anatomical examination to be.

74S3. Do you think that the men who were educated

in the Queen’s Colleges stood high in this respect!—

I

do ;
amongst the highest.

7484. Speaking generally, what are the fees paid in

the Queen’s Colleges for the medical curriculum, and

do you think the cost of education there is reason-

able and cheap, as compared with other places!

—

The cost of medical education is lower than any-

where else. I think it is too low. I do not think you

will get the best class of men to devote themselves to

anatomical teaching—recollecting the inducements of

practice are not held out to them, unless they are pro-

perly paid, and I do not see how they are to be suffi-

ciently paid except by proper fees ;
for instance, the

chair of anatomy in one or two Scotch schools is worth

some thousands a year.

7485. I am speaking of the medical course, as a

whole 1—The cost of the Queen’s College course in

anatomy which is necessary, and as required for the

Royal University, is only .£8-7—two sessions at £4 a

session. In Dublin the full anatomical course for one

session costs £8 8s., aud a student requiring the course
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for the Royal would have to pay £16 16®.; or take the

course for the College of Surgeons — we have a long

curriculum—he would have to pay £22 Is. (twenty-

one guineas.) ...
7486. Do you think, looking at tire competition m

our profession, it would be a good thing for parents

and students, to have the threshold to the profession

made more difficult, or would you have this rest on a

question of supply and demand only 1—1 think the

Liw ofsupply and demand must always govern a matter

of this sort, more or less, make what regulations you

will.

7487. As a matter of course the better educated a

mm is, speaking of preliminary education, the better

qualified lie is to benefit by any teaching he gets under

any circumstances ;
but looking to the end and aim

that a man has in view, do you think it would be

a good plan to substitute a modem language, French

or German, for Greek 1—T have always believed that

the matriculation examination or preliminary exami-

nation for medical students might, with advantage,

have Greek wiped out of it, and I am not sure that

even* Latin might not be wiped out with advantage,

and a modern language or languages substituted. It

would be much more to the advantage of a student to

know something of either French or German than of

either Greek or Latin.

7488. He should surely have some knowledge of

Latin, and would be none the worse for having a little

knowledge of Greek !—Oh 1 none the worse.

7489. But of the two you would prefer French
or German to a little knowledge of Greek 1—Yes,

decidedly.

7490. Is that because in the course of Ins practice

he should keep au cowant with authorities in German
and French ?—Yes. The best literature of our pro-

fession now, outside English, is all in French and

German.

7491. Have you ever thought alrout the desirability

of making logic a part of medical studiest—No. I

think a preliminary examination should embrace at

least one modem language, a good knowledge o£

English, and a knowledge of experimental physics, and
if possible of course Latin. Greek I have no wish to

see included at nil.

7492. Would you tell us wlmt is tlio loud amount of

anatomical fees for two sessions in Dublin!—Wc
require three.

7493. Chairman.—It would vary in different

schools!—No; I’ll explain. The full anatomical
course in Dublin is .£8 8a. £5 5®. is for dis-

sections and £3 3®. for the course of lectures. Of
the £6 5s. for dissections, £1 1®. is supposed to
be for the subject butit is all included as one fee—paid
as one fee and not separate ; so it is really not £4 4s.

and £1 1®., and £3 3s. ; but £5 5®. and £3 3®.

The College of Surgeons requires of men follow-
ing the anatomical curriculum two winter courses
each including lectures and dissections, and each cost-
ing £8 8®., and one course of dissection only,
which cost £5 5®., so that the total curriculum for
our College is £22 1®. (twenty-one guineas); but
latterly men take an additional session, we try
Mid induce them to dissect for an additional session

,
by

giving the session for which they do not require the
certificate, at a reduced fee. We charge for what is
called an uncertificated course of dissection, which a
man follows for his own benefit, t*3 3®., and if he has
taken out the whole of Ills curriculum in one school,
and remains in that school, we charge only £2 2s.—the hare expense that he costs us.

7494. Dr. Marston.—Do you happen to know
whether it is the practice anywhere for a student to dis-
sect on payment of the bare expenses ?—No, except
in the case I have quoted. When a man has taken

*9 t)

wkole curriculum in one school, we charge

7AOR
W^'ck we regard as what he costs us.

Professor Jxck.—

I

s that without supervision!
JNo

; he is supervised and subjected to the same
rules as any student using the room.

749C. He is not allowed to go in and dissect without Dubmw.
any supervision at all !—Certainly not. I may state June 23, i8B4.

further in connexion with that matter that a man .
—

-

should uever be allowed to go into a dissecting-room
without supervision : because the very fact of his going *.»

,
f!k.cb!i

into the room to dissect proves that he wants instruc-
tion.

7497. Dr. Maiiston.—

D

o you happen to know wlmt
is the amount of the anatomical fees paid in the
Queen’s College as compared with Dublin and Scot-
land—four ycura in the Royal University ?—A man
going up for the Royal University degree and taking
all his anatomy in Queen’s College, will only be com-
pelled to pay £8. Everything else ho pays is optional.

A man taking out the same curriculum in Dublin pays
£IG 1C®.

7498. What does he pay in Scotland!—lorn not
in a position to say ; I think about £1 4 ; but Dr.
Cunningham is capable of giving evidence on that
point.

7499. Do you happen to know whether there is any
grievauce in regard to charging a strident in the third
year for the class, in addition to the payment for
material for dissection !—I have heard it spoken of

;
I

do not think it a grievance

7500. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It has not existed in
Belfast!—I do not know.

7501. Dr. Makston. — Is there anything you
would like to add now ! Have I gathered all the
information you are in a positiou to give 1—

I

think so.

7502. Were you satisfied that there was sufficient

apparatus, and had they appliances for teaching in the
medical faculty in those Colleges !—I believe so. I
believe they are as well found as any other in-

stitutions in the country.

7503. What College do you speak of in particular 1

—The one I know best is Galway.
7504. Has there been any Professor of Hygiene

in connexion with those Colleges!—No, not to my
knowledge,

7505. What means have you of teaching operative
surgery in connexion with those Colleges ! Do you
know that!—No.

7506. How many hospitals had they available in

Galway for teaching purposes when you were there

!

—Two; the County Infirmary and the Union Hos-
pital.

7507. What kind of material had they in the

medical and surgical way!—Well, the larger hospital

was tire Union hospital, and the Union hospital never

aflords perfectly satisfactory material for clinical

teaching because the bulk of the cases in it are ones
of chronic disease

;
chronic lung complaints, sore legs,

and coses of that sort
;
you do not have enough

variety to give instruction to the students. The
County Infirmary is a very limited field as compared
with any of the large hospitals in Dublin.

7508. Had they a sufficient amount of surgical

practice, operations, and so on, when you were there 1

—In Galway there was not.

7509. Were there special departrnentsfor ophthalmic

disease, diseases of women and children, and infectious

diseases !—There was a fever hospital, but that was
eighteen years ago. It is, in fact, twenty years since

I was in Galway, and my later information about the

clinical education of the students wlro go is from

my dealings with the students who come up here to

perfect their education.

7510. Then they come up here. I understand that

clearly 1—Clearly
;
that is a positive fact : they come

up here in considerable numbers for that purpose.

7511. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—For how many years

did they generally come up 1—Generally only one.

7512. Chairman.—You speak entirely of Galway,

1 take it !—As regards wlrat 1

7513. As regards for instauco the matriculation

your observations were confined to Galway!—No;
they were not.
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7514. Was it not in Galway you matriculated

yourself ?—It was.

7515. And you finished your university course in

Galway 1—Yes.

7516. Therefore, so far as any personal knowledge

is concerned, it is of Galway College you speak
1

?

—

Yes.

7517. Of course you have had opportunities of

seeing the students from all the three Queen’s Colleges ?

I have. I sent them down to matriculate—men
acting under my advice.

7518. And when speaking of the difficulties or

otherwise of matriculation in the Queen’s Colleges

you speak of the matriculation in Galway ?—No ;

the difficulty of matriculation, in Queen’s Colleges,

judged by me frommy opportunitiesof meetingstudents

who went to those places, or who came from them.

7519. Ycu spoke of this first university examina-

tion in arts, and I understood you to say you thought

it would frighten men away from the Royal ?—That

is my judgment.

7520. In your opinion is it desirable for a medical

man to have gone through a year in arts 1—I think

it is.

7521. But I understand your opinion is that the

year in arts ought to be behind liis year in medical

studies, that is to say he should have finished arts

before beginning medicine ?—If possible.

7522. Dr. LIabstos.—

T

hey should not be concur-

rent ?—I think not.

7523. Chairmax.—In the interest of the profession

you would like to see them well educated 1—In the

interest of the profession I would like to see them as

highly educated as possible
;
but we must legislate for

the greatest number.
7524. Rev. Dr. Moploy.—

D

o you mean that you
must legislate in such a manner as to produce the

greatest possible number of doctors on the cheapest

terms ?—No ; I mean you should frame your standard
to suit the average man yon have to deal with,

7525. I do not understand whether you consider

the fact that students are frightened away from the
Royal by the first university examination in arts, as

a reason why that examination should not be required

of medical students 1—No.
7526. Do you think that it is a sufficient reason or

that it is not 1—I expressed my opinion that that is

the reason why they do not resort to the Royal Uni-
versity.

7527. Do you allege that as a reason why the first

examination in arts should not be required ?—No.
752S. Then you think that notwithstanding the

fact that it frightens them away, it still may be
desirable on educational grounds 1—Yes j but I would
prefer to see it put before the medical curriculum.

7529. Is there anything in the regulations of the
Royal University that would prevent the students
and the teachers from putting it before the medical
curriculum 1—There is a question of economy.

7530. There is nothing about economy in the
statutes of the Royal University. What I asked is

whether thex-e is anything in the regulations of the
Royal University that would prevent teachers and
stmleuts from putting that examination before the
beginning of the medical course ?—Yes. Whether
it is in the regulations of the Royal or not there is a
something, and that something is that the average
Irish student cannot afford to spend five years in the
study of medicine. Queen’s University students, as a
rule, are of a poor class.

7531. But if he puts his first examination in. arts

before his medical studies will he only spend four
years in medical studies ?—The great object of medi-
cal men is to get a qualification as rapidly as possible.

7532. Do you agree with me that the approach to

the medical profession should not be made too easy ?

—You must form your qualification to suit the average

of the men.
7533. You said you thought the fees to bq paid to

the teachers of medicine in the Queen’s Colleges ought

to be raised ?—I certainly think they ought not to be
altered. If I made any change I would raise them. I
think they ai-e too small.

7534. Do yon think that would have a tendency to
frighten students away on the ground of economy?—
No

;
the. amount would be so little to each student if

raised say to £3 3s. instead of £2 2s. That would
be a small matter to a student, but would be very
essential to a professor in a class of two hundred men.

7535. And it would be on advantage to secure a
good class of teachei's 1—It would.

7536. Ami it might be desirable to gain the advan-

tage even at the risk of having fewer students made
doctors ?—Possibly.

7537. Then it might be also desirable to secure a

good standard in general culture, even at the risk of
losing a few students who might not be able to bear the

expense?—That is so, if you make the degree of the

Royal University a maximum qualification corres-

ponding to the Fellowship of the Colleges.

7538. You stated that the bulk of the students who
do not go to the Royal University go to the Scotch

licensing bodies instead of to Dublin. Can you assign

any reason why they go to Scotland instead of to

Dublin?—The bulk of the people who go to Scotland

are Belfast men, and they go to Scotland because the

North of Ix'eland men are Scotchmen, because it is so

easy to get to Edinburgh, and because the diploma is

cheaper.

7539. Is it easier to get from Belfast to Edinburgh
than to Dublin ?—Tt is cheaper, but with students

that is a trifling point. It is a matter of a pound
or so.

7540. Is there a closer kinship between Belfast and

Edinburgh than there is between Belfast and Dublin ?

—The strongest reason is because a man gets a
double qualification in Scotland for £24. Hs pays

foity-two guineas in Dublin.

7 541. That is a very substantial reason. I think

that has a greater influence than kinship 1— I think it

has.

7542. You refereed to the hospitals available in

Galway for clinical instruction. You said the county

infirmary and the union hospital ?—Yes, and the

fever hospital.

7543. Are all the hospitals in Galway available

for clinical iustrection ?—I do not recollect.

7544. You cannot say whether they ore at present

or not ?—1 do not know.
7545. You said you class the Queen’s College men

whom you have met with the best men you meet

in Dublin. Do you speak, in giving that opinion, ofthe

Queen’s College students who have come up eveiy year

to Dublin to complete their cumculum, or of those

who have completed their curxiculumin the Colleges?

—I speak of both classes.

7546. Would you put those who complete their

curriculum, in. the Colleges on a level with the best men

you meet from other schools ? You told us the oppor-

tunities for clinical teaching in the Queen’s Colleges

were not sufficient?—I would, with one exception of

clinical knowledge. I always make that exception.

7547. You make this a general proposition, except

as to clinical instruction ?—Yes.
7548. You said the subjects you considered most

necessary for medical students in the way of general

culture, would be a modern language, English, experi-

mental physics, and you would be inclined to add

Latin ?—Yes.

7549. Do yon remember that these are the subjects-

required in the Royal University for the first univer-

sity examination in arts ?—I do.

7550. I think, then, we agree that it is a good thing

to require this examination from medical students i

Yes, if placed at the proper’ time before the commenee-

ment of medical studies.

7551. And if you and other teachers would recom-

mend them to put it before the commencement of their

medical studies, the Royal University regulations pro-

vide for their doing so.
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7').»2. Professor Jack.—

I

suppose tlioso subjects

ain-earin the nuiUicuhition of the Royal University,

iiitin and au alternative language?—T am not quite

611

7333. Professor Jack.—

I

gather that tho effect of

vnur evidence about matriculation is, that so far as

von can judge from your oxjKirionco of them, the

students who have matriculated in the Queen’s College

have been in a lit state to get university instruction.

That is that you have had large experience of the

men, and that that remark applies to the great hulk

of them’—That is my opinion.

7554. We have had a great deal of evidence that

the number of students attending tho Queen’s Col-

le"es is much diminished since the institution of tlio

Doyal University. Have you any knowledge ns to

whether a considerable number of Irishmen do or do

not "o to other places altogether, because of course it is

practicable for them, at present, to have tliou- medical

education at the Queen’s, and go over to the Royal or

the licensing hoards ; but there are a great number of

vacant places. Is that duo to diminution in tho de-

mand for medical men, or is it due to a number of

Irishmen going elsewhere, or have you any knowledge 1

—I can only speak from hearsay. My impression is

tluit more men go to Scotland lately.

7555. I suppose they find it is convenient for them
to be always at the same place and under the same
teachers, instead of residing in tho Queen’s Colleges and

going once a yearto Scotland or a licensing board?—Yes.

7556. If they go to Scotland they attach themselves

to a university instead of to a licensing board?—

I

think some of them go to the extra mural schools in

Edinburgh, and get the degrees of the corpomtions.

Comparatively few go to the universities.

7557. With regard to those regulations of the. lloyal

University about the first year in arts, I suppose that

you would probably have some difficulty in criticising

the Senate of the Royal University. Your view would

be that you can only speak of the practical effects of

regulations. You would hardly enter into a discussion

of the propriety or impropriety of a particular regula-

tion 1—I prefer not.

7558. With regard to the Royal Univer*sity medical

degree, I do not know whether that has been given to

any extent at present
;
I suppose it has ?—I fancy some

have proceeded to the M.D.
7559. It is provided in the Regulations of the Royal

University that “ All persons who shall bo students of

medicine in the Queen’s University at the date of its

dissolution shall be entitled, if they so desire, to obtain
the degree of M.D., instead of the degree of M.B., upon
passing the examination herein prescribed for the M.B.
degree” (Royal University Calendar, 1884, page 83).

And a good many students have got the degree of M.D.
in accordance with this provision.

7560. Professor Jack.—At present it would he
difficult for the profession to have a definite idea as to
the value of a Royal U nivevsity M.B. or M.D ?—

I

form my opinion looking at it as a continuation of
the Queen’s University, and at present being a con-
tinuation of that, it is a degree that is regarded very
highly by the profession.

7561. Is it understood by the profession to be sub-
stantially a continuation of the Queen’s ?—Certainly
it is, the examiners are to a great extent the same.
The -graduate of the Queen’s, or of the Royal Uni-
versity, would find it more easy to get employment as
an assistant to a practitioner than a man with most
ether degrees. That I know of in Ireland, which
speaks a good deal.

7562. At present I understand that praotitioners
end the people interested in medical men generally
would not know precisely how far the Royal Univer-
sity is the same or different. Is the profession quite

P?sition ^—I think so
;

certainly the
Ppfe^ion in Dublin is quite aware of it.

7o63. That is the special profession. Would the
general practitioner ?—I could not say of England ; he
would in Ireland.

750-t. A matter of that sort might require time.
If they take the Royal University to In: equivalent to

the Queen’s, they would have the same impresskm
about it?—I believe so.

7505. And tluit would be a very high one?—Yes.
7560. Dr. Sidney.—You said that you would re-

joice to see the prelim inary education of medical men
raised as high as it could bo?— I do not think I .said

that. I hold very much tho same views about pre-
liminary examinations as Professor Tyrrell does." I
was listening to his evidence.

75 G 7. if tho Royal University still require a year
in arts, but require it to be concluded before medi-
cal education was entered upon, then tho curriculum
of the Royal University, including tho year in m'ts,

would he a five years’ curriculum ?—That is my im-
pression.

7568. Would that affect onljr a few 1—It would affect

a considerable number.
7569. Then your obsei-vations, as affecting ouly a

few students, would uot apply to a case of that kind ?—No.
7570. It would affect a very large number of stu-

dents 1—I believe so. My observation of the Queen’s
College students is that they are a veiy superior class

of men intellectually, hut have very little money, and
an additional year’s study would be more than they
could afford, so that, if you require five years from
them, you would oblige them to seek other qualifi-

cations than those of the Royal University.

7571. Profeasor Jack.—I suppose, if a change were
made in the regulations of the Royal University, im-
posing a very considerable preliminary education in

arts, that would imply a year more at school, or a
year more somewhere t—Yes.

7572. It would make the medical education prac-

tically five years instead of four?—That is my view.

7573. And your impression is that in Ireland you
cannot afford it?—It is more desirable for a man to

spend five years instead of four if he can, but in
this country the bulk of the students cannot afford to

spend five yoars.

7574. Perhaps six would be better than five, and
seven than six, and so on ?—I think so.

7575. Dr. Maestojt.—

S

uppose there are two sets

of students pursuing medicaL studies, and one has
passed an arts examination and tho other lias not, do
you think it desirable that both should be equally
capable of getting the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
Would you consider it desirable to re3triot the Uni-
versity degree to those who have passed the arts

examination, and thereby given evidence of general

culture?—I would be sorry to see any restrictions

placed on a man obtaining the highest medical degree

as soon as he has entered the portals of the profes

sion. Once ho is permitted to enter the portals ho
ought to be permitted to go to its maximum qualifi-

cation.

7576. I want to understand what you consider

ought to exclude him from the university degree of

doctor of medicine?—If a man has once passed a
sufficient arts examination to enter the medical portals

there ought to be no arts obstruction thrown in his

way.
7577. But if he lias not passed a sufficient arts ex-

amination, and qualified in the medical studies to get

a licence, would he be entitled to an M.D. ?—I hold
he has passed a sufficient arts examination.

7578. You require that he should pass a sufficient

arts examination ?—-What I would consider sufficient,

I have my own standard.

7579. We agreed a while ago the first arts exami-

nation in the Royal was one that might be regarded as

fairly necessaiy?—If anything it is too high, it is

certainly not too low.

7580. Professor Jack.—I suppose there is a certain

amount of arts knowledge required by the General

Medical Council?—Yes.

7581. That is a sort of arts portal?—Yes, they

publish a list of examinations they recognize, and if
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Dl'run. students have not passed one of these equivalent ex-

.fun,i S3, is 84. animations, they cannot proceed to their medical
“— i

studies. You cannot now become a registered medical

Sloker °esq? practitioner until you ai-e forty-five months a medical

m.d., x.n.c.'a.r. student, and medical studies date from the registration

with the branch of the Medical Council. In order to

register with the branch of the Medical Council, you

must have passed one of the matriculation examina-

tions which they recognise, and from that yon have

commenced medical studies.

7582. I do not know whether they recognise ma-

triculation in the Queen’s University!— They do,

and in all the universities, the Queen’s Colleges, the

Colleges of Surgeons, the College of Preceptors in

London, and the Intermediate examinations, amongst

others, provided the Intermediate examinations cover

certain subjects.

7583. So that the arts sine qua non, of the General

Medical Council is practically of the same nature as

the matriculation examination, or is equivalent to

that of the Queen's Colleges, or Royal University, or

other institutions of the same kind 1— Yes.

7554. But it would be putting it a great deal higher

to put on an additional \ ear of arts ?—A great deal

higher.

7585. And vonr impression is that when once a

man becomes a meniljer ofa sort of club like the medical

profession be should be entitled to all the privileges of

that club ?—I think so. I might give my reason for

that!

758G. Yes ?—There is no object in preventing a

man proceeding to the highest qualification, because

once a man Inis passed the lowest matriculation exa-

mination, and obtained the lowest medical qualifica-

tion, lie is empowered to deal with the public, to

practice and obtain fees, and anything that would
prevent him from proceeding to the highest cpialifica-

tion would be throwing a bar in the way of his

improving himself.

7587. I suppose, whatever any university does or

does not do, the student can always find—at the present

moment, at least—places where no more is required

than the matriculation of the General Medical
Council !—He can always obtain a minimum exami-
nation and a minimum qualification.

7555. And he can obtain a minimum examination,

and so on, without a degree—a licence to practise ?

—He can obtain a legal qualification to practise.

7589. And if lie chooses to attend universities which
do not impose anything beyond the General Medical
Council’s arts preliminary, he can obtain a medical
degree, which is often a very good degree?—He can.

7590. Dr. Stoney.—If a candidate can afford to

spend five years, whether would you consider he had
attained a better position if he had devoted the first

year to the arts studies of the Royal University, and
four years subsequently to bis medical studies, or if be
haddevoted thefirstfour years to his medical studies and
thesubsequent yearto hospital attendance in some of the
large centres, such as London, Paris, or Vienna?—

I

think the latter course would be most conducive to
the production of a skilful medical man—that is to
say, lie should spend the fifth year in a medical
centre.

7591. Dr. Marston.—I suppose we may take it

that the more going in for the highest possible

standard in medical qualifications the better. But,
looking to the wants of the population as a whole, yon
can scarcely expect a man to spend five or six year's

in a university course, and take the highest qualifica-

tions, and then go to the wilds of Connemara to
practise. Consequently, would you say there should

be a minimum qualification to launch him upon the
world to practise with safety to the public?—
Certainly.

7592. And a great many students must necessarily,

because they are poor, fall into the last category?

—

Yes. I think that orrr first duty is to ofler a
minimum qualification, and our next is to induce

men—those who have ambition—to proceed to tl

higher qualifications.

7593. As a mutter of course, the Royal Universitv
or any university, or any examining board that sets
the highest possible standard, is doing a great deal of
good. That wc are agreed on ?—It is.

7594. But to take the maximum standard, and to
fix it down for a student coming in for ordinary
practice, would practically be unworkable and inflict

hardship?—Yes, I think so.

7595. Do you think wc have had time at present to
judge of the extent to which medical students avail

themselves of the Royal University ?—No, I think

not.

7596. Do you regiud it as a defect, or an evil, that

the men lecturing on subjects like surgery and medi-
cine should he dissociated from an hospital where
they will have opportunities of illustrating the lec-

tures they are giving ?—I think that medicine or

surgery can no more be taught properly without

sufficient hospital material than you can teach a man
anatomy without bodies to dissect.

7597. Are men taught the manipulation of ap-

pliances, case-taking, dietetics, and prescribing,

and all those little details which they would be called

upon at once to practise when they get into the pro-

fession ?—I do not think, anywhere, wc have attained

perfection yet, but I think there is great improvement

in all those respects of late years. Since I began to

study students are afforded advantages which did not

exist then, and the advantages are increasing every

year.

7598. And you think all things are developing?—

I do.

7599. Chairman.—Yon speak of a minimum quali-

fication and a maximum qualification. For informa-

tion, I would like to know wlierea student would gowho

wanted to get a minimum qualification ?—I would call

the licence of any of the Corporations—for example,

the licence of the College of Physicians, or of any of

the Colleges of Surgeons, or of the Apothecaries’

Hall of London or Dublin—minimum qualifications,

but I would call the Fellowships of the Colleges

maximum qualifications.

7600. Would you consider one of the University

degrees a maximum qualification or a minimum?—
Some I would consider maximum.

7601. Which of them?—The M.D. of the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, London, Aberdeen, Oxford, or

Cambridge, I would regard as a maximum. There is

no other Scotch degree I would class as a maximum,

because the fellowships are there obtained simply by

payment.
7602. May I take it yon would regard the other

Scotch degrees >is minimum ?—I should have included

the M.D., of Glasgow, of course.

7603. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—According to your view

is it desirable to gather together those who have got a

minimum qualification and those who have got a

maximum qualification into one great class, and call

them all Doctors of Medicine ?—Oh, no.

7604. Do you not say you wish to leave the title of

Doctor of Medicine available for those who possess the

minimum qualification ?—I said I would leave it open

to them to obtain it.

7605. Without any examination in general culture?

—Without any in arts. Once a man gets a qualifica-

tion to kill or cure, I would leave it open to him to

get the maximum.
7606. You would put those who get the minimum

qualification with those who get the degree in arts, such

as Trinity College confers, into one category f--Ye8.

7607. Chairman.—That was not the meaning P”
conveyed to my mind. What I understood was this.

You give the title of M.D., to a man with a minimum

qualification. Did I understand you to say you

would give the University degree of M.D. t° a

minimum qualification ?—I will explain again, if you

allow me.

7608. Chairman,

—

Certainly?—I mean to say, once
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0 man is admitted as a licensed medical, and surgical

practitioner by obtaining nny qualification that legally

entitles bun to practice, I would not throw any arts

obstruction in the way of his proceeding to the higher

medical degrees. I would have him leave liis arts

behind him at the beginning of his medical course,

and never go Lack on the arts again, and if lie would

raise himself to the rank of what I call maximum
Qualification, let him do it by professional means.

7009. And consequently, the minimum qualifica-

tion in arts of the lowest in the kingdom would be a

sufficient arts qualification tor the title of Doctor of

Medicine!—It would.

7C10. Professor Jack.—He would have a sufficient Dcm.iv.
amount of medical knowledge under your system 1— Jmt ts, iss-i.

Certainly. As an example of what I mean, a man w —
takes tins licenceof the Col lego of Surgeons. The only Stolw

0*'^
arts qualification demanded is our matriculation, or m.h., r.R.o.i.i.

one of the matriculations recognized by the General
Medical Council, and wij allow him to proceed to his
Fellowship, when of sulf . iout age, without any further
arts qualification. Ami 1 hold that it is proper and
right. We examine him in medical branches, and not
in arts subjects.

Professor D. J. Conxikguam, m.d., Professor of Anatomy, T.c.n., examined.

"61 1. Chairman’.—You are practising in Dublin,

I believe V—No. I am teaching.

7612. lu Trinity College!—Yes; I am Professor

of Anatomy.

7G13. And have you been Professor for any length

of time?—Only one year
;
but I was a year and a half

professor in the Royal College of Surgeons here, so my
experience in Dublin extends over two years and a luilf.

7614. Have you had, either in the Royal College

of Surgeons or in Trinity College, any students who
had been educated in any of the Queen's Colleges!

—

Yes; at the Royal College of Surgeons I hud a con-

siderable number ; and, also, I had experience iu

Edinburgh of a few Queen’s College students, before

I came to Dublin.

7615. Were you teaching iu Edinburgh !—

I

was senior Demonstrator of Anatomy iu the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, and I met a few of them there.

7616. That is, the students who came from Belfast

Queen's College to take their licence iu Edinburgh 1—
Well, those that I mot, came over, I believe, for the

degree
;
they were very few. I only recollect ouo or

two, but they were Belfast students.

7C17. How many would you say you had ex-
perience of at the College of Surgeons ?—I think about
balf-a-dozen during the time I was there, both from
Cork and Galway.

7618. And during the last year that you have been
lecturing at Trinity College have you had any Queen’s
College men under you!—I think not
7619. Do you wish to give the Commission any in-

formation as to your opinion of the qualification and
ca[>acity of those students from the Queen’s Colleges
that you had under you in the Collego of Surgeons 1

—

Those that I have met I have formed a very high
opinion of

;
in fact I placed them as practically much

higher than any of those I met in the College of Sur-
geons. Of course I refer to anatomy

; and I consider
that in practical anatomy showed very favourably,
and, on the whole, I would place them above the
other students I met in the College of Surgeons. I
may mention that one, in particular, who came
from Galway specially attracted my notice. He was
one of the ablest and best trained students ill auatouiy
and the kindred subjects that I have met

; and I may
state thatmy experience of students is not limited only to
Dublin and Edinburgh, but I have also experience of
students in London. I am an examiner of the Uni-
versity of London, and can, therefore, compare all
three sets of students.

<620. So that when you say of students from the
Queen’s Colleges, especially Queen’s College, Galway,
you think them above any you met, you include in
that the students of London!—-No. I put them above

of those that 1 met in the College of Surgeons,
tat they compare favourably with the Trinity College

dents and the students I have had experience of
both in London and Edinburgh.

. 70u giye the Commission an opinion asw the anatomical fees that are charged at Trinity
c£e ’ They are very much the Bame as those that

elsewhere, of which Dr. Stoker has spoken,

,, .
™ exception—if a student is going forward for

e egrec in Trinity College he is required to take a

course in systematic anatomy—systematic, as dis-

tinguished from practical anatomy. The lectures on
anatomy in the schools of Dublin here are upon topo-

graphical anatomy
;
the subject is dissected, and the

part is demonstrated ;
but in Trinity College we con-

sider that a man should have a higher knowledge of

anatomy, and that he should know, iu addition, some-

thing of the principles, and, therefore, wc impose on
him n course of systematic anatomy.

7622. How many years does the full course of

anatomy take?—We require three years for the degree

in surgery, and only one for the degree iu medicine.

7623. How many sessions!—The session extends

to six months.

7C24. How mauy sessions do you require !—Three
sessions of anatomy for the surgical degree, aud one

for the medical degree.

7025. How many courses of dissections and what
aro the fees 1—Eight guineas for the dissections and the

lectures ou practical anatomy—the two go together.

7G26. For each course ?—For each course.

7627. Docs that cover the expense of providing all

necessary subjects ?—It does.

7628. Have you anything in Trinity Collego analo-

gous to what Dr. Thnrnlcy Stoker told us as to an addi-

tional session being given at a reduced foe !—Yes the

fourth year students after they have taken out all that

is required to obtain the surgical degree can obtain a

session of dissections by paying a lee of two guineas,

which we look upon as covering the expenses, perhaps

a littlo more.

7629. You might possibly tell us something about

the rate of anatomical fees charged in Scotland !—Iu
Edinburgh the equivalent fee to the eight guineas here

is seven guineas, but the student has to supply his own
parts and that makes n vciy material difference, seeing

that to obtain ail the ]<arts necessary to complete

the body, be would require to pay somewliere about

£2 12s.

7G30. In addition to the seven guineas !—Yes ; there

is another point in Scotland, that whilst the student is

only required to take out one session of dissections

aud one session at lectures for this seven guineas, yet in

reality he takes three winter sessions. Speaking for

myself, though bound to pay only seven guineas, I paid

between twenty-one and twenty-two guineas before

my anatomy was finished.

7631. In addition to the extra expense !—In addi-

tion to the extra expense for subjects; and for

subjects, I paid somewliere about £4 or £5.

7632. Do you know anything about tlie expense of

anatomical fees in the London schools!—I have no

knowledge of them.

7633. Dr. Maustox.—

D

o you personally know any-

thing about the Queen’s Colleges
;
have you ever seen

them!—No. I merely know of them through the

students. I have met with students from Galway.

7634. You say that the students from the Queen’s

Colleges were very good in anatomy and that you

ranked them very liigh. Have you been able to test

them in any other respect ?—In histology I tested

them. In Dublin I found that they had a tolerably

fail- knowledge of histology but it was not to be com-

pared with that in anatomy.
3 E 2
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7G35. Iu physiology ov auythiug else!—Not in

physiology
;
in histology shine.

71336. Do yon know what foes are charged in Galway

for medical education there ?—I have heard they are

only fonv guineas.

f G3T. Would you consider that the course there in

medical education is a cheap one ?—I would consider

it, if this is the ease, exceedingly cheap.

7038. Do yon regard hospital practice os a very

essential part' of medical education ?—Yes
;
after the

students have passed one year iu learning the ruili-

ments of the profession, as nnatomy, physiology, and

chemistry.

7039. But for a year and perhaps a little more, you

would think that a place free from temptations, where

they had excellent teachers, and good appliances in

such subjects as anatomy, botany, and chemistry, would

offer very great advantages 1—It would.

7G40. They would be able to concentrate their atten-

tion and leant tliero as well as at the host medical

school in the metropolis I—Of course. My experience

has been drawn entirely from my knowledge of a very

few students, but from what I have seen of those J

should say they would.

7 (HI. Then, as far as this theoretical and prelimin-

ary part of the course of medical training is concerned,

assuming that the Queen’s Colleges oiler great advan-

tages, what would you advise with regard to an arts

course 1—I could only advise from what I have heard

iu evidence this morning.

7G42. That would he merely hearsay ?—Yes.

7G43. You have nothing to say on it from your own
experience 1—N othing further.

7G44. Have you had any opportunity of hearing

what the students themselves say on the subject ?

—

Those that I have conversed with have always spoken

highly of the education they liave received in the Col-

leges
;
lmt I thiuk I have also heard them mention the

fact of the want of clinical instruction.

7045. Professor Jack.

—

Can you compare the cost

of the anatomy required for a medical student in

Scotland and in Ireland ?—It depeuds on the form of

study carried on in Ireland. I thiuk in the Univei-sity

of Edinburgh, if a man wished to reap the full advan-

tages of the instruction in anatomy he would have to

pay quite as much sis he would in Dublin. Of course,

apparently, he would not, because he is only compelled

to take out one winter session of anatomy.

7G4G. The average student would tako out two
sessions!—Three ; the average student can take three,

and in addition to that several summer sessions.

7647. Dr. Marstox.—What would 1» the total cost

of that ?—He takes out first of all, as a general rule,

two courses of lectures iu anatomy : that costs seven

guineas, or six guineas should he take out a perpetual

ticket in the beginning. Then as a general rule he
takes three courses of practical anatomy, which costs

nine guineas, exclusive of subjects, and frequently in

addition he takes one, two, or it may be three summer
courses of dissections. If he takes the full amount it

would be six guineas additional. Then there are

demonstrations
;
demonstrations have to be paid for in

Edinburgh, although they are given free here, and if

he takes two courses of these that would be two
guineas.

7 648. Do you know whether it is the practice any-

where for a student to dissect without any payment
other than the actual expenses ?—It is not.

7649. What is your opinion with regard to the
medical student being required to pass an examination
iu modem languages, such as German, as to its in-

fluence on his future career?— It is of the greatest

advantage
7650. Would you then be inclined to substitute one

of the modem languages, say German for Greek, if you
had the opportunity ?—Certainly, I would.

7651. You would consider that the possession of a

good knowledge of German would make all the differ-

ence, whether a man was to remain on the lowest step

of the ladder of his profession, or nossiblv to u
the highest !—Yes.

} eich

7652. You have hod an opportunity of contrastb,-
I suppose, the students of the Queen's Colleges,

.,J°j

students elsewhere, say in London, uml Edinburgh i»
other respects than in anatomy ?—Simply jn aiuTtJt n-
and histology.

7653. Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

When those students
who came under your notice at the College of Surgeons
came up to Dublin, did they cease to pursue their

studies iu the Queen's Colleges or did they continue to
follow their course of medical studies iu the two insti-

tutions at the same time ?—My impression is that
they came to Dublin during their last year, to obtain

the -advantage of clinical instruction, and remained
in Dublin for that

; while in Dublin they could only
attend the schools hero, they passed their final exami-
nation from these schools.

7654. At the Queen’s University?— I think the
Royal at that time.

7655. Then they had ceased to lie students of the

Queen’s Colleges when they came up to you ?—Yes.

7656. Did they come generally for only one year or

for two years ? —I can only speak for that one yenr

that I was iu the College of Surgeons.

7 657. You are since connected until Trinity College?

—Yes.

7658. Is there a course of arts required in Trinity

College as a qualification for the degree of doctor of

medicine ?—It requires each student to take out a

degree in arts.

7659. He is not admitted as a candidate for the

degree of doctor of medicine until lie has obtained a

degree in arts ?—He must obtain an arts degree before

that of doctor of medicine.

7660. Dr. Stoxey.—

B

ut not if lie is content with

the license of the University ?—No, I refer to his

degree.

7661. Rev. Dr. Mojxoy.—Suppose the Royal Uni-

versity required no qualification in arts beyond the

matriculation, do you think the absence of such

qualification would have an unfavourable influence on

the social position which the graduates of the Royal

University would take as compared with the gradu-

ates of Trinity College ?—I would say so
;
in begin-

ning life as a medical man especially.

7662. Professor Jack.—With regard to the practice

of Trinity College requiring a degree iu arts as a

condition preliminary to the degree in medicine, is

that the practice in some other universities ?—In

Oxford it is.

7663. And in Cambridge!—I am not certain; hut

in Oxford it is.

7664. The course in Oxford I suppose is not one

which would be called that of a very eminent practical

school ?—It is considered to liave next to no means of

giving an efficient education in anatomy, but it has

the means of giving an admirable instruction in

physiology.

7 665. There are not a great many medical degrees

conferred by the University of Oxford ?—Not many.

7666. Is the number conferred by Trinity College

large?—Yes, there is a vory large number of students

taking out medical degrees.

7667. Does that requirement of an arts degree

operate seriously in pi-eveuting their coming forward,

do you know ?—Undoubtedly
;
we receive iho best men-

7668. You receive picked men?—Picked men.

7669. Men who liave got time to take an arts

degree preliminary to their medical education ?—Some

carry on both arts and medicine together, but these

are only the best men, and if anyone who is not a good

man attempts it he necessarily comes to grief.

7670. I suppose the authorities would discourage

him?—Of course, we all discourage it. Generally be

has to pass his little-go before he begins any medical

work.
,

7671. Have you any reason to suppose those Queen s

College students whom you saw in the College or

Surgeons to be exceptional ?—No, I think not One
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was, but to Wm I specially referred before, and there

was uo doubt but that lie was an exceptional student.

7672. But in the main 1—I think they were average

students. I was particularly uttmeted to tlieiu by

their Iicing ]>artieulurly good men.

7673. Thoroughly well trained ?—Yes.

7674. And those whom yon saw in Edinburgh, who

]iad come from the Queen’s Colleges, were students

leaving the Queen’s Colleges to attend the Univiirsity

of Edinburgh!—Yes, and with the view of obtaining

their degrees there.

7675. They would leave the Queen's Colleges alto-

nether and become members of the Edinburgh Uni-

versity !—Ycs.
.

7G7G. Did you form the same impression of the

other students there ?—I mot very low, and they did

not show unfavourably.

7677. Compared with the ordinary Scotch students !

—I do not think they showed unfavourably.

7G7S. You have experience of the Loudon Univer-

sity giving papers in anatomy and histology!—In

anatomy alone.

7679. I suppose the degree of doctor of the Univer-

sity of London is considered to be very high !—It is

the highest degree in medicine.

7G80. And the standard is very high?—Higher

than in any other university.

76S1. Those stiulonts that you talk of did not

present themselves for your papers in the University

of London 1—No.

7GS2. Could you indicate your impression as to

whether they woidd or would not have passed in. an
examination!—Two of them might have passed in

anatomy, but the students who go up for the I/ondon

degree are picked men, and are working specially

for it.

7683. The London degree is something in the nature

of a high honour degree 1—Yes.

7684. Dr. Marston.—The four year's prescribed

for medical study is not more, I presume, than an

able student would require to comply with the several

snbjects required for the medical degree. Do you
think that time should be encroached on by requiring

him to pass an examination in iirts at the expiration

of the first year. Do you not think that such exami-

nation should be passed by tho student before ho com-

mences his medical curriculum, as, for instuuoe, in the

Universities of London, Edinburgh, and Glasgow 1

—

I think it is difficult, but at the sumo time the better

class of students are really ablo to do it.

7685. These are exceptional men !—They are abovo
the average.

7686. The medical curriculum is rather a heavy
one!—Yes.

7687. Thoi-efore it requires all a man’s powers ?

—

There is no doubt of it.

7688. The student has to give Ids whole mind to it ?

—Yes.

7689. But you hold that it is a good thing for a
man to have a degree in arts 1—Certainly.

2G.0

7G90. Professor Jack.—It is not very usual in the
Scotch universities for a man to hike a degree in
medicine, and arts?—In Edinburgh we have a good
proportion.

7691. A considerable number ?—But it was not-

very common.
7G92. Is it 15 per emit.?—I think about that
7G93. That would not liemy impression of Glasgow

!

—I thiuk so.

7694. liev Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou said that in Trinity
College the candidates whom you got for the medical
profession arc picked men !—Certainly.

7095. I suppose tho authorities of the University
of Dublin would not object to the Itoyal University
having its graduates in medicine picked men also?

—

Certainly not.

7G9(i. Do yon think it would be an advantage to

the profession if the degree of doctor of medicine of a
university should lie a title of honour conferred only
on picked men ?—I think so.

7097. Dr. Stonisy.—

T

hose picked men, the students
of the University of Dublin, are in general in less

narrow circumstances than the students of the Queen’s
Colleges ?—I should consider so.

7698. And they could bear the additional expense
of going through a two years arts course before com-
mencing their medical studies with greater- ease ?—

I

think they could.

7G99. And the picked men of that class are

obtained by the University of Dublin ?—I think so.

7700. And arc not available for the Royal Uni-
versity, I suppose ?—I suppose not.

7701. The Royal University deals with men of

n less wealthy class !—But perhaps I might have been
misunderstood in using the word “ picked.” Of coarse

I mean students who have got a good preliminary

education Irefore they begin their studies—men of

good ability.

7702. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy.—That is exactly what I

understood. I think the phrase was a very felicitous

one.

7703. Dr. Makston. — You recognise a great

difference between a university degree in medicine and
a licence to practice ?—Of course. There is one point

I would like to mention. Professor Stoker men-
tioned in the course of Iris evidence that the salary of

the Professor of Anatomy’s foes in Edinburgh reached

somewhere about £5,000. That is an over-statement.

7704. There is still one question T would like to ask.

Taking the instanco of Galway, where there' are very

few opportunities for a medical professor to earn fees,

do you thiuk yon could secure a man of eminence

and qualified to teach students unless you held out

to him somo retiring allowance at the end o£ his

career as professor !—No, I think not.

7705. The probability Is that you would also have

to endow the chair to make it worth Iris while 1—

I

think so.

770G. Money measures iuen to a great extent 1—
Yes.

Professor Thomas Maguire, lud.. f.t.c.d., examined.

7707. Chairman—You are a Fellow of Trinity
College, Dublin?—I am a Fellow and Professor.

7708. What chair ilo you fill ?—Moral Philosophy.
7709. You have been engaged in educational work

for a long -time ?—A very long time.
7710. Were you in Queen’s College, Galway, before

coming to Dublin ?—I was for eleven years.

Lathi
1 wero 7m professor of in Galway ?

—

7712. Yon were Professor of Latin during the
enure of these eleven years ?—The entire eleven years,
ajao acted for one and a half years ns Professor of
°hueal .Economy and Roman. Law, and for one term

^Lecturer on Real Property.
’ You are familiar with the matriculation in

Galway, and the programme as it existed in your

time!—-I always conducted the Latin examinations.

7714. Toll the Commissioners the state of education

in Latin you generally found amongst the candidates

for matriculation !—I generally found it was very

fail' indeed.

7715. Did yon require them to present . two books,

or were you satisfied with one !—I was satisfied with

one. I regarded it as a test.

7716. What book was it yon generally found the

students selected !—They selected their own "book.

A book of Virgil, a book of Cmsar, sometimes two,

sometimes a eonplc of the “ Odes ” ofHorace ; but I was

always satisfied with anything, provided it was Latin.
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Dublin-. 7717. Did you find it necessary to reject any of pared student who ever came to Galway. Now, Ido
June 2 .i, isbi. the men who presented themselves '!—Yes, occasionally, not think he was. Hu was, undoubtedly, a man of the— 7718. Can you give us an idea of the average number greatest aptitude for classics, and lie had a greater

Mot'uUv, isci. rejected 1—The rejections got less as the preparation power than any man I ever met for observing. I

u.k, v.V.e.n. got better. never gave a passage in anything, even whether he had

7719. Have you had any experience at all of the seen it betore or not, on which he did not remark,and he

examinations under the Intermediate Board 1—I have had the greatest capacity for utilizing everything. In
acted as examiner for two yeais. fhet he lmd the greatest capacity, hut was not the best

7720. With what grade in the Intermediate Board prepared student who ever came to ilie College. Ire-

would you class the students going up for matriculation member several of his mistakes, but I do not like to

in Galway in your time 1—It is quite different, and tell them.

in this way. In Galway I gave my mark “ reject,” 7733. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It was Professor D'Arcy

or “ pass,” or “ pass if," according to what I thought Thompson gave us that evidence, that lie was the best

the state of the knowledge possessed by the candidate student who ever came to the College?—If you say the

was. In marking in the Intermediate, and I believe best wlio ever crunc to the College lie certainly was.

it is something similar in the classical side of the ProfessorTliom]>son’s estimate in that agrees with mine.

Royal University, you are tied down to give the marks That he had tho greatest classical capacity, I fully

whether you like it or not. I have been obliged to admit, and do not wish to undervalue Professor Tliouip-

give a man high marks for translation in Greek who, son’s teaching. I sav, however, that lie was not the

when he came to parsing showed he knew no Greek best prepared student, but had the greatest aptitude,

at all. In Trinity College I would give him no marks, in fact. I will give an instance of that. He had

7721. How would the knowledge of the student never done any hexameter verso. I was lecturing

going up in Latin contrast with that required by on the Georgies, ami after reading a book of the

the Intermediate Board. Would the boys in the Georgies he gave me an admirable translation ofa piece

junior grade of the Intermediate have as much of Thomson’s Seasons, which I gave as a kindred sub-

knowledge of I .a tin as a student going up for raatricula- jeet.

tiou in Galway?—No; I would examine all students 7734. Chairman.—When you came to Trinity

in the same way. “Why is that such and such a College you had experience of men there wlio were

case.” “ Parse that." “ What do you mean by that.” educated in the Queen's Colleges?—I lmd.

I would mark him on the result of all his knowledge. 7735. Had you many?—I had some pupils on

7722. You know the books and subjects of exainina- last Saturday. A student from Galway was elected

tion in the three grades ?—Yes, I have examined in second sizar on very high marks, and with the very

junior and senior. I have had papers in all three. highest approbation on the part of the examiners—
7723. Would a hov in the junior grade, as far as that is ta say, Maxwell—in classics.

Latin is concerned, know as much as those going up 7736. Had he taken a degree in Queen’s College,

for matriculation in Galway 1—As far as answering in Galway ?—No, in the lloyal
;

the degree power of the

the passage, his translation liiightbe perfect, but on the Queen’s is gone.

other hand his parsing might show him to be ignorant 7737. Besides him had you ever a Quccu's College

of Latin, ami I would give him nothing in Galway or man in your class ?—Yes, Seaver and Bracken, Charles

in Trinity, whereas in the Intermediate I would be anil Brookes.
obliged to givehim full marks. Whether the students 773S. Are they men wlio had broken off in the

have it off or have the translation in their pockets I middle of the Queen’s College course ?—No; Seaver

cannot tell, but it is a fact that the translation is often had taken out liis degree.

accurate and the knowledge nil. 7789. He entered Trinity as an undergraduate?

—

7724. You examined in the suliscqucnt years not Yes.
alone for matriculation but also in Latin, at the 7740. Has Bracken taken out his degree?— No.

different sessional examinations ?—Yes, and lectured. Dublin men may go to Cambridge, and an Oxford man
I examined in my own course. came over the other day to enter in Trinity, and went

7725. Did you find, dining your experience in Gal- in for a scholarship. There are a sort of freelances

way, that the arts students fell off in the second and wlio go about from one place to another.
third year?—About the third year they fell off. That 7741. Do such of them as enter Trinity go in for a

is the worst men went to other things while the best B.A.,and take the degree?—As far as I recollectmostof
» men stayed on. the ruen who get scholarships become divinity students,

7726. As a rule, the medical students did nothing and go into the Irish Church. Then, again, a Galway
more than matriculate in arts 1—No, but they did in student competed for a sizarship, aud, though he did

one way. There is a scholarship always given in the not get it, I have the authority of two of the examiners

same papers at matriculation—the scholarship in arts, for saying his answering was very good.
that is, in classics, on one hand, and in matliema- 7742. When was that?—Last Saturday the result

tics on the other hand, and it has frequently occurred was declared.
that medical students have headed the list. 7743. Professor Jack.—

W

hat was the object you

7i27. For the scholarships?—Yes. conceived that you were fulfilling— that you were

7728. But taking the matriculation examination aiming at at the matriculation examinations?—To test

aud that for the entrance scholarship, they would not the sufficiency of the knowledge of Latin.
gO'On any further for arts?—No. 7744. I suppose you found that the men after

1 729. How many, on the average, woidd you have passing the matriculation examination made good use

iu the second year for arts ?—I would have a full class of their opportunities ?—Nearly all.

until “little-go.” After that I would lecture only 7745. You considered that they had nearly all made

.special men for the degree. They pay three guineas good use of their opportunities 1—Yes.
113

_

a fee, whereas up to “little-go" they pay two 7746. Supposing you found a man could not make
guineas. Afterwards I lectured men who were taking good use of his opportunities, you would be under the

out their degree as specialists. impression that he had been wrongly passed and should

7730. That would be a very small number?—Some- have been sent back?—Yes, but I think I would

times three, sometimes two, sometimes one, but they reject him.
would be the very best. “

7747. You had hardly any such cases at all?—

1 731. By the survival of the fittest?—By the sur- Hardly any such cases,
viral of the fittest. 7748. You gave very important evidence with regard

7732. Have you anything else to lay before the to the examinations in the Intermediate ;
do I ua^er-

Commission?—There was one statement made by the stand an examiner is compelled to give so many marks

Rev. Dr. Molloy to the effect that there was evidence for translation, so many marks for grammar, so many

given to show that George O’Connor was the best pre- marks for so and so, and fill up separately ?—Yes

;
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the filling up separately is wliut I object to. Tho

discretionary powe we hail in the Queen’s, and which

1 have in Trinity, is altogether taken from us in the

Intermediate, and we arc merely registers, as it were,

of bit by bit Then they tot up and the aggregate is

the result.

"749. Yon said that you had Leon obliged to

/»ive marks in eases where the translation was accu-

rate and the knowledge was nil. Arc such cases

frequent t—Not very, but they have occurred with-

out the slightest exaggeration. I remember one

case distinctly where 1 could not find a flaw in the

translation, aiid yet the parsing was so defective that

it showed the hoy knew no Greek. lie must have

learned the Euglish oft' by heart, or had a “crib” (a

translation) in his pocket.

7750. With the state of education to which boys

are now brought it is possible to have a translation off

tv heart 1—l think so ;
the portion to ho prepared is

so short and they have a long time to prepare them.

For instance, the Book of the Odyssey, a boy with a
good memory would be very apt to know it by heart.

7751. And to write it down straight off would not bo

an exercise beneficial to his intellect?—No; the worst

possible, I should say.

7752. You mentioned alniut your class of seuior

classical men in which there might he three, two,

or one. Can you tell us where you would place your
average passman at Galway when he was leaving ?

Where would you place him in comparison with the

men in other universities with which you are acquain-

ted ?—1 should say exactly what Professor Tyrrell

said, that minus verse he could take first mnk. Some
of my men used occasionally to do verse, but from
beginning lato they could not compete with the regu-

larly trained versifiers. In other vcsjiccts—both I

should say in proso ami the faculty and power of

translation, they could certainly coJnjiete with the

best

7753. You examine of course constantly for scholar-

ships?—Yes. In fact I have been scholarship exami-
ner in Trinity College ever since my election. One of
the things I particularly urge upon the student is to

pay attention in giving a proper rendering into good
English.

7754. In examining for scholarships in Galway was
it your experience that tlxe men who got the scholar-

ships got them on suflicient grounds. I suppose you
were frequently a member of council ?—I was for
three years a member of council, and I was always ex-

aminer. Practically the council were guided by the
recommendations of the examiners, and in fact on
almost every occasion I recommended the giving of a
scholarship, and in mauy cases tho council out of their
reserve funds granted exhibitions which were not a
matter of light but rest with them under then-
statutory powers. They are given as compensa-
tion to a man who would have got a scholarship if

it had not been filled up—to a man who would have
got a scholarship only it had been given to a better
man while he himself was a very good man.

7755. I suppose the scholarships in Galway are
what you might call small things ns compared with the
scholarships in Trinity College?—I consider that
unless a man is resident in Galway, a scholarship does
not pay him. We had men in Galway whose parents
were living near Galway, and a scholarship to them
was so much in their pockets, but if a student for
instance came from Roscommon, his scholarship could
“srely support him during the session. He had to pay
fees, to buy his cap and gown and books, and with the
utmost economy he could barely live on the scholarship.

7756. If he gets a scholarship in Trinity College,
he would get one which lasts without examination for
a certain number of years ?—If he gets it, the regular
“ffle is five years, and he gets his dinner every day

his rooms and £20 a year, and private pupils at
“iree guineas a month. He can make a good deal of

by taking private pupils.
7757. The scholarship in Trinity is a thing which in

a pecuniary sense would be worth a good number of Dunuv.
the scholarships in Guhvay?— Yes. Jhu« in, is

7758. That might account for students who begin
their course iu Galway and other places, coming up MaaaSr*
afterwards to Trinity College i—Certainly. ll.u., r.T.r.

7759. Ancl if they completed their course and come
to Trinity and took a scholarship they could live al-

most for nothing?—Almost for nothing, besides having
a positive means of making money.

77GU. That is the reason for men going to Oxford
and Cambridge to take their degree?—It is a constant
reproach against the Queen’s Colleges that the students
arc bribed into going there, but anyone conversant
with the old universities knows that the greaternumber
of the men who take degrees in honours at them art;

really paid for receiving a higher education. Nearly
every man who takes a high degree is.

7701. That would apply to Oxford and Cambridge?
—Ancl Dublin. There is not a man who gets a high
degree, not a scholar or exhibitioner except lie is a fel-

low-commoner, who is not paid. So that if one is a
bribe the other is a bigger bribe.

77G2. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

ith reference to the
Intermediate examinations, I think you said you met
with cases iu which the translation from the classics

was faultless and the knowledge was nil ?—Yes.
7763. You seem to think it is a had system to

give marks on tho translation, when the student is

not able to get marks in the parsing ?—Exactly, ancl

one should have cancelled the other; I have cancelled

them elsewhere, ancl would do so.

7764. Do you know as a matter of fact that the

marks in translation are cancelled by the Intermediate
Board in that cose ?—No.

7705. There is a rule of the Intermediate Board
that if a student does not get twenty per ceut. iu
grammar he is rejected

;
therefore, if his knowledge in

grammar is nil, his marks in translation are can-
celled 1—In grammar there are questions set iu nouns
ancl verbs called grammar questions: I am talking of
questions relative to the parsing of the passage which
lie translated, and if lie understood the passage from
a knowledge of grammar he would understand these
questions.

7766. He is rejected on tho rules of the Interme-
diate Board 7—He is on rules relating to other ques-

tions of grammar, but he is not rejected on the

questions relating to the passage.

7767. But he is rejected?—Not for not knowing
these questions.

7768. Was a student always rejected in Galway who
did not know the language at all ?—I always rejected

him, and could do so without appeal.

7769. Was he always rejected when lie was prac-

tically ignorant of Greek ?-—The word iu council was
Greek, may pass, if Latin, reject; mathematics, and
so on ;

and according to the average he would be re-

jected or passed.

7770. Professor Thompson told us he let students

in who were practically ignorant of Greek ?—He must
have returned them as passed ; if he put rejected, they

would have been rejected.

7771. I can only tell you his evidence?—I can only

tell you of the fact.

7772. In the cases referred to in the Intermediate

Board students would be rejected if the knowledge of

grammar was nil?—I say a passage was correctly

translated, say in Xenophon ; it was so correctly

translated that we would say out of ninety marks I
would give him eighty-five. I come then to a ques-

tion (speaking of these cases, I set two papers my-
self). I have always given parse so and so in that

passage
;

I see he does not know that passage

except by mere memory. What you are allud-

ing to relates to two sets of questions in ordinary

grammar which are given in the beginning, and the

rule is, 1 am aware, if the student is rejected in these

be is absolutely rejected, but these are cut-amd-dry

questions. A student always would have such as de-

cline (3aai\tvc- If a student has learned grammar he
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would bear iu mind tlic distinct instances. I sun

speaking of two distinct questions.

7773. Would you say lie would got twenty percent,

on the grammar if liis knowledge of tlie luugungu

was nil 1—I would call it no knowledge of tlie lan-

guage.

7774. Chairmak.—

I

will read tlie rule: “no student

ahull be awarded a pass or any mark iu Greek, Latin.

French, German, Italian, or Celtic, who shall not have

obtained at least twenty per cent, of the murks as-

signed to grammar.” Therefore if you had given him
even full marks for the Latin translation, and given

him nil in grammar he could not have passed at all 1

He could not have passed, but that does not touch

my case. My case is on the passage
;
take the first

sentence m Xenophon, parse that verb or noun, and

it would prove whether lie understood the language or

not
;
and I say where he does not do this, and his

answer shows utter incorrectness, he ought to he re-

jected in spite of his high marks in the translation.

I am not touching the technical rule about answering

formal questions.

7775. Under the rule he would he rejected?—Not
for missing the things I am talking of. You are

talking of the formal questions in grammar, which

form two items in the list of marks
;

if he fails in

these he is rejected—that is admitted. We then come
to the passage in the translation. There are separate

marks given on the passage, but on this passage I

found other questions which I say prove him iguoraut

of the language.

7776. Professor Jack.—

H

e cannot parse?—Yes.

7777. And lie ought not to pass 1—Yes.

777S. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou say that if a man
came from Roscommon his -scholarship would barely

pay him ?—I think so.

7779. And if lie came from a much greater distance

it would not payat nil?—It would not, comiug from any
distance. We had students who came from tlie town or

immediuteneiglibourhood. Their parentswould support
them whether at the College or not. In that case the
scholarship was clear gain. In fact, I knew a case

where a man’s father put the amount of his scholar-

ships in the bank, and handed them to him when
leaving. He was a most distinguished law student.

7750. Do you know, as a matter of fact, that they
do come from a great distance?—I would call Roscom-
mon a distance.

7751. What would you coll Colcpaine?—Roscommon
and Coleraine are equally near Galway for that
purpose.

7782. In your time, about what proportion of the
students who presented themselves for matriculation
were rejected, roughly

; I do not want to have an
exact estimate ?—It really varied ; I think that would
be better ascertained from the College returns

; I re-

collect ten out of sixty.

7783. About one-sixth ?—Yes, sometimes more and
sometimes less

; it would depend on the answering.
7784. 1 find that corresponds with what Professor

Berwick said in 1857 j he said about one-sixth or one-
seventh were rejected. Do you think the matricul-
ation examination was a really sifting examination,
and that those proved on examination to be unfit-
for the curriculum of the College were rejected ?

—

I never heard my examination complained of for want
of being sifting.

77S5. I am not speaking of yours, but the whole
matriculation examination ?—I think it was a very
good examination, and sifting

;
the mathematics and

English were very severely marked.
7786. I will read what Professor Berwick said in

1 857. He was asked, “What proportion of tlie candid-
ates for matriculation examination have, on the whole,
been rejected 1

” and he answered, “ I should say that
now, perhaps, there is a sixth or seventh part rejected;

I remember that five were rejected the last session, but
the fact is, if we rejected candidates who were not
sufficiently prepared to enter on this curriculum, we
should reject eight out of ten.” Is that your ex-

perience?—No ; f was not in tlie College in 18.37- T
went there in 1SG9, aud the proportion certaiulv vW
by year was improving. * *

7787. Wh.it circumstance led to the improve,r.ent

}

Do you think the class of students coming in v,.r,.

better?—J think the examinations tend to iinpmvi
on the average

;
I do nut say that every year is W.tev

than every other year
;
but whether it is tlie kind of

opinion that gets abroad, or something in the air

that improves the examination, there lms been an
improvement.

778S. If it were true that eight out of ten ought to
have been rejected, and that only six out of seven
were rejected, would that kind of examination tend t»

raise the standard in the schools ?—That is an “if"-
I don’t admit the “ if.”

7789. I am quoting President Berwick’s evidence?

—I am not speaking of what occurred before my ex-

perience. My experience lias beeu I always rejected

a man unfit to go on with college, and, after the ex-

amination was over, I have met with all kinds of

entreaties to let a man pass.

7790. I am not speaking of yourself in Latin, but

tlie matriculation examination as conducted on the

whole, and what I understand from you is that the

students came up better prepared in your time than

iu President Berwick's. The question I asked was,

what was the circumstance that led to this improve-

ment in the students that camo up ?—1 was not con-

trasting my whole period with other periods, but I

was saying that, in my experience, the preparation

was gettiug better and better, and the only reason I

could give for it was that people asked “ what is the

examination like ?
” having means of knowing what

kind of questions they would he asked
;

in other

words they may know beforehand tlie nature of the

examination.

7791. When you went there first was the con-

dition of things the same as described by President

Berwick?—No, I was agreeably disappointed. I

thought the answering would ho very bad, and I

found nothing to complain of in the scholars or in

the matriculation. I remember rejecting two or

three men the first examination. That was tlie first

I held for- entrance. Generally tlie men were quite

tit to read in Latin any Latin book, which was tlio

only tiling I tested.

7792. Perhaps you would prefer to confine yonr

observations strictly to Latin. I wished to examine

you as to the matriculation examination taken as a

whole ?—With regard to the other subjects I never

examined personally.

7793. Perhaps you do not wish to give any opinion

on the examination as a whole ?—Certainly. I think

the examination on the whole was a most efficient

examination, hut I am not able to speak from ex-

perience as to other subjects. I have not cross-

examined the professors as to whether they g&ve

proper marks or not, but I assume they did. The

only thing is that, as one of tlie examiners, I was

present when the marks were counted, and, as a

Member of Council, I have sat on the same marks

afterwards, that is, to consider whether the student

was fit to pass or not, and, whenever I thought a

student should not pass, either on a special subject or

as the result of the whole, the student was stopped,

or putback ifdeficient, say, in Euclid,and hewouldcome

up after a couple of months, or he would be allowed

to attend lectures, which would be ratified in case of

his finally matriculating successfully. Sometimes a

man would come up invincibly stupid, and, after

being rejected a couple of times he would give it up.

I think one man came up for about five years. I do

not know what finally became of him.

7794. Can you say whether in your time the

College fulfilled the functions of a university college

or of a high school ?—I should say most decidedly the

functions of a university college, and of a very higu

university college.
; j

... -,.: 1

, T
7795. President Berwick was asked— Am I w
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infer that the College, under present circumstances,

cm do little more than perform the part of a high

school?" and he answered “that is the case with re-

gard to classical subjects" ?—May I ask in what year

was that?
. .

7796. That was in 1337 ?—My tune begins in

1SG9.
, ,

7797. You think there must have been an im-

provement from the state of things clescrilied there?

—

There must have been, certainly, because I came fresh

from Trinity College. I was a year and a half there

as a grinder—that is, taking private pupils—before ap-

pointed to Galway College. The grinder’s is not an oiii-

cial appointment ;
it isjust demand and supply. A man

comes and reads with you because he thinks you are

lit. I was agreeably disappointed as to the state of

preparation both for the scholarshiiis and general an-

swering at entrance.

779S. Had any of the professors in your time to teach

the rudiments of the subjects of their department ?—

I

cannot say that they had. I had not. Imnn-diately

after matriculation puss-men came to me, and I read a

prose hook and a poet, and generally the prose and

poetry were taken with reference to the iirst arts.

Then I read those books with these students, just in

the same way as I would read them with my pupils

now.

7799. Had you to begiu the Latin declensions ?

—

Certainly not.

7300. Would you say if a professor liad to begin

the Greek declensions with his class ho was teaching

the rudiments ?—If lie had to begin the Greek declen-

sions I would say lie was teaching the rudiments, hut

I never with any class, whether the highest or lowest,

failed to call attentiou to grammar and syntax. In
fact, 1 do not regard classics as anythiug except

grammar and syntax.

7S01. I will read for yon what Dr. MoiTctt said in

1857. I should like you to point out, if you can, what
were the circumstances that led to tiro improvement
in the interval, because wo have been told by some
of the witnesses that tlio schools in Ireland were
getting worse. Here is what Dr. Moffett said—“J
think it is essential that the professors in the colleges

should not always be kept teaching tlio mere rudi-

ments." That, of course, conveys that they were kept
teaching the rudiments?—Well, then, to that I say
they were not kept teaching, because I, as Professor
of Latin, read some of the most advanced Latin
authors, and Professor Thompson’s class used to read
Plato, .fEscliylus, Thucydides—that is, tlic higher chiss

—andthat cannot hecalled kept teaching the rudiments.
7802. A studeut reading the rudiments in his first

year would he able to read the classical authors in his
second and third?—If there is any reference to rudi-
ments at all it must he talking about the pass class in

Greek, but I do not like talking for anybody else
;
but

pass men were attending pass lectures. We gave two
sets of lectures, honour lectures and pass lectures.
The pass lectures dwelt more on grammar necessarily.
For instance, I would read an ode in Horace with a
pass man, and I would parse every word. If with a
higher class, I would assume that I need not go into
every word

; but whenever I suspected there was a
grammatical difficulty I would go into that most fully,
and I do the same in Trinity College at the present day.

*803. It was the pass students, and not the honour
students, who were • reading the rudiments ?—They
were doing the rudiments, and a great deal more;
.

w®re reading the author. There was no class
ta my time in elementary grammar.
7804 Professor Jack.—

Y

ou tliink wlmt President
Berwick and Dr. Moffett said in 1857 was more or
ess ancient history?—Very ancient.
7805. And even ancient histories are sometimes

wrong?—-What they have taken is a universal asser-
on, whereas so far as rudiments come in it is only in
erence to the pass class, and it may be said of any

“uveraity. J

<806. No doubt it is capable of being said of uni-

versities at tiro proscut day ?—I sometimes take* tiro. Denux.
class as tutor ; tlio tutor is bound to give two sets of June 9 .1 ,

issi.

lectures in tlio day. I sometimes get a pass class in

Trinity College. I say, “ You go on
; translate.” I ask,

“ Wlmt part of the verb is that; what case is that; u..a., y.t cm!
why is it so-aml-so,” and from that point of view I
know tlio Galway men were quite as good, and generally
they showed as great a disposition to learn. It would
he very ahsiinl if the pitss-mcu were taken ms represent-

ing the honour men of Triuity College.

7807. It is pointed out as a misfortune that n pro-

fessor should do the work of .schoolmaster. Is it your
experience that iu the working of universities the

two things caunot he very sharply distinguished?

—

Yes.

7808. A higher schoolmaster and a college pro-

fessor—they shade into each other a good deal ?

—

And in all cases the highest teacher in college, unless

set apart for honour men, must, and frequently does,

schoolmaster's work, but schoolmaster's work anil

something more.
7809. You caimot cut off the schoolmaster end of

the professor, and leave him a professor pure and
simple?—No.

7810. With regard to matriculation would you be
able to institute any comparison with the matriculation

of Trinity College you are familiar with, and the ma-
triculation iu the Queen’s University ?—I give pre-

cisely the same kind of examination.

7311. The object you set before yourself in. matri-

culating students, examining for matriculation, is the

sumo here at Triuity College as it was there ?—The
same as in the entrance, where they simply go in to

qualify. We have also an honour entrance—they call

it public entrance—where, in addition to the marks they

obtain in tin- pass course, papers are nut them in tlio two
subsequent days. That is a competitive thing, and the}'

get places : which is a different thing altogether.

7812. Would a student he able to enter Trinity

College on the same sort of knowledge as would he re-

quired for entering the Queen’s College?—Certainly
;

substantially tiro, same, and I would undertake to send

thorn off in tlio train, and that the result would be. the

same.

7813. Dr. Marstox.—We have heard a good deal

of the standard of matriculation examination, and tlio

standard of education in the Queen’s Colleges. In
your opinion is it a just standard or not?—Is it the

standard of the Queen's?

7814. Yes?—I consider it is a most cfficieut stan-

dard, but it has been unjustly criticised, because it bus

been tested by tlio results of the Intermediate exami-

nation, which is an all-round examination, and does not

throw any light on special fitness, and ns 1 say with the.

marking I consider is radically vicious, because you

are couqiellcd to register marks whether you like it or

not.

7813. Come to the matriculation examination of this

Galway College. Hare you ever known an instauce in

which a really incompetent man got into the College,

or found that yon could not teach him?—I have never

found a man that did not get on. There was one very

'unfortunate man who used to come back, as I said,

year after year, and I do not know wlmt became ofhim
finally; but generally after two or tlireo rejections

they had sense enough not to come up again. Nearly

all the men were capable of improvement
;
some, of

course, went astray, but it was not from want of in-

tellect.

781G. What is the standard for medical students so

far as you know ?—As far as matriculation, except that

the medical students were put in a separate list I could

not detect any difference, and latterly, both Professor

Thompson, and myself, remarked, that the preparation

of the medical students in Greek, Latin, and Euclid and

English, was remarkably good. Of course, the mathc-

matiesand English wetookon trust fromthe statements

of the President, Dr. Moffett, and the Professor of

Mathematics, Dr. Allman.

7817. You think they werequitecompetent to benefit
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duhlix. "by tlie class of teaching they would get iu the College 1

j« Mi*. 2 "., iss4. —Perfectly.

7818. And that they were fit for the medical
Thnmn^

faculty '?—As fur as arts is concerned, I would call

i
,*

n., k.t.c.ii. them well-educated men.
7819. What experience have you of the pass men 1

—I have hud in arts, lecturing thorn over two years,

and then examining them at the university examina-

tions, in Dublin Castle.

7820. Have you had any evidence or opportunities

of judging of the present efficiency or not of the

Colleges !—Yes. The fact I mentioned just now, that

on last Saturday, one of the classical scholars was re-

turned the second sizar. He is not only returned

second sizar, hut his style of answering, and thorough-

ness of scholarship was specially commended by
Professor Purser, one of the classical examiners, and
Professor IMaliaftey

; us to the answering of the student

in mathematics, while his style was praised by Mr.

Pautou, an eminent mathematician, and Mr. Roberts,

also an eminent mathematician, lie was not suc-

cessful : but that is not to be wondered at considering

the men who compete for sizarsliip are already on the

spot, and already in the college, and know the style of

examination. The Galway man canto up as an utter

outsider, and did well.

7821. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

think you said that

the Intermediate Education Examination throws no
light on the success of candidates iu special subjects.

I find the returns give us the exact marks which the

student gets in each subject of the examination. There
may be a question as to whether you would attach any
importance to marks or not, but so far as examiners
can express their judgment by marks, they tell us the
exact success of the student in every subject in which
he passes. I wisJi to ask with reganlto the particular

remark that you made that the Intermediate Examina-
tion dues not throw any light on special fitness,

whether you are disposed to modify that remark?

—

They show a fitness in special subjects. I said special

special fitness. Special fitness in a special subject

differs from competence in a special subject.

7822. What do you mean?—I said: suppose the
marks are here given in Enclid that shows the
answering in Euclid. The scholarship in Galway
would show a great deal more the power of applying
to Euclid deduction, or deducibles.

7823. Do you not know that in the programme of
the Intermediate Board the deductions are a portion
of the course, and that a special portion of the marks
are set off for the deductions themselves, and you can
actually^ tell the number of marks a student gets in
the deductions! Is not that special enough?—No,
because one would he what I would call an honour
paper, which would be a different loind of examination
altogether, and I would call the Intermediate, so fai-

ns it is an all-round examination, a general or pass
examination.

7824. But it throws a light on the success of
the student in each subject of the examination! I
would merely say this : it woidd be quite possible for
a first-rate mathematician not to get very high marks
in the elementary.

7825. Dr. AIahston.—

I

think I remember some-
thing being mentioned about a student named Hanly.
Can you throw any light on lfis case ?—He got his
scholarship in Galway. He attended my lectures. I
considered him a very good Latin scholar. At the end
of the first year I examined him for the second year
scholarship. I gave him a passage in unprepared
Latin, or supposed to he unprepared, and I set the
same passage afterwards for moderatorsliip in Dublin
hero, and I can assure you Hanly’s version was more
accurate, and it was my impression it was not pre-
pared. I do not see how he could come across it, and
I am confirmed in this view by the kind of mistakes
ho made—such as would occur, not to a man who had
prepared it, but to a man who made it out as lie went
along. So he would be a very good Latin scholar, and
it would be ridiculous to talk of him as a child.

7S2G. Chairman.—YVhat was his age?—I sec t ]ll?

statement that he entered as a child.

7827. Dr. Marstos.—

W

hat age was he ? Iam no
judge.

7828. You did not look at his teeth ?—No. I]mVl.

an impression that ho used to win races; however h-
was by no means a child.

782'J. I would like to get vour opinion as to a lii»li

or low or medium standard of matriculation. Are von
satisfied that the matriculation at the Queen’s is slilfi-

c-ieut to ensure the student’s competency to lienetit la-

the teaching which ho will get there ?—Perfectly.

7830. Dr. Sto.vey.—

I

f Mr. Hauly said lie was
seventeen when ho entered, would that agree with
your recollection ?—Ho always looked very juvenile.

7831. He dues still ?—I sen him still, and lie seems

to continue to flourish in immortal youth.

7832. Dr. Mahston.—

A

man’s age is not always to

be counted by his appearance?—No.
7833. Dr. Stoxky.—

D

o you know anything about

another student, Edward Dillon Mapothcr?—All I

recollect about him is that lie was very small, aiul lie

seemed to bo very mature. . Really I am not an expert.

7834. Professor Jacic.—

W

ould he give an accurate

observer the impression that lie was a child?—The iky

before he entered I met him at the hotel at dinner. I

diil not know who lie was until I met him next day at

the Examination Hall. He seemed to be quite mature

iu conversation.

7835. Dr. Stonev.—

I

think yon referred to the

possibility that a candidate at the examinations of the

Intermediate Board might have brought a translation

with him from which lie copied, or that he wrote out

his translation from memory, having learned the passage

offby heart ?—Yes, that is a possible solution, and the

only way I can explain it.

7S3G. If either of those alternatives happened could

the same student, if ho succeeded in bringing in a book

with him, score twenty per cent, on the grammar paper?

—Of course lie could
;
he would only have to refer to it.

7837. And could lie, by simply learning by rote,

without having a solid knowledge of the language, be

also entitled to twenty per cent, on the grammar

paper under the rules?—I think he could.

7838. So that his getting twenty per cent, would

not insure a knowledge of the language?— ft woidd not.

7839. You also referred to the very limited exteut

of the course to be prepared as making it possible for

students to commit the whole translation to memory?

—Not everybody. I could not do it to save my fife.

I never could, but a great many could.

78-10. It is notorious that students do frequently

prepare their business in that way. Do you think it

desirable in cases of this kind to have the cotu-sc so

limited as you describe it ?—No, inasmuch as the time

is very short for most of the Intermediate course 1—

A

month would be sufficient.

7841. What tune is allowed ?—They are given out

for a year.

7842. Do you regard the matriculation examination

of the Queen’s Colleges as being of a wholly different

character ?—Certainly. One is a test and the other

is competitive, and the competitive only is based on

what I call tire faults of the. marking—that is, that you

mustmark bit by bit without the slightest capacity of

giving a judgment on the whole, unless in the two

cases of grammar, which does not touch my point.

7843. And candidates might be entitled to pa®

the one who would fail to pass the other ?—I consider

that, having found out that he did not understand^

grammar of the passage, I would give him no credit
t

for the translation. I act on that principle.

7S44. Do you consider regulations such as those

under which the marks for translation had to be given,

good regulations to be imposed by an external autho-

rity on a Board of Examiners ?—I do not. I consi er

they conduce to that very evil I talked about °^1®r
jf

bit by bit without any judgment on the whole-
^

takes away the discretion of the examiner altoga -

7845. Would you regard the test ofthe mafcncuiatio
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examination toliavn boon adequately iipi.lieil if it was
'

Villn- long expcrh'uco that tin- students did licue.lit

L die education recehxtl sul«c|Uontly in College?-—

jj- vou lisk me was the matriculation n tost of theiv

capacity to benefit by t,lie leetiuvs, and they did

benefit, I would regard it as ijuitn iiiilliciont. I have

not the slightest doubt my examination would tost the

amount of capacity to benefit by the course of lectures

on Latin.

7P4G. Was that the ease with the hulk of the stu-

dents or with only a few?—Nearly all that passed.

7847. Then any statement that would represent a

class ofstudents as being able to bene litby theeducation,

and another class as being allowed to pass improperly

who could not bonelit by the oilueation, would nob be

true in any sense or degree?—It would nob; anyone

who passed was capable of benefiting. Some gave up

college, or went astray, but it was not for want of in-

tellectual capacity.

7848. Were the students ns a rule serious students

who availed themselves of theiv opportunities?—They

were earnest and hol'd-working students, and it was

shown by their constant attendance in the library

borrowing books. I never saw a harder working set

of men as a body. Of courso there was an idler here

and there, but he generally wont away.

7849. You had an opportunity of judging of the

progress made by all the pass students of the three

Queen's Colleges, I mean the pass students in Latin,

when they came to their “Little-go" examination ?

—

Yes.

7850. Comparingthemwith the puss students of other

universities, do j'ou think that they studied to good pur-

pose?—Yes, I think that they studiod remarkably well,

and I may say that I know this as a fact, that fewer

men were rejected from Galway in the classics than
from the other two Colleges.

7851. I think yon examined also fur the senior
scholarships?—In classics

; mul political economy urban
I was acting professor; at mm time l)r. -MoHettwaH
laid up by an accident J examined in metaphysics.

7852. Were the students who obtained senior
scholarship* deserving of I lmm ? ---There was only one
competitor in metaphysics, but tlm answering was
Yury high. I would consider it was first class answer-
ing if there wore fifty candidates.

7855. Jsit usual in universities that the number
of persons who present themselves for advanced honour
examinations is small?—Always; sometimes thoro
is more competition, but generally men only go in
when they think they have a reasonable chance. They
.•Hi; afraid of the ridicule which would attach to them
if they sought something for which they were mani-
festly incapable.

7854. It would be no valid objection to point atten-
tion to the fact that a number of competitors was not
much or aL all more than the number of prizes 1—

I

would not consider it any objection. The only differ-

ence is : whoro there are more candidates sonic m ust be
left out, hut that does not prove where the number of
candidates is small that they arc disqualified.

7855. I need not ask you whether you regard the
results of the Intermedia!.!: examination as a valid

test by which to measure the awards that ought to
have been made at the Scholarship Examinations?

—

No ; I reject it on tho ground that the Intermediate
is an all-round examination, and that tho examination
fora scholarship in tho Queeu’s Colleges is specially in

mathematics
;
and I may say I asked my pupil who

failed for science sizarship, and lie said he thought the
examination was harder in geometry in Trinity than
in Galway, but in Galway the analysis was harderthan
in Trinity.

Rev. J. E. Reffk, French College, Blaoltrock, examined.

785G. Chairman.—You arc connected with the

French College, Elackrock?—Yes, sir.

7857. What position do you hold in tho College?

—

Director of studies, and responsible for the general
management of the classes.

7858. How long have you been connected with the
college ?—I have been twenty years connected with
the college at Blnckrock.

7859. Is the college so long in existence os that ?

—

It is twenty-four years in oxisteuce.

7860. You have been there for twenty years ?—Yes.
7861. Have you informed yourself of the different

heads of our inquiry ?—Yes.
7862. As I have not had the advantage of any

precis of the evidence you are going to give, I must
ask that you will be good enough to confine yourself
to the four heads of our inquiry

;
we cannot take

evidence outside it?—The first point I want to say a
few words on is, about the question that turned up in
Cork.

1

7868.

Is this with reference to the case of Mix
Hanly?—No. Mr. Hanly’s is a different case.

7864. Because the Commissioners would be very
glad to give you any opportunity of explaining that
matter. But it would occur to me that it would be
better to see the printed documents which we have
with regard to Mr. Hanly ?—That is a small matter.
With regard to Cork, I see Professor Ridgewav
stated

6

7865. I would ask you, if you please, not to make
*ny reference to the words used by other witnesses

;

pot to get into any controversy with tlio witnesses,
but to give your own evidence yourself?—In this
particular case, I am very sorry to say, that I find
myself by this statement, if it is correct, slandered,

,
t
ve
?T teacher in the country slandered and libelled,

ana X think, when my good name, with the name of
jmy teacher in the country is attacked, I have anght to defend myself. I am sure you won’t deny me

that right. In any court of justice, I think, I would

be allowed to do so.

7866. We are not a court of justice ?— The gentle-

man was not asked to define what he meant by
“decent teaching,’’ or by teaching that, is not decent;

he simply said—“ the sooner boys come hero to get

sound decent teaching the better, as there is no school

in the country fit to prepare boys for tho university."

I will auswer that point within tho scope of tho Com-
mission.

7867. Confine yourself tomatters within your own
knowledge?—I will. I am the more anxious, because

tho Prime Minister in his speech on education may
say again as ho has done before . . .

7868. I must ask you to confine yourself to the

subject of our inquiry. We have a great deal to do ?

—Decidedly ; but that is a very material point.

7869. We will take anything from you within

your own knowledge, in reference to the French Col-

lege, Blackrock, which appears to us to come within

the scope of our enquiry 1—With your permission I

shall proceed to prove, that in the first place

the teaching of the Irish schools is at least equal to

that of the English schools : secondly, that lurne,

schools are fit to prepare boys for English universities,

and thirdly, that the teaching of the Irish schools is

not inferior to the teaching of the Queen’s College,

Cork.

7870. Might I ask you. how. you purpose to do

that?—First of all, to prove by the competition, to

show that the Irish schools have been libelled, and

the masters too, and I think that is very material.

7871. You must refcily confine yourself to what you

know yourself of the French College, Blackrock. We
cannot receivo you as the champion of the Irish

schools generally ?—Of our school t ahall speak at tho

same time. As you have listened to the slanderer,

you must, in common justice, listen to an answer. I

mean to submit that

3 F 2
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7872. I assure you that we are quite prepared to

take any evidence that you may wish to offer, which

is within the scope of our inquiry, anil within your

knowledge with respect to the training at the -French

College, Blackrock?—The teaching of the Irish schools

is at least equal to that of the English schools.

7873. I must ask you uow to be bound by the limits

which I am laying down, with the assent of the other

Commissioners. We cannot take you as giving evi-

dence of the Irish schools in general, because you

cannot know it of your own knowledge ?—I forgot to

say that I was, and am still, secretary io the com-

mittee of Catholic schools, where all these matters have

turned up, and I am sure the points I am submitting to

the Commission are all relevant to the scope of your

Commission.
7874. I can only say that we will hear from you

any statement that you may wish to give us. either of

the efficiency of the teaching, or the nature of the

teaching adopted in the French College, Ulnclcroek, of

which you can speak, I believe, with the must perfect

knowledge yourself ?—Yes.

7875. Rev. Dr. Mollot.—

I

think the question of

the standard of education attained by the Irish schools

may lie referred to ?—That is wliat I am going to do.

787G. Chairman.—Wliat we arc quite prepared to

receive is this—we are prepared to receive evidence as

to the efficiency of the Intermediate schools of Ireland

to prepare students for university colleges, hut evidence

means sometliing.whleh the man who comes forward to

give it knows of his own knowledge ?—By published

documents.

7S77. We are prepared to take from you any
evidence—first of all, as to the French College, Black-

rock, with which you are intimately acquainted.

We will lie prepared to take evidence from you as to

the Rockwell College, Cahir, which I understand be-

longs to your Order, and of which you have personal

knowledge, and as to any other intermediate school in

Ireland of which j'ou have personal knowledge?

—

Thank you
;
that is all I want. There was a point that

I was very anxious to bring out to show the teaching

of the schools is at least not inferior to the teaching

elsewhere.

787S. You know, of course, all about the French
College, Blackroek?—Yes, and I will prove it by
Blackroek, and by some other schools of which I have
personal knowledge.

7S79. Does Rockwell College, Cahir, belong to the
members of your Order?—Yes.

7880. Arc you acquainted with Rockwell College,

Cahir-, and the standard of education there?—Yes.
78S1. Is there any other college that belongs to

your order except the Rockwell College and the
Blackroek College?—No.

7882. What means of information have you with
regard to any other of the intermediate schools in Ire-
land ?—The means of information I have is, in the
first place, personal communication -with the heads of
these schools, and, secondly, the public records, which
give the success of these schools, and which have not
been challenged.

7883. Are you in a position to give ns evidence
which is admissible and within the scope of our in-
quiry as to the Blackroek College and Rockwell Col-
lege?—Yes.

7S84. Then I would ask for evidence with regard
to the state of these schools, taking the Blackroek
school first?—Well, I was not myself prepared for the
objections, and that puts me out of the order I had
intended to follow. Perhaps if yon allow me to go on
in my own way

—

7885. I cannot, Father Reffe?—I wanted first to

clear the ground of all objections.

78S6. I wish you to bear in mind the great distinc-

tion that there is between evidence and comment. It

is the duty of the Commissioners to draw inferences

from the evidence. It is the duty of the witnesses
examined, simply to give us the facts within then- own

* QQ. 7893 to 7912. See Appendix III. B., Ko. 49.

knowledge. Therefore I will ask you again not to lie
offering comments ?—It is facts I wanted to give you
but I will come back to it by and by. Will you nllov
me to speak to the case of Hanly that has been spoken tf
a while ago.

7887. Are you in a position to go into that?—Yes
because there has been a mistake made by one of the
Commissioners in misplacing the case.

7 888. Excuse me for a moment. We want to be
perfectly fair with you and to give you the fullest

opportunity of explaining tlio matter. I do not think
you would be in a position to do that until you
have seen the charge made. The charge is contained ia

a printed paper in my hand. I do not know whether
you have seen it or not?—No.

7S89. Wliat I would suggest is that you would say

nothing of the case of Hauly, until you have first

read the paper, and having rend the paperyou will be in

a position to understand it?—Yes.

7SD0. Dr. Moffett (President of Queen’s College, Gal-

way)— I make mi initial protest against that. There
are two persons connected with that document—one

myself and the other Mr. Huvotys. You ruled that

evidence was not to be received secondhand. I must
protest against that document Vicing used. I am un-

willing that that document should he discussed except iu

the presence of the gentleman with whom I lnul the

correspondence.

7891. Chairman.—

Y

ou must allow us to he the best

judges of that.

Dr. Moffett.—I thought you ruled it.

Chairman.—

W

liat I ruled in Galway was that I

would not take any statement secondhand
;
therefore if

Father Rcffc is not able to tell us of his own knowledge

I will not take his evidence.

Dr. Moffett.—Mr. Rcffe's name is not signed to that

paper.

7892. Chairman.—

I

am perfectly aware of that?

—

Fitness—I am the only person of the two mentioned

that will be able to give you first-hand evidence.

7893.

*IIcre is the statement :

—

“ In our own case some boys have been enticed by the

Queen’s Collage money prizes and scholarships to leave

school at an age when they certainly were not fit to enter

upon a university course. Thus for instance Joseph Hanly

and Edward Dillon Mapotlier, left our school mere

children to go to the Queen's College. Galway, where

they obtained—one a classical and the other a mathema-

tical scholarship at matriculation. They both came from

one of our lowest classes the Elcmcnto, Prima Scctio, as

we call it here. Their class-fellows who read their full

classical course here, remained five years longer and pro-

ceeded successively from the Elenv-nta, Prima Scctio, to tie

Infima Grannnatiea, the Media Grammatics, the Snprema.

Grammatiea, iluiuuniores Liter®, and Itbetorica.”

Did you know Joseph Hanly ?—Yes.

7894. Was he a student in the French College,

Blackroek ?—He was.

7895. Did you know Edward Dillon Mapotlier ?—

Yes.

7896. Was he a student in the French College, Black-

rock ?—He was.

7897. When did Joseph Hanly leave?— Joseph

Hanly entered on the 14th September, 1874, aged 13

last day in July, 1875.

7898. What class was he in when he left your

College 1—In the elemcnta, sectio prima.

7899. When did Mr. Mapother enter your school*

—On the 4th January, 1875, at the age of twelve.

7900. And when did he leave?—He left in April,

1877.

7901. What distinctions did Mr. Hanly get

your school?—Well, I could not remember. All

know is, that he was a most able and a most pro-

mising boy at that time. The Registrar here glT®*

thirteen years of age, at the same time I beg to say

that there may be a slight difference in the eviden

of the age. We did not, at that time, require cer

tilled evidence of the ages as we do now. Since

Intermediate examinations have begun we have to

See also President Moffett's evidence, Q. 5013.
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rcry particular ;
but this was taken down from the

lips of the boy.

7902. I asked if you were able to tell me, and, if

vou are not say that you cannot—what place, if any,

or what distinctions he got, iu your college before lie

left
1!— He was, if not the very first, one of the first

bovs in his class, but he was at that time a child and

with children.
, , ,

7903. Did ho get a fourth place m the exauu-

nation for classical scholarship which was open to all

lay students of the French College?—lie got the

foiu-th place, but allow mo to explain the way it was.

There were four or five candidates. I cannot

remember now, because it is such a long while ago,

and Hanly was a very energetic, and a very plucky

bov. Those that had any chance to go in for the

scholarship prepared themselves well, uml the others,

who might have been fairly successful, did not go in,

and Ilanly was encouraged by his master, with my
approval, to try his chance. Nobody expected him to

get the scholarship. He thought he could try, and

there was a very large distance lietwecu him and the

hoy who got the scholarship.

7904. But was not that scholaiship open to all the

lay students of the French College?—Yes, but they

did not go in, because they generally measure them-

selves beforehand. There were three went in whom
I may call luun Jitle candidates. Hu was a very

young boy, and, as ho was a very promising and intel-

ligent boy, his muster wished to encourage him. I

should examine the papera along with my other col-

leagues. Wo published then his own place in order

to encourage him, and that was tho way lie got the

fourth place.

790f>. You have two classes of students, have you
not, iu the French College ?—Yes.

790G. That is lay students and students for the

priesthood ?—Yc-s.

7907. We will take tho highest class—rhetorica;

did your lay students go to that class ?—Yes, I must
Bay at present wc have no longer the same nrrauge-

meut. We have been obliged to range the classes into

senior, middle, and junior grades.
7908. But at the time that lfanly left your school

were there any lay students in the class in rhetorica ?

—I cannot vouch for tho very year lie loft, but all I

know is that ofthe lay students not many proceeded to

the highest classes.

7909. May I take it also that lay students are in
other classes that are lower than rhetorica?—Cer-
tainly.

7910. Do you know, sis a matter of fact, when it

was that Hanly went to the Queen’s College?—

I

could not say. I know that he was ill when he left
He overworked liiniself, and owing to that he was
ill for some time, and was not able to return. He
says it was eighteen months after that he went to
Galway, I have no means to doubt that it was so.

7911. He says that when he entered Queen’s
College, Galway, he was seventeen years of age?

—

That may be. All I can vouch for is that he seemed
to be a child when he was with us, and he was with
duldren. He was a very clever boy, a distinguished

7Q
* must say 11 b°y of great promise.

7912. Now, about Mr. Mapother, how old was he
when be left yon ?—Mapother, I find here was twelve
when he entered; ho enteved in January. 1875, and
left in April, 1877, so he must have been fourteen.

1 913. I take it that you are oxdy giving the original
record in the registry of the College ?—That is alL
1 do not vouch for it. If yon allow me to show
w at authority it has. It was simply taken down
m the lips of the boy himself when lie entered. He

was asked how old are you, and the tiling was entered.
n I can say for Mapotber he seemed a child in

appearance but he was not so in reality. He was a
ry manly boy, and he seemed very child-like, and

'•qii
ea^Ce waa that of a child.

Wo nli
k011 ‘bd he matriculate in Queen’s Col-

°e’ «Mwh.y?—At the following matriculation ex-

amination. He left in April, 1877. I distinctly liuuuk.

remember when lio went to the Queen’s College, -i.i, isoi.

Ga
i'
v
j

iy-
, , P„. n;

7915. When y

i

hi tell us he went to Queen’s Col-
’

lege, Oadway, you mean that ho left your Collego?

—

Yi*s, in April, 1877.

79 1G. As a matter of fact lie did not matriculate till

the following October?— 1 think so.

7917. And yon do not know of course, what he
was doing in tlm interval, lastween the time that he
left you, and the following October ?—No.

7918. 1 askyou uowif thrreisanyfnrtherexplamition
you wish to give us in reference to the case. If so, I
will take it?—What I wanted to say was this : we
felt wo had a grievance iu having our hoys taken
away from our school so young.

7919. That we cannot go into at all. We aro
simply here to investigate the facts of the case, and
you have given us your explanation. If you do not
think the explanation you have now given is snilicient,

we will take any further explanation that you have to

add, but we will not go into the question of what
grievances you may feel ?—My coni plaint is, that tlm
boys were taken away from us at so young an age ; they
were promising boys

;
and I think, if they were al-

lowed to go on for full trainiug, they would liave dis-

tinguished themselves.

7920. You think his education, would have
I icon much better, if he had been left in the French
College, than if taken away ?—Decidedly.

7921. When they left your school were they fitted

to commence a university career?—Certainly not.

They were by tho standard of matriculation in tho

Queen’s College, they certainly were far more, but
not rijie. Wliat they call ripe in Germany, for instance,

where they give the j-onug laty.s when they leave school,

a certificate of maturity, that they aro ripe to outer on
a university course, and certainly these boys were not.

7922. Professor Jack.—That is wliat they call the
ahihi riniLm examtu ?—Yes.

7923. That is given about nineteen?—Yes, they
stay about eight or niuc yours at the gymnasium.

7924. There is nothing in Ireland analogous to
that 1—I do not think so, at least nothing like the

certificate.

7925. CiiAiitMAX.—Is there anything else about the

certificate ?—Not with regard to Hanly : with regard

to Mapother, I say it was a very different case, be-

cause lie was so very young that it struck me that it

was really tantamount to a sin to take him away from
us, and send him to a university. Allow me to

state, what I got from one of the professors iu

Galway, who actually acknowledged that it was
a sin to have taken such a young boy to a university.

792G. I beg your pardon. I told you before that

we cannot take what other persons said to you i—But
there was a gentleman, Dr. Maguire, who was here a

short time ago, he was examined on the questions put

to him, and I thought that some of the Commissioner's-

were under the impression, that some one connected

with the collego did say that Haulv was a backward,

stupid boy, not qualified, that is not the case.

792\ I assure you, you misunderstood Professor

Maguire.

[Dr. Moffett.—That was quite a misapprehension.

Dr. Maguire said he was very youthful, but mature.]

7928. I think, Father Refle, you will find that you
will save yourself a great deal of trouble if you do not

get into controversy with other witnesses. I will try

and get everything from you that you want to give us,

and that we can take, and therefore, if you have any-

thing more to say, we will take it with pleasure.

Your evidence is that Hanly was a mere hoy, that it

was a pity to take him away from you so soon, and

Mapother, still more so ?—Hanly got his first degree

with a pass, and Mapother—I do not know what be-

came of him.

7929. Of course, I can quite appreciate the diffi-

culty you are in, not knowing what is evidence, .and

what is not, and I hope you will also appreciate tho
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difficulty I am in, not knowing tin* evidence you me
anxious to give. If you liud furnished me with a

precis of your evidence, I would have made vouv

work less troublesome 1—A great deal has been said

about the matriculation standards.

7930. Please answer me a few questions. Have
vou read the. matriculation programme of the Belfast

Queen’s College ?—I have.

7931. Have you also read the matriculation pro-

gramme of Cork and Galway?— I have.

7932. Now, wc will take any opinion that, judging

from that programme, you are anxious to put before

us 2—The impression left on me comparing it with

other matriculation standards.

7933. When you say other matriculation standards

what do you mean ?—For instance, Trinity College

hero.

7934. Are you familiar with the programme of

Trinity ( 'ollego ?—I am. I think the programme in

Cork and Galway, in both tin* Colleges, low, and I think

oven if the programme in Trinity College was lower

than the Belfast programme, there would be still a
great difference between the two. I do not think it

would be right 1 o compare the two. because the students

of Trinity College are obliged to pursue for two years

at least, a course of arts before they enter upon pro-

fessional studies, and that makes a great difference

;

whilst in tlm Queen’s Colleges the students are

allowed, after their matriculation, to proceed at ou.ee to

their professional studios, and on that account I think

the difference is very vital.

7935. Then is it that you think that in the Queen’s

Colleges, where students can proceed to professional

studies on a mere matriculation, that the matriculation

ought to he higher ?—Certainly.

7930. Vou are familiar, of course, with the working
of the Intermediate Board 1—Yes.

7937. And in your College you have divided your
classes into junior, middle, and senior grades ?

—

Yes.

7938. And I suppose you have also a class which is

preparing for the junior grade ?—The junior grade is

divided into ten classes.

7939. Can you compare the standard of education,

as evidenced by the programme, in Belfast or Cork or
Galway, with any of the grades of the Intermediate ?

—

Oh, certainly. Perhaps if you allow me, as a better

way of answering it, I would say that the programme
in the junior grade is higher than the matriculation, in
the Quern’s Colleges.

7910. And you apply that to Belfast ns well as to
Cork and Galway 1—To Belfast as well, compared
with the whole Intermediate programme. In the
languages in which students arc examined they are
obliged to furnish composition. In Galway, Cork, or
Belfast they are not required to turn English into
Latin, or into Greek, and, as has beeu remarked here
to-day-, they have no translation at sight, which, I
think, is a very good thing to test the knowledge of
the languages from which the translations are made.

7941. Do you lay stress on the absence of composi-
tion from the matriculation programme in Cork and
Galway ?—Certainly

; because the translation from the
book can be made up very easily, and the real test of
the knowledge of any language is to turn English into
that language.

7942. Have you any other means of judging of the
standard of matriculation in the Queen’s Colleges than
what you have derived from a perusal of the res-

pective programmes 1—Yes, from those students from
the Intermediate schools that entered, the Queen’s
Colleges. They entered after having passed the exami-
nation, for instance, in the junior grade, and entered
the Queen's Colleges, some of them very low in the
Intermediate, and took scholarships in the Queen’s
•Colleges, and I have a case here, if you will allow me
to refer to it, of a student of the Queen’s College, Cork.

7943. Wehave the same evidence already 1—This is

a new one.

7944. Certainly then 1—It has been already alluded

to, but not gone into fully—at least there is one mint
that has not boat i rolorrcd In. It, is tlio case of-

7945 You uec'<l nob mention names
: you can «jve

us the mi mix:vs 1—It is the case of a student froiAl,,.

Queen’s College, Cork.

794G. We do not wish the names to appear, but fur
the purpose of identification I will ask you, when vou
have done ymu- evidence, to write the names of those

you have referred to 1— handed in.] His ease

was given with reference to the examination of 13Su
I refer to 1 879.

7947. Wc* Lave it all, I assure you, except seventv-

lutus?— I will enter into that if you allow me.

794S. Dr. Walsh gave us the other?—Well, this

student mat riculated in Corkin 1877, and gota literavv

scholarship in 1877
;
he got tin* Peel prize in litctnrv

composition at entrance in 1877.

7949. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—

T

he Peel prize is onlv
given at the end of the second year !—At entrance.

7950. Ch.vikmax.—

Y

ou are right?—He got in 1878
the Peel exhibition, .£'20 for three years.

7951. Dr. Stoxev.—

I

f lie matriculated in 1S77, lie

cannot have reached the standing in 1878 which would

entitle him to compete for a Peel Exhibition in that

year?—He got a junior literary scholarship in 1878,

the second year ; at the sessional examination he got

first prize in Latin, first prize in Greek, and first prize

in English. I take only these subjects, because I

think there was another prize he got, but the subject

was not in the programme of the Intermediate, and

so I will leave it out. I only mention those that aw
the same in both programmes. In 1879 he got a third

year’s scholarship.

7952. He could not have got a third year’s scholar-

ship in 1879.

7953. Itev. Dr. Molloy.

—

He continued to hold the

previous scliohu-sliip ?— Yes, at the sessional examin-

ation lie got the same prizes as the previous
;
in the

first university examination he got first class honours;

in 1880 he got his B.A. degree with first honours and

senior scholarship. In the Intenuediate examination

in 1879, there were 303 candidates above him in

English, after he had got twice the prize.

7954. Do you mean in the Intermediate?—At the

Intermediate he had 303 candidates above him in

English, and in Cork College he got twice the prize in

English.

7955. Inwhatycar? -In 18 79, in English, there were

only twentytwo boys below him. I may notice that

in English, out of 1,000 lie scored 220, when he

could have scored 225 in English composition alone.

225 was the maximum allowed for composition. The

English programme for the Intermediate examination

was English grammar, English history, English

composition, English literature, history of English

literature, and two prescribed authors.

795G. If it does not interrupt you, what grade of

the Intenuediate did ho pass in 1879?—The middle.

Then he went up again in 1 880, which has been al-

luded to the last time. •

7957. Chaimiax.—

I

would ask you not to refer to

it again ?—Yes. The next case is that of a student at

the Galway College, who matriculated in 1878.

7958. What is his name 1—[Hands in name.] I"

1879 he presented himself for examination in the

senior grade
;
he obtained thirty-fifth place in order of

merit in the Intermediate examination. Here I must

call attention to what I must call an important point.

His name in the' Intermediate return is spelled a little

differently from the Queen’s University Calondar.

7959. You need not trouble yourself about it. The

second name is quite sufficient to identify him 4—

He was in Galway in 1878, 'and in 1879 be presentc

himself for examination in the Intermediate*. He got

thirty-fifth place in order of merit in .the senior gnw&

His first examination in arts in Galway, was in loo ,

with first-class honours.

7960. Dr. Stoney.—

W

as that his first-arts ?—•*“>

first arts. • '
•

,

7961. What do you mean by first atts 4—The Jrrei
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imivei-sitr examination ;
that was two years after the Queen’s University Calendar, ns having matriculated Dcm-m.

lAatriculutiou I believe
;
his B.A. was in 1881 with in 187-1.

"
•/««« as, isS4.

first honours. At the dissolution of the Queen’s Uni- 7980. That would lm in October?—He could nut l{w 3 p
veisity, there was a distribution of honours, and he was possibly have matriculated in October, localise ho was liJifr.

called to his 1LA degree, honoris mvm. I believe he with us on the 21st November.

took his degree in modem languages. In German he 7981. At all events lie matriculated in 1S74?

—

scored 173 marks out of a possible 700. In English Yes.

there were 72 above him, iu French 15, on a scoring 7982. Atthc* time lie left you on the 21st November,

0f 365. 1874, how did ho stand in respect to his knowledge of

7902. Chairman.—

W

hat was the date of the cx- Latin 1— It was absolutely nil. Ho might be able to

animation in the Intermediate 1—1879. Ho matvicu- give you two cases of a deelension and go astray in

hated iu 1S7S. The next case I will refer to is that the third. Hut absolutely nil was his knowledge as

of. to Latin, and I must say that his knowledge of English

79G3. Hand in the name, please ?—[Hands it in.] was very much on a par.

7964. What are the facts connected with him f— 7989. ft is hardly necessary to ask yon was lie, in

fie "nt a science exhibition in Cork, in the Queen's your opinion, lit to begin university life?—He was
College, in 1879. In the same year lie. passed the In- not, so much so that a correspondence took place ho-

ternicdiate middle grade examination. The subjects in tween me and his father.

which lie got the scholarship and his exhibition. In 7984. I kuow what you are going to tell ns, and I

arithmetic lie had 26(1 boys above him, in algebra ICO cannot let you say it. You are going to tell us what
above him, and in Euclid seventy-nine. The next case his father said he was doing at college ?—I was going

is that of a student who got a literary scholarship in to tell you, that I thought it right and honest to tell

the Qnecn’s College, Cork, in 1879. [Windsm vninc.] his father there was no use in his learning Latin as he
7965. We have exhausted liim completely ?—Very was not lit for a profession.

well. Well, I suppose we will go to Galway. 7985. I have what will answer your purpose. In
7966. The reason I interrupt you is, that there is no your judgment he know nothing about Latin when he

use in taking down the stuuo particulars again ! left you I—Yes, and very little English.

[Hands in a name.'} 79SG. Is that all you moan to say l—Yes, in 1877
7967. I do not think we have him ? T find in the university calendar he passed his first

7968. Rev. D.r. Molloy.—

G

ive them in a schedule ? medical examination ; he is not mentioned afterwards.

7969. Chairman.—

W

ould it lie as convenient to 7987. Is there any other case of the same kind
yon to give them to us in a schedule 1—Tlm.uk you

;
it that you w ish to mention 1—A large number.

would shorten our work now. 7988. I assure yon I do not want to stop you in

7970. I suppose students from your own school at the slightest degree so long as you give us any evidence
Blackvock went up for the same. Intermediate examine- that is material?—The next case I have referred to is

tion and went through ?—Yas. that of a student who was rejected at a bank oxanii-

7971. Have you extracted tlm number of your own nation.

pupils that got before these dillireiifc young men?—I 7989. Hid yon conduct the bank examination?

—

did not pay much attention to this point. I got No, but I knew what his knowledge was; he was one
only the general numbers. of our students.

7972. I thought that, perhaps, you might have done 7990. You are aware of what he knew; did he
so?—No, I did not wish to enter into it. Speaking know Latin?—Very little.

about the matriculation examinations, there was a 7991. Did lie know English ?—lie was a very bad
comparison I made between Oxford and Cambridge in speller.

the matriculations, and I think there is evidence 7992. Where did ho matriculate ?—In Galway.
7973. The evidence, I may tell yon, that was given 7993. When did he leave your College?—1 could

to us, was that in Cambridge there was no matiienla- not say. I have not the date.

tion examination, except iu two Colleges, that of 7994. The dates are all important; when did ho
Trinity and St. John’s?—I would prefer to have no matriculate?—I tliiuk iu 1S7S. It was a short time
matriculation at all than to have a programme of nia- after he left us he went to Galway,
triculation, which is not. adhered to. I have tho case 7995. The ease is of no value unless you are able
of a boy who was in tho Queen's College, Galway, to give ns the data when he. left the school ?—Pev-
[Sands in a name.] Imps, if yon will allow me—I will supply tho dato

7974. Where did you get the history of this boy afterwards
; I have another case.

thatwent to Queen’s College, Galway ?—jfroni personal 799G. You see how material the date is ?—I under-
knowledge, because ho was a student of ours. stanch The next case is that of a student who went

7975. That is quite right?—He came iu September, up for an examination, and failed.

1874, when he began Latin. 7997. He was a student in your College ?—He was,
7976. When you say that lie began Latin, was ho and lie was very deficient in English.

wholly ignorant of Latin when ho came to you ?—He 7998. Did that deficiency extend to bad spelling?
was wholly ignorant of Latin. He left on 21st No- —Generally; a general deficiency of his knowledge of

vember, 1874. I assure you there was a great deal of English. He certainly had no Latin with us, aiul he
trouble taken with the boy. He seemed most anxious, wont straight to Cork.
but he was not able to learn, though he was about 7999. When did he leave you ?—I could not give
sixteen. He was absolutely unable to master the you the date, but I know that he went straight from
Latin declensions when he left on the 21st November, us to Cork. I think it was in 1875.
We had a fire at the school that year and so we had 8000. We will allow you, if tho case is material, to
to break up the school, on the 21st November. As fill in the dates ;

because the elates are of vital impor-
soon as we -were ready to receive back tho boys, we taneo!—Yes.
communicated, amongst others, with the father of that 8001. Dicl he matriculate in Cork?—Yes.
boy. I may here mention, that whilst ho was with 8002. Dr. Mauston.—

W

ould not you prepare a
us, he was not able to do anything at his Latin. His list of the cases, and send them into us at once?—

1

parents told me will.

• 7977. I cannot take anything from you of what you 8003. Chairman.—

Y

ou have selected a number of

Ta?
6 others. He left on tho 21st November, typical instances ?—Yes.

1874 ?—I am going on to say 8004. Boys in the French College, Blaekrock, who
1 978. I will get it my own way. Where was he loft with a very deficient education, and who shortly

after the 2lst November. Where did ho go to ?—He afterwards matriculated in Cork or Galway. Is not

^ Que0n’s College, Galway. that so ?—Yes.
7979. Did he matriculate?—He is there in the 8005. Could .you make out for us a table giving us
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the names of all these pupils. not for publication, but

for the purpose of identification 1—Yes.

800G. Give us the particulars—the dates they left

you, and the dates they matriculated? —Yes, with the

greatest pleasure.

8007. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

T

he dates are all impor-

tant.

8008. Chairman'.—

I

need not tell you if a year

elapsed a backward boy might become pretty good at

the end of the year ?—Yes.

8000. Is there anything else you wish to state?—

I

have many other wises, but this will be cpiite enough.

8010. I do not want you to shorten your evidence ?

—Very well. There is another ease I would refer to

about matriculation. The last matriculation of the

Queen’s Colleges during the time of the Queen's Uni-

versity, was in October, 1S3 1 . There was a very large

number of students who went to that matriculation

examination.

8011. Do you mean students from the French

College, Blackvock ?—No ; I have heard of a student

who had been with us a good many years before, and

had been here in Dublin in business. I think he
was a druggist. He was induced to go to the Queen's

College, Galway, to matriculate there, in 1881.

8012. He was away from you for a considerable

time ?—Yes.

8013. How long?— A very long time.

8014. We all know there are facilities in Dublin

for young men to educate themselves, even if they arc

engaged in business during the day ?—But if they do
not avail of these opportunities, it is the case with him.

8015. Rev. Dr. Mou.oy.—

A

fter he left you ho
was in business in Dublin !—He was.

8010. He may have learned a good deal?—I can
prove he h;is not followed any regular course or ir-

regular course.

SOI 7. Professor Jack.

—

He might have read by
himself, you know.

SOI S. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

do not think thecasc
would have much weight one way or the other.

8019. Chairman'.—Do not take it that we want in
any way to curtail you. I only interrupted you hr the
beginning, to see how far you could go; but within
the limits laid down for us, we would bo anxious to

hear you to the fullest extent?—If yon kindly put me
some questions.

S020. The difficulty I am iu is, I dn not know
what evidence you want to give?—About the standard,
if you like, of the college, or in comparison with others.

8021. Have you, except from reading the pro-
grammes of the examinations for the scholarships, aud
also from testing what was done at the Intermediate
Examinations, by persons who gained tliese scholar-

ships in the Queen’s Colleges, any other ways or
means of getting at the standard of education main-
tained in the Queen’s Colleges?—I think it is a good
means of judging, by comparing the results we have
in the Intermediate, aud seeing that these young men
who did but poorly at the Intermediate, succeeded after-

wards in entering the Queen’s Colleges, and getting

scholarships.

8022. Have you directed your attention to the ques-
tion as to what became of the students at the Inter-
mediate, who passed in the senior grade, and whom you
would naturally expect to be gravitating to university

life ?—I am not prepared to answer except in a general
way

; I could not give you just now any precise

answer on that subject.

8023. Of course, if you have not studied the question

I cannot expect you to answer it. Is there anything
else 1 You were going to say that you thought you
had some means of gauging the standard?—Yes, by
means of the Intermediate education, in a general way.
But now as to individual cases, those which I have
given you will show what I mean to prove.

8024. I quite understand that, and I interrupted

you because I thought it might be important to pursue
the inquiry, as the students one would expect to go
into a university would not be the junior grade, but

the senior grade?—That is what I was going to sar
I found that students who have got very low places m
the junior grade went to Cork College for instance and
got exhibitions and scholarships there.

8025.

What is your opinion of the standard of edu-
cation maintained in the Colleges 1—I think it is very
low.

3

S02G. Have you any other means of arriving at the

opinion that it is very low, besides what you have
told us, namely, the results of the Intermediate exami-
nations, and the exam iuatiou of the programme educa-

tion, and conditions of the. pupils in your own Colle«e

that left it badly prepared, anil got scholarships in the

Queen’s Colleges ?—I do not sny that I have at present

to my mind.
8027. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy.—

M

ay I ask whether you
have traced any students of the senior grade mid can tell

us what lavs become of them with regard to their univer-

sity education. I have here the published tables of

results for the senior grade iu 1883, and in the first

table I find “ Henry O. M‘Weeny, Catholic University

School, 89, Leeson-strect." He got first place in the

senior grade. What has become of him ?—He matri-

culated in the Royal University. He got second place

of all the matriculated students there.

8028. Where is ha at present?—I think lie is in

the University College, Stuphen’s-green.

5029. Chairman.—Is there anything else you would

like to add ?—You have so circumscribed me that I

do not know how to meet your requirements.

5030. What other kind of evidence do you wish

to lay before the Commission?—If you will allow me
to express an opinion of the matriculation examination,

I think it would lie hotter to have no matricula-

tion at all than to have a standard us I have

expressed already, that is not adhered to, because I

find that it is demoralizing.

8031. When you say a standard you mean a pro-

gramme ?—A programme
;
for instance, when students

are told that they will be examined in Latin and

Greek, and then, coming up before the examiners

without any Greek at all they pass, sometimes with-

out knowing the Greek letters. There may be a

difference of opinion as to whether Greek is necessary

or not
;
hut I think when it is put upon the pro-

gramme that Greek is required, it ought to be insisted

ou. Either let the whole thing lie done away with,

or let it ho insisted on.

8032. In a case where a university had a matricu-

lation examination, and where a number of the students

uid not go further in arts than that matriculation

examination, am I to understand that iu your opinion

there ought to he a matriculation examination ?

—

What I mean to say was this—where there is a

matriculation examination, and a programme pre-

scribed, that programme ought to be maintained.

Now, the question you put is of a different kind

;

whether I am of opinion that there ought to be

a matriculation.

8033. Yes?—Iu case where the matriculation will

lead up to professional studies, most certainly.

8034. Would your view be that a matriculation

examination in a university ought to he a strict

examination ?—Most decidedly.

8035. You think the fact of a student being able

to begin at once, his professional studies would be an

additional reason why the matriculation examination

should be a severe one ?—Most certainly.

8036. Have you sent any of your students from

Blackrock College to the Royal University?—A large

number.
8037. Have you sent any of your students to the

Royal University who have read for medicine ?—Yes.

8038. And the students who have gone from your

College to the Royal Uiuversity and have taken up

medicine, have any of them passed the first Royal

University examination in arts ?—Yes.

8039. Could you tell the Commissioners about how

many medical students have gone to the Royal Uni-

versity from your College?—Precisely, I could not say,
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buc from a mere guess T should imagine about

twenty-five or so.

8040. Could you, by reference to the books of the

College, give us the number of students from your

College’ who fire now actually in the lioyul studying

medicine ?—Yes.

8041. And also the details of the students. When

I sav details, I mean the number who have passed the

first Royal University examination in arts?—Yes.

8042. Are you able to say whether the necessity of

passin" that first examination in arts has exercised

anv deterrent effect on any of the medical students

from your College ?—I do not think so, because they

were generally well prepared, fairly prepared to pass

it. and they are generally satisfied to pass a first ex-

amination in arts, because their previous training

enables them to do so with comparative facility.

8048. From what class in your school have the

boys gone up for the Royal University ?—Generally

the senior grade ;
Borne go from the middle grade but

they are few, but I must say that those who did go

from the middle grade were mere pass men.

S"44. In your opiniou, knowing about tbo Inter-

mediate examinations, and knowing also the standard

required for the Royal University, from what class of

the Intermediate examinations would you expect

students to go up and matriculate in the Royal 1—
Well, I think the good junior grade students could

pass the Royal University matriculation examination

easily.

8045. Do yon think so ?—Certainly. If you will

allow me to say, 1 consider the matriculation exami-

nation of the Royal University very low. The only

redeeming point in it is that they require one addi-

tional year in arts for profess ional students as essential

for taking their degree. Theymust pass an examination

in arts for the first year.

8046. There is a rule in one of the regulations of

the Royal. I find it at page 29 :

—

“In all examinations which include passages for transla-

tion from certain prescribed books or portions of books, it

is to be understood that passages may also be set for trans-

lation from other portions not prescribed of tbu same works,

or of other works by the same author, iis fur as possible of

a cognate character.

'

Do you know whether unprepared passages from books

unprescribed are set to students?—Yes, aud I think

properly so.

8047. Professor Jack.—Unprepared passages are

regularly set at the matriculation examination?

—

Yes.

8048. Chairman.—Do you think that a boy from
the junior grade would be now prepared to begin the

university life ?—I do not think so.

8049. You think tliat it would bo more beneficial

for him, intellectually, to remain at school some years
longer?—-Most certainly.

8050. At what stage of the Intermediate examina-
tions, do you think, a boy would be suited for begin-
ing?—The senior grade ought to be the natural link.

However, in matters of that kind a great deal
depends on the boy himself. A boy may be fitted in
the middle grade to begin a university career, when
another would scarcely be fit to commence, though in
the senior grade.

8051. Then the top boys, if I may so speak, of the
middle grade would, in your opinion, be fitted?

—

Certainly.

3052. But the ordinary run of boys in the middle
grade would not ?—I do not think so.

8053. If you would indicate to me any other line of
evidence on which you wish to be examined, 1 can shape
my questions so to enable you to give the evidence ?

If you will allow me to state why a low standard

ff
an entrance into professional studies, for instance

the medical profession, is unadvisablo, I would be very
glad to tell you from my own experience.
— will take that from you certainly’

—

ell, I think, if a young man begins the medical
pretension, for instance, without being properly pre-

pared, and we are told that some of the students Dwtor.
come badly prepared to Cork, uuinstructcd altogether Juntas, um,
in the ordinary school work, they can pass through Rov
their university career ouly in a limping and unsatis- Reifc.

factory manner. It is said also that those who seek
iu matriculation only a door to the medical profession
are oven worse. Now, I think that a young man who
begins prafussional studies under these circumstances,
must, in the first place, be a great deal handicapped in
attending professional lectures. As a general rule, even
if he is able to scramble through his examinations, and
in the end to take his degree, I do not think that ho
will have habits of reading, and, in my opinion, a
medical Ultra who does not study and read, is a very
dangerous man.

8055. From your experience do you find that there
is n great anxiety amongst students—take, for in-

stance, medical students—to get at once into their

profession ?—A very great anxiety.

805G. Aud you tliiuk that ought to be checked ?

—

Certainly. If you will allow me to speak with re-

gard to what is done on the Continent. I fiuil the
difference very great.

8057. Of course you know that the General Medical
Council require that unless a inan has a university

degree, ho must have a certain amount of aits edu-
cation?—Yes, but that is very little.

3U53. Dr. Marstos.—

T

hat is a question between
you and tho General Medical Council ?—Yes.

8059. There is no doubt that a graduate ill medi-
cine should bo highly educated?—Oortaiuly.

800U. But the Ueneral Medical Council exact a
certain standard in its preliminary examination for

all uu n la-fore they can proceed to a qualification in

medicine, and, therefore, if that is too low, it is for

the Medical Council to settle?—Yes.

8061. Chairman.—Is there anything else that you
would wish to add?—Perhaps it will come out iu

cross-examination. I was put out at the beginning,
and I lost my lines.

80G2. ltov. Dr. Molloy.—

I

n reference to a point
suggested by the Chairman, you stated that you
traced a large number of the junior grade students in
the Intermediate examinations into the Queen’s
Colleges?—Yes.

8003. The Chairman then asked whether yon had
taken any pains to find what became of the senior
grade students. I have taken up the return for

the senior grade in 1883, and I find tho first name
is Henry O. M‘Weeny, lie got highest place in the
senior grade in the Intermediate ?—He did.

8004. He got that position in June, 1883 ?—Yes.
8005. And in October, 1883, he matriculated in

the Royal University?—Yes.

8000. Looking buck to the list for 1882, I find that
he got sixth place in the middle grade, and in 1881
he got eighth placein thejunior grade. I wantto ask you
whether you think that for a young man who wants
university education, it is better first to pass through
the successive grades of the Intermediate course

than to go direct from the junior grade into a uni-

versity college ?—Most certainly
;

there can be no
doubt about it.

8067. Do you think it is specially desirable in the
case of promising students that they should go steadily

on to tho and with their school work ?—Certainly.

8068. Look at the second name on the list in the
senior grade in 1883, Gerald H. Fitamaurice, French
College, Blackrock. Do you know him ?—He is

preparing for matriculation in the Royal U niversity

next October.

8069. He got second place in the senior grade last

year and you did not recommend him to go up for the
Royal University?—No.

8070. You kept him back that ho might become
more mature ?—Yes. He waited at my suggestion.

8071. You think that is best for his educational

future?—Certainly. Allow me to state the reason
why

;
because I thinka good man ought to take every

possible care to fit himself in such a way as to take
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every possible advantage of his University career

afterwards.

8072. The third name on the list io the senior grade,

is Charles Dromgoole, French College, Blackrock.

What 1ms he done!—He matriculated last October.

8073. Then he mntriculateil after having obtained

third place in the senior gvade of the Intermediate 1

—

Yes. He got second class exhibition at matriculation,

and second class in Greek and second class in English.

807 -k 1 he fourth name on the list in the Interme-

diate education examination hist June, was Edward T.

Batman, French College, Blackrock. Do you know
him?—Ido. lie matriculated in the Royal Univer-

sity in October and got a second-class exhibition and

honours in Greek and in mathematics.

807 a. The tit'tli name on the list in the Intermediate

examinations of the senior grade, in 1883. wasEdmund
Paiiset, Flench College, Blackrock. Do yon know
him ?—1 do. Ho matriculated in October the same

year and took first-class exhibition at matriculation,

and the scholarship in modern literature. He also got

first place in Latin, first place in French, and second

honours in English.

8070. We timl then, taking the first five names
arranged in the older of merit, amongst the whole of

the students who presented themselves in the senior

grade last June, that the first came from the Catholic

University school, Leeson street, and the second, third,

fourth, mid fifth came from tLe French College, Black-

rock?—Yes.
S077. Do you think that furnishes any evidence as

to whether the Intermediate schools in Ireland are

able to prepave students for n University career?—

T

think so.

8078. Do you think also that it furnishes practical

evidence as to the opinion of the authorities of those

schools in reference to the preparation with which a
student ought to come up to a University College?—

I

should think so.

8079. In looking back over tbo lists I find that

the names of all these students appear in the preceding
year in the middle grade high up, and in the year
before that in the junior grade. Therefore they have
been guided through the three successive grades of

the Intermediate course, and lmve not been sent to

begin their University career till they had passed
with high honours in the senior grade ?—Just so.

8080. With regard to the case of Hauly, there is

one point I should like to clear tip. If this hoy had
remained with you until lie had gone through the
whole of your school course, and had been in your
judgment ripe for a university career, how many years
would lie have remained with you after the time he
left ?—I think five years.

8081. Would he have read one year in the cotixse

in which he left, the. elcmenta, prima seclio ?—Yes.
S082. The class above that is the ivjimaejrammotica;

and he would spend a year in that? Yes.
S0S3. The class above that is the media grammalica ;

and he would spend a year in that?—Yes.
8084. The class above tbat is the suprema gram-

meitica 1—Yes.

80S5. The class above that is the Uteres Jiumaniores.
Would he have spent a year in that?—Yes.

SOSO. So tbat to got into the class of rhetorica he
would have spent four years?—Four years.

8087. And you would have hoped, as ho was. a
promising boy, that ac the end of that time he would,
like those boys we have referred to, gained a high
place in. the. senior grade of the Intermediate and have
been ripe for the university ?—Ripe for the university.

SOSS. He got a silver medal with you, what was
that for ?—The silver medal was for good conduct. It
was voted by the students.

8089. The prizes he got were prizes in the class of
elementa, prima ectio ?—Yes.

8090. Besides the inter-mediate school which you
have at Blackrock, you have also a university college?

—Yes, separate altogether from the school.

8091. You send up students from the senior classes

of the school for matriculation. Did you send nr.

students from the college for the other university
examinations ?—Yes.

8092. Your students you told us have obtained
honours aiul exhibitions at the examinations of the

Itoyal University?—Yes.

8093. Do you ascribe their success at the examina-

tions of the Boyal University to the fact that you have
kept them at their school work until they were fully

matured and wore well trained in every kind of school

work ?—Nothing else would account for it. It is lad
to pluck fruit before it is ripe, and it is very bad

and wicked to nip it in the hud as lias been dime in

some coses referred to such as that of Mapotlier. His
was a case of nipping fruit in the bud.

S094. Have you a class to prepare for the higher

branches of die Civil Service, and the Indian Civil

Sen-ice. !—Yes.

8095. Have your students passed successfully for

the. Home Civil Service and the Indian Civil Service?

—In 1875 we got first place at the Control examination

and tliinl place at the same examination.

809l>.*lVrlmps you could furnish the Commission

in a tabular form with the successes obtained by

your students at the examination of the Indian Civil

Service
;
the higher examinations of the Home Civil

Service, ami the examinations of the Iloyal Uni-

versity!—With the greatest pleasure.

8097. Will you bo careful to give us, in each case,

the date at which the student left your college and the

date at which he passed the examination 1—Yes.

8098. With regal'd to the examinations of the

Boyal University as a tost of educational proficiency,

a question lias l-con raised whether those colleges

whose professors are examiners in the Boyal Univer-

sity have not undue advantage at these examinations

as compared with other colleges whose professors are

are not examiners. Will you state your opinion on that

question?—I think if there is a question of a university

in which no students came up except those that have

been taught by the professor, I do not see what

objection there could be to the professor being the

examiner. At the same time I think there will bean

advantage inhaving as it were amixed board andliaving

thoseto examine the students alongwith the professor. I

think there would be an advantage. But if there is a

question of a university such as the Boyal University

in which candidates are. invited from all parts of the

country,and which actually wasmoantto be for such stu-

dents from all parts of the country, I think it is very bad

on the ground of justice ; I do not think there is any fair

play orequality between studentswhohavehad the oppor-

tunity of attending lectures of the examiner and those

that have not
;
because the professor if lie wants to be

fair at the examination, must either neglect his fluty

towards the University as an examiner, or his duty

towards his students as a professor.

8099. Do you mean that if he follows the lines of

his lectures in setting his examination paper, he gives

thereby an undue advantage to his own students, and

if he do not follow the lines of his lectures then be

does an inj ustice to his own students ?—Decidedly ;
but

if he is anxious in his examination not to bring out any

point on which he insisted in liis lectures, tlicu the exa-

mination will he worthless • because as a teacher he

must insist on the most important points in his teach-

ing, and lay great stress on them, especially as has been

shown, if he is something of a grinder, having only

four, or five, or six boys. Then the teaching becomes

personal, aud is a sort of grinding. If the grinder

does not insist on the points he considers the most im-

portant, he does not do justice to his students ;
and

he does insist and hammers them into them, his

way of putting the points, and many other things,

will certainly give the students a very great advantage,

and a most unfair advantage, over others who have

not had the benefit of his teaching and his grinding-
.

8100. Then I understand it to be your opinion ««

• Set Appendix II r. B., No. 48.
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the colleges whose professors are examiners in the spoken there ?—French and English. It is an Eng- Dublin.

university have a great advantage os compared with lish colony. jut*. 13 . 1884.

the colleges whose professors are not examiners in the 8113. Dr. Stoney.

—

Then at the first university
R

university ?—Decidedly. examination Joseph Ball got first honours?—Ye3.

8101. And you think if that system bo adopted, all 811k Is lie a foreigner?—Yes.

the colleges that come into tho competition ought to 81 If). Is Carl Zimmer a foreigner?—I
'think he

have representatives on the Board of Examiners 1—I was born in India. His father is in tho service of the

should think so. English Government.

8102. Which system do you prefer—that the Board 811G. liev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you say that some of

of Examiners should be independent of all tho col- tho students were French and some were German?

—

]c2es 1 That it should be independent altogether, Some, yes
;
some from the Mauritius, and those are

under present cimunstnnccs. French ; ouo from India.

8103. Dr. Stoney.—Mr. Michael Mullally, Mr. 8117. Do you not think that a French studentcoming

John Moi'an, Mr. John O’Byrne Groko, and Mr. Mar- lip from au Irish college is at a great disadvantage in

tin Quiun are graduates of the. Queen's University competing with Irish boys, seeing that tho whole exa-

wlio have taught in the French College ?—Yes. ruination is in the English language ?—I think so. It is

8101. Couid you form any opinion from your in- us much to the credit of the boy who distinguishes

tercouvse with these gentlemen or Mr. Prciulergasfc, himself all round in the examination, if a foreigner,

a3 to the quality of the education imparted in tho and can qualify to satisfy his examiners by very high

Queen’s Colleges?—I cannot form a judgment of answering.

the quality of the teaching. I can form a judgment 8118. You are acquainted with the University of

of my experience of those gentleman which is very SLiasburg ?—I think so.

different from the quality of the teaching in tho colleges. 8119. If an Irish boy went there and took lodgings

All I can say is, that all, and some of them, of course, in tho town, and afterwards went up for an oxainina-

more than others, are most eminent men, I should say in tiou at tho University with success, do you not think

the line that they professed to teach wbeu they were with he would deserve all the more credit for beating French-

us. Two of the gentlemen you mentioned are with 113 at men and Germans on their own ground?—I think

present, and one of them, or botlil should say, would, in- so.

dependency of any teaching, have made their mark SI 20. Dr. Marston.

—

Do you think the student

anywhere owing to their, wliat I consider, most dis- was placed at a disadvantage iu regard to his exami-

unguished abilities. nation in French 1—No, but I think he was in bis

8105. Would you extend the same remark to Mr. English examination : and when you take into account

Mackintosh and Mi’. Graham, graduates of the Uni- the whole examination—English, French, rnathe-

versity of Dublin, who have also taught in your- matics, and translations—being uouc in English, I

school, or could you form any judgment :ls to the edu- think if lie did not know his subjects he was at a dis-

catiou of the University of Dublin from your inter- advantage.

course with them?—It would lie better if wo consi- SI 21. A disadvantage, as regards tho whole ?—Yes.

tiered tho question in an abstract way, and to say 8122. Chairman.—Wc don’t in the least want to

whether one individual man or two will give you an cut you short, and if there is anything you wish to

index to tho teaching of au institution like that. When bring out wo will hear you with pleasure?—There
I became acquainted with them, most of those men are a few things I do not wish to lose sight of,

you mention had left tho Queen’s Colleges ten years, and, in the first place, I would refer to the seliolar-

Fow, I do not doubt for a moment that when they ships. Allusion 1ms been m ule to the Oxford
entered the Queen’s Colleges they were lit to begin and Cambridge endowments, that there were some
them university course, and for tlm same reason scholarships in Cambridge given to students who could

tliat they profited, I am sure, very largely by their not qualify for a scholarship at Galway, for instance,

attendance at tho Queen's Colleges, while, outlie other I think there is a great difference between scholar-

hand, what they uru now cannot tell me lmw they ships at Oxford or Cambridge aiul those at the Queen’s

drotited. All I kuow Ls that they are men of great Colleges. Some of them are founded by private indi-

worth. viduuls, who may narrow the competition. They
8106. Then, if you found that they were specimens found prizes and scholarships for their relatives, and

of a very large class of students trained in the in their own families the scholarships are maintained.

Queen's Colleges, you would consider that was evi- or they arc sometimes for the natives of a parish or a
deuce?—If of a very lar-go class; hut if they are county.
not, if there are but a few men, I do not say that. 81 23. Professor Jack.—Such scholarships as Father

8107. Iu fact, you think they are able men iu spite Roil'd sjioko of exist, of course?—I say the Queen’s
of the bad training that they received 7—I do not say College scholarships are paid for by the State, and
bad training. I would be very sorry if I was under therefore in tho nature of au investment by the State

stood to imply any such thing. I only say they are to get a return.
able men. Where they got their training I do not 8124. Chairman.—What you want to say is in the
wish to inquire. case of scholarships founded by the State, they ought

8108. I see from the returns made tons by the not to be given unless they are deserved ?—That is it

;

Boyal University that Edmond Jules Parisot obtained and not only deserved but I think the host men ought
first class honours in French from French College, to be got, because they are in the nature of an invest-

Blackrock
;
Louis II. O. E. Dc La Ilodie-Souvestre raent made by the State to obtain certain results, and

second honours in French, and Louis M. A. De La the State is simply the steward in tho name of the

Roche-Souvestre also obtained honours iu French?— taxpayer.
1 es. 8125. You are repeating unnecessarilythe proposition

8109. These are the only three from tho French you have already stated ?—It is within tho scojie of

College, Blackrock, that took honours at the matricu- the inquiry. It has been stated that thirty par cent,
lation examination in French?—I do not know ; but for instance, was a very fair standard of knowledge
if the others did not it is simply because they did not for a scholar. I say it may bo for a scholar such as I
go up, and they preferred taking up Greek. have dcscril>cd, when it is a foundation by an indivi-

8110. Carl It. Zimmer, from your school, took dual. Ho may give it away, make a present of it to
honours in German?—Yes. * some person he wishes to favour. But when it is

8111. Are those gentlemen whoso names I have founded by tho Stato it is simply an investment for a
read natural bom English or Irish or Scotchmen?— return, and it is the duty of those that have to adrain-
Two of them are from tho Mauritius, an English ister that endowment to get the best return that can

be had in the market for the investment
;
and, tliere-

8112. Dr. Marston.—French and English ^ fore, those that have tie giving away of the scholar-
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IhjBLis. ships should not be satisfied with thirty per cent, but

Jime *3. 18&4. try and find the best men that can be had.

8126. Dr. Marston.—So ns to bring it within the

B«fK. scope of the inquiry you say that this should be done,

in order to maintain the standard of education in the

country ?— Exactly.

8127. Chairman.—If there are not the best men
coming in to compete what is to be done 1—I would

like to see the thing tried. It is said the Queen’s

College scholarships require systematic training, and

that the Queen’s Colleges give it. If you allow me I

am prepared to show it is not quite the fact, at least

not to a very large extent.

8128. What is not the fact!—The systematic ac-

ademic training. In any case they have not a mono-

poly of it.

8129. Do I understand you to be going on to say

there are other places as well as Queen's Colleges

where academic training can be given 1—Not only

that, hut the Queen's Colleges are at a disadvantage

in giving the academic training.

8130. These are matters we cannot go into ?—With
all respect, I think it is within the scope of the in-

quiry.

8131. We arc of opinion that that is not within tho

scope of our inquiry, and for this reason—that what
we are to inquire into is simply how the exhibitions

and scholarships are awarded in the Queen's Colleges.

We are not to inquire where else they might be

given, or how they ought to be disposed of, but simply

to inquire how they are given in the Queen’s Colleges.

You can see at once the distinction?—Yes; but it

has beeu said they are given to the Queen’s Colleges

especially on account of the facilities there for ac-

ademic training.

8132. No. It was said in Belfast the existence of

scholarships and exhibitions of the kind were of great

help to collegiate training. Wc will take your
evidence on that point. Or, as it was put by another

witness in Galway, that the Colleges could not live if

they had not those exhibitions. Do you wish to say

anything on that?—Oh, certainly. If they are

scholarships paid for by the State I think they are in

the nature of what I said a moment ago—an invest-

ment
;
and, therefore, the State has a right, and the

taxpayers have a right to look for a return.

8133. That we have already; and therefore you
maintaiu that they should only be given on a very hieh
per-centage of answering ?—Most certainly.

’ °

8134. And with strict rules laid down, so that per-

sons not making a high examination would be excluded
from scholarships ?-—Not to maintain colleges, but to
give facility to students who would afterwards distin-

guish themselves in such a way as to be really a benefit

to the State and to society.

8135. But do yon consider that the existence of
scholarships and exhibitions of this kind in the Col-

lege helps to advance the collegiate tmining ?—In some
cases it does and in other’s it docs not.

813G. What are the cases in which it does not?—
When the scholarship is given away to a student who
is not qualified

;
I have given you evidence of cases

of students who passed through the Queen’s Colleges

on a very low standard of education.

813T. What you wish to convey to us is that if it

is given on a low standard, and a low rate of examin-
ation is accepted for scholarship, that prejudicially

affects collegiate training ?—Certainly.

8138. But if on the other band a high standard is

maintained and scholarship awarded only on its being

attained, then it is a help to collegiate training?

—

So it is, otherwise it injures education. I should

have mentioned that speaking of students who entered

tho Queen's College on a very low qualification, I find

the case of a student who entered Queen's College,

Galway, straight from French College, Blackrock, and

he did not read any Latin 1882.

8139. You can acid him to the list you were good

enough to promise ?—So you do not wish me to pro-

ceed. Re has never been mentioned.

8140. You will be good enough to mention him on

the list 1—All tight.

8141. Is there anything else you wish to mention

—I do not want you to go away under the impression

that we are in the least anxious not to give you a

full hearing?—I have a good many points, but I

do not sec just now how I cau shape them to come

within the scope of tho inquiry.

8142. We are not closing our sittings to-day and we

will certainly have at least two sittings more, and

that being so, if you have anything further to add we

will ho very glad to hear you 1—Thank you.

William
Graham, esq.,

William Graiiam, m.a., Professor of Jurisprudence and Political Economy, examiued.

8143. Chairman—You arc Professor of Jurispru-
dence and Political Economy in the Queen’s College,

Belfast ?—Yes.

Sll4. How long have you tilled that chair?—Two
years or two sessions.

8145. Do yon also examine for one of the senior
scholarships 1—Yes : for that in political economy and
metaphysics.

8146. Was political economy one of the subjects

for that scholarship?—Yes.

8147. Here is a note in the calendar :—“ One
senior scholarship in 1884 and subsequent years.

Tlii3 scholarship will he awarded for proficiency in
logics, metaphysics, and political economy ” ?—That
is a change made in the last year, hut previously the
scholarship was in political economy and metaphysics
only.

8148. Jurisprudence is one of ibe subjects of the
examinations for scholarships 1—Yes.

8149. Does jurisprudence enter into the scholar-

ships for the first year?—Yes, jurisprudence enters

in the first year, jurisprudence and Roman law in the
second, and in the third year international law i3

added.

8150. Professor M'Kane is the lecturer on English
law ?—Yes.

8151. Would the same number of students be in his

class as in yours 1—Yes, with the exception of the arts

students in jurisprudence who only attend my lectures.

8152. It is a small class?—Yes; oud always has

been
;
but for its size it has always had very remarkable

success. I should add, it is increasing.

8153. During the two years you were Professor of

Jurisprudence, how many had you in the first year?—

In jurisprudence and Roman law I had twenty-five,

and in the present year twenty-eight. Of the former,

twenty were in the first year, and five in the second

in 1882-83. In the present session I had twenty-two

in the first year1

,
aud six in the second.

8154. How many had you in the tim’d year?—

None. It has not been the custom for the students to

attend law lectures for the third year
;
my predecessor

in the chair had occasionally, I believe, one or two

only.

8155. Then is the senior scholarship in law not

awarded ?—It was not awarded this year. It has be®

always awarded up to the present year, but it was

not given this year.

8150. A student must have gone through the third

year to qualify for competition (—Certainly. It ms

not awarded, chiefly because the competition wa3 so

small, and partly because there was some idea of!
sup-

pressing the scholarship, and devoting the funds

some other subject. ,

8157. We had evidence before us, and you need no

therefore, go into it again, that there are not manf

advantages offered to the law students now in the way

of shortening their professional studies?—There are no
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8158. Do you find in Belfast many students attend-

ing the law classes, wlio are preparing for the solicitors'

rofession 1—Yes. This year, of the twenty,two I

spoke of, twelve are going to bo solicitors. They come

to shorten
their apprenticeship.

8150. Do they tako more than the first year 1—They

take two years.

8160. But it is optional whether they take them in

successive years or not ?—Yes. For instance, 1 had

twelve this year, and five or six of these will probably

coine next year, the remainder probably tlio following

year.

81G1. How many for tho first year's scholarship?

—

Six this year. The competition was good ; the answer-

ing extremely good. The percentage in my subject,

jurisprudence, was eighty-six, and last year seventy-

six out of a possible 100.

8162. The second year's scholarship was not quite

so good. How many were awarded ?—There is only

one scholarship given for each year’s students
; one for

those of the first year, one for those of tho second, and

one for those of the third.

8163. In the second year what was tho answering?

—1 do not remember the exact answering. It was over

sixty per cent, and less than seventy per cent.

8164. That was not too bad?—The holder of it is

a very good man. His answering in the previous year

was remarkably good, in Professor M‘Kane's opinion

as well as in mine. I have an arts class in jurispru-

dence composed of those who are merely takiug up
that subject for tbe Royal University in connexion

with either political economy or philosophy. 1 have

a pretty large class, autl it is increasing.

8165. I know of my own knowledgo you had a good
number up ?—I sent up seven Inst year. My whole
arts class went up, and they all got tho B.A.
“honours" degree in that and tho allied subjects;

and in political economy I Bent up eleven out of

sixteen, all of whom passed tho B.A. degree.

8166. I have personal knowledge that they answered
remarkably well ?—You wore tho examiner in juris-

prudence.

8167. Dr. Stoney.—You have had a great deal of
experience both in the University of Dublin and in
the Queen's College?—Yes. I was, I might say, the
principal private tutor in philosophy and logic, as
well as a pass tutor in mathematics, in Trinity Oollcgo,

Dublin, for nearly seven years.
8168. You have had an opportunity of judging of

the standard of education that ought to prevail in a
university college?—Yes; considerable opportunity.

81C9. What is your judgment with reference to tho
Queen's College that you arc attached to?—With re-

gard to my own subjects, political economy or philo-
sophy, 1 can form a very good comparison between
the two ; but not as regards classics or mathematics,
or any other subject. I should say, comparing the
Trinity College student in philosophy with the Queen’s
College student in philosophy, they would stand about
on a par. Iu political economy I would be disposed
to put the Queen’s College man before the other,
chietly because he has better opportunities of studying
it to profit. He gets very mauy more lectures, and
has better opportunities of learning it. Tho prizes
given in the subject encourage him more.' Two
Queen's College students carried the chair of political
economy against the Trinity College students twico in
suMession—Professor Donnell and Professor Shaw

—

and Belfast men have frequently got studentships at
the Inns of Court, London. .1 have a very high opinion
0

,.~le capueity of our students for such studies as
political economy or jurisprudence.

8170. Could you judge what their training was in
e previous part of their course ?—Not well, because

|nen are pretty much on an equality when they beginm
Jumpmdence or political economy. Their culture

in mathematics or classics does not count or tell much dvbu
as regards progress. It has very little influence on juru 33]
their study of philosophy or any branch of philosophy, —

1

such as political economy or jurisprudence. Their ?
r
‘'!nn'

progress in these studies depends chiefly upon native
ara

’

aptitudoand intelligence—so far as my experience goes.

Of course some previous training is pre-supposed.
The previous discipline in logic is very important
before they come to tako up ethics or political economy.
Add to tliat tho power of writing good English.

That is necessary. And, of course, the power of
writing English will bo acquired iu the previous part
of tho course.

8171. Professor Jack.—

I

t is only with regard to

the power of writing English that you have a means
ofjudging?—Chiefly; because the mathematical talent

is not applicable by tho philosophical student; hut
the power of writing English will he seen through all

their answers.

8172. What sort of position do they take with
regard to their power of writing English?— I remark
that most of my students arc apt to express themselves

in good clear English, and in good style both as

regards syntax and logic.

8173. Have you ever had difficulties of spelling?

—

I scarcely ever noticed a mis-spelled word. There
may have been some

;
in important examination

papers one is not regarding the spelling, still if they
were frequent in any papers they would attract the

eye.

8174. Cirairman.—Is there anything you wish to

add?—Nothing except this :—With regard to the ex-

aminations of the. Royal University, to test students

in political economy, I think that the examiner should

be cither a professor or a specialist in political

economy. He need not necessarily be an Irishman.

We might import a professor for the time being. I
have been myself appointed in Owens College,

Manchester, as an extern examiner for the present

year.

8175. Dr. Makstos.—Export and import?— Yes;

and free trade.

8170. Chairman.

—

I hope you do not lay down a

very high standard for the examiner in jurisprudence?

—Not as yet.

8177. Do you mean that tho examiner in political

economy in the Royal is not a specialist?—Not by any
means; I mean that the present examiners arc profes-

sors in philosoph}', and not in political economy.

8178. Professor Jack.—He is not an expert in

political economy by his profession?—He may be an
expert

;
but the presumption is that lie is not as

familiar with tho questions, especially in their pre-

sent aspects, as he who is continually thinking about

them, and is constantly lecturing on them, and who
has had timetoadd all the recent contvovei-sies and forms

of controversies to his previous knowledge. I do not

say that the present examiners are not good examiners

;

but ou general principles it is u professor in the

subject, chosen either from the Queen’s Colleges or the

Catholic University, who would naturally seem the

most appropriate examiner. I think also that two
papers instead of one should he given in order to make
sure that the chance element will be more reduced.

Tho chance element can be reduced to a minimum
at these examinations, and I think that two papers

given, one by each examiner, would be an improve-

ment in this direction.

8179. Do you think the defects you speak of prevent

students coming up to the examinations iu any con-

siderable extent!—Not so far; a large number of

my students went up last year and perhaps nearly

double will offer tliis year. Some of the candidates

lastyear, I understood.* made objections to the ques-

tions as not sufficiently exhaustive of the course. That

was the principal thing they objected to.
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Thomas
Maguire, esq.,

1L.D., V.T.O.D.

Thomas Maguire, esq.

8180. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I wanted to ask you if

the programme of examination for matriculation in the

medical faculty in your time was the same as the

programme in the faculty of arts 1—Precisely.

8181. The same programme for both faculties?

—

Precisely.

8182. Chairman.—Was I not right in saying that

it was in tho year 1880 you went to Trinity College ?

—Yes.
8183. And when did you go to the Queen’s

College?—In 1869; and I examined for matriculation

in Galway after getting fellowship. That is the

matriculation of 18S0.

8184. Professor Jack.—So that a boy of 1874

,
f.t.c.d., re-examined,

would have passed under your hands ?—Yes. I
to state that on one occasion Professor Thompson and
some other professor matriculated all the students I
was hud up with a very had eye, and I was here in
Dublin under medical cave. In October of that year
I was not present, and I was not present at the
scholarships examinations, but I had the scholarship
papers lead over to me.

8185.

In what year was that?—As far as I can
recollect it was about 1872 or 1S73.

8180. In other words you want to qualify the
evidence that you had examined at all the matricu-

lations /—That I hail examined for all.

The Commission adjourned till next day.

THIRTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JUNE 24tii, 1884.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Mollov, D.D., F.R.U.I.
;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.;

Professor Willtam Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.

; with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

Rev. William

Delany, s.j.

* Rev. William Delant, s.j., President of University College, Stephen’s Green, examined.

8187. Chairman. — You are Rector of the

University College, Stephen’s Green?—President I

call myself.

81 58. You have been connected with education

for a number of years in Ireland ?—Over twenty
years. '

.

81 59. State to the Commission exactly tho oppor-

tunities you have had of becoming acquainted with

the position of the education question in Ireland ?

—

For eight years I taught in two schools—Clongowes
Wood College, and Tullabeg College. I acted for

three years subsequently as director of the studies

at Tullabeg College, and afterwards fur ten years was
rector of the college, and director besides, at the same
time. During the last five of these yearn the boys of

what I would call my fifth and sixth forms were
prepared for the London University. We sent every
year some students to the London University. In
1879, on the establishment of the Intermediate Edu-
cation Commission, and every year since, a large num-
ber of boys presented themselves at the Intermediate
examinations from the school. For the first three
years of the Intermediate system I acted as secre-

tary to the committee of Catholic masters, and was
thereby drawn into relations with the Commissioners
and others who were engaged in dealing with the
question of Intermediate education. For the last

two years I have been head of a college in Dublin. For
one year I was head of an inchoate college, in Temple-
street, where we were beginning temporarily

;
and this

yarn—from the beginning of November last—I have
been President of University College.

8190. I may take it you have had abundant oppor-
tunities of ascertaining what was the standard of
education in Ireland ?—Certainly, in the intermediate
schools, and as measuring them on one side with the
Lon- Ion University, and on the other side with the
Royal University, and occasionally with the Queen’s
Colleges.

Si 91. You are aware of the subjects we are to
inquire into — the Hint being the standard of
education maintained in the Queen’s Colleges?

—

Certainly.

SlU’J. Have you read the programme of the matri-
culation and the other examinations in the Queen’s
Colleges?—Yes.

81 93. And you are familiar with the matriculation
examination in the London University ?— Certainly.

8194. And also with the matriculation examina-
tion in the Royal University?—Certainly.

8195. Are yon able to form an opinion as to what
* See Appendix

is the standard of education in the Queen’s Colleges ?

—

I think it is very important to begin by drawing a

distinction concerning tho words “ standard of

education.” The standard of education given and the

standard of education received may often be totally

different things: there may he a most satisfactory

standard of education given, and no results obtained.

The seed and the soil must both be good to have a

good harvest. The Queen's Colleges have splendid

buildings, perfect appliances, most distinguished and

able Professors, but I have reason to believe with

regard to two of the Queen’s Colleges that the soil is

notgood : that a considerable proportion of the students

they receive are too uneducated to profit adequately

by the education given. This does not apply to

Belfast College, of which I have nothing to say except

in terms of praise. Therefore, I begin by saying

with regard to the standard of education in the

Queen’s Colleges, I believe, the standard of education

given to be excellent, but tho standard realised by the

students I believe to bo unsatisfactory. With regard

to a few they go out so as to do credit to their masters.

8190. What is the general conclusion you have

arrived at, and kindly state tho facts which have led

you to such conclusion ?—I shall begin by fixing the

relation of an Irish school, with which I am perfectly

familiar, to London University, and I am happy to

know that at least one member of the Commis-

sion, from his familiarity with London University

through Owens College, will be able to say to what

extent my conclusions arc justified by the premises.

In 1876, as the Iiisli University question was still in a

doubtful position, I began to send my hoys to London

University, from the fifth and sixth forms. The fifth

form which we call “poetry,” and the sixth form which

wo call “ rhetoric ” in our schools, correspond with the

fifth and sixth forms of tho public schools. The

second class from the top in our schools I prepared

for the matriculation of the London University. From

St. Stanislaus’ College, Tullabeg—it is generally printed

St. Stanislaus, but is usually spoken of in Ireland

as Tullabeg. It is well, however, to say St.

Stanislaus, because iu the London University calen-

dar you might otherwise look in vain—it is t‘iere

called St. Stanislaus’ College, Tullamore.

8197. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Tullabeg is Little Tula,

and Tullamore is Big Xulla ?—Yes, Little Hill is tee

meaning of the name. I can give the results year aftfli

year. It was tho rule to send all the boys in the claffl

— the class of poetry—for matriculation ;
the class

the sixth form to the first B.A.

II f. B., No. 60.
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8198. You are going to show the results ?—I wish

w show briefly the results actually obtained by irn

Irish school measured by a standard so well known as

that of London University ;
then I propose to compare

the school with the Queen’s Colleges at the points

where it into contact with them. Thus, starting

from what I may coll the fixed point—the standard of

London University, wo can estimate the level renchod

by the school, and by tbe comparison between the

school and the Queen's Colleges iifl'ordeil by the Inter-

mediate examinations, we can deduce the level of the

scholarship and entrance examinations at the Queen’s

Colleges. Incidentally, the facts adduced will, I think,

dispose of the charges made that thorn has been no good

school teaching in Irclund. In the first year, 1870, .six

students went up from St. Stanislaus' Collego to Loudon

University. Two attained high honours, three were

placed in the first division, anil ono in tlio second.

Two passed in that year who were in the sixth form,

and therewere no boys sent up for first B. A. In 1877

fire were sent up for matriculation
;
two failed, three

passed.

8199. Professor Jack.—First division?—Two, first

division
;
one, second division. In the same year four

boys went up to the first 15.A. Three passed in the

firstdivision, and one failed. One of the throe obtained

first classical honours, another third mathematical

honours.

8200. You mean by first classical honours at the top

of the list?—Yes
;
second place in first, honours

;
you

know ihe value of that position.

8201. Yes?—He obtained second placo in first

honours. His name is J. P. Crowley. Ho subse-

quently passed for India Civil Service, but withdrew,

and this year won a first class clerkship in the Treasury.
8202. That is the boy who obtained first classical

honour's 1—Ho obtained second place in first classical

honours. In the next year, 1878, eight pupils wore
sent up, and all passed.

8208. Eight for matriculation ?—Yes ; one obtained

seventh place in honours, six wore placed in the first

division, and ono in the second. That ono in the
second will bo important later on, when wo come to
the point of contact with the Queen's Colleges, as con-
necting the Queen’s Colleges with the London Univer-
sity, anil also showing the relation ot tho school
with the colleges. In the same year ono of those hoys
passed tho Indian Civil Service examination direct
from our college, and another passed for Woolwich

;

another boy got first 15.A. Unit year from tho sixth
form, being the only candidate to enter.

8204. Eight entered for matriculation, and all

passed
; one went in for first B.A., and passed ?—Yes;

one second B.A. ontored anil ]xissud in the sixth form

;

he came back to my place another year, and wont up for
his degree; he did not go rip for honours, being unwell.
8200. He is tho man who got mathematical honours?
Yes

;
in 1879 six entered, and three passed, aud

were placed in the first division
;
there was another

fir3t university man' who passed the second, aud took
his degree.

82QC. That is another first B.A. who pissed for
second B.A., and took a degree ?—Yes ; in 1880 eight
presented themselves, anil eight passed

;
ono of the

eight obtained third place in honours, and tho second
university exhibition. Three presented themselves
for first B. A., and all passed; one obtained firat-cluBS
clasical honours

; one passed for the degree. In 1881
th«-0 were three candidates, and idl passed.

• m'c
CiL5

;

ii^ak '—For matriculation?— Yes, twom the first divisiou, and tho other got first exhibition,
•mthesiuneyearoue passed fust B. A., anilwas bracketed
tau&l for first place in first-class mathematical honours.

e aud another man were bracketed equal for con-
sideration, but, on a subsequent examination, they gave
it to the other man.

8208. It was a tie at first, pud subsequently
o other man got it?—Yes; they were bracketed

«qusi, uad the case was reserved for consideration,
he result- of that consideration was that the

other man—I think he was a Cambridge man—got Dunuu.
in. In the same year ono passed B.A. degree. June n, iaa4.

That is the connexion with London, as showing the _
—

—

standard attained by a school year by year in all the r>el»ny
course.

8209 Professor Jack.—During five years you
sent fin •/ard a great many boys in the fifth and sixth
forms?—All the boys.

8210. Chairman.—And in each year the men who
went forward for matriculation were from the fifth

form?—Yes, from the fifth form
;

“ poetry” is what wo
call it, and tho sixth we call “ rhetoric,” in the con-

tinental way.

S211. Are you able to work out what you call the
point of contact between the London University and
the school and the Queen’s Colleges ?—I established

that there is a school in Ireland which satisfies, accord-
ing to the standards of the host English schools, all

requirements, and the results obtained show that. Shall

I go on with a similar record ofthe Royal University ?

8212. If you please ?—From the same school in
1882—once the Royid University was established

the school withdrew from London—in 1882 this school

sent twenty-one boys to the matriculation examination
of the Royal University. All passed.

8213. From the fifth form ?—I cannot say they
were all from the fifth form. I left the school, aud at

that time I was hero in Dublin.

8214. Professor Jack.—The numbers would suggest

that some were taken from the lower forms ?—It would
prebably mean that two or three forms went up
together, some holding hack. Twenty-one presented

*

themselves. All passed, several obtaining high dis-

tinctions—first place on the list, high honours in a
great many cases, but these things will be easily seen

by the calendar. Four obtained exhibitions, one a
first-class exhibition, and ono obtained afterwards a

double scholarship. Mr. Dwyer, a pupil of that school

obtained two scholarslujis in January, 1S83, one in

modern languages, and one in classics. In 1883
nineteen presented themselves. All passed. Some
obtained honours.

8215. Chairman.—I thinkyou might follow out this

connoxiou. Of course you have been sending up
students from tho University College ?—I have been
only nine months there, and have not sent up any yet
I can give you the previous records of my pupils, but
now I will deal with the point of contact between the

colleges—the College of St. Stanislaus, and Cork and
Galway Queen’s Colleges.

821 C. Professor Jack.—Is St. Stanislaus a Munster
college ?- -No, but it receives a large number of boys

from Munster, and some of its most distinguished

pupils have been from Munster, as, for instance, Mr.

Dwyer, who obtained a double scholarship, Mr. Croly,

who obtained first-class honours in London, and a large

number of other men.

8217. Is it situated near Dublin 1—It is in the

King's County.

8218. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It is connected directly

by railway with the South of Ireland ‘i— Yc-a, with

every place. We have a lai-ge number of Tipperary

and Cork boys there, more than from anywhere else,

except Dublin. The pupils there are from ditfevent

parts of Ireland. Twenty-two counties wore repre-

sented. I proceed now to show the relation of the

school to the Queen’s Colleges, und I shall deal chiefly

with Cork College, as I have very little means of in-

formation regarding Galway College which publishes

no Calendars. I have before me tho prize list of

1879, and in it the names are printed according to

the results in the Intermediate examinations for all

the classes presenting themselves. That is one of the

ycare in which some of the students went from the

college to London.

821 9. Professor Jack.—That wus the first year of

the Intermediate ?—Yea. In that year I find there

was placed in the middle grade, what would correspond

with the fourth .form, a boy, whose name I need not

mention. In the year 1879 this boy was marked fifty-
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second—that is, he obtained fifty-second place in the

middle grade. In the school he was an undistin-

guished boy. He was eighth in his class.

8220. How do you count the classes 1—As abroad.

The sixth form is the highest.

8221. Then you are counting from the bottom up 1

—The English way. The sixth is the highest.

8222. Professor Jack.—

T

he sixth means the

highest, and fifth the next highest, and so on 1—Yes.

Well this pupil—the eighth iu his class—obtained a

scholarship in Cork.

8223. An entrance scholarship!—Yes.

S22 1. Was it a literary or a scientific scholarship 1

—A literary scholarship. His marks here on this list

show very groat inferiority to many boys of his own
class in the school. For instance, he had 395 marks

in Greek. Some of the other boys obtained 7G2, 777,

464, and 4G6. He lmd 401 marks in Latin. Other

boys attained 710, G33, G43, GIO. He had 409 in

English. Others obtained 501, 5S4, 4GG, 514, 441,

and so on. lie was an undistinguished hoy ill a low

class iu the school, and lie obtained a literary scholar-

ship. Another boy is marked on tliat list He went

to Cork the year after. Perhaps I had better reserve

him for the next year.

8225. Professor Jack.—

H

e had been iu your school

in 1S79 1—Yes.

822 G. And is he on the list of the Intermediate!

—

He was in the school also in 1880, and I had better

reserve him for 18S0 to show the level from which ho

went. In the preceding year, 1878, eight boys had
passed for London University. One of those, as I

called attention to the fact, was passed in the second

division. The boy who was in the second division

went to Galway and obtained a scholarship there.

8227. That is the second division for matriculation ?

—In the second division for matriculation. He was a
good, hard-working student. I am not, in any sense,

finding any fault with him at all. I am sure they did
the best they could, but it shows the comparison of the
London standard, the school standard, and the Queen's
College, Galway, standard. Iu school lie was the last

in his class
;
in London University ho was in second

division, and in Galway he was a scholar. He has
distinguished himself since in Galway. Ho has had
a good career iu Galway. I mention it merely as one
of the instances showing the relations of the school and
thetwo Colleges. In the same year another student
went to Galway and obtained an exhibition. His
name does not occur on my list at all, and therefore,

1 presume, he must have failed at some of his exami-
inations. He must have been a totally undistin-
guished boy at the school, because he is not put down.

8228. You know he was a pupil of yours 1—He was,
and he does not appear on my list. He was totally
undistinguished at the school. He obtained an exhi-
bition at Galway.

8229. Chairman.—And that direct from the school 1—Going direct from the school.

8230. Professor Jack.—An exhibition is a sort of
thing immediately below a scholarship 1—Yes.

8231. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—When you say “ undis-
tinguished,” do you mean simply that he did not get
honours, though he may have been a good pass-man ?—I mean he was not a pass-man. I do not find his
name in any list. The pass-men ought to be here.

He must have l>een a very inferior student, I think.

8232. Professsor Jack—

H

ow many are put out of
your list ?—At the Intermediate he seems to have
failed altogether or not to have gone up. Out of
seventy-five boys five failed.

8233. Dr. Stoney.—Was be a candidate at the In-
termediate ?—At the Intermediate ? I think so, but I
cannot say positively. I can simply state that he was
an undistinguished student of the College.

8234. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

f he was in the judg-
ment of the heads of the school fit to go up he would
have gone up ?—He would, certainly.

8235. And, if he did go up, he passed in nothing t

—And even when they were not judged to be fit I
required them to go.

8236. Does that mean that three failed in that rear l—Yes, precisely, in this particular class.

8237. And all the boys went up!— I cannot say
absolutely. It would not be fair to the boy ; he mav
have been ill. T was surprised at the time that he oh-
tamed an exhibition.

8238. Professor Jack.—You mcun he was au un-
distinguished student ?—Yes ; I was not surprised at
the boy in the London University. lie was two
classes higher in the school, nnd was hard-working
and intelligent, and his low place was due, I think to

defective earlier troiuing, for which he has since

made up. In the year 1880, I have similar results

in the Intermediate examination returns. The senior

grade will r epresent a class lower than the fifth form.

8231). Was it the fourth 1—I should not say the

fourth. It would bo like a lower fifth.

8240. Dr. Sto.vey.—What does it represent in St
Stanislaus’!—In St Stanislaus’ it is the third

from the top, fifth from the lowest

8241. Itis one of your fourth-class forms 1—I should

call it a lower fifth. When I use “ form," I use it as

in the English schools. I understand it in the

English sense, iu which the sixth form is the top.

8242. Chairman.—My colleaguesdid not understand

you when you said rhetoric or poetry!— No. Fromwhat
I know of the English schools, the Intermediate senior

grade would bo about fifth form. In that class there

were twelve candidates from St. Stanislaus’
; all passed.

I bring forward this class as showing a comparison of

levels between this Intermediate school and the

Queen’s Colleges.

8243.

*Dr. Stoney.—That is for the senior grade

!

—I begin with the senior grade. There are on the

school list for that year two exhibitioners—one who

was second aud one who was ninth. There are two

prize-men—the 17th and 3Gth, besides other prize-

men—whilst the 47tli that occurs is a scholar in Cork,

with whose case you were dealing before. In the same

year No. 102 in the same grade is a Cork exhibitioner

who entered that year.

8244. Chairman.—I do not think we had that

name?—He is 102nd in the senior grade of 1S80, and

he is found in the list of Cork exhibitioners of the

same year. There were nine boys altogether before

him in the school—the 2nd, 9th, 17th, 50th, 74th,

and 9 3rd—this gentleman being 102nd.

8245. Professor Jack.—These were boys belonging

to the school who were before him in the Inter-

mediate!—In the Intermediate list in the same

year.

824G.*Dr. Stoney.—Was lie a student of the

school ?—No. I am only showing the relative posi-

tions of the ordinary pupils of an Intermediate school

compared with scholars of the Queen’s College. He

was an exhibitioner in science in the faculty of medicine.

In the same year in the middle grade there is a Cork

science scholar who had been a scholar from the year

before, 1879. He is 319th. There are ten boys from

the intermediate school before him, amongst them being

the 2nd, 13th, 68tb, 99th, 123rd, 128th, and spun.

The 180th in the same grade won a scholarship in

Galway.

8247. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You mean men from one

particular school ?—From this particular intermediate

school. I am comparing the Colleges with this par-

ticular intermediate school. There are from the

school the 2nd, 13tb, 68th, 95th, 123rd, 128th, and

bo on. But there is another instance, and one

that I would attach more importance to, m «u>

junior grade. In fact there are two, but one of them

you have heard before; the second you may am,

perhaps, have heard much about. They are both

be found on page 160. They are under the seno

ships of 1880-81.
8248. Professor Jack.—

A

nd in the Intermediate.

—In 1880, the summer of 1880, and they entered m

* QQ. 8243, 8246-51. See Appendix III. B ,
No. BO-Io.
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that vear in tlie Queen’s College, Cork. Galvin is not

a scholar, he is an exhibitioner.

v>49. He is not a scholar, lie is an exhibitioner 1

—

He is ai» exhibitioner. He is 23rd junior grade ex-

hibitioner, and lie entered the Queen’s College, Cork,

wau exhibitioner. The otlior is 37tli, and lie entered

tiie Queen’s College, Cork, os a scholar. One of those

bovs was fourth in tire school, that is to say there were

tkn-e before hint in the school. The other would

have had six before him in the school. The reason I

point out this case is that there is a serious element

Lit namely, the injury done to a boy’s education by liis

being induced to leave school prematurely by the facility

of obtaining entrance exhibitions at Quoen’s Colleges.

8250.

Who is this 1—Number 28 of the junior

grade, who was a senior exhibitioner in the Queen's

College, Cork, in the same year. lie was a boy of

onlv fifteen years of age, but a very promising boy, who
would have had, I think, a very distiuguished educa-

tional career. I wrote to his father, saying what I

thought of the boy, and recommending his being kept

at school. Whether under the inducement of un ex-

hibition at Cork, or otherwise, I do not know, but

he entered tlie Queen’s College, Cork. Had lie re-

mained at school I have no doubt that he would have

been among the first exhibitioners of the middle grade,

and, subsecjuently, of the senior grade. The result of

his going then to Queen’s College was, that when he

went from that college to the Intermediate examina-

tions in the following year, ho obtained only 21 6th

C
lace in the Intermediate middle grade. He ought to

ave beeu amangst the first six, at least, from what I

know of his capacity.

8251.

The year before he was 23rd in the junior

grade 1—23rd, and exhibitioner, though lie was only

fifteen years of age.

8252.“Chairman.—Have you many more of these

cutes 1 Because, what wo ditl with Father Refl'd, who
gave a similar class of evidoueu to that which you have
tried, was, we asked liirn to give it in a tabular form.
If yon have only two or three instances more wo will

take them fr-ain you?—I shall end with 1881, which
Is rather remarkable, aud will make the case I want
to show, but I shall furnish tables giving similar in-

stances down to this year. My case is tills—that the
staudard of the educational work of the Colleges is to

bejudged not, as 1 have explained, by the teaching that
is given by the masters, but by the results realized by
the pupils

; and that would depend, not merely on the
teaching of the masters, who are undoubtedly excel-
lent, and teach with great zeal, hut even moi-e on the
quality and fitness of the pupils ; and, whatever the
cause, I think it can be conclusively proved that the
hulk of the students—there are some few exceptions

—

arc unlit to receive profitably university education.
Tills conclusion I think is demonstrated by the low
level that suffices for scholarships, for the scholars arc
presumably the best of the Queen’s College students

;

and from their low level we can deduce the much lower
level of the mere passmen

; but how low tho level of
passmen is I am about to prove now positively in
another shape, and then negatively

;
positively by

showing that a certain number of students were ad-
mitted of whom it is quite clear that they were totally
unfit to begin their university education. I submit

'

these seven names, of some of whom yon have pro-
before.f (Hands in a list of names.)

tl

^HAIEiIAN
l
—^ ^o n°k bliink we had any of

lese before ?—The figures before their names represent
tne places these gentlemen obtained in the Interme-

te examinations for 1881, and the names, as may be
seen,.are not simple ordinary names; they are com-
pound names, and most of them are remarkable. They

all entered as from Cork schools in the Tntcrme-

,
^un'or grade, and therefore necessarily under

teen years of age, because they are not marked os

^ ^oy are in the ordinary list. You have
y the place obtained bv number 321,who was that year’s scholar.

• See Appendix III. B., N j. 60.

8254 Rev. Dr. Molloy, —What was his place in
the aggregate of merit?—321st in the aggregate of
merit.

8255. Of what grade?—Junior, and lie entered the
Queen’s College, Cork, as a science scholar. In the
intermediate school, with which I aiu comparing
the Queen’s College, Cork, he would have obtained the
eleventh place in the junior grade class, that is in the
third form of the school. There were ten before him
ill the Intermediate list that year, but those others
generally are very much lower down.

825G. You are still speaking of the junior grade?
—I am always speaking of the junior grade now in
1881. I am giving positive evidence to show that
certain students in the list of 1881 in the junior grade,
with remarkable names, from Cork schools, are found in

that year in the College calendar of 1S82-S3 as entered
in the College in 1881-82.

8257. The second is where?—413th; however, I

do not attach much importance to him
; but the next

six ave respectively—1,512, he is bracketed equal;
1,537

;
1,601, C. A. 8. are his initials

; 1,838, W. II. P.
are his initials ; 2,073, E. H. H. are his initials

; and
2,254, G. M. S.

S25S. Professor Jack.—

T

hese are all from Cork
schools?—Schools in Cork. They are every one of
them found in the calendar for 1882-83 os being in
the College during the session of 1881-82, and there-

fore they must have entered in 1881, the same year in

which their names appeared in the list of the junior

grade examinations. Of course the late calendar
will not tell it. They are in alphabetical order in

the calendar, and it is easy to verify them for tlio

purpose of seeing what it means educationally. I

have placed the names of these six gentlemen in

their relative places on the list of the intermediate
school with which I am comparing tho College.

8259. Chairman.—That is, having regard to the

numbers obtained by other students in the school ?

—

Yes ; I have put them in their places on the list, and
I find they would not have been in the junior grade

of the school.

8260. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—What do you mean by
the juuior grade of the school 1—The junior grade that

passed that year ; those students that passed in the

junior gnulo that year.

8261. Chairman,—Do you mean that they would
have been lower down than the junior grade ?—Lower
down ; they would have been in the class that was
preparing to enter the junior grade class in the fol-

lowing year.

8262. Dr. Stoney.—They were not at tho school ?

—No.
8263. Chairman.—Is that merely a conjecture 1—

No. I have a list of boyB at the Bchool, with the

places they obtained and the marks they obtained. I

have interpolated those gentlemen in the places they

obtained, and I see they would have been amongst
those not in the junior grade, but in the preparatory

class, and in the preparatory class they would have
been at the tail of it.

8264. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You fix the position,

they would have occupied in Tullabeg by comparing

their marks with the marks of the boys who went up.

from Tullabeg?—Quite so, and I do not compare them
with the junior grade, because they would not bear

comparison.

8265. That is perfectly intelligible ?— There were

therefore before them in the school, forty-two boys in the

junior grade, before the first of them. The boys with

whom they are placed on a level—the six—are marked'

in this book twelve years old, thirteen, thirteen, etc.,

mere children, and their marks corresponding with their

ages
;
of course they are mere elementary marks. There

is one of these six that I would call special attention

to, because it touches also the question of the level

for scholarship
;
one of those who was marked 1838,

at the end of the year in the Queen’s College, Cork,

obtained an exhibition in engineering.

t QQ. 8252-70. See Appendix III. B
,
No 60—16.
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826G. Professor Jack.—At tlie end of liis Tear
1?— 8271. Then do I take it, that, in your judgment

Yes, lie obtained an exhibition in engineering. His a boy in the junior or middle grade is unfit to corn-

marks at the beginning of the year in mathematics are mence his university career?—I would not say that

exceedingly low. a clover boy, an exhibitioner in the junior nadc
82G7. That is in the Intermediate examinations?— could not follow with i>voiit tlio teaching of a mu’.

Yes, in the Intermediate examinations in the year versity jirofessor, still less an exhibitioner in the

before. I conclude, therefore, that there are sent to middle grade, but tlio general result on his education

the Queen’s College boys who were incapable of axle- would bo that ho would be spoiled—a two year old

quately profiting by the instruction that is given in running against a three or four year old.

the College. S272. Hot. Dr. Hollow—

I

understood you to sav

82GS. Cuairmak.—Do you think from what you with regard to the six students to whomyou hare re',

know of the Intermediate examinations that either furred, that if they had been at Tullabeg, instead of

failure or success at tlio Intermediate examinations Queen's College, Cork, they would have been obliged

can lie looked on as a fair test?—For the great bulk to read another year, preparing to go up again for tho

of tlio students, I think it is an exceedingly fair test junior grade examination?—Most certainly, their

—quite a fair test. There may be rave exceptions, jiosition shows that. That is the positive evidence

Boys anywhere may not have justice done to them which I give. 1 eomo now to the evidence which I

in papers set to boys by university men, who arc not would call negative. In connexion with the question

familiar with school work
;
but taken on the whole, the ot university education, and of the Intermediate

results correspond with wliat the masters themselves examinations in Ireland, I have made a study

expected. of the subsequent history of the distinguished stu-

82G9. In giving that answer, you liavc taken into dents at the Intermediate examinations. The In-

account that the entire Intermediate examination is termedinto system had boon much criticized, and as I

conducted by pajMir, and that none of it is vica voce ? believe unjustly. 1 wished to see, therefore, what

—Quite. was the result on their subsequent university career

8270. And that does not affect the opinion you of such training ns tho Intermediate students had

have given?—On the contrary it rather impresses received. Approaching the subject without any bias,

it, because with boys the difference between a and talcing a groat deal of pains to ascertain how many
written examination and a viva voce examination, to of them went into the universities, where they went,

my judgment at least, holds more especially in refer- in what ycui-s, and with what success, some singular

once to those iu the higher classes. In the lower facts came out. In the five years, from 1S79 to 18S3,

classes I prefer a written examination, eveu for my I have taken a note of all who proceeded to univer-

domestic examinations, for the reason that younger sities after they had passed the senior grade of the

Ikjvs usually get flurried
;
they do not do justice to Intermediate examinations. A large proportion of

themselves, or show what they know, therefore they the senior grade students have entered Tiiuity Co>-

requiro to bo calm and to think for themselves to get lego, Dublin. There are 1,237, as far as I aui make
this knowledge into slia]>o. Their practice in school out, who have altogether passed hi the live years in

work is vim vote and is sufficient to train them iu it. tlio senior grade.

It may' ho objected to my arguments that although S273. Into Trinity College?—No
;
who have passed

the students entered very unprepared, still under tlio the Intermediate examination. I Lave classified them

excellent teaching they' would meet in the Colleges, they as exhibitioners, prizemen, ami passmen. I have made

might attain to good results, the teaching is so excel- out in tlio same divisions tlio numbers who have gone

lent. To that I reply, that the teaehiug power in tho to the various universities and university colleges. I

Colleges is in its quantity exceedingly limited. There may premise that I have not adequate means of as-

are hut two professors of classics. They have to teach curtaining all who went to Belfast Queeu's College,

Latin and Greek to all the men for threo yearn, both because 1 hail only one calendar, I could not procure

pass and honours. They have therefore at least six this year’s calendar. Tlio record of Belfast lias becu

regular classes each. The quantity of time they can very creditable. I should have been very glad to

give to each class, even if nil the men are perfectly' have this year’s calendar to show how creditable, but,

equal to the demands of tlie class itself, must be very even as it is, from the figures I have, there is a

limited indeed. It will be utterly impossible therefore, creditable record for Belfast, that is to say, a very

for such professors to prepare in the ordinary’ pass and fail' proportion of senior grade students, aud avciy

lonourscourscs everyman qualified to enter, in addition fair proportion of distinguished senior grade students,

to giving all the time necessary to teach the mere ele- have entered Belfast College,
ments of education, to those who come in with such S27 1. Chaiiuiax.—

W

hat calendar do you want for

elements ns those boys hail. I would say as on edu- Belfast I—The fact is 1 wrote to Belfast for this

cationist, that one of the greatest difficulties that we year’s calendar. They would not give it to my book-

liave to meet with iu managing huge schools, is so to seller. I found on last year’s calendar that Belfast had a

arrange the teaching in tho schools, that while it will very creditable proportion, aud l might probably hare

stimulate the advanced boys, it will not be beyond furthermore to say in its favour if I had the later

the lower boys. And this bolds, eveu still more with calendar.
a university', because the distinction between honour 8275.*Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You say that a large

and pass ia a university is still greater. Therefore I proportion entered Trinity College, Dublin?—Yes,

fi ay’, if there are honounnen fitted for honours in a 219 out of 5GG I have made out. As far as I have

university college, it is quite impossible for two pro- ascertained 5G6 have entered universities or univei-

fessors, no matter how zealous or how able, to teach sity colleges,f
the whole classical course to such honounuen and to 827G. How many entered Trinity College, Dublin?

—

the qualified pass men, and in addition, to lift up those 219 of those have entered Trinity College, Dublin,

students who go iu so entirely unfitted for the work of 8277. How many entered Queen’s College, Belfast 1

the college. If those six students who entered tlie —Quoeu’s College, Belfast, fifty-uine at all events,

Queen’s College, Cork, in 1881, were at an interme- eight of whom were exhibitioners. I am dealing

diate school, they would not have been allowed to with tho senior grade men, twenty'-one were prize men

enter the middle grade in the following year
; they and thirty piss men.

would havo been quite unequal to it
;
they would have 8278. How many entered Queen’s College,

_

Gal-

lon kept in the junior grade in the following year, way ?—I could not find any materials for making a

and in the junior grade they would probably have decision about Galway. I could find no calendars of

turned out mere pass men. any kind about Galway.
* Q. 8275-S290. See Appendix III. B.,No. 50—Tin. and 116
t The over age students of 1S80 and 1881 were not included in the above numbers

;
the names of these students were printed wpar* -

in tlie Intermediate returns for 1880 and 1881, and heucc were overlooked in making up the above numbers. These students

included in the tables, raid therefore the numbers there given are higher than those given above.—W. D.
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‘’279. What have yon found with regard to the

number who entered Queen’s College, Cork?—1 have

U,e calendars of Queen’s College, Cork, for 1881,

1SS2, 1SS3, and 1881.

8280. What numbers have you found ?—One senior

•trade exhibitioner, thirteen prizemen, and fifteen

passmen.

S28L What is the total number ?—Twenty-nine.

Out of sixty-five senior grade exhibitioners but one

is found in the list of the Cork men.

8282. Professor Jack.—What calendars do youf

miss with regard to Belfast ?—I have got only one o

Belfast. It was one of last year's
;
and, therefore,

it mi"ht not have contained some men who entered

in 1879. I probably did ascertain as far as the

calendar gave mo information. Of course 1 do not

guarantee it to a unit or anything like that
; hut in

order to secure as accurate information as I could on

the subject. I threw tho names into alphabetical

order, and having them in alphabetical order, I eom-

pired them with tho alphabetical lists of the Queen’s

Colleges, of the Boyal University, and of Trinity

College.

S283. What has become of tho rest?—Nine entered

both the Dublin University and the Royal University.

82S4-. One of the students who entered Queen’s

College, Belfast, entered the Royal University also ?

—I could not make out the whole of them on the

Royal University list, but it is very hard to say that

a man is not in the Royal University.

S285. Can you say how many of tho Queen’s College

men entered tlic Royal University?—238, including

nine who entered both Dublin University and tho

Royal University.

8280. Chaiujiak.—That does not make the 5fi(i 1

—No. Of course there are some others—there are

the twenty-nine from Cork—them aro two from
Galway.

82S7. How many in Galway ?—There are more, of

course. I am sure there must have been more, but
I have only traced two. I had no data of comparison,

I could not get a list of Galway students. At least

560 have entered University Colleges. But another
important point comes out, that they pass from the
senior grade after a year into Trinity College, Dublin,
and also into tho Royal University.

8288. Do you mean excluding or including tho
Queen's Colleges?—I shall deal with them Inter; at
present I am dealing with tho distinguished candidates
who have entered Trinity College. I find that a very
large propoition of them waited for a year after they
had completed the senior gnule course. A small
number only have entered directly from tho middle
grade, and only one of these obtained an entrance
exhibition. As a rule, in order to obtain exhibitions
in Trinity College, Dublin, they found it necessary to
remain a year preparing after they had passed tho
senior grade. I have made out a list of all the
exhibitioners, scholars, and sizars of Trinity College
for the last five years, and it comes out that, for the
last three years especially, every one of the students
who obtained these entrance distinctions and prizes
have passed in the Intermediate examinations. We
are, therefore, able to see from wliat level they entered
Trinity College, and obtained these places, anil as
nearly all those who obtained exhibitions at the Royal
University have done the same, and many of those
who entered the Queen’s College, Belfast, we have
some data for comparison between these Colleges, and
wso with the other Queen’s Colleges. I see that in
Belfast very many are senior grades, some distinguished,
and nearly all prepared a year.

8289. Before they entered Queen’s College, Belfast 1

—I mean before they obtained the entrance scholar-m Queen’s College, Belfast. Tlie same thing
does not happen in the other Queen’s Colleges. The
same thing is not seen in the Cork and Galway
Colleges

;
there are several middle grade students and

some junior grade who have obtained entrance scholar-

ships in those two Colleges in tho years in which they
were respectively in the middle and the junior grades.®
On comparing the relative standard of exhibitioners
one with another it may, perhaps, interest the Com-
mission to summarise the comparison in a few wouls.
I see tii,ab tlie A24exhibitions of the Royal University
were all won by senior guide Intermediate cxlii-

bitioncrx whoso positions averaged 12 in the first

year, 2’5 in the second year, in which there was only
a very small number of £H exhibitions given and
exceedingly severe competition, and 15-4 in the tliird

year. That was the average position of the successful

candidates in the senior grade, and in the gx-eat bulk
of tlxo cases they had taken an additional year after

the senior grodo.

8290. Those figures compare very favourably with
the other grades or even with tlie Dublin University ?

—Yos.f I proceed now to another standard. Ifc may
be said that perhaps in Ireland where tho boys belong
to families that am not wealthy, that probably many
distinguished students leave school befoi'e they reach
tho seniorgrade and enter one of the Queen’s Colleges.

I have therefore taken a list of tho Intermediate exhi-

bitioner who represent the cream of the educated youth
of tlie country. Some care was necessary to avoid
repeating the same names because of course the junior
guide exhibitioners of one year axe as a rule the
middle grade exhibitionei's of the next year and the

senior grade exhibitioners of another year.

8291. Professor Jacic.—And vei'y often tho same
boys ?—That is what commonly happens. I coxild

ascertain that 392 different persons obtained exhibi-

tions.

8292. In all the grades?—392 in all the grades.

8293. Rov. Dr. Mollov.—

E

xhibitions?—At tlxe

Intermediate examinations.

8294. Professor Jack.—During the five yenis?

—

During tlxo live years. I have not added tlie junior

guide of 1882 nor tlie middle, nor the junior grade of

1883, liecause I found that there was no trace of these

boys going to the universities. Thei-e is a pi'oliibition

for a boy to present himself us a university student.

The exhibitioners do not go to University Colleges

from the junior and middle grades immediately, as it

would entail loss of their exhibitions.

S295.t_Do they go to the colleges?—They uro in the

colleges in huge numbeis. Having gone into their

history I find that twenty-seven of these uro marked
as having subsequently entered Belfast Queen’s College,

seventy-one as having entered Trinity College, Dublin.

224 is the total out of 392 who have entered into

university colleges; seventy-one of these have entered

Ti inity College, Dublin, twenty-sevenhave entered tlie

Queen’s College, Belfast, ten have entered tho Queen’s

College, Cork. I know but one in Queen’s College, Gal-

way, but I cannot state positively
;
probably there is

more than one. As I say I have had no data- 108

have entered the Royal University outside die Queen’s

Colleges, and seven entered Dublin University and

the Royal University. Therefore I conclude from

these two facts, from the absence from the Queen’s

Coliege of any considerable numbers of the senior

grade students who have completed their school edu-

cation, and from the presence only invery small numbers

indeed of the Intermediate exhibitioners who repre-

sent the cream of the educated youth of the country,

that tlie gentleman who spoke in Cork of the inade-

quacy of the schools in Ireland, had insufficient

materials before him to judge from, and that hejudged

from the level of the pupils with whom he was familiar.

I wish now to point out to tho Commissionei-s that

the objections that have been raised to the level of

the scholarships and the level of entrance examinations

in the Queen’s Colleges are not merely abstract

objections on high educational grounds, but they are

objections which derive their strength mainly from an

increasing sense of grievance on the part of the

educated youth of the country.

8296. Professor Jack.—As regards grievance it is

Dublin.

June 21, 1884.

l?cv. William
Dclauy, s.j.

• See Appendix ITT. B., No. 50—IV. t See Appendix III. B-, No. 50—III.
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not a line of observation that we can go into ?—I speak

solely with regal'd to the comparative level of ex-

aminations.
8297.

Chairman'.—We always get alarmed when

we hear that word grievance 1—It is solely with re-

gard to the level. There are two systems of public

examination conducted by iudependentStatc. boards, one

before entrance into university colleges by the Inter-

mediate Education Commissioners, another subse-

quently by the Royal University. The students pit

themselves against one another before both those

tribunals.

8298. Professor Jack.—Independent of grievance

?

—Yes. Quite equal, and therefore they knew one

another’s strength, and we have, the result, that there

are many boys in those printed lists who obtained very

high places at the Intermediate examinations and who
obtained very high places at the Royal University and

who have no college scholarships or exhibitions, whilst

they sec tlieir beaten competitors in enjoyment of

them.*

8299.

*That is strict evidence T—I am at the present

moment charged with the direction of a large univer-

sity college which lias some public advantages over

many other colleges in the country ami therefore I am
not in a position to put this in the strongest way,

lint still even in my position this fact comes out.

There are at the present moment entered on the list

of University College, ninety eight matriculated stu-

dents of the Royal University.

8000. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—In arts?—In arts—three

of the third year, twenty-three of the second year, and
seventy-two of the first year. Of these a certain

number are studying biology only, under my direction.

They are studying the arts elsewhere.

8301. Professor Jack.—Have you any students who
are not matriculated students of the Royal University ?

— I have sixty-five who are not us yet matriculated

students in the Royal University j ninety-eight were
matriculated.

8302. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—T suppose the presump-
tion is that students reading biology are medical

students ?—Medical students.

8303. And getting their arts course somewhere else ?

—Or have done last year tlieir first arts, and are doing
this year their first medicine.

8304. Can yon give approximately the number of

students whom you would regard as exclusively arts

students
;
or have you any means of knowing?—

1

may within a few only.

8305. Roughly 1—I think eighty, at least, inclusive.

830G. Professor Jack.—About eighty of the ninety-
eight are exclusively arts students?—Or, perhaps, a
little lower.

S307. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—There would be always
a ceitain number you cannot very well place?—Many
students are pursuing arts with me who may possibly

be pursuing medicine elsewhere. Those pm-suing aits
in the College I cannot say are pursuing arts alone. I
know they are at arts, and should say that over seventy
are doing arts alone.

8308. Professor Jack.—About 75 per cent, would
represent it ?—About that. Of these students there
are two who obtained three scholarships, one winning
two, fifteen obtained exhibitions, fifteen obtained first

honours, and thirty-nine second honours, making a
total of fifty-four honours.

8309. Do those who obtained exhibitions also ap-
pear as first honour men ?— Of course, they are the
men, as a rule, who obtain the exhibitions. Of these,

fifteen, at least, if not more, were distinguished Inter-

mediate Education exhibitioners, seven of them being
senior grade exhibitioners, two of them first on
the list, three middle grade exhibitioners in high
places.

8310. Chairman.—If it does not interrupt you, I
would be glad to know is there not a school of medi-
cine in Cecilia-street ?—Yes.

8311. Is that connected with the university col-

lege 1—It is connected, lmt not under my auUioritv I
believe that the students who study medicine und at die
same time arts in University College attend medical
lectures in Cecilia-street, but not exclusively.

S312. Are you able to giro us information as to the
fact of the Royal University requiring medical students
to pass the first year’s examination in arts ?—Yes, there
is a largo preportion of medical students whose school

education has been very imperfect. As a rule manv
of these have been frightened away from the lloval
University, thinking it much easier to obtain a licence

from the medical bodies
; but there are yet a consi-

derable proportion who are pursuing tlieir cornse in the

Royal University. Several have spoken to me about

it, even persons from the country, who have come to

arrange with me about the education of their sons, aud
have shown a great appreciation of the value of a uni-

versity degree, as distinguished from the qualification

of a licensing body.

8313. Then wo nmv take it that the majority of the

students arc taking their degrees in the Royal Univer-

sity?—I could not say about that. One of the most

distinguished students we have is a medical student, at

the same time a scholar and a medical student of our

College.

8314. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You say they went

away from the Royal University. Perhaps it would

be more correct to say they never came to it?—Yes.

8315. The merlic.il school of the Catholic University

has been always in the habit of sending up its students

to the licensing bodies ?—Yes. There is apoint on which

evidence has been given of sonic importance concerning

the students in the Royal University, and as I do not

quite sec inj' way to agree with what has been said, I

want to make it clear to what extent I differ from it.

It has been given in evidence that the standard of the

Royal University might advantageously bo raised

—

that it is hardly Kuliicient as it is at present.

8310. Professor Jack.—That is the matriculation

standard ?—Yes. Here there is a great danger of

confusion. As I said about the education given and

received, there is a great danger of confusion about the

word ** standard.” The word standard has been ap-

plied sometimes merely to the programme
;
whereas it

ought to he taken to include both the programme and

the level on which the examiners base tlieir decisions.

With regard to the programme of the Roj-al Univer-

sity, so far is it from being insufficient, that I regard

it as distinctly excessive, and especially in Greek,

where I regard it as being quite beyond the powers

of ordinary students, and almost of distinguished

students.

8317. Dr. Stoxey.—

A

rc you speaking of the matri-

culation programme ?— Yes. One thing, therefore, is

tlie programme
;
another is tire standard. Theremay he

a very large and wide programme, aud yet there may be

a low standard. The Loudon University's is a small pro-

gramme, and yet its standard is high, because the small

programme must be thoroughly well known, and there

is a good percentage insisted on in all the subjects.

8818. Professor Jack.—There is no compensation

in the London University ?—Very rarely. If a man

has barely failed in one of the subjects, the examiners

take his case into consideration before they reject

Mm, and if he happens to be strong in the other sub-

jects and that it was not a disgraceful failure, they

would let him pass through in the second division.

8319. I 'inderstand you regard the matriculation

programme of the Royal University as excessive in

some points 1—May I call attention to the fact. I

shall specify it at once.

8320. Certainly?—The London University require

in Greek one book of the Anabasis of Xenophon. A
man may get the highest honours presenting himself in

that book. Now, the mere pass of the Royal U“ve

^
sity in Greek requires two hooks of the “ Hindi

two books of the “ Cyropcedia," the “ CyropKdia being

very much harder than the “ Anabasis ” of Xenophon.

There you have two books of the “Cyropsodia

* Sie Appendix III. B., No. 60—IV.
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alon*1 with two Looks of the “ Iliad ”sis against one

book
5

of the Anabasis. In honours for tho same

examination there are the “ Jiacch.v ” and “Ion” of

Euripides, and Books III. and IV. of the “ Hellenica ”

of Xenophon in addition, which makes an exceedingly

serious programme for an examination in which nil

the subjects uro compulsory. All tho subjects are

stated in the Koval Univemty to ho compulsory.

83-1. That is there are no compensations?—No
compensations, and those who are distinguished

classical scholars are required to prepare physics anil

mathematics, and other subjects too.

8322. Eev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you say that tho prin-

ciple of compensation is not allowed in the Royal

University ?—I mean as far as the public programme.

S323. You do not say that compensation is not

allowed in point of fact?—I am speaking solely as to

the printed programme, now.

8324. There is no statement in it that a student

can have the benefit of compensation—that is all you
mean to say?—No; hut that it is stated that lie is

required to satisfy the examiners in all the. subjects.

8325. Professor Jack.—That is, it is stated in tho

published calendar that there arc no compensations?

—No
;
but it is clearly stated that a student must

pass in all the live subjects. Therefore, he is not

allowed to say, I shall get my examinations in three

or four subjects, even if I fall short in one. or two
others; but “the following are the subjects of exa-

mination.” Of course as these, arc tho words one can

interpret them for oneself.

832G. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy.—Show mo where, it is

stated that the student must pass in every subject?

—

“ Candidates at this examination will be required to

answer”—page 31 of tho Calendar for 1881- at the. top

of the page— •* Candidates at this examination will lie

required to answer in the following subjects,” and then
five subjects are mentioned, Latin with “one of tho

following modern Luiguages,” and English language,

elementary mathematics, experimental physics. “ Re-

quired to answer” will convoy to tho masters and
pupils that unless they satisfy the examiners in all

these they are liable to bo rejected.

S327. Professor Jack.—It may or may not convey
the impression correctly

;
yon do not know about it?

—No. I made these observations about ilio pro-

gramme because I feared that the Senate of the Royal
University might conclude from some evidence given
to the Commission that men practically engaged in

education think tho programmean insufficient one, and
that they must raise the standard by widening the
programme, which, I think, would bo a very great
mistake. Compare it in mathematics with tho Lon-
don University matriculation programme, which is

supposed to insist on a largo amount of mathema-
tical knowledge, and yet at tho examination for

honours in the London University there are only
four books of Euclid required, the first, second,
third, and fourth, and on that a man may got the
highest honours and first place.

8328. In fact there is no different programme for
pass and honours ?—No different programme. On the
contrary in the Royal University there are required
the four books of Euclid and the sixth book, the bi-

nomial theorem, and trigonometry, to the solution, of
plane triangles, inclusive.

8329. Are these the honour?— The pass and
honours. Die honours examinations in the Royal
University include the matter for pass.

8330. Of couise with regard to the pass the per-
centage would be different ?—Yes

;
but with regard

i°
kat*n an<* Greek the pass is considerably

harder than the whole amount in Latin and Greek
on which honours can be obtained at London. Having
said this much, however, about the mere programme, I
am quite prepared to admit that the actual standard
ot the matriculation examination lias been rather
ow, and, I think, the reason of that is, as far as I
can judge, because the amount of matter has beenm large that the students could not prepare the whole

it, and the examiner is easy. That is one of the

reasons. There may he othere. I am not in tho Dublis.

council chamber of the Royal University in suiy shape June a. issu

or sense, but, I think, the examiners have examined ^ ^liaiu
easily, and that the students have been allowed to pass Deliinv s.j.

easily.

8331. Rev. Dr. Moi.loy.—

D

o you know, as a mat-

ter of fact, whether it is the examiners who award the

pass at matriculation?—From hearsay. I have heard

that it lias been subsequently revised by the Standing
(

Committee of tho Royal University. 1 have heard

that tho results do not depend on tho more report of

tho examiners. That has been
.
stated, and 1 have

reason to believe that there may lie some accuracy

iu it.

8332. When you stated that the examiners examined
easily you had no evidence of that?—Except the final

results, and from what I know of the students who
passed, they were let down easily.

8333. You do not know that the examiuers let them
down easily ?—Somebody did.

833-1. Professor Jack.—

T

hey came -

out as if let

down easily?—Yes, although the mere programme is

rather too severe.

S335. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

n the year 1 882, twenty-

one students went iqi for matriculation to the Royal
University, from Tullabeg, and all passed; in Ls83

nineteen went up, and all passed?—I am not abbs to

say that from my own knowledge. T gave the figures

for three years.

8330. When you sent up students for matriculation

to the London University, I think I heal'd of some
rejections !—Yes.

8337. But there were none rejected at the Royal
University ?—In that instance, no.

8338. That is, all who went up from this school in

1SS2 ami 1S83 passed ?—It is quite conclusive that

tho same men would not have passed the London
University in the same proportion.

8339. We have a return from the Royal Univer-

sity, of tho total number.that went up for matriculation

in 1S82 : 348 went up, and 490 passed, which I make
out to he 89 and a fraction per cent. In 1SS3, 717
went up, and 606 passed, which I make out to be 84 per

cent. Is not tho proportion of those that passed, to

those that, were examined, much greater than in the

London University ?—Yes
;
it proves quite conclusively

that the examiners havo been lenient.

8340. llow docs it prove that the examiners havo

been lenient ?— J mean somebody.

8341. You liave no evidence that the examiners

have been lenient?—None.

8342. It appears that somebody has been lenient

!

—Somelwdy lias been lenient. The percentage is very

large, indeed, compared with the percentage iu tho

London University.

8343. Professor Jack.—In London it would bo be-

tween fifty and sixty ?— Yes, and sometimes under

fifty. In one case it was forty-nine per cent.

8344. With regard to the programme of the London

University, I dare say you are familiar with the number

of subjects in which candidates are examined on ma-

triculation?—It is almost identical with the Royal

University. They are allowed to put in Greek or an

alternative modern language, just as they are iu the

Royal U uiversity. Latin is obligatory, so is mathema-

tics, so are a modern language, English and physics.

8345. They confine them to five subjects?—There
are six at London.

8340. Greek or French they may choose?—Yes; but

no doubt those who do not take Greek must substitute

German with French.

8347. They have not a polyglott subject, quite as

polyglott as the Royal University ?—Y es.

8348. French, German, and Sanscrit ?—Yes, they

have introduced that lately.

8349. With regard to. the programme, one Of the

witnesses examined yesterday, corrected a statement

which had been made in evidence on. Saturday alxmt

the programme; he called attention to the passage

on page 29, that in all examinations which in-

cluded translations, it was understood that passages
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may lie set for translation from other unspecified works

of a cognate kind. Is that done regularly do you

know 1—I think it is done.

8350. In matriculation examinations and so on 1—
Yes, I tliinlc so.

5351. It would lie difficult to ascertain without an

intimate knowledge of the examiner, what importance

would be attached to this ?—I think tlic Royal Uni-

versity has gone into the detail of the marks, and the

division of the subjects. I have been told so.

5352. I dare say Dr. Molloy can tell how this is

with regard to the passage?—I think the examiners

in classics attach very great importance to it.

8353. But it is not stated iu the calendar ?—There

is no explicit instruction given, nor uve the marks

divided ns they arc in the Intermediate, but the marks

are left to the examiners to decide. The marks will

be decided according to them judgment; there is no

general instruction given.

8354. Chairman.—Have you finished, Father De-

lany 1—There is one observation with regard to the

system of classification at University College. It is

based simply on the examinations of the ltoyul Uni-

versity. A man enters into the first university class,

not on our matriculation, but onthe matriculation of the

Royal University. He enters the second university class

similarly, that is, the classification depends on the Royal

University examinations, althoughwe have our sessional

aud other examinations to encourage the students

and stimulate them.

S35-5. Professor Jack.—With regard to the students

who have not matriculated are they iu a preparatory

class ?—Yes.

8356. You are preparing them for matriculation ?

—

Yes. We are in the first year merely of our existence.

I may perhaps take occasion here to refer to another

important subject already brought under the notice

of the Commission, and one which directly affects

University College. Exception has boon taken on
mom than one occasion, and yesterday repeated, to

what appeal's and what to some extent Is objectionable

if it could bo avoided, that is. to the fact that the com-

petition of the Royal University is, unequal, as there

are examiners examining their own students competing
against students who belong to colleges where there

are no Fellows or examiners
;
and this seems to give an

undue advantage to students of colleges from which
examiners are taken. I am quito prepared to admit
that this is an inconvenience, but 1 wish to make the
observation in the first place that it is practically

inevitable to a large extent, and secondly that the
actual evil which is felt may bo minimised. In the
first place I say it is inevitable. I do not know any
university except perhaps the Scotch universities,

where the college and the university ai'o one and the
same thing, in which the identical sj'stera does not
exist. The London University 1ms to my knowledge
the confidence of the schools, and there are hundreds
of schools whose pupils are examined by the London
University examiners, and this identical state of things

exists in the Loudon University. I have known in
the London University pupils to be examined by their

own teachers.

S35T. The University and King’s College Profes-

sors?—Precisely; and from Owens College, Manchester.

It happens that this very question was debated only
three weeks ago in Oxford. I find in the Times of

June 5th, that on June the 4tli, there was a discussion

in congregation on the preposition

—

“ To modify the restriction established in the year 1800,
when the present system of examination had its com-

mencement—namely, that two members of the same col-
lege shall not be examiners at the same time in the same
school.”

There are twenty-five colleges and halls iu Oxford and
about the same number at Cambridge. In classics

there is a Board of six examiners, and in mathematics
six ;

therefore even according to this old restriction

only six colleges could bo represented, and yet the
whole twenty-live colleges should send their pupils to

compete before aboard in which only six colleges were
represented. To luivo public confidence and to remove
the apparent ohjc.otionnblencss to this scheme a rale

was made, that there should not he more than one ex-

aminer from the same college in the same subject

“This provision Professor Holland represented was now
an anachronism. The revival of professorial teaching and
the inter-collegiate lecturing, had essentially modified the

ohl state of things when the collegiate system of tuition

was intact. The Warden of All Souls took tlic same
view. Mr. George pointed out the numerous absurdities

resulting from the present restriction or proposed amend-
ments on it. Mr. Daniel remarked that the whole discus-

sion illustrated the difficulties arising from the refusal to

recognize that the old collegiate system of tuition had been

superseded by the new order of things. Professor Dicey

urged that tlic real difficulty in life was to get competent

jail-sons, and lie objected to whatever restrictions made this

more difficult. The Principal of.St. Edmond’s, Hall on the

other hand, denied that the collage feeling was obsolete, or

if it were obsolete that candidates or the world ia general

would think it so
;
and held that the change would diminish

confidence in t he fairness of the examinations.”

I read this as showing that the system is not one

existing hero aloue, and that in Oxford the consulta-

tion of educationists, far from bringing anything to

prevent it, would rather abolish this old provision

which was intended to diminish the inequality that

bus been objected to. I would also note, what may
perhaps be overlooked that on the Board of Examiners

in the Royal University, exactly corresponding with

what happens in Oxford and in Cambridge, four

colleges, that is the throe Queen’s Colleges and Uni-

versity College, are represented. Therefore any one

college liasnotliiuglikea monopoly iu setting the papers.

It is the interest of three out of the four to prevent the

fourth man’s paper from being an unfair or peculiar

paper, and his paper has to be submitted to then-

criticism ;
and therefore if the rule which exists in the

Royal University ho carried out, that the papers be

the joint production of the whole Board of Examiners,

in each subject, the inconvenience would be minimised,

and as a matter of fact I think it is. I may add, the

results of the examinations seem to prove it is the

case, because as a matter of fact I find that the

scholars and exhibitioners are iu large proportion uou

from the university colleges. They are from Maynooth
and from the French College, Blackrock, and from

other colleges. There is nothing like a monopoly

obtained by tlio colleges which have examiners on the

Board. I admit that there is an apparent inequality,

which it would be well to eliminate if it could be done,

but as the men acquainted with education, and the

only men competent to examine, are men engaged in

teaching work, and inasmuch as the Royal University

is open to English students and to any man who

chooses to jiresent himself, if we were to eliminate

teachers, we should have to eliminate all the teachers

of the United Kingdom, and have outside persons to

examine. I do not think that such a state of things

is desirable. I admit the apparent inequality, but I

state these facts to show that there is a possibility of

the objections being exaggerated.

Johnston
Shaw, esq.,

James Johxstox Shaw, ll.d., honoris causa, o.u.i.. examined.

8358. Chairman.—

W

e all know you are a prac-

tising barrister?—Yes.

8359. You were a student of the Queen’s College,

Belfast?—I was. I entered Queen’s College, Belfast,

in 1861.

8360. "When did you graduate?—I graduated in

the Queen’s University in IS 65.

8361. Did you get an entrance scholarship ?—

I

did.

8362. In science or literature ?—In literature.

8363. Did yon get a scholarship at the beginning of

your second year ?—Yes.

8364. Did you get a senior scholarship?—Yes, and

the Peel prize in classics, and I graduated with honours.
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T have had very considerable experience in educational

work since, ns Professor of Metaphysics and Ethics in

Magee College, Deny, from 1SG9 to 1S77. I was Pro-

fessor of Political Economy in the University of Dublin,

from 1S77 up to 18S2. I whs an examiner in the

Queen’s University in Ireland, iu political economy

aad jurisprudence for three years, and I have hum mi

examiner under tlie Intermediate Education Hoard

for four years
;
this year heiug the fourth year. Thu

first tiling I want to say a word about is thn subject

of the matriculation examination in the. Queen's

Colleges.

8365. Do you speak of Belfast?—My own personal

experience is conliucd to Belfast, but as a university

student during my college course I was brought into

contact with students from Galway and Cork, and I

knew something about the standard of education iu

Galway and Cork ns well as Belfast.

S36G. You are speaking of the matriculation exami-

nation?—Yes, as it was in my time in Belfast, and ns

I have very reason to believe it continues to he still.

I would say from my experience as a student and from

my experience as a teacher since, there is no ground,

whatever, for saying the matriculation examination iu

any of the Queen’s Colleges is too low.

33G7. Kev. Dr. Molloy.—What is your experience

of the matriculation examination of Cork and Galway?
—I haver never passed the matriculation in Cork or

Galway.

83G8. Have you examined?—Nor examined either.

8360. Chairman'.

—

Be good enough to coniine your-

self to wliat you know personally?— I will coniine

myself to what I know myself.

8370. Dr. Stoney.—Have you not examined can-
didates who had matriculated at Cork and Galway'and
met them in competition?—Certainly. 1 liavo not
examined in all the courses, but I have been a com-
peting student with the students who have entered in

Cork and Galway at the university examinations, and
of course I know the comparative results. In the first

place I think, that as to this matriculation examina-
tion, there is a point that the Commissioners ought to

bear in mind, and that is that the matriculation ex-
amination in a teaching college is an entirely different

thing from a matriculation in such a body ns either the
London or the Royal University which are merely ex-
amining liodics. The object of a matriculation exami-
nation in a teaching college is not so much to ascertain
the exact definite amount of a man’s knowledge, as to

ascertain his capacity for benefiting by the course, of
instruction iu tlic college. A man is coming to them
to be taught, and what they want to know is, have
they got material to teach— have they got a limn that
they can make a good scholar out of. Of course on
examining board like the London or the Royal Uni-
versity cannot take that view, because they liavo
nothing to do with the teaching of the man. .All

they have to do with is, to deal with ascertained re-

sults, for that reason the matriculation at the London
University is an entirely different thing from the
matriculation at any college or university in the three
kingdoms. There is no quch thing a < the examin-
ation which is imposed on the students entering the
Jtondou University, in any university in the throe
kingdoms which is a teaching body. I think yon may
take that as a general principle.

8371. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Arc you comparing tho
Queen s Colleges with other universities, or with
other colleges?—With other colleges.

8372. Do you say there is no matriculation ex-
amination at any university college in tho king-
dom, except the Queen’s Colleges?—I say there is no
matriculation examination, such as you liavo in the
•London University.

'
do you mean, by such as you liavo

in the London University 1—There is no such test
imposed in My college, in tho Three Kingdoms, as
in the London University.

T
he *“fc “ not 50 Mgh?—Not so high.

°i75 -

,

Avc you sure of that?—In Glasgow there is
no matriculation examination at all.

S37G. Yon state that there is no university college Dublin.

in the kingdom Unit has so high a test ns the June 21
,
issi.

University of London, do you kuow that of your own “

—

knowledge?—I have not a personal knowledge of all joimsion
thn universities ill the kingdom. Shaw, esq

,

8377. You have committed yourself to a universal

proposition ?—Yes.

8378. Do you kuow tho examination for matri-

culation at Trinity College, Cambridge?—I do not
know that particular examination.

8379. Therefore, when you state that there is no
immunity college in the kingdom, that has so high

a standard ns tho Loudon University, and the Royal
University, you had not before you Trinity College,

Cambridge ?—Certainly.

8380. Then as a universal proposition your .statement

cannot stand ?—And the same point applies to a com-
parison between the matriculation in the colleges, and
the Intermediate examinations

;
because the Inter-

mediate examinations arc designed simply to test

results; they are not designed to test a man’s capacity

for future training, which the examiners have to give

him, hut simply to ascertain results, and nothing more;
and, of course, the examiners cannot take tho same
view of a man that a teaching college does. Another
point I wish to speak of iu regard to that is this—the
matriculation examination in the Queen’s Colleges is

entirely and exclusively n pass examination; there are

no honours given in connexion with that examination

at all. I think that has a considerable heaving upon an
objection that was made to the standard of examination,

as compared with the Intermediate course, and with

the course in tho Royal University. It is said that

unprepared Latin is not required nt the matriculation

examination. I think it would he simply absurd tint

the matriculation examination in tho colleges should

require that test, bccauso it is strictly ail honour test,

and is recognized as such in tho Intermediate course

;

and iu the Royal University honours are given at tins

matriculation examination, therefore, it is necessary

to have some test which will separate the honour men
from the pass men. Under tho circumstances, of

course, it is only fair that unprepared Latin or unpre-

j >ared Greek should he given, for the simple reason,

that that is decidedly the host honour tost tluit can he

applied iu classics. It would be absurd to require

that every nnm who comes to enter in tho Queen's

College, Belfast, or tho Queen’s College, Cork, should

he expected not only to know tho books prescribed, but

to translate a piece of unprepared Latin. That is a

test that would not lie applied in any college of the

same character. A very large number of students

entered tho year that I entered at Belfast. About
ninety entered iu tho arts course in that year. Now,
if I were asked whether the effect of raising tho

matriculation standard of the Queen's College, Belfast

(say to the standard that has been suggested here by

some of the answers), would be to increase the edu-

cational efficiency of the colleges, I would say

decidedly no, and for this reason. No doubt, if you

had an ideal system, and if you could choose your

mon, it would be highly iinportaut that every man
that was brought to tho college should be a very

highly trained student, but the colleges have to (leal

with the material they get—the material as they find

it, and from what I know of the students who coiuo

to the colleges, the only effect of raising tho standard,

and of nnikiug the standard as severe at matriculation

as at the London University, would be to drive away

the students elsewhere, to other colleges, say to

Galway, where there is no matriculation, or to colleges

where the standard would be lower. Another point

which I can speak about very strongly from iny own

knowledge of tho men in the same class with mysoli,

is this. At Belfast, 1 do not know if the same thing

applies to Galway and Cork, but at Belfast iu my time,

and I have no reason to believe there is any difference

since, a very considerable proportion of the very best

students iu the college were men who came to college

rather advanced in life, who had been in business, and

having a taste for literature, or science, thought they
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Dublin. would change, and take a college course. These men, tained the very highest honours iii classics, and modem
June 24, 1884. generally speaking, of course there were exceptions, languages also, and he was one of the very best

were not well prepared in classics, or mathematics, students we ever had in Bellust; ho is also now in theJames They were generally men who had read a great Consular service. Another instance that I have before

Shaw esq. ,
deal of English literature, or of whatever was acecs- my mind at present is that of a student, who was also

u,.i».

' ’’

sihlo to them, but who had not got a thorough school advanced in years before lie went to College; he

training, and could not have passed a very severe did not enter the Queen’s College, Belfast, simply

matriculation examination; but of my own knowledge, because he was afraid of the matriculation, and he went

because many were in the class with mo—those men. to Glasgow instead, and took his course in Glasgow*

made some of the very best material iu the colleges, he is now a very distinguished and eminent iuan.°

they were very earnest students—they were very 83SG. Probably your idea would be that there ought

serious men—they gave a very high tone indeed to the not to bo a matriculation examination at all in°an

classes, and they succeeded to a very high degree, not University College?—The object of these illustrations

in classics and mathematics, but in other subjects to is to confirm or prove my proposition, that a matricu-

-vvhLeli they came with about the same amount of lation examination in a teaching College is not so much
preparation as other students. designed to ascertain what is the exact amount of the

8381. Chairman.—

D

o I understand they went man’s knowledge in any particular subject, as to ascer-

through the regular course in arts?—They went tain whether he is a man of the intelligence and

through the regular arts course ; from peculiar circum- general capacity to profit by the College course, audif

stances, there was a large proportion of men of that he is, I say he ought not to be rejected, simply be-

stamp iu the class that entered the same year that I did. cause he may, through circumstances, be defective in

I was a very young lad myself when I entered. Many some part of the matriculation course. If yon have

of these men were grown men of twenty-tliree or a rigid examination test and give a professor no

twenty-four years of age. I know they excelled in elasticity in forming an opinion you will inevitably,

English literature, logic, metaphysics, and political in my opinion, shut out a very valuable class of

economy, and subjects such as those, to which they students from the College. Of course I need not say

came with the same amount of preparation the others that these men would all have been very much better

had; they had probably the advantage from their with a good previous training, but their circumstances

maturity of mind, and they certainly did that pari of were such, it was impossible they could have previous

the work with great success. training, and it was much better they were in the

8382. But they would he mere pass-men in classics College getting a training there. I do not believe

and mathematics ?—Generally
;
there wore exceptions, sruy of those men could have been so well employed

There were two of the men in my time did attain a elsewhere as in the College at the time. I think that

very high proficiency in classics who came very badly is probably all I have to say about the matriculation,

prepared; one was in the year hefoi’e me, and the Now us to the scholarships. In the Queen’s College,

other in the year with me. I think I might say just Belfast, iu my time, tho competition for these, scholar-

one word about these two men. The man who came in ships wits rather keen. If 1 remember rightly there

the same year with myself was a man who bad been were, T think, tsventy-seven or twenty-nine candidates

in business in Belfast—he had served Iris time to for the five literal'/ scholarships in the year I entered,

business in Belfast, and had not been very specially and there was a very keen competition, and the men
prepared for entrance to college

;
lie was very defective who came for scholarships iu tho Queen’s College,

in classics, (IFi<«css hands in tho, name,) for the Belfast, were in my opinion very well prepared men.

reason that I mention, that he did not get a very They were the picked men of the Belfast Academy and

good school education, and had left school many Belfast Institution, and we got some men from Foyle

years, before he came to college, and he had pre- College, Londonderry, and occasionally a man from

pared himself for entering college. When lie entered Portora and Armagh Royal Schools; the Belfast schools

college he was very low in classics. The first year he naturally supplied most of tl ie- best men who came there,

worked, I think, as no man ever did
;
1 never knew S387. For the second year’s scholarships do yon re-

of any man working as he worked, and he got a prize member what the competition was ?—I could not tell

in classics, if I am not mistaken, at the end of his the exact number—I was a competitor myself.

first year-
;
he did not obtain a scholarship in his second 8388. Do you remember how many were in against

year, but he worked very hard, and obtained a you ?—I think probably there were about twelve or

scholarship in literature in the third year. Although thirteen who went in for the second year’s scholar-ship,

he entered college as badly prepm-ed as any man I ever Of course number's fail very much in the second year,

knew, he afterwards obtained a very high appointment, because at the end of the first year tho class exanrina-

on very high answering, in the Consular Service, tions showed the men pretty fairly their relative posi-

Japan, and he got a studentship at the Inns of Court, tions and a number of men who failed in these

London. That is one instance of a nran who would would he discouraged and would not read for the

have been rejected on a severe entrance test, and if he second year’s scholarship. On tire other hand, men

had been, the College would have lost a most valuable who did not enter for the first year’s scholarship

student. came forward for the second, being encouraged by the

S383. Professor Jack.—

T

he Colleges still have non- first year's training. Amongst the rest, the gentleman

matriculated students to some extent '?—Undoubtedly, I mentioned who failed in the second year,

but to have been an nnmatriculated student would 8389. Who competed for the senior scholarship1—
not have answei'ed his purpose; he required to Nobody competed for the senior scholarship against

inarticulate, and he did. Another gentleman, whose me. Practically the senior scholarship was nearly

name I can give you. (Hands in name). That gentle- always decided by the result of the examination for

man, whose name I have given you, had been a the B.A. degree of the University. There were of

National school teacher before he came to college
;
he course many exceptions. There was often very keen

was a man advanced in life—when I say advanced in competition for the senior scholarships, but as a

life I mean he was older than the ordinary bulk of general role the men knew from the result of theB.A.

students ;
he was over twenty. He entered college, examinations the first man, and he was generally

and he tried for a mathematical scholarship, and allowed to take the senior scholarship. Inmy opinion,

failed ;
he had no opportunity of learning classics— as to the scholarships in Queen’s College, Belfast, to

in fact, I think he was very badly prepared in classics, disconnect them from the College would be very dis-

8384. Chairman.—

Y

ou give these as instances?— astrous to the College, and for this reason

As men who would have been kept out of college by a 8390. We have no inquiry about them in that re-

severe matriculation test, and who would have been speot, Mr. Shaw ?—I thought the effect of the scholar-

wrongly kept out, because thoy were the kind of men ships upon the teaching in the colleges was withinthe

the College needed, and proved most valuable material, inquiry.

8385. That is a matter of opinion?—That man ob- 8391. No, it is the manner in which they are
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distributed?—Because I have no liositation in say- lived from your knowledge of the students at the uni- Dennis.

jM that the existence of scholarships in Queen’s veraLty examinations ?—Yen ; I uni not prepared to June 24, 1884.

College, Belfast, tended veiy largely indeed to raise give you details. I had not time, and did not go into
Jn

the standard of education in the Colleges. In the the matter in detail
;
hut what I would say is this: jXuton

first place it was not merely the mou who obtained tlio During my time at tho Queen’s University taking Shaw, esq.,

scholarships that were influenced by them. There into account that Belfast always had an advantage in txn -

were a very large number of men who came to the point of numbers, the success of the Cork and Galway

College and read for the scholarships. Tweuty-nino students at the University examinations was fully

pieu as I have said, of the first year's stmleuts, up to the success of tho Belfast students
;
and from

competed for scholarships the year I entered. Of what I know of the men who came up from Cork

these twenty-nine men a considerable number would and Galway, the standard of education in Cork and

have entered a year earlier had it not been for the Galway among tho best men—the men who came up

hope of obtaining a scholarship. These twenty-nine for honours—was, at least, as high as it was in Belfast.

men were more than ordinarily well prepared in tho That is my distinct impression.

work of the College in classics, and gencndly, and they, 839G. In your time did you know any of the stu-

of course, gave a veiy much higher bono to the class dents to leave Belfast and go to Galway ?—I know a

ami to the teaching, and held up a higher standard of few. I do not know that I remember names at pre-

education. In the next place a great deal of tho sent, hut I knew some.

work done in classics in my time at Queen’s College, 8397. Do you recollect whether they were in your
Belfast, was voluntary work—that is to say, there own class or not?—I do not recollect any men in iny

were certain courses, compulsory upon all students, own class.

and there were other courses optional. A man might 839S. Do you recollect whether they were picked

take them or leave them as he chase. These optional men in Belfast or not the best men 1—Well, the veiy

courses were very much taken advantage of by men bestmenin Belfast didnotnsuallygotoGalway. Ithinlc

who hoped to take prizes or scholarships. Men who, there were one or two instances of mon in the first

from bad preparation or idleness, did not wish to dis- rank in Belfast who went to Galway : but as a general

thiguish themselves, did not usually take the optional rule the men who came to Belfast stayed in Bel-

coums, but I have no doubt whatever that only for fast.

the hope of obtaining a scholarship in the following 8399. Did you observe, when teaching for so many
year, the optional courses would have been much less years, that a good many of the Northern students, in-

largely attended than they were
;
and the existence stead of going to Belfast went to Galway ?—Yes

;
I

of the scholarships and prizes in that way tended to taught in Deny for seven or eight years, and
give a much higher tone, and raise tho standard of in my time a great many students from Donegal,
education. Tho existence of the scholarships is of Tyrone, aud Deny went to Galway. It was ipxite as

very great importance. I taught for over fifteen near to them as Belfast, and a great many Presbyterian

years myself, and, from my experienco as a teacher students from the north-west went in consequence.
I would say this, that it is of the greatest iiniiortauce While teaching at the Magee College, of course a few
for the freedom of university teaching, aud for giving students wont from Magee College to Galway, and we
the teacher the fullest influence lie can exercise over hail an interchange. Sometimes a student took a year
Ins pupils, that lie himself should be tho man who at the Magee College, a student who did not want to
has the control over ail important examination, because graduate at that time. A student of the Magee
if a teacher is strictly limited to prepare men to pass College conld not graduate. There was no opportunity
some objective standard that exists out of relation to for him to graduate. It is hard for me to speak with
him altogether—some objectivo standard set by confidence of the standard of education in tho

other men—naturally tho students will not be Colleges, us I knew it when a student, because, of

brought into the same intimate relation with him as conrso, I have changed my point of view. But I
a teacher, nor will his personality have tho same think I may say this, without going beyond tho
effect on them as if they knew that lie is the man who evidence, that while in classics, perhaps, the standard
is to have the examiuation of them. I really think of education was not so high, and could not lie

it is putting a teachor in a veiy much lower capacity, expected to lie so high, in the Queen’s Colleges as it

and giving him a veiy much lower position as a is in the older universities, who get mon who have
teacher, to make him merely tho man who is to bring been trained from their earliest yeans in the niceties

the student up to some objective standard that is of classical scholarship, yet, I believe, that in subjects

made by another man’s examination than to give him which are not usually taught at schools, and which
the control of a man's education. men come to fresh in College life, such ns metaphysics,

8392. In the two ways you mention you think the logics, and ethics, political economy, and English
scholarships act in raising the standard of the exaini- literature, and others of that sort, in which school
nation?—Yes, I think they acton the pupil and on the training does not give a man a great advantage, the

teacher, and give the teacher a position and influence students jsf the Queen’s Colleges, hod a standard of

that he would not otherwise have. Of course, you can- education as least as high us that of any university in
not expect young men to be always guided by the very the kingdom . I have had very considerable experience

highest motives, and a pecuniary motive very often as an examiner in the Queen’s University since. I ex-

acts upon their minds. Now, there was just one a-nined in political economy and jurisprudence in the

third point I wished to say a word or two upon from Queen’s University of Ireland for three years in place
my experience, and that is as to the standard of of Professor Leslie, of Belfast. I also examined in

education generally in the colleges as compared with political economy during the five years I was professor
other bodies of the same kind. in the University of Dublin. I therefore had very

8393. Before you do that I would lilrA to know considerable experience of the kiud of men there,

exactly your grounds or opportunities of judging of Now, I say, from my experience as an examiner in

the standard in Galway or Cork ?—I never studied the Queen’s University, aud from my experience of
at either of these Colleges

; but I know in other Trinity College, Dublin, the men, as a general rule,
wiys what it was. take a higher standard in the subjects I have mentioned

8394. But did you meet students from Cork and in the Queen’s Colleges than they do in Trinity
Galway at the univeisity examinations?—Certainly; College, and for this reason, among others, that the
the university examinations were common. We had highest prizes, in the University of Dublin, are given
a fust university examination in arts, at which all to mathematics and classics, and therefore the best men
tiie students from all the Colleges competed, and there give more exclusive attention to those subjects where-
were prizes common to all the students, and for which as, in the Queen's Colleges, the very best men throw
all the students were eligible. themselves into logics, metaphysics, ethics, and subjects

8395. Is the evidouce you were about to give ns as of that sort. Tho result is that the standard of the
to the standaid of education in Cork and Galway de- Queen’s Colleges in higher than in other universi-
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Den lis. ties where more exclusive attention is given to classics

June 24, 1384. and mathematics.
8400. Professor Jack.—You speak positively of that

n„ period from 1877 till 1 882 T—Ye* I have uo hesitu-

Shaw, esq.
|

tion in saying that I do not wish in any way to

u..n. disparage the examinations of Trinity College. I have

no wish to do that at all, because, as I have said, the

very Lest men do not take these subjects. They only

go in for the subjects that would give them a fellow-

ship or a high prize, but I have not the slightest hesita-

tion in saying that the standard of graduation in such

subjects ns history, English literature, logins, meta-

physics,and political economy,was higher in theQueen’s

University than it L in the University of Dublin. The
same remark applies, ill my opinion, in a great measure

to natural sciences and experimental physics. These

were subjects I did not know very much about myself,

but I believe the same general remark applies.

8401. But you do not apply your remarks to ma-
thematics or classics'?—In regard to classics I would

say this : at the Queen’s Universitywe had some men
very high iu classics, indeed. One wont to Oxford,

and is now head muster of one of the most important

classical schools in Eugland, the Manchester Grammar
School. He was a fellow-student of my own Ho
and I went through college together. I would say

with regard to classics, the best men that we had in

the Queen’s College, Belfast, though perhaps they
were not so well up in what we might call the
niceties, the elegancies of classical education, writing

verse and things of that sort, yet in the history, and
in the philosophy of antiquity they were as good ns

most of the men who took classical honours in the

older universities. The man that I mentioned, and
with whom I kept up intimate relations after he went
to Oxford, and whom I have known all my life, I
gathered from him what was my own opinion when
he went to Oxford. Although he could not read [days
with the same facility that an Eton or a Harrow man
would do, ho knew his Groto and Manscl as well as
others. He had gone through an extensive course in
the Queen’s College, Belfast.

8402. He got a fellowship 1—He got a fellowship
;

he was first, both at the moderatorsliip and greats iu
Oxford. He was for many years senior tutor of his
college iu Oxford

;
and he is now head master in

Manchester Grammar School.

8103. Chairmax.—

L

s there anything else you wish
to add ?—No.

S404. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

think you were an ex-
aminer in the Queen’s University 1—Yes.

8403. There were certain prizes given by the Uni-
versity, open to students of the three Queen's Col-
leges'?—Certainly; at the time that I was an
examiner in the Queen’s University, the students
of the three Colleges came for examination.

8406. And there were certain prizes open to com-
petition ?—Yes.

8407. Did you find the existence of these university
prizes was calculated to stimulate the students of the
Colleges, and raise the standard of education ? Un-
doubtedly.

840c-. Dr. Stoxey.—You spoke of the importance
of appointing teachers to be examiners as a necessary
condition for maintaining freedom of teaching ? Yes

;

I have a very strong opinion from being an old teacher,
of the importance of that point.

8409. Do you also consider it of importance, from
the point of view enforced by the Royal Commissioners
who reported on the universities of Scotland in 1878.
where-they say that “ it is hard to conceive that an exa-
mination in any of the higher and more extensive
departments of literature or science can be conducted
with fairness to the stndent, unless the examiners are
guided by that intimate acquaintance with the extent
and method of the teaching to which the learner has
had access, winch is possessed only bv the teachers
themselves ” ?—There is a good deal in that. If you
confine your examination to a book examination, and
say a man is to be examined strictly out of the words
of the book, and on points contained in the book, any

competent examiner can ascertain fairly wlmt th
amount of his knowledge of the book Ls, but I do not
think that an extern examiner is in a position to
ascertain what a man’s general knowledge of tin-

subject Ls, particularly in ethics, logics, and political

economy. A mere book examination on these subjects
is of comparatively little value.

8410. There is further the question, whether teach-

ing, as distinguished from grinding, is sufficient for

university examinations conducted by strangers. Most
students who submit to an examination divorced from
the teaching, iiud it necessary to go to the grinder, a
man who will specially prepare them for the examina-
tion as distinguished from teaching them ?—Certainly

if you divorce the examination from the teaching. It

lias been found so in Trinity College, Dublin, for ex-

ample, where a great deal of examination is done apart

from teaching. In the case of the non-resident

students that result follows.

8411. How does that affect the weaker candidates?

—I would say that the result of that system is, that a

man instead of obtaining a general grasp of the

principles of his subject is apt to know simply the tips

that he is put up to by his grimier, and the crotchets

of the examiner.

8412. And the poorer candidates are they on an

equality with their competitors 1—The poorer in purse?

S413. Yes?—Certainly not, the man who can pay

the best grinder naturally has an advantage in that

system.

8414. Do yon think there is any risk of wbafc

Professor Huxley ]>oints out in relation to this subject;

when he says that “ candidates learn to pass and not

to know, and outraged science takes its revenge, for

they do pass, and do not know ” ?—It is a very epi-

grnmatic way of putting it.

8415. It Ls a very strong form of putting it, but

there is great truth that underlies it ?—I may say that

when I was examining political economy, I found a

very distiuct differeuco in the method of study of the

Queen’s University men as distinguished from that of

the candidates iu Trinity College. That Ls to say,

the meu in Trinity Collego knew their books better;

they had a more intimate acquaintance with the

prescribed books in tlio course, and could answer

move minute questions out of the books; but the

students in the Queen’s University, as a general rale,

had a tinner grasp of the principles of the subject, ami

could reason the. thing for themselves better, although,

perhaps, they would not bo able to answer so minutcly

on the words of the hook.

S41G. Dr. Marston.—

T

heir minds were better

trained, you think ?—Their minds wove better

trained.

8417. Dr. Stoxey.—In reference to the entrance

examination, you pointed out the distinction between

the matriculation examination of a mere examining

hoard, like the London University, and an entrance

examination designed to be a passage admitting the can-

didate to instruction ?—I tliink the comparison is not

a fail- one. There is no comparison, because the objects

are wholly different.

8418. In fact, the matriculation examination of the

London University is nno of the series of examina-

tions upon which that U Diversity wholly depends I—
Yes. There is one point I ought to mention. I have

had a veiy large experience of examinations under

the Intermediate Board. I have also hod a very

huge experience in the Magee College of examination

for matriculation. We got the same sort of men at

the Magee College, and of the same calibre generally

ns Belfast, except that, of course, we did not get the

very best men. The best men went where the highest

scholarships were to be had. It has been said the stan-

dard for the junior grade in the Intermediate examin-

ations is higher than the standard for matriculation.

I would say, from my own experience, that is no

so. Whatever the programme may be, I say, fro01

my reading of the papers in the junior grade m
English, that the average pass man at matriculation

in either Magee College, Derry, or Queen s College,
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Belfast, is a distinctly higher man than the average

pass ,uau in the junior grade iu the Intermediate

diminution, lias more knowledge, more maturity, and

more intelligence iu every way.

Sil9. Professor Jack.—Than tho junior grade in

the Intermediate ?—Undoubtedly. I do not contra-

dict the individual instances brought forward. Of

course there are excejitioual instances which can be

limited up, hut, speaking of tho wlmlu elli'ct of the

examination, and of the geneml character of those

ivho pass the junior grade of tin*. Intermediate

course, and those who pass tho matriculation in tho

Queen's College, I say distinctly tho average man
who pisses the matriculation is a distinctly higher

stvle of man.

*St20. Chairman'.—In English ?—In English.

8121. And there is a very great dilVorcneo in the

age between the junior grade boy and a student

entering Magee College, ?—Them is not so much
ilitfcreucc at all ; the junior grade is below sixteen

and a great number of men who enter' tlm Queen’s

College, Belfast, and come to the Magee College,

Deny, are not over sixteen.

84’22. Professor Jack.—

I

suppose the average age

at entrance is about seventeen 1—About seventeen. I

was under sixteen myself when I entered, and I think

a. considerable number of the. men who entered with

me were about sixteen.

8423. Dr. Marston.—Yon arc speaking of tbo tone

of mind iu the two cases 1—General intelligence and
maturity of mind.

8424. Dr. Stokev.—And those arc evidence that

the candidate would bo able to profit by a university

course?—Evidencing that they would profit by a uni-

versity course.

S425. That is the real thing to lm ascertained by
an entrance examination 1—Certainly. Take the
average pass man of the junior grade of the Inter-

mediate and tho average puss man matriculating at

die Queen’s College. There is no comparison between
the two men as fit candidates for a university course.

I have not tho slightest hesitation, speaking from
my own experience, in saying so.

842C. Professor Jack.—Suppose yon were informed
that a hoy of sixteen hod failed to pass the Inter-

mediate, should you draw any inference as to his
fitness for university instruction ?—I would require to
know in wliat lie failed to pass. Suppose it was
experimental physics—I may observe that when I
entered college I knew nothing about experimental
physics—and taking the avenigo men who enter
college, I was tolerably well prepared, but 1 could not
Lave passed an examination iu experimental physics.

8427. The Intermediate is an examination on total
marks 1—I do not know exactly. I examined only in
one subject.

8428. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Is it not possible to mako
a comparison between the several subjects of the Inter-
mediate examination nnd the corresponding subjects
required at matriculation in the Queen’s Colleges, such
as English, Greek, Latin, and mathematics ?— Ui>on
that point the Commissioners must always bear in mind
that in the Intermediate in these subjects honours
are given, whereas the matriculation is a mere pass.
In the Intermediate you must have an honour test

;

yon cannot have it in the matriculation examination.
Ihe honours come afterwards.

8429. Chairman.—You hnvonotanswered Professor
Jack. He asked if a man failed in the Intermediate.
uppose he failed in English what would you say ?—

I

would say if he failed in English in the junior grade of
e Intermediate he was prima facie unfit to pursue a

university course.

8430. And if he faded in Latin in the junior gradeW
,

would you say ?—I have not the same experience
° e

.

exanimation in Latin, so I cannot answer that
qnestron. I think it is quite possible that many men,

,

Tei7 distinguished students, who have
-j .

, ^
t
f
ie Queen's College, Belfast, might have failed

RW b
ediate examinations.

L Professor Jack.—In fact your opinion is that

yon cannot make an nlisolutc statement with regard to Dobmk.

h boy who lias failed in any particular subject, except Junc 21 • 1381

English?- -I would say, from nry experience as an janiog
examiner in English, that a man who failed in the Johnston

junior' grade of tlm Intermediate examination would Sliaw
i
esq-,

not, as a general rule, bo a fit subject for a university Lt" I>'

course.

8432. But suppose lie entered for the Intermediate
junior grade, and did not get it, had failed altogether,

did not pass that junior grade, would you have any
opinion at all as to whether ho was a fit person to go
in, or not to go iu ?—Not unless 1 knew wliat were tire

particular's of liis failure.

8433. You would require to know tho details?

—

Certainly.

8434. You think it is ]iossihle that aman who would
fail might be a fit university college student ?—

I

would not venture to say I would pass in the junior
grade of the Intermediate programme myself at the
present moment.

S4 35. Dr. Makston.—

I

n the way of recapitulation,

what you wish to emphasise is that the nature of the
matriculation examination in a college or teaching
university is rightly different from that ofanexamining
university ?—Certainly.

S43G. That to raise the standard of matriculation

unduly is to run tho risk of prohibiting a large

amount of excellent material from getting college

education at all ?—Ccvtaiuly.

8437. And you have mentioned a number of men
with whom you apparently and rightly have great

sympathy. These men may be said to be huugering
and thirsting after knowledge, and you question very
much tho expediency of excluding such nren -from a

university course ?—Certainly.

8438. Also, that iu these respects you think the
Queen's Colleges meet their requirements ?—-That is my
opinion, from my own experience.

3439. That is very briefly wliat you wish to put?

—

Yes, when I say you exclude important material from
a university course.

844 0. In speaking of material you mean the men ?

—

Yes. If tho alternative were, that those men were to

go back to school, and get imother year's preparation

under a good teacher, I think it is quite possible, it

might lie the best tiling that could happen them.

8441. Undoubtedly
;
I understand that ?—But I say

that a great number of these men would not tulopt that

alternative, if turned back from the Queen's Colleges,

probably tliey would go to Glasgow or Magee College,

Derry, where the standard would be lower.

8442. Some men are too old ?—Some men would go
back to business, and would struggle on, learning by
themselves for another year, when they would be much
better* employed in College.

S443. Professor Jack.—Are you aware what is the

nature of the matriculation standard now at Belfast ?

—

I have no personal acquaintance with it at all. I passed

the matriculation in Belfast myself, and that is nil I

know about it.

8444. Our evidence is of the fact, that the greatbulk
of their students now pass the Royal University ma-
triculation examination—ninety per* cent, of them, and
that tlieiv ownmatriculation examination, is supposed to

he practically equivalent, though not identical 1—I do
not know about that

8445. Chairman.—That is so.

8446. Dr. Stoney.—Yon have had frequent oppor-

tunities of meeting graduates that have been edu-

cated in the Queen’s Colleges, and also graduates that

have been educated in other universities?—Yes.

8447. From that experience, can you say whether

the result of the teaching of the Queen’s Colleges is

shown to be satisfactory?—Well, it looks like self-

commendation, speaking of your own College in

that way, but I think that taking the bulk of the

Queen’s College graduates, man for* man, as you find

them in life, as I have met them, they are as well edu-

cated men, and as fit to hold their own as graduates of

any other university. Take the men as you find them,

they are fit to do their work.

3 12
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Rev. "William Delaxy, s.j., President of University College, Steplien’s-green, re-examined.8448.

Rev. Dr. Mollov.—I think you stated that

students could not prepare the whole of the matricu-

lation programme of the Royal University at pre-

sent ?—Very few students could prepare the honour

course of the Royal University in move than one

subject.

8449. You are speaking of the honour course, not

of the pass 1—I wanted a distinction drawn between

the honours and pass course to bring out the fact that

there is a very wide honour course prescribed along

with the pass course, and that the pass course is in

itself a reasonably wide one.

S450. Do you think the pass course unreasonably

high for the present condition of the schools in Ire-

land 1—In Greek I should prefer for the pass a smaller

programme, to reduce it nearly to the level of the

London University.

8451. A large number of students come to the Royal

University after having passed the senior grade of the

Intermediate 1—A very large proportion.

8452. And a large proportion after having passed

the middle grade 1—Not from the middle.

8403. More from the senior grade? -Very con-

siderably more.

8454. Is the amount of Greek required at the pass

for the matriculation of the Royal University greater

than the amount required in the senior grade of the

Intermediate examination ?—It is more than what used

to be required both for pass and honours.

S455. I am speaking of what is now required?

—

From this year’s programme it appeal's the Greek that

is prescribed is entirely for pass and honours.

8450. I am speaking of the pass examination?—It

may be a little more difficult in the senior grade.

8457. We may infer that the student who has

passed in the senior guide has passed also in the

middle grade and the junior?— Certainly.

8458. Therefore, his amount of Greek reading
would have boon sufficient to enable him fairly to

prepare the Greek required for the Royal University,

ifhe had passed the three grades in the Intermediate?

—No doubt he will have read somewhat more in

quantity in the whole three years than is required for

the matriculation examination, but inasmuch as he lias

to prepare the matriculation examination in one year,

and that very many students try to linrry and put
the matriculation examination in the same year at

the end of their senior grade course, and as yet the
Royal University has not harmonised its programme
with that of the senior grade, and the lrooks they
have read are not the same as those required at
matriculation, these circumstances taken together, the
quantity of Greek prescribed for it is very large.

8459. But if there were harmony between the boolis

required for matriculation at the Royal University and
the books required at the Intermediate examination,
the extent of Greek knowledge required at matricu-
lation would not, iu your opinion, be too great ?—No,
but it would still be considerable, and .considerably

more than is required at Loudon University.

84C0. But not unreasonably great when compared
with what is actually attained by senior grade stu-

dents at the Intermediate examinations ?—No.
8461. It was stated to us on Saturday that, owing

to the condition of education in this country, it is

necessary for the Queen’s Colleges to receive students
who are very imperfectly prepared in school work. I
think the evidence you have given goes to shew that

this is not necessaiy, because there is a large number
of students who are very well prepared in school work
in the schools of the country ?—The word “ necessary ”

may be used in two different meanings. It may be
necessaiy to have such an examination, because, un-
less the examination were easy, the students would
not present themselves, and it may be necessary,

because there did not exist qualified students; the
Intermediate examination returns prove that the
necessity is not caused by the absence of educated

students.

S4Gw. Some of the witnesses, including
Brougham Leech, told us that oven if there°werc a
sufficient supply of well trained students, it still would
he desirable to keep tin; standard of matriculation in the
Queen's Colleges low hi order to afford the advantages
of the education of a university college to the students
who were imperfectly prepared. Do you concur in
that opinion ?—If there wore no option in the case of a
student who failed to pass the matriculation exami-
nation, hut at oucc to retire from the College, and
give up all hopes of what higher education he midit
receive, I should think twice before 1 would insist

absolutely on such a rigid matriculation examination •

but while there are- such facilities of pursuing courses

to qualify himself, I should like to see ns a stimulus to

the student, and keeping the educational level of the

College at its proper standard, a reasonable matricu-

lation examination required. When I say “ required,”

I am quite prepared to admit that if a student were

very good in certain subjects, and showed intelligence

and a fair amount of training, though in some of tlic

minor subjects ho was inadequately prepared, 1 should

not insist on want of power of compensation. I

should like compensation in such cases.

S4G3. Do you think it is better to let lriui into the

College badly prepared, or send him hack to an Inter-

mediate school until ho is well prepared ?—A stu-

dent who is very weak in Latin and iu English, or

very weak in Latin, even though moderately good in

English, I should regard quite unequal to a university

college education.

84G4. Would it ho letter to send him Lick to lie

well trained in the Intermediate school before admit-

ting him to n university college?—Certainly, us a

matriculated student, unless he is too old fur school,

which is frequently the case. J 1' the college, however,

can admit him ns a nou-mutri ciliated student with

opportunities for private tuition such as would give

him reason to hope he might later pass the examina-

tion, I would allow him to take advantage of such

helps that he might then satisfy the requirements.

8465. Do you think in the arrangement of a uni-

versity college difficulties may arise from the admission

of students well prepared and badly prepared when

all have to go promiscuously into the same classes !

—

Ic would be next to impossible for any professor to

teach well a number of students some of whom are

well prepared and some ill prepared. If he teaches

to the level of the well-prepared students he is uni-

intelligible to the ill-prepared, and if he teaches down

to their level he wastes tho time of the others, and

lie has no choice.

S46G. Great evils may arise from the mixture of

well-prepared and ill-prepared students in university

colleges ?—In all college.?. It is universal in teaching

institutions.

8467. Dr. Uarston.—

I

n all schools?—In all teach-

ing institutions of every kind.

8468. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—May I infer that, in your

opinion, it is better tho school work should be done in

the Intermediate schools, and a curriculum of higher

studies only followed in university colleges?—Cer-

tainly.

8469. Do you agree with the opinion, expressed by

the Commissioners in 1857, that the matriculation

examination ought to be maintained at a high standard

as indicating the termination of school education and

the starting point of college studies?—With the ex-

planation I have given of requiring certain subjects,

Latin, English, and a moderate amount of mathema-

tics. There are some people who have not a capacity

of understanding mathematics, and who are quite fit

for classical education. But I should not insist rigidly

on physics or a modem language, perhaps to begin

witlx. ‘

,

8470. Do you think it is calculated to injure the

efficiency of the schools if their boys are received into

university colleges before they have got their school

training well completed?—Yes.
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8471- Would you state the grounds of your opinion 1

__I C0nceive that boys have a tendency to desire to

l* regarded as men
;
and the difference between a

schoolboy and a university man makes the hitter posi-

tion very tempting to a hoy. There is a greater

-.mount of freedom. The consequence of allowing

young boys to fancy they can enter university colleges

unprepared, would be, to tempt them to neglect their

school work, and therefore to interfere with the teach-

ing given and their own attention to it.

8472. You have told us that there arc a large num-

of students who have attained considerable proficiency

in their studies at intermediate schools in Ireland

and vet we find that a comparatively small number of

students go to the Queen’s Colleges for an arts course

andoftlieseaconsiderableproportion urn s;iid to lie badly

prepared. Can you assign any reason why so few well

trained students go to the Queen’s Colleges ?—The only

reason that occurs to my mind is that they arc kept

out of the Queen’s Colleges by conscientious motives

alone.

8473. Dr. Stoxey.—

I

-would like to understand in

reference to St. Stanislaus’ College, what is the dura-

tion of the whole curriculum 1—Seven years, and for

some hoys eight years.

8474. At what ages clo the boys usually enter ?

—

The children of well-to-clo families enter sometimes at

nine and sometimes at ten and from that up to twelve

and thirteen years of age ; occasionally boys conic later

say thirteen and fourteen years.

8475. Then they remain up to what ago?—They re-

main with us some six or seven yours, some five and
some four, according to their ago and position.

S476. Then some remain up to twenty, twenty-one,

or twenty-two 1—No ; I have known only two hoys

in my time who remained up to twenty and they wore
hoys who hail completed rhetoric or sixth. They re-

turned for a year to finish philosophy, ami took the

B.A. of London University from the school.

8477. Are there any students being prcparod for

the ministry?—Not directly. It is entirely a lay

college.

8478. "Was I right in collecting from what yon said

of the extent of the matriculation programme, that you
are of opinion that the mere matriculation programme
in the Queen’s Colleges is a sufficient one?—-I am not
prepared at the moment to say. The one at Belfast I

think quite sufficient. I am not sufficiently familiar
with that of Cork and Galway

;
lint I think if the

standard exacted by tlio examiners wore at all pro-

portionate to what the standard is at London Uni-
versity, the programme itself would be quite sufficient

—the mere programme would.
8479. Professor Jack.—The matriculation pro-

gramme at Queen's College, Belfast, is practically identi-

cal with that of the Royal University?—I believe so.

84S0. Supposing the entrance programme of Queen’s
College, Cork, and of Queen’s College, Galway, to be
lower than the Royal Universityprogramme,thatwould
be in the direction of amendments you desire in the
Royal itself?—I do not suggest that. I objected merely
to its going abroad that the present programme with its

very large honour course is regarded by educationists,
especially that body of educationists whom I in a sense
represent, as being insufficient.

8481. With regard to the pass programme?—

I

should not touch it, except as regards the entire
Greek course, -which I consider quite out of proportion
to the Latin and every other subject.

8482. That is to say in Greek the programme ought
to be diminished in extent ?—Yes, I think so. In the
«ntii-e course there is a very remarkable quantity of
Greek prescribed as compared with the other subjects.
It discourages pupils from taking Greek. Very many
take French by option, and when required later on to
take Greek by the regulation of the University they

out, because they have lost the use of it.

8483. Dr. Stonby.—Dobb St. Stanislaus’ College
prepare for the Intermediate education examinations ?—Certainly.

8484. And also prepare for the examination of the Dublin.

London University?—Not now. It did until the June. 21 , m-t.

establishment of the Royal University. „
——

.

84.Su. And it now prepares tor examinations in the Ucl(mv s..r.

Royal University?—At present, and for two or tlivco,

ycai-s.

848 (i. So that the results that have boon obtained
are the results in the case of students that have boon
prepared for those examinations?—Yes, and who, ns a
rule, have completed tlio Intermediate coui-sc at the
college first—who have entered tlui senior grade, and
then gone on to the Royal University.

8487. But they have boon jnv.jiared for the esuami-

valiook ?—Yes, in the ordinary sense, that the regular

course of studies taught at St. Stanislaus’ prepares
boys for the Intermediate Examinations, and for some
of the Royal University examinations. Eej-oiul this

they have no special preparation.

84SS. Rev. Dr. Molroy.—

T

hat is, for the exami-
nations of the Royal University, after having passed

the senior grade of the Intermediate ?—After having
passed the senior grade of the Intermediate.

8489. Dr. Stoxey.—Tliestatisticsthat you woregood
enough to lay before the Commissioners wereavowedly
imperfect from deficient information from the Queen’s
Colleges?—Yes; they may have been in some instances
below the figure ; I think it is likely with a number
of graduates in Belfast who passed the Intermediate.

8490. I would wish to have it reserved for the con-

sideration of the Commission whether in the imperfect
state of the statistics they should lie accepted.

8491. Ciiaiumax.—

I

was going to ask whether you
will be good enough to make them complete?—Yes.

8-492. And when complete the record is more useful

than one avowedly incomplete?—Of course; but I

wanted merely to guard against its being supposed
that 1 put it forward as totally accurate. It may bo
incomplete, but substantially, I think, it is accurate.

8493. Dr. Stoxey.—

I

listened with very great in-

terest to a good deal of the evidence that you gave,
especially to the strong expression of opinion that you
gave utterance to of the necessity of making the com-
petence of examiners the first consideration ?—Cer-
tainly.

8494. And competence should bo the first conside-

ration in selecting teachers also—you would include

that too ?—Certainly. I wish to convey clearly that my
experience as a master connected with education, both
intermediate and university, is that no man is com-
petent to examine satisfactorily who is not himself a
practical teacher—who is a more theorist.

S495. Anil also that competence should ho the first

consideration in appointing teachers you have an
equally strong opinion ?—Certaiuly.

8496. Acting upon that, you yourself obtained the

services of Mr. Beere, one of the fellowship candidates

in Trinity College, to prepare the students of Univer-

sity College for the scholarships of the Royal Univer-

sity?—Not at University College. Mr. Beere last

year—that is to say, last winter twelvemonths—acted

for a short time as a private tutor in the College in

Temple-street, where I was before I went to University

College.

8497. I observe from the Catholic University

Calendar for the few years during which it was pub-

lished that there were then prizes and scholarships, of

an amount ranging from £800 to £1,000, offered

amongst the students. Would you think it would serve

education if those prizes and exhibitions were trans-

ferred from the college, and placed at the disposal of

the Royal University ?—I must say T should consider

it a very great addition, indeed, to University College

if it were in possession of £800 or £1,000 a-year for

scholarships, and practically one of the points I

brought out just now was that that was one of the

grievances we feel—that we have no scholarships,

though we have to compete in the Royal University

against students from the Queen's Colleges who have
abundant scholarships provided for them at home ou
very easy terms.
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Dooms. 8498. You attach great value to them?—I do
;
hut in for science— is my question plain ?—The last part

Jane 21, issj. as an educationist I should not object to having them I did not quite catch.

_ wm-nm assigned to the College in this way.—namely, with a 8500. Looking to the different careers of a doctor

Delanv, s!j. qualifying condition, that no student should he entitled or a man of science and a divinity student, do
jou

to hold such scholarships unless lie obtained certain think that the. samn kind of education and examination

honour's in the Royal University. I should not insist is suitable to hotli alike, say as regards classics?—

tliat they be given wholly by the authorities of the Certainly not
;
I shall reply to that tirst, because it

College itself. touches exactly the point I alluded to just now. I

8499. Dr. Marston.—

D

o you think that a fairly consider scientific education, properly conducted, to he

stiff matriculation like that of the London University of the greatest value. I believe that if scientific

is the best introduction to the course of study for all education were properly planned and regularly carried

the faculties, law, physic, and divinity?—No. out, and had the time aucl labour given to it, that in

8300. Do you know anything of the scholastic mauy instances are totally wasted in learning classics

advantages of the South as compared with other parts superficially, it might reach what has been predicted

of Ireland, ave they less or not?—There are more or it by the eminent men of modem times, and I

schools in the North’ because the Royal Schools are should like to seo a scientific education cultivated by

there, and there are more in Leinster than in the such men, because it is science they have to deal with.

South
;
but there are excellent schools in the South Therefore, if a thoroughly scientific course were so

aud excellent students. planned and graduated, I would say, by all means

S501. You think the South in this respect is as well substitute it for medical students, ns serving equally

off as other parts of Ireland?—No. well for the cultivation of their intellects, and bearing

8302. Professor Jack.—There are excellent schools, much more directly on the subjects they will have to

but not so many?—Not so many. deal with in professional life.

8303. Dr. Marston.—

S

peaking of the population, S507. I will not ask the last part of the question,

have they the same facilities for scholastic education 1 because you are very competent to deal with it?—

—They could not possibly have the same facilities as Thank you.

in Dublin. 8508. Chairman.—

D

r. Stoney asked you about

8504. Have yon any reason to believe that some of the programme for matriculation, and I undei-stood you

the schools of which yon have spoken have attracted an to say that, so far as Belfast was concerned, you con-

intellectually superior class ofboys ? You havespoken sider it high enough ?—Certainly.

of some schools, which seem to have done exceedingly 8509. Was your attention called to the matricula-

well?—I think not, and the reason I give is that tion in Cork aud Galway?—Except by the examin-

tlie same schools have been in competition with the ation, and from wliafc I knew in previous cases where

other schools in Ireland, and those other schools liave students entered, wlio seemed to me to bo unsuited for

held their own. I conkl name half-a-dozen schools university colleges.

whichhave done themselves the greatest credit—Carlow 8510. As a matter of fact, neither in Cork or Gal-

College, St. Macarten’s. Monaghan; St. Malachy’s, way do they require Latin composition ?—I should

Belfast; St. Finn Barr’s, Cork. These Colleges— not be prepared to insist on it in a teaching college;

not to mention the French College, Blnckrock ; St. for mere pass-men Latin composition is not essential.

Colomb’.-i, Londonderry ; and Rockwell College, Coliir I should require the uuprescribed passages aud com-

—have proved they give good classical and mathema- position for testing honour men, but for the mere

tical teaching. In some cases they have physics, too
;

purpose that a man should come into a college, ancl

but that is a subject not sufficiently encouraged. follow the course, I do not think composition is re-

8505. I do not know whether you could give me qnired, and, more, I do not endorse at all as an eduea-

an opinion on this, but I would like to ask the ques- tionist the view put forward that it is the only test of

tion. We have heard a good deal about the course education. The great bulk of educated men can.

and examinations in arts in the medical faculty, speak French, but exceedingly few comparatively can

Looking to the different careers of a doctor, a man of write a French letter, aud yet it is an important aud

science, and a divinity student, do you think the valuable acquirement to read literary and scientific

same kind of examination is suitable to both alike as works in French.
regards classics, for example

;
ancl do you think that 8511. Dr. Stoney.—The same would apply to Ger-

the head of a theological college is a very impartial man ?—A literal, free translation from a language I

or competent judge as to the best kind of education regard as a great power, quite distinct from the greater

aud examination for a doctor, or for a man going power of being able to translate into the language.

William
Thomson,
esq

,
m.a., m.d.,

r.<c.c.8.i.

William Thomson, esq., sr.

8512. Dr. Marston.—You are a Master of Arts of
the Queen's University ?—Yes.

8513. And a Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-
geons in Ireland ?—Yes.

8514. You are also one of the surgeons of Rich-
mond Hospital l—Yes.

S515. Youhaveagood deal of experience in obni^nl

teaching and examining also?—Yes, 1 have had about
eight years’ experience as examiner in the College of

Surgeons, and two years as examiner in surgery in the
Queen’s University.

8516. I will put to you the question I put to the
last witness. Looking to the different careers of a
doctor or a man of science, and a divinity student,

for example, do you think that the same kind of
education and examination is suitable to both alike,

say as regards classics, and do you think the head of a
theological college quite a competent judge as to the
best kind of matriculation examination for a doctor

or student of science?—Certainly not, as to both,

branches of the question.

a., m.d., P.E.C.S.I., examined.

8517. Gan you tell us why, from your point of view,

as a surgeon ?—-To a surgeon, a knowledge of classics,

such as has been represented here as most important,

is not so important as the study of any scientific

subject, especially any branches of the science of

medicine or surgery. There is no literature that is of

practical advantage in either language, and if there be

anyit is very freely translated. Thematerial that a medi-

cal student wants is to be had in the modem languages,

French and German, and these are the languages most

suitable to him in the study of his profession afterwards.

I should say that a gentleman who is a theologian and

the head of a theological college naturally sets a very

great value on Latin and Greek, because these axe

really the languages with which he has most to do in

his own studies, and naturally I should think the hiss

of his mind would be towards the importance of these

subject! He does notknow, because he has not studied

them,whatare the linesuponwhich, for instance, medical

studies run, and, therefore, I should say he is not a com-

petent judge as to what the value of an entrance ex-
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animation would bo for a medical student. He would

do very 'veil 10 test clie valuu of examination for a

theological student
. T i

8518. Do you tlnuk it a good pl;ui, ns m the London

University, to exact from a medical student n high

matriculation examination 1—I do personally, but I

wish to qualify that. My own opinion is that uu

examination equivalent to tho “ Little-go ” in a

university ought to be exacted from a student in

medicine before actually beginning medi.sd study,

but that is a matter rather for tho Gcner.il Medical

Council. The General Modical Council has recognised

fl
certain standard of ontrance examination, and

until it takes it into its hands, and insist upon a

uniform examination, I don’t believe you will find,

nor would it be fair, that a body like the Queen’s

University as it was, or the Royal University, should

enter into competition with other mere licensing bodies.

For instance, if the Pioyal University places a very

high standard upon its university examination or its

first examination at tho university it is immediately

met l>y the competition of tho mere licensing bodies,

aud Corporations which admit their students at a very

much lower standard. The result will be clearly that

the students will go to the licensing corporations and

not to the university. Students after all arc human
beings, and they look to what will l>e the easiest mode

of attaining their object. Tho public practically do

not know what value attaches to the qualification of a
licensing body. They treat all doctors on pretty much
the same level. An apothecary is -supposed by the

public to be upon the same level us the hospital

physician or the professor, so for as the title goes.

8519. May we take it that yon would have some-

thing in this way as part of tho preliminary education

for a man who was about to become a doctor—Latin,

essential
;
Greek, desirable

;
and a knowledge of some

modem language most desirable 1—Certainly.

8520. Assuming that it is most desirable to have a
maximum standard of education open to all, still,

looking at it as a man of tho world, would you expect

that a number of men would go to licensing boards

for their qualifications, and is this system of licensing

boards adapted to tho requirements of a mixed and
generally poor population 1—That is, the maximum
standard 1

8521. The maximum standard and tho average
staudurd of a licensing board on two separate levels?

—Of course the smaller proportion would go to tho
maximum.

8522. I am speaking of what actually exists. There
are licensing boards, and those with a higher standard ?

—The bulk anil go to the lowev.
8523. Does that meet the cliticrent requirements ?

—In my opinion it does practically.

8524. Practically you could not adjust it letter?

—Practically it answers the purpose ;
although I ad-

here to what I have said with regard to the higher
standard of the preliminary examination.

8525. You know Queen’s College, Galway?—Yes,
very well

; I was at Galway College for six years.
8526. Speaking from your own experience was the

matriculation examination sufficient to secure a stu-
dent in the medical faculty a prospect of benefiting by
the teaching there ?—Yes, in my opinion it was. It
was sufficient to test the amount of knowledge he had
acquired at school and his general intelligence and capa-
<% ®°r benefiting by the instruction which he would
afterwards get in the College.

8527. Were you satisfied in Galway with what wo
vffil call the theoretical course 1—Highly satisfied. I
“fink nothing could be more thorough in the medicid
faculty—thoroughly complete, so far as it went, that is
te say. I am speaking now entirely of the instruction
81*®® tbe College itself in the various subjects.

8528. Chairman.—Wbat time are you speaking
°.EV~I am speaking of 1863-67. I was at arts, and
also at medicine.

8529. Dr. Marston.—Had the students sufficient
advantages in clinical teaching, in surgery, diseases of

women and children, and midwifery ?—No, because, Vilnius-,

certainly in surgery, the cases were rather limited, anil .tens a* ism.

not very varied. The same, I think, might be said

of medicine. In the diseases of women and children Thomson
there was practically no clinical at all, nor in »wi.,m.a^m.d.

the diseases of tho eye and oar. Of course, occasionally ra:.o_s.i.

cases turned up, and those were spokcu of
;
luit the

weak point of education there was the clinical ma-
terial.

8530. Is it so now ?—I should think it is. I hap-
pened to lie iu Galway several times within the last

eighteen months on professional business, and I camo
to know something of tho material. The material has
not increased. I dare say they make tlie most of it,

hut I do nob think the material is at all such as would
be sufficient for a man getting tho high degree of
M.D.

8531. With regard to union hospitals for hospital

teaching, what do you think of the diameter of the
cases mnl of the competency of the medical staff to

teach?—With regard to the staff, I think some of the
medical attendants are extremely well educated men.
In the case ofGalway, I think one of the medical officers

there is a professor in tho College, and, I take it, is

com [latent to teach.

8532. I am speaking of the question generally, not
of Galway only?—My general impression is that in

the union hospitals there is a very excellent class of
practitioners in Ireland.

8533. Do students, as a matter of fact, go elsewhere
to complete their hospital practice ?—Yes, a great

number come to Dublin ; some go to Edinburgh. A
great many come to Dublin. I am quite aware of

that

8534. Have you bail an opportunity of comparing
the students of the Queens Colleges with other

students ?—Yes. From the fact of my having lieen

n student myself there, and having been an examiner
in the University, and also in the College of Surgeons
here, I have had ample opportunities of comparing
them.

8535. And with what results?—I am now leaving

out tho subject of clinical instruction, and I take the

Queen’s College student as ho comes from the College

direct. I think he is an extremely well educated

medical man, very highly educated, knowing his sub-

ject thoroughly. I think that one great reason for

that is that, so far ns l know, tho system ofgrinding and
cramming which exists in other places does nob exist

largely ui the three towns where tho. Colleges arc. 1

know in Galway in my time it did not exist. Tho
only two factors were the student and tho professor.

The student hail to attend upon his lectures, aud he
had to use his own brains. The subject was not

crammed into him by a grinder—an intermediate

person.

8536. The teaching was thorough 1—Most thorough.

8537. Do you think scholarships necessary for effi-

ciency?—I do.

8538. They are of very small value in the Queen’s

Colleges?—Very small.

8539. Do you think it would be desirable to increase

some of them at the expense of others ?—I think it

would, if you take tke case of aits students. Tho
great difficulty about the Queen’s Colleges which occurs

to me is this, that once a man has taken his A.B. de-

gree he is practically done. There is nothing further

except a £40 scholarship to induce Irim to go on with

bis studies in connexion with the College. If you go

to the older universities, a young man can get a

scholarship of £100 a year, available for seven years,

or a studentship, and he may go on for fellowship.

These are all valuable prizes to enable anmn to pursue

his studies. In the Queen's that is not so.

8540. Do you think tlie scholarships are faii'ly dis-

tributed in tlie Queen’s Colleges?—I think they are

fairly distributed.

8541. Are tire fees in the medical curriculum rela-

tively very low ?—I think they ore too low.

8542. You would, I suppose, insist upon a very
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regular attendance at all lectures 1—Certainly, if lec-
•

times are recognised attendance ouglit to be compul-

sory. The student should not be left to his own will

to do as he pleases.

S543. Is there anything you would like to add to

what I have asked you 1—I think not. I think you

have covered the ground.

8544.

In all such .subjects as botany', materia

rncdica, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, aud histo-

logy, the teaching at the Queen’s Colleges you assert

is very good?—Very good. So far as the examina-

tion. was concerned in the Queen’s University it was

certainly the best in this country, and, I think, was

only second to the London University. It was

always high class. Whatever improvements were to

be made were usually initiated in the Queen’s Univer-

sity. I think I am right in saying that so far as the

teaching of practical histology' is concerned, it began

in one of the Queen’s Colleges (Belfast), and was after-

wards introduced into Dublin. In the same way' the

examination in practical anatomy. These were all

reforms that came from the Queeu’s University, and

were afterwards adopted here.

8545. Have you anything to tell us about the

Royal University in relation to the medical faculty ?

I know nothing about the Royal" University. I

should also mention that the practical clinical ex-

amination at the M.D. was first introduced by the

Queeu’s University here. Before that there was no

clinical test in the examinations for various qualifi-

cations here.

8546. Am I to understand that the students fre-

quently passed one or two years at one of the Queen’s

Colleges and then went for a year to get a larger

sphere of hospital practice and more varied teaching ?

—I think so,

8547. Dr. Stoney.—

C

lass rolls have always been

called regularly in the Queen’s Colleges ?—Always.

8548. You regard that also as of importance?—

1

certainly' think so. I know that until very lately in

some of the medical schools in Dublin it 1ms not

been at all compulsory’. There were no class rolls

called and it was left entirely to the student to

attend or not, as he pleased. In fact, I know that

some of them did not attend at all. They managed
to get through somehow, hut they did not attend the

lectures. I think it extremely important that, if

there are lectures delivered at .ill, the students should

be compelled to attend them. That has been always
done in the Queen’s Colleges.

8549. Then the chief improvements that have taken
place in the medical examinations of Ireland, and also

in such respects as the calling of class rolls, were
improvements initiated in the Queen’s Colleges or

Queen’s University in Ireland, and have since been
adopted elsewhere ?—That is my experience.

8550. When you speak of the clinical opportuni-

ties in Galway as being insufficient, did I understand
you rightly that youmeant they are not sufficient when
taken for the whole of the clinical teaching of the
student ?—Quite so.

8551. But with regard to the first portion, you
would regard them as sufficient?—Theyare sufficient up
to a point. A mau may learn a great deal of clinical

work in. Galway, but I should not regard him as
having seen enough of material there.

8552. You are aware the college authorities en-

courage a man to go elsewhere for a portion of his

course on that account ?—They do.

8553. And if he does take that portion elsewhere,

according to the recommendation of the college autho-

rities, he gets in Galway an exceedingly efficient

education in the rest of his curriculum?—Certainly. -

8554. You went through the whole arts course?

—

I did.

8555. Did you find that the training you received

was a thoroughly careful one?—Certainly, ju.
I have benefited by it. Men of my own time hav*
since attained the very highest position they really
could attain for their standing in life in all branches
of the public service, the Indian Civil Service and
elsewhere.

8506. And you consider the after career of gra-
duates as the outcome of their education, and as being
a great test of the real efficiency of then- college train,

iug 1—T do. The value of the training a man gets
is tested in. a largo degree by the success he attains
in life.

8557. On the side of linguistic studies, do you re-

gawl French and German of very great importance ?—For a medical man, of very great importance.
S558. He must also know English ?—Yes.
8559. He will then have the vocabularies of three

languages to carry in his memory ?—Yes.
8560. If you add to these Latin and Greek, you

will have five languages ?—Yes.

8561. From your knowledge of the limited extent

of the memories of a great number of men, do you
think that an attempt can profitably be made to

impose upon them the task of committing to memory
the vocabularies of so large a number of languages?

—No ; I should only require as much knowledge
of Latin, for instance, as is mentioned in the matricu-

lation programme; hut I should require a much
larger knowledge of French or German. I think

oue modern language is enough for a man to know.

He may learn the other if he so desires. But,

I mean for a test, one modem language would be

sufficient. I think a knowledge of German would be

of very much more advantage to a medical man than

any knowledge of Greek he could possess. I do not

care how profound it would be, I do not think it

would bo of the least advantage to him professionally.

8562. Professor Jack.—With regard to the Royal

University, you raid you did not know anything par-

ticular about it ?—No.
8563. Has there been, in your judgment, time

enough to estimate the effect of any changes in the

regulations of the Royal University upon medical

education ?—I think not. It is about two or three

years now established. Of course I am quite aware

of this, that a great number of students are deterred

from going through by this arts examination that is

attached to it, although personally I do not sympathise

with them.
8564. Personally you would like to see an arts ex-

amination of that kind ?—Yes, provided that it was of

a uniform standard applied to every licensing body

throughout the country; hut I do not think they

should be allowed to enter into competition in the way

of lower examination.

8565. At the present moment the licensing boards

are compelled to apply the standard of the General

Medical Council?—They are.

8566. It is quite impossible to take any student

with a qualification in arts less than the General

Medical Council prescribed?—Yes.

8567. And the General Medical Council is. the

most competent body, knowing all about medicine

and the profession, to prescribe what amount of arts

can be safely imposed ?—Certainly.

8568. It would not be desirable discussing that

with regard to a particular university to leave out

that confidence in the General Medical Council?—

They are best able to judge of medical men, being

medical men themselves.

8569. And medical men of a very high order?—Of

the very highest order.

857 0. And they are anxious to get as many well

educated medical men into the profession as they

possibly can ?—Yes.
The Commission adjourned to next day.
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FOURTEENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25th, 1S84.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Cluunnan.

Rev. Gerald Mollov, D.D..F.R.U.I.; Oeoroe Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A.,D.Sc., F.R.S.; Professor

William Jack, LL.D. ; and Deputy Surgeon-Gcncml Jeffery A. Mauston, M.D.
;
with

N. D. Murphy, Juim, Esq., Secretary.

Michael Buckley, cso.. examined.

S57J. CHAIRMAN.—You are a Professor iu St.

Vincent's College, Castleknock?—Yes
;
I mu Professor

in Classics and of Elementary Mathematics.

8572. Where were you educated 1—In St. Column's

College, Femioy.

8573. How many years were yon in St. Column's

College 1—Two.

5574. When was that?—I do not know the exact

year ;
it must be about 1S63.

5575. From 1S()3 to 18G5; is it?—From calculation

I tliiuk so.

S57G. Before you were professor at Castlcknoclc

were you teaching in any other school?

—

Ybs, I was
for fourteen years in St. Finbar's Seminary, Cork.

8577. When did yon leave St. Finbur’s?—Last
January twelve months.

S578. Then you were there the preceding fourteen

years?—And perhaps for a somewhat longer period.

$579. While you were in St. Finbnr's Seminary,
and teaching there, had you auy students passing

through your hands who afterwards went to the
Queen’s College, Cork ?— Yes.
8580. What did you teach iu St. Finbnr’s ?

—

For some years I taught Latin, Creek, English, and
mathematics. But during the last seven or eight years
that I was there I taught classics exclusively; and
since the establishment of the Intermediate system,
only Greek.

8581. You are anxious to lay some evidence before
the Commission ?—Yes.

8582. What is the evidence yon are desirous to
give us?—I have prepared for several years, since

1871, for matriculation in the Queen's College,
Cork. My first pupil was in 1871. I have been
preparing students for matriculation in the Queen’s
College, Cork, since 187 1 ;

for the first yearn not
very many, but for the last threo or four years I have
had a good experience of the examination. I have
prepared altogether about twenty-eight.

8583. That is during the fourteen years 1—Yes
;

but principally for the three yeare before the disso-
lution of the Queen’s University.

8584. Hod you an opportunity than of knowing
what was the standard of knowledge required to pass
the matriculation examination ?—Fully

; both from
my experience as a tutor, and also from communica-
tion—

-

8585. I would rather you would tell us from your
own experience ?—Yes. Some of the students were
very competent, but I consider, and you will bo
able to judge from, the course and length of time of
preparation, that the classical education of others must
nave been very defective. 1 have made a few selections

.
ere ' Dr. Hutch, the President of St. Colman’s, re-

ferred to two of my pupils as being prepared by “ the
grander in Cork.”

8586. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Are you the grinder he
referred to ?—I am. These two were pupils of St.
Lolman 8, and came to grind with me, and Dr. Hutch
correctly stated the short time in which they made up
reek. They paid almost exclusive attention to

i if

6
’
e
?
cceP* 10 keep fresh their knowledge of Latin,

ve the name of another pupil who commenced the

,
Seminar and the Greek alphabet about ten

,

6 tbe matriculation examination, and he
at the matriculation.

8587.

Chairman.

—

Did he in that ten weeks' pre-

paration acquire a competent knowledge of Greek /

—

l state the length of time to show that his knowledge
must have been very defective—very superficial.

S588. Ho studied under you for the ten weeks ?

—

Yes. Ho could not pass a critical examination.
8589. Write the two first that Dr. Hutch referred

to /—[Witness wrote the names.]

8590. Yon said he luul only a superficial knowledge
of Greek ?—Of course he must have had, anil of Latin
also.

8591. Was he lit, inyonr opinion, to commence uni-

versity study?—lie did not take up the arts course at

all. He entered for medicine.

8592. Which of these are you speaking of?- -The

three entered as medical students,

8593. Have you any other- instances there that you
wish to bring under our notice?—Two others com-

menced with mu something about the same time.

They hail little preparation before they came to me ;

what I consider equal to about two month’s reading

under me, and they also matriculated at the same ex-

amination.

8594. Hiul they a competent kuowle Igo of either

Latin or Greek?— I would say not of Greek, particu-

larly one of them. I do not wish the names to be

published.

8595. No. We require the names to be given, not

for the purpose of publication, but for the purpose of

identification ?—[Witness wrote the names.]

859G. Did those two students go iu for medicine or

arts ?—For medicine.

8597. Did you send up any student during the four

years who wont in for the arts course?— Yes. The
first student I sent in obtained a scholarship. That

was in 1871.

8598. How long had he been with you ?—He had

read, wluit corresponded I would say at present to a

respectable pirns in the junior grade. He had rood in

St. Column's College, Fermoy.

8599. Put his name down there ?—[Witness writes

his name.] As I said, he lmd rend what I would con-

sider a very respectable pass, perhaps a pass with

honours.

8600. In the junior grade ?—In the junior grade.

He commenced with me in the beginning of May, ami

read under mo from that until October, and obtained

a scholarship then.

8G01. Are there any other cases you woul.l like to

mention, Mr. Buckley 1—One commenced about twelve

months before the examination. He knew nothing

of Euclid, algebra, Latin, or Greek, and he passed

after about twelve months’ preparation. For a good

part o£ the year, I should think about half the time,

he had three lessons a week of an hour euch.

8602. Dr. Stoney.—What is his name, please?

—

[Witness writes his name.]

8603. Chairman.—Did he go in for medicine or for

arts 1 For medicine, I think. I am not sure whether

ho entered the college directly—-whether he took out

his lectures in that year or not. In reference to the

arts student who obtained the scholarship, perhaps I

would extend his knowledge when ho came to me n

little more, but I would not put it to an honours pas

s

in the middle grade. It was between a pass in the

middle grade and honours in the junior.
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8604. Rev. Dr. Mollot.—

W

hat does honours in

the junior grade and in the middle grade exactly

mean!—I think it lias been forty five per cent.

8603. It has been forty-five. It is to be in future

fifty percent.
1

?—He had not read as much Latin and

Greek as would correspond to the combined courses

of the junior and middle grade ot the Intermediate.

S606. Chairman.—Are you able to tell us, from

what you saw during the fourteen years, what

was the standard required to pass the matricu-

lation examination in Queen's College, Cork ?

—

I must say it was exceedingly low. You may be

able to judge of it from the very short time candidates

took to prepare. 1 do uot think a critical study of

the authors was required at all. There was no

searching examination in the grammar nor in the

parsing of the authors. Those who were going in for

examination iu Latin were under the impression that

a good reading and a good translation would carry them

through without any paising. Of course they got a

few questions in parsing, but they were all under

the impression they could pass without any parsiug.

I find it necessary to protest against the system that I

adopted uiyselfin the preparation for this examination.

Very early, in fact a week or so after commencing,

I lot them get translations, and work up the grammar
and the translations simultaneously. They ran over

a book or two—two if they had time, and one if

they had not time, and then ran chance for the. other ;

but I would say, as I said before, Unit some of them
would come off respectably' at any examination.

There was one student whom I intended for a good

part of the year to send in fur a scholarship, but both

lie and 1 were hard pressed, and I did not send

him in. There were others also equally proficient

I am not now speaking generally of those whom I

have prepared. I have taken a note of twenty-two

out of this number, and I think from my knowledge

of tho Intermediate, they would not get a pass in

Greek iu the junior grade, and a considerable num-
ber would Jlml it hard to get a pass in Latin in the

junior grade.

SCOT. llev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou have compared the

standard of matriculation in the Queen’s College,

Cork, with the standnul required at the Inter-

mediate Education examinations 1—Yes.

8008. Have you had much experience in preparing

boys for the examinations of the Intermediate Edu-
cation Board ?—Yes, since it was established.

SG09. Where 1—In St. Eiubar's, Cork.

8610. And did you not say you came from St.

Vincent’s, Castleknoek 1—Yes.

8611. You do non mean at Castleknoek?—I have
been only twelve months there. In 1879, one of tny
pupils got first place of all Ireland, S92 out of 1,000,

in junior Greek. In 1880, one obtained second place,

815 out of 1,000, in senior Greek. Two of iny
pupils obtained first and second place at the “ Solicitors’

Apprentices,” in 1883.

8612. Chairman.—Try and answer Dr. Molloy’s

question.

86 1 3. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

T

hat is highly creditable,

but I want to know the extent of your experience in

preparing boys for the Intermediate examinations ?

—

I have been engaged in preparing for the examinations

from the commencement at St Eiubar's, Cork.

8014. How many' students went up from that

school to the Intermediate ?—I think on an average

about forty or fifty
; but these were not all prepared

by me.
8615. I think I may assume that a large proportion

of these students were successful at these examina-

tions?—Yes, iu 1S79, I sent in, in middle Greek, 11.

They were very successful.

861 C. You hud abundant opportunity for knowing,

both from the programme of the Intermediate Board
and from the educational standing of the boys who
went up, what was the amount of knowledge required

for the three grades I—Ample opportunity.

8617. You think some of the students who went

up from you and matriculated successfully in Queen’B
College, Cork, did not come up to the standard that
would be required for passing the junior grade at
the Intermediate examinations in the same subjects?—Iu classics, that ismy opinion as regards the greater 1

number
;
but a few had actually passed iu the junior

gnule, and then matriculated at the Queen’s.

8G1S. Besides teaching at St. Finbar’s, Cork, you I

also laid an establishment as a private grinder?—Yes.
8619. Did you liiul your method of teaching your

I

pupils was iuHnenced as a private, grinder bv* the
character of the matriculation examination in the
Queen’s College ?—My system is diametrically opposite I

to the one I adopted in preparing for the Queen’s
College.

8620. It was iufiuenced?—Yes.
8621. Explain how?—I had iu view the success of

my students at the examination, and I directed my
|

teaching to that object alone without any regard for
1

their intellectual training. I aimed simply at their

passing the examination, and I took the easiest I

quickest, and surest means to secure success.

8622. What did you find to lie the easiest and I

quickest means to prepare a boy for matriculation at
'

Queen’s College, Cork, in classics?—1 first gave him
the outline of the elementary principles of the Latin I

grammar, and a little of the Greek. After a week
or a fortnight at the Greek grammar, I let them get

|

a word for word translation—those books of Giles,

and with that another book to train the eye to the text.

I gave them a lesson in the grammar and Xenophon
!

simultaneously, suid let the two go hand in hand, but

my great object was to make up the translation. .

8623. Dr. Makstox.—

I

t was a system of rapid

cramming 1—Rapid cramming without any learning.

8624. That is what you aimed at?—Yes.

8625. llev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

ould it lie correct to

say that your object was to enable them to pass the

examination rather than to understand the fuudamen-
I

tal principles of the language
;
and that they did

succeed in passing, though they did not know the

language 1—That is my opinion
;
yet while that was the

case, there were sumo that did.

SG2G. If it were not that you were preparing the

students fur matriculation in Queen’s College, Cork,

would you have followed thatsystem of teaching?—No;
I would follow the very opposite ; I would not allow

a translation at all. I would have them analyse the

sentences and parse. I pay very little attention to

trauslutiou or beauty of language
;
and devote more

time to a critical examination of the structure of the

language, under the impression that when they after-

wards became masters of English they would be able

to polish their style, and give the ideas of the author

iu a fluent pohshed style.

8627. In pieparing your students for matriculation

in Cork, clid you teach them to frame sentences in

Greek and Latin ?—Never.
S628. If you had been left to your own ideas

nbout education, would you consider that au impor-

tant element in teaching a classical language ?—Yes

;

and both with my private pupils, and iu schools and

colleges, that has always been my practice.

8629. Dr. Stoney.—There were other subjects in

the matriculation examination besides Greek and

Latin 1—Yes.

8630. And you do not speak at all about the prepa-

ration of the candidates in reference to those subjects ?

—I had uot much to do with their mathematics.

There were a few instances in which I did take

mathematics up
;
but only in a secondary way. The

students who read with me were generally better

prepared in arithmetic and Euclid Qian in classics ;

but there is one before my mind to whom I refer.

He did not know the definitions of the first book of

Euclid nor algebra, nor Latin, nor Greek. Ho

commenced with me—I do not know the precise month,

but, I think, in either October or November. (Hands

in hia name.) And in the October of the following

year he matriculated.
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8631. Professor Jack.—

H

e was twelve months with

yout—I think twelve months
;
something over or

under.

8632. Dr. Stoney.—Did they, in all cases, matricu-

late directly 1 Did you grind them up to the time ofma-

triculation in all the cases?—In all the cases.

8633. Professor Jack.—I suppose the system you

mentioned just now of having a word for word transla-

tion. has been adopted a good deal l>y educationists 1—

I

Jo not know ;
but I do not think it would do under

the Intermediate.

SG34. It is a system on which some educationists

have a different opinion; but you did not pay verymuch
attention to style. I suppose you thought tin it style

came by nature afterwards?—It came afterwards by

the study of the English authors. Boys acquire

the English idiom liy reading English authors, and
then they convert the foreign idiom into the English,

and express it in a more fluent and purely English style,

than any efforts of a teacher would enable them to do
while their ideas are crude.

8635. When you prepare students for otherexamina-

tionsyou adopt the same course of adapting your teach-

ing entirely to the examination ?—Principally to the

critical part of it—to the passing.

863G. Your object, generally, is to ensure that they
pass?—That is one object

;
but I have also the other

object, namely, general teaching, the training of their

minds.

8637. That is, as a teacher; hut I am separating
yon just now as a teacher, and, as wlrnt you call, a
grinder?—As a grinder my object is always that

my pupils should succeed.

8638. Dr. Mabstox.—How long had the boys been
at your school who were so exceptionally successful in
biking high places at the Intermediate examinations?
Can you give usan idea ?—I shouldsay they commenced
at their- childhood. It is hal'd for me to speak
in regard to all.

8639. Several years?—Several years. They com-
menced their classical training at our college. I may
say that of them all.

8640. Have you had any opportunities of testing
the educational standard of the boys who were so badly
prepared after they liad left the college ?—Not in the
case of any of those I have mentioned.
8641. Do you happen to remember any that you came

in contact with after they had left the college—those
boys that were so badly prepared when they wont into
the college ;—did you happen to know them after they
had left, and if so, in what state was then' education
then?—One of these prepared with me afterwards

;
I

forget what examination
; I think it was the Solicitor's’

A] iprentices. I do uot know whether it was before or
after bis matriculation in the Queen's College. At all
events, after lie hail matriculated, lie read with me the
course he was reading in the College.

8G42. You say that yon sent up a lot of boys for
matriculation examination who were badly prepared
vhen they got into the College, and went through
the course in the College. Had you any opportunity
of Beeurg those boys after they had finished their
course, and what was their educational standard then ?

One obtained a scholarship at entrance, and who
succeeded all through his College course in obtaining
scholarships. He was excellently trained.

8643. Can you speak of any of the others ?—I have
not had any knowledge of any of the others that had
passed through me.

8644. Professor Jack.—

I

s he one of those whose
names you have put down here ?—He is the gentleman
who obtained the scholarship in 1871-

8645. Mark him, please?— STes.
[
Witness indicates

Ihtname.] 1

8646. Dr. Marstox.—With regard to any of the

the^thj
01* not know ?—I have no knowledge of

tioiff
^

j^
ou men^on the case of a hoy whose ecluca-

in n
°r matr*cu ^ahion examination was comprised

ne year, and you Bay that he had read for one hour

in three days in the week only. Did lie pass the
matriculation examination in Cork ?—Yes.

8648. Did you see him afterwards ?—No
;
I left

Cork the Christmas after the matriculation. I think
it was in 1882 or 1883, and I left Cork the January
afterwards.

8649. Ami to understand that lie had no education
before he came to you for this one year?—Little or

nothing of English, little or nothing of elementary
mathematics, no knowledge of classics. He was
educated in a remote country district. His knowledge
of English grammar was very imperfect indeed, so

much so that I took up the Euglisli grammar with
him.

8650. Could not you answer my question more
fully?—Ho was educated, os I said, in a remote
country district, anil his knowledge of grammar was
very imperfect, and the friend who sent him to me
wished that his English education should be principally

attended to, so at first I took up his English alone,

without including mathematics even. I then added
classics. But in reply to your question, his education
in English was very defective. He had, as I said,

no knowledge of Euclid or algebra, while Iris know-
ledge of grammar and parsing was most defective.

8651. Did he know anything of Latin or Greek?

—

No.
8652. Nothing whatever ?—I do not know that he

had ever taken a Latin book into Ilia hand. He com-
menced his first declension with me at all events.

8653. Did you see him afterwards?—Just on a

visit to Cork.

8654. What became of him?—He was in Cork
when I saw him last. He was attending lectures in

the Queen’s College
;
but I do uot know whether he

took all the lectures belonging to the course of his

year.

8655. Do you make any difference between the ma-
triculation examination of a purely examining body,

and the matriculation examination of a teaching college

or university ?—I hardly understand what you mean
by the distinction.

865 G. Perhaps you have not experience of that?

—

Perliaps if you explain it, I will be able to answer.

8657. I won't press the question then. Yon say one

man hail ten weeks' training in Cork, and lie could

not have passed a critical examination. I would like

to know, in reference to the matriculation examina-

tion, in what sense you use the word “critical”?—

By “critical," I mean in classics, to be able to take

up any word in a sentence, and tell the case if a

noun or an adjective.

8658. You think that a matriculation examination

should be critical ?—That is my opinion. Candidates

ought to be able to explain the construction, and know
parts of the verbs, anil conjugate them.

8659. Can you tell us whether there are a sufficient

number of schools about Cork, to which students can

go for a scholastic training?—I think there are

many
;
a good many schools.

8660. Good schools?—Well, I can say that of St.

Fin Bar’s, with which I was connected. It is a very

excellent school
;
and I may tell you what I forgot to

state, that one of our pupils, who read the middle

• grade with us, matriculated in the Queen’s College,

and was advanced hy his professor from reading the

first year’s course to the second year, in consideration

of his good knowledge of Greek. He thought it

would he partly a waste of time to be reading the

elementary course of the first year.

8661. I wanted to know about the number of good

schools ?—But in reference to that I am now quoting

from myself.

8662. What was the size of your school may I

ask ? What was the number of boys, on an average,

in yonr school 1—Varying from 100 to 150.

8663. Were there many schools of that size in the

neighbourhood of Cork?—Tho Christian Brothers

have schools numbering 1,000 pupils.

8664. They are of the same character?—I do not

3 K 2
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know if they teach classics. If they do, they do not

do it exclusively. They teach French and English in

all its branches.

8665. Am I to understand there are many schools

of a character similar to yours in that neighbourhood
1

?

—There is a number of private schools
;
but ours is a

public school. St. Colman’s College, Fennoy, is not

very far from it.

SG6G. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You have given us an

account of the method which you have followed in

preparing your pupils for the matriculation examina-

tion in Queen's College, Cork. Did you follow the

same method in preparing the hoys for the examina-

tions of the Intermediate Board ?—Not at all.

SG67. Wliat difference did yon observe in the pre-

paration of the hoys for the examinations of the Inter-

mediate Board?—I sometimes went over the translation

of the lessons iu advance for them. I went over, on

the day before, the chapter that they were to have

the following day, to give an idea of the geneml sense

of it, and in going over the. chapter again, I examined

very closely. I devoted a good part of the first por-

tion of the year to writing Creek. Then as soon as

they were aide to get into the style of writing it, 1

let them depend a great deal on themselves, and I

paid more attention to the authors.

•SGG8. You are ' aware that there is a rule of the

Intermediate Education Board, that a student must
get twenty per cent, of the marks assigned to

grammar, in order to pass in the language ?—Yes.

SGUU. Did that influence your method in preparing

for the examination ?—Certainly.

8G7 0. You found it necessary that they should be

well grounded in the grammar?—I always found this

:

I take greater pains to secure a pass in the grammar
than iu any of the other subjects, for fear they may
fail through a wuut of knowledge of grammar.

SG71. In preparing for the Intermediate examina-
tions, did you train them in framing sentences in

Latin and Greek ?—Yes. On the black board.

SG7-. That was what you used the black board
for ?—For doing the exercises on.

8673. That is, to show them how to construct

sentences in the language you were teaching ?—Yes
;

and if there were any synonymous words, 1 would
ask a number of liovs the variety of words in Greek,
which was principally my subject, for the correspond-

ing English word, to increase their vocabulary.

8G74. Dotlie examinations of the IntermediateBoard
come up to what you meant to convey by a critical

examination?—I think they are as near to it as I
would wish

;
but I think, that the Intermediate ex-

aminations require too much matter for each year. I
believe that the students have not sullicicnt time to
digest the authors; that they are obliged to hurry

over them too rapidly. For my own part I would not
do much more tliau half or two-thirds of the work

8G75. We cannot change the programme; we have
no power to interfere. I want to know |,ow your
teaching was influenced by the character of the ex-
aminations. Did you find it necessary to give the
students a critical” knowledge?—Yes.

8G7G. But in preparing for the Queen’s College
Cork, you did not find it necessary to give then!
“ critical ” informatiou?—No ; merely translation, and
as much grammar as would enable them to under-
stand the author.

8G77. That niiglifcbcagooddealt—1mean wliat would
help them over

;
but their knowledge ofgrammar was

superficial, and I never intended to spend the time at it.

8678. Do you think the students whom you pre-

pared for the examinations of the Intermediate Educa-
tion Board were more thoroughly grounded in die

fundamental principles of the language than those
whom von prepared for Queen’s College, Cork?—Than
those I prepared generally. There were a few of the

Queen’s College students, however, who were quite

equal, if not superior, to some of those that I prepared
for the Intermediate.

8679. Professor Jack.—That particular country

boy—wluit age was lie?—About seventeen or eighteen.

8680. Was he a bright boy or a slow boy?—I can-

not well say. He had average talent I suppose.

8081. A kind of ordinary sort of boy?— Yes.

8G82. Did lie work well during the year he was

preparing with yon ?—He worked fairly.

80s:}. During half the year he presented himself to

you for about three hours in the week ?—Perhaps my
arrangements were a little irregular iu that way.

8GH4. He presented liimself for some time about

three hours in the week?—Three hours in tire week.

8085. Was he three hours iu the week, or was he

reading by himself?—He was preparing for it

8080. He was working hard for the twelve months ?

—Yes. Towards the end he joined a class.

8G87. Dr. StoXey.—

W

as lie instructed by anyone

else during the twelve months than by you ?—No; he

was under no other tutor, and got no other teaching.

8G8S. Chairman.—Is there anything else you wish

to add ?—I wish to say, in reference to these students,

that they jxxssessed as much talent as those that I have

prepared for other examinations, hut when they were

preparing for easy examinations they did not exert

themselves with the same energy as if they were pre-

paring for a more difficult examination.
8G8'J. Professor Jack.—You did not polish them

more than you thought necessary?—It is very easily

undeistood that- when going in for an easy examina-

tion hoys will net work so hard as if they were going

in for a difficult, examination.

The Hon. Taylor Allen examined.

8690. Chairman.—You arc. a former pupil of
Queen’s College, Cork 1—I matriculated in Cork.

S691. I find you got a scliolaiship in aits in

1855-5C 1—Yes, in science.

SG92. You did not graduate at tho College ?—No

;

I never went to a degree.

8093. And you are now in the Indian Civil Sev-
vico ?—Yes.

8G94. You wish to give some evidence to the Com-
mission ?—Yes ;

I desire to speak up for the College.

8095. How long were you there?—I left for India
in 1800. The last year I was practically in Dublin.

8090. Do you recollect the year you matriculated ?—In 1S55 I got a science scholarship at entrance.

8697. And you left in 1860 ?—I left very near 1860.

8698. We will be happy to hear wliat you have to

say ?—I have vory little.

8699. Wliat post do you hold in the Civil Service ?

— I am at present the Legal Remembrancer of the

Government of Bengal, and Member of the Legislative

Council of Lower Bengal.

8700. Did you pass into the Civil Service direct

from the Queen’s College?—Yes; in 1859 I passed

the first examination.

8701. And getting no other preparation except what

you received at Cork?—None whatever.

8702. Wliat do you wish to tell us ?— I wish to tell

you that I have a very high opinion, and feel very

grateful to the Queen’s College, Cork; and I have met

very many men from various universities in India,

and it is not now, but yeare ago, I was particularly

struck by tho apparently superior intellectual capacity

of the men who ciunc from the Queen’s Colleges.

They have abetter grasp of strange subjects. You

see, in India one has to deal with a vast variety o

subjects; to report on all sorts of things; and I have

decidedly formed an opinion that as a preparation lor

that sort of general knowledge the Queen s College

curriculum was admirably suited.

8703. Have you had opportunities in .India- of

meeting with men who had been educated m e
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Queen's Colleges t—Yes ;
I have several friends there

v-lio hold the highest positions iu India nt present

S704. Tliese are the opportunities that give you the

nieans of forming the opinion that you have just told

i i,ave met men from all universities. Up to the

time I went to India none entered the Civil Ser-

vice except from a university, mid consequently

the men I have been drawn into contact with have

been educated at the various English or Irish nuivor-

8
gfuS. Eev. Dr. Molloy.— Could you give the

Commission a general idea of the standard of educa-

tion required from students entering Queen's College,

Cork, iu vour time i—It is along time to remember.

I <*ot a science scholarship at entrance.
c
$70i). I sjieiik of the matriculation examination ?

—

The matriculation examination I passed through easily.

I was sufficiently qualified to puss without dilliculty.

8707. I believe everybody else passed it without

difficulty ?—I do not know that it wius so ; but allow

me to observe the matriculation appeared to me a very

secondary matter. It was the sessional examin-

ation at the eml of the year, determined a man's

promotion. For various reasons I entered the Queen's

College. Cork, after four years of absolute neglect of

classical reading of any kiud. I entered in science on

what I had learned in an English school. Finding myself

incapable of following the classical studies, I dropped

a year, and in that way pulled up iny lee-way. At
the Indian Civil Service Examination I got fair

marks. I do not think students attach much im-

portance to the matriculation, except for losing a

year's time aucl fees.

8708. The students did not attach much importance

to the matriculation 7—I did not think they did ex-

cept for losiug their money. They could always drop

a year.

S70i). Do you happen to remember about the

middle of your career, a Commission was issued by
Her Majesty, to inquire into the standard of educa-

tion iu the Queen’s Colleges 7—I do not reinemlier the
Commission. I remember an attack cm the Queen's
Colleges, and the talk then was that Galway was about
to be abolished.

8710. Chaihmax.—

T

hat was later 7—No; it was
about that time when I was leaving that it was said

that Galway was certainly doomed.
8711. Rev. Dr. Moli.oy.—This Commission sut in

1857 ?—I do not know anything about, it.

8712. At that time, you say students did not at-

tach any importance to matriculation 7—No ; I do
nut say any such tiling. I say that undue impor-
tance has been given iu this matter to the matricula-
tion examination.

8713. Then you do not agree in tho opinion of this
Commission 7—J do not know what the opinion of tho
Commission is.

8714. The matriculation examination “must there-
fore be always maintained at a high standard, as in-

dicating the termination of school education, and the
stoning point of college studies. Nothing could, we
conceive, he more injurious to the interests of educa-
tion than a low standard of matriculation examination
as the preliminary qualification for College pursuits!"
—I entirely differ from that opinion. It is the ses-
aonal examination which determines promotion in the
following year. I may tell the Commission, on the
occasion when I was matriculated, there was a student
who was going in for engineering, and the standard of
engineering was supposed to bo something lower than
the arts standard. He was certainly very backward
to arithmetic, but none the less he matriculated, and
got his education at Queen’s College, Cork. He
managed to pasB his sessional examinations, I met him
the other day at Darjeeling. He was chief engineer
on he Railways north of the Ganges, and one of the
most successful engineers of his standing who went to
India. His name is Walker.

Professor Jack.—This gentleman entered the
portal of Queen’s College, Cork, through the ex-

amination heiug easy, and distinguished himself after- Ddolm.
wards 7—He owed his education to the Queen's College. June as, lasi.

Tf they had turned him out, I do not know what ^
would have happened. He is now certainly one of the tnvlor AUen.
most successful men of his standing.

871G. What is his Christian name?— I cannot re-

collect.

8717. The sessional at that time was at tho end of
every year?—Yes. In October, 1855, Walker was
admitted.

8718. Francis Walker is the name
;
he got an hon-

orary degree iu 1882 !—I met another engineer, Ledger,
going through college at the same time. He is now
assistant-sccrotary of the public works department
attached to the railways. His engineering education
was got at the Queen’s College.

8719. Your observation al>out the broader educa-

tion you find these men got, perhaps you could ex-

plain it. The education covers I suppose a larger and
wider number of subjects wlucli opened their minds
more?—It puts them in the way of getting more
accurate knowledge of a variety of matters. You
have iu the course natural history. Now a distin-

guished scholar may not know a bit about it.

8720. In Oxford and Cambridge you will get that

now and then 7—There is a certain amount of meta-

physics and logics in the course. It coiues iu as a ne-

cessary part of the education more in the Queen's than
elsewhere.

8721. Your impression from the results of that

education was that it was so wide as to broaden tlieir

minds and make them completely all-round men 7—
They were educated in the proper sense of the word.

Tlieir intellectual faculties were developed, and ifthey
wanted to go deep into a strange matter they knew
where to look for information. I do not know whether
other things entered in

;
but, us a fact, myuoquaintances,

educated iu tiro Queen's Colleges, are the most success-

ful men in India now. I can give the names ifnecessary

—two Judges of the High Court, one iu Bombay, and
the other in Calcutta. Mr. O. Kinealy, Judge of tho

High Court in Calcutta, was educated iu Queen’s

College, Galway. I will not say what his character is

there, but the fact that lie is Judge of the High Court
is enough. Another distinguished Galway student,

Macaulay, commenced liis career in Iudia as my
assistant, and he is undoubtedly the most successful

man who went out to India.

8722. Those came from Galway after it was sup-

liosed to be doomed 7—Subsequent to the period of

abolition. There is another msui from Belfast,

Secretary of the Financial Department of the Govern-
ment of India, D‘Bai-l>ouv, a couple of years junior to

me. I am speakiiig merely of the Bengal men. Then
there is West, who was educated at Queen's College,

Galway.
8723. Dr. Mahston.—Pardon my asking, but the

position yon hold in Iudia is one of eminence and
responsibility 7—It is the highest legal appointment

under the Government of Lower Bengal I sav under

the Government of Lower Bengal. The High Court

is under tho Government of India. That is the only

appointment considered superior.

872-i. Do you wish the Commission to infer that

you owe your success to Queen’s College, Cork, in a

great measure, apart from natural capacity ?—I won’t

put the capacity highest, hut I say that iudustry and

the education 1 got at Queen’s College undoubtedly

did it.

8725. And you wish them to draw a similar

inference ns to the other distinguished men you
have mentioned 7—I think it is enough to answer

for myself. I aui quite sure the others would not

have gone to India, if it had not been for the Queen’s

Colleges.

8726. Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou did not take a degree in

the Queen’s University 7—No.
8727. Neither did Mr. Walker, and these are two

of the many instances iu which the success uf the

education given iu the Colleges enabled men to get out
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dobux. into life before they had taken their degrees ?—About

June is, 1884. my case, it was simply that after the first year at

-— collegeldetermined to go in for the Indinn Civil Service,

Tavlor Allen and I subordinated everything to the subjects likely

to succeed there. I paid greater attention to classics

than was necessary to go through the curriculum,

and I omitted other subjects that were in the curri-

culum.

8728. How many years were you in Queen's
College, Cork ?—I entered in 1855, and my studies in
Queen’s College, Cork, were over in 1859.

8729. Professor Jack.—

I

suppose you may have
noticed that the opinions expressed by a Commission
are sometimes fallible 1—1 fancy the opinion of a Com-
mission is generally the resultant of a variety 0f
forces.

Rev. J. E.

Keffu.

The Rev. J. E. ReffA re-examined.

8730. Chairman.—You are anxious to give us some

further evidence 1—The last time yon kindly asked me
to speak about the success ofour school. I hail mixed

up my evidence with a great many other schools, as I

clid not wish to speak simply of our school only, and

on that account I could not put my hand directly on
the results as they were, except in a very imperfect

way, and so I thought it was better to defer the matter

until I should look over the subject.

8731. You gave us a number of instances the

other day which you were good enough to say you
would hand in as soon as tables were prepared. Is

that the class of evidence you now wish to offer 1—No.
You asked me that at the beginning, in order to refute

some statement which had been made, and which at

that time it was not in keeping with the scope of the

Commission that I should give evidence to refute

—

some statement that had been made down hi Cork
as to the teaching of tire schools, it being said that

there was no decent teaching outside the Queen’s Col-

lege.

8732. What do you wish to lay before us now?—

I

wish to speak, from my own knowledge of our school,

about the teaching and the quality of the teaching.

8733. I understood you did tell us all about that ?

—

No. I did not say anything on that.

8734. Professor Jack.—I thought a great deal was
said about it ?—Only our own school.

8735. Chairman.— Do you want us to see the very
successful and good teaching hi your school by
referring us to the success of your pupils in the
examinations of the Intermediate Education Board mid
the Civil Sen-ice ?—The Civil Service and the Royal
University.

8736. We will take from you any tables that yon
are good enough to give us t—If you allow me to sum-
marize in two words what I have to say. In the In-
termediate examinations, out of 392 exhibitions
awarded in June we had eighty-eight exhibitions.
There were twenty-three medals.

8737. We must take care that the evidence is kept
within reasonable limits, and we cannot allow this
Commission to be made the means of advertising any
particular school ?—I did not like to do so the other
time.

8738. And, therefore, I will ask you now simply
to hand in the table without giving any encourage-
ment as to its appearing or not

;
but I may tell you on

my own part and on the part of the other memuers of
the Commission, that we have in the printed reports of
the Intermediate examinations, and in the reports of
other public bodies, abundant evidence of the success
of the teaching of the French College, Blackrock.

8739. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I think it would answer
all purposes if you hand in a complete list, such as
will represent the success of your college, and the Com-
missioners will give it every consideration.

8740. Cka irman.—

C

ertainly.

8741. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

f you wish to make a
few general remarks in reference to your list, I think
the Commissioners will hear it.

8742. Professor Jack.—There is no use going into
detail here.

87 43. Chairman.—It rendei-s thenotes ofinordinate
length?—I wish to refer to one case in the junior
grade, in 1879, when the student got 158th place

;

now, to show you the unfairness to our students who
do not go to the Queen’s Colleges

S744. We have nothing to do with that. The other

day you read out some instances, and promised to hand
in tables which were offered bv you, mid intended to

show that boys who succeeded badly in the Inter-

mediate examinations, nevertheless, when they went
to the Queen’s College, got on very well there. Is this

case that you are going to give us now a case of that

class, or an additional one ?—It is an additional one, and
considered in a different light. I am pi-epared to show

that this boywho gotascholarship in the Queen’s College

immediately after the Junior Grade Examination got

158th place in the junior grade. Another got 125

places above him, in the junior grade, in 1879. He
went through a regular course, spent three years at an

intermediate school and went through the middle grade,

in which he go t an exhibition, and in the senior grade he

got the twenty-second place. He failed to get an exhibi-

tion. because there were only fifteen given. Then he

matriculated in the Royal University, and when he

camo to tire Royal University lie got only a second

exhibition, which was worth .£12, after three years’

additional training.

8745. Did he go to the Queen’s College ?—No, he

remained with us.

8746. We can only take evidence whei-e there is a

point of contact between the French College, and one

of the Queen’s Colleges ?—The point of contact here

is the difference of standing these two students held in

the junior grade, one got 158th pluce, and he went

directly after, going no further, to the Queen’s College,

and the other remained behind for three years longer,

got a training, and at the end of his training lie entered

the Royal University, and lie did not in the Royal

University get more than a second class exhibition.

8747. That is a vei y serious question, but it has not

been referral to ns to determine. I want you to under-

stand, as I tried to explain to you the other day, that

we are here inquiring into only a limited number of

matters. We are most anxious to give you the fullest

opportunity of telling us everything which you consider

comes within the range of these four matters. We
give you now the opportunity of sending ns any table

which will show the result of the teaching in the Black-

rock Colleges. That seems to me to be what you want.

You want, as you said the other day, to refute the state-

ment, that there were no good schools in Ireland. We
will take the table from you ;

but a table of that kind is

much more easily understood, and mastered, than taking

it viva voce from the lips of a witness?—I wish to refer

to a question. The last time I spoke about a student

having been taken away at a very early age. I men-

tioned two cases. I thought the question was buned

about this,whether children have been taken away from

us. I have now a third case on the list that I forgot to

mention, because it has reference to a case in the Queen s

College, Cork, where the student left us.

8748. Dr. Stoney.—Put down his name please?—

(
Uantls in the name). He was twelve years of age

when he enteral, in September, 1875.

8749.. Professor Jack.

—

Entered what?—With us.

He left us in July, 1875. No. I find now he did not

matriculate until 1877. ,

8750. Chairman.—Had you tho same system of

registration as to age that you described the other

day. You took his name down from his own bps?

—Yes, he entered the Queen’s College, Cork, after

leaving us. ,

8751. What age would he be then ?—Thirteen ana
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hilf I may say that he and the two others I referred in competition for university honours and exhibitions, Dublin.

to were in the same class, and he was a very intelligent Beeing tliat your students have passed through a com- June is, mi
. pletc course of intermediate education before beginning

S'52. What amount, of knowledge had he when he their university studies 1—I think it is only natural
; gJJ*

'

ieft you ! A very fan- amount. if he is fit to be prepared, the longer a man is being

$753. Would it have been sufficient to pass the prepared the better lie will lie prepar ed,

iiinior "rade in the intermediate examinations do you 8770. Your system of education is to cany your

tbiuk £-0h, yes, the junior grade, he would have boys through a complete course of school work, and

nassed that. then to send them on to the university college 7—As
*8754. Do I understand tliat you think he was much long as we are allowed.

too voimg to l»e taken from school, and begin a 8771. And you find the result to be tliat when they

university course 7—I think so. come to the university classes they are able to carry

8755. Do you wish to say anything about the away an exceptionally large proportion of honoiu-s and
mathematical sizarship that was mentioned the other exhibitions at the examinations of the Itoyal Univer-

day ! I do not attach much importance to it, but the sity 1—I think our results show that.

cose was this—reference was made the other day to the 8772. You promised to hand in a table, setting

student who presented himself at the late sizarship forth in detail the results you have obtained at the

examination in Trinity College, Dublin. Ho failed by examinations of the Itoyal University, in illustration

a few marks to get the sizarship, and it was stated of this matter 7—Yes.

that liewas prepared in the Queen’s College, Galway. 8773. Have you got the list with you 7—I have.

That is not quite correct. He had been in Galway, he the scholarships of the University. (Hands in

entered there I forget what year. document.)

875(5. Was he* in Bluckrock College 7—He left 8774. Are there any professors at your college who
Galway; he got a scholarship there the hint year are examiners in the .Royal University?—There are

and the second year; then he entered the Royal not, and we think it is lather a great grievance.

University for the second university examination, 8775. Do you think tliat your students compete for

and failed to get honours
;

then lie came to us honours and exhibitions at the Royal University under

in October, 1883, after his Royal University exam- a great disadvantage against those colleges whose pro-

inatiou, so that he was with us the whole year, and lessors are members of the examining board of the

I must say that when he came to us liis mathematical Royal University 7—They compete most successfully,

knowledge was fair, but, at the same time, it was not still at a great disadvantage. They have not had the

sufficient to enable him to proceed. benefit of the lectures, and, I might say in very many
8757. He was mentioned by Mr. Tyrrell yesterday 7 cases, of the “grinding” of the examiners, and thus

—Dr. Maguire mentioned him. For the Itoyal they come up utter strangers to the method aiul the

University they are allowed to select a sjiccial course
;

system of these examiners, which must come out in

one of them is mathematics and mathematical physics, the examination papers set by these professors,

for the 11.A., bnt they must take honours. 877 G. .Tt is stated in a passage of the Scotch

875S. Did this gentleman study mathematics with University Commission, which was quoted here yes-

yon !—He was a whole year with us. terdsiy, tliat no board of examiners can conduct their

8759. And studied mathematics with you?—To the examination with fairness to the students, unless they

very last day before entering Trinity College. have liad some share in the teaching of those students.

8760. That seems to mo tube all that we want now 7 Do you agree with that view?—I do, to some extent,

—Except this in this way, if the University, as I said already, is one
87G1. I know

;
it was repeated to us tliat ho had homogeneous body, that is, if all the students partake

gone from Galway, and now we have the fact that he of the same teaching and the professor has the same
wns nearly a year with you studying mathematics in . interest in all the candidates. I believe, however, that

the meantime !—Yes. examiners taken outside the uuiversity, but who have
8762. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I believe students come had experience in teaching the same subjects, being

from your intermediate school to the several grades of along with the professors of the class examined, would
the Intermediate examinations 7—Yes. give on additional value to the examinations.

8703. You do not generally prepare them for the 8777. Supposing the view of the Scotch Connnis-
examiiiations of the Royal University uutil they have sioners to be adopted, and the examining board to be
passed through the successive grades of the lutormo- composed of professors engaged in teaching, do you
diate course !—•We do not. think tbit a eollege is placed at a very special disad-

87 G4. You have seut up a great number of students vantage if none of its professors are placed on the
both for the matriculation examination, and the first board!—Most certainly, a great disadvantage and a
university examination, and the second university ex- great injustice.

“uination of the Royal University?—We have. 8778. Chairman.—May we take it that those seve-

8765. And they have been very successful in gaining ral students who have got honours passed thoir exam-
honours and exhibitions, os mentioned already ?—So inations direct from your college 7—Oh 1 yes.
they have. S779. Professor Jack.—In all cases 7—Yes.

8766. I believe tliat the proportion ot thoso who 8780. Does io appear in the face of the return?

—

obtained honours and exhibitions was exceptionally In the calendar.
large as compared with the number of thoso that 8781. Chairman.—Does it appear on the face of
went iip ?—Very much so. it 7

8767. Do you think that this extraordinary success 8782. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It will appear in the
which you have bad in gaining honours and exhibitions Royal University calendar!

—
"With this exception,

m the Royal University is due to the fact that before perhaps, there may be one or two who matriculated
your students begin their university course they have from another college, but entered with us after xuatricul-

P««ed through a complete school course 1—Most cer- ating in auother college.
“by

; the most successful amongst them are thoso 8783. Chairman.—

F

or instance, you begin with a
that have studied longest. number of students who preseuted themselves at ex-

8768. We shall have all the particulars in your amination in arts at the Royal University in 1883,

I

e8, We heard yesterday from Father Delany that and the number who passed!—Yes.
siarge number of students commence their university 8784. What we want to ascertain is whether when
nudies in Queen’s College, Cork, and Queen’s College, they went up for examination they went from your

a^t6r Posing the junior grade of the Inter- school!—Certainly.
exammat^ons 1—I believe so. 8785. Look over the list and see if it is so with

. ,
you not think it quite natural, and a thing respect to all these names. It would be more con-

6 ei-pected, that your students should defeat them venient if you took the list and looked over it at your
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leisure, and appended a statement that those students

passed directly from Blackrock College 1— I will do

that when it is not the case. 1 gave the names of

those who were reading in the College at the time

with the honours they got.

8786. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You stated that you also

sent up a number of students who successfully passed

examinations of the Indian Civil Service and other

examining boards 1—Yes.

8787. Have you given in a list of these 1—It is

simple enough, it is not very long.

87S8. Chairman'.—

Y

ou gave a little printed list;

that does not do it
;

it simply states the number of

exhibitions won hy a certain number of schools. What
we want is the names and the dates.

8789. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The date at which the stu-

dents left your College and the date at which they passed

the examinations, because we attach great importance

to the relation between these two dates 1—There was

one in 1875.

8790. Chairman*.—I am afraid I do not convey the

difference between a table and oral evidence. We do not

want this on our notes at all. We want you to make
out the table and hand it in.

8791. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You consider the exami-

nations of the Intermediate Education Board a good

test of the proficiency of the students examined ?—

I

think so, anil the principle of it is this, when all our

students come out in the Intermediate examination,

just in the order in which we would place them our-

selves, with perhaps a difference of one or two that

are higher or lower than we would plaee them. I

spoke of previous places obtained hy students coming

from the same class in our own school, but on the

whole, I think, the results answer exactly our own
forecast before we send in the hoys, and the places

they get at the sessional examinations with us.

8792. I was also going to ask whether you consider

the examinations of the Royal University, so far as

you have had experience of them, a good test of the

proficiency of the students examined?—I think so.

The standard, I think, is rather high in which they

are examined, but they can make fairly through

in it. They may possess more knowledge than they

can show as they are not examined in every thiug they

know hut if they have any knowledge of the subjects

they are examined in, they can show it
;
and their

places at the Intermediate as well as the Royal Univer-
sity gauge that knowledge.

8793. As a general rule, do those students who
stand highest in point of edneatiou, come out highest

also in the results of the Royal University examin-
ations 1—Invariably.

S794. Dr. Stoney.—I omitted one name the other
day iit asking you about the candidates from your
school who took honours in French or German at the
Royal University. Do you know where Mr. Denis
Cainan comes from ?—That is one of the cases I referred

to. He matriculated in another school and entered
with us after matriculation.

8795. Is he an Irish lad?—Certainly.

8796. And he was the only Irish lad’ from your

college that took honours iu either French or
in the Royal University ?—No. ™8797.

We went over* them all cxceptim- him
Edmond Jules Pariset is the first?— With your per.
mission, Mr. Chairman, I do not think that that has
much to ilo with the case at all, except it is meant to
convey tiiat we caunot teach French to anyone except
he is French. I will give yon proof of the contrary.

I shall ask leave to refer to the Intermediate list, I
cannot see the bearing of ymir question on the scope
of the Commission whether the standard of the Queen's
Colleges is what it ought to be.

879S. Chairman.

—

I. beg your pardon, you must
allow us to consider whether it is or not.

8799. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Will you kindly answer
the question ;

it is a simple q uestiuu of fact?—it may 1*
others did liotgo iu in French. Calnan is not a foreigner*

the students having a choice between Greek and Latin,

and French and German, took up such subjects as they

were likely to score highest in. I pointed out the

last day Paiiset's being a foreigner, and that lie took

first place iu Latin, as well as Hint in French
; more-

over, in the Intermediate examination of the same

year, he was third in English, in the senior grade, with

1,086 marks out of a possible 1,200.

8800. Will you look at the matriculation list of

1883, in the calendar. Have you got the matriculation

with honours for 1883. Look at the list of honours in

French
;
the first name is Edmond Jules Pariset?

—

Yes.
8801. Now look at the first place in honours in

Latin, and tell me what name is there?—It is the very

same, it is Edmond Jules Pariset.

2802. Do you think is a Frenchman placed at some

disadvantage, in beiug examined iu Latin through the

English language ?— I think so
;

I answered the ques-

tion the last time.

8803. Look at the honours in English, and see who i9

first of the second class honours in English in the Royal

University ?—Edmond Jules Pariset was the fourth on

the whole list.

8804. Do you think that a French hoy coming up

for examination in an Irish University, iu the English

language, was placed in circumstances ofsome difficulty,

as competing with Irish boys in that language?—

I

should think so.

8S05. You would not object to an Irish boy getting

honours in Celtic ?—No.
8806. Professor Jack How long has the French

boy been at the French College, Blackrock ?—He came

in 1880.

8807. Therefore, when he presented himself in 1883,

he had been three years therewith you I—Yes, he gradu-

ated with us
;
he got an exhibition the very first year,

and very high marks in English the first year, though

he knew no English when he came. He got the

second exhibition in his grade the next year.

8808. You need not trouble us with his history ?

—

Very well.

8809. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Yon teach French boys

English, and English boys French ?—Yes sir, and Ger-

man too.

Michael Buckley, esq., recalled.

8810. Chairman.—You wish to offer an explanation

in reference to the evidence you gave yesterday?

—

As regards the boy whom I prepared in mathematics
as well as classics, perhaps it may have been two years
he was with me instead of one.

8811. Dr. Stoney.—-Was that this candidate (indi-

cating the name) ?—Yes.

8812. Professor Jack.—That was the boy we asked

about,yousaid had been twelve monthswithyou?—Yes.
8813. Chairman.—Whether a boy was reading one

year or two years would make a very serious differ-

ence. We would be very glad to know which is

correct ?—It was only yesterday I thought of coming
for this examination.

8814. You think it is two years?—I am not very

sure whether it is one or two years. I will look up

my note hook, and by some little entries I shall be

able to infer that probably it was two years instead of

one.

8815. Professor JaCk.—

Y

our impression is it was

two years, but you can ascertain the fact ?—Yes.

8816. Chairman.—You need not trouble yoimalf

to come back, but you can write a line to our secretary

—I will be able to ascertain.

8817. Professor Jack.—

A

re there any other fart*

which are in the same way doubtful ?—I am doub

ful about any thing else.
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Submit.

William K. Sullivan, esq., d.sc., m.r.i.a., President of Queen’s College, Cork, recalled. June js, me.

8818. Chairman—Yon wish to make nnexplanntion,

Dr. Sullivan ?—There has been a good deal of stress

laid upon the diminution of the number attending the

jtovnl University in the medical faculty -with regard to

the' first university examination in arts.

S819. There has been 1—If you like, I have a table

of the result for 1883, showing ns affecting Cork, how

the tiling is telling. For example, for the degree

examination in medicine there were fifteen Cork men
passed out of a total of fifty-two

;
and sixteen in the

second examination out of sixty-two. Now, all those

men came in under the Queen’s University. The
moment we come to the first examination, out of forty-

five there is a drop to six. These men came in under

the Royal University. In the same way, for the

diploma of obstetrics, out of a total of eighteen, Cork

takes fourteen ;
and in surgery, out of forty-four,

Cork takes eighteen. All those are under the former

system, while under the new out of forty-five but six

came in.

8820. Do you think, so far as yon can form an
opinion, that such diminution is likely to continue ?

—

I hope not, but you see the chaos that is in the

minds of the students at present has produced that

effect.

8821. Perhaps you are not able to form an opinion.

Do you think the hint examination in arts will have

a deterrent effect on students so far as the Royal William K.

University is concerned?—I think so. I maintained Sullivan, esq.,

that up to the last division. Wo had many divi-
l>sc'’ H 'n ‘ , 'A '

sions on the subject, and I still hold it will com-
pletely break down the medical department of the

Royal University. I am sorry, because I would
wish it to bo the other way.

8S22. Professor Jack.—I suppose you do not
think there is time to know what the effect of the
Royal University regulations on medicine may bo ?

—

I do not. I gave totals showing a sort of recovery
taking place in the Colleges. This boars on the point,,

seeing that after a little time recovery is beginning
to be effected.

882:5. *At the present moment you cannot tell

whether it is going to be permanent or temporary, or
whether it is going to go up as high as it was ?—No,
I will put in the table, comparing the number at

matriculations and first and second examinations in

arts for each province, for three years, in the Royal
University, and distinguishing, in those provinces,

the position of the Colleges as regards schools, it

shows a tendency to recover.

SS24. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—I think that clearly

would be evidence, but at all events we will receive

the paper and consider it afterwards ?—It is simply a
return taken from the documents.

William J. M. Staiucie, esq., b.a., Cantab., examined.

SS25. Chairman.—I believe yon are one of the
professors of classics in University College, Stephen’s-
green ?—Yes.

8S26. And a B.A. of Trinity College, Cambridge?
—Yes.

8827. Where were you educated ?—In several

schools. I began at a private school in Cork kept
by Dr. Knight..

8828. Do you recollect what year you entered Dr.
Knight's school?—In October, 1872.
8829. When did you leave it?—I left in December,

1875.

8830. Where did you go to after you left Dr.
Knight’s school?—To Clongowcs Wood College, in
January, 1870, and I remained there till June—the
end of the summer term.

8831. Did you study in any other school ?—After
that, in September, I went to Kingstown school.

8832. Dr. Stacpoole’s, I suppose ?—It was kept by
Dr. Chambers at that time. I remained there till

just before Easter, 1877.
8833. Where did you go to from that ?—After a

muple ofmonths I went to Shrewsbury Royal School,
in June, 1877.

8834. How long did you remain there ?—A little

over three years, until July, 1880.
8835. You then went to Cambridge?—I then went

to Cambridge.

8836. How long were you in Cambridge?—I took
my degree in Cambridge last June.

8837. What position in the tripos did you take ?—First class.

^8838. You got a foundation scholarship ?—I entered
Trinity College before I left school, in April, 1880, as
a minor scholar, that is, before entering college.

^8839. Professor Jack.

—

By competition?—Bycom-

Chairman.

—

Do you recollect, whilst at Dr.
irinpit’s, whether any boys from his schoool used to

time to time to Queen’s College, Cork ?—-I
mstinctly remember that a good number used to go—
froin six to ten every year. I remember as many as ten
one year certainly.

8841.

Are you able to tell us in what state of pre-
P1 ess were the boys?—Of course the boys that

used to go up there for matriculation had been pre-

pared in a book of Virgil ox* something like that,

and a little of Xeuoplion, and a little grammar. But
their knowledge of Virgil, as one gentleman said

to day, was derived almost entirely from Dr. Giles’

“crib." At least that was sufficient knowledge to

enable them to pass.

8842. Do you recollect any particular instance in

which a boy got a scholarship whilst at Dr. Knight’s ?

—Not whilst I was there. I remember the case of a

boy one or two classes below me, and he obtained in
classics a literary scholai-ship in 1876. I came across

him afterwards a first year’s scholar in 1877. He
must have taken it in 1876.

8843. What class in the school was it ?—I really

forget what class they called it.

8844. Dr. Stoney.—What age were you at that

time?—I was fifteen at Christmas, 1875.

8845. Chairman.—Looking back to the amount of

knowledge the boys had when you were there, do you
think the six or eight boys who used to go up every

year were fit to commence university study ?—Well,

it depends altogether on what subjects they took up.

S846. Take Latin, for example?—I should think
the lectures they would have been able to follow must
have been exceedingly elementary.

8847. Did you attend any lectures in Cork ?—Yes

;

I attended lectures in Cork after leaving Kingstown
school. I was in doubt after leaving Kingstown
school, and it was suggested to me by Mr. Purser,

of Trinity College, who was my tutor at Kingstown,

that I should go to Portora. When I went to Cork
I called on Professor Bonlger, and ho advised me, in

the meantime, to attend lectures in Cork.

8848. I do not want you to go into details ?—

1

attended lectures for six weeks.

8849. Were they elementary lectures ?—Distinctly

elementary.

8850. What was the class of pupils ?—First year’s

scholars. He tried to get an M.A. class, and found it

was not practicable, so he asked me to read with the

first year's scholars. Of course they had the books

for the second examination. I read only Greek, a

play of Euripides and Demosthenes.

8851. When you say the lectures were elementary,

William .1. If.

StnrUic, esq.,

* See Appendix III. B., Nos. 18, 19, 20.
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wliat do you mean]—lie never touched ou higher

scholarship, but confined himself mainly to translation

of the authors and parsing, and touched a little on

the elementary rules of syntax.

8852. Dr. Stoxey.—That "was first year 1—Yes.

8853. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—How many years did

you spend at school, after you left Dr. Knight’s, before

you went to a university college 1—Five years.

8854. When you went to Cambridge did you get a

scholarship ?—I got a minor scholarship first, and was

elected to a foundation scholarship afterwards.

8855. We have been told that it is easier to get

a scholarship in Cambridge than in Queen’s Col-

lege, Galway 1—I do not know anything about

Galway.
8856. Is it easier than in Cork 1—There are seven-

teen colleges in Cambridge, and the scholarships vary

in difficulty.

SS57. Speaking of Trinity College, wliat would you

say 1—I know it took me live years’ extra reading to

get one.

885S. Could yon have matriculated in Queen’s

College, Cork, at the time you left Dr. Knight's 1—Dr.

Knight asked me to go for scholarship in 1875, and
held out all possibility of success.

8859. Hail you to pass a matriculation examination

in Trinity College, Cambridge 1—I got a minor scholar-

ship, aud that covered it. Those who did not get a

scholarship, if they did sufficiently well, and satisfied

the examiners, were allowed through without further

examination.

88G0. Can you give a general idea of the standard re-

quired for matriculation in Trinity College, Cambridge!
—There were only a certain number of vacancies each

examination, and no matter what number of boys came
up only a certain number could pass

;
but they never

allow anybody to pass unless they satisfy the examiners

they would be able to pass the first university exami-

nation, called little-go in Cambridge.

8801. Isitoueof the results of the high standard

of matriculation in Trinity College, Cambridge, that

they have a very high class of scholars 1—The matricu-

lation hud nothing to do with the scholars.

88G2. They get students of a high class for scholar-

ships 1—I never remember a case of a man failing to

get his degree from Trinity College, Cambridge.
8863. Professor Jack.

—

In consequence of the great

pressure at Trinity College they are able to pick their

men!—Certainly. They have as many as 170 or 180
vacancies, and I have known 600 go in for them.

886 4. Those that stand high get in. There are many
colleges in which there is no matriculation 7—I do not
think there are many. I am not very certain. The
principal colleges in Cambridge always have.

8865. In my time it was in Trinity and John’s they
had matriculation, but changes since that may have
occurred

1

?—In some colleges, like Jesus’, they allow a
man in if he has the reputation of being a good oar or
a good cricketer.

8866. Do they make that a sort of gymnastic matri-
• dilation ?—Certainly. Someone at Jesus started the
idea of having a tripos in athletics.

8867. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—It appears that in some
(Colleges a high standard ofmatriculation is maintained;
in other colleges no examination is required for matri-
culation 1— Certainly.

8868. Would you say there is a higher standard of
education in the colleges where there is a higher*

standard of matriculation as compared with the others 1

—It is very hard to speak of the knowledge of pass

men in Cambridge. The pass men are the oi voXKol
They are put into classes in alphabetical order. They
are told they have got through. The little-go every-

body hud to pass, both honour and pass men. After that

examination the classes were divided, and there was

the sharpest possible line drawn between honour men
and passmen.

8869. How many would be plucked at the little-go

in Cambridge ?—It is veiy hard to say.

8870. What proportion ?—I have known as many
os 1,000 men go up, and GOO get through.

3

8871. What would be the proportion of those that
go up from Trinity College, Cambridge !—I never
inquired into the point; but I remember the case of a
man failing to pass the little-go in the first year.

8872. Therefore the proportion of those that pass

to those examined is nearly 100 per cent, in Trinity

and about GO per cent, in the University generally.

Does not this show that a higher standard of education
prevails at Trinity ?—I think so. Of course in Col-

leges like Jesus, they cultivate athletics very much.
Those men are never asked to pass examinations, I
believe.

8873. Professor Jack.—

N

ot even sessional exami-

nations?—I do not think so certainly.

8874. I should a little doubt the statement?—

I

have known a man not take his degree for twelve

years. In Trinity if a man does not take his degree

before the end of his third year lie is sent down.
8875. There are a good many pass men at Trinity?

—Yes.
8876. In spite of the matriculation a great many

elect ultimately to pass ?—They must elect in the first

term. Those who go in for high honours are almost all

scholar's of the College. Of course I refer only to

candidates for honour's in tiro classical and mathe-

matical triposes.

8877. Would you have any means of judging

whether the proportion of puss men to honour men in

Trinity was higher or lower than elsewhere?—I think

it was higher.

8878. You say the proportion was higher?—I say

the pass men are more numerous than honour men,

but I mean that out of tiro whole class of students

more in proportion went in for honours in Trinity

than any other College.

8879. In consequence of their being picked men?

—Picked men for all the classes. They try for

scholarships in Trinity, as the scholarships are more

valuable than in the other colleges, aud they get the

picked men of course.

8880. Looking at the honour men in Cambridge,

would not the small colleges take a good place as

compared with Trinity 7—I can only speak of the

classical tripos, and in tlio first class there are generally

from nine to fourteen men, and in the class of fourteen

I have known seven Trinity men.
8881. On the other- hand, you have known three

Trinity men?—-That is very unusual.

8882. It varies?—Of course it is uncertain.

8883. I suppose Trinity would have about one-third

of tire University, or not as much as that, about one-

fourth ?—I think the undergraduates number over

2,500, and there aro ?somethmg under 600 in Trinity.

In my year there were 572.

8884. Dr. Stoney.—Thejudgments that you formed

in reference to Queen's College, Cork, were formed at

an early age—Yes, of course by the light of later

years.

8885. How many years did you study after that

before you entered Cambridge ?—Five years.

888G. So that those judgments about Queen’s

College, Cork, were formed by a boy five years

before he entered college himself? — I can speak

of the knowledge I had at that time, and I can

say that a student in a lower class than I was

got a scholarship in Queen’s College, and that was

five years before I entered Cambridge. So it took me

five years extra reading.

Dublin.

June 35, 1884.

William .T. M.
Starkly, esq.,
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Charles Frederick Knight, esq., m.d., m.ch., q.u.i., examined.

8887. Dr. Marston.—You tire a gmclnato in medi-

ae in the Queen’s University 1—1 am, and also an

Jf.Cli. and physician of Mercer’s Hospital.

8383 . Do you hold any professorial chair 1—Yes, in

the theory and practice 0f medicine and lithology, and

I am a Dublin grinder.

8S89. Did you study at one of the Queen’s Colleges?

—Yes, at the Queen’s College, Cork.

8890. How long did you study there 1—I studied

three years in the College, but I have boon connected

with the College and University for over twenty

years.

8891. Did you study anywhere else thuu in Cork 1

—

Yes • in London, and nlso in Dublin.

8892. Have you had opportunities of seeing the.

hospitals of London, Dublin, Cork, and other places?

—Many opportunities—very many.
8893" Can you brieily state the impression yon

hare formed in your own mind as regards the oppor-

tunities of education offered at those places respec-

tively?—The opportunities offered in Queen’s College,

Cork, arc remarkably good—in fact, for butter than in

Dublin in many subjects
; in some subjects they are

not so good. In my time the clinical surgery in Cork

was not at all good compared with what it is in Dub-
lin

;
the clinical medicine was much bettor.

8S94. What time was that?—Between 1872 and

1875. The materia medica in my time was very bad,

but the next year it was exceptionally good, and has

been good ever since. Anatomy was very good

;

physiology was very good, but histology was not good.

That 1ms been also improved. We had then no liisto-

logical museum, hut the year before last I paid a visit

to Cork, I found that was altogether improved, and
they have now a splendid museum—in fact, far better

opportunities for studying histology in Cork than in

Dublin.

8895. What would you say about the physiological

laboratory in Cork ?—It is excellent
;

it could nob be
better.

S896. As I inspected it recently, I should lie glad

of your opinion to see how far it corroborates mine ?

—

The histological laboratory in Cork is exceedingly good,
and for exceeding anything we have in Dublin, with
one or two exceptions.

8807. I am speaking of the physiological laboratory ?

—Yes.

8898. What wouldyou say of tho opportunities Cork
offers as a medical college as compared with other

colleges?—I would put it at the very first. If I were
proceeding to study again, I would certainly study at
Queen's College, Cork.

8899. The collegiate part of the course in the faculty
of medicine is very good. Is it as good as regards
the hospital practice 1—No.

8900. Would you say that, in tho nuinbor and
variety of the cases the teaching in the hospitals was
equal to the collegiate part—that is, the theoretical
part of it ?—Certainly not.

8901. Then would you recommend a man to remain
there the whole time or not ?—I would recommend a
man to come to Dublin the last year.

8902. And if he did, how would he turn out?

—

He would turn out a well-educated medical man.
8903. In every way ?—In every way.

.
Have you had any opportunities of compar-

ing the Queen’s College students with those from
other schools L—Yes. I have annually about 200
students passing through my class-room, and of
those about 100 are university students. Until very
recently from 80 to 100 were Queen’s University

rf

0
+L"

was nearly the principal branch in Dublin
the Queen’s University. Since the Royal has come

into vogue, a great number of the students who came
up for the Queen's go to Edinburgh. There are
several reasons for that. One is that men now, if
rejected in June, cannot present themselves again for

o ve months unless specially recommended by the

examiners. Men don’t care to bo rejected for twelve
months. If rejected for two or three months it does nob
so much matter, but it docs not do a man any good to

be idle, doing nothing for twelve months. Then a great
manyof them postpone theirexaminations until Septem-
ber in the. hope of reading up a little more. During that

time they find there are very few cases in hospital,

tho medical schools are closed, and they hare no
opportunities of increasing their knowledge, and, in-

stead of their knowledge increasing, it generally
diminishes, so tlmt they find they are still unprepared
in September. Tho result is that they don’t go in in

September, but go to Edinburgh iu October.

8905. Do many men go in for the licences of cor-

porations rather than become medical graduates of

universities 1—A great many of late years, for the last

three years the tendency is to go to corporations.

890G. Can you explain tho reason of that—nn easier

examination, an easier course, and less expensive than
the other ?—One objection to the Royal University is

tlmt which I have stated, that the men are rejected in

many cases for twelve months and they have in case of

rejection to pay then fees over again, that was not the
cose in the Queen's University.

8907. But ifthere was a just cause of rejection would
they be fit to present themselves again in the course

of a few months ?—Certainly. I call to mind a man
rejected in June who pnssed with honours in Septem-

ber, having been allowed in. There is another objec-

tion to the uuiversity course. I strongly object to a
modern language, I do not think that a modern
language is essential for a medical man, I think it is

far better for him to learn Latin and Greek aud get an
English education. It is quite impossible in two or

three months—I must use the worn “ cram ”—to try

and cram a modem language into a man, and it is

quite impossible for men from Connemara to learn

French in three months.

8908. Would it not he equally impossible to cram
him with Greek in the same time ?—I should not cram
in that.

8909. But if he obtained some knowledge, however
mengro it was, of a continental language there is

reasonable probability, I think, that hewould prosecute

his study of it as he advanced in life
;
the tendency

would be to travel in these days ?—My experience is

the reverse, he burns the book, gets rid of it or sells it,

and he never looks at French again.

8910. The examination has been too much for him 1

—Yes and a modem language has deterred many men
from proceeding with the university course, they have
actually passed in all other subjects.

8911. Do you think Greek has any deterrent influ-

ence or not ?—I think not.

8912. But you think the modem language has ?

—

Yes.
8913. Do you think that a good knowledge of Latin,

a slight knowledge of Greek, a fair knowledge of

elementary mathematics, and a good knowledge of

English would be a very good programme for a matri-

culation examination ?—I think that would be a very

desirable programme.

8914. Recognizing the difference between the educa-

tion of a man who proposes to become a medical

man or to study science as contrasted with another

who proposes to enter the divinity faculty, do you

think that as regards classics, any difference should

he made ?—Certainly, yes.

8915. Should the threshold be the same as regards

subjects in arts?—No, I should say not.

8916. All medical students have to pass some matri-

culation examination ?—Yes.

8917. That is required by the General Council of

Medical Education ?—That is required. They must bo

on the register four years before they can graduate.

8918. Do you desire to tell the Commission any-

thing further about the Queen’s College students, hear-

ing upon the standard of education in these colleges in

Charles

Frederick

Knight, esq.,
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June 25, 1864

Frederick
K night, cs.|-,

any way 1—I do, with regard to the gentleman whose

name was mentioned here, Mr. Hauly. I should like

to know his Christum name.

S919. Dr. Stoney.—Joseph J. Hauly 1—In what

year did he matriculate 1

8920. In 1870 1—Ho was a pupil of mine, as was

also his brother, he gave up the Royal University,

and he has gone to Edinburgh, he qualified in Febru

ary last, obtaining a double (nullification, and he has

since gone to South America to a post there with his

1 irother, he left the university also, and went for the

double qualification in Edinburgh, he has gone with

the majority.

S92i. Dr. Marstox.—

T

hen you knew him well?

—

Yes, lie was a pupil of mine for three years.

8922. Have you any remarks to make with regard

to him I—He was exceptionally smart—very smart.

8923. Exceptionally clover '!—Exceptionally clever.

He might have been more energetic in pushing on his

studies, but lie looked upon Edinburgh as an easy

means of qualifying, and I may say ho would not have

passed the university for some time; he went to Edin-

burgh and passed in a short time there, liis brother

passed at the same time.

8921. When you were in Cork was the matricula-

tion examination there sufficient to secure a student

in the medical faculty every prospect of profiting by

his subsequent teaching 1—It was regarded that if a
man had a general knowledge of the subjects required

for matriculation, he was certainly sufficiently educated

to profit by the lectures in the college.

8925. It was sufficient?—Yes I may mention with

regard to that, I was going up for sizarship in Trinity

College the year I matriculated, but unfortunately got

sick, and was prevented. I was altogether late, and I

ouly got out of bed the day before the examination.

I passed without very much difficulty. I was very

well up in the subjects then, but there was a student

in with me who failed at the matriculation
;
ho stated

he matriculated in Galway the year- before, he was
allowed to go in for the scholarships in. aits, the result

came out tliat he liad obtained the first science scholar-

ship, on producing the certificate that he had matricu-

lated in Galway tlio previous year, he was allowed to

retain his scholarship. I would like to add to that, as

it seems to reflect on Galway, that I attribute this to

the uncertainty of the examination. I knew six or
seven go down to Galway to matriculate with special

preparation in Dublin, and six came back again un-
aucessful. I also knew of a student who failed four
or five times to matriculate in Galway, though ho had
passed the first and second university examination,
and was preparing at the time or his degree

; he
subsequently matriculated.

8926. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

hat first examination
did he pass ?—The first and second medical examina-
tions of the Queen’s University.

8927. Were students admitted to the first medical
examination of the Queen's University before they had
matriculated in any university or college?—Yes, they
could proceed as far as the degree examination. I am
not quite certain, but I think his certificates were in
for the degree.

8928. Then his passing the first and second examina-
tion was no test whatever of his general culture, or of

his proficiency in arts 1—No.
8929. It was only a test of professional knowledge?

—Yes.

8930. And when he was afterwards tried in Gal-
way he did not come up to the standard required for
matriculation ?—Well, having passed the first examin-
ation in physics, he must have had some knowledge
of mathematics.

8931. Dr. Marston.—About what date was this?

—About 1880.

8932. Do you happen to know of an instance of a
student who proved to be quite incompetent to go on
with his education after having passed the matricu-

lation examination at any of the Queen’s Colleges?

—

No, I do not.

8933. Do you know as a matter of fact whether
students from Queen’s Colleges go elsewhere' to coni
plcte their hospital practice 1—I am aware a mat
number come to Dublin and a great number 4 to
England. °

893-1. From which of the Colleges do they g0j_From Queen’s College, Galway and Queen’s College
Belfast, principally ; formerly they used to go from
Queen’s College, Cork, now very few go from Cork.

8935. In order to complete thou- hospital practice 1—Yes, they used to go from Galway.
893C. Do you think it is rather early to state at

present, wbat effect the Royal University will have on
medical education, or are you able to form an esti-

mate now ?—I think that it will certainly raise it,

but they should alter the present regulations and give

men more opportunities of presenting themselves for

examination. *

8937. Tl is a very good standard—is it not?—Yes.
I object of course to the modern language.

8938. Do you think scholarships necessary for

efficiency
;
looking to the Queen’s College scholarships.—do you think that these are necessarily a jiart of

a collegiate institution?—Yes, I think so, they induce

healthy competition.

8939. Is it as an aid to learning, or as a reward for

learning 1—A reward for learuiug.

8910. Tlio scholarships are very small at the

Queen’s Colleges—would it be advisable to increase

the amount oi some at the expense of others ?—

I

think so.

8941. Have you given it any thought?—Some years

ago but it passed out of my memory. I think the en-

gineering scholarships are very few and that the

number of classical men presenting themselves in the

Queen's Colleges is very low as compared with the

mathematical men. A great number of men go in in

mathematics not in classics; tbo scholarships might

be transferred from the classical section to the mathe-

matical, lmt I think that lies in the power of the Col-

lege Council.

8012. Cun you toll us anything about the fees in

the medical curriculum iu the Queen's Colleges ?—Yes,

I think they are very satisfactory.

8913. They are low?—They are lowerthan in Dublin.

On an averago there is a guinea difference.

8941. Professor Jack.—For the class?—For each

class except in practical anatomy which is doable in

Dublin, and the hospitals are nearly double also.

8915. Dr. Marsto.v.—From wliat you know of the

Queen’H Colleges do the professors take every means

to secure a regular attendance at the lectures?—Yes,

every means
;
the roll is called conscientiously.

8946. Have you anything yon desire to add?—Yes,

on one occasion I was preparing a class for the first

Queen’s University examination and there was a gen-

tleman going in for medicine in Trinity College, Dublin,

he was at the same time proceeding with his arts

course, he said he would graduate taking for his sub-

jects, English, botany, chemistry, and physics. Botany

and physics come in with the first four of the Queens

University, and he was very had indeed, nothing up to

the mark of the Queen's University men. The Queen’s

University men went in; the majority passed, but

some of them failed. He went in in those subjects in

Trinity College, Dublin, and greatly to his astonish-

ment and greatly to mine, ho come out in the second

honours class at his degree.

8947. You stated your experience was, that a man

having studied French and been examined in it, shut

the book then and for ever ?—Y os.

8948. Does that extend also to Greek and Latin

and other books—-possibly to medical ?—It does not

it does in some cases. I am afraid in medicine too

the medical journals make up for that.

8949. If they cut the leaves 1—-In many instances

they must of necessity refer to Greek lexicons ana

Latin dictionaries to find out the meaning of medical

words.
, , .

8950. I am not now speaking about Greek, but a
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VOU happen to know that, as regards books in which

•pie have been examined, there is a singular

tendency to close them?—Certainly. Medical books

tber always keep.

§951 , Let us hope they do that?—Yes.

3952! Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

think you said the

students of the Queen’s Colleges do not come up now

in such great numbers to tho Royal as they did to the

Queen’s University ?—Yes.

8953. Then they are obliged to go to sorno of tho

licensing bodies for a qualification 1— Yes.

8954. You said they go chieHy to Edinburgh?—

^"§
955 . Why do they go to Edinburgh in preference

to Dublin ?—First of all they can present themselves

every three months for examinations
;
secondly, the

number of lectures required in Edinburgh is less than

the number required at the Royal University.

8956. I speak of the licensing bodies i 11 Eilinhurgli as

compared with the licensing bodies in Dublin '/—It

applies to them with more force
;
the lectures or certi-

ficates required are for more numerous in Dublin than

in Edinburgh.

5957. I am not speaking of their following their

studies in Dublin, but having followed their studies

in the Queeu’s Colleges, I ask why do they go for a

licence to Edinburgh rather thou to Dublin ?—Localise

the university course agrees with the course for the

double qualification in Edinburgh, but not for the

examination in Dublin. In Edinburgh one course of

surgery is required, in tho Irish College of Surgeons

three courses of surgery are required.

5958. Is it then that the requirements of the Col-

lege of Surgeons here are greater than tho requirements

in Edinburgh 1—Yes.

8959. Then on the whole it is easier to get a licenco

in Edinburgh, the educational requirements are less ?

—They are less.

8960. Do you think there is any deterrent influence

in this first university examination in aits ; does it

tend to keep away medical students from the Royal

University 1—I think it does.

8961. Do you think it is likely to continue to have

that effect 1—I think so.

8962. You said the fees in Dublin for practical

anatomy are double what they are in the Queen’s

Colleges?—Yes.

8963. Do you include in that the fees for dissec-

tions?—Practical anatomy includes demonstrations
and dissections. It is £4 in Cork ; and £8 8s. in

Dublin.

8964. Is that the general fee in all the schools?

—

It is the uniform fee in all the Dublin schools, £8 8s.

8965. Professor Jack.—With regard to Dublin and
Edinburgh you wei-e asked what would be the com-
parative fees that a student pursuing his regular

course in the Queen’s, and coming to Dublin would
have to pay on the one hand, and going to Edinburgh
on the other, would you make any comparison—if lie

wants the qualification of a licensing board here on the
one hand and in Edinburgh on the other?—I think
roughly speaking it is about double in Dublin of the
fees in Edinburgh.

8966. Is the qualification of the licensing board in
Edinburgh supposed to be sufficient for practice. Is
tiie man who pases it fit to undertake tho ordinary
duties of a medical practitioner ?—He is certainly.

8967. Dr. Marston.—At Cork, at present, have
you sufficient opportunities for surgical practice ?—

I

went round the hospitals when I was there and I was
greatly pleased with the improvements

;
the clinical

instruction was far better than in my time.
8968. Surgical and hospital practice you considered

sufficient?—Yes.
8969. There are sufficient opportunities?—Yes.
8970. May we assume that students (I am not

speaking of the higher class of them) go, as a rule, to
the cheapest and easiest places for their qualifications ?
—No, a great many of them prefer the M.D., they pre-
ar to graduate in the university, and I know there

are a great many students who have got the double
qualification in Edinburgh, and are at the present
moment anxious to got the M.D. of the Royal Uni-
versity, hut this modern language keejis them back

—

they cannot pass in it.

8071 . It is a good degree, that of the Royal Univer-
sity?—I think so.

8972. Chairman.—Is there anything elseyon would
like to add?—There has l»ecu a little said about grind-
ing, grinding is not cramming, grinding is education
and teaching.

8973. That depends upon the way the grinding is

done, it may bo cramming?—Cramming is a word
used largely, and used with regard to the style of a
few examiners who have special pet questions, we
know them and told them to the students. If a
student came to 11s three weeks before the examination
we would tell him the questions. We knew the
questions, and some of the examiners required veiy
peculiar answers indeed. I know one examiner, for
example, if lie asked what test I would give for mer-
curious salt, I would say lime water, which forms
black wash j that is tho great test for him. Wc have a
number of these little tips, but still we endeavour in

grinding in Dublin to teach students thoroughly.

8974. Dr. Marston.—And you give the tijis as

well ?—Yes.

8975. Chairman.—Is nut tho grinding clone by
means of a collection of as many of the old examina-
tion papers sis ]K»ssible?—Not always

;
I never did it.

897G. Isn’t it a very common thing for grinders to

keep the old examinations papers in stock, and ran
students through evex-

y one of them, on the certainty

that some of tho questions at least will be asked over
again I—That used to he the case, it is not at the
present day.

8977. Dr. Marston.—That used to be the case ; it

is not now ?—There are a few examiners have a
certain number of questions, and they will give them
over and over again.

8978. Onceyou meetwith these mental idiosyncrasies
you get the questions, but when there are no such
guides the grinders are no where?—Yes, there is

general education.

8979. Professor Jack.—That is dying out, it is not

done ?—No, for we change the examiners a little

oftoner now. With regard to tho examination in

physics
;
that is a very wide subject, and the Queen's

University men were always accustomed, I may say,

to mechanical physics in medicine, to he examined iu

mechanics and hydrostatics, in fact to be examined in

that little book of Newth, but tho style of questions

in the Royal University was totally changed, and that

is the reason the men are doing so badly.

8980. Dr. Marston.—Which men ?—The Queen's

College men. The total change of questions they
cannot understand ; they have been taught mechanics

and hydrostatics, as represented by that little text-book.

8981. Do you mean that as a reason why they do
not avail themselves of the Royal University course,

or availing themselves of it, do not do well ?—When
they see tho papers they do not attempt it

;
they

consider that it is a difficult examination indeed,

because there is a different style of questions
;

the

questions are set so differently from what they used

to be, that the students are placed at a great dis-

advantage. I remember a change of examiner once.

Dr. Stoney examined viva voce the first four men, and

the candidates, when they came out, were all trembling

and shaking. They could not answer him at all,

because the style of question was not that they were

acccustomed to ;
he gave a string of questions instead

of three—as one in magnetism, one in electricity, one

in mechanics
;
he took them on things they never had

before.

8982. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—The substance of it is

that they cannot get through any longer by reading

Newth ?—No.
8983. Chairman.—Would you be surprised to hear

they are still set in mechanics by Professor Larmov,
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Professor England, and Professor Everett 1—That ia in

engineering, not medicine. I think that the first four,

as we call it, being removed from tlie university to tli e

colleges, was a great mistake. I have been connected

for over twenty years with the Queen's College, Cork,

and the last twelve years nearly exclusively with

medicine. Anterior to that I had something to do

with the arts course.

8984. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Anterior to the twenty

years ?—No, the first eight or nine out of twenty.

8985. Chaihman.—

W

keu you say connected with

arts, say how you were connected ?—In the first school

I was ai in the South of Ireland, Bellvue College, the

second was Beaumount College, and the third was my
father’s school, which has been referred to hem, Dr.

Knight’s. W ith regard to Bellvue College, that was to

prepare men principally for the Sandhurst and Wool-

wich military examinations, almost excusively, they

never sent a man to the Queen's College. I do not

know that it existed then. The Queen’s was founded in

1853, and Bellvue existed long before that time. Tn

Beaumount College they once sent a man for matricula-

tion to the Queen’s College, Cork
;
he was thoroughly

prepared, as if prepared for a stiff' examination, and
we got a holiday after he passed, to celebrate the

event : so that, at that time, the matriculation was not

looked upon as a farce. Afterwards, with vcganl to

the other school, I know that men were prepared

there particularly for science scholarships
;
they were

seldom prepared for classical scholarships, and the

school has taken a greater number of scienceseholurskips

in Queen’s College, Cork, I believe, than any other.

8986. What years were you in Dr. Knight’s school ?

— Anterior to 1879 from 18G4 to about 1872.

8987. Your exj>erieuce does not overlap the evidence

of Mr. Starkey ?—I don’t know that gentleman at all,

he must have been there after I came to Dublin.

89SS. He was there from 1872 to 1875, did any

students go up during tire periods while you were at
your father’s school to Queen’s College, Cork, in arts ’

—Yes, they went up for the science scholarships, tkev
were specially prepared and passed, and if they ww',.

not up to the standard for matriculation they turned
their attention to something else, to bauks and other
places, and a few went into the constabulary.

8989. How long would they be at school liefore
going up 1—Frequently four or five years.

8990. Did your father take boys from the com-
mencement of their studies?—From nine or ten.

There were six classes and boys of the sixth class used

to go to Queen’s College.

8991. Did boys of the lower classes go!—No, of
course a boy joining the school might go into the
second or third class according to his standing.

8992. You don't remember boys going up to Queen’s
College except from the head class ?—From the head

class.

8993. Dr. Stoxey.—

Y

ou mentioned histology as a

subject for which ample provision is now made in

Queen’s College, Cork, and which has been provided

for since you were a student 1— Yes.

8994. At that time, that is some ten years ago,

histology was not much taught in medical schools!—

No, in Queen’s College, Cork, there were three micro-

scopes we used to see about once a month. We would

be asked to look down
;
but fellow-students behind

stuck pins into us, and we never looked in. I never

remember seeing anything in the microscopes. I have

seen the microscopes.

8995. Was histology taught in other medical

schools ?—No.
899G. It is an entirely recent introduction to the

medical curriculum!—Yes.

8997.

And it has already been fully provided for

at Queen’s College, Cork ?—Yes, suid very satisfactorily,

I think.

William
Eilwar.l Ellit,

c«q., I.L.B.

William Edward Ellis, esq., ll.b., Chief Clerk, Intermediate Education Board, examined.

8998. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You are cliiof clerk of

the Intermediate Education Board!—Yes.
8999. Look in this return to the name of William

Dunlea, No. 321, Junior Grade, 1881. Can you tell

the number of students that got above him in arith-

metic in the junior grade !—388.
9000. You prepared this return from the published

records of the Intermediate Education Board 1—Yes.

9001. What number of students got above him in

Euclid 1—Forty-six.

9002. And in algebi-a l—Thirty-five.

9003. That return is made up from the published

results and reports 1— Yes.

9004. It was made V>y yourself and is correct?—

Yes.

J. J. Lynch,

MfJ.

J. J. Lynch, esq., examined.

9005. Chairman.—You were a student in Queen’s
College, Cork!—Yes, up to a very short time ago, and
before I enter into details of the evidence I am going
to submit to the Commissioners, perhaps it may not
be altogether irrelevant to explain my position with
regai-d to this inquiry.

9006. That is hardly necessary. We will take you
now as a medical student having been in Cork, and
therefore able of your own knowledge to give us in-
formation!—But I wish to explain to the Commis-
sioners that I was adopted by a large number of my
fellow-students to take whatever steps I considered
necessary in order to bring the matters before you.

9007. You wish to state that you are going to give
not merely your own views but the views of a certain

number !—-Yes.
9008. You had some difficulties in the college ?

—

For the action I took in the matter I am at present
undergoing the censure of the college authorities.

9009. We are not going into that!—But at the
same time I wish to state I have spared no time or
trouble to collect the matters of evidence, which I
consider will be very useful.

9010. How long are you actually attending the
medical school!—I matriculated there in 1879-80,
and I obtained a science scholarship and Peel prize.

9011. Did you pursue any course in arts, or did you

begin your medical course at once ?—I went to read a

course in arts, but just immediately in Cork I was

dissuaded from doing so, and 1 went to medicine at

once.

9012. What preparation had you for the matneu

lation examination ?—I was brought up at the Limerick

Diocesan College.

9013. Did you go direct from that school to Queen’s

College, Cork!—Yes.
9014. Had you any difficulty in passing the exami-

nation!—Not the slightest.

9015. Was the examination an easy one! As

regards that I am prepared to state that the number

of students who matriculated that year could pass a

far and away stifFer examination, myself among the

number. At the same time, I am aware that *

number matriculated whom I would consider scarcely

able to pass. With regard to that point, from wba

I saw at the examination hall, the moral tone of

examination was anything but creditable. In tw

subjects, mathematics and English, the moral tone o

the examination was anything but creditable.

9016. We have nothing to do with the moral tone!

—It helped them in getting through.
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9017. Do you mean th® students used to help each

other in their answers!—Exactly, and did it with

peifect impunity, i.e., in mathematics and. English.

I wish to state I completed my medical curriculum in

Queen’ College, Cork, having attended all the lectures.

I have attended some of those lectures over again in

the Dublin schools, and I have also attended the

practice of one of the Dublin hospitals, the Mater

Jlisericordire, and I think I can pretty fairly contrast

the advantages and disadvantages of the Cork School

of Medicine as compared with Dublin.

9018. How many years were you attending the

Cork school!—I completed my medical curriculum in

three years.

9019. How many years have you been in Dublin!

Tliis is portion of the second.

9020. What school are you attending in Dublin 1

—

The Catholic University School.

9021. That is Cecilia-street school !—Yes. I wish

also to state that I have been reading with a grinder

here in Dublin, and that in the class there are students

preparing for the other licensing boards
;
so that I am

in a pretty fail- position to contrast their abilities with

the Royal University men.
9022. We will take from you now the result of

your experience with the Cork College and elsewhere 1

—The facilities for teaching anatomy, physiology,

materia medica, chemistry, and natural history con-

trast very favourably with those in the Dublin
schools.

9023. Dr. Marston.—And botany?—Botany I in-

clude in natural history. In fact there could not be
better as some of them—chemistry, theoretical and
practical. In some of those subjects, for instance,

natural history, the facilities now arc better than I
have seen in any of the Dublin schools.

9024. Chairman.—Take your own course!—The
theoretical teaching in midwifery, up to Dr. Jones’s

resignation, could not possibly be excelled. Since
then, I believe, it is not so good.

9025. Do not speak except you know of your own
knowledge!—I know, in fact, that it is not. I
attended a course of lectures in surgery in Cork, and
also a course of lectures in surgery at tire Catholic
University School, and I have no hesitation in stating
that the course of lectures at the latter school are far
and away better than those I attended in Cork.
9026. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Bettor than in Cork?

—

Yes. The same applies to medicine. I wish to state
that when attending the course of lectures on surgery
at the Catholic University School I was particularly
struck at the difference with which the surgical
lectures were delivered, the professor frequently
during his course referring his class to cases -which
were under his observation at the time. With regard
to the Cork hospitals as compared with the Dublin
hospitals, there are two midwifery hospitals in Cork.
9027

.

Chairman.—I do not know whether you are
aware Dr. Maraton made a personal inspection of all
the hospitals in Cork ?—No.

9028. Dr. Marston.—What is the result of your
comparison!—The practice of midwifery, as taught in
Dublin hospitals, is far and away superior to Cork.
There is no extern dispensary attached to any of the
Cork hospitals. There is an extern dispensary attached
,° **ie hospitals in Dublin. Again, for learning a very
important subject, diseases of women and children,
for which a good many marks are awarded in the uni-
vei-sity examinations, the faoilities afforded are practi-
caly ru], There are no dispensaries attached to the
Hospitals m Cork as there are in Dublin, and the
ospital which is devoted to that purpose is a close

o°rvln ?J'

u^en^8 n°h having admission there.

. . .
Chairman.—So that there are no oppor-

Juh es of practically studying diseases of women in
Lo
J*
* aU whatever.

tv ®r- Stoney.—

A

nd diseases of children!

—

Ul

Qrm
8
?f
vomen “w* children.

i

t'^1R“AN -—Do you include diseases ofrnneat— Yes, diseases ofwomen and children.

9032. Dr. Marston.—Hospital practice at Cork is Dublin

recognised by the different qualifying boards 1—Yes. June as, iss<

D033. Chairman.—

W

hat you mean to convey is j. j Lvncii

that a medical student in Cork lim? not had an oppor- c«q.

trinity to study diseases of women and children and
midwifery!—Yes. A return has been lmnded in as

regards the men who obtained the diploma in obste-

trics in Queen’s College, Cork. I am aware sonic of

them never attended tho course in midwifery at all

there. They attended in the Coombe and Rotunda.
Some attended their theoretical lectures in Cork, but
came to Dublin for the practical.

9034. As a rule do they come to Dublin 1—As a

rule they do not, but one of the examiners was in Cork.

9030. Dr. Marston.—Dr. Jones lias gone to Lon-
don!—Yes. He is still an examiner of the Royal
University.

9036. Up to the time of his going the teaching could

not liavo been better ?—It could not possibly be
excelled. With regard to the surgical teaching in

the hospitals in Coi-k it does not at all contrast

favourably with the surgical teaching in the Dublin
hospitals. It is far behind the time. For instance,

the variety of cases in Dublin is greater. In Cork
the cases are limited, and students would learn here

in one month more than they would see in their

whole course in Cork.

9037. Chairman.—In other words, the cases in

Cork are not sufficiently varied?—They are chronic

cases. There is one exception. The ophthalmic sur-

gery is good, and also the surgery in the extern de-

partment of the North Infirmary. I have not seen

in any Dublin hospital better extern teaching than
that given in the North Infirmary. But, of course,

with regard to the clinical teaching in the wards,

which the students have to rely on as tho backbone
of the profession, the Cork hospitals cannot at all

ctmie up to the teaching here. With regard to

medicine the same tiling may practically be said.

There are two very good teachers, one at the

North and the other at the South Infirmary, but
their cases are very limited—they have not a suffi-

cient variety, and, therefore, they are placed at a
great disadvantage. In fact I have known students

come here for examination who have made up cases

out of their books, and they had never seen them.

I do not know that I have much more to say, except

about the dissecting.

9038. Wo had evidence in Cork from Mr. Bhickall

and Mr. Magner as to the fee for lectures in the third

year—I do not know whether you wish to say

anything about it or not!—Yes. It was repre-

sented that the fee charged was too cheap. It must
be borne in mind that the students are the sons of

fanners and shopkeepers, and that their means are

limited. The better class of students go to Trinity

College and the College of Surgeons. The fees are

very moderate, except the fee charged in the third year.

9039. Dr. Stoney.—By the “ better class ” you
mean the wealthier 1—The wealthier.

9040. Chairman.—What is the amount of the

fee for the third year 1—We complain of that. We
have to pay for a certificate we do not want at all—

a

certificate for attendance at lectures in the third

year in anatomy in order to pursue dissections.

9041. When you say you do not wantit,do you mean
that the licensing boards do not require it 1—Yes. The
Royal University only requires two, and we are com-

pelled to pay for three. The College of Surgeons

requires two certificates of attendance at lectures, and

three certificates of attendance at dissections.

9042. Then the students in the third year had not

dissections, and do not want the lectures ?—Exactly.

They pay for the lectures, and a great number never

come to one of them.

9043. And that is considered a grievance 1—Yes.

9044. With reference to the fee charged for dissec-

tions, which fee is it you complain of!—The third

year’s anatomy.

, 9045. Dr. Stoney.—Is it the fee for anatomy and
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physiology or the fee for practical anatomy 1—For

practical anatomy. The fee consists of two separate

charges.

904G. Chairman.—The evidence we got in Cork

was that there is a fee and a charge for dissections

which has been called a fee, but it is not in the nature

of a fee, because it is not under the supervision of the

college at all. It is a fee in shape of a charge for

dissections. What do you complain of?—That in

order to dissect the third year the professor of anatomy

is not satisfied with that fee, he makes us pay for a

course of lectures we do not require.

9047. Dr. Marston.—What do you pay ?—£4.

9048. Chairman.—The provision is “ the feo pay-

able for practical anatomy or practical chemistry shall

be £3 for each attendance." In your third year

when yon do nob want the lectures, you have to pay £3,

that fee and also an additional £1 i—Exactly.

9049. Dr. Stoney.—

A

reyou aware that the course

of lectures has been added since the College statute

prescribed the feo ?—I have been led to understand

they are entirely distinct. There is as much right to

charge the fee in the fourth year, and it is not done.

A man gets dissections for £1 in the fourth year.

Why not get them iu the thud year also ?

9050. Chairman.—It is better exactly to hear what
you complain of !—The last paragraph of chap. XVIII.
states the regulations of fees. Kindly read that

9051. Beginning :

—

“ No professor shall be entitled to claim the fees of any
class o( students, except so long as that class shall be required

by the Council to attend his instruction ; and it shall be

the duty of the Council to revise and amend the regulations

prescribing courses of study from time to time, whenever

they deem it conducive to the interests of education and of

the students so to do, irrespective of considerations affecting

the incomes of professors.”

That is it?—Yes. We submit that it is our interest

to get the dissections and it is the duty of the council,

as we do not require the certificate for attendance at

lectures, to allow us to have them. Tliat is the point

that has been raised by the students.

9052. It was very clearly brought before us by Mr.
Blackall in Cork 1—Yes.

9053. Dr. Marston.—That is your point?—Yes.

There was also a rule in the College, where the student
did pay for tin third year's certificate £3 and a dissect-

ing fee of £1 in his third year, he was permitted to

attend, as i3 done here in all the Dublin schools, and
go into the anatomy room and look on, not to dissect

hut to look on. at the demonstrations in the fourth
year. Having been liandioapped, owing to the great
number of subjects for the degree examination, a good
many students connot spare time to dissect. This
rule and another rule has been introduced. The stu-

dent must pay a dissecting fee whether he wishes to

dissect or not, just as he has to pay his lecture fee
whether he wishes to attend or not.

9054. Are you able of your own knowledge, having
been in Cork, to say that during the fourth year you
could go into the dissecting room without paying any
fee ?—Yes.

9055. And you could look on hut not dissect?—Yes, it is a privilege allowed in the Dublin schools.

9056. Dr. Marston.—It was not allowed in Cork ?—It was up to this year.

9057. Chairman.—If you want to inspect them?

—

Not to inspect, but to look on at the demonstrations.

9058. Dr. Marston.—If you want to inspect the
dissections of another and the practical teaching he is

getting 1—Yes.

9059. Chairman.— Do the students think it a
reasonable tiling that they should get the instruction

of the demonstrator for nothing ?—What they consider

is that having paid for a certificate they do not require
—namely. the certificate of attendance at lectures, that

was the least that should be allowed them.

9®60. The £3 you paid in the previous year you
should get credit for in some way 1—-Yes.

9061.

But if you had not paid that you would not

consider you were entitled to any credit ?—Cert&inW
not. y

9062. Dr. Stoney.—Do you consider that the
practical anatomy, which is put down in the statutes as
having a fee of .£3 attached to it means a course of lec.

hires ?—Well the interpretation of the statute in Cork
is that a man has not alone to pay for the course of
lectures £3, but in addition the dissecting fee.

9063. Do you consider the £3 is paid for a course
of lectures ?—Yes.

90G4. Chairman.—

T

he point you make is that £3
is charged for the course of lectures, whilst the students
do not want the lectures ?—Yes.

9065. Dr. Stoney.—Do you consider practical

chemistry is a course of lectures ?—To be sure.

906G. Chairman.—In the third year you do not
wont any lectures ?—No.

90G7. You are not required to produce any certifi-

cate of lectures to the licensing bodies ? No."

9008. Would you get any dissections unless you pay

tho fee for practical anatomy?—No.
90G9. The fee entities yon to lectures, but you do

not attend them, because you do not want them?—
Yes.

9070. And tho £3 the students consider they pay

practically for nothing?—Yes.
9071. You would not object to pay a fee for that,

provided you were not charged the £3 of the previous

year ?—Certainly not.

9072. Dr. Marston.—You are aware it is within

the rules of the College, hut you think it is ajust sub-

ject of complaint?—Yes.

9073. Has it over been represented to the Visitors?

—About three years ago it was proposed to discus

the matter privately with the College authorities, and

I was deputed.

9074. The question that we have to deal with is

—

What are the fees that are charged ? Under that

question what you have told us is perfectly pertinent;

but we can scarcely go into the internal arrange-

ments of the College 1—Very well. It was stated by

Mr. Stoker yesterday that the fee, practically speak-

ing, was only £8 in Cork. That is not so
;
because a

student in his firstyear gets a limited number of parts

;

the same in tho second : and he will not be able to

complete what he requires for the Royal University

in two years. He must go in for a third year. So

the fee is £12.
9075. Professor Jack.—Would that be the fee for

licensing boards?—Yes.

9076. Dr. Stoney. — In Dublin the fee for the

three courses is about £21?— Yes; but it must

be remembered that in the majority of the Dublin

schools they have to incur all the expenses and pay

the professorial staff out of the students’ fees alone

;

whereas in Coi'k there is an endowment for the chair

of anatomy, and there is also incidental assistance

given by the College which tho Dublin schools have to

pay for out of the students’ fees. In the Dublin

schools another system prevails. They go in there for

£1, £2, or £3, for a number of lectures. I have

known students after attending those lectures becom-

ing unqualified assistants, and out of the money saved

from their service pay for the lectures. In Cork you

have to pay down in hand for every lecture you

attend.

9077. Professor Jack.—You complain of the system

of cash down ?—Not so much of the system of cash

down.

9078. Do yon mean to say they give credit in the

Dublin schools ?—They do.

9079. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

B

ut, on the whole, you

get your lectures in Cork and medical instruction con-

siderably cheaper than in Dublin ?—Yes ;
but the das

of students are entirely different. The class in Cor

are generally poor, and cannot afford to pay much more.

9080. Doyou think, on account oftheclose connexion

of the College with the Government, the College pug

to do more for the students in Cork than is done, in

way of lightening their fees ?—We do not complain
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the fees. The charges are moderate enough, with that

exception—that we are compelled to pay for that

course of lectures.

9081. Dr. MiVBSTON.—

A

nd you think that, under

the last paragraph of chapter XVIIL, tho Council

have power to revise and amend 1—Yes.

9082. The foes, on the whole, are very small ?

—

They are not very small ;
they are moderate.

9033. As compared with other schoolst—They are

very small as compared with the Dublin schools
;
but

the Dublin schools are at a great disadvantage.

9084. As compared with the Scotch and English 1

_I do not know anything about the Scutch or Eng-

lish ;
but 1 would say they are cheaper in Cork than

the English or Scotch schools.

9085. Is there anything else you wish to say?

—

With regard to the matriculation examination in Cork

I would wish to say something. In tlio system of

conducting the examination I consider there should he

a difference made between the arts students and the

medical. They are all examined promiscuously.

908G. Chairman.—What difference would you sug-

gest t I consider that a far higher standard should 1 k>

required for an arts student than for a medical student.

90S7. A higher standard, not a different?—TTc

should know his business better—for instance, in

Greek more should he required of him than from a

medical student, if ho is going to continue the subject

in his course.

9088. Does that apply to the programme, or tiiat

the arts student is not examined with sufficient strict-

ness I—From what I have soon the examination should

bo of a stiller character with regard to the arte student.

90S9. You would not like to have it stiller for the

medical?—As a general rule the majority of the

medical students are very poorly prepared in prelimi-

nary education.

9090. Dr. Marston.—Do you thiuk they are rela-

tively poorer than other students?— I should say they

9091. Why should they ho worso prepared ?—With
regard to the matriculation examination in Cork, I

have been in a class iu Limerick with students who
had friends in tlio College, and those friends having

told them the examination was so relatively easy, they

took very little trouble in preparing for it I knew a

case of two students, ono a brother of my own, who
matriculated iu Cork after six weeks’ reading.

9092. Beginning Greek ?—The grammar.
9093. Did he know English well?—He knew Eng-

lish very well
;
mathematics fairly.

9094. Chairman.— So there was some compen-
sation 1—I know it took him ono and a-half years

afterwards to make up Greek for the Royal University.
I know the case of another who matriculated in Cork.

He was only reading classics from June to October.

He began hisLatin andGreekgrammar in June. Icould
give his name. He matriculated in the same year as my-
self, 1879. Thatstudeut couldnofc devote his attention,

exclusively to classics. Ho obtained a science scholar-

ship with me at entrance, so he was reading for both.

9095. You say he began his Latin and Greek in
June I—Yes, and matriculated the following October,
and at the same time he was reading for a science

scholarship and obtained it at entrance. The other
man matriculated, as I am after stating, after six weeks
in Greek.

^
9096. Did your brother continue in the College ?

—

No. The reason he went there was, ho intended going
in for an ecclesiastical course, and he wished to become
a graduate of the Royal University. At tho time of
the dissolution of the Queen’s University a notice ap-
prared in the Cork papers stating that any student
who passed that matriculation examination would be a
matriculated student ofthe Royal University. Under a
misconception he went there. Afterwards, it turned
out, as he did not attend the lectures, he had to pass
the matriculation of the Royal University over again.

9097. Did the other man pursue the arte course
there?—No, the medical course.

9098. As a rule I believe, very few medical students

in Cork pursuo the arte course?—In tho old Queen’s
Univereity, a number of the students, after they had
completed their arte course, went to medicine, hut
under the new arrangements very few intend to do
that.

9099. What do you think the effect will l>o of tlio

rule of tlio Royal University, that a medical student
must attend the first university examination iu arts ?

—My opiuiun is, that up to the present an opinion
cannot lie formed, for this reason, I am aware that
in the schools here in Dublin, the number of univer-
sity students lees incrutisod considerably from year to

year, whereas iu tlio Queen’s Colleges the number has
diminished. In the Catholic University school of
medicine there sue men who have Ihiou educated at

Tullabeg suid elsewhere, hut had the old Queen’s Uni-
versity been still in force, they would have gone for

the licensing body. From motives outside the scope of
tho Commission, and which I do not care to mention,
they would not have entered a Queeu's College.

9100. Now they are coming in largo numbers ?

—

The tendency was, in all the Catholic colleges, to have
students not go to the Queen’s Colleges, but to tho
College of Suigeons. Now that is not tho case. The
College authorities encourage students to go in for the
Royal University, Although the Royal University
has boon only in force a few years, I am aware of a
number of students reading for the first university ex-
amination in arte nt present, and they intend goiug on
to medicine as soon as they have passed the first uni-

versity examination.

9101. As to the preparedness of the students, wliat

effect would the requiring their first university ex-

amination in arts to ho passed have ?—My opinion is

this, that as students will get easier examinations in

licensing bodies, a large number will evade that ex-

amination. Some from the other schools will, of

course, come on. But it is very difficult to form an
estimate as to what tiic turn-out will he yet The time
is too short

9102. Dr. Marston. —It depends very much on the
expense and time. The higher the standard exacted
tlio more money yon have to spend, and the longer you
will be preparing, and a certain number of men
cannot afford that ?—Yes. I know tho case of one
or two students who attended the summer lectures in

tlio Catholic University and passed both exnininatious

together, the first medical university examination and
tho first university.

9103. The Royal University standard is high?—It

is the first attempt mode in this country to elevate the
medical curriculum, and it is very much to bo deplored

if it is not encouraged.

9104. Do you thiuk that it is for teaching purposes
very desirable to have tho professors of medicine autl

surgery on the staff of an hospital in order to illustrate

their teaching 1—That is tho point I brought underyour
notice.

9105. You think that the weak point of Cork
is the hospital material and the clinical teaching ?

—

If the hospitals were amalgamated—if there were
only one hospital in Cork, it would he fair enough.

If there were only one midwifery, with some slight

alterations, it would be fuir enough
;
but as long as

the hospitals are split up I do not see how a student

can get on.

9106. They would oner greater advantages ?—Very
fair advantages.

9107. But neither the hospital nor the college

authorities have the power to concentrate them ?—

-

I know it would be difficult in Cork. Sectarian feeling

runs very high.

9108. You have to take into consideration the re-

quirements of the population also 1—Yes.

9109. Can you tell whether the staff of the hos-

pitals attend regularly, see the students, and give

clinical lectures ?—-In my time, as a general rule, they

attended regularly. There were one or two ex-

ceptions, where they used to disappoint the men in the

morning.

9X10. But as a rule they do attend regularly ?

—

3 M
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Tti' .- I obtain. <1 certificates out bf all tlie hos-

in Cork.
.. 1 : ; . And fclie Mercy Hospital ?—No certificates

wore given in my time from this hospital. I attended

the clinical teaching there.

9112. You kuow the number of beds, and so on ?

—

Yes.

9113. Do you think the cases are not of the right

character ?—Some are, hut there is not a sufficient

variety.

9111. Does it entail too much fatigue on a student

to go from one hospital to another 'i—He could not

possibly do it.

9115. Do you think it wouldhe practicable to have a

summer course in Cork to attend the hospital practice ?

—I think it would he very desirable both in Cork and

Dublin.

9116. Could subjects such ns chemistry, botany,

and natural history he pursued better in the summer
than winter?—I do not know that those subjects could

he taught better than at present.

9117. No, but T mean with this hospital practice in

summer ?—It would be better the student should get

the lectures over in the winter course, and, if he has

time, to attend the hospitals when the burden is off his

shoulders.

9118. You think if he got the medical part of his

teaching and the theoretical part of it over, it would

he best then to come to Dublin ?—If he confines him-

self to Cork exclusively, ami does not go to Dublin or

somewhere else, he will make a very sorry practitioner

in afterlife.

9119. At Cork do they instruct him in case-taking,

applying splints and bandages, and in performing the

duties of dressers and clinical clerks, as at other hos-

pitals ?—Case-taking has been introduced within the

last year or two. As far as the cases go they make
a student take out ease-taking, but the number of cases

for bandages and splints is very limited.

9120. Have you a course of operative surgery in

Cork ?—I had entered for the course, but just about

a quarter of the courso I had to leave.

9121. But you know that it was taught, and
that others took it out ?—I attended part of the
course.

9122. Can you tell us about the amonnt of surgical

material at alL Do you get a large number of acci-

dents, of the common fractures and dislocations, such
as you would meet with in the ordinary pursuit of

your profession ?—I do not think they get a sufficient

number. There is one hospital here (Jervis-street

Hospital) where you would see as many accidents in
a week as you would not for four years in Cork.

9128.

You think a man could not complete his

education in Cork without going elsewhere for hos-

pital practice ?—I do not say he could. He may know
bookwork. T do not mean to say the Cork students
do not know their bookwork. As a general rule
they do.

9124. Are they taught the names and uses of instru-

ments and the practical use of appliancesin a systematic
way?—Not in my time. In the North Infirmary they
were not taught. As youhave noticedthematter, there
were two very nice cases of instruments in the Cork
School. Last year I found to my surprise the rule fol-

lowed out in Dr. Jones’s timo was practically done
away with. He taught the student how to handle
and manipulate instruments.

9125. What sort of instruments ?—Midwifery. He
taught the students liow to manipulate the instru-

ments. The students could inspect them themselves.

This year the porter told me the professor told him not
to allow any student to look at them.

9126. Cha.ranax.-—

A

re these the instruments
that were locked up in a glasscase in a room that was
always locked ?—Yes.

9127. Dr. Makston.—

Y

ou said the pupils pureuing
medicine at the College are needy ?—I said the means
ofsome of them are limited.

9128. Money is an object. I do not mean needy
except in a relative sense. If that be the case do you

think they could go elsewhere than Cork, because that
is to bo considered in their interests ?—Of course some
students are more independent than others. I tnow
that the general rule is that when a student gets his

degree ho does not trouble himselftogo elsewhere. A.

great number seek assistant,ships in England, and go
and try to earn a livelihood, but there are some
students in Cork who do go elsewhere. There are very
few that go to Dublin or London afterwards. The
majority of tiro students could not afford to go to other
places.

9129. It amounts to this : if you strike them off

from Cork they would have no means of completing
their medical education ?—Yes.

9130. Therefore you must consider that in the inte-

rests of the students (—Yes.

9131. You were talking about the medical exami-

nations, and I understood you to say that you do not

think the same high standard in Latin and Greek
should he exacted from the medical .ns from the arts

students ?—Yes.

9133.

Tell me why—I am not saying whether it.

should notbe so—butI want to knowwhy?—The reason

why is, the medical student gives up liis Latin and

Greek, and goes to his medical studies at once;

whereas the arts student is pursuing his course in

Latin and Greek, and if lie lias not a sufficient know-

ledge of these subjects entering the college his edu-

cation in them must lie necessarily crippled after-

wards. He must he able to follow the professors.

You are not to understand me as saying a medical

student should not have a very fair knowledge of

Latin and Greek. If asked for an opinion, I would

say, it is essential for the interests of the medical

profession tliat medical men should be educated. I

have come across students from various schools, and

I regret to say, the majority of the students, taken

outside thou- medical profession, are a thoroughly,

ignorant lot of men as regards general education. For

the interests of the medical profession, therefore, it

would he very much to he deprecated if the first

university examination in the Royal University was

done away with.

9133. There can be no doubt that for the medical

profession, as for any other profession, the higher the

preliminary teaching the better?—Yes.

9134. But do you mean to say the preliminary

examination as now exacted from all medical students

is insufficient?—I mean to say from what I know of

the matriculation, examination, both in the Queen’s

Colleges and licensing bodies in Dublin, it is a per-

fect sham.
9135. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

understand you to say

with regard to the education of medical students, you

think it desirable that outside their profession they

should have a certain amount of general culture ?—
Yes.

9136. Do you think tliat more desirable in the

case of those who are to become graduates of a univer-

sity than in the case of those getting merely a licence

to practise medicine ?—I consider graduates should he

far and away better educated men.
9137. Whatever the requirements necessary for

those getting a licence to practice medicine, you think

a certain amount of general culture should be required

for those about to get a university degree 1—Yes.

9138. Dr. Marston.—

I

understand the opportuni-

ties for studying ophthalmic surgery are very good ?—

They are not as good as in Dublin, but they are quite

good enough for practical purposes. The amount yon

can learn is good enough for an ordinary practitioner

unless a man intends to become a specialist in the

subject. If so, he will have to go elsewhere.

9139. With regard to other diseases—of the throat,

ear, and so on 1—They are all treated in the same

hospital.

9140. And that is a good hospital ?-Very good to

all intents and purposes. . , „

9141. They have every appliance at that hospital

—Yes
;
but unfortunately my experience is that ®

students do not attend it sufficiently well.
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9142. But it ranks high with the students?—Yus.

9143. You speak from personal knowledge of it ?

—

Yes. I attended the practice of the hospital.

9144. Chairman.—Have yon had mi op|>orlunity

of saving nil you wish to say?—There nru sumo

.joints' I think I might mention.

9145. Not having any precis of your evidence, I

cannot help you by any suggestions ?—I wish to say, in

justice to some of the medical men I have been speaking

to in Dublin, with regard to the large number of

students that passed from Queen’s College, Cork, for

the army and navy. The general rule is, that a man
gets his degree while in Cork. The majority of the

men at all events afterwards go to Dublin and London

to read for the army examinations, ami while there

they attend the pmctice in the Dublin and London

hospitals at the sumo time. So it is not altogether

fail- to have all the credit of the passing of these men
attributed to their teaching in Cork College.

9146. You say as a matter of fact the medical

students from Cork for the army and navy examina-

tions undergo a training here, or in London ?—The
"cneral rule is that they do. I wish also with regard

to the Limerick school I came from to say a word.

It lias been represented that tlue standard of educa-

tion is very low in Munster schools.

9147. What school do you know personally?—The
Diocesan College, Limerick, and the Muugret College.

9148. Mungret College is the Jesuits’ ?—Yes. It

answers for diocesan purposes as well. I am also ac-

quainted with the Sacred Heart College.

9149. That is the Jesuits’ College in Limerick?

—

Yes. During my time there was no special class for the

Queen’s College matriculation in any of these schools.

I liave known a man attending the Sacred Heart College
(the Jesuits’), and when they found out he was goiug to

the Queen’s College lie had to leave and go elsewhore.

I wish to bring under your notice Charles F. Doyle,

Sacred Heart College, who obtained first place at the

Intel-mediate examinations three years in succession

;

a number of gold and silver medals
;
and a scholarship

in Trinity College a fortnight ago. A school turning

out such a man as that could not be called a bad
school. There are a number of men who obtained

other prizes and exhibitions. Mungret College sent

up twenty-four men to the Royal University last

year, and every one of them passed. Some of them
obtained honours, and some exhibitions. One, I
think, obtained an exhibition* I do nob consider

Mungret College should be ranked as a bad school.

9150. Dr. Marston.—Ciui you tell us about the
number of schools in and about Cork ?—Being a Lim-
eviok man myself I know the Limerick schools hotter

;

I know the Cork schools, too, pretty well. There is

another point about taking a modern language instead
of Greek.

9151. Chairman.—Haveyou any opinion on that?

—

I may explain the view of ninety per cent, of the
medical students, and they are all in favour of taking
a modern language. There should be no option in the
matter. Tt should be made compulsory.

9152. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—These ninety per cent,
will not burn their French books when they get then-
degree ?—I know a number of men who only learned
a very moderate share of French in Cork. They have
been in England, and they tell me they are reading up

French themselves. Some of the very best literature duclis.
is written both in French and German, and it is nn June es. isvt

advantage to students to have an acquaintance with
those languages intlier than Greek. 1 do not know ^

J-bytiHi,

any medical work in Greek.

9153. Dr. Marston.— You think it would bo an
advantage to have the earliest information regarding
the progress of science, medical and otherwise, in con-
tincutnl literature?—I do.

9154. So do 1 ?—If it will lie within the scojic of

tbs Commission I can give the names of the students
who wont up hist year from Queen’s College, Cork

;

and the results obtained by them.
Chairman.

—

I think wo have them.
9155. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Do you mean the Queen’s

College students who wont up for honours?—The
students who presented themselves for honours in the
different subjects at the second university examination
of the Royal University.

9156. Chairman.—Does it show the results ?

—

The results obtained, and tlieir previous standing in
the College.

9157. Have you made out a table?—No.
9158. Dr. Mauston. — Have you seen a bettor

physiological laboratory than in Cork ?—I have never
been in any other physiological laboratory as yet.

9159. It is a very good one in Cork?—Considering
that there are none in Dublin it may rank as a
good one.

9160. Chairman.—What source of information
have you in l-eferenco to the students ?—I know the

students personally. I am acquainted with every
one of them, and they told me the subjects they were
in for. I made it my business to inquire whilst in

Cork last year.

9161. Are there many?—Seven. Seven presented
themselves for honours. Six of thorn were scholars

of the college.

91C2. I will not put you to the trouble of making
the table ?—I can read out the names to you, or tell

them from memory.
9163. If your- sources of information are inquiries

from the gentlemen themselves we will take the table

from you ?—Very well. The general impression among
the medical students in Cork Is that they are not
ti-eated fairly with regard to the endowment.

9164. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—They would prefer a
different distribution of the scholarships ?—Yes. I
think they should get more scholarships.

9165. Dr. Marston.—That is having regard to their

numbers?—Seeing the scholarships are idle at tlio

other side, they feel naturally imitated they should not

get them.

9166. I had ceased to ask the question. They
always said the distribution was fair?—I state the

opinion of the medical students.

9167. Chairman.—Have you made any inquiry

as to the proportion of medical scholarships in other

universities 1—I find the number of medical scholar-

ships in nearly every university is small.

9168. And the proportion is about the same in

almost every university in the kingdom ?—Yes.

9169. But y.ou think that the proportion might be

re-adjusted with advan tage to medical students I—Any
year that the scholarships are idle on the arts side, they

ought to be given to the other side.

W. K. Sullivan, esq., pn.p., d.sc., m.iu.a., President of Queen’s College, Cork, re-examined.

.
8170. Chairman.—You wish to make some observa-

tion, Dr. Sullivan 1—As the matter has come before
you twice already, I wish to make a brief statement
about the instruments in Queen’s College, Cork. I am
the person who got the iustniments. I am responsible
tor the position in which they were put They
were originally intended to be put in the general
museum, and were there

; but a new building in

,,
takes about four years to dry. The result was

at it cost several pounds to clean up the instruments
and put them, in order again, and until certain im-
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provements were made in the museum, I gave directions

that the instruments should be carefully locked up.

They had been greatly injured by the exposure, and

handling by the students, without proper direction.

There were no instruments there before them. Wo liavo

spent a large sum on these obstetrical and surgical in-

struments. They are not to be permanently locked up.

The cases are there and empty into which they are to bo

put, and the labels are printed, but they cannot be

put in until the museum is dry.

W. K.
Sullivan, esq..
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9171. Chairman.—You wish to give ns some

evidence 1—Allow me to give you a table I made out

with regard to the different standards of the medical

corporations, as shown by the army lists.

9

172.

*Wliat is your position!—I have retired from

the Indian medical service. There was a contention

as to the relative standards obtained, and I made this

table out. I mil make a few further additions to it.

[Hands in copy of the J/eilical Times, containing

table].

9173. "Where did yon take this from ?—First from

the “ Army List,” and then the “ Medical Directory,”

I had to inspect forty-four hooks.

9174. Did you work it out yourself!—I worked it

out myself, and have the names in my pocket book.

9175. Between what years does this return range !

—I state the years returnfrom 1802 to 1S32, inclusive.

I only gave half of 1862.

917G.*It occurs to me, Dr. Roche, it is not very

material, but it is evidence, and we will take it!—It

shows the corporations and universities that have pro-

duced men that obtained first and second place in each

year, and if a certain corporation has obtained a
large number it must be a thoroughly good corpora-

tion .

9177. You have examined the medical lists, aud the

army lists!—Yes.

9178. You have taken the trouble to make out a
table of the first and second men, and the second last

aud last men of the successful candidates, who passed

from the different universities tuid licensing boards

for a certain number of years 1—Yes, for twenty-one

years.

9179. You propose to give ns that as showing by a
comparison of the number of successful men aud low
men from the Queen’s University, their relation to the

other universities and licensing boards?—Yes. The
Quern's University was the best licensing corporation

in Ireland. It takes higher rank than Trinity College,

or any other licensing hom'd in Ireland, higher than
any college corporation, or the university. It is beaten
by the English Universities

; but I include in that
Oxford, Cambridge, London, and Durham ; aud in t-lie

Scotch, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Aberdeen. I placed
one name to the disadvantage of the Queen’s
University, because he was four or five years on the
list, and still I put him down.

9180. The largest number was sent from the Royal
College of Surgeous, England ?—It is double tho
number at the top. It is the rate relatively by as well
as absolutely ; I have the names here.

9181. Dr. Mabston.—Is this for the army, or
Indian?—For the army. I could not obtain the
names for the Indian lists.

9182. Chairman.—May we have this paper ?—Yes.

m.s., q.c.i., examined.

9183. Do you know whether there was anything
unusual in the medical profession which kept men
away from the Indian army medical department for

some years?—I do not.

9184. The disturbing elements in a few years would
not have any effect ?—I would just make this state-

ment. I consider tiiat students will not frequent the

Queen’s Colleges, because there is no affinity like

between the professors or authorities, and the students.

There is a peculiar esotericism about the professorial

skiff. They do not associate so intimately or directly

with their students as in other places, for instance,

Dublin. I have had experience of two schools in

Dublin, aud I believe the professors and teachers

there are more familiar with the. students in the schools

where I studied, than in tho Queen’s College, Cork.

They take no interest whatever in their career in after

years. They would not reply to a lettev.

9185. Rev. Dr. Moi.i.oy.—We cannot go into that.

Replying to a letter is a very serious thing !—But if

you were to draw up a report with a view to reforming

the Queen’s Colleges?

91SC. Chairman.—

W

e are not instructed to do

anything of the kind, lmt to inquire into four matters

only ?—Why students do not avail themselves of the

Queen's Colleges ?

9187. We have nothing whatever to say to the

question why they do not go to the Queen’s Colleges.

I will tell you what the questions are, and if you give

us information on any of them we will take it from

you. We have, first of all, to ascertain what was the

standard of education maintained in each of the Col-

leges. The next question is, to what extent and with

wlnit results the students went to the Royal Univer-

sity ; then the number of exhibitions and rewards

given in the Colleges, and their distribution relatively

to the faculties
; and then tho scale of fees. These

are the four heads of our inquiry ?—The matriculation

at the Queen’s College, to my own knowledge, is cer-

tainly equal, if not superior, to the matriculation at

most of the corporations aud universities.

9188. The matriculation at the corporations was

described as a sham 1—That is what I believe it to he

. too. I knew a gentleman who could not pass the

matriculation at the Queen’s College for two years,

and he passed at one of the corporations. His name

is on the list now.
9189. You are able' to speak of the matriculation

in one of the licensing boards?—Yes. French should

he maintained, and Greek and Latin also.

9190. As between Greek and a modern language,

which side would you lean to?—Greek is no use

whatever
;
a modem language is. Greek is useful for

inventing technical expressions.

JCdwanl
H.mralui

Edward F. Hanrahan, esq., examined.

9191. Chairman.—

W

hat means of knowledge of
the Queen’s Colleges, or any of them, have yon ? I
am a matriculated student of the Queen's College,
Galway, and I have since gone in for my first medical
examination in the Royal University.

9192. When did you matriculate in Queen’s Col-
lege, Galway ?—In October, 1881. I took my first

medical examination in the Royal University last year,
October, 1883. The pointI would like to mention before
the Commission is that I am a student entirely de-
pendent on myself for my own education, and I can-
not avail myself of the advantages of the Queen’s
Colleges, because they are not in a good centra of
medical education. I think the Queen’s College
should be in Dublin, where the students would have
every advantage of medical education, and not down
in Galway, where his theoretical knowledge may be
very good in a couple of subjects, but his other know-
ledge nil. I could not go to Galway and be staying

9
See Appendix

!

in Dublin. I have to pay exorbitant fees, as compared

with the Queen’s College students, against whom I am

competing.

9193. You could not get athorongh practical educa-

tion in Galway ?—I think not.

9194. Though the theoretical education may be very

good ?—I do not know, though I understand from

Galway men it is very good.

9195. You matriculated in Galway, and did not

pursue your medical education there 1—-That is all.

9196. You matriculated at a time, when by statute

you are now a matriculated student of the Royal

University?—Yes.

9197. Are you going to take a degree in the Royal

University ?—I am. I have passed my first medical

examination in the Royal University.

9198. You are exempt from tke first examination

in aits ?—I wa3 exempt from that as a Queen’s College

man. There is a great difference between the fees ot

II. B., No. 51.
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the Queen’s Colleges, and tie fees of Dublin. Students

hive to pay £S 8s. for practical anatomy in Dub-

lin, while Queen’s College students lmvo only to

J. The Queen’s College students have only to

L'v £3 for practical cliemistry. I have to juiy

j5 5* in Dublin. The other fees am practically in

the same projiortiou. Besides, I am a Dublin man,

1 am a householder and a ratepayer. I could not

live in Galway.

'.il 90. Rev. Dr. Mot.lov.—Why did you matricu-

late in Galway ?—To gain the advantages of coining in

under the Royal University.

0200. Chairman.—You do not seem to have much
acquaintance with the Queen's Colleges ?—No, except

that the men I associate with are Queen’s College men.

9201. You simply come before us with a statement,

that in cousequeuce of the want of those practical op-

portunities of learning medicine in Galway, you would

not think it expedient to go to Galway its a medical

centre i—No, I would not. There is another point I

would like to mention with reference to the examiners

ill the Royal University.

9202. You did not after you matriculated in Gal-

way, attend a course of lectures, in order to sec how
far you could go ?—I did not.

9203. Your evidence is no evidence of your know-
ledge, but. from what you learned outside Yes.

9204. Dr. Marston.—Do you know the hospitals

at Galway and their numbers 1—I do not. I know by
report that it would not be desirable to go there.

9205. Rev. Dr. Mor.T-OY.—But you went from Dub-
lin to Galway to matriculate, as the easiest way to get

into the Royal University ?—T did, hut if the Royal
University was not coming into existence, I would
have gone to the Queen’s College. I would like to get

the higher medical degree, the M.D. If the Royal
University was not established, I would have to go
there

920G. Dr. Marstox.—Galway as a practical teach-

ing place, did not enjoy such repute that you cared

to go there 'I—I did not.

9207. The theoretical teaching you know nothing
about?—No. There is another matter I wish to men-
tion, in reference to the examiners in the Royal Uni-
versity. I am placed at a disiulvantage, for the exam-
iners of the Royal University arc cither Queen’s
College men, or from the Cucilia-streel School of
Medicine.

9208. Do you mean that to bear on the point why
men do not avail themselves of the Royal University ?

—In reference to the examiners, some of tho students
are placed at a disadvantage. A man coining from
ono medical school examined in the four subjects, might

r
happen to get a mail from his own school. There is J

an examiner from tho Cecil ia-street School, ami there
is a man appointed from tho Quecu’s

;
and a man from

Cecil ia-street School might happen in the four sub-
jects to get his own examiner, or a Queen's man his
own examiner

;
but a. man coining lip from any of tlio

other medical schools would not know any of them,
and no matter how fair the examiner tried to lie, lie

would he either unfair to his university trust or unfair
to his pupils.

9209. Chairman.—Would you agree with a witness
who told us, that although desirable to have a ilill’creur.

state of things, it would be practically impossible to
have a different state of things?—I do not think it

impossible to have neutral examiners unconnected
with any college.

9210. Dr. Stoxey.—You do not see any impassi-
bility in it ?—I do not see any. If you pay a man you
will got him.

92 1 1. Chairman.—Your idea is that tho examiners
should have no connexion with any of the schools ?

—

Yea
; but they could not have connexion with every

school. The schools would be too numerous and the
examiners too few.

92 1 2. Do you not think there would be a tremendous
outcry in Ireland, and a fine Irish grievance if the
Royal University announced that they were going to

get men to examine in all the departments, from
another country?—Yes ; but you would get men in

Ireland, who would hold their own against all

countries.

9213. Could you get medical men, in your opinion,

who are accustomed to teaching, who would not be
connected with some school or other. Are not the
medical men accustomed to teaching, connected with
some school or other ?— They only teocli in their

younger days
;
they lecture as they go on, and then

go into a private practice.

9214. Do you think a medical man in large practice

would bother himself nl unit teaching students in the
Royal University?—If you paid him, I think he
wonld. There is a matter, not exactly evidence, I
woidd like to mention. I went in for an examination
in the Royal University, in French, and I have loft

the French Collego for eleven years, and I passed

it That is sufficient guarantee of the high degree

to which they tench French there.

(Before the Commissioners in their private room).

J. J. Lvncii, esq., recalled.

9216. Chairman.—You havo told us already that
£1 is charged for the dissections in addition to the
£3 for anatomy 1—Yes.

9216. Does that £1 cover the expenses of the
dissecting room ?—It more than covers the expenses of
the dissecting room, as I can prove to you very
quickly.

9217. £1 is charged?—Yes.
9218. Have you any knowledge of yourself what

fee was charged in fomer years—I am asking of your
own knowledge ?—I cannot go back ten years ago of

_9219. We have evidence as to what was the practice
originally ?—I have it from Dr. Cronin what was the
practice.

9220. We have had it from Mr. Magner?—Th
tormer professor used to return portion of the £1 £

the end of the year.

,

‘

vraB proved to ub. The £1 was paid i

"e returned the balance at the end of th
session ?.—Yes.

th I
s t*le evfdence you want to bring

•

&
, L

*
e more than covers the expenses

^»Sa
8
^.,6Ct8

^-Tea
>
far and away more.

- • First of all do you know, or have
;

tained the number of subjects that were provided for

the school during the years 1881—82 and 1882—83?

—

I have ascertained for a certainty nearly for the years

1881-82.

9224. Have you ascertained the number ?—I have
not ascertained the correct number for the years

1882-83. I have for 1881-82.

9225. I suppose you have ascertained the cost of

obtaining the subjects, of having thorn prepared, of

distributing them, and also of disposing of the remains

afterwards in pursuance of the provisions of the

Anatomy Act, and of complying with the several

other requirements of the Anatomy Act?—Yes.

922G. Have yon ascertained what was the cost of

obtaining the subjects ?—Yes.

9227. Have you made a calculation as to wlmfc

would ho the sum properly allowed for preparing

them, and for removing the remains afterwards ?— yes.

But of course this may be said, that the cost may be
more in the Cork schools than in the Dublin schools.

9228. But as far ns your means of knowledge go,

you think that you have allowed a fair and reasonable

sum to cover those expenses 1—Yes.

9229. Putting one against the other, what balance

do you consider would remain in the hands of the
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professor at the end of the year ?—I find, making all

allowance, that the Professor of Anatomy would have

a profit of over .£100 a year on dissecting fees alone.

9230. For wlmt year?—For the session 1881-82.

9231. And you think that might be roughly taken

as a typical year?— Yes.

9232. Do you allow anything for the payment of

demonstrators in calculating the expenses ?—I do not.

9233. Is it your idea that the demonstrators should

bo paid for out of the £3 'I—I have not the slightest

objection that the demonstrators should be paid out of

the balance as I said before provided the student is

not compelled to pay for the certificate. The opinion

of the students is that the Professor of Anatomy out

of the balance of the dissecting fees pays the demon-

strators and thereby expends the balance on the

anatomy alone, as he says
;
but if be does, the sum

we consider he should pay out of the class foes proper,

he appropriates to himself. The President states in

his Parliamentary report that the Professor pays the

demonstrators out of the class fees proper.

9234-. Professor Jack.—

D

o you mean the opinion

of the students or of some of them ?—The opinion of

about 80 per cent, of the medical students.

9233. Chairman.—Ls tliat not what you want to

bring before us ?—Yes.

9236.

Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You will send in tlie

lists that you mentioned?—I can supply the lists of

the men who presented themselves. Having taken

an active interest in the matter, I am acquainted wi»h
nearly all the. arts students in the College. I ^supply a list for your information if desired of thmen who presented themselves from Queen’s College
Cork, last year for the honour examination of the Hr«t
university examination at the Royal University for
the second university examination at the it’„Va!
University, and for the IIA with the results obtained
and their previous locus standard in the College and
with the scholarships obtained immediately afterwards.
There is one poiut which you asked in Cork olxnit a
man named Kearney. You appeared to think the
subjects wore different from -what ho obtained the
exhibition on in the Royal University. The subjects

were identically the same. The newspaper report

stated the subjects were entirely different.

9237. Do you state the subjects for the entrance
scholarship are the same ?—I say for the. man Kearney,
a man obtaining an exhibition in the Royal Univer-
sity a fortnight afterwards with a scholarship in Cork.

9238. Do you say the subjects were the same 1—Yes.
9239. What scholarship did he get-?—A third

year’s medical scholarship.

9240. Chairman.

—

If you wish wo will take from

you any such table as yon choose to make out We
have the information in another shapo from the Royal

University
;
but we will be glad to have it from you l—Very well.

The Commission adjourned to next day.

FIFTEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 26th, 1884.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Caiiton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.; George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A, D.Sc, F.R.S.;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General J effuey A. Marston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Junr.. Esq., Secretary.

Michael
Buckley, esq.

Michael Booklet,

9241. CnAiRMAN.—You were examined yesterday ?—Yes.

9242. Do you remember there was a discussion about
a boy who had read under you—you were not quite
sure whether it was a year or two ?—I was morally
certaiu during the examination

; in fact, I had no
doubt hut it was a year.

9243. You telegraphed to the hoy?—I telegraphed
to the imcle first, and then to the boy himself.

9244. Did you get this telegram from the boy

—

“ Read with you twelve months before passing exam-
ination in college T’—Yes.

9245. Now, are yon satisfied it was a year only ?—
Perfectly satisfied; my doubts arose from some ar-
rangement

—

9246. You need not go into that
; I quite under-

stand it ?—If permitted, I would add another par-
ticular in regard to his examination.

9247. Certainly?—Together with being that short
time preparing, he was not able to devote his whole
time to his studies ; he is assistant in an apothecary’s
shop, and portion of his day was occupied, and he was
unable to devote all his time to study.

9248. Was there anything else you wished to add ?—Not in reference to lnm, but in reference to another.
Another instance

9249. Is this a new instance?—This is a new in-

stance I did not give yesterday
;
I thought I had given

plenty of them breads name)

;

he was a boy who, in
six months, at three lessons a week, made up the
business for the matriculation in Latin and Greek

;

lie commenced the Latin grammar and the Greek
grammar, knowing nothing before that time.

9250. In what year was that ?—In 1873.

9251. And he matriculated at the end of the six
months?—He matriculated at the end of the six months.

9252. Dr. Stoney.—In what faculty?—In medi-

esq., re-examined.

cine
;
he was not intended, I may tell you, to go in

—

I don’t like to enable cases to he traced.

9253. Chairman.—He matriculated at the end of

six months, and he was going in for the medical

faculty ?—Yes.

9254. What amount of Latin and Greek did he

know 1—I may say his knowledge of Greek was

nothing—in fact, I know very well he could not read

the Greek ; lie could not read a sentence of Greek

correctly, and what I say of him I say of most of the

students I referred to yesterday, namely, that their

knowledge of Greek was so imperfect they could not

read it very correctly.

9255. Do yon mean that thoy could not make out

the characters ?—They could read the characters, but

could not read the words with ease or correctness.

9256. That is translate ?—They could not read the

original text well. This boy, when at the examin-

ation, could not answer the grammar questions. Of

course, I was not present at the examination, but I

learned this from himself
;
he did not answer in the

grammar.
9257. We cannot take from you anything that

passed at the examination ?—Voi-y well ;
that is oU l

can say
; he prepared in that time, and his knowledge

of Greek and Latin was very defective. Then in re-

ference to the course. Yesterday I was put the ques-

tion whether I had knowledge of theseboys after they

entered. There was an instance of a boy wto

matriculated, and was reading for the first sessions

examination. (Writes his /Lame.)
,

9258. With you?—Not -with me, but he was read-

ing in the College, and then he came to me to

a. little before the examination—to moke up

business in Latin.
.

.

9259. Dr. Stoney.—In wliat • faculty ?—Arts

,

knew his Latin very poorly, so poorly that 1
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nnt a translation for him, '< Hi n. h<- kn w no jnmng,

•md lie passed at the w >sionul
;

lie knew his Latin

reiT imperfect q
. <.\v tlm year. As I stated

it.
was only ou yi-.so i .la v l inlemlod to give evidence

Itefo're the Commissioners, and I did not mind making

notes for reference.

9260. Is there anything else yon wish to say 1—
Nothing more ;

hut in reference to these schools,

yesterday a question was put to mo, rather ime.v-

iiecteillv' There is a Catholic seminary, and I think

there is a Protestant college also, in Cork, of a similar

ohamctei', tlieu there is a nniulmr of private schools

in Cork, just us there is in Dublin, they may be or

mav not ho of equal standing; hut at all events, I

think from my experience, that it a very poor school

that would not be sullicieut to prepare for the

matriculation in the Queen’s College, Cork
; besides

the professors of the Queen’s College, Cork, are not

able to judge correctly of the general character of the

Munster schools. They have not experience of the

.uncial character of the education in Munster, for this

reason, the only opportunity they have, in my opinion,
of judging of the schools in Munster, is by those who j.„>, aa, ism.
have come from the Munster schools to their College.

_ .

It is clear that those students are not a fair specimen imin!.
at all of the education of the Minister schools

; as I
' ' ’

stateil yesterday, they prepare only for a very short
time, mid they don’t work with the same application
that those going to other oxam illations. I think tlicso

are the only points I wish to mention. With regard
to the lust one., I may also say, that in my evidence I
have understated, its may lie judged from these tele-

grams, I have very cautiously given my evidence, and
not exaggerated, and I can say in connexion with that,
the last instance I have given, I don’t know the year,
hnt I think his name will lie found if the calendar be
referred to, in some part between 1870 and 1880.

11201. Professor Jack.—That is rather vague—some
part between 1870 and 1880.

9202. Chairman. —He matriculated in 1875 ?—ITis

knowlodgo of Latin was very poor. Of course I don’t
wish these names to be published.

•Alexander Smith, esq., ute.r. k

92C3. Chairman.—Wore yon a student in the

Queen’s College, Belfast '!—I matriculated in Queens
College, Belfast in 186G, as a medical student. I

would not have come here at all, hut sitting here yes-

terday listening to the evidence, I thought the evi-

dence of the young mini Hanrahan was more or less

ngaiust the College, and to a certain extent unfair.

D26L We will take evidence of wliut you know
.yourself, having gone through the <!o!lcge?—Yes.

9265. Did you take tho arts course in Belfast?

—

No, the medical course..

92G6. Did you take your degree in the Queen’s

University?—No, I passed my half m.d. iu the

Queen’s University. I went to Edinburgh, and
obtained tho double qualification as physician mid
surgeon.

92G7. How many years were you in Belfast ?—Four
years.

9268. You had an opportunity of judging of the

nature of the education?—Yes. I think when I
matriculated, that tho examination was fair, quite up
to the standard, for a man who had to pass it would
he fairly enough educated to understand tho medical

subjects on which the men were lectured. To go for the

arts degrees, a man, I think should ho 1rotter educated.

9269. Was not the matriculation examination the

same both for arts and medical students ?—Tito same
both for arts and medical students.

9270. Was there any difference made in tlio mode
of examination?—I think not.

9271. The medical students got os severe an ex-
amination as the aids students 1—I think very severe.

I think it was throe days ; it commenced on a
Friday, and the list of successful men was not put up
in the hall till Monday, and each day there was some-
thing for examination.

9272. As far as the medical education is concerned,
do yon wish to say anything of it ?—Anatomy and
histology were taught the best Ihave seenanywhere, in
Edinburgh, Manchester, Liverpool, and some of the
Tendon schools. I do not know any better teacher
than Professor Redfern. I do not know any os good.
The histology class was very well attended, and the
microscope was constantly in uso ; the largest class in
histology I have ever seen.

9273. Professor Jack.—You have hod experience
in London, Edinburgh, aud Manoliestor?—Yes. I
was & free lance about those schools.

^
9274. You were also in Liverpool and Dublin ?

—

9275. Chairman.—Wo may take it you have had
a large experience ?—1 had. I have spent holidaysm different towns, and gone to the huger hospitals.

5., Edin., anil L.A., Dub., examined.

927G. You areabpresentpractising inDubliu?—Yes.
9277. Do you wish to say anything about either

hmuchcs in Belfast ?—Midwifery was badly taught,

there is no place it is so well taught ns in Dublin, not
oven in London. Dr. Barnes, one of the liuyid phy-
sicians sent his son to be educated iu midwifery at

the Rotunda Hospital. The appointment in midwifery
ill Belfast was very unpopular when I was there.

That is not inside the scope of the Commission.
9278. No?—But as bearing on the success of the

class. They had another teacher whom the students

favoured when the professor they wished to have uji-

1
lainted was not appointed. They became very un-
favourable to tlie teacher in midwifery.

9279. Wc will simply take the fact that midwifery,

iu your opinion, was not so well taught?—Yes. Not
well taught

; but tlie surgery was very well taught.

Materia medicu was not very well taught, for this

reason, that tho professor or gentleman who taught it

had a very large practice, and frequently instead of

going to meet his class ho lmd some professional en-

gagement, and a notice was jiosted in the hall that lie

would not lecture that evening.

9280. We would rather you would not go into the

reasons of it ?—That was oue reason, that a man who
lms a large practice cannot he a good teacher.

9281. Dr. Marston.—Was the teaching in the

medical curriculum of Queen’s College, Belfast, gene-

rally good, in your opinion ?—It was very good.

9282. What you stated in reference to materia me-
dics sometimes happens in other medical schools ?—Yes
everywhere that the professor has any largo practice.

9283. Is not that the case throughout the United

Kingdom, that men rise by the reputation they make
in a medical school, and obtain a practice from that,

and, as a matter of course, they cannot take then so

much pains with the school as they did before ?—You
know very wgll, Dr. Marston, a man who is a professor

of mateiiu xuedica does not acquire Iris large practice

by that subject as a physician or surgeon, it is merely

his attachment to a school gives him a certain position.

I am sure there are lots of chemists in town know a
great ileal more than any physician or surgeon does

of the snbjeot, but still, as physicians or surgeons, they

would lie nowhere. It is merely the attachment to a

medical school

9284. Taking the medical and surgical subjects

generally, until you have a teaching stall' exclusively

occupied with scientific instruction, as on the continent,

you will be very liable indeed to have them as they

rise in piivate practice neglect to a certain extent

their teaching 1—That is common, but it should not

be, "because it is common.
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Dublin. 9285. Professor Jack.—

O

f course if it were uot tlic

June 20 , 1B84. case, I dure say, tlie payments made to the professors

Alexander
would require to bo much higher ?—Not only much

Smith, esq., higher, but if a man had to devote the whole of his

i„u.c.i\ & s., time to the class, his payment should he much higher.

E,"“- Dr. Redfcra never had any private practice at all, ami

still ho was enabled to make a very good income out

of his class, being such a very good teacher.

92SG. Dr. Stonev.—And liaving adequate fees

attached to his instructions 1—Haring a large class.

9287. Professor Jack.—It is quite common in

medical schools that certain professors have a large

practice, and some have not. There are certain

professorships in which it is supposed to he good that

the professor should have a large practice, and probably

the bulk of the medical professorships are now given

to men in luvge practice 1—I do not know that that

should bo dono at all.

9288. I am not asking you whether it should he

done, but whether it is ?—-They make a very huge
practice, being professors of medicine in a school,

professors of surgery or niidwilery, the public bike

it that a man appointed for his knowledge in these

subjects must be a good man, and they employ liim.

9289. You do not know the state of matters in

other medical schools, as to whether a large practice

frequently accompanies the professorship or not ?

—

No. I could hardly speak to that, except merely sis

of my own knowledge of Dublin.

9290. Chairman.—Speaking from your own know-
ledge of Dublin, you can answer Professor Jiick ?

—

I think I cm. Nearly all the professors of surgery

or midwifery, or of the practice of medicine in any
of the medical schools iu town, have certainly very
good practice.

9201. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

D

o you think, in the

interests of the medical schools, when the practice of

one of the professors becomes so large as seriously

to impede his attention to the duties of his chair,

that he should retire from his chair, and give place to a
younger man, who would devote himself more
largely to the work of teaching 1—Certainly

;
when a

man is appointed lie takes certain duties upon him,
aud where his practice interferes with liis duties,

lie should either give up the practice or the duties
which he lias undertaken os a toucher.

9292. Dr. Makston.—As regards the theoretical

teaching of medical science, if the occupants of these
professorial chairs could devote the whole of then-
time to the pupils, as Dr. Redfern does, it would be
a very good thing ?—It would.

9293. But, in the case of those professors who teach
more practical subjects, such as surgery or medicine,
I presume it is a good tiling that they should be
associated with hospitals where they could lecture
on the cases?—Yes. A man may know his books
very well and lecture, but as a physician or surgeon
he would be a fool if he was not able now and then
in the diagnosis of disease to show that he can make
his book-knowledge guide him as to the correct way of
discovering what the disease was, oml then its treat-
ment.

9294. Patients, therefore, are as necessary for
teaching medical science as subjects would bo for
teaching anatomy ?—Of course, for instance, the
necessity of knowing an eruption like scarlatina.

9295. Take for example, those chairs of anatomy
and chemistry, and so on, where the professors have
to devote their whole time to their pupils, I presume
you think that to secure good men, they should have
cither largo classes or endowments, aud some retiring
allowance ?—Certainly.

9296. Where a man holds such a chair as medicine
or surgery, do you think lie should also have some
chance of a retiring allowance, lest he should hold
on too long when liis energies are exhausted 1—
Certainly, that is one of the faults I find with the
Queen’s Colleges, that they do not compel a man after a
certaintime to retirewhenhe becomes very oldandfeeble.

9297. Having got the best out of him some provision

should lie made for him when the best is «one 1—
Certainly.

929S. With regard to Belfast, speaking generally
as you have had an opportunity of seeing the i

Colleges aud hospitals, were the opportunities for nrac-
tical surgery good?—Extremely good. Belfast is one
of the Iwst centres for n surgical school that I know
it is the centre of a huge manufacturing district and
the number of injuries which occur every dav from

I

people in mills and places like that is very great, much
greater than in Dublin.

9299. You do not l-egrot having gone there?—Cer- '

taiuly not.

D300. Had they clinical teaching hi the hospital 1_
I

Yes.

9301. 11ml you the means of learning everything
I

practically in the application of splints and bandages 1—Yes, every man in a certain tjuio became nn external
j

dresser and stayed every morning and dressed the

wounds. Then he became a clinical clerk to one of the .

surgeons or physicians.

9302. There were a number of accidents there 1

—

A great number in the Royal Hospital, Belfast.

9303. You say that the teaching in midwifery was

not good, but what opportunities lmd you iu Belfast in I

the practice of midwifery. Had you a huge domiciliary
|

}>ractice us opposed to a hospital practice }—No, the ,

professor of midwifery kept n list of men who were

taking out their practice in midwifery, which was

posted on the back of his door, ami when a lot of
|

women attached to the mills understood they' could get

a medical student to attend them in tlieir confine-
|

meat they called, and when the servant looked at the

board, shn sent them to tho student's address. There .

was no institution iu which midwifery was taught
]

there.

9304. Dublin is exceptional in that respect?— |

Dublin is tho best jdace iu tho world fur midwifery.

9305. Would it bo quite right to compare Belfast
|

with Dublin in this respect?—You cau compurc no

medical seliool with Dublin iu midwifery.

9306. Compared with Edinburgh and other schools,

would y
rou say that tho subjects lectured on iu the

medical faculty at Belfast were quite as well taught

as at other places ?—With the exception of midwifery.

9307. With regard to ophthalmic surgery, what

would yon say ?—When I went first it was not well

taught. Then a very good littlo hospital was built for

Dr. M'Keown and ho taught in it extremely well.

930S. When did yon leave Belfast?—In 1871.

9309. You do not speak of anything later ?—No.

I have not been attached to the school in any way

since.

9310. What opportunities were there for seeing in-

fectious cases in Belfast ?—I had fever myself when I

was a student in the hospital where I caught the

infection.

9311. Do you think you were then iu a right frame

of mind to appreciate the symptoms and study yourself?

—Yes. There was an epidemic of measles at the time.

In the year in which I had fever, five students died in

the hospital from fever.

9312. You contracted it from thecases there?—-Yes.

Visiting cases.

9313. Had you an opportunity of studying diseases

of women and children ?— Tlioro was no teaching stall

at that time on the subject.

9314. Do you think it desirable, knowing the pro-

gress of modern medicine, that sanitary science should

be taught?—Yes. ,

9315. Do you think it desirable that there should

be a course of logic in the preliminary teaching ? 1

do not know. Logic, of course, is part of a general

education, that every one should know.
.

The better

you have men educated the broader their brain has

grown, and the better it is for themselves and the public

generally.
. .

9316. I suppose, too, that you would say it is very

desirable, looking at the professional part, tna

you should have a maximum standard open to au
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jneu. so ns to secure the “ survival of the fittest,"

hut looking to the requirements of the population, you

could hardly expect that every man should attain to

the maximum standard 1—No.

f>317. Have you anything to odd that you would

like tn say I—Hardly anything more, what I wanted

to sav about the retirement of the professors in the

Queen's Colleges. Men should, when they arrive

at a certain age, retire, and give place to young men

with more active brains.

9318. You have practically seen the absolute neces-

sity of that, ancl you would like to put it in as strong

terms as you could, from your own experience?—From

Diy own experience I have seen the necessity of em-

ploying a young and active brain more in teaching.

9319. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

I

t would bo interesting

if you could tell ns at what age the brain begins to fail i

—It might he disagreeable. I have seen some men
who at a certain age—fifty-five years—began to

decline, whereas other men of seventy or so on, their

brain power remained unimpaired ;
for instance, the

late Lord Beaconsticld was a great man, and his brain

was active to the last. So, too, with Mr. Glad-

stone.

9320. Dr. Mabston.—May we suppose that old

Parr had an active brain ?—Yes.

9321. About practical pharmacy, I should like to

hear you say something ; how was it taught ?—Practi-

cal pharmacy was not well taught.

9322. It is required in the Royal University?—It

is. The ouly way you can teach practical pharmacy
well is to put a man into a general practitioner’s shop,

where lie will sec medicine made up correctly, and
prescribed at the same time.

9323. How about dietetics ?—Nearly the same.

9324. Speaking of the retirement of a professor of

surgery, if attached to an hospital, he must, apart

from his brain power, have a certain physical activity ?

—Certainly.

9325. lie could not perform alterations ?—Tie could

not reduce a fracture or perform operations if a weak
man.

9326. That brings me to the opportunities you had
in operative surgery in Belfast ?—They were not given
operations on the dead subject.

9327. Have you heard whether they have improved
of late?—I have not heard much about the schools,

but as I was leaving Queen’s College, Belfast, they
were improving.

9328. As regards the opportunities for morbid
anatomy, what do you say ?—They were very good.

9329. Have you met students from the other
Queen’s Colleges?— Yes.

9330. Speaking of the medical students from the
Queeu’s Colleges generally as compared with the
medical students from other colleges anti hospitals to
which you have gone, what impression have you ob-
tained with regard to their acquirements and standard
of education 1—I thought both the Galway men and
Cork men were extremely well read men, who worked
fairly and honestly, and knew their subjects well.
The students of the other schools—I might say of the
Dublin schools—trusted a good deal more to cram-
®ing, and did not read with the same regularity as I
did when I was attending Queen’s College, and as other
men did—I do not say myself specially.

9331. Can you speak of the students in the Edin-
burgh and Manchester schools from experience?

—

bn 4
lCa<l Ve'y in Mancliesler an(l E<1in‘

9332. You are speaking of reading, now go on to
something practical and tell me your experiunco ?—

T

w
i

There are in Dublin thirty or forty men who
•flake their living exclusively by grinding. There
must be great neglect in the mass of students, who
fleglect so much the opportunities that gradually they
nave to shove all their education into six months’
grinding.

9333. With regard to a practical knowledge of their
protession, what would you say of the students of the

Queen's Colleges as compared with to her students
—I think the Queen’s Colleges produce as good a lot

of general medical practitioners about the country as

any other body I know—that is, about the country
dispensaries, and all other institutions.

9334. Do yon think that if young men reinaincd for

two years at the Queen’s College, and then went
elsewhere to places presenting larger opportunities for

practice, they would then become exceptionally good
men?—Yes, if they come to Dublin, and spend a year
here, it is n very good plan, but if they attach them-
selves to one special institution, or special school, and
the hospital attached to it, I tliiuk they could bo taught
quite as well in Belfast as hero. For instance, take
the Ledwich School, and Mercer’s Hospital attached
to it. They could teach you as well—better, I should
say—in Belfast College and Belfast General Hospital.,

but if yon can go to other hospitals—for instance, the
Meath Hospital in the morning, and Rotunda next
morning—then you get a first-class education in Dub-
lin, but for one hospital and one school the Queen's
College is every bit ns good.

9335. Were the hospitals in Belfast too many and
too distant from one another l—The only hospital they
had in my time was the general hospital

;
that was so

distant from the Queen’s College, by some it was
considered a grievance, and by others that ic did the
students good to walk in the morning.

933G. Do you know anything about the Queen’s
Colleges in Cork and Galway?—I have been in both
places, but never heal'd a lecture delivered in either of
those places.

9337. Were you in Cork hospital?—I was in the
North Infirmary in Cork.

9333. Wliat impression did you derive?—My
impression is, it was not large enough, and that the
cases there were uot sufficiently good.

9339. How many years ago?—1Time or four years
ago.

9340. You are aware that there are other hospitals ?

—Yes, there ore a lot of small hospitals in Cork.
9341. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—In speaking of the re-

sources of tlu; Queen’s Colleges for clinical instruction,

are you speaking chietly of Belfast ?—Of Belfast ; I

could not give evidence of the value of the clinical

instruction elsewhere.

9342. Dr. Marbton.—You think, on the whole,

that the opportunities for practice aud practical clinical

instruction are good t—I think so.

9343. Do you entertain a decided opinion based on
your experience of two or three years ago?—I could

nob know to speak of the time since I was a student

there.

9344. Did you go into the ophthalmic hospital

there ?—No.
9345. Do you wish to add anything?—I heal'd

something said of modern languages.

934G. That question is threshed out?—Very well.

9347. Chairman.

—

We will take your opinion ?

—

I don’t know that Greek and Latin will be of much
use in afterlife. It is no later than last night 1

regretted my ignorance of German, reading a book,

when I came across a little sentence j later on I came
across a bit of French which I did know. I should

always advocate that modern languages be taught.

9348. Dr. Marston.—You think that aman ought

to have some knowledge of Latin and Greek as part

of his general education, hut, looking ro the practical

utility of the acquirement aud to the sort of life a

medical man would lead, that a modem language would

be far more useful than Greek?—Yes, all the Greek I

have learned has never been worth three pouce to

me, nor given me three pence worth of satisfaction

either.

9349. Dr. Stoney.—You spoke of practical phar-

macy. Are yon aware that attendance on a course of

practical pharmacy was required at one time in tlio

Queen’s University?—Yes, three mouths.

9350. Aud subsequently that that course was
removed from the curriculum after very careful eon-

3 N
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sideration, and it was considered that the curriculum

was thereby improved ?—I am aware of that, but I do

not think it was improved by it myself.

9351. But it was very carefuly considered in the

Queen’s University, and that was the result!—I have

seen medical men prescribing drugs which they did not

know when they saw them.

9352. Dr. Marston.—They could learn 1—Not in

any other way than by practical pharmacy, the pre-

scribmg in an institution is never so broad as it i.

in private practice. I have known medical men pre
scribing drugs which when put clown under their
eyes they did not know what they were.

9353.

As they did not themselves dispense them
that did not so much signify ?—It merely came from
book-work, that quinine was good for such a disease
and when they saw it they hardly knew it, and so
with other drugs—for instance, morphia.

Very Her.
William
J. Walsh, d.i

Very Rev. William J. Walsh, d.d., re-exammed.

9354. Chairman.—You wish to make a further

statement, Dr. Walsh 1—T wish to clear up one or two

points about which I fear there may be some misun-

derstanding.

9355. "We cleaved up one already?—So I understand.

That has reference to the absence of a requirement of

unprepared work in the programme of the matricula-

tion examination of the Royal University. It is true

that hi the detailed programme set forth in the Calen-

dar there is no such requirement. But there is a pre-

liminary note intimating that in every examination in

arts conducted by the university passages may be set

from other authors as well as from these prescribed in

the programme. That fully covers the requirements

of the case. Allow me to add that tlio note as it

stood in the university regulations as at first issued

did not include, or at least did not clearly include, the

matriculation examination. I am glad to see that it

has since been modified so as to include the matricula-

tion examination as well as all the others. When I
was examined here a few weeks ago, I was not aware
that the change had been made. There is a general

direction in the programme for all the examinations

in arts.

93513. Professor Jack.—Do you know, with regard

to that point, whether all the matriculation examin-
ations include unseen passages ?—Generally speaking,
they do. You will see from the examination paper's in
the Royal University Calendar, that unseen passages
are set at the matriculation examination. I should
also wish to add that as a matter of fact they were set

even at the first matriculation examination held by the
Royal University in 1881. At that time, in a printed
letter addressed to the Seriate of the Royal University,

of which I was not then a member, I complained of
this having been done. I pointed out that sufficient

notice had not been given that it was to be done.
But at the same time. I pointed out the necessity of
having such a requirement included in the programme.
It is now, as I have said, included.

9357. With regard to this is there any direction
to the examiners at all in marking the total amount.
Suppose the total amount is what has been stated for

Latin, is the total amount divided into so much for
two unseen passages, so much for in the other passages.
Do you know the details ?—I do not as a matter of

fact. I was not a member of the Standing Committee
when the regulation for the distribution of the marks
•was made. In the Intel-mediate examinations marks
are allotted to the various sections of each subject in
the manner described in your question.

9358. Dr. Stoney.—Could a candidate pass who
had not answered from the unprepared passage, and
who had from the rest of the paper?—Yes, if he
made a proportionately high scoring in the remaining
portion, as I explained with regard to those examina-
tions when I was examined before.

9359. Chairman.

—

There is anothermattervon wish
to mention ?—Yes, in reference to the medical students.

I have seen in the newspaper reports that since ray
former examination here, one of the Commissioners
asked a witness, I believe a medical witness, whether
a person occupying a position such as mine was likely

to be a good judge of the kind of matriculation
examination suitable for medical students. Now I
eudeavoui-ed to make it quite clear during my exam-

ination the other day, that I was nob speaking at all

of medical students. I think I did make it clear that

I spoke only of the faculty of arts, and not of medical

students, except so far as they were for a time members
of the facnlty of arte and consequently obliged by the

university regulations to comply with the requirements

of the arts section of the university programme.
93G0. Dr. Mauston.—

I

quite understood that ? I

thought so, but I wish to make the matter quite clear,

so that there may he no confusion about it in the

official report of the evidence.

9361. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

W

e were told in evi-

dence the other clay by a witness that lie thought the

programme for matriculation at the Royal University

was sufficiently high, but that the examiners let down

the candidates too easily. Can you say whether the

examiners were the persons who passed the students

for matriculation at the Iloyal University?—lean

state that they were not.

9362. By what body were the students passed at the

matriculation examination?—They were passed by the

Standing Committee of the Royal University. The

examiners merely reported the murks gained by each

candidate in each subject of the examination. Those

marks then went before the Standing Committee and

the Standing Committee decided what students should

pass and wliat students should be rejected.

9363. Can you give ns any opinion as to what prin-

ciple the Standing Committee have followed in dealing

with the marks of the examiners, and allowing students

to pass or reject them. I don’t know whether it is a

question you would like to answer, hut it is within your

discretion?—I should prefer not to answer it as I

have ceased to be a member of the Standing Com-

mittee and of the Senate of the Royal University. I

have no difficulty, however, in stating in general terns

that I quite disapprove of the plan followed, but I

should prefer not to go into details.

9364. Do yon think, speaking generally, the students

were allowed to pass on an inferior standard of answer-

ing in many cases?—I think in many cases they

were—perhaps I should rather say, in a number of cases.

9365. And do you think tire exainiuers are free from

any charge of being unduly lenient in the matter?—

They are absolutely free from it, this being a matter

with which they have nothing whatever to do. The

examiners merely mark the actual answering of the

students. If there is anything bo find fault with,

fault should be found, not with the examiners, hut

with the Standing Committee.
9366. With regard to the other examinations of

the Royal Univer-sity, is it the Standing Committee

award passes, or is it the examiners?—That I cannot

answer from my own knowledge. I was notamember

of tire Standing Committee when the other examin-

ations were adjudicated on last year. I was a member

of it when the matriculation examinations were dealt

with, hut not when it was dealing with, any of the

other examinations. .

.

9367. Chairman.—Is there anything else yon wish

to add ?—I should wish to add that although I mm1
'

tioned in my former examination the names of only ft

few schools as having sent up distinguished students

Maynooth, I did not at all intend to exclude the other

schools of the country, and I may now say there are

a great many other schools that have sent up to 03
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jnost distinguished students, students who lmcl taken

verv high places and exhibitions iu tho Intermediate

examinations. _ . —
9308. In addition to the schools you named7—Yes.

If the Commissioners wish lean give them the names

of several other schools.

9309. Dr. StoxeY.—Were you si member of the

Standing Committee last autumn— that is. in 1883?

—I wos°u member of it after the meeting of tho Semite

that was held iu October, not before.

9370. Were you on the Committee when the

medical examinations were adjudicated on 1—No ;
the

only examination I hail to do with was the matricu-

lation.

9371. Dr. Marston.—

A

s regards tho subjects in

ecclesiastical colleges it occurred to me that although

classics, metaphysics, and such branches of study,

rightly form the most important part, perhaps, of the

training in such colleges, it does not follow that other

blanches of study might not afford ns good a training

fur other students, and that is what I wanted to draw

out 1—I quite agree with that view oi the case.

9372. Do you substantially agree with what Father

Dclauy told us on that heading?—Please let. ineknow
what Father Delauy said. I suppose from your ques-

tion it was that in certain cases excellence in science

might be allowed to take the place of excellence in

ancient languages ?

9373. Does that express your view?—Yes, cer-

tainly : with regard, for instance, to medical students.

9371. And you agree with what he said?—I should

think so. I am not quite sure os to what Father

DeliUiy said, I have not hail an opportunity of seeing

a report of it, but substantially you may take it that

I agree with him. I am well acquainted with his

views on this subject.

9375. Rev. Dr. Mot.loy.—

A

t tho matriculation

last year tho number examined was 717, and the

number that passed was GOO, which represents,

as I make it, eighty-four jier cent. Judging from tho

marks of the examiners which caino before you, do you
think eighty-four per cent, was an unduly largo pro-

{

ortion to be allowed to pass on those marks ?—I do.

am of opinion that certain classes of students were
allowed to pass on that examination who should not
have been allowed to pass. I was opposed to their ad-

mission, but they were admitted by the majority of the

Btanding Committee.
9376. What do you mean by classes

;
the word is

somewhat ambiguous?—For instance, students who
failed altogether in one subject, such as experimental
physics.

9377. Your view is tliat if a subject appear upon
the programme it ought to be enforced 1—Yes. I am
quite in favour of allowing an optional arrangement
of subjects in a programme, in fact the Royal Univer-

sity expressly allows this, when, for instance, it allows Uoiium.

another language to be substituted for Greek, but June 2G, 16S4.

where a subject is inserted without the option to
yprvltcv

change it, I consider that the programme ought to be William
enforced, in the sense that if the student failed abso- J. Walsh, n.n.

lately in that subject, the subject not being an optional
one, lie ought not to lie admitted.

9378. Dr. Stonky.—

Y

ou express an opinion that an
arrangement by which the award is made by the
Standing Committee which is distinguished from
the board of examiners, is not a satisfactory one?

—

In the respect that I have explained, yes.

9379. Anil if there is a meeting of examiners are
there other considerations that ought to bo token
into account besides the mere numerical scores?

—

I do not quite understand your question.

9380. I mean, ought the mere numerical score that
a candidate lias got be the only thing taken into
account by a board of examiners in determining
the award to be made to that candidate?—Tlio ex-
aminers have nothing before them but the numerical
score.

9381. If they have themselves been the examiners
they have 1—I understood you to speak of the matric-
ulation examination in the Royal University. I know
nothing of the other examinations of the university,

that is to say, I have no personal knowledge of them,
and I wish to coniine myself to what I do know per-

sonally.

9382. Professor Jack.—

I

n the particular exami-
nation to which your testimony refers there has been
a system of what we may call compensation?—Yes.

9383. That is a system which nobody could have
foreseen from the published regulations, or at least

which many people did not foresee? Perhaps so.

You understand how the principle of compensation
works?—A certain percentage, say, tliivty per cent., is

first fixed ujxm, then the students who reach that
standard in all the subjects of the examination pass,

ns a matter of course; but if a student falls below
that standard iu certain subjects ho can make up for

his deficiency by specially good answering iu tho others.

I tliiuk that a very fair arrangement.
9384. Then, I understand, with regard to that prin-

ciple of compensation, there is usually a distinctly

lower percentage, say fifteen per cent., or whatever
might be fixed, suck that if students fall below the
lower, they should not pass in any case ?—Unfor-
tunately there is not. I think there ought to lie.

9385. There is nothing of that kind?— Unfortu-
nately there is not.

938G. You speak of the one examination?—Yes,

only of tho one examination ; for, us I have said, I

know nothing of the manner in which the passes were
determined at any of the others, and I wish to speak
only of what I really know.

Henry Macnaciiton Jones, esq., m.d., m.ch., f.r.c.s.i. & edin., l.m. k. <fc q.c.p.i. ;
Ex-Professor of Obstet- Henry

ties, Queen’s College, Cork
; Examiner in Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, Royal Uni- Mocnnghton.

versity, Ireland, examined.
esq ‘'

9387. Dr. Marston.

—

Dr. Jones, you were, I think,
connected with the Quean’s College, Cork?—I was
directly connected with the College for twenty years,
either as a student or as a teacher.

9388. Had you any appointment there?—I was
connected with the Fever Hospital and the County
Hospital, the Ophthalmic and Aural Hospital, the
Women’s Hospital, and the Cork Maternity.*

9389. Up to what date ?—The commencement of
1883.

9390. Wc have been told by a witness that the
teaching in midwifery whilst you were there was very
good. Would you tell us whether Cork offers suffi-
cient opportunities for educating students in obstetric
practice?—In my opinion, most perfectly at present,

in pure obstetrics. The school may be slightly defi-

cient in what you will understand as gynecology,

that is, in the practice of the diseases of women.

But it is right to say that it has improved enor-

mously within the last few years in that direction,

and more particularly since the hospital for diseases

of women was established in Cork. During my con-

nexion with the College, numbers of students availed

largely of that hospital, and therefore, to a certain ex-

tent, it met a wont that existed in the school up to

that period, which was about the year 1874.

But in the opportunities for students in midwifery

practice and the attendance on cases, I think Cork ad-

mirably well off. They have two instutions, the Lying-

in Hospital and the Cork Maternity. I have known
* Senior Physician (Cork Fever Hospital) : Surgeon (Cork County Hospital) : Surgeon (Ophthalmic, Aural, and Throat Hospital)

;

Consulting Surgeon (Women’s Hospital and Cork Maternity).—H M. J.
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as many as sixty, seventy, and up to 100 cases of mid-

wifery, taken out by a single student in Cork.

9391. "Were they domiciliary confinements 1—They
were attended at their own homes, that is, from the

Cork Maternity. A man had been resident there for

nearly a year in my time—a student, not a practitioner.

9392. Tlieu T am to understand that the oppor-

tunities afforded in Cork in this respect arc exceedingly

good 1—Certainly.

9393. But with regard to diseases of women and
children, the opportunities are not so good 1—They
were restricted to a certain extent. But it ought

always to be borne in mind, with regard to that special

department, that there are unusual difficulties even in

metropolitan schools as to practical instruction in

diseases of women. That is obvious. It does not ap-

ply to Coi'k particularly, but it applies to all provincial

schools.

9394. As you know the college teaching and the

hospitals in Cork, will you give us information with

respect to these generally as regards the medical edu-

cation of a student?—My experience and my know-
ledge of the under-graduate course, and of the men
whom I have met in afterlife, enables me to say that

the average practitioner or the graduate who has

studied entirely in Cork, and who has not even gone
to a metropolitan school after his course, is above the

average that I have met with from other licensing

bodies.

9395. You are now practising in Loudon?—I am
practising in London now. That would be my experi-

ence, and the test I have mentioned is one of the best you
canapply. Inaddition tothatyouhave tlietest which has

been before the Commissioners several times—success

in the public service. I have known myself of high places

obtained from year to year by men who have studied,

if not entirely, almost entirely, in the Cork School of

Medicine, and who have not put in more than six

months, or, perhaps, not even that period of time, out-

side Cork. They have got as high places as others,

both in the Army Medical Department and, if I mis-
take not, in the Indiau Medical Department.

939G. Be good enough to tell us, with regard to the
hospitals, are the opportunities for hospital practice,

both surgical and medical, in Cork quite sufficient to
give men a practical knowledge of their profession?

—

Quite, I should say ; hut I am one of those who be-
lieve that, in. the face of modem competition and
modemimprovements in medical science, every indivi-

dual medical student, either dining the last year of his
medical career or the yean* immediately subsequent to
that in which he is qualified, should avail of the
necessarily larger opportunities which he may luive in
the metropolis.

9397. Although this is very desirable it would
not in all cases lie practicable; do you think the
hospital practice in Cork would suffice to turn out a
good average practitioner?—I would say above the
average.

9398. That is to say, that the amount of medical and
surgical material would he quite sufficient to give him
a knowledge of his profession, and that the clinical in-
struction at the hospital would bo quite sufficient also
for the purpose ?—Yes.

9399. That is based on your own experience? On
my own experience.

9400. Do yon know anything about the Ophthalmic
Hospital at Cork ?—lb was I that established it. I
was connected with it for fourteen vears.

.
9401. Perhaps you would like 'to say something

about that?— I can say that it was largely availed of
from its opening up to the time I left Cork. I have
taught as many as thirty to forty students in one year
at that special hospital. They had no fee to pay. They
came and had their instruction in the hospital, and
they largely availed of it

;
and, as I mentioned before,

they were beginning to avail more of the women’s hos-
pital—the special hospital. You can understand there

* In rafemn ft to the Union Hospital I intended to convey, not it

clinical hospitals, but its being opened to students for special study ai

was a slight drawback iu Cork ou account of the dis-
tance at which the College was situate from the lios
pitals. Therefore, the students were not able to avail
of the special instruction as much as thev would if the
school wus in immediate connexion with the
hospitals.

9402. The number of hospitals, and their distance

from one another and from the College, were rather de-
trimental to medical studies

; hut, nevertheless, they
could do all that was necessary ?—Yes, decidedly. A.’s

you arc on the subject of hospitals, I may sav there is

one hospital in Cork which is not availed of by the

medical students, and which affords a great field for

medical study, aiul that is the largo union hospital. I
have been over the union hospital several times

though not connected with it, aud it has been mv
opinion for some time, and one that I hold now
strongly, that it Is a great loss that the students do
not avail of the union hospital in Cork.

9403. The union hospital affords abundance of mate-

rial
;
but is that material of the right kind, aud would

the medical and surgical staff of such an hospital beuf

the right kind also for teaching purposes ?—I suppose

I am right to limit my observations to the Cork hos-

pital. The physicians at present connected with the

Cork Union Hospital, in my opinion, are as well calcu-

lated to aiibrd clinical instruction as any other physi-

cians in Cork. The field of observation in that hos-

pital is very large. I will give an example :—In the

other hospitals in Cork, as any medical man will un-

derstand, there is notsuch a field for the study of chrouio

nervous diseases and those nerve affections which are

now being better understood, and the opportunity for

studying which is required in the provincial towns.

There are splendid opportunities in the Cork Union

Hospital for studying that class of affections.* I just

give that as an example.

9404. Had you many accidents in the Cork Hos-

pital ?—Constantly.

9405. So that the students could see all varieties of

fracture ?—I should say, with the fifteen to twenty beds

that I had occupied at the county hospital, and with

those of one of my colleagues—wo hod throe surgeors

attached to the hospital—an attentive student would

have an opportunity in one session of seeing all the

ordinary accidents and a great number of the major

operations in surgery.

940G. Wliat number of beds had you in your Oph-

thalmic Hospital ?—I left it with thirty.

9407. Had you a large extern department ?—About

1,700 cases in the year. I may remark that about

350 to 400 cases were attended in the Cork Maternity

for the year of midwifery.

9408. Had you a sufficient number of cases to

illustrate all the infectious diseases at the Fever Hos-

pital iu Cork ?—Quite. We generally treated some-

where between 400 and 500 cases of fever in the year,

including, of course, every class of infectious disease.

The students had just begun to avail of the

Fever Hospital, in consequence of the new. regulations

of the licensiug bodies, and more especially of the

Royal University, requiring them to attend fever.

9409. The Royal University lias raised the. stand-

ard of education in this country iu your opinion ?—

As an examining board, I certainly think it has.

9410. What opportunities have the students in

Cork of studying pathology and morbid anatomy ?—

That I think the weak point of this school.
.

In con-

sequence to a great extent of the difficulty in obtain-

ing post-mortem examinations, the opportunities are

to a great extent curtuiled, and are not as largo as

they are in other schools. But I conceive that, per-

haps with a little greater exertion on the part of the

medical staff of some of the hospitals, and the students

availing more largely of the medical societies, where

pathological specimens are shown fortnightly through-

out the college session, and a certificate being given

a diligent student for attending those meetings, «

i substitution as a “ recognised hospital ” for the other racogniwi

id as an adjunct to the other institutions of the city.—B. M. •>
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ffoultl eet considerable experience in pathology, in

consequence of the discussions which ho would hear on

the pathological specimens at those societies. Or also,

T think that the union hospital might be availed of.

I mean to convey that the opportunities for patholo-

ffical study might be enlarged and more availed of by

the students.

9411. Do you happen to know why the union

hospital is not recognized ?—No. I do not think it

would be recognised by any of the licensing bodies.

9412. Is there any professor of practical hygiene in

Ouk, or any means of teaching practical hygiene?

—

9413. Would it not he desirable 1—Most desirable.

It has always been the wish of the President ot' Queen’s

College, Cork, to have a lecturer in hygiene. I under

stood therewas some movement in that direction, hut it

was never carried out.

9414. I understand that although students are not

compelled to go elsewhere to complete their medical

education it is desirable they should 1—Yes.

9415. Do you think the fees for the medical cur-

riculum at Cork sutliciently low?—I would be almost

inclined to say too low.

9416. Are the scholarships fairly distributed in the

several faculties, having regard to the relative num-

bers in each faculty. Have you ever thought of that?

I have frequently thought there has not been a duo

proportion between the number of scholarships

awarded to arts and medicine. I think the faculty

of medicine is entitled to a larger proportion of the

scholarships.

9417. Could you give us any details as to that ?

—

I have come to that conclusion from the relative marks
obtained by successfid candidates in the respective

faculties, and the number of students in each class in

the medical faculty
;
I do not think the scholnrsliips are

fairly apportioned. I do not know whether this may he

considered a fair test.

9418. Do you think it would he a good thing to

have a summer course, if it could he had, for hospital

practice ?—Most decidedly
;
for in iny opinion, especi-

ally of late, since the curriculum hns been altered by the

regulations of the RoyalUniversify, and that of the first

year in medicine, in which there is a classical subject,

and so on introduced, thoro should bo a summer
session. The student at present has an enormous
course to go through in four years, and I myself feel

that it is beyond the capacity of most ordinary men
to cover the ground of the present medical curriculum
in four yearn, aud at the same time to study
those special branches which have been referred to,

such as ophthalmology.otology, mental diseases, fever's,

and gynecology. It is utterly impossible for an ordi-

nary student to cover that ground.
9419. Do you think that students in the medical

faculty should graduate in ai'ts first, before going on
with their medical studies, or that they can usefully

pursue the two concurrently ?—I individually should
not hold the opinion that it is necessary, in order that
a man should be a most successful practitioner, and
attain to distinction in Iris profession afterwards, that he
should graduate in arts before entering medicine

;

but I do think it would bo very important that he
should have a sound preliminary education before
entering medicine

; that the age at which he should
be allowed to commence strictly medical studies,
should be from at least seventeen, and that he
should have passed over such preliminary subjects
as would be likely to distract his attention from
purely medical ones, before entering his strictly medi-
cal course. Those subjects to winch I would more
particularly refer, would be any classical studies,
zoology and botany, natural pliilosophy, and modem
languages

; for in my opinion, it gives a man of even
unusual ability more than enough to do at present

+i

c
°]
mI>

\
ete medical curriculum, and to arrive at

e standard of excellence which is laid down by the
universities, at the termination of his fourth year. If

is encumbered by outside knowledge, I hardly con-

ceive that a man could fairly and thoroughly master Dublin.
the subjects in that time. June 2«, 1881.

0420. The General Medical Council exacts u pre- ..

liminary education from all medical students?—Yes.
Macnasliton

0421. Have yon anything to tell us with regard to Jones, esq.,

the matriculatiou examination at the Colleges, whether ».».

it is sufficient in the medical faculty for the purpose

—

is it too low or too high—or have you formed any
opinion about it ?—Well that is a matter that I am not
able to give as good an opinion on, as others have been,
who have been before you. I should say as to the
matriculation of the Royal University, which I re-

gard as being more difficult than the simple matricu-
latiou of tho Queen’s College, such a standard as that

would ho quite sufficient for the ordinary medical
student. It is slightly I think, more difficult, but I
do not liko to give a positive opinion on that point.

9422. I think I have taken you pretty well over

the field now. Is there anything I have omitted,

and which you would like to express an opinion on,

founded on your own experience if possible 1—No. I
think yon have touched on most points of importance
iu connexion with the medical school, and I have
given a strong opinion, which I conceive embraces
more or less everything connected with the school,

aud that is, that the general tone of medical educa-

tion in Cork is quite as good as that which ought to be
expected from any provincial town, and that the

students have, if they choose to avail of them, ample
opportunities of becoming good medical practitioners,

aud even above tbe average medical practitioners. I

should like also nerliapo, from my long connexion
with the school (I do not know whether it comes
within the scop>e of your inquiry) to bear testimony

to tho high class moral tone of tho students in

Queen’s College, Cork, during the long number of

years T wiis connected with it.

0423. Chairman.—No ?—Very well.

0424. Dr. Mauston.—Have you anything to say

with regard to operative surgery?—No; because of

late years there have been opportunities afforded to

students for studying operative surgery in the college.

9425. Of lute years opportunities have been afforded ?

—Yes.
9420. Sufficient ?—I do not know sufficient of the

surgical department, perhaps, to express an opinion

;

but I should say hardly sufficient..

9427. Chairman.—Have you formed any opinion

at all about the propriety of medical students being

required to pass the first university examination in

arts in the Royal University 1—No.

9428. I dare say you would be able to tell us your
own opinion as to whether it would not be for the

general advantage of the profession that a student

should pass the first university examination in arts

with a view to getting a university degree ?—Yes ; I

think it would be to the advantage of the profession.

9429. You would not like to see a university degree

given to a man who had not passed the first university

examination in arts ?—A university degree in

medicine ?

9430. A university degree in medicine. Do you
think it at all an unreasonable thing that a university

should exact as a condition to giving a medical degree

that the student should pass the first university ex-

amination in arts ?—Individually I should not hold

that it should be imposed as a necessity on the stu-

dents. I think there would be many obvious advan-

tages connected with the regulation
;
but I should not

be one of those to impose it as a hard-and-fast rale, an

absolute necessity. There are advantages, and it

would raise the character, no doubt, of any degree by
imposing such a regulation.

9431. You spoke about extending some of the scho-

larships at present given in arts to the medical faculty ?

—Yes.

9432. Have you made yourself acquainted with the

relative proportions in which exhibitions and scholar-

ships are distributed in other universities in arts aud
medicine?—Not on the percentages of marks.
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Duct.in, 9433. But the proportions allotted respectively to

June in, issi. medicine, and those allotted to arts'?—No, I am not

aware. I simply judge by my experience as to the

Macnagliton number for arts.

Jones, esq., 9434. You are not aware that the relative propor-

“ u. tions are substantially the same in other colleges as in

Cork 1—No.
9435. ProfessorJack.—With regard to the matricu-

lation examination you may be able to tell us your

experience as to the state in which you found students

who had passed it, as regards their capacity for profiting

by your lectures—did you find that the students were

able, as a rule, to profit by your lectures, or not ?—

I

should answer that question decidedly in the affirma-

tive that they were able to profit by my lectures. Of
course I am speaking of the third year when they had

considerably advanced.

9436. But at the time you had them passing under

your bands tlieve was no deficiency in the whole body

of the students, so far as regards profiting ly your

lectures?— Certainly not.

9437. If the object of the examination had been to

select students who would be able to profit by the

lectures given in the college, so far as your experience

goes, you would say that the matriculation examination

had been successful ?—I would.

9438. Dr. Stoney.—

I

u reference to tbis year of

arts, if a student can afford only to devote four years

to his study after matriculation, do you think that it

is advisable he should have au examination in arts at

the end of the first of those four years— will it or will

it not interfere with his medical studies'!—It will

most materially interfere with his medical studies.

9439. If he can only afford four years it will tend

to injure his medical education ?—I think so.

9440. If he can afford five years, how would you
compare a student who had passed this first university

examination iu arts at the end of the first year and
afterwards devoted the four succeeding years to his

medical curriculum nud then taken his degree, with
another student who had devoted the first four years

to his medical studies,taken hisdegreeand then devoted,
after taking his degree, the fifth year tovisiting the large

centres which afford greater hospital opportunities, such
as Louden,Pans,orVienna—which ofthesetwo courses

would he the best for a man who could devote five

years to the study of his profession?— Individually if

I had my choice I would take the latter course,

certainly.

9441. I understood you to say that you thought the
best course for a student to adopt in such a school as that
of Cork was to pass three years there, and then to come
up to a school in connexion with metropolitan hos-
pitals, for the fourth year. If, however, the student
couhl afford to spend a fifth year, and if he studied
during four of them, in Cork ancl took his degree, and
then, having the pressure of examinations removed
off his mind, if he devoted the additional year to
great metropolitan hospitals, should you not regard
that as a still better course l—

I

would, certainly. Of
course I hope it is clearly understood that I feel chat it

is not necessary for a man to leave Cork for his fourth
year.

Chairman.—So we understood.

9442. Dr. Marston.—

I

s the Mercy Hospital avail-

able for students ?—It has been always largely availed
of. I myself, as a student, attended it for two years,

and then received some of my best clinical instruction

at the Mercy Hospital from Dr. O’Connor, the
present Professor of the Practice of Medicine in Queen’s
College, Cork.

9443. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—

Y

ou are acquainted with
the distinction, of course, between a licence to practice
medicine and a university degree in medicine ?—Cer-
tainly.

944 4. Do you think it unreasonable for a university,

in fixing the conditions on which it will give degrees
in medicine, to require a higher standard of general
culture than may be exacted by licensing bodies ? I
have said that .1 did not consider it unreasonable.

9415. Do you think it desirable that those who re-
ceive degrees in medicine should have a greater amount
of general culture than the run ofmedical practitioners
who get a licence to practice ?—Yes. I should place
a higher standard on the man who had a univemitv
degree certainly than the one who had a simple licence
of a licensing body, and therefore I should also place

perha] is, a highe r test on that man. That test may be’,

of course, applied in two ways, either in point of ;i

higher standard of purely medical education and the

physical sciences associated generally with the medical
course, or it may he applied by a more extended ami
higher form of preliminary examination, or some such

examination us you referred to, and that would be my
opinion. I think it would bo for the benefit of the

profession generally that such a higher test should be
applied to a graduate in medicine than to the simple

licentiate.

9446. You are aware that in the University of

Dublin a candidate for a degree in medicine is required

to be a graduate in arts?—I am
; hut

9447. I was not going to ask you any further ques-

tion than that?—But I think it right to say that lam
not aware the application of that test is a happy illus-

tration.

9448. I did not mean it as an illustration.

9449. Chairman.—He has a right to explain?

—

But I do not think it has proved in the case of

graduates of mediciuo in Trinity College that it has

increased the value of the degree for the graduates in

medicine, nor has it, that I am aware of, given the

degree additional importance. Individually' I do not

think that it has. What I mean is that the graduates

of tho Queen’s University, iu niv opinion, would con-

trast favourably, though they bail no aids degree.

Although a great number of graduates of the Queen’s

University have degrees iu arts, I do not think the fact

that Trinity College having imposed that regulation

lias improved the degree or given the degree in medicine

any superior character to tho degree, for example, of

the Queen's University.

9450. ltov. Dr. Moli.oy.—Do you think those

graduates of the Queen’s University who have taken

the degree in arts are able thereby to take a better posi-

tion in society when they go into practice afterwards in

consequence of that ?—Not to my knowledge, and I

know a great number of the graduates of the Queen's

University personally, and the position they have taken

in afterlife.

9451. The Queen’s University hns ceased to exist,

and now there are only two in Ireland, the University

of Dublin and the Itoyal University. Suppose the

Royal University were to give its degrees in medicine

without any test of general culture, except the

mere matriculation examination, do you think that

its graduates in medicine would he able to place

themselves upon the same general level in their subse-

quent practice as the graduates of medicine in the

University of Dublin 1—Broadly I should say they

would. It will depend, in my opinion, to a great

extent upon the standard of the medical examinations

of the University apart from any other consideration,

if the standard of the Royal is such as to secure a man
of sufficient excellence entering our profession. I con-

sider that that is the main test, and I believe that that

is -what will ultimately tend to prove the staudard of

the value of the University degree rather than tho

imposition of any arts degree in addition to the degree

in medicine.

9452. If a graduate in medicine besides a first rate

professional education has also got a good general

education in arts, is it not an advantage to him in his

subsequent practice?—It may be, but it must be re-

membered that the most distinguished men who have

held positions in medicine, ancl in medical science,

have never had a degree in arts.

9453. But if it be an advantage to have a good

general culture in arts, is it not desirable that a

university in fixing the condition on which it gives

degrees, should establish a test of such general culture
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^ arts i And that I take it was the question I was

already asked in regard to a certain examination being

demanded by tlic Royal U niversity. I think you said

the first examination in arts, ancl I stated as I said

More, that it would bo an advantage to have such on

examination. .

9434. Dr. Marstox.—Do you uot consider it do-

uble to have a maximum standard of education, and

a maximum professional qualification, in order to

secure a select body of professional men 1—A select

bo<lv, certainly
;
but my remarks applied generally to

the graduates, not to a select body, to whom it may bo

well to apply an unusual test.

9455. I mean by “select" a sifted body 1

!—Quite so.

Then yon may apply any test no matter how extensive

or high that may be.

9456. Dr. Stoney.—

Y

ou have expressed the opi-

nion that four yenrs ought to be devoted exclusively to

the medical curriculum 1—Certainly.

945". And that an arts curriculum carried on con-

currently with the medical curriculum would impair

the medical education 1—I cannot conceive it possible

that a man can cany on tlic two together under the

present conditions of the licensing boards.

9458. Am I right in inferring that, after the exami-

nation in arts is held, the candidate ought to devote

four clear years to his medical education 1—That is my Dublin.

opinion. Juucie, issi.

9459. If the university enforces five years educa-
jjcnrr

turn as a condition to its degree, would that exclude a Mncnn»liion
groat number of the lads who aim at becoming medical Jone*. wq..

men in Ireland 1— Individually, I do not think once the M I>

regulation was applied that it would do so. I do not
think for instance the fact of requiring students to

pass a year of preliminary education and during that
year study those subjects I mentioned, the physical

sciences, and then enter on his purely medical course,

would very materially interfere, if made universal.

Of course if it were done in the Colleges and not done
in the metropolitan schools, the students, in order to

avoid the additional expense of training, would go to
the metropolitan schools.

9460. Those arts subjects that you particularly re-

commended were all required in the Queen’s Univer-
sity !—Quite so.

9461. Dr. Marston.—The licensing hoards requiring

four, anybody that would put on a five yearn educa-
tion would drive the students away from them 1—Ex-
actly.

There being no other witnesses

—

The Chairman announced that the Commission was
adjourned until further notice.

SIXTEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 7th, 18S4.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present:—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.UJ. ;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.; and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Junr., Esq., Secretary.

Dublin.

August 7. 1SB

I

John Thomas Banks, Esq., m.d., Dub. Univ., Regina Professor of Medicine in Dublin University, Physician John Thomas
to the Queen in Ireland, Member of the General Medical Council, and Member of the Senate of the Royal Bonks, esq.,

University of Ireland, examined.

9462. Chairman.—You are a physician practising
in Dublin 1—I am.

9463. And you have been practising hero for a great
number of years !—A great many years.

9464. You are also a member of the Senate of tlic

Royal University 1—I am.

9465. And you have been, more or less, connected
during your professional life with the education of
medical men T—Yes

; at least from a very early period
of my professional life. I was professor of medicine in
tue university for years. When I say the university,
I mean the University of Dublin.

9466. That is in Trinity College !—Yes. I am
now regius professor. So that I am the chairman of
the board of examiners.

9467. As a member of the Senate of the Royal
University you are aware of the rule of the Royal
lniversity requiring medical students to take the first
university examination in arts !—I am.

9468. Were yon a member of the Senate when the
rule was passed 1—I was.

9469. In your opinion, do you think it an advisable
™ interests of the medical profession that

® Y8® ^Diversity examination in arts should ho in-
eel on? I do. I regret that a longer period of arts

. -jJ ^.
no*1 demanded. We require in the University

9470
*°Ur ^ears —a degree in arts.

* Relieve there was a difference of opinion
ongst the Senate as to whether that rule should not

in the Royal University!—Some of us

d not to be practicable.

In very truth it was supposed Unit if a complete

university education—a degree in arts—was insisted

upon, that the supply of medical practitioners would
not be sufficient. I think that has been stated very

strongly by Sir Lyon Playfair lately. There is a
certain supply necessary, and if very expensive edu-

cation was insisted upon the supply would fail. My
impression is that that was stated by him. I may say

that I myself, by no means, advocate extreme facilities

for entering the medical profession.

9471. Do you consider it would be a reasonable

thing for a university to fix, as a condition for a

university degree in medicine, that a medical student

should take a degree in arts!—I do. It is putting a

false stamp on a man to give him a university medical

degree who has had no literary education beyond that

required by the corporations, as they are called, where

no university education is required.

9472. Dr. Marston.—You were on the Senate of

the Queen's University!—I was.

9473. And you are now on tlie Senate of the Royal

University!—Yes.

9474. Can you tell me whether as many students

in the medical faculty come up to the Royal University

for their degrees as formerly came to the Queen's

University 1—I have heard there is a falling off, but I

cannot give you the figures.

9475. Can you throw any light upon the cause of this

diminution!—I suppose it is the year of arts
;
but after

some time that may, as it wero, right itself—when
students commence with the knowledge that a year

of arts is required.
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Dubus.
August 7, 1884

John Thomas
Banks, esq.,

Printed image

9476. Aie you acquainted with tlie programme of

matriculation in the Queen’s Colleges 1—I am.

9477. Do you tliink it a fair and proper one?

—

I do. ....
9478. Looking to the standard of education in tins

country, would yuu say that it is a proper one?—

1

believe that it is a very fair examination ;
and they all

come up to what has been laid down as the amount

of education that the General Medical Council requires

before registration.

9479. The General Medical Council exacts an

examination in preliminary education for medical

students?—Yes. For all students before registra-

tion.

9480. Have you sufficient knowledge of the pro-

grammes of matriculation examination in the three

Queen’s Colleges, to state whether there are any

differences between them ?—I do not know that Queen’s

College, Galway, has published its Calendar: but I

have seen the Calendar's for Belfast and Cork, and I

do not think there is much difference between

them.
9481. Dr. Stoney.—Galway publishes its curri-

culum also?—Galway does publish a Calendar, but I

have not seen it. I presume it is equal to the

others.

9482. Dr. Marston.—Would you recognise any
difference between a teaching college or university

and an examining university as regards the matri-

culation examination—I mean should it he more rigid

in one than the other 1—I do not see why it should

be. I tliink both should be sufficiently rigid. In the

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons there is the

security of a good examination in arts, previous to

entering upon the study of medicine.

9483. What I meant was that in the case of a purely

examining university, the results are tested with a

view of classifying a pass and honor list ;
but in the

matriculation of a teaching college, the examination
is to ascertain the fitness of the candidate for the
teaching of that college. Would that make any
difference in your mind ?—I do not see exactly that it

should make any.

9484. The London University, for instance, exacts

a very high standard in its matriculation examination?
—I am aware of that ; and I fear if all universities

and colleges exacted such an examination as the
London University, the supply of medical men would
fail.

9435. Do you hold that as regards young men
seeking to study in the medical faculty, the principle
of compensation should be adopted in the matriculation
examination

—

Le., superiority in one subject should be
held to compensate for inferiority in another subject ?

—

I tliink if the inferiority in the answering is very low
that it onght not.

9486. But supposing that it were very low' in Greek
and very liigh iu Latin ?—I think it might. I should
like to utate, if I may make an observation not in
answer to a question, that with respect to the educa-
tional requirements for medical students, I entirely

protest against the omission of Greek. Greek is an
optional subject in many of the examinations, and it

is so in the Royal University. I think it ought not
to lie

;
for this reason, that the nomenclature of our

science is all taken from the Greek. An attempt has
beeu made in Germany to Germanize the medical
nomenclature and it lias been an utter failure. The
most German of Germans, Virchow, has tried it and
it has been a most disastrous failure. As for Latin, I
scarcely tliinkit necessary to say,I considerthatessential.
At the General Medical Council I have raised my
voice against making Greek optional.

9487. Looking to the number of competitors for

medical appointments in this countiy, is it your
02-iinion that the threshold of the medical profession

should be made higher and more difficult?—In
answer to that, I had better say there must he
two grades. There must be those who look to a com-
plete university education to qualify them for the

higher ranks of the profession and those who an.
destined to be general practitioners.

9488. Do you think that the supply of the medical
element is in excess of the demand, and that the stan-

dard of education is unduly lowered by the facilities

offered to men to enter the medical profession ?—

1

1*,
lievo it is to some extent lowered by the facilities

afforded. I think, also, that the period of medical
study is too short, and this enables men to come at too
early an age to the profession before they have had
time to be well educated. It is shorter than iu most
countries. In Franee, for example, it takes six yeavs.

Iu Sweden, where the physician enjoys the highest aud
most influential position, the period of study is much
longer.

9489. You are aware of what Billroth has said on
this subject as regards Germany?—I am.

9490. Will you tell us, please?—Billroth says that

the sous of poor parents should be discouraged from

going to the medical profession
;
and he lays down a

regular programme that unless a man has a certain

amount to start with, for example, 20,000 marks, or

12,000 gulden, he ought not to go to the medical pro-

fession. This is the minimum, and does not take into

account an early and imprudent marriage
;

because

there is no more wretched position for a man to be in

than after he has attained a profession to be half

starved. He is even of opinion that there should be

a certain provision for a man whilst waiting for

practice. At the same time he guards himself ugaiust

its being supposed he would exclude talent; but

he says perhaps out of 1,000 of those poor fellows

there may not be one who would rise to a certain posi-

tion.

9491. Have you any reason to think that a number

of young doctors in this countiy are leading a genteel

starvation life?—Well, sir, I really cannot answer that

question.

9492. You ai'e afraid that it umy he so ?—Some are

very poor, no doubt. I am strongly of opinion thatit

is a calamity when persons of very low degree enter

the profession. I think that men should have such

an education as costs money. I do not mean to

say it is always necessaiy that they should be the

sons of rich people, but that they should have an

education which costs money. The German writer to

whom I havo referred says, the physician ought to be

one of the upim-ot oftheir district with tliejuclge and the

clergyman, the men of education and position to whom
Idle people should look up ;

and if they are but a little

raised above the farmers and the middle classes of that

kind, of course they cannot be looked up to.

9493. But you recognise the expediency of having

two classes of practitioners, one superior, consultative,

composed of university graduates, of highly educated

university men, aud the other of qualified practi-

tioners licensed to practice medicine and surgery ?

—

I do
;
and we recognise that in the University of

Dublin
;
because there is a class of licentiates in me-

dicine who have two years in arts, and are subjected

exactly to the same professional examination as the

bachelors of medicine. If they are industrious and go

on with the two additional years of arts, they may

become bachelors of medicine without further examina-

tion, the medical examination for the one being as

good as for the other.

9494. You would sift -with an examining sieve,

high educational anil professional requirements being

exacted from the few or the many ?—Practically it is

from the few, because it is comparatively the few that

go for the higher education. Tn France this is recog-

nised. There are two classes. 1 do not mean to say

I advocate it. I tliink the men who practice in the

country, and amongst the poor ought to be just as

well educated professionally as those who practice

amongst the rich.

9495. What I want to draw out is that you can

scarcely- expect to get the number of those higwy

educated men that would be necessary for the inedi
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requirements of the population generally ?—No, you

9496. This is an age of competitive examinations,

and I should be very ghul to get your opinion on one

or two points in reference to that system. Do you

think that the effect of all these examinations, com-

petitive and otherwise, is advantageous or detrimental

to the best interests of education ?—I believe that

competitive examinations have sometimes done a deal

of harm: I can speak from experience. We. had in

our hospitals at one time a system of electing our

resident pupils by competitive examination. The

.srstem of election was changed ;
and I recollect that

the late Sir Dominic Corrigan and myself, both agreed

that the system was a bad one. Sometimes the most

flippant gentleman was not the l«st. The man who

answered the examination questions bestwas not always

the man fittest for the position. So that I am not a

strong advocate for competitive examinations in all

cases.

949T. Ts there a number of so-called grinders in

Dublin 1—There is.

9498. Can you tell me whether the number is larger

here than elsewhere I—1 do not know that there are

more here than in other places.

9499. Has the number increased on account of the

competitive examination system ?—I do not know.

I have no intimate knowledge of the fact

9500. Arc you acquainted with the German Uni
versity system 1—I am to some extent

9501. There is to a certain extent a similar system

in Scotch Colleges ?—Yes. There is a likeness between

them.

9502. Have you thought at all how far that would

he suitable in Ireland!—Well, sir, the Gorman Uni-

versities require a very extensive education in

languages dead and living, and in arts, and the diploma

which they get from tho Gymnasium is almost

equivalent to a degree in arts. They am not allowed

to commence their medical studies until they have

got this diploma. So it is in Franco, too.

9503. Do you know whether students in Trinity

College, Dublin, Edinburgh University, and other uni-

versities,punmeanartsand medical courseconcurrently!

—Many do in Dublin University. 1 n general, I think,

and aman is at least n year, somotimes two years at arts

before lie begins at medicine ; and that course is allowed

in France. It is not necessary for a man to have
taken liis degree as bachelor. He is allowed to be one
year a student of medicine. In his lust year of arts he
may become a student of medicine. There is no
positive rale that a man may not commence arts and
medicine at the same time

;
but it is not a good plan,

and it is to be discouraged, if possible.

9504. He should take his arts course first!—Yes.
9505. The medical curriculum is getting rather

heavy and too much for him 1—It is very much laden.
In point of fact, a quinquennial instead of a quadren-
nial course is much better ; and some men ambitious
of higher rank are not satisfied with taking a degree
at the end of four or five years—they go abroad or go
to some other university to study. In the University
of Dublin, we encourage that ambition by prizes. To
a man who distinguishes 'himself in medicine or
surgery we give a travelling prize, as is done also in
the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.

9506. In a profession like that of medicine yon
would have the objective system of education and
examination enforced os far os practicable—that is to
say, whatever a man can handle with his hands, and
see with his eyes, lie should be made to do 1—That is
carried out not only in the University of Dublin, but
m the Royal University, and at the College of Physi-
cians, and the College of Surgeons.

9507. Do you think that system is sufficiently
developed at present!—I believe it is. There is an
improvement in the medical examinations all over

e Kingdom
; and I rather think that in Ireland an

example has been shown in some respects which has
beea i°howed by other bodies, for instance in expand-

ing the curriculum upon subjects of great importance.

The Hoyal University lias done that—but following, I
should say, the example of Trinity College—with re-

gard to clinical examination, and there is only another
licensing body in Gicat Britain besides the Royal
U niversity which requiresknowledge ofmental cl iscase,

anil that is the London University.

9508. T suppose you regard opportunities for hos-

pital practice and for studying clinical medicine and
surgery as alisolutely essential to a medical education!

—All essential. A man cannot be a safe practitioner

unless he lias worked at clinical medicine.

9509. Have yon had opportunities of forming an
opinion of the standard of education in the medical
faculty in the Queen’s Colleges?—I have.

9510. Tell us what that standard is?—I believe the

standard of education is very high, and I believe the
professorial staff is admirable. I believe tho education

at the Queen’s Colleges in every respect in arts and
medicine to be of a very high order.

9511. On what do you ground that opinion!—

I

have seen a great many of the men educated there. I
should say that some of the very good men whom I
have known are men who have taken their degree in

arts as well as medicine.

951 2. Can you tell me what proportion ?—I cannot
tell you the proportion. I know some medical men at

this moment—eminentand excellent men in Dublin

—

who took a degree in aits in the Queen's University.

9518.

Dr. Stoney.—

F

or instance, Mr. Thomson?

—

Mr. Thomson and Mr. Thoraley Stoker.

9514. Mr. Corley did not?—Mr. Corley and Mr.
Thornlcy Stoker did not, but they too have attained

eminence.
9515. But some who have not taken a degree in arts

arc in that position ?—Yes, certainly.

9516. Dr. Marston.—

Y

ou think the theoretical

teaching in tho Queen’s Colleges is admirable!—

I

do. With regal'd to Dr. Stoney’s question, let me add
that far be it from me to say that men do not every

day attain eminence who have not hacl a degree in.

arts. The late Sir Dominie Corrigan and Dr. Stokes

had no degree in arts
;
but there wore no men who

more strongly advocated university education in arts

than they did.

9517. Do you think that at the Queen’s Colleges

the students have, speaking generally, such opportuni-

ties for hospital practice as to render it desirable they

should begin and finish their career at those colleges.

Take, for instance, Cork and Galway
;
do you know

the Queen’s Colleges there sufficiently to pronounce

an opinion, if not, I do not wish to press the ques-

tion!—T cannot say with certainty, but to com
mo.ncc and finish in one school or one hospital I do not

think is an advantage. I think it is an advantage for

a man, for example, if he had two years at Belfast,

Cork, or Galway, to come up to Dublin
;
and, on the

other hand, if educated in Dublin, it would be of

enormous advantage if he could go to London or some-

where else.

9518. It would be undoubtedly most desirable, but

can he afford it?—That comes back to what I said be-

fore—there are men who cannot, of course, afford it.

9519. I suppose we would have all of them very

highly educated men if we could!—We cannot.

9520. But that means time and money, and you

have to look at the practical requirements of a popu-

lation also?—To have good men they must have time,

talent, and money ;
because it is quite impossible that

a man, no matter what his abilities may be if he has not

money, can have the great advantages that may be

derived from going to foreign parts.

9521. It would be very desirable that a medical

student should go elsewhere either during his college

course or after he had qualified, if he could afford it ?

—Certainly.

9522. But I suppose the majority cannot afford it ?

They cannot. This is a poor country, sir.

9528. I am not so sure of that ?—A German writer

says Germany is a poor country compared with France,

a u
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DUUL1N. Holland, and Belgium, not to speak of England, and 9533. The matriculation examination in the R0yal

August ?, iss4. still the system of having a fair supply of money before University is, we understand, at least, as high as 4e— commencing the study of medicine is stronglyadvocated, matriculation examination in the Queen's Colleges!—

Un'rTkJ^r
8

9524. Taking those men with limited time and a I believe it is.

small supply of money, and it being essential to give 9534. So you would say with regard to it that it

them the best general education which they cau allbi d, fully meets the requirements in general education of

do you think that it would be desirable to let them take the General Medical Council ?—It does,

up'German instead of Greek, because German Is the 9535. Then in addition to that, the Royal Univer-

literature in which is recorded all scientific progress, sity exacts a whole year in which the student studies

particularly in ouv profession, and it would be of every- Latin, and either Greek, or French, or German, or a

day use to him, whereas in Greek ho would not bo number of other languages, and mathematics, export-

able to learn anything with regard to current work or mental physics, and English language and literature,

anything bearing on the practice of his profession, or That, of course, is a great deal beyond what the

even on the ordinary avocations of his life (—That is General Medical Council requires ?—It is.

quite true ;
but I hold that the study of the ancient 9530. Pursuing the course for the Royal TJnivor-

langnoges foraman who is to belong to what is called, sity, I see that their fust university examination b
or what ought to he a learned profession is all essen- medicine is in zoology, botany, and one modem
tial. As to modern languages, I believe a medical language?—Yes.

student can learn in his moments of leisure at least so 9537'. After that come the examinations which may
as to lje able to read them. For any man who wishes he said to deal with medical subjects purely—treating

to be au courttiU with the literature of the day I think botany and zoology as preliminary subjects—and the

to be able to read French and German is absolutely examinations on those medical subjects are crushed into

necessary, and I really do think that can he done two years. Is that found in the Royal University to be

without excluding Greek and Latin from the course. a prudent division of tunc?—I believe it would behetter

9525. There is a great difference in the aptitude of if the subjects that you mention were taken before,

different men for acquiring a language?—There is a 9538. It would he better if they were taken in the

very great difference. first year of arts 1—Yes
;
it would he better if botany

9526. A man may have a capital mathematical and zoology were taken in the first year of arts,

faculty and hut a very poor linguistic one ?—Yes, but 9539. That would approximate very much to the

for one man that has mathematical talent a great many old Queen’s University system ?—I think the Queen’s

men have the other. In a great class you will perhaps University system was better-.

have one man who can distinguish himself in mathe- 9540. I have a strong feeling from all T know about

matics, but you will have many with linguistic talent, medicine that two years are a very limited portion of

9527. The object of mathematics is to train tire time to assign to all the remaining subjects 1—I thick

mind ?—It is one great object certainly. Until fifty I have said already in my answers that the time is too

or sixty years ago every medical book was written short. I think five years should be devoted to medical

in Latin. Of course that practice is abandoned, but study exclusively, as at Cambridge, and the earliest

still we write our prescriptions in Latin, and the age for enter ing on practice should be twenty-three, and

technical language of our profession comes from better twenty-four. Candidates for medical qiralitica-

the Greek; so that a man who is a Greek scholar tious have been admitted who were under twenty-one,

if there is a new word he never read before, he is able and, consequently, in the oye of the law infants.

to make out tire meaning of it from Ids knowledge of 9541. You spoke of tire importance of there being

Greek. two grades of medical practitioners, one, the class

9528. You think English, logic, Latin, a very small who have had a complete university education, and

knowledge of Greek, a fail- knowledge of German and the other, those who have not had a complete

elementary mathematics would not be sufficient to university education. These two classes exist now of

enable a man to become a really sound medical man ?— course i—-Practically they do. The medical examiua-

It is a great deal better to have what you iiave men- tion is the same.
tioued than to go to the profession, as many did for- 9542. But you lravo a considerable number of

merly, without even a moderate preliminary education, medical practitioners who have a university degree in

9529. "We are thoronghly agreed such men should ar-ts, and you have a very large number of medical

be excluded by the matriculation examination 'I—The practitioners who have not 1—Much the larger have

matriculation examination required by the General not.
Medical Council is met by that of the Queen’s Colleges 9543. In practice is it found that those two classes

and by the Royal University. are separated by the public to a considerable extent 1—
9530. Do you consider it would be advisable to I don’t think they are. Many of the poorer classes

allow a man to present himself again for examination cannot pay a physician, and in England they ?rave

at the Royal University, after previous rejection, at a what are called general practitioners. In Ireland the

less interval than is required at present ?—The length apothecary with very often a medical or surgical quali-

has been complained of. fication, and sometimes a medical degree would answer

Chairman.—In June and September the examina- to the general practitioner in England who is a surgeon

tions are held. and apothecaiy.
9531. Dr Marston.—They say it makes a year. 9544. In the old time a man who took his fiist year

9532. Professor Jack.—Unless the candidate is re- in arts, who included in Ida first year in arts zoology

commended for a supplementary examination in Sep- and botany, and then had his remaining time free for

teniber?—I think it depends upon what the subject is. medicine, would take a degree in the Queen’s Uni-

There is a rule in Trinity College which does not exist versity %—-Yes.
in the Pioyal University, and it is a very good one. If 9545. Would that man with that degree and with-

a man badly breaks down upon one subject, but, if his out the regular degree in arts in addition, have taken

average of marks is good, we reject him ; but when an inferior place "in after life ?— That depends on

we examine him again it is only in the subject iu the man. I mentioned two who had never had a

which he had failed. In the Royal University—and it university degree and who attained the highest emi-

was also the practice in the Queen’s University—the nence, but still considered an education in arts Is of

candidate for re-examination isexamined in everything, enormous advantage.
It is hard to keep up some subjects, for example, like 9546. I quite feel that very strongly ;

but looking

minute anatomy. He may have answered extremely at the actual condition of the medical profession, it

well in that subject, and six, eight, or twelve months rather suggests that your plan might be, in Professor

afterwards a great deal ofthe details mayhave escaped Jowett’s phrase, a counsel of perfection ?—Yes ;
but

his memory. It is just and fair to examine a man a there will always bo a certain number of men who look

second time only in the subject in which he has failed, to the highest education. Of course they will be the
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few In framing a curriculum for tlic Royal Univer- the time when from this city such men as Sir D. Duulin.

sitr" following very much the Queen’s University, I Corrigan and Dr. Stokes
;
from England, Sir Thomas Auguat 7, isai.

think it was in some respects an improvement, ail- Watson, Sir B. Broilie, and Sir J. Puget. So that I tohn tThw*
niivable ns the Queen’s University was, to add on do not think universal sutfrago could by any possibility Banks, raq",’'’'

important subjects, such as for example, a practical select^ better men. m.i».

knowledge of fevers. I have met men in practice 955G. Those gentlemen would probably he entirely

who never saw a case of fever. I met a man with alive to the importance, of the highest possible general

arervhigh qualification in a case of scarlatina once education that could be reasonably required as noces-

and lie had never seen scarlatina before—ho did not airy from a medical practitioner f—Ceitiiinly.

know what it was. That cannot he the case with 9557. Therefore we may take it, that theirjudgment

the opportunities for clinical study that now exist, is expressed in the regulations of the General Medical

and the insistence upon practical clinical knowledge. Council as those regulations stand now 1—I think it is

9547. I understand from what you ary that 'IVinity with respect to the requirements of non-university

Ci)lh’"e tlie present moment provides those two men. The general practitioner is really represented

classes of medical practitioners you spoko of—tlie by those bodies I mentioned.

one the licentiates of medicine and the other the 9558. Dr. StoneY.

—

I would like to ask, whether

JLD.’s who have previously taken out a degree in such au acquaintance with Greek as would enable a

arts
1

!—The degree of bachelor of medicine is taken man to master the nomenclature of medical science and

fijst and the degree of M.D. is taken after three fully appreciate it, is what you would call a knowledge

years. Manynever take the M.D. as the M.B. confers of Greek ?—I do not say it is.

the Tenia pructicandi. For the licentiate of inedieiue 9559. It is something entirely short of being a Greek
there are two years of arts, and the same examination scholar ?—Oh it is, but it is something more than

exactly as for the M.B.
;
so that so far as being good knowing the first chapter of St. John, which was all

practitioners the licentiates are quite on a par with the that was required in the preliminary examination of

JLTj.’s, but veryfew take merely tlie licentiate’s qualifi- some medical bodies.

cation. 95G0. Tlie same observation would also apply to

9548. But they are quite as good practitioners?— the Latin, which is necessary for writing prescriptions.

Quite as good. It does not at all require a man to be a Latin scholar

9549. They have a license to practice?—Yes. in the proper sense of the word?—A certain knowledge

9550. So that Trinity College, Dublin, acts as alicen- is absolutely necessary.

sing board as well as a degree conferring I indy?—Ttiloes. 95lil. Are them not mnuy men capable of very

9551. With regard to the tendencies of medical advanced education, and of a fully liberal education,

legislation, I dare say you have followed them as in- who would have great diiliculty in mastering the voca-

dicated in the various Bills that have come from time bulnriex of as many as live languages ?—There are

to time before Parliament Do any of those Bills certainly.

appear to point to a future in which a degree in aits 95(32. Greek, Latin, French, Gemiau, and English,

would lie generally required, or in which an addi- arc five languages. There are some men who would
tional training in arts more than is at present pro- not find it specially difficult to master these, but there

scribed by the General Medical Council would be re- are a great many others who ought to be considered that

quired of practitioners ?—I do not remember that any would find it very difficult to retain the vocabularies

of them pointed to a degree in arts. of five languages sufficiently?—There are.

9552. My impression is that they did not?—I do 9503. It is of great practical importance that they

not think any of the Bills pointed to that require- should retain a moderately copious vocabulary in
ment. So far from that my impression is that most French, German, and English. In connexion with

of them were the very reverse in their tendency. I medical education the biological sciences are of great

looked upon most of them as levelling down. importance to be studied. Then there are the experi-

9553. That was my impression, that the tendency mental and deductive sciences included under elietnis-

was for levelling down, rather than levelling up. I try and physics, and sciences of observation, such as

suppose the General Medical Council, which is the anatomy and histology, and others, including physio-

body that fixes this genoral preliminary examination logy, that require a careful combination of the methods
in ordinary education, is a very competent body and of all these sciences. Now, there are some persons

is fully aware of the advantages of the profession ?— who hold that the main difference between a uni-

Tlie General Medical Council is composed of repre- versity education in medicine and the education to

sentatives of the universities, and the colleges or cox- be expected from a licensing body should consist in the

porations. It has been proposed by i-eeent legislation fullness and thoroughness with which these and tlie

that its members should be elected by universal special medical studies themselves should be imparted,

suffrage. Now I believe that the universities and But as I understand you do not concur with that view,

the corporations of physicians and surgeons are more but you hold that the difference should consist in the

competent to select good men than the general prac- arts education being kept separate ?-r-I am of opinion

titioners, and for a body which presides over educa-. that the arts education should be separate. I believe

tion, I don’t think that any aid would be gained by hav- that formerly some of the subjects that you have nxen-

ing such men as would be elected by universal suffrage, tioned were neglected; that too great an amount of time
9554. It would be difficult to improve tlie constitu- was expended on Greek and Latin

;
and that scienceand

tion of the General Medical Council at present ?—It modem languages were neglected. I think that was a
represents the profession. One argument against it great fault.

is that it does not represent the rank and file of the 90 G4. When you attach so much value to the arts

profession. That is not the case, because tlie men who education ofthe students, am I right in understanding
represent the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons in that what you really value is their being liberally edu-
Glasgow, and the men who represent the Apothecaries cated 1—Liberally educated. You have hit it.

Company in England, and the men who represent the 9505. I wouldaskwhetheryouthink itofimportance
Apothecaries' Hall in Dublin, represent the general to aim at a real broad and liberal education by com-
practitioners. bining with the medical studies, which necessarily lean

9555. At the same time, the General Medical over in one dix-ection, those modem languages, and
Council now represents, at all events, a body as dis- English, and those scientific studies that are so essen-
tmguished and highly qualified in charge of medical rial—all those that we have enumerated including a
education as you are likely to have ?—If you would training in the deductive and experimental methods of
throw your eye over the names of the men that have investigation and their application to sciences of ohser-
occupied seats in the General Medical Council you vation. Could not the study of these be made such
will find the best men of the United Kingdom. I as to be in fact a liberal education?—I believe it
speak, of course, of the past, not of the present, could.
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95 G6. As in all cases. But that applies to arts

education also ?—Yes.

9567. The Queen’s Colleges were intended for a

poorer class of students than those that frequent the

University of Dublin ; and those poor students can

very seldom, I presume, afford to spend more than

five years upon their professional studies ?—Four years

or five.

9568. Four years in many cases. Then the real

practical question is what it would be best for them to

do within the four years unless you are prepared abso-

lutely' to debar them from obtaining a university

degree 1—Before the four years commence I do not

think it is any hardship to have one year of arts.

9569. That would make five years ?—Remember,

sir, in other countries that it is a six years course and

in other countries again a great deal more.

9570. Let us suppose that there are five years, as

I understand you advocate that, the first of those five

years should be devoted to a university study of arts

such as Greek and Latin, less connected with the

medical curriculum than the subjects that were re-

tained in the Queen’s University 1—I would.

9571. And the four remaining years then given up
to medicine?—I would. As I answered Professor

Jack in that year in addition to keeping it to the arts,

I would advocate the learning of zoology and botany,

and those subjects which are now in the experimental

examination.

9572. Professor Jack.—Of course you would drop

some of the arts subjects in that case ?—I suppose
you must.

9573. Dr. Stoxey.—That would be reverting to what
the Queen’s University did. It did drop some ofthese

arts studies and retained others ?—The advantage ofthe

Royal University over the Queen’s is tlu3 that it obliges

a man to keep up his arts education for one year. A
man may be crammed for an examination, but he
must keep up his knowledge of Greek and Latin and
modern languages for the examination at the termina-

tion of the first year. Therefore I hold that the year
is an advantage.

9574. Greek and Latin constitute the only differ-

ence
;
because the modern language was required in

the Queen’s University. If the candidate has only
five years to devote to study aud if he devotes four
year's to a medical curriculum which should only
include the arts subjects which are of special impor-
tance in medicine, such as the biological sciences and
chemistry and modern languages, and if he then after
taking his degree devotes a further year to the study
ofhis profession by going to London, or Paris or Vienna,
or some other place where he can have great clinical

opportunities, would you consider this man to be the
better man, more deserving of being a graduate of
medicine, or the man who had spent the first year in
adding on another year to his school education in
Greek and Latin, and who had not the year to spare
after his degree to take advantage of those clinical oppor-
tunities ?—I think I can answer that in this way—you
can compel a man to take a year before his degree.
You have no power over him tie moment he has com-
pleted his medical studies. And I may add again, on
the question of money, that it is very few men in this

country can afford that year you have mentioned.
They must at once endeavour to earn their bread.

9575. I intended to come to the case of those who
can afford only four years afterwards, hut I asked the
question with reference to those that can afford the
five years 1—If he goes to Paris or Vienna or Berlin
or London, and industriously studies his profession he
may be a better physician, a better practitioner than
the man who has that year of arts. I am quite free
to admit that.

9576. And it is also the case that he would be able
to pursue that study with the most conspicuous effect

after he had cleared off his mind the pressure of the
examinations ?—Certainly ; but I have known men
in Trinity College who pursued the whole course of
arts concurrently with medicine.

9577. That deals with the case of the man who can
devote five years. Then take the case of a man who
can only afford four years

; he is obliged to find some
place for this continued study of Greek and Latin
within the four years to the detriment of his medical
studies?— I assume that that year of arts goes before
the medical curriculum. I believe that the very
minimum is four years of study uninterrupted by
anything else.

9578. Then if four years are all that can he given
to it, you think it better to drop that continued study
of the less connected arts subjects?—1 should make it

essential that he have the one year of arts. This was
a sort of compromise. I have over and over a«ain

said I advocate having four ycai-s, and, if possible

more for medical studies. A man who is to be a
highly educated physician should have four years of

aits. So that the Royal University is more for the

rank and file than those of the highest education. Yes,

but we endeavour to make safe practitioners.

9579. Yon would not then recognise the four years

men at all ?—I do not know what you mean by recog-

nising them.

9580. The Royal University does allow a man to

complete his curriculum, including those arts studies,

in four years. I was speaking, therefore, with refer-

ence to the existing regulations. If live years can he

afforded, wliat is your opinion as to how they should be

employed so as to produce the best result ?—The five

years man will turn out the best, coetcris paribus, as-

suming they are devoted to medicine after a good

general education.

95S1. Wliat I wanted to elicit was your view as to

the two possible courses for live years men, and as to

wliat would be the best course for the four yearsmen?

—

Yon assume wliat is in the highest degree improbable

—

that is, that a man, after lie had completed his medical

course, should go on for another year, disembarrassed

of examinations, and all that, which is of enormous

advantage ; but the res amjusta—it cannot be done,

you know.
9582. It has been done by a great number of gra-

duates of the Queen’s University, and had become quite

an established practice adopted in a great number of

cases?—Do not suppose I wish to disparage the educa-

tion of the Queen’s Colleges and the degrees of the

Queen’s University. I highly value them.

9583. I quite appreciate that—but the real, prac-

tical question is—if you are to admit poorer men

than those who go to the University of Dublin to the

university degree in medicine, wliat is the highest

standard of education that you can impart? There

are those two classes of men undoubtedly included in

those who go forward from the Queen’s Colleges

—

those who cannot afford more than the four years, and

those who con afford the five years. With regard to

those who cannot afford more than the four years,

there is nothing in the regulations of the Royal Uni-

versity to prevent their compressing their studies into

four years ?—I think thestudentsgoiugtothe profession

in Ireland are, as a body, too poor to take that year

you mention into consideration. They are evidently

few who can—not to speak of the Queen's College men,

but the men of the University of Dublin. The

majority are driven to earn their bread as soon as they

can. But what I before stated, and what I repeat, is

—that there are places for men where there aye ad-

mirable examinations in medicine, where they will he

fairly tested, and will not have the stamp of the Cor-

poration put upon them unless well educated in medi-

cine, surgery, and midwifery. There are places for

men who have not had any university training. But

what I say is, if you call a man a Bachelor of Medi-

cine, or a Doctor of Medicine of a university, he ought

to have some university training, and I think one yeai

is very small.

9584. By university training, then, yon do nofc iu1-

derstand a fuller and more careful study of the biolo-

gical sciences, with the associated deductive au

experimental sciences, and the application of
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methods to several sciences of observation, as well as 0594. Professor Jack

—

At present the Royal Uni- Dublin.

to the more exclusively medical studies. That is not varsity takes three years for tho purely medical work, August 7 , iss-i.

die noint iu which you think a university degree nnd it includes in that purely medical work, zoologv —

—

avdjt to differ from the diploma of a College of Phy- and botany1—Yes.
'

siaans or a College of Surgeons, hut it is in having 959f>. So that there are only two years for anatomy a.,,.

' ’’

one rear more in Latin and Greek?—No; you may ami physiology, materia medica, chemistry, anatomy,

not omit Latin and Greek ;
I have a great respect for including practical anatomy, physiology including

Latin and Greek, hut I would not neglect science. practical physiology and histology, theory and practice

9585. So have I?—I know you have, but I do not, of surgery, midwifery and diseases of women, theory

in the least, mean to say that the study of tho sub- and practice of medicine, modicnl jurisprudonce ?—

I

jects that you have mentioned are not of the very said beforehand I would change that, so far as my
greatest importance, and I should lie very sorry that opinion goes as regards zoology aud botany ami

thev were, ns they were formerly, neglected merely for those cognate subjects that were not purely practical.

Latin and Greek. In my own case, I think I spent 9596. Before the practical subjects there are two

between four and five years of my life learning Latin years in tho University ?—There may be improvements

and Greek. or alterations. The Royal University is quite a baby,

958G. What I really want to know is, whether yon «*» to speak, and so for I believe it lias done very well,

think that university teaebiug ought to differ from 9597. Chairman.—We were told wc wero pulling

what cau be expected of ordinary medical schools by it up by the roots, to see how it was growing?—It has

heiu" of a higher class in the medical studies, in the not had time to grow much as yet.

collateral studies, and in those associated studies, 9598. Professor Jack. —When a medical student

suck as French, German, and some of tho physical wishes to become a sound medical practitioner, I

sciences that you cau hardly call so closely allied ns suppose his usual course is to spend four yews in

collateral—that these things ought to he better taught, purely medical studies?—Four years they all require,

more fully taught, and taught by men of greater Strange to say, some years ago five years were requiml,

capacity, with better appliances, die., iu universities aud now when the curriculum is so heavily laden, only

than you should expect they could be taught in other four are required. Five were formerly required before

medical schools ?—I do. a man could take the licence of the College ofSurgeons iu

9587. And that ought to be the main differ- Ireland. You alluded to the Medical Bills. Among the

ence ?—I think that so far ns the making a safe reasons put forward for introducing those hills was that

medical man, the corporation examination should be incompetent men were sent out, and because one or two
as testing and trying ns tho university, but I think Corporations were said to give lower examinations and
the university man ought to have, so to speak, the send out incompetent men, the Universities ancl

accomplishments ; ought to have ns good an education Corporations were nil to bo disestablished. Now I
as a barrister or a clergyman. But tho majority of spunk on the authority of tho Visitors of tho General
medical men have not, and hence the lower grade are Medical Council, men of tho highest eminence—Pro-

nnt upon the same platform with the members of the fessor Gairdncr of Glasgow, Mi-. Teale of Leeds, and
Bar aud the clerical profession. Mr. Stokes of Dublin, who were present at tho oxamin-

95SS. That still docs not come to tho point about the ntion of the various licensing corporations iu England,
fulness of the teaching within tho medical curricnlnm, Scotland mul Ireland—that tho standard of examiua-
and the subjects that are necessarily associated with tion is being elevated, not from external pressure, but
it. Ought a university to provide instruction in these tho examinations are being reformed, elevated,

on a higher platform all round ?—I think the university improved, and made more practical in every respect,

education all round, to use your own expression, ought That 33 my opinion, and 1 ground it chiefly on the
to be on a higher platform. I think the corporation reports of my friends, who inspected the examinations
ought to endeavour to turn out, as they do, well-edu- all over tho United Kingdom. They were particularly

cated, safepractitioners—goodsound practitioners—but satisfied with the Irish examinations, aud you know
I think you will always find iugu looking for the higher liow competent they are to judge,

positions in the profession who will take university 9599. Iu fact, I rather gather at present that corn-

education. And I am quite sure tlioro is no man paring the requirements of tho Corporation with the
values it more highly than you do yourself. Royal University requirements, they diffc-r chiefly in

9589. You mean the arts education?—Yes. this, that the Corporation practically require four
9590. Tho question is not what value is to ho years for purely medical study, and the Royal Uni-

attached to it, but what will practically produce the versity requires three ?—No. The Royal University
best results under the conditions to which we ore ex- medical studies extend over four years.

posed. This is the real practical question. The only 9600. No doubt?—And there was a time, and that

difference on the general question that there is botween not very long ngo, when no man could take a high
you and me, is that I hold that the chief difference position in one of the Corporations unless he was a
between a university degree and that of a qualifying graduate of Oxford, Cambridge, or Dublin. That is

body ought to be in the teaching of the medical all changed in accordance with the levelling and
subjects, and the great group of associated subjects in democratic spirit of the present day. The fellowship
a more thorough and full manner in the University ? of the College ofPhysicianswas onlygiven to graduates,
—I quite agree with yon. I think an educated except by special favour ;

but the College of Physicians
gentleman, whatever his profession may be, ought to never excluded from fellowship a man who became
have some knowledge of Greek and Latin. He ought eminent. For example, they showered honours on Sir
to have read the Greek and Latin classics as a great Dominic Corrigan. The road to fellowship was
means of expanding the mind and rendering him a an honorary degree from the University of Dublin,
better man for any walk in life. Then the College of Physicians elected him a Fellow

9591. Wc are speaking exclusively of the advisa- in conformity with the law that a man must have a
bility of prolonging his studies beyond his school degree fi-orn a University. A great many of the men

But
’ ^r' ®tone7> understand me, that I think in Dublin, London, and Edinburgh have university

the whole time too short. degrees. They affiliate themselves to the Corporations.
9592. But you do not think out of four yearn any So it is in Dublin, that almost all men of eminence

time can be spared for these particular arts studies ?— are university men. They are graduates in medicine of
1

muvf
mak;e t*10 arts study precede the professional, the University of Dublin, or ofsome other university

;

9593. If the medical studies must be confined to so that there is not the line of demarcation you
tour years, you think it judicious to have the arts might suppose between the universities and tho Corpo-

rirfww
*l0Se stu<^es t—There are some men who can rations.

™,DoCb “gether. There are men who can do arts 9601. I rather want to call attention to a defect
ana medicine together, as I have stated. pointed out several times in connexion with our pre-
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vicms evidence that the Royal University regulation,

about the first year in arts, has the effect of crushing

medical education, pure and simple, includimj zoology

and botany, into the three years, and that the corpora-

tions do not do that, but give four years to it!—

I

fjuice understand yon, and it would be better to have

zoology and botany at the early period.

D602. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—I wish to put three or

four questions to ascertain precisely what you hold

with regard to this year in arts. Am I right in

supposing that the medical council requires a certain

preliminary examination in arts from all candidates for

a licence to practice medicine I—All persons requiring

registration. A man may get any number of degrees

and never require to register.

HG03. I am speaking of those looking for n licence

to practice ?—It is solely in reference to registration.

'.'604. Am I right in supposing that all the licensing

corporations require a preliminary examination in arts

before giving a licence to practice!—They do before

registration as a medical student.

0605. Do you think the examination in arts required

by the licensing corporations is a sufficient qualification

for a university degree so far as general culture is con-

cerned ?—I do not.

9606. Is it your opinion tliat a university should

require a higher standard of general culture from

candidates for degrees than is required by licensing

corporations from candidates who are seeking only a
license to practice 1—It is.

9607. I understand you to say that you consider

the first university examination in arts, now required

bv tire Royal University, to he the least qualification

in general culture that should be required from can-

didates for a university degree in medicine ?—I do.

I stated, so far as my own opinion and my own
wishes, it should he four years instead of one. I

hope some day or other it will he raised—perhaps to

two at all events.

900$. With regard to those who do not reach this

standard of general culture, is it your opinion that they

should content themselves with a licence to practice

medicine and should notgota university degree ?—It is.

9609. Do you think that if this condition were
now aliolishecl by tlic Royal University, tho effect

would be to lower the general status of the medical

profession in Ireland 1—I think it would. So far as

regards the graduates of the Royal University,

it would increase the number. But, assuming
the numbers are diminished, which I 1relieve to he
the case, owing to the year in arts, I think that, in

the interests of the medical education generally, we
ought to hold by it and should say, raise it if possible.

9610. Is there anything in the regulations of the
Royal University to prevent the candidates for degrees
in medicine devoting a whole year in prejmriug for the
first university examination in arts, and then devoting
four years exclusively to medical studies !—There is

not, and I think that ought to be so ; I do not see

what difficulty there could be.

9611. Professor Jack.—They can take six if they
like 1—If they like, but you cannot compel a man after

he takes his degree, as Dr. Stoney mentioned, to take
a year afterwards

;
some have not the inclination and

many have not tho means of doing so. But you can
insist on the education preceding the entrance to

medical study.

9612. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—I think you said that the
matriculation examination of the Queen’s Colleges fully

meets the requirements of the General Medical Council
in the matter of general education 1—I believe it does,

and I think I stated it is rather over it, but you will

understand that it is the minimum; because men
were entering the profession that had no education,

and we made this law in the General Medical Council

that no man should be registered as a medical student
who had not passed that examination.

9613. Have you happened to read the report of the
Visitors of the General Medical Council on the medi-
cal examinations of the Queen’s University, Ireland,

held in September and October, 1873 ? I did, l,ut j
cannot now carry my mind to it. I know that the
Visitors expressed themselves highly satisfied with tfe
Irish examinations generally.

9614. You said the medical teaching of the Queen’s
Colleges is excellent in every respect. When you sav
“ excellent in ovory respect,” do you include not only
the teaching in the class rooms, but also the clinical

instruction aud hospital practice 1—I believe judging
l»y the hospital physicians, and surgeons, and clinical

|

teachers, it is very good But you will remember that
I

I said no matter liow good, I think a change is rood.

In Cork, Galway, ami Belfast they have not as targe

hospitals as in large cities
;
hut wu know that some-

times wonderfully good results arc got from small

hospitals with well selected cases.

9615. Do you happen to know of vonr own know-
ledge what the hospital resources are in Galway at the

present time for the pur) loses of clinical instruction

aud hospital practice 1—I cannot speak of this year

;

hut of some years ago I can.

9616. "Within the last fivo yeais ?—I cannot say

anything for tho last five years ; hut when President
j

of the College of Physicians some years ago, I was I

then there as a visitor aud inspected.

9617. Can you say that the hospital resources in
|

Galway are sufficient for what may be called excellent
i

hospital instruction ?—I have a difficulty about answer-

ing that', I know when I was there there were excellent I

men on the professional staff, and tho resources seemed

sufficient.

9618. Chairman.—

W

hen was it you were there!—
About ten yeara ago.

9619. Then any evidence you would give ns to the

amount of hospital instruction would he based on

wlmt you saw ten years ago!—Yes, there may be

changes, of course, since then. The county infirmary

supplied very good surgical opportunities, and Pro-

fessor (Jleloud, who was brought over to Glasgow, and

is known, of course, to Professor Jack, had the

workhouse hospital, and 1m had some extremely good

cases there.

9620. Rev. Dr. Mollov.—I understand you to say

yon cannot answer for tho hospital resources in

Galway for the lost live years 1—I have no personal

knowledge, but I presume they are not different.

9621. Can you speak of the opportunities for the

study of practical obstetrics 1—I cannot.

9622. Or of the opportu uity for studying the diseases

of women aud cliildren 1—I cannot.

9623. Or of tho opportunity for studying practical

surgery 1—There is a surgical hospital or infirmary.

I do not remember how many l>eds, but there were

excellent opportunities for studying surgery when I

was there, under an able surgeon, Professor Browne.

I know that Professor Clelaud had in the workhouse

hospital a number of good cases, and I have no

doubt he made extremely good use of them.

9624. But you am hardly speak of the present

time !—I cannot. I believe from all I have heard—

I do not know personally—that medicine and surgery

are well taught. But, Dr. Molloy, have the goodness

to remember this, that assuming even that they have

as many cases in the hospitals in tho provinces after

having been two or three years there, one year here

or one in London would be beneficial.

9625. The reason I asked the question is this, that

the general impression left on my mind from the evi-

dence received in Galway itself is that while the

teaching in tho class room was sufficient the resources

for hospital practice and hospital instruction of every

kind were deficient!—In the class room some men of

the highest eminence are teachers, including some of

tho medical professors of Galway. I believe the

medical staff past and present to be excellent.

9C26. Chairman.—When you say that the medical

education is excellent, do I understand you to give

that evidence from a knowledge of the men who were

teaching, and not from any personal inspection your-

self of the working of the class-rooms ?—Yes. I have
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not lud opportunities. It is ten years since I was in

°©’ You have it partly on that and partly also

on the men turned out of the Queen’s University?—

Quite so, I have seen excellent men turned out by the

Queen’s College, Galway, the Ix-st proof the good

Dr. Storey.—And from the Galway Col-

lie}—froin the Galway College.

9029. Professor . I ack.—You inspected the hospital

tea rears ago ?—I did. I was President of the Col-

Wof Physicians, nud inspected the Queen’s Colleges

asone of the Visitors.

9030. Dr. MaustoM.—Wliat you hold is that there

are the Universities and the Licensing Hoards, and

that a man cau take his choice, niul tluit you do not

want to sec the standard of the University course,

classical and literary, lowered '/—Certainly not. It is

not shutting the portals against a man who choose to

«o to the profession at. all.

9(331. And you would distribute tho subjects in

the medical curriculum of tho Royal University rather

differently?—Yes. I think there might be on im-

provement in that respect. I would extend the period.

9632. Dr. Stoney.—As Dr. Molloy put questions

about the entrance examination, do you consider

that the general culture ot a medical student is

terminated when lie has passed his entrance exami-

nation?—I do not think it ought.

9633. Do you think that the medical curriculum

itself, especially if the studies are pursued in the

way you think they ought to be pursued in a uni-

versity college, would extend liis general culture?

—

I think it is calculated to do so. He may certainly

go on with tlio study of modern languages, and read

some of his books published in those modern lan-

guages.

9634. I would put the question in another way.

Do you think that tho study of Rio modern languages,

of English, of the biological sciences, of the experi-

mental science of chemistry, of tlio deductive and ex-

perimental sciences included under tho general name of

physics, along with several sciences of observation in a
university college will add to Rie general culture of

a man after his entrance ?—Decidedly. I may have
dwelt tediously, perhaps, on tho advantage of a uni-
versity education. Do not for one moment suppose
that I do not recognise the fact that some men who
never had been at a public school, or a university,
are quite equal to university men ; but still I am
of opinion that a man going to the medical profes-
sion who wishes to take a high rank in it, should be
a graduate in arts of a university.

9635. With reference to the observation you made
that the Royal University cannot compel a man to
tike a fifth year, will you explain what you mean 1

—I mean that after a mini takes his degree you have
no power over him.

9636. It was considered and probably would have
been ultimately earned in the Queen’s University
that this very thing should be made the condition
fortheM.D. as distinguished from the H.B.—Riat as
u condition for obtaining the M.D. a man should
pursue his studies nt some great centre where medical
opportunities are large after he has obtained the M.B.
in the ordinary way?—It would be a very good
nde, and it is a rale that prevails in several uni-
versities, that when a man takes the qualification
°*

j-
must he for several years pursuing

medicine, and give proof of pursuing liis studies,
or give evidence of advancing the science before

getting tlio M.D. Tluit is by no menus unusual. Dublin.
But wliat I meant to say was, when you talked August 7, ibsi.

of going on with studies, tluit we luivo power to eu- ~

—

force a certain amount of education before he gets liis
l‘^"1as

degree, but wo luivo no power over him after ho m.u.

takes bis degree. In the University of Dublin we
do not allow a man to take the Doctor of Medicine
degree until three, years after lie lias taken the M.B.
But a vast number of men never take the degree of
M. D. 31 .B. gives tiio Licanlia yracUeatuli. They are
doctora liy courtesy. Some extremely good men, and
men of the highest position have never taken the
highest degree, but they cull themselves doctors, and
they avo called doctors, and yet so far as the doctor’s

degree of the university is concerned they are not.

9037. Professor Jack.—You answered Dr. Molloy
tiint if tho condition of passing tlio first university

examination in arts wasrelinquished thetendency ofthe
change would bo to lower tire general status of the
medical profession?—Ido not mean it generally of

course. I only apply it to the degree of the Royal
University.

9638. But supposing the first university examina-
tion in ails were so altered us to include zoology
and botany and to drop two of the five subjects

—

because it is I presume as heavy now ns it well can
be—would Ric tendency of sueli a change as that be
to lower the general status of the medical profes-

sion?—I stated before that these subjects might pre-

cede the practical subjects.

9C39. You have not stated RmtRie tendency ofsuch
a change as that would lie to lower the status of the
medical profession ?—Of Rie men going to Rie Royal
University. Allow me to rejieut that I believe that-

insisting upon tlio your of arts is of enormous ad-
vantage, because it obliges them to keep up the arts

study for ouo year
;
and I think the doing away with

that, though it would increase tho number going to

Ric Royal University, it would lower its position.

9040. Chairman.—And that advantage would not
in your opinion bo maintained if zoology and botany,

as suggested by Professor Jack, were substituted for

Latin and Greek ?—I would have Latin and Greek.

I think Latin and Greek ought to precede the medical
subjects.

9641. Professor Jack.—There are five subjects in

tho first university examination. Suppose two were
turned out, whichever they might happen to be— sup-

pose (1) Latin, or (2) Greek or tho modern or other
language, or (8) English language and literature, or

(4) mathematics, or (5) experimental physics—and
those two put in, would you be of opinion that the
tendency of that change would be to lower Rie
general status of the medical profession ?—No

;
but I

should lie Sony to have any turned out.

9G42. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—If the Royal University

were not to require Riis first university examination

in arts, would that lower the value of its medical de-

grees ns compared with the medical degrees of Trinity

College ?—I think it would. It is a sort of approxi-

mation, though a very remote one, to the arts educa-

tion in Trinity College, tic., is only one-fourth

of the arts course required in Trinity College.

9643. Do you look forward to the possibility of

being able to require a higher qualification if the

Royal University continues in existence ?— I think if

it comes to a vote and if I have the honour ofa seat on
the Senate of the Royal University I should vote for

extending it.

Rev. Dr. Molloy.

—

And I will support yon.
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i0wm,ui8*.— AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.
;
George Johnstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

Professor William Jack, LL.D. ;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffery A. Marston, M.D.; with

N. D. Mdrphy, Jun., Esq., Secretary.

Jnliu Stephen
M'Ardle, esq.,

I.K.Q.OJ'.’

John Stephen M'Ardle, esq., f.r.c.s.i., l.k.q.c.p., examined.

9644. Chairman.—Are you a physician and surgeon

practising in Dublin ?—Yes.

9645. Where did you take your degree, Dr.

M'Ardlo ?—I am a Fellow of the College of Surgeons,

and A Licentiate of the College of Physicians.

9646. When did you become qualified ?—In 1879

I became a Licentiate of the College of Surgeons.

9647. Since then have yon liad experience of medi-

cal teaching in Dublin ?-—I have been teaching ever

since. Before that I was teaching in a minor way.

9G48. Where!—I was grinding at St. Vincent’s

Hospital
9G49. Where have you been teaching since!—In

Cecilia-street School of Medicine, and in St. Vincent's

Hospital.

9650. You are not a Queen's College man yourself!

—No.
9651. Have yon become acquainted either as a

grimier or since you became a teacher with Queen's

College students !—I hare, with si considerable number
of them.

9652. So that while you were a grinder and after

you became a teacher yon have had experience of

Queen’s College students !—T have had them chiefly

from Galway and Cork. 1 have had only five or six

Belfast men.
9653. Were you able to form any opinion of the

amount ef medical knowledge acquired by the stu-

dents coming from Cork and Galway 1—Certainly.

9654. Be good enough to tell the Commissioners
the results of your own personal observation of those
students !—Certainly.

9055. If you can distinguish between Cork and Gal-
way it would be so muoh the better 1—It is rather
difficult to distinguish between them.

9G56. Rev. Dr. AIolloy.—Distinguish between the
several colleges ns far as you can!—-Yes. The stu-

dents from both colleges as far as anatomy is con-
cerned had made up the work, I think, as well as
anyone could desire. They were as good average
anatomists as you would get anywhere. But few of
them seemed to know much about the relation of
anatomy to surgery. They do not seein to have applied
it to surgery at all

9657. Chairman.—To what would you attribute

that ?—Probably the lecturers on anatomy may not be
practising surgeons.

9G58. Or might it arise from the fact that they
had not opportunities for practical operations 1—The
remainder of the evidence will show that evidently
they had not very much in the way of surgical oppor-
tunities.

9659. Perhaps you had better give the evidence your
own way-—it may be more convenient for you !—With
regard to the diagnosis of cases—the study of cases at

the bedside—they seemed to be quite deficient. I never
found a Queen’s College man who could diagnose a case

as svell as a Dublin man of the same standing.

9660. Dr. Stoney.—Does that apply to Belfast as
well as to the other colleges!—No. I only knew
four or five men from Belfast.

9661. Men that had completed their course!—And
some who came to Dublin for tbe last year.

9662. Ami who came to study those particular

things in Dublin!—Yes. I had occasion to study

the points on which tbe students were weakest, simply

because 1 required my men to pass. I must study

their deficiencies first, and then endeavour to correct

them.

9663. Chairman.—You were going on to say you
found them deficient in skill at diagnosis !—Certainly,

They knew the history and symptoms of cases very well

—that is what they read out of books—but at the bed-

side they would be quite at sea about a case "With

regard to practical surgery, the students I have met

with were unable to apply any surgical apparatus

properly, or to perform tbe most minor operation

efficiently.

9664. They are unable!—They can say how splints

should be applied, but they are unable to adjust them.

At the bedside with my class I have an opportunity

of seeing what men do. Deifig a grinder besides and

having charge of a number of men, I am able to know

of whom I am asking questions, what places they have

come from, aud what they are doing.

9665. Is there anything else you observed amongst

the medical students coming from Cork and Galway 1

—Nothing but this—that they are extremely indus-

trious, and if they had the opportunity they would

make very good practitioners. They make more of

their time than any students I know.
9666. In fact the deficiencies arose from the want of

opportunities in Cork ami Galway?—Yes, they have

always complained of the deficiency of cases, especially

in Galway.
9667. All that they learn from books tbev know

very well?—Yes
;
very welL

9668. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—From your experience,

do you think that a medical student educated ex-

clusively at Cork or Galway would be likely to be-

come an efficient medical practitioner!—I should not

like to trust him with a patient.

9669. Can you give any opinion as to the number

of students from Cork and Galway who como up to

Dublin to finish their medical studies?—I have no

idea. I never looked into the subject at all. I have

had on an average twenty or bo in the year—that is,

in my own class.

9670. In your own class !—Yes.
9671. Dr. Stonet.—From all the colleges ?

—

Yob.

But I have had an opportunity of seeing othera who

did not belong to my class coming into the hospital, a*

every man has. Pupils other than my own go round

with me continually.

9672. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—During the period from

1879 to the present you have had experience of twenty

medical students each year from Cork and Galway >

No
;
my classes must necessarily have increased.

9673. Then twenty represents what they are at pre-

sent?—Yes; at present there are only nine working

with me for the next examination, which will come

on in September.
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9671. Dr. Stoxey.—Those are men who came for

their clinical study to Dublin 1—Some have come

up to pass who have taken out three years and some

9G75. Those that took out three cannot he going to

pass 1—No.

9676. Professor Jack.—

Y

ou say twenty from Cork

and Galway would represent your present group ?

—

That is, of Queen’s College students.

9677. And how many from other places 7—Pro-

hablv jny class this year numbers 104.

9678. That is. twenty out of 1007—Yes.

9679. Dr. JIaiistox.—

Y

ou think yon lmvc had

ample opportunities ofjudging of the men who come

hum the Queen's Colleges as compared with those

from elsewhere 7—I should think so.

9680. Were those men you speak of in their fourth

vear 7- In their third or fourth year.

9681. Am I to understand that their theoretical

teaching was very good, hut their practical training

insufficient 7—Yes.

9682. Is that so 7—Quito so.

9683. What is your opinion about their know-

ledge of ease-taking and diagnosis 7—I have remarked

that their method of diagnosing cases was extremely

deficient.

9684. You think their clinical teaching was defi-

cient 7—Yes.

9 0S‘>. Had you many opiKntuuitics of seeing thorn

appfy bandages, splints, apparatus, <fcc. 7—Two or tluce

times a week I have my classes at that work. Of
course they with the rest of the class were obliged to

apply the apparatus, and they did it less effectually

than the remainder.

9686. Thau the other men comiug from oilier places?

—Yes, those other melt of the same standing.

9667. Have you had opportunities of seeing them
apply the stethoscope 7—Yes, until last year, when I

became chiefly employed in the surgical department of

the hospital, I hod opportunities of noticing their work
with the stethoscope, and I always found that third

or fourth years’ mou here would ho much quicker in

diagnosing heart aud other affections than they would.

9688. I suppose you regard it ns ulwnlntely neces-

sary to have au extensive field of hospital practice

to educate a man properly for his profession 7—Yes.
9GS1). Can you tell me what the students have

stated as to the facilities presented by Cork and
Galway in that respect 7—My kuowlcdge of Cork and
Galway is entirely from hearsay—from the students.

96Du. Rev. Dr. Molloy.— from the students?

—

From the students.

9691. Dr. Makhton.—

W

hat have they told you 7

—

Cork men tell lifb there arc a considerable number of
cases, but they are not taught diagnosis. The Galway
men tell me there are very few cases there, and hence
they cannot be taught diagnosis.

9692. Had you opportunities of judgiug of their
skill in. surgery 7— Not in the major operations.
Nobody would trust a student in doing the major
operations, and I would hesitate before allowing one of
them to open an abscess, which is a very minor opera-
tion.

9693. In practical operations do you think they are
deficient 7—Decidedly.

9694. Perhaps you would tell ns with regal'd to
practical midwifery what opinion you have of them 7

—

I do not know anything about it.

9695. I)r. Stoney.— I only wish to ask whether
those students that you have come across had attained
inadequate knowledge in those subjects by the time that
they graduated ^ it is impossible for me to say.

9696. I understand that a considerable number of
them are men who have come to Dublin for the ex-
press purpose of studying those very things?—For the
ast year. Some of them, however, were here but for
three months.

9097. And other for a year?—Yes. Donna.
969S. By the time they reached their qualifying ^njsrtii.raM.

examination had they reasonable good opportunities John Stephen
for obtaining practical knowledge7—

'They had oppor- M'Ardlc, esq.,

tunities for seeing a very large number of cases, but p.r.c.s. 1.,

still in one year it is quite impossible for a man to
see and understand a sufficient number of cases to go
practice afterwards. Besides the examinations as at
present conducted are a very poor test of practical

knowledge.

9699. Professor Jack.—

W

hich examinations?

—

Every examination in Ireland ; 1 make no excep
tion.

9700. The Royal University and everywhere 7

—

Everywhere, as far as testing the practical knowledge
of men goes, they are not sufficient.

9701. Dr. Marston.—Theoretically the Queen's
College men arc well taught?—They are well taught.

9702. Do you apply your remarks to Belfast now?
—Yea; I have had only four or five Belfast men. So
I cannot speak definitely of Belfast teaching.

9703. Your remarks have reference to students
from Cork and Galway?—Quite so.

9704. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—You said the practical

knowledge of candidates is not tested by examina-
tions?—Yes.

9705. Have you any knowledge yourself of the
manna' in which the examinations of the Royal Uni-
versity are carried out?—The students are brought to

an hospital, and sent to certain beds
;
but very often

they can be told wliat is the matter with a case before

they go to see it. That is the case in every examina-
tion. There is no exception to that at all.

9700. I understood that special pains were taken
at the examinations of the Royal University to test

the practical knowledge of candidates, as compared
with other examining bodies 7—There is a much
greater effort made by the Royal University than

by any other examining body.

9707. Nevertheless you think even the Royal Uni-
versity examinations leave something still to be de-

sired in this respect 7—Certainly.

9708. Dr. Maiistox.—

I

s the name of the disease

written up so that they can know it?—No
;
but a great

many of the students know of the disease, and the

students love their neighbours as themselves.

9709. I should suppose they would not know the

name of the hospital to which they arc to be token,

or the names of the cases to bo given to them 1—Neither

do they.

9710. How do they get at the information then?

—

If they get to the hospital before the examiners, some

of the students not going in for the examination will

tell them. There is less of that in the Royal Univer-

sity than in any of the other examining bodies at pre-

sent. They are certainly endeavouring to eliminate

that element as much as possible from the Royal Uni-

versity.

9711. With regard to all examinations in our pro-

fession, you think the more objective they are the bet-

ter, aud you think everything should be as practical

as possible?— Certainly. If you give a large percent-

age of marks for papers, you are sure to get all theo-

retical men through, and a great many of the practical

men go to the wall.

9712. In Irish medical education, as in other

countries, the great thing is to give a practical and

objective character to it?— Certainly.

9713. Dr. Stoney.—

A

s you have had so much in-

tercourse with the students in the Queen's, you are

doubtless aware that the hospital at which they would

he examined clinically was only announced to the can-

didate after the examiners had reached the hospital ?

—Yes. I remember distinctly under tire old Queen’s

regulations, when a student myself, telling the men
who went in for the examinations, the cases they

were examined on five minutes afterwards.

3 P
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William
Thornley
Stoker, esq

,

(Before the Commissioners m their private room.)

William Thornley Stoker, esq., m.d., f.r.c.s.1., re-cxamiued.

9714. Dr. Marstok.—I want to know whether yon

have a contractor for subjects in Dublin, and if so

what he receives per annum
;
whether you have a

secretary, and if so, whether lie is a medical man or

not, and what he receives
;
whether his remuneration

is paid out of what is received for subjects, and whether

the surplus, if there he any, is regarded as part of the

professor's emolument or not. Put the answer, please,

in a short compass ?—I will try to do so. The ana-

tomical committee which is formed of a representative

from each of the schools meets every month at Fan-

ning’s, medical instrument maker, Grafton-streot.

9715. Chairman'.—Do not mention names?—

I

have no objection to do so in speaking privately to the

Commissioners, although the subject is au unsavoury

one to the general public.

9716. Cannot you answer the questions shortly, as

it appeals to me you can ?—This anatomical committee

receives the moneys of the students from the different

schools, keeps an account in the bank, pays the ex-

penses, and refunds the. balance at the cud of the ses-

sion to the schools. We pay in every school £1 for

each pupil to meet the expenses of subjects. Thus, if

we have 120 pupils wo pay .£120. We lodge that iu

bank to the credit of the anatomical committee. The
committee has an officer who gets a salary of £100
a year, and whose expenses are paid. He keeps two
men, and a horse and van. They go round to the

different unions and hospitals.

0717. You have a contractor who gets £100 a year ?

—He is not a contractor.

9718. Give him what name you will?—He is called

“ the contractor,” but is really a paid officer who
selects the subjects, and distributes them.

9719. What salary does lie get 1—£100 a year.

9720. Dr. Ston'EY.—That is exclusive of whatever
expenditure he incurs for the subjects?—Wo pay that
besides.

9721. And the wages of the two men?—We pay
the wages of the two servants, and the expenses of the
van also.

9722. Dr. Marstox.—That might make a total of
£200 ?—I could not answer that off hand.

9723. Have you a secretary ?—Y es.

9724. Is he a medical man?—A member of the
anatomical committee acts as secretary every year. He
gets £50. I was secretary last year.

9725. Arc those sums, the £100 suul the £50, both
paid out of the fund i—They are paid out of the money
collected from the different schools at the rate of £1
for each student.

972G. After paying those expenses, have you any
surplus ?—Yes, a variable surplus.

97 27. What becomes of it ?—It is returned to the
professors of anatomy, and they put it into their
pockets as part of their emoluments. I might supple-
ment my answer in this way : I, as anatomical pro-
fessor iu the College of Surgeons, pay £1 for each of
my students, and I get back any surplus that is left

out of the £100, or £200, whatever it is, and it is

part of my emolument.
9728. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Would you have any

objection to state what the surplus is?—The surplus,
in a purtieulnr school, might vary from £30 to £50,
and it might be a great deal more. The bigger the
school the greater the surplus.

9729. Are then' larger schools than yours ?—Trinity
Collegc is larger.

9730. There the surplus might come up to £100?—I could not answer that.

9731. Dr. Marstox.—Yon have demonstrators in
Dublin—they receive small salaries?—As a rule, they
receive small salaries, because demonstrators are al-

lowed to be grinders as well.

9732. Is their salary fixed by the professor of ana-
tomy, or some of it paid by the professor of anatomy,
andsome by the college funds, or how?—In tho College

ofSurgeons the professors pay their own demonstrators-
in Trinity College they are paid by the university.

’

9733. Are you acquainted with the facts ofV,
Cork school ?—I am.

9734. As a matter of experience, can you rive ns
your opinion as to the practice there—is itjust or right?—I think Dr. Charles’s treatment of his students is

perfectly fair. The only mistake lie lias made is in
listening to the students interfering in such a subject.

I would never consent to argue with students on such
a matter.

9735. Chairman.—

Y

ou said you paid £1 for each

of your students ?—Yes.
9736. Do you collect that £1 from your students,

or get a fee to covet- the dissections ?—There is a little

peculiarity about that. The entire fee for anatomy
for one session in Dublin is ,£S 8s., and historically

that is £3 3». for lectures, £4 4s. for dissections, and

£1 Is. for the subject. Practically we charge the col-

lective fee, lmtall our receipts at theCollegeof Surgeons

run—“ Lectures, £3 3s.
;

demonstrations and dissec-

tions, £4 4s. ;
subjects, £1 Is.” The student bus to

pay £8 8s. He might take lectures by themselves, and

only pay £3 3s. But if he takes dissections he must

pay £4 4s. and £1 Is.

9737. Professor Jack.— It Is either £3 3s.,

£5 5s., or £8 8s. ?—It is cither £3 3s., or £5 5s.,

or £S Ss.

9738. Chairman.—While tho fee is £1 Is. for the

dissections, it is only £1 you pay per capita?—Yes.

The other shilling goes into the pocket of the registrar

of the schools. It Is not profit to the professor.

9739. Dr. Marktox.— You would not see any

objection to the Professor of Anatomy handing over

auy portion of the surplus to one of his demonstra-

tors?— I would I would see every objection to

putting a demonstrator in a position of independence

to the professor. You can never have a school of

anatomy properly conducted unless the professor is

absolute muster of all his officers, including the de-

monstrators.

9740. Professor Jack.—If the demonstrator acted

in the capacity of clerk, or something of that sort,

I suppose in that case it would be natural he

should get a certain sum for his trouble. There

must bo a good deal of detail work ?—That would be

a matter ofarrangement entirely between himself and

his professor.

9741. Suppose his professor said . to him—“I
cannot take charge of all this detail, and I will

trouble you to do it, you will have so much for

it”?—That would be quite allowable if the professor

wished it, and in the Scotch Univarsities it is, I believe,

wlmt is done.

9742. No man ever pays £1 i—No.
9743. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—Am I right then in sup-

posing that, as a matter of fact, the actual cost to each

student in the medical schools of Dublin for subjects

is £1 Is. ?—That is so.

9744. That from the fund thus provided there is a

small balance after paying all charges, varying from

year to year, and that balance goes to the Professor of

Anatomy in the several schools as part of his emolu-

ments ?~That is correct,.

9745. Chairman-.—Do I understand you to say,

Dr. Stoker, that the £1 In. for subjects is not charged

as a separate and independent fee, but is included on

the £5 5s. 1—Yes
j
but it happens on our receipt of

tho College ofSuvgcons to be written down separately.

9746. Professor Jack.—Does every one of the Pro-

fessors of Anatomy in the medical schools of Dublin

get some small balance back ?—Yes.

9747. Every one?—Yes. There may be a school

wlie.ro they apply the balance iu their own particular

way. I got the balance back in my own school, and

last year, as secretary, I wrote a cheque for the balance

for every professor, and handed it to him.
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[Before the Commissioners in their public room.]
Dublin,

August U, 1*84.

9 ;

which

0-1S Rev Dr. Mou.or.-Di-. Stoker, have you had

,n ounortnnity of knowing practically the mnuueriu

t],ich the examinations of the Royal Univcnuty in

medicine are conducted 1—I have, sir.

9749 Wlmt is your opinion of these examinations

•i test of the practical knowledge of the candidates 1

_Mv opinion is that the practical examinations of

the Boyal University are conducted in a milliner as

nearly approaching to perfection as is possible at the

present dav, and in that respect that they represent,

ami are a continuation of the examinations of the

Queen’s Uuiversity, which in their day I considered

were examinations nearly practically perfect.

750. Do you think they arc conductod in a maunor

civ is calculated to bring out a student’s knowledge

or Ids ignorance of the subjects of examination?

—

Thcv are calculated to elicit his knowledge and expose

his ignorance. I am speaking of the whole of the

Dublin examinations which 1 heard spoken of lately

in evidence. I may say that T know no examining

centre where examinations arc so thoroughly prac-

tically conducted as here. The system that cmnes

next to Dublin would probably be that of Edinburgh

;

hut even there they fall short of the practical exami-

nations in anatomy and operative surgery, because of

the scauty supply of subjects. So i honestly believe

Dublin, in point of the practical nature of its exami-

nations, to be before any other place I know.

9751. Suppose a student in particular cases happened

to ascertain lmforehaiul the unmo of the disease which

was nnderexaiuiuation,would that fact, in your opinion,

destroy the value of the examination, and prevent

the examiner from testiug Ills practical knowledge ?

—

Sot in the least, provided the examiner was a com-

petent man. It wouldnot have the least bearing upon

die matter; becausn the chief function of an examiner

is not so much to know if a student names the disease

rightly, as to find out if ho is competent to proceed to

make a careful examination.

9752. And you tliiuk the cxamiuei-s of the Royal
University are competent to test the students in that

respect 1—They arc, facile priuccj/s.

0753. Dr. Marstox.—Would you have any ditfi-
.]?,

Il,in
.

m
.

culty at all as an examiner, if a student know the stXtVcsq.
name of the disease, in testing his knowledge of the m.d., r.n.c.8.i.

case ?—I think I could test him just as perfectly, even
if Ilia grinder had taken him previously to the bedside
and prepared him on the case.

0754. Then you do not agree with the opinion ex-
pressed here by the last witness 1—I entirely dissent
from it.

9755. Professor Jack.—Can yon describe the
facilities that you have yourself for expressing an
opinion upon the point ?—First, as regards the anato-
mical examinations, the examinations of the Queen’s
University were conducted in my dissecting room. I
made the arrangements for the examinations, and 1 was •

frequently there watching the gentlemen examining.
In the Royal University the same gentlemen are
largely examiners, and the examination is conducted
in a school, where the professor is a friend of mine, and
I know exactly how matters go on. With regard to the
clinical examinations, they have been conducted to a
great extent in the Richmond Hospital, to which I am
a surgeon, and 1 have had every opiKirtnnity of seeing
how they are carried out there. Therefore I have
been in a position to judge both of the examinations
of the Queen’s University and of those of the Royal
at present.

0750. So that you have had full opportunity of
knowing how they are carried out?—A number of the
examiners are colleagues of mine, and I am perfectly

acquainted with tlieir method.

0757. Would the previous witness have the same
opportunities ns yourself?—I am over twenty years
connected with education iu Dublin.

975S. Dr. Stoney.—

D

o you know which board
introduced practical anatomical examinations into

the Irish examinations?—Tito Queen’s University.

9750. And which board introduced clinical exami-
nations?—The Queen’s University.

0700. The Queen’s University took the lead in

introducing nil the practical examinations ?—Yes.
0761. And raised them to a great pitch of per-

fection ?—I think so.

Francis R. Cruise, esq., u.n., Dub., f.k.q.imm., m.u.c.s.e., examined.

97G2. Chairman.—You are a physician practising
in Dublin?-Yes.

9763. For some years?—I am twonty-seven years,
I think.

9764. Where did you take your medical degree, Dr.
Cruise?—In Trinity College, Dublin.

97G5. Have you bad practical experience of teaching
medical students in. Dublin?—I was twenty years
actively engaged iu teaching.

97G6. You were, I believe, connected with the
Carmichael School of Medicine at ouo time ?—So far
as the theoretical department was concerned . I was
teacher of anatomy, and subsequently of the practice
of medicine. I was connected with the teaching
department of the Mater Miscricordice Hospital until
^cun- years ago, and I am connected with the hospital

97G7. You have had, J ninv take it, considerable

tohare
1106 m medical teachil'S hi Dublin?—I ought

’^.You 111-6 11130 a member of the Semite of

Q
Umversit7’—I am.

^nAfeL-Yes'
Vere

’
1 bCUeV6

’
0n0 °f tbe 0rigi

IInilI°'-Z
0U ftve awftre of too Wle of the Ro

v«r,T
tt y

-

r6quuiuS it3 students to take the fyews examination in arts?—I am.

9771. Wore yon present at the meeting of the

Senate when that rule was passed ? —I was, and I was

one of tho most earnest supporters of that measure.

9772. In your opinion, do you think it advantageous

for tho interests of tbe medical profession that this

requirement of the Royal University should be insisted

upon ?—I do, if the candidate aspires to a high qualifi-

cation. I tliiuk it necessary if he aspires to a high

qualification.

9 773. Do you think it is a reasonable thiug for a

university to insist that candidates for its degrees

should have an education in arts?—Yes. I have so

strong an opinion upon that subject tliat I think a

university degree without some qualification in arts

—

the more the better—is a false pretence.

9774. Do you consider that the matriculation

examination of the Royid University would indicate

sufficient culture to entitle a medical student to get a

university medical degree? —Well, I do not.

9775. We have it in evidence that iu Trinity College

the medical degree is only given to those who take

the U.A. degree?—Yes. A full degree in arts is re-

quired in Dublin University, before taking the M.B.

9776. And the Royal University are content with

tho first examination in arts ?—They are content with

it, aacl I may state that those who advocated the lir.-c,

year in arts we.ro content with it, simply liocauso they

3 P 2
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could get no more. They would be very glad to see

two years of arts or a full course of arts.

9777. Would you prefer the full course of ai ts, or

would you be content with the second examination in

arts ?—I prefer the full course of arts, as in Trinity

College.

9778. Do I understand you, that you consider that

a university medical degree ought to rank higher than

a mere degree from a licensing body ?—I think that

is admitted on all hands.

9779. And that it is lowering a university degree

to give it to a person who simply has the amount of

culture which is evidenced by passing a matriculation

examination 1—Tt is levelling down.

97S0. Dr. Maustox—You would level the man up?

—I would.

9781. Rev. Dr. Molloy—

I

f the Royal University

were not to insist on this condition do you tliink the

effect would be to lower the prestige of its degrees

as compared with those of the University of Dublin?

—Certainly. I think the Royal University has yet a
career of work to do before its degree will be equal

to that of Trinity College
; but if you expunge the

arts course altogether, I tliink you would at once con-

demn it.

9752. Dr. Maustox.—Do you think it premature

at present to arrive at any conclusion as to the effect

that the Royal University will have on education ?

—

The Royal University is only in existence two years,

and of coui'se it would be impossible to form a definite

conclusion yet as to its influence upon education.

9753. I understand you to hold that there are two
classes of medical men necessary, one highly and
expensively educated with the best attainable qualifi-

actions, and another, I presume the more numerous
class, simply qualified to practice?—I quite hold that

view.

9784. And university graduates would comprise the

former class ?—Yes, they would comprise the former
class. It is unfortunately impossible in the present

state of the world that the public at large could
' recompense adequately those who rise to the very top
of the profession. Over the rank and file we require
to have the highly qualified excellent practitioners.

A university man, I think, should be above the
ordinary rank, and part of his superiority is in the
superior general education which enables his mind to
grasp his medical subjects better than those who have
not had such an education.

9785. Would a young man of say sixteen or
seventeen years of age, educated iu a public school and
in the fifth or sixth form, have any difficulty in
passing in the arts subjects now required fur the Royal
University?—I consider not; and I think you have
only to refer to the calendar to see that. I think a
smart boy of sixteen years of age, or a less smart boy
of seventeen, should ]>as3 the matriculation examina-
tion, and within a year should pass the 'first year of
arts. Then we will say at eighteen he is prepared to

start nt medicine. If you giva him three or four
years he will be fully qualified at twenty-two, and
Be is scarcely (it to be qualified before that age as a
rule.

9786. Do you think the majority of young men in
this country can pursue the arts and medical course
concurrently with benefit to themselves 1- -I tliink

that it would require a man of over the average
ability to pursue arts aud medicine throughout the
whole time simultaneously. I must explain myself.

Supposing a boy enters Trinity College, where he has
four years of arts aud four years of medicine, I
think it is wrong for him in his own interests and
in the interest of his profession to attempt to run the
two courses simultaneously. I have invariably ad-
vised those who have been under my charge—and
they have been very many—to overlap the courses,

taking two years of arts, or, if possible, three years

of arts first, and then start at medicine. In that

way you will have the arts aud medicine together
cniy for a short time. Now, I speak of a univer-

sity like Trinity College, iu which we have four yeara
of arts. As regards the Royal University, there U
only one year of arts which might very easily be
cleaved away before the student commences medicine.
Such is the facility, if you look at the curriculum.
Even his hist year of medicine might very well be
carried on simultaneously with his first year of ails.

9787. The medical curriculum of the Royal Uni-
versity is rather a heavy one for the three years fol-

lowing the first year of arts ?—It is
;
hut I think the

answer to that is, that very few will take it in the
three years. It would be, however, a hardship to say

that a very clever roan should be hound to spend the

four yean at what lie can do in three
; but, I think

the majority will. I would prefer a boy to spend four

years in the study of medicine pure and simple.

9788. Do you think that the supply of the medical

element in-this country is in excess of the demand
and that the standard of education is unduly lowered
by the facilities offered for entering the medical pro-

fession ?—I do not say ns regards this country that

the demand is greater than the facilities.

9789. In tlio United Kingdom then?— In the

United Kingdom. But yon must recollect that doctors

go to every part of the world. They are always wel-

come. I have travelled over a great part of the world

myself, and anywhere I would settle down I thiuk I

would find work to do
;
and so does every man, if be

knows his business and is steady.

9790. Have you lmd much knowledge of students

of the medical faculty in the Queen’s College?—Yes.

A good many Queens College students come to us at

the Mater Misericouiim Hospital.

9791. What opinion have you formed of their ac-

quirements ?—Their acquirements were like those of

other students—some good, and some not so good.

9792. What knowledge do they exhibit of clinical

medicine and clinical surgery ?—I would say average.

9793. You do not consider them at all behind

other students iu that respect?—I do not.

9794. Wlntt would you consider the strong points

in medical students educated at the Queen’s Colleges

and what the weak oues, if they have any ?—I think

that the students educated at the Queen's Colleges

who came under my notice were what I would call on

a par with the average students for the College of

Surgeons or for the College of Physicians. I do not

thiuk they excelled them. They did not excel them

in the greater facility of acquiring knowledge one

always observes in a really trained university student

At one time I used to say I could recognise a univer-

sity student going round the wards with me without

being told, judging from his aptitude for learning.

9796. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—What do yon moan by

a university student?—An axis student of Trinity

College.

9797. Because the Queen’s College students were

all university students ?—I should correct myself.

9798. Dr. Maustox. — How do you rank the

degree of the Queen's University ?—I thought it was

a very fair degree. Some men were first-rate ;
some

were not equal.

9799. Do you think the examinations were scorch

ing and good ?—The examinations were excellent

9800. Do yoix think there is much information

likely to be useful to a medical man in ancient classical

literature?—Not for his practical everyday work, but

it is very useful for the training of his mind.

9801. Do you think a knowledge of German would

be essential to a man desirous of becoming a teacher

or of occupying a high position in the medical profes-

sion?—I think that at present a knowledge of German

is indispensable for a medical man, because the most

and the best works in original research are in German,

uud if lie does not know German he must wait a couple

of years until the works and papers pass into transla-

tions.

9802. Can you tell me how a candidate’s knowledge

in medical and clinical surgery is tested in the Roya

University?—By bedside examination.
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9S03. Do you consider hospital practice of primary should be higher or lower, according os it thinks proper. Dubuk.

inlnortanee in medical education?—Of the utmost im- It has a power of recommendation, but has no power Auoiutn.WM.

norUnce. In fact I know no word that would express of saying, “Wo will disfranchise you if you do not
pr(inc’^'^_

Efficiently the absolute necessity of it. Above all comply.” ... Cruise, esq.,

otlier things it is the most necessary. 9818. But, if it thinks such and such an exami- m.d., Dub.,

9804. So that however good the theoretical tench- nation mmtisfactoiy, the Council may say “ We cannot >‘ K.o.c,rL,

jag might be, if divorced from opportunities of hospital accept this examination ns authorising us to register as
M-r-c-s,K-

practice, it would he useless for the training of a a medical student tho candidate who merely passes

mm to practice our profession ?—It might make a it?”—The Council has been, throughout its career,

learned hue it would certainly make a dangerous endeavoming to raise the standard, but it has not the ab-

piactitioner. solute power to disfranchise a body, and. of course, it

9805. He would be qualified to pass examina- must proceed cautiously.

t. ins but not to practice with safety?—Nut to Ids 9819. No doubt, but it can lay down a definite

patients. regulation as to the amount that it expects to be

9306. I suppose you want a largo amount and secured in general preliminary education, and it

variety of clinical material for the purpose of the can refuse, unless satisfied with the evidence pro-

higher kind of instruction?—That is obvious. You duced to that effect, to register medical students?

—

must have a large library to read in. It can.

9807. I mean hospital material ?—Certainly. You 9820. Therefore, in tlmt sonse, it has absolute

must have a large assortment of cases of surgery and power ?—In a certain senso it has.

medicine passing before you. 9821. I mean to say in that sense?—Yes.

980S. Rev. Dr. Mot.loy,—

Y

ou look upon a good 9822. There is one statement you made that I
hospital us a library for medical students ?—I do. would like to hoar explained. I think you said that

9809. Dr. Marston.—It has been complained that a university degree, without a qualification in arts, is

if a man is rejected at the Royal University examina- a false pretence ?—It is levelling down to a college. It

tion the interval between the time of his rejection and does not imply what a university has been always uu-

tliat at which he can again, present himself for examina- derstood to imply—namely, a liberal education.

tion is too long ?—The assertion has been made. If 9823. Whut is the position of the University of

you wish I will give you my opinion. Edinburgh medical degree ?—Formerly it held a very

9810. I should like to hear it?—If a man is re- high position, lmt not of latter days.

jeefced on such subjects as surgery or the practice 9824. It does not stand as high latterly?—It does

of medicine, I think that the interval for wliicli he is not stand ns high latterly as oither of those which,

postponed should bo a veiy considerable one, because I think, may be pnt as tho leaders—London Univer-

it is impassible to make up these subjects hi a short sity, Dublin, Cambridge and Oxfowl Universities. These
time. Suppose he Is rejected upon botany or upon are the highest degrees.

chemistry, lie can make either subject np in a very 9825. And then would come Edinburgh ?—Well, I

much shorter time, and I would afford every facility for should say Edinburgh.
his examination withina reasonabletime. But, ns I'said, 9826. Rev. Dr. Molloy.—What about the Royal
if he tailed in the practical subjects, as fur instance University ?—That has to make its character as yet.

surgery, medicine, and anatomy, I would postpone it Dr. Molloy. Excepting tho London University, the
for a considerable time. others have been for centuries in existence.

9811. Was tho standard of examination iu the 9827. Chairman.— The Royal University could
Queen’s University lower than that of the Royal?— not confer a medical degree on ono of its own men
I should think not. I should think the examinations yet?—No.
were very much the same. That of the Queen’s was a 9828. Any medical degrees conferred must have
good practical examination. been on Queen’s College men?—Yes, quite so.

9812. You are strongly of opinion that it would 9829. Professor Jack.—A. university degree ought
hare a bad elleel upon education generally if universi- to rank higher than alicenso to practise. Would it be
ties lowered their standard to the level of men desirous possible that higher rank might he obtained by iusist-

af obtaining degrees ?
—

'To have licenses ? ing on greater professional acquirements?—Certainly,
9813. No, but university degrees. Jf universities higher rank would be attained by higher professional

lowered
.

their standard at all to meet tho wishes of acquirements, lint it would lack still the one item that
men desirous of obtaining degrees ?—Oh, certainly. I I contend a university education should imply, and
think that would lowor the whole profession. It would that is an education outside of medicine.
have a lowering effect on the whole profession if you 9830. For instance, an education outside medicine
lower the qualifications, and the universities should would usually include an education in the subjects of
he the last to do that zoology, botany, and chemistry 1—They are quite cog-

9814. I he General Medical Council exacts a pre- nate to medicine.
kurinary examination. That is rather low, but do you 9831. But they are not what yon call directly pro-
consider it quite sufficient?—It is low; I do not con- fessionnl subjects. They avo in a sense extramural 3ub-
8

'i-m
su®cienfc, but it is to be remembered the Gen- jectsj—They are.

eral Medical Council is working under difficulties. It 9832. You mentioned that the highest medical de-
ias no power to enforce

; it has only power to recoin- gree at present was that of the University of London*
mend, and, therefore, is obliged to be moderate iu its —Well, I should say, it raiiks highest. It is the most
recommendations. I know the spirit of the Council difficult examination.
is in favour of raising tho preliminary examinations. 9S33. The University of London degree, as I un-
i know from members of the Council that that is their derstond, vests upon an arts foundation, which is solely

t the filiation of matriculation ?—Yes.
JM5. To adjust it iu accordance with the advance 9834. That is to any, it has not anything beyond

of education generally ?— Yes. its matriculation?—It is a matriculation that implies

.
Professor Jack.

—

-Would you explain in what an education well np to the standard of the second
ay 1 18 ™a^ the General Medical Council has no year of Trinity College, Dublin,

power to enforce, but only to recommend ?—It has not
'

983.3. They go beyoud matriculation, and ask forJ P°Yer - what is called a preliminary scientific year ?—Yes.
JfcU. Unless n student complies with tho regnla- 9836. That is a year in botany, zoology, chemistry,

are laid down by the General Medical and so on ;
and after that they want four years of re-

e
|

cannot be registered I—It is quite tine, but gular professional work?—Yes.

?
U
f

ncd
,

not tile power to prescribe tho cum- -9837. What I want to call your attention to is,

divhr IV I,veli"liu’"-y examination for each iu- that the University of London degree ranks high, iu
ual licensing body, hut only to recommend tlmt ic consequence of what ono may call scientific additions,
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Dublin. ns distinguished from arts additions to the uin- *>850. With regard to the degree in the TJnivo*

Avgust 11, 1884 . triculation 1—The matriculation is a good cxumina- sity of Edinburgh at present, and iu all the Scotch— tion. Universities, I suppose they would rest their claim to

CmuTew 983S. It- Ls a good examination, no doubt; lint if have the medical degree regarded as something higher

M.D., Dua.’ I recollect aright, it is not distinguished so very tlmn ft mere license to practise on what they consider

jt.k.q.c.p.i., sharply from the Royal University matriculation the superiority of the medical knowledge" which it
jc.b.c.s.r. examination as out* would suppose at first sight, implies ? -They insist on a long residence-—a very

There are seven subjects, aucl in the Royal five ?— careful training under their own eye, which is err-

It is a very much move difficult examination I should tainly very advantageous. Still I cannot forego the

expect. necessity of the mental training that an arts degree

9839. The important subjects are very much the implies, or an arts education implies,

name as in the Royal University, except that natural 9851. I have, to a large extent, the same feeling

philosophy and chemistry are included, and there uve as you express
;
but of course, with regard to regula-

two optional languages "instead of one. Rut in the tiona, we must take tlm world as we Audit!—

main, stating my own impression, I should say flic Certainly; but, with regard to that point, I have a

examinations of the two arc not so very far differ- very linn conviction that the Royal University schema

ent from each other 1—I consider the London Univcv- if left to work,will, iu a short time, within a reasonable

sity matriculation higher titan that of the Royal Uni- number of years, educate the public up to the idea

versitv. that their sons iu going to the medical profession will

9S40. At the present moment the arrangements of do well to pass their matriculation examination, and

the Royal University for medical degrees are that the first year of arts as well, before they commence

there are three examinations in medicine. There is medical studies. The public will be become educated

the first examination in medicine, which is an exami- up to that idea, and will not object to it, at least

nation in zoology, botany, and a modem language. unless iu very few cases. Of course you cannot legis-

Tlmt Ls an examination, of course, practically outside late for everyone. There must be exceptions,

what would ordinarily be understood us a professional 9852. We have had a great deal of evidence tint

examination; So that the whole of the professional the effect at present is, that an immense number of

examinations of the Royal University are included iu students who wish to get into practice, finding the

two years. That has been very much complained of Royal University to have put on more than they were

by several witnesses of great professional eminence as prepared for, have gone elsewhere to licensing hoards!

crowding in the examinations a good deal. I under- —That, I think, is inevitable ;
but you cannot lower

stiiiul your opinion is, that while, of course they are the standard in order to grasp nil.

put into two yeais, they might he very easily taken in 9853. It is of course a mere question of degree

four I—And probably will be so taken. whether you have screwed up too much or too fust?

—

9841. Suppose that is the case, might it not lie for Of course, we are only in the commencement, and

the advantage of students if it was indicated that they that remains to lie seen. It would lie hard to judge

should l>e taken in four, and the subjects broken up it after two years’ trial. But I have a strong con-

more?—The only hardship connected witli that would viction myself that the public will begin to wish for

be the rendering it impossible for a man who was able a greater training in arts.

aucl willing to work up in conformity with the exist- 9854. I am sure all the Commissioners feel that

mg regulations to do so. it is difficult to judge after merely two j'ears’ trial ?—
9812. Of course the difference between two and It is.

four years is very great 1—Very great. 9S55. Dr. Stonet.—Where you spoke of the full

9S43. One would imagine, that when a University degree in arts which is required in Trinity Colloge, of

puts down two years for examination purposes it iu- course yon meant the degree as modified for pvofes-

ther indicates as an advice to ordinary students that sional students?—Yes; those who were allowed off a

two year’s would he a reasonable time 1—Two years, certain portion of the arts course being medical

the possibility at all events. students.

9844. I speak of that point particularly, because 9856. It is not the full degree in the other sense ?

wc have had a considerable amount of evidence, indi- —There is certainly an allowance made in every year’s

eating that that was an impression strongly entertained curriculum in Trinity College in favour of professional

on the part of medical men?—Referring to Trinity students. They are allowed off some, hut it is a small

College, four years or three and a half yeans is really amount.
the time you can take the degree in

;
but many 9857. What you said iu reference to German I

spend five and even six years in college before they suppose would equally apply to French ?—Newly
graduate. equally, hut not equal. There is move original work

9845. I fancy that is the case in all universities? done in Germany by far now than in France. At the

—And advantageously, if circumstances permit of it. same time i take it every well educated student in

9846. With regard to the subjects of zoology, medicine should understand the two languages. But
botany, and a modern language, would it be possible there is a remarkable falling off in original research in

to throw these back into the fii’st examination in arts
;

France as contrasted with Germany.
so they are of the nature of general education—of sub- 9858. In French, German, English, Latin, and

jects which, for instance, appear in the preliminary Greek, we have five languages ; and the real question

scientific examination iu Loudon University ?—I doubt in whether a student should be compelled to continue

that it would be wise to throw them back into the to keep up his Latin and Greek for.a year after he has

arts examination. They are too much coguate to begun Iris university course 1—According to the curri-

medicine. They are not sufficiently outside of medi- culum of the Royal University he is not bound to keep

cine to imply what I argue in favour of as liberal au up his Greek. He may choose a modem language in

education as possible. place of it

9847. If they were thrown hack into the arte, 9859. As I understand you place most stress upon

there would remain three years for the examinations the arts education which university degrees ought to

in medicine ?—Yes. It is not to be forgotten that mark as the distinction which ought to exist between

those subjects leave ample margin for the student to them and the licensing corporations ?—I do.

work very hard at others during the year. 9860. When you speak of arts education I suppose

9848. That is, zoology, botany, and a modern you probably mean a liberal education?—I do.

language, are hardly enough for a whole year ?— 9861. Some persons hold that the chief poiute of

Hardly enough. difference between a university degree and the qiudifi-

9849. That is an observation, no doubt, which is cation of a licensing body ought to consist in the

quite reasonable, especially if a modern language had greater amount of thoroughness and fulness and the

been commenced beforehand ?—Yes. more scientific aspect given to the studies of the
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medical curriculum, and of the languages and sciences

tint are collateral to the medical curriculum. I mean

those two languages that are especially useful, and such

subjects as chemistry, physics, zoology, and U.tany, on

the side of science. You do not hold that view }

—

X hold it in this way that I believe the better educated

man will work out his subjects with more thorough-

nejs. 1 tli ink that is implied in the superior geuoml

education. . .

1362. What is your opinion ns to the capabilities

as a means ofliberally training the mind, of the study of

three languages—French, German, auil English, of the

experimental and deductive methods of proof in a

thorou"h form, and of their application to several

sciences of observation in a thorough form in addition

to the study of them in those sciences in which they

cun best be mastered \—I take it the more knowledge

of these that a student can possess the better.

9363. And that they would tend to give him a

liberal education as well as one merely professional ?

—

Tlier would tend to it, but I would not lie content to

leave out what I think yon leave out, i.e., Lilia and

Greek.

98(14. Latin and Greek arc, in fact, the only points

ofdifference between you and those who hold the other

view with reference to a university degree. The only

outstanding question is whether the study of Latin and

Greek should lie prolonged, or whether tho student

should be allowed to drop them and take exclusively

to nil those other studies!—Yes. With regard to Latin

wc assume that a student after his matriculation and

the first year of arts in tho Royal University lias a

very fair knowledge of it Tie ought to have it because

it is a language in which a largo numlxir of works were

written up to a comparatively recent time, nud it is the

language in which all prescriptions are written.

9805. Professor Jack.—Partially written?—Well,

yes—The formula is in Latin. I do not mean such a

knowledge of the language that ho would bo a perfect

Latin scholar and write Circcrouimt Latin with facility,

hut that he should have a fair knowledge of Latin.

It might not be so necessary for him to continue

Greek, hut he certainly should have a very fair

foundation knowledge of Greek in order to under-

stand the general terminology of medical science. In-

deed the nomenclature of every science is derived

from Greek.

9SG6. Chairman—

W

as the question about re-

quiring the one year in arts fully considered by tho

Senate of the Royal University ?—It was very fully

and very carefully considered, ami under the following

circumstances if it is not too long to tell you.

98G7. I (hive say the Commission would like to

hear!—When the Royal University was first

established a sub-committee was appointed by the
Senate to draft a medical curriculum. That sub-

committee consisted of ten men, all of them more or
less familiarwith the subject. I can speak confidently
of what they did, because I was a member of that
committee myself. At the end of a good deal of

discussion it came to tliis point that wo were five

against five. Five held that the matriculation exami-
nation alone should suffice, and five hold that we
should have more arts than that

;
and we fixed upon

asking a year of arts, confident that we would get it,

while we did not ask more, because we thought we
s-ould not get it. This topic then came before the
Senate of the Royal University and was fully discussed.
It was a very long and very earnest discussion and
finally ended in a vote. To the best of my recollection
twenty-four voted for the year in arts, against six who
voted for the matviculation examination being suffi-
cient*

9868. Dr. Stoney.—Was the question considered Dublin.

at all of allowing a student to pass both examinations August n, 1884.

on presenting himself at the University—the year’s
5r,inJIT

interval, so far as we have had evidence, is a very Criii8e,csq.,
distinct part of the source of difficulty?—It was m.i*., Dub.,'

discussed, but I do not know that it was discussed at
that particular meeting. But it was discussed at the
Royal University and negatived. The difficulty of
the one year in arts appears to me less than many
make of it, if it is considered frem this point of view
that Hie matriculation examination is very modem*/;
and can lie passed by a boy fit to enter Trinity College.
Boys outer Trinity College at fifteen or sixteen years
of ago, while the same education will suffice for tho
matriculation examination of tho Royal University.
Then one year of arts is certainly not too much to

add for a boy of sixteen or seventeen, bringiug him
up to eighteen, before making a start in his medical
career.

986'J. Chairman.—

T

he Queen’s Colleges are re-

presented on tho Senate of the l’oval University?

—

They are.

9870. Did any of the representatives of the

Queen's Colleges take part in this discussion, do you
recollect?— They did. It was the Queen’s Colleges

representatives who thought the matriculation ex-

amination would be sufficient.

9871. Professor Jack.—They were, perhaps, more
strongly represented on the sub committee than on
tho ultimate vote of tho Senate I—On the sul>-com-

inittco the vote was five against live. When it uune
before the senate the vote was twenty-six against

six.

9872. Chairman.— Were tho six all Queen's
College men l—They wore.

9873. Were the five for exclmliug the first year
of arts Queen's College men tun '!—They were Queen’s

College men.

987-4. Professor Jack.—You say the question has
been under tho consideration of the Royal University

about the possibility of accepting the examination now
called the first university examination, without having
previously required the matriculation examination I

—I know it was. I could not remember tho date

without referring to the minutes ; lmt 1 know dis-

tinctly the subject was discussed.

9875. It would bn a very considerable argument
in favour of taking Unit course that the subjects of the

matriculation examination and the subjects of the

first university examination are identical ?—One in a

little more advanced. You have experimental physics

in tho first university examination.

9870. Experimental physios is in both, elementary
mathematics is in both, anil English language is in

both?—Yes, but they are more advanced than at

matriculation.

9877. They are more advanced, no doubt, in the

first university examination ; but though they arc, they

are the same subjects that are examined upon as in the

matriculation, ami therefore it seems reasonable that

if a man could pass the first university examination

when he entered, he should lie excused the lower

examination?—That has liecn before the Royal
University. What opinions others may have on the

subject I could not lie responsible for, but a little

time in study is of importance as involving cram-

ming.

9S7S. Dr. Stones:.—But it may also involve crush-

ing those subjects in upon medical studies?—Yes;
hut if I am fair in my suggestion that a student of

sixteen or seventeen years of age can pass the matri-

culation, and then in a year pass the other, which
brought him up to medicine, leaving him three or

.
'v,'en ffio report of tlie above-mentioned Special Committee camo before the General Committee of Organization, tliejr adopted tiie

bef

W
rtf h*

Wlu> tll0USllt tliat nno year’s study of arts should ba required after matriculation, and amivdiugly the dr.it suhcnio laid.
Mtoretbe Senate was prepared on tbit basis. At the mooting of Senate ill February, 1381, when the scheme so |tapnrud was under

maliMl fa’
* TOgti#n w“ made that it should he amended by substituting for thu ordinary first university examination in tho case of

g~~
1

*‘u"en‘8 na examination in n modem Iangunge mid experimental physics only, but the opinion of the great majority of thu
w being that the medical stndents should be ruuuired to pnss tho ordinary first university examination, tho proposed amendment
wgatived by 24 to G F. It. a
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Dublin. four years ample time to take a university degree

Ain/mti 1,1884. in medicine, lie would be only twenty-two at Iris

Crufaefcsq.,
'9879. Tliat is, supposing tlie student has deter-

M.D., Dob.’ mined that it will be to tlie Royal University lie will

r K.<j.c.r.i.,
g0 a ye

.u. before he begins liis medical studies ?—

I

m U.C.S.B.
think as a rule people must cist about them, and make
up tlieir minds as to the course they will take, or their

parents do it for them.

9880. A year beforehand ?—Yes, or more.

9851. Professor Jack.—

I

f the course I am suggest-

ing just now were adopted, it would he going very

much on the lines of the Loudon University ?—Yes.

9852. Dr. Stoxey.— Are you aware that in the

London University a candidate on passing the matri-

culation examination is, under similar circumstances,

allowed to proceed without a year’s interval to the

next subsequent examination in arts?—Yes, just ns in

Trinity College, you can escape nine months of the

four years. You arc aware of tlint permission.

9883. Professor Jack.— No
;
please explain ?—If

you enter and pass the Michaelmas examination and
throe terms of the next year, that compression is

allowed. It is a very small compression for Trinity

College, considering it insists upon four full years in

aits.

9884. There is something of the same kind in the

Scotch University—a preliminary examination on
passing which a student escapes a year ?—Yes.

9885. Supposing this course were adopted it would
occasionally practicallycome to that, except that tlie year
tlie student spends between the matriculation and first

university examination may or maynot be at a college 1

—I hold in favour of not pressing a student too much,
because I think it would be far wiser to put another
subjecc into the fii-st university examination than to

compress it. If you compress it, it gives the idea that

it will he. very difficult to the student, and a certain

amount of latitude in the examination would ensue.

9880. The other natural course would he to

eliminate one or two of the five subjects uow in, and put
zoology and botany in to the firstuniversity examination.
In that case, practically, the time for professional sub-
jects proper would he extended to three years without
any more pressure upon the students ?—Yes

;
hut, as

I stated befove, the number of those who compress
all their medical studies into three years would be
small.

9887. Dr. Stoxey. — Twenty-five years ago the
University of Cambridge scarcely graduated any men
in medicine 1—Yes. Both Oxford ;uid Cambridge have
gone to the front since

; they hold a very high rank
now.

9888. I know they do. Dublin graduated n very
moderate number compared with the number now, and
Edinburgh graduated only eight or ten in arts in those
days ?—Tliat shows what I maintain, that there is a
feeling on the part of the public, which only requires to

be educated and developed further, in favour of miv
sity training.

9889. What I want to bring out in reference to Tear
observations about the past state of things is that BuV
lin, Cambridge, and Oxford, more especially CambihW
and Oxford, conferred scarcely any medical decrees
and educated scarcely any medical men 1 They were
much fewer than uow.

9890. Dublin graduated a very moderate number
and Edinburgh produced at that time scarcely auy
graduates in ails—the numbers averaged eleven per
auuuni for the five years from 1852 to 185G?—But
that state of things is changed now; we have to

discuss what is wise for the present.

9891. Professor Jack.—I suppose Oxford docs not

produce a groat number of medical men 1—Not a very

large number, but I do not think the number of gra-

duates would reduce the value of the degree. I think

the quantity is one thing and the quality another.

9892. But the actual crop is small?— Yes; the

crop in Triuity College, of necessity, must be small.

Contrast tlie number at Trinity College any half-year

with tlie number they turn out at the College of Sur-

geons. It is only a per centage, but that is simply

because Dublin University is a higher degree.

9893. .1 noticed in the last university calendar in

Edinburgh they turned out 182 M.B.s in the course

of the year 1—Yes.

9894. Dr. Stoxey.—I am under the impression

that the Cambridge rule used to be—I do not know

whether it continues—that a man should hare com-

pleted his arts course before he began his medical,

and tlie two uuulo a seven years’ course?—That

was a great hardship ; I consider that a prohibitive

hardship for the majority, and, in tlie present pres-

sure of life, it is scavcc-ly reasonable.

9895. Professor Jack.—-In fact, the medical curri-

culum at Cambridge seems ratlior to point to scientific

than to professional work. Is it rather the science of

medicine theywork at there?—Well, there is no doubt

that :m M.D. of Cambridge stands high.

989G. And iui M.D. of Oxford, when you catch

him, stands high, hut you do not catch him ofteu ?—

Yes.

9S97. Di\ 1 Lutston.— In Cambridge and Oxford

there is the advantage of tradition, and London Uni-

i ersity has the advantage of thoroughness ?—Loudon
has been made so by the superiority of the examin-

ations.

9898. But with regard to relative standing and

position, the Edinburgh degree, as a medical degree,

stands high 1—It does stand very high, but I would

not contrast it with the others.

9899. Oxford and Cambridge have all the advan-

tage and the eclat of tradition ?—They have. We have

to make way against the want of that in the Royal

University, and, therefore, we must make our curn-

culmn good and our examinations stiff.
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EIGHTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, AUGUST 12m, 1S84.

AT THE COMMISSIONERS’ OFFICE, CASTLE-STREET, DUBLIN.

Present—R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C., Chairman.

Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., F.R.U.I.
;
George Jounstone Stoney, Esq., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

;

Professor William Jack, LL.D.
;
and Deputy Surgeon-General Jeffrey A. Marston, M.D., with

N. D. Murphy, Juur., Esq., Secretary.

Rev. William Delany, S.J., rrcsidcut of University College, Stephen’s-Grecn, recalled.

9900. Chairman.— Father Delany, you are the

President of University College, Steplieu’s Green ?

—

Yes.

9901. Your attention has been called to certain

answers that were given by Dr. Porter, President of

Queen’s College, Belfast, in liis evidence there ?—Yes.

9902. And these are the questions and answers :

—

'•Question 145: Arc the papers for the Royal University

prepared close up to the time of examination, or some con-

siderable time before ?—I understand the papers arc prepared

nearly two months before the dnte of the examinations.

“Question 146: Are there any examiners who continue

teaching between that and the time of examination ?—

I

have heard, and I think it is the case, that a large number
of those who nre resident in Dublin continue throughout

teaching up to the very period of the examinations.

“Question 147: J>o you think that examinations con-

ducted under such conditions arc entitled to complete con-

fidence ?—My own opinion on that is very decided
;
I think

the propriety of having examinations under such circum-

stances may be questioned.”

When did you become President of University Col-

lege!—In Novemlior, 1883.

9903. When did the session in University College

close!—On the 18th June the session juatelapsed closed.

9904. When will the next session commence!—
On the first Tuesday in October, but the Fellows will

not begin to lecture till the following Tuesday.
9905. Is thei-o any Fellow or Examiner of the

Royal University teaching at present in University
College!—No.

9906. Hus any Fellow or Examiner of the Royal
University taught in University College since the
session closed!—No.

9907. And will any Fellow or Examiner of the
Royal University teach in University College till the
opening of the next session in October!—Certainly
not

;
and I may add they are prohibited by the Royal

University from having private pupils—that is, pupils
taught elsewhere than in University College, and,
therefore, not only in University College, but outside
of it, the Fellows and Examiners cannot tcaoh, and are
not teaching private pupils.

9908. There are classes being taught in University
College !—Yes

;
there are vacation classes, and they

are formally advertised as such in the calendar and in
the newspapers.

9909. Who are terching those vacation classes!

—

It is formally stated in the notice, a copy of which I
hand in, that they are taught by the College tutors, and
the hat of the College staff which I also perceive dis-
tinguishes plainly the names of the College tutors who

00
?° conne“on whatever with the Royal University.

9910. As a matter of fact are the vacation classes
Demg tanght by college tutors!—At present the few
umduals who came beforehand are being taught this

Wi
Th4regUlaC Cks3es wil1 on 18th August.

.

\

The onljr teacliers are college tutors!—The

T ‘ •?
r8

rt
&
« Preseut are not college tutors they are

ruu 7 College men temporarily engaged in the ab-
“6 tutors. The College tutors are away in

vacation until August 18.

ir2
12
--Z

h
,

er>ve no connexion witli the Royal
whatever.

p , tL
“ave

.

the tutors any connexion with the
'-No™ whatever.

r refessor- Jack.— 'What is the date of the

statute prohibiting fellows of the Royal Universityfrom
teaching private pupils!—The condition is put into
the letter of appointment of the Fellows. Prior to their

being finally approved of, the Royal University send
a letter requesting them to give an undertaking ir. the

first place to tench iu a college approved of by the

University, and secondly not to teach private pupils.

It was explained by a leading member of the Senate,

who is a lawyer of eminence, that “ private pupils ”

meant pupils taught elsewhere than in on University
College or institution approved by the Senate.

9915. Do you know of your own knowledge when
the system was initiated of sending this letter to the
Fellows of the Royal University?—From the very

beginning it has been the system.

99 1C. That you know of your own knowledge?

—

Of my own knowledge
;
because though only President

of University College since November, 1883, before

that I was connected with a college just started in

Dublin for university purposes, St. Ignatius’ College,

which is merged in University College, and one of the

professors of that college was appointed Fellow, and
is still a Fellow, the Rev. Thomas Finlay

;
and there-

fore I am quite familiar with the terms of the letter

of appointment. He was appointed at the first

appointment of Fellows.

9917. You have seen that letter?— I have seen

that letter.

9918. That letter lays down a prohibition against

teaching private pupils and an obligation to teach in a

college approved of by the Senate of the Royal Uni-
versity !—It requires a written undertaking from the

Fellows on election, prior to their appointment being

made absolute, that they will not teach private pupils.

9919. And it requires a written undertaking that

they will teach in a college approved by the Senate

of the Royal University!—In a college approved of by
the Senate of the Royal University.

9920. The arrangements that you mentioned just

now about the 18th June and so on refer, I presume,

to the present session!—My official arrangements of the

present session, and of course they will be stereotyped.

9921. Dr. Stoney.—In order to moke the whole
thing perfectly clear I would like to ask when flid Dr.

Ball give that opinion as to the interpretation of the

words “private pupils”?—I was informed of it at

least a year ago, because the question was agitated as

to the power and the right of the Fellows to teach else-

where than in University College. The question has

been discussed and various opinions expressed on it.

I do not give that as a legal opinion, but I give it as

the private statement which I was informed was made
by Dr. Ball as regards the meaning of the words

“ private pupils.’’

9922. Your statement as to University College is

limited to the present session ?—It is purposely limited

to the present session
;
because the statement to which

it is an answer is in the present tense. I wish to meet
that by a negative, and to say that that state of tilings

does not exist.

9923. Your statement does not cover the time of

any examination that had been held before this

evidence was given—the examinations hold last year

or the year before?—No. Of course the statement

made by me applied especially to the formal statement

made before the Commission. That having been made

3 Q

Rev. William
Delany, s.j
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mm in June, 1884, in the present tense, -would be under-

August 12 i 8 S 4 . stood necessarily as applying to a state of tilings

. existing in June, 1S84, and the phrase “examiners
Kfv.Wniam

resi(jent ;n Dublin" would commonly be taken as
' y

’ referring to University College, which counts on its

staff all the fellows and examiners in aits who arc

resident in Dublin.

9924. Chairman.— The statement you have just

made you wish to make yourself in consequence of

the statements that were made in Belfast!—I think

it due to the Fellows and Examiners, of whom I am

officially at present the head, as head of University

College, to give those statements made in Belfast a
formal contradiction.

9925. I asked you that question, Father Delanv
because the subject is one which we do not consider

ourselves at liberty to inquire into or that is within the
scope of our Commission. At the same time when
the statement was made and when you thought it

right to come forward and make a statement respect-

ing it, we considered it was due to you to give you the

opportunity of doing so ?—I am very grateful for the

courtesy of the Commission.

: m i i p-r
•

[Appendix ITT.
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APPENDIX III.—DOCUMENTS.

A.

No. 1

Paper of Queries sent to the Queen’s Colleges.

Each of tlie three Queen's Colleges is requested to furnish a return showing :

—

I (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University now reading, in the College, the Urn;ext.

course for the First University Examination in Arts, specifying how many of these Students are

also reading the course for the First University Examination in Medicine.

(2.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the First University Examination,
and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Second University Examination in

Arts.

(3.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Second University Examina-
tion, and are now reading, in the College, the course for the B.A. Examination.

(4.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the B.A. Examination, and aro

now reading, in the College, the course for the M.A. Examination.

(5.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Arts in the College, who are not Matriculated

Students of the Royal University, pointing out those who are Students of any other Univer-

sity.

II. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who are now reading, in the College, TJihjbxt

the course for the Fii-st University Examination in Mediciue.

(2.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the First University Examination
in Medicine, and aro now reading, in the College, the course for the Second University Exami-
nation in Medicine.

(3.) A list of the Students of tlio Royal University who have passed the Second University Examina-
tion in Medicine, and arc now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of M.B.

(4.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Examination for the Degree of

M.B., and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of M.D.

(5.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Medicine in tho College who are not Mati-iculated

Students of the Royal University, pointing out those who are Matriculated Students of any

other University.

III. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who are now reading, in the College, Ueobst.
the course for the Degree of LL.B.

(2.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who have obtained the Degree of

LL.B., and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of LL.D.

(8.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Law in the College who aro not Matriculated

Students of tho Royal University, pointing out those who are Matriculated Students of any

other University.

IV. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who axe now reading, in the College, Unorar.

the course for tho First Professional Examination in Engineering.

(2.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal Uuivei-sity who have passed the First Professional

Examination in Engineei'ing, and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Second

Professional Examination.

(3.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Second Professional Examina-
tion in Engineering, and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of B.E.

(4.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have obtained the Degree of B.E., and are now
reading, in the College, the course for the Degree ofM.E.

(8.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Engineeiing in tho College, and who are not

Matriculated Students of the Royal Univeraity, pointing out those who are Students of any
other University.

3 Q 2
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UnoKST. Y. (1.) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained a Scholarship in the Royal Univer-
sity, distinguishing those now residing in the College.

(2.) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained an Exhibition of the Royal Univer-
sity, distinguishing those now reading in the College, and specifying, in the case of each Student,

how many Exhibitions he gained, what each Exhibition was worth, and at what Examination it

was awarded.

(2.) The names of all the Students now reading in the College who have gained Scholarships or Exhi-

bitions ofthe College
,
specifying in each case the duration of each Scholarship or Exhibition, the

date at which it was awarded, its value in inouoy, and the amount of Fees remitted to the

Student holding it
j
stating also, in each case, whether or not the Student gaining the Scholar-

ship or Exhibition was a Matriculated Student of the Royal University.

The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical years for the five

entrance Scholar-ships in Literature (£24 each for one year), and the number of such Scholarships

awarded.

The number of Students who competed iii each of the last five Academical years for the five

entrance Scholarships in Science (£24 each for one year-

), and the number of such Scholarships

awarded.

The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical years for the five

Scholar-ships of tire second year in Literature (£24 each for two years), aitd the number of such

Scholarships awarded.

The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical years for the five

Scholarships of the second year in Science (£24 each for two years), and the number of such

Scholarships awarded.

The number of Students who competed in each of tire last five Academical years for the seven

Senior Scholarships (£40 each for one year), and the number of such Scholar-ships awarded.

Ubgext. VII. The number- of Students who entered the College in each of the Academical years 1882-3 and 1883-4,

stating how many of these Students, in each year, passed the Matriculation Examination of the

Royal University, how many are not Matriculated Students of any University, and how many
are not Matriculated Students of the College.

VIII. (1.) Number of Students who entered the College in each of the five Academical years previous to

1882-3, classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Non-matriculated

Students.

(2.) Number of Students who attended tire College in each of the five Academical years previous to

1882-3, classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Non-matriculated

Students.

IX. List of the Students of the College who passed any Examination of the Royal University, showing the

Examinations passed by each Student, with the Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, <fcc., awarded by the

Royal University in 1882 and 1883 respectively, distinguishing those Students who are now
studying for a further Examination in the RoyaL University, and the Examination for which

each is reading.

X. Tables for tie five years preceding the Academic Year, 1882-83, of the Students of the College who
passed Examinations in the Queen’s University, with tire Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, ibc.,

awarded.

XI. (1.) Number of Students in each Faculty who are now preparing for an Examination of the Royal

University.

(2.) Number of Students in each Faculty who are not preparing for an Examination of the Royal

University.

Urgent. XU. If any title such as “ Associate ” is conferred upon Students by the authorities of the College ;
when the

regulations in reference to such title came into force; and how many Students have it conferred

upon them—indicating whether such Students have taken any University Degree.

XIII. Table of Fees payable by the Students in the several Faculties.

far as relates

to years
1882-3 anil

1SS3-4.

(3.)

(
1 )

(5.)

VI. (I.)

(20

1
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No. 2.

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

Returns in Answer to Queries submitted by the Queen’s Colleges .(Ireland)

Commission.

List of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University ou the Roll of Queen’s College, Belfast
iu the current Session, 1883-4, specifying in the case of wich Student the last Examination in Arts, Medicine’
Law, and Engineering he has passed in the Royal University or the late Queen’s University, and also the’

number of Classes in College he has attended in this Session

N.B.—The entries under the heading of Classes attended are not to be understood as indicating that the Student has
attended the Classes (some of which are not yet concluded) with such regularity as to be entitled to a Certificate.

The headings Arts 4. Arts S, Arts 2, Arts 1, refer to the headings under which the Students are entered In the College Register.
Arts 1, Arts 2, Arts 3, denote Students attending in Uie main 1st year. 2ud year, and 3rd year classes respectively. Arts 4 denotes Students

srho bare already attended three years in College.

R denotes that the examination referred to was passed in the Royal University.

Q denotes that the equivulent examination was passed in tlte Queen's University. Accordingly Student! who have passed the 1st examination
la Arts of the Qacca’a University held at the enrt of the Second year of the University course arc entered under Second Examination in Arts
And Students who matriculated In the Queen’s University and completed the First year of the Arts curriculum in one of the Queen’s

Colleges, are entered tinder First University Examination, such Students being exempted by Statute from passing the First University

AM S 4.
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ARTS 3.

—

continued.

Names. M.A. B.A.

Second
Examine
tlou in
Arts.

First Uni-

Examina-
tion.

Matri-
culation. attended. •Observations.

Chisholm, .lolm, .
- - R - - S

Clarke. \V. R. .
- - R 4

Craig, D. H. .
- - - Q 1

Crotherg, Alexander, - - R - - a

Darey. Charles, .
- - R - 3

Donald, U. J. F. .
- - R - - 3

Duncan, George. - - R - - 8

Duncan, William, .
- - R - - 4

Dunlop, Joseph, .
- - R - - 3

Evans. I. R. .
- - R - - *

FitxHenry, W. A. .
- - R - - 8

Glass. Thomas, - - R - - 4

Gordon, D. J. .
- - Q - 3

Gorman, W. T. - - It - - 2

Henderson, Robert, - - R - - 3

Holmes, F. D. .
- — R - — 4

Johnston, Walter, .
- - * R - - 3

Johnston, William,

.

- - R - - 3

Kirkpatrick, Matthew, - - - Q - 3

Knox, D. B. . - - - Q - 3

Knox. H. M. . - - - Q - 3

I.ennox, M. E. M. . - - R - - 3

Little. W. J. B. - - R - - S

M'Cammon, John, . - - R _ _ 4

U'Cammon, Robort, - - R - - 4

MngiU, William, - - - Q - 3

Michael, William, . — — _ _ Q 3

Montgomery, Robert, - - R - - 3

Moore. J. W. . - - R _ — S

Murphy, G. B. - - K - - 3

Parke, Robert, _ - R _ _ 1

Pattcrnon, John, _ _ _ Q _ 3

Potts, J. T. . _ _ R _ _ 3

Rea, J. C. . . _ - R _ _ 3

Simpson, J. SL . - “ - B _ _ 3

Steele, W. C. . - _ R _ _ 3

Stewart, John, _ _ R _ _ 3

Stratum, W. G. _ _ R _ _ 4

Turnbull, M. H. — _ R _ _ 4

Millin, Samuel,

7
- - R - 1

ARTS 2.

Atkinson, II. L. . - _ _ Q _
Beatty, R. M. . - - - R - • 6

Browne, T. B. . , - - - R _ - l

Cromir, E. S. . . - • - - EEMl t

Cummins, David, - - — - KS
Dill. A. H. - - - - 4

Fraser, R. M. . - - - -HH .
4

Gibson, John, . . - - - - XEl; B

Gibson, T. H. .
- - - 1 - 8
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ARTS 2.
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continued.
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ARTS 1

—

continued.

Names. U.A. B.A.

Second
Examina-
tion in
Arts.

First Uni-
versity

Examina-
tion.

Matri-
culation. attended. Observations.

Rusk, John,
- - - _ R .

Scott,
- - R S

Shaw, G. B — — “ — R s

Sloan, Alexander
- - - - R 5

Steen, D.
~ - “ R !ri

Strooge, J. E ~ “ - R

Stuart, R. F - - - R

Taylor, James,
- R

Thompson, J. A — - ~ - R

Wasson, Samuel. ..... - - - - R kjrj

Wheeler, G. H - - - - R

Wheeler, Louis, - - - - R

Whiteside, James, - - - - R

Withers, S. H - - - - R

Woodslde, J. H. . ... - - - - R

Workman, R. R. - - B

Names. 31. D. M.11.
Examina-
tion in

Medicine.

First

Examina-
tion in

htcdicine.

First Uni-
versity

Examine-
Matricula-

tion." attended.
Observations.

Alexander, Samuel, _ - R - - - 4

Alien, Andrew - - — - — R S

Allen, T. C - _ - - - R 1

Annesley, J. F. St J. . - - - R - - *

Bailey. W. F - R - - - »

Bailie. H. W _ - - - — Q 4

Barber, J. W _ - - - - Q 3

Barrett J. A. .... _ _ _ - - R 3

Barron, John _ - R - - - *

Bell, Henry, ..... _ _ _ - - Q

Bell, J. J, .... _ - _ _ — Q »

Blackwood, Arthur, _ _ R - - - 3

Blakely, W. E. . . _ _ - - R 4

Boyd, J. St C. . . . . _ _ - Q - - 2

Brontt, Alexander, _ _ _ _ - R 3

Browne, George, .... _ _ _ R - _ 1

Bryani, Robert. . _ _ _ — R 3*

Buchanan, Andrew, m.a. _ _ R _ £ M.A.Q.

Buchanan, James. . _ _ _ _ R - c

Burden. Henry, . _ _ _ _ - a
Burgeii. Andrew. . _ _ 4 1st Examination Art?, C.

Burg**, John,
. . _ Q 3

Burrows, A. C. . . R &

Caldwell, James, . - - K - - .

• See Appendix III* B., Xo. 1J, post.

'3 R
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MEDICINE

—

continued.

M.D. M.B.

Second
Examlna-

Medicine.

First

Examina-
tion in

Medicine.

first Uni-
versity
examina-

tion.

Matricula-

tion.

Classes

attended. Observations.

Caldwell, Matthew, - - - R - - 3

C allwall. J. "W. S. M‘C. - - - - B 5

Cameron, Alexander, M.A.
- - 1

Cameron, W. 3. .
- - — ft 3

Campbell, E. M'C. - -

Carlisle, S. B. •
- R - — 5

Carlisle, W. H. .
- - R — _ 3

Chancellor, E. J. •
- - R - — 3

Chapman, J. W. . . R “ — 5

Clarke, George, .
R - 3

Close, J. H. • • •
— — R — — — S

Cluff, J. a .
- - - - - - * 2nd Examination Arts, R.

Cooke, H. C. • • •
- - ft 1

Corry, Alexander, - R - - - 4

Craig, G. P. .
- - “ ~ Q 3

Crce, Joseph, . .
- R - 8

Crofton. E. R. • •
- - R - 1

Crofton, P. B. - - “ - ~ Q 8

Croker. tV. B. — - “ - — ft 1

Dawson, Vf. J. , •
- - B - - 8

Dickey, H. J. .
- R C

Dodds, Robert, si.a. .
- - - R — — 1 M.A., Q.

Donaldson, T. C. .
- - E - - 4

Downer, J. 11. J. .
- - - - - R 4

Dudgeon, Robert, .
- - - - R 4

Duff, W. TV. .
- - — R - - 3

Dunlop, C. W.J. .
- - - - ft S

Dunlop, S. H. . •
- R - - - 4

Dunn, John, . . . - — — - Q 1

Ekin, Willism, .
- - - - R - 4

Elliott, George, - - - R - - 5

Elliott, W. M. — — - — R — 4

English, Robert, . - - R - - - 2

Entricun, James, ,
— - - R R - 0

Erskine, R. J, . - — — - R — — 4

Erskine, Thomas, . - - - - - - 3 1st Examination Arts, Q.

Esler, A. W. . . . - - - R - - 4

Ferguson, J. C. - - R - - - 3

Ferguson. R. J. . . - - - R - - 3

Fisher, T. W. . - - - - -
ft 7

Forrester, G. V. .
- - - - - ft

,
3

Forsyth, Robert, . - - - - R - 3

Gass, A. B., B.A. . - — — R — — 3 B.A., E.

Gilmore, J. A- - - - - - ft 4

Gllmour, John, •- - - - - ft 3

Girvan, TV. J. . . - - - - R - 4

Giveen, G. IT. . - - - - - ft 3

Gordon, J. F., B.A. - - R - - - 1 B.A., Q.

Goman, Thomas, .
- - - - R - 2

Graham, Alfred, .
' - - - - -

ft 3

Graham, A. H. — - — - - R 3

Graham, J. D. 0, .

~ - G
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MEDICINE

—

continued.

Names. gen
First

Examina-
tion in

Medicine.

First Uni
verBity

Examina-
tion.

Matricuia
tion. attended. Observations.

Graham, W. C., • • - - - - -
ft 2

Grainger, Thomas. •
- R - - - 4

Gunn, R. D. B., . • — - — R - - 3

Hall, Robert, - - - - - Q 3

Hamilton, D. H., .
- - - - - R 2

Hamilton, Thomas, - - - - -
ft 4

Hamilton, W. M-, . . - - - R - - 4 2nd Art9 Examination, R.

Harblnson, J. W., .
- - - Q - - 2

Harcourt, R. E., . - - - - - R 3

Harvey, J. T., .
- - -

ft - - 2

Haslett, R. W., . - - - - R - 5

Hawthorne, W. L., - - - R - - 4

Heather, J. E., . . - - R - - - 2

Henderson, Alexander, -• - - R — - 2

Hill, Robert. . . - - - - _ Q 1

Hogg, T. S., B.A., ,
- - - R - - 4 B.A., R.

Hnnter, James, . . - — — — —
ft 0

Hurson, John, • • - - R - - - 1

Jamison, H. G- - - - - - 3 1st Examination Arts, ft.

Jamison, J. P. R., . - — R — - - 1

Jamison, William, , - - - R _ - 2

Johnston, C. J., . . - - R - _ - 1

Johnston, James, .
- R _ _ _ 4

Jones, W. R., . . - - - R - _ 3

Jordon, Adam, . . - - - - _ Q 3

Keogh, T. X, . . - - - - - Q 2

Kerr, A. W.,... - - R — - - 1

Klllcn, W. M„ . . - - - - - - 4 2nd Examination Arts, R,

Kirk, William, - — R — — _ 3

Knox, John, . , . - - - — - ft 9

Ledgerwood, J. S„ - - - - - ft 4

Leslie, R. W„ ,
— — — R — - 4

Lowers, Hugh, , , - - R - - - 3

Lewis, W. M., _ R _ _ _ 1

Ligbtburne, E. A., _ _ R _ - 2

Livingston, J.L, , . _ - - R - - 4

Lockhart, John, . _ _ - R - - 3

Logan, H. A., . . - R _ - - 4

Lore, Gilbert, _ _ _ _ _ Q 4

Love, Robert, . _ _ _ _ _ ft 2

Lusk, Thomss, _ _ _ R _ - 0

Lyons, Robert, _ _ _ _ R _ 4

Lyttle, J. S„ . . . _ _ R _ _ - 4

Lyttle, Lyncts, - _ - _ - 4

M‘Arthur, J. T., . _ _ _ _ ft 2

M'Brlde, Neal. _ _ R _ _ _ 3

M-CnUagh. R. C., jl., . - _ _ _ - 2 B.A., U.

M'Dade, W. J., . . _ _ _ _ R 2

Macdonald, J. A., . , _ _ R _ _ 1

M'Dotnell, N. J., .
.
_ _ R _ _ - 4

M'DoweU, Joseph, , _ _ _ ft
_ _ 1

51 'Elroy, Samnel,
. . - - - - - ft 3

3 R 2
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MEDICINE

—

continued.

M.D. M.B.

Second
Examina-

Medicine.

First

Examlna-

Mediciue.

First Uni-
versity

Examina-
tion.

Matri-
culation.

Classes
attended.

. Observations.

Shaw, William, .
- - - - - Q 4

Simms, 3.3. .
- R - - * •

Sloanc. T. I. .
- - - R - S .

Sloane, W. C. N. .
- - - R - - 3 .

Smiley, D. C.
- - n - a

Smyth. Joseph, .
- - - - R - *

Smyth, Norman, .
- - - - - 4

Spliler, E. A. . R - - 1

Sproule, R. H-, b.a. - R - - 1

Steen, W. C. .
- — R — S

Stevenson, A. K., b.a. - - Q - 9 BJL..Q.

Stewart, John, - - - - -
ft 9

Strahan, T. M
,
ba. - — - - - — 4 B.A..B.

Stransghan, Hugh, - - - - R - «

Tate. G.S. . .
- - ft - - - 1

Tate, James, M a. . — - - - - — 1 SLA..Q.

Thompson, A. 8. . - - R - - - • fi

Thompson, It. a . - - - Q - - 9

Thomson, A. E. . - - - R — — 4

Thomson, G. a - - - B R - S

Thomson, Robert, m. a - - - - - - l M.A..Q.

Thomson, Robert, - - - - R - 5

Tomb, James, - - - B — - 4

Twecdie, D. H. - - - - R 2 -

Twcedie, F. IC. . - - R R - • 5

Usher, William, . - - -
ft - - 3 •

Vance, George, - - R - - - a •

Wales, W. E. — - — R - - • 3 •

Walker, G. H. - - - - - Q 2

Wallace, Samuel, . _ - R - - - 1 -

Wattarson, W. F.

.

- - - - — R 3 '

Weathcrup, William, - - - R - - 4

Whiteford, J. M. . — _ _ R — — 4

Williamson, E. A. _ _ - - Q 8

Winis, B. J. . _ _ - - _
ft 3

Willis, William, . - _ - - -
ft 3

Wilson, Andrew, . _ _ _ _ — R 3

Wilson, J. W. _ _ _ R - - 3

Wilson, Samuel, . - - ft - - 1

Woods. E. M. _ — R R _
•Woods. F. J. _ _ _ _ _ Q 2

Young, G. R. “ R “ _ - 8

Boyd, W. K.
ft

Burrows, J. R., b.a. _ _ R _ _ - 2 B.A..U.

Campbell, D. C. . _ _ _ R _ _
CoUier, S R. _ _ It _ _ _ .

• 1

Davison, J. R„ b.a. • _ _ R _ _ _ . 1 •

Fitzsimmons, J. C. _ _ _ Q _ _ . • 1

M'Kair, Samuel, . - - - R - - 9

* Matriculated in Q.C.B., ad cundcra from T.G.D., October, 18B1.
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MEDICINE
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continued.

LAW.

ENGINEERING.
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List of Students on the Poll of Queen’s College, Belfast, in the Session 1883-4, who were not Matriculated

Students of the Royal University, together with the number of classes each Student attended during the

Session.

Everett, Alice, •

Gumley, J. R., .

Harbison, Alexander,

Larkin, John,

Carr, Henry,
Davidson, Andrew,
Dinsmore, John, .

Downer, T. S., .

Giffen, J. T. M., .

Henderson, Daniel,

Hillyard, W. H.,

.

Hunter, A. H., .

Bigger, F. J.,

Johns, A. D.,

Love, J. A.,
M‘Ferran, J. L., .

In Arts.

Number of

Cliuaoa
attended.

3
4
&

Ross, E. F. IL, .

Rowan, W. H., .

Workman, John, .

In Medicine.

2 Kenny, J. M. S., .

2 Leitcli, W. J.,

2 Patterson, T. C., .

2 Todd, D. F.,

2 Waring, G. A., .

6 Watson, Johnston,
3 Wylie, Robert,, .

In Law.

2 I M‘ Nelli, Robert, .

2 Porter, A. F.,

2 Wallace, T. B., .

2 |
Wright, A. F., .

In Engineering.

Shannon, W. J., . . . . .3

Number of

attended.

2

2
3
3
3
3
3

V. (1.) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained a Scholarship in the Royal University,

distinguishing those now reading in the College.

W. M‘F. Orr, .

J. J. Alexander.

W. S. Johnson,

Subject.

Mathematics,

Classics,

Date.

. 1882, .

Reading in
College.

V. (2.) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained an Exhibition in the Royal University,

distinguishing those now reading in College, and specifying, in the case of each Student, how many Exhi-

bitions he gained, what each Exhibition was worth, and at what Examination it was awarded.
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V. (2).—The names of all the Students of the College who have gained an Exhibition in the Royal

University, distinguishing those now reading in College, and specifying, in the case of each Student, how many
Exhibitions lie gained, what each Exhibition was worth, and at what Examination it was awarded

—

continued.

Class. Examination. Date. Value.
Reading in

College.

James Hunter, Second, 2nd Arts, . 1882,

£

20 Ho.

,T. E. Campbell, „ ... - - 20 Yes.

John Johnston First, ... B.A •• BO No.

R. 51. Jones •• 50 -

J. V. M'Vicker, .
'

. . . •• 50

Thomas Grainger, Sccoud, 2nd Medical, •» 20 Yes.

W. S. Johnson First, . . . Matriculation, . 1883, 24

a. H. Wheeler, „ ... " 24*

G. W Brown „ • • • " 24*

A. J. P. M'Dounall Second, - 12*

A. J. M'KisacU x ... " ‘ .*
12*

William Irwin, . X . . . . * * - 12* .

Alice M. Anderson, . .

*
» ... 1st University, . " IB v

51. E. 5L Lennox, First, 2nd Arts, . 40

R. J. F. Donald, Second, - • • 20 X

John E. Campbell, . . First, B.A.,.... •• SO -

Herbert D. Darbishire, .... SO x

James Hunter, • • « 50 Ko.

James Louden * • • • x • • x 80 Yes.

John Campbell Second, .. 25 x

A. JL Burden First, . . 1st Engineering, .. 30 »

James Heron, . . . . Second, 16

J. J. Pollock „ . . . B.E., „ 25 No.

W. B. SPQuhty First 2nd 51edicu), 10 Ye*.

Andrew Buchanan Second, 20

c following Students of the College appear on the lists of those who woro qualified by their answerii

n Exhibitions, but were disqualified by age or otherwise.

Thomas Harrison, First,.... B.A 1882, - No.

Junes Chambers, 2nd Medical, „ - „

J. C. Rea Second, 2nd Arts, . 1883, - Yes.

Joseph Chambers B.A No.

a tin* marked the Examinations at which the Ext ir to the entry of the Stndent into the

V. (3.) The names of all the Students who have attended Lectures in the College during the Session 1883-4,

and who held during the same, Scholarships or Exhibitions of the College, specifying in each case the duration

of each Scholarship or Exhibition, the date at which it was awarded, its value in money and the amount of

Fees remitted to the Student holding it
;
stating also, in each case, whether or not the Student gaining the

Scholarship or Exhibition was a Matriculated Student of the Royal University.

College Scholarship

Private Endowment
Scholarship.

Years
tenable.

Date ol
Award.

Annual
Value.

Fees
remitted.

Student
Matriculated

in Royal
University.

3. C. Rea Private Endowment, 3 November, 1881
£
40 None, Yes.

Do College, . . 2 November, 1SS2 24 £1 Ids. ..

William MacMillan, Private Endowment, 3 do., 40 . None, »

DO, .... College, 2 November, 1883 24 £5 x

R. J. F. Donald, .... do.. 2 November, 1882 24 .£1 X

Do., .... Private Endowment, 2 November, 1883 •BO None, -

31. E. fit Lennox College, . 2 November, 1882 24 .
£1 "

W. R. Clarke, do., 2 da, — £4 —
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V. (3.) The names of all Students who have attended Lectures in the College, <fcc.

—

continued.
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VI. (1.) Tlie number of Students 'who competed in each of the last fivo Academical years for the five

entrance Scholarships in Literature (£24 each for one year), and tlio number of such Scholarships awarded:

1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83. 1883-84.

Candidates, . . 6 15 14 10 13

Awarded, ... 5 5 5 5 5

(2.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last fivo A cademical years for the five entrance

Scholarships in Science (£21 each for one year), and the number of such Scholarships awarded :

—

1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-2. 1882-3. 1883-4.

Candidates, 7 9 8 11 8
Awarded, ... 5 5 5 5 5

(3.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical years for the five Scholarships

of the Second year in Literature (£24 each for two years), and the number of such Scholarships awarded

1879-80. 1880-31. 1881-2. 1882-3. 1883-4.

Candidates, . . 9 5 10 8 8

Awarded, . . . 5 4 5 5 5

(4.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last fivo Academical years for the five Scholarships

of the Second year in Science (£24 each for two years) and the number of such Scholarships awarded :

—

1879-80. 1S80-81. 1881-2. 18S2-3. 1883-4.

Candidates, . . 6 6 7 6 7

Awarded, ... 5 6 5 5 5

(5.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical yeara for the seven Senior

Scholarships in Arts (£40 each for one year) and the number of such Scholarships awarded :

—

1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-2. 1882-11. 18S3-4.

Candidates, . . 10 10 14 11 9
Awarded, ... 7 7 <i 7 7

VII. The number of Students who entered the Collego in each of tho Academical years 1882-3 and 1883-4,

stating how many of these Students, in each year, passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal
University, how many are not Matriculated Students of any University, and how many are not Matriculated

Students of the College.

1882-3. 1883-4.

Number of New Students entered, .....
Number ofNew Students wlio passed the Matriculation Examination

of the Royal University, .

Number of New Students who passed the Matriculation Examination
of the Queen’s University (and 1 from London University in 1682-3),

•Number ofNew Students not Matriculated in any University, viz.

:

Enrolled as Non-Matriculated, .....
•Matriculated in Queen’s College, Belfast, only,

130

83

21

23
3 26

132

97

13

16
6 22

130 132

VIII. (1.) Number of Students who entered the College for the first time in each of tho fivo Academical

years previous to 1882-3, classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Non-Matricu-

lated Students :

—

1877-78. Arts,
Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

1878-79. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

Deduct Students attending in more than one
Faculty, .....

1879-80. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

Matriculated. Non-Matriculated. Total.

45 3 50
66 18 84
2 4 6
6 1 6

118 28 146

36 3 38
77 26 103
'4 3 7
8 2 10

125 33 1582X3
123 83 "lie

47 I 48
76 20 • 95
1 2 3
6 0 5

126 23 15)

• For details, see No, 5, poet, p. 408,
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VIII. (1.) Number of Students who entered the College for the first time, &c.

—

continued.

Non-Mutriculatad.

1880-81. Arts, .

Medicine,

Engineering,

l more than one

!. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

(2.) Number of Students who attended the Collego in each of the five Academical yoars previous to 1882-3,

classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Non -Matriculated Students.

Non-MatrieoUtcd.

. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering,

Deduct Students attending in

Faculty,

1878-79. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering,

Deduct Students attending in more than o

Faculty, ....

1879-80. Arts, .

Medicine,

Law, .

Engineering,

Deduct Students attending in more than one
Faculty, .....

1880-81. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

Deduct Students attending in more than one
Faculty,

1881-82. Arts, .

Medicine,
Law, .

Engineering, .

Deduct Students attending i:

Faculty, . .

3 S 2
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IX. List of the Students of Queen’s College, who passed any Examination of the Royal Uni-

voreity subsequent to the Matriculation, showing the Examinations passed by each Student, with the

Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, &c., awarded by the Royal University in 1882, and 1883, respectively,

distinguishing .the Students now on the Roll of the College.

• Denotes n Student on the Roll of tlie College in the current Session, 1888-4.

t In the cases thus marked tbo Examinations passed, or Honours obtained, were prior to tlio entry of the Student into Queen's

College, Belfast.

Degrees, Diplomas, Honours, <fcc., obtained by Students op Queen’s College, Belfast, at the

Examinations of the Royal University of Ireland in 1882.

FACULTY OF LAW.

The Degree op LL.D.

Wilson, James.
|

Smiley, William.

The Degree op LL.B.

Elliott, C. R.
•Ferguson, J. C.
•Heather, J. E.
•Lowers, Hugh.

Upper Pius Division.

I Lynch, J. A.
I *£71110, J. S.

I McKay, J. B.

Lower Pass Division.

First Class Honours.

Strahan, James A.
|

Corr, William R.

Second Class Honours.

Graham, Thomas S.
|

Keiglitley, Samuel R.

Pass.

Crawford, Alexander R. I Macaulay, Peter.

Douglas, Thomas.

Prizes.

Strahan, James A., £50.
|

Corr, William R., £25.

Carter, Robert A. J.

Cathcnrt, T. C. D. J.

•Clarke, George.

•Davison, J. R.
Gordon, G. R.

fHayden, Charles.

Hunter, S. R.
•Johnston, S. J.

McAulny, M.
McDonnell, A.
McDonnell, N. J.

McWhfl, W. B. R.

Main, David A.
•Martin, D. C.

Passmore, G. S.

•Petticrew, Robert
•Richardson, W. J.
Sinclair, F. C.
Sinclair, F. H.

•Sproule, R. H.
Taylor, H. J.

Woodside, J. T.
•Young, G. R.

First Examination in Medicine.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

M.D. Degree Examination.

Second Class Honours.

M‘Murray, J.

Upper Pass Division.

Austin, J. J. I Lindsay, J. A.
Bell, T. G. Swan, S. A. L.
Cromic, Thomas. White, Daniel.
Heancn, Charles.

Lower Pass Division.

Cooke, James.
Gibson, William.
Graham, J. S.

Graham, William.
Hamilton, William R.
Hawthorne, A. W.
Henderson, S. D.

Henry, James.
Hunter, J. F.

Mathews, R. H.
On-, J. Morrison.
Smith, R. Stafford.

Wilson, James.

M.Ch. Decree Examination.

Austin, J. J.

Bell, T. G.

Craig, James.
Cromie, Thomas.
Hamill, Samuel.
Hamilton, William R.
Hawthorne, A. W.
Heancn, Charles.

Henderson, S. D.

Henry, James.
Lindsay, J. Alexander.
Lithgow. J. M‘G.
M'Connell, T. S.
M'Murrav, J.

Mathews, R. K.
White, DanieL
Wilson, James.
Yonng, J. V.

Examination for Diploma in-Obstetrics.

Cromie, Thomas. I M ‘Murray, J.
Gibson, William.

j
Mathews, R, H.

Second Exasunaton in Medicine.

First Class Honours.

•Wilson, J. W.
|

Smyth, T. D.

Second Class Honours.

•McQuitty, W. B.

Upper Pi

•Browne, George
•Chapman, J. W.
•Close, J. It.

•Collier, S. R.

•Dawson, W. J
•Entrican, James.
•Ferguson. It. J.

Hall, J. Moore.
•fLivingstone, J. Lockhart.

Lower l

•Annesley, J. F. St. John.
Bell, Isaac.

Buchanan, Andrew.
Clarke, Hugh A.

"Crotton, Edward It.

•fDodds, Robert.
•fDuff, W. W.
•Erskine, Robert.
•Esler, A. W.
•Gass, A. B.
•Gunn, R. D. B.
Hamilton, James.

•Jamison, William.
Kemakan, William.

•Lyttle, Lyness.

McCahan, Robert.

•McKiiuioy, D. J.

s Division.

"McPrior, Samuel J.

Mcltobert, John
•Macdonald, J. A.
•Mark, David.

•Menary, John.
•Moore, Samuel.
•Murdock, W. H.
•Oliver, John W.
•Orr, William R.

I Division.

•Meltnight, Joseph.

•McMurdie, James.
McSherry, E. H.

•Macky, James.
•Martin, J. H.
Mathews, Samuel.

•Milligan, C. J.

•OTIalloran, Matthew.
•O’Neill, Charles.

•O’Toole, Arthur P.
•Redfcrn, T. J.

•Scott, W. R.

•fSimms, John J.

Stewart, William.
•Thompson, Andrew S.

•Tomb, James.
•Whiteford, T. M.

Exhibitions.

First Class £40 each.

Chambers, James.

Second Class £20 each.

Grainger, Thomas.
|

Kearney, John.

First Class Honours.

Chambers, James.

Second Class Honours.

•Grainger, Thomas. I *Morwood, James.
Kearney, John.

FACULTY OF ARTS.

M.A. Degree.

Pass.

Morrow, Henry W.
|

Shaw, Wilfred W.
tSemplo, Samuel.

B.A. Degree.

' Exhibitions.

‘ First Class.—£50 each.

Harrison, Thomas. I J ones, Robert M.
Johnston, John.

|
M'Vicker, J. W.
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First Class Honours.

Hnrrison, Thomas.

Johnston, John.

I Jones, Robert M.

I
M'Vickcr, John W.

Second Class Honours.

•Johnston, William.

MacCulloch, It. Campbell.

Mccke, David.
Munco, William J.

Beatty, Robert A.

•Burrows, James R.

Entrican, John.

Finnegan, John.

Fleming, Lee M‘K.
•Fulton, Thomas C.

•fGailey, John.

Henry, Geo. IT.

*tM‘Granahan, James.

M'llratb, John M.

Pass.

Millar, Simpson.

Moody, John.
Murphy, Charles O’B.
Oliver, Hugh A.

Steelu, l)nvid J.

Wallace, Samuel.
Watts, William N.
Weir, Arthur J.

Wilson, Alexander.

Honours in Mathematical Physics.

First Class.

•Russell, W. A.
|

*Campbell, J. E.

Second Class.

•M'Anlis, T.

Honours in Experimental Physics.

Second Class.

•M‘Anlis, T.

Exhibitions.

First Class, £40.

‘'Russell, W. A.

Second Class, £20 each.
Darbishire, H. D. I ‘Campbell, J. E.
Hunter, J.

SECOND UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS
IN ARTS.

Candidates who have ijassed the Examination.

Atkinson, Alexr.

•Boyd, Robert W.
Campbell, John.

•Campbell, John E.

Carse, William.

•Cluflf, James S.

Collier, George V.

•Darbishire, rlerbei't D.
Dickey, C. C. Martin.

Ferguson. Stanley.

•Forbes, John.

Gardiner, Joseph.

•fGillespie, Alex. P.

Gordon, Robert J.

•Horner, A. Long.
Hunter, James,

firvine, Hugh A.
Irvine, Robert M.

Kelly, Patrick J.

Killeen, M. Marcus.
Lawson, Francis.

Louden, James.
•M'Anlis, Thomas.
•M'Vicker, Alexr. S.

Martin, Robert T.

Mitchell, Andrew.
•Murray. F. Erskine.

Nelson, Robert.

•Parke, Robert.

•Russell, Wm. A.
•Savage, James J. W.
•Shaw, Cecil E.
fKloane, George.
Sloss, F. A.
•fStewart, John.
Thomson, Samuel B.

HONOURS LISTS.

Honours in Latin.

First Class.

Gordon, R. J. I Iluntar, J.

•Russell, W. A.
|

*l)nrbinhiro, II. D.

Second Class.

Ferguson, S. I Dickey, C. C. M.
Parke, Robert.

Honours in Greek.

First Class.

•Russell, W. A.
|
Hunter, J.

Second Class.

•Darbishire, H. D.
|

*Campbell, J.

Honours in English.

Second Class.

Hunter, J. I flrvine, H. A.
•Campbell, J. E.

Honours in Logic.

First Class.

•Darbishire, H. G. I Hunter, J.
•Campbell, J. E.

Second Class.

Atkinson, A.
1 fGillcflpie, A. P.

-Murray, F. E.
|

Honours in Mathematics.

First Class.

SSPWiJ-E
I

Russell, W. A.
•M'Anlis, T.

FIRST UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION.

Candidates who have )>assed the Examination.

Chambers, James. I M'Quitty, W. Baird.
•Gorman, W. T. *Millen, Samuel.
•Johnston, William. “Nesbitt, C. Van Homrigh.
Keane, A. T. I *Potts, Joseph P.

HONOURS LISTS,

Honours in Greek.

Second Class.

Keane, A. T.
|

“Gorman, W. T. -

Honours in German.

Exhibitions.

Second Class, £15 each.

•Gorman, W. T.
|

Keane, A. T.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.

Second Professional Examination in Engineering.

First Class Honours.
Blaine, Robert G.

|
Pollock, James J.

The following candidates passed tlie Examinations
in July, 1882 :

—

M.D. Degree Examination.

Hamill, Samuel. I Robinson, Leonard.
Hamilton, Samuel. Stronge, Samuel.
Lithgow, Jas.Mucgregor. Taylor, John Wilgar.
Moore, Robert Carmichael. | Young, James Vance.

M.Oii. Degree Examination.

Hamilton, Samuel. I Robinson, Leonard.
M'Conncll, Enward. Stronge. Samuel.
Moore, Robert Carmichael.

|
Taylor, John Wilgar.

Examination for the Diploma in Obstetrics.

Craig, James.
|

Nelson, William.

Second Examination in Medicine.

•Bailey, Wm. Frederick.

•Burrows, James R.

Calwell, William.

Crawford, George Brown.
Davidson, John Matthew.
FrizeU, Thomas.
Graves, Charles II. P. D.

•Kerr, Andrew Watson.
Little, Andrew Johnston.

Lynn, William Park.
Mitchell, James.
Moore, Archibald P. B.
•Mulholland, Cunningham.
Sayers, Robert.

•SpiUer, Edward Ashley.

Trimble, Robert.
‘Wallace, Samuel.

First Examination in Medicine.

-Campbell, David Clarke, i

Carlisle, Wm. Henry.
Corry, Alexander.

•Cree, Joseph.
•Gorder, John Frederick.

Irwin, John Wm,
•Leslie, Richard Whytook.

•Lusk, Thomas.

•M'Bride, Neal.
M'Kee, David.

•tRobinson, Midachi Joseph.
•Steele, Jns. Simpson.
•Thompson, Alfred Edward.
•Wales, Wm. Edward,
•Williamson, Jas. Dnnlop.
Wynne, George Nesbitt.
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The following candidates passed the Examinations

in. January, 1883 :

—

M.D. Degree Examination.

Deacon, J. G.
1

Martin, W . A. P.

M.Ch. Degree Examination.
Deacon, J. G.

EXAMINATIONS IN THE FACULTIES OF

LAW AND ARTS, 1883.

LL.D. Degree Examination.

Pass.

Crawford, Rev. Alex. R. I Macaulay, Peter.

Graham, Rev. T. S.
|

LL.B. Degree Examination.

Honours Second Class.

• Watts, William N.

Pass.

Thomson, Charles L.

Ihicc.

•Watts, William N. £25.

Studentships.

Mathematical Studentship.

•Tate, James.

M.A. Degree Examination.

Pass.

•Fulton, Thomas C. I Steele, D. J.

Johnston, John.

B.A. Degree Examination.

Honours in Ancient Classics.

First Class.

Hunter, James.
|

•Darbisliire, Herbert D.

Second Class.

Gordon, Robert J.

Honours in Logic, Metaphysics, History op
Philosophy and Political Economy.

First Class.

•Louden, James.

Second Class.

Atkinson, Alexander.
|

•Ilorner, Andrew L.

Honours in Political Economy, General Juris-
prudence and History.

Second Class.

Bruce, Robert. I Irvine, Hugh A.
Forbes, John.

|
Lawson, Francis.

Honours in Mathematical Science.

First Class.

••Campbell, John E.
|

Chambers, Joseph.

Second Class.

Maybin, Joseph.

Honours in Experimental Science.

Second Class.
• *M‘Cullagh, Richard C. I Thomson, Samuel B.
•Shaw, Cecil E.

Honours in Biological Science.

First Class.

•Campbell, John.
|

•Hogg, T. Simpson.

Second Class.

Morrison, Robert.

Pass.

Boyd, R. H. Macmahon, B. MacW.
Collier, George V. Martin, Robert T.
Dickey, C. C. M. Morell, Henry B.
Ferguson, Stanley. •Murray, F. E.
•Gass, A. Barron. Reid, James S.

Gillespie, Alexander P. Robson, J. S.

Irvine, Robert M. Savage, James J. W.
Kelly, Patrick J. Sloane, George.
•M'Vicker, Alexander S. •Strahan, Thomas M.
•Macaulay, Samuel. Weir, George.,

EXHIBITIONS.
Candidates who were entitled on their answering to he

awarded Exhibitions if otherwise qualified. The names are
arranged alphabetically.

Those printed in italics were disqualified by University or
Collegiate standing, age, or otherwise.

First Class.—£50 each.

•Campbell, John E. I Hunter, James.
•Darbishire, Herbert D.

|
•Louden, James.

Second Class.—£25 each.

•Campbell, John.
|

Chambers, Joseph.

SECOND UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION IN
ARTS.

Honours and Exhibitions.

Honours in Latin.

First Class.

•(•Evans, Isaac R.
|

*Lennox, M. E. MacLeod

Second Class.

•Donald, Robert J. F.
|

Keane, Albert T.

Honours in Greek.

First Class.

•Lennox, M. E. MacLeod.

Second Class.

•Donald, Robert J. F. I *tEvans, Isaac R.

Keane, Albert T.
|

Gorman, William T.

Honours in ENOLisn.

Second Class.

•Lennox, M. E. MacLeod. I fKvans, Isaac R.

•Boyd, Andrew.
|

‘Gloss, Thomas.

Honours in French.

Secoml Class.

•Lennox, M. E. MacLeod.

Honours in Logic.

First Class.

•Glass, Thomas.

Second Class.

•(Evans, Isaac R.
|

‘Potts, Joseph T.

Honours in Mathematics.

First Class.

•Rea, James C.

Second Class.

•Steele, William C.

Honours in Mathematical Physics.

First Class.

•Rea, James C.

Honours in Experimental Physics.

Second Class.

•Strahan, William G.

Honours in Chemistry.

First Class.

M'Quitty, William B.

Exhibitions.

Inst of candidates who, upon their answering, were

qualified to obtain Exhibitions.. The names of those who

were disqualified by university or collegiate standing, age,

or otherwise, are printed in italics.

First Class—£40 Each.

•fEvans, Isaac R.
|

‘Lennox, M. E. MacLeod.

Second Class.—

i

20 Each.

•Donald, Robert J. F. |
"Rea, James C.
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Pass

•Armstrong, James E.

•Blackwood, Jus. Kennedy.-

•Boyd, Andrew.

•Boyle. Dorrington Jones.

•Brown, Richard King.

#Chancellor, William.

•Chisholm, John.

•Clarke, William Robert.

•Crothers, Alexander.

•Davey, Charles.

•Donald, Robert J. F.

•Dunlop, Joseph.

•fDuncnn, William.

VEviuis, Isaac Rennison.

•Fitzhcnry, Wm. A.

Fitzsimons, James Henry.

•Glass, Thomas.

•Gorman, William T.
•Graham, James Bass.

•Henderson, Robert.

List.

* Holmes, Frank Dinsmore.
•Johnston, Walter.

•Johnston, William.
* Keanu, Albert Thomas.
•Lennox, M. E. MacLeod.
•Lillie, Win. Jus. Brucc.
•McCainmon, John.

•MeCnnmion, Robert
•Mc.Qiiitty, William B.
•Montgomery, Robert.

•Moore, John Wesley.
* Murphy, C! forgo B.
* Potts. Joseph Thomas.
•Rea, James Condell.

•Simms, Siunncl.

•Simpson, Joseph Moody.
•Steele, William Charles.

•Stralian, William Gordon.
•Tate, diaries Lanyon.
•Turnbull, M. Harper.

FIRST UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION, 1833.

Exhibitions and Honours.

Exhibitions.

List of Candidates who. upon their answering were quali-

fied to obtain exhibitions. The names of those who were

disqualified by university or collegiate standing, age, or

otherwise, arc printed in italics.

First Clasts-—.630 each.

•M'Neill, Robert
|

*Orr, Win. M‘F. (Sch.)

Second Class—£15 each.

•Cromie, Edward S.
|

*Audcrson, Alice M.

Honouhs in Latin.

Second Class.

•M'Neill, Robert.

Honours in Greek.

First Class.

•M'Neill, Robert

Second Class.

•Smiley, David C.
|

*Anderson, Alice. M.

Honouhs in French.

Second Class. *

•Lynn, Martha 1C. I *Cromic, Edward S.

•Gibson, Thomas II.

Honouhs in German.

First Class.

•Haslett, Annie W.

Honours in English.

Second Class.
•Anderson, Alice M. I •Gibson, Thomas II.

•Cromie, Edward S.
|

*11081011, Annie W.

Honouhs in Mathematics.

First Class.
On-, Wm. M‘F. (Sch.)

|
•M'Neill, Robert.

Second Class.

•Cromie, Edward S.

Experimental Physics.

Russell, Nelson.

•Anderson, Alice Mary.
•Anderson, Bessie.

•Beattie, Rolierc Moorhead.
•Browne, James Rudd.
• Buchanan, James.
•Burden, Alexander M.
Callwell, John W.

•Coburn, Sara.

•Cromie, Edward Stuart.

Dickey, Hugh James.
•Ekin, William.

•Elliott, \\ illinin Moore.
•Fraser, Robert Moure.
•Gibson, Thomas Henry.
•Gorman Thomas.
•Girvan, William James.
•Hanson, David Hamilton.
•Haslett, Annie Woods,
•llaslctt, Robert Woods.
•Heron, James.
••Jamison, Daniel.

•Jamison, Edmund Fergus
•Kennedy, Gilbert Alex.

•Killcn, Thomas Sinclair.

•Larmor, John Smyth B.

•Lynn, Martha Kcrison.

•Lyons, Robert.

|
Sharpe, William.

list.

•McMullan, Thomas W.
•McNeill, Robert
•McVicker, Charles George.

MacDerinott, Margaret
•Megaw, Robert
•Morgan, Ciiaries Wm.
•Morrow, James.
•Mulhollancl, Thomas J.

•Mussen, William.
•Orr, Wiliam McFadden.
Perry, Hannah.

•Perry, Hutchinson Wood.
•Pracger, Robert Lloyd.

•Priestly, James,
•Raphael, William Beck.
•Rea, Marlin.

Russell, Nelson.

•Russell, William,
Sharpe, William.

•Sloane, Thomas Isaac.

•Smiley, David Charles.

•Smyth, Joseph.
•Stinson, Thomas.
•Thomson, George Sloane.

•Twcedie, Francis King
•Walker, T. Johnstone.
•Woods, Edmund McNeill.

EXAMINATIONS IN THE FACULTIES OF
MEDICINE AND IN THE SCHOOL OF EN-
GINEERING, AUTUMN, 1883.

First Examination in Medicine.

Honours— Second Class.

Smyth, James, D. II.

Upper Pass Division.

•Jones, William R.
|

Ryan, Simon.

Lower Pass Division.

•Hamilton, W. M.
••fllcndcrson, Alexander.
•McNair, Samuel.
•Morgan, Charles W.
•Mulltolland, Thomas John.
•Murray, Frank Erskinc.

•Mussen, William.

•Nelson, Robert.

•Nesbitt, Charles V. H.

•Orr, James.
•Patterson, W. S. Perry.

•Sloane. W illiam C. N.
•Steen, William C.
•Thomson, George Sloane.

•Tweedic, F. K.
•Weatlierup, William.
•Woods, Edmund McN.

Second Examination in Medicine.

Exhibitions.

First Class
,
£40 each.

•McQuitty, William B.

Second Class—£20 each.

Buchanan, Andrew.

Honours First Class.

M'Quitty, William B.

Honours in Experimental Physics.

First Class.
Orr, Wm. M'F. (Sch.)

|
*IIeron, James.

•The following were recommended for honours, but some
of them did not appear for the oral Examination.

Latin.

|

*Smiley, D. E.

French.

|
Russell, Nelson.

English.

j

‘Walker, James J.

Mathematics.
•Priestly, James.

•Haslett, Annie W.
Russell, Nelson.

Jamison, Daniel.

"M'Neill, Robert.
Russell, Nelson.

Second Class.

Buchanan, Andrew.

Upper Pass Division.

Burns, Frederick J. Smyth, Thomas D.

Lower Pass Division.

•Chancellor, Ephraim J.

•Chapman, James Wilgan.

•Close, Joseph Kinncar.

•Collier, Samuel It.

•Corry, Alexander.

•Cree, Joseph.

Dickson, R. Harper.

Gordon, John Frederick.

Griffith, Patrick G.
Humphries, Charles G.
jrwinj John William.

•Lewis, William Morrow.
•Logan, Hugh Alexander.

•Lyttle, Lyness.

•M'Bridc, Neal.
•M'Kinny, David John.
•Menary, Jolrn.

Moore, George L.

•Moore, Samuel.
•Nesbitt, James.
•Nesbitt, John.
Orr, William Robert.
Scott, William Robert.
Thomas, John Caldwell.
Thompson, Andrew S.

Vance, George.
Williamson, James D.
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M.D. Deorek Examination.

Honours.—Second Class.

Gnusscn, David.

Upper Pass Division.

Brannigan, H. Cooke- I
Meek. James.

Brownlee, Joseph J.
|
W inters, William.

Lower Pass Division.

Barber, Robert Alex. M*Ilroy, John.

Biggar, Edward Coey, M'Ninch, Joseph.

Calwell, ‘Williatn. Macaulay. J. Alex. M.

Ilickcy, Archibald A. G. Massey, Henry.

Ellison, John. Mitchell, James.

Kirk, Thomas Dick. Moore, Archibald P. B.

Lennox, James. Moore, Samuel James.
Lindsay, Alexander. Sayers. Itobert.

I.yneh, John Anthony. Taylor Henry John.

M'Alister, Williatn R. A. *Taylor James.

M‘Aulcv, Matthew. * Wallace, Samuel.

M'Caw, John. Wilson, Barnett.

M’Glynn, John.

Degree of Master of Surgery.

Barber, Robert A. Lynch, John Anthony.

Bigger, Edward Coey. MlAlistcr, William It. A.

Brannigan, Henry C. Meek, James.

Calwell, William. Moore, Samuel James.

Graham William. Orr, James Morrison.

Johnson, Alexander hi. Sayrrs, Robert.

Kirk, Thomas Dick. Watters, William.

Lennox, James. Wilson, Barnett.

Diploma in Obstetrics.

Brownlee, Joseph John. I M'Alister, William R. A.

Hanna, William Gordon.
|

Wilson, Barnett.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.

First Professional Examination in Engineering.

Exhibitions.

First Class £30.

^Burden, Alexander M.

Second Class £15.
•Heron, James.

Honours —First Class.

•Burden, A. 1L

Second Class.

•Heron, James.

Pass.
Tate, Charles Lanyon.

Second Professional Examination in Engineering

Honours.

Pass.

Lyons, John M. G'room.

Pi.E. Degree Examination.

Exhibitions.

Second Class £30.

Pollock, James J.

Honours—Second Class.

Pollock, James J.
|

Blaine, Robert G.

Puss.

Whiteford, John W.

SUMMER EXAMINATIONS IN THE
FACULTY OF MEDICINE, 1883.

The following Candidates have been adjudged by the

Senate to have passed the prescribed examinations res-

pectively :

—

For the Degree of M.D.

•Clarke. George. I Johnson, A M.
•Graham, John 1$.

|

Kcelan, Patrick.

Heron, James. l'urdon, Richard J.

Hood, James C.
'

For the Degree of M.Cii.

•Clarke, George. I M'Parland, Beattie, m.d.

Dunn, David S., m.d. Pnrdon, Richard J.

Gibson, William, m.d. Swan, S. A. L., m.d.

Graham, John B. I

For the Diploma in Obstetrics.

Graham, John B.

The Second Examination in Medicine.

Alexander, Samuel. ’Ilurson, John.

•Barron, John. •Jamison, J. P. R.
Bigger, W. G. •Johnston, James.

•Blackwood, A. *Kirk, William.

Cameron, W. A. *M'Mnstcr, James.

•Dunlop, Shuldham II.
* Pooler. E. L.

•English, Robert. Shaw, J. T.
Gray, W. G.

The First Examination in Medicine.

Beck, Walter. •Elliott, George.
•Caldwell, James. * I lawthomc, W. L.

•Caldwell, Matthew. "Lightburne, E. A.

•Carlisle, S. B. *Loolchnrt, John.
Donaldson, T. C. *Mocklcr, John C.

X.—Tables for the Five Years preceding the Academic Year, 18S2-3, of tho Students of the

College who Passed Examinations in the Queen’s University, with the Degrees, Diplomas,
Prizes, &c-, awarded.

List of Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, who have passed in 1877 for Degrees, Diplomas, <kc., in the

Queen’s University in Ireland.

The Names in each Class are arranged alpliabetically.

The Degree of M.D. The Degree of M.A.

October, 1877. First Class.

First Class.

James Clarke.
|

William Whitla.

Passed.

Patrick Maurice Carleton. David Tavlor.
Thomas Reid Denham. Henry Tomkins.
Isaac Chichester Dundee,d.a. Francis H. Walmsley
John Wesley Megarry. Edward A White, n a
Gervase Robert Percy. John Wilson, d.a.
William John Sprott. Thomas John Withers.
James Staart.

June, 1877.

William Henry Bracken.
|William Corry.

J. J. Kent Fairclough.
Henry O'Neill.

William A. Quayle.
Robert H Iiobinson.
Charles Workman.

Andrew J. C. Allen, in Mathematical Science.
William John Anderson, in Ancient Classics.

Hugh Alexander Clarke, in Ancient Classics, Logic, History,

and English.

John Dick, in Ancient Classics.

John Ecdes, in Mathematical Science.
Thomas Macafee Ilamill, in Logic, Metaphysics, and

Political Economy.
Samuel William Smith Rogers, in Ancient Classics.

Second Class.

Thomas Lyle Biggar, in Modern Languages.
William Waters Craig, in Ancient Classics.

John M'Keown, in Experimental Science.

Passed.

George Clarke Love.
|

Nathaniel Ross.
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The Decree of Master in Surgery.

October
,
1877.

William John Sprott.

James Stuart.

Edward A. White, b.a.

Thomas John Withers.

First University Examination in Arts.

Henry O’Neill.

James Clarke.

Thomas lieid Denham.

Gervase Uobcrt Percy.

First Class.

Tliomas 11. Collier. William Martin.

George Hanson. William P. Steen

William James M‘Clintock.

Jwut, 1877.
James Chambers.

Dr. J. J. Adams.

David Bradley, M.».

William Corry.

J. J. Kent Fairclough.

William A Quayle.

Hubert II. Robinson.

Charles Workman.

The Decree of Bachelor in Laws.

First Class.

Andrew llced.

Second Class,

Isaac Thompson.

Tiie Decree of B.A.

First Class.

Robert Henry Charlos, in Ancient Classics.

Thomas Hughes Corry, in Biological Science.

J. Campbell Graham, in Modern Languages.
Thomas Torrens Knowles, in Mathematical Science.

James Alexander Lindsay, in Ancient Classics.

David M'Keown, in Experimental Science

Samuel Marcus Russell, in Mathematical Science.

James M. Strong, in Ancient Classics.

Second Class.

Samuel Glasgow Crawford, in Experimental Science.

Henry Alexander Matliers, in Modern Languages,

li. Carmichael Moore, in Experimental Science.

Robert Todd, in Ixigic, Metaphysics, and Pulitical Economy.
James Robert David Williamson, in Logic, English, and

History.

Passed.

Sitnmcl Haniill.

George Joseph Lodge.
John S- MacNcocc.
John Millikin.

John A. M'Mordic.
Hector M kN. Reside.

It. M'Allisler Reid.

Robert M. Young.

The Degree of Bachelor in Engineering.

Passsd.

James MacMillan.

George Bell.

William Gcorgo Black.

Robert Blair.

Hugh Cairns.

William Robert Cousins.
Alexander Crone.
Charles Dixon.
William Elliott.

Diploma in Midwifery.

October, 1877.

Henry O'Neill.

Patrick Maurice Carleton.
James Clarke.

Thomas Reid Denham.
John Wesley Megarry.

Dr. J. J. Adams.
William Corry.

Jvne, 1877.

William A. Quayle.
Charles Workman.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1877.

Passed.

John Acheson.
William James Cowden.
Samuel Dickey.
John Eadie.
H. Croker Garde.
William Kidd.
Andrew Thomas Love.
Thomas Fred. MacNcocc.
James Malcorason.
Thomas Henry May.

William T. Orr, b.a.

Leonard Redmond.
Alexander Sharpe.
John Simpson.
Samuel A. IC. Stralmn.

Second Class.

|

Robert F. Dill.

George Bell.

William L. Berkeley.

William Colquhoun.
Thomas Hughes Corry.

Samuel W. Currie.

James Dysurt.

Samuel llamill.

John Irwin.

George Jackson.

Charles A. Keightlcy.

Samuel R. Keightlcy.

Passed.

George Joseph Lodge.
George L. Moore.
Hamilton Moore.
Andrew Patton.
James B. Sayers.

John M. Simms.
James A. Straban.

Robert Wallace.
Hugh Wells.

Robert M. Young.

First University Examination in Medicine

October

\

1877.

First Class.

James Paul M'Geagh. I Samuel II. Shaw.
Robert Thomas M'Geagh.

|

Second Class.

Thomas Charlos Nceson.
|

George M. Thompson.

Alex. M. Adams.
Robert Anderson.

John C. Bodkin.

Alfred Valentine Browne.
Hugh Alien Chapman.
George Clarke.

John Shiell Collins.

William John Cregnn.

John A. Cunningham.
Samuel John Crothers.

James Walsho Davidson.

John Gillespie Deacon.

John Dodd.

Alexander John Fleming.

David Forsyth.

William John Sprott.

•fames Stuart.

Edward A. White, u_a.

Thomas John Withers.

Passed.

Adam A. C. Mathers.

Samson Mathews.
Thomas Henry May.
William M‘Caw.
Ferguson M ‘Millan.

James Minniecc.

Ilcnry Dobson Osborne.
William Patterson.

Richard Michael Ralph.

William Roulston.
James Taylor.

John Wilgar Taylor.

William J. Watt.
James Watson.
George Fras. West, b.e.

Thomas Wright.
George Shaw Young.

June, 1877.

M. S. Mali ally.

David Taylor .Vontenth.

Lowry 1). Morcll.

Leonard Smith O'Flaherty.

James Orr.

Samuel J. Parkliill.

Walker Redmond.
Robert John Roulston.

Francis W. R. Scott.

Robert J. Shaw.
James Simpson.
James Caniac Smyth.

Johu Maxwell Trimble.

Samuel Wallace.

James Blair White.

Joseph Anderson.
Henry J. Boyd.
James Chambers.
James Dickson.

William Alex. Dunne.
John Eadie.

John C. Graham.
Edward B. Hazleton.

Robert Hill.

Andrew J. Little.

John M‘Cnw.
William M'Dermott.
Thomas M’llroy.

James Charles M‘Kee.
Joseph M‘Nincb.

First Univrrsity Examination in Engineering.

First Class.

William Robert Sbaw.

Prizes in English Composition open to Competition

of all Undergraduates.

F. D. Fitzgerald O’Connor.

Froximc access'd, S. G Crawford.

George Frederick Wales.
George Francis West, b.e.

Thomas Kennedy Wheeler.

William Robert Henderson.
Owen Lynch.
William Rowney.
William Smyth.
James Steel.

John Watson.
John Woods.
Ralph Worrall.
William Mnssen Young.

Exhibitions Awarded at the First University
Examination in Arts.

Willinm James M'Clintock, £20 a year for three years
; and

£10 a year for three years, os the best answerer in

Matheinnticnl Science.

William P. Steen, IIS a year for three years.

George Hanson, £10 a year for three years

Exhibition Awarded at the First University

Examination in Medicine.

Robert Thomas R1'Gcagli, £20 a year for two years.
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Exhibition Awarded at the First University

Examination in Engineering.

William Robert Shaw, £20 a year for two years.

Special Subjects.

October, 1877.

H. M. M ‘Creo.

June, 1877.

G. H. Desmond Gimlette. John Lindsay.

T. Theopbilus Hamilton. Francis II. Walrasley.

Janies Herron. Samuel Wallace.

List of Students of Queen’s College, Belfast,

who have passed in 1S78 for Degrees, Diplo-

mas, ifcc., in the Queen’s University in Ireland.

The Naum in each Glass are arranged alphabetically.

The Degree op LL.D.

October, 1878.

First Class.

Andrew Reid. I Isaac Thompson.

John Stuart.
|

Tiie Degree op M.D.

October, 1878.

First Class.

James H. Gibson.

Second Class.

John W. Byers, m.a. I James Young.

Isaac C. M- Learn.

Passed.

Henry Bingham. Thomas H. May.
William R. Henderson. William Rowncy.
John Reid Johnston. William Smyth.
Edward Little. James Steel.

Stephen Little. William Whitford
Andrew T. Love, b.a. Ralph Worrall.

June, 1878.

Charles Warke Allison, b.a. J. Courtney ITnslett.

John Thomas Collier. Charles Kevin.
Patrick Oswald Considine. Pershouse William L. Lang-
William Fleck. ley.

-Charles Hall. Joshua Lytle.

The Degree op M.A.

First Class.

John Campbell Graham, in Modem Languages.
James Alexander Lindsay, in Ancient Classics.

Charles Henry Oliver, in Mathematical Science, and Ex-
perimental Science.

Samuel Marcus Russell, in Mathematical Science, and Ex-
perimental Science.

James M. Stronge, in Ancient Classics.

Robert Todd, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political Economy.

Second Class.

James Bingham, in Experimental Science.

Thomas Hughes Corry, in Biological Science.

William John Johnston, in Mathematical Science.

Christopher James Street, in English History and Political

Economy.

Passed.

William George Black. I William Elliott.

Hugh Cairns.
|
John Samuel M'Neece.

The Degree op Master in Surgery.

October, 1878.

John Courtney Haslett, m.d. Stephen Little.

John William Byers, m.a. Andrew Thomas Love, b.a.

James Hill Gibson. Isaac Crawford M‘Learn.
William Robert Henderson. William Rowney.
John Reid Johnston. William Whitford.
Edward Little. James Young.

June, 1878.

Patk. Maurice Carleton,M.D. I Charles Kevin.

J. Martin Kennedy, m.d. Pershouse, W. L. Langley.
William Fleck.

|
Joshua Lytle.

The Degree op Bachelor in Laws.

Passed.

William Black. I Thomas M&dill.

John Lowry.

The Degree op Bachelor in Arts.

First Class.

Andrew Brcnlcey Hamilton, in Ancient Classics.

George Hinson, in Ancient Classics.

William James M'CIintock, in Mathematical Science.

William Martin, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy, and Second Uhiss in Experimental Science.

Second Class.

Thomas Robert Collier, in Mathematical Science.

Robert Wood Hughes, in Experimental Science.

George Jackson, in Biological .Science.

John Irwin, in Logie, Metaphysics, and Political Economy.
Alfred Alexander Irwin Nesbitt, in Ancient Classics.

Andrew Patton, in Biological Science.

James Brydgca Sayers, in Modern Languages.

Robert Wallace, in Logic, Metaphysics and Political

Economy.

Passed.

William Lowry Berkeley. Hamilton Moore.
William Colquhoun. James Andrew Strahan.

James Dysart. Frederick Torrens.

James Denning Foster. Hugh Wells.

The Degree of Bachelor in Engineering.

First Class.

William Robert Shaw.

The Diploma in Midwifery.

October, 1878.

Daniel Fegan, m.d. I William Smyth.

Edward Little. I William Whitford.
‘

Stephen Little.

June, 1878.

J. Fritz Beck, m.a., m.d. I Charles Kevin.

John Thomas Collier.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1878.

First Class.

Hugh Thomas Shaw.

Second Class.

Robert T. M‘Geagh. I Samuel II. Shaw.
Matthew M‘Vicker.

|
George M. Thompson.

Passed.

Joseph Anderson. John M‘Caw.
John Charles Bodkin. Thomas T. M ‘Connell.

John A Cunningham. Ebcnezer M‘Kee.
James Dickson. Samson Matthews.
Johu Dodd. Adam A. C. Mathers.

David Simpson Dunn, b.a. David Taylor Monteath, m.a.

Samuel Bakin. Samuel James Parkhill.

Joseph English. William J. Pennall.

James Mark Ferguson. Walker Redmond.
William Gordon Hanna. William Roulston.
William J. Ross Knight. John Wallace Watson.
James Paul M'Geagh. James Blair White.
David M.‘Keown. James V. Young.

June, 1878.

Robert Alexander. J. W. B. Hodsdon.
James Barron. T. M'llroy.

W. P. Blair. William J. Mathews.
Richard Campbell. Leonard S. O'Flaherty.

David Gault. Robert John Roulston.

Robert Gilmore. S. James Simpson.

James Hall. James Wray.

First University Examination in Arts.
First Class.

Stewart Emerson Cooney. I R. Arthur HenryM'Farland.
Alexander Laraor.

|
John Alexander Wallace.

Second Class.

George Bracken. I James D. Osborne.

Hugh Larmor. L Richard Seaver.

Samuel David M'Connell.
|
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Passed.

Bobert Taylor Bailey.

R. Heaney Boyd.

William S. Care;-.

Arthur Gayer Finlay.

James Denning Foster.

William B. Galway.

James Gordon.

William Holmes Ilill.

Robert Wood Hughes.

James Irwin.

Robinson Johnston.

James Collins Martin.

John D. Martin.
John Morrow.
Parker H. Major.
Donald Cargill Martin.

Adnm Millar.

Charles O’Brien Murphy.
Turner Barrett Oliver.

Wilfrid W. Shaw.

First University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1878.

First Class.

Thomas Sinclair.

First University Examination in Engineering.

First Class.

Hemy Riddell.

Second Class.

John James Octavius Ramsay.

Richard Henry Smitbwick.

Prizes in Enolisii Composition open to the Com-

petition op Graduates and Undergraduates.

Joseph Hall, b.a.

Second Class.

William Nelson.
|

Robert Stewart.

Passed.

Robert Alexander Barber.

John Clinton.

Samuel Connor.

Samuel Cos<rrave.

William E. Dawson.
John Ellison.

John Bass Graham.

James Henry.

Thomas D. Kirk.

James Lennox.
William A. P. Martin.

Richard Macartney.

Robert .1. M’Cormack.
James Maleolmson.

John M. Savage.

Samuel Strongc.

James A. Swan.

Jiaic, 1878.

Robert D. Bradford.

Percy B. Bury.

Henry Castles.

J. Martin C. Cole.

William J. Corrigan.

Robert Currie.

William W. Duncan.

James W. Elliott.

Albert Galgey.

James Gillespie.

James Ginglcs.

James Gordon.

Samuel Hamilton.

Samuel Hamill, b.a.

Archibald Harper.

Andrew Ledlie.

William H. Lendrum.
James M. Lithgow.

John S. Logan.

Samuel Macaulay.
John M'Cullough.

David M‘Keown, b.a.

Matthew M’Vickcr.

R. Carmichael Moore, n.A.

Janies Pinkerton.

Archibald C. Robinson.

Hugh T. Shaw.
William Tweedic.

Robert James Wilson.

Prizes in English Composition open to Compe-

tition op all Undergraduates.

George Hanson.

Exhibitions awarded at the First University

Examination in Arts.

Alexander Larmor, £20 a year for three years, and £5 a year
for three years, as one of two equal best answerers in

Mathematical Science.

Robert Arthur Henry M‘Farland, £15 a year for three

years, and £5 a year for three years, as one of two equal
best answerers in Mathematical Science.

George Bracken, £5 a year for three years, as one of two
equal best answerers in Ancieut Classics.

Exhibition awarded at the First University

Examination in Medicine.

Thomas Sinclair, £20 a year for two years.

Exhibition awarded at the First University

Examination in Engineering.

Henry Riddell, £20 a year for two years.

List of Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, who have passed in 1879 for Degrees, Diplomas, &c.,

the Queen's University in Ireland.

The NameB in each Class ore arranged alphabetically.

The Degree of LL.D.

October, 1879.

First Class.

David Buick.
|

Thomas Madill.

The Degree op M.D.

October, 1879.

First Class.

James Barron, n.A.

Second Class.

Robert Mowbray.

Passed.

John Acheson.
Samuel Dickey.
John Eadie.
G. H. Desmond Gimlette.
Samuel M. Malcomson.

Samuel A. K. Strahun.

Alexander Suffern.

John Vint
John Watson.
T. Kennedy Wheeler.

June
,

William James Cowden.
Charles Magill.

Alexander Sharpe.
John Simpson.

1879.

William Smyth.
James Wilson.

William Mussen Young.

Thb Deoree op M.A.

First Class.
Andrew Breakey Hamilton, in Ancient Classics.
~®°rge Jackson, in Biological Science.
Xbomaa Torrens Knowles, in Mathematical Science, and
Experimental Science.

James Andrew Strahan, in English History and Political

Second Class.

William Lowry Berkeley, in English History, and Logic.

James Denning Foster, in Experimental Science.

John Irwin, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political Economy.
William James M'Clintock, in Mathematical Science.

Andrew Patton, in Biological Science.

Robert Wallace, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.

Passed.

George Bell. I
Hamilton Moore.

Wm. Richard Huggard, m.d.
|
Robert Taylor Simpson.

The Degree op Master in Surgery.

October, 1879.

John Acheson.
James Barron, b.a.

Wm. Henry Bracken, m.d.

Samuel Dickey.

G. H. Desmond Gimlette.

Samuel L. Malcomson.
Robert Mowbray.
Samuel A. K. Strahan.
Alexander C. Suffern.

June, 1879.

Gilbert Kirker, m.d. I Alexander Sharpe.

Charles Magill.

The Degree of Bachelor in Laws.

First Class.

Henry Alexander Mathers.

Passed.

William Colvin. I
William Tait.

James Gardiner Robb.
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The Degree of Bachelor in Arts.

First Class.

James Chambers, in Experimental Science.

Robert Foster Dill, in Ancient Classics.

William B. Galway, in Modern Languages.
Alexander Larmor, in Experimental Science.

Turner Barrett Oliver, in Ancient Classics.

James Denliam Osborne, in Logic, Metaphysics, and

Political Economy.

Second Class.

Robert Taylor Bailey, in English History, and Political

Economy.
George Bracken, in Ancient Classics.

Stewart Emerson Cooney, in Ancient Classics, and English

Metaphysics, and Political Economy.
Samuel Wilson Currie, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Charles Albert Kcightlcy, in Biological Science.

Hugh Larmor, m Experimental Science.

Samuel David M'Connell, in Ancient Classics.

Parker Erskine Major, in Experimental Science.

J. Dnnwoody Martin, in English, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Henry Montgomery, in English, History, and Political

Economy.
William Peile Steen, in Ancient Classics.

William White, in Mathematical Science.

Passed.

William Samuel Carey. George Logan Moore.
Alexander Coskerry John Morrow.
Robert Foster Dill. Cunningham Mulholland.
Arthur Gayer Finlay. Wilfred Wcvcr Shaw.
Robinson Johnston. John M. Simms.
Samuel Robert Kcightley. Marcus Stevenson.

J. Collins Martin. John Ellison Strahan.

Adam Millar. IVilliam James Young.

The Decree of Bachelor in Engineering.

First Class.

Henry Riddell.

Second Class.

John James Octavius Ramsay.

Passed.

Joseph Grncey.
|

Richard Henry Smithwick.

Diploma in Midwifery.

October
,
1879.

John Acheson. RobertMowbray.
Janies Barron, b.a. Samnel A. K. Strahan.
Henry Bingham, it.D. Alexander S, Suffcrn.
Samuel Dickey. T. Kennedy Wheeler.
Samuel M. Malcomson.

June, 1879.

Robert Beattie, m.b.
|
John Simpson.

Gilbert Kirkcr, m.d. William Smyth.
John Wilson, m.d.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

October

,

1879.

First Class.

Thomas Sinclair.

Passed.

Alexander M. Adams, Samuel Macaulay.
Robert Anderson. Robert James M‘Cormack.
John Howard Battye. James Charles M‘Kee.
Charles J. Blake. Wahab M'Murray.
Henry Castles. John Robinson M’N'eill.

Joseph Chambers. William Nicholson M‘Wil-
Warwick L. Child. liam.

John Martin C. Cole. Edward Magennis.
Samuel Connor. Robert C. Moore.
James Craig. William Nelson.

Alexander J. Fleming. James Pinkerton.

David Forsyth. Archibald Clarke Robinson
Joseph Graham. David Semple.
Samuel Hamilton. Robert Stewart.

Archibald Harper. John M. Trimble.
John Kennedy. John Twinem.
William H. Lendrum. William John Watt.
John Smythc Logan William Watters.

June, 1879

Henry J. Boyd. Joseph M'Ninch.
William Hamilton Caldwell. Alexander Mallagh.
John Slioill Collins. James Minnioce.

William John Crcgan. William David Moore
Win. Alexander Dunn. Lowry D. Morrell

Archibald Frazer. Charles Henry Wheeler.
Samuel W. Johnson. George Shaw Young.

First University Examination in Arts.

October, 1879.

First Class.

Robert Hugh Semple.
|
James Tate.

Second Class.

William Calwell. I James Edward Maxwell.
Alexander Cameron.

|
John Ferguson Steele.

Passed.

William Brynrs. Daniel Manderson.
Thomas Douglas. John IT. Montgomery.
Robert Erwin. David Musgravc.
John Frederick Gordon. Thomas Elliott Nelson.

Alexander Gray. Robert Scott.

Jos. Alex, llanly. Alexander King Stevenson.

William Parker Holmes. Francis O. M. Watters.

First University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1879.

First Class.

John G. Bell.
|
Warwick Long Child.

Second Class.

Thomas Oromie. I Andrew Watson Kerr.

Robert Wilson Henderson
|

Passed.

Robert Abraham. Thomas Iaimont.

John J. Austin. William lamgran.

William K. Boyd. Matthew M'Aulay.
Arthur Wellesley Cadman. Matthew M'Auley.
Thomas Charles D. J. Calli- James A. M. Macanley.

cart. John Lane M‘Ciirthy.

H. Corrv Cooke. John M. M'llroy.

James Craig. Robert II. Matthews.

Joseph Dunlop. Samuel J. Moore.

Charles R. Elliott. Joseph B. Neely.

David P. Gausscn. Leonard l'obinson.

William Gibson. Robert Alexander Robinson

Samuel Graham. Archibald Roulston.

Willium Graham. John W. Speer.

James Hamilton. Edward Ashley Spiller.

William Robert Hamilton. James Wilson.

David Huey. 8. A. L. Swan.

June, 1879.

John H. Battye. Jiunes M'Caull.

John S. Bryars. Gcorgo M'Clcan.

Robert Henry Byers. William J. M'Farland.

John Henry Carson. George Lomin Moore.

James Chambers. Ilugli S. Morrison.

Joseph Chambers. Andrew Morton.
Benjamin S. Cowan. James M. Orr.

James Cooke. Alexander Y. Ross.

Joseph W. Duncan. William J. Shannon.

Cb aides Dundee. John R. Shaw.
Alfred W. Hawthorne. J ohn Stewart.

Robert Henry. Robert Trimble.
Charles J. J ohnston. John Twinem.
Robert Johnston. Robert S. Wadsworth.
James A. Lindsay, m.a. Daniel White.
James M'Avoy. Samuel Wilson.

Supplemental First University Examinations

in Arts.

January, 1879.

John Black. Henry Montgomery.
E. Chestnut. Hugh H. Moore.

Samuel Ferguson. Cunningham Mulholland.

Thomas Frizell. H. Mulholland.

William M‘Cord. Edward H. Mullan.

Simpson Millnr William Orr.

Josias Mitchell. Marcus Stevenson.

Supplemental First University Examination in

Engineering.

J. Gracev.
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First University Examination in Engineering.

First Class.

Nathaniel F. Napier.

Exhibitions awarded at the First University
Examination in Arts.

James Tate, £20 a year for three years.

Robert Hugh Semple, £13 a year for three years.

Exhibition awarded at the First University

Examination in Medicine.

John G. Bell, £20 a year for two years.

Exhibition awarded at' the First University
Examination in Engineering.

Nathaniel F. Napier, £20 a year for two years.

List of Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, who have passed in 1880 for Degrees, Diplomas, <fcc.,

in the Queen’s University in Ireland.

The Names in each Class are arranged alphabetically.

The Degree of LL.D.

William Colvin.
j

James Gardiner Robb
Henry Alexander Mathers.

|
William Tait.

The Degree of LL.B.

Second Class.

William John Anderson.

Tiie Degree of M.D.

October, 1880.

First Class.

David M'Keown, b.a.

Second Class.

John C. Bodkin.
|

Robert Thomas M'Geagh.

Passed.

Robert Alexander.

Joseph Anderson.

Wm. Hamilton Caldwell.

Richard Campbell.
Henry Castles.

John Sheil Collins.

John A. Cunningham.
William Naunton Davies.

David Simpson Dunn, b.a.

Samuel Eakin.

Robert J. Hamill, ii.a.

Wm. Gordon Hanna.
Robert Lynn Heard.
James Paul M'Geagh.

Matthew M'Vickar.

Adam A. C. Mathers.
Thomas MTlroy.
Samson Matthews.
William David Moore.
Lowry D. Morell.

Samuel Js. ParkhilL
Robert lteid Rentonl.

Robert John Ronlston.
William Roulston.

Hugh Thomas Shaw.
Samuel Hamilton Shaw.
John Wallace Watson.
James Blair White.

June, 1880.

John Howard Battye.
|

William J. Matthews.

The Degree of Bachelor in Arts.

First Class.

Alexander Cameron, in Ancient Classics.

Robert Arthur H. M'Farland, in Mathematical Science.

Richard Scaver, in Ancient Classics.

John Ferguson Steele, in Experimental Science.

Second Class.

Robert Erwin, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Donald Cargill Martin, in Experimental Science.

Hugh Henry Moore, in Biological Science.

Robert Hugh Semple, in Mathematical Science.

William Caldwell.

Thomas Douglas.

Samuel Ferguson.
Thomas Frizcll.

Alexander Gray.
John Hall Magowan.
James Edward Maxwell.

t
Passed.

Edward Hemphill Mullan.

Robert Scott.

Charles L. Thomson.
Robert Thomson.
Francis O. M. Watters.

William S- Whiteside.

The Degree of Bachelor in Engineering.

The Degree of Master in Arts.

First Class.

Robert Henry Charles, in Ancient Classics.

William Piele Steen, in Ancient Classics.

Second Class.

Robert Taylor Bailey, in English, History, and Political

Economy.
George Bracken, in Ancient Classics.

Samuel Wilson Currie, in Logie, Metaphysics,and Political

Economy.
William B. Galway, in Modern Languages.
Samuel David M'Connell, in Ancient Classics.

Parker Erskine Major, in Experimental Science.

John Dunwoody Martin, in English, Metaphysics, and
Political Economy.

William Martin, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Henry Montgomery, in English, History, and Political

Economy.
Passed.

John Morrow.

The Degree of M.Ch.

October, 1880.

John C. Bodkin.
Wm. Hamilton Caldwell.
J. T. Collier, m.d.
John A. Cunningham.
James Davison

,
m.d.

Samuel Eakin.
James Paul M'Geagh.
Robert Thomas M'Geagh.
David M'Keown, b.a.

Matthew M'Vickar.
Adam A C. Mathers.

William David Moore.

Samuel J. Parkhill.

Robert John Roulston.

William Roulston.

Hugh Thomas Shaw.
Samuel Hamilton Shaw.

T. Kennedy Wheeler, m.d.

1880.

John Wilson, m.d.

Ralph Worrall, m.d.

June,

Charles Hall, m.d.
William Smyth, m.d.

|

First Class.

Nathaniel F. Napier.

Passed.

Henry Seavcr.

Diploma in Midwifery.

October,

Robert Alexander.

Joseph Anderson.
John C. Bodkin.

Win. Hamilton CaldwclL

John Shicl Collins.

James Davison, m.d.

David Simpson Dunn.
Samuel Eakin.

1880.

James Paul M'Geagh.
Robert Thomas M'Geagh.
Matthew M'Vickar.
Adam A. C. Mathers.

Robert John Roulston.

William Roulston.

Hugh Thomas Shaw.
Samuel Hamilton Shaw.

Seookd University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1880.

Second Class.

John J. Austin. I John M ‘Murray.

Thomas G. Bell. )
Richard M. Ralph-

Passed.

William Robert Allen.

George Clarke.

Benjamin S. Cowan.
Thomas Cromie.

James W. Davidson.

John Gillespie Deacon.
Charles Dundee.
William Gibson.

John S. Graham.
James Henry.
Robert Henry.
David Huey.

James M. Lithgow.

Robert William S. Lyons.
William A. P. Martin.

James M'Avoy.
J. L. M'Carthy.
John M. MTlroy.
Robert H. Matthews.
William Patterson.

Leonard Robinson.

Samuel A. L. Swan.
John W. Speer.
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June, 1880.

Robert A. Barber. James Alexander Lindsay.

James Cooke. Edward M'Connell.
Joseph W. Duncan. Richard R. Rentoul.

Samuel Hamill. Samuel Strongc.

Samuel D. Henderson. John Wilgar Taylor.

James C. Hood. Daniel White.

Alexander M. Johnson. R. J. Wilson.

Thomas D. Kirk.

First University Examination in Arts.

October, 1880.

First Class.

James Gregg. I James Ross.

James Stafford Reid.
|
David Alexander Stewart.

Second Class.

William Cliffe F. Anderson. I George Thomas Cowper.

James Chambers.
|

Hugh Robert Scott.

Passed.

Daniel Christie Beggs. William John Jamison.

William Grimsbaw Bigger. Edward Munk M‘Causland.

Andrew Buchanan. Francis Rankin Moore.
Alexander Cuthbert. Thomas Pullar Monteitli.

John Finnigan. John Joseph Redfern,

Alexander R. Foy. J ohn Sinclair Robson.
Henry Gordon. Isaac Sloan.

Supplementary First University Examination in

Arts.

January

,

1880.

Passed.

John Entrican. James Nesbitt.

Thomas Erskine. Robert H. Sproule.

George Hughes. Charles L. Thomson.
William Johnston. Robert Thomson.
David Junk. Samuel Wallace.
John Hall Magown. George Weir.
John J. Monteath. William Whiteside.

George S. Moorhead.

First University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1880.

First Class.

James Meek. •
j

William White.

Second Class.

Joseph. John Brownlee. I Henry Massy.
Robert Carter.

J
George Scott Tate.

Passed.

William Frederick Bailey. Joseph M‘DowelL
Edward Coey Bigger. C. Haldane C. M‘Fall.
James Rogers Burrows. William B, R. M'Wlia.
Stewart Carso. David Alexander Main.
George Clatke. James Mitchell.

George B. Crawford. Allan Mill.

Robert MTlroy Curran. Archibald P. B. Moore.
John Matthew Davidson. Joseph Arthur Purdon.
Archibald A. G. Dickey. Robert James Purdon.
Thomas Frizell. Robert Bayers.

John E. Heather. David W M. Stephenson.
John Hurson. James Wallace.

Thomas Adam B. Kane. Samuel Wallace.
Thomas Kean. Barnett Y\ ilson.

William M. Lewis. John Thomas Woodside.
James M'Bride.

June, 1880.

R. Adams. William R. A. M‘Alister.

Robert H. Dickson. William M'Cord.
Charles H. P. D. Graves. James Collins Martin, b.a.

James F. Hunter. Charles P. Mitchell.

James Ross Irwin. Robert Moreland.

Patrick Larkin. Cunningham Mulholland.

A. Lindsay. Francis II. Sinclair.

William J. Loughrcy. Henry J. Taylor.

Marcus Moore Loudon.

First University Examination in Engineering.

October
,
1880.

First Class.

William Robinson.

Supplementary First University Examination in

Engineering.

Januanj, 1880.

Passed.

Henry Seaver.
, |

Joseph Moynan.

Prize for English Composition.

Walter M. Fisher.

Exhibitions awarded at the First Universitz
Examination in Arts.

David Alexander Stewart, £20 a year for three years.

James Ross, £15 a year for throe years.

James Stafford Reid, £10 a year for three years.

Exhibition awarded at the First University

Examination in Medicine.

James Meek, £20 a year for two years.

Exhibition awarded at the First University

Examination in Engineering.

William Robinson, £20 a year for two years.

Degrees, Diplomas, Honours, <fcc., obtained by Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, at the Examinations

of the Queen’s University in Ireland,

In June cmd October, 1881.

The Fames in each Class are arranged alphabetically.

Honorary Degrees.

David Ross, m.a., ll.b. The honorary degree of L.L.D.
James Wilson, m.a., ll.b. The honorary degree of LL.D-

Faculty of Arts.

The Degree of Master in Arts.

First Honour Class.

Alexander Larmor, in Mathematical Science; andin Experi-
mental Science.

John Ferguson Steele, in Experimental Science.
Jns. Denham Osborne, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.

Second Honour Class.

William Calwell, in Biological Science.

John M‘Cosh, in Ancient Classics.

Willium White, in Experimental Science.

Upper Pass Division.

Robert Thomson.

John Johnston.

Charles L. Thomson.
i Robert Scott

|
Francis O- M. Watters.

Spedali Gratia.

John Carey Hall.

General Examinations.

At the close of the Summer Session, 1882.

BOTANY.

Senior Division.

Bi^gar, W. G., b.a. (Hoi

Junior Division.

Wilson, J. W.
Collier, S. R.
Hall, J. M.
Smyth, T. D. 1

Mcnary, John, f
Close, J. K.
Thompson, A. S.

EXPERIMENTAL PHTSICS.

Hall, J. M. 1

Smyth, T. D. /
eq ‘

MKiuitty, W. B.

Wilson, J. W.
Close J. K.
Chapman, J. W.

pbactioal cbbmistbt.

Winter Class.

Close, J. K.

Tate. James, m.a.
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Summer Class

M'Quitty, VV. B.

Johnston, John.

Pooler, E. L.

Lewers, Hugh.
Lyttle, J. S.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Tate, Or. S.

Brownlee, J. J.

White, William.

Cromie, Thomas, \
Hamilton, W. It. j

e^'

White, William,
Cromie, Thomas.
Swan, S. A. L. >

Dickey, A. A. G. j

Hunter, J. F.

Lindsay, Alexander,
M'Donnell, N. J.

The Degree of Bachelor in Arts.

First Honour Class.

Andrew Buchanan, in Experimental Science.

Alexander Cuthbert, in Biological Science.

James Gregg, in Mathematical Science.

John Joseph lledfem, in Experimental Science.

James Ross, in Mathematical Science.

David Alexander Stewart, in Mathematical Science.

James Tate, in Mathematical Science.

Second Honour Class.

• William C. F. Anderson, in Ancient Classics.

James Henry Aston, in Modern Languages.

Daniel Christie Boggs, in Ancient Classics.

Geo. Thos. Cowper, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Henry Gordon, in Ancient Classics.

William P. Holmes, in Ancient Classics.

Edward M. M'Causlnnd, in Experimental Science.

Hush R. Scott, in Logic, Metaphysics, and Political

Economy.
Upper Pass Division

William G. Bigger. I .rosins Mitchell.

John F. Gordon. Thomas P. Monteath.
David Junk.

Passed.

William Bvyars.

Wm. Holmes Hill.

J. Frazer llurst.

Jos. Alexander Hardy.
Wm. John Jamison.
Daniel Mandcrson.
Frank R. Moore.

Gco.StcwartMoorhead.
Henry Wm. Morrow.
William Orr.

Robert Harper Sproule.

Alex. King Stevenson.

Robert James Watts.

First University Examination in Arts.

October
,
1881.

First Honour Class.

Andrew Burgess. I John William M'Vickcr.
Joseph Chambers. I William Weatherup.
Robert Miller Jones.

Second Honour Class.

Thomas Harrison. I David Mcokc.
John Johnston. Henry Brown Morcll
Joseph Maybin.

|
Hugh Alex. Oliver.

Upper Pass Division.
Robert Bruce. I John Kane.
Henry G. Jamison. I

Passed.

Thomas Cosbie Fulton. Bcnj.M. W. M'Mahon.
William Jamison. Samuel Rea M'Neilly.
George H. Henry. James M'Turk.
Richa. Cheveley M’Cullagb. Samuel Matthews.
William M‘Dowell. Arthur James Weir.

Supplementary First University Examination in

Arts.

January, 1881.

James Burrows. Hugh M'Kenzie.
John Dewar. Robert J. Miller.
William J. Hill. Samuel Pinkerton.
William J. J. M‘Cor8tin. Robert J. Watts.
Richard C. MacCulloch. W. Newell Watts.
John M. M'llrath.

Faculty of Law.

The Degree of LL.D,
Hiram Shaw Wilkinson, ix.n.

The Degree of LL.B.
William Smiley, b.a.

| James Wilson, b.a.

Faculty of Medicine.

The Degree of Doctor in Medicine.

October, 1881.

First Honour Class

Thomas Sinclair.

Second Honour Class.

William Henry Lcndrum. I David Semple.
James Pinkerton.

Upper Pass Division.

Warwick Long Child. John S. Logan.
James W. B. Hodsdon. Robert W. S. Lyons.
John Kennedy. Samuel Macauley.
William J. R. Knight.

Passed.

Robert Anderson. Thomas M'Connell.
Samuel Connor. Robert James M‘Cormack.
James Craig. Beattie M'Farland.
John Dodd. Wnhab M'Murray.
Charles Dundee. John R. M'Neill.
Alex. John Fleming. William N. M'William.
David Forsyth. William Nelson.
Robert Henry. Richard M. Ralph.
Samuel W. Johnson. Robert Stewart.

Edward M'Connell. George M. Thompson.

June, 1881.

James Minniece. James Simpson.
David T. Monteith, b.a. John M. Trimble.
John Redmond. Charles H. Wheeler.
Archibald C. Robinson.

The Degree of M.Oh.

October, 1881.

David Taylor Monteath, Robert W. S. Lyons.

b.a., m.d. Samuel Macaulay.

William Symth, m.d. Robert ,T. M‘Cormack
John Dodd. Wabab M'Murray.

Alex. John Fleming. William Nelson.

Robert Henry. James Pinkerton.

James W. B. Hodsdon. David Semple.

John Kennedy. Thomas Sinclair.

William Henry Lendrum. Robert Stewart.

J. Smythc Logan. Geo. Matthew Thompson.

June, 1881.

Robert Alexander, m.d. I Joseph Anderson, m.d.

Richard Campbell, m.d. James Minniece.

W. Naunton Davies, m.d. John M. Trimble.

James B. White, m.d.
|

Charles H. Wheeler.

Diploma in Midwifery.

October, 1881.

James Minniece, m.d. Robert J. MacCormaek.
David Taylor, m.d. James Pinkerton.

Warwick L. Child. Richard M. Ralph.

Samuel Connor. David Semple.

John Kennedy. Thomas Sinclair.

William H. Lendrum. Geo. Matthew Thompson.

J. Smythe Logan.

June, 1881.

W. Naunton Davies, m.d. I John Redmond.
James B. White, m.d.

|

Second University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1881.

First Honour Class.

Isaac Crawford.

Second Honour Class.

Henry Massey. I
James Meek.

Upper Pass Division.

Joseph John Brownlee. James A. M. Macaulaj

.

Stewart Carse. Richard James Purdon.

R. W. Henderson. George Seott Tate.

Charles Hcanen. Barnett Wilson.

James Lennox. Samuel Wilson.

Marcus Moore Loudon.
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Robert Adams.
Edward C. Bigger.

.fames Browne.
Archibald A. G. Dickey.

John Ellison.

James Ginglcs.

John Bass Graham.
James Hamilton.
Edward B. Hazleton.

James Ross Irwin.

William J. Loughrey.
William R. A. M'Alister.

Matthew M'Auley.
James Alex. M'Bride.

James M’CaulL
Samuel Mackey.
James C. Martin, b.a.

Hugh S. Morrison.

James M. Orr.

Robert J. Orr.

Francis William R. Scott.

W. J. Shannon.

R. Strafford Smith.

James Taylor.

June,

Robert Abraham.
Henry Anderson, m.a.

Alfred V. Browne.

James W. Elliott.

David Peter Gaussen.

Robert D. Given.
Samuel Graham.
William Graham.
William Robert Hamilton.

Allred W. Hawthorne.
Jarae9 Fullerton Hunter.

1881.

Thomas A. B. Kane.

Andrew Ledlie

Alexander Lindsay.

George M‘Clean.
William J. M'Farland.

S. J. Moore.
Archibald Koulston.

John M. Savage.

William Tweeilic.

Robert S. Wadsworth.

James Wilson.

UNIVERSITY PRIZES.

Prizes for English Composition.
'

Thomas Harrison.
|

Daniel Manderson.

Exhibitions awarded at the First University
Examination in Arts.

Robert Miller Jones, First from Queen’s College, Belfast.

and best answerer in Ancient Classics.

Joseph Chambers, Second from Queen's College, Belfast,

and one ol’ two equal best answerers in Mathematical
Science.

John William M’Viekcr, one of two equal best answerers
in Mathematical Science.

Exhibition awarded at tub First University
Examination in Medicine.

Robert Crawford, First.

Prizes awarded at Matriculation in Session
1880-81.

Herbert D Darbishirc, First in English Composition, Belfast

John E. Campbell, First in Geometry, Belfast.

Robert Parke, Second in English Composition, Belfast. ,

Thomas M'Anlis, Second in Geometry, Belfast.

First University Examination in Medicine.

October, 1881.

First Honour Class.

Robert Crawford.
|

James Shaw Lyttle.

Second Honour Class.

Thomas Grainger.
|

William A. Wheeler.

Upper Pass Diemon.

John St. Clair Boyd.
|

Edward Leslie Pooler.

Passed.

Samuel Alexander.

Thomas L. F. Armitagc.

John Barron.
James Best.

Arthur Blackwood.
Ephraim Jas. Chancellor.

James Cnrragh.
John R. Davison, n.A.

Sliuldhura 11 Dunlop.
Jas. Dalmnple Graham.

James Win. Harbinson.

James T. Harvey.
Stephen R. Haworth.
Charles J. Humphries.

Samuel Hunter.
J. P. R. Jamison.

James Johnston.
George Alex. Junk.
William Kirk.
Hugh Lowers.
David Moore Lindsay.
James M’Master
James Movwood.
Robert Potticrew.
John T. Shaw.
Frederic Chas. Sinclair.

William Usher.

A. O’Reilly Blackwood.
James A. Cherrie.

Isaao Crawford.

John Duncan.
Robert English.

James C. Ferguson.

.Tames C. Fitzsimmons.

Andrew XV. Fyffe.

William Gordon.
William G. Gray.
Patrick G. Griffith.

Henry Johnson.
Daviil Junk.
Hugh Logan.
Alexander M’Donnell.
Nicholas J. M’Donnell.

;, 1681.

Joseph B. M’Kny
R. J. Mac Samara.
Donald C. Martin, b.a.

James Aforrison.

Robert W. Morrow.
Edward H. Mullin, b.a.

James Nesbitt,

Fletcher B. Porter.

Wm. Jackson Richardson.
Norman Smyth.
Robert H. Sproule.

Alex. King Stevenson.
John Caldwell Thomas.
Robert S. Thompson.
George R. Young.

SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.

The Degree op Bachelor in Engineering.

First Honour Class.

William Robinson.

Passed.

William Augustus Kyle. I Thomas William Roseingrave.
Joseph Moynun.

Supplementary First University Examination in
Engineering.

January, 1881.

William A. Kyle.

Degrees conferred on Students of Queen’s College,

Belfast, by the Senate of the Queen’s University

in Ireland, at its hist Meeting, on February 1,

1882.

27te Names are urmnged alphabetically.

Honorary Deorees.

William George Aston, m.a., Consular Service in Japan.
The honorary degree of n.i.rr.

David M. Barbour, b.a., Financial Secretary to the Govern-
ment of India'. Tim honorary degree of bait.

David G. Barkley, -m.a.. Judge in the North-West Provinces,

India. The honoravy degree of ll.d.

Professor John J. Charles, M.A., m.d. The honorary degree

of TI.SC.

Professor James Cuming, m.a., m.». The honorary degree

of x>.sc.

Professor Robert Donnell, m.a. The honorary degree of

LL.D.

Edward Gardiner, i.l.b. Hie honorary degree of i.ld.

Robert Hart, m.a., Inspector-General of Imperial Maritime

Customs, China. The honorary degree of u»d.
William Ilnoy, m.a., Indian Civil Service. The honorary

do»ree of d.lit.

Hugh Uyndmnn, ll.b. The honorary decree nf rxJ>.

Professor Joseph [.Armor, m.a., Senior Wrangler of the

University of Cambridge, 188U. Tho honorary degree

of D.SC.

John R. Lcebody, m.a.. Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy in the Magee College, Derry. The
honorary degree of n.sc.

Rev. Matthew Leitch, m.a., Professor of Biblical Criticism,

Assembly's College, Belfast. The honorary degree of

D.LIT.

Robert A. M’Call, m.a. The honorary degree of li..d.

Sir William MacCormac, m.a,, m.ch. The honorary degree

of D.SC.

Professor John M’Kane, m.a. The honorary degree of

LL.D.

George Macloskie, m.a., Professor of Natural Science,

University of Princeton, U.S.A. The honorary degree

of D.SC.

James M’Master, m.a., Professor ofAndent Classics, Magee
College, Derry. The honorary degree of d.lit.

Hans M’Mordie, m.a. The honorary degree of ll.d.

William K. M’Mordie, m.d., Examiner in the University.

The honorary degree of m.ch.
Rev. William Todd Martin, m.a. The honorary degree of

D.LIT.

J. Edwin C. Munro, b.a., ll.b. The honorary degree of

XX.D.

Rev. Andrew C. Murphy, m.a. The honorary degree of

D.LIT.

Ayhvard O’B O’Conor, b.a. The honorary degree of ll.d

Professor John Park, m.a. The honorary degree of d.lit.

Rev. Francis Potticrew, b.a. The honorary degree of d.ltt.

Andrew M. Porter, n.A., m.p., Solidtor-General. The

honorary degrees of m.a. and ll.d.

Leslie S. A. Porter, m.a., Assistant Secretary to Govern-

ment, N. W. Provinces, India. The honorary degree

Of LL D.
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James Jolmston Shaw, »•*., sometime Whatcly Professor

of Political Economy, University of Dublin. The
honorary degree of tx.d.

Thomas Sinclair, m.a. The honorary degree of d.mt.

Edward Stack, m.a., Indian Civil Service. The honorary

degree of i.r..D.

Ordinary Decrees.

The Deo hick ok Doctor in Laws.

William John Andei-son, r.r..n., 1880, graduated in Arts and
Law with Honors.

Joseph Corkey, t.i..u., 1859, Harrington Lecturer, by com-
petition, graduated in Arts wil.lt Honors.

Adam Bullitt, at.. it., 18G4, graduated in Arts with Honors.

William Weir Hamilton, i.r..n., 1871, graduated in Arts

with Honors.

Thomas Henry, r.r-n., 1854, graduated in Law with Honors.

Thomas D. Ingram, ix.it., 185.1, Law Studentship, Inns of

Court, London, by competition, sometime Professor of
Law and Jurisprudence, Presidency College, Calcutta,

graduated in Arts and Law with Honors.

John M'Parland, i.r..n., 185!), graduated in Arts and Law
with Honors.

James Russell, rx.u., !874, Consular service in China, by
competition, graduated in Arts and Law with Honors.

Ilenry t'hyime, ix.it., 1873, formerly Sub-Inspector of
Constabulary, by direct appointment, graduated in

Arts and Law with Honors.

The Decree ok Master in Arts.

James M‘L. Abcrncthy, graduated b.a. with Honors, in

1854.

David 0. Adams, graduated ji.a. with Honors, in 1873.

Samuel Agnew, graduated ji.a. with Honors, in 1888.

William C. F. Anderson, graduated b.a. with Honors, in

1881.

Thomas J. Andrews, graduated it. a. with Honors, in 1870.

Robert James Arnold, graduated m.a. with Honors, in 1655.

James Henry Aston, graduated ii.a. with Honors, in 1881.

John C. Aston, graduated it a. witli Honors, 1808.

Arthur Ilenry Males, graduated ii.a. with Honors, 1874.
William Beatty, graduated n.A. with Honors, in 1875.

Daniel C. Moggs, graduated n.A. with Honors, in 1881.

William John Moll, graduated b.a with Honours, in 1 H7G.

James Birkmyre, Civil Service- of India, by competitions
graduated n.A. witli Honours, in 1801.

Andrew Buchanan, graduated ii.a. with Honours, in 1861.

David Buick, Civil Service of India, by competition,

graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1802.

Alexander Cameron, graduated ii.a. with Honours, in 1880.

Joseph W. R. Campbell, graduated ii.a. with Honours in

1874.

James M. Garble, graduated n.A. with Honours, in 180(1.

James Chambers, graduated n.A. with 1 foiioum, in 187!).

Joseph W. Chestnut, graduated n.A. with Honours, in
1860.

Arthur I1 . Cleary, graduated it a. with Honours, in lHGO.
Thomas 11. Collier, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1878.
Charles C. Connor, graduated n.A, with Honours, in 1860.
Stewart E. Cooney, graduated b.a, with Honours, in 1870.
George T. Cowper, graduated n.A. wit-li Honours, in 1881.
S. Glasgow Crawford, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1877.

Edward Cuming, graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1873.
Alexander Cuthbcrt, graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1881.
Robert Foster Dill, graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1 879.
Samuel Dill, Head Master Grammar School, Manchester,

graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1864.
Adam Dtiffin, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1862.
Robert Erwin, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1880.
Samuel M'D. E. Fleming, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1865.

Samuel M‘C. Forsyth, graduated b.a. with Honours in
1865.

Henry Gordon, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1881.
Hugh C. Graham, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 185G.
James Gregg, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1881.
Joseph Hall, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1875.
Robert J. Hmnill, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1874.
Alexander Hamilton, Inspector of National Schools, by com-

petition, graduated b.a. with Honours, in I860.
George Hanson, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1878.
Richard Henry, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1868.
Georee J. L. Houges, b.a. 18G4, Consular Service ofJapan,

to 6 competition, recommended by Committee of Senate,

n v.

1- Holmes, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1881.
Robert Wood Hughes, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

Thomas D. Ingram, Law Studentship, Inns of Court, Lon-
don, by competition, afterwards Professor of Law and
Jurispmdeiieo. Presidency College, Calcutta, graduated
b.a. with Honours, in 1853.

James Watson Jamison, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

18G6.

John N. Jordan, Consular Service, by competition,
graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1873.

Hugh Smiley lCane, Geological Survey of India, graduated
ii.a. xvith Honours, in 1860.

Charles Albert Kcightlcy, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1879.

William Kennedy, graduated ii.a. xvith Honours, in 1873.
Robert Kirkpatrick, graduated it a. xvith Honours, in 1875.
Hugh Lurmor, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1879.

John M’Callum, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, iii I860.
Samuel M'Cartncy, graduated it a. xvith Honours, in 1869.
Edxvard M. .M'Causlund, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1881.

Andrew R. M. M'Kay, graduated b.a. with Honours, in
1857.

Adam J. M'Klwoinc, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in

1874.

Robert A. II. M Farland, graduated b.a. xvilh Honours, in

1880.

Joseph T. M‘Gnw, sometime Professor of Logic, Belles-

Lettres, and Rhetoric, Magee College, Derry, graduated
B.A. with Honours, in 1861.

John M‘l-Iarg, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1877.

David M'Keoxvn, graduated b.a., with Honours, in 1877.

James M'Keoxvn, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1876.

Robert James M'Mordie, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1870.

James Watt M'Ninch, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in

1874.

George. M'Watlers, Civil Sendee of India, by competition

graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1860.

Donald Cargill Martin, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in

18811.

Ilenry A. Mathers, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1877.

William Mavbin, Head Master, Burgh School, Kirkcaldy,

graduated ii.a. xvith Honours, in 1873.

Joseph A. Millar, Assistant Professor, Oxvcns College, Man-
chester, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1855.

William John Millar, graduated ii.a. xvith Honours, in 1881.

James Milling, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1858.

Samuel 11. Monrue, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1873.

llngli IT. Moore, graduated n.A. with Honours, in 1880.

John II. Moore, graduated ii.a. xvith Honours, in 1858.

R. Carmichael Moore, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in

1877.

William Moran, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in 1875.

George Joseph Morris, graduated ii.a. xvith Honours, in

1871.

William John Mulligan, Civil Service of India, by compe-
tition, graduated it a. xvilh Honours, in 1858.

Wilburn K. Murphy, b.a., 1807, recommended by Committee

of Senate.

Alfred A. J. Nesbitt, Professor M. A.O. College, Aligarh,

India, graduated b.a. xvith Uonours, in 1878.

Turner Barrett Oliver, graduated b.a. xvit.li Honours, in

1879.

David Parke, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1876.

David R. Parke, Civil Service of India, by competition^

graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1859.

George G. Parkinson, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in

1874.

Francis Petticvexv, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in 1855.

John S. Porter, Civil Service of India, by competition,

graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1858.

Samuel Prentcr, Barrington Lecturer, by competition,

graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1868.

Richard F. Quinton, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1868.

John Joseph Redforn, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1881.

Alfred II. Rentonl, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in 1872.

James Ross, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1881.

James B. Sayers, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1878.

Hugh Robert Scott, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1831,

John Seath, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in 1861.

Richard Seaver, graduated b.a. xvith Honours, in 1880.

Robert Seeds, b.a. 1857, recommended by Committee of

Senate.

Robert. Hugh Semple, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1880.

Hugh M L. Smith, Civil Service of India, by competition,

graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in 1866.

John Anderson Smith, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1 853.

William J. Smith, graduated n.A. xvith Honours, in J865.

David Alexander Slexvart, graduated n.A. witli Honours, in

1881.

James Tate, graduated b.a. xvith Honors, in 1881.

David A. Taylor, graduated b.a. xvith Honors, in 18C8.
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Isaac Thompson, graduated b.a. with Honors, in 1867.

John Bruce Wallace, graduated with Honors, in 1874.

Thomas Wallace, graduated b.a. with Honors, in 1872.

William Watters, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1877.

Isaac Weir, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 18G4.

Edward A. White, graduated b.a. with Honours in 1874.

J. Douglas Williams, graduated b.a. with Honours in 1872.

James R. D. Williamson, graduated b.a. with Honours, in

1877.

George Wilson, graduated b.a. with Honours, m 18G3.

John Wilson, Civil Service of India, by competition, gra-

duated b.a. with Honors, in 1857.

Matthew Wylie, graduated b.a. with Honors, in 1869.

John Young, graduated b.a. with Honors, in 1868.

Samuel Young, graduated b.a. with Honours, in 1866.

The Degree of Master is Engineering.

Alexander Arbuthnot Barker, graduated u.e. with Honors,

in 1877.
.

Thomas Beatty, Diploma, 1864, Public Works of India, by

competition, recommended by Committee of Senate.

John S. Bcresford, Diploma, 1865, Public Works of India,

by competition, recommended by Committee of Senate.

Robert Coey. graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1875.

James R. A. Ferguson, graduated b e. with Honors, in 1875

John M. Fisher, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1875.

John Horan, graduated b.e. with Honors in 1874.

Daniel M‘Kce, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1871.

Hugh Giffin M ‘Kinney, Public Works of India, by compe-

tition, recommended by Committee of Senate.

James Hall Martin, Surveyorship, Domerara, graduated n e.

with Honors, in 1868.

John Bell Millar, Royal Engineers, by competition, gradu-

ated b e. with Honors, in 1868.

Nathaniel F. Napier, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1880.

James Perry, County Surveyor, Ireland, by competition,
graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1873.

John Perry, some time Professor of Engineering, Tokis,
Japan, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1870.

John James O. Kamscv, graduated b.e. with Honors, in

1879.

Hairy lliddell, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1879.

Wm. Robinson, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1881.

William Robert Shaw, graduated b.k. with Honors, in 1878.

Alexander M’Dowal Sproulo, graduated b.e. with Honors,

in 1876.

John B. Wallace, Diploma with Honors of First Rank, iu

1866.

George Francis West, graduated b.k. with Honors, in 1872.

Alexander Wilson, Diploma with Honors of First Rank, in

1874.

James Wilson, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1867.

Robert Wilson, graduated b.e. with Honors, in 1872.

The Degree of Bachelor in Engineering.

W. Stewart Cather, received Diploma in 1861.

James Craig, received Diploma in 1858.

Robert Ilaire, received Diploma in 1958.

James Heron, received Diploma in 1860.

William M'Clccry, received Diploma in 1860.

John M'Curdy, received Diploma in 1866.

Eehlin Molyneux, received Diploma in 18G1

William Moore, received Diploma in 18G7.

William F. C. Purdon, received Diploma in 1865.

Conway Scott, received Diploma in 1864.

Albert Venter, received Diploma in 1858.

J. F. Yf. Wardliaugh, received Diploma in 1864.

Thomas J. Willans, received Diploma in 1859.

XII. If any title such as “ Associate ” is conferred upon Students by the authorities of the College, when
the regulations in reference to such title came into force, and how many Students have had it conferred upon
them, indicating whether such Students have taken any University Degree.

The title of “ Associate in Arts " is conferred upon Students by the authorities of the College.

The regulations in reference thereto came into force on 8th June, 1882.
Twelve Students have been admitted to the Diploma, of whom seven have taken University Degrees (in the

Royal University).

XIII—Table of Fees Payable by the Students in the several Faculties, 1883-4.

Fees.

Zoology and Botany,
Mineralogy anil Geology,

Geometrical Drawing,
Mechanical Drawing,
Engineering,

Office and Field Work,

Matriculation Fee, 10s.

This fee is not required from Students admitted
ad eundem.

College Fee, payable by every Student (Matriculated
or Non-Matriculated), 10s.

Scholars are exempted from the payment of one
moiety of the class fees for the courses proscribed by
the Council, but this exemption does not extend to
the fees for Honor Lectures.

Candidates for Scholarships are required to pay to
the Bursar, in addition to the College Fee, the class
fees payable by Scholars in their respective courses,
before they can be admitted to the Examinations.

All students not Scholars, Matriculated or Non-
Matricukted, must pay the whole of the fees before
their names can be entered on the class-rolls.

Table of Fees Payable by Stodents attending
Classes. Bach re-attendance on the same course, half
fees, except as noted in second column.

Greek, . . .£200
Latin, . . .200
English Language and Literature, 2 0 0
French, . . . -inn
German, .

History, .

Logic,

Metaphysics.
Political Economy,
Mathematics,

Mathematical Physics,

Experimental Phvsics,‘

Natural Philosophy applied,

The Law of Property,
Jurisprudence,

Equity and Bankruptcy,
Civil Law,
Common and Criminal Law,
Law of Evidence and Pleading,

Constitutional, Colonial, and In«er-

national Law, .

Medical Jurisprudence,

Chemistry,
Practical Chemistry,
Anatomy and Physiology,

Practical Anatomy,
Practical Physiology and Histology,
Materia Medica, .

Practice of Medicine,

Practice of Surgery,

Midwifery,

An Honour Class in any Subject,

3 0 0 £3 0 0

3 0 0 2 0 0

3 0 0 3 0 0

3 0 0 3 0 0

2 0 0 2 0 0

• If the classes of Mathematical Physics and Experimental Physics in the Second Year
T Comes into force June, 1884.

fFee for Diploma of Associate ii

Arts,

Operative Surgery, .

taken together, the fee for both is £2.

£1
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No. 3.

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.

Returns in Answers to Queries submitted by the Queen’s Colleges (Ireland)

Commission.

I. (1.) List of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University now reading in the College the course for

the First University Examination in Arts, specifying how many of these Students are also reading the course

for the First University Examination in Medicine.

Note.—It is impossible to furnish a return strictly in accordance with the terms of the demand of the Commis-
sioners.

The Lectures given in the, College are generally arranged to provide the instruction required by Student*
preparing for the Examination of the Royal University, while other instruction also may be given.

When a Student has passed already an Examination of the Royal University it may be assumed, although it is

not necessarily known, that he is preparing for the next Examination in order, and he is accordingly so entered.

Again, Students may bo attending courses of Lectures suited to prepare them in one or more of the subjects to

be taken up at a coming Examination of the Royal University, while they may be reading other subjects privately.

Such Students are classed under the head of that Examination.

Buckley, William J.
Day, Ed. R.
Healy, J. J. C.
Kelleher, William

;
also ii

Jackson, James.
O’Meara, William J.

;
also in Medicine

O’Regan, Matthew J. ;
also in Medicine.

Smyth, Joseph C.

Smith, J. B.

Tracy, James J.
Welply, William H.
Wood, William Archd.

I. (2.) List of Students of the Royal University who have passed the First University Examination, and
are now reading in the College the course for the Second University Examination in Arts.

Note—See Note at head of I. (1.)

Gash, Richard Honry. I Loeklmrt, John D. I
Riordan, Jeremiah.

Healy, William
; also in Medicine. Obre, George S. Williams, E. P.

Jenney, George W.
;
also in Medicine.

I. (3.) List of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Second University Examination
and are now vending in the College the course for the B.A. Examination.

Note—See Note at head of I. (1).

Corcoran, John Henry.
Crawford, Fred. J. ;

also in Medicine.
Hunlea, William J.
Hughes, Henry C. ; also in Law.

I Johnson, John D. A. ;
also in Law.

|
Keogh, John Amb.

;
also in Medicine.

I Lynch, Ed. D.

|
Mulcohy, Cornelius.

Smith, D. R. P.
Walker, Samuel.

I- (4.) List of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the B.A. Examination, and are now
reading in the College the conrse for the M.A. Examination.

Note.—

S

ee Note at head ofL (I).

There are no Lectures given in the College specially intended to prepare candidates for the Examinations
for the Degree of M.A.

I. (5.) List of Students now reading any course of Arts in the College who are not Matriculated Students
of the Royal University, pointing out those who are Students of any other University.

Note—

S

ee Note at head of I. (I).

AUsom, Edward W. I Fitzgerald, Martin. I Jones, William H. 1 Scott, William.
Ambrose, Jeremiah.

j
Hayes, Patrick George.

|
O'Sullivan, Patrfck J. |

II. (1.) List of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who are now reading in the College the
course for the First University Examination in Medicine.

Not*—

S

ee Note at head of I. (1).

Barr, James.
Bradshaw, Frank.
Carey, Jeremiah J.
Connell, John.

£
or«>™n> John Henry.

Daffln, R. J.
Gilbmon. Henry M.
Griffin, John J.
Healy, William.

Hcnncssy, E. R.
Hickie, Thomas.
Jenney, G. William.
Jonnings, Pierce.

Kelleher, William.
M'Donald, John A.
Mauneell. Henry B.
Maynard. James Payne.

I
Murphy, Daniel J.

O'Callagban, Daniel, b.a.

O’Meara, William J.

O'Began, Matthew J.

O'Sullivan, James M.
Peirce, George.
Perrott, F. jun.

Pope, Stanley.

Roche, Thomas F.
Sealy, P. L., b.a.

Smith, G. W. F.
Terry, Paul.
Thuillier, James F.

Turner, Christopher.

Ward, Thomas M’N.
Crawford, F. J.

Gosh, Thomas.
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Tlio following Students, wlio were Matriculated Students of the lute Queen’s University, are therefore

Matriculated Students of the Royal University. They have not yet passed the First University Examination

in Medicine, and it is not known whether they propose to do so or to seek some other qualification.

Barry, William J. M.
Bernal, John.
Cmle. Sidney E.
Collins, Michael.
Connolly, Timothy.
Cooke, Nicholas G.
Coppinger, John S.
Coppinger, W. J

Cotter, David John.
Cotter, John
Cramer, Jocelyn Henry.

II. (2.) List of tho Students of the Royal University who have paused the First University Examination in

Medicine, and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Second University Examination in Medicine.

Notk.—See Note at head of L (1.)

Alierne, James.
Attridge, John.
Burke, Patrick J.
Burke, Huger B.
Byrne, R. P.
Cahill, Patrick J.
Callaghan, Thomas.
Clifford, James.
Connor, J. B. T.
Corbett. FT. R.
Crowley, Daniel.

Davidson, Richard R.
Davis, William H.
Enright, Thomas J.

'll. (8.) List of tho Students of the Royal University who have passed the Second University Examination

in Medicine, and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of M.B.

Note.—See Note uthead of I. (1.)

Barry, Jerome. Croi ike, Warren R. D. Greene, Edward. Moore, Joint, B.A.
Blackall, Patrick. Cummins. Henry A. Haines. John F. Nagle, James J.

Bradley, Cornelius. Curtin, Michael H. Hawkins, William R. Nash, Albert T.
Bradley, James. Dwyer, Thomas M. Henessy, Daniel. O'Brien, John J.

Briaml, William S. II. Dunlea, Michael P. Kearney, John. O'Doherty, Cornelius.

Carr, Howard. Fogcrty, W. A., M.A. Lane, Daniel T. O’Hallornn, Michael.
Cleary, Patrick J. Fogerty, J. S. Lynch. John J. O'Maliony, Daniel J.

Condon, Richard T. Fuller, George. M'Carthy, Michael. Ryan, Jeremiah.
Connery, Maurice. Foote, George Henry. MacDonald, Charles J., B.A. Trcsilinn. Frederick J.
Cooke, Charles J. Foote, Richard E. M’Gragh, C. J., B.A. Whitelcggc. William A., B.A.
Corbett, John N. Flynu, Denis J. M'Swincy, Morgan, B.A. Wolfe, A. W.
Corkery, Timothy. Goisnni. J. Magncr, James F. Wolfe, R. I.

Cotter, Patrick G. Gorsuch, R. B., B.A. Massey, John B.

II. (4.) List of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Examination for the Degree of

M.B., and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of M.D.

None.

II. (5.) List of Students now reading any course of Medicine in the College who are not Matriculated

Students of the Royal University, pointing out those who ure Matriculated Students of any other University.

Allen, Vernon. Foley, Patrick D. Levis. George T. O' Donovan, John J.

Burry, David. Hanley, John J. Longfield, Mouutlford. O’Sullivan, John J.
Byrne, Eugene. Harty, Joseph T. Lyons, John F„ Dub. Univ. O’Sullivnn, Jeremiah J.
Cahill. Edward. Henly, Michael J. M’Pherson, John W. C. Power, Pierce.
Carroll, Edmond R. Heard Francis George. May, Philip James, Oxon. Print, John R. n.
Casey, Michl. T., R.C.S. Dub. Hilliard, Ephraim. Mellish, Percy 1). S. Prendiville, Thomas John.
Conran, Patrick A. Hodder, F. E. Morris, James S. Riordan, Denis.
Curry, James F. Horan, Daniel. Murphy, Francis. Rohan, Daniel.
Dalton, John P. Hurley, James Murray, James A. Ryan, Edmond W.
Daly, Charles J. Howe, George B., T.C.D. Nagle, Thomas. Saunders, John H.
Daly, Jer. J., R.C.S., Dublin. Kearney, W. B., R.C.S.,Dub. Nolan, Bryan J. Sheehan, Thomas A.
Daunt, J. William.

! Kenny, F. J., Calcutta ITniv. O'Connell, John P. Sheedy, Patrick J
Deiuery, William N. I Langley, Wra. J..R.C.S., Dub. O'Connor, John W. Walsh, John J.
Dunne, John.

|

Lee, Philip George.

III. (1.) List of the Matriculated Students of tlie Royal University who are now reading in the College

the Course for the Degree of LL.B.
Note—

S

ee note at head of L (1.)

Austen, Henry. I Johnson, John D. A.
Hughes, Henry C.

|
Powell, R. A.

III. (2.) List of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who have obtained the Degree of LL.B.

and are now reading in the College the Course for the Degree of LL.D.

No lectures are given in College specially preparing Candidates for the Degree of LL.D.

III. (3.) List of tho Students now reading any Course of Law in the College who are not Matriculated

Students of tlie Royal University, pointing out those who are Matriculated Students of any other University.

Archer, Ale.xniiilfr, b.a., Cantab.
|
Evans, Charles J.

|
Murpliy, John I*.
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Fitzgerald, Maurice.

Foley, Maurice.
Griffin, Edward.
Hackett, William.
Harley, FI.

Ilayes, William B.
Keogh, John Ambrose.
Lender, Charles R.
MncMahon. Thomas S.

M Sweeny, William.
Mangan, Janus.
Mannix, Patrick F.
Murphy. Daniel
Murpliy, Michael J.

Murphy, William N., B.A.
Murray, William.
Nixon, R. W.
Obre, John W.
O’Brien, P. J.

Obre, Thomas.
O'Cailoghan, Timothy.
O’Clery, Laurence.
O'Connell, Maurice.
O'Connor. Joseph.
O’Donnell, Henry.
O’Keeffe, Daniel J.
O’Leary, Denis.
Orr, John J!

O’R iordan , Tirnothy.
itonayne, Bartholomew J.

Rtinciman. Nathaniel H.
Russell, William D,, B.A.
Scott, George E.
Seely, It. J. B.
Sisk, Maurice.
Spencer, Richard H.
Townsend, F. E.
Wngner, Richard H.
Webster, George A., B.A.
White. William W., B.A.
Young, Richard T.

Cumming, Alexander. Ilenncssy, D. A. Moynihan,' Jeremiah John.
Curmn, William A. Hughes, Richard E. Murpliy, Edward.
Curtin, Eugene. Hurley, Jeremiah F. < I'Lenry, John.

Evans, Fennell. Kelly, James W. O'Leary, Patrick J.

Fox, William. Long, Richard W. O’Sullivan, 10. F.

Freucli, A. R. M'Dcrmntt, James. Richey. Joseph M.
Garde, Godfrey E. M’Grath, M. B. Tindall, Jolm B.

I-Inckett, Edward fl. M’Swecny, E. G Gallagher, Jeremiah P.
Ilassett, Denis. M’Swincy, John J.

Hawkesworth, Edward F. Meade, John.

Haynes, Ah. Meade, William G.
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IV. (1.) List of tlio Matriculated Students of the Royal University who are now reading in the College the

Course for the Fii'st Professional Examination in Engineering.

Note.—Sec note at head of I. (1.)

Conyers, F. G. I Ross, William.
Peard, William H.

|
Walker, Robert.

IV. (2.) List of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who have passed the First Professional

Examination in Engineering and are now reading in the College the Course for the Second Professional

Examination.
Note.

—

Sec note at bead of I. (.1.)

Farrington, William W.
|

Smyth, James S.'

O’Flynn, T. P.
|

Langley, John.

IV. (3.) List of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the Second Professional Examination

in Engineering and are now reading in the College tlio Course for the Degree of 13.-E.

Note.—

S

ee note at head oft. (L.)

Edwards, William B.
Moore, William Harley, m.a.
Mulcahy, John F.

IV. (4.) List of the Students of the Royal University who have obtained the Degree of B.E. and are now
reading in the College the Course for the Degree of M.E.

None.

Such Students should he in an Engineers’ Office, not in a College.

IV. (5.) List of the Students now reading any Course of Engineering in the College and who are not
Matriculated Students of the Royal University, pointing out those who are Students of any other University.

Foster, John F. I O’Hanlon, Robert. I Penrose, Frank Phil.
O’Grady, St&ndish.

|
O'Neill, A. H.

|
Ryan, George R.

Porter, James.
Tuckcy T. W. T.

V. (1.) The names of all tlio Students of the College who have gained a Scholarship in the Royal University
distinguishing those now reading in the College.

None.

V. (2.) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained an Exhibition of the Royal University,

distinguishing those now reading in the College, and specifying in each case how many Exhibitions he gained,

wliat each Exhibition was worth, and at what Examination it was awarded.

1882.

M'Sweeny, William, £15
*Evans, George D., . £50
*Hosford, Benjamin, £40
Kearney, John, . £20

First Arts University.

B.A. Examination.
Second Medical.

Second Medical.

Gorsucb, R. B. , . £20 Second Medical.
•Banks, James W\, First Class Honours, B.E. Examination

(Late Queen's University Course).
(Ho money Prize or Exhibition attacked to this Honour as hud been done

by the late Queen's University.)

1883.

Keogli, John Ambrose, £15 First Medical.
j

*Moynahnn, William J,, £25 M.E. Examination.
Bradley, James, . £40 Second Medical. *Shecdy, John, . £25 M.E. Examination.
Bradley, Cornelius, £20 Second Medical. Moore, William H, r £40 Second- Engineering Professional.

{Disqualified, by University standing.)

Porter, James, . £40 Second Engineering Professional. I M'Sweeny, William, £15 First Medical.
*0’Shaughne3sy, M. M., £20 Second Engineering Professional.

Also in Galway), I

V. (3.) The names of all the Students now reading in the College who have gained Scholarships or Exhibi-
tions of the College

; specifying in each case the duration of each Scholarship or Exhibition, the date at which
it was awarded, its value in money, and the amount of Fees remitted to the Student holding it, stating also in

each case whether or not tlio Student gaining the Scholarship or Exhibition was a Matriculated Student of
the Royal University.

Whether In

Royal
University.

Title of Scholarship. of‘gaining
Seholarsliip.

Value.
Amountof Fees

remitted.

Duration
ofScholar-
ship in
Years.

£ £ s. £

Ambrose, Jeremiah - 1st Arts Scholarship, .
1883 24 4' 0 1

Archer, Alexander, . Cambridge, 1st Law Scholarship,

.

20 2 0 1

Plackdll, Patrick, .... R.U.. . 1st Medical Exhibition, . 1880 12 - 1

Bradley, Cornelius, . „ Sril Years1 Medical Scholarship, 1883 25 4 10 1

Ho.,
2nd „ Exhibition, 1882 12 - 1

Bradley, James,
2rd Years' Medicine Scholarship, 1883 25 4 10 1

Do,
2nd Years’ Medical Exhibition, 1882 18 — J

Buckley, WiUiam J.
1st Year’s Arts Scholarship, 1881 34 4 10 1

* Those marked (*) aro not now reading In the College.
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V. (3.)

—

continued.

Name.
Whether in

Royal
University.

Title of Scltoliirsliip.

Dato
of gaining
Scholarship.

Value.
Amount of Fees

remitted.

Deration
of Scholar-

ship in

Years.

Connery, Maurice, . R.U., . 4th Years' Medicine Scholarship, 1883 25

£ ». £

2 0

Do., 4th Medical Exhibition, . . . 1882 16 - 1

Do., „ 3rd „ „ ... 1881 10 - 1

Do., a 2ud „ „ ... 1880 8 - 1

Connor, J. R. T., . . 2nd „ „ • 1883 12 - l

Do., 1st Year's Medicine Scholarship, 1882 25 5 10 i

Do., 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, . 1880 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do., 1st Year’s ,, „ . . 1870 24 4 10 1

Conyers, F. S. Grady, 1st Year's Engineering Exhibition, . 1883 12 - 1

Crocoke, W. li. D., . 1st Year’s Medical Exhibition, . 1880 G - I

Corcoran, John Henry, . 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, . 1882 24 8 10 and 4 2

Do.. 1st Year's „ „ • 1881 24 4 10 1

Crawford, V. J„ 2nd Years' „ „ . 1882 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do., 1st Year's „ „ . . 1881 24 4 10 1

Daffin, R. J., . 1st Year’s Medicine Scholarship,
a

1883 25 6 10 1

Do.. 1st Year's Arts Scholarship, 1882 24 3 10 1

Uunlea, Michael P., . 2nd Years' Medicine Scholarship, 25 r, 10 1

Do., . • ,, 1st Year's Medical Exhibition,

.

1881 12 - l

Dunlea, William J., . „ 1st Year's Arts Scholarship, . , 21 4 10 l

Evans, C. J., . . 1st Year’s Law Exhibition, 1883 16 - 1

Evans, Geo. D., Senior Scholarship, Arts, . 1883 40 - 1

Do., . . ,, 1882 10 - 1

Do., „ 2nd Years’ Arts Scholarship, . 1880 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do.. 1st Year's „ „ . . 1879 24 4 10 1

Fleming, F. W, . Senior Exhibition, Arts, . 1883 20 - 1

Do., 2nd Years’ Arts Scholarship, 1881 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do., 1st Year’s „ „ . 1880 24 4 10 1

Foyerty, William A., Senior Scholarship, Arts, . . , 1880 40 - 1

Gash, Richard Henry, 1st Year's Arts Scholarship, 1883 24 3 0 1

Gonuch, R.B., . „ Senior Exhibition, Arts, . 1882 16 - 1

Do., 1st Year's Medicino Exhibition, 1880 25 6 10 1

Do 2nd Years’ Arts Scholarship, . 1878 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do., H 1st Year's „ „ . . 1877 24 4 10 1

Haines, J. Finch, 3rd Medical Exhibition, . 1883 12 - 1

Hayes, P. George, .
.. 1st Year's Arts Scholarship, „ 24 4 0 1

-Hennessy, Edward R.,
.. Senior Scholarship, Arts, . „ 40 - X

Do, » 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, 1881 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do., « 1st Year’s „ „ . . 1880 24 4 10 1

Hughes, Henry C, . 2nd Years’ „ „ , 1882 24 3 io and 4 2

Jackson, James, 1st Year's ,, „ , 1883 24 4 0 1

Jenncy, George W., . 2nd Years’ „ „ . . 24 3 10 2

Do, . . 1st Year’s „ „ . . 1882 24 3 10 1

Koarn jy, John, . .. 4th Years’ Medicine Scholarship, 1888 25 2 0 1

Do, , .
.. 3rd „ M 1862 25 4 10 1

Do.. . . .. 2nd „ M 1881 25 5 10 1

'Keogh, John Ambrose, . 2nd „ n 1883 25 6 10 1

Lockhart, J. D, „ 2nd gears’ Arts Scholarship, . 24 3 10 2

Do.. „ 1st Year’s „ „ . 1882 24 8 10 1

Lynch, E. D, . 2nd Arts Scholarship, 1882 24 3 10 and 4 2

Do
„ .. ... 1881 24 4 10 l

Lynch, J. J., . . .. 1st Year's Medicine Scholarship, 1879 25 B 10 1
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V. (3.)

—

continued.

U‘Donald, 0. J.,

JI'Grogh, C J.,

.

M'Swincy, J. J„

Hit;nor, J. F„ .

O'Callnghan, Daniel,

Do.,

O'Dollerty, Cornelias,

O'JHordan, Timothy,

Smith, D. B. p.,

Do^

Trscey, James J.,

Trutllan, F. .

Walker, Robert,

Walker, Samuel,

Do.,

Ward, Thomas M‘N„

Welply, -William H„

IPhUtUgge, (f. jp,

Williams, Edward P.

WBtaro, M. J>,

Wood, William E.,

I 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, .

I 1st Year's Medicine Scholarship,

I 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship,

1 3rd Years’ Medical Exhibition, .

2ud Years' Arts Scholarship,

3rd Years' Engineering Scholarship,

2nd Years' Arts Scholarship,

j

1st Year's Arts Scholarship,

|

2nd Year*' Engineering Scholarship.

I let Year's Medicine Scholarship,

I 1st Engineering Scholarship, .

2nd Years' Engineering Scholarship,

I 1st Year's Engineering Exhibition,

2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, .

I 2nd Years' Arts Scholarship, double,

1st Year’s Medical Exhibition,

.

1st Year's Engineering Seholarthlp,

2nd Years' Arts Scholarship,

1st Year’s Medical Exhibition, .

let Year’s Arts Scholarship,

Senior Scholarship, Arts, .

2nd Years' Arte Scholarship, .

I 2nd Years’ Hcdicino Scholarship,

Senior Scholarship, Arts, .

2nd Years’ Arts Scholarship,

haTtbSiTS^ wh0le namc» “• ‘n italics do not hold Scholarships In the present Session. Messrs. Flomlng, Evans, Pearson, and Wood,
oeen granted leave of absence during tho present Session.
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VI. (1.) The number of Students who con»i>etcd in each of the last five Academical years for the five

Entrance Scholarships in Literature (.£24 each for one year), and the manlier of such Scholarships

awarded.

VI. (2.) The number of Students who competed in each of the List five Academical years for the five

Entrance Scholarships in Science (£24 each for one year), and the number of such Scholarships awarded.

Number of Competitors.

VI. (3.) The number of Students who competed iu each of the hist live Academical years for the five

scholarships of the second year in Literature (£24 ouch for two year's), and tlm number of such ScholarshipsSch
awarded.

VI. (4.) The number of Students who competed iu each of the last live Academical years for tho five

Scholarships of the second year in Science (£24 each for two years), ami the number of such Scholarships

awarded.

VI. (5.) The number of Students who competed in oich of the last five A cademical* years for the seven

Senior Scholarships (£40 each for one year), nnd the number of such Scholarships awarded.

Year.
No. of

Competitors.

No. of
Sctaol.irihins

awarded.

No. of
Exhibitions
awarded.

1679, 10 7 • _
1660. 10 7 _
1861, 10 G 3

1889,
'

13 6 3

1883, . 0 * 3
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APPENDIX IIL, A.

VTI. Tho number of Students who entered the College in each of the Academical years 1882-3 and 1883-4,

stating how many of these Students, in each year, passed the Matriculation Examination of tho Royal Univer-

sity, how many are not Matriculated Students of any University, and how many are not Matriculated Students

of the College.

NEW MATRICULATED STUDENTS.
1882-

3.

Matriculated in the Royal University in 1882, . . . . 14
Matriculated afterwards in 1883 in Royal University, .... 5

19
Formerly Matriculated in Queen’s University, Ireland, ... 4
Matriculated in other Universities, . . . .2
•Not Matriculated Students in any University, . . . . .30

55
•New Non-matriculntod Students, ...... 16

Total, .... 71

1883-

4.

Matriculated in the Royal University, ...... 30
Matriculated in other Universities, . . ... .2

32
•Not Matriculated in any University. . . . . . .21

53
•New Non- matriculated Students, ...... 14

Total, ..... 67

VIII. (1.)

—

1877-8. 1878-0. 1870-80. 1880-1.

1

£ -

.2

cf

2
H

g!
>5

If
f;

K i

|

i|
^g
s3£~ 2

5

2

E j

£55
15

si
§«
yvg

IS |

1
1

rJ

In

!§
gw
»

s
5

Faculty of Arts, .... IK 22 22 3 20 23 s 28 24 1 25 21! 3 29

Faculty of Law, . 3 0 3 7 4 - 1 1 3 - 3 2 1 3

Faculty of Medicino, m 3 54 47 « SC so 10 00 7ii 10 82 89 17 100

School of Engineering, 0 0 10 * IV 10 - IB 4 - 4 19 -

Total, TO 1 » 00 H7 IT m 80 10 10S 109 n 130 130 21

Deduct entering in two Faculties, .
- - - - - - - - B - 3 -

Net Total - ' - - - - - - •133 21D
• Of those Five had been Non-Matrloulated la tlio previous Session.

VIU. (2.)

It will be necessary to vary slightly the term of these returns to the following :

—

2. Number of Students on tho College Books in each of the Five Academical Years previous to 1882-3, clas-

sified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Non-Matriculated Students.

1877-8. 1878-0. 1879-80. 18S0-1. 1881-3.

— 55

If
a

I

1 .

||

?! |H

1

1
S —
£ f

a"
5

S

!i
11
«S5
z, i

|

ll
S5

1

f

§35
a

7S

1

i

ll

1

h
is
§55 3

H

B

i
SE
=-l
s

3

.1 ra

1 s

2
&

Faculty of Arts, .... or, 4 00 07 4 71 09 0 76 00 a 72 T4 4 78

Faculty ofLaw 6 2 10 0 3 9 6 2 7 4 - 4 6 1 7

Faculty of Medicine, 158 1.1 17! 1/10 IS 175 170 21 107 230 in 240 270 23 302

School 0! Engineering, 20 - 20 20 4 80 39 - 20 21 - 21 35 - 35

Gross Total, . 342 10 281 239 20 585 273 30 308 324 10 343 394 28 422

D?“ct_ No
;

attending Locturea intwo Faculties, 4 _ 4 S _ 5 a e US - 10 20 - 20

True Total 238 207 2S4 20 280 — - 300 308 10 337 874 28 •102

• For details aco No. 4, post, p. 408.
^ ^
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IX Names of Students of Queen’s College, Cork, who obtained Degrees, Diplomas, and Honors
at the University Commencements, in June and October, 1882.

Faculty of Arts.

Degree of M.A.

James Cagney, .... Second Honor Class Ln Logic, Mctaphy sics, and Political Economy.

Passed.

Thomas N. Dunscorabe.

Degree of B.A.

George D. Evans,

John Richard Tarrant
Conuor.

Canice J. M'Gragh,

First Honor Class in Mathematical
Science. Exhibition of £50.

Second Honor Class in Logic, Meta-
physics, and Political Economy.

Second Honor Class in Biological

Science.

Charles J. M ‘Donald, .

Wm. Westropji White, .

William A. Wluteleggc,

Second Honor Class in Ancient
Classics.

Second Honor Class in Biological

Science.
Second Honbr Class in Biological

Science.

Michael R. Breen.

Charles F. Daly.

Passed.

Lee M‘K Fleming. I Wm. Norman Murphy. 1 Geo. Arthur Webster.

Michael J. M'Enery.
j

Humphrey H. Pearson.
|

Second University Examination.

I First Class Honors in Greek.

David R. P. Smith, . . < Second Class Honors in Logic.

( Second Class Honors in Mathematical Physios.

Wm. E. Wood, . . . Second Class Honors in Logic.

Passed.

James Bremner.
j

Frederick W. Fleming. I Francis J. M‘Cotter. 1 Francis Ludlow Sealy.

Richard Robert Davidson.
|

Edmund Russell Hennessy.
|

Daniel O’Cnllaghan.
|

John Stewart.

First University Examination

(Second Class Honors in Greek.
William 11‘Sweeny, • { Second Class Honors in Latin.

{ Second Class Exhibition £15.

Faculty of Medicine.

Frederick E. Adams,
Charles W. Allport,

Walter S. Barnes, .

Degree of M.D.

Second Honor Class.
I Michael Kelly,

Upper Pass Division. William O'Keeffe, .

Upper Pass Division.
|

J. M. Prendergast, .

Percy Allport.

Henry E. Brown.
Thomas Cahill.

Anthony B. Chambers.
Timothy Joseph Crowley.

Passed.

Pierce Joseph Daly.
Patrick Joseph Gallwey.
William Good.
John C. Hackett.
William Edward Hadden.

Henry Aylmer Haines.
Charles James Holmes.
J. M'Cambridge.
John Mortlock Phillips.

Percy Allport
Walter S, Barnes.
Thomas Cahill.

Anthony B. Chambers.
Timothy J. Crowley.

Charles Daly.

Frederick E. Adams.
Charles W. Allport.

Percy Allport.

Thomas Cahill.

Anthony B. Chambers.

Degree of M.Cu.

Pierce Joseph Daly.
Patrick J. Gallwey.
John C. Hackett.
William Edward Hadden.
Henry Aylmer Hoines.
Charles J. Holmes.

Diploma in

Timothy J. Crowley.
Pierce J. Daly.
Patrick J. Gallwey.
John C. Hackett.
William Edw&rd Hadden.

William Kelly.
Daniel Leliane.
J. M'Cambridge.
Matthias O'Keeffe.
William O'Keeffe.

J. M. Prendergast.

Obstetrics.

Henry Aylmer Haines.
Charles J. Holmes.
William O’Keeffe.
J. M. Prendergast.

. Upper Pass Division.

. Upper Pass Division.

. Upper Pass Division.

Geo. Atkins Rountree.

Arthur W. Sandford.

James M. F. Shine.

John W. Williams.

George A. Rountree.

Arthur W. Sandford.

James M. F. Shine.

John, W. Williams.

Charles.Wiseman.

George A Rountree.

Arthur W. Sandford.

James M. F. Shine.

Charles Wiseman.

Benjamin Hosford, .

John Kearney, .

Richard B. Gorsuoh,

,

Second University Examination.

(First Honor Class.

(First Class Exhibition £10 .

1 Second Honor Class.

(Second Class Exhibition £20 .

[Second Honor Class.

I Second Class Exhibition £20 .

George Fiend,
Thomas Keays,
J. J. Lynch, .

Frederick J. Tresilian,

Michael J. Whitty,

Upper Pass Division.

Upper Pass Division.

Upper Pass Division.

Upper Pass Division.

Upper Pass Division.
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Patrick BliickaJl.

John Weiply Bullen.

John 0. S. Burkett.

Janies Cagney.

Howard Carr.

Edward Reny Coffey.

Patrick G. Cotter.

Cecil S. Cronin.

Warren R. D. Crooke.

Eugene Crowley.

Maurice II. Curtin.

Jerome Barry,

Cornelius Bradley, .

Passed.

Penis J. Flynn.
John S. Fogerty.
George Henry Foote.

Richard E. Foote.
Edward Greene.
Michael C. Ilannan.

Maurice It. llannigan.

William Robert Hawkins.
Charles Hayden.
Daniel Ilenncssy.

Samuel Ii. Hunter.

Passed

Charles James Cooke.

Daniel Lee.
Philip August ineM’Carthy.
Alexander M‘Donnell.
James F. Mngner.
Bartholomew .1. Mangau.
Stephen E. M. Moxly.
William J. Moynalian.
Michael O'Brien.
James O’Connell.
Michael O’Halloran.
William O’Keeffe.

in Six Subjects.

|
Heslop Laird Pearson.

First University Examination.

. Upper Pass Division. I James Bradley, . .

. Upper Pass Division.
|

M. P. Williams,

Daniel O’Mahony.
James Joseph Prcndergast.
Matthew Purcell.
Patrick Quinlivan.
Augustine B. Ryan.
Jeremiah Ryan.
Denis Sheahan.
John Sheedy.
Edward Copley Ward.
Charles Greaves Woods.

. Upper Pass Division.

. Upper Pass Division.

James Ahem.
Henry T. Barry.

Roger B. Burke.

Patrick J. Cahill.

Thomas Callaghan.

Patrick J. Cleary.

Charles J. Cooke.

Henry R. Corbett.

Timothy Corkery.
Henry Alfred Cummins.
Jeremiah H. Curtin.

Charles Francis Daly.
William Henry Davis.
Williai i Demery.
Michael Patrick Dunlea.
Thomas Joseph Enright.
Maurice Foley.

Edward Grifltn.

John Finch Ilaincs.

Henry Harley.
Thomas ICeays

Daniei T. I.anc.

Charles J. Macdonald.
Thomas Stephen MacMalion.
James Richard Mangnn.
John Meenan.
Martin Maloney.
Daniel Murphy.
Michael J. Murphy.
Albert Thomas Nash.
Robert William Nixon.
Joseph O’Connor.
Patrick Joseph O’Hara.

Daniel Joseph O’Keeffe,
Malachi Joseph Robinson.

Maurice Sisk.

Richard Henry Spencer.
Richard Henry Wagner
James Joseph Waleh.
William A. Whitelegge.
Alleyn William Wolfe.
Robert Inglewood Wolfe.
Richard Thomas Young.

School of Engineering.

Degree of B.E.

James W. Banks, .... First Honor Class.

Passed.

John D. Evans. I John Kenny. I James Thompson.
Francis V. Johnson.

|
Edward A. O’Keeffe.

Second Professional Examination.

Francis Hartigan, .... Upper Pass Division.

Passed.

John Frederick Fogerty.

Faculty of Arts.

Degree of M.A.

Evans, George D No Honors offered at this Examination.

Sealy, Francis L., .

Austen, Henry.
Byrne, Richard P.

Degree of B.A.

. First Honor Class in Biological Science.

Passed.

Davidson, Richard R.

Fleming, Frederick W.
O’Callaghan, Daniel.

Wood, William E.

Second University in Arts.

Lynch, Edward D.,
O’Donnell, William,
Keogh, John A., .

Second Class Honors in Greek.

Second Class Honors in Mathematics.

Second Class Honors in Biology.

Corcoran, John Henry.
Crawford, Frederick J.

Dunler, William John.
Hughes, Henry E.

Passed.

1

Johnson, John D. A.

Mulcahy, Cornelius.
I

Pollock, James A.
Walker, Samuel.

First University in Arts.

Lockhart, John D., Second Class Honors in Mathematics.

Duffln, Robert J.
Gath, Richard Henry.

Passed.

Jenney, George William.
Naughten, Thomas.

Williams, Edward P.

3X2
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Faculty of Medicine.

Degree of M.D.

Atterbury, Walter.
Barry, Robert.
Bolster, John.
Bullen, John Welply.
Kali, Richard Henry.

Second Class Honors Exhibition, £25.
Second Class Honors Exhibition, £25.
Upper Pass Division.

Upper Hass Division.

Upper Pass Division.

Moynahan, William J.,

Sheedy, John, .

Barter, William,

Cagney, James, .

Swanton, James H., .

Johnston, George J. W.
Kelly, Richard E.

Lane, Isaac K.
MacMahon, Jeremiah.

Mangan, Bartholomew.

Passed.

O'Connell, James.
O'Mnhony, Daniel.

Prendergast, W. E. D.
Quinlivan, Patrick.

Scanlan, Stephen.

Sexton, Michael J.
Thompson, R. G.
Tooker, Francis G.
Ward, Edward Copley.
Woods, Charles Greaves.

Degree of M.B.

Passed.

Lee, Daniel.

Degree of M.Ch.

Adams, Frederick E., m.b."

Allport, C. W., M.n.
Barter, William.
Bolster, John.
Brown, Henry E.
Bullen, John Welply.
Cagney, James.

Good, William.
Hall, Richard H.
Kelly, Michael, m-b.
Kelly, Richard E.
Lane, Isaac R.
MacMahon, Jeremiah.
Mangan, Bartholomew.

Moynahan, William J.

Nation, John A.
O'Mahony, Daniel.

Prendergast, William C. D.
Quinlivan, Patrick.
Scanlan, Stephen.
Sexton, Michael J.

Sheedy, John.
Swanton, James H.
Thompson, Robert G.
Tooker, Francis G.
Ward, Edward Copley.
Woods, Charles Greaves.

Barter. William.
Bolster, John.
Cagney, James.
Good, William, ji.d.

Hall, Richard H.
Johnston, George J. W.

Diploma in

Kelly, Michael, m.b.
Kelly, Richard Edm.
Lane, Isaac R.
Mangan, Bartholomew.
Moynahan, William J.

Obstetrics.

O'Connell, James.
O'Mahony, Daniel.
Prendergast, William E. D.
Quinlivan, Patrick.
Scanlan, Stephen.

Sexton, Michael J.

Sheedy, John.
Swanton, James H.
Tooker, Francis G.
Woods, Charles, G.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

Bradley, Jama®,
Bradley, Cornelius,
M'Gragh, Canice J.,

Nixon, Robt. W.

First Class Honors Exhibition, £40.
Second Class Honors Exhibition, £20.
Upper Pass Division.

Upper Pass Division.

Briand, William.S. H.
Clarke, Joseph, run.

Cleary, Patrick Joseph.
Corbett, John N.
Corkery, Timothy.
Cummins, Henry A.
Daly, Charles F.

Dunlea, Michael Patrick.
Dwyer, John W.
Fogerty, William A.
Fuller, George.
Haines, John F.
Lane, Daniel T.
M'Carthy, Michael.
M'Gragh, E. F.

Passed.

M'Swiney, Horgan.
MacDonald. Charles J.

Massey, John B.
Moloney, Martin,
Moore, John.
Nngle, James J.
Nash. Albert T.

O’Brien, John J.
O'Hara, Patrick J.

O'Mahony, Daniel J.

Whitelegge, William A.
Williams, Michael P.
Wolfe, Alleyne W.
Wolfe, Robert J.

Burke, Patrick J.

Byrne, Richard P.
Connor, John R. T.
Fitzgerald, Maurice.
Hackett, William.

First Examination in Medicine.

Second Class Honors Exhibition, £!5.
Second Class Honors Exhibition, £15.
Upper Pass Division.

Keogh, John A., .

MaoSweenev, William, .

O’Sullivan, fedwardF., .

Hayes, William B.
Leader, Charles R.
Obre, John W.
Obte, Thomas.

Passed.

O’Callaghan, T. J.

O’Clery, Laurence.
O’Connor, James Kelly.

O’Leary, Denis.

O’Riordan, Timothy.
Orr, John J.
Runciman, Nathaniel Hy.
Townsend, Francis E.

School of Engineering.

Degree of B.E.

Passed.

Fogerty, J. Frederick.
| Hartigan, Francis C

Second Professional Examination in Engineering.

Moore, William Harley,

Porter, James,
O’Shanghnessy, M. M.,

(Also at Galway.)

First Clas9 Honors (Disqualified by University
j

Standing for Exhibition).
First Class Honors Exhibition, £40.
Second Class Honors Exhibition, £20.

Edwards, William B. I Pollock, James A.
Mulcahy, John F.

| Tuckey, T. W. Townshend.
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X. Tables for the five years preceding the Academic Year 1882-83, of tlic Students of the College

passed Examinations in die Queen’s University, -with the Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, <fcc., awarded.

Faculty of Arts.

Degree of M. A.

—

With First Class Honors,

With Second Class Honors, .

Upper Pass Division,

Passed,

Total,

Degree of B. A.

—

With First Class Honors,

With Second Class Honors,

Upper Puss Division,

Passed,

Total,

First University Examination-

First Honor Class, .

Second Honor Class,

Upper Pass Division,

Passed,

Total, .

Faculty of Law.

Faculty of Medicine.

Degree of M.D

—

First Honor Class, .

Second Honor Class,

Upper Pass Division,

Total,

Degree of M.Ca.,

Diploma in Midwifery, . . .

Second University Examination in Medicine-

First Honor Class, . . .

"

Second Honor Class, .

Upper Pass Division,

Passed, ....
Total,

First University Examination in Medicine a'

postponed subjects—

First Honor Class, .

Second Honor Class,

Upper Pass Division,

Total,

Degree of B.E

First Honor Class, .

Second Honor Class,

Upper Pass Division,
Passed,

Total,

School of Engineering.

First University Examination in Engineering

—

First Honor Class, ....
Second Honor Class,....
Upper Pass Division,
Passed, .....

Total,
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Year 1ST8. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £20 a year, for three years, at First University

Examination in Arts.

One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £15 a year, for tlireo years, at First University

Examination in Arts.

One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £15 n year, for two years, at First Univereity

Examination in Medicine.

Year 1879. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £20 a year, for three years, at First University

Examination in Arts.

One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £15 a year, for three years, at First Univereity

Examination in Arts.

One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £15 a year, for two years, at First University

Examination in Medicine.

One Student obtained the Peel Prizes in Composition, open to the competition of Graduates and
Undergraduates.

Year 1880. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £20 a year, for throe years, at First Univereity

Examination in Arts.

Year 1881. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition, £20 a year, for three years, at First University

Examination in Arts.

XI. (1), XI. (2). The information asked for under this head cannot be given further than it has already been
given in the returns under heads I. (1), to IV. (5).

XII. If any such title as " Associate " is conferred upon Students by the authorities
;
when the regulations

in reference to such title came into force
;
and how many Students have it conferred upon them—indicating

whether such Students have taken any University Degree.

A resolution was passed by the Council of the College in March, 1882, directing that Matriculated Students

in any of the Faculties who shall satisfactorily complete the recommended course of that Faculty should have
their names permanently retained on the books of tire College under tho title of Associate.

This resolution does not apply to Students who have taken a Univereity Degree, their names being retained

under the title of their degree on the books of the College, and Associates who afterwards take a degree have
had the degree substituted for this title.

At the present time the names of twelve Associates appear in the Calendar.

XIIL Table of Fees payable by the Students in the several Faculties.

Faculty- of Arts.

First Year.

Any four of the following:— £ s. d.

English (one Term), . . . . t 0 0
Greek, . . . . . .200
Latin, . . . . . .200
A modern Continental Language, . . 2 0 0
Mathematics (Firet Course), . . .200
Experimental Physics, . . . .200
College Fees, . . . . .0100

d. £ s. d.

8 10 0 or 7 10 0

Second Year.

Any four of the following:

—

Logic (one Term), ....
Natural Philosophy, ....
Greek (2nd Course), ....
Latin (2nd Course), ....
A modern Continental Language (2nd Course),
Mathematics (2nd Course),
English (2nd Course),....
Chemistry, .....
College, .....

1 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
0 10 0 8 10 0 or 7 10 0

Third Year.

ADy four of the following

Greek, Latin, English. History, Modern Continental Language Logic, Metaphysics, Political
Economy, Jurisprudence, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Practical Chemistry,
Zoology and Botany, Mineralogy, Geology, and Physical Geography, the Class Fee in each
case being £2 .

Total Class and College Fees, . . £8 ios.

School of Engineering.

First Year.

Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Modern Continental Language,
Experimental Physics,
Geometrical Drawing,
Office Work,
College Fee, ]

.

£ *. d.

2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
0 10 0

£ A if.
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Mathematics (2nd Course),

Mathematical Physics,

.

Mineralogy, Geology, and Physical Geography, 2 0 0

Civil Engineering,

Office Work.
Or, if attended in 1st Year,

College Fee,

Natural Philosophy, Applied,

Civil Engineering,

Office Work,
Or, if previously attended.

College Fee,

Faculty of Law.

English Law,
Jurisprudence,
College Fee,

English Law,
Civil Law,
College Fee,

English Law,
College Fee,

Faculty of Medicine.

Practical Anatomy,
Chemistry,
Zoology and Botany,

Greek, Latin, French, .

Mathematics,
English and Experimental Physics,

College Fee,

Anatomy and Physiology,
Practical Anatomy, .

Practical Chemistry, .

Materia Medica,
College Fee, .

Practical Anatomy,
Surgery,
Midwifery,
College Fee, .

Practice of Medicine,
Medical Jurisprudence,
Operative Surgery,
College Fee, .

The above are the Courses recoihmended to Students by the College, but they aro not compulsory except to
scholars, and in the Faculty of Medicino scholars are allowed to vary them by the leave of the Council.

Students can also attend any further Courses of Lectures that they wish, on paying tlio regulated Class Fee
of Two Pounds, and for a second attendance in the same Course One Pound, except in the case of Practical
Anatomy and Practical Chemistry, in winch the Class Fee is always Three Pounds, and Anatomy and
Physiology in which the Class Fee for a first attendance is Three Pounds and for a re-attendance Two Pounds.
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

No. 4.

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

Returns in Answer to Queries submitted by the Queen’s Colleges (Ireland)

Commission.

I. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University now reading, in the College, the course

for the First University Examination in Arts, specifying how many of these Students arc also reading the

course for the First University Examination in Medicine :

—

James Keers.
[

Andrew R. Davidson. I Joseph J. Lnftus. I Moses II. Cowan.
)

James F. Graham. William M-E. Meeke.
|

Charles W. Dugan. * Andrew C. Gregg.
(_

Robert J. Campbell. Nicholas J. M. Hession. James M. Keegan. John P. Gannon. r ,J

Edwin Began. I I I J

• This student attended the Second Tear Classes, and read the course for the Second Year University Examination, but he

Matriculated in the Royal University only last October, and is expected to go forward to First Year Examination, the work

for which he specially prepared last year.

"

(2.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the First University Examination,

and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Second University Examination in Arts :

—

Michael J. Jordan. I Arthur J. Benson. I t Dnvid Card.
j

f Daniel M'Coy. I

William A. Clarke. John Martin. f John K. M'ConnelL t -M. C. Gannon.
J-

12

Alexander M'Afee.
|

John Humphreys. I John F. Ward.
|

tW. H. Jack. )

t These Students Matriculated in the Queen’s University in Ireland, but are by Act of Parliament Students of the Royal

University, having been Matriculated before foundation of latter.

(3.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed tlio Second University Examination,

and are now reading, in the College, the course for the B.A. Examination:

—

George Gillespie.
|

William Moody.
Robert H. Davison.

|
Robert M'Elney.

Ilcnry Carroll.
John M’Elwec. }

8

(4.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed the B.A. Examination, and are now
reading, in the College, the course for the M.A. Examination :

—

Owen J. Shannon. I Sydney L. Maxwell—Exempted I Thomas M‘Cune—Exempted from
? g

HenrySmith. from attendance by College attendance by College Council. J
Thomas S. Hogg.

I
Council. 1 Ami 2 Seniors exempted. 2

(;>.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Arts in the College, who arcs not Matriculated Students

of the Royal University, pointing out those who arc Students of any other University :

—

Students—First Year, Arts.

Henry R. Brett,

Hcnr^L' Dowd"’ i
Matricidated Students of Queen's College,

Daniel Riord.-m,'
|

Galway, 1883-84.

Gerald M. Cloherty.J

•Observe ••—There arc four Students whose cases do not come under any of the above categories.

}
s

Total in Arts, 47

Subject of Section II., Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, iu Returns previously furnished to Queen's Colleges (Ireland)

Commission

Number of Students In Faculty of
Medicine,

Session, 1888-81.

Probable Number
preparing for tbo Exami-

nations of
tiro Royal University.

Probable Number
preparing for the Exami-

nations of
other Licensing Bodies.

Students of the
14 10 4

2nd year, . 10
3rd year, . !> 7
4 th year, . 8 2 6

Totals, . 41 22 19

f(3.) We subjoin a list of Matriculated Students of Medicine in this College, distinguishing those who
Matriculated in the Royal University :

—

First Year.

John C. Bowes,
Richard Allan,
•Joseph Stewart,
Edward M'Cormick,
Wm. J. Taylor,
Robert M'Causland,
William M'Callin,
Gerard J. Pierse,

John M’Elwee,
Tnomas S. Hogg,
Henry Smith,

Matriculated in Royal Univer-
sity, 1883.

{

Matriculated in late Queen's
University.

Eaton W. Waters, Matriculated in Royal University, 1883.

William Noble,
James S. Reynolds,
John Nolan,
Charles Dohertv,
Patrick Callaghan,
Andrew Smith, Matriculated'

) Matriculated In late Queen s

f University.

Matriculated in Queen's Col-

lege, Galway, 1882.

i Queen's College, Galway, 1883.

• These Students attended only some of the Arts Courses. (2 in first rear, anil 2 in second year), two Matriculated In the Royal University,

d two in this College previous to this Session.

t Sec Appendix III., U—No. 46, p. 486, for details ol tlie Academic and Professional Progress of Studants In this Return.
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Third Year.

John J. Curran.

.John F. Eagleton,

Earner Gallon, b.a.,

John C. Harkin,

Andrew M'Grath,

John M. Maenamara, b.a.,

Robert Blanchficld,

Joseph Maenamara,

John P. Corcoran,

1

I Matriculated Students of the
late Queen's Dnirersity.

J

Rol-ert J. Maenamara,
George A. Waters,
John Nixon,
Thomas Walsh,
James B. Coleman,
Martin Semple,
Samuel Hunter,
Michael T. Collins,

Matriculated Students of the
late Queen's University

.

III. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who arc now reading, in the College,

the course for the Degree of LL.B. :

—

Redmond M'Donough, »>. a., > Matriculated in late Queen’s I John R. Moorhead, b.a., ) Matriculated in late Queen's
Thomas E. Nelson, m.a., j University.

|
Owen J. Shannon, n. a., j University.

(2.) A list of the Matriculated Studeuts of the Royal University, who have obtained the Degree of LL.B.,
and are now reading, in the College, the course for the Degree of LL.D.

None.

(3.) A list of the Students now reading any course of Law in the College who are not Matriculated Students

of the Royal University, pointing out those who are Matriculated Students of any other University :

—

John Conroy, Matriculated in Quocn's College, Gslway, I Thomas I). O'Keeffe, Non-Matriculated.

1882. |
Timothy F. Kirwan, Matriculated in late Queen’s University.

IV. (1.) A list of the Matriculated Students of the Royal University who are now reading, in the College, the

Course of the First Professional Engineering Examination.

Atwell Thompson.

(2.) A list of the Students of the Royal University who have passed tho First Professional Examination in

Engineering and are now reading, in the College, the Course for the Second Professional Examination.

None.

(3.) A list of the Students of tho Royal University who have passed the Second Professional Examination in

Engineering and aro now reading, in tho College, the Course for the Degree of B.E.

Michael M. O'SUaughnessy. Francis J. Lynatn.

(4.) A liBt of the Students of the Royal University who liave obtained the Degree of B.E. and are now
reading, in the College, the Course for the Degree of M.E.

None.

(5.) A list of the Students now reading any Course of Engineering in the College and who are not
Matriculated Students of the Royal Univorsity, pointing out those who are Students of any other University.

Picrae M. Dwyer, ..... Matriculated in Queen's College, Galway, 1883.

D. C. Herries,...... Non-Matriculated.

V. (1 .) The names of all the Students of the College who have gained a Scholarship in the Royal Univorsity,

distinguishing those now reading in the College.

None.

(2.) The names of all tho Students of the^Eollege who have gained an Exhibition of the Royal University,

distinguishing those now reading in the College, and specifying in the case of each Student how many Exhibi-

tions he gained, what each Exhibition was worth, and at what Examination it was awarded.

Sydney L. Maxwell, .

J ames Thompson,

William J. Thompson,

Imsc R. Evans, ....
William H. Thompson,

'

Henry A. Btnns,....
Michael M. O’Shaughnessy, *

One Exhibition only, value £20, at Second University Examination in Arts
in October, 1882. Exempted from attendance by special permission of
College Council.

One Exhibition only, value £20, at Second University Examination in Arts

in October, 1882. This Student is not now reading in the College.

One Exhibition only, value £25, at the University Examination for the

Degree of B.E. in October, 1882. Ibis Student is not reading in the

College.

One Exhibition only, value £40, at Second University Examination in Arts

in October, 1883. This Student is not now reading in the College.

One Exhibition only, value £60, at the University Examination for the

Degree of M.D. in October, 1883. He has attended College this year.

One Exhibition only, value £60, at the University Examination for the

Degree of B.E. in October, 1883. This Student is not now reading in the

College. ...
One Exhibition only, value £20, at tlio University Examination for tho

Second Professional Examination in Engineering in October, 1883. He
la now reading in the College

^ ^
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(3.) The Names of all the Students now reading in tho College who have gained Scholarships or Exhibitions

of the College, specifying in each case the duration of each Scholarship or Exhibition, tho date at which it was

awarded, its value in money, and the amount of Fees remitted to the Student holding it
; stating also, in each

case whether or not the Student gaining the Scholarship or Exhibition was a Matriculated Student of the

Royal University.

FACULTY OF ARTS.

"Where Matriculated.

First Year.

Charles \V. Dugan, Sell. Literary Division,

William M'E. Meeke, „
Joseph J. Loftus. „
Nicholas J. M. Hession „
Andrew tt. Davidson, „
Edwin Hegan, Exhibition,

James Keen, Sch. Science Division,

Henry L. Dowd, „
Moses H. Cowan, „
James M. Keegan, „ .

Richard J. Campbell, „

Second Year.

William J. Clarke, Sch. Literary Division,

Arthur J. Denson, „
Michael J. Jordan,

,,

Andrew C. Gregg, „
Alexander M'A Ice, „
John Humphreys, Sch. Science Division,

John Martin, „
David Card, „

Third Year.

Robert IT. Davison, Sch. Literary Division,

John M'Elwee, ,,

Daniel J. M'Coy, „
Wm. C. Gannon, ,,

Wro. Moody, Exhibition,

George Gilfvspio, Sell. Science Division,
Robert M'Elnoy, „
Henry Carroll, „

Fourth Year—(Seni
Sydney L. Maxwell, .

Owen J. Shannon,
David Morion,
Samuel Fryar,
Henry Smith,
Thomas H. M'Cune,
Thomas S. Hogg, .

ion Scholars).

Royal University, 1883.

1IIB2.

Queen’s College, Galway T
Royal University, 1883.

„ 1882,

Royal University, 11182,

1881.

„ 1883.

„ 1882.

Queen's University, 1881.

Matriculated Students of Queen's

LAW.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. * '

First Year. £ £

Atwell Thompson, Sch.,-. . . -

r . 20 1 Year, ., J{ov., 1883,
"

• 5 Matriculntod In Royal University

1888.

Third Year.': ... .• >: ,'t. 1

•

,f -

Michael M. O'ShnuglineMyi Sch. .
' !

i
1

. 20 i l.Year, . N;ovt, 1863, • •3 • Matriculated hi- Qaeeh'a.'College!

Francis.J. Ljnlmm, Exh., . ... 16 S Matriculated in Queen's College,

BoA^ue^'Matriculated StndeBtl,

of late Queen’s University.
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FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

Kami: or Student.

Value of
Scholarship

Exhibition.

Duration.
Date when
awarded.

Value of

Foes
remitted.

Where Matriculated.

First Yeah.
£ £ ».

Joseph Stewart, Scholar,

Edward M'Cormick, Scholar

William J. Taylor, Exhibitioner

25
25
20

1 Year, Nov., 1883, .
1 S 10

5 10
Nil.

Royal Uuiversity, 1083.

Second Year.

Eaton W. Waters, Scholar,

25
25

1 Year, . Nov., 1883, . 5 10
6 10

tale Queen's University.

Royal University, 18f! .

Third Year.

25 1 Year, . Nov., 1883, 4 0 late Queen’s University.

Fourth Year.

Robert J. Macunmara, Scholar, ....
George A. Water*, Scholar,

William H. Thompson, Senior Scholarship in

Anatomy and Physiology,

Robert W. Henderson, Senior Exhibitiou in

Anatomy and Physiology,

25
25

40

15

1 Year, .

1 Year, .

1 Yoar,
.

Nov., 1883, .

Dec., 1883,

Dec., 1883,

t 01
L Of

Nil.

Nil.

late Queen's University.

Late Queen's University.

Late Queen's University.

VT. (1.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical Years for the five

entrance Scholarships in Literature (£24 each for One Year) and the number of such Scholarships awarded.

Tears, 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-88. 1883-84.

Number of Students who competed, . . * 15 9 12 8

Number of Scholarships awarded, . . 4 6 5 5 5

(2.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical Years for the five entrance

Scholarships in Science (£24 each for Ono Year) and the number of such Scholarahips awarded.

Tears, 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83. 1883-84.

Number of Students who competed, . . 10 21 10 8 8
Number of Scholarships awarded, . . 6 5 5 5 5

(3.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical Years for the five Scholarships

of the Second Year in Literature (£24 each for Two Years) and the number of such Scholarships awarded.

Yean, 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83. 1883-81.

Number of Students who competed, . . 6 5 7 8 6

Number of Scholarships awarded, . . 6 3 5 5 5

(4.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical Years for the five Scholarships

of the Second Year in Science (£24 each for Two Years) and the number of such Scholarships awarded.

Years, 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83. 1883-84.

Number of Students who competed, . . 8 7 7 5 4
Number of Scholarships awarded, 5 5 5 5 3

(5.) The number of Students who competed in each of the last five Academical Years for the Seven Senior

Scholarships (£40 each for One Year), and the number of such Scholarehips awarded :

—

Tears. 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83. 1883-84.

[ Number of Students who competed, . . 9 10 16 12 9

Number of Scholarships awarded, ... 6 7 7 6 7

VIL The number of Students who entered the College in each of the Academical Years 1882-83 and

1883-84. Stating how many of these Students, in each year, passed the Matriculation Examination of the Roys 1

University, how many are not Matriculated Students of any University, and how many are not Matriculated

Students of the College :

—

1882-83.

Number of Students who entered, . . • • • • •

Number of the above who passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University,

^Number of Non-Matriculatad of the College,
tNon-Matriculated in any University, . .

1883-84.

Number of Students who entered, ...•••••
Number of the above who passed the Matriculation Examination of the Royal University,
*Number of Non-Matriculaccd Students of the Collcgo, .....
-.Non-Matriculated in any University,

* We have no record for this year.

t Those numbers Matriculated in this College in therespcctive yearn.

I For details, see No. 5, post.
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404 QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

VIII. (1.) Number of Students who entered the College in each of the Fire Academical Years previous tr

1882-83, classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Nou-Matriciilatcd Students:-.

Arts. L.». Medicine. Engineering. Total. Matriculated Noe-
Matriculated.

No. wlm entered 1881-82, . 18 8 50 1 81 73

„ „ „ 1880-81, . 80 2 (1!) 0(i

,, 1870-80, . 21 <!0 7 90 8

,, ., ,, 1878-79, . 21 2 (12 8*

„ „ ., 1877-78, . IS 3 SI 3 G7 (1

(2.) Number of Students who attended the College in each of the Fire Academical Veal's previous to 1882-83,

classified according to Faculties, and distinguishing Matriculated from Noil-Matriculated Students :

—

Year.

Faculties.

Or.cn dnnal
Students.

Total.

Deduct
attending

Faculties.

Total
Separate

Individuals.

Matricu-
lated.

Non-MtM-
eulated.

Arts. Uw. Medicine.
Engi-

neering.

J881-S2, . 57 8 122 11 7 205 4 20

1

192 9

1880-81. . 71 8 120 12 8 214 C 208 201 7

1879-80, . 57 10 101 12 0 185 ISO 170 4

1878-79, . 59 9S 6 2 174 7 107 102 5
1877-78, . 49 114 11 2 181 6 175 ICG 9

IX. (a.) List of the Students of the College who liave passed any Examination of the Royal University,

showing the Examinations passed by each Student, with the Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, itc., awarded hy the

Royal University in 1S82 and 1883, respectively, distinguishing those Students who arc now studying for a
further Examination in the Royal University, and the Examination for which each is reading :

—

Names of Students of Queen's College, Galway, who obtained Degrees, Diplomas, and Honois at the

Examinations of the Royal University of Ireland, in June and October Commencements in 1S82.

Faculty of Law.

Degree of LL.B.— Malloy, Mark, m.a.

Faculty of Arts.

Degree of if. A.

Scconil Class Honors.—Kirker, H. Fitzwulter, in Logic,
Metaphysics, and History.

Passed—Jordan, William; Morrow, Henry W.j Semple,
Samuel

;
Smyth, T. Croskery.

Degree of B.A.

Second Class Honors.—Keating, William H. ; M'Donagh,
Redmond.

Passed.

Buckley, Thomas. I Moody, John.
Freyer, John. Newell, Peter.
Gailey, John. Rowney, George A. H.
M'Granahan, James.

Second University Examination in Arts.

Shannon, O. J., First Class Honors in Latin, Second Class
in English, Second Class in Logic.

Maxwell, S. L., First Class Honors la Latin, Second Class
in Greek.

Hamilton, W. M., Second Class Honors in Latin.

Thompson, J., Second Class Honors in Greek, Second Class

in English.
Irvine, IT. A., Second Class Honors in English.

Hogg T. S., First Class Honors in Logic.
Fry nr, S., Second Class Honors in Mathematics.
M'Cune, T. U., Second Class Honors in Mathematical Phy-

sios, Second Class in Experimental Physics.
Boycott, William D.
Mahon, William.
Mitchell, Andrew (Galway and

Belfast).

Morton, David.

Sionno, George.
Smith, Henry.
Smith, Joseph.
Tyney, J. A.

Exhibitions—Second Class, £20 each.

Maxwell, S. L.
;
Thompson, J.

First University Examination in Arts.

Note—(Seventeen Students having passed the Sessional Exam*
'nations in the College were exempted from presenting themselves

for this Examination at the lioyal University.)

Faculty of Medicine.

Degree ofDoctor of Medicine.

First Class Honors—Wise, Charles H.
|

Second Class Honors—M'Murray, J.

Upper Pass Division—

J

ackson, Mark
;
Kelly, Michael; Gibson, William

;
M'Dcrmott, Cornelius ;

Moynan, R. M*

M'Manus, L. S.

Atock, Martin Henry.
Courtney, William.
Dillon, Luke Gerald.

Maguire, Connor J.
O’Loughlin.

O’Gorman, Patrick.

O'Shaughnessy, Thomas Henry.

Whelan, Joseph H.

Atock, M. H.
Black, J. G-
Gibson, W. Walter.
M'Dcrmott, C.
M'Donnell, J. R.

Degree ofMaster ofSurgery (M.Ch.).

M'Manus, L. S.

M ‘Murray, .T.

Moynan, R. M.
O'Connell, D. V.
Courtney, William.

Dillon, Luke Gerald.

Kelly, William.

M'Connell, Edward.
M'Cormick, John J.

Maguire, Connor J. O’L.

O’Shanghnessy, Tlioma9 H.

Rutherford, Robert Leonard

(Galway and Cork.)

Whelan, Joseph H.
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The Diploma in Obstetrics.

Gibson, William. |
M‘Mnrray, J.

|
Maguire, C. J. O’L.

|
Whelan, Joseph H.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

Upper Pass Division.—Bartley, William
;
Lynch, J. A.

; Macnamarn, R. J. ;
Mahon, I>. B.

;
Munro, W. H. ; O’Doherty, C

Passed.

Axford, William.

Blackall, Patrick.

Fairbrothor, J.

Haniy, J. J.

Hannan, M. C.

Heaney, Patrick.

Dodds, Robert.

Gass, A. B.

Heuston, F. S.

M‘Kinney, D. J

.

M'Sherry, E. II.

Mncnamara, Joseph.

Robinson, Edward.

M' Alter, J.

M'Donnoll, N ,T.

Passmore, G. S.

•Sexton, W.
Soraghan, P. J.

Simms, John J.

Boyd, Robert James.
Condon, Richard T.

Costello, Thomas B.

Eaglcton, J. F.

Ewens, George F. W.

Waters, G. A.
Atock, Arthur.
Carroll, James.
Kenny, Jolin Drought.
M'Elancy, Daniel D.

Passed.
Flood, Edward F.

Graham, George R. M.
Horncck, Samuel.
M’Bridc, Neal,

M'Sheffrey, Patrick.

Milligan, William.

Moynan, Richard M.
Nolan, Herbert W. B.

Purcell, Matthew.
Sharpe, John H.
Trimble, Robert.

Mosaman, F. V. H.
O’Sullivan, Patrick.
Waide, Hugh E.
Williamson, James D.
Leslie, Richard W.
Blanchtield, R.

First University Examination in Medicine.

Upper Pass Division—Livingstone, J. L.
;
O’Donnell, Henry.

School of Engineering.

The Degree of B.E.

Second Class Honors.—Thompson, W- J.

Upper Pass Division—Gcraghty, Thomas R. A. ; Hardy, Earl A.

Passed.—Heron, Arthur T.

Second Professional Examination.

Rians, Henry A.
|

Creighton, Robert W.
|

llowney, George A. II.

Exhibition—Second Class, £'25.

Thompson W. J.

Matriculation Examination of the Royal University in 1882.

Michael J. Jordan (1881).

JohnF. Ward.
John M. Harpur.
Thomas C. II. Oldham.

James M'Conaglicy.
Samuel Hopkins.
William A. Clarke.

Arthur J. Benson.

Alexander M‘Afee.
John Humphreys (1881).

John P. Gannon (1881).

John Martin.

Eaton W. Waters.

Henry B. Maunsell.
James Massey Keegan.
Alfred Allman.

(b.) Names of the Students of Queen’s College, Galway, who obtained Degrees, Diplomas, and Honors, at

the Examinations of the Royal Umvendty of Ireland in June and October, 1883.

William Henry Keating, d.a.

Faculty of Arts.

Degree of M.A.

I

Degree of B.A.

SydneyL. Maxwell, Second Class Honors in Ancient Classics.
James Thompson, Second Class Honors in Ancient

Classics.

Owen J. Shannon, Second Class Honors in Ancient Classics.
Thomas II. M'Cune, First Class Honors in Experimental William D. Boycott.

Physics.
| GeorgeSloano,

Redmond M'Donough, b.a.

Thomas S. ITogg, First Class Honours in Biological Science,

William Mahon, Second Class Honours m Biological

Science.

Henry Smith.

Faculty of Law.

* Degree of LL.D.

Mark Molloy, ix.n.

ISaa

ri?‘
E
L
anS

* F"* Cla33 Honors in Latin ; Second

r““,.,
H<?ors m Greek: Second Class Honors in

iStion £40
ri°n0rS inLOgiC; Fir3tCkS9

George Gillespie, Second Class Honors in Mathematical

v'^’i
and

£irst Class in Experimental Physics.

p,

H Elnny, Second Class Honors in Mathematical
hysics, and First Class in Experimental Physics.

Second University Examination in Arts.

Samnel Caldwell.

Henry Carroll.

Robert H. Davison.

George Duncan.

John MlElwee.
William Moody.
Michael O’Kefly.
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First University Examination in Arts.

Samuel Hopkins, recommended for Honors in Experimental Physics.

J'usscd.

Arthur J. Benson.

William A. Clurke.

I John Humphreys.

|
Michael J. Jordan.

I Alexander M'Afee.

|
John Martin.

I John F. Ward.

|
Eaton W. Water

Johu Andrews.

Thomas Family.
Thomas G. Garry.

A. M. Johnson.

Campbell, M. Mitchell.

Faculty of Medicine.

Degree of Doctor of Medicine.

I

William J. Mitchell. I

James Torrens.

William H. Thompson, First 1

Class Exhibition, value £50

Robert W. Henderson.;

William Watters.

Patrick B. White.
James Carroll.

Peter J. Doyle.

Joseph B. Jackson.

Robert M'Elwaine.
John M'Glynn.
John M'llroy.

Arthur E. Morris.

Claudius O'Donel.

John Andrews.
Thomas Family.
Thomas G. Garry.

William J. Mitchell.

Degree ofM. Ch.

Patrick 0’Gorman, m.d.

James Carroll.

Robert W. Henderson.

Joseph B. Jackson.

Alexander M. Johnson.

C. M. Mitchell.

Arthur E. Morris.

Thomas Pritchard.

William If. Thompson.
William Watters.

Patrick B. White.

Degree in Obstetrics.

Thomas G. Garry.
|

William J. Mitchell.

.1. P. It. Jamison.

Vincent F. Lcnnan.
Frederick J. Burns, Upper

Pass Division.

Second University Examination in Medicine.

F.iclmrd II. Brew.
F. C. J D. Browne.
Richard T. Condon.
Thomas B. Costello.

John F. Eaglcton.

Samuel Ilorncek.

Neal M‘ Bride.

William E. Macfeeters.

John Nesbitt.

George Vance.

Matthew Caldwell.

James Clifford.

John M. Macnainara.

First University Examination in Medicine.

I James C. Ilarkin. I Walter M. Hamilton.
John J. Curran. I Alexander Henderson.

|
John W. Fogarty.

|
Thomas S. Hogg, ii.a.

Andrew M'Grath.
Eaton W. Waters.

School of Encinf.erinq.

Degree ofB.E.

Henry A. Binns, First Class Honors, and First Class Exhibition, value £50.
Robert W. Creighton.

|
Georgo A. If. Rowncy, u.a.

Second Professional Examination.

Michael M. O’Sliaughnessv, Second Class Honors, I Francis J. Lynhain, Second Class Honors,
and Second Class Exhibition, value £20.

John C. Bowes.
William M'Callin (1882).

James K cers ( 1 882).

James F. Graham.
Richard Allan (1881).
Edwin Hegnn.
Richard J. Campbell.

Matriculation Examination, 1883.

William J. Taylor.

Joseph Stewart.

Andrew G. Davidson.
William M‘E. Mcekc.
Nicholas J. M. Hcssion.

Joseph J. Loftus.

Edward McCormick.

Charles IV. Duggan, Second

Class Honors in French.

Moses H. Cowan, Second

Class Honors in French.

Atwell Thompson.
Robert M‘Causland.

X. Tables for the five years preceding the Academic Year, 1882-83, of the Students of tlio College who

passed the Examinations in the Queen’s University, with the Degrees, Diplomas, Prizes, ic., awarded.

Faculty ofArts

Number of Students who obtained the Degree of’M.A.,
»• >, Degree of B.A.,

First University Examination passed, .

•

'

Faculty ofLaic.

Number of Students who obtained the Degree of LL.D.,

Faculty ofMedicine.

Number of Students,who obtained the Degree of M.D.,
• i •• Degree of M.Ch.,

Passed Second University Examination, . , .

Passed First University ^Examination,

'

Dip'raia-in Midwifery, .
,

'

.

Engineering Department.

Number of Students who obtained the Degree of B.E.,
Passed First University Examination,

1878-78. 1877-78.
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Year 1881-82,

Year 1880-81,

Year 1879-80,

Year 1878-79,

Year 1877-78,

n 1>

. One Stndent obtained tliu Peel Prize in English Composition, open to the Compet ["ion
of Undergraduates in Medicine—Subject, Insanity.

. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £20 a Year, for Three Years, at FIrsS
University Examination in Arts.

. One Stndent obtained the Peel Exhibition of £15 a Year, for Two Years, at First
University Examination in, Medicine

. One Student obtained the Peel Prize in English Composition, open to the Competition
of all Undergraduates—Subject, The Poetry of '• Wordsworth.”

. One Student obtained the Peel Prize in English Composition, open to the Competition
of Undergraduates in Medicine—Subject, Sensation.

'
. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £20 a Year, for Three Years, at First

University Examination in Arts.

. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £15 a Year, for Three Years, at saimr-

Exaniination.

Olio Student obtained the Peel Prize in Composition.
Oiie Student obtained the Peel Prize in English Composition, open to the Competition

of all Undergraduates.
. One Student obtained the Peel Prize in Composition, limited to the Competition of

Undergraduates in Mci icino.

. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £20 a Year, for Three Years, and £10 a
.
Year for Three Years as the best answerer in Classics at First University Examina-
tion in Arts.

. One Student obtained £15 a Year, for Three Years, and £10 a Year for Three Years
as the best answerer in Mathematics.

. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £15 a Year, for Two Years, at First
University Examination in Engineering.

. One Student obtained the Peel Prize in Composition, open to the Competition of
Graduates and Undergraduates.

i. One Student .obtained the Peel Exhibition of £20 a Year, for Three Years, and £5 a
Ycnr, lor Three Years as one of two (equal), best answerers in Ancient Classics

(First Arts).

. One Student obtained £15 a Year, for Three Years, at same Examination.
One Stndent obUiiued £15 a Year, for Two Years, at First University Examination in

Engineering.

. One Student obtained the Peel Prize in Composition, open to the Competition oi

,
Undergraduates in Medicine.

. One Student obtained the Peel Exhibition of £20 a Year, for Three Years, at First

University Examination in Arts.

XI. (1.) Number of Students in -each -Faculty who are now preparing for an Examination of the Royal
University.

It cnnnot)bc ascertained with accuracy how many Students intend proceeding for the Examinations of the Royal Univertity-

The number attending College in each Faculty is herewith stated

Faculties. •

Number of Students, First Year,

„ „ Second Year,

„ „ Third Year,

. ,, Fourth Year,

„ Occasional,

Medicine. Engineering.

14 3
10
9 3
8

Total, 47 9 41 c 6

(2.) Number of Students in each Faculty who arc not preparing for an Examination of the Royal
University.

_ " (Same remark as above.)

XII. If any -title, as “ Associate,” is conferred upon Students by the Authorities of the College
;
when the

regulations in-reference to
'

suck title came into force, and how many Students have it conferred upon them,
indicating whether such Students have taken any University Degree:

—

The title of “ Associate ” is not conferred upon any Student of this College.

XIII. Table of Feos payable by the Students in the several Faculties :

—

‘ £. £
Class Fees payable by Students of the First Year, 10 4

—„ „
I. „ . Second Year, .10 • 4

C», „ — . ,. . ,
Third .Year, .

. 6 4

„ ,, • ,, Fourth Year, .
*

ihe abovei'ctura is mer'dly an approximate statement, a

Student.

23rd May, 1884.
"" * '

the* Fees vary according -to the requirement of a

A Return showing the number of Students from each of the four Provinces in the Faculty of Arts?

in Queen’s College, Galway, during the Academical years 1882-3 and 1883-4.

Provinces. Year 189S-S. Year 1883-4.

Connaught, 17 14
Munster, .

3 5

Ulster, 30 27
Leinster, . 1 1

51 47

* Applicable to a Senior Scholar in Arts, who can take any ordinary class for a fee of C2.
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Details of that part of Return, No. VII., from the Three Colleges, which deals with “New
Matriculated Students of the College not Matriculated in any University," and “New
N on-Matriculated Students."

New Matriculated students of the College not matriculated in any university, . 30

Of these there entered in arts who did not continue his course that year, .

Entered in aits probably with no intention of proceeding to an university,

Who entered in arts and were in fact matriculated in Royal University

known to College Registrars,

Entered in arts probably with view of proceeding to Royal University, .

Entered in engineering and have continued their studies in Engineering School; 3

Entered in engineering and did not continue their studies, .... 1

Entered in law and have continued their studies in that faculty, ... 1

Entered in medicine and have continued their studies in the College, . .19
Entered in medicine and have not continued their studies in 1883-4, . . 2

Entered in medicine and discontinued in 1882-3, 1

Entered in arts and medicine and have continued their studies in medicine.

Total, . a

Belfast.

23

Galwaj

12

New non-matriculated students,

Entered in arts to attend special subjects which they have continued in 1883-4,

Entered in arts to attend special subjects for that year,

Entered in arts and matriculated in Royal University in 1883,

Entered in arts and matriculated in Royal University in 1883, and proceeded

to Cambridge, ...........
Entered in law and mati-iculated in Royal University in 1883,

Entered in law and did not continue the course, ......
Entered in medicine and continued their course in 1S83-4, ....
Entered in medicine and have not continued theiv course in 1883-4,

Total, .

2 engineering 1

1883-4.

New Matriculated students of the College not matriculated in any university,

Of these there entered in arts, ....
„ „ „ engineering,

„ „ „ medicine, ....
„ „ „ law classes,

Entered in medicine but did not continue the course,

10
4

New non-raatriculated students, . . . . . . . . .14

Entered in arts,

Entered in engineering, . . . . , . . , _ j
Entered in medicine who have passed the preliminary of Royal College of

Surgeons, Ireland, g
Entered in medicine, probably with view to Royal University, .

Entered in medicine who are not known to have passed any preliminary exami-
nation,

Total, . . , 11
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No. 6.

Printed Form sent to the Royal University.

A. return is requested showing :

—

I. The total number of Students who presented themselves at the several Exami-

nations in the different Faculties, in the years 1882 and 1883 respectively,

and the number who passed ; also the number that presented themselves at

each Examination from each of the three Queen’s Colleges, in these years respec-

tively, and the number that passed. It is suggested that the return may be

made in somewhat of the following form :

—

— To,...
Queen's College,

Belfast.
Queen's College,

Galwat.
Queen's College,

Cork.

Examined. Passed.
1

Passed. Examined. '"l Examined. P”*,i

Ann.

First University Examination,

Second University Examination, .

B.A. Degree

SI. A. Degree

Total in Arts, .

Examination for LL.B

Examination for LAD

Total in tato, .

Engineering.

First Professional Examination, .

Degree of B.E., ....
Degree of H.E., ....

Total fn Engineering,

Medicine.

First Examination in Medicine, .

Second Examination in Medicine,

.

Degree of M.B., ....
Degree ofM.D

Total in Medicine, .

II. A return in similar form to the above, showing :

—

The total number of Scholar-ships, Exhibitions and other Prizes awarded at the several examination in

each Faculty, in the years 1882 and 1883 respectively, and as regards Scholarships, in the year 1884,

and also the number gained at each Examination by Students of each of the tliree Queen s Colleges.

HI- The total number of Students who presented themselves for the Matriculation Examination, in the

Academical years 1882-3, and 1883-4, respectively, and the number that passed ;
Btating also the

number oi Exhibitions awarded.

(1.) The minimum per contage of marks, in Honour papers, on which First Class Honours have been

awarded in the several Examinations in the several Faculties.

(2.) The minimum per centage of marks, in Honour papers, on which Second Class Honours have been
awarded.

(3.) Tho minimum per contogs of marks, in Pass papers, l-cquired for passing the Examination.

3 Z
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No. 7a.

The subjoined Letter and the Returns following same wcro sent by the Royal University

in answer to the printed forms set out in the preceding number.

Royal University of Ireland.

Dublin, May 24, 1884.

Sir,

Referring to your letter of 20th May, we beg to inform you that wo have been directed by the

Standing Committee of the Senate of the University to supply, for the information of the Commission

of which you are the Chairman, the particulars asked for by the printed document which you

enclosed to us.

With reference to query No. 1, we are unable to give the information for which you apply,

because the records of this University do not contain any particulars as to the places at which the

Candidates who presented themselves for, but failed to pass examinations in the year 1882, were

educated.

We enclose a return in the form prepared by you of all those who were examined in the year

1883. We must, however, call attention to the fact that the figures therein given do not fully

answer the inquiry of your Commission, because our information os to when the several Candidates

were prepared for the examinations was derived from the statements, inserted by each Student on

the “ Form of Application " for leave to attend the examination, and we have become aware that

some students wno had been studying at one or other of the Colleges, mentioned in your query,

returned themselves as having been prepared by “ Private Study ” or otherwise.

With reference to your query, No. 2, we enclose a return giving the information which you require,

but we must call attention to the fact that under the Statutes of this University

—

“All Students of the Queen’s University at the time of its dissolution (3rd February, 1882)

“are entitled to present themselves for their then next examination only, in the Royal
“ University, in the subjects prescribed by the Curriculum of the Queen’s
“ University, provided that they shall not be entitled to the Honours, Ex-
“ hibitions, or Prizes maintained by the Funds of the Royal University.”

The right conferred by this clause has been largely availed of by the Students of the Queen’s

Colleges. We will have a careful examination made of our books for the year 1883, and will furnish

you with the number of Candidates who claimed the above mentioned right at each examination in

that year, and we may add that wc -will, if possible, make a similar return for the year 1882.

Wo must also call attention in connexion with this point to the fact that inasmuch as there was
not any University Examination at the close of the first yew’s course, in the Queen’s University, hut

only Sessional Examinations in the Colleges, Students coming within the Statute above quoted are

entitled to exemption from the First University Examination upon the production of the Certificate

of having passed their College Sessional Examination.
As to query No. 3—Five hundred and forty-eight Candidates wcro examined in 1882, and of

these 490 passed the Examination, and thirty-one Exhibitions were awarded.
In 1883, the number examined was 717, of.whom G06 passed, and among these thirty Exhibitions

were awarded.
As to query No. 4—Honours are awarded at the various Examinations in the Faculty of Arts, in

the several subjects separately. We enclose a Table showing the lowest mark upon which 1st and
2nd Class Honours respectively were obtained in each subject, at each Examination, in each year.

In the Faculties of Law and Medicine, and in the School of Engineering the Honours are awarded
upon a report made by the various Examiners based upon the answering of the Candidates upon all

the Papers both Pass and Honour.

.

With reference to the Marks required for passing an Examination, the general rule of this Univer-
sity is that in the Faculty of Medicine the standard required is 50 per cent., and in the other

Faculties, 30 per cent., and the cases of any Candidates who fail to obtain these marks, in each sub-

ject of the Examination are specially considered by the Examiners, and subsequently by a Committee
of the Senate.

We are, sir, your obedient servants,

J. C. Meredith, 1

D. B. Dunne, j

Secretaries.

R. P. Carton, Esq., Q.C.,

35, Rutland-square.
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I—Return showing the number of Students who presented themselves at the several Examinations in the
different Faculties, in the year 1883, and the number who passed; also the number that presented them-
selves at each Examination from each of the three Queen’s Colleges, and the number that passed.

— T""1-

Examined. Passed.

AllTH.

First University Examination, 883 271

Second University Examination, . 103 180

B.A. Degree, 7® S3

M.A. Degree 11 0

Total in Arts, 803 480

I/AW.

Examination Tor LL.B., , 9 a

Examination for LL.D., . . * 4

Total in Law, . . « 8

Enoinjsemkg.

First Professional Examination, . 7 8

Second Professional Examination, 13 0

Degree of B.E., .... 0 8

Degree of M.E., .... ~ -
Total in Engineering,. 39 S3

Medicine.

First Examination in Medicine, . 188 80

Second Examination In Medicine,

.

308 104

Degree of M.B., .... 4 3

Degree of M.D 133 83

Total in Medicine, 497 200

II.—Exhibitions Awarded

—

1882, 1883.

In the Faculty of Medicine there wore two Examinations within the yoar, and tlio number* in the foregoing tnblo of Medical candidates
the sum of the numbers that woro examined on thoBo two Examinations. They are somewhat in excess of the numbers of

AJd d
exanened within the year, as eomc were examined on both oocasions. The number of individuals is given in tho table on page 819,

3 Z 2
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III.—Matriculation—Royal University.

No. of Candidates No. of Candidates No. of Exhibitions

Years. presenting themselves. who passed. Awarded,

1883, 548 490 31

1883, . . 717 606 30

IV. 1 2.—Lowest per-centagc for Honours at the First and Second University Examinations in Arta

First University Examination.

— 1882.
|

18B3.

j

B*
|

Second. First. Second.

Latin, 03 56 72 56

Greek, 64 49 66 52

French, 87 65 75 61

86 76 74 none

Celtic, 89 none 92 none

Hebrew, . . 88 56
J

none none

English, 70 56 74 50

Mathematics, 60 50 41 22

Experimental Physics, none 48 73 51

Second University Examination.

1882. 1883.

First

j|

Second. First Second.

Latin 76 66 69 56

Greek 71 50 66 53

English, none 59 74 61

Erench, none none 78 61

German none none 75 61

Celtic, none none 88 none

Logic, 57 60 70 50

Mathematics, 55 26 48 31

Mathematical Physics 68 47 69 33

Experimental • „ nono 60 70 54

Chemistry, none none 66 49

Biology none none 89 56

Geology, none 80 none

Lowest per-centage for Honours at B.A. Degree Examination.

1883. 1883.

First Second. First Second.

Mathematical Science, 46 nono 47 27

Ancient Classics, . , . . , , 74 52 75 55

Experimental Science, 78 49 56 40

Biological Science,...... none 33 61 50,

Logic, Metaphysics, and Political Economy, , 56 48 68 45

English, Political Economy, and History, none 51 none none

Political Economy, General Jurisprudence,
and History.

none non. none 26

English, General Jurisprudence, and History, . none 54 none
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SI.A. Degree Examination.

— 1883. .....

First. Second. —

Logic, Metaphysics, and Political Economy, .

Political Economy, Metaphysics, and History,

none

none 49

In 1883 the Candidates
for the M.A. Degree
presented themselves
under the Regula-
tions of this Univer-
sity, which at that
time did not provide
for any Honours at
that Examination.

Medicine.

IV. 3. Lowest Pass Mark, . . SO por cent.

And see Secretaries’ Letter.

Arts.

30 per cent.

Return in answer to Requisition of Commissioners, July 7th, 1884.

Return showing tho Amounts deducted from Prizemen during the period from December, 1881, to J une,

1884, on account of their having held some pecuniary Prize in one of the Queen’s Colleges (vide U mvei-

sity Education (Ireland) Act, 1879, sec. 9, sub-sec. 4).

Student's Name. Date.
Amount of

l'rizo.
Deduction. Quoen’s College.

£ £

B. W. Barnett, . May, 1882, 12 « Belfast

W. T. Gorman, . ii
12 0 -•

G. D. Evans, Novomber, 1882, 50 20 Cork.

R. M. Jones, . » 50 50J Belfast.

J. W. M'Vickcr, » 50 5

W. A Russell, . ..
40 24

;

»

H. D. Darbisbire, 1.
20 so

J. Hunter,
i.

20

j

20 »

S- L. Maxwell, . n 20 20 Galway.

J. Thompson, . ...
20 20 »

J. E. Campbell, 20 20 Belfast

W.M'F.Orr, . February, 1883, 50 24

M. E. M. Lennox, November, 1883, 40 24 ••

R. J. E. Donald, . »
20 20

James Tate, „ 100 100

William S. Johnson, . January, 1884, 50 24 ••

J. J. Alexander,
r..

DO 24 ’
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No. 7ft.

uVole.—This is Return, Royal University of Ireland (7a), corrected by the proper authorities of the Three
Colleges, such corrections being rendered accessary by the circumstances disclosed in tlio Letter of the

Secretaries of the Royal University, dated 24th May, 1884, and printed at tlio beginning of Return A-
and also by the fact that in the case of Students who have attended more than one College, such Students

are, or appear to be, claimed by each of the Colleges at which they attended. Tlio corrections as given by
the Colleges appear in heavy type.

Return showing the number of Students who presented themselves at the several Examinations in the different

Faculties, in the year 1883, and the number who passed
;
also tlio number that presented themselves at

each Examination from each of the three Queen's Colleges, and tlio number that passed.

-
T0t“-

Queen's College,
Belfast.

Queen's College, Queen's College,
Cork.

Examined. Passed. Examined. IW,L Examined. r"“a- Examined. Passed.

A*TS.

First University Examination. . 383 371 70 53 is 0 8 0

Second University Examination, . 133 ISO 51 38 17 n 12 u

B.A. Degree 76 S3 47 39 15 9 11 7

M.A. Degree, 11 0 S 3 2 2 - -
Total is Arts, 6U2 480 173 133 49 31 31 24

Law.

Examination for LL.B., 3 2 . i - - - -
Examination (or LLP., 4 4 3 3 1 1 - -

Total is Law, 0 6 6 6 1 - -

Engineering.

First Professional Examination, . 7 C 3 3 - - - -
Second Professional Examination, 13 9 1 1 3 2 9 0

Degree of B.E. 0 B 3 3 3 3 3 2

Degree of M.E., - - - - - - - -
Total in Engineering . 23 22 7 7 0 A 12 8

Medicine.

First Examination in Medicine, . ICS 80 58 29 26 11 42 20

Second Examination in Medicine,

.

30S 104 85 46 31 13 07 3S

Degree of M.B 4 3 - - _ - 2 1

Degree of M.D., .... 133 83 64 37 21 19 40 30

Total in Medicine, m 200 207 112 78 43 1S1 82

Exhibitions Awarded—1882, 1883.
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No. 8a.

Return furnished by the Secretaries of the Royal University from the Official Register ofthe
late Queen’s University.

Number of Candidates from the three Queen’s Colleges, who were examined at the different

University Examinations during the years 1677-8-9-80 and 81.

* Including ono Candidate who was prepared at two of the Queen's Colleges.
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416 QUEEN'S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

No. 86.

Number of Candidates from the three Queen’s Colleges who passed the different Universitt

Examinations during the year's 1S77-78-79, 1880 and ’81.

Note.

—

The materials for this Return were furnished by each of the Colleges from their own Records—the
College authorities stating that they had no materials whence to ascertain tho number of Students

who presented themselves for the various Examinations. Tho figures in heavy type indicate the

places where this return differs from the preceding return, No. 8a.

— -
1877.

Pass.

1878. 1879.

Pass.

1880.

Pass.

1881.

Pass.

(Belfast, . 28 29 34 37 35
First University Examination, . ( Cork, . 7 16 14 15 18

( Galway, . 16 13

(Belfast, . 29 20 34 21 83

B.A., •(Cork, . . 3 7 12 8 17

(Galway, . 9 a 9 14 12

(Belfast, . 12 14 14 12 12

M.A (Cork, . 4 2 5
(Galway, . 2 l 6 2 7

(Belfast, . 2 3 4 1 2

LL.B., (Cork,
(Galway, • .

”
2

”
2 1

~
1 :

( Belfast, . _ 8 2 4 1

LLD., (Cork, . . 1 - - _ -

( Galway, . 1 2 - -

t Belfast, . 1 3 2 3 1

First Examination in Engineering, ( Cork, . 3 4 2 3 9

( Galway, . 2 2 3 1 4

(Belfast, . 1 1 4 2‘ 4

( Cork, . . 5 2 4 2 4

(Galway, . 2 1 2 4 3

(Belfast, . 69 60 70 64 64
First Medical Examination, (Cork, . 34 39 36 56

(Galway, . 39 44 42 81 44

(Belfast, . 29 46 60 42 GO
Second Medical Examination, . 23 32 20 28 85

(Galway, . 21 24 29 21 26

(Belfast, . 22 26 19 33 38

M.D., (Cork, . 14 12 18 22
(Galway, . 12 10 20 18 17

(Belfast, . IS 18 12 22 27

( Cork, 12 10 12 17 19

{ Galway, . 9 7 9 9 9

< Belfast, . 13 8 14 18 16

( Cork, 10 6 11 7 14
(Galway, . 2 4 11 2 6

See letter of Secretaries, Royal University, 24 May, 1884, in No. 7a.

* Table showing the number of Candidates who presented themselves for examination under the
regulations of the late Queen’s University during the years 1882 and 1883.

— 1882. 1883. — 1883. 1833.

Second University Examination in Arts,

.

4 0 B.E. Examination, 7 0

B.A. Examination, . . .... 83 13 First Examination in Medicine 302 151

MJL „ 8 0 Second „ ,, .... 238 138

LL.B.. „ 0 0 MB. „ 139 114

LL.D., „ 2 0 M.Ch. „ 121 95

Second Examination In Engineering, 5 1 Dip. Ob*. » 79 60

• This table shows the number of Candidates who daiinad ths privilege of presenting themselves under the'Qucen'e University Regula-
tions. For the number Of individuals who actually presented themselves tea Addenda, p. SIP, Koval University tables in relation to the
Queen’s Colleges. '
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No. 10.

Statement of the Number of Candidates who obtained their Degrees, &c., in the Queen’s and
Royal University of Ireland, and who entered for the Competitive Examinations for Commissions

in the Army Medical Department, during the yearn 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, and 1884, distin-

guishing their Qualifications both Medical and Surgical, and showing the number who Passed

for Vacancies; also the number that entered from all sources and the number that Passed.

Sovbce of Qualification.

Examination, 188a

j

Kxaminatiou. 1881. Examination. 1882. Examination, 1889. initiation, 1884.

Fnlirnary. August. Febrmiry.
|

August

j

February. 1 August February,

j

August August

|H
111

\t'

1

1
h 1

1
i 3

o|

jjl H
Its Total.

j

|
£

ij
1

'll
St- |H

u S

II
!

I*
- Total.

gj

\l H

si

jjl

From all Sources, 42 33
| 78

|

89 .. .. 80
!

28 « .. 30

“I
00 IS 43 20 - 21 72 so

Queon'stJntvorsity.M.D., . 4
'

4 11
|

" 7 7 5 9 3
1

0 ! i 3 ! 7] 2 2 1 1 2 0

Do., M.Cn., . 4 4 11
j

11 4 4 2 3
!

0
1

1 i 1
1

!

- - 2 1 3 -

Royal University, M.D., . - 1 -
!

- - - - - - 4 2 4 1 7 3 8 1

Do., B.Cn., . " " "
1

1

- 8 2 8 3 7 3 6 1

Note.—

T

ills table has boon supplied by the Director-Geucrnl, Army Medical Department, War OClce.

APPENDIX III. B.

Documents given in Evidence by Witnesses.

No. 1.

Referred to in Evidence of Rev. J. Leslie Porter, qq. 135-40, 20S, 209, 241.

Graduates, &c.

The following Degrees in the Faculties of Avts, Law, and Medicine, and in the Department of
Engineering, anil the following Diplomas in Civil Engineering, Agriculture, Elementary Law,
anil Midwifery, have boon obtained in the Queen’s University by Students of Queen’s College,

Belfast, who subsequently obtained the distinctions and positions attached to their respective
names.

An asterisk is affixed thus (**) to the names of Graduates, etc., who hold a College Scholarship in Queen’s
College, Belfast.

Alexander, William, m.d. 1805. Army Medical
Service, by conqiefcitioii.

•Allen, A. J. Campbell, B.A., 1872, m.a. 1877. Senior
Wrangler University of Cambridge, 1878.

Anderson, John A., M.D. 1800. Army Medical
Service, by competition.

•Anderson, Richard J., n.A. 1800, m.a. 1870, m.d.

1872. Professor of Natural History, Queen's
College, Galway.

Anderson, William W., M.D. 1867. Army Medical
Service, by competition.

Archer, Thomas, m.d. 1876, m.cti. 1876, Dip. Med.
1876. Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Aston, Wm. Geo., b.a, 1862, m.a 1863, Honoris
CausH D.Lit. 1882. Consular Service, Japan, by
competition.

•Barbour, David M., b.a. 1862, Honoris Causfl. D.Lit
1882. Civil Service of India, by competition.

Barkley, David G., b.a 1854, m.a, 1855, Honoris
0ftu8<i ll.d. 1882. Civil Service of India, by com-
petition

; Member of Legislative Council, India.
Beatty, Thomas, Dip. Eng. 1864, m.e. 1882. Engi-

neer, Public Works of India, by competition.
Beresford, John S., Dip. Eng. 1805, m.ij. 1882.
Engineer, Public Works of India, by competition.

Birkmyre, Jnines, b.a. 1801, m.a. 1882. Civil Service
of India, by competition.

John C
,
m.d. 1800, sr.cn. 1880, Dip. Mid.

1880. Medical Officer, Chinese Imperial Maritime
Customs.

•Bole Wifiiam, ba 1853, m.a. 1855. Inspector of
National Schools.

•Bottomley, James T., b.a. 18GC, m.a. 18G7. Lecturer -

in Natural Philosophy in the University ofGlasgow.

•Bottomley, William, u.k. 1S69. Sometime of Imperial
Telegraph Department, Brazil.

Breakey, John. m.d. 1853. Naval Medical Service,

by competition.

•Brown, J. M'Leavy, b.a 1808. Assistant Chinese

Secretary, British Legation, Pekin ; Chinese Secre-

tary to the British Embassy to Eurojie and the
United States (1868).

•Browne, A. Lang, m.d. 1871, m.ch. 1871 Army
Medical Service, by competition.

Browne, JohnWalton, b.a. 1863, m.d. 1867. Surgeon

in Royal Hospital, Belfast.

Browne, Samuel H., m.d. 1870, m.ch., 1870. First

place Naval Medical Service, by competition.

*Buick, David, b.a. 1862, lt,.b. 1876, ll d. 1879, m.a.

1882. Civil Service of India, by competition;.

Agent to Governor, Ganjani.

Burden, Henry, b.a 1859, m.d. 1860, m.a. 1861..

Late Demonstrator of Anatomy, Queen’s College^

Belfast.

Burrows, Andrew. b.a 1863. Assay Master ofMint,
Calcutta.

Byers, John William, b.a. 1874, m.a. 1875, m.d., k.ch.

1878. Physician for Diseases of Women, Royal
Hospital, Belfast.

Campbell, Arthur R., M.D. 1874. Indian Medical

Service, by competition.

Oarleton, Patrick M., m.d. 1877, Dip. Mid. 1877,

m.ch. 1878. Army Medical Servioe, by compe-

tition.
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418 QUEEN'S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Catherwood, W. A., m.d. 1S65. Army Medical

Service, by competition.

•Chambera, Robert M‘C., b.a. 18G5, it.a. 1S66. Head
Master, Grammar School, Perth.

•Charles John James, m.d. 1865, m.ch. 1865, b.a. 1867,

m. A, 1868, Honoris Caustt D.Sc. 1882. Professor

ofAnatomy and Physiology, Queen’s College, Cork

;

Fellow of Royal University of Ireland.

•Charles, T. W. Cmnstoun, ild. 1S69, ji.ch. 1869.

Demonstrator, &c., St. Thomas’s Hospital, London.

•Coates, Charles V., b.a. 1873, m.a. 1874. Royal

Scholarship, 1871, by competition.

•Coates, John M., m.d. 1855. Indian Medical Service,

by competition
;
late Sanitary Commissioner for

Bengal ;
Principal and Professor of Medicine, <fcc.,

«tc., Medical College, Calcutta.

•Oorkey, Joseph, b.a. 1866, m.a. 1857, ll.b. 1859,

LL.D. 1882. Late Professor of Celtic Languages,

Queen’s College, Galway.
•Corry, Thomas Hughes, b.a. 1877, m.a. 1878. f.l.s.,

late Shnttleworth and Foundation Scholar, Gon-
ville and Caius College, Cambridge.

Craig, John, b.a. 1852. Inspector of National

Schools.

•Cuming, Edward, b.a. 1873, m.a. 1882. Student-

ship in the Inns of Court, London.
•duuiing, James, B.A. 1854, m.a. 1855, m.d. 1855,

Honoris Causa D.Sc. 1 882. Professor of Medicine,

Queen’s College, Belfast
j
Examiner in Medicine,

Queen’s University.

Cunningham, John A., m.d., m.ch. 1880. Indian

Medical Service, by competition.

•Davidson, Richard B., m.d. 1860. Ai-my Medical
Service, by competition.

•Davis, George M‘B., m.d. 1866, m.ch. 1866. Army
Medical Sen-ice, by competition.

•Dawson, Louis R., m.d. 1873, m.cii. 1873, Dip, Mid.
1873. Army Medical Service, by competition.

Dempsey, ' Patrick J., M.D. 1876, m.ch. 187G, Dip.

Mid. 187 6. Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Dewar, Elliott P., b.a. 1870, m.a. 1871. Inspector

of National Schools, by competition.

Dick, Jolm, m.d. 1869. Surgeon, Mount Ida
District Hospital, Otago, New Zealand.

•Dick, Jolm C., b.a. 1872, m.a. 1877. Head Master,
Academical Institution, Londonderry.

•Dill, Samuel, b.a. 1864, m.a. 1882. Head Master,

Grammar School, Manchester.
*Dods, Robert, b.a. 1861. Head Master, School of

Modern Languages, Royal Academical Institution,

Belfast.

•Donnell, Robert Catlier, b.a. 1860, m.a. 1863.
Honoris Causa ll.d. 1882. Sometime Whately
Professor of Political Economy in the University
of Dublin

;
formerly Examiner in Jurisprudence

and Political Economy, Queen’s University ; late

Professor of Jurisprudence and Political Economy,
Queen’s College, Galway.

•Dogherty, James B., B a. 1864, m.a. 1865. Professor
of Logic, Bellas Lettres, and Rhetoric, Magee
College, Londonderry.

Dunlop, James, m.d. 1868. Naval Medical Service,

by competition.

•Frazer, James, m.d. 1867, m.ch. 1867. Army Medical
Service, by competition.

Gillespie, Robert, m.d. 1853. Army Medical Service,

by competition.

•Ginrlette, G. H. Desmond, m.d. 1879, m.ch. 1879.
Indian Medical Service, by competition.

Graham, - Hugh C. b.a. 1856. m.a. 1882. Professor

of Metaphysics and Ethics, Magee College, London-
derry.

Gamble, John, b.a. 1866. Late Professor of Lan-
guages, Eagleswood Military Academy, New
Jersey, C7.H. ; Head Master, Collegiate Academy,
Canton, Ohio, U.S.

•Hall, John Carey, b.a. 1866, m.a. 1881. Consular
Service, Japan, by competition.

•Halliday, John T., b.a. 1869. Civil Service of

India, by competition.

•Hamilton, Alex., b.a. I860, m.a. 1882. Inspector
of National Schools, by competition.

•Hart, Robert, b.a. 1853, Honoris Causa m.d. 1875
Honoris Causa ll.d. 1882. Inspector-General’
Imperial Maritime Customs, China

: (now Sir
Robert Hart, K.C.M.G.)

Haslett, John Courtney, m.d. 1878, m.ch. 1878.
Army Medical Service, by competition.

Hay, Robert, m.d. 1862. Naval Medical Service,

by competition.

•Heath, Robert Edward, m.d. 1859. Army Medical
Service, by competition.

Henderson, William R. .m.d. 1S7S. m.cii. 1878.
Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Hodges,Geo. Justus L.,n.a. 1864, m.a. 1882. Consular
Service, Japan, by competition.

•Hooy, William, b.a. 1868, m.a. 1869, Honoris Causa
D. Lit. 1882. Civil Service of India, by compe-
tition.

•Houston, Thomas G., b.a. 1863, m.a. 1864. Head
Master, Coleraine Academical Institution.

•Hunter, John L., b.a. 1S63, m.a. 1864. Professor

of Mathematics anil Natural Philosophy, King’s

College University, Windsor, N.S.
•Ingram, Thomas D., Dip. El. Law, 1852, b.a. 1853,

LL.B. 1853., M.A. 18S2, LL.B. 1882. Law Student-

ship, Inns of Court, London, by competition;

and Professor of Law, and Jurisprudence, Pre-

sidency College, Calcutta.

Johnson, William E., m.d. 1870, m.ch. 1870, Dip.

Mid. 1872. Army Medical Service, by competition.

Johnston, William Tlios., m.d. 1875, Dip. Mid. 1875.

Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Jordan, Jolm N., b.a. 1S73, m.a. 1882. Second

place, Consular Service, Japan, by competition.

•Kune, Hugh Smiley, Si.a. 1860, m.d. 1862, m.a. 1882.

Geological Survey of India, by competition.

•Keenan, Michael, b.a. 1867. Inspector of National

Schools, by competition.

•Kirkcr, Gilbert, m.d. 1876, M.cn. 1879, Dip. Mid.

1879. Naval Medical Service, by competition.

Kirpatrick, II. C., m.d. 1875, m.cii. 1875. Army
Medical Service, by competition.

Kirkpatrick, Win. T., b.a. 18G8, m.a. 1870. Prin-

cipal, Lnrgan College.

•Larmor, Joseph, b.a. 1874, m.a. 1875, Honoris Causa

d.sc. 1882. Professor of Natural Philosophy,

Queen’s College, Galway
;
Senior Wrangler, Uni-

versity of Cambridge, 1S80 ;
Fellow of St. John’s

Collego, Cambridge
; Fellow of the Royal Univer-

sity of Ireland.

•Leebody, John lb, b.a. 1862, m.a. 1863, Honoris

Causa D.sc. 1882. Professor of Mathematics and

Natural Philosophy, Magoo College, Londonderry.

•Lei tcli, Matthew, b.a. 1863, m.a. 1864, Honoris Causii.

L.Lit. 1882. Professor of Biblical Criticism, As-

sembly’s College, Belfast.

•Leiulrum, William Henry, m.d. 1881. m.ch. 1881,

Dip. Mid. 1881. Army Medical Service, by com-

petition.

Little, Charles, m.d. 1871, M.cn. 1871. Army Medical

Service, by competition.

Little, Stephen, m.d. 1878, m.ch. 1878, Dip. Mid.

1878. Indian Medical Service, by competition.

Logan, John S., m.d. 1881, m.cii. 1881, Dip. Mid.

1881. Army Medical Service, by competition..

Longford, J. Henry, b.a., 1868. Consular Service,

Japan, by competition.

•Lupton, William, b.a., 1852, m.a. 1853: Late Pro-

fessor of Jurisprudence and Political Economy,

Queen’s College, Galway.
*M‘CalJ,um, John, b.a. 1866, m. A. 1882. Head In-

spector of National Schools.

•M’Clintock, Wm. Jos., B.A. 1878, M.A. 1879. In-

spector of National Schools.

M ‘Clure, Edmund, -b.a., 1864, m.a. 1865. Secretary

of the Society for the Promotion, of Christian

Knowledge.
M'Conaghy, John, m.d. 1841, m.ch. 1871. Army

Medical Service, by competition.
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•MacCormac, Wm., b.a. 1855, m.d. 1857, m.a. 1858,

Honoris Gansu m.cm. 1879, Honoris Causa D.Sc.

1882. Now Sir William MacCormac, Surgeon to

St. Thomas's Hospital, London
;
formerly Member

of Senate of Queen’s University.

M’Cormack, Robert James, m.d. 1881, M.CH. 1881,

Dip. Mi'l- 1881. Naval Medical Service, by com-

petition.

M'Cracken, John A., B.A. 1866, m.d. 1870, m.ch.

1870. Army Medical Service, by comiwtition.

•M'Oreevy, James, m.d., 1857. Army Medical Service,

by competition.

M ‘Crystal, Edward, m.d. 18G5. Army Medical Ser-

vice, by competition.

MacDonald, John A., m.d. 1863. Naval Medical

Service, by competition.

•M'Elwaine, Adam J., n.A. 1874, m.a. 1882. Inspec-

tor of National Schools.

•M'Farlaud, Jolm II., n.A. 1871, M.A. 1872. Head
Master of Ormond College, Melbourne.

•M*Gaw, Joseph T., n.A. 1861, m.a. 1882. Sometime
Professor of Logic, Belles Lettres, and Rhetoric,

Magee College, Londonderry.

•M'Geagh, Robert Thomas, m.d. I860, M.cn. 1880,

Dip. Mid. 1S80. Army Medical Service, by com-

petition.

Macgill, Edward, M.D. 1854. Army Medical Service,

by competition.

M‘Ivor, Robert, m.d. 1S76, m.ch. 187C. Naval
Medical Service, by competition.

•M'Kano, John, d.a. 1SG0, m.a. 18G2, Honoris Causil

ll.d. 18S2. Barrington, Lecturer. Formerly
Examiner in Jurisprudence und Political Economy,
Queen's University, Professor of English Law,
Queen’s College, Belfast.

•M'Keon, Edward, n.A. 18G5. ConsiUar Service,

China, by competition.

•M'Kellnr, Alexander Oborlin, m.d. 18G9, m.ch. 1869.

Assistant Surgeon in St. Thomas’s Hospital,

London, and Lecturer in Operative Surgery.

•M'Keown, William Alexander, m.d. 1869, m.ch.

1869. Member of Senate, Royal University.

*M‘Kinney, Hugh Q., Dip. Eng. 1807, m.k. 1882.

Engineer, Public Works of India, by competition.

•Macloskie, Geoigc, b.a. 1857, m.a. 1858, Honoris

Causa D.sc. 1882. Professor of Natural Science,

College of Now Jersey, Princeton, U.S.

*M‘Mahon, George Y., b.a. 1852, Dip. El. Law. 1852,

m.a. 18G0. Late Professor of Modern Languages,

Royal College, Mauritius.

*M'Master, James, n.A. 1871, m.a. 1873, Honoris

Causa D.Lit. 1882. Professor Ancient Classics

Magee College, Londonderry
;
Fellow of the Iioyal

University of Ireland.

•M'Minn, Charles W., n.A. 1858. Civil Service of

India, by competition.

•M'Mordie, David, B.E. 1868. Engineer, Public

Works ofIndia, by competition.

•M'Mordie, Hans, b.a. 1867, m.a. 1868, Honoris
Causfl ll.d., 1882. Late Member of Senate,

Queen’s University.

•M'Mordie, William It., m.d. 1868, Honoris Causa
m.ch. 1882. Late Examiner in Midwifery,

Queen's University.

•M'Quaid, Peter J., m.d. 1872, m.ch. 1872. Inspec-
tor of National Schools,, by competition.

•M'Wattcrs, George, b.a. 1860, m.a. 1882. Civil

Service of India, by competition.
•Martin, James Hall, b.e. 1868, m.k. 1882. Sur-

veyorship, Deraerara.
Maybin, William, b.e. 1873, m.a. 1882. Head

Master, Burgh School, Kirkcaldy.
•Meeke, Moses, b.a. 1868, m.a. 1869. Inspector of

National Schools, by competition.
•Millar, John Bell, b.k. 1868, m.e. 1882. Assistant

Professor, Owens College, Manchester.
•Monteath, James, b.a. 1867, m.a. 1868. Civil Ser-

vice of India, by competition.
Monteath, Joseph J., m.d.' 1867. Indian Medical

Service, by competition.

Moore, John, m.d. 1852. Surgeon in Royal Hospital,

Belfast.

•Mullan, Andrew, b.a. 18G2, m.a. 1863, m.d. 18G6.
Naval Medical Service, by comjjetition.

•Mulligan, William John, b.a. 1858, M.A. 1882.
Second Place, Civil Service of India, 1859, by
competition.

*Munro,J. Edwin C., b.a. 1871,ll.b. Univ. of Camb.,
ad enndeni, 1876, Honoris Causa, ll.d., 1882.

Studentship, Inns of Court, London,by competition.

•Murphy, James E., b.a. 1876, m.a. 1867. Civil Ser-

vice of India, by competition.

Murray, W. W., m.d. 1869. Professor of Materia
Medica in College of Physicians and Surgeons, Bal-

timore, U.S.
•Nedwiil, Courtney, m.d., 1S60. Army Medical Ser-

vice, by competition.

Nelson, Joseph, m.d. 1863. Ophthalmic Surgeon,

Belfast Royal Hospital.

•Nesbitt, Alfred A.I., b.a. 1878, m.a. 1S82. Professor

of English Literature in the Muhammadan Anglo-

Oriental College, Aligarh.

•Newsome, James C., b.a. 1860, m.a. 1867. Examin-
ation for Consular Service, China, by competition.

O'Flaherty, Thomas A., m.d. 1859. Naval Medical

Service, by competition.

“Oliver, diaries Henry, b.a. 1876, m.a. 1878. Professor

of English Language, Tuugwen College, Peking.

O'Neill Henry, m.d. 1877, m.ch. 1877, Dip. Mid. 1877.

Surgeon and Pathologist in Royal Hospital, Belfast.

•Park, John, b.a. 1862, m.a., 1863, Honoris Causa
D.Lit. 1882. Professor of Logic and Metaphysics,

Queen’s College, Belfast; Fellow of the Royal
University of Ireland.

•Podlow, James, m.d., 1876, M.cn. 1876, Dip. Mid.
1876. Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Perry, James, b.e. 1873, m.e. 1882. County Surveyor,

Ireland, by competition.

•Peny, John, b.b. 1870, m.e. 1882. Professor of Ap-
plied Mecluuiics, City and Guilds Technical College,

Finsbury.
•Porter, Alexander, M.D. 1864. Army Medical Ser-

vice, by competition.

Porter, Andrew M., b.a. 1856, m.a. 1882, Honoris
Causa LL.n., 1882. Master of the Rolls, Ireland.

•Porter, Francis K., B.A. 1865. Consular Service,

China, by competition.

•Porter, JolinS., b.a. 1858, m.a. 1882. Civil Service

of India, by competition.

•Porter, Leslie A. S., B.A. 1873., M.A. 1875, Honoris
CausA ll.d. 1882. Civil Service of India, by
competition.

•Piice, Gordon, m.d. 1868, m.ch. 1868. Army Medi-
cal Sendee, by competition.

Price, William, m.d. 1868, m.ch. 1868. Army
Medical Service, by competition.

•Quale, William A., m.d. 1877, m.ch. 1877, Dip. Mid.

1877. Army Medical Service, by competition.

•Reid, Robert, b.a. 1854. Army Medical Service, by
competition. Late Demonstrator of Anatomy,
Queen's College, Galway.

•Reid, Robert, B.A. 1862, M.A. 1863. Civil Service of

Ceylon, first place, by competition, 1866.

Rentoul, J. Lawrence,B.A. 1867, m.a. 1868. Professor

of Theology, Ormond College, Melbourne.

Robinson, Robert H., M.D. 1877, M.OH. 1877. Indian

Medical Service, by competition.

•Ross, David, b.a. 1853, m.a. 1854,Dip. El. Law, 1854,

ll.b. 1855, Honoris Causa ll.d. 1881. Q.C., late

Secretary, Queen’s Colleges Commission
; Late

Member of Senate of Queen’s University
;
Commis-

sioner of National Education ;
Recorder of Belfast.

Ross, James, m.d. 1874, M.cn. 1876, Dip. Mid. 1876.

Indian Medical Service, by competition.

•Ross, James, b.a. 1881, m.a. 1882. Inspector of
National Schools.

Rowney, William, M.D. 1878, m.oh. 1878. Army
Medical Service, by competition.

•Russell, James, B.a. 1863, M.A. 1873, ll.b. 1874, ll.d.

1882. Consular Service, China, by competition.

4 A 2
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•Russell, Samuel Marcus, n.A 1877, M.A. 1878. Pro-

fessor of Mathematics and Astronomy, Tnngwen
College, Peking.

•Sanders, Richard B., b.e. 18G4. County Snweyorahip,

Ireland, by competition.

•Scott, Ross, B.A. 1869, m.a. 1870. Civil Service of

India, by competition.

•Seeds, Robert, Dip. El. Law 1856, B.A. 1857, ll.d.

1857, i.ud. 1850, m.a. 1882. Q.C.

Semple, David, m.d. 1881, m.cu. 1881, Dip. Mid.

1881. Army Medical Service, by competition.

Sharkey, Edmund tie la Garde, n.A. 1803, m.a. 18CG.

Civil Service of India, by competition.

Sharpe, Alexander, m.d. 1879, m.ch. 1879. Army
Medical Service, by competition.

Sharpe, William, M.D. 18GG, m.ch. 18G8, Army
Medical Service, by competition.

•Shaw, James Johnston, h.a. 18G5, m.a. 18G6, Honoris

Caustl ll.d. 1882. Sometime Whately Professor of

Political Economy, University ofDublin, and Pro-

fessor of Logic, Belles Lettres and Rhetoric, Magee

College, Londonderry.

Shawcross, H. Joseph, b.e. 1873, Assistant Engineer,

Borough of Liverpool.

•Sinclair, Thomas, m.d. 1881, M.CH. 1881, Dip. Mid.

1881. Demonstrate!' of Anatomy, Queen’s College,

Belfast.

•Smith, Hugh M‘L., b.a. 186G, m.a. 1883. Civil

Service of India, by competition.

Smith, J ames W. T., M.D. 1853. Physician in Royal

Hospital, Belfast.

•Smith, William M‘L., n.A. 1863, m.a. 1864. Late

Professor of Mathematics, Doveton College, Cal-

cutta.

•Smyth, Thomas Watt, n.A. 1858, m.a. 1859. Civil

Service of India, by competition.

Spedding, Robert D., n.A. 185S, m.a. 1850. Civil

Service of India, by competition.

Stack, Edward, B.A. 1869, m.a. 1870, Honoris Causa

ll.d. 1882. Civil Service of India, by competition,

(First Place)
;
Director of Agriculture, Assam.

•Stevely, Robert Saukey, b.a. 1863. Inspector of

Schools, England.

Stewart, William, m.d. 1852. Army Medical Service,

by competition.

•Strange, S. English, b.a. 1871, m.a. 1872. Inspector

of Rational Schools, by competition.

Taggart, David, m.d. 1S5S. Army Medical Service,

by competition.

•Tate A. Clmmliors, ij.a. 1875, M.A. 1876. Civil Service
of Indio, by competition.

Thornley, John Going* 1

,
m.d. 1864. Army Medical

Service, by competition.

Thynne, llenvy, u.a. 1 859, ll.ii. 1873, m.a. 1882
ll.d. 1882. Lite Sub-Inspector, Constabulary, by
direct nppointmi'iit

;
Resident Magistrate.

Wales, John Frederick, n.A., 1872, m.d. 187G, m.ch.
1876. Medical Officer, Chinese Imperial Maritime
Customs.

Walker, David, M.D. 185C. Late Surgeon to the "Fox"
Arctic Expedition in search of Sir John Franklin.

Ward, Morons J. B., u.a. 1864. Inspector of Schools,
England.

Watson, John, M.D. 1S79. Army Medical Service

by competition.

•Watters, Thomas, n.A. 1861, m.a. 1862. Consular
Service, Chinn, by competition.

•Weir, Isaac, n.A. 1804, m.a. 1882. Q.C.

Wheeler, Charles II., m.d. 1881, m.cii., 1881. Naval
Medical Service, by competition.

Wheeler, Edwin, m.d. 1804. Naval Medical Ser-

vice, by competition
;
Acting Medical Officer, H. M.

Legation, Japan.

Whitaker, Henry, m.d. 1859. Naval Medical Ser-

vice, by comjietition.

•Whitla, William, m.d. 1877. Physician in Royal
Hospital, Belfast.

•Wilkinson, H. Show, u.a. 1864, ll.b. 1872, ll.d.

1871. Consular Service, Japan, by competition

;

Studentship, Inns of Court, London, 1871.

Wiliams, Thomas Joseph, Dip. Eng. 1859, b.e. 1882.

Royal Engineers, by competition.

•Wilson, James, n.A. 1852, m.a. 1853, ll.b. I860,

Honoris Causa, LL.D. 188

1

. Law Studentship, Inns

of Court, London, Trinity Term, I860, bycompeti-

tion
;
formerly Examiner in Law, Queen’s Univer-

sity
;
Clerk of Convocation, Royal University.

•Wilson, John, n.A. 1854. Inspector of National

Schools, by competition.

•Wilson, John, U.A. 1857, m.a. 1882. Civil Service

of India, by competition.

•Wilson, John, n.A. 1868, m.a. 1809, m.d. 1871. Naval

Medical Service, by comjietition.

•Wilson, William James, m.d. I860. Army Medical

Service, by coinjiotition.

•Wylie, James Owens, ila. 1867, m.a. 1SG8, Dip. El.

Law 1870, LL.B. 1871, ll.d. 1874. Exhibition,

Inns of Court, Loudon, 1871.

The following Degrees and Diplomas in the Faculties of Arts, Law, and Medicine, and in the

School ot Engineering, have been obtained in the Royal University of Ireland by Students
of Queen’s College, Belfast1

.

Atkinson, Alexander, b.a. 1883.

•Austin, J. J., m.d. 1882, m.ch. 1882.

Barber, Robert Alex., m.d. 1883 M.CH. 1883.
Beatty, Robert A., b.a. 1 882.

•Bell, T. G., m.d. 1882, h.ch. 1882.

Bigger, Edward Coey, m.d. 1883, h.ch. 1883
Blaine Robert G., b.e. 1883.

Boyd, R. H
,
b.a. 1883.

Brannigan, Henry C., m.d. 1883, m.ch. 1883.
Brownlee, Joseph J., m.d. 1883, m.d. 1883, Dip. Obst.

1883.

Bruoe, Robert, b.a. 1883.

•Burrows James R. b.a. 1882.

•Calwell, William, m.d. 1883, m.ch. 1883.

•Cambpell, John E., b.a. 1 883.

•Campbell John, b.a. 1883.

•Chambers, Joseph, B.A. 1883.

Clarke, George, M.D. 1883, h.ch. 1883.

Collier, George V., b.a. 1883.

Cook, James, m.d. 1882.

•Corr, William R., ll.b. 1 882.

Craig, Janies, m.ch. 1882, Dip. Obst. 1882.

Oroinie, Thomas, m.d. 1882, m.ch. )882, Dip. Obst.
‘ 1883.

Darbisbiro, Herbert D., b a 1883.

Deacon, J. G., m.d. 1883, m.ch. 1883.
.

•Dickey, Arcliibald A. G., m.d. 1883.
Dickey, C. C. M., b.a. 1883.

Douglas, Thomas, ll.b. 1882.

Dunn, David S., M.cn. 1883.

Ellison, John, m.d. 1883.

Entrican, John, b.a. 1882.

•Ferguson, Stanley, b.a 1883.

Finnegan, John, B.A. 1882.

Fleming, Lee M‘K., b.a 1882
Forbes, John, b.a. 1883.

Fulton, Thomas C., B.A. 1882, m.a 1883.

Gass, A. Barron, b.a 1883.
Gaussen, David P., m.d. 1883.

Gibson, William, m.d. 1882, Dip. Obst. 1882, m.ch.

1883.

Gillespie, Alexander P., b.a. 1883.

•Gordon, Robert J., b.a. 1883.
Graham, John B., m.d. 1883, m.ch. 1883, Dip. Obst.

1883.

Graham, J. S., m.d. 1882.

Graham, Thomas S., ll.b. 1882, ll.d. 1883.

Graham, William, m.d. 1882, m.ch. 1883.
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Ham ill, Samuel, m.d. 1 8S2, m.cii. 1882.

Hamilton, Haiuuel, M.n. 1882, ai.m. 1882.

Hamilton, William E., m.i>. 1882, m.cii. 1882.

Hanna, W. G., Dip. Obst. 1883.

•Harrison, Thomas, b.a. 1 882.

Hawthorne, A. W., M.i). 1882, M.CH. 1882.

Hcanon, Charles, m.d. 1882, M.cir. 1882.

Henderson, S. 1)., M.D. 1882, m.cii. 1882.

Henry, George H., n.A. 1882.

Henry, James, m.d. 1S82, M.eir. 1 882.

Herron, James, M.n. 1883.

Hogg, T. Simpson, b.a. 188,1.

Hood, James C., M.n. 1883.

Horner, Andrew L., n.A. 1883.

•Hunter, James, b.a. 1883.

Hunter, J. F., M.r>. 1882.

Irvine, Hugh A., b.a. 1883.

Irvine, Robert M, n.A. 1S83.

Johnson, Alexander -M-, m.d, 1883, m.cii. 1883.

•Johnston, John b.a. 1882, m.a. 1883.
Johnston, William, b.a. 1882.

•Jones, Robert M., n.A. 1S32.
Keel,-m, Patrick, m.d. 1SS3.
Keightiy, Samuel R, ll.b. 1882.

•Kelly, Patrick J., b.a. 1SS3.

Kirk, Thomas Dick, M.n. 1883.

Lawson, Francis, b.a. 1883.

Lennox, James, m.d. 1883, m.cii. 18S3.

Lindsay, Alexander, m.d. 1883.

•Lindsay, J. A., m.d. 1882, m.cii. 18S2.
Lithgow, J. M‘G., M.n. 1XS2, m.cii. 1883.

Louden, James, b.a. 1883.

Lynch, John Anthony, m.i>. 1883, M.cir. 1883.

M'Alistcr, William R. A., m.d. 1883, m.cii. 18S3.

Macaulay, J. Alex. M., m.d. 1883.
Macaulay, Peter, ll.ii. 18S2, i,un. 1883.
Macaulay, Samuel, b.a. 1882.
M'Anluy, Matthew, M.n. 1888.
M'Caw, John, m.d. 1883.
M ‘Connell, Edward, m.cii. 1882.

M‘Connell, T. S., m.cii. 1882.
M'Oullagh, Richard C., n.A. 1883.
MacCulloch, 11. Campbell, b.a. 1882.
M‘Favland, Beattie, m.cii. 1883.
M‘Glynn, John, m.d. 1883.
M'llrath, John M., b.a. 1882.
MTlroy, John M., 1883.
Macmahon, B. MacW., b.a. 1883.

*M‘Murray, J., m.d. 1882, m.cii. 1882, Dip. Obst.
1882.

M'Ninch, Josoph, m.d. 1883,
*M‘Yicker, Alexander S., b.a. 1883.
•M'Yicker, John W., b.a. 1882.
•Martin Robert T., b.a. 1883.
Martin, W. A. P., m.d. 1S83.

•Massey, Henry, m.d. 1883.

•Matthews, R. IT., m.d. 1882, m.cii. 1882, Dip. Obst.
1882.

•Mayhin, Joseph, b.a. 1883.
•Meek, James, m.d. 1883, m.cii. 1S83.
•Mecke, David, ii.a. 1882.
Millar, Simpson, b.a. 1SS2.
Mitchell. James, m.d. 1883.
Moody, John, ii.a. 1882.
Moore, A. P. B., m.d. 1883.
•Moore, Robert Carmichael, m.d. 1SS2, m.cii. 1SS2.
Moore, Samuel James, m.d. 1SS3, m.cii. 1883.
•Morel 1, Henry, b.a. 18.83.

Morrison, Robert, b.a. 1S83.
Morrow, Henry \V., m.a. 18S2.
•Murray, F. 12., a. A. 1883.
Munce, William J., b.a. 1882.

•Murphy, Charles O’B., b.a. 1S82.

Nelson, William Dip. Obst. 1SS2.

Oliver, Hugh A., b.a. 1SS2.
Orr, J. Morrison, m.d. 1882, m.cii. 1SS3.

•Pollock, James J., b.k. 1883.
Pirnlon, Richard J., m.d. 1S83, m.cii. 1883.

•Reid, J. S. b.a. 1883.

Robinson, Leonard, m.d. 18S2, m.cii. 1882.

Robson, J. S., b.a. 1883.
Savage, James, J. W., n.A. 1883.

Sayers, Robert, m.d. 1883. m.cii. 1SS3.
Shaw, Cecil E., b.a. 1883.
Shaw, Wilford W., m.a. 1SS2.
Sloane, George, b.a. 18S3.

•Smiley, William, LLD. 1882.

Smith, It. Strafford, m.d. 1882.

Steele, David J., b.a. 1SS2, m.a. 1SS3.

•Strahnn, James A., ll.b 1882.

Strahan, Thomas M., b.a, 18S3.

Stronge, Samuel, m.d. 18S2, m.ch. 1882.

Swan, S. A. L., m.d. 1882, m.cii. 1883.

•Taylor, Henry James, m.d. 1883.

Taylor, James, m.d. 1S83.

Taylor, John Wilgar, m.d. 1S82, M.cir. 1SS2.

Thomson, Charles L., ll.b. 1883.

Thomson, Samuel B., b.a. 1883.

Wallace, Samuel, m.a. 1SS2.

Wallace, Samuel, m.d. 1883.

Watters, William, m.d. 1883, m.cii. 1SS3.

•Watts, William N., b.a. 1882, m.cii. 18S3.

Weir, Arthur J,, n.A. 1882.
Weir, George, B.A. 1883.

•White Daniel, M.n. 1882, m.ch. 1S82.
Whiteford, John W., b.c. L8S3.

Wilson, Alexander, b.a. 1882.

Wilson, Barnett, m.d. 1883, m.ch. 1883, Dip. Obst.

1883.
Wilson, James, ll.d. 1883.

Wilson, James, m.d. 1882, m.ch. 1882.

•Young, J. V. m.d. 1882, m.ch.

No. 2.

Referred to in evidence of Rev. J. Leslie Pouter, q. 1167, p. 48.

List of Sundry Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, who have since 1st January, 1881,
obtained distinctions in Universities other than the Royal University of Ireland.

This list is furnished as requested by the Com-
mission.

With regard to the List of Graduates who have
gained places at the Civil Service and other Examin-
ations, I have found it impossible to give dates. I
may, however, observe :

—

1. That the limitation of age in the Indian Civil
Service made it necessary for the Candidates to go
direct from the College. I have personal knowledge
of some who did go direct, and took highest places.

2. The Queen’s University instituted a Special
Degree Examination in June to enable Graduates in
Medicine to enter for the Government Examination in
the month following. And I have reason to know

that most of those who entered the Army and Navy
Medical Service passed at that examination.

But, in any case, the fact is patent that our Students
havo been singularly successful, and by their dis-

tinguished* careers reflect honour upon the College-

and upon the country. All experienced educationists

will admit, that the training received in the College
formed the basis of their success. It is a noteworthy

fact, as may be seen from the list of Graduates
furnished, that all, or almost all, those who have risen

to eminence in. this and other countries, have been,

scholars of the College.

J. L. PORTER.
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1932-83, Matriculated
Student Attending
Queen's Coll. Belfast.

1 *81 ,
Passed the 1st

Unir. Exam. in Arts.

Sizanliip, St. John's College, Cambridge.
Exhibition, UuUlsniith’s Company. Cantab,
Exhibition, 1 st ii. A. Examination, Mathoinstua

University of Loiuluu.
Foundation Schulurdiip, Mathematics, tenable

for four yearn, St. JohnV, College, Cambridge
Wrangler, 21st place, Mathematical Tripos.'

Cambridge.
w

Foundation Scholarship, University of Durham.

Classical Scholarship, University of Dublin.

Sirarshlp, St. John's College, Cambridge.
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No. 3.

Forwarded by Rev. J. L. PoiiTEit, and stated to be official.

Number of Students on the Class Rolls in Queen’s College, Belfast, for the Ten Sessions
ending 1S83-S4.

No. 4.

Forwarded by Rev. J. L. Porter.

Statement of Class Fees received by the Profcssore of Queen’s College, Belfast, for the
Ten Years ending 31st March, 18S4.

No. 5.

Supplement to the Evidence of the President of Queen’s College, Belfast, qq. 230, 1915, 191G.

I was examined regarding the standard of education
maintained in the College, and the proofs of it.

Prom the tenor of the first and third heads of the
warrant for inquiry, and from the returns asked for
by the Commission, I stated that it seemed to me to
be implied that the standard of education maintained
in the College is to be estimated mainly, if not exclu-
sively, by die honours and rewards gained by our
students at the Royal University examinations. To
this mode of' judging I decidedly object for the follow-

Teasonst

—

uch examinations as those of the Royal University
can never be a complete, and may sometimes he a
misleading, test of the attainments of candidates.

When the examinations are in writing much will de-
pend upon readiness and quickness in penmanship

;

when oral, constitutional nervousness or temporary
ill health often seriously affects the best men. In all

cases, when a whole year's university work is tested

by one short examination, skilful “ cram" and grinding
have frequently an advantage over systematic train-

ing. In tliis College there is neither “cram" not
grinding.

Further—Most of the exhibitions in the Royal
University are awarded for the general aggregate of

marks upon a number of distinct subjects. A distin-

guished classical or mathematical scholar, such as wo
frequently have in this College, may thus be distanced
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in tlie race for exhibitions by a much inferior average

man. In this College scholarships am awarded for

high attainments in special subjects.

Further—In competitive examinations it is almost

impossible to prevent the examination papers, or the

subject matter of them, from becoming known to some

of the candidates. This is especially the case in the

Royal University, where there are many examiners,

some of whom continue to teach candidates up to the

date of the examinations. As the classes in this

College close in June, and the University examina-

tions are held in September, any such teaching of our

students is impossible.

The only certain mode of testing the attainments of

students, aucl the standard of education maintained

in a college, is by the constant supervision of skilled

professors in the class-room, by examinations upon

the prelections in each class, and by those sessional

and other collegiate examinations where the students

compete with each other. This is the mode adopted

in this College, and by this we test our students and

the standard of education.

But, while objecting to the examinations of the

Royal University as forming a safe and full test of the

standard of education, I admit that they are to a cer-

tain extent instructive in this respect. And I beg to

direct the attention of the Commissioners to the re-

turns which have been handed in, as they show con-

clusively that our students have taken a high place at

the University examinations. Of these returns I
now submit a brief summary for the past academic

year :

—

At the B.A. examination thirty-nine of our students
passed, six of whom gained the only exhibitions

awarded. At tbe M.A. examination tln-ee passed

;

At tbe LL,B. examination two passed, one gaining the

only exhibition awarded. At the B.E. examination
three passed, one gaining an exliibition. At the M.D.
examination thirty passed. Atthe'LL.D. examination
three passed.

Out of the aggregate total of G25 candidates who
passed the several undergraduate examinations of the
University in arts, medicine, and engineering, 170
were trained in this College ; and out of the total of
forty-three exhibitions awarded at the same examina-
tions our students gained eleven. Our students also

gained two out of the six university scholarships, and
one out of the two university studentships awarded.
The returns handed in also show that out of the

aggregate total of 7S3 candidates who passed the
several examinations of the Royal University in 18S3,
no less tluiu 256 were from this College ; and out of
the aggregate total of sixty-three studentships, scholar-
ships, arid exhibitions awarded at those examinations,
our students gained twenty-two,

_

It will also be seen from returns handed in, that
since the establishment of the Iloyal University in
1881, students of this College have gained forty-nine
exhibitions, scholarships, and studentships, at the uni-
versity examinations.

And, iu addition to the above, two of our students
gained scholarships, and two others exhibitions, in the
University of Oxford. One gained on exhibition and
one a sizar-ship, in the University of Cambridge

;

and one gained the mathematical scholarship at the
B.A. examination in the University of London, during
the past academic year.

With regard to the College scholarships, and the
manner in which they are awarded, I wish, to summar-
ize the regulations followed.

Scholarships are open on equal terms to all sects and
classes, and without restriction as to age. They were
not intended to be merely awards for work done at
school, or at home, or even in the College, but also aids
to youtlrs of talent to enable them to pursue a course of
academic training. This is their chief value. The
scholar is required to follow a prescribed course of
study during the College session, and the instalments
of Iris scholarship are paid only on his fulfilling that

condition. Scholarships have another advantage
They are awarded for high proficiency in distbet suh
jects, or groups of cognate subjects. They thus stimu-
late special talent, and lead on to high distinction. ^
list of the graduates of the College has been handed in

and on that list scholars are indicated by an asterisk!

The notes attached to the names show, at least to some
extent, the high positions which a large number ofour
scholara, together with other graduates, have won in

the older Universities, at the Bar, in the Ar my and
Navy Medicid Services, and in the Indian and
Consular Civil Services. Had the College trainin'/ of

these men not been sound and thorough, they could

not liavo achieved such distinguished success.

With regard to the question—“To what extent and
with what results tho students have availed themselves

of the advantages offered by the Royal University,’

and its connexion with the second head of inquiry,
11 In what mode rewards arc distributed in the College.’’

I desire to state the facts mom fully than I was able

to do in reply to questions put to me.

Tlie Act of Parliament founding the Royal Uni-
versity provides that “ No student holding an ex-

hibition, scholarship, fellowship, or other similar prize

in any other university, or in a college attached to a

university, or in any college endowed with public

money, shall hold any of tlie exhibitions, scholarships,

fellowships, or other prizes in this University, without

taking tlie value of such previous exliibition, scholar-

ship, fellowship, or other similar prize into account.”

The Royal University examinations, at which alone

exhibitions are competed for, are held in September

and tlie beginning of October. Some time is required

by the examiners to read the papers and prepare their

returns. The Senate meets on or about the 24th of

October, and officially makes tlie awards. When the

awards are made each successful candidate becomes

legally entitled to his exhibition, which is paid in one

sum. No exhibition or scholar-ship which he may
gain after the above date can bo legally deducted.

Such is my opinion, the opinion oir which I have

acted.

The scholarship examinations of this College are

held in tlie beginning of November. Some time is re-

quired by tlie examiners to read the papers and prepare

their returns. The Council meets when the returns

are ready, and officially makes tlie awards The

College is then legally hound to pay the instalments

of tho scholar-ships so awarded, as they become due

during the session.

Tlie Royal University itself acts upon the same

principle. A student iu it may gain an exhibition of

£24 at matriculation; he may gain a scholarship

of £50 a year- for three years in the following Janu-

ary
;
he may gain an exhibition of £30 at the first

university examination in September of the same year;

he may gain an exhibition of £40 at the second univer-

sity examination in September of tbe year following
;

he may gain an exhibition of £50 at tlie B.A. exami-

nation in September of the next year ;
and these are

all paid in full.

If, however, while holding a Royal University

scholarship, a student should gain a Queen’s College

scholarship, the amount of the latter is deducted,

and passes to the credit of the Royal University.

This deduction is made, even though the College scho-

larship should be one founded by private benefaction.

An instance occurred during the present academic

year. Tho holder of the Dunville Studentship in this

College gained the Royal University Mathematical

Studentship. The College paid the Dunville Student

£100, and the University Senate deducted the full

amount, thus appropriating a private endowment.

Such an act is unwise. It is unknown elsewhere.

It tends to check that high standard of attainment in

special departments, which our private endowments

were designed to foster
;
and it will undoubtedly pre- •

vent men of means and. public spirit from founding

college scholarships in future. '
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No. 6.

Arts Students at Queen’s College, Belfast, according to Classes, for five years, ending 1883-4.
Handed in by Professor Redfern. See qq. 241-2.

This Table shows the numbers attending the Arts Classes for the past five years, in each of the four years of

the Arts Course.

In the years affected by the dissolution of the Queen’s University, there was an increase in the numbers of

the first year’s classes, without coiTcspouding increase in those of subsequent years. A decrease in numbers
occurred in the subjects of Modern Languages, Natural Philosophy, Natural History, aud Chemistry, which

are attended by Medical, as well as by Arts Students.

The numbeis in the second Greek Class anil in that of Metaphysics, are from eight to ten larger than normal,

because of the enforcement on old students of a rule of the Presbyterian Assembly, which lmd been in abeyance

for some years.

No. 7.

Table of Medical Students at Queen’s College, Belfast.

Referred to in Professor Rcdfern's evidence, qq. 241, 242.

Tb*
3 -^le shows the progressive increase in the number of Medical Students at Queen’s College from 1860

to 1882, interrupted in 1862, when the Students of the first year fell to 39 in consequence of an increase in
tue Hospital fee; but this, being attended by the establishment of Summer Classes in tho College and Hospital to
ue great advantage of the Students, was recovered from. In 1 868- 9 a much larger increase of Hospital fee took

^teuded by a greatly larger fall in the numbers, though the increased fee only operated for a few months.
The^ steady rise, interrupted only on the two occasions mentioned, continued until tho dissolution of the

Queens University, when the number of first year’s students foil in one year from 85, the average of five
yews, to 26, in the class of Practical Anatomy, aud in that of Physiology from 81 to 26. The number 28
appears in the Table as that of Students now to either class, in contrast to 87 of the preceding year.

®8-ii «»-oOOO-l|oi-ajtJ-3jli3-»Jr.4^ji;^nJafl-7jiJ7-8!o8-uj«')-7o|7l>-ljri-2|rj-ajT3-lj74-»j75-oj7n-7j7T-s|78-U 70-80.80-1 81- 3j82-3j83-4
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Nos. 8 and 9.

Tables referred to evidence of Professor Redfern, p. 10, qq. 243, 284, 28G-8.

No. 8 shows the average number of Students and the amount of fees received in two years preceding the

dissolution of the Queen’s* University, as compared with the average of the two subsequent years. An increase

took place in the numbers in Fine Arts classes in the first year, represented by a total annual increase of fees

of £188 5s. ;
whilst one Professor alone in the same faculty lost £233 10a. annually, and the whole College,

£827 11s. Gtf. Every Professor who teaches Medical Students has lost, some very largely. The classes of

Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, and Medical Jurisprudence, have not yet suffered, being third and fourth

years classes.

In this comparison the transitional year 1881-2, in which Students wove Matriculated, both in the Queen’s

and in the Royal University has been left out, not furnishing a fair standard.

The total number of Students at College does not represent the actual state of the College, because it

contains the Medical Students of the third and fourth years, derived from the entrances previous to 1882-3,

and many Students of the First Arts classes, whose names do not appear in the lists of the next year.

No. 9 shows the actual fees received by the various Professors for the last five years.

No. 8.—Comparison of the Average Amount of Fees, and of the Average Number of Students

for the two years 1879-80 and 1880-1, with those of the years 1882-3 and 1883-4.

The year 1881—2 lias been omitted because of the disturbing influence of regulations of the Queen’s

University and the Royal University.

No. 9.

* The Professor of History received an average of £41 for 1882-88. and 1883-84 from the doubling of the Class Foe in addition,

t The frotator of logic received an average of £39 for 1882-83, and 1888-84 from the doubling of the Class Fee In addition.

The classes of Medicine, Surgery, Midwifeiy, and Medical Jurisprudence, being usually attended by Students

in their third or fourth years, have not yet suffered from the diminished entrances in 1882-3 and 1883-4. The

classes of Anatomy and Physiology, end the total numbers of Medical Students, will net have fallen to their

lowest point from the recent diminished entrances for two years to conic.
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Nop. 10 and 11.

Two Tables relating to Medical and Hospital Fees, prepared and handed in by Dr. Redfern, and
referred to in his evidence, qq. 344, 1877.

No. 10.

—

Comparison of Fees paid by Medical Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, under the

system of the Queen’s and Royal University, referred to in evidence of Professor Redfern

—

Q. 344 and 190G.

In addition repayment of every Examination Fee if rejected in the Royal- University, not in the Queen’s
University

; and an additional year’s cost of maintenance, which means a yeaf of expenditure instead of a year
of income.

In Aberdeen the Medical Students of a particular year enjoy, during their four years’ modical study,
Bursaries of the amount of £745 : and the correspondin'* students in Glasgow University enjoy Bursaries to
the amount of £1,920.

P. Redferx.

4 B 2
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No. 11.

Table drawn up from Advertisements merely.

Handed in by Prof. Redfern. Referred to in his evidence, q. 1877.

Payments necessary to qualify for Practice in Medicine, Surgery, and M idwifery, by the Licenses

of the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons of Edinburgh.

— Queen's

Belfast
Aberdeen. Edinburgh.

Anderson's
College.
Glasgow,

Western
Med. School,
Glasgow.

Royal Infir-

mary School,
Glasgow.

Glasgow
University.

Lecture Fees,

Hospital Attendance, ....
Clinical Lectures,.....
Examination Fees for llio three 1

Diplomas, J

e t. a.

as o o

a is s

10 10 0

£ s. a.

36 14 0

6 0 0

0 0 0

X , .1

40 18 0

IS 0 0}

0 10 0>

£ 8. a.

25 4 0

21 0 0

£ 8. d.

26 4 0

21 0 0

£ 8. a.
25 4 0

21 0 0

Total charges
for Lestnres,

Hospitals,

Diplomas of
M.B.ucd C.1L,

£90.

u i i

” ° -

48 0 0

21 0 0

£9 8 0

21 0 0

40 4 0

21 0 0

46 4 0

21 0 0

46 4 0

21 0 0

£6 2 6 69 0 0
|

80 8 0 67 4
0 |.

07 4 0 67 4 0

These figures are probably £2 or £3 too little in the eases of the three Glasgow extra Academical Schools,

whilst there may be a larger error in the case of the Edinburgh School, for tho R.C.S., Edinburgh, advertises

the whole cost of the Lectures, Hospital Eees, and Diplomas for the double qualification at £95.

London Schools English Provincial
ol Medicine. Schools of Medicine.

Lecture Fees alone, .... £52 10s. to £65. About £C3.
Total for Lectures and Hospital Fees, . £94 10s. „ £131. About £103.

Dr. Redfern wishes it to be distinctly under-stood that this Table of Scotch and English Fees iB not to be

supposed to be altogether accurate, because the data on. which it was drawn up are not always easy to understand.

He believes it to be substantially accurate within the limits above mentioned.

No. 12.

Remarks on the List of Medical Students of Queen’s College, Belfast, appearing in Returns
from Queen’s College, Belfast, App. III. A., No. 2, under the heading “ Medicine.”

These details refer only to the column headed “ Matriculation.”

Handed in by Professor Redfern, and refen-ed to in Mb evidence, q. 1887.

The column refers to 66 students, |
Royal.

1 45 Queen s.

66 whose last examination was Matriculation.

f 16 First Year’s Medical Students.

I

5 Second mixed years.
The 21 Royal contain, . . < 1 is studying for University of London.

1 is of the same name as a recent L.R.C.S. and P., Edin., but

l he may not be the same person.

21

The 45 Queen's contain,

7 First Year’s Medical Students.
1 is a Registered Practitioner.

1 has given up Medicine.
1 has gone to Chemistry altogether.
5 are going to Royal University.
7 have passed one or both Examinations in Colleges of Edin-

burgh or Dublin.
1 3 intend to take the double qualification in Edinburgh or Glasgow.

1 is pursuing the Hospitals of London course.
9 intentions not known.

45

P. Redfern.
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Nos. 13 and 14.

Queen’s College, Belfast.

Tables extracted from the Report for 1883, of the Belfast Royal Hospital, handed in by
Dr. Whitla, during his examination. Referred to in q. 1449.

No. 13.

Diseases treated in the Medical Wards, during the Year ending 31st August, 1883.

— No. of

Varieties of
Disease.

No. of
Cases

Treated.
Deaths,

1. Diseases of the Nervous System, 25 104 8

2. Diseases of Gcnito-Urinary Organs,

.

4 87 8

3. Diseases of Respiratory Organs, 10 160 12

4. Diseases of Circulatory System, 4 71 4

5. Diseases of Digestive System, . 20 103 5

6. Diseases of Cutaneous System, 6 26 -

7. Contagious Diseases, .... 6 67 2

8. Poisoning and Miscellaneous Affections, . 9 119 5

9. Moribund on Admission, - S 3

Total, 84 740 47

Diseases and Injuries treated in the Surgical Wards, during the Year ending 31st August, 1883.

— No. of
Varieties of

Disease.

No. of

^
Cuses^ De.tliB.

1. Diseases and Injuries of Nervous System, 2 20 3

2. Deformities, 6 26 -

3. Diseases and Injuries of the Eye and Ear, 8 31 -

4. Diseases and Injuries of Genito-TJrinary 17 108 5

Organs.

5. Diseases and Injuries of CirculatorySystem, 3 7

6. Diseases and Injuries of Digestive System, 8 30 1

7. Diseases and Injuries of Locomotive Sys- 46 353 9

tem, efcc.

8. Abscesses and Diseases of Cellular Tissues, 13 146 3

9. General and Miscellaneous Diseases, 28 104 2

10. External Injuries to Soft Parts, 15 273 18

11. Moribund on Admission, - 10 ,10

Total, 146 1,108 51
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No. 15.

Handed in by Dr. Whitla, Belfast. See his Evid.

Showing the Hospitals in Belfast actually utilized for Clinical Teaching, with the number
of their beds, patients, Sac.

Name.
Number of

Beds.

Annual Number of

Intern Patients.

Annual Number of

Extern 1’atieuta.
Active Teaching Staff.

Belfast Royal Hospital

—

(Medical, Surgical, Ophthalmic,

Gynaecological, and Fever).

180 2,000

;

10,5G4

(39,656 attendances).

4 Physicians.

4 Surgeons.

1 Gynecologist.

1 Ophthalmic Surgeon.
2 Assistants.

1 Teacher of Pharmacy.
1 Teacher of Dentistry.

Hospital for Insane, 510 G83 - 1 Physician.

Belfast Children’s Hospital, . 40 313 7,244

(14,319 attendances).

2 Physicians.

2 Surgeons.

Ulster Hospital for Women and

Children.

32 230 4,265

(7,668 attendances).

2 Physicians.

2 Surgeons.

1 Gynecologist.

Extern Midwifery Dispensary,

(In connexion with Ulster Hospital).

— — 300

Labour Cases.

4 Physicians.

Belfast Ophthalmic Hospital, 30 108 1,600

(6,000 attendances).

1 Surgeon.

Lying-in Hospital, 15 250
Labour Cases.

— 1 Physician.

Total, .... 807 3,584

23,863

involving

67,43
attendances.

(6 of the above 30 hold

two appointments).

24

It will thus be seen that in connexion with the Belfast Medical School there are at present on constant duty

24 Teachers engaged in Clinical Instruction on 807 beds, and a total of what may bo practically regarded as

-over 70,000 cases.

W. Whitla, M.D.,

Physician to Royal Hospital, Consulting Physician to

Ulster Hospital for Women and Children, Vice-

President of the Ulster Medical Society.

No. 16.

Names of Students of Queen’s College, Cork, who have obtained places in Competitive

Examinations for the Indian, Army, and Navy Medical Servioes.

Referred to in evidence of I)r. Sullivan, qq. 2119, 2120.

Allport, II. Kingston, m.d., &c., 1879; a.m.s.

Ambrose, John Daly, b.a., 1861 ; m.d., 1863
;
Ikd. m.s.

(Surgeon, Madras Army).

Armstrong, G. Wm. Fred., m.d., 1872
;

r.n.m.s. (Snrgeon.

B.K.)

Anthony, Mark Edw., m.d., 1867
;
a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Barry, Danl. F., m.d., &o., 1877 ;
Iso. m.s. (Surgeon

-

Bengal Army).

Barry, James, m.d.
,
1863; a.m.s. (Retired Surgeon-Major,

now Med. Ofl. No. 2, Middleton Disp. Distr., co. Cork).

Barry, John, m.d., 1 867 ; a.m,?. (Surgeon-Major).

• Barnes, Wm. Geo. Kynaston, m.d., &c., 1881
;
ms.m.s.

(Surgeon, n.K.)

Beamish, James Maybury, m.a., (1865), m.d., &c., 1868;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major I

.

Beamish, Robert Talbot, m.d.
;
a.m.s. (Surgeon).

Bennett, Wm. Fuller, m.d., &c., 1867; a.m.s. (Surgeon-

Major).

Benson, Philip L., b.a., 1870
;
m.a. 1871

;
m.d., 1872; a.m.s.

Babington, Thomas, d.k. and q.c.p.i. 1862; l.b.c.S.l, 1B60

(Surgeon-Major) a.m.s.

* Bolster, Thoa. Gardiner, m.d. 1863
;
a.m.8.
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Briton, Win. Edward, m.d., &c., 1674 ; b.n.m.

•Brown, Hy. Thos., ru.u., 1865; a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Bull,' George Hy., m.d., &c
,
1877

;
Ik. m.s. (Surg., Bombay

Army).

Busteed, Ily. Elmslcy, m.i>., '364
;
M.n.c.9. Engl., Ikd. m.

Service (Surgeon-Major, Madras Army).

Busteed, Wm. John,'m.d., 1860
;
Ikd. m.s. (Surgeon-Major,

Madras Army).

Carmody, John Power, m.d., &c., 1877 ; a.m.s.

•Carmody, Win. Francis Power, m.d., &c., 1875
;

Surg., It. Mail Service.

Charles, Havelock II. It., m.d. (1st class), &c., 1881
;

Ikd. m.s., 1st place at Net-ley, 1882.

Cbatterton. James, b.a., 1865, m.d., &c., 1867 5 a.m.s., 1st

place at first and final Examination.

Clapp, A. J„ m.d., 1864 ; a.m.s., 1864.

Clapp, Win. Ily. Bant, m.d.. 1860
;

a.m.s., 1863 (Surgeon-

Major).

c’Coates, Geo. John, m.d., &c., 1880
;
Surg., African

Medical Service.

Colan, Thos., m.d., 1853; M.n.c.s., Engl., 1852; h.n.m.s.

(Dep. Insp., Gen. IIosps. and Fleets
;
Senior Med. Officer

on Arctic Expl. Expcd., under Sir G. Nares).

Collins, John W., m.d., 185 7 ;
a.m.s.

Collins, Wm. MuunscII, m.d., &c„ 1866; 1st place at

Netley, 1866-7; (Surgeon, Itoyal Horse Guards)
;
f.r.c.s.,

Engl., 1863.

Collis, Wm., M.n.c.s., Engl., 1855 ;
a.m.s. (Brigade-

Surgeon).

Colthurst, Ludlow Tonson, n.A., 1871; m.d., &c., 1874 ;

l.b.c.s., Edin., 1874; r.k.m.s.

Connell, Jcphson J., m.d., &c., 1876; r.n.m.s.

Cook, Henry, m.d., 1864; Ikd. m.s. (Brigade-Surgeon,
Bombay Army.

'Coppinger, Richard Win., m.d., 1870; r.n.m.s. (Staff-

Surgeon
;
one of the Medical Officers of the Arctic

Exploring Expcd., under Adiu. Sir G. Is'arcs).

Corban, Laurence, m.d., 1864 ; M.n.c.s., Engl., 1864; a.m.s.

(Surgeon- Major).

Corbett, J. Lane, m.d., &c., 1873; Ikd. m.s. (Surgeon,

Bengal Army).

Corbett, Robt. J)e La Cour, m.d., iSc., 1867; a.m.s. (1st

place at Netley in 1867-8, Surgeon-Major).

Corbett, Wm. Henry, M.n.c.s., Engl., 1854
;
a.m.s. (Brigade-

Surgeon).

•Corker, Thos. Martin, M.A., 1876
;
m.d., &c., 1879

;
a.m.s.

Connellan, Edward, l.r.c.p. and n.c.s., Edin., 1834
;
a.m.s.

(Surgeon-Major).

Crofts, James, m.d., Ike., 1874
;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon, Bengal

Army).

Crowley, Joseph, m.d. audM.cn., 1879; r.n.m.s.

Crowley, Tim. Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1882; r.n.m.s.

Curtin, Jerh. O’Brien, l.r.c.p. and l. n.c.s. Edin., 1876

;

Curtis, Joseph L.
;
a.m.s.

Dann, Edward, m.d., 1859 ; a.m.s.

Dann, Henry Talbot, B.A., 1857; M.n.c.s., Eng., 1858;
Ind., m.s. (Surgeon-Major, Bombay Army).

•Davis, Arlh. Mercer, m.r.c.s., Eng., 1880; a.m.s. (1st

place at Netley, 1881, and Payrcr Surg. Prize and Martin
Silver Medal).

•Davis, John W., m.d., 1869 ;
r.n.m.s.

•Diunis, John Jeffreys, m.d. and m.ch., 1880
;
r.n.m.s.

Donovan, Dnul., m.d., 1862
;
r.n.m.s.

Donovan, H. Latimer, m.d. and m.ch., 1877 ; a.m.s.

Donovan, Justin F., m.d. and m.ch., 1876; r.n.m.s.

Dorman, Thos., ij.a., 1876
;

m.d., 8ic., 1879 ;
a.m.s.

Dunbar, Fred. H., m.d., 1862; a.m.s., 1863.

•Dundon, Michael, m.d., 1876
;
Surg., a.m.s.

Eames, Wm. J., l.b.c.s.i., 1855, &c., b.n.m.s., 1864 (Fleet
Surgeon, r.n.)

Eaton, Usher Beere, m.d., 1860
5
l.b.c.s., Ireld., 186 ;

a.m.s.

Enright, John F., m.d., &c., 1869
;
r.n.m.s.

•Exhaui, Richard, l.r.c.p. and 6., Edin., 1871
;

a.m.s
(Surgeon-Major).

Ferguson, Robert, m.d., 1853
;
r.n.m.s.

Fisher, James Wm., m.d. and m.ch., 1867; r.n.m.3. (Fleet
Surgeon).

Fitzgerald, Ed. Maur. Downing, m.d. and m.ch., 1867;
a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Fitzinaurice, Nicholas, r.n.m.s., 1870.

Fitzpatrick, John Francis, m.d. and m. ch., 1867
;
Ikd. m.s.

(Surgeon-Major, Madras Army).

Fogerty, G. Jos., l.r.c.p. and l.b.c.s.. Edin
;

r.n.m.s.

Fogurty, Ily. Ai-chibold, m.d., m.ch., &c., 1872; a.m.s.

Foss, J. E. Faughan, m.d., 1873; l.r.c.s.i., 1873; a.m.s.

Gallwey, Matthew Moriarty, m.d. and m.ch., 1867
;

a.m.s.

(Surgeon-Major).

Gallwey, Pat. Jos., m.d. (n.o.i.), Ac.; a.m.s.

Gallwey, Thos. Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1873
;

a.m.s.

Garde, Wm. II.. L.R.c.r. and l.b.c.s., Edin., 1866 ; a.m.s.

(Surgeon-Major).

Gibson, G- 1., m.d. and m.ch., 1866 ; a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Gillespie, Humphry Carden, m.d., 1864; l.b.c.s., Edin.,

1864
;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Gore, Albert Aug., m.d., 1860
;
l.r.g.8.i. and i..k.q.g.p., Irel.,

1860
;
a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Greany, Hugh, m.d. and m.ch. 1879 ;
Ind. m.s. (Surg.

Madras Army).

Greany, John Philip, md., m.ch., &c., 1874; Ind. m.s.

(Surg., Bombay Array).

Greany, Ml. Uppington, m.d., 1867
;

L.R.C.S.. Edin., 1867;
b.n.m.8. (Staff Surgeon, r.n.).

• Grier, Henry, m,k.q.c.p., Irel., 1882, &c. ;
a.m.s.

Hackett, Arthur Luke, i..r.c.p. and r..n.c.s., Edin., 1866
;

Ikd. m.s. (Surgeon- Major, Madras Array).

Haines, Charles, a.m.s., 1863.

Haines, Charles H., b.a., 1868, m.d. and m.ch., 1870 ;

n.M.M.s., late Surgeon •' H.M.S. Basilisk," Surveying

Exped. New Guinea, and now ofAuckland, New Zealand.

Hastings, Wm. Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1869
;

Ind. m.s.

Isaac, Jn. Baldwin, m.d., 1876 ;
l.r.c.p. and l.b.c.s., Edin.,

1868; r.n.m s., Assistant Physician, Broadmoor Asylum.

Isaac, Willium Deacon, l.r.c.p. and l.r.c.8., Edin., 1869;
B.N.M.S.

Jagoe, Benjamin R., m.d. and m.ch., 1873 ;
a.m.s.

Jennings, Richard, m.d. and m.ch., 1878; a.m.s.

Jennings, John, l.r.c.p. and l.r.c.s., Edin., b.n.m,s.

Johnston, Percy Herbert, b.a., 1871
;

m.b. and m.ch.,

1875; a.m.s.

Kearney, Michl., m.d. and m.ch., 1869
;
h.n.m.s., 1870.

Kelly, James, m.d., 1864 ;
m.b.c.s., Engl., 1864 ;

Ind. m.s.

(Surgeon-Major, Bengal Ai my).

Kelly, Michael, n.A. and m.a. (Hons.) 1874 and 1876
;
m.d.

(K.U.I.), 1882, &o.
;

a . M.S.

c'Kelly, Win., b.a., 1876; m.d., 1880; m.ch., r.u.i.,

1882; a.m.s.

Lallan, George, m.d., and m.ch., 1876
;
a.m.s.

Land, James Stuart, B.A., 1855
;
m.d., 1858 ;

r,.R.c.s., Edin.,

1859 ;
a.m.s.

Larken, E. L. M., m.d., 1855 ;
a.m.s.

Leech, John Richard, m.d. and m.ch., 1872; r.n.m.s. (now

District Surgeon, Winburg, Orange Free State, S.

Africa).

Le Grand, Wm. John, m.d. (1st class), m.ch., &c., 1874;

a.m.s.

Levis, John Sampson, m.d., I860; m.r.c.s., Engl., I860
;

k.n.m.8. (Fleet Surgeon).

Lloyd. John, m.d. and m.ch., J868; Ind. m.9. Surgeon-

Major, Bengal Array).

Lloyd, Chi istopher, m.d. and m.ch., 1868; Ind. m.s., 1871.

• Loune, Thomas, m.d., and m.ch., 1874
;

r.n.m.s.

Long, David B., Ind. m.s., 1866.

Lyons, Frederick, m.d. and m.ch., 1867 ;
a.m.s. (Surgeon-

Major).

M'Curthy, Edward, m.d., 186B ;
a.m.s.

M'Curthy, James Jos., m.d., 1858
;

M.n.c.s., Engl., 1857 ;

m.ch., &c., 1875; a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

M'Curthy, James, r.n.m.s., 1873.

McCarthy, Michl. Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1876; Surg., Naval

Med. Establishment, Jamaica.

M'Cartie, Charles Jos., b.a. (lion.), 1871; m.d., 1873 ;

m.ch.. 1874 ;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon, Bengal Army).

M'Crury, Nathaniel, r~n.c.r.undL.B.c.s., Edin., 1873; a.m.s.

•M'Donnld, Denis P., m.d. and m.ch., 1872
;

Ind. m.s.

(Surgeon, Bengal Army).

•M'Nnlly, Christ. John, m.d. and m.ch., 1871 ;
l.u.c.$.i.,

1871 ;
Ind. m.s. (surgeon, .Madras Army).

Mnenmnara, James John, m.d., 1869
;

l.b.c.s.. Irel., 1869

;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).
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M’Namarn, Wm. Henry, m.d., 1867 ; l-b.c.s., Ire!., 1866 ;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

M'Swiney, Eug. Val., m.d., 1863; l.r.c.s., Edin., 1864
;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

Madders, Henry John, m.d., 18T2
;

L-u.c.s., Edin., 1873;

B.N.M.S.

Magill, James, b.a., 1869 ;
m.d., 1st class, and m.ch., 1871

;

first place at Netley, 1872
;
m.r.c.s., Eng., 1871

;
a.m.s.

Mansfield, Pierce, b.a., 1854; m.d., 1859; m.ch., 1866;

B.N.M.S.

Martin, Daniel N., d.a., 1868; m.d. and m.ch., 1869
;

Ikd. m.s. (Surgeon-Major, Bengal Array).

•Martin, John, D.R.C.B., 1872
;
a.m.s. (Howard Med. and

Prize of the Stat Soc. of Lond., Alex. Memel Gold

Medal and Prize, A.M.D., 1879).

Martin, Pat. Richard, m.d. and m.ch., 1867
;
Ind. m.s. (Sur-

geon-Major, Madras Army).

Molony, Timothy, m.d. and m.ch., 1872 ;
Ind. m.s. (Sur-

geon, Bengal Army).

Moore-Keys, Christ. Wm., m.d. and m.ch., 1870 ;
a.m.s.

Morgan, Hickman, m.d., 1866
;
a.m.s.

Morgan, Roslewin, m.d., 1867; l.r.c.8., Ireland, 1866; a.m s.,

now Med. Off., Bnllyfeard Dispensary District, co. Cork.

Moriarty.T. Barry, b.a., 1858; m.d., 1860
;
a.m.s. (Brigade-

Surgeon, retired ; Surgeon, Cork Prisons
;

Physician,

Cork Fever Hospital.)

Moran, James, b.e., 1869; m.d., 1873; m.ch., 8cc., 1874
;

first place, Indian Medical Service-

Moynihan, Thom., ljlc.p. and s., Edin., 1878
;
a.m.s.

Mowll, Richard Alfred, m.d. and m.ch., 1863 ; n.N.M.s.

(Staff Surgeon, H.M.S. “ Britannia").

Mullane, Jeremiah, m.d. and m.ch., 1876; Ikd. m.s.

(Surgeon, Bengal Army).

Mullane, Patrick, m.d. and M.ca., 1880; Ikd. m.s.

(Surgeon, Bengal Army).

Mullane, Timothy, m.d. and m.ch., 1874; a.m.s.

Mulrenan, John, m.d., 1876; m.ch., 1877; a.m.s.

Murphy, Francis Hv., m.d. and m.ch., 1876
;

a.m.s.

Murphy, Patrick, m.d. and m.ch., 1868; Ind. m. 8,

(Surgeon- Major, Bombay Amy).
•Nealon, Patrick Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1880

;
a.m.s.

Newman, J. H., m.d. and m.ch., 1865
;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon-

Major, Bengal Army).

Nunan, Thomas, m.d. and m.ch., 1880 ; b.n.m.3.

O’Brien, Barth., m.d. and m.ch., 1872 ;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon,

Bengal Array).

O’Brien, Eug. Rob., m.d., 1S63; r..B.c.s., Edin., 1863 ;

A.M.S. (Surgeon-Major).

O’Brien, Joseph, b.a., 1868; m.a., 1869; m.d., 1870;
D.B.C.P. and s., Edin., 1870; Ind. m.s. (Surgeon-Major,
Bengal Army).

•O’Callngknn, Kenneth MacDonald, t.r.p.s., Glasgow, &c.,

1873; a.m.s.

O'Callaghan, John, b.a., 1865
;
l.r.c.p. and s., Edin.,

1873; b.n.m.s.

O’Connell, Math. Danl., m.d. and m.ch., 1869 ; a.m.s.

O’Connor, Danl., m.d., 1866
;

m.r-c.s., 1856 ;
r.n.m.s.

(Fleet-Surgeon).

O’Connor, David Watkins, i,.r.c.f. and b.c.s., Edin.; h.n.m.8.

O’Dwyer, Thom. Francis, m.d., 1862
;
r.u.c.s., Edin. 1862;

a.m.s. (Surgeon-Major).

O’HnUornn, William, b.a., 1652; m.b.c.s., Engl., 1856;
a.m.s. (late Surgeon-Major).

O’Connor, Wm. Arthur, m.d. and m.ch., I860
;
late Surg.,

b.n.
;
Med. Off., Govt. Reformat., Stoney Hill, Jamaica

;

Pnrceli. Med. Off.

O'Kearney, Francis R., m.d., 1860
;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon-

Major, Bombay Army).

O'Keeffe, Manus William, m.d. and m.ch., 1880; a.m.s.

O’Leary, Eug. Fr.. m.d., 1870; m.r.c.s., Engl., 1856
;
a.m.s.

(Brigade Surgeon).

O’Neill, John, m.d. and m.ch., 1870; Ind. m.s. (Surgeon,
Bengal Army).

•Ottlev, John, l.k.c.p. and l.r.c.s., Edin. 1380; a.m.s.

(with first honors in pure and in mixed mathematics).

Palmer, Edmond T., b.a., 1855; m.a., 1857; l.k.q.c.p. and
b.c.s., Ireland, I8GU-70; Ind. m.s. (Surgeon, Bengal
Array).

Fenrd, Hy. Jarae3, l.b.c.p. and n.c.s., Edin., 1880- a.m,

Pearson, Christopher, m.d., and M.cn., 1875
; r.n.m.s.

Pearson, William, m.d. and m.ch., 1873
; a.m.s.

Phillips, John Mortluck, m.d., 1882; l.r.c.p. and
Edin., 1882 ;

b.n.m.s.
**'

Popham, Thomas Dalton, m.d. und m.ch., 1875; r.n.m.s.

Powell, Caleb IC., m.d. and m.ch., 1873
;
l.m.k.q.c.p.. Ld

1674
;

a.m.s.
’’

Power, Pierce G., n.A., I860
;
m.d., 1863; late Surgeon,

Power, Robert V., m.d., 1866, ub.c.s., Edin., 1866
; Lid.

m.s. (Surgeon-Major, Madras Army).

Power, Thomas, b.n.m.3., 1870.

Quarry, Charles, l.b.c.p. and l.r.c.s., 1872; a.m.s.

Rahilly, Michael J., m.d., 1859; h.n..m.s.

Rattan, Jas. Jos. Louis, m.d., 1865; m.ch., 1866; Ind.mj.
(Surgeon- Major, Madras Army).

Riel, Wm. Roche, m.d., 1850
;

m.b.c.s., Engl., 1856 •

Ind. m.s. (Surgeon -Major, Bengal Army).

Ridings, James C., Ind. m.s.

Ring, James, m.d. and m.ch., 1872; a.m.s.

Roche, Arth. Wellesley, i_it.c.r. and b.c.s., Edin., 1866;
A..U.S. (Surgeon-Major).

Ridings, William G., m.b.c.s., Engl., 1853; r.n.m.s., Fleet

Surgeon.

Riordnn, Denis A., m.d., 1861 ; r.n.m.s.

Riordan, John, m.d. und m.ch., r.u.i., 1882
;
'a.m.s.

Roche, Thomas, m.r.c.s., Engl., 1854
;
r.n.m.s.

Itonan, Michael, u.a., 1872; n.n.c.p. Edin., 1875; x,.F.r,s.,

Glusg., 1874
;

r.n.m.s.

Ryan, Michl. Richd
,
m.d. anil m.ch., 1874; a.m.s.

Sandhnm, William Sale, i..r.c.p. anil b.c.s., Edin., 1866
;

Sutidiford, John Oldfield Greatrakcs, m.d. and m.ch., 1877

;

a.ma.

Sexton, Edward, m.d.., St Andrew’s, 1856 ; l.r.c.s., Edin.;

Surgeon-Major, Bombay Army.

Smith, Parker A., m.d.. 1864; l.r.c.9., Edin., 1864
;

a.m.s.

(served in Ashuntee War).

Smith, A. V., Ind. m.s., 1869.

Sraythe, Ch. E., a.m.s., 1873-4.

Sparrow, Thomas F„ m.d., 1872 j
n.n.c.r. and b.c.s., Edin.

1871 ; r.n.m.s. First Place at Netley, 1872, now of

Kells, county Meath.

Sugrue, Jeremiah, n.d. nnd m.ch., 1881 ; b.n.m.s.

•Swcetnum, James Long, m.d. and m.ch., 1869; b.k.m.9.

(Staff Surgeon, r.n.).

•Swcetnum, William, m.d. and m.ch., 1869; h.n,m.s.

(2nd place), now Med. OIF. of Health, Mortlnke,

Victoria. Australia.

Thornhill, Wm. Hy., n.A., 1873 ;
m.d. and m.ch., 1877-;

L.K.Q.c.r. and d.m., Ireland, 1876; l.r.c.s., Edin., 1877;

Ind. m.s. (Surgeon, Madras Army).
• Tidbury, James, m.d., m.cu., &c., 1877

;
a.m.s.

Tidbury, Robert, M.D., m.ch., 8ic., 1874; late a.m.s., now

practising in London.

Townsend, Edmond, m.d. and m.ch., 1866; a.m.s. (Surgeon-

Major).

Townsend, Samuel, m.d. and m.ch., 1 880
;
a.m.s.

•Trousdell, Alex. Blood, m.d. and m.ch., 1869; b.n.m.8.

(Staff Surgeon, r.n.)

Tuckey, Thom. Brod. Al., l.r.c.p. and k.c.s., Edin., 1880,

Tuohy, Francis Jos., m.d. and m.ch., 1871
;

Ind. m.s.

(Surgeon, Bengal Army).

Roche, William, M.n.c.3., Engl., 1858; b.n.m.s.

Semple, David, m.d., m.cu., 8cc., 1831
;
a.m.s.

Tuohy, John Francis, m.d. nnd L.M., 1878; m.ch., 1879

Ind. m.s. (Surgeon, Bengal Army).

Walker, G. Lemon, m.d. und m.ch., &c-, 1875; Ind. m.s.

(Surgeon, Madras Army).

Walsh, John Edward, m.d. and m.ch., 1877
;
Ind. m.s-

(Surgeon, Bengal Army).

Williamson, Win. Cotter, m.d. and m.ch., 1876
;
r.n.m.s.

Wilson, Joseph, m.d. and m.ch. 1871
;
Ind. m.s. (Surgeon,

Bengal Army)j*
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No. 17.

List of all Students who have held Scholarships in Queen’s College, Cork, and the subsequent
distinctions obtained by them.

Referred to in evidence of Dr. Sullivan, qq. 2140, 2141.

An asterisk (•) prefixed to a name indicates that part of the education lias been in pnrt obtained elsewhere. B. indicates that he was also a
Student of Queen's College, Belfast, and G of Queen's College, Galway.

Scholarships. Date. Observation!

Med. 4th year 18S1-82 M.D. (Hon.) R.U.I., and Dipl. Obstetr.

;

M.Ch. 1883.

Adams, Richard ' Law, 2nd year 1 8.64—G5 Barrister. Revising Assessor of Borough
of Dublin. Sessional Crown Counsel for

City of Cork.

Alieme, John L. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd yearn 1S69 to 72 B.A. (Hon.)

Allen, Charles Arts Lit.

1st year 18G4-C5

Allen, Robert Arts Sc.

1st year 18G5-GG B.A., LL.B. (Hon.l, LL.D., Barrister, Cal-

Law
3rd year and senior - 18G9 to 71

cutba.

Allen, Thomas T. - Arts Sc. 1855-56
1st year
Lit.

2nd year- 1857-5S Ind. C.S. Remembrancer of Legal Affairs

and Member of Council of Lieut.-Gov.

Lit. and Sc. of Bengal.

3rd year, double first -

Agriculture

1859-60

1 st year 1856-57
Allison, Charles Warlcc Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, senior 1871 to 75 B.A. (Hon.), M.D., 1878.

Ambrose, Jeremiah -

Ambrose, John D. -

Arts Sc.

1st -

Arts Sc.

1883-84

2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1859 to 61 B.A M.D., 1863. Surgeon Madras Army.
Ambrose, Stephen -

1st year

Med.
1855-56

1st year 1856-57
b. *Anderson, William Arts

Senior

Arts Sc
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1875-76 B.A. and M.A. (with Hons.)

|

Anglin, Arthur

aud 2 senior's 18G4 to 69 B.A. and JM.A (with Hons.), F.R.S.E. and
M.R.I.A. Author of several Mathema-
tical Papers. Math. Master of Morning
Sido College, Edinburgh.

Anglin, Samuel Engineering

1st and 2nd yearn

Law
1865-65 M.E. Whitworth Scholar by competition.

Archer, Alexander -

1st year

Arts Lit.

1883-84
b. *Armour, James B.

3rd year 1863-64
1864-65 BA., M.A. (Hon.) Minister in General

Armstrong, George W. F. -

Assembly, Ballymoney.

Arts Lit.

Arnold, Patrick
1st year

Engineering

1867-68 M.D., 1872. Surgeon R.F.

Atkins, George P. -

1st year 1866-67

1st year 1875-76 L.K. & Q.C.P., L.R.C.S.I., Resident Phy-
sician, Cork-street Fever Hospital, Dublin.

Atkins, Ringrose - Med.
4th year 1872-73 M.D. Resident Medical Superintendent,

District Lunatic Asylum, Waterford.
Atkins, T. Gelston Arts Sc. M.A. (Hon.)

Austen, Henry

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1871 to 76 B.A., M.D., Physician Cork Maternity;
Surgeon Cork Hospital for Diseases of

Law Women and Children.

Babington, William
1st year 1880-81

Senior 1862-63 B.A., Solicitor, Cork.

'
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List of all Students who have hold Scholarships in Queen’s College

Names. Scholarships. Date. Observations.

Bagley, Richard B. - Arts Lit
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1840 to 53 B.A. and M.A. (with Hons.) late Prof, of
Latin, Queen’s College, Galway.

Batter, Henry C. - Arts Lit. and Sc.

1st year double 187G-77
Banks, James W. - Engineering

2nd and 3rd years 1880 to 82 B.E. (1st class) R.U.I.
Baines, Isaac Arts lit

3rd year 1862-63
Barrett, Edward Agriculture

1st and 2nd years 1852 to 54
Barrett, John - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

and Senior - 1850 to 54 B.A. Inspector of National Schools.

Barrett, Richard Aids Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1853 to 55 M.D., <kc., 1877. Surgeon Bengal Army
Barry, Daniel F. Arts Lit

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1871 to 74
Barry, Daniel Aids Sc.

1st year 1849-50
Barry, David Arts Sc.

1st year 1861-62
Barry, James Med.

2nd and 3rd years

Barry, John J.

Senior

Arts Sc.

1860 to 63 M.D., 1863. Surgeon-MajorA .M.S. Ireland.

1st, 2nd oncl 3rd years

Senior

Agriculture
1st year 1856 to 62

Barry, Michael R. Arts Lit
1st year
Law
1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1854 to GO Dipl. El. Law, 1S60. Late Chief Justice

Barry, Michael Arts Lit

Barry, Philip
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Aids So.

1862 to 65

Barry, William
1st year

Arts Lit.

1854-55 M.E. Cork Harbour Engineer.

Barry, William M. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Aids Lit
1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Med.

1872-75 B.A., 1876.

Barter, William
1st year
Med.

1859 to 64

Baiier, William J. -

3rd and 4th years
Aids Sc.

1881-83 M.D., dec., R.U.I., 1883.

1st year

Med.
1860-61

Beamish, Ferdinand

Beamish, James M.

1st year

Agriculture
1st and 2nd yeai-s

1864-65

1855-57
Aids Lit
2nd and 3rd years
Senior

Law
3rd year
Senior 1861 to 67 B.A. (Hon.) M.A., 1865

;
M.D. and M.Ctt,

1868. Surgeon-Major A.M.D.
n. ‘Beattie, Henry H. Law

2nd and 3rd years 1872 to 74 LL.B., 1874; LL.D., 1877. Chaplain to

Belcher, Robert N. T. Arts Sc.
the Forces.

Belton, Richard

2nd and 3rd years
Senior

Engineering
3rd year 1873 to 78 B.A., 1875.
Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 1873 to 75
Bennett, Henry

B.A., 1875. Solicitor.
Law
2nd year 1862-63
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Cork, and the subsequent distinctions obtained by them
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continued.

Names. Scholarships. Date. Observations.

Benson, Hamilton - Ai ts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Benson, Fhilip L. -

Senior

Arts

1872-78 B.A.. 1876 j SLA. (with Hon.), 1877.
(Dead).

Senior 1870-71 B.A. (Hon.), 1870 ; M.A. (Hou.), 1871

;

M.D., 1872 j
M.Cn., 1873. Ind. M.S.

Bernard, Augustine Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years

Med.
1st and 2nd years 1SG9-73

Bergin, Stephen Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1861 to G5 B.A., 1864.

B. ‘Bingham, James

Blair, Jolrn •

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.
1871 to 74 B.A. (Hon.), M.A. (Hon.)

3rd year 1879-80 SI.D. and M.Ch., <tc., 1881. Shotts, Lan-
arkshire.

•Blackhall, J. J. - Arts Sc.

1st year 1869-70 SI.D., 1874; M.Cn., 1875. Med. Officer,

Killadysert Workhouse, ifec.

Blyth, William D. - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1868 to 72 B.A. (Hon.) Ind. C.S. Assistaut Secre-

tary to Lieut.-Govemor of Bengal.

Boiuke, Mathew J. Arts

2 Seniors 1868 to 70 B.A., 1868; M.A. (Hon.) 1869. Benchers
Studentship of £21 on being called to the

Bar.

Bourke, Michael Arts Sc.

1st year

Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 1861 to 65

Boyle, Charles E. - Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1877 to 81 B.A. Hon.) Dead.
Bradley, Cornelius - Mod.

3rd year

Med.
1883-84 Exhibitioner, RU.I.

Bradley, James
3rd year

Arts Sc.

1883-84, Exhibitioner, RTJ.L
Bradley, William H.

1st year

Arts Lit.

1868-69

Brady, John
2nd year

Arts Lit

1861-62

Brady, K. W.
1st year

Arte Lit.

1850-51
Brett, James R

2nd year

Arte Sc.

1866-67 B.A. (Hon.), 1869.

Breen, J. J.

2nd year

Arts Sc.

1854-55 B.A., 1857.

Breen, Michael R -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1877 to 80 B.A. (R.TT.I.), 1882.

Breen, Michael Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.
1st year 1853 to 58 B.A., 1857 ; M.D., 1861. In practice in.

New York, U. S. of America.

Brennan, Joseph Med.
2nd year 1881-82

-Brown, Daniel - Arte Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1857 to 61

Brown, S. Lombard Arte Sc.

Brown, John,

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1872-77 B.A. (Hon.) 1876, Barrister, Dublin.

Arts Sc.

Buckley, Cornelius F.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1876 to 80

Arte Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 1862 to 64 B.A., 1865;’ M.D., 1865; L.RC.P. &
RC.&, Edin., 1864.

- —
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List of all Students who have held Scholarships in Queen’s College

Names. Scholarships. Bale. Observations.

•Buckley, Daniel F. Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd years 1SC2 to G4 B.A., 1864
; M.K.Q.C.P., 1880; LB CP

&. K.C.S., Eclim, 1871.

Buckley, William J. Arts Lit.

1st year 1380-81

Bullen, Richard, Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1S49 to54 B.A., 1853. Lieut.-Col. Royal Engineers.
(Dead).

Ruifliiii, William E. Engineering

1st and 3rd years 1876 to 79 B.E., 1880.

•Burke, John Ai-ts Sc.

1st and 2nd years
2 Seniors

Mod.
1st and 2nd years 1862 to 69 B.A

:, 1865; M.D., 1872; L.RC.S., Edin.,

1872. filed. Officer -Bullane Disp. Distr.,

Loughrea, Co. Galway.
Burke, Michael Med.

1st year 1862-63 ,

Burke, Michael Arts

Senior 1866-67
Butler, William T.

|

Law
2nd and 3rd years 1868 to 71

Busteed, Henry E. Med.
1st year 1852-53 M.D., 1864. Inil. Med. Service, Surgeon-

Major, Madras Army. Assay Master of

the Mint, Calcutta.
Busteed, Thornes 11. Arts Lit.

Busteed, William -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years,

Senior 1849 to 55 B.A. (Hon.) Cliiof Judge Small Cause
Court, Madras (retired).

Med.
2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1855 to 58 M.D., 1860. Ind. Med. Sen-ice. (Sur-

geon-Major, Madras Army).
Cagney, James Ai ts Lit

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1878 to 83 B.A., 1881; M.A., 1882 (RTJ.L, Hon.);

M.D., Ac., 1883.
Campbell, J. Colin - Engineering

1st year 1852-53
Carden, John H. - Med.

1st year 1857-58
Carroll, Frederick - Arts Lit

1st year 1850-51
Can-oil, William H. Aits Sc.

b. *Garson, William
1st and 2nd years
Arts

1862 to 65

Senior 1862-63 B.A., 1862.
Casey, Edward J. - Aits Lit.

Cavet, Henry
1st, 2nd and 3x'd years
Agriculture

1850 to 53 B.A., 1854.

1st and 2nd years 1855 to 57
Charles, Havelcck R. Med.

2nd, 3rd and 4th years 1878 to 81 M.D. (First Class) and M.Ch., 1881. Ind.

Med. Service. First place at Netley,

1882.
Chatterton, James, - Arts Sc.

1st year
2 Seniors 1862 to 67 BA., 1865; M.D., &o., 1867. A.M.S.

First place at First -and Final Examina-
tion.

•Chestnutt, John - Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years
Senior 1866 to 71 B.A., 1869; L.RC.P. & R.C.S., Edin.,

Olanohy, Jolm E, -

Clarke, John Foulkes,

Arts So.

3rd year
Arts Lit.

1862-63

1878. Practising at Howden, Yorkshire.

BA., 1863. Dipl. Eng., 1866.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1854 to 59 B.A., 1868. Clerk, V. of S. Tawton with

8. Zeal, Devon.
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Cork, and the subsequent distinctions obtained by them
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3!“”“ Scholarships. Date. OliKcrvaliom.

Clarke, Joseph B. - Engineering

1st year
Ails Sc.

18GS-G9

Clarke, William C. -

1st year
Arts bit

18G5-G6

B. 'Cleary, Arthur
fc
P.

1st and 2nd years
Senior 1856 to G1 B.A., 18C0 (Hon.) Queen’s Counsel.

Clement, Robert H. Arts Lit
1st year 1S79-80

Coghlan, W. Boyle Arts Lit.

1 st and 3rd years

Senior 1849 to 53 B.A., 1852; M.A., 1853; M.D., 1868.
Clerk, Curate ofCliirbury, Salop, 1853-57.

Colan, Thomas Med.
3rd year - -

,

1851-52 M.D., 1853; M.R.C.S., Eng., 1852, De-
puty Inspector-General Hospitals and
Fleets. Senior Medical Officer on Arctic
Expedition under Admiral Sir G. Nares.

Cogan, Michael Ails Lit
1st year 1 1851-52

Collins, John W. - Med.

Collis, Edward
3rd year
Med. 1

1856-57- M.D., 1857. A.M.S.

1st year 18G8-G9
Colthurst, Ludlow T. Arts Sc.

2nd your
Senior 18G9 to 72 B.A. (Hon.)

; M.D., 1874. Surgeon, UN
0 . *Concannon, Patrick -

1

Arts So.

1st year 1867-68 B.A. (Hon.), 1871 ;
M.A, 1S74.

Connell, J ephsou J

.

Arts Sc.

1st year

Med.
2nd and 4th years 1871 to 76 M.D., A-c., 1876. R.N.M.S.

Connellan, Edward Ails Lit.

1st year

Med.
2nd year 1856 to 61 L.R.U.S. ifc R.C.P., Edin. Late Surgeon-

Major, A.M.D.
Connery, Daniel Engineering

2nd and 3rd years 1873 to 75 B.E. (1st Hons.)
Connery, Maurice - Med.

4th year 1S83-84
Connolly, John A. - Arts Sc.

1st year 1864-65 M.A. (T.C.D.), Clerk. Minor Canon, St.
Finbav’s Cathedral, Cork.

Connor, John Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Connor, John R. T.

Senior

Arts Sc.

1861 to 66 B.A. (Hon.), 1865. (Dead).

1st, 2nd and 3rd yeais

Med.

Conyers, Edward F.

1st year

Engineering

1879 to 83 B.A. (Hon.), R.U.I., 1882.

Cooke, Henry

1 st and 2nd years 1878 to 80 B.E., 1881. Brigade Surgeon, Bombay
Army.

Med,

Corker, Thomas M.
2nd, 3rd and 4th years

Arts

2 Seniors

Med.

1861 to 64 M.D., 1864.

1st year 1874 to 77 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1875; M.A. (1st Hon.)

:

Corker, William
M.D., Ac., 1879. A.M.D.

Arts Lit.

1st year

Law

Corby, Henry
1st year

Ails
1873 to 77 Solicitor in Cork.

Senior 1870-71 B.A., 1869
;
M.D. A M.Cn., 1873. Pro-

fessor of Midwifery, Q. 0. Cork.
Corbett, Henry

Corbett, John Lane,

Alls Sc.

1856 to 60

Med.
4th year 1872-73 M.D., Ac., 1873. Surgeon, Bengal Array.
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Corbett, Robert do la Com- - Med.
1st, 3rd and 4th years 18G3 to G7

Corcoran, J. H. Aits Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1881 to 83

Med.
4th year 1879-80

Cotter, J. G. R. Arts Lit
1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1849 to 52

Cox, William S. Engineering

2nd year 1856-57

Crawford, F. J. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 18S1 to 84

Crcmen, P. J. Med.
3rd and 4th years 1865 to 67

Crofts, James, Med.
4th year 1873-74

g. "Croke, John O'B. Arts

Senior 1872-73

Croly, Daniel Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

2 Seniors 1870 to 75

Crookshank, Charles H. Art So.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior 18G6 to 70
Cross, Edward • Arts Lit.

1st year

Sc.

2nd year 1856 to 59
Crowley, Joseph Med.

4th year 1877-78

Crowley, Timothy - Med.
4th year 1871-72

Crowley, Timothy J. Med.

Crowley, William -

1st, 3rd and 4th years 1878 to 82
Agriculture

Crowe, John C.

1st year 1857-58
Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd, and 3rd years 1873 to 76
Crowe, O’Byme Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1872 to 75
Commins, Andrew - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior

Law
Senior 1850 to 55

Commins, Arthur - Engineering

1st year 1869-70
Cummins,William E. Ashley Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd years
‘

Med.
3rd and 4th years 1873 to 79

Curtis, Joseph L. - Med.
3rd year
Senior 1859 to 61

Dale, Andrew B. - Arts Sc.

2nd year 1864-65
Dalton, John P. Arts So.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1875 to 79

Obscrv.itious.

M.D., See., 1SG7. (First place at Netlcy
18G7-8). Surgeon-Major.

M.D. (1st Hon.), M.0n., &c., 1880. Phy.
siciau, Cork Fever Hospital, and Sen.

Assist. Surg., Cork North Infirmary.

Dipl. Eng. (1st Hon.), 1859.

M.D. (Hon.), 18G7
;
M.R.C.S. EngL, 4c.

Physician to Cork Union Hospital.

M.D., 4c., 1874. Surgeon, Bengal Army.

B.A. (2nd Hon.), M.A., 1874. Principal

Teacher in French College, Blackrock

University Classes.

B.A. (Hon.), 1873, M.A. Lecturer in

Catholic University College, Dublin.

B.A., 18G8 ;
M.A., 1870.

M.D. 4 M.Cn., 1879. Surgeon, R.N.

M.D. 4 M.Crr., 1872. Medical Officer,

Olonmoyle Dispensary District, comity

Cork.

M.D. ancl M.Ch., 1882. Surgeon, R.N.

Civil Service.

B.A., 1875. Practising as an Engineer.

B.A. (1st Hon.), 1853 j
M.A. (1st Hon.),

1854
;

Dipl El. Law, 1854; LLD.
(London). M.P. for Roscommon.

M.D. (1st Hon.) Physician to Cork Work-

house.

A.M.S. (Dead).

B. A., 1866.

B.A. (Hon.), M.A. (Hon.) Mathematical

Mastei*, St. Mol’s College, Longford.
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Daly, 0. Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years
Law
1st year 1853 to 56 Civil Service of India.

Daly, Louis Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.

Daly, Maurice C. -

1st year

Arts Lit.

1877 to 81 B.A. (Hon.)

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1866 to 68 B.A., 1868 ; M.D. and H.Ch., 1874.

Daly, Bichard Condon
Senior

Med.
2nd year 1876-77 L.E.C.P. and L.R.C.S., Edin., 1S80;

Blackburn, Lancashire.

Day, Maurice Arts Sc.

1st year 1SG0-61
Day, Robert Scott - Engineering

1st and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1874 to 77 B.E., 1877.

Dann, Alfred G.
1st, 2nd and 3rd yearn
Senior 18G2 to 66 B.A., 18G5

;
B.E., 1869. Oik. Rector of

Kilkeady and Rural Dean (Limerick).
Dann, Edward Med.

3rd year
Senior 1857 to 59 M.D., 1859. A.M.S.

Dann, Henry J. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1854 to 57 B.A., 1857. AM.S.
Davidson, B. C. Arts Lit.

(now Davidson-Houston,

Bennett Clear)

1st and 3rd years
Arts Sc.

2nd year

Senior 1853 to 57 B.A., 1856 ; M.A. (T.C.D.), 1864. Clk. In-
ciuubent of St. John’s, Sandymount, Co.
Dublin.

Davison, John R. • Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1877 to SO B.A., 1880.
Dee, J. P. - Arte Lit.

1st vear 1880-81
Denmeade, John Engineering

2nd year 1S59-60 Public Works Dept, of India, 1859-60.
Derhani, Benjamin - Med.

3rd year 1S69-70 M.D. and M.Cn., 1871 . Practising at Bol-
ton, Lancashire.

Dillon, Gerald Law
3rd year 1855-56

Dilworth, Timothy - Mod.
4tli year 1880-81 M.D. and M.Ch., 1881.

Dixon, F. K.

Donaldson, A. H. -

Engineering

1st and 2nd years

Arts Sc.

1876 to 78

Donaldson, John -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1868 to 72

^Donaldson, Robert D.

1st, 2nd and- 3rd years

Senior 1878 to 82 B.A. (Hon.)

Arts Lit.

Donegan, S. - -

1st and 2nd years

Med.
1868 to 71 B.A., 1873 ;M.D.andM.CH., 1877. A.M.S.

Donnelly, R. H. -

2nd year
Engineering

1851-52 M.D. (1st Hon.), 1852.

Donoghue, J. J. -

2nd year

Arte Lit.

1855-56 Diploma of Engineering, 1858.

Donovan, Daniel »

1st, 2nd & 3rd years -

Med.
18G9 to 72

Donovan, E. S.

2nd & 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd & 3rd years

Senior

1859 to G1 M.D., 1862. R.N.M.S.

1873 to 78 B.A., 1876. Rector of Drhiulaleague,

Donovan, Henry - Law
Co. Cork.

Donovan, Henry -

1st, 2nd i 3rd years -

Arte Bo.

1858 to 61

1st, 2nd <fc 3rd years

Senior 1851 to 56 B.A., 1855. Solicitor. (Dead).
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Donovan, Henry Med.
2nd & 4th years 1863 to GC

|

L.R.C.r. ife R.C.S., Edin. Medical Officer

Kilfinnnc Dispensary District, Co. Tip.
penny.

Donovan, Humphrey Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd & 3rd years -

Med.
18G0 to G3 1 B.A., 1863, M.D., 18G8, M.Cu., 1869.

Donovan, John
3rd & 4th years I860 to GS M.D. and M.Cu., 1808.

Doran, Thomas

Darling, Jeremiah J.

Acts
Senior

Med.

1871-72

2nd year

Arte Lit.

1856-57

Dowden, John
1st & 2nd years

Arte Lit.

185G to 58 Architect, Melbourne, Australia.

Dowling, Jeremiah J.

1st, 2nd «fc 3rd years -
,
1850 to 53

Drinan, Charles Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd & 3rd years 1

Law

G. ‘Drummond, M.
1st <fc 2nd years

Law
18G4 to 71 B.A., 1866. Solicitor.

Senior 1871-72
i
B.A. (Hon.), 1869, M.A. (Hon.), 1870.

Barrister, Dublin.

Duffin, Robert J. - Aits Lit.

1st year

Med.
1st year 1S82 to 84 1st Aits, RU.I.

Duggan, John Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd it 3rd years

Senior 1S51 to 55 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1854, M.A. (1st Hon.),

Engineering
1st. 2nd it 3rd years - 1870 to 7G

1855. Mathematical Teacher, Cork.

Duke, Lawrence P. Engineering
1st year 1850-51

Diinlea, M. P. Med,
2nd year 1882-83

Dmilen, W. J. Arte Sc.

1st year 1881-82
Dunn, Walter Aits Lit.

1st, 2nd it 3rd years - 1867 to 70
Dunscombe, Nioliolas Aits Sc.

1st A 2nd years 1849 to 51
Dnnscombe, Thomas N. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1878 to 81 B.A., 1881. Clk. Curato of St. Muttose,

Kinsale (D. of Cork).
Eaton, Richard Arts Sc.

1st year 1874-75
Eaton, TJsher B. Med.

2nd year

Senior 1855 to 58 M.D., 1860 ;
L.R.O.R.I., 1861 ;

A.M.D.,

1861 to 1874. Mitchelstown, Co. Cork.
b. ‘Eccles, Robert -

Edgar, William

Arts

Senior 1873-74 B.A., 1872; ALA. (Hon.) 1873; M.D.

and M.Ch. 1876, Liverpool.
Arts Life

Edgar, B. G.
1st year
Arts Life

1855-56

Egan, James
1st year 1859-60
Arts Sc.

3rd year 1857-58
Elliott, Edward Aits So.

1st year

Engineering

Evans, George D. -

1st year
Arts Sc.

1856 to 58

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
2 Seniors 1879 to 84 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1882. B.U.I.,U.A.,1883.

Evans, Richardson Arte Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1861 to 65 B.A. (Hon.), M.A. (Hon.), 1866. O.S.

Evans, Thomas E. J. Arte Sc.

1st year 1866-67

India (retired).
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Fagan, Charles Arts Lit.

1st year

Arts Lit.

1849-50

Fagan, Hornby
1st and 2nd year
Engineering

1849 to5l

Fahie, Conroy
2nd year

Engineering
1853-54

Fair, Francis

1st year

Arts Lit
18C7-68

Farrington, Thomas
1st, 2nd and 3rd years ' 1873 to 76 B.A., 1876 ; M.A. (Hon.), 1877. F.C.S.

Chemist to Co. CorkAgricultural Society,

and Lecturer on Chemistry, &c., to

Munster Daily and Agricultural School.

Fawcett, it. H. Arts Lit.

2nd :md 3rd years

Arte h>c.

1877 to 79 B.A, 1879.

Feeley, J. H.
1st year

Med.
1869-70

Ferguson, R.
Senior 1853-54 M.D., 1855. RN.M.S.

Finlay, George

Finnucanc, M.

Med.

2 years

Arte Lit.

1865-66.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior I860 to 70 B.A. (Hon.) Civil Service of India.

Fitzgerald, James - Engineering

Fitzgerald, Maxwell
1st year

Med.
1849-50

1st and 2nd years 1866 to 68

Fitzgerald, William G. Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 18G5 to 67 B.A. (Hon.)
Fitzgibbon, V. B. • Arts Lit.

1st year’ 1857-58 Merchant.
Fitzmaurice, P. J. - Arte Lit.

Fitzmamice, William H. -

1 st year

i

Arte Lit
1849-50

1st year

Arts Sc.

1866-67
Fleming, Frederick

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1880 to 83
Flyn, Patrick J. - Arts Sc.

1st year 1858 to 59
Fogerty, J. F. Engineering

1st and 2nd years 1880 to 82
Fogerty, William - Engineering

1st and 2nd years 1849 to 51
Fogerty, William A. Arte

1880-81 B.A., 1879, M.A. (Hon.), 18S0
;
Student.

of Medicine.

Foley, James - -

1

Med.
2nd and 3rd years 1861 to 63 M.D., 1864.

Forbes, David Med.
2nd and 3rd years 1863 to 65 M.D., 1867. Now a Priest on the English

Mission, St. Patrick’s, Manchester

Franklin, Luke Engineering

French, Robert
1st, 2nd and 3rd year’s

Engineering

1869 to 72

Frend, George
1st year
Arte Sc.

1863-64

Freyer, Samuel

1 st and 2nd years

1877 to 73

Engineering

1st year

Med.

Gahan, M. -

2nd year

Aits Sc.

1878 to 81

Galvin, John R. .

1st year

Engineering

1881-82

Gnllwey, Mathew M.
1st year

Med.
1872-73

Galway, William - .

'
2nd year 1864-65

Garde, Charles
1st year

Arte Sc.

1860-61 Solicitor, Cork. (Dead.)

1st year 1869-70

4 D
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Garde, Christopher Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd years 1870 to 72

Gardiner, Edward B.

Gash, Bichard H. -

Arts Lit.

2nd year

Seniors -

Arts Sc.

1860 to 63 B.A., 18G2 j M.A., 18G4.

1st year

Arts Sc.

1883-84

1875 to 78
Gibbings, E.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.Gibson, George J. -

3rd and 4th years 1864 to 6G M.D. and M.Ch., 18G6. A.M.S, (Surgeon-
Major).

Arts Lit.

Gillman, Shaw
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1852 to 55

1st year- - -

'

1865-66

Gilman, Thomas H. Arts Sc.

1st year

Senior 1864 to 69 B.A., 1868 j
M.D. and M.Cn., 1870.

Gillespie, H. C. Med.
4tli year 1863-64 M.D.,1864; L.R.C.S., Edin., 1864. A.M.S.

(Surgeon-Major).

Gilmore Alex. 0. - Arts Sc.

1st year
Agriculture

1st year 1857 to 59

Gleeson, Thomas Arts Lit
1st and 2nd years 18C3 to 65

Gormley, John Arts Sc.

Senior 1861-62
Gorsuch, R. B. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.
1st year 1877 to 81

Good, James Eirgineering

1st and 2nd years 1853-54
fioold, James Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1855 to 59 B.A., 1858.

Gould, M. - Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1854 to 58 B.A. (Double First), 1857 j

LL.E., Lon.,

and Law Scholarship. Barrister. Ad-

ministrator-General of tho Presidency of

Madras.
b. “Graham, John 0. Arts

Senior 1878-79 B.A. (Hon.), 1877; M.A. (Hon.), 1878.

Graham, Richard M. Med.
3rd year 1863-64 M.D., 1864; M.Cn., 1865.

Grattan, Nicholas - Med.
Senior 1862-63 L.R.C.P., Edin. ; F. and L.R.C.S., Edin.

;

‘Gray, Allen J. -

Sen. Sure., Cork Hosp. Dis. of Women

Law
2nd-year 1881-82

Greany, John P.

Grubb, Samuel

Med.
3rd year 1872-73 M.D., M.Ch., &c., 1874. Ini, M.S. (Sni*.,

Bombay Army.
Arts Lit.

1st year 1858-59
Hackett, William - Arts Lit.

1st year 1881-82
Hadden, R. E. Med.

2nd and 3rd years 1875 to 77 M.D. and M.Cn., 1878. Medical Officer

Tullagh Disp. District, Skibbereen, Co.

Hadden, William E. Med.
2nd and 3rd years 1879 to 81 M.D. and M.Ch., 1882 (B.TTX)

Hall, Thomas G. Arts Lit.

1st year 1860-61
Halloran, Patrick - Law.

2nd year 1850-51
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Hamilton, Benjamin Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1864 to 68 B.A. (Hon.;, 1867 ; M.A. (Hon.), 18.69.

Clk., St. Peter’s, Brockley. Formerly
Assist. Cliapl., and Second Class Master,
R. Naval School, New Cross.

B ^Hamilton, A. B. Arts
Senior 1878-79 B.A. (Hon.), 1878 ; M.A. (Hon.), 1879.

Hamilton, M. Engineering

2nd year 1851-52
Hanafin, James Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years 1861 to 63 B.A., 1864 ; L.R.C.P. and R.C.S. Edin.,

1866. Med. Oft'., Milltown and Castle-

maine Disp. District, Co. Kerry.
Hannen, M. Arts Lit

1st year

Med.

Hannigan, Denis -

1st year -

Arts Lit.

1849 to 51

2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Law
1st and 3rd years 1872 to 78 B.A., 1875 ; LL.U., 1876. Banister, Dub-

lin.

Hawaiian, J. P. - Med.
4th year 1876-77 M.D. and M.Ch., 1878. Practising in

Dublin.

Hargrave, J. H. - Engineering

3rd year 1880-81 B.A, 1879; B.E. (Horn), 1881.
Harrington, Stanley Arts Lit

1st year

Senior 1876 to 80 B.A. Manufacturing Chemist, Cork.
Harris, Samuel Engineering

1st year 1870-71
•Hart, James Albert Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1878 to 81 B.A. (Hon.) Student Interpreter at Con-
stantinople.

Hartigan, P. C.

Hartnett, George L.

Engineering

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Law
1879 to 83 B.E. (R. U. I.), 1883.

1st and 2nd years 1854 to 56
Harvey, Alfred, Ai ts Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1858 to 60
Harvey, Charles A. Arts Lit.

2ml year
Senior 1868 to 73 B.A., 1871 ;

M.D. &c., 1874
;
Pkys. Cork

Fever IIosp., and Cork Lying-in Hosp. ;

MecL Off., Cork Disp. District, dtc.

Harvey, R. J. Arts Sc.

Hastings, William J.

2nd year

Med.
1862-63

.

B.A., T.C.D.. M.D. &c.
;
M.D.

2nd year 1866-67 M.D. and M.Ch., 1S69. Ind. Sled. Service.

Haycroft, Henry Engineering
1869 to 71

Hayes, Horace
2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1859-60
Hayes, Patrick G. - Arts Sc.

Haynes, E. W.

Haynes, James

1st year

Engineering

2nd year - -

,

Arts Sc.

1883-84

1864-65

Haynes, William -

1st year

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.

1865-66

Hawkes, Samuel

1st year 1852 to 58 M.A., 1858; M.D., 1862. Practising in

London.

Med.
3rd and 4th years

1st year 1864 to 70 L.R.C.P. and R.C.S., Edin., 1870. Wan-
stead E., London.

4D2
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Karnes.

Healy, James

Healy, J. J.

Healy, M. J.

Heal'd, Samuel

Heas, Patrick

Heazle, Henry

Heazle, Isaac S.

Heazle, Thomas

Hegarty, William -

g. ’Henderson, John

Hennessy, Edmund R.

Hennessy, John Pope

Heron, John

G. ’Hickman, James

Higgins, Edward P.

Hingston, James

Hitchmongh, R.

Hodges, John C.

Hogan, Patrick

Holland, Denis

Holland, John C. -

Honibal, Oscar

o. ’Hooper, Charles John

Horan, Edward

Horan, George

Horan, Thomas

List of all Students who have held Scholarships in Queen’s College,

Scholarship!. Data.

A rts Lit.

1st year 1863-C4

Arte Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

2 Senior's

Law
1st year 1871 to 7S

Arts Sc.

1st year 1850-51

Med.
2 years 1853-54

Med.
2nd, 3rd and 4th years 18C2 to 65

Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years

Senior 1866 to 71

Arte Lit.

1st and 2nd years 184D to 51

Med.
3 years 1857-58
Arts Sc.

1st year

Arts Lit.

2 years 1849 to 52

Arts
Senior 1879-80

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1880 to 84

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1850 to 54

Engineering

2nd and 3rd years 1871 to 73
Med.
1st year 1875-76
Arts Lit.

1st year 1867-G8
Arts Lit.

1st year 1871-72
Arte Sc.

1st year 1870-71
Arts Sc.

1st year 1878-79
Med.
2nd year 1862-63
Arte Lit.

1st year 1849-50
Med.
3rd year 1868-69
Med.
1st year 1860-61
Law
3rd year 1856-57

Arts Lit.

2nd year
Med.
1st year 1871 to 76

Arts Sc.

1st year

Arts Lit.

1st year
Engineering

1st vear 1867 to 70
Arte Sc.

1st and 2nd years

Arts Lit.

2nd year

Senior 1866 to 72

B.A. 1875 . Solicitor, Slriliherecn, Co. Cork

B.A (Hod.)
;
M.A. (Hon.)

M.D., 1853.

B.A. (Hon.), 1878.

K.C.M.G., Governor of MauritiuB.

B.E., 1873.

B.A. (Hon.) ;
M.A (Horn)

M.D., 1865 j
M.Cn., 1866.

B.A (Hon.), 1855 ;
M.A. (Hon.), 1866.

LL.B. (Hon.), 1858 ;
LLD., 1862.

B.A. (Hon.), M.A. (Hon.), M.D. 1880,

M.Ch. 1881. Practising in Coventry,

England.

B.A. (Hon.), 1870; M.A. (Hon.), 1871.

Inspector of National Schools. (Dead).
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Horgau, Bartholomew Law
2nd year I860 to 70

Hosford, Benjamin Arts Sc.

2nd nud 3rd years

Senior

Med.
3rd year 1878 to 83

Hosford, John Med.
4th year 1878-79

M.Ch., 1880. Bundon.

b.'Houston, Thomas Arts

Howard, Martin
Senior - -

j

Arts Lit.

1863-G4 BA. (Hon.), 1803 j M.A. (Hon.), 1864.

1st and 2nd years 1870 to 72

shire.

Hughes, Henry C. - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1881 to 84
Humphreys, George Arts Lit.

1st year

Law
3rd year

Senior 18G5 to70 B.A., 1869.
Humphreys, Walter Med.

3rd year

Senior 1851 to 53 M.D., 1852
j M.R.C.S., Bnslaml, 1852.

Shankhill, Co. Dublin.
Hurley, James Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 18G9 to 71 M.D. and M.Cit., 1872.
Hyde, Robert Arts Sc.

1st year

Med.
1st year 3873 to 77

Hynes, J. J. Arts Lit.

1st, 2ml and 3rd ycais

2 Seniors

Mod.
1st year. 1869 to 75 B.A. (1st Hon.)

; M.A. (1st Hon.
-

' Inspec-

Invin, Clarke H. -

tor of National Schools.
Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1874 to 78 B.A., 1877
;
M.A., 1879. Minister of the

General Assembly, Bray, Co. Dublin.
B.*Irwin, John C. - Arts

Senior 1878-79 B.A. (Hon.), 1878 ; M.A. (Hon.), 1879.
Minister of the General Assembly,

Jackson, James

Jagoe, B. R.

Arts Lit.

1st year

Med.
1883-84

Jamieson, R. A.
1st year

Arts Sc.

1869-70 M.D. and M.Ca, 1873. A.M.S.

Jenney, George W.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1858 to 61 B.A., 1867
1 M.A., 1867. Student Inter-

pretership. M.D., ''1868. Consulting
Surgeon, Imperial Maratime Customs,

Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd yeai-s

Med.
1882 to 84

Jennings, William -

Johnston, Charles M.

2nd and 3rd years 1872 to 74 M.D and M.Oh., 1874. Med. Off., Dromda-
league Disp. District, Skibbereen.

Arts Lit.

Johnson, H. M.
2nd and 3rd years

Med.
1872 to 74 B.A., 1874.

Johnson, George W.
2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1869 to 71

2nd and 3rd years 1855 to 57 Successfully competed at Woolwich for

Johnson, W. C. Arts Lit.

Jones, Frank
1st, 2nd and 3rd years - 1872 to 75 M.D., 1881. Practising in Manchester.

Jones, John H.
1st year 1853-54

2ndand 3rd years 1863 to 66 Dipl. Engineering (Hon.)
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Jones, Leslie Hudson Arts Sc.

1st year 1861-G2 Dipl. Engineering, 1800 ; B.E., 1871 : M T>

Jones, Thomas Bedford -

1

Arts Sc-

1st and 2nd years 1649 to 51

and M.Cu., 1871-
; L.K.C.P. and R.C.&

Edin., 18G7 . F.L.S. F. R. Med. Chir. and
Obstctr. Socs. ofLondon, &c.

B.A. (T.C.D.), 1854 ;
M.A, 1858; LL.D

Jones, ‘William H. M‘N

.

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.
3r d year

Senior 1849 to CO

1804 ; Archdeacon of Ontario, 1881.

B.A., 1852; M.D., 1861. Phys. Roy.
Cariboo. IIosp. and Mod. Superint.

Lunar. Asyl., New Westminster, British

Columbia.

B.A. (1st Hon.) Second Place Consular

Jordan, H. J.

B.*Jordan, John N.

Law
2nd year

Arts

Senior

1879-80

1874-75

•Joyce, R. D. Med.
1st and 2nd years 1858 to GO

Service.

M.D., 1802; M.Cn., 1S65. Practised at

Julian, Robert H. - Engineering

2nd and 3rd years 18G8to 70

Boston, XJ.S.A. Author of several well

known poems. (Dead.)

B.E. (Hon.), 1871.

Kane, Robert R. - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd year's - 1858 to 61 B.A. (Hon.), 1801
;
M.A. (Hon.), 1862;

Kane, Roderick Engineering

2nd and 3rd years 18GG to G8

LL.B. (Lornl.). Banister, Assistant Land
Commissioner.

B.E. (Hon.), 18C8.
Keays, Thomas Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1878 to 82 B.A. (Hon.), 1881.
Keating, James

Keating, Michael -

Arts Lit.

1st year

Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd year

Senior

Law
2nd and 3rd years

1875-7G

1873 to 80 B.A. (Hon.), 1876. Barrister. (Dead).

Kearney, John Med.
2nd, 3rd and 4th years 1881 to 84 Exhib. R.U.I.

Kehoe, Thomas

Kelly, J. N.

Ai-ts Lit.

1st year
Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years,

1857-58

1849 to 52 1 B.A., 1852.
Keller, James B.

Keller, Michael

Kelly, James

Law
1st year
Law
3rd year

Agriculture

1st and 2nd years

1861-62

1863-64

1851 to 53
Kelly, James Arts Lit.

1st year 1859 to 60 M.D., 1864; M.E.O.S. Eng, 1864. Ini
M S. (Surgeon-Major, Bengal Army).

B.A. (Hon.), 1874; M.A. (Hon.), 1876.;

Kelly, Matthew

g. * Kelly, Michael -

Arts Sc.

1st year
Mod.
1st and 2nd years

1874-75

1877 to 79

Kelly, R. E.

Kelly, Thomas

Engineering

1 st and 2nd years

Med.
1st and 2nd years

Law
2nd and 3rd years

1877 to 81

1861 to 63

M.D., 1882.; M.Cn., Sic., 1883, (R.TT.I.)

A.M.8.

Solicitor, Kilrush, Co. Clare.
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Kelly, William Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd years

Kenagli, Samuel

Senior

Engineering
1st year

Law

1873 to 7S

1858-59

B.A., 1870
;
M.D., 1880 ; M.Ch., (R.U.I.),

1882. A.M.S.

Keogh, Denis

1st, 2nd and 3rd years,

Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.
1st year
Law

1852 to 50 Dipl, of Element Law, with Gold Medal.
Solicitor, Dublin.

Keogh, John A.

Kepple, John

Senior

Med.
2nd year

Arts Sc.

1st year

Arts Lit

1859 to C8

1S83-84

B.A., 1S61 ; M.A., 1SG3.

B. 0.
# Killen, James 13.

2nd and 3rd yearn

Arts
Senior
Law

1867 to 70 B.A., 1S70. Solicitor, Mallow, Co. Cork.

Kingston, John

Senior

Arts Lit.

1st year

Law

1864 to 06 B.A., (Hon.), 1863; M.A., 1868; LL.B.
(Hon.), 1808

;
Second prize on being called

to the Bar.

Kingston, William -

1st year

Engineering

1850 to 52 Clk. Lector of Cattistock, Dorset
;
Chap-

lain 11.N. (retired list). Formerly Chap-
lain to H.M. the late King of Hanover.

Lacy, John F.

2nd and 3rd years

Engineering

1st year

Arts Sc.

1872 to 74 B.E. (Hon.), 1874.

Laflan, George B. -

2nd year

Arte Sc.

1856 to 58 DipL Eng. 1858. lioyol Engineers hy com-
petition.

Laffan, John E.

1st year

Arts Sc.

1869-70 B.E., 1871.

g. * Lalor, James
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.
2nd yoav

Arts Lit.

3rd yoav

1874 to 77 ’ B.A, 1878.

Lambert, John P. -

Senior

Arts Lit
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1852 to 56 B.A., 1855.

Land, James Stuart

Senior

Arts Sc.

3rd year

Arts

1858 to 62

1854-55

B.A., 1861. Third Master, Queen's Royal
College, Trinidad.

Lane, Charles -

Senior

Arts Lit
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1856-57 B.A., 1855 ;
M.D., 1858 ; L.R.C.S., Edin.

1859. A.M.S. (Surgeon-Major retired.),

Lane, Maurice

Larken, Edward L. M.

Senior

Arts Lit. .

1st year

Arts Sc.

1852 to 56

1849-50

B.A., 1855 ; M.A., 1857. Clk. Vicar of

Sandbach, Diocese of Chester.

Uiwrence, George -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Law
1849 to 52 M.D., 1855. A.M.S.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1864 to 67 Barrister, Cork. Second Place on Call to

Lawson, Charles H. Arts Sc.

1st year 1854-55

the Bar.
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Lawson, Henry hied.

'

2nd year 1858-50 M.D., I860. Late Lecturer and Surgeon
St. Mai-y’s Hospital, London. Writer on
Biological subjects.

Leader, Charles R. - Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years 1881 to 83

Leahy, Daniel Med.
1st year 1877-78

Ledger, James 0. - Engineering
2nd year 1857-58 Dipl. Eng. Public Works Dept, India.

Lee, Redmond Med.
4th year- 1860-70

Leech, John Rich. • Med.
3rd vear 1871-72 M.D. and M.Ch., 1872. R.N.M.S. Dist.

Surg., Winsburg, Orange Free State, S.

Africa.

Lefebure, Claude - Agi-icnlture

1st year 1852-53
Leonard, John Arts Sc.

1st year 1853-54
Levis, John S. Med.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1857 to CO M.D. (Hon.), 18C0
;
M.R.GS., Eng., I860.

Fleet Surgeon, R.N.
Lindsay, John Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1861 to 63 B.A., 1805. Perpetual Curate of St. John
Bapt., The Brook, Diocese of Liverpool.

Lindsay, Thomas Aits Sc.

1st year 1S70-71
Lloyd, Thomas Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd yeai-s

Senior

Engineering

1st year

Law
1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1853 to 62 B.A., 1857.

Lockhart, D. G. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1875 to 78
Lockhart, John D. - Aits Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1882 to 84
Lombard, William - Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1854 to 56
Lucy, J. R. Aits Lit.

1st year 1868-69
Luther, Francis Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years 1854 to 56 M.D., 1858.
Lynch, Edward D. - Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1880 to 84
Lynch, James Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1879 to 82
Lynch, J. J. Med.

1st year 1879-80
Lyon, Robert Arts Sc.

1st year 1859-60
b. *Macafie, David Lindsay - Arts Lit

3rd year 1857-58 B.A. (Hon.), 1859. Late of the English

M'AulitFe, Daniel - Arts Sc.

Bar.

1st year 1872-73
M'Auliffe, J. Law

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1866 to 75
Macartie, Charles J. Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
2 Seniors 1868 to 73 B.A. (Hon.), 1871 ; M.D., 1873 ;

M.Cb.,

M'Carthy, Edward - Med.
1874. Ind. M.S. (Surgeon, Bengal Army.)

2nd and 3rd years 1854 to 56
M'Carthy, Florence Art Lit

1st year 1851-52
.McCarthy, Francis - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1877 to 80 B.A., 1880 ; M. A., 1881.
G. ‘M'Cartliy, James Med.

3rd year 1870-71 M.D. and M.Ch., 1871.
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M'Carthy, Justin -

McCarthy, M.

Agriculture

2nd year

Med.
1850-51

1st year

Law
1873-74

M'Carthy, Patrick J.

2nd and 3rd year

Arts Lit.

1877 to 79 Solicitor, 1879, Bandon, Co. Cork.

M'Cartney, A.
1st year

Aits Sc.

1851-52

McClelland, Henry -

1st and 2nd year 1870 to 72

B. *M‘Connell, James

M‘Cotter, F. J.

Agriculture

1st year
Arts Sc.

18C2-03 B.A., 1863.

1st year

Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd year
Aits Lit.

1 1880 to 83

M‘Cowan, Thomas -

2nd and 3rd years

Med.

M'Dermott, William
1st year

Aits Lit.

1851 to 55 B.A., 1856.

1 st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Aits Lit.

1858 to 62

M'Donald, Charles J.

2nd and 3rd years 1880 to 82
M'Enery, Daniel

M'Enery, M. J.

Aits Sc.

2nd and 3rd years

Two seniors -

Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Law

1879 to 83 B.A. (Hon.), 1881
;
M. A., 1882. Civil Ser.

1st and 2nd years 187G to 81 B.A., 1882. Civil Service.

M'Fadclen, James - Arts Lit.

2nd year 18G4-G5
M'Fann, Thomas - Arts Lit.

M'Gowau, Thomas -

1st year

i Arts Lit.

1849-50

1st year

Arts Lit.

1850-51
M'Gragh, Canice J.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1879 to 82 B.A. (Hon.), 1882.

M'Grngh, E. Flood
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Arts Sc.

1877 to 81 B.A. (Hon.), 1880.

M'Namara, E. -

1st, 2nd anil 3rd years

Senior 1850 to 54 BA., 1853. Merchant, Cork.

M'Namara, Jolm M.

b. o. *M‘Mahon, George T. -

Arts Lit.

2nd anil 3rd years

Arts
Senior

1877 to 79 B.A., 1879.

Senior 1853 to 55 1 B.A., 1S52; M.A. (Hon.), 1860; Dipl..

Elementary Law, 1862. Late Professor

of Mod. Lang., Royal College, Mauritius.

M‘Sweeney, John - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1860 to 64 B.A., 1863.

M‘Sweeney, M. Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd years

1874 to 79 1
B.A., 1877.

M'Swiney, William Arts Lit.

1st year
Med.

M'Swiney, John
1st and 2nd years

Arts Lit.

1881 to 83
|

Exhibitioner, R. U.I.

Madders, Henry J.

2nd and 3rd years

Med.
1881 to 83

M.D., 1872 ; L.R.C.S. (Edin.), 1873.2nd year 1869-70

Madden, William F.

R.R.M.S.

Arts So.

1st and 2nd years

Engineering
1S5G to Gl1st year
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Magill, James Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1800 to 09 B.A., 1809 ; M.D. (Hon.), 1871 : M.Ch
1871 ; 1st place, A.M.S., 1872.

’

Maliouy E. - Arts Sc.

1st year

Arts. Sc.

1S50-51 Merchant, Cork.

O. ‘Maliony, John -

1 st year 1849-50 B.A. (Hon.), 1854.
Mansfield, ±1. Engineering

2nd year-
1 860—Gl i Dipl. Eng. (1st Hons.), 18G1. P.W.D

India.

Mansfield, Pierce - Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1852 to 55
'

B.A., 1854
;
M.D., 1859; M.Cii. 18GG.

R.N.M.S.
Maxwell, James Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 31x1 years 1802 to 65
Marshall, John .Arts

Senior - -
1

1808-09 B.A. (Hon.)
; M.A. (Hon.), 1809 ; M.D.

and M.C’u.j 1870.
Marshall, John E. - Arts Lit.

1st year
Law
2nd and 3rd years 1857 to 00 Dipl. El. Law, 1861. Solicitor, Belfast.

Martin, Daniel N. - Arts Lit.

2nd year 1860-61 B.A. (Hon.), 1808; M.D. and M.Ch., 18G9.
Ind. Med. Serv. Surgeon-Major, Bengal
Army.

Martin, Hughes Arts Lit.

1st year 1851-52
Martin, Richard D. Aits Lit.

1st year 1859-00
Matthew, Theobald Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd year 1S49 to 51
Meara, Frank Iv. - Arts Lit.

1st year 1853-54
Merrick, Alexander S. Med.

2nd, 3rd and 4th years 1800 to G9 M.D., 1809; L.U.C.S., Edin.
;
L.M.KQ.

C.P., Ireland, 1871. Res. Med. Snperint.

Mills, John W. Arte Sc.

District Lunatic Asylum, Belfast.

Magon, Bernard

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1803 to 07 B.A., 18GC.
Med.
3rd year 1856-57

Marcel, James A. - Arts

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1862-05 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1805. Ind. C. S.

Molony, Michael - Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd aud 3rd years 1864 to 67 B.A. (Hon.), 1807 ; M.A., 1809. Barris-

o. ‘Moloney, John S. Arts Sc.
ter, English Bar.

Mongan, James
2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1872 to 74 B.A. (Hon.), 1874; B.E. (lion.), 1877.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior

Law
1st year 1849 to 54 B.A. (Hon.) Late British Consul at Tien-

Mongomcry, J. J. - Engineering
tsiu, China.

Moore, John
1st and 2nd year
Arts Sc.

1851 to 53 Surveyor of Belfast.

Moore. William H.
1st and 2nd year
Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd year
Engineering

1857 to 59

Moran, James
3rd year
Engineering

2nd year

1879 to 84 B.A. (Hon.) ; B.E. (1st Hon.), R.IT.L

Med.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1867 to 73 B.E., 1803

; U.D., 1873 ;
M.0h.,<Ssc„ 1874.

Moore, John Arts Sc.
First place, Ind. Med. Service.

2nd and 3rd years 1879 to 81 B.A., 1881.
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Morgan, Henry H. Arts Lit.

1st and ‘
2nd years

Arts Sc.

1849 to 51 B.A., 1852 ; M.A., 1853.

Morgan, John
2nd and 3rd years

i

1877 to 79 B.A.
,
1858 ; M.D., 186 . Brigade Surgeon

(Retired)
;
Surgeon to Cork Prisons and

Physician, Cork Fever Hosp.

Moriarty, T. B. - Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

185G to 5S

Moriarty, Jeremiah
1st year

Med.
2nd year 1S49 to 51 Civil Service of India,

Moriarty, Maurice W. S. - Arts Lit.

2nd year

Senior 18G5 to G8 B.A. 1867.

Morony, Robert Agriculture

1st year 1854-55

0 .
‘'Morris, Michael O'li. - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.

Moms, William B.

1st year

Mod.
1850 to 54 B.A., 1854 ; M.D., 1857 } M.Ch. 18G5.

2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1851 to 53 Priest of the Oratory.

Morrison, Robert -

1st year

Arts Sc.

1677-78

Morrogli, Janies

1st and 2nd years

Arts Sc.

1852 to 54
Morrogh, John

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Agriculture

1st year

Arts Lit.

1S50 to 54
Morrogli, John A. -

1st year

1

Arts Lit.

1819-50

Morrogh, Joseph A.

2nd year 1850-51 B.A. 1854.

Morrogh, J. A. -

Morrogh, Robert -

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Aits Lit.

1851 to 55

1st, 2ml and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1853 to 5G Civil Service.

Morrow, James B. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.
187G to 79

Moxley, S. E. M. -

lsc and 2nd years

Med.
1878 to 80

Mullane, Jeremiah -

2nd and 3rd years 1874 to 7G M.D. (Hon.) and M.Ch., 1876. Ind. M. S.

Bengal Army.
Mullane, Timothy - Med.

4th year 1873-74 M.D. <fc M.Ch., 1874. A.M.S.

Mulrennan, John - - ^

1st year

Agriculture

18G9-70 M.D., 1876
;
M.Ch., 1877. A.M.S.

Murphy, Alex.

1st year 1853-54
Murphy, E. Agriculture

1st and 2nd yearn 1850 to 52 J.P. Counties of Armagh, Donegal, and

.
Down. Extensively engaged in "Valua-

tion, Ac., of Land.

Murphy, Michael - Law
1st year - -

'

1881-82 1 Solicitor, Enniscorthy and Bagenalstown.

Murphy, John P. -

Murphy, William N.

Law
2nd year 1883-84

Mulcahy, Cornelius
1st year
Arts Sc.

1879-80 B.A. 1882.

Mulcahy, John F. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd yearB

Engineering

1881 to 84

Muagrave, James -

1st and 2nd years

Arts Sc.

1881 to 83

B.A. (Hon.), 1880 ; M.A. 1881.
•Nealon, Patrick J.

Senior’

Med.

1878 to 81

M.D. and M.Ch., 1880. A.M.S.1st and 2nd years 1876 to 78

4E2
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Neligan, James Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1853 to 56

Newman, John H. - Med
4th year 1SG4-C5 M.D. and M.Cu., 1865. Iud. Mecl Ser-

vice. Surgeon-Major, Bengal Army.
Newsom, William F. Meet.

Nunan, Francis

3rd and 4 th years

Aits Sc.

I860 to 08 M.D., 18G8.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.

Obre, George S. -

1st year

Arts Lit.

1862 to 60 B.A., 1867 j M.D., 1869.

2nd years

Law
1883-4

Obre, Thomas
1st year

Aits Lit
1882-83

1st and 2nd years

Med.
1st year 1879 to 82

O’Brien, Bartholomew

O’Brien, John E. -

Med.
2nd and 3rd years 1870 to 72 M.D. and M.Cu., 1872. Ind. Med. Ser-

vice. Surgeon, Bengal Amy.
Arts Lit
1st year 1849-50

O'Brien, John M. - Arts Sc.

1st year 1849-50
O’Brien, John Aits Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1850 to 54 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1853; M.A. (1st Hon.),

1854.
O'Brien Joseph H. - Aits Lit

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

2 Seniors 1865 to 70 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1868; M.A. (1st Hon.),

1869; M.D., 1870; L.R.C.P. <fc R.C.S.,

Edin., 1870. Surg.-Major, Bengal Amy.
O’Brien, Michael - Med.

3rd year
Senior 1853 to 57

O'Brien, Michael . Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior I860 to 64 B.A. (Hon.), 1863. Sometime Professor

of English in the Tungwen College or

Imperial College of Interpreters, Peking.
•O’Brien, Richard - Med.

2nd year 1865-66
OBrieu, William - Law

O’Brien, William C.

1st year
Agriculture

1871-72

O’Callaghan, Daniel
1st and 2nd years

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.

1854 to 56!

O’Callaghan, G.
1st year

Arts Lit
1882 to 84

1st and 2nd years
Med.
1st year 1862 to 64

O’Callaghan, John - Arts Lit
1 st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1862 to 66 B.A., 1865
; L.R.O.P. & R.C.S. Edin. 1873.

R.N.M.S.
O’Connell, Jeremiah A. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1876 to 81 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1879. Inspector of Na-

tional Schools
O'Connell, Mat. D. Med.

O'Connell, fame* -

3rd and 4th years
Arts Sc.

1867 to 69 M.D. &, M.Oh., 1869. A.M.S.

2nd and 3rd years
Arts Lit

1860 to 62 B.A., 1S62.
O’Connell, Philip -

-

1

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1850 to 56 B.A., 1854. Inspector of National Schools.
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O'Connor, William M. A vts Sc.

1st, 2ml and 3rd years

Senior 1852 to 58 D.A. (1st H011.), 1857; M.A., 1858. R.E.
by Compet Exam.

;
Head Master of

Owen Sound High School, Ontario,

Canada.

O'Donnell, J. J.
i

Art* Lit

O’Donnell, William,

1 1st year

Arts Sc.

18G1 to G2

1st and 2nd yearn

Arts Lit
1881 to S3

O’Douoglmo, James J.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1873-74 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1873 ; M.A. (1st Hon.)
Inspector of National Schools.

O’Donoglme, J. J. - Mod.
1st year
Arts

2 Seniors 18G9 to 75

O’Driscoll, Denis F. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1850 to 54 B.A., 1854. Inspector ofNational Schools.

O’Driscoll, John Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd yeais 18G4 to 67 Student Interpretership in China.

O’Flynn, Denis B. - Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

2 Seniors 1850 to 55 B.A., 1853 ; M.A., 1854
;
M.D., 1857

;

M.ILC.S. Eng., 1858. Med. Officer, Sic.,

Carrignavav Disp. District, Cork Union.

O’Flynn, Denis J. . Med.
3rd year 1859-60 M.D., 1801

;
L.R.C.S. Edin., 1861. Late

Med. Officer, Canigaluic Disp. District,

Cork Union, Ringaskiddy, C!o. Cork.

O’Grady, Jeremiah J. Agriculture

1st year 18G2-G3

O’Hea, Michael Engineering

1st and 2nd yeais 18G5 to G7
O'Halloran, Patrick Law

3rd year 1851-52

O’Halloran, William Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Mod.
3rd year

Senior 1849 to 55 B.A., 1852 ;
M.ILC.S. Eng., 1856.J A.M.S.

(late Snrg.-Maj.)

O’Keeffe, Cornelius Agriculture

2nd year 1851-52 Dipl. Agr., 1852 ; F.C.S. Late Assistant

to Prof, of Ckem., Q.C.C. ; Analyst to

County and City of Cork
;

Assistant

Land Commissioner.

•O'Keeffe, John M. Med.
1st year 1859-60 L.R.C.P. &. L.R.C.S. Edin., 1864. Widnes,

Lancashire.

O’Keeffe, Matthias - Arte Sc.

1st, 2nd ancl 3rd years

1849 to 53 B.A. (Hon.), 1852 ;
M.A. (Hon.), 1853 ;

M.D., 1860. Late Professor of Materia
Medica in Q11. Coll. Cork

;
Lecturer on

Med. Jurispr., Qu. Coll. Cork, and Exa-
miner in R.U.L

O’Keeffe, Patrick -

O’Keeffe, William -

Agriculture

2nd year- 1858-59 M.D., 1864; M.Ch., 1865. Medical Su-
perintendent Mountjoy Prison, Dublin.

Arts Lit.

1st year

O’Leary, John O’C.

2nd year 1860 to G2 B.A., 1863. Clerk of the Crown and
Peace, E.R., and City of Cork.

Arts Lit.

1st year 1849-50
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O’Leary, Richard - Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

O'Mahony, Patrick

-

O'Mcnghor, William

O'Meara, Patrick -

Senior

Arts Sc.

2nd year

Med.
1st year

Arts Sc.

1852 to 5C

18G4-G5

1851-52

B.A. (Hon.), M.A. (1st Hon.) Classical
Toucher in Cork.

O’Neil, Henry
1st year

_

Engineering

1855-5G B.E., 1870.

O’Neil, John
2nd year

Med.
18G2-G3 Dipl. Engin., 1864.

O'Neil, Richard F. -

1st and 2nd years

Arts Lit.

186G to G8 M.D. and M.Ou., 1870. Surgeon, Bengal
Amy.

O’Riorclan, Denis A.

Orpcn, Arthur H. -

2nd year

Med.
1st year

Arts

1864-65

1856-57 1

B.A. (Hon.), 1866.

Orpen, Charles

Orr, Robert J.

Senior

Arts Sc.

3rd year - -

1

Arts Lit.

3rd year

1S5G-57

1854-55

B.A., 1856 ; M.K.Q.C.P. IreL, 1880 ;L.,

1876 ;
LR.C.S., Edin., 1858.

O’Ryan, Owen
Senior

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

18G0 to G2 B.A, 1861 ; M.A., 1862.

O’Shauglmcssy, M. -

O’Sullivau, Joseph -

Senior

Engineering

1st year

Engineering

1852 to 59

1881-S2

B.A., 1858. Professor of Modem Lan-

guages, Queen’s College, Cork.

•O’Sullivan, Stephen

1st year

Med.
3rd year

18G8-G9 M.D. aud M.Cii., 1875. Govt. Surgeon

Igatpuri, Bombay
;
Distr. Surg. Gt India

Peninsular Railway, &c.

Senior 1SG0 to G2 M.D, 1862 ; M.Cit, 1865 ; F.R.C.S, Irel,

1SS0. Prof. Surg. Qu. Coll. Cork
;
Sur-

Padin, Thomas

Palmer, Abraham H.

Palmer, Edmond T.

Law
3rd year

Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd year’s

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.
1st year

18G5-G6

1858 to GO

goon, North Infirmary, Cork.

Parlies, James M. -

Parkes, Benjamin • -
|

Senior 1850 to 57 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1855 ; M.A. (1st Hon.),

1857; L.K.Q.C.P. and R.C.S, Ireland,

Arts Lit
2nd year

Med.
1st year

Arts Sc.

1st year1

Engineering

1870 to 72

1865-66

Amy.

Paul, Henry

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit

1866 to 69 B.E. (1st Hon.) 5th place at Cooper's-hill

College for Indian Engineering Service.

Peard. Frank W. -

2nd year

Engineering

1868-69 B.A, 1880 ;
M.A, 1881. Clk, Curate of

Nahoval and Tracton, Cork.

Peard, William H.
1st and 3rd years
Engineering

1st year

1877 to 80

1882-83

B.E. (Hon.), 1880.
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Pearson, Charles Y. Aits Sc.

1st year

Med.
2nd, 3rd and 4 th years 1873 to 78 < M.D. (1st Bon.), 1878 ;

M.Cn., 187S
Senior Demonstrator and Lecturer in

Anatomy and Physiology, and Curator of

the Anatomical and Path. Museum, Q.C.C.

Assist. Surg. Cork North Infirmary, etc.

Pearson, Christopher Aits
Senior 1873-74 B.A., 1872; M.A., 1873; M.D., M.Ch.,

&&, 1875. Surgeon R.N.

Pearson, William - Arts Sc.

1st year

Med.
1st and 2nd years 18G7 to 71 M.D. A M.Cn., 1S73. A.M.S.

Perrier, Anthony - Aits Sc.

3rd year 1863-64 Merchant, Cork.

Parrott, William . Engineering
Dipl. Engin. (Hon.), Engineer to Lillies-2nd and 3rd years 1863 to 65
hall Coal and Iron Works.

Pliair, George W. - Arts Sc.

1st year

Aits Sc.

1860-61

Popham, John. Ss\ -

2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1S58 to G1 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1S60 ; M.A. (1st Hon.),

1861.

Popham, Thomas D.

Potter, Basil

Med.
4th year

Arts Lit.

1874-75 M.D. and M.Ch., <fcc., 1875. R.N.M.S.

1st, 2ml and 3rd years

Engineering

1855 to 59

Porter, James,
2nd year 1SS2-83

Porter, llobcrt Med.
1st year 1858-59

Power, Pierce G. - Arts Lit.

1st year

Aits Sc.

2nd and 3rd years

1857 to G1 B.A. (Hon.), 1860 ;
M.D., 1863 ; L.R.C.S.I.,

18G4. Lato Surgeon A.M.D.

Power, Robert Y. - Arts Lit.

2nd year 18G0-G1 B.A.18G3; M.D.,18GG; L.R.C.S. (Ediu.),

186G. Inti M.S. (Snrg.-Maj. Madras
Army.)

Power, Thomas Aits Lit.

1st year 18G4-G5

L.R.C.S.I., 1SG2. Queensland.
Price, Albert A.

1st year 1858-59

Pulvertaft, Robert
Successful Brassfounder in Cork.2nd and 3rd years 18G3 to G5

Purcell, Ferdinand A. Aits Lit

1st year

Med
1st and 3rd years 1857 to 62 M.D., 18G3

;
M.RC.S., Engl Late Pliysn.,

Cork Fever Hospital, Ac. (Dead.)

Punch, James Golden, now Arts Sc.

J. Punch Golding. 1st year

Med.
3rd year

Senior 1851 to 54 M.D. (Hon.), 1859 ;
M.R.C.8, Engl.,

1853; L.M.K.Q.C.P., Ireland, 1HG4.

Sen. Phys., Cork North Infirmary, Ac.

Punch, John G. - Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd year 1851 to 54 i
L.KQ.C.P.L, 1863 ;

M.R.CX, Engl.,

1858. Formerly Med. Officer, Blarney

Disp. District.

Quarry, William - Aits Sc.

1st year

Engineering

2nd year 1859 to 62 Dcpl Eng., 18G3. Public Works Dept.,

India, 1BG4.
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Rahilly, Michael - Med.
Senior 1858 to 50 M.D., 1859 ; L.R.C.S., Edin. R.N.M.S.

Read, Richard Arts Lit.

1st year 1854-45 M.D., 1860
;

L.R.C.S., 1860. Formerly
practising in England.

R^ad, Richard Arts Lit.

1st year 1867-G8

Rice, P.ichard Law
2nd and 3rd years 18G6 to G8 Solicitor, Fermoy. Obtained Silver Medal

on admission as Solicitor.

Rice, William Roche Med.
2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Arts Sc.

1853 to 50 M.D. (1st Hon.), 1856; M.R.C.S., Eng.,

1856. Surgeon-Major, Bengal Army.
Ridings, Henry S.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

1 Senior

Engineering

1st year 1856 to 61 B.A. (1st Hon.), 1860. Dipl. Engiu., 1861.

Ridings, James C. Med.
1st year
Senior 1S50 to 5G

Ridings, William G. Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years

Med.
1st and 3rd years 1840 to 55 M.R.C.S., Engl., 1855. R.N.M.S. (Fleet

Surgeou, R.M.)
Riordun, Denis A* Med.

2nd year 1857 to 58 , M.D., 1861. R.N.M.S.

Riordan, James J. - Aits Lit.

2nd ami 3rd years

Senior 1S75 to 79 B.A., 1878; M.D. and M.Ch. 1880.

Riordun, Jeremiali Arts Lit.

2nd year 1883-84
Rearden, Thomas D. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Lnw .

1st year 18G5 to 70 B.A. (Hon.), M.A. Barrister; Assistant

Land Commissioner.
Roberts, Thomas R. Engineering

1st year
Agriculture

Robinson, W. J. J.

1st year - . 1854 to 57 Dipl Eng. (Hon.)
Arts Sc.

2nd year 18G4 to 65

Robinson, William Aits Sc.

1st year 1870-71
Roche, Edward F. - Engineering

1st and 2nd years 1871 to 73 Civil Service of India.

Roche, Francis E.
!

Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years 1863 to 65 B.A., 1866 ; M.D. and M.Ch. 1867.

Penang, China.
Roche, George Axts Lit.

1st year

Med.
2nd year
Senior 1849 to 63

Roche, H. L. Engineering
1st and 2nd years 1873 to 75

Roche, Joseph M. - Med.
2nd and 3rd years 1876 to 78

Roche, William Aits Lit.

3rd year
Arts Rc.

2nd year 1854 to 5G
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Roche, William Med.
2nd year 1852-53

|

M.R.C.S., Engl., 1858. R.N.M.P. (Fleet

Surgeon).

Rock, Thomas Agi'iculture

1st year 1853-54

Ronan, Michael Ai-ts Sea
1st year 1868-69 B.A., 1872

;
L.R.C.P. Edin. 1875.

L.F.P.S., Glasg., 1874. R.N.M.S.
Ronan, Stephen - -

.

Arts Sc.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior -
-

]

1865 to 68 B.A. (Hon.), 1867. Special Certificate of

Honour on coll to the Bar. Crown
Prosecutor, county Kerry.

Ronayne, Bartholomew Med.
1st year 1881-82

Ross, William Engineering

1st year 1883-84
Rountree, George A. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1875 to 78 M.D. and M.Ch., <fea, 1882. House Sur-

geon, Cork South Infirmary.

Ruby, Henry George Arts Sc.

1st year 1851-52 B.A.,1881.
Russel], William D. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1875 to 79
Ryan, James Arts Lit.

1st year 1860-61
Ryao, John Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Law
2nd year 1871 to 77 B.A., 1875.

Ryan, Thomas Arts Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Med.
2nd year 1861 to 65 B.A., 1863 ; M.D. and M.Ch., 1867.

Sandiford, J. 0. G.

Sandiford, Thomas Horny -

Mod.
2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1874 to 76 M.D. ancl M.Ch., 1877. A.M.S.

2nd year

Senior

Med.
1st year 1862 to 67 B.A. (Hon.), 1866

;
M.D. and M.Ch.,

1867. Med. Off. Kilshannig Disp. Distr.,

Mallow Union.
Sandiford, W. H. K. Engineering

Sandy3, Walter
1st year

Med.
1874-75 B.E.,187 .

Scott, Joseph
1st year
Arts Sc.

1868-69

Scott, J.Q. -

1st year

Arts Sc.

1859-60

Scott, Patrick .

1st year

Arts Sc.

1859-60

Scully, Albert McCarthy
1st year

Med.
1859-60

3rd year 1878-79 M.D. and M.Ch., &c., 1880. Med. Off.

Kilbrittain Disp. Distr.
Sealy, Edward Agi'iculture

1851-52
Sexton, Edward Med.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1853 to 56 M.D., St. AndreVs, 1856 ; L.R.C.S.,

Edin., 185C. Ind. Med. Sendee. (Sur-

geon-Major, Bombay Army).
Sexton, Michael J. - Arts Lit.

Seymour, Michael -

I

-

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Aits Lit.

1850 to 53 Major, Royal Artillery.

Slw.TraUamJ. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1856 to 60 B.A. (Hon.), 1859 ; M.A., 1860. Inspector

of Schools.

Engineering

3rd year 1863-64 Dipl. Eng. (1st Hon.) Manufacturer, Cork.

4 F
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Shea, Henry J. F. -

Slxipsey, Edward -

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1852 to 55 Major, Royal Artillery.

1st year 1807-G8 M.D. and M.Ch., 1873 ; L.M.K.Q.C.P.
Irol., 1873. Dunmanway, Co. Cork

*’

Shorten, James Arts Lit.

1st year 18G7-G8 L.R.C.P. and L.R.C.S., Edin., Ac. Med.
Off. Glengariff Disp. District.

Sikes, Charles

Smith, D. It. P.

Agriculture

2nd year - - 1

Arts Lit.

1859-GO

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1880 to 84
Smith, J. 13. Arts Sc.

1st and 2nd years 1882 to 84
Smith, Robert Arts Lit.

3rd year

Senior 1859 to 62
Smith, Telford, Arts So.

1st year 1876-77
Smyth, Joseph C. - Arts Sc.

1st year 1883-84
Smyth, R. H. Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1879 to 82
Somerville, Annesley, Ai ts Sc.

Spedding, John B. -

1st. 2ucl and 3rd years
Senior 1872 to 76 B.A. (Hon.), 1875 j

M.A. (1st Hon.), 187C.

One of the Mathematical Masters, Wel-
lington College.

Aits Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1855 to 58 B.A, 1861. Civil Service of India.
B.*Spedding, Robert JJ. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1855 to 5D B.A (Hon.), 1858; M.A. (Hon.), 1859.

Spedding, William A. Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd year
Med.
1st year 1855 to 58 M.R.C.S., Engl., 1861, Natal, S. Africa.

Spring, John Burchell Arts Lit.

1st year
Law
1st, 2nd and 3rd veal's 1849 to53 B.A. (T.C.D.) Clk. Raglan House,

Starkie, R. F. Med.
3rd year 1874-75

• DurUliaiu-park, Clifton, Bristol.

M.D. (Hon.), and M.Ch., 1875. Clona-

kilty, Co. Cork.
Starkey, William - A its Lit.

1st and 3rd year
Senior 1851 to 58 B.A., 1857; M.D., 1869; M.Cn., 1870.

Dublin. Author of “ Poems and Trans-

Starkey, William - Arts Lit.

1st year 1850-51
Steen, Matthew Aits So.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
Senior 1875 to 80 B.A., 1879.

Stewart, William T. Arts Sc.

3rd year

Senior 1862 to 65 B.A., 1864.
Stoops, William Arts So.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years
2 Seniors 1871 to 76 B.A, 1874.

Stopford, Jolin Aits Lit.

1st and 2nd years 1850 to 52
Strongman, Thomas Agriculture

Sullivan, John P. -

1st and 2nd years
Arts So.

1858 to 60 Dipl. Agr., 1860.

2nd and 3rd years
2 Seniors 1874 to 77 B.A., 1876 ; M.A. (Hon.), 1STI. (D<ai)
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Sullivan, Patrick - Agriculture

1st and 2nd years
Arts Sc.

Sullivan, Patrick D.
1st year

Arts Lit
1849 to 52

1st, 2nd oucl 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd arid 3rd years

2 Seniors

1878 to 81 B.A. (1st Hon.)

Sullivan, Robert Icvors

1875 to 80 B.A. (Hon.), 187S
;

M.A., 1S79. Sub-
Inspector, II. I. Constabulary.

Sutton, William Arts Lit.

1st year J8G3-G4 Priest, S. J.

B.*Swanton, James Arte Sc.

Swautou, James H.
1st and 2ud years

Arts Sc.

1850 to 52 B.A. (Hon.), 18 3; M.A., 1862.

2ml and 3rd years

2 Seniors

Med.
3rd and 4th years 187? to 84 B.A. (Hon.), 1879: M.D., M.Ch., &c.,

1883. Demonstrator of Anatomy, Q.C.C.

Swauton, James R. Med.
Senior 1SG1-G2 M.D., 1862; L.R.C.S., Edin. Medical

Officer, Kcalkill Disp. District, Bantry
Union, &c.

Swiuiton, Robert - Aits Sc.

Taylor, W. 0.

1st year

Arts Lit.

1852-53

2nd and 3rd years

2 Seniors

Law
Senior 18C9 to 77 B.A. (Hon.!, 1871 ; M.A. (First Hon.),

1872; LL.B. (Hon.), 1876. Second place

on call to the Bar.

Taylor, William Law
1st year

Arts Sc.

18G7-G8

Testro, D. M‘M.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years,

Senior 1857 to G1 B.A (Hon.), 1860. Civil Service ofIndia.

Testro, William Arts Sc.

1st year 1864-65

Testro, William M‘M. Engineering

1st year 1862-63

Thomas, William G. Aits Lit

Thompson, James -

1st year

Engineering

1858-69

1st and 2nd years

Engineering

1879 to SI

Thornhill, Joseph H.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years 18G4 to G7 Dinl. Eng. (Hon.) Engineer Public Works

Dept., India.

c. *Thynne, Henry Law
1st and 2nd years

1870 to 74' B.A (First Hon.)
;

LL.B. (First Hon.),

1873. Resident Magistrate, Kilkenny.

Tidbury, Samuel Arts Sc.

1st year

Aits Lit.

1857-58
Tivy, William J. -

2nd year

Engineering

1868-69
Tooker, Hugh P. -

2nd year 1877-78 B.E., 1879. Assistant Surveyor, Birken-

head.

Townsend, Christopher Arts Sc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd yeai-s

1854 to 58 B.A., 1857. Major, Royal Artillery.

Tracey, James Aits Sc.

Tuckey, Thomas B. A.
1st yoar 1882-83

1875-76 L.R.C.P. and R.C.S.,Edin., 1880. A.M.S.
Tuoliy, Francis J. -

Unities, R. N.

Med.
2nd and 4th years

Engineering

1st year

1868 to 71 M.D. and M.Ch., 1871. Ind. Med. Ser-

vice. (Surgeon, Bengal Army).

1861-62 Dip. Eng., 1864. Eng. Public Works
Dept., Lidia.
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List of all Students who have held Scholarships in Queen’s College

Scholarships. Data. Observations.

Unties, William - Al ts Sc.

1st year

Med.
1st year 1S50 to 54

Walter, Robert

Walker, Samuel

Engineering
1st year

Arts lit.

18S3-84

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Med.
1880 to 84

Walker, Thomas Ch.

3rd and 4th years 1873 to 75 L.R.C.S., Edinb., 1878. Practising in
England.

Wall, Edmund Arts lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years 1873 to 7G M.D. and M.Cft. Mod. Off., Courcy’s Disp
Distr., Co. Cork.

Wall, Richard Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 184* to 54 B.A. (Double First Hon.), 1853; M.A.
(First Hon.) Civil Service of India.

Wall, Thomas J. Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Law
3rd year

Senior 1853 to 59 B.A., 1856. Barrister. Circuit Crown
Counsel for the City of limerick.

Walsh, David J.

Walsh, John E. -

Arts Sc.

2nd year 1860—Gl B.A., 1862
;
L.R.C.P: & L.R.C.S., 1864.

Formerly of Ballincollig, Co. Cork.
Med.
1st and 4th years 1873 to 77 M.D. and M. Cn., 1877. Surgeon, Bengal

Army.
Walsh, .Patrick Arts Sc.

Warmington, E.

1st year

Arts Sc.

1882-83

Warren, E.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1855 to 58

Waugh, Richard L.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Lit.

1873 to 70

Webster, R. G. M.
1st year

Arts Sc.
1S76-77

Weir, George W. -

1st year 1877-78 B.A., T.C.D., 1883. Clk. Curate of St
Mary’s, Dublin.

Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd aiTd 3rd years

Senior 1876 to 80 1 B.A. (FirstHon.), 1879 ;
M.A. (FirstHon.),

Weir, William
1880 ; M.D. and M.Cn., 1883.

Arts Lit.

1st year
Med.

1869-70
Welply, John Jagoe

Welply, Joseph

2nd and 4th years 1873 to 76 M. D. (First Hon.) M.Ch., 1 876. Bandon,

Co. Cork.
Med.
3rd year
Arts Sc.

1874-75
Welply, William A.

West, Thomas
1st year -

Arts Sc.

1883-84 :

B. * White, Edward
1st and 2nd years
Arts Sc.

1860 to 63 B.A., 1866.

1st and 2nd years 1870 to 72 B.A. (Hon.) M.D. and M.Ca, 1877.

Whitelegge, W. A.

Wliitton, James

Aits
Senior

Med.
1882-83 B.A. (Hon.), 1882.

Whitton, Thomas Bain
2nd, 3rd and 4th years
Med.

1877 to 80

'

M.D., 1880, London.

4th year - -
(

1871-72 M.D., 1872. L.K.C.S., Edin., 1873. Sni>

geon, Mount Ida Hosp., Naseby, Otago,

Willet, Edmund Med.
2nd year

- .

New Zealand.

Senior 1858 to 61 M.D., 1861; L.B.C.P., Edin., 1861

;

M.R.C.S., Engl., 1862. Practising in

London.
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Cork, and the subsequent distinctions obtained by them

—

continued.

Names. Scholarships. Date. Observations.

Williams, Edward P. Arts Lit.

1st and 2nd years 1882 to 84

Williams, M. P. -

Williams. B. G. -

Mod.
2nd year

Mea.
1882-83

1st your
Arts Sc.

18G0-G1 M.D., 1864.

Williams, \Villiom J.

2nd and 3rd years 1870 to 72 B.A., 1872.

Wilson, D. - Arts Lit.

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 18G7 to 71 B.A. (Hon.) 1870 ; M.A. (Hon.) 1872;
M.D. (Hon.) 1875

;
M.Cu., «tc., 1875.

Med. Off. Dilwyn Distr., Weobly Union,
Herefordshire.

Wilson, Edward, D. T. Aits Lit.

2nd and 3rd years

Senior

Arts Lit.

1863 to GG B.A. (1st Hon.) 1865
;
M.A. (non.) 1866.

Wilson, James
1st year 1862-63

B. “Wilson, John - Law
1st year 1856-67 B. A. (Hon.; 1857. Civil Service of India.

B. * Wilson, John - Aits Sc.

2nd year

2 Seniors

Mod.
1st year 1871 to 75 B.A. (Hon.), M.D., 1877 ;

M.Ch., 18S0.

Med. Off., Castleblayney Workhouse, and
Fever Hosp., ifcc.

Wilson, Joseph Arts Lit.

1st year

Med.
1st, 3rd, and 4th years 1865 to 71 M.D. and M.Cir., 1871. Ind. M. S. Sur-

goon Bengal Army.
Windele, Thomas -

Wood, B. -

Med.
Senior

Law
1854-05

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Arts Sc.

1862 to 65 Dipl. Element. Law with 2nd Honom-s.

Wood, William E. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1880 to 84

Woodroffe, Francis H.
1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Aits Lit.

1857 to 60 B.A., i860. Civil Service of India.

Woodroffe, Latham
1st year

Arts Lit.

1872-73

Wray, Kobert B. -

1st, 2nd and 3rd years

Senior 1878 to 82 B.A. (First Hon.), 1881.

Wren, Maurice Arts Sc.

2nd year

Law

B. •Young, Samuel -

1st year 1861 to 64

B.A. (Hon.), 1866
;
M.D. and M.Ch., 1869.Senior 1866-67
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Nos. 18, 19, 20.

Three Tables furnished by Dr. Sullivan, and referred to in his evidence, q. S843.

No 18.—Table showing the Number of Candidates who have Passed the Matriculation

Examination of the Royal University of Ireland
;
and the Number who have obtained

Honours in each of the Principal Subjects, according to Provinces, in the Years 3881, 1882,

and 1883, respectively.

No. 19.—Table showing the Number of Candidates from Schools and from the Queen’s Colleges,
respectively, who have Passed the First University Examination of the Royal University
of IRELAND; and the Number who have obtained Honours in each of the Principal Subjects,
according to Provinces, in the Years 1882 and 1883, respectively •

—

Connaught t

Schools,

Queen's College,
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No. 20.

—

Table showing the Number of Candidates from Schools and from the Queen’s Colleges,
respectively, who have Passed the Second University Examination of the Royal University
of Ireland, and the number who have obtained Honours in each of the principal subjects,

according to Provinces, in the Year 1883.

N.B.—The numbers in the abovo Tables ore taken from the Lists published in the Royal University Calendars,

and necessarily do not include those Candidates entered from “ private study,” individual teachers, whose
locality is not stated, or Schools out of Ireland. Where a Candidate is entered os coming from two different

Schools, he is assigned to the province in which the last mentioned is situated. It was originally intended to

give the numbers of Candidates who presented themselves for Examination, and number who were Rejected;
but it was found that tho ascertainment of these numbers would bo a work so laborious as to be almost
impracticable and too burdensome a task to ask the Secretaries of tho Royal University to undertake.

No. 21.

Memorandum of Improvements, &q., recently made at Queen’s College, Cork.

Handed in by Dr. Sullivan.

Within the last seven years the following improve-
ments have been made in the grounds, buildings, and
teaching appliances of Queen’s College, Cork.

At the lieginning of tho period just stilted the only
mode of access to the Western road, which is the main
western avenue to the city of Cork, was by a gate at
the extreme western end of tho college grounds, open-
ing into the road or passage to the county gaol, now
the male prison. This way, in many respects very
objectionable as an entrance to a college, had the
further disadvantage of considerably increasing the
distance of the college from the city. Considerable
difficulties, however, beset the making of a direct
entrance from theWestern road to the college. In the
fimt placo the college ground was not conterminous
with the road in question, and the southorn branch of
the liver Lee intervened

; this necessitated the purchase
of land and the building of a bridge

;
and secondly tho

college is from thirty to forty feet above the level of
he road, and required the construction ofan expensive
embankment.

,

-^dependent of the question of a new entrance
.

ere
.

werc other and pressing reasons for purchas-
ing. if possible, additional land. In tlio first place

eve was not sufficient room in the then college
grounds for laying out a proper Botanic Garden with
plant houses; in tho second placo tho only ground
7 .

® on ''vhich to build an observatory, a new
emieal laboratory, and a much required extension

„ ,.
e ™«dical building was that occupied by tho then
botanical and medical gardens. Thirdly, there

as great danger of the adjoining land being built
F®, winch would prevent tlio college, perhaps for

ever, acquiring it, and at the same time shut it in

between lanes of small low class houses and the county

prison ; and lastly, part of the land to be purchased

was a quarry at work, part was a reeeptsicle for rubbish

intended to raise it above flood level, and tho rest, in

anticipation of being let as building ground, had be-

come u common, and the resort of idlers and dissolute

persons of both sexes, and a serious inconvenience to

the neighbourhood.

With much difficulty and after two or three years

negotiations, a strip of land stretching along the whole

eastern boundary of tho college ground, between six

and seven acres in extent, was purchased, and as will

be mentioned laid out as a botanic garden, through

which a fine avenue has been made, connected with

the W estern road by a bridge over the river Lee, and
having a cut-stone entrance lodge with fine wrought-

iron gates. As this avenue had to be carried, as

already indicated, upon an embankment rising to a

height of more than thirty feet, requiring more than

30,000 loads of clay to form it, the expense was so

great that hut for the timely generosity of Mr. Wm.
H. Crawford, of Cork, who paid half the cost of the

gate lodge, bridge, ancl road, they could not have been

made.

Tho Botanic Garden and Plant House .—When the

new ground was enclosed, tho laying of it out as a

botanic garden was at once tiiken in hand and is now
nearly completed. The labour expended upon this

work has been considerable. Some idea of this may
be formed when it is told that about 5,000 loads of

clay and mould had to bo purchased to form the upper

ground now occupied by the collection of named plants

.
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and the plant house. This collection consists of about

2,000 species, representing ninety orders. Tlic plant

house consists of three rooms—a central tropical room,

54 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 39 feet high, hut having

an excavation 15 feet deep in the centre, so as to

admit of tall plants when they reach the roof being

lowered
; a subtropical and a temperate room each 40

feet by 18. A passage 30 feet by 8 feet connects

the temperate house with two experimental chambers

and a biological laboratory. This passage is used at

present as a house for orchids and ferns requiring heat.

The plant house is now tilled with an excellent teach-

ing collection of plants, among which are many large,

rare, and valuable plants, nearly all of which are the

gifts of persons belonging to the locality, especially of

Mr. W. H. Crawford, who also contributed one-lialf

the cost of the plant house, and of the levelling and

laying out of the garden. To make the garden com-

plete a range of low glass would be required for a
propagation house, a tropical aquatic bouse, -be., and
a small house for the myrtaceas and similar plants.

A part of the old Botanic garden has been laid out

as a medical garden, in which the plants are arranged

according to their thempeutical properties. Prepara-

tions had also been made to form two other gardens

—

one for the plants named in Greek and Roman authors

—especially those of mythological and artistic interest.

This collection was also intended to include the sacred

plants of the Celts, Germans, Slaves, and Hindoos

—

in fact of the Aryan family
;
and ono of CEconomic

plants. As these two gardens were to be hid out in

the ground adjoining the college, purchased by Mr.
W. H. Crawford, with the view of bestowing it on
the college, and werc also to be connected with part

of the additional glass-house above mentioned to con-

tain the classical, mythological, and (Economic plants

requiring heat, for which plans lrail been prepared
and estimates procured, the project has bceu inter-

rupted by the state of uncertainty regarding the future

of the college, produced by recent legislation and the
attack upon it.

In the lower part of the new ground two ponds for

aquatic plants have been constructed, anil the whole
is being laid out as a wood-garden and arboretum.
Whenever shrubs or trees are planted in any part of
the college grounds as mauy new species and varieties

as possible are procured.

Biological Laboratory in connexion with Plant Homs.
—This, the first of its kind in Ireland, consists of four
small rooms and two experimental glass chambers,
namely, a chemico-biological laboratory, a dissecting

and histological room, an instrument room, and an
aquarium or vivarium. The latter is not yet fitted

up, but will be this year. The laboratory is fairly

provided with apparatus for demonstration and re-

search, and when the aquarium shall have been com-
pleted,will offer considerable facilities for both botanical

and zoological work.

Library.—All the available space in the library,

and in the examination hall has been fitted up with
^helves. Besides the usual purchases and donations
of books the library Las been enriched by a collection

called the Crawford Library, consisting of about 2,000
volumes, among which is a valuable series of historical

works, such as Pertz’s “ Monumenta, Dom Bouquet’s
”

groat collection of French historical documents, he.

Museums, Laboratories, he., op the Arts and
Science Schools.

Zoological Jlmseum .—The whole of the arrange-

ments of this museum have been recast; a number of
cases added, so ns to occupy all vacant spaces. The
collections have also been hugely increased, notably

l>y the gift of our late professor, Dr. Harvey, of his

rare and valuable collection of the birds and mammals
of the south of Ireland, and of the eggs of native

birds, and by the purchase of models of embryological

development, and models of the lower forms of marine
animals, he.

Collection of dried Plants.—Considerable additions
have been made to our extensive collection of named
dried plants, now numbering more than GO,000 species

A special collection of native plants, comprising about
five-sixths of the British flora has also been formed
chiefly through the exertions of the late Isaac Carroll

a well-known local botanist.

Mineral ami Geological Museum This museum
lias also been entirely rearranged, new cases put up,

and largo additions aro being made to the collections.

The petrological aud gcognostical part of the collections

will lie to somo extent unique, as the specimens illus-

trative of thn structure, metamovphism, joiutin"

cleavage, &c., of rocks, and the structure and formation

of mineral veins, consist of large masses, weighing

sometimes as much as a ton, instead of the usual baud-

specimens which do not give a truo idea of nature.

Teclniological Museum.—This collection, which will

illustrate the practical applications of the scientific

collections in the geological, botanical, and zoological

museums, lias as yet no place fitted up to receive it,

but a good collection of raw materials has been got

together.

Arclueohgic.nl ami Ethnological Collections.—These

collections arc, for the present, placed in one of the

lecture-rooms, where a number of enseshave been fitted

up so far as could be done compatible with the

primary use of the room. The collections have also

been considerably increased, notably l>y an excellent

collection of prehistoric stone weapons, a fine collection

of the weapons, dress, <fcc., of New Guinea and the

Australasian islands, made by Dr. Haines, a former

student, ike.

Chemical Laboratory.—Twenty years ago the chemi-

cal laboratory at Queen's College would have been

looked upon ns a good one, but the grout advance which

has siuce taken plaeo in the teaching of experimental

science has left it somewhat behind. In any case it

possesses two sorious defects, namely, it is in the

wrong place, and it is too small. Plans of a new

isolated chemical building have been prepared, but

the necessary funds for building it not having been

obtained
;
under these circumstances the only thiug

that could be done was to improve tho lighting of the

existing laboratory.

Physical Cabinet ami Workshops.—The collection of

physical instruments was formerly kept in two small

rooms, one of which was little bettor than a lumber-

room. These have been thrown into ono fan-sized

room, provided -with cases on all tho available wall

space, and with stone pillars for supporting apparatus

without vibration, such as eathetomoters, galvano-

meters, and other measuring instruments. The col-

lection of instruments has been considerably enlarged,

and now contains the chief instruments necessary for

demonstration, and some of those required for research.

Attached to the physical department is a workshop,

provided with a lathe and other tools, where instru-

ments and models are constructed and repaired by a

skilled workman, who acts as mechanician to the

college. When our funds permit we propose to get a

gas-engine, a better lathe, a dividing-engine, and other

tools, so as to enable us to make any kind of apparatus

or machine.

Crawford Observatory .—The building is of dressed

local limestone, similar to that of the college buildings,

and contains on the ground-floor two rooms wain-

scoted with pitch-pine, forming wings to a central

tower containing the pillar which supports the equa-

torial telescope. The space about this pillar on the

ground-floor is to be used for a mean clock and a

photographic room. The upper part of the tower

forms a circular room, covered by a revolving dome,

fifteen feet in diameter, and in which is placed the

equatorial telescope. A. winding staircase, contained

in a projecting porch, leads to the equatorial room.

The room forming the left wing contains the transit

instrument. The roof of the transit room is furnished

with a movable shutter of ingenious construction,

which admits of its being fully opened or closed in
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three seconds, and is perfectly impervious to rain or

snow. The room forming the right wing is specially

devoted to spectroscopic work, and can l>c completely

darkened by sliding shutters. In order to prevent

the deposition of damp on the instruments when not

in use, each room is provided with a battery of hot-

water tabes in connexion with a small boiler, heated

by gas, and placed outside the main building. This

hot-water system merely koops the temperature a few

degrees above the dew-point, so ns to prevent the

deposition of dew.

The instruments consist of :

—

An Equatorial- Telescope, with an eight-inch object

glass, furnished with the most recent improvements

by Mr. Howard Grubb, namely, declination cirelu

read by two verniers and miscroseopo from the eye

end of the telescope, illuminated by an electric lamp
which serves also to illuminate the dark and bright

fields of bifilar micrometer, os well as a transparent

position circle
;
two right ascension circles, one with

two opposite verniers read in the usual manner, the

other with one vernier is road from tho eye end of

the telescope by the same microscope that is used for

leading the declination circles ;
clockwork with means

of changing instantaneously to lunar into. A sidereal

dock is placed in such a position as to be easily read

by the observer.

A Meridian Circle, with object glass five inches in

diameter, with two circles of glass, one divided to 15',

the other to 5', and reading to 1", by means of four

leading microscopes. Tho sotting circle is of poculiar

construction, arranged so as to bo road through the

eye-piece of the telescope
;
the electric lamp which

illuminates it also serves for the illumination of the

graduated circles
;
(mother small electric lamp being

used for the illumination of tho wires, five of which
are placed at intervals of 1 0"

;
four others, two at

each sido of central one at intervals of 30", the eye-

piece admitting of a lateral movement sufficient to

observe a star one minute beforu its transit.

The transit room also contains a sidereal clock.

The spectroscopic room, which cun also sorve as a
computing room, is furnished with a siderostatic

telescope of four inches aperture. Tho tube of this

instrument being in tho direction of tho earth’s axis

only altera its position by rotation on its own axis, a

movement which is affected by clockwork. Tho ob-
server consequently bus never occasion to alter his

position. The object gliiss when tho instrument is in
use, being in the open air, the shutter through which
the tube of tho telescope passes fitting tlm aperture
of the window accurately, no inconvenience arises

from currents of air of different tcm|>oruturos. Jly
means of a small mirror the image of the sun formed
by the telescope is readily thrown on tho slit of a
spectroscope which at all times occupies tho same
position. This spectroscope is supplied with two half
and four half prisms of (50°, and as the pencil of light
passes through each twice it is equivalent to 1 0 prisms
of 60°, which can be reduced i-eadily to 8, G, 4, or 2.

The spectroscopic room contains a small chrono-
graph, the barrel of which revolves one© in a minute,
the seconds being represented by spaces one-fiftli
of an inch in length. It is also furnished with a mean
tune clock.

The whole equipment of the observatory was carried
out by Mr. Howard Grubb, of Dublin.

This observatory arose out of a very small beginning,
namely, a proposal to provide a permanent shelter for
5 telescope belonging to the physical collection,
and which had to be mounted and dismounted every
tune it was used. The sight of a beautiful small
equatorial telescope at Mr. Grubb’s works enlarged
our ideas considerably, and it was then proposed to
try and get such instruments, and build a small obser-

•
0:

^ subscription. A plan was prepared for a
P® Adding, and a list was prepared of instru-

f
n *

v*
*^eir approximate price. Th is was printed“"M*. but only a few copies were sent, two

usenbers having promised nearly the whole sum

subscribed, namely, His Grace the Duke of Devon-
shire, who gave £500, and Mr. W. H. Crawford, who
gave £1,000. Instead, however, of a simple brick
building which would be out of keeping with the stone
buildings of the College, it was determined to build
the observatory of dressed stone, but as this would
absorb all our funds, Mr. Crawford generously’ under-
took to provide the instruments. The result of this

successive development is the present beautiful obser-
vatory which lias cost about £1,000.

Metem-ohujirul Observatory/.—Tt was intended to

establish a meteorological observatory, furnished with
self-registering instruments of the most improved
kind. A tower lias been built containing a wains-
coted room with sliding shutters for holding its

barometers and thermometera, and having a flat robf
for solar experiments. Provision has been made in
the plans of the proposed Crawford Hall for a room
at tho top ol' the tower for an anemometer and other

instruments. But owing to the uncertain position of

the college this project, like several others, is in abey-
ance, at least for the present.

Eiujineering Department.—This very important and
successful department of tho college jiossesses all the

necessary surveying and levelling instruments and
the nucleus of a museum. The professor of engineer-

ing is also forming a collection of engineering tools,

machines and appliances, but like the technical

museum we have no suitable place to exhibit the

models and tools, «fcc. It has been proposed to con-

vert the present chemical department into an engineer-

ing and technical museum and model room, when the

proposed now cliemicd building shall be provided.

In tho meantime the professor of engineering is obliged

to keep his machines, &o., in Ills private room, and in

the physical workshop, where they cannot be con-

veniently examined by students.

Lapidary Museum .—With a viow of encouraging

the study of urchaiology and history a beginning has

lieen made in the formation of a collection of ancient

inscriptions, by the arrangement of six or seven Ogam
stones in the cloisters. Tho proposed collection will

include examples of Runic, Gallo-Oeltie, Italo-Celtic,

Etruscan, old Roman, Pliamician, • Egyptian (of all

kinds), Greek, Cuneiform, Arabic, Chinese, drc. Of
course foiv real examples of suclnnonuments are likely

to be obtained, but the educational purposes of the

collection will be equally effected by good casts. Some
good examples of the latter have already been pro-

cured, and wc hope in a short time to have an in-

teresting and instructive series arranged.

Standards of fYeitjkt and Measure .—In order to

accuBtom students to form accurate ideas of weight

and measure, and to accustom them to accurate

numerical observation, it is proposed to place a col-

lection of British and French standard weights and

measures, and instruments for the measurement of

time, temperature, atmospheric pressure, <fcc., in some

place where they can be always seen by passing

students. A case for the weights and measures has

been put up in the vestibule, and the standards will

be procured according os funds permit. A beginning

has also been made with the collection of instruments

by placing a standard barometer in the cloister
;
other

instruments will be added from time t« time.

Medical School.—Ten years ago the provision for

teaching medicine was very unsatisfactory, both as

regards lecture rooms, laboratories, museums, and ap-

pliances. The dissecting room was too small, badly

lighted, and very badly ventilated. The pathological

museum was a low long room lighted on one side, the

unlabellod specimens being exhibited in a single case

along the back wall where they could ho very im-

perfectly seen. The materia medica collection consisted

of a small working collection of common drugs,* which

was placed in a narrow room, the only access to which

was through a lecture room in which four professors

lectured, aud which was consequently almost always

occupiod. This room also contained the models, dia-

grams, Ac., of the Professor of Midwifery, and was

•The College hai at on 3 time an excellent collection of drugs which was, however, destroyed by the fire.

^
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therefore a mere store room to which the students had

practically no access. The Professor of Materia

Medica had no laboratory and no apparatus, and the

lecturer on medical jurisprudence was in the same

position. Experimental physiology formed no part or

the ordinary work of medical schools in these countries

at that time, and in Ireland, at all events, there was

no physiological laboratory, the medical school of Cork

College was not therefore worse oil' in this respect than

the other medical schools of the country.

In this state of things the school could not perform

its functions properly and required to be remodelled,

enlarged, aud provided with laboratory, museum, and

other teacliing appliances suitable to tho present con-

dition of medical science. This has been done so far

as very limited fimds would allow. The chief im-

provements and additions are the following :

—

1. Lecture Room .—The roof of the old anatomical

lecture room was raised, and it was divided into two

stories, the upper forming a fine well-lighted room,

capable of seating from 200 to 250 students, and

having an excellent liistological room constructed under

the galleiy. The ground floor was converted into a

lectuve room for the Professor of Medicine, Surgery,

and Midwifery, provided with an excellent retiring

room, where diagrams and other tilings are kept.

The room used as a pathological museum was divided

into two, one of which was fitted up as a lecture room
for the Professor of Materia Medica, mid the other as

a laboratory for the same professor.

Dissecting Room.—The old room has been doubled

in length and is now one of the best lighted and ven-

tilated rooms of the kind to bo found anywhere.

Laboratories—Physiological Laboratory .—A good
well-lighted room has been fitted up as a physiological

laboratory. It has working places for chmico-phy-

siological investigations, histology, ifec., and is provided

with some of the latest apparatus, both for demonstra-

tion and research in experimental physiology. When
this laboratory was first fitted up practical physiology

was not an obligatory subject, and being the fimt

laboratory of its kind in Ireland, it was made of

moderate dimensions, not only to save space and money,
but also because it was believed that the number of

students who were likely to take a scientific subject

not required for any professional examination would
be small. But so rapid lias been the progress of prac-

tical teacliing in every branch of experimental science

Avithin the last few years, that already the class

threatens to outgrow the laboratory.

Materia Medica and Toxicological Laboratory.—

I

mentioned above that one of the rooms into Avhiok the
old pathological museum had been divided was con-
verted into a laboratory for the examination of drugs,
pharmaceutical preparations, and toxicological analysis.

Though not a very good room it serves well enough
for tho purpose and is gradually being provided with
the necessary fittings and apparatus. The adjoining

lecture room is also fitted up so as to allow of experi-

mental demonstrations being given at lecture. The
lecture room and laboratory are in direct communi-
cation with the new materia medica museum, so that

the whole, including a private room, forms avery good
provision for this branch of medical teaching.

Materia Medica Museum .— The materia medica
museum is part of the new building recently added to

the old school building. It is a fine room, lighted at
two opposite sides, and contains besides a working
collection a fine collection of typical specimens of
officinal and other drugs. A good extensive collection

of Lidian drugs 1ms recently been added. The speci-

mens are placed on glass shelves.

Anatomical and Pathological Museum. The new
museum is a large lofty hall, well-lighted on three
sides and provided with handsome wall and desk cases.

The specimens in the upright or wall cases are pieced

on glass shelves, and are classified and labelled. The
old preparations have been carefully gone over, and
many now ones added—indeed all the material locally

available finds its way into the museum. An exten-

sive and well made series of models of skin and other

diseases Inis Imen recently added, so that the museum
os a whole may fairly compare with most other medi-

cal schools.

Collection oj Surgical and Obstetrical Instruments

and Ajtpliunces ,—Formerly the several professors of

the practical departments of medicine used their own
instruments for teaching purposes. This unsatisfac-

tory arrangement no longer exists, the college now
contains every important instrument required for

teaching purposes and will bo kept abreast of operative

surgery and practical midwifery.

Hospital Appliances a>id Sanitary Museum .—The

old museum cases have been refitted in a well-lighted

corridor as n sanitary museum. A beginning has been

insiclo in forming a collection of hospital and sanitary

appliances. This which was one of the first attempts

made in any medical school to provide what ought to

be regarded as one of the most essential requisites for

medical teaching, is as yet only in its infancy, owing

to the smallness of our income, and the necessity of

providing for so many other more immediately press-

ing wants. It is, however, intended to develop this

part of our collection as quickly as our means will

allow.

Independent of all the improvements of specific

departments above described, considerable improve,

meats have been made in tlie supply of water anil gas,

in the lighting and heating of the building, in the

furniture and fittings of almost every department of

tho college, and in the approaches to it.

I should not omit to mention a proposal of our

generous benefactor, Mr. Crawford, to provide resi-

dences for the arts professors, which would add to

the endowment of tho chairs, and, at the same time,

by keeping the professors about the college, help to

create and foster a college society. About seven and a

half acres of tho land to the east of the college grounds

have been purchased,enclosed, and roughlylaid out, with

a view of being made part of the college grounds.

Upon this bind it is proposed to build six houses for

married professors, and a hall, to be called Crawford

Hall, containing chambers for unmarried professors,

assistants, senior students engaged in teaching, &c.,.

and a large dining-hall for such students as wish to

dine in college. The plans for these buildings have

been prepared, put out for tender, and tenders received.

The Treasury have consented to allow the Board of

Public Works in Ireland, who, under the Colleges Act,

are the trustees of tho lands and buildings of the col-

lege, to act also astrustees for the Crawford Trust. The

chief condition of this trust is, that the land and build-

ings shall revert to Mr. Crawford or his heirs, should,

at any time, the college be made denominational -a

condition which equally applies to Mr. Crawfords

previous gifts. The only thing then that prevents this

noble project from being at once carried out, and

Queen’s College, Cork, from being made one of the most

complete educational institutions in the United King-

dom is the recent legislation, and the present uncer

tainty regarding the Irish University question;
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Nos. 22a and 22b.

Tables extracted from the Reports for 1S82 and 1883 of the Cork North Infirmary and
City of Cork General Hospital.

Supplied by Dr. O'Sullivan, Evidence, q. 25SD.

No. 22a .—CLASSIFIED RETURN
Of the Diseases of the Patients admitted into the North Infirmary in the Year ending 31st

December, 1882, and of the Number that died of each Disease.

Disease.

Asphyxia,
Amentia,

Apoplexy, .

Ascites,

Asthnm,
Aneurism, •

Abscess of Neck,

„ of Face,

of Knee,

„ of Ear,

,,
of other parts,

Alcoholic Poisoning,

Amenorrhcea, . •

Anthrax, .

Bright's Disease,

Bursitis,

Bronchitis, .

Burns and Scalds, .

Cirrhosis of Liver, .

Chlorosis,

Caries,

Convulsions,

.

Chorea, .

Concussion of Brain,

Colica,

Contusions and Sprains,

Conjunctivitis,
_

•

Concussion of Spine,

Cystitis, . • >

Congestion of Liver,

Croup,
Cataract, . . •

Cancer,
Dropsy,
Dislocation of Ankle,

„ of Clavicle,

., of Shoulder,
Diarrhoea and Dyseuteria, .

Debility,

Diabetes, . .

Delirium Tremens, .

Dyspepsia, .

Epulis, ...
Epistaxis,

Erysipelas, .

Extravasation of Urine,
Entropian, .

Epithelioma, .

Enteritis,

Febris Typhoid,
Eracture of Cranium,

„ of Humerus,
„ of Radius, Ulna, or both,

„ of Fingers (comp.),

„ of Ribs,

„ of Tibia, Fibula, or both,

„ of Femur, .

ii of Lower Jaw,

„ of Elbow, .

i, of Clavicle,

„ of Pelvis, .

n of Patella,

„ of Nasal Bones, .

Fistula in Ano,
Fistula Urethial,

Admitted. Died. Disease. Admitted. Died.

2 _ Gonorrhasa, .... I

i _ Gangrene of Leg, . . . 2 -
* Hydrocele, ....

Hamiorrhoids,
2

3
9 _ llromatDmcsis, 1 _

1 - Ilasmoplysis, 5 -
1 - Hernia, .... 7 -

4 - Hypochondriasis, 1 -
1 - 3 -

2 Hysteria, .... 1

3 Ilomipiciria, ....
llicmutocelc,.... 1

3 Iritis, .... 2
3 -

_ Keratitis, .... 8 _
8 _ Lupus, .... 2 -
6 I.atcral Curvature of Spine, 7

22 Lumbago, .... 2

7 Morbus Cordis, 14 7

Morbus Coxarius, .

Necrosis, .... 10

6 Obstruction of Bowels, 3

2 Ouyxis, ....
Ophthalmia,....
Orchitis, .... 1

Ovaritis, ....
Ovarian Tumour, 1

13 Paronychia,.... 1 _
Peritonitis, .... 1

Phthisis Pulmonalis, 49 9

Pleuritis, .... 2

11 Prostatic Enlargement, 3 2

Pneumonia, .... 5 2

Poisoning, .... 2
Periostitis, .... 4

Phimosis, ....
Polypus of Nose, 1 -
Phlebitis, ....
Rupture of Liver, 1 1

Rheumatism, Acute and Chronic, . 30
Shock, .... 11

Stricture of Urethra, 5
Syphilis, .... 3
Sciatica. .... 14

Synovitis, .... 14

Scabies, ....
Scorbutus, .... 2 -

Scrofula, ....
Tonsillitis, ....

_ Tumours, .... 13 1

_ Talipes, .... l -

14 Tetanus, .... 3
Ulcer of Cornea, 5
Urine, Retention of, 9
Uterine Disease, 10

Ulcer of Leg, 18

Vesical Calculus, 1

20 Varicose Veins, 3

Wounds of Forearm, 1

., of Scalp, 20

„ of Throat, . . ,

2 „ of Foot.

„ of Hand,
6

7

"

„ Side,

„ Eye, 3

2 „ Face, e

Fractures of the Upper Extremities are usually treated in tho Extern Department of the Hospital.

Return of Intern Patients for the Year ending 81st December, 18S2.

Descbzmiox of Patients.
In House,

31st

Dec., 1881.

Received 1

j

tho Year.

Of which wci

Cured
or relieved.

rc discharged.

Died.

In House,
31st

Dec., 1882.

Total
treated.

Medical, 366 21 23
!

410

Surgical, 682 I
655 29 42 726

Total, 75 1,061 1,021
|

60 65 1,136

Daily average number of beds occupied, 73.
Number of Accidents, 5,139, Of this number 1,159 were Night Accidents, attended between 9 o’clock, r.si.,

and 6 o’clock, A.M.

Number of Attendances of Patients for Medical or Surgical Treatment in Extern Department, 29,135.
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No. 23.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. O’Sullivan, q. 2502.

Hospitals in Com;, their Size, Number of Beds, &c., Year 1883.

Daily
No. of Extern Department,

- Names or Hospitals, &c.
No. of
Beils.

Average
No. of
Beils

occupied

Patients

In Hie
Year.

No. of
AlK'tid-

Yeur.

Accidents
in Year.

, North Infirmary. ....... 100 73 (189 28.H31 3.577

3 South Infirmary, ....... 100 71 liflO 13,014 -

3 Morey Hospital, . ...... 00 60 633 4,830 -

4 Cork Fever Hospital, ..... 37 410 - _

3 „ Lying-in Ilospitul. ..... 14 - 300 - -

C Ophthalmic ami Aural Hospital, ..... 30 - 134 13.000 -

7 Women anil Children’s Hospital, ..... 33 - 194 1,369 -
8 Maternity, ........ - - - 360 _

0 St. Patrick’s Hospital for Incurables mid Children's Hospital.

Only occasionally used tor Clinical Instruction or Examinations.
30 - - "

10 Protestant Incurable Hospital. Not used for Clinical Instruction. - - _ _

11 Cork District Lunatic Asylum. A large Institution in which
Clinical Inslruction is given.

- - - " -

13 Union Hospital.
^ Almost unlimited in extent. Not used - - - -

13 „ Fever Hospital.) for Clinical teaching. \ - - - - -

No. 2-lcr.

Cork South Charitable Infirmary.

Tables oxtvactcd from Annual Report for 1883, of above Infirmary.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. Townsend, Cork, q. 3012.

List of Surgical Cases Admitted, 1883.

Abdominal Injury, .

Abscess,

Accidental Amputati
Anthrax,
Aneurism, .

Bladder, Diseases of,

Bone, „
Brain, Injury of,

Bursitis,

Burns and Scolds,
Cancer-
Epithelial,

Enceplialoid,

Sdrrhus, .

Concussion, .

Cut Throat, .

Dislocation, .

E»r, Diseases and Injuries of,

IS;iula-
Salivary,

.

Anal,

Vesico-Vaginal,
Fractures

—

Simple,

Compound,
Gangrene, .

Genu Valgum,
Goitre,

Hare Lip, .

Hernias—

Reducible,

rhoids,

Incontinence, . •

Joints, Injuries anti Diseases of,

Larynx, Injuries and Diseases of,

Lupus,
Meniere’s Disease, .

M ilk Leg, .

Nasal Polypus,
Onychia,
Oxana,
Parapliymosis,

Prolapsus Ani,
Prostatic Disease, .

Retention, .

Skin, Diseases of,

Spinal Disease,

Sprains and Contusions,
Struma,
Talipes,
Testis, Injuries and Diseases of,

Tongue and Throat, Injuries and Diseases
|

of.

Tumours,
Ulcers,

Uretlira,

Uterus,
Varicose VeinB,
Wounds—
Punctured,
Incised,

Contused,

.

Lacerated,
Gunshot, .
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No. 246.

List of Medical Cases Admitted, 1S83.

Disenses.

Addison's Disease, .

Alcoholic Poisoning,
Amenorrhcea,
Anjemia,
Apoplexy,
Asthma,
Brain, Diseases of.

Bronchitis, .

Chorica, .

Colic,
Croup,
Dropsy,
Dysentery, .

Diabetes,

Diarrhoea,
Emphysema,
Empyema, .

Epilepsy,
Facial Paralysis.

General Debility,
Goitre,

Heart, Disease of,

Hemoptysis,
Hydrocephalus,
Kidney, Diseases of,

larynx, Diseases of,

Liver, Diseases of, .

Locomotor Ataxia, .

Lum lingo,

Mesentery, Diseases of.

Paraplegia, .

Peritonitis, .

Phthisis,

Pneumonia, .

Progressive Muscular Atroply,
Pleurisy,
Plnmbism, . •

lliieumatism,

Sciatica,

Scurvy,
Slcin, Disease of,

Spinal Cord, Disease of,

Spleen, Disease of, .

Stomach, Disease of,

Struma,
Tumours, .

Uterus, Disease of, .

Totals,

Registry of Patients from January 1st, 1SS3, to January 1st, 1S84.

Description.
In House,

January 1 st,

1883.

Admitted

Year.

|

Ot which were Discharged.

In House, |

January 1 st,

1881.

Total

Treated.
Cured

or Relieved.
I

Died.
I

Medical, 20 403 360 28 23 428

Surgical, 37 521 502 19 27 558

Totals, 57
|

m « 47 50 986

Of which, 929 Patients admitted, 530 were from the County.
392 ,, „ City and Suburbs.

7 outside City or County.

Extern* i
Medical

> • • •

9 9

. . . . 2,966EXTERN.,
} SDrgica] 10,948

Total, .... 13,914

Daily average of beds occupied, 7 1.

No. 25.

Tables extracted from the Report for 1883 of the Cork Fever Hospital.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. Cotter, q. 3116.

Table I.

—

Official Statement of Patients Admitted, Discharged, &c. for the Year 1883.

In Hospital, January 1st, 1683, .

Admitted this Year,

Discharged, Cured, or Relieved, '.

Died,

Remaining in Hospital, December 31st, 1863, .
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Table II.—Classification ofDiseases ofthose who were Discharged Cured, and who Died in 1.883.

No. 26.

Referred to in Evidence of Professor Alexander Jack, q. 3427.

1883-84.

Students on tlic Rooks. 298,

of theso

Not qualified in stainling to have passed the First University in Arts. Royal University, . . . 2k

Entitled to proceed to their Decrees without having passed the First University in Arts, Royal University, l!M

Have nnssed the First l! niversitr in Arts, . . • .
• • • • • • * 5

Engaged in a course of study not dependent on tlic First University in Arts of Royal University, . . ub

No. 27.

Extract from Report of Cork Ophthalmic Hospital for Year 1883.

Referred to in Evidence of A. W . Sandford, esq., M.D.

SURGICAL REPORT.

During the past twelve months, 1,047 patients were treated at the Extern Department of the Hospital

,

154 cases being received into the wards. These numbers represent, on the lowest estimate, 12,000 individual

attendances. Twenty-three thousand eight hundred and eight patients have been treated smeo the opening of

the Hospital.

Tables of Cases treated during the year.

I. Eye;

—

1. Affections of the Eyelids (Tumours, Inflammations, Deformities, &c.),

2. Conjunctiva, Lachrymal Apparatus, and Nasal Duct,

3. Cornea (Inflammations, Ulcer, &c.), >

4. Iris, . . . • • •

5. Crystalline Lens (Cataract, 49 ;
Luxation, &c., 12),

6. Vitreous humour, ...•••
7. Retina, Choroid and Sclerotic, •

8. Optio Nerve and Disk,
9. Foreign bodies in the Eye, • • • •

227
164
286
79
61
24
85
47
121

II. Ear and Throat ;

—

1. Affections of the Auricle and External Meatus, .

2. „ Membrana Tympani,
3. Tympanum, Auditory Nerve, and Eustachian Tube,

4. Tonsils, Pharynx and Nose, . j •

5. Larynx and Vocal Ohords, . •

6. Goitre,

150
137
109
91
57
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No. 2S

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. Webster, q. 4098.

Tlie following memoranda were handed in by Dean Webster, and received by the Commission. At a
private meeting of the Commission, held previously to Dean Webster’s examination, these memoranda were
considered, and it was resolved that they should be received in evidence so far as they were conversant
with the secular education given in Queen’s College, Cork.

June 9th, 1884.

From G. Webster, d.d., Church of Ireland, Dean of

Residences, to Queen’s College Commission.

I hope that, by the advice ofthis Commission, the Govern-

ment will order :

—

1. That the Deans of Residences of all denominations
shall be paid.

•2. That the Deans of Residences shall have lecture-rooms

in the Colleges.

3. That the Council shall be compelled to give two hours

—sometime between eleven and two o’clock—twice a week
for religious instruction.

4. That the Deans of Residences shall rank among the

professors of the Colleges.

5. That a certificate for moral character be required by
the beads of all Government departments from the Deans of
Residences.

6. That the Government shall he advised to afford every
facility for the founding of Denominational Hulls under
“ The Colleges Act,” and that the Board of Works be in-

structed to lend money for this purpose at two per cent.

Georoe Webster.

MEMORANDUM.

I have for many years been deeply concerned about
nuking provision for the religious instruction of the students
of the Queen's College, Cork, who arc members of the
Church of Ireland. In December, 18.57, I was appointed
by the Queen Dean of Residence. At the Visitation, held
in 1858, 1 asked the Visitors to sanction the proposal that I
should have a room in College, and a special hour for giving
religious instruction. The Visitors, the late. Archbishop of
Dublin, and the late Baron Greene, thought the Council
bad full power to set apart the room and to fix an hour for
religious instruction.

Immediately after the Visitation in 1858, the Council of
the Queen’s College mot, and by the XIV. Sect, of 8 and 9
Victoria, chap. 66, appointed me as Catechist, and assigned
for me a lecture-room. The Council very properly

=
ex-

pressed its willingness to do tlie same for tlie other Deans.
I Lave before mo now a copy of the Memorial of the
Council, dated April 15, 1858, to tlie Lord Lieutenant,
seeking his sanction, as bis sanction was by law required.
His Excellency was advised to sanction my appointment,
and to refuse to sanction in glulo the appointment of the
other Deans as Catechists.

The Council. I think, was fully justified in refusing to
take any further stops in the matter, as it certainly would
iiot have been for the interest of the College to ..give any
special advantages to one Dean over the Deans belonging to
other denominations.

After this the Government took the question up, and in
the nev: Charter, 1863, removed all the previous difficulties

by malting tlie Deans of Residences ex-officio' religions
teachers. The" words in the Charter are—“ The College

“ Council shall have power to assign lecture-rooms within
“ the precincts of snub College, wholly, or in part, for theu
p
s0 of the Deans of Residences, for the purpose of afford*

“ >nS religious instruction to the students of their respective
“ creeds, &c., &c."

At the Visitation, held in 1864, the Visitors seemed to
think that this Charter, which declared “ habitual neglect
of attendance on the religious instruction, &c," an oflence
which made a student liable to expulsion, also declared it to
be obligatory upon the Deans to give the religious instruc-
tion, and upon the Council to assign the lecture-rooms.
Tho President of the College. Sir Robert Kane, promised at
this Visitation to provide a room for me.

At the next Visitation, 1807, the Council hail changed its

mind and resisted my application. The Visitors ruled that
the words “tlie Council shall have power, were, per-
missive, not obligatory. Every year after this I appealed to
the Conncil to assign a lecture-room for religious instruc-
tion, and every year I was refused.

Tho Visitation in 1870 confirmed the ruling of the
Visitors in 1867. Then I thought I had only one point in
law upon which I might lie. able to do something This was
to report, the Council’ to the Visitors at the Visitation in

187G, for not punishing the students who were guilty of
habitual neglect of attendance on iho religious instruction.

From 1858 to 187G I held classes for the students in diffe-

rent places, and g tvo prizes to the best answerers. At the
Visitation in 1876 the Visitors ruled that the students wore
nut, in law, guilty of any c.ff'o.ncu in not. attending these
classes.

I fed the time has now come to do something for the
students of the Queen’s College. I should have sent out
this circular in 187C, but 1 was then heavily in debt for my
Industrial Sdiool, and I felt I had already too much on
hands. My proposition now is to build, quite close to the
Queen's College, a Residence llouso and Theological
School for the students who are members of the Church of
Ireland. This Residence House will contain fifty bedrooms,
a large lecture-boll, a few class-rooms, reading-rooms, &e.,

a lm-gc dining-lmll and kitchen, bath-rooms, drying closets,

&C. The ground, when purchased, should bo vested in the
Representative Body. The whole establishment should be

worked according to a scheme to be drawn up by the General

Synod. This Theological College will not only give religious

instruction to all the students who are members of the
Church of Ireland, whether medical, engineering, arts, or

law, but it may also be used as a Divinity School in which
many students may be trained for the Ministry.

1 propose to start at once a collection for £30,000. All
I shall ask to be sent to me will be promises. Thepayments
will be made to the Representative Body. I do not believe

that £30,000 will do nil that I think ought to be done, but
it will mnke a good beginning of what in future 3'ears will

be an inestimable blessing to the members of our Church.
The Church will use the Queen’s College for all secular

training, and will pay for its own religious training. I know
that the secular teaching of the Queen’s College, Cork, is of

tho very highest order.

George Webster, d.d.,

Dean of Residence.

2 South Teraace,

Cork, July 15th, 1878.

[Table
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No. 30.

Table handed in by Professor Hartog, and referred to in his Evidence, q. 4249.

Table showing the Proportion of Passes in the University of London to the Total Number of

Students in University College, London, and Owens College, Manchester, respectively,

(these being the most important Colleges in England standing in the same relation to the

University of London as tho Queen’s Colleges to the University of Ireland).

Session,

University

College,

London.

No. of
Year of

Univer-
sity.

Numiikii or Pass eh obtained at

Total
1

No. of :

Passes

Year.

Per-
centage

Passes to

Number
of

Students.

Matricu-

lation.

1st R.A.

mediate
in

1st B.So.

Inter-

mediate

Science.

lstLL.ll.

mediate
in

Laws.

Sotontitle
M.B.

1st M.3.

mediate
in Mcili-

2nd B.A.

Final
in

Arts.

2nclll.Sc.

Filial

in
Science.

2nd
LL.B.

Ol-

Final
in Laws.

2nd M.B.

Final
in Jtcdi-

isrs-70. . 995
,

1879 31 » » •1

1

27 7 « 4 # 13 108 10-9%

1ST9-80. . 991 1880 18
j

11 • - 34 14 „ 9 „ 125 120%

1830-81, • w» 1881 >< 10 8 3 31 11 “ • 11 125 125%

1S81-82, . 1,037 1882 25
|

12 ' 10 * 17
1

17 19 3 - “ 120 »«%

1832-83, . 1,035
;

1883 25 27
I 14

|

< 21 17 23 • ' H 152 14-7%

For
)

'

5 Years. [
i

1878-83.)
,

5,067

For
6 Years,
1879-83, }

- - - - - - - - - 030 124%

Sessions of

Owens
Collego,

Manchester.

1878-79, . 053 1870 30 22 8 " 14 10 12 2 08 13 0%

1879-80, . 024 20 0 11 - G 18 * - 4 00 14-4 %

1880-81, . 654 1881 7 7 5 i. n 15
j

1 - * 00 15'1%

For
)

3 Years. >
1878-81, )

1,931

For

1879-81,
}- - - - - - - - - 14'S%

• Alter this yoar tho Victoria University came into active existence, so that tho Returns of Owens Collego cease to be comparable with
those of University Collogo, London, and with tho Queen's Colleges.

No. 31.

Statement or Table handed in by Mr. Patrick Blackall during his examination, and referred

to in his evidence, q. 4419.

Tabular comparison of tho subjects for certain examinations of the Royal University and Queen’s College,

Cork.

Latin.
Literary Scholarship, ls< Year, Quean's College, Cork.

.. ( iEneid, Books I. to VI.
Vlr6l1

’ i Georgies.

Caisar, De Bello Gallico, Books V. and VI.
Livy, Book XXII. or Book I.

Cicero, De Senectuto and Pro Lege Manilla, or

l In Q. Ctecilium Divinatio,

(
and In C. Verrem, actio prirna.

Horace, First two Books of the Odes. The Satires

and Epistles, Books I. and II.

Only books the same :— Virgil, IEneid, I. to IV. (Book 1 a pass book in R.U.I.,) Cresar, De Bello Gallico,
Book V. (a puss book in R.U.I.)
Most of the students coming here for literary scholarships are senior grade Intermediate men, and would

take Cicero, In Q. Cajcilium, and tho Verrine oration, which are not in the R.U.I. course at all.

For Matriculation. R.U.I.
Virgil, yEneid, Books I. to IV.
Ciesar, De Bello Gallico, Books IV. and V.
Livy, Book XXI.
Cicero, De Senectute and Pro Lege Mauilia.

Somer, Iliad, Books I. to III.
Xenophon, Anabasis, III. and IV.
Euripides, Medea and Phccnissm.
Xenophon, Hellenics, Books I., II.

Greek.
Homer, Odyssey, Books T. to VI.
Xenophon, Hellenics, I. and II.

Euripides, Troadcs (Senior Grade, Intermediate,)

Medea, R.U.3.

Isokrates, PanegyricuS, ^Senior Grade Intermediate.)

Prose Composition (not m R.U.I. course.)

Oidy books the same—Xenophon, Hellenics, Books I., II, and possibly the Medea of Euripides. I should
say that the courses in History, Roman and Grecian, are widely difforent at the two examinations.

rm
.

English.
-me only points in which the two courses are similar arc:—(1) Composition; (2) Grammar; (3) Geography.
>e^R.UX course contains four works, (such as Goldsmith’s “ Travollor,” Macaulay’s “ Essay on Warren

*c'>) none °f which are included in tho course for the Collego scholarship, while tho latter includes
A.bbot and Seeley’s English Lessons for English People,’’ not in tho R.U.I. course.

4 H
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474 QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Latin.

First University Examination, R.U.I.

Horace, Epistles I. and II. 1 -p
Art of Poetry. j

Livy, Book XXII.
Terence, Andria.

Livy, Book XXIII.
Virgil, iEneid, XI. and XII. (optional with Terence).

Horace, Odes I. and II.

Literary Scholarship
,
2nd Tear in Arts.

Horace, All.

Livy, Book IV.
Terence, Adelphi.

Tacitus, Histories, Boole I.

Virgil, ylCneid nml Eclogues.

Juvenal, Satires (Select).

Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, I. and III.

iEscliylus, Prometheus Vinctus.

Sophocles, JSdipus Bex.
Demosthenes, Philippics and Olynthiacs.

Homer, Iliad, IX. to XII.

Herodotus, Book VIII.

Books the same Horace, Epistles L and II., Odes I. and II.
;
HSncid, Book XL and XII. (possibly).

The R.U.L man can concentrate on a few hooks, while the Q.C. Cork man lias his attention taken up with

a much larger number, many of them entirely different.

Greek.
HLscliylus, Prometheus Vinctus.

Sophocles, Ajax.

Demosthenes, None.
Homer, None.
Herodotus, Book VII.

Plato, Phcedo.

Thukydides, Book II.

Books the same :—riischylus, Prometheus Vinctus, und no other.

English.

Shakesjieare, Macbeth (pass). Shakespeare, Macbeth.

T , [
Lives of Dryden and Pope (pass). yi ( Lives of Drydcnand Pope.

Johnson
| Yanity of Human Wishes.

U Johnson
| Lifeof Addison.

Gray, Elegv and Odes. Morris— History of Outlines of English Accidence,

Mucaulay, Essay on Sir W. Temple. chap. I. to IV.

History of Literature, 17th Century. History of Literature, 17tli and 18th Centuries.

The books which are the same for the two examinations uve merely passbooks in the R.U.I.

A student in the R.U.I. can only take rip Greek or French or German. In Q.G. Cork, the candidate for the

Second Year Literary Scholarship must take up Greek, and, besides, either German or French.

The courses in German and French are slightly different at tlie two examinations.

Professor Malet pointed out the difference between honours at matriculation, R.U.I., and the course for

scholarship in science, first year in arts, Q.C., Cork

Senior Scholarships.

In the University, chemistry and experimental In the College tlio Senior Scholarship is awarded on

physics are grouped together for honours. chemistry alone.

In the University, mathematics and mathematical In the College tlio Senior Scholarship for Natural

physics are grouped together for honours. Philosophy is awarded for answering in mathematical

and experimental physios—portions of two separate

groups in the University.

Of course it is quite obviou9 that a man might, for example, he well up in chemistry and poor in experi-

mental physics, and so miss honours at the University, wliile lie would, even when judged by his university

performances, he fully entitled to the senior in chemistry at college, and so with other cases. Also tlio course

for the senior scholar in chemistry comprises not only orgauic chemistry, but also inorganic, whereas the course

for honours in E..U.L is wholly orgauic.

The courses I have compared are those for the autumn examination of 1883 and those for tlio College scholarship

examination of October, 1883.

NO. 32.

Handed in by Professor Charles.

The Physiological Laboratory is provided with a good
collection of apparatus, wax models, and chemicals.

The Apparatus are intended for class demonstrations
as well as for original research on the circulation,

respiration, innervation, «fcc. The collection in the
department of circulation is the most extensive, and
includes the cardiographs of Marey and Burden Sander-

son, the plethysmographs of Mosso and Francois Frank,

and the sphygmographs of Marey, Fleming, and Dud-
geon. There are also instruments for determining

blood-pressure, such as Coats’ cardiac manometer, Fick’s

manometer, Ludwig’s kymograph
;

instruments for

estimating the velocity of the blood, as Volkmann’s
Inemodromometer. Ludwig’s slronmhr

;

and instru-

ments for enumerating the corpuscles of the blood and
ascertaining the amount of htemnglobin in that liquid,

namely, Malassez and Gower's hemacytometers and
Gower’s hasmoglobinometer. In this department there

are also Marey ’s and Burden Sanderson’s schemata to

illustrate the changes in blood-pressure in the arteries,

capillaries, and veins, and the nature of the pulse-

wave; as well as Krtenecker’s double gas spliygmo-

scope for demonstrating in man the interval in time

between the beats of two arteries at different distances

from the heart.

In the department of respiration are comprised

Cuselltt’a spirometer, Marey 's pneumograph, Burdoa
Sanderson's recording stethometer, Hamherger’s model

representing the action of the intoicostal muscles, and

a schema to illustrate pulmonary ventilation.

In the department of innervation is Helmholtz

instrument for estimating the rate of the nervous im-

pulse in the motor nerves of man.
There is a set of apparatus for experiments on

muscle and nerve :—Du Bois Reymond’s induction coil,

Du Bois Raymond’s and Marey’s myographs, polari-

zable and non-polarizable eleotrodes, constant

batteries, Thomson’s differential galvanometer, <fcc.,

used to demonstrate the electric currents in muscle and

nerve
;
also Donder’s apparatus to exhibit variations

in the elasticity of the muscles of man’s forearm.

Lastly, there are Hawskley’s recording cylinder, and

Page'schronograph forestimating shortperiods offcimem

physiological experiments
;
and Helmholtz’ phakoscope

forshowingthechanges inthe eyeduring accommodation.

The Wax Models illustrate the development of the

heart, brain, face, limbs, organs of generation, <kc.

There is also a largo papier niache model of the ear, «KC.

Chemicals.—The most of the extractives and prin-

ciples found in the body are here represented.

During the winter session there is a course of

Practical Histology and Physiology. The nature of

the work done in this class may be understood from

the text books employed, viz. :—Foster’s Practical

Physiology, Charles’ Physiological and Pathological

Chemistry, Schafer’s Histology, <fcc.
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APPENDIX III. B.

No. 33.

Appointments and Distinctions obtained by Students of Queen’s College, Galway, at
Competitive Examinations, &c.

Referred to by Dr. Moffett, in his Evidence, q. 4942.

(The College possesses no official moans of tracing tho Professional career of Students, but it is believed that
tho subjoined lists approximately represent the facts.)

Students whose names are marked thus * received part of their Education at Queen’s College, Belfast, or
Queen’s College, Cork.

Those who have been Scholars of the College have “ Sch.” attached to their names.

Professous and Teachers in Universities, Colleges,

and Soiiools. Sessions in Q. 0., Galway.

Joseph P. Pye, m.d., m.oii., d.so., Professor of Anatomy and 1866—7, 1867-8, 1868-9, 1869-70.

Physiology, Queen’s College, Galway, Son.

Nicholas W. Colahan, m.d., m.cii.. Professor of Materia Medica, 1865-6, 1866-7, 1867-8, 1869-70, 1870-1.

Queen’s College, Galway ; Medical Officer, Union Workhouse,

and Town Fever Hospital, Galway, Sen.

Jolrn Isaac Lyuhain, m.d., M.cn., Professor of Practice of Medicine, 1S71-2, 1872-3, 1873-4, 1874-5.

Queen’s College, Galway, Sch.

George Y. M'Mahon, m.a., Professor of Modern Languages, 1849-50, 1850-1, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60.

Royal College, Mauritius, Sch.

William E. Henry, m.a., late President, Wesleyan College, St. 1853-4, 1854-5, 1855-6, 1866-7, 1867-S,

John’s, N.B, Sen. 1869-70.

John E. Oram, m.e., Professor of Mathematical Science, King’s 1865-6, 1866-7, 1867-8, 1868-9.

College, Windsor, N. S., Sen.

Walter A. Waits, m.a., Professor of Training College, Toronto, 1S52-3, 1853-4, 1854-5, 1855—6, 1856-7.

Sen.

Edward Divers, m.d., lato Professor of Materia Medica, Queen’s 1855-6, 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858—9, 1859-60.

College, Birmingham, now Professor of Chemistry in tho

College of Engineering, Tokio, Japan, Sou.

Patrick K. Joyce, ij.a., Head Master, lioyal School, Banaglior, 1869-70, 1870—1, 1871-2, 1872-3, 1873-4.

Sen.

•John M'Kano, m.a., ll.d., Professor of English Law, Queen's 1858-9.

College, Belfast
;
Barrington Lecturer, Sen.

George Thompson, b.a., Second Muster, Dovoton College, 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4.

Calcutta.

Edward D. Mapothcr, m.d., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, 1856-7.

R.C.S., Ireland, Ac.
;
Surgoon, St. Vincent’s Hospital.

W. Thornley Stoker, m.d., Professor of Practical and Descriptive 1SG1-2, 1862—3, 1863-4, 1864—5.

Anatomy, R.C.S., Ireland, Snrgoon, Richmond Hospital,

and Swift’s Hospital for Lunatics.

William Thomson, m.d., m.oii., Surgoon, Richmond Hospital, Ac.
;

1860-1, 1961—2, 1862—3.

Mem. Surgical Court of Examinors, R.C.S., lato Locturor on
Anatomy, Carmichael School, Dublin, Son.

William Roe, m.d., Assistant-Surgeon, Onombc Lying-iu Hospital, 1861-2, 1862-3.

Dublin ; Examiner in Midwifery, Q.U.I.

J. H. Lottie Stonoy, m.d., Ophthalmic Surgeon, City of Dublin 1859-60.

Hospital.

J. H. Lawson, m.d., Surgeon and Lecturer, St. Mary’s Hospital, 1856-7, 1857-8.

London.
Alfred G. Greenway, m.d., Houso Physician, General Hospital, 1869-70.

Birmingham.
A. H. Corley, M.D., Lecturer in Surgery, Carmichael School, 1862-3.

and Surgeon to Richmond Hospital, Dublin
;
Examiner in

Surgery, Q.U.I.
William Daxon, m.d.. Resident Physician, District Asylum, 1861-2.

Ennis.

Richard Eaton, m.d., Resident Physician, Lunatic Asylum, 1849-50, 1850—1, 1851—2, 1852—3.

Ballinasloe, Son.
John Dick, m.d., Surgeon, Mount Ida District Hospital, Otago, 1865-C.
New Zealand.

John Howse, Mathematical Master, Grammar School, Galway, 1849-50, 1850-1, 1851—2, 1852-3, 1858-9,

Soh. . 1859-60.

Civil Sebvioe of India.

Honourable Raymond West, m.a., ll.d., f.r.o.s., Judge of H.M. 1852—3, 1853—4, 1854—6, 1855-6.
High Court of Bombay; Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Bombay, Sch.

Robert L. Foreman, b. a., Sen , . . . . 1861—2
,

1862—3, 1863—4, 1864—5, 1865—6,

_ 1866-7.
John H. Harrison, m.a., Soh., 1867-8, 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.
Gustavus Hare, m.a., Sch., . ... 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5.
Patrick Hurley, m.a., Soh., . 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3.
Michael M'Auliffe, k.a., Sch . . 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2,

1862-3.
4 H 2
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QUEEN’S COLLEGES (IRELAND) COMMISSION.

Civil. Service of India

—

continued. Sessions in Q. C. Galway—continued.

Honourable Coleman P. MacAulay, m.a-; Kranoial Secretary 1882-3, 1863-4, 1804-5, 1865-6, 1866-7,

to the Government ;
Member of the Legislative Council of 1807-a, 1868-9.

Anthony P. M'DonneU, m.a.; Officiating Secretary to the Govern- 1SG0-1, 1 SC1-2, 1SG2-3, 18G3-4, 1864-5.

went of Bciural, Revenue and General Department, Sou.

Charles J O’SSnell, m.a., Sch., 18C5-C, 18GC-7, 18C7-8, 1SGS-9, 1869-70.

James O’Kinealy b.a., Judge of the High Court of Judicature, 1854-5, 1S55-C, 185G-7, 1857-8, 1S58-9,

Port William Benfml. Sch. 1859-GO, 18G0-1.

'“Edmond de la Garde Sharkey, M.A,, Son., •
1SG1- 18G3-4, 1864-5, 1865-6.

Thomas N. Wilson, b.a., Soaf • 1357-8, 1858,9, 1859-GO, 18G0-1, 1861-2,
lbGJ-J.

Civil Service or Ceylon.

Patrick W. Connolly, m.a., Sea,

Robert TV.. levers, m.a., Soh.,

./Elian A. King, m.a. (District Judge), Sch.,

John P. Lewis, m.a.. Sea,

. 1855-6, 1S56-7, 1S57-8, 1S58-9, 1859-GO,
ISO 1-2, 1SG2-3, 18G4-5.

. 18G4-5, 18GG-7, 1SG7-8, 18G8-9, 1869-70,
1870-1.

. 1859-00, 1860—1, 18G1-2, 1862-3, 1863-4,

1864-5.

. 1872-3,1874-5,1875-6,1876-7.

Inbfectors of National Schools, Ieeland.

Charles TV. Dugan, m.a., Sch., ..... . 1819-50, 1850—1, 1851-2, 1852—3, 1853-4.

Robert J. Mitchell, m.a., now Inspector, Registrar-General’s 1850-1, 1851—2, 1S52-3, 1858-9, 1859-60.

Office, Sch.

John Moran, m.a., ll.d., Sen., 1867-8, 1S68-9, 1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-9,

1873-4, 1875-0.

Michael Mullally, m.a., Sch., . . • 1867—8, 1S68—9, 1869—70, 1870—1, 1871-2,

1872-3, 1873-4.

Thomas O’Hara, m.a., Son., .... . . 1849—50, 1850—1, 1851-2, 1854—5, 1855-6,

185G-7, InGO-1.

George F. O Neill, m.a., Soh., 1855-6, 185C-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60,

1871-2, 1873-4.

John E. Wood, m. a., Sen., 1861-2, 1862-3, 18G3-4, 1864-5.

Joseph C. M'Naumra, b.a., Sea, ...... 1871—2, 1872—3,1873—4, 1876—7.

Army Medical Sbbvioe.

^Archibald Adams, m.d., m.ch., Surgeon, Madras Army, . . 1S69-70, 1870-1.

Robert Blood, m.d., m.ch., Son., 1858-9, 1867-8, 1868-9.

John E. Brodie, m.d., m.oii., Surgeon-Major, .... 1859-GO, 1860-1, 1861-2, 18G2-3.

Martin J. Burke, m.d., Soh., 1854-5, 1855-G, 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9.

William Carpeuter, m.d 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2.

William H. Climo, m.d., Surgeon-Major, Soh. .... 185G—7, 1857—8, 1858-9,1859-60.

Henry Comerford, m.d., M.ca, Surgeon-Major, Soh., . . 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862—3, 1863-1.

John N. Davis, m.d., Surgeon-Major, Soh., .... 1857-8,1858-9,1859-60,1860-1, 1861-2.

Francis A. Davy, m.e., Surgeon-Major, Sen., .... 18G2-3, 1803-4, 18G4-5, 18G5-6.

J. P. de G. Delmege, m.d., 1861-2.

Frederick F. Dickenson, m.d., 1859-60, 1860-1, 1801-2, 1862-3.
Robert Drury, m.d., Sch., 186G-7, 18G7-S, 1868-9.
Alexander TV. Duke, m.d., Surgeon-Major, .... 1864-5, 18C5-G, 1SGG-7, 1867-8, 1868-9,

1869-70.
John Dallas Edge, m. d., Surgeon-Major, .... 1868-9, 1869-70.
George G. J. H. Evatt, M.D., Surgeon-Major, .... 1862-3.
Frederick Ferguson, m.d., Surgeon-Major, .... 1861-2.
V
J. A. Fitzpatrick, m.d., m.ch., Sch., ..... 1851-2.
John Gay krencli, m.d., m.ch. (India), Surgeon-Major, Bengal, . 1868-9, 1869-70.
P. Johnston Freyer,B.A., m.d.,m.ch., (India), Sea, . . . 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-3, 1873-4.

•Albert A. Gore, m.d., Surgeon Major, 185C-7, 1857-8, 1858-9.
Joseph A. Gormley, m.d., m.ch., 1867-8, 1868-9, 1809-70, 1870-1.
Valesius Skipton Gouldsberry, m.d., Order of St Michael and 1854-5, 1855-G, 1856-7, 1S57-8, 1858-9,

St. George, Surgeon-Major, Son. 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2.
James J. Ilanrahan, m.d.. Soh 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3.
William R. G. Hinds, d.m., Surgeon-Major, .... 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3.
Robert Hooper, m.d., Sch 1854-5, 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60.
Robert A. K. Holmes, m.d., Bengal 1863-4, 1868-9, 1869-70.
John H. Hughes, m.d., Surgeon-Major, 1858-9, L859-60, 1860-1.
TJlick A. Jennings, M.n., m.ch., Surgeon-Major, . . . 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5.
•W. E. Johnson, m.d., (Bengal) 1864-5, 1868-9.
E. H. Joynt, m.d., m.ch., Surgeon-Major, . . . . . 1867-8,1868-9, 1869-70.
Christopher Joynt, m.d., Brigade-Surgeon, Bombay, Soh. . . 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4.
Edward L’Estrange, m.d., 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4, 1854-5.
David J. McCarthy, m.d., m.ch., Surgeon-Major, Madras, . . 1861-2.
James McCarthy, m.d., m.oh., Surgeon-Major, . , . 1868-9, 1869-70.
•John M'Conaghey, m.d., m.ch. (Bengal), .... 1866-7.
James 0. 31. MacDonnell, m.d., m.ch.. Surgeon- Major, Bengal, Soh., 1865-G, 1866-7. 1867-8,1868-9.
•Christopher J. M'Nally, m.d., m.ch. (Madras), . . . . 1869-70.
Charles A. Maunsell, m.d., Surgeon Mnjor, .... 1861-2.
James Moorhead, m.a., m.d. (India), Sea, . 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.
William E. B. Movnan, m.d., m.ch. (Bengal), .... 1870-1, 1871-2.
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Army Medical Servioe

—

continued. Sessions in Q. C. Galway.

Thomas Ffrench Mullen, m.d., m.ou., Surgeon-Major, Bengal,

Peter P. P. O’Connor, m.d., m.oii. (Bengal),

Thomas O'Farrell, m.a., m.d., Surgeon-Major, Sen. .

Dean P. Palmer, m.d.,

Joseph Parker, M.D., M.OH. (India), Sen.,....
John W. Purefoy, M.D., Surgeon-Major, ....
Daniel O’C. Ray, m.d., Surgeon-Major, Bongal,

•Robert Reid, m.d., m.oii., Surgeon-Major, Bengal, .

James F. Brodic, m.d., m.oii.,

Peter J. M’Qnaid, m.d., m.oh., . .
•

_

William Thomas Martin, b.a., m.d., Surgeon-Major, Son.,

Sfc. John Killery, m.r o.s., Bug., Surgeon -Major, Sen.,

John Colahan, M.D., Surgeon-Major, Sen.,

Thomas Ffrench Mullen, M.D., m.oii., Surgeon-Major, Bengal,

William H. Saundcrson, m.d., m.ou., Son.,

P. J. Shannon, M D., M.cn.,

*William Sharpe, M.D
,
m.oh., . .....

John A Shaw, m.d., Surgeon-Major, ....
Joseph C. Thorpe, m.d.,

J. B. Wilson, m.d., Sen.,

Robert J. D. Hackett, m.a., m.d., m.oh., m.a., Sou., .

Arthur Hickman, M.D., m.cii.,

James Hickman, m.a., l.ilo.p., Sou., ....
William J. McNamara (India), m.d., m.a., Sch.,

Michael F. M‘Namara, l.r.o.&i

John J. Morriss (India), m.d., m.oh.. Son.,

Douglas Mullen, m d., m.oh. (India), ....
Jarlath J. Mullen, m.d., m.cii.,

David V. O’Connell, m.d., m.oii., Son., . 1

Patrick J. O'Sullivau, M.D., m.oii., Soil., ....
Robert Shore, m. a., m.d., m.oii. (India), Sou., .

18 CO-1. 1861-2, 1862-3, 18C3-4.
1867-

8, 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1.

1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-GO, 1860-1, 1861-2,
18G2-3, 18G3-4.

1863-4

1870-

1,1871-2, 1872-3, 1873-4.

1863-

4.

1864-

5.

1852-

3, 1853-4, 1856-7.

1871-

2.

1869-70, 1S70-1, 1871-2.
1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1.

1862-3.

1853-

4, 1S54-5, 1855-6, 1856-7, 1857-8.
1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4, 1854-5, 1855-G,

185G-7.

18G2-3.

18C0-1, 1S61-2, 18G2-3, 1863-4, 1864-5.

1SG5-6, 1867-8.

1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2.
1863-4.

1862-

3.

1863-

4.

1869-

70.

187'1-5, 1875-6, 187G-7, 1877-8.
1875-G, 1876-7, 1877-8.

1870-

1, 1871-2, 1872-3, 1874-5, 187C-7,
1877-8.

1870-

1, 1871-2, 1872-3, 1874-5, 1875-6.

1871-

2,1872-3, 1874-5.
1869-70,1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-3.

1868-

9, 1809-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.

1869-

70, 1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-3.
1877-8, 1S78-9, 1879-80, 1880-1.

1871-

2, 1873-4, 1874-5.

1872-

3, 1873-4, 1874-5, 1875-6, 187G-7,
1877-8, 1878-9, 1879-80.

Navy Medical Servioe.

Thomas D. Bromlow, m.d., Staff-Surgeon,

William W. 11. Colahan, m.d., m.ou., Son.,

John K. Conway, m.d , Staff-Surgeon,

Alfred G. Delmege, m.d., Stafi-Surgoon, .

Anthony Gorham, m.d., Stall-Surgeon, Son.,

Francis B. Hurloy, b.a., m.d., Sou.,

Arthur J. Ireland, m.d., Sou.,

Charles A. MaoAuley, m.d., M.cn., ....
Charles M'Conaghey,
Brian P. S. M‘l)cnnott, b.a., m.d., m.ch., Staff-Surgeon,

Eugene de Meric,

St. Laurenco Mullen, m.d., m.oh., Staff-Surgeon,

Charles F. K. Murray, m.d.,

Thomas A. O’Flaherty, m.d., Staff-Surgeon, Son.,
Thomas O’Sullivan, m.d., m.cii., ....
^Robert Potter, m.d., Soh., .....
Charles A. llathborne, M.D., m.oh., ....
Matthew Reed, m.d., m.ou., .....
James E. Saunderson, m.d., m.oii., Soh., .

William F. Sponcer, m.d., M. 011., ....
Michael J. Burke, b.a., m.d.,
Joseph R. McDonnell, m.d., .....
William McMahon, m.d., .....
John R. Burke, m.d., Staff-Surgeon, Sou.,

. 18G2-3.

. 1861-5, 18G5-6, 186C-7, 1SG7-8, 18C8-9,
18G9-70.

. 1861-2.

. 1864-5, 18C5-6.

. 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 18G4-5, 18C5-C.

. 1850-1, 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4, 1854-5,
18 '5-6, 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9.

. 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4.

. 1865-6, 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.

. . 18G4—5.
Sou., 1858-9, 1859-60, 1800-1, 1861-2, 1862-3,

1 803-4.

. 1864-5, 1865-6.

. 1862-3, 18G3-4, 1864-5, 1865-6.

. 1867-8.

. 1854-5, 1855-6, 1856-7, 1867-8.

. 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6, 1866-7, 1867-8,

1868-

9.

. 1857-8, 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2.

. 1865-G, 1S66-7.

. 1864-5, 1865-6, 1866-7, 1867-8, 1868-9,

1869-

70.

. 1857-S, 1858-9, 1859-60 1*80-1. 1861-2,

18C2-3, 1864-5.

. 1871-2.

. 1859-60,1860-1.

. 1874-5, 1875-6, 1876-7, 1877-8.

. 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1861-2.

. 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1.

Engineering Department, India.

William P. Lynam, b.b., Son., .

•Hugh G. M'XiDney, b.e., Soh.,
W. H. Nightingale, m.e., Son.,
Charles W. Odling, m.e., Sou.,
William Scott,

Richard D. Falkiner. m.e..

• 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6.
• 1866-7.
• 1805-6, 1866-7, 1807-8.

. 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5.

. 186L-2, 1862-3.

. 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1.
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Engineering Department, India

—

continued. Sessions in Q. C. Galway.

John M'Kelvey,

Brian Ooen, ......
John Burke, ......
William E. D’Arcy (Forest Department), Son.,

Michael S. Dooley, b.a., m.b.. Sou., .

William' Hughes, m.a, b.e., Sch., .

Charles Alexander, ....
Richard J. Woods, u B.,

Patrick Lynam, m,e, Ceylon, Son, .

Michael Bnrke, Telegraph Service, .

John T. Flynn, Telegraph Department, Sen.,

. 1859-60, 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4.
. 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1867-8.

. 1860-1, 18G1-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5

. 1866-7, 1S67-8, 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1
,1861-2, 1862-3,1803-4,1864-5.
. 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6, 1866-7, 1867-8
• 1858-9.

. 1871-2, 1872-3, 1873-4.

. 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.

. 1858-9,

. 1860-1, 1861-2, 1861-5.

Other Engineering Appointments.

William King, b.a., d.sc., Deputy Superintendent Geological 1849-50, 1850-1, 1851-2, 1852-3, 1855-6,

Survey, India, Sch. 1856-7, 1869-70.

Humphrey Evatt, b.a., Surveyor-General. Sierra Leone, Son., . 1855—6, 1856-7, 1857—8, 1858—9, 1859-60.
*James H. Martin, b.e., Surveyorship, Demorara, . . . 1867-8.

Patrick Lynam, c.e.. County Surveyorship in Mayo, by Public 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.

Competition, 1883, Sch.

Edward Lynam, Inspectorship under the Board of Works, Land 1875, 1876—7, 1877—8.

Improvement, 1883, Soh.

Richard N. Somerville, b.a., b.e., Engineer, Harbour Works and 1S64—5, 1865-6, 1867-8, 1868-9, 1869-70,
Borough of Galway, Sch. 1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-3, 1876-6.

John M. Fisher, b.e., Engineer, Li8towel Railway, Sch., . . 1872-3, 1873-4, 1874-5.

Daniel E. Condon, b.e., Engineer, Railway Works, St. Lonis, 1874-5, 1875-6.

Soh.

W. P. Flatley, b.e., Killala Drainage, Soh., .... 1877-8,1878-9.1879-80.
J. S. Long, Student, Cooper's Hill Institute. Entrance by 1879-80, 1880-1.

competition.

William J. Thompson, b.e, Engineer, Water Works, Belmullet, 1879-80, 1SS0-1, 1881-2.
Sch.

John S. Molony, b.e., Engineer, Kailway Works, England, Soh., 1874-5.
Alexander A. Barker, b.e., Engineer, Soh., .... 1874-5, 1875-6, 1876-7.

Studentships, &o, Inns ot Court, London.

Hubert F. M'Swinney, m.a., ll.u, Soh., ....
John Monroe, m.a., ll.d., q.o., Barrington Lecturer, Soh., .

‘James Mulligan, m.a. (Exhibition). Soh., .

. 1863-4, 1864-5, .1865-6, 1866-7, 1868-9,

1869-70.

. 1854-5, 1855-6, 1S56-7, 1857-8, 1858-9,

1859-60, 1860-1, 1801-2.

. 1868-9, 1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2.

Miscellaneous Appointments, <feo.

Patrick J. Hughes, b.a., Consular Service, China, . . . 1849-50, 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4.

Bernard G. Norton, b.a., late Judge, British Guiana, Soh., . 1849-50, 1858-9.

Thomas Skilling, Director Model Farm, Australia, Soh., . • 1849-50, 1850-1.

William Mulholland, b"a, Barrister-at-Law, Barrington Lecturer, 1860-1, 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5,

Sch. 1865—6.
Andrew Reed, b.a., ll.d., late Deputy Assistant to Inspector- 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9, 1859-60.

General of Constabulary
;

Special Resident Magistrate, Sch.
•Heury Thynne, M.A., ll.d., Sub-Inspector of Constabulary; 1854-5, 1855-6, 1856-7, 1857-8, 1858-9,

now Resident Magistrate, Son. 1859—60, 1060-1.
Richard D. Crotty, Sub-Inspector of Constabulary, by competi- 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-1.

tion, now County Inspector, Son.

William J. Millar, b.a., Inspector of Constabulary, by competi- 1878-9, 1879-80, 1880-1, 1881-2.
tion, Soh.

John H. Richardson, b.a., late Librarian, by Competitive Ex- 1849-50, 1850-1, 1851-2, 1852-3, 1855-6.

amination, Queen’s College, Galway, Soh.
William Thomas Martin, b.a., n.d., Private Secretary to the

Governor of Madras.
Dominick M‘Dermott, m.a. War Office, London, Soh, . . 1849-50, 1850-1, 1851-2, 1852-3, 1853-4,

1854-5.
Thomas P. O’Connor, m.a., m.p. for the Borough of Galway, Sch. 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6, 1866-7.
Michael Ward, m.b., late m.p. for the Borough of Galway, . 1861-2, 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6.
Francis H. O’Donnell, m.a., m.p. for Dungarvan, Soh., . . 1862-3, 1863-4, 1864-5, 1865-6, 1866-7,

. 1867-8, 1868-9.
-John O'Leary, m.d., late m.p. for Drogheda, Soh, . . . , 1849-50, 1850-1, 1851-2, 1852-3.

Sundry Distinctions.

Michael J. Farrelly, m.a., Member of Senate of the Royal Uni- 1872-3, 1873-4, 1874-5, 1875-6, 1876-7,

versity of Ireland, Sch. 1878-9, 1879-80, 1880-1, 1881-2.

John Atkinson, m.a, ll.d., Q.o,, Barriater-at-Law, Soh., . . 1858-9, 1859-60, 1860-61, 1861-2, 1862-3,

1863-4, 1864-5.

Peter O’Kinealy, m.a, ll.d, Barrister-at-Law (India), Soh, . 1871-2, 1872-3, 1873-4, 1874-5, 1875-6.

Edward W. Stoney, b.e. Public Works, India, . . . 1860-1, 1861—2, 1862—3.
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No. 34.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. J. P. Pye, p. 186, q. 5234, and qq. 5275-81.

REronT of txie Clinical Lecturers.

gu, On several occasions wo have deemed it our

duty to bring under the notice of Government the

disadvantages under which tin: Profcssore of the

Medical School of this College labour in endeavouring

to give practical clinical instruction to students.

We beg to submit again a statement of these dis-

advantages ;
the recent election of medical officer to

the Galway workhouse hospital having shown that the

apprehensions wo expressed in former conuu indentions

have been justified by events.

Clinical instruction is given in the Galway Comity

Infirmary, Workhouse, and Fever Hospitals. At one

time the medical officers of these hospitals were Pro-

fessors, respectively, of Surgery, Anatomy, and Medi-

cine in the College. The only Professor now holding

an. hospital appointment is Dr. Browne, Surgeon to

the County Infirmary.

Under a temporary arrangement, entered into for

this Session only, the medical officers of the workhouse

and fever hospitals give clinical instruction.

Over them appointment, or over their method of

teaching, the College lias no control.

If the efficiency of the clinical teaching is to bo

maintained, we respectfully submit that steps should

be taken to bring into connexion with tlie College an

hospital in which the Professors would have oppor-

tunities of poiuting out at tlio bedside the nature the

course of the diseases on which they deliver lectures

to their several departments in the College.

Such an hospital may lie secured at vory little

expense by utilizing the present county infirmary. It

contains ample accommodation for medical and surgical

cases, and an additional ward for midwifery would
render it complete.

Wo think it right to say that the Board of Governors

allow ample facilities for clinical teaching
;
and that

Professor Browne, the Surgeon to the hospital, lias

shown a desire to promote, in every way, the interests

of the College, two of the other medical Professors

being associated with him in conducting the clinical

practice. Unfortunately, the funds of tlio hospital do

not allow more than one-third of tlio existing accom-

modation to lie utilized.

We would respectfully suggest, for tho consideration

of Government, that on tho death, resignation, or

retirement of the present surgeon, no county surgeon

should bo appointed, but fclia.t tho medical Professors of

the College should bo ato-ojjioio Burgeons and physicians,

and bound to attend tho county infirmary as part of

their professorial duties.

One result of this change would be to set free the
salary now paid to tho county surgeon. Certain other
changes, which wo are prepared to point out, would
still further reduce the establishment charges, leaving
a corresponding sum avuilablo for tho maintenance of
the sick.

But to keep open the full number of beds now in
the hospital, and the additional ones wo propose to

establish as an obstetric department, a further sum
would, in our opinion, bo required.

A portion of this, wo anticipate, might he obtained

by extending the system of pay wards for patients

;

tlio remainder, wo respectfully suggest, might be
charged on the Consolidated Fund, on the same prin-

ciple that load lutes arc aided, under the Poor Law
system, by luilf the expenses of working the Medical
Charities Act being home by that fund. We may add
that some of the clinical hospitals of Dublin receive

annual Governmental subsidies.

In support of our suggestion—tliat tho county
infirmary should receive a share of the support which
the hospitals under tho Local Government Board
receive from tho Consolidated Fund—wo would add
that tlio infirmary might then he placed under the

control of that Board, so that the accounts should be
audited by its auditor, and the hospital itsolf regularly

inspected by tho Local Government Board Inspector.

To tho hospital thus re-organized the Boards of

Guardians throughout tlio county might liavo tlio

power of admitting such cases as, in the opinion of

their surgeons, ought to ho sent there. That there

are such cases may be seen from this fact, that at the

present moment a petition to the President of tho

English Local Government Board is being numerously
signed by tho medical officers of the Poor Law Service

in that country, urging tho establishment of special

hospitals, distinct from tho ordinary workhouse infir-

maries, to which selected cases should ba sent for

special medical and surgical treatment.

While we tluw suggest that tlio infirmary shouldbe
utilized to relieve the local workhouse hospital, strong

reasons exist for the maintenance of the present county

grant. For there is a largo class of persons in Ire-

land who are ton poor to pay for medical advice, and
yet whose self-respect is so great that thoy prefer to

sillier rather than endure the disgrace of pauperism.

Tho feeling of social degradation which prevents them
from entering the workhouse hospital docs not extend

to tho county infirmary.

Wo believe, thou, that an culargod and re-ovganizcul

county hospital would prove a benefit to tlio public

ns well as to the College. We are prepared to furnish

a financial statement, showing in detail the actual

income and expenditure of tho county infirmary, and an
estimate of the additional grant which would, in our

opinion, l>o required.

J. V. Buownk, a .13., 1UB., T.C.D., Dublin,

at.l>. Queen’s University, Pro-

fessor of Surgery, Clinical Lec-

turer, Surgeon to tho County

Galway Infirmary.

J. P. Pye, m.oii., Professor of Ana-
tomy and Thysiology, Clinical

Lecturer, County Galway Infir-

JMMy.
R. J. Kinkkad, a.b., M.D., Dublin, Pro-

fessor of Obstetric Medicine,

Clinical Lecturer, County Gal-

way Infirmary
March, 1878.

To tho President,

Queen's Coliego, Galway.

No. 35.
COUNTY GALWAY INFIRMARY.

Return for the use of the Queen’s Colleges (Ireland) Commission.
Referred to in Evidence of Professor Pye, q. G022.

Total number of Patients in the County Galway Infirmary on this day, 13th Juno, 1884, . . 20
Tho above comprises—6 Surgical cases

;
1 4 Modical cases.

Total number of Operations performed from October, 1883, to May, 1884, . . . .30
Comprising—Major 5 ;

minor, 25.
number of Accidents admitted from October, 1883, to 1st May, 1884,..... 24
Number of Eye cases in samo period, ......... 14

« _ Memorandum added.
-ip

January, 1883, to 7th July, 1883 (6 months), the total number of Patients treated were, . 130
om 7th July, 1883, to 7th January, 1884, the total number of Patients treated were, . • 121

Total Intern in 12 months, .... *2DI
* Exclusive ol 431 Extern Patient*.
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No. 36.

Referred to in Evidence of Professor Pye, q. 5180.

Anatomy and Physiology.—Return of Students attending Classes in Queen’s College, Galway,

from 1S7G-7 to 1883-4

- 187C-7. n>77-e. 1878-9. 1870-80. 1880-1. 1 881-2. 1882-3. 1883-4.

Anatomy, . • • 1

' 93 86 108
|

109 1 51 22

90* 100®

Physiology, . • J
l 38 45 48 57 50 30

o Session 1 878-9 the number returned is that of separate Student# attending now classes, uie entry ueing so made out

the College books. A large proportion of the Students of one class are goueraUy in attendance ou the other.

Extracted from Roll Books,
J. P. Pye, m.d.,

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

No. 37.

Tabulae view of the Accommodation of and Cases Treated in the Galway Town Hospital,

together with a Classified Return of the Cases of Diseases actually treated in the Female Ward

on June 14, 1884
(Handed in by Dn. Colauan.)

— No. of Rcdi In
Hospital.

.Tunc 14, 1884.

No. ol Cases in

Hospital.

Surgical cases (including accidents), .

5
23

Medical cases, ..... 1 1 52

Fever cases, ...... 44 8

Eye cases, ...... - 6

Midwifery cases, ..... 8 4

Totals, .... 182 92

Noth.—'

T

he Midwifery Word is open to Queen's College students and is token advantage of by thorn.

Number of Accidents treated during Sesssion, 1883-84, . . .
.31

Number of Eye cases during the Session, ...... 20

Daily average in hospital during the Session, . . . .
.94

Midwifery Ward.

Number of Cases during Session 1881-82, . . . . 19

Do. do. 1882-83 25

Do. do. 1883-84, 15

List of Cases in Dr. Colahan’s (Female) Long Ward, &c.

1 Ulcer of Cornea. 12 Paralysis (consequent on Apoplexy).

2 Necrosis of Tibia. (Convalescent after 13 Diarrhoea.

Operation.) 14 Epilepsy.
. ,

3 Not diagnosed. . 15 1 Erysipelas of Scalp (Exfoliation of Calvana).

4 Scrofula of Neck. 16 Pneumonia.

6 Spinal Curvature. (Treated by Sayer’s Jacket.) 17 Paralysis of Upper Extremity.

6 Hip Disease. 18 Not diagnosed.

7 Intracapsular Fracture of Neck of Femur. 19 (Edema of Lung.

8 Erysipelas of Arm. (Convalescent) 20 Fracture of Ribs (2). . ,

9 Amputation of Leg. (Convalescent.) 21 Fibrous Tumour of Shoulder. (For Operation).

10 Spinal Curvature. 22 Ulcers of Leg.

11 "Old Agfe and Debility. 23 Phthisis.

Total Patients,

This List includes all the Patients at present iu the Female (Long) Ward, and may be taken as type of the

class of cases in the Hospital Wards during the Session.
.

U, "W. Colahan, Medical Officer-
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No. 38.

Descriptive Statement of Obstetric Museum.

Handed in By Professor Kinicead.

Attached to the obstetric department is what is

known as the Montgomery Museum.
This consists of the collection of specimens and

casts illustrating tho anatomy, development, and patho-

logical coudition of the ovum fiotus and female genera-

tive organs, the various stages of pregnancy and

parturition, and abnormal conceptions; purchased from

the celebrated Dr. Montgomery, of Dublin, mul which,

if not the best,- is certainly one of tlio most valuablo

collections in the United Kingdom.

To tho original collection so purchased, additions

have been made, from time to time.

Immediately after my appointment to the chair of

obstetrics I went through the entire collection, and

classified and arranged it, and I have added to it not

only some valuable specimens, but an entirely now
branch, viz., a collection of tho instruments used in

operations both in midwifery and gynecology. I have

also obtained the beat plates procurable, illustrating

the various stages of the development of tho ovum, the

stages of pregnancy, the mechanism of delivery, and

the various forms of abnormal parturition, with

others illustrating the principal operations in gyne-

cological practice—such as Citium's .spontaneous evolu-

tion, Costrfs scries, Witkowskic’s moveable atlas,

Schultzc’s series, Braune's frozen sections, Kiussow-

sky's ovariotomy, <fcc.

I also obtained the best known phantom for

demonstrating obstetrical operations, that of a well-

known Paris practitioner, at a cost of £2G fis.

The museum is arranged in tlio following order

Specimens of the normal generative organs at various

ages, from the infant to the adult female. Models and
casts of the same. Similar specimens of generative

organs in tho lower- animals. Those arc divided into

sub-sections, according to tho diHeront organs, thus :

—

1. External genitals, vilgiim, uterus, and ovaries,

2. Abnormal developments, both liumiui mul
animal.

3. Pathological conditions.

Thus, for teacliing purposes, wo luivo, for example,
grouped together (a)—Examples of normal uterus

;

(i) abnormal development
;

(c) pathological changes

;

and similarly for tho other portions of tlio generative
system.

4. Specimens after conception, both animal and
human, beginning with the ripened foliclo in tho

ovum, aud proceeding through every stage to tho full

development of the fcctus at term. Under this head
we have changes in the ovary, development of tho
ovum, development of the feutus, development of the
uterus, and formation and growth of the placenta
aud membranes.

5.

Parturition—Models of normal and abnormal
labours in various stages. Specimens of the uterus
after delivery, both normal and abnormal, and diseases

of placenta and membranes.
G. Specimens and casts of abnoi-mal conditions of

the f<i'U is—monsters,' anoneophaloul, hydrocephalic
intra uterine amputations, cyclops, &c.

7. Specimens and easts of the normal type of female
pelvis, and all the abnormal varieties.

In my department of the library not only the stand-

ard text-books—English, American, French, and
German—are procured, but each year tho best works
in these languages on midwifery and diseases of women
and children are obtained, aud wc subscribe to the
principal obstetrical journals, and, at considerable ex-

pense, have procured all tho back numbers.
In my lectures tho various specimens, instruments,

ami plates bearing on the subject are brought into tho
class-room; the students aro familiarized with the in-

struments, and shown, by means of the . specimens,
1 sitter tlm natural condition of or morbid changes in
the organs.

On tlio phantom the various operations aro not
only demonstrated, but tlm students aro made to per-

form them themselves. No model, however perfect,

can, of course, liquid nature, but I maintain that the

student who has familiarized himself with the uso of
the forceps, for example, on a model liko mine, which
admits of every degree of pcivie narrowing, has an
immense advantage when called on to operate in prac-

tice, for the first, time, ovor the man who has only seen
tlm operation performed in cases of labour, anil I have
to point out that, as far as I am aware, no stmlont at

any hospital is allowed to uso instruments in difficult

labours.

II. J.KixiCEA.r>,A.B.,M.i>., University of Dublin

;

Professor of Obstetrics, Quoou’s College, Gal-

way
;
Late Examiner in Obstetrics, Q.U.I. ;

Fellow Irish Academy of Medicine
;
Surgeon

to Her Majesty’s Prison, Galway, &c-

No. 39.

Table showing Number of Pass and Honour Men in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Year’s Classes,

from 1878 to 1884.

Mathematics.

Referred to in Evidence of Professor Allman, p. 211, q. 6084.

1878-70. 1870-80. 1 1880-81. 1881-83. 1883-88.
|

1888-84.

|

Pass.
^

Honour.
|

Puss.

|

Honour. Pass. Honour. Pus. !

|

Honour. Pass. Honour. Pas*. Honour.

Pirst Year, 26 15 27 10 S3 13
1

22 21 13 20 9
Second Year, G

|

8 8 2 13 3 9 _ 9 — 3
Third Year, 2 ~ 2 1 2 3 “

\

_____

4 I
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No. 40.

Table showing Science Scholarship Marks for Years 18S0—1SS4.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. Allman, qq. G097-6102.

First Year’s Scholarships.— 1883-4. 1 1882-3. 1881-2. 1H60-1

Maximum, 1
82*5 1

72 1 84-5 70-S
Minimum, 1 31-25 1 52-5 ' GG G5G
Average, 53-8 59-5

! 7G-S G7-7G

Second Year’s Scholarships.— 1863-1. 1882-3.

|

1881-3. 1880 1.

Maximum 59-GG i 85-75 87 50 -G

Minimum, 48-06 25-5 G5 35-25

Average, 55-33 54-55

1

75 42-48

No. 41.

* Tables handed in by Dr. Townsend.

Number of Students who passed _ tlio Examinations of the Royal University in 1S82.

FACULTIES.
No. or

Students who
Pnjsed.

—
Arts.

First University Examination, _
Second „ „ 1G Two Exhibitions of £20 each awarded at this

B.A. Degree „ 9

Examination, but not paid by Royal Uni-
versity.

M.A. Degree „ 5
)

( Second University, . 8

Total, 30
> Honours, < B.A. Dogroo, . . 2

j (M.A. Degroo, . . 1

Law.
Degree of LL.B., 1

Degree of LL.D., . -

Total, 1

Engineering.
First Professional Examination,
Second „ „
Degree of B.E. „

3
4 One Exhibition awarded valuo £2, including

Degree of M.E. „ -
Honours.

Total, 7

Medicine.
hirst University Examination, 27
Second „ „ 27
Degree of M.B. „
Degree of M.D. „ 15
Degree of M.Ch. „ 18
Diploma in Obstetrics „ 4

Deduct 15, included in M.Ch., &c., .

91

15

Total, 76

Summary op
Arts, . . 30
Law, . . 1

Engineering, . 7
Medicine, . 76

Total, . 114 Passed.

the Above.

Total Honours obtained by Students, 12
Total Exhibitions, . . .3

Note. The Students who obtained the Exhibitions of £20 each at Second University Examina-
tion in Arts received no portion of this money, being Scholars at the time in this College.

<T'?cd Co"-**. Galway. from the College Record*, In nnetrer to Queries Noe. X
tl. of-tbe Query Paper seat to tbs Royal University.—Appendix III. A., No. 6.—N. D. M.
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Number of Students -who passed the Examinations of the Royal University in 1883.

483

FACULTIES.
No. of

Students who
l'itsscd.

—
Arts.

First University Examination, 9

Second „ ,, 11 One Exhibition £40, and three Honours.
B.A. Degree „ 9 Six Honour's.

M.A. Degree 2

Total, . • 31

Law.
Degree of LL.B., -
Degree of LL.D., . • 1

Total, , 1

Engineering.

First Professional Examination, _
Second „ „
Degree of B.E. „

2 One Exhibition £20, and two Honours.
3 One Exhibition £50, and Honours.

Degree of M.E. „ -

Total, 0

Medicine.
First University Examination, 11

Second „ „ 13
Degree of M.B. „ _

Degree of M.D. „ 19 Ono Exhibition £50, and one Honour.

Total, 43

Summary of
Arts, . . 31
Law, . 1

Engineering, 5
Medicine, . 43

Total, . *80 Passed.

the Above.

Total Honours obtained by Students, 13
Total Exhibitions, . . .4

Note.

—

The Student who obtained tho Exhibition of £40 at Second University Examination in
Arts elected to hold this and resigned liis Scholarship in tho College.

* Tliis number includes 8 Students entered on tho University Lists for “Belfast and Galway.”

No. 42.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. E. Townsend, d.sc., qq. G240-42.

A Return showing the Total Number of Students in each Faculty, during the Five Years previous
to 1883-84, distinguishing those in each year, who passed at tho end of each year the Sessional
or Supplementary Examinations.

—
Arts. Law. Mediclno. Engineering.

Total
Number

of
Students.

Number who
passed the

Sessional

Examination

Total
Number

of
Students.

Numberwho
passed the
Sessional

Examination

Total
Number

of
Students.

Number who
passed the
Sessional

Examination

Total
Number

of
Students.

Number who
passed the
Sessional

Examination.

Year 1882-83, 51 40* 8 5 70 15 10 8

„ 1881-82, . 57 40f 8 6 122 24 11 8

„ 1880-81, . 71 50$ 8 6 120 20 12 10

„ 1879-80,
, 57 46 § 11 10 101 16 12 10

>, 1878-79, . 59 «i 7 6 98 16 8

Exclusive of G Senior Scholars exempted from tho Examination and included in Table L
• !™^T® 0f

.
7 do. do. do.

• SiJ
tUTB0

J
7 d0- do. do.

l|xdu, v.°f e do. do. do.
• Exclusive of 6 do. do. do. ,

ofV}**-
S
.

t “de°ta in Medlclno are not rcaulrcd to pass tho Sessional Examinations ; the eompuleoiy rule in this respeot appliss only to
wooiars and Exhibitioners.

412
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No. 43.

Queen’s College, Galway.

Table showing Maximum, Minimum, and Average Marks for Literary Scholarships,

for Years 18S0 to 1884.

Referred to in Evidence of Dr. Townsend, q. G35S.

1883-4.

— 1

Maximum. Minimum. '

Average.

First Year Scholarships, . 54 42 47-5G

Second Year Scholarships, 61-71 1 59-67

1882-3— Maximum.
|

Minimum. • Average.

First Year Scholarships, . 7C-8 47-4 09-8

Second Year Scholarships, 84-G6
|

44 52-41

1881-2.

—
|

Maximum.
1

Minimum.
|

Average.

First Year Scholarships, . 82-4 47-5 58-48

Second Year Scholarships, 7G-8G 58-93 G5-G0

1880-1.— Maximum. 1

|

M illinium. Average.

First Year Scholarships, . SI 59-4 GG-44
Second Year Scholarships, . . i GG-8G

]

48-5 55-29

No. 44.

Handed in by Professor Larmor, q. G722.

Queen’s College, Galway—Natural Philosophy Department.

Report to the Queen’s Colleges Commission, 1884.

Under present arrangements, the work of this de-
partment consists of the following courses :

—

1. A general course of lectures on Experimental
Physics, of a preliminary character, for first year
students. This course is attended by first year arts
and engineering students, together with a portion of
the first year medical students. The medical part of
the class is chiefly composed of scholars and exhibi-
tioners of the College, who are required to attend
some non-professional classes.

2. An advanced course of Experimental Physics,
attended by second year arts students. This is an
honour course, and includes all topics connected with
heat and sound that are within the range of the
mathematical knowledge of the students.

3. An honour course of Mathematical Physics,
which corresponds to the second university examin-
ation for honours in the Royal University. It is not,
however, confined to these limits, but frequently ex-
tends beyond them, when it is thought such an
extension would be profitable to the students.

4. An honour course of Experimental Physics for
third year students, the suhjecta being electricity and
magnetism and light These students re-attend class

2, as part of this course. The course includes the
use of physical instruments, and the making and

working out of exact physical measurements by the

students. This latter is included ns part of the re-

quirements for the senior scholarship, but as it is not

at present exacted in the honour examinations of the

Royal University, it is «nly in some years that there

are students who are willing to devote to it the large

amount of time necessary for a complete course.

5. An honour course of Mathematical Physics for

third year students, which corresponds to the honour

degree examinations of the Royal University. [This

class does not exist in the present session.]

6. A course, theoretical and experimental, of Applied

Natural Philosophy, for engineering students reading

for their degrees.

The other courses are also attended by engineering

students.

The subjects of these courses overlap, and students

are frequently recommended to attend parts of courses

different from the ones they have taken up, when by

doing so they can fill up deficiencies' in their knowledge.

(Signed,)

Joseph Larmor,

Professor of Natural Philosophy.

14th June, 1884.
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No. 45.

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

Return, giving the Standing of the Medical Students attending in the present Session 1883-4,

the Lectures attended by each, and the Examinations passed; being the academic history

of the Students appearing in Queen’s College, Galway, Returns, App. A., No. 4, II (5).

See qq. 5064-5071.

Note.—Students with an asterisk, thus • in the margin, attended also Hospital and Clinical Lectures, and obtained the necessary Ceriillcatcs.

Students in Medicine of the First Year.

Name. Whore Matriculated. Progress in Medical Studica.

John C. Bowes, Royal University, 1883, Attended lectures in French, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History
Aimtoniy and Dissections, and obtained Cert Ilicutes, except in French.

Bicbard Allan, Ditto. 1381, Attended lectures in Chemistry, Natural History, Physiology, Anatomy and Dis-
sections, and obtained Certificates.

Joseph Stewart, Ditto, 1833, Attended lectures in French. Natural Philosophy. Chemistry. Natural History.
Anatomy and Dissections, nml obtained CrrlitlcaUn. Awarded a Scholarship
in tlie Literary Division, value £25, mid passed Sessional Examinations.

•Edward M'Cormick, . Ditto, 1883, Attended lectures in French, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History,
Anatomy and Dissections, and obtained Certificates. Awarded a Scholarship
in the Literary Division, value £2.1. He lias yet to puts the Sessional Examina-
tions in Naturnl History and Anatomy ; lie passed the others.

William J. Taylor. Ditto, 1883, Attended lectures in Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History,
Anatomy and Dissections, nnd obtained Cert Ilicutes. Awarded an Exhibition,
value £30, in the Literary Division, and passed Sessional Examinations.

Robert M'Causiand, Ditto, 1883, Attended lectures in French, Naturnl Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History,
Anatomy and Dissections, and obtained Ccrlilientun.

William M'Callin, . Ditto, 1882, Attended lectures ill Chemistry, Naturnl History, Anatomy mid Dissections, and
obtiilucd Corllilcates.

Gerard J. Picrse, . Queen's University, Attended lectures in French, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History,
Anatomy mid liissectious, anil obtained Certificates. Awarded two Prises at

Sessional Examinations, nnd passed in same.

John M'Elwco, Ditto. 1881, A Scholar in Arts, Third Ycnr. Attended also Classes In Physiology. Anatomy nml
DIsms'.I

I

nns. Fussed tiewlnn nl Examinations in Arts, nml previous University
Examination* in same Faculty. Obtiiiued Certificates in Physiology, Austomy
and Dissections.

•Thomas S. Hogg, d.a. . Ditto, 1880. A Orndiiiilit hi Arts, nml Sonior Scholar, Fourth Year, Passed First University
Examination in Medicine in the " Royal," October, 1883. Attended lectures In

Chemistry, Anatomy and Dissections, Materia Medial, and obtained Certiilcates.

Henry Smith, b.a. Ditto, 1.8., A Graduate In Arts, and Senior Scholar, Four'll Year. Attended lectures and
obtained Certificates in Chemistry and Natural History.

John Quigley, Quocn's College, Galway, 1883, Attended lectures in Chemistry, Physiology, Anatomy and Dissections, and obtained
CurUUcalcs.

•William F. Elliott, Non-Matrlculalcil, . Passed Entrance Examination nt College of Surgeons. Attended lectures, and
ObLalmnl Certiilcates in Chemistry, Anatomy and Dissections.

David Coleman, Ditto, Attended lectures, nml obtaluod Certificates In Chemistry, Physiology, Anatomy
and Dissections.

Students in Medicine of tiik Sf-cond Year.

•Eaton W. Waters, Royal University, 1882, A .Scholar in Medicine, Second Year. Attended lectures in Materia Meilica. Prac-
tical Chemistry, Physiology, Anatomy and Dissections, nnd obtained Certiilcates.

Passed Sessional Examinations with onn Prize. Pawed First University

Examination in Aria, and First University Examination in Medicine, 111 the
•' Royal," October, 1883.

‘James Hamilton, . Queen's University, 1881, A Scholar In Medicine, Second Year. Attended lectures in Materia Medico. Prac-

tical Chemistry, Physiology, A iintomy and Dissect inns, ur.d obtained Certiilcates.

Passed Sessional Examinations, and obtained one Prize.

‘John W. Fogarty,

.

Ditto, 1881, Attended lectures, nnd obtained Certificates in Chemistry, Physiology, Anatomy and
Dlsnectloiis, nnd Materia Medlca. Passed First University Examination in

Medicine in the " Royal," October, 1883.

•Patrick Gleeson, . Ditto, 1878, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Physiology, Anatomy and Dissec-

tions, Practical Chemistry, und Materia Medico.

•William Noble, . Queen's College, Gnlwny, 1882, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates In Materia Meilica, Physiology. Ana-
tomy aud Dissections, Practical Chemistry, und Surgery. Passed Sessional

Examinations, and obtained ono Prize.

•James S. Reynolds, Ditto, 1882, Attended lectures, and oblolncd Certificates 111 Materia Mcdloa, Physiology,

Anatomy and Dissections.

•John Nolan, , , Ditto, 1882, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Fraotlcal Cliomlstry, Physiology,

Anatomy aud Dissections, Materia Medlca.

•Charles Doherty,
, Ditto, 1882, Attended lectures, anil obtainod Certificates in Prnclloal Cliomlstry and Materia

Modlca, and Anatomy and Dissoetlous.

•Patrick Callaghan, Ditto, 1882, Attended loctures, and obtained Certificates in Practical Chemistry, Physiology,

Materia Modica, Anatomy and Dlsseations.

•Andrew Smith, Ditto, 1883, Attended IcoturcB, and obtained Ccrtlflcatoe in Materia Medlca, Physiology,

Anatomy and Dissections.
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Return, giving the Standing of the Medical Students attending in the present Session 1 883-4,
ie Lectures attended by each, and the Examinations passed

—

continued.

Students in Medicine of the Third Year.

Where Matriculated. Progress in Medical Studies.

John J. Curran, . Queen’s University, 1881, Attended lectures, and obtained Cortlfioates in Medicine. Surgery,
Anatomy and Dissections. Passed First University Examination
iu the "Royui," October, 1883.

•John F. Eagleton, . Ditto, 1881, Scholar in Medicine, 3rd year. Passed Sessional Examinations. Attended lectures,
and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Surgery, Physiology, and Midwifery.
Passed First University Examination iu Medicine in the '• Royal," in October!
1S82. Passed Second University Examination iu Medicine in the “Royal,"
October, 1883.

Garner Gabon, b.a..

•John E. H.irkin, .

BTGrath, .

Ditto, A Graduate in Arts of the Queen's University. Awardod Special Prize in Chemistry.
Attended lectures mid obtained Certillcntes in Midwifery, Medicine, Surgery!
Physiology. Passed First University Examination in Medicine in Queen's
University, October, 1881.

1881, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Surgery, Physiology,
Anatomy and Dissections. Passed First University Examination in Medicine in
the " Royal,” October, 1883.

1BBI, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates In Medicine, Physiology, Anatomy-aud
Dissections. Passed First University Examination in Medicine in the “ Royal,”
October, 1883.

•John M. Macnomara, . Ditto,

Robert Blanchfleld, .

•Joseph Macnomara,

•John P. Corcoran,

.

Ditto,

Ditto,

Ditto,

1873, A Graduate in Arts of the Queen’s University. Attended locturcs, and obtained
Certificates in Medicine, Surgery, Physiology, Anatomy and Dissections. Passed
Sessional Examinations, and was awarded one Prize. Passed First University
Examination in Medicine in “ Royal," June, 1888.

1881, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, and
Physiology. Passed First University Examination iu Medicine in “Royal,”
October, 1882.

1881, Attended lectures, and obtalucd Certificates in Medicine, Midwifery, Physiology,
Anatomy and Dissections. Passed First University Examination in Medicine
in the “ Royal," October, 1882.

1891, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, and
Physiology.

Students in Medicine of the Fourth Year.

•Robert J. Macnomara, . Queen’s University, 1878, A Scholar in Medicine, Fourth Year. Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates

in Surgery and Medical Jurisprudence. Passed Sessional Examinations. Passed
First University Examination in 1881, and the Second University Examination
in the “ Royal," October, 1882.

•George A. Waters, Ditto, 1880, A Scholar in Medicine, Fourth Year. Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates

Iu Surgery and Medical Jurisprudence. PuHHCd Sessional Examinations. Fussed
the First University Examination in 1881, and tho Second University Examina-
tion in the “Royal” in October, 1882.

John Nixon, . Ditto, 1875, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Practical Chemistry and Dissections.

Passed First University Examination iu 1877.

Thomas Walsh, Ditto, 1863, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Midwifery, and Dls-

seotlon9. Passed First University Examination in Arts in 1805.

•James B. Coleman, Ditto, 1880, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medical .Turisprudchcc, Midwifery,
and Dissections. Passed llm College Sessional Examinations, and obtained a
Prize. Passed the First University Examination in 1881.

Martin Semple, Ditto, 1880, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates iu Midwifery and Dissections. Passed
First University Examination in 1881.

•Samuel Hunter, . Ditto, 1880, Attended lectures, and obtained Certificates in Medicine, Midwifery, Medical Juris-

prudence, Anatomy and Dissections. Passed First University Examination Id

1881.

Michael T. Collins, Ditto, 1877, Attended Dissections only, and obtained Certificate. Passed tho First University
Examination in 1879.

Note.—

S

tudents in the Faculty of Medicine are not required to pass the Sessional Examinations. The
compulsory rule in this respect applies only to Scholars and Exhibitioners.
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No. 46.

Statement and Ten Tables handed in by Dr. Walsh.

Tabular Analysis of Awards of Queen’s College Scholarships, comparing results thereof with

the results of the corresponding Examinations of the same classes of Students in the

Royal University.

Handed in by the Very Rev. War. J. Walsti, d.d., at liis Examination in Dublin, 21st June, 18S4
and referred to in his Evidence, q. 7014.

In the following ten Tables are set forth the Awards of the Scholarships in the three Queen’s Colleges, in

every case in which a corresponding Examination for the same Students, in competition with the Students of

other Colleges, was held by tlio Royal University.

The Tables, then, begin with the award of the First Year’s Scholarships (1882-83) made in October, 1882.

In October, 1 882, the only Examinations of the Royal University open to Students other than Students

(past or present) of tlio Queen’s Colleges wore two :

—

(1.) The Matriculation Examination, which was open to all Students
;
and

(2.) The “ First University ” Examination which was open (a) to Students who had at any time matriculated in any of
the Queen’s Colleges, and (b) to Students who Lad matriculated in the Royal University at its first Matriculation
Examination in the previous December, 1881.

In tbc following October, 1883, tlio Examinations of tlio Royal University open to Students other than
Students (past or present) of tlio Queen’s Colleges were three :

—

(1.) The Matriculation Examination, which was open to all Students

;

(2.) The “ First University ” Examination which was open (a) to Students who had at any time matriculated in any of

the Queen’s Colleges, nnd (/>) to Students who liad matriculated in the lloyal University at either of its Matriculation

Examinations, in 1881 or 1382

;

(3.) The “ Second University ” Examination which was open (a) to Students who had at any time matriculated in any
of the Queen’s Colleges, and had passed a Queen’s College Sessional Examination, and (b) to Students who hail

matriculated in the Royal University, and who had passed its *' First. University ” Examination in the preceding year, 1882.

Thus, then, tliero Ixavo been, up to tlio present, five Examinations of tlio Royal University, open to other

than Queen’s College Students.

At each of these Examinations, Honours and Examinations liavo been awarded by tlio Royal University.

Also, on each of tlicso fivo occasions, an award of Soliohii’sliips (oil a Sjieeial College Examination) was made
by each of tlio Queen’s Colleges—two sets of Scholarships, one sot in Literature, and one in Science, being
awarded on each occasion.

Thus ten sets of Queen’s Collcgo Scholni'ships liavo boon awarded on tho occasions in cpicstion, tliat is to say :

—

I. The
11. „

First Year’s Scholarships in Literature,

Second Year’s „ „ |

in October, 1882.

IH. „ First Year’s Scholarships in Literature,

Second Year’s ,, „
Third Year's „ „ |

in October, 1883.

£ :

First Year's Scholarships in Science,

Second Year’s „ „ J
in October, 1882.

T

1 ::

First Year’s Scholarships in Science,

Second Year’s „ „
Third Year’s „ „ |

in October, 1883.

- Each of these ten sets of Scholarships, then, is dealt with in one of the following Tables.

_ In addition to the special Notes of Explanation prefixed to each Table, the followin'*

Tables generally, may bo found useful :

—

Nora 1.—The only Queen's College Scholarships here considered are thosi
Year (that is to say, the “Entrance” Scholarships) in the Faculty of Med
courses of examination for which are precisely tho same as for tho Scholarshij

Note 2.—The insertion of tho name of a Queen’s College Scholar in pan
marks to the Scholarship in question, he did not actually hold it, having elec
to which also his marks had entitled him.

bora 3—In all statements of tho numbers of Students to whom Honour
University, or of tlio places in orilor of merit of individual Students on t
University, Male Students only arc taken into account.
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Table I.—First Year’s Scholarships (1882-83).

In LITERATURE.

(Awarded, October, 1882).

Note 1.—The First Year’s Queens College Scholarships are awarded at the Icijinning of the hirst Year of the

Undergraduate Course. The corresponding Examination of the Royal University is its Matriculation Examination.

Note 2—All Students who had matriculated in any of the Queen's Colleges in 1881 were by Act of Parliament

University Education. Ireland, Act, 1879. sl-c. 10 admitted to the Royal University as Matriculated Students, without

passing the Matriculation Examination of the University.

Note 3.—Of the six subjects in the Programme of the Royal University Matriculation Examination, the number to be

presented by each Student is live,—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed only as an
alternative for Greek.

Note 4.—The numbers of Students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University at its Matriculation

Examination in 1882, were as follows :—Latin, 24; Greek, 9; French, 16; English, 21 : Mathematics, IS; Experimental
Physics, 10.

Note 5.—The numbers of Eihihitious awarded by the Royal University at this Examination were ;—First Class (£24)
Exhibitions, 4 ;

Second Class (£12) Exhibitions, 23. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 27.

Coins.

Galway.

Arts, William A. Clarke, . 1882 17 0 0 0 0 0 0

».
|

Thomas M'Nulty, 0 Matriculated in Q. College, 1881.

»> Alexander 11‘Afee, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

n Michael J. Jordon, . 1881 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0

„ Andrew C. Gregg, . 1883 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 N.B Not matriculated in Royal

' (Arthur J. Benson), . 1882 0 0 0 0 0
'

0 0
Univ. until the next year, 1883.

See also Table VI.
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Table II.—Second Year’s Scholarships (1882-83).

In LITERATURE.

(Awarded, October, 1882).

Note 1 The Second Year’s Queen’s College Scholarships arc awarded at the beginning of the Second Year of the
Undergraduate Course. The corresponding Examination of the Royal University (held at the same period) is that known
as the “ First University Examination.”

Note 2 The “ First University Examination ” of the Royal University is obligatory only on Students who have entered

the University by passing the Matriculation Examination of the University itself. By a resolution of the Senate of the

Royal University, the Students who have entered the University by having previously matriculated in one of the Queen’s
Colleges are allowed to substitute for the “ First University Examination ” a Sessional Examination in a Queen’s College.

Belfast.

Cork.

Samuel Walkor, .... 0

Edward D. Lynch, ... 0

John H. Corcoran, ... 0
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Table III.—First Year’s Scholarships (1883-84).

In LITERATURE.

{Awarded, October, 1883).

Note 1.—The First Year’s Queen’s College Scholarships arc awarded at the harimring of the First Year of the

U ndergraduate Course. The corresponding Examination of the Royal University is its Matriculation Examination.

Note 2 Of the six subjects in the Programme of the Royal University Matriculation Examination, the number to be

presented by each Student is 5,—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed only as an

alternative for Greek.

Note 3 The numbers of Students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University at its Matriculation

Examination in 1883, were as follows :—Latin, 20 ;
Greek, 28

;
French, 26

;
English, 17 ; Mathematics, 19 ; Experimental

Physics, 3.

Note 4 The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University as this Examination were:—First Class (£24)
Exhibitions, 10; Second Class (£12) Exhibitions, 20. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 30.

Belfast.

Arts, Janies Jackson, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

(4 Scholarships vacant).

Med., Robert J. Duffin, . .
(

1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(Matric. Roy. Univ. 3882.—See

) TablesL& VI.

)
1st Oniv. Exam. Roy. Uuiv., 1883

:

Galway.

Arts, Charles W. Dugan, . 1883 0 0 18 0 0 0 0

William M‘E. Meeke, 1838 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, Jos. J. Loftus, 1893 0 0 0 • 0 0 0

„ Nich. J. M. Hession, 1838 0 0 0 0 •o 0 0

„ Andrew G. Davidson, 1838 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Med., Jos. Stewart, . 1888 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ed. M'Cormick, 1833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table IV.—Second Year’s Scholarships (1888-84).

In LITERATURE.

{Awarded, October, 1883.)

Kotf. 1.—
'
Tlie Second Year’s Queen's College Scholarships are awarded at the beginning of the Second Year of theUnder-

irraduate course. The corresponding examination of the Royal University (held at the same period) is that known as the

a first University Examination.”

Note 2 The “ First University Examination” of the lloy.al University is obligatory only on students who have entered

the University by passing the Matriculation Examination of the University itself. By a resolution of the Senate of the

Royal University, the students who have entered the University by having previously matriculated in one of the Queen’s

Colleges, areallowed to substitute for this “ First University Examination” a Sessional Examination in a Queen’s College..

Note 3. In 1883, for the first time, an examination at which students could pass this stage of the University course,

was held at various centres throughout Ireland. The Special Oral Examination for Honours was held subsequently, and

only in Dublin. On tho result of the earlier examination certain students were declared by the Examiners ** qualified to

compete for Honours.” In the following Tabic this is indicated by the word “ qualified.’’

Note 4 Of the six subjects in the programme of the Royal University for the “First University Examination,” the

number to be presented by each student is five—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed

only as an alternative for Greek.

Note 5.—The numbers of students to whom Honours were awarded by the lloyal University at this examination in

1883 were as follows :—Latin, 1 1 ;
Greek, 9 ;

French, 19 ; English, 27 ; Mathematics, 14 ;
Experimental Physics, 7.

Note 6.—The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by tlic Royal University at this examination were :—First Class (£30)
Exhibitions, 6; Second Class (£15) Exhibitions, 11. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 17.

Belfast.

p-&
Place on Royal University List of Honours in

Names of Queen's College

Scholars. 2 a

I gj?

P 4
s

2
o £

1
H

8

1
a

•a

h
M
w

if

s i
.2 -a
fttp

William S. Johnson, .

William MacMillen,

Robert M“Neill, ....

0

0

1883 8 4 0 i 0 J

Not matriculated in Roy. Univ.
until 1 883. Soo Table I.

Exempted from Uiis Examination,
having matriculated in a Queen's
College in 1881.

“Qualified” in English.

Alexander H. Dill,

Robert M. Fraser,

0

1883 0 0 - 0 0 0

Exempted from thin Examination,
having matriculated in a Queen's
College in 1881.

Conic.

Jeremiah Riordan,* 1883 0 0 0 9 0 0 ISco also Table IX

George S. Obre, ....
Edward P. Williams, .

0

1883 0 0 _ 0 0 0 J

Exempted from this Examination,

having matriculated in a Queen’s

College in 1881. Passed 2nd Cniv.
Exam, in 1888. Mere Pass.

,
'* to 1)8 °h*«rved that this student, who was also declared “ qualified to compete for Honours” in both Latin and Greek, had

own dnnng the previous year a student, notol Queen’s College, Cork, bat of St. Stanislaus' College, Tullabeg. See Royal University
Lalendar, 1884, pages 227 and 228.

4 K 2
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Table Y.—Thted Year’s Scholarship (1883-84).

Iu LITERATURE.

(Awarded, October, 1S83.)

Note I. The Third Tear’s Queen's College Scholarships are awarded ut the beginning of the Third Year of the Under-

graduate course. The corresponding examination of the Royal University (held at the same period) is that known as the

“ Second University Examination.”

Note 2 Of the eleven subjects in the programme of the Royal University for the “ Second University Examination;”

four or five (according to the subjects selected) is the number to be presented by a student—the option being between

three groups : “Latin, Greek, English, Logic, and one other subject;” “ Latin, Greek, English, Mathematics, and one

other subject and “ Mathematics; Mathematical Physics, and two other subjects.”

Note 3 The numbers of students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University in the chief subjects at

the “ Second University Examination" in 1883 were as follows :—Latin, 9 ;
Greek, 11

;
English, 10; French, 5 ;

Logic, 5;

Mathematics, 9
;
Mathematical Physics, 5 ; Experimental Physics, 6.

Note 4.—The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University at this examination were:—First Class (£40)

Exhibitions, 0 ; Second Class (£20) Exhibitions, 5. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 10.

Belfast.

Cork.

Samuel Walker, . 18S3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Edward D. Lynch, 1883 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

John H. Corcoran, 1883 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Galway.
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Table VI.

—

First Year’s Scholarships (1S82-83).

In SCIENCE.

(Awarded, October, 1882.)

jjote i The First Year’s Queen’s College Scholarships are awarded at the beginning of the First Year of the

Undergraduate course. The corresponding examination of the Royal University is its Matriculation Examination.

Note 2.— All students who had matriculated in any of the Queen's Colleges in 1881, wore by Act of Parliament

(University Education, Ireland, Act, 1870, sect. 11), admitted to the Royal University as Matriculated Students without

passing the Matriculation Examination of the University.

^ Note 3 Of the six subjects in the Programme of the Royal University Matriculation Examination, the number to be

presented by each student is five—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed only as au

alternative for Greek.

Note 4.—The numbers of students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University' at its Matriculation

Examination in 1832, were as follows :—Latin, 24 ; Greek, 9 ;
French, 10; English, 21 ;

Mathematics, 15 ;
Experimental

Physics, 10.

Note .'5 The numbers of JZxhihitwns awarded by the Royal University at this examination were :—First Class (£24)
Exhibitions. 4 ;

Second Class (£12) Exhibitions, 23. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 27.

Belfast.

Names of Queen's College

Scholars.

s O

Place n Royal University List of Honours in

§§§
—

5
a

£

i

w

i
•a

a

1

4

W*

.£ W
J >,

1!

Arts, William M‘F. Orr, . 1882 0 0 0 0 i 0 27

„ Edward S. Cromio, . 1882 0 0 8 13 0 4 17

!
Albert Campbell, 0 Matriculated only ia Q. College.

"
1 James Priestley, 1882 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

Eng. James Ileron, . 1881 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Arts, John S. B. Larmor, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Med. Edmund M. Woods, . 1S82 0 0 0 0 8 0 0

Eng. Alexander M. Burden, 1882 0 0 0 0 0 G 0

Cork.

Arts, John D. Lockhart, . 1882 0 0 0 19 9 0 0

„ (Robert J. DulBn), . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sec also Tnblo 1.

• John B. Smith, 1883 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 N.B Not matriculated in Roy.
Unir. until the next year, 1883.

..
George W. Jenney, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

" James J. Tracey, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N.B.—Not matriculated in Roy.
Univ. until the next year, 1888.

t. (Ed. P. Williams), . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 See also Table I.

Eng.

Med.

Patrick Walsh,

William H. Peard, .

John R. T. Connor, .

1883

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N.B.—Not matriculated in Roy.
Unir. until the next year, 1883

Matric. in Quoen's College, 1881

Matric. in Queen's College, 1879.

Galway.

Arts, John Martin, . 1882 0 0 0 0 14 0 0

» John Humphreys, 1881 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Samuel Hopkins, 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thomas C. H. Oldham, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

» Arthur J. Benson, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 See also Tablo I,

Med. William Noble, 0 Matric. only in Q. College.

» James S. Reynolds, . 0 Matric. only in Q. College.

Eng. Alfred Allman, 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

’’ Raoul Joyce, . 0 Matric. only in Q. College.
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Table VII.—Second Year’s Scholarships (1882-83).

In SCIENCE.

(Awarded, October, 1882.)

Note 1.—The Second Year's Queen’s College Scholarships are awarded at the bc/jimiing of the Second Year of the

Undergraduate Course. The corresponding examination of the lioyal University (held at the same period) is that known

as the “ First University Examination."

Note 2 The “ First University Examination ** of the Royal University is obligatory only on students who hare

entered the University by passing the Matriculation Examination of the University itself. By a Resolution of the Senate

of the Royal University, the students who have entered the University by having previously matriculated in one of the

Queen’s Colleges, are allowed to substitute for the “ First University Examination/’ a Sessional Examination in a Queen's

College.

Belfast.

Names of Queen’s College

Scholars.
—

James C. Rea, . .

Frank D. Holmes,

James B. Armstrong, .

"William C. Steele,

Thomas W. Atkinson, .

0

0

0

0

0

Cork.

George Gillespie,

.

Thomas Finucane,

Henry Carroll, .

Robert M'Elnoy,

.

Arthur Frame,
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Table YIII.—First Year’s Scholarships (1S83-84).

In SCIENCE.

(Awarded,
October, 1883.)

Note 1.—The First Year’s Queen’s College Scholarships are awarded at the beginning of the First Year of the Under-
graduate Course. The corresponding examination of the Royal University is its Matriculation Examination.

Note 2.—Of the six subjects in the Programme of the Royal University Matriculation Examination, the number to be

presented by each student is five—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed only as an

alternative for Greek.

Note 3 The number of students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University at its Matriculation

Examination in 1883, were as follows:—Latin, 20 ;
Greek, 28; French, 26 ;

English, 17; Mathematics, 19; Experimental

Physics, 3.

Note 4 The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University at this Examination were :—First Class (£24)

Exhibitions, 10 ;
Second Class (£12) Exhibitions, 20. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 30.

Belfast.

Names of Queen’s College

Scholars. ||*

|p

Place Royal University List of Honours in

if
II
Ea

—
.9

1
i English.

a Experimental

Arts, (John J. Alexander, 1883 0 0 0 0 4 0 0

Eng., (W. J. Shannon, 0 Matriculated only in Queen's CoL

Arts, Hamn. Morton, 1883 0 0 1C 0 16 0 0

„ Jn. Scott, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

„ Samuel Meok, 1883 0 0 0 0 12 0 0

'William Bunn, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Eng., J. T. N. Anderson, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Med., Jas. Hunter, . « Matriculated only in Queen's Col.

Cork.

Arts, William H. Welply,

.

1883 0 0 20 0 0 0 0

» Jos. C. Smyth, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.. Jer. Ambrose, 0 Matriculated only in Queen’s Col.

” Patrick Q. Hayes, . 1888 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

( N.B—Had matriculated in Royal

• R. H. Gash, . 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J Univ. in 1832.

i Passed 1st Univ. Exam., 1883.
' Mere pass: net “ qualified.”

(
Ditto.

Eng. Robt. Walker, 1882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •< Ditto.

( Ditto.

» Wm. Ross, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mod., D. O’Callaghan, 0
(Matriculated, Q. Coll., Cork, 1880.

(B.A. Royal University, 1883.

Galway.

Arts,
(N.B.—Had matriculated in Boyal

J Univ. in 1882.

• Henry L. Dowd,

Moses H. Cowan,

0

0 0

(Has since passed no Univ. Exnm.

Matriculated only in Queen’s Col.

n 0
(Had matriculated in Royal Univ.

J in 1882.

.. Richard J. Campbell, 1888 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Has since passed no Univ. Exam.

Eng., Atwell Thompson, . 1888 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table IX.—Second Year’s Scholarships (1883-84).

In SCIENCE.

{Awarded, October, 1883.)

Note 1.—The Second Year's Queen's College Scholarships are awarded at the beginning of the Second Year of tie

Undergraduate Course. The corresponding examination of tlm Royal University (.held at the same period) is that known

as the “ First University Examination.”

Note 2 The “ First University Examination ” Is obligatory only on those students who have entered the University

by passing the Matriculation Examination of the University itself. By a Resolution of the Senate of the Royal University,

the students who have entered the University by having previously matriculated m one of the Queen’s Colleges, ore

allowed to substitute for the “First University Examination,” a Sessional Examination in a Queen’s College.

Note 3 In 1883, for the first time, an examination at which students could paw this stage of the University Course

was held at various centres throughout Ireland. The special Oral Examination for Honours was held subsequently, and

only In Dublin. On the result of the earlier examination, certain students were declared by the Examiners “qualified to

compete for Honours.” In the following Table this is indicated by the word “ qualified."

Note 4 Of the six subjects in the Programme of the Royal University for the “ First University Examination," the

number to be presented by each student is five—French, or one other of a number of specified languages, being allowed

only as an alternative for Greek.

Note 5 The numbers of students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University at this examination in 1883,

weie as follows :—Latin, II; Greek, 9; French, 19; English, 27 ; Mathematics, 14; Experimental Physics, 7.

Note 6 The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University at this examination were ;—First Class (£30)

Exhibitions, 6 ;
Second Class (£15) Exhibitions, 11. Total number of Royal University Exhibitions awarded, 17.

Belfast.

ig Place Royal University Lis of Honours in
*3 3

Names of Queen's College

Scholars. 1“
.

|!l
to O

.J

2
1
O 1

i

a

aj

8

1

3
i.g
-c V
a.2
MO-
w

ti

j*T3
PkE>

—

William M‘F. On, 1883 0 0 0 0 1 1 c

.Tames Priestley, .... 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “ Qualified " in Mathematics.

Edward S. Cronus, 1883 0 0 18 13 7 0 14

John S. B. Larmor,

Hugh L. Atkinson, .

1883

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Exempted from this Examination,

having matric. in a Q. ColL in 1881.

Cork.

Galway.

John Humphreys, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

David Card, ....
1883

'

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Exempted from this Examination,

having matric. in a Q. Coil-in 1881.
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Table X.—Third Year’s Scholarships (1883-84).

In SCIENCE.

(Awarded,
October, 1883.)

tf0TE ] The Third Year’s Queen’s College Scholarships arc awarded at the berjimim,i of the Third lent- of the

Undergraduate Course. The corresponding Examination of the lloyal University (held at the same period) is that known

as the “ Second University Examination.”

jj0TB 2 Of the eleven subjects in the Programme of the Royal University for the “ Second University Examination,"

four or five (according to the subjects selected) is the number to bo presented by a Student—the option being between

three groups “ Latin, Greek, English, Logic, and one other subject “Latin, Greek, English, Mathematics, and one

other subject and “ Mathematics, Mathematical Physics, and two other subjects.”

Note 3.
—

'The numbers of Students to whom Honours were awarded by the Royal University in tho chief subjects

at the “Second University Examination" in 1883, were as follows Latin, 0; Greek, 11; English, 10; French, 5;

Lo>ric 5; Mathematics, 9 Mathematical Physics, 5; Experimental Physics, C.

Note 4—The numbers of Exhibitions awarded by the Royal University at this Examination were:—First Class (£40)

Exhibitions, 5 ;
Second Class (£20) Exhibitions, 5. Total number of lloyal University Exhibitions awarded, 10.

i
Place oin Royal University List of Honours In s

Names of

Queen’s College

Students.

W -g

j?

,0 73
& S’
•OCS

A
i

3 1 1

i 4
I
to 1

§

I

fu

1
Experimental

Physics.

i-
V,

i
o «

o’

o

II

32
§ w

to

—

James C. Sea, 1883 o
'

0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 I 0 0 !)

frank D. Holmes, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
|

Jas. B. Armstrong, 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

William C. Steele,

Thos. \Y. Atkinson,

1883

0

0 0 0 0 0 4 o
j

0 0 0 0 0
(Matric. in Q. Coll., 1880; lias

< passed no Examination of

( Royal University.

Conic.

Henry C. Hughes, 1883 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
,

0 0

Fred. J. Crawford, 1888 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Corn. Mnlcaliy, . 1883 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Galway.

George Gillespie,

.

Thos. Finucane, .

1883

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0
(Metric, in Q» Oolk, 1880 ; has

-j
passed no Examination of

( Royal University.
Henry Carroll, . 1883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Robert M'Elney, .

Arthur Frame,

1883

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0

(Metric, in Q. Coll., 1880: lias

-< pussod no Examination of

( Royal University.

4 L
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No. 47.

The followin'-- Statement and Tables weie prepared by the Rev. W. J. Walsh, d.d., and are

referred to in his Evidence.

Additional Facts referred to in the Evidence of Rev. W. J. Walsh, d.d., 21sf June, 1884.

Queen’s College First Year’s or “ Entrance ” Scholarships.—Comparison with Results of Intermediate

Examinations (Middle and Senior Grades).

Status of the First Year’s, or “Entrance," Scholars in the Three Queen’s Colleges, os tested hy the

Awards of the Exhibitions of tlio Intermediate Education Board.

L—Number of Exhibitions (Middlo and Senior Grades) awarded each year hy the Intermediate Education

Board.
Middle Grade. Senior Grade.

20 14

32 1G

44 18
28 12

23 12

Total, . . 147 72

II.—Number of First Year’s, or Entrance, Scholarships in the Faculty of Arts, or, on the same subjects of

examination, in other Faculties, available for Award during the same period in the three Queen’s Colleges.

„ 1880

„ 1S81

„ 18S2
1883

— In Belfast. In Cork. In Galway. Total.

14 14 14 42

„ 1880 14 14 14 42

„ 18S) 14 14 14 42

„ 1882, .... 14 14 14 42

„ 1883 14 14 14 42

Total, . 70 70 70 210

.
HI.—Number of Exhibitioners (Middle or Senior Grades) among the Students who obtained First Year’s

or Entrance, Scholarships in the tln-ee Queen’s Colleges.

Year.

Number ol
Jriddle Grade
Exhibitions
awarded oaoh
year by the
Intermediate

Number or Middle Grade Exhibi-
tioners, in that year, or subsequently,
among the First Year's, or Entrance,

Scholars of tho three Queen's
Colleges. Year.

Number of
Senior Grade
Exhibitions
awarded eaclt

year by the

Number of Senior Grade Exhlbi
Honors, in that year, or subsequently,

umoug the First Year's, or Entrance,

Scholars of the three Queen's
Colleges.

Education
In Belfast. la Cork. In Galway.

Education
Board. In Belfast. In Cork. In Galway.

In 1879, 20 2 1

5 1 „ 1881,

— — — „ 1883, . 12 1 — —
Total, . 147 12 2 - Total, . 72 9 1 —

B.

Status of the First Year’s, or “Entrance," Scholars of the Three Queen’s Colleges, as tested by the

Awards of Gold and Silver Medals of the Intermediate Education Board.

Jfote.'—Since 1881, a number of Gold and Silver Medals have been awarded each year by the Intermediate
Education Board. In each Grade a Gold Medal is awarded each year to the Student who obtains the first

place in that Grade in aggregate merit ; and a Silver Medal to the Student who obtains the second place ;
also,

Gold Medals are awarded each year to the Students who obtain the first place in each Grade in the chief

subjects of examination, and Silver Medals to the Students who obtain the first place in each Grade in certain

subjects of secondary importance.

In the following Tables, the number of Medals awarded each year, under each heading, is set forth in the

first column j and in the other columns is stated the number of Medallists, if any, to be found among the

Students to whom the Entrance Scholarships of the three Queen’s Colleges, respectively, were awarded in

each year.
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j. Gold Medals, for 1st place iu Grade :

—

Year-

Medals
awarded each

Middle Orade
by I'-'o

Number of holders of those Medals, 1

in that year, or subsequently,
aiming the First Year’s, or Entrance,

Scholars ol' the three Quoeu's
Colleges. Year.

Medals
'awarded each
year in the 1

by the

Number of

among the 1

Scholars

holdcrsof those Medals,
'ear, or subsequently,
Mi'st Year’s, or Entrance,
of the tlireo Queen's
Colleges.

Education
In Q. Coll. 1

Belfast.

In U- Coll. 1

Cork.
1

tllhvny!
1 '

Education
Hoard.

In Q. Coll. '

Belfast.

InQ. CollJ In Ij. Coll.

Galway.

1 _ _ _ In 1881, 1 _ _ _

„ 1883, • 1

— - — — _

Total, . 3 - - Total, 3 - ~ ~

IX.—Silver Medals, for 2nd place in Grade :

—

Year.

Medals
awarded each

1
year in the

Middle Grade.

!
by the

Nmnborof
in that >

among the 1

Scholars

holders of tin

first Year's, i

of the three
Colleges.

use Medals,

Queen's

Medals
awarded each
year in the

Number of holdcrsof those Medals,
in that year, or subsequently,

among the First Year's, or Entrance,
Scholars of the three Queen's

Education
In Q. Coll.

Buirost.

In Q. Coll.
|

Cork.
|

In Q. Coll.

Galway.

Education
In Q. Coll.

|

Belfast,

Ill Q. Coll.

Gaiway.

In 1881, 1 _ _ In 1881, . I 1 _ _
1

„ 1883, 1 — — —
„ 1SS3, 1

1

—
!

— —
Total, 3 - - - Total, . 3 -

III.—Gold Medals for excellence in Special Subjects (Greek, Latin, English, Modern Languages,

Mathematics) :

—

'

Year.

Mednls
awarded each
year in the

Middle (Iralie

by the

Number of holdcrsof those Medals,
in that year, or subsequently,

among the First Year's, or Entrance,
Scholars of the three Queen's

Colleges.

Medals
awarded encll

year in the
Senior dnulc

by lh«

Number ofholders of those Mednls,
in that year, or subsequently,

among the First Year's, or Entrance,
Scholars of the thruu Queen's

Colleges.

Education
|

In Q. Coll.
|

Belfast.

(n Q. Cull.

Cork.

In Q. Coll.
!

G idway.

Education
Iu Q. Coll.

|

Belfast. 1

Iu (J. Coll. !

Cork. 1

Iu Q. Coll.

Galway.

In 1881, fi 1 In 1881, fi _ _
,, 1882, 5 „ 1882, C 1

„ 1883, fi — - - „ 1883, G — —
Total, . 1C 1 - Total, lfi 1

IV.—Silver Medals for excellence in Spocial Subjects (Natural Science, Drawing, Music, etc., etc.) :

—

Year.

Medals
awarded each
year la the

Middle Oracle
by tlio

Number of holders of those Mednls,
lu that year, or subsequently,

among tlio First Year's, or Entrance,
Scholars of tlio three Queen's

Collogos.

Medals
awarded each

year in tlio

Senior Oracle.

byUrn

Number of holders of the
In that year, or suhsei

among the First Year's, u
Scholars of tho thruu

Colleges.

iso Medals,

ir Entrance,
Queen's

Education
InQ. Coll.

Bolfast.

In Q. Coll.

Cork.

I In Q. Coll.
Education

In Q. Coll.

Belfast

In Q. Coll. 1

Cork,
j

In Q. Coll

In 1881, J In 1881, 3

„ 1882, „ 1882, 8 .
1

„ 1883, 9
1 - '

„ 1883, .
1

8

|

_

Total, 21 2 - - Total, . 19 1

V.—Total (from preceding Tables) :

—

Year.

Medals
awarded oaoli

year in the
Middle Oracle

by tho

Number of holders of those ModalB,
lu that year, or subsequently,

among the First Year's, or Entrance,
Scholars of tlm throe Queen's

Colleges. T“-

Medals
uwardod each
year In the.

Senior Oracle

by tho

Number ofholders of those Medals,
in that Year, or subsequently,

among tlio First Year's, or Entrance,

j

Scholars of tlio throe Queen's
Colleges.

Education
In Q. Coll.

Bolfast.
'

In ll Coll.

Cork.
In Q. Coll.

'

Galway.

Education
In Q. Coll. 1

Belfast.

Iu Q. Coll. 1

Cork.
|

'InQ. Coll.

Galway.

Gold,

Total,
.

18
24

1

2 z
- Gold, .

Silver, .

.
Total,

18
22

1

1 z
42 8 - - 40 2 -

4 L 2
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Status of the First Year’s or Entrance Scholars of the Three Queen’s Colleges, ns tested by the

Awards of Exhibitions, and by the results generally, of the Intermediate Examinations.*

1.—From Intermediate Examination Results

for 18S3.

(,Senior Grade—1883.)

In this Grade 12 Exhibitions were awarded.

Only one of the Exhibitioners (the 9 th in order of

merit) is to be found among the Entrance Scholars of

any of the. Queen’s Colleges. His name appears in the

Belfast list.

Thus neither in the Cork nor in the Galway list of

FirstYear’s Scholars for 1883-4, do we find the name
of even one Senior Grade Exhibitioner.

Of the total number of 245 Students who j/aased

the Senior Grade Intermediate Examination in 1883,

six (including the one. above mentioned)
,
appear among

the Belfast Entrance Scholars of 1883-4. The places

of these 6 students in the order of merit in the Inter-

mediate Examination were the 9th, 15th, 18th, 33rd,

74th, and 80th.

Among tho Cork Entrance Scholars of 1883-4,

there is only one who passed the Intermediate Senior

Grade Examination in 1883. In the Intel-mediate

Examination the place of this Student in the order

of merit was the 27 th.

In Queen’s College, Cork, he obtained the 1st

Scholarsliip in Science.

Among the Galway Entrance Scholars of 1583-4
there is only me who -passed the Intermediate Senior

Grade Examination in 1883. In the Intermediate
Examination his place in the order of merit was the

94th.

In Queen’s College, Galway, he obtained the 1st

Scholarship in Literature.

(Middle Grade—1883.)

In this Grade 23 Exhibitions were awarded.
None of the Exhibitioners appear among the En-

trance Scholars of any of the Queen’s Colleges.

Of the other Students, however, who passed tliis

Middle Grade Examination, (without obtaining Ex-
hibitions), at least one entered Queen's College, Cork,
in October, 1883, and obtained there an Entrance
Scholarsliip in Science.

In the Intermediate Examination (Middle Grade)
his place in the order of merit was 31st. In the
special subjects of the College Scholarship Examin-
ation, there were above him in the Intermediate
Examination, in Arithmetic, 21 : in Euclid, 35 ;

and
in Algebra, 33—all mere Schoolboys of the Middle
Grade.

On the same Intermediate Examination list, (Middle

Grade, 1883), the names of several other Students
occupying very much lower places in order of merit

are identical with the names of Students who obtained

Entrance Scholarships for 1883—1 in the Cork College.

Tho names, however, are not sufficiently distinctive to

afford satisfactory evidence of the identity of the indi-

viduals on the two lists.

II.—From tiie Intermediate Examination
Results for 1882.

(Senior Grade—1882.)

In this Grade 12 Exhibitions were awarded.

Only two of the Exhibitioners (the 4th and 5th in

order of merit) appear among the First Year’s or

Entrance, Scholars of any of the Queen’s Colleges,

whether of 1882-3 or of 1883-4.

Both of these students appear in the Belfast list for

1882-3.

Thus, neither in the Cork nor in the Galway College

list of Fii-st Year’s Scholars for 1882-3 (nor, as we have

already seen, in the corresponding lists of those Colleges

for 1883-4), do we find the name of even one Senior

Grade Exhibitioner.

Of the 219 students who passed tho Senior Grade

Intermediate Examination in 1882, nine (including

the two above mentioned) appear among tho Entrance

Scholars of Queen’s College, Belfast—some in the

Scholarship list for 1SS2-3, others in that for 1883-4.

The places of these 9 students in order of merit at

the Intermediate Examination were the 4th, 5th, 16th,

29th, 57th, 63iil, G4th, 80tli, and llSth.f

Of the same 219 students, only one appears among

the Entrance Scholars of Queen’s College Cork.

At the Intel-mediate Examination, his place iu

order of merit was the 44th.

Of these same students, in line, only one appears

among the Entrance Scholars of Queen’s College,

Galway.
At the Intermediate Examination, his place in

order of merit was the 92nd.

The cases of the two Cork and Galway students thus

referred to are worthy of very special notice. Each

of them was awarded, not one merely, but two Fust

Year’s Scholarships—one in Literature, the other in

Science—in the Queen’s Colleges which they respect-

ively entered. Their marks obtained at the Inter-

mediate Examination in tho branches of knowledge in

which those Queen’s College Scholarships are awarded

were as follows :

—

Student’s Number in Order
Marks obtained i

of Merit, at Senior Grade
Intermediate Examination,

1883.
la Greek

1

(Maximum 1,200).
jin Latin (1,200).

|

In English
(1,200).

No. 44
!

688 455 875
„ 92, 545 383 510

* See also in the evidence (21st June, 1884), the detailed statement of the three cases there selected as typical cases. None of

those three cases come within the limits of the period to which the cases examined in this farther snmmary statement belongs.
_

f Of these, the students who obtained the 29th, 57th, 64th, and 118th places at the Intermediate Examinations of 1882, did not

enter Queen’s College, Belfast, until the commencement of the next year, 1888-4.
The students who obtained the 4th, Cth, 16th, 68rd, and 80th places at the Intermediate Examinations, entered the College

(obtaining Entrance Scholarships there) in the same year, 1882.
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Taking the case of No. 44 (the winner of the double

Scholarship in Cork) we find that at the Intermediate

Examination

70 students scored above liiin In Greek
;

05 i, „ „ „ Latin
;
and

163 „ „ ..
English.

Taking the case of No. 92 (the winner of the double
Scholarship in Galway) we find that at the same Inter-
mediate Examination

80 students scored above him in Greek;
104 „ „ „ Latin

; and
73 „ ,, „ „ English.

In
Algebra and Arithmetic

(700).

lulcmiuiUuli! Uxi
1882.

iiuiliiullon. 1 rn Euclid 1

(Maximum 600).

In Trigonometry
(MOO).

No. 44, 340 190 0

„ '.'2, • • 220 245 °

Taking, os before, the ease of No. 44, we find that

at the Intermediate Examination

39 students scored above him in Euclid

;

yg ti „ „ „ Algebra nml Arithmetic
;
nnd

89 „ nbtiiincd marks in Trigonometry, ill which subject ho

obtained no marks.

Taking, in fine, the case of No. 92, wo find that at

the same Intermediate Examination
' 147 stutieuts scored nliove him in Euclid

:

48 n „ „ „ Algebra mid Arithmetic; nnd

89 „ obtained marks in Trigonometry, in which subject

he obtained no marks.

(Middle Grade—1882.)

In this Grade, 28 Exhibitions were awarded.

None of the Exhibitioners appear among the

Entrance Scholars for 1882-3 in any of the three

Queen's Colleges.

Of the other students, however, who primed this

Middle Grade Examination (without obtaining Exhi-

bitions), at least one entered tlm Galway College in

the same year, and obtained there an Entrance

Scholarship in Science.

His place in the order of merit at the Intermediate

Examination was the 2lilst.

Moreover, in tlio three subjects of examination

under the head of “ Science " in the Middle Grade

—

Arithmetic, Euclid, and Algebra— his scoring was as

follows :

—

In Arithmetic, 334, out »f n possible maximum of 300.

In Euclid, 370, „ „ „ <100.

In Algebra, 235, „ „ „ <100.

Comparing his marks with those of liis competitors

in the School Examination we find that the numlxsr

of students who scored above him was, in Arithmetic,

123; in Euclid. 134; and in Algebra, 203

—

all these

being schoolboys merely of the Middle (Jmda.

III.—From the Intermediate Examination Results
for 1881.

(Senior Grade—1 881.)

In this Grade 18 Exliibitions wore awarded.
Only three of the Exhibitioners (tlio 7th, 14th, and

15th, in order of merit) are to be found among the
Entrance Scholars of any of tlio Queen’s Colleges.
All three (as in the similar cases in 1882 and 1883)
appear in tne Belfast list.

Thus neither in the Cork nor in tlio Gulway lists

of Entrance Scholars for 1881—2 (nor, aa wo have
already seen, in the corresponding lists of those
Colleges for the years 1882-3, ami 1883-4) do we find
the name of even one Senior Grado Exhibitioner.
Of the 246 Students who passed tho Senior Grado

Intermediate Examination in 1881, ten (including tlio
three above mentioned) appear among tho Entrance

Scholars of Queen’s College, Belfast—some in the
Scholarship list for 1SS1-2, others in that for 1882-3.

The places of these 10 Students in order of merit
at the Intermediate Examination were the 7th, 1 4th,

15th, 21st, 50th, 51st, 57th, 59th, C2nd, and 118th.*
Of the same 246 Students, only four appear among

the Entrance Scholars of Queen’s College, Cork—two
in the Scholarship list for 1881-2, the: remaining two
in that for 1882-3.

The places of these 4 Students in order of merit

at tho Intermediate Examination wore the 58th, S3rd,

88th, and 91st.f

The marks scored hv the first two} of these were us

follows:

—

No. 58 (who obtained in Queen’s College, Cork, an
Entrance Scholarship in Science) scored at the Inter-

mediate Examination of the same year :

—

In Euclid, . .310, out i»I n possible maximum of 600

;

In Algebra & {Arithmetic, 385, „ „ „ 700

;

In Trigonometry, . 180, „ „ „ <>00.

Comparing his marks with those of his competitors

in the School Examination, wo find that the number
of Students who scored above him was, in Euclid,

109 ; in Algebra and Arithmetic, 15; in Trigono-

metry, 05.

The other Student, No. 83 (who obtained in Queen’s

College, Cork, an Entrance Scholarship in Literature),

scored at tho Intermediate Examination of the same
year :

—

In Greek, 285, out of n possible maximum of 1,200

;

In Latiu, 743, „ „ „ 1,200;
la English, 425, „ „ „ 1,200.

Comparing his marks with those of his competitors

in tho School Examination, wo find that the number
of Students who scored above him was, in Greek, 98 ;

in Latin, 31 ;
and in English, 76.

Finally, as regards Queen’s Oollogo, Galway, of the

240 Students who jxissed tho Senior Grade Interme-

diate Examinations in 1881, only three appear among
tlio Entrance Scholars of this College.

Two of these, however, did not enter the College for

a year after the date of their Intermediate Examinsv-

tion. In their cases, then, no sufficiently decisive

basis of comparison exists.

But die third case is one of special significance.

Tlio place of this Student in order of merit on the

Intermediate Examination list (Senior Grade, 1881) is

tho 82nd.

But the list of Queen’s College Entrance Scholars,

in which his name appears, is that of the previous year

,

issued in November, 1880.

At tho date, then, of his Senior Grade Intermediate

Examination in 1881, lio was a Queen’s College Student

and Scholar of a year’s standing.

Ill 1881, in fact tho same year in which ho passed

his Senior Grado School Examination (without obtain-

...
0* these, the Students wlio thus obtained tlio 15th, 57th, 59th, 02nd, nnd 118th places nt tlio Intonnodiuto Examination of 1881,

im! L®** Qaoen's College, Belfast, until tlio commencement of tlio noxt your, 1882-3.

the aame yoar

ta

i88

1° °btttinctl tho 7t,l
> 21st, 50l!i, and 51st places entered tlio College (obtaining Entrance Scholarships there) in

cl0' 0’6*’ the Students who obtainoil tlio 88tli and Ulst places at tlio Intermediate Examination of 1881, did not enter Queen’s

TheShld Vntil tll° ewnraoneemont of tho next year, 1882-3.tc o
uorlt

’
nnt 1 1 10 commence

1881
Stuient8 who obttt>nod the

} See preceding footnote.

PHth and 88rd places entered tho College (obtaining Entrance Scholarships there) in tlio same year,
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iug an exhibition, and ranking only 82nd in compe-

tition with the schoolboys), he obtained in Queen’s

College, Galway, a Colleys Scholarship of the Second

Year.

His marks at the Intermediate School Examination

of that year were as follows :

—

In Groek. S3!), ont. of a possible maximum uf 1,200

In Latin, . 77G „ ,,
1.200

In English, . 305, „ „ 1,200

And comparing his marks with those of his com-

petitors, we find that the number of schoolboys who

then scored above him was, in Greek, 30 ; in Latin, 23 ;

and in English, 129.

(Middle Grade, 1881.)

In this Grade 44 Exhibitions were awarded.

None oftheExhibitioncrs appearamong the Entrance

•Scholars for 1881-82 in any of the three Queen’s

Colleges.

Of the other Students who pasted this Middle Grade

Examination (without obtaining Exhibitions) I cannot

find sufficiently clear evidence that any of them are

identical with any of the Students who entered Queen’s
Colleges in October, 1881, obtaining Entrance Scholar-

ships there.

I wish, however, to direct the attention of the Com-
missioners to one case—that of the Student who stands

59tli iu order of merit (of course, then, not obtain-

iug an Exhibition) in this Middle Grade School Exanri-

nation.

A Student of the same name, apparently the same
individual, appears among the Cork Queen’s College

Scholars in Science in October, 1881. Butitis among
the College Scholars of dm Second Year. This Student

of the Cork College hud obtained an Entrance Scholar-

ship in Seiem-e. at the lwginning oftho previous year in

October, 188 1. And iu .June, 1 8S2, at the close of that

Academical year, was held the Intermediate School

Examination, in the Results list of which, in the

Middle Grade, will bo found the name to which I direct

attention.

No. 48.

BLACKROCK UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Handed in by Rev. J. E. ReffE, and referred to in his Evidence, q. 8006.

I. Number of Students who presented themselves for Examination in Arts of the Royal University in 1883,

and the number wlio passed :

—

Examined. Passed

1. Ur.ivcr-ity Examination, ... .14 13

3. University Examination, ..... 15 14

II. List of Students of Blackvock College who have passed tho Matriculation Examination of tho Royal

University and are now reading tho Course of tho First University Examination, with the Honours,

Exhibitions, and Scholarsliips gained, appended to the name of each Student :

—

Bannon, Edward J. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°
;
Mathematics, 2°.

Boland, Charles J. Honours at Matriculation—German, 2°.

Breunan, Patrick. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 2“.

Connolly, Richard M. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°.

Cotter, Garrett. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°.

De Laroche, Souvestre, Edgar. Honours at Matriculation—French, 2°.

De Laroche, Sonvestre, Enguerrand. Honours at Matriculation—French, 2°.

JDennehy, Frederick Wr.
Hromgaole, Charles. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°

;
English, 2°.

Farrelly, Thomas J. First Classical Scholarship. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—
Latin, 1°; Greek, 2°; English, 1° (3rd place).

Fitzgerald. Patrick. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Mathematics, 2°.

Galway, Edwnnl.
Hanrahan, John J.

Hickey, Wm. Jl. Honour* at Matriculation—English, 2°.

Hogan, .I'ilin F. Honours at Matriculation—English, 2°.

Hynes, Matthew.
Kelly, Patrick J. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°

;
Mathematics, 1°.

Kelly, Patrick, Honours at Matriculation—Mathematics, 1°; Experimental Physics, 2°.

Kennedy, Patrick J. Second Class Exliibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Greek, 2°.

MacDonald, Janies. •

Mooney, Andrew. Honours at Matriculation - Greek, 2°.

Morris, Wm. R.
Murphy, Henry M. A.
•O’Carroll, Thomas.
O' Hart, John.!.
l’ariset, Edmund .T. Scholarship in Modern Litcrnture. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—

Latin, 1° (1st place) ; French, 1° (1st place); English, 2° (4th place).
Shields, Laurence.
Teevan, Francis.

1

Walsh, Joseph P.
Zimmer, Carlo. Honours at Matriculation—German, 1° (1st place).

III. List of Students of Blackrock College who have passed the First University Examination and oi'e now

reading the Course of the Second University Examination in Arts, with tho Honours, Exhibitions,

Scholarships gained, appended to the name of each Student ;

—

Ball, Joseph. Honours at Matriculation—French, 1° (1st place). Honours at First University Examination—French, 1° 0*1

place).

Boggmi, Felix.

Caluim, Denis. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Second Class Exliibition at First. University Examination.

Honours at Matriculation—English, 2°. Honours at First University Examination—Latin 2°; English, 1° (2nd
place);

French, 2®
;
Mathematics, 2°.

Chadwick, William.
Conan, Arthur. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. First Class Exhibition at First University Examination. Honors

at Matriculation—Latin 1°: Greek, 1» (3rd place); English, 2°. Honours atFirst University Examination—Latin, l
c

place) ;
Greek, 1° (3rd place)

;
English, 2°.

.
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jjt
List of tlie Students of Blackvock College who have passed the First University Examination, ami are

now reading the course of the Second University Examination in Arts

—

continued.

Farrell James. Honours at First University Examination—English, 2°.

Tiles Myles J. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 2°
; Greek. 2°.

Griffin Henry D. First Classical Scholarship. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. First Class Exhibition at First

University Examination. Honours at Matriculation—Latin . 1° (2nd place); Greek, I “cist place)
;
English, 1°. Honours

at First University Examination— Latin, t° (3rd place); Greek, 1° (2nd place); English, 2°.

Haugli, John J. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—French
Experimental Physics, 2°.

Keating, Gerald L. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Hr

University Examination—Greek, 2°; English, 2°.

O’Donolioe, Hugh.
O'Meara, David J.

: Matriculation—Lat

,
2°

;
Mathematics, 2°

,

i, 2°. Honours at First

jXL List of the Students of Blackrock College who have passed the Second University Examination in Arts

and are now reading the Course of the B.A. Examination, with the Honours, Exhibitions, and Scholarships

gained, appended to the name of each Student :

—

Boeken, Hubert J. First Scholarship in Modern Literature. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matricu-
lation—Latin, 2°

;
English, 2°

;
German, l°(lst Place). Honours at First University Examination—German, 1°. Honours

at Second University Examination—German, 2°.

Clarke, Matthew .1. First Scholar-hip in Mathematics. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation

—

Latin, 1°; Greek, 2°; Mathematics, 1“ (3rd Plneo); Experimental Physics, 1°. Honours at First University Examination

—

Mathematics, 2°. Honours at Second University Examination— Mathematics, 2°.

Cretan, Edward A. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation (4tli Place). Second Class Exhibition at Second University
Examination. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 1°; Greek, 2°: English, 2° (2nd 1‘lace); Mathematics, 1°; Experimental
Physios, 2". Honours at Second University Examination—Greek, 2°

;
.Mathematics, 2°.

Downey, Augustine F. Honours at Matriculation—French, 2°. Honours at Second University Examination—English, 2°.

Fitzgibbon. William B. Honours at Second University Examination—French, 2°

Goodman, Jnmes Al. First Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 1°; Greek, 1° (3rd Place in

Greek) ;
Experimental Physics, 2°.

Haupt, William. Honours ut Matriculation—German, 2° (3rd Place). Honours at First. University Examination—German, 1°.

Honours at Second University Examination—German, 2°.

HacCabe, Michael. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Second Class Exhibition at First University Examination.
Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 2°

j
Mathematics, 2°. Honours at First University Examination—Latin, 2°

;
English, 1°.

Honours at Second University Examination—English, 2°.

MacDermott. Henry. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 2°
;
French, 2°.

JPGrath, William. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Second Class Exhibition at First University Examination.
Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 1°; French, 1°; Experimental Physics, 1°. Honours at First University Examination

—

Latin, 2°
;
French, 2°. Honours ut Second University Examination—English, 2°

;
French, 2°

;
Logic, 2°.

Monaghen, Michael. Honours at Matriculation—French, 2°.

O’Hailoran, Henry.
O'Kelly, John.
O'Rourke, Cornelius. Honours at Matriculation—Latin, 2°.

The names of following Students wlio distinguished themselves at the "Royal Univorsity Examinations whilst

reading at Blackrock Oollego, but who have not attended during tho session of 1883-84, are omitted from the

foregoing Lists :

—

Carroll Naish Grilliu. Honours at Mutriculatiou—Latin, 2°
j
French, 2°. Honours at First Univorsity Examination

—

French, 2°.

Gerald Griffin. Honours at Matriculation. Second Class Exhibition. Honours—Mathematics, 1°
;
Experimental Physics, 1°

(2nd Place).

Patrick J. Kcarrcll. Honours at Matriculation—French, 2°.

Leahy, Daniel K. Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Ilonouvs—Latin, 2°; French, 1° (First place of all Candidates).

MacCormick, John George. Honours at Matriculation—Lntin, 2°.

MacEneany, James P. J. Honours at Matriculation—French 1° (4th Place).
Nolan, Patrick J. .Second Class Exhibition at Matriculation. Honours at Matriculation—Latin. 2°

;
French, 2°.

O'Carroll, Fatrick J. First Class Exhibition at First University Examination (3rd Place). Honours at Matriculation—Latin,
»°. Honours at First University. Examimtiou—Latin, 1°; Greek, 1° (2nd Place)

;
Matriculation, 1° (3rd Place).

Summary of Exhibitions gained at Examinations of the Royal University by Blaokrock Students.

Handed in by Father Reffe as part of his evidence.

At Matriculation,
At.First University.Examination,
At Second University Examination,

Grand Total, .

1881. 1882. 1883. Total.

10 4 8 22-336
1 1

~ _ 29

Summary of Scholarships.

In Classics,....
In Modem Literature,
n Mathematics,

Total of Scholarships gained.

1882.

Summary of Honours G-ained.

1881. 1882.

At Matriculation, . . . . 35 10
At First University Examination, . - 14
At.Second University Examination, .

- -

Grand Total, .

Exhibitions, Honours, Scholarships, 13S.

1884. Total.

1 2
1 2

5

1883. Total.

23 08
11 25
11 11

104
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Referred to in Evidence of Father Reffe, q. 8096.

The following Students of the Blackrock College have gained appointments in the higher Civil Service Com-
petitions within the last few years. These instances went, in every instance, direct from the College to these

~RVrinninn.hinns.

Hugh O'Toole.—First Place, Army Control Examination, 1875. Attended Blackrock College up to the very ovo ol Ida

Thomas™ t J dm Fngan. Army Control Examination, February, 1874. Left Blackrock, Christmas, 1873.

Kenny, William J. Consular Service, Japan. Left Blackrock, February, 1880, for Examination.

William l>. J. Connolly. Class I. Left November. i879, for Examination.

Charles Henry. Indian Civil Service, 18*2. Took second place at two successive periodical examinations of selected Indian

Civil Service candidates. First Prize in Tamil : First Prize in Telegu. Lei t J uno, ] G82.

Ileiiry 1). Griffin. Indian Civil Service, 18*3. Left June, 1SM3, and returned alterwards.

William B. Fitzgibbun. Consular Service, 1884, China; 4th Place. Left February, 1834.

Denis Cnlnan. Indian Civil Service, ISsi ; 3rd Place. Left June, 1884.

Distinctions Gained by Blackrock Students in Trinity College, Dublin.

Graudy, William. High place at Entrance
;
took Honours at every examination of undergraduate year; First Class at B.A.

being among the first 3 of Mu candidates, 13th December, 1881 ; M.D. in Juno, 1884. Left Blackrock, July, 1877.

O'Sullivan, Daniel li. High plnce at Entrance; First Prize in French; First Honours at Little-go ; First Prize ia French-
First Gold Medal (Natural Sciences) at Muderatorship, 1884 ; M.L)., June, 1884. Left July, 1879.

O’Carroll, Patrick J. Classical Siznrship, 1884. Left June, 1883.

Conan, Arthur. First place at Entrance (June, 1883)
;
Junior Exhibition

;
First of First Honours in Classics at every Term

Examination; First Prize in English Composition. June, l
k83.

Henry, Charles. High Place at Entrance, 18d2 ;
First Prize inSanscrit. Ju-ie, 1882.

Griffin, Henry Only. Second Place at Entrance, 1 883 October). Juue, 1883.

No. 49.

Personal Explanation received from J. J. Hanly, esq., July 1st, 1884, in reference to certait
matters stated by Rev. J. ReffE in his evidence, q. 7893 ct seq.

Arnold House, Buckingham-road, Brighton,
June 80th, 1884.

To the Chairman, the Queen’s College Commission.

Sir,—On returning from abroad my attention lias

beeu diverted to the evidence of the Rev. Dean Refl'd
before the Queen's Colleges Commission.

With reference to the following passage, Freeman’s
-Journal, 24th inst. :

—

Q.
“ Did he (Mr. Hanly) get a fourth, scholarship 1

”

A. “He got fourth place. There were seven candi-
dates, but only four or five—I cannot remember the
number well now

; its a long while ago—but I think
four or five actually went in.” Q. “ Was that scholar-
ship open to all lay students of the College 1 " A. “ It
was. There were only three that wont in whom I may
call bonafide candidates.”

I wish to say that the marks awarded at that
examination were, as appears by the College records :

—First man. 406; second, 896*; third, 351
;
whilst I,

the fourth, gained 341 mai-ks, being within 10 of the
third, 55 of the second, and 65 of the first classical
scholar in Blackrock Lay College.

Why there were so few candidates in Buch a large
school I cannot explain.

Further on :

—

A. “ He (Mr. Hanly) took his degree
before his fellow-students had finished their course.
But see what he came to. After all his promise when
at school he only succeeded in getting au upper pass
at his degree.”

Now, at my degree (b.a.) I took honours, and the
following year obtained my ala. degree, with an upper

pass, having gone for that examination beforemy time

for two reasons—first, so that I might have the higher

degree before the dissolution of the Queen’s Univer-

sity
;
second, because I was working at medicine, and

wished to have all my time for my profession.

With regard to the woi-ds “ See what he came to,"

I may bo allowed to say thata month after gettingmy

M.A. degree I gained the Senior Scholarship in Natural

Science at the Queen’s College, Galway, a senior

scholarship being the highest award at the disposal of

the College. I am now Master of Arts and Member
of Convocation of the Royal University, where I have

passed my first and second examination for m.d. Iam
a physician, surgeon, and accoucheur of Edinburgh,

and at present fill a post with which I have no reason

to be displeased.

As to the following evidence of the rev. gentle-

man :

—

“ In Mapother’s case, especially, the fruit was nipped

in the bud. He has never been heard of since, I

believe.”

It may be well to avoid a certain interpretation of

these words—an interpretation which the next ques-

tion (“ It is stated that he got a silver medal at your

College
;

is that so 1) shows to he natural enough. •

Mr. Mapother was induced by far better prospects

than a University career in Ireland affords, to return

to liis native land, where he occupies a responsible

position in a large Louisville (Ky.) house.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

J. J. Hanly, m.a., l.b.o.p.e., l.r.c.s.e., <fcc-
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No. 50.

A Series ot Tables prepared and handed in l»y the Rev. W. Delany, s.j., and referred to in

his Evidence. Sec q. 8252.

Ia. Scholarships Standard.

Table showing the Standard of Queen’s College Scholarships, us tested by comparison of the
Positions gamed by those Scholars at the Intermediate Examinations preceding their entrance,

with the Places gained by the Pupils of the Intermediate School of St. Stanislaus, Tullamore.

To appreciate the force of the comparison it is necessary to bear in mind that there are in the School two
classes higher than those which compete at the Intinmodiato. The highest class boys offered themselves for

the First B.A. Loudon University, and the second class at Matriculation from 187 G to the establishment of the

Royal University in 1881, winning, amongst other distinctions, First Honours in Classics and in Mathematics at
First B.A., First and Second Exhibitions at Matriculation, .frc. (There is only one First Exliib. and one Second
given in London University Examinations.)

The lists for 1S70 and subsequent years show, therefore, that Candidates won Scholarships at Cork and
Galway who, at the Intermediate School would have been quite undistinguished schoolboys in the middle classes

of the school, two and three years lower than those who went up for Matriculation in London University.

[The printed slips arc taken from the Yearly Prize Lists of the school, and tho names printed in italics are

those of tho Queen’s College scholars in the places they gained at the Intermediate Examinations.]

(Seo Rev. W. Dolany’s Evidence, qq. 8213, 8246-51.)
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16. Admission of Junior Grade Students. (Rev. W. Delany’s Evidence, qq. 8252-70.)

Names of Students who entered Queen’s Colleges from the Junior Grade Intermediate
Examinations, with the places they had obtained.

[Identity not guaranteed beyond identity of names—in most cases the Students are described in the
Intermediate Returns as from Schools in Cork.

1704 Sisk, M. (Euic

107 Smith, John B. (Sell.

1881).

821 Million/, I). J.
l!f,S Hackctt, Win. (Sell, in

1771 Somerville, Uobt. 11.

2.1 Gulviu, Jinny (Jixliib.)

37 Wood, Wm. E. (Sell.)

1881.

Dunlcn, W. J. (Sell

same year).

Fitzgerald, Maurice.
1 Cuinming, Alexander.

O’Leary, Patrick.

O'Flynn, Tlios. F.
Obre, J. W.
Ifoebe, Tb. Fr.
Stone, Charles Alf.

Beard, William H.
Scaly, John M.
Hackett, Ed. H.

rjacc
1882.

1031 Gallagher, Jeremiah P.

GALWAY.

1881.

Anderson, Alexander.

IIfti Table showing the Names of Students of the Queen’s Colleges and of University College, Dublin, who had

passed the Senior Grade Intermediate Examinations before entering those Colleges—showing also the places they

hid obtained in the Senior Grade Examinations, and the places they subsequently obtained at the Royal

University Examinations. (See Rev. W. Delany’s Evidence, qq. 8275-83.)

These Tables seem to prove conclusively—1st. That a very small number of boys who pass through the Senior Grade enter the

Queen’s Colleges of Cork and Galway. 2nd. That these two Colleges have received hardly any distinguished Senior Grade

Students. 3rd. That the success at the Royal University Examinations of those Students who did enter Cork and Galway was

very small indeed
;
and 4th. That Students like those of University College who have won high places at the Intermediate

Examinations, and again distinguished themselves at the Royal University Examinations, have just grounds of complaint that the

competitors whom they have bonteii at both Examinations are yet provided from the public funds with Scholarxliips and Prizes

from which they feel themselves debarred, and of which no similar provision is made for them.

S Colicgo, SrUoliusUiji, and

Place Royal Place Royal Place Royal Place Royal
BELFAST. TJniv. CORK. Univ. GALWAY. Univ. ^COLLEGK^ Univ.

Intc-r. List. Inter. Dist. Liter. Dist. I to Dist.

1879.
Prize.

1879.
Prize.

1879,t 1879.

1 JZmdl, JV. A. S E 1H (17 Hughes, 11. C. S Pass. 14 Coleman, J. B. 8 Corcoran, J. A,

CamjMl, A. S 70 Connor, J. R. T. s 27 Irvine, H. A. 2H Prize.

II Sleek, ll
r
. C. S 2 H 74 Treaillit, F. J. E 35 Lynnm, J. D.

1 Mnlkera, J. 11. E IH
Prize. 113 Ilackctt, E. F. 4i Patterson, S.

23 Maher, M. F. IH
17 Campbell, J.

(
E. S E 2 H

Puss. 78 Mahon, W. 2 H 211 Cagucy, J. J.

42 Porter, E. L 5200 Purcell, Jt.
83 Waido, H. E. Biol.

43 Donovan, R. E 2 H
63 Hcrdman, J. O. S

Foss.
60 M'Neill, C. J. E IH

73 M Vicker, A. S. S 62110 Seaton, W. DC Brennan, F.

82 Kerr, R. A. 0331 Smyth, Jos. Pass.

Pass.
0120 Foley, H.

3031 Semple, S.

3152 Campbell, J.

3303 Donald, S. J. F. S E 1H
3311 Story, W. L.

5321 Dickey, A. A. S. S
3374 Bailey, W. F.

Prize.
1880. 1880.

Prize.
1880J 1880.

23 Hunter, J. S E 1H 6 Smith, D. 17. P. S 1H Lennane, V. F. 9 o'Nem, a. E 13
28 Gorman, W. T. S E 1H Prize. Pass. Prize.
38 Homer, A. L. 47 Boyle, C. E. s 08 Evans, JR. S E 1H 21 O’Mulhme, C. 2 H
311 Derbyshire, H. D. S E IH (14 M'Swoency, W. s E 2H 83 Barrett, J. F.

5S Burgess, Ancliy. s
MVicker, C.E. S Pass.

Porter, James. s Pass.

Kelly, W.
2 H

83 Tate, C. L. S
102 Crooko, W. R. E 121 Murphy, D.

07 Grainger, Tli. S
122 Mognor, J. B. E 162 Raleigh, W. V. 2H

76 Murray, F. E.
142 Ronayno, B. S Average Byrne, J.

Pass,

89 Ferguson, S. S
Bollock, J. J. SE

2 H

86 M-Klnney, r. H.
140 Thompson, S. B.
310 Brown, J. t Many oi these

',232
Little, W. J. B.

StudontB wero prob-
ably Scholars, but I

262
Gardiner, Jos. have had no moans

233 Knox, H M. j
of ascertaining the
foot.

was not lolly organized nntil November, 1888: It bos twelve Fallows of thir Royal University on He teaching staff, and tlieso ProfoHOrs'aro
siiy. Beyond tills it has no endowment of any kind, no provision for scholarships or prizes, for library, museums, or maintenance.

4 M 2
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Table H«

—

continued.

Royal
]

Flaco

TJniv.
j

at

Dist.
|

Inter.

M Gtnlu, Jr. B. i

Barnett, It. IK

U'Stitt, Holt.

Potts. J. T.

Johnston, IV.

Murdoch, W. H.

Clarke, XT. R.

Heron, J.is.

Cromlo, E. S.

Priestley, J.

Collier, S. R.

Hamilton, W. JL

Dill, A. ir.

KlUen, F. SI'C.

Turnbull, SI. H.

Gribbon, B. AT.

Brown, R. K.

Dawson, W. J.

Stinson, Th03.

Rusk, J.

Blackwood, J. K.

1882 .

Orr, IK St'F.

Johnson, IK S.

U'Mull.m, T. W.

Wheeler, G. A.

Barden, A. SI.

Megaw, IL

Woods, S. M*N.

GIrvin, AT. J.

Fraser, R. SI.

Haelett, E. AT.

Lindsay, S.

Hamilton, Th.

Browne, J. B.

Beatty, R. 3L

Elliott, W. IL

So rct.irns. Calendar for 1834-5
being procurable. That Calendar would
most probably show many names of 1SS2
Grade entering Belfast in 1S83, and thus
-increase .the above number.

1881 .

Riortlan, J.

Murphy, J. P.

Crawford, F. J.

Corcoran. J. H.

Tracy, J. J.

Dtillln, E. J.

Obrc, G. a
Corbett, H. It.

O'Leary, J. A.

Collins, Eg.

Royal
j

Univ.
(

Bist.

1882 ,

Williams, E. P.

Lane, D.

Hcaly, AT.

1883 .

AVelpiy, AT. H.

ATard, T. BI‘N.

Thuillier, J. F.

Kellelier, AT.

Harty, J.

Place

Inter.

GALWAY.
Royal
Univ.
Dist.

Place
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE.

Diit

1881. 1881.

M'Afee, Alex. S 1 Boyle, C. P.

3 O'l'toytr, X’. E2S1S
10 M'DonutH. D.

18 O'.Xeil f\p.

Prizo.

36 M'Weency, E. S. ES 1H
41 Connell, It.

119 Kennedy, D.

117 Scully, C. J.

127 Downes, AT.

MO Young, n.

ICO Mahony, M.

OvcrAg.
•Al'Cormack, W.

Pass.
1882. 1882.

Benson, A J. S 18 Nolan, P. L. E 1H
119 Wnrd, J. 20 Duggan J. P. E 2H

34 Young, Edward. E 2H

38 Farrell, J. J.

42 Heilan, J. A 11

50 Nolan, AT. R.

Pass

75 Sigeraon, P. G.

82 Murray, Ch.

95 Khisella, L.

101 Coffey, D. J.

111 GWynne, AV. as

120 O’Brien, D. E.

158 Murphy, J. J.

191 Geary, IL J.

195 Whitaker. J. J.

Pass.
1883. 1883.

114 Dugan, C. W. S 2 H 1 ill- Tl’ceney, B. C. E IS

174 Hegan, Ed. E
22 Ledwith, J. M. S.

30 M'Nemey, J. A. E 2H

36 M'Neill, H.

00 Birmingham, AT.

C9 M'Kenca, P.

91 Brayden, AT. J.

118 Clarke, J. P.

121 M'Hugh, M. J.

159 Murphy, E. L.

201 M'Grath, J. P.

an Lenehan, Th. J.

Table 116SUMMARY OF SENIOR GRADE STUDENTS WHO ENTERFn
UNIVERSITIES.

Totala,
Exhib.
65

Prise.

221
Pass.

325
Total.

611

Belfast, to 18S2-83, . 8 21

Cork, to 1883-84, 1 12 17
Galwav, 1883-84, - 7

University College, 1S83-S4, 7 20 27 51

Trinity College, Dublin, 20 105 88 210

Royal University, from other
Colleges, and from private9B 56 150 229

- Exhib.
|

Passed
with

1st Hon.*

Passed
with

2nd Hon.’

Total
In

Honours.*

Belfast, . . . 12 IS 11 21

Cork, .... 2 1 2 S

Galway, 1 1 3 1

University College, . 11 11 « U 22

-

SUMMARY OF ROYAL UNIVERSITY DISTINCTIONS WON

BY THE SAME STUDENTS.

r. than one Exhibition. The Bxhibiticne™ ar >t added in tho totals, b< tallied the Honours.
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III.—Summary of Intermediate Exhibitioners who have entered University Colleges.

Referred to in evidence of Rev. TV. Delany, S290-S297.

Tear. ’Totals,

j

Entered
Univ.

Colleges.

Di.-trill.
Trint Iv

College.

T.C.D.
and Belfast

Royal.
Cork.

I™"-'-
<3& 1.0,1. Total.

1873, 112 100 88 4 17 7 l & llelf. 7 1 100
1880, no 70 3 ii 1

1 31 70
1881, 108 11 1 31 !

1882, Middle and Senior 2* 1 0
|

0 0 0 0 I
;

1

802 71
1 7 27 10 1 ID

1

92 2!*

• Tliese are not the totals of ExIiHiitloni given. The Middle and Senior Grade Exhibitions arc with very few exceptions.won by students
who Imre previously gained Exhibitions In a lower grade. Taking note of this. It is found that 3«2 <'.an<U<lntes have obtained Exhibitions lit

the periods dealt with. Thu Junior Grade of 188:1 is not dealt with, nor the Junior and Middle Grades of 1883, because these Students have
not completed their school course, and none of them have entered University Colleges. Sonin of the Senior Grade of ISSi have entered
University Colleges, but as they obtained Exhibitions in preceding years they arc credited to the iirst year In which thoy gained the Exhibition!.
The years do not convey that the Exhibitioners entered University Colleges In those specillcd years: they show merely that so many persons
in those years obtained for the first tlino Intermediate Exhibitions, ami the other figures show how many of these then or subsequently
entered University Colleges.

17.—Comparison of Scholars of the several Undergraduate Years at Cork and Galway Queen’s
Colleges, with Students from University College, Stephen’s Green, Dublin, showing that

these latter Students, although successful at the Intermediate Examinations and again successful

at the Royal University Examinations, see the competitors whom they have beaten at both these

Examinations yet enjoying valuable Scholarships, fiom which they feel themselves debarred.

Referred to in Rev. TV. Delany

’

s evidence, qq. S2S0, 8208.

Third Year.

Place nt Intermediate
Examination.

lOUl Ex. Senr. Gr. . 1881. M'Donnell. Daniel.
38 Do. . 1881, M 1Weeny, E. J. .

S8 Do. . 1881, Crawford, P. J. .

83 Do. . 1861, Corcoran, J. H.
129 Middle, . 1881, Mulcnliy, Cornelius,

81 Senior, . 18711, Hughes, Henry C.

.

(Soiled. 3, 87),

.

1180 Junior, . 1870, M'Coy, Daniel J. .

(Pass Soiled.)

380 Sch.3Jtm. 1870, Gannon, W. 0.

Davison, Robert II.

Moody, William, .

. M‘Klwoc,.Jolm,
Walker, Sam,

College.

University College.

Coik, Science Scholarship, .

Do. literary Scholarship, .

Do. Science Scholarship, .

Do. do.

Galway, Literary Scholarship.

Do! . .

d
°'

.
’.

Do
Do

Cork. Literary Scholarship, .

l'iace at Royal University Examinations,
1883.

1st Hon. Exp. Physics. 2nd Univ.
1st Hon. French. 2nd Hon. Eng.. 2nd Univ.

1st Kxlilb. Medicine, Sob. Mod. Lang.
Passman.

Do.
Do.
Do.
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XV. Comparison of Scholars of tlie several Undergraduate Years

—

continued.

First Year.

lass,
1SS3,

1SB3,

1882,

Senior,

Middle,
Senior,

M‘Wincey, II. C. .

Duegan, John V. .

I. cdvviili, Joscpli, .

M'Ncmcy, John A.

Young, Edward, .

O'Mullane, Cornelius,

llculan, Jerome, .

Jackson, Janies, .

Smyth. Jo*. C.

Amhrnsc Jeremiah,
Walker, Robert, .

Ross. William, .

Hayes, Patrick G.
Rush, Richard,

Ward, Tliomas M'Nnmi
Dugan, C. W.
Mcekc, W. M'E. .

Iiegan, Edwin,
J.Oltus, Jos. J.

Houlon, N. J.

Keen, James,
Keegan, James M.
Cainiihell, Rlclmril J.

Do, Sehol. Engineering,
Do. tlo.

Do. Seivneu Scholarship,

1st Hons. Math.
I.at., ling,, Fi

2nd lions. I'.ugl . 2nd Exliib.
mtic*. 2nd Exliib.

aid lions. KrenclL 2ml Exliib.
aid Holm. T.:itin. 2nd Exliib,
Hid Hons. Mm hematics,
st lions. French.

Tables showing Proportions op Distinctions gained by the several Colleges.

V.—Analysis of the Examination Lists of the Royal University for 18N2 and 1883, showing the

comparative Number of Students who passed the Examinations from all the principal Colleges,

together with the Honours and Exhibitions won by each College.

Iu the rear 1SS2, the Second University and Degree Examinations wero confined to Students from the

Queen’s Colleges, and they afford, therefore, no ground of comparison with other Colleges ;
there is given,

therefore, only the First University Examination of 1SS2.

First University Arts Examination, 1882.

Summary.

— Honours.
Per-centage
of Students
Passed.

Per-centage of Honours.

Passed.
First
Class.

Second
Class.

Total.
First

Class.

Second
Class.

Total.

Total,..... 139 25 37 82 - - -•

Queen’s Colleges, .... 8 S 1 t 5’7 13 9T .8-4

Magee College, .... 6 1 1 3 43 4 at. 3-2,

Catholic Colleges, .... 89 12 18 38 43-7 48 i is a r
. *51

Other Colleges and Private Tuition, 10 8 0 15
‘

ii « ;
24 34'S »«£

rrivatc Study, .... 50 3 10 13 86’9 12 371 914

.
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Analysis of the First University Arts Examination Returns of the Royal University, 1SSS.

* Now (18S-I) united under the name “ University College.'’

N o. 51.

Extract from Medical Times, March S, 1SS1.

Handed in by Dr. Roc.tie, and referred to in his Evidence, qq. 9172-9176.

Tnii Medical Bill.

(To the Editor of llic Medical Timas.)

Sir,—

W

ith reference to the Medical Bill, the following few remarks may not be inappropriate to the atten-

tion which is rife between tho medical licensing bodies, fn the competition for the public services all medical

Snates meet on equal terms, and as the army draws the largest number, I have taken from the Army Lists,

1 1862 to 1883 inclusive, tho names and qualifications of the two gentlemen at tho head and of the two at tho

bottom of the ranks at each examination for this period. There are sixty-six in each category. In the case, of

*“1 individual belonging to different corporations, I give the first registered as the one to which the party

The result is the following, viz, :

—

Top. Bottom.

Royal College of Surgeons, England,
English Universities,

Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,
Scottish Universities,
Dublin University,
Queen's University in Ireland, .

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, .

Ii will be seen from theso facts what corporation produced the highest percentage of good mon and what of
mediocre men at the army test. Gonuino medical reform should bo directed towards obtaining Poor Law,
Prison, Lunacy, and Sanitary medical officers by competitive examination open to all graduates, promoting to

inspectorships through the respective departments, and leaving tho touching and licensing bodies free. Tho
public will in their own instance select the fittest according to fancy, judgment, and other influences.

Mount Clarence, Kingstown.

Yours truly,

John Boohe, m.d., It. In. Med. Service.
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APPENDIX C.

List of Miscellaneous Documents handed in to the Commissioners, hut not received as Evidence.

No. 1.

Referred to in Introduction to the Report

Statement of Alexander McCarthy, esq., Town Clerk of Cork, upon hnuding in Resolution of

Cork Town Council, and copy Resolution of Cork Town Council.

In pursuance of a resolution of tlie Town Council

of Cork, a committee of that body attends with me
here to-day for tho purpose of requesting that you will

put on the record of your proceedings a resolution

adopted unanimously by our Corporation with respect

io the State grant Cork at present enjoys for higher

teaching, and a statement ibade by the mover of the

resolution on the subject. We already forwarded

both of these to you, through your secretary, before

you opened your inquiry in Belfast, and our object to-

day is to request that you will be kind enough to give

the documents a place in your official records.

Resolution of Cork Town Council.

Cork an a University Centre.

At a quarterly assembly of the Council of tire

Borough of Cork, held on Friday, tlio 9th May, 1884,

tho Right Worshipful tho Mayor iu the chan-, it

was moved by Councillor J. Hooper, seconded

by Councillor G. J. O’Donnell, and unanimously
resolved :

—

“ That in view of the contemplated appointment of

a Royal Commission on the Irish Queen’s Colleges,

this Corporation hereby places on record an emphatic

claim, on behalf of the City of Cork, to the retention

of its rights as a collegiate centra in the Irish univer-

sity system, and, in any legislation that may result

from the forthcoming investigation, the preservation

to Cork, for collegiate and university teiichmg pur-

poses, of the grants at prasent enjoyed by the Queen’s

College, Cork.”

No. 2.

Referred to in Introduction to tho Report.

Resolution of Graduates Educated at Queen's College, Cork.

“ That this meeting is of opinion that, considering

the very great advantage the Queen’s College, Cork

—

practically the only endowed educational establishment

in Munster—has been to the various denominations of

the community, we desire respectfully to strongly

protest against any diminution iu its present endow-
ments, as such would be seriously detrimental to its

interests as a collegiate and educational institution.’’

This resolution had appended to it eighty-three

signatures, purporting to be those of graduates of the
Queen’s University, who were educated at Queen's
College, Cork.

The resolution was handed iu by a deputation, con-
sisting of the following :—

Names of Deputation

:

Philip Barry, m.e., Harbour Engineer.
Win. Babiugton, B.A., Solicitor.

Wm. Hill, b.e., Architect.

T. J. V. Sullivan, B.E., Architect.

W. J. M ‘Mullen, ilk., City Engineer.

Arthur Hill, b.e., Architect.

Wm. Shaw, b.e.

C. O'Keeffe, F.as., Land Sub-Commissioner.

Thus. Farrington, m.a., f.c.s., Lecturer in Chem-

istry, Munster Model Farm; Chemist to the

Agricultural Society.

Wm. Harrington, F.as.

Wm. Corker, Solicitor.

D. B. O’ Flynn, m.a.,m.d., Medical Officer, Glan-

luire Dispensary.

P. J . C'remen, M.n., Med. Officer Health for City,

Phys. Cork North Infirmary.

A. SamU'ovd, «.!>., Surgeon Ophthalmic Hospital.

T. Gelston Atkins, n..\., it.n., Surgeon Women
and Children’s Hospital ; Physician Cork

Maternity.

No. 3.

Referred to in Introduction to the Report.

Memorial of Inhabitants of Cork.

We, the undersigned Residents (Catholics and Protestants), of the City and County of Cork, pray that Cork
shall be retained as an University centre, and that therefore no part of tho present emoluments of the Queen’s
College, Cork (tlio only endowed educational institution in Munster) be withdrawn -

Daniel J. Galvin, Mayor of Cork. B. J". Sheehan, j.p.

Wm. Shaw, m.i\, county Cork. John Stanton, Solicitor, Cork.
Georgo St. John Colthurst, Bart., High Sheriff, county Robert Gregg, Solicitor.

Cork.

Daniel Vincent O’Sullivan, Knt., j.p.

Paul J. Madden, Alderman.
John Hooper.
Bernard J. Alcock, J.P., k.s.o.

William M‘Namara, county Cork.
Thomas Waters, j.p., county Cork.

James Swanton, m.a., county Cork.

Denny Lane, A.B.

Ludlow A. Beamish, j.p., county Cork.
Michael M'Namara, j.p.

C. J. Cantillon, j.p.

William Harrington, j.p.

T. J. M'Mahon, Manager National Bank.

F. E. M'Namara, Manager Munster Bank, Cork.

W. T. Hmigerford.
John Hatton.
T. F. Can-oil.

Samuel F. Hynes, Architect.

George C. Tolerton.

W. Ronan, Solicitor and Notary Public.

John Russell.

Edward Ban-y Broadley.

John Joyce Foley, m.a., Solicitor.

John Walter Bourke, Solicitor.

A. E. Cronin, Hibernian Bank (Limited), Cork.
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Thomas P. Gibbs.

Philip William Bass, Solicitor.

Richard Hayes, Solicitor.

M. H. J. Roberts, county Cork.

John Hallman.

Thomas Exham, Solicitor and Notary Public.

Samuel F. Lindsay, Solicitor and Notary Public, Cork.

J. Morgan, late Captain 97th Regiment.

Robert Widker, c.e., Architect.

H. S. Noblctt, Solicitor, Cork.

D. V. Douegan, Solicitor, President of Court of Con-

science.

D. M‘Carthy Maliony.

William Thomas Barrett.

D. Cronin.

Michael V. Cagney.

W. Roberts.

Thomas Babingtou, Solicitor.

John F. Maguire, Sub-Sheriff, Cork.

M. S. O’Calleglian, Land Agent.

Walter Morrough, Land Agent.
William Lumley Perrier, j.p.

James Breuan,it.n.A., Head-master, School of Art, Cork.

Richard Pigott Bciunisli, d.l., county Cork.

John Fox, Manufacturer, Cork.

James W. Pollock, j.p.

James Ogilvie, j.p.

Anderson Cooper, Manager Provincial Bank, Cork.
David Ross, j.p.

Joseph H. Can-oil, Land Agent.
Francis Cade.

Richard M'Namara.
O. M. Harvey, Merchant.

N. Webb Ware, Consul Argentine Republic.

Victor B. Fitzgibbon, j.p.

James H. Doncgan, j.p.

James Murphy, Cork.

William W. Babington, Solicitor, Cork.

Daly Murray.
Thomas Ware, Solicitor.

Francis Hodder.
George G. Waters.
D. Cronin.

J. H. Cronin.

Alfred Blake, Solicitor, Cork.
S. C. Blako, s.o.s., Cork.
William Murphy, Solicitor, Cork.

William O’Mullauc, Wino Merchant.
Thomas A. Lambkin, Manufacturer.
Robert Day and Sou.
P. J. Fordo, j.p.

George F. Murphy, Solicitor, Cork.
Edmund Burke, j.p., Lota Park.
W. H. Massey, j.r., county Cork.
George Purcell, Cork.
C. Rayci-oft, county Cork.
John Flynn.
T. J. Clanchy.
John H. Sugrue, j.p., counties Cork and Kerry.
Edward Neville, Jolm-street, Cork.
James Byi-ne, Church-street.
Edward Harding, Waterview, Cork.
Maurice O’Donnell, Dominick-street, Cork.
Timothy O’Sullivan and Son, Butter Exchange, Cork.
Patrick Kearney, Butter Exchange, Cork.
Pat. J. Oorkery.
George C. Barry.

George H. Stoker.

D. W. Maliony.
William Henry Lyons.
Thomas Cuguey.
Alexander M'Cartliy, j.p.

Edward Gibson.

Homy L. Tivy, t.c.

John Leader.

J. H. Belton, Munster Bank, Cork.
John O’Callaglian, t.c.

James MocDonnell, T.c.

William J. Lane, T.c.

M. J. Horgan, Solicitor.

John Grimes, t.c.

John O’Brien, T.c.

John B. Roche, T.c.

William R. Harris, T.c.

Booth and Fox, Lavitb’s-quay,

E. J. Julian, Tivoli Villa.

Daniel Finn.

W. J. Hennessy.
John Buckley, T.o.

James L. Bogan, r.c.

0.

O'K. Smith, t.c.

John B. Davidson.

Richard Cronin.

Edwax-d Geary, Alderman.
Robert Mayne, Aklcrman.
J. Jones, Alderman.
D. Linehan, T.c.

Eugene Finn, a b., m.b.

H. M. Coates.

G. B. Waters, county Cork.

John Waters, j.p., county Cork.

T. W. Murray and Co., Cork.

John Perry and Sons, Cork.
James Calbeck, Secretary, Cork School of Music.

W. B. Havtland, Cork.

Richard Sumnor, Cork.

William Egan and Sons.

D. FitzPatrick and Sons.

R. M. Moncuster, 6G, Patrick-street, Cork.

F. Brennan, Cork.

M. P. Bolster, 78, Patrick-street.

Baker and Wright, 48, Patrick-street.

Peter Allau, 45, Patrick-street.

H. Allpoi-t.

James Hackett, 43, Patrick-street.

Newsom and Sons.

Baker and Co., Cork.

J. O’Callaghan, Cork.

Breton and Sour.

D. B. O’Flynn, m.a., m.d., Glanmire.

Philip Barry, M.B., Cork.

Thomas Powell Evans, Cork.

John Blair, Cork.

Abraham B. Scott, Cork.

Robert Scott and Co., Cork.
Edward Arblaster, m.a., Cantab.

Edward Byrne, Cork.

Thomas R. Lester, 107, Park-street.

Rasldeigh Bclchor, Surgeon, Cork.

W. H. Beamish, Land Agent. ’

Samuel Lano, Cork.

William Delacour, m.a., Cantab.

William B. Harrington, p.c.s.

Stanley Harrington, b.a., j.p.

No. 4.

Resolution oe Galway Town Commissioners.

Handed in by Major Wilson Lynch.

Seaolved,—That in view of any legislation that may
result from the Parliamentary legislation at present
being carried out in the matter of the Queen’s
Colleges, Ireland, the preservation of Galway Queen’s
College, for collegiate and university teaching, and of

the grants at present enjoyed by it, is eminently due

to the City of Galway, as the capital of the province

of Connaught
; and wo, the Town Commissioners of

Galway, as representing the public, hereby place to

record our desire to see such arrangement carried out.

4N
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ADDENDA.

Addenda No. 1.

The Royal University.

L

—

Return showing the total number of Students who presented themselves at the several

Examinations in the different Faculties, in the Year 1SS4, and the number who passed
;
also the

number that presented themselves at each Examination from each of the three Queen’s Colleges,

and the number that passed.

* Including one man who had been counted twice, inasmuch as he took the Degree of B.A. in two “Honour Groups of Subjects.”

[Table H
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ADDENDA. 515

jj Return showing the total number of Exhibitions and other Prizes awarded at the several

Examinations in each Faculty, in the Year 1884, anil also tho number gaiiied at each

Examination by Students of each of the three Queen’s Colleges.

ToT.it, Awarded.
Queen's Cm.-
luce, Belfast.

Queen's Col- Queen's Col-

1 st 1st 1 st 2nd Ist 2nd
Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class.

Matriculation, . . . •

First University,

10 21*

20| 1 :

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

* Including 1 over ago.

J* Including I overage,

it Including 3 over ago.

Second University, .
7* I3t 2 4 0 1 0 0

<» Including l over ngc.

it Including 2 over ngc.
7* < t 4 5 0 0 0 * Including 1 over age.

M.A. 1* _ * Gold Medal, Queue's
College, Belfast.

LL.B 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

* Including 1 disqunli-Second Engineering, 0 0
fled by standing.

B.E. 2* 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 * Including 1 disquali-

fiod by standing.

0 3 1 0 0 0

M.B 1 4* 0 0 1 1 0 * Including 1 disquali-

lied by standing.

Studentships, .... 2 " " ' “

IIL—The total number of Students who presented themselves for the Matriculation Examina-
tion, in the Academical Year 1884, and the number that passed

;
stating also the number of

Exhibitions awarded.

Details op Matriculation Examination, 1884.

Total number of Candidates examined, ...... 667

Total numbor of successful Candidates, ...... 625

The number of Exhibitions awarded at this Examination is givon in Table H.

IV.—(1), (2) The Minimum percentage of Marks, in Honour Papers, on which First and Second

Class Honours, respectively, have beeu awarded in tho several Examinations in the several

Faculties.

First University Examination, 1884.

Lowest percentage for Honours.

1st Class. 2nd Class. 1st Class. 2nd Class.

50 English, . 70 56

60 Mathematics, . 67

French, . 75 58 Experimental Physics, 60 45

German, . 77 60

Second University Examination, 1884.

1st Class. 2nd Claes. 1st Class. 2nd Class.

66 Logic, . . . . GO 45

Mathematics, .

Mathematical Physics, 47

French, 55 Experimental Physics, 54

German, . 70 63 Chemistry, 58

Celtic, 74 - Biology, .

Lowest percentage for Honours at

—

B.A. Examination.

Classics

1st Class.

70

2nd cioss. 1

63 Mathematical Science,
Modem Literature, . 74 65 Experimental Scioucc,
Logic, Metaphysics, 4c., .

Jurisprudence, Political
75 50 Biological Science, .

Economy, 71 50

M.A. Examination.

Logic, Metaphysics, 4c.,

Experimental Science, .

Biological Science.

1st Class. 2nd Class.
'

23
4!)

1st Clara.

90
67
63

2
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Addenda. No. 2.

This is the Return furnished by the Royal University for 1884, «as corrected by the authorities of

the Queen’s Colleges.

I.—Return showing the total number of Students who presented themselves at the several

Examinations in the different Faculties, in the Year 1884, and the number who passed
;
also the

number that nresented themselves at each Examination from each of the three Queen’s Colleges

II.

—

Return showing the total number of Exhibitions .and other Prizes awarded at the several

Examinations in each Faculty, in the Year 1SS4, and also the number gained at each
Examination by Students of each of the three Queen’s Colleges.

Queen’s Coe- Queen's Col- Queen's Col-
mce, Belfast. moe, Conk. LEGE, GALWAT.

ist 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
Class. Class Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class.

Matriculation,{ . 10 21* 2 o 0 0 0 0 * Including 1 over itge.

First University, 7* 20| 1 5 0 2 0 0
< Including 1 over nge-.

(t Including 3 over age.

Second University, . 7* 13f 2 4 0 I 0 0 J* Including 1 over age.

7* 7t 4 5 0 0 0 0 * Including 1 over age.

LL.B., . . .

1# “ ~ “ ~ Gold Medal, Queen*
College, Belfast.

1 1 0 0 0

First Engineering, .

Second Engineering,
. 1 1 0 1 0 0 I

S* 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 • Including 1 disquali-

fled by standing.
2* 1 0 0 1 0 1 X Including 1 disquali-

fied by standing.

First Medical, . 2 2 1 1 0 0 0

0 3 0 1 0 1

M.B 0 2 1 1 0 * Including 1 disquali-

fied by standing.

Scholarships, . 2 - _ _ _
Studentships, . 2 ' I - -

* Mr. Stanley Pope, being a medical student In Queen's Colloge, Cork, took op for his Second University Examination a subject in which

be bad attended lectures in Queen's College, Cork, he, however, entered himself as of private study and is not included In this return.

—

Aim. Jack.
t Mr. George S. Obre, u student of tho Second Year in the Faculty of Arts, and a Scholar of that year In Queen's College, Cork, obtained

the Degree of B.A., but he is not included in this return as he returned himself as of private study.—

A

lex. Jack.

; The course for Matriculation is not read In Queen’s College, Cork.—

A

lex. Jack.
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ADDENDA. 51’

Addenda. No. 3.

Note, This letter and the tallies following it wero received too late for publication in their proper place in

the Appendix of Documents.

Queen's College, Cork,

30tli December, 188-1.

SiHj The Registrar of this College has drawn my
attention to the incomplete character of the Returns,*

the corrected proofs of which I enclose. These Returns

should, in justice to all University Colleges, and in

the interest of higher education, include the honours

in each subject as well as the exhibitions granted on

the totals of all marks. It is much easier1 to score

high marks in literary subjects than in scientific sub-

jects. On tliis account exhibitions fall naturally to

those who take up such subjects as Greek, Latin,

English, ifcc., than to those who take up higher

Mathematics for instance. Greek, Latin, Modern
Languages, English, «fcc., are only continuations of

school work, and are often better taught by school-

masters (i.c., better in the examination sense) than by
University Professors. It is different in such subjects

as are usually only taught in Universities. Take, for

example, the Second University Examination (I pass

over the first because it properly belongs to the schools)

and yon will sec by the MS. Returns,which Professor

Jack, our Registrar, has made out of the Honours,

that out of ten Honours awarded, nine were taken by
students of two Queen’s Colleges. Again, in tlio

B. A. Examination, out of four Honours in Biology
all arc taken by Queen’s College students.

Again, the printed Return does not include the
number who obtained Upper Pass at their degree
examination in Medicine. The passing of a large

number of men in tlic Upper Pass Division is a better

test of the soundness of the work of a medical school

than tlio getting by one of its students of a first or

second class, which is generally the result of accident.

I think the enclosed Tables (in MS.), which include

all the Faculties, should be added to the printed Re-
turns, I shall therefore feel obliged by your bringing

before the Commissioners.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

William K. Sullivan,

President of Queen’s College, Cork.

N. D. Murphy, Jun., Esq.,

Secretary, Queen’s Colleges (Ireland) Commission.

* Royal University Returns lor 1884, corrected by Queen's College, Cork, authorities.

QUEEN’S COLLEGE, CORK.
Return shewing the total number of Honours awarded at the several Royal University Examina-

tions in each Faculty in the year 1884, and also the number gained at each Examination by
Students of each of the three Queen’s Colleges.

Faculty of Arts.

First University Examination.

— Total Awarded.
Queen'6 College

Belfast.

Queen's Coilega
Cork.

Queen's College
Galway.

1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

Latin, 9 11 2 1 0 0 0 0

Greek, ..... 2 13 1 0 0 0 0 0

French, ..... 20 2G 1 l 2 1 1 0

German, ..... 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

English, ..... 9 30 0 6 0 2 0 I

Mathematics,..... G 9 2 1 0 2 0 0

Experimental Physics, . 4 7 0 2 0 0 1 0

Second University Examination.

Total awarded.
Queen's College,

Belfast.

Queen’s College,
Cork.

Queen's College,
Galway.

1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd.

Latin, ..... 6 10 1 • 0 0 0 0

Gree k, ... 3 6 0 1 0 0 0 0

English, ..... 6 23 1 6 0 1 0 0

Pr«nch, 6 17 0 3 0 0 0 0

German, 4 2 2 1 0 0 0 0

Celtic, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Logic, .... 5 7 2 3 1 0 0 0

Mathematics,
. 6 4 4 3 1 1 0 0

Mathematical Physics, 4 3 3 2 0 0 0 0

Experimental Physics, A 5 3 1 0 0 0 1

Chemistry, ... 2 3 0 2 1 0 0 0

Biology,
, 3 4 0 1 1 0 0 0
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B.A. Examination.

Total Awarded.
Queen’s College 1

Belfast.

Queen’s Collcgo

Cork.
Queen's College

Galway.

let. 2nd. 1st. 2nd.

j

1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd.

1 » 0 0 0
Aucient Classic*, •

0
Modem Literature, •

Logic, Metaphysics, and History of Philosophy, 3 5 !
3 3 0

Political Economy, G eneral Jurisprudence, and 3 0 2 0 * 0

History, .

Mathematical Science, 2 2 1 1

Experimental Science, • • • 2 7 1 2 0 1 0 2

Biological Seience, . •
2 2 2 0

M. A. Examination.

Queen's Col-
1.
Queen’s Col-

Awarded. lege. Belfast. lege, Cork. lego, Galwny,

Biological Science,
|

Logic, Metaphysics, I

Political Economy and History of Philosophy, J

Experimental Science,

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Facui.tt of Law.

—
Totr.l

Awarded.

Queen's College,

Belfast.

Queen's College,

Cork.

Queen’s College,

Galway.

1st. 2nd. .... 2nd. 1st.

J

2nd. I 1st. I
2nd.

LL.B. Examination,
|

2
j

2 0 1 2 0 0 1 0

School of Engineering.

—
Total

Awarded.
Queen’s College,

Belfast.

Quoou's College,

Cork.

Queen’s College,

Galway.

1st. 2nd. 1st.

|

2nd. 1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd.

First Engineering, 2 1
| 1

|

0_ 0 1 1 1 0

Second Engineering, . . . . . .
1 3 0 3

1

0 0 0 0 0

B. E. Examination, 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 1

Faculty of Medicine.

— Total Awarded. Queen’s College,

Belfast.

Queen's College,
Cork.

Queen’s College
Galway.

1st.
|

j

2nd. |n,p«. 1st. 2nd. UpperJ 1st.
;

2nd.

|

Upper. 1st. 2nd. Upper.

First Medical Examination, 3
1

‘ a 1 2 ! 0 5 0 J
j

’

1 1 0 .1
1

1

Second „ „ . HElS3 BBK2mm
M.B. HImwHm&miHH
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ADDENDA. 519

Addenda No. 4.

Royal University of Ireland.

This Tabic was received too late for publication in its proper place, in Appendix III. It is to be
read in connexion with Table No. 9, in Appendix III. A., p. 41(5, ami is referred to by a Note
appended thereto.

Table showing the Number of Individuals who presented themselves for the undermentioned Examinations in
the ycars 1S82 and ’83, and the Number who Passed, giving the number coming from each Queen’s
College, and the numlrnr that selected the Queen's Univeisity Regulations.

Examination-.

Toti

Exm
No.

ilictl.

Total No.
Passed.

Quec i'a College, Belfast. Queen's College, Cork. Queen s College, Gahvay.

Ik
C1

| K
<y

|b
K

University

Regulations.

Royal
University
Regulations.

University
Regulations.

Royal
University
Regulations.

University
JScgulu-

lloyiit

University
ltegulu-

|
1 j 1

|
y.

a
1

1
i
£

1

£

Examined.

•d

1BS2.

first Examination iu Medicine,

.

2»» C 171 5 9G 61 83 59 1 n 49 32 , 1

Second „ IBS 17 107 „ 71 41 II IS GS 40 n 39 20 n 6

M.B. Examination, 119 1 69 1 «a :u 34 20 05 12 1 1

1883.

First University Examination, . ,183 271 03 10 8 0 15 9

Second, „ „ 192 150 49 so 11 10 17 11

li.A. Examination, 10 on o 48 IS 3 07 32 3 2 8 6 1 0 13 8

M.A. „ ... n G 6 3 j ,

LLB. „ ... 2 2 2 2

LLD. „ ... 4 4 , 1 1 1

FlntExamlnatloniii Engineering, 7 n 3

Second „ „ 1 12 0 0 1 1 a r. 1 0 2 2

B.E. Examination, , 0 8 a a a 2 3 3

M.E. „ ...
First Examination in Medicine, . 90 34 49 .11 38 18 n 10 31 10 4 4 17 B 4

Second
,, „ SO 1011 •18 5C 10 24 .10 20 20 15 .10 20 23 C C 4

M.B. Examination, 06 a!> 60 25 •17 i.i 8 24 "
_L

11 19 15 2 J
Details of the Number of Candidates who presented themselves for the several Examinations

during the year 1884.

1884.

Total Nn.
Exaiiiiueil.

Total No.
1'tnwcil.

(luni BHQ9

& B

a

j

Queen's. Itoynl. ltoy.1.

a
ri |

£

Examined. t
£

1

l
W

1
I

E
a

I
w 1K

First University Examination, . 484 309 80 01 17 n 13

Second University Examination, 221 187 62 44 0 0 12 10

B.A 4 120 2 98 3 1 30 29 8 0 l i 11 10

M.A B 6 4 4 3 2

LL.B., 7 6 2 2 1 1

1L.D 4 3 „

First Examination in Engineering, 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1

Second „ 1 7 1 c 3 3 3 1 1 i

ee., . . ; . 0 0 4 a a 2

H.E.,
. .

Eirst Examination in Medicine, 34 88 20 70 10 8 20 37 8 o 13 12 10 4 s 4

Second
„ n 00 100 18 87 10 7 40 20 11 0 44 28 14 4 iu «

38 83 14 50 19 8 83 18 8 3 31 20 0 3 0 0
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INDEXES.
j. Alphabetical Index of Witnesses examined, with the numbering of the Questions and

Answers of their Evidence, and the places where they were examined.

liter of Quialiom.

1. Allen. T. Taylor,

.

2. Allman, Geo. Johnston,

3. Anderson, Alexander,

4. Anderson, R. J.,

5. Arblnster, Edmund,
6. Armstrong, Geo. F.,

8(590-8729

6056-6 1 90, 6729-6785,
6912-6922
7290-7366
6360-6408
3517-3564
3174-3277

7. Banks, J. T.,

A Blackall, P.>

9. Browne, J. V.,
10. Browne, S., .

11. Buckley, M.,

12. Burke, Rev. J. D.,

13. Byers, J. W.,

9462-9643
4359-4673
53 1 5—5390
930-985

8571-8669, 8810-88
9241-9262
4011-4064
1019-1079

14. Cslwell, W.,
15. Campbell, J. A., .

16. Carr, Right Rev. Thos.

17. Charles, J. J.,

IS. Cogblan, Very Rev. J. J.

19. Cohihon, N. W., .

20. Conway, Rev. J. .

21. Corby, Henry,
22. Cotter, Jeremiah,

.

23. Cremen, P. J,,

24. Crosslcy, T. Hastings,
25. Cruise, E. R.,

26. Cuming, J.,

27. Cunningham, D. J.,

28. Cunningham, R. 0.,

29. Curtis, A. H.,

1080-1090
6880-691

1

6487-6629
2750-2960, 4647-4657

4735-4746
3836-3954
6428-5482

3070-3107
3108-3173
3017-3069
1216-1268
9762-9899
669-736

7611 '706

30. Delany, Rev. W.,

31. Davies, J. Fletcher,
82. Dill, E. F., .

33. Dougan, T. W., .

8187-8357, 8448-851

1

9900-9925.
6522-6801
1889-1899
847-477

34. Ellis, W. E.,
35. England, John,
36. Everett, J. E.,
87. Ewart, W., .

38. Fagan, J,, .

39. Farrington, T.,

Hanralian, E. F.,
Harrington, W. B

,

Harrison, J. H., .

Hartog, Marcus M.,
Henry, Rev. H., .

Hodges, J. F.,
Hogan, Edm..
Hutch, Rev. W., .

9191-9214
4328-4-350

6197-6223
4168-4263,4646

1779-1821
1342-1367
4065-4097
3955 4010

0. Jack, Alexander,
,

1. Jones, H. Macnaugliton.
2. Johnston, Rev. Wm., .

3278-3516,4264-4291.
9387-9461
737-754

3. Kenny Rev. T., .

4. Keogh, D., .

5. Kilien, Rev. J. D.,
6- Kinkead, R. T., .

7. Kirkpatrick, W. T.,
S. Knight, C. F.,

6630-6679
3766-3832
1310-1341
6483-552

1

986-1018

9. Larmor, J., .

0. Leech, H. Brougham,

Dublin.
Galway.
Cork.

Dublin.
Cork.
Galway.
Belfast.

Dublin.

Galway.
Belfast.

Cork.
Do
Do.

Belfast.

Belfast!

Dublin.
Belfast.

Dublin.

Dublin.

Belfast.

Dublin.
Cork.
Galway.
Cork.
Belfast.

Do.
Cork.

Cork.
Dublin.
Belfast.

Galway.
Cork
Belfast.

Galway.
Belfast.

Dublin.

61. Letts, Edm. A.,
62. Lewis, B., .

63. Lynch, J. J.,

64. Lynham. J. J.,

65. Magner, J.,

66. Maguire, T.,
67. Malet, J, C.,

68. Martin, Rev. W. Todd,
69- Meissner, A. L.,

70. Mills, R. H.,
71. Moflett, T. W., .

737 -754
1 163-1216
3715-3765

[4747-5181,6923-69391

72. McArdle, J. S., .

73. McKeown, W. A.,
74. McMordie, W. K.
75. McMullen, M. J.,

76. Nelson, J.,

77. Nixon, Randal C. J.,

O.

78. O’Callaghan, D.,

79. O’Connor, D. C.,

80. O’Laverty, Rev. J.,
81. O’Neill, H.,

82. O’Ryan, O.,
83. O’Sullivan, S., .

84. Park, J
85. Parker, II. R., .

86. Pearson, C. Y., .

87. Perry, J
88. Porter, Rev. J. Leslie,

89. Purser, J., .

90. Pye, J. P.,

91. Redfern, I’.,

92. Reflc, Rev. J. E
93. Reid, J. Seaton,

94. ltidgway, W.,
95. Roche, J., .

96. Ruwney, T. H.,

97. Sandford, A. W.,
98. Shaw, J. J.,

99. Simpson, M.,
100. Sinclair, T.,

101. Smith, Alexander,
102. Smith, D. li. P.

.

103. Smith, J. W., .

104. Starkie, W. J. M.,

105. Stoker, W. Thornley,
106. Sullivan, W. K.,

107. Taylor, Sir David,

108. Thompson, 1 <’Arcy I

109. Thomson, W., .

110. Townsend, E. R.,

111. Townsend, E., .

112. Tyrrell, It. Y., .

W.
113. Walsh, Rev. W. J.,

114. Webster, Rev G.
115. Whitaker, H., .

116. Whitla, W.,
117. Whitlegge, W. A.,

1 18. Wylie, J., .

1635-1674
2379-2436

9005-9169, 9215-9240
6391-5427

4593-4632, 4683-4734
7707-7856,8160-81861
2437-2522,3577-3610,

Cork.
Dublin.
Cork.

9644-9713
1475-1528
562-668

4574-4592

4658-4661
2523-2587
1822-1835
1563-1612

2492-2522,4351-4358
2588-2719,4614,4645

1390-1410

3154-3173
6827-6879

1-232, 1163-1167,
1914-1924

811-923, 1132-1162,
1269-1280

5182-5314,6022-6054,
6786-6826

233-346,1877-1888
7856-8142, 8730-8809,

1925-1943
2307-2878
9171-9190
6680-6721

S565—3576
8358-84.47
4292-4327
783-610

9263-9353
4662- 4667
1529-1562
8825-8t)8G

7453-7610, 9714-9761
1 944-2306, 4633-4643,
4680-4682, 8818-8824,

9170

925-929
5802-6021
8512-8570
2961-3016
6224-6359
7394-7452

Belfast.

Cork.
Dublin.
Galway.

Cork.
Galway.
Belfast.

Belfast.

Dublin.
Belfast.

Cork.
Dublin.
Galway.

Cork.
Dublin.
Cork.
Belfast.

Dublin.
Cork.
Belfast.

Dublin.
Do.

Belfast.

Galway.
Dublin.
Cork.
Galway.
Dublin.

6540-7141,9354-9386
4098-4111
1900-1913
1411-1474
4668-4677
1762-1778

Y.

Dublin.
Cork.
Belfast.

1281-1309 I Belfast.

4 0
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II. Index of Witnesses according to the order in which they were examined, showing also the
places and dates of their examination.

Note.—Witnesses unconnected with the Colleges are marked with an asterisk.

Belfast.

Tuesday, June 3, 1884.

Name of Witness. Questions.

Rev. J. Leslie Porter, ... 1—232

Professor Redfern, - 233-34G

Professor Dougan, - - - 347-477
•Randal C. J. Nixon, - - - 478-529

•Henry R. Parker, - - - 530-5G1

Wednesday, June 4, 1884.

W. K. M'Moxclie, ... 5G2-G68
Professor Chiming, - - G 69-7 36

•Rev. William Johnson, • - 737-754
Rev. W. Todd Martin, - - - 755-782
Thomas. Sinclair, - - - 783-810
Professor Purser, - - - 811-924
•Sir David Taylor, - - - 925-929
Samuel Browne, - - - 930-985
W. T. Kirkpatrick, - - - 9S6-1018
John W. Byers, - - - 1019-1079
W. Calwell, .... 1080-1090
•W. Ewart, M.P., - . - 1091-1131
Professor Purser, - - - 1132-11G2
Rev. J. Leslie Porter, - - - 1163-1167

Thursday, June 5, 1884.

Professor Meissner, ... 1168-1215
Professor Crossley, - - . 1216-1268
Professor Purser, - • - 1269-1280
Professor Yonge. - - . 1281-1309
•Rev. W. D. fallen, - - - 1310-1341
Professor Hodges, - - . 1342-1367
Alexander Gordon, ... 1368-1389
Professor Park, - - . . 1390-1410
William Whitla, - 1411-1474
William A. M'Keown, - - - 1475-1528
J. W. Smith, - . . 1529-1362
Henry O’Neill, - - . . 1563-1612
Joseph Nelson, - 1613-1629
John Pagan, .... 1630-1634
Professor Letts, - - . . 1635-1674
Professor R. O. Cunningham, - - 1675-1711
Professor Everett, - - - 1712-1751
John Wylie, .... 1752-1778
*Rev. H. Henry, ... 1779-1821
•Rev. James OLaverty, . . 1822-1835
•Rev. John Conway, - . . 1836-1876
Professor Redfern, - . . 1877-1888
Professor Dill, .... 1889-1899
Henry Whitaker, . . . 1900-1913
Rev. J. Leslie Porter, - . . 1914-1924

Friday, June 6, 1884.

Professor Seaton Reid, -

Cork.

Saturday, June 7, 1884.

President Sullivan, - . . 1944.2306
Professor Ridgway, - . . 2307-2378
Professor Lewis, - . . 2379-2436
Professor Malet, - . . 2437-2491
Professor O’Ryan, ... 2492-2522

Monday, June 9, 1884.

Professor O’Connor,
Profe&sor O’Sullivan,
Professor Charles,
E. R. Townsend,
P. J. Cremen, -

Professor Corley,

Jeremiah Cotter,

C. Y. Pearson, -

Professor Armstrong, ...
Professor Jack, -

•Edm. Arblaster, ...
A. W. Sandford, ...

2523-2587
2588-2749
2750-2960
2961-3016
3017-3069
3070-3107
3108-3153
3154-3173
3174-3277
3278-3516
3517-3564
3565-3576

Tuesday, June 10, 1884.

Name of Witness.

Professor Malet,

Professor England,
Profe&sor Horner Mills, -

Denis Keogh, ...
Professor Malet,

•Very Rev. J. J. Canon Coghlau,
•Rev. W. Hutch,
•Rev. J. D. Burke,
•Edmund J. Hogan,
Very Rev. G. Webster,

Thomas Farrington,

Professor Haling,
Professor Alexander Jock,
Professor Maxwell Simpson,

W. B. Harrington,

Professor O'Ryan,
Patrick Blackall,

Michael J. M ‘Mullen, -

James Magner, -

President Sullivan,

Professor O'Sullivan,

Professor Hartog,

Professor Charles,

D. O’Callaghan,

D. R. P. Smith, -

W. A. Whitlegge, -

President Sullivan, -

James Magner,
Professor Charles, -

Galway.

Thursday
, June 12, 1884.

President Moffett,

Professor Pye, ...
Professor Browne,
Professor Lynham,
Professor Colahan,

Professor Ivinkead,

Friday, June 13, 1884.

Professor Davies, -

Professor D’Arey W. Thompson,
Professor Pye, .

Professor Allman,
J. H. Harrison,

Professor Edward Townsend,
Professor Anderson,
Professor Larmor, ...

Saturday, June 14, 1884.

•Right Rev. Thomas Carr, D.D.,

•Rev. T. Kenny, - - -

Professor Rowney, ...
Professor Larmor, -

Professor Allman, ...
Professor Pye, -

James Perry, -

J. A. Campbell, ...
Professor Allman, ...
President Moffett, -

Dublin.

Saturday, June 21, 1884.

•Very Rev. William J. Walsh, d.d.,

Arthur Hill Curtis, -

Professor H. Brougham Leech, -

Alexander Anderson, -

Monday, June 28, 1884.

•Professor Tyrrell, ...
W. Thomley Stoker, -

•Professor D. J. Cunningham, -

Questions.

3577-3G10
3611-3714

3715-3765
37 66-3834

3835
3836 3954
3955-4010

4011-4064
4065-4097

4098-4111

4112-4167

4168-4263
4264-4291

4292-4327
4328-4350
4351-4358
4359-4673
4574-4592
4593-4632
4633-4643
4644-4645

4646
4647-4657
4658-4661
4662-4667
4668-4677
4680-4682
4683-4734
4735-4746

4747-5181
5182-5314
5315-5390
5391-5427
5428-5482
5483-5521

5520-5801

5802-6021
6022-6054

6055-6196
6197-6223
6224-6359
6360-6408
6409-6486

6487-6629

6630-6679
6680-6721
6722-6728
6729-6785
6786-6826
6827-6879
6880-6911
6912-6922
6923-6939

6940-7141
7142-7229
7230-7314
7315-7393

7394-7452
7453-7610
7611-7706
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Name of Witness.

Professor Maguiro,

•Rev. J. E. Reffe,

Professor Graham,

Professor Maguire,

Tuesday, June 24,

•Rev. William Delany, 8.J.,

J. J. Shaw,
•Rev. William Delauy, 8.J.,

William Thomson,

Wednesday, June 2S

•M. Buckley,

T. Taylor Alien,

"Rev. J. E. Reffe,

•M. Buckley, -

President Sullivan,

•William J. M. Starkio,

C. F. Knight, -

Documents prepared by the Commission, and Documents furnished at the request of the

Commission.
No. Pago

1. Paper of Queries sent by the Commission to the Queen’s Colleges, - - - 357
2. Returns by Queen’s College, Belfast, in answer to No. 1,

- - - - 387
3. Do. Cork, Do. 400
4. Do. Galway, Do. ..... 408
5. Details of part of Return to Query VII., relating to tlio three Colleges, - • - 400
ti. Paper of Queries sent by the Commission to the Royal University, .... 410
7a. Letter and Returns in answer to No. G, - - - - - - -414
7b. Returns I. aud II. (1), in answer to No. G, as corrected by tlio authorities of the three Colleges,

8a. Return furnished by Royal University, showing for the years 1877 to 1881 tlio number of

candidates who passed, and the number who were rejected at tlio various Queen's University

Examinations, ---------- 415
86. Return furnished by the three Colleges from their own Records of the number of Candidates who

passed the various Examinations in the years 1877 to .1881, . - - - - 416
9. Number of Candidates who claimed in 1882 and 1883 to he examined under Queen’s University

Regulations, - - - - - - - - - - - 416
10. Number of Candidates who obtained their Degrees, ifec., in the Queen’s and Royal Universities,

and who entered for the Competitive Examinations for Commissions in the Anny Medical
Deportment during the years 1880 to 1884, inclusive, distinguishing their qualifications both
medical and surgical, and showing tlio number who passed for vacancies, - - - 417

APPENDIX III. B.

Documents handed in by various witnesses and received in Evidence by the Commission, with a
reference to tluit part of the Minutes of Evidence (Appendix II.), where such Documents
are alluded to.

Docwnents handed in at Queen’s College, Belfast.

1. List of Queen’s College, Belfast students who gained distinctions, «fcc., in their after life.—

r

Qq. 135, 208, 241, 417
2. List of sundry Students, Queen’s College, Belfast, who obtained since January 1st, 1881,

distinctions in Universities other than the Royal University.—Q. 1167, - - - 421
3. Number of Students on Class Rolls, Queen’s College, Belfast, for ten years ending 1883-4.

—

President Porter’s evidence, - - - - - - - - 423
4. Class Fees for same period, - 423
5. Supplement to evidence of President Porter.—Qq. 230, 1915,----- 423
6. Arts Students at Queen’s College, Belfast, according to classes, for five years ending 1883-4.

—

Q. 241, ----------- 425
7. Number of Medical Students at Queen’s College, Belfast, from year 1859 to 1884.—Q. 241, - 425
8. Table of average amount of Students’ Fees, Queen’s College, Belfast, for tire two years preceding

and two years following dissolution of Queen's University.—Qq. 243, 284, 286, - - 426
9. Actual Fees received by Professors Queen’s College, Belfast, for last five years.—Qq. 243, 284-6, 426

10. Comparative table of Medical Fees payable under the Queen’s and Royal University systems.

—

Q. 1877, - . . . . . . . . 427
11. Comparative table of Medical Fees payable at Queen's College, Belfast, and in certain other

licensing bodies.—Q. 1877, - - - - - - - - - 428
12. Explanation with reference to certain Medical Students appealing in Belfast Returns.

—

Appendix in. A, No. 2, under the heading “ Medicine,” and in the column headed
“Matriculation.”—Q. 1887, --------- 428

13. Analysis of Diseases treated in Medical Ward, Belfast, Royal Hospital, 1883.—Q. 1449, - 429

is m .1 -
®0-

«.
do. do. do. Surgical Ward, 429

15. Table of Belfast Hospitals usually utilised for clinical teaching. Handed in by Dr. Wliitla.

—

Evid. 1411-1474. - - « - - - . . - 430
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Questions.

- 7707-7855
- 7856-8142
- 8143-8179
- 8180-8186

,
1884.

8187-8357
8358-8447
8448-8511
8512-8570

8571-8689
8690-8729
8730-8809
8810-8817
8818-8824
8825-8886
8S87-8997

Name of Witness.

*W. E. Ellis, -

J. J. Lynch, -

President Sullivan,

John Roche,
E. F. Hanrahan,
J. J. Lynch, -

7'hursday, June 26, 1884.

•M. Buckley,
Alexander Smith,
•Very Rev. W. J. Walsh, d.d.,

H. Macnaughtou Jones,

Thursday, August 7, 1884.

*J. T. Banks, -

*J. S. M'Artlle,

W. Thomloy Stoker,

*F. R. Cruise, - - -

*Rev. W. Delany, s.j., -

Questions.

8998-9004
9005-9169

9170
9171-9190
9191-9214
9215-9240

9241-9262
9263-9353
9354-9386
9387-9461

9462-9643
9644-9713
9714-9761
97G2-989

9

9900-9925

INDEX OF DOCUMENTS.
APPENDIX III. A.
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Documents handed in at Queen’s College, Cork.

16. List of Students who obtained places in the Indian, Army and Navy Medical Service Examina-
tions.—Q. 2119, - • - * - - - 430

17. List of College Scholars, aud subsequent distinctions gained by them.—Q. 2140, -
. 433

18, 19 <fe 20. Tables showing the number of Candidates n ho passed («) Matriculation, (/?) (irst, and

(y) second University Examinations of the Royal University, divided according ti> Provinces,

and sliowiug the number who have obtained Honours in each of the principal subjects.—Q.

. ooao, -----------
21. Memorandum of improvements recently made in Queen's College, Cork. President Sullivan’s

evidence, - -- -- -- -- -- 4G3
22a & 226. Classified Returns of the patients admitted to Cork North Infirmary for 1882 and

1883 —Q. 2589, 4C7
23. Table of Cork Hospitals, their size, attendance, nnmlier of beds, Ac.—Q. 2592, - - 439

24a & 246. Classified Returns of Medical and Surgical cases admitted to Cork Smith Infirmary

during year 1883.—Q. 3012,--------- 4G!>

25. Cork Fever Hospital Returns, 1883.—Q. 31 1G, - - - - - - 470
26. Analysis of Students of Books of Queen's College for the yenv 1883—1.—Q. 3127, - - 471
27. Cork Ophthalmic Hospital Returns, 1883. Handed in by Dr. Sandford, - - - 471
28. Memoranda banded in by Very Rev. Dr. "Webster.—Q. -1098, - - - - - 472
29. Diagram showing the fluctuations of the numbers attending tho Queen’s University from 1S50

to 1884.—Q. 4262, -------- To face page 472
30. Table showing proportion of Passes in "London University to total number of Students attending

University College, London, aud Owens College, Manchester.—Q. 4249, - - - 473
31. Table handed in by Mr. Blackall comparing certain courses of Royal University and Queen’s

College.—Q. 44L9, - - - - - - - - - - 473
32. Description of Physiological Laboratory. Handed in by Dr. Charles, - 474

Documents handed in at Queen’s College, Galway.

33. Appointments aud Distinctions obtained by Queen’s College, Galway, Students at Competitive
Examinations, Ac. Dr. Moffett's Evidence.—Q. 49 12, ..... 475

34. Report of Galway Clinical Lectures. Dr. Pye’s Evidence.—Qq. 5234, 5275, - - - 479

35. County Galway Infirmary Returns. Dr. Pye's Evidence, ----- 479
36. Anatomy and Physiology Classes, Queen’s College, Galway, for 1877 to 1884. Dr. Pye’s

Evidence.—Q. 5789, - - - - - - - - - - 480
37. Tabular view of accommodation aud cases treated in the Galway Town Hospital, together with

a Classified Return. Handed in by Dr. Colalmu, ------ 480
38. Descriptive statement regarding the Obstetric Museum. Handed in by Dr. Kinkead, - - 4S1
39. Table of Pass and Honour men in Mathematics from 1878 to 1884. Dr. Allmau's Evidence.

—

Q. 6061, et set/., ---------- 481
40. Galway Science Scholarship marks, 1880-4.—Q. 0097, ct seq., - ... 482
41. Tabular statements showing the numbers of Students of Queou’s College., Galway, who passed

Royal University Examinations in 1SS2 and 1883, iu the several Faculties, with Urn Honours
and Exhibitions gained. Handed in by Dr. Townsend, - 482

42. Return showing total number of Students hi cacli Faculty, and total number who passed
Sessional Examinations in the five years previous to IS84, ... - - 483

45.

Literary Scholarship marks, 1880-4.—Q. G358, - .... 484
44. Report of Natural "Philosophy Department. Handed in by Professor Livrmor, - - 484
45. Detailed Academic History of Medical Students attending Queen’s College, Galway, iu session

1883-4, . - 48.'.

46. Dr. Walsh’s Statement and Ten Tables, ------- 487
47. Dr. Walsh’s additional Tables,--------- 498
48. Blackroek University College. Returns of the University Examinations aud distinctions in

after life of Students, - -- -- -- -- 502
49. Personal Explanation of J. J. Hanly.—See Qq. 7893, el sea., ----- 504
50. Fr. Delany’s Tables, - - - . . . . - 505
51. Extract from Medical Times. March 8, 1SS4.—Q. 9172. - - - - - 511

APPENDIX III. 0.

1. Resolution Cork Town Council, - -- -- -- - 512
2. Resolution and names of deputation of Queen’s College, Cork, Graduates, - 512
3. Memorial of Inhabitants of Cork, - - - - - - - - 512
4. Resolution of Galway Town Commissioners, - - - - - - - 513

ADDENDA.

1. Royal University Examinations, 1S84, with regard to Queen’s Colleges, - - - 514

2. The previous set of Tallies as corrected by the Queen’s Colleges authorities, - 515

3. Letter and Table presented by President, Queen’s College, Cork, - - - - 517

4. Royal University Tables of Individuals presenting themselves and passing for various Exami-
nations hi 1882, 1883, and 18S4, distinguishing those under Queen’s University and Royal
University Regulations, - - - - - - - - - 519

Doblim : Printed by Alex. Thom & Co. (Limited), 87, 88, & 89, Abbey-street,

The Queen’s Priming Office.
^
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